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FOREWORD
It is unanimously agreed that Professor Etienne Lamotte's
mastery of Buddhist Scriptures is displayed on every page of his
impressive Hisfoire du Bouddhisme Indien. Hence, it is not surprising that as soon as this epoch-making book was published, it
quickly became so famous and renowned that introducing such a
masterpiece seems to be pointless.
His friends, colleagues and disciples, have spoken at length
about the scholar and his work, and in much better terms than I
would ever be able to do. Therefore, my task being easier, I feel
that the best way of paying tribute to Professor E. Lamotte's
,memory is to depict briefly the attitude that we have deliberately
adopted, from the very moment we undertook the responsability
of revising the English translation of one of the finest pieces of
scholarship among his huge scientific production.
From the start, all the contributors were deeply convinced that
their primary task was to preserve the essence of the original and
try to render the flavour of Professor E. Lamotte's vivid and
brilliant style, even if this sometimes meant clashing with the new
trends that characterize present day Buddhist scholarship. From
the beginning, the dilemma proved to be very crucial indeed,
namely when we were confronted with the problem of translating
accurately the Buddhist technical terms: it soon became obvious
that the main difficulty was due to the majority of the basic terms
being given different meanings throughout the book, in order to
fit the context within which they were used. I was one of the
happy few who had the privilege of knowing Professor E. Lamotte, and I believe the only likely explanation is the assumption
that the Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien is entirely the product of
the phenomenal memory with which the famous scholar was
endowed.
To quote briefly even a few examples would be beyond the
scope of this foreword, and would be bound to degenerate into a
barren debate between specialists. The form of the index of
technical terms illustrates clearly the kind of preoccupations we
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had to cope with, and, at the same time, exemplifies the compromise we have finally decided to adopt.
The broad outline of the project was initiated by Professor
Suzanne Van Riet of the Universitt catholique de Louvain,
director of the Publications de 1'Institut Orientaliste de Louvain
(P.I.O.L.) in July 1985, and, for the main part, was carried out
and achieved by Mrs Sarah Webb-Boin, whose English translations of Professor E. Lamotte's other works enjoy a very high
reputation. Thanks to her outstanding ability as a translator, she
produced, in a relatively short time, a high-standard, fluent
English translation, very close to the French original. We are all
glad to have the opportunity to express openly our deepest
gratitude for her painstaking efforts, which have greatly contributed to the successful completion of the whole enterprise. In the
course of the revision process, Mrs S. Webb-Boin constantly
made many valuable suggestions that considerably facilitated the
task of the revision team, while enabling us to concentrate on a
close scrutiny of particularly controversial doctrinal matters.
It is plain to everyone that Buddhist scholarship is becoming
more and more prolific: new archaeological remains come to light,
new inscriptions are discovered, texts in Buddhist Sanskrit or
Priikrits, unearthed from ruined stfipas, are deciphered and published. All those elements open up new prospects to a deeper
knowledge of certain aspects of Indian Buddhism, and contribute
to a better approach to the history of Buddhist doctrine. Those
factors have been taken into account for compiling a bibliographical supplement which lists the titles of the leading works and
essential articles which can shed new light on specific topics. Far
from being exhaustive, we have deliberately preferred to be
selective by focusing on carefully selected fields of interest, such as :
the personality and the religious policy of king ASoka, the newly
discovered ASokan inscriptions, the irritating, unsolved problem
of the origin of Mahiyiina. We decided not to mention the
numerous Japanese works dealing with those subjects, bearing in
mind that these publications, irrespective of their intrinsic value,
are accessible only to a limited number of Buddhist scholars
capable of mastering the Japanese language.
The index has been thoroughly revised, completed and, in
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some respects, improved. The transcriptions of the Chinese terms
have been converted into the Wade-Giles system of transcription,
which is more familiar to English-speaking readers and still widely
used, though considerably rivalled by the pinyin system.
As already mentioned, the Sanskrit technical terms have been
extracted from the (general) index, and have been regrouped into
a separate index; according to the order of the devaniigari alphabet. It should be pointed out that for some important terms, the
English renderings of the different meanings used by Professor E.
Lamotte are followed, in brackets, by one or several English
equivalents which we feel are better suited to the commonly
accepted norms of contemporary Buddhist terminology.
The table of contents has been amended accordingly. Concerning geographical maps, the locations of all important sites have
been carefully checked against those on bigger scale maps; while
some new localities, where important new discoveries have taken
place, have been added.
Finally, as the French edition is the "root-text" to be consulted
whenever doubts arise, reference has been made throughout to the
pagination of this edition.

Needless to say a project of such amplitude could never have
been successfully carried out without close co-operation between
Mrs S. Webb-Boin and the members of the revision team who, in
addition to their respective specialist contributions in their own
spheres of responsability, gave me their full support at a high
level, by making invaluable suggestions.
All of us feel greatly indebted to Professor S. Van Riet for
having provided the financial support at top level, with funds
supplied by the P.I.O.L., and for having found adequate solutions to intricate and apparently insolvable administrative problems to everybody's satisfaction.
My warmest thanks go to my friend and collaborator JeanMarie Verpoorten (Ph.D.) for having efficiently prepared, co-ordinated and put the finishing touches to the multiple activities of the
revision team, composed of Miss Sophie Jacques, Miss Carmen
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PREFACE
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Every year, the number of publications devoted to the life of
$iikyamuni and to Buddhist philosophy increases but, in contrast,
histories of Buddhism are rare and show signs of being outdated. *
The Introduction a I'histoire du bouddhisme indien by Eugkne
Burnouf dates from 1845, the Geschiedenis van her Buddhisme in
Indie by J.A. Kern goes back to 1882-84, while the manuals of
Indian studies such as L'Inde classique by L. Renou and J. Filliozat
(1947-53), the histories of religions such as Die Religionen
lndiens by H . von Glasenapp (1943) and the histories of philosophy such as Die Philosophie der Inder by H . von Glasenapp (1949)
and the Geschichte der indischen Philosophie by E. Frauwallner
(1953-56) contain, it is true, excellent historical summaries but
inevitably limited to generalities.
Since the time of Burnouf and Kern, the discovery of new
Indian manuscripts, the analysis of Chinese and Tibetan sources,
epigraphical findings and archaeological discoveries have increased the information available and the time has come to re-write
the history of Buddhism from these new data.
In reponse to a kind invitation by Alfred Foucher, a few days
before his death, the author has attempted here to retrace the
history of the first centuries of Buddhism from the very beginning
(sixth century B.C.) to the start of the $aka era (end of the first
vl century A.D.). The period concerned practically embraces the
history of early, or to use the traditional expression, Sthavirian
Buddhism.
Whatever al-Biriini may have said, India had her historians.
Without speaking of the genealogies (v&iivali) compiled by the
royal houses, the chronicles such as the D@a- and M a h i v q s a ,
the Rijatararigini, the Goipzgavycikarana, the MaiijuirimClakalpa,
even the Aiokivadina, demonstrate clearly enough the existence
of an historical or pseudohistorical literature. Nevertheless, the
Buddhist sources tend, in general, to move on an abstract level of
ideas and, if they explain the doctrine of $iikyamuni and the great
scholars in detail, if they give a detailed description of the
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functioning of the order of bhiksus and bhiksunis, they are
almost completely devoid of historical or chronological indications. The philosophia perennis willingly disregards time and space.
However, the relationship between political and spiritual history is very close. Without the favours of an Aioka, how would the
disciples of the Siikya have ever been distinguished from the
Mundadvakas, Jiitilakas, Magandikas, Tedandikas, Aviruddhakas and other obscure sects only the names of which are known to
us today? If accidents of history had not brought the Buddhists
into contact with the Greeks, Scythians, Parthians, KuSlnas,
Serindians and the Chinese, would they, still today, constitute the
most widespread of universal religions?
Our first concern was to replace Buddhism within the historical
framework it lacked, to extract it from the world of ideas where it
deliberately confined itself in order to bring it back to earth. It is
hoped that we have succeeded, at least to a certain degree, by
means of a constant recourse to inscriptions, the systematic
analysis of the chronicles and the correct arrangement of the
geographical information supplied by Chinese pilgrims and which
are largely confirmed by archaeological discoveries. Nevertheless,
too many dates remain approximate and purely conjectural if they
are not confirmed by the writings of Greek and Latin historians
or Chinese annalists.
The first five chapters begin with a description of Indian history
in which Buddhist facts are enclosed.
During the sixth century B.C. this history was dominated by the
Republican States and the smaller kingdoms which made up the
sixteen "Great Countries" of northern India. It was in the area of
the Middle Ganges, especially in Magadha, that the Buddha
$iikyamuni preached his four noble Truths and founded a
religious order of mendicant monks who were supported materially by a lay community.
As its name indicates, the Magadhan period (546-324 B.C.) was
marked by the constant growth of the kingdom of Magadha
under the dynasties of the Haryankas, S i S u n ~ ~and
a s Nandas, and
the settlement of Aryan colonizers in the island of Ceylon.
However, North-West India, conquered by Alexander the Great,
became the theatre of battles between the Diadochi. During this
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troubled period, Buddhism was undergoing a difficult birth.
Nevertheless, the monks were able to lay the foundations of their
canonical writings and to organize themselves under the direction
of their disciplinary leaders and Dharma masters.
Completely dominated by the great figure of the Emperor
VIII Aioka, the Mauryan period (324-187 B.C.) saw the expansion of
Buddhism throughout India as a whole and its implantation in the
island of Ceylon. Even more than the texts, the archaeological
discoveries enable us to follow this progress step by step. The
council of Piipiliputra was marked by dissensions between the
monks; then, Mahiideva's heresy widened the gap and, finally, the
schism of the Mahiidmghikas split the Buddhist monks into two
rival parties.
The period of the Sungas and Yavanas (187-30 B.C.) constituted a critical period during which Buddhism, while making some
progress, had to face many difficulties. In the Ganges Basin, King
Pusyamitra and his successors adopted an openly hostile attitude
towards the monks, and the devout, monotheistic movement
which was inaugurated by the Visnuite sects counterbalanced the
influence of the Good Law. In contrast, in the North-West, certain
Indo-Greek kings, especially Menander, relied on Buddhism to
assert their authority. In Ceylon, the kings Dutthagiimaa and
Vattagiimaa set up an increasing number of religious foundations
and the latter favoured the writing down of the canonical texts.
The Suriga period also witnessed the inception and efflorescence
of the early school of sculpture in central India, the main centres
of which were Bhiirhut, Bodh-GayH and Siiiici.
The Sakas and Pahlavas (100 B.C.-75 A.D.), who succeeded the
Greeks in the north-west and soon seized the western coast, also
ended by showing favour to Buddhism, and several Scythian
satraps set themselves up as benefactors of the Community. In
order to reach those simple souls, Buddhist propaganda had to
IX simplify its methods and adapt its teachings somewhat. Supported
by these new masters and with the goodwill of the first kings of
the Dekkhan, the disciples of Siikyamuni got into the habit of
carving their temples and dwellings out of bare rock. This rockcarved architecture, which was inaugurated during the Scythian
era in the western Ghiits, was to continue for many centuries.
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The chronological account of the first six centuries of Buddhism
is followed by two chapters, one of which is devoted to the sects
and the other to the Buddhist religion.
Sthavirian Buddhism or the Hinaylna consists in the main of
eighteen sects the nature and formation of which pose some
critical problems. The origin and doctrinal position of these
schools needed to be clarified, their geographical distribution
defined, and the various contradictory lists compiled from age to
age by the early authors subjected to a comparative study. These
sects contributed greatly to the philosophical elaboration of the
truths that were taught by Siikyamuni and led to noteworthy
progress in the Abhidharma, i.e. philosophical speculation. However, their main work was to have popularized the Word of the
Buddha by transposing it into as many languages as was necessary
to ensure its greatest propagation.
Therefore, the chapter devoted to the sects deals with the
formation of the Buddhist languages: early Mlgadhi, Plli, Priikrit
of the North-West, hybrid Sanskrit and, finally, Buddhist Sanskrit. We do not claim that we have found the solution to all the
problems posed, but we hope we have provided the data.
At the beginning of the new era, Buddhism, from the philosophico- mystical message that it had been at the outset, became
x transformed into a true religion, with a deified Buddha, a mythology, an hagiography, and a cult deeply interwoven with a
messianic expectation. The study of this evolution forms the
subject of chapter 7. It contains a detailed account of the legend
of the Buddha, a legend in which the influence of the popular and
lay sphere on the evolution of religious ideas can be assessed.
Throughout this work, an attempt has been made to adhere as
closely as possible to the sources by refemng to them, as it were,
on every line. Nevertheless, the fact that there is much that is
legendary and contradictory about them cannot be hidden.
The Buddhist tradition is steeped in the marvellous. Belittled by
some schools and exaggerated by others, the marvellous is ubiquitous. We have accepted it as such without attempting to eliminate
it in the name of western rationalism. To disregard it would be to
offer the reader a caricature of Buddhism and still not attain
historical truth. It is not enough to discard the legend in order to
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discern the reality of the facts. By leaving the marvellous the place
it has always occupied in the sources, we believe we have given a
more faithful image of the mentality of the Buddha's disciples.
And it is this mentality which is the true object of our research
and not a fleeting and elusive historical certainty. Moreover,
comparing the sources and checking the texts against iconographical documents is often enough to disperse the most obvious
fictions and to present the tradition in the most favourable light.
More delicate is the attitude to be adopted with regard to the
contradictions with which the texts teem. The Brahmanical, Jaina
and Buddhist sources rarely agree and, inside Buddhism, the
Sinhalese chronicle often deviates from the written or oral traditions which prevailed on the Indian continent, and adopts a
different chronological computation. Completely opposed versions
of one and the same fact circulated. There are no less than six
different dates proposed for the schism of the Mahiislmghlkas
(pp. 286-289) and the disappearance of the Good Law is foreseen
at a date which varies between the year 500 and the year 12,000
after the Buddha's Nirvfina (pp. 192-198).
We could reconcile and attempt to harmonize the sources, and
it would be enough to disregard such and such a textual variation,
to say that a particular passage is interpolated or to identify
people with different names, such as Upagupta and Moggaliputtatissa (p. 254). Such a method is, if not justified, at least ingenious
when it is a matter of a point of detail which could be dealt with
in a few pages. However, adopted as a working method and
applied throughout a whole book, it would be bordering on farce.
We have not been afraid here to emphasize viewpoints or
pointout contradictions, but we have been careful to classify them
chronologically in order to draw out the lines of a revealing
evolution of the mentality and intentions of the early authors.
Thanks to this method, we will see how, for example, the tradition
concerning the first two Buddhist councils was exploited in the
course of time for very different purposes (pp. 132-139).
With regard to the problem of foreign influences exerted on
Buddhism, we have been very cautious. If Buddhism, which
voluntarily opened itself to all beings, can legitimately claim the
title of a universal religion, if in the course of time it conquered
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the major part of the Asiatic continent, it nevertheless remains a
fact that, for the first centuries of its history, it was an Indian
phenomenon, to be interpreted as such. The truth, said Fustel de
Coulanges is "to have no other masters over Greece than the
Greeks, over Rome than the Romans". However, their Indian
nationality was in no way to prevent the propagandists from
becoming Greeks with the Yavanas, Scythians with the Sakas and
Taoists with the Chinese.
We have not lacked advice and encouragement, and once again,
the most efficient assistance has come from France. Mademoiselle
Marcelle Lalou, director of studies at the h o l e des Hautes
ktudes, and Monsieur Paul Dernieville, member of the Institut
and professor at the College de France, read the proofs, pen in
hand, and suggested some indispensable corrections and valuable
improvements to us. Monsieur Louis Renou, member of the
Institut and professor at the Sorbonne, carefully checked the
section concerning the Buddhist languages. The Mude Guimet
supplied us with the plates with which this work is illustrated and
its Keeper, Mademoiselle Jeaninne Auboyer, kindly placed her
personal photographs at our disposal. We would like here to
thank all these colleagues and friends and, at the same time,
aknowledge the debt we owe to our late teachers, in particular,
MM. Louis de La Vallke Poussin, Sylvian Lkvi and Alfred
Foucher.
Our thanks also go to the Royal Academy of Arts, the India
Office Library and the firm of John Murray who kindly authorized us to reproduce certain photographs, of which they held the
copyrights.
The Fondation Universitaire [de Belgique] and its distinguished
director, Monsieur Jean Willems, have continued to extend their
support to us by granting this work a generous subsidy.

CHAPTER ONE

INDIA AT THE TIME OF THE BUDDHA
I. - HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
I

2

VEDICANTECEDENTS. - When, in the sixth century before the Christian era, the man who was one day to become the Buddha Siikyamuni
was born, India had a long past behind her.
In the second half of the third millenium, the Indus basin had seen the
seat of an important urban civilization which was eneolithic in nature.
Its two principal centres, Harappa (in the Punjab) and Mohen jo-D8ro
(in the Sindh), have brought to light, among other monuments, some
inscribed seals covered with pictographic writing, the interpretation of
which still remains uncertain but which enables us to establish synochronisms between the Indus civilization and the Sumero-Akkadian Ancient
World of Mesopotamia. Despite some religious features which are
Indian in appearance, this civilization seems to have been imported. It
collapsed under the blow of cataclysms, traces of which have been
uncovered by excavations*, and its disappearance preceded the occupation of India by the Aryans, possibly by several centuries.
According to traditional opinion l , it was about the thirteenth century
B.C. that the Indo-Europeans, or more precisely the Aryans representing
the eastern'branch of the Indo-Iranians, invaded North-West India in
successive waves. They spoke Vedic Sanskrit, a language which was
closely connected to that of the Medes and Persians who remained on
the Iranian plateau.
The Aryan language first served as a literary expression for the Vedas,
sacred texts compiled roughly from the fifteenth to sixth centuries B.C.
and which constitute the Sruti "Revelation", in contrast to the smrti
human "Tradition".
In the strict meaning of the word, the Veda includes four classes of
literary compositions:
1. The Mantra "Sacred formula", distributed into four samhitd "collections": Rk, Siima, Yajuh and Atharva S q h i t d . The first three, which
Other conaptions can be found in R. SCHAFER,
E~hnography of Ancient Indicr.
Wiesbaden. 1954.
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constitute the trayi vidyb "Threefold knowledge", were from the very
beginning considered as canonical texts. The pk is a collection of verses
composed in honour of the gods of the Vedic pantheon, Indra, Varuna,
Siirya the Sun, Usas the Dawn, Agni the Fire, Rudra the storm, etc., for
the most part, atmospheric deities of a somewhat hazy nature. The
Siiman is a book of melodies taken from the pk. The Yajuh contains
versified formulas also taken from the pk, and formulas in prose which
should be recited by the sacrificer.
The Atharvaveda is a collection of texts on magic which was not
considered as canonical until much later. Nevertheless, part of its
material is ancient. It includes, alongside songs and incantations for use
by magicians, some hymns of great mental elevation.
2. The Brihmana "Interpretations of the Brahman" are treatises
concerned with prayers and sacrifical ceremonies. Their main purpose is
to interpret the cult practices, but they also contain cosmological myths,
old legends and verses celebrating the exploits of kings who were famous
in the priestly tradition.
3 and 4. The Jranyaka "Forest books" and the Upan@ad "Connections or Correlations" appear to be a prolongation of the Briihmana of
which they often call themselves the appendices. The latter mark, if not
the beginning, at least the intensification of philosophical speculation in
which participate not only the priests but also and especially the laity of
the royal and wamor classes.
The Vedic Smti as constituted by the texts listed up to here is
completed by the smr!i or human tradition which is responsible for the
compilation of the Ve&ga "Auxiliary treatise of the Veda". They are
six in number: phonetics, ritual, grammar, etymology, metrics and
astronomy. These complementary sciences led, in the course of time, to
the compiling of manuals, the most notable of which from the linguistic
point of view is the grammar in eight books (A~!cidhyiiyi)by Pinini,
which fixes the form of the Sanskrit language at the end of the Vedig age
(fourth century B.C.).
3
Because they are documents of a purely religious nature, the Vedas
supply us with very imperfect information on the early Vedic age, and it
would be equally futile to a t t h p t to reconstruct the political and
religious history of the Aryans on the basis of the Indian epics of the
Mahibhiirata and the RiimrSyqa. However, one fact can be deduced: the
slow progression of the Aryans from the Indus basin to the borders of
Bengal during the ten centuries of the Vedic age (fifteenth to sixth cent.
B.C.).
The Sayhiti have preserved the memory of the settlement of the
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Aryas in the land of the Seven Rivers. Emerging from the passes of
Kibul and Kandahir, they took possession of the Higher and Middle
Indus and, in order to hold their ground, had to engage in fierce battles
with the non-Aryan tribes of the DHsa or Dasyu, who were black or
dark-skinned, and whose strongholds had to be reduced. They also had
to fight against the Pani, a people who refused to support the Vedic cult
and who stole the Aryans' cattle.
There was internal warfare as well as external battles. In the Pgveda
there is a reference to the "War of the ten kings", which, on the banks
of the Parusni (present-day Rivi), brought the Bharatas into conflict
with a confederation of ten Aryan tribes, among which were the Piirus.
This ended in victory for Sudis, the Bharata king, who killed Purukutsa, the Piiru leader.
The last Sehitci show that, at the beginning of the last millenium, the
Aryans had proceeded eastward and occupied the western part of the
Ganges basin. A confederation of Bharatas and Piirus established the
kingdom of the Kurus on the banks of the Sarasvati, and K u r u k ~ t r a
(present-day Rohilkhand) became the major centre of the brahmanical
culture, the Brahmivarta. The wars had not ceased for all that and the
subject of the MahGbkrata is precisely the epic battle which broke out,
towards the beginning of the ninth century B.C., between two lines of
Bharata descendants: on the one hand, the hundred Kauravas commanded by Duryodhana, on the other, their cousins, the five Pindavas. The
Kurus occupied the northern part of Doib, the capital of which was
Hastinipura or Asandivant. They allied themselves with the Paiicilas
who were settled in Southern DoHb around Kimpila or Kimpilya. Some
of the Kuru kings are mentioned in the Atharvaveda, the Brcihmana and
Pur@a: Pariksit, the founder of the dynasty of the same name; Janamejaya, who celebrated the horse sacrifice and bore arms as far as
TaksaSili; Nicaksus who, after the destruction of Hastinipura when the
Ganges overflowed, transferred his capital to KauGmbi on the lower
course of the Yamuni.
Continuing their move eastwards, the Aryans also founded the kingdoms of Kosala (Oudh), KHSi (region of VHrinasi) and Videha (Southern
Bihir) all in the region of the middle Ganges.
The main towns in Kosala were Ayodhyi (which has sometimes been
identified with Siketa) and Srivasti. Its princes belonged to the solar
dynasty of the Vedic hero Iksviku, the son of Manu. King Dabratha,
who ruled over Ayodhyi, had as his son and successor the epic hero
Rima, whose romantic and martial adventures are celebrated in the
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Rimiy+a. Nevertheless, in the oldest version of the legend, Rima was
the king of Virinasi.
Kosala was continually at war with the rival kingdom of KaSi, the
capital of which was Virinasi or Benares. KiSi was at first the winner,
which led to the glorious reign of King Brahmadatta whose great deeds
are celebrated in the Buddhist Jitaka. The situation was reversed when
Kamsa, the king of Kosala, conquered and annexed the land of KiSi
once and for all.
The ,$atapatha-brihm+a (IX, 4) preserves the memory of the Aryan
conquest of the region of Northern Bihir, and the foundation of the
kingdom of Videha in roughly the eighth-seventh centuries B.C. Fire,
followed by the king Mithava the Videgha, departed from Sarasvati
towards the east, crossed all the rivers, but then stopped before the
Sadiniri (Gandak?) because "Fire had never burnt beyond there". King
Mithava crossed the river and, with the assistance of the brihmins,
made the conquered territory submit to Fire. Henceforward, that barren
land with its marshy soil became extremely fertile. The capital of the
kingdom of Videha was Mithili, present-day Tirhut.
Videha reached its peak under King Janaka who gave his name to the
town of Janakpur in the district of Darbhanga. The epic makes him the
father of Siti, the wife of Rima, whose name lives on in the locality of
Sitiimirhi. Janaka, king of Videha, is presented in the Upanisad as the
patron of the metaphysicians Yajiiavalkya and Svetaketu. The Br&aiiranyaki (11, 1, 1) makes him a contemporary of Ajitaktru of KiSi who
has been compared to AjitaSatru, king of Magadha, who played an
important part in the life of Sikyamuni. If this identification is correct,
the U p a n i ~ d i cspeculation, as it appears in one of its earliest documents, the Byh&r+yaki,
would coincide chronologically with the
origins of Buddhism.
However, in the biography of the Buddha, no further mention is made
of the kingdom of Videha. It has been replaced by the confederation of
the VIjis whose most important tribe was the Licchavis, capital VaiSiiIi,
present-day Besarh in the district of Muzaffarpur. As for Magadha, an
area in Southern Bihir, it was only at the time of the Buddha that it was
organized into a kingdom. Before that, it played only a secondary part
in Gangetic India: it was not completely aryanized, but simply crossed
by bands of renegade Aryans named vritya who did not follow the
Vedic rites.
Vedic literature almost exclusively reflects the Aryan progression to
the north of the Ganges, along the foot-hills of the Himilayas. However, towards the end of the Vedic age, the Aryan expansion had
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considerably extended beyond the southern bank of the holy river. On
the banks of the Yamuni, a tributary of the Ganges, the tribe of the
Yidavas had colonized the land of the Sirasenas around Mathuri;
further to the east, the Vatsas occupied the region of KauGmbi.
Following the course of the Chambal upstream, the Aryans had settled
in Avanti and reached Narmadi. According to the epic tradition, a
branch of the Yidavas, under the leadership of K ~ n a is, supposed to
have gone to Kithiiwiir and founded a new capital in Dviraka.
Although the historical r61e of Krsna does not correspond in any way to
reality, there is no doubt about the Aryan expansion towards the south.
Its effect was to drive the Dravidians into Southern Deccan where they
retained their language, but were not unaffected by the cultural influence
of the alien invaders.
When the Aryans settled in the Ganges basin, the religion was
transformed. Vedism became Brihmanism, a collection of religious and
social concepts which were defined and directed by the brihmins who
constituted a priestly body.
The work of the brihmins was threefold: to define the law (dharma)
or Indian status which was applicable to the different classes of society;
to assimilate the popular religions; finally, to establish the main features
of religious beliefs.
The dharma is that set of norms which direct the Aryan's religious
and social conduct. It applies with certain variations, to the different
classes of Indian society: "To the brihmins", says Manu 1, 88 sq.), "the
Lord assigned the teaching and study of the Veda, the performing of
sacrifices for oneself and for others, the giving and receiving of gifts; the
ksatriya (warriors) he ordered to protect the people, to give, sacrifice
and study; the vaiSya (cultivators), to raise cattle, give, sacrifice, study,
trade, lend money, and cultivate the ground; finally, the Szidra, to serve
the other three classes". The Dharma directly concerned the Aryan
groups, to whom it granted similar religious privileges and assigned
separate occupations. It only indirectly affected the Siidras, the lower
class into which were relegated, besides Aryans who had regressed, the
mass of natives who were reduced to the rank of slaves and servants.
It was the task of the brihmins to make a synthesis between the
ancient Vedic tradition of which they were the upholders, and the
"primitive" ideas of the native inhabitants. This task was far from easy.
On the one hand, a wholly ritualistic religion in which sacrifice, raised to
the level of a cosmic power, overshadowed the divinities to which it was
offered; on the other, a profusion of regional cults the roots of which
were steeped in animism and magic. From among the mass of major and
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minor deities there stand out the great figures of Visnu and Siva to
whom their worshippers paid mystical and impassioned homage. Visnu
is a benevolent deity, the "preserver" of the universe and master of
human destiny. He is surrounded by a rich legend which retraces his
avatrira, that is, the descents of the god upon the earth, and his
intervention in human affairs at different periods. Siva is even more
complex in that his many manifestations make him appear sometimes
under the aspect of the "destroyer" or Death, of "restorer" or divine
ascetic, or as a procreator symbolized by the phallic emblem of the linga.
The greatest step made by the brihmins was to identify these popular
divinities with the (neutral) "supreme principle" of the Veda: Brahman,
the sacred word elevated to the rank of creator. This introduced the
indigenous cults into the Vedic tradition and granted them official
investiture.
However, the local cults represent only one aspect of the primitive
mentality of the local inhabitants, a mentality completely imbued with
animism and magic. Thc animist believes in reincarnations, in the
gandharva, a desincarnate being seeking a womb in the world of
animals, mankind, spirits or gods in order to continue an existence
which cannot, normally, be interrupted. He also believes in the efficiency
of acts which condition that existence: rituals, solemnly expressed vows,
7 austerities, actions which are morally good or bad. The Indian sage, who
identifies life with suffering, seeks to free himself of it. Without being
pessimistic, but resolutely, he aims for deliverance which will enable him
to reach an unconditioned way of being transcending the human condition. This deliverance is to be found in yoga, effort, technique of
asceticism applied to the most varied goals, disinterested activity, the
winning of knowledge, union with God, etc., but which all lead to the
same results: access to immortality. These ideas or rather these tendencies are practically alien to the Vedic tradition. The doctrine of re-death
(punarmrtyu) of non-deified men, which is found in the Brrihmaya, does
not contain even a suspicion of animistic belief in universal transmigration ( s ~ r i r a ) .The Vedic sacrifice, which is aimed at maintaining
cosmic order, cannot be unparadoxically considcrcd as some form of
Yoga.
Nevertheless, the brihmins' prolonged contact with the local inhabitants made them accept and sanction views and practices which had
originally been alien to them. They incorporated them into their traditional concepts and expressed them in the ideology-nomenclature which
was peculiar to the Brihmqa. The result of this was an extension of the
religious horizon which is the very nature of Hinduism. The Upan@ad
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which are to be considered as the culminating point of the Veda point
out the essential doctrines of Hindu Brihmanism: the belief in transmigration due to acts; the doctrine of non-duality (advaita) which identifies
the brahman, the neutral and unknowable absolute, with the individual
soul (Htman), the immediate assumption of consciousness; the aspiration
for deliverance (moksa) conceived sometimes as absorption into the
brahman, the isolation of the individual (pudgala) or union with a
personal form of the divinity; finally, the legitimacy and efficacity of the
practices of yoga in order to achieve that goal.
This movement of ideas, a compromise between two civilizations,
developed during the seventh-sixth centuries in the region of the Middle
Ganges. Being situated more to the east, the lands which were to be the
cradle of Buddhism escaped it for the most part. This explains why the
preoccupations of early Buddhism are relatively remote from the speculations originated by the Hinduized brihmins. It can be said, as did L.
de La Vallk Poussin, that the "brihmanism from which Buddhism
sprang is not the brihmanism of the BrrShmea and the Upanead', but
represents, even better than the latter, thc ancient Indian yoga.
8

THE SIXTEEN GREAT&UNTRIES OF THE SIXTH CENTURY~.- In the
sixth century B.C. the Aryan domain in India extended from the Punjab
to Bengal and overflowed into part of the Deccan. The Buddhist, Jaina
and epic sources record the existence at the time of sixteen Great
Countries (;o@a mahHjanapada) which were subjected to the Aryan
element but inhabited, particularly in the east, by populations of autochthonous origin, and still not completely brahmanized. Below is a list of
them with an indication of the modern districts which these countries
covered and an enumeration of the main towns :

Buddhist lists of the Great Countries are found in Digha, 11, p. 200; Ch'ang-a-han.

T I, ch. 5, p. 346; JZn hsien ching, T 9, p. 213c; Chung a han, T 26, ch. 55, p. 7726;
Mguttara, I, p. 213; IV, pp. 252,256,260; Mahivastu, I, p. 34; Yu p'o i to shi chia ching,
T 88, p. 9 1 2 ; Pan jo po lo mi ching, T 245, ch. 2, p. 8330; T 246, ch. 2, p. 8440; P i p'o
sha, T 1545, ch. 124, p. 6486. - Jaina lists in W. KIRFEL,Die Kosmographie der Inder,
Bonn, 1920, pp. 225-6. - Mahibhlrata, VIII, 40.29; 45.1416; 28, 34, 40.
On Buddhist gwgraphy in general, see. CUNNINGHAM,
Ancient Geography of India, new
cd. by S.N.MMJMDAR,Calcutta, 1924; N.L.DEY,
Geographical Dictionary, Calcutta,
1927; B.C. LAW, Geography of early Buddhism. London, 1932; India as described in early
Texts of Buddhimr ond Jainism, London, 1941; Historical Geography of Ancient India,
Paris, 1954.
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Janapada

Modem districts

I . Ahga

Bengal

2. Magadha

Southern BihCr

3. KH6
4. Kosala

BanaraslVIrHnasi
Oudh

5. Vrji

Northern Bihlr

6. Malla

Gorakhpur

7. G$i

Bundelkhand

8. Vatsa
9. Kuru

AllahHbHd
D. of Thinesar,
Delhi and Meerut
Rohilkhand
Central DoHb

10. Paiidla

11. Matsya

12. Siirasena
13. ASmaka
14. Avanti
15. Gandhira
16. Kamboja

Jaipur
Mathuri
Nizarn
MHlwH
and NimHr
D. of PeshiwHr
and Rawalpindi
S.W. KaSmir and
KIfiristHn

(8-9)

Towns
CampH (Bhagalpur)
Bhaddiya
Assapura
RIjaglha or Girivraja
(Rajgir)
Pipliputra (Patna)
VHrInasi (Banaras)
SrHvasti
(SHheth-MHheth)
SHketa (AyodhyH)
Vaikili (Besarh) of
the Licchavis
MithilH (Janakpur)
of the Videhas
PIpH (Padaraona)
KuSinagari (Kasia)
Suktimati
SahajHti
Tripuri
Kaukimbi (Kosam)
Indraprastha (Delhi)
HastinHpura
N. Ahicchatra
(Rlmnagar)
S. KHmpilya
(Kampil)
VirHp (Bairlt)
MathurH (Muttra)
Potana (Bodhan)
Ujjayini (Ujjain)
MHhismati
TakpSilH

In some of the lists,. the last two countries have been replaced by the
land of the Sibis, between Jhelum and Chenib, capital Sivapura (Skorbot), and Dasiima in Bundelkhand.
Among all these countries, the Buddhists distinguished between two
kinds of territories : the Middle Region (madhyadeia) where the Buddhist discipline was rigorously applied, and the Frontier Regions (pratyantajanapada) which benefited from some indulgences. The Middle Country, which roughly corresponds to the ancient Aryivarta, was border-

(9- 10)

THE GREAT COUNTRIES - THE ROUTES

9

ed to the east by Pundravardhana (North Bengal) and the town of
Kacangali, to the south by the River Sarivati, to the west by the
villages of the Sthiinopasthiinaka brihmins, and to the north by the
USiragiri3. The Middle Region, which included fourteen mahGjanapada
out of sixteen, measured 300 leagues in length, according to the ancient
estimates, 250 in width and 900 in perirnetre; its inhabitants were
virtuous, and noble persons, including the Buddhas, willingly chose it as
their cradle4. It included seven principal towns : Srivasti, Siketa,
Campi, Virinasi, VaiGli, Rijagrha and KauGmbiS.
lo

THEROUTES.* - We possess only fragmentary information about the
road networks connecting the urban centres of India in the sixth
century6.
The imperial highway of the Maurya period, of which Pliny the Elder
was later to give a description based on precise information supplied by
Megasthenes, existed only as a rough track. Starting out from TakeSili,
the chief town of Gandhira, it passed through Veraiiji and then
followed the banks of the great rivers, the Yamuni and Ganges. It then
continued through Mathuri in the land of Siirasena, KauSiimbi in the
land of Vatsa, Virinasi in the land of K G and finally reached Rijagha,
thd capital of Magadha; from there, it continued eastwards as far as the
mouths of the Ganges. However, in the ancient period travellers preferred to use a more difficult but also more direct route which connected
Veraiijii with Viirinasi : it seems that it passed through Soreyya,
W i S y i , Kanyikubja, Udumbara, Aggalapura, Sahajiti and, finally,
PrayHga at the confluence of the Yamuni and Ganges7.
A central track, leaving Pratisfhina (present-day Paithan, on the
upper Godivarii, led northwards and, crossing the two great cities of
Avanti, Mihismati and Ujjayini, reached, via Gonaddha, VidiSi and
Vanasavhya, KauGmbi on the Yamuni. From there, it described an
immense curve around the region of the middle Ganges. It connected
Siiketa, Srivasti and Setavyi in Kosala, Kapilavastu among the Sikya,

' For the limits of the Buddhist Madhyadda. cf. Vidaya, I, p. 197; Szii fen lii, T 1428,
ch. 39, p. 8460; Shih sung lii, T 1435; ch. 25, p. 181c; Gilgit Man., 111, part IV, p. 190;
Divya, p. 21; Yu pu psi ko shih, T 1447, ch. 1, p. 10530. Cf. E. WALDSCHMWT,
Zur
.$ropko!ikorno-Legen&, NAWG, 1952, p. 147.
Sumangala, I, p. 173; Jitaka, 111, p. 115-16; Dhammapada Comm., 111, p. 248.
Digha, 11, p. 146; E. WALDSCHMIDT,
MPS,p. 304; Ch'ang a han, T I. ch. 3, p. 21b;
T,5, ch. 2, p. 169c; T 6, ch. 2, p. 1856; T 7, ch. 2, p. 200c.
See T. W. RHYS D A ~Buddhbl
,
Indio. London, 1903, p. 103.
' Vinaya, 11, pp. 299-300; 111, p. I I.
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P i p i and KuSinagari in the land of Malla, and terminated in VaiGli, the
capital of the confederated Vjis. Continuing southward, the route
traversed Nidiki and Kutigrimaka where it reached the Ganges. This
last was crossed in Pitaligrimaka at the place where later the great city
of Pitaliputra was to be built. Rijagyha was five leagues from the
Ganges, and was reached most often by passing through Nilandi,
present-day Bargaon8.
Ujjayini, the capital of Avanti, communicated overland with the great
ports of the western coast : Bharukaccha (Broach) and Siirplraka
(Soplra).

11

THEREPUBLICAN STATES. - At the end of the seventh century of the
ancient era, part of the population which inhabited the sixteen regions
was organized into republics ( g q a ) : they had no monarchs and the
. affairs of state were settled by a council of elders and popular assembliesp.
The republic of the Vjis, built on the ruins of the ancient kingdom of
Videha. consisted of a confederacy of eight clans the principal ones of
which were the Licchavis and the Videhas. A wise administration had
made it a happy and prosperous state. It also fulfilled the conditions of
progress defined by the Buddha, and the latter drew his inspiration from
it in the organization of his order.
Alongside the Vjis, mention should also be made of the small
republics of the Slkyas of Kapilavastu, the Kraudyas of Rlmagriima,
the Mallas of P l p i and Kuiinagari, the Bhargas of Mount Sumsumlra,
the Mauryas of Pipphalivana, etc.
THEFOURKINGDOMS.
- At the same period, four great kingdoms,
which never ceased growing to the detriment of the neighbouring
republics, were preparing to face each other before being united by the
most powerful among them. These were the kingdoms of Avanti, Vatsa,
Kosala and Magadha l o .
Avanti was subdivided into Northern and Southern Avanti, the capitals being Ujjayini and Mihismati. Its king Canda Pradyota, who was
violent by nature, had designs on the neighbouring kingdoms of KauGmbi and ASmaka; unable to win them with arms, he gave his daughter

' Suttanipiita, w. 1011-18; Digha. 11, p. 81.
For details see B.C. LAW. Some Kptriya Tribes of Ancient India, Calcutta, 1924;
Tribes in Ancient India, Poona, 1943; U.N. GHOSHAL,
The constitution of the Licchavis of
Voii.cili,IHQ, XX, 1944, pp. 334-40.
l o Details and references in RAYCHAUDHURI,
Political History, pp. 199-209.
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Visuladattii to the king of Kauiimbi and concluded an alliance with
Akmaka. Among his subjects were two disciples of the Buddha, M a h i
Kfityiyana and Srona Kotikama, who obtained from S i k ~ a m u n ia
relaxation in the disciplinary rules for the region of Avanti.
Further to the north was situated the territory of Vatsa over which
ruled Udayana, the son of Parantapa. He was noted for his conquests
and practised a policy of matrimonial alliances by successively marrying,
nearly always under romantic circumstances, Visuladatd or Visavadatta
of Avanti, Padmivati of Magadha and Aranyaki of Bengal. He also
had as wives Migandiyi, the daughter of a Kuru brihmin, whose hand
had been refused by the Buddha, and Sfimivati, the adopted daughter of
the banker Ghosaka. His sympathies for Buddhism were very mitigated :
he received Ananda coldly and nearly had the Arhat Pindola Bhiradvija devoured by red ants. His supremacy extended over the neighbouring temtory of the Bhargas where his son, Bodhi, was governor.
Kosala, which corresponds to the present-day province of Oudh, had
expanded to the district of Virinasi in the south and, to the north, the
Nepalese terai' which was occupied by the Sikyas. The son and successor of the eponymous king, M a h i Kosala, was Prasenajit, a contemporary and friend of the Buddha; his daughter Kosaladevi married Bimbisira of Magadha. The first queen of Prasenajit was Malliki, the
daughter of a garland maker and a pious Buddhist; he also took to wife
a Magadhian princess, sister of Prasenajit. The friendship he felt for the
Buddha led him to ask for a Sikya girl in marriage, but the Sikyas,
jealous of their nobility, sent him, instead of an authentic princess, a
Sikya girl of mixed blood, Vr~bhaksatriyi,daughter of Prince Mahiniman and a slave. For a long time Bimbidra was unaware of the
fraud, and VrybhakVtriyfi bore him two children, Viriidhaka and
Vajri. However, Ajitabtru, the crown prince of Magadha, had his
father Bimbidra killed, in order to accede to the throne; this, caused
Kosaladevi, the wife of the victim and sister of Prasenajit, to die of grief.
In reprisal Prasenajit retook a small village in the Magadhan district of
VirHnasi which had formed part of his sister's dowry. Ajitabtru
declared war on him but, after some victorious campaigns, he was
defeated and taken prisoner. Prasenajit demanded his abdication, but as
soon as Ajitabtru had agreed to his terms, he returned his states to him
and also gave him the hand of his daughter Vajri.
Prasenajit frequently visited the Buddha and the canonical texts have
preserved the tenor of the many conversations he had with the Master.
However, taking advantage of one of his absences, his son Viriidhaka,
supported by the general Dirghakiriyana, seized the throne of Kosala
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by surprise. As soon as he heard of the revolt, Prasenajit went to
Magadha to ask the aid and support of his nephew and son-in-law
Ajltakatru. He reached Rijaglha at nightfall; since the gates were
closed, he had to remain outside and, overcome by exhaustion and
anxiety, he died under the walls of the town. AjltaSatru held a splendid
funeral for him, but forewent a punitive expedition against Kosala.
Viriidhaka, the new king, had sworn to take vengeance on the Slkyas
who had deceived his father by causing him to marry the daughter of a
slave instead of an authentic princess. Since he was the fruit of that
13 misalliance, he considered himself to be dishonoured. Hardly had he
mounted the throne than he advanced on the republic of the Slkyas.
Three times the Buddha succeeded in making him turn back, but in the
end the spirit of vengeance prevailed. Since they were prevented by their
upisaka vows from shedding blood, the Sikyas offered the invader only
a symbolic resistance and were massacred until practically the last man.
Later legends claim that those who escaped founded towns and kingdoms in the Himilayas, on the bank of the Ganges, or again in NorthWest India. In the sixth century A.D., the monk Vimokvprajiia or
Vimokvsena claimed to be a descendant of a Slkyaputra who had been
saved from the massacre. Back from his expedition, Viriidhaka set up
camp in the dried-up bed of the river Aciravati; however, during the
night, a sudden swelling of the waters submerged him and a large part
of his army.
The fourth Gangetic kingdom, that of Magadha, was destined to
supplant all its neighbours. At the time of the Buddha, it was ruled over
by the house of the Haryankas, and Bimbidra reigned over RijagghaGirivraja from 546 to 494. He camed out a policy of matrimonial
alliances and contracted unions with the ruling families of the Madras,
in Kosala and VaiGli. His mamage to Kosaladevi ensured him of the
possession of part of the district of Vlrlnasi, and he annexed Anga
(Bengal) to his crown after having defeated King Brahmadatta. After 52
years of rule, he was overthrown by his son Ajitakatru and thrown into
prison, where he died of starvation. Like his neighbour and brother-inlaw, Prasenajit of Kosala, BimbisSira maintained relations of cldse
friendship with the Buddha, and the texts have preserved the memory of
the two meetings he had with the Master, in 537 when he embraced the
life of a religious wanderer, and in 531, shortly after the Enlightenment
of the Buddha.
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SAKYAMUNI

THEDATE OF THE BUDDHA.- According to unanimous tradition, the
Buddha lived for eighty years, but the date of his Nirvana, that is, his
decease, has still not been established with certainty1'.
14
Nowadays, the Buddhists of Sri Lanka, Thailand, Burma and Kampuchea place the Nirvana in 543 B.C. However, this date is rejected by
the great majority of western and Indian historians, because the year of
the Nirvina is closely linked to that of the consecration of ASoka, an
event which, for reasons that will be explained in chapter 3, occurred
about the years 268-267 B.C.
Two chronologies are attested in the ancient documents : the long
chronology which places the Nirvana 218 years before the consecration
of ASoka (c. 486 B.C.), and the short chronology which locates the same
event 100 years before the consecration (c. 368 B.C.).
1. The long chronology, which is adopted by the Sinhalese tradition,
therefore locates the consecration of ASoka in 218 after the Nirvana
(D@avqsa, VI, 1, 19-20; Mahcivamsa, V, 21; PHli version of the
Sarnantapisidikd, I, p. 41, 1.25), and the council of Pitaliputra 18 years
later, i.e., in the year 236 after the Nirvana (Dipavamsa, VII, 37, 44;
MahCvaysa, V, 280).
However, this calculation calls for some reservations.
First of all, the same tradition, during the interval of 278 years
between the accession of Bimbisira (in 60 before the Nirvana) and the
consecration of ASoka (in 21 8 after), counts thirteen sovereigns - which
is to be expected -, but only five masters of the Vinaya, which is too
few.
In the second place, the Sinhalese chronicles and commentaries are
not absolutely faithful to their own calculations. Thus, ASoka's consecration, instead of being located 218 years after the NirvZna, is dated
the year 118 after the Nirvana by the Chinese version of the Samantapisidiki (T 1462, ch. I, p. 679c 13). The council of Pipliputra, instead of
being located in the year 236 after the Nimina, is sometimes placed in
118 (DQavatpa, I, 24-5; V, 55-9), and sometimes in 218 after the
Nirvana (Atthascilini, p. 3, 1.26-7; p. 4. 1.25-6).
2. The short chronology, represented by nearly all the Sanskrit and
Chinese sources, situates the accession of ASoka in the year 100 of the
" On the date of the Niwina, sce the bibliography in WINIERNITZ,
Literature. 11,
p. 597, and more recently, A. BAREAU,Lo dote du Nirvea. JA, 1953, pp. 27-62. For
Ancient Indian Chronology, Calcutta, 1947;
astronomical calculations, sce P.C. SENGUPTA.
Dates of the principal Events in the Buddha's Life, IHQ, XXXII. 1956, pp. 124-8..
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Nirviina. However it also counts twelve sovereigns and five patriarchs
between Bimbisiira and ASoka. Many of the sources locate Asoka and
his chaplain Upagupta in the year 100 of the Nirviina : ASokivadiina
(Divya, p. 368; T 99, ch. 23, p. 162a 6; T 2042, ch. 1, p. 99c 6; T 2043,
ch. 1, p. 132a 29); Compilation by Satpgharak;~(T 194, ch. 2, p. 144c
13); Kalpanhqditiki (T 201, ch. 10, p. 309c 7); Hsien yu" ching (T 202,
ch. 3, p. 368c 19; ch. 13, p. 4426 19); Tsa p'i yu ching (T 205, ch. 1,
p. 5036 17); Chung ching (T 208, ch. 2, 539 b 22; 541 c 21); MClasarv.
Vin. (Gilgit Man.,111, 1, p. 3; T 1448, ch. 9, p. 41c 27); Upa&Sa
(T 1509, ch. 2, p. 70a 8; ch. 10, p. 1296 29); Avadcindataka, 11, p. 200;
Maiijurikalpa, V, 353.
The modem historian can opt for either the long chronology or the
15
short, but should take the dual calculation into account according to
whether he is using a Sinhalese or a Sanskrit source. Hence, Mahiideva's
heresy, which is mentioned only in the Sanskrit sources, should be
placed in the year 100 of the Nirviina, that is, interpreted according to
the short chronology, in the reign of the Great ASoka.
3. If only for the record, it is appropriate to mention yet other
calculations :
The recensions of the Treatise on the Sects by Vasumitra locates the
consecration of ASoka in the era of the Nirviina : 100 years and more (T
2031, p. 15a 15), 116 years (T 2032, p. 18a 9; T 2033, p. 20a 16), or even
160 years (Chinese editions of the Sung, Yiian and Ming).
The Khotanese chronicle, Li yul gyi lo rgyus, places the reign of
ASoka in 234 after the NirvHna12.
The evidence supplied by Hsiian-tsang somewhere around 635 in his
Hsi yii chi (T 2087, ch. 6, p. 9036) proves that the Chinese were not able
to attribute an exact date to the Nirvina. However, the tradition of the
"dotted record"13 referred to for the first time by Tao-hsiian in his Ta
t'ang nei tien lu (T2149, ch. 4, p. 2626) claims that when Upiili, collated
the Vinaya after the decease of the Buddha, he marked a dot in the
manuscript. His successors, DHsaka, Sonaka, Siggava, Moggaliputta
Tissa, Candavaji, etc., marked a new dot each year. During a visit to
Canton about 489, Samghabhadra inscribed the 975th dot on the
manuscript, which locates the Nirviina in 486 B.C.
This is the date which will be followed here as a working hypothesis.
It is adopted in the History and Culture of the Indian People (11, p. 36),
while the Cambridge History of India (I, p. 171) prefers 483 B.C., and
the editors of In& clarsique (I, p. 220) opt for 478.
Cf. F.W. THOMAS, Tibetan Literary Texts, London, 1935,pp. 97-8.
On the Dotted Record, see P.H.L.EGGERMONT,The Chronology of the Reign of
A j d a Moriya. Lcidcn, 1956,pp. 132-43.
l2

l3
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THELIFE OF SAKYAMUNI.
- TO write about the life of Sikyamuni is a
desperately difficult task". As will be seen in a later chapter, it took the
Indian Buddhists nearly ten centuries to compose a complete biography
of their Master and to represent it in full on their monuments. The
legend thus elaborated was transplanted throughout the whole of the
Far East where it underwent constant alterations in order to make it
correspond to the expectations of the new believers. The various interpretations given to. it by our religionist schools have obscured a problem
already complicated enough in itself. It remains nonetheless a fact that
Buddhism could not be explained if it were not based on a personality
powerful enough to give it the necessary impetus and to have marked it
with its essential features which will persist throughout all history.
Reduced to its main events, the life of Siikyamuni can be presented as
follows. The proper name of the future Buddha was Siddhiirtha and his
family name Gautama. He belonged to the sub-Himalayan clan of the
Sikyas, a clan of uncertain origin but which had to a certain degree
been subjected to brihrnanical influence: hence the term Slkyamuni
"the Sage of the Sakya clan" by which the Buddha is known even in the
West. His father was the ksatriya Suddhodana and his mother was
MHyH. He was born about the year 566 in the Lumbini park near
17 Kapilavastu, the chief town of the Nepalese teraL He spent his youth in
comfort and pleasure; he contracted a marriage when he was about
sixteen years old (550) and had a son whose name was Rlhula. The
revelation of the great mysteries of old age, disease and death inspired
him with disgust for the world and, like many young people of his time,
he resolved to win the Immortal, an undefined abode but which is

16

I* Among the many works devoted to the biography of Sikyamuni, we can recommend
W. ROCKHILL,
Lije of Buddha. London, 1884; H . KERN, Manual of Indion Buddhism.
Strasbourg, 18%. pp. 12-46; H. KERN,tr. Huet, Hisroire du bouddhisme dam / M e , I , Paris,
1901; E.J. THOMAS,Life of rhe Buddha, London. 1931 ; A. F o u m , La vie du Bouddha
d'apris les rexres er monuments de I'Inde, Paris, 1949; H. VON GLASENAPP,Buddha :
Geschichre und Legende. Zurich. 1950; M . LADNER,G o f m Buddha. Sein Werden, seine
Lehre. seine Gemeinde, Zurich, 1948; J. BACOT,La Bouddhn. Paris, 1947; A. SCHWEITZER,
Lesgranhpenseurs de I'lnde. Paris. 1950; A.K. GIOMARASWAMY
and I.B. HORNER,
Living
Thoughts of Gorama rhe Buddho, London, 1948 (tr. Buchot, La penrhe de Gorma, le
Buda%a, Paris, 1949); J. F a ~ l o u r In&
,
classique, 11, pp. 463-92; A. W a r n , Did rhe
&ddhrr die ofearing pork?, MCB. I, 1932, pp. 343-54; E.J. THOMAS,
Buddha's h r Meal.
IC, XV, 1948, pp. 1-3; J. PRZYLUSKI,
Le Parinirvcip er les Funirailles du Buddha, JA, 191820; E. WALDSCHMIDT,
Die tiberlieferung vom Lebensende &s Buddha. GBttingen, 1944-48.
On the historical value of the traditions, see R.O. FRANKE,ZDMG, 69, 1915, p. 455;
W I N I F R N ~Literature,
,
11, pp. 597-601; k. L m o m , La Iigende du Buddhn, RHR, 134,
1947-48, pp. 37-71; E. FRAUWALLNER,
The historical &fa we possess on the Person and rhe
Doctrine ofrhe Budrlhn. East and West, VII, 1957, pp. 309-12..
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situated beyond suffering and death. In the year 537, at the age of 29, he
left the town of Kapilavastu and took up the life of a religious
wanderer. *
Making his way southward, he crossed the river Anomi and, after a
brief stop in Anupiya, he reached Rijagrha, the capital of Magadha.
There he made acquaintance of King Bimbislra and promised to visit
him immediately after his Enlightenment. Continuing on his way, he
joined the Yoga masters, A!ira Klliima and Udraka Rimaputra; under
their direction, he devoted himself to ecstatic practices and entered into
possession of the supradivine and mystical spheres of the attainments
(samtipani).
However, doubting the efficacity of this method since, on withdrawing
from the ecstasy, he found himself exactly as before, he decided to apply
himself to the "strenuous effort" (mahcipidana) and retreated to Uruvilv l where five mendicants, the Paiicavargikqs, Ajiiita Kaundinya, etc.,
came and joined him. For six years (536-532), he devoted himself to the
most severe austerities, stopping his breathing and undergoing fasts so
prolonged that they endangered his life. However, these efforts were
fruitless, for those mortifications did not even enable him to obtain
supernormal powers. He therefore renounced such penances; on seeing
which his companions deserted him in order to go to the Deer Park
(Mrgadiiva) near Vlrlnasi.
Now alone, Sikyamuni was close to triumph. He regathered his
strength by accepting food offered to him by a young girl, and then
bathed in the Nairaiijani, at a place known as Supratistha. In the
evening, he reached the Tree of Enlightenment, aficus religiosa, located
in Bodh-Gayl, and sat at its foot in order to meditate.** He directed
his thoughts, not to the supradivine and unconscious spheres which his
masters had taught him, but to the mystery of death and rebirth and the
elimination of rebirth in the world of appearances. During that memorable night, he attained supreme and perfect Enlightenment (bodhi)
which made him a Buddha (531 B.C.).
During the watches of the night, he won the threefold knowledge: the
18 recollection of his previous existences, the knowledge of the death and
birth of beings - a knowledge which is also called the "divine eye" and, finally, the certainty of having destroyed in himself the desires
which are the basis of successive rebirths in the world of becoming. This
conviction included the discovery of the mechanism of dependent
origination (prarityasamutpcida): Slkyamuni mentally examined in direct and reverse order the twelve causes ( n i h a ) which condition that
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origination, and he thus acquired the certainty of living his last existence.
Having continued his meditations in Bodh-Gay2 for four or seven
weeks, the Buddha went to the Deer Park in Virinasi; before the five
companions who had witnessed his austerities, he preached the discourse
on Turning the Wheel of the Dharma in which are explained the four
noble Truths, which was soon followed by a homily on the Characteristics of the Not-seK
The discourse at Virinasi inaugurated the public ministry which the
Buddha carried out for forty-five years (531-486). He travelled throughout the region of the Middle Ganges in all directions, expounding the
Law, making conversions and recruiting those inclined into the religious
order of mendicants (bhiksu) which he had created in addition to the
many orders which already existed, the Nirgranthas, Ajivikas, etc.
Virinasi or Banaras, the chief town in the country of K i i i and
located on the banks of the Ganges between the rivers Barni and Asi,
was an ancient city the origins of which went far back into the distant
past. The Buddha set the Wheel of the Law in motion and preached
several important discourses there. He generally stayed in the Deer
Park (mygadriva), which was also known as the Rsivadana or Rsipatana,
a pleasure garden situated in the present-day market-town of Sirnith six
kilometres to the north of the town itself. It was in Viirinasi that the
Buddha made his first conversions and recruited his first disciples: the
Group of Five (paiicavargika) consisting of Ajiiita Kaundinya, Vispa,
Bhadrika. Mahiniman and Aivajit; five sons of noble families, Y a k s
and his four friends Vimala, Subiihu, Piimajit and Gavimpati; finally,
fifty other young people. Immediately after having ordained them, the
Buddha sent them out on missions to teach his doctrine everywhere.
In Uruvilvi, a small locality situated on the banks of the Nairaiijanii,
not far from Bodh-Gayii, the three KiiSyapa brothers and their thousand disciples, the Jatilas, wearing topknots and, until that time, devo19 tees of the Vedic sacrifices, were converted and swelled the ranks of the
small community.
Rijagrha, formerly Girivraja, was, at the time of the Buddha, the
capital of Magadha and one of the seven most important towns in India.
Situated five leagues from the Ganges, it was protected by five mountains and watered by the rivers Tapodi and Sarpini. S ~ k ~ a m uwas
n i on
the best of terms with King Bimbidra with whom he had two famous
meetings: one on the Piindavaparvata immediately after the Great
Departure, the other in the Supratisthacaitya shortly after the Enlightenment. The Buddhists soon had at their disposal in Rijagha eighteen vast
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monasteries, the main ones of which were erected in the Venuvana, a
gift from Bimbisira, on the Grdhraktpparvata, in the Vaibhiravana, in
the caves of the Saptapamaguhi and the Indrakilaguhi, and finally, on
the slopes of the Sarpaiundikaprigbhira. Two young men, Upatisya
and Kolita, pupils of the heretical master Saiijaya, were introduced to
the faith by the disciple Aivajit who, having met them in Rijagrha,
summarized the whole of the doctrine of Sikyamuni in one famous
stanza: "of all Dharmas which have arisen from a cause, the Tathigata
has told the cause; and he has also revealed its cessation, he, the great
monk". Upatisya and Kolita were converted and rapidly attained
holiness. The Buddha raised them to the rank of principal disciples with
the names of SBriputra "the foremost of the wise" and Maudgalyiyana
"the foremost of those who possess the supernormal powers". Another
important person who was converted in Rijagrha was the brihmin
Pippali, better known by the name of MahikiSyapa. He had been
married in his youth to a certain Bhadri KBpilini, but never went near
his wife and soon left her to renounce the world. On meeting the
Buddha in the Venuvana, he spontaneously prostrated himself before
him and received religious teaching from him. The Master conferred the
ordination on him and, as a mark of particular benevolence, exchanged
cloaks with him. After the decease of the Buddha, KBSyapa "the
foremost of those who observe the austere discipline" assumed a leading
role in the order. In the course of the many visits which he paid to
Riijagrha, the Buddha also had the opportunity to convert Queen
Ksemi, the proud wife of Bimbidra; she took up the religious life and
attained holiness. Towards the end of Bimbisira's reign, Sikyamuni was
the victim of a plot hatched against him by his cousin and rival
Devadatta, supported by the crown prince Ajiitaktru. Devadatta, who
had entered the order, attempted to supplant the Master at the head of
the community. When his manoeuvres failed, he tried to kill the Buddha,
but the hired assassins he had commissioned became converted; the rock
which he had thrown from the top of a mountain only gave the Buddha
an insignificant wound, and the maddened elephant which he sent in
pursuit of the Master prostrated itself before the latter. Devadatta
provoked a schism in the community and, having won 500 Vrji monks
from VaiGli to his cause, formed a separate congregation. The intervention of the disciples Siriputra and Maudgalyiyana brought the misled
monks back into the fold, and Devadatta, who was abandoned by one
and all, underwent the punishment for offences. AjitaSatru, who had
supported him, recognized the error of his ways as soon as he ascended
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the throne of Magadha: on the advice of Jivaka, the court physician, he
asked forgiveness of the Buddha and this was granted.
The Buddha frequently visited his native land, Kapilavastu at the foot
of the Himalayas, sometimes residing in the Nyagrodhirima, and
sometimes in the forest of the Mahlvana. During his first visit, his father
Suddhodana and his former wife, the mother of Rihula, became
converted to the Dharma; his half-brother, Nanda the handsome, abandoned his betrothed and took up the religious life, and little Rihula
himself was received as a novice by Siriputra. The Buddha had only just
left the town to return to R i j a g h a when the SHkyas became converted
en masse. A group of young noblemen, led by the barber Upili, caught
up with the Buddha in Anupiya, in the country of Malla, and sought
admittance into the community. Among them were several cousins of
the Buddha, Aniruddha, Mahiniman, Devadatta and Ananda. Devadatta, as we have just seen, was to betray his vows and tried to kill the
Buddha. Ananda on the other hand, was a model monk: through his
docility and zeal, he became the favourite disciple of the Master who
made him his personal assistant (upusthiyuku). For twenty-five years,
Ananda gave the Buddha his best attention, noting his slightest words in
his infallible memory: he was the foremost of "those who have heard
and remembered much". It was upon the intercession of Ananda that
Sikyamuni accepted women into his community: the first nuns (bhikpqi) were Mahiprajipati Gautami, the Buddha's aunt, and her ladiesin-waiting; they were subjected to particularly strict monastic rules.
Other occasions also brought the Buddha back to his native town: he
had to settle a quarrel which broke out between the Sikyas and the
Kraudyas over a question of irrigation, to help his father in his last
moments and to inflict a punishment on his father-in-law Suprabuddha
who had insulted him. When Virldhaka seized the throne of Kosala and
resolved to have vengeance on the Sikyas for having formerly offended
his father, the Buddha's intercession only succeeded in delaying the
catastrophe for a few days: his family clan was almost completely
exterminated and the few survivors had to leave the country.
The Buddha, who had a high regard for the Licchavis, often stopped
in Vaiilli, the capital of the Vrji confederation. He had saved the
inhabitants from the plague and was always given a warm welcome
there. Two stopping-places were at his disposal: the MahHvana where
the Belvedere Hall (kl!iigiirddi) stood on the banks of the Monkey
Pool (markarahradatira) and the monastery in the Amrapilivana which
had been built for him by a courtesan from the town.
However, it was in Srivasti, the capital of Kosala, that the Buddha
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spent most of his time. The town contained at least three monasteries:
the Jetavana which had been laid out thanks to the generosity of the rich
banker Anlthapindada; the Mlgiramltyprisida which had been built
in the PCrvirima by the pious Viiiikh$ the daughter-in-law of Mrgira
but his "mother" in the Buddhadharma; finally, the Rljakirima which
had been erected through the good offices of Prasenajit. In Srlvasti, the
Buddha had to face the hostility of six heretical masters whom a literary
contrivance always presents together: Piirana KlSyapa, Maskarin GoGliputra, Ajita Keiakambala, Kakuda Kltyiyana, Nirgrantha Jfiitiputra and Saiijayin Vairattiputra. Nirgrantha Jiiitiputra was none other
than Mahivira, the founder and reformer of the powerful Jaina order
which nowadays still numbers several million adherents in India; Maskarin Goiiiliputra was the leader of the Ajivikas, a sect that had a
considerable influence for a long time; the others were determinists,
materialists or sceptics. The Buddha triumphed over all these opponents
in a public debate in the presence of Prasenajit. Legend has it that on
that occasion he emphasized his triumph by various prodigies: the twin
wonders with jets of water and rays of light, the miraculous growth of
an enormous mango-tree, the multiplication of imaginary Buddhas, or
again a walk in the sky; after which, having gone to the heaven of the
Triyastrimia gods, the Buddha came down again accompanied by
BrahmH and Indra on three precious ladders, the feet of which rested in
22 SBmkBSya, present-day Sankissa-Vasantapura. Welcomed by a splendid
company in which could be noted the nun Utpalavami disguised as. a
Cakravartin king, the Buddha returned to Sriivasti. However, his detractors did not give up and successively accused him of having had illicit
relations with a heretical woman, Cifid-mHnaviki, and even to have
assassinated the nun Sundari; events themselves belied these slanders. In
the forests near the town, the Buddha carried out some memorable
conversions: he welcomed into his order the brigand Angulimiila who
had held to ransom and mutilated travellers in the woods of Jilini; he
tamed and appeased the cannibalistic Y a k y who devoured young children in the Alavi forest.
In KauGmbi, in the country of Vatsa, the Buddha had at least four
establishments at his disposal: the Ghositiirima, Kukkutlrlma, Plvirikambavana and Badarikirlma. He owed the first three to the generosity
of some eminent citizens, among whom was the rich banker Ghosita.
Near KauShbi, in the village of Kalmiedamya, the Buddha made the
acquaintance of a brihmin who offered him the hand of his daughter
Migandiki; the proposal was rejected but the girl, who later became
one of the wives of King Udayana, attempted to avenge the affront by
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persecuting the pious Simivati, another of the king's wives. While the
Buddha was staying in KauGmbi, a schism occurred among his monks
over a minor detail of discipline; the Master, unable to restore harmony,
withdrew for some time to the Pirileyyaka forest where he lived in the
company of wild animals. The relations between Udayana, the king of
Kauiiimbi, and the Buddha were somewhat distant: the king gave a
suspicious greeting to the disciple Ananda who had been sent to his
court and whom he considered his wives had given too warm a
welcome; he tried to have another missionary, Pindola Bhiradvija,
devoured by red ants. However, his son Bodhi, who governed the land
of the Bhargas, reserved a splendid reception for the Buddha. It was
also in the land of the Bhargas, in Sumsumiragiri, that the Buddha met
the mother and father of Nakula with whom he acknowledged kinship.
The Buddha declined an invitation from King Canda Pradyota who
asked him to go to Avanti, but was represented by two eminent
disciples, MahPkityiyana and Srona Kotikama. At the request of these
last, he consented to some relaxation in the Buddhist discipline in favour
of the small communities in Avanti.
23
Whatever the later legend may say, it is doubtful whether the Buddha
ever visited the western coast inhabited by the Sronipar~ntakas.Nevertheless, the region was converted to Buddhism by the merchant P Q q a ,
who himself had been converted by the Master in Srivasti. The new
disciple returned to ~ l r ~ i r a k his
a , native land, where he founded a
small community and built a sandalwood monastery which became
famous.
The Buddha once went to Mathuri, in the country of Siirasena, but
that city which was later to become one of the strongholds of Buddhism
did not leave a good impression on him. Still further to the west, he
made his way as far as Veraiiji (in Sanskrit Vairanti), a town situated
on the great route from Mathuri to Taksaiill; but the brihmin
Agnidatta who had invited him for the rainy season did not receive him
and, famine having broken out, the Buddha and his disciples were
compelled to eat barley or, according to the Chinese versions, "horse
corn". The furthest east the Buddha reached seems to have been the
country of Ariga (Bengal) wherc Sumigadhi, the daughter of Anathapindada, lived. Her father-in-law, who was a heretic, tried to make her
pay homage to the naked ascetics but, far from consenting to d o so, she
appealed to the Buddha. The Master, accompanied by 500 disciples,
went to Bengal and carried out conversions there.
Later sources which attribute to Sikyamuni voyages to distant lands
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- North-West India, KaSmir, Lake Anavatapta and the island of
Ceylon - should be considered as apocryphal.
The last days and decease of the Buddha are narrated in detail by the
M a h Z p a r i n i r ~ Z n ~ t rofa which we possess several relatively concordant
versions. When he was in Riijagyha, the Buddha received a visit from
Varekira, a minister of AjHtaSatru, at the moment when the latter was
contemplating a campaign against the Vji confederacy; in the presence
of the minister, the Buddha explained the conditions necessary for the
prosperity of states and monastic orders. The following day, he set out
in the direction of the Ganges: in VenuyastikH (in Pili, Ambalatthiki),
he once again preached the four noble truths; in Niilandii, he received
the homages of Siriputra and recommended discipline to his monks. He
thus reached the banks of the Ganges in Piitaligriima, a village which the
Magadhans were fortifying because of the campaign against the Vrjis;
the Buddha predicted the building and future grandeur of PHtaliputra
and, after a flattering reception from the population, he crossed the river
with great solemnity.
Teaching as he went, the Master passed through the villages of
24
Kutigriimaka and Niidikii and reached VaiSiili, where he was received by
the courtesan AmrapiiIi, and then went on to Venugriimaka in order to
spend the rainy season there. It was there that he first had an attack of
illness and predicted his coming death.
When the retreat was at an end, the Master wished to proceed to
KuSinagara. After casting a last glance at VaiGli, he passed through
Bhoganagaraka and reached Piipi in Malla country; when invited to a
meal by the smith Cunda, he ate a "tasty dish of pork" which caused
him to have bloody diarrhoea. Notwithstanding, he set out again and,
despite his weakness, still found the strength to convert the Malla
Putkasa and put on the golden tunic with which the latter had presented
him. After having bathed in the River Hiranyavati (Kakutthi), he was
again overcome by weakness; it was only with great difficulty that he
reached the approaches of KuSinagara, where he conversed for a long
time with the Mallas who had come out to welcome him.
The Buddha had his death-bed prepared in the Siila Grove in Upavartana, in the outlying part of the town. There he lay down, with his head
pointing towards the north. He made his final arrangements, comforted
Ananda who was overcome with grief, and converted the heretic Subhadra, then addressed his last exhortations to the monks. During the third
watch of the night, after having gone in direct and reverse order through
all the meditational stages, he entered Nirvina "like a flame which goes
out through lack of fuel". He was 80 years of age.
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When AjitaSatru, the king of Magadha, and the Mallas of KuSinagara learned of the decease of the Buddha, they gave themselves over to
violent manifestations of grief. The Mallas went in a crowd to the Siila
Grove, and the body was transported to the Makutabandhana-Caitya
where it lay exposed for seven days, before being placed in a coffin and
set down on the funeral-pyre. MahiikiiSyapa, who had not been present
at the decease of the Buddha, arrived in KuSinagara; he paid his last
respects to the Master's remains and he alone was able to set fire to the
pyre. After the cremation, the relics were collected by the Mallas of
KuSinagara. However, the neighbouring countries, as well as King
AjitaSatru, demanded their share and, when the Mallas refused, prepared for war. The adversaries eventually came to an agreement and the
relics were shared out between eight states: the Mallas of KuSinagara,
King Ajitaiatru of Magadha, the Licchavis of VaiGli, the Sikyas of
Kapilavastu, the Bulakas of Calakalpi, the Kraudyas of Riimagrima,
the brihmins of Visnudvipa and the Mallas of Pipi. The brlhmin
25 Dhiimrasagotra, or Drona, who had initiated the distribution, kept for
himself the urn which had enclosed the relics. Finally, the Mauryas of
Pipphalivana, who had arrived too late, received the ashes from the
pyre. Each of them returned home and erected a stiipa over the precious
remains which they had obtained. There were therefore ten stiipas: eight
contained relics; the ninth was raised over the urn, and the tenth was
erected over the ashes of the pyre.
111. - THE EARLY BUDDHIST DOCTRINE
AND THE BUDDHA
- What Buddhists mean by Law or
THEDHARMA
dharma is the truth discovered by the Buddhas during their Enlightenment and preached by them or their disciples during their public
rninistryls. The word of the Buddha is good at the beginning, in the
" There are a great many studies on the Dhanna of the Buddha, and many of the older
works still retain their value : H. OLDENBERG,
Buddha; sein Leben, seine M e , seine
Gemeinde. Berlin, 1881 (tr. W. HOEY,Buddha; his Life, his Doctrine, his Order, London
1882); H . KERN, Geschiedenis van her Buddhisme in Indii, Haarlem, 1882-4 (tr. HUFT,
Histoire & bouddhisme donr I'ln&. Paris, 1901); T.W.RHYS DAVIDS.
Buddhism. London.
1890; E. HARDY, Der Buddhismus nuch a'lreren Pdi- Werken, Leipzig, 1906; R. PISCHEL.
Leben und L.ehre &s Buddha, Leipzig, 1926; L. DE h VAL* Pwssm, Bouddhisme.
Opinions sw I'histoire & la dogmatique, Paris, 1925; Le dogme et la philacophie &
bouddhirme, Paris, 1930; H. BECKH,Der Buddhismus. Berlin, 1928; A.B. KEITH, Buddhist
Philasophy in India and Ceylon, Oxford, 1923; E.J. THO-,
The Hutory of Buddhist
Die Religionen Indiem. Stuttgart 1955; Der
Thought. London, 1933; H . voN GLASENAPP,
Buddhhus in Indien und im Fernen Osten, Berlin, 1936; Die Weisheit des Blcddlur. BadenBaden, 1946; Die Philosophie der Inder, Stuttgart, 1949; Die fZf grossen Religionen, 1.
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middle and at the end, perfect as to the meaning and the letter,
homogenous, complete and pure16. From the night of the Enlightenment until the night of the Nimlna, all that the Buddha declared and
taught is true and not false1'. The sky will fall down with the moon and
stars, the ground will rise up to the heavens together with the mountains
and forests, the oceans will dry up, but the great sages do not speak
falsely18. The good word of the Buddhas has four features: it is wellspoken, agreeable and pleasant, and conforms to what is beneficial and
truthful 19.
What place does the Buddha occupy in relation to the Law which he
discovered and preached and what are the main points of his teaching?

Diisseldorf, 1951; J. PRZYLUSKI,
Le bouddhisme, Paris, 1933; G. TUcci, I1 buddismo,
Foligno, 1926; L. SUNI,Gotama Buddha. Bologna, 1934; E. WALDSCHMIDT,
'Der BuddhisReligionen &r Er&. Munich, 1949, pp. 299-333; J. FILLIOWT,
Inde
mus', in : CLEMEN,
classique. 11, pp. 511-66; E. FRAUWALLNER,
Geschichte der Indischen Philosophie, I,
Salzburg, 1953, pp. 147-272; E. CONE, Buddhism, its Essence and Development, Oxford,
1951.**
Apart from the canonical writings which havc comc down to us in Pili, !Sanskrit,Tibetan
and Chinese versions, certain authors postulate the existence of a "primitive" or "precanonical" Buddhism which they attempt to reconstruct : S. SCHAYER,
Precanonical Buddhism,
Archiv Orientalni, VII, 1935, pp. 121-32; Zagadnienie elementbw nieraryjskicj buddyzmie
indyjskim [Pre-Aryan Elements in Indian Buddhism], Bulletin International de I'Academie
Polonaise des Sciences et des Lettres, Fasc. 1-3, 1934, pp. 55-65; New Contributions to the
Problem of Pre-hinayanistic Buddhism. Polish Bulletin of Or. Studies, 1. 1937, pp. 8-17;
Y , des
A.B. KEITH,Pre-Canonical Buddhism, IHQ, XII, 1936, pp. 1-20; C. ~ A M E Bib!.
travaux relatifs aux Clhmenrs anaryens. BEFEO, 1934, pp. 429-566; Der Buddhismus Indiens,
(Christus und die Religionen &r Er&), 111, Freibcrg, 1951, pp. 248-64.***
Nearly all the Buddhist writings in Pili have been edited by the Prili Text Society and
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translated into English in large collections : Sacred Books of the East. Sacred Books of the
Buddhists, Translation Series of the PrSli Text Society, etc.
Good anthologies of the Buddhist texts also exist : J. BLOCH,
J. FILLIOUT.L. RENOU,Le
Canon bouddhique PrSli, I, I, Paris, 1949; J. BERTRAND-BOCAND~,
Maj]himanikriya "Les
Moyens Discours", Paris, 1953; H. OLDENBERG,
Reden &s Buddha, Munich, 1922;
Der atere Buddhismus, Tiibingen, 1929; H. VON GLASENAPP,
Gedonken
M. WINTERNITZ,
von Buddha, Zurich, 1942; Der Pfad zur Erleuchtung, Buddhistische Texte, Diisseldorf,
1956; E. FRAUWALLNER,
Die Philosophie &s Buddhismus, Texte der indischen Philosophie,
11, Berlin, 1956; H.C. WARREN,
Buddhism in Translation. Cambridge, Mass., 1896; E.J.
THOMAS,
Early Buddhist Scriptures, London. 1935; E. CONE, etc., Buddhist Texts through
the Ages, Oxford, 1954.
l 6 Vinaya, I, pp. 35, 242; Digha, I, p. 62; Majjhima, I, p. 179; Samyutta, V, p. 352;
Ahguttara, I, p. 180, etc.
l 7 Digha, 111, p. 135; Anguttara, 11, p. 24; Itivuttaka, p. 121; Chung a han, T 26, ch. 34,
p. 6456 18; Upadda, T 1509, ch. 1, p. 59c; Modified text in Madh. vrtti, pp. 366, 539;
PaiijikB, p. 419; Lankivatira, pp. 142-3.
Divya. pp. 268, 272; T 310, ch. 102, p. 5744; T 190, ch. 41, p. 8436.
l 9 Suttanipita, 111, 3, p. 78.
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The Buddha voluntarily stood aside before the Law which he discovered and preached. He did not claim to be a god, but a seer. He
destroyed within himself all the impurities which, if they had not been
eliminated, could have made him a god, a heavenly spirit (gandharva),
a demon or even a man: "Just as a lotus, born in the water and grown
up in the water rises above the water without being stained by it, so the
Buddha, born and grown up in the world, has triumphed over the world
and remains in it without being stained by itwz0.The vanquisher of
27 enemies, pure of any stain, freed from desires, the Buddha has acquired
knowledge; he has no Master; no-one is like him; he alone is an
accomplished seer; he is appeased and in Nirvlna: he is the Victorious
One.
The Buddha did not keep jealously to himself the truth which he had
discovered. His teaching was public and not secret2'. He was the best of
all lightsz2.He guided beings to deliverance by means of the appropriate
indications. He taught his disciples where Nirvana is to be found, and
showed them the path which led to it. Nevertheless, it did not depend on
him as to whether or not the traveller followed his indications. Among
the disciples whom he advised only some were to attain the supreme
goal, Nirvina. The Buddha could do nothing about it: he was merely
"He who shows the WayvZ3.
The truth discovered by the Buddha - the origin of things and their
cessation - remained external to him, independent of any findings of
which it could be the object. The dependent origination of all the
phenomena of existence, as well as their gradual elimination, is ruled by
a strict law which the Buddha was the first to recognize, but "it was not
he who created the Law of twelve causes, and neither did another create
itwz4. It functions independently of the presence or absence of the
Buddhas: "Whether or not the Holy Ones appear in the world, the
essential nature of things pertaining to things (dharminim dharmati)*
remains stable" '.
Furthermore. the Buddha honoured the Law he had discovered.
Anguttara, 11, pp. 38-9; Samyutta, 111, p. 140.
Anguttara, I, p. 283.
Samyutta, I, pp. IS, 47.
l J Majjhima. 111, p. 6.
Tsa a han, T 99, ch. 12, p. 856-c; Upadeia, T 1509, ch. 2, p. 75a; ch. 32, p. 298a.
Samyutta, 11, p. 25; Anguttara, I, p. 286; Visuddhimagga, p. 518; klistarnbas~tra,
ed. LA VAL* POUSSIN,
p. 73; Paiicavimhti, p. 198; A s b d a s r i k i , p. 274; LankivatSra,
p. 143; Kohvyikhyi, p. 293; Madh. voti, p. 40; Paiijiki, p. 588; Sik$%amuccaya, p. 14;
DaSabhihika, p. 65.
lo
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Siikyamuni, when he was meditating under the goatherd's Banyan-tree
some weeks after his Enlightenment, sought throughout the world to
discover a monk or brlhmin whom he could revere and serve. Not
having discovered anyone superior to himself, he resolved "to commit
himself to the Law which he had himself discovered, in order to honour,
respect and serve it" 2 6 .
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Finally, when the Buddha, having shed the psycho-physical aggregates of existence and eliminated all individual feeling, entered stillness like
a flame blown out by a breath of wind, he escaped from every one's
sight and could do no more for his disciples. However, the latter were
not abandoned entirely: they were still to have a refuge, for the Law was
to be their refuge: "Let the Law", Sikyamuni told them, "be your
island and your refuge; seek no other refugew2'.
AT V ~ N A S
-~The
. essence of the Buddhist Doctrine
THEDISCOURSE
is contained in the Discourse of VlrHnasi, also called the "Discourse
setting in motion the Wheel of the Law". (DharmacakrapravartmasBtra)
in which the Buddha revealed the four noble Truths (r7ryasatya)to those
who were to be his first d i s ~ i p l e s ~ ~ .
After having advised his listeners to avoid the two extremes which
consist of a life of pleasure and a life of mortification, the Buddha
proposed to them a middle way which would lead to Enlightenment and
NirvHna.

"This, 0 monks, is the noble truth of suffering: birth is suffering, old-age is
suffering, disease is suffering, death is suffering, union with what one dislikes is
suffering, separation from what one likes is suffering, not obtaining one's wish is
suffering, in brief, the five kinds of objects of attachment (upiahuskandho) are
suffering.
"This, 0 monks, is the noble truth of the origin of suffering: it is the thirst
which leads from rebirth to rebirth, accompanied by pleasure and covetousness,
which finds its pleasure here and there: the thirst for pleasure, the thirst for
existence, the thirst for impermanence.
"This, 0 monks, is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering: the extinction
of that thirst by means of the complete annihilation of desire, by banishing
desire, by renouncing it, by being delivered from it, by leaving it no place.

l6 Samyutta, I, pp. 138-40; Tsa a han, T 99, ch. 44, p. 321c; Upad&, T 1509, ch. 10,
p. 131c.
" Digha. 11. p. 100.
l 8 The Piili version can be found in Vinaya, I, p. 10; the Sanskrit, in MaMvastu, 111, pp.
331-3. For an explanation of it, see NYANATILQKA,F ~ t o l ofs Bu&fhirm, Colombo,
1949; Bd&isr Dictionary. Colombo. 19%; The Word ofthe Buddha. Colombo, 1952; the
articles by W. RAHULAand others in IHQ, XXXII, 1956, pp. 249-64..
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"This, 0 monks, is the noble truth of the path which leads to the cessation of
suffering: it is the noble path, with eight branches, which is called right faith,
right will, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness and right concentrati~n"~~.
29

The meaning and import of these four truths should be explained
briefly.
THE TRUTHOF SUFFERING.- The truth of suffering raises the
question of universality of suffering. Suffering does not result only from
painful feelings, whether bodily or mental, which can affect us. It is
inherent in all "formations" (sqskira), that is, in all the psychophysical phenomena of existence, whatever the form taken by this last. *
These formations, which are continually appearing and disappearing,
are transitory; being transitory, they are tainted by suffeing which
results from their instability; being suffering, they assert themselves
beyond any control of the endurer and do not constitute a self, or
pertain to a self:
"Whether there is an appearance of a Tathigata (or Buddha),
whether there is no appearance of a Tathigata, the causal law of nature,
the orderly fixing of things prevails: all formations are impermanent
(anitya), all formations are suffering (duhkha), all things are selfless
(anitmaka)" jO.
These three characteristics are interdependent: "What do you think,
0 monks, is corporeality [or other psycho-physical phenomena]: permanent or impermanent?"'Impermanent, Lord". "But is what is impermanent suffering or joy?'"Suffering,
Lord". "So therefore, whatever is
impermanent, full of suffering, subject to change, can one, when one
considers it, say: That is mine, I am that, that is my self?" "One cannot,
Lord". "Consequently, 0 monks, with regard to corporeality [and other
phenomena] everything that has ever been, will be or is, be it inside us or
in the world outside, be it strong or weak, low or high, distant or near,
all that is not-mine, I am not it, it is not my self: this is what should be
seen in truth by whomever possesses true knowledge" jl. *
Two questions arise: what exactly are the psycho-physical phenomena? Why are they selfless?* * *

After OLDENBERG.
Le Bouddha, Sa vie, sa doctrine, sa communaurk. Trad. de
I'allcrnand d'apds la 1 4.
par A. FOUCHER,
Paris, 1894, pp. 131, 214.
Anguttara, I, p. 286.
3 1 Vinaya, I, p. 14; Samyutta, 111, pp. 67-8.
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The early texts provide three classes of phenomena: 1. the five
aggregates (skandha), 2. the twelve bases (tiyatana) of consciousness; 3.
the eighteen elements (dhitu).
30
I. The five aggregates (skandha) are:
1. corporeality (rcpa): the four great elements (mahdbhPta) - earth,
water, fire and wind - and matter derived (upidtiyaripa) from the four
great elements.
2. feeling (vedanii): feelings resulting from contact with the eye, ear,
nose, tongue, body and mind.
3. perception (samjn'i): perceptions of colours, sounds, odours, tastes,
tangibles and mental images.
4. volition (sayskiira): volitions concerning colours, sounds, odours,
tastes, tangibles and mental objects.
5. consciousness (vgn'cina): consciousness of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mindJ2.
The five aggregates are inseparable. The texts show that the passage
from one existence to another and the development of consciousness
cannot be explained independently of corporeality, perception, feeling
and volitions: "Any feeling, perception and consciousness are associated
and not dissociated, it is impossible to separate one from the other and
to show their difference, since what one feels, one perceives, and what
one perceives, one knows" 33.
The transitory and impersonal nature of the five aggregates is revealed
under scrutiny.
Let us suppose that the Ganges cames along a mass of foam and that
a man with keen eyesight perceives it, observes it and examines it
closely. He will find that that ball of foam is empty, insubstantial, and
without any true essence. Equally, if one examines corporeality in all its
aspects, it appears as empty, insubstantial and without any true essence;
and it is the same for the other four aggregates: "Matter is like a ball of
foam, feeling is like a bubble of water, consciousness is like a mirage,
volition is like the trunk of a banana tree and consciousness is like a
phantom"34.
When she was questioned about the origin and destiny of a being
(sattva), the nun Vajirl replied: "What do you mean by saying 'being'?
Your doctrine is false. This is merely an accumulation of changing
31 formations (samskira): there is no being here. Just as wherever parts of
the chariot get together, the word "chariot" is used, so equally, wherever
32
33

3'

Samptta, 111, pp. 59-61; also see 111, pp. 47, 86-7.
Mailhima, I. p. 293.
Samptta, 111, pp. 140-2. This famous stanza is quoted in Madh. vltti, p. 41.
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there are the five aggregates, there is the being; such is common
opinion. Everything that is born is just suffering, suffering what remains
and what disappears; nothing else arises but suffering, no other thing
than suffering ceases to bew3'.
However, one might say, comparison is not reason. Nevertheless, in
the teaching on the Not-self which followed the Discourse at Virinasi,
the Buddha explained that the five aggregates are not the Self since if
corporeality, feeling, perception, volition and consciousness were the
Self, they could be subject to disease, and one should be able to say,
with regard to corporeality, etc.: Be my body so, be not my body
In other words, if psycho-physical phenomena were the self or pertained
to the Self, they could be controlled and directed, but such is not the
case.
Can one also say that, even if corporeality eludes us, at least thought
belongs to us individually? The Buddha would immediately reply: "It
would be even better, 0 disciples, if a child of our times, who has not
learned of the Doctrine, were to take as the Self this body formed of the
four elements, rather than take the mind. And why is that so? It is
because, 0 disciples, the body formed of the four elements seems to last
one or two years.. . or it seems to last a hundred years or more. But that
which, 0 disciples, is called the mind, thought or consciousness, arises
and disappears in an endless changing of day and night. Just as, 0
disciples, a monkey gambolling in a forest or a wood, grasps a branch
then lets it go and grasps another one, so, 0 disciples, what is called the
mind, thought or consciousness arises and disappears in an endless
changing of day and nightm3'.
11. The second classification of phenomena concerns the twelve bases
(iyatana) of consciousness 38.
1. The six internal (ddhyitmika) bases are those of the eye (caksur),
ear (Srotra), nose (ghrina), tongue (jihvi), body (kdya) and mind
(manas).
2. The six external (bihya) bases are the visible (rzipa), sound (Sabda),
32
odour (gandha),taste (rasa), the touchable (spras!avya) and the object of
thought (dharma).
This table explains their relationship:

" Sarpyutta, I. p. 135. See OLDENBERG-FOUCHER
(quoted above n. 29), p. 263.
"

Vinaya, I, p. 13; Samyutta, 111, pp. 66-8.
Sarpyutta, 11, pp. 94-5.
Digha, 11, p. 302, etc.
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I
Adhyltmika
iiyatana

1. caksus
2. Srotra
3. ghriina
4. jihvi
5. kiiya
6. manas

BHhya
iiyatana

7. fipa
Sabda
gandha
rasa
sprastavya
dharma

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Bases 1 to 5 and 7 to 11 are physical: bases 1 to 5 are organs (indriya)
made of subtle matter (nipaprascSda) derived from the four great elements (upd&yanipa); bases 7 to 11 are objects (vz$aya) made of rough
matter.
Base 6, the manaiyatana, is of a mental order: it is a collective term
designating all forms of consciousness.
Base 12, the dharmdyatana, can be of a physical or mental order. It
designates every object of thought, whether past, present or future, real
or imaginary.
The eye perceives only the visible, the ear only sound, while the manas
grasps, as well as its own object, the objects of the other five senses and
those senses themselves. This is expressed in the formula: "The five
organs each have their own object, their own domain and do not
experience the objectdomain of their neighbour, but the manas is their
resort and experiences the objectdomain of them all" 39.
111. Depending on the previous one, the .third classification, in eighteen elements (dhdtu), explains the workings of the consci~usness~~.
In
fact, the organ (indriya) as a substrate (Zraya) and the object (vbaya)as
33 a seized-object (dlambana), give rise to consciousness (vijiiina). This is
expressed by the formula: "Because of the eye and the visible, visual
consciousness (c&urvijiiZna) arises.. .; because of the mind (manas) and
the object of thought (dharma), mental consciousness (manovijtiina)
arises; the conjunction of the three is contact (sparia); there arise
together (sahajiita) feeling (vedanti), perception (sqjiiii) and volition
(cetanti)" .

39

'Samyutta, V, p. 218.
Samyutta, 11, p. 140.
Samyutta, 11, p. 72; IV,p. 33.
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The eighteen dhitus should therefore be set out in the following way:
-

-

Organs

I.
2.
3.
4.

caksus
Srotra
ghrina
jihvii
5. kiya
6. manas

34

Objects
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.
12.

x-iipa
bbda
gandha
rasa
sprastavya
dharma

Consciousnesses
13. caksurvijiiiina
14. Srotravijiiina
15. ghrinavijiiina
16. jihviivijiiiina
17. kiyavijiiina
18. manoviiiiiina

Dhitus 1 to 5 and 7 to 11 are physical; dhitus 6 and 13 to 18 are
mental; dhitu 12 can be physical or mental.
Unlike the manaiiyatana, which was a factor in the previous classification, the mano&iitu (No. 6) is formed by one of the six consciousnesses.
While the first five consciousnesses (dhitus 13 to 17) have the five
material organs, eye, etc (dhitus 1 to 5) as their substrate (Graya), the
sixth consciousness, mental consciousnes (dhitu 18), has no such substrate. Consequently, in order to attribute a substrate to it, the term
manas or manodhdtu (dhitu 6) is given to what is used as substrate as a
"contiguous and immediate antecedent" (samanantarapratyaya), i.e.,
any of the six conscicusnesses which have just passed @ad anantarGtitay
vijZinam)4 2 .
Just like the five skandha, the twelve iiyatana, and the eighteen dhiitu
are "impermanent, painful, impersonal and changing" (anitya, d4kha.
andtmaka, ~ipariniimadharrna)~~.
If all the psycho-physical phenomena of existence are stamped by
impermanence and marked by suffering, it ensues that all existences in
which they occur share the same defects.
Satyiira, or the round of rebirths, has its origin in eternity: "It is
impossible to find any beginning from which beings steeped in ignorance
and bound by the thirst for existence wander aimlessly from rebirth to
rebirthw4*.
According to Buddhist tradition, this occurs throughout the five
destinies (pan'cagati) and the threefold world (traidhiituka).
The five destinies4' are those of the hells (naraka), animals (tirya42

4J

This is the Sarvistiv5din interpretation, Koh, I, pp. 32-3.
Vibhariga, p. 70.
Samyutta, 11, p. 179.
Maijhima, 1, p. 73.
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gyoni), ghosts @reta), men (manusya) and gods (deva). The first three are
qualified as unhappy (durgati, apiya) and the last two as happy (sugati).
The threefold world46 includes:
1. The Klmadhitu, world of desire, or of the five senses, which
includes the destinies of the hells, animals, ghosts, men and some of the
gods: the six classes of the gods of the world of desire4'.
2. The RQpadhHtu, world of subtle matter, which includes heavenly
beings who have been reborn into the world of Brahma and who are
distributed throughout the spheres of the four ecstasies (dhyiina).
3. The AriipyadhHtu, world of formlessness, which includes heavenly
beings who have been reborn, in the shape of a "mental series", in the
spheres of the four attainments (samdpatti). These spheres consist of:
1. the sphere of unlimited space (&&hantyiyatana), 2. the sphere of
unlimited consciousness (vijiihtSnantydyatana), 3. the sphere of nothingness (ikiflcanyiyatana), 4. the sphere of neither-perception-nor-non-perception (naivas~jn'cinkqjn'iyatana)also called the Summit of Existence (bhaviigra).
Here, according to the Sanskrit list, is the distribution of the gati and
dhdtu:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Naraka
Tiryagyoni
Preta
Manusya
( 1. CaturmahHrHjakHyika
2. Trlyastrimka

1

Devaloka

I

5. ~ i k ~ n a r a t i
6. Paranirmitavakavartin
1. BrahmakHyika
2. Brahmapurohita
3. MahHbrahma
1. Paritdbha
2. ApramHnHbha
3. AbhHsvara

Brahmaloka

46

*'

Majjhima. 111, p. 63.
For the enumeration

of the gods, see Majjhima,

111, pp. 100-3.
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1. Anabhraka
2. Punyaprasava
3. Brhatphala

4th DhyHna

4. Avrha

5. Atapa
6. Sudrka

7. SudarSana
8. Akanigha

IV. NaivasarpjiiHnikarpjiiH

I

CaturPriipya
Brahmaloka

In the first three destinies there is more suffering than joy; in the
human destiny, the two balance; in the divine destinies joy prevails over
suffering. However, whatever the blisses they may entail, all existences
are basically painful since they are transitory, and joys which are
doomed to disappear are sufferings. Vitiated by impermanence, existences are only an infinitesimal point in the long night of suffering: "While,
on this long voyage, you wandered aimlessly from birth to birth, and
you groaned and you wept because you had a share in what you hated
36 and you did not have a share in what you liked, there have flowed, there
have been shed by you more tears than there is water in the four
oceans"
THE TRUTHOF THE ORIGINOF SUFFERING^^. - The subject of the
second noble truth is the origin of suffering (duhkhasamudaya).Transitory, painful and impersonal though they may be, the phenomena of
existence do not, for all that, arise by chance: their appearance and
disappearance are ruled by the fixed law of dependent origination
@ratityasamutp6h) which, in the first case, functions in direct order,
and in the second, in reverse order. It amounts to the fact that birth
(janman)is caused by action (karman) and that action itself is conditioned by passion (kleSa).'
Samyutta, 11, p. 180. See OLDENBERG-FOUCHER
(quoted above n. 29), p. 220.
In our opinion, the most lucid description remains that of L. de LA VAL& POUSIN,
Thkorie des douze causes. Ghent, 1916. Also see B.C. LAW.Formulations offhe Pratityasamufpido. JRAS, 1937, pp. 287-92; B.M. BARUA,Pratityasamufpcida as a Basic Concept of
Buddhist Thought, Law Comm. Volume, Poona, 1946, pp. 574-89. The most searching
Bonn, 1930.
Indian treatise is the PratityusamufpcidaSclsfraof UNarigha, ed. V. GOKHALE,
Two particularly noteworthy western interpretations are : P. OLTRAMARE,
La formule
bouddhique &s douze causes. Geneva, 1909; A. FOUW, La Vie du Bouddha, Paris, 1949,
pp. 163-70.***
'9
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Action is a volition (cetani), whether good or bad (kdala, akdala),
which is manifested in good or bad actions of body, speech and mind.
The essence of action is in the mind, and action is not truly action unless
it is sa.pcetanQa, that is, "conscious, reflected, willed", and when it is
performed samcintya, consciously, with reflection and willingly.
This action necessarily yields a fruit of maturation (vipcikaphala). This
is different from its cause because since the latter is always a morally
qualified action, good or bad, the fruit of maturation is always indeterminate (avyikpa) from the moral point of view and consequently does
not yield any further maturation. **
The fruit of maturation is, in the first place, an agreeable or painful
feeling and, in the second place, an organism which makes that feeling
possible. In a word, any existence, or more precisely any birth (janman)
with the feelings it entails is fruit of maturation.
Action does not always incur immediate maturation: there are actions
37 which incur maturation in this life, others immediately after death, in the
next rebirth and, finally, others even later.
All this has been well summarized in the Ariguttara (111, p. 415):
"What is action? - I assert that action is volition, since it is by willing
that one performs an action with the body, speech or mind.
"What is the origin of actions? - Contact is the origin of actions.
"What is the variety of actions? - There are actions which mature in
feeling in the hells, among animals, among ghosts, in the world of men
and in the world of the gods.
"What is the maturation of action? - I say that the maturation of
action is of three kinds: action matures in the present existence, in the
future existence or in the course of successive births".
There are ten varieties of actions called "Wrong ways of action"
(akdala karmapatha)50 which mature in the three unhappy destinies
(hells, animal realm and realm of gosts): 1. murder (prinitipita), 2. theft
(adattidim), 3. sexual misconduct (k&namithyiciira), 4. false speech
(mysivida), 5. slander (paiiunyavida), 6. harsh speech (pimsyavcida), 7.
frivolous talk (saybhinnapralipa), 8. covetousness (abhidhyi), 9. ill-will
(vycipcida), 10. false views (mithyid!!!~).
- In contrast, the ten "Good
ways of action" (kdala karmap~tha)mature in the happy destinies (the
realms of mankind and of the gods).
All the happy or unhappy destinies which constitute the fruit of action
will disappear when that fruit is exhausted; they constitute only one step
on the path of painful rebirth. So therefore, the intentional actions
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which determine the destiny of beings constitute their welfare and
inheritance, an inheritance which no one can renounce:
"Deeds are the welfare of beings, deeds are their inheritance, deeds
are the womb that bears them, deeds are the race to which they are
related, deeds are their resortw5'.
"Neither in the kingdom of the air, nor in the middle of the sea, nor if
you hide in a mountain cave, nowhere on earth will you find a place
where you can escape the fruit of your bad actionswS2.
They are strictly personal and incommunicable : "Those bad actions
38
which are yours were not done by your mother, or your father, or your
brother, or your sister, or your friends and advisers, or your kinsmen
and blood relatives, or by ascetics, or by brghmins, or by gods. It is you
alone who have done those bad actions : you alone must experience the
fruitvs3.
Action which matures in suffering draws its virulent efficacity from the
passion (kleia) which inspires it. That is why the second noble truth
asserts that suffering - the fruit of action - originates in thirst (tnnd),
that is, desire.
However, here desire is taken in its wider sense, and there are three
kinds : I. the thirst for pleasures (ktimatr+i) : a desire which is roused
and takes root when confronted with agreeable objects and pleasant
ideas; 2. the thirst for existence (bhavatrsni), a desire associated with the
belief in the lasting duration of existence; 3. the thirst for non-existence
(vibhavatr;ni), a desire associated with the belief that everything ends
when death comess4. According to this concept, it is pernicious to
delight in sense-objects, and even more pernicious to entertain in oneself
an impossible ideal of eternal survival or utter annihilation. Buddhism
constitutes the outright condemnation of personalism and materialism.
Desire taints the action of the threefold poison of craving (riga),
hatred (dve~a)and delusion (moha). It is the profound cause of action :
"0monks, there are three causes (nidrina) from which actions originate :
greed, hatred and delusion"ss, and, even more poetically : "Delighted
by craving, maddened by hatred, blinded by delusion, dominated and
perturbed, man ponders his own downfall, that of others and both
together; in his mind, he experiences suffering and sorrowws6.
We should now examine the complex mechanism which indissolubly

" Majjhima, 111, p. 203; Anguttara, 111, p. 186.
Dhammapada, st. 127.
Majjhima, 111. p. 181.
Vinaya, I. p. 10.
'"Alguttara,
I, p. 263.
b' Anbttara, I,pp. 1567.
s3
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links desire to action and action to painful rebirth. This is the system of
dependent origination (pratityasam~tpada)~'discovered by the Buddha
and given by him as the comer stone of his doctrine.
While the theory of the Not-self reduces all the phenomena of
existence to eniities which are transitory, painful and insubstantial, the
system of dependent origination demonstrates that the appearance and
disappearance of such phenomena, far from being left to chance, are
ruled by a strict determinism. This origination forms a chain of twelve
links (dvi&.i&iga) each of which conditions the next, and this conditioning is expressed by the formula : "This being, that is; from the arising of
this, that arises"; and in reverse : "This not being, that is not; on the
cessation of this, that ceasesws8.
1st Avidyiipratyayih sapkiir* "Conditioned by ignorance are the
karmic formations".
Ignorance consists of ignorance of the four noble truthss9, ignorance of the origin and disappearance of the skan&ab0, the fourfold
error (viparyisa) which consists of taking for eternal what is transitory,
for pleasant what is unpleasant, for pure what is impure, for a Self what
has no "self' (the five sk~ndha)~'.
The beginning of the causal chain, ignorance is nevertheless not
without causes : it has as its nutriment (1) the five hindrances (nivarana),
covetousness, ill-will, sloth and torpor, pride, doubt or scepticism, which
in turn are nurtured by (2) misdeeds of body, speech and mind, which
spring from (3) non-restraint of the senses, (4) a lack of p r ~ i s e
awareness of disagreeable feelings, (5) superficial reflection (ayondo
manasikira), (6) unbelief, (7) not listening to the Dharma. (8) not
frequenting the holy ones *2.
One thing is certain : ignorance is a psychological state and, contrary
to some western explanations, has nothing cosmic or metaphysical.
It is the condition of the karmic formations (sapkiira), namely,
40 actions of body, speech and mind : intentional actions, morally good or
bad.
2nd S a p k i r a p r a t y a y q vijrharn "Conditioned by the karmic formations is consciousness".
After death, because of actions, there appears in the mother's womb

39
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Vinaya, I, p. 1; Maijhirna, 111, p. 63; Samyutta, 11, pp. 1-4, etc.
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Samyutta. 11, p. 4.
Samyutta, 111, pp. 162, 171.
Anguttara. 11, p. 52.
Mguttara, V, pp. 113, 116.

" Samyutta, 11, pp. 28.65.
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the consciousness aggregate (six groups of consciousnesses) which is
inseparable from the other four aggregates. This is a consciousness
which is a fruit of maturation (vipikaphala) and, as such, indeterminate
from the moral point of view (avycikyta). It is the explanation of the new
existence since "if consciousness, after having entered the mother's
womb, were to go away, the embryo would not be born"63.
3rd Vijn'inapratyayay nimanipam "Conditioned by consciousness is
mentality-corporeality".
Mentality should be understood as the three mental skandha excluding vijn'ina : feeling (vedani), perception (sayjn'i) and volitions ( s a y skira). By corporeality is meant form : the four great elements and
derived form.
From the mental consciousness that has entered the mother's womb,
proceeds the living psycho-physical complex consisting of the five skandha. This complex is also a fruit of maturation.
4th NEmarCpapratyayay ~a&iyatanarn "Conditioned by mentalitycorporeality are the six bases of consciousness".
These are the six internal (ridhyritmika) bases of consciousness : eye,
ear, nose, tongue, body and mind.
The normal functioning of the five skandha requires a sensorial and
mental organism, internal bases of consciousness, which can perceive
and grasp the six external (bihya) bases of consciousness : material
objects (vkaya) and objects of thought (dharma).
5th Sadiiyatanapratyayah spar@ "Conditioned by the six bases is
contact".
The existence of the six bases gives rise to sensorial and mental
impression : the making of contact between the six organs and their
respective objects. The texts say : "Due to the eye and the visible. .., the
mind and the object of thought, there respectively arise visual consciousness ..., mental consciousness. The conjunction of the three (trikasaynipita) is contactwb4.
6th SparJapratyayi vedani "Conditioned by contact is feeling".
From the contact between the organ, object and consciousness there
results agreeable, disagreeable or neutral feeling, feeling which is inevitably accompanied by perception (samjn'i) and volition (cetani).
Like the four previous links, feeling is always the fruit of action, the
morally undefined result of good or bad actions performed in the
previous life. However, this feeling will cause an awakening of passion.

64

Digha, 11, p. 63.
Samyutta, 11, p. 72; IV, pp. 67, 86.
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7th Vedandpratyayd tnnd "Conditioned by feeling is thirst".
The feeling experienced by one organ or another immediately arouses
an impassioned reaction for one object or another : colour, sound,
d o u r , taste, tangibility or object of thought.
8th Tr!ndpratyayam upddcinam "Conditioned by thirst is grasping".
Grasping is exasperated desire, excess or passion which is expressed
by (1) sensual grasping (kZmopduiina),(2) grasping false views (dc!yupdddna), (3) blind belief in the efficacity of vows and rites (Silavratopd&nu), ( 4 ) blind belief in personalist ideas (dtma~ddopddrina)~~.
9th Upduiinapratyayo bhavah "Conditioned by grasping is [action
which gives rise to] re-existence".
Bhava, literally "existence" should here be taken to mean punarbhavajanakaty karma "action which gives rise to re-existence". Exasperated
grasping (upddZna)causes a process of activity (karmabhava) - good or
bad intentional actions - which will determine a process of rebirth
(urparribhava) : a new existence, a fruit of maturation, in the realms of
the Kiima-, Riipa- or Ariipyadhiitu.
10th Bhavapratyayd jdtih "Conditioned by the action which gives rise
to re-existence is birth".
As we have just seen, the process of activity culminates in a new birth
: "the coming into the world, the descent, the realization of such-andsuch beings (sattva) in one category (nikiya) of beings or another, the
appearance of the skandha, the acquiring of the organs"66.
In that definition, the word being (sattva) should not be taken
literally, since Buddhism is essentially a denial of the individual or
person. Birth is merely the appearance of new skandha : the skandha of a
new existence.
1 lth Jdtipratyayaty j a r i i m a r w "Conditioned by birth is old-ageanddeath".
Birth leads to all the miseries of life : old-age-anddeath, but also
"sorrow, lamentation, suffering, grief and despair.
The causal chain, the functioning of which has just been described,
therefore includes twelve links the nature and function of which are :
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vijiiina
nimariipa
sadiyatana
spark
vedani

:
:

I

kleia
karman

karmabhava

vipikaphala

utpattibhava

8. trsni
9. upidina
10. bhava

}

kleia

:

karman

11. jiti
12. jiramaraqa

}

phala

karmabhava

utpattibhava

This table shows that the twelve-linked Pratityasamutpida is both
double and triple6' :
It is double because it involves a process of activity (karmabhava), i.e.
links 1 to 2,8 to 10, and a process of birth (utpattibhava), i.e. links 3 to 7
and 11 to 12. In other words, it is both cause and fruit.
It is triple because three links (1, 8 and 9) are passion (kleia), two
links (2 and 10) are action (karman), and seven links (3 to 7 and 11 to
12) are fruit of maturation (vipikaphala) or birth (janman). This shows
that the bircle of existence (bhavacakra) has no beginning; birth is due
to passions and actions; passions and actions are due to birth; birth is
due to passions and actions.
The table drawn up here refers to an artificially divided group of three
existences in the infinite succession of existences integrated into a
beginningless Samdra; links 1 and 2 represent the past existence, links 3
to 10 represent the present existence and links 11 and 12, the future
existence.
The system of dependent origination has often been misunderstood
and, what is even more serious, misinterpreted. The Buddha had foreseen this since, while meditating on the truth he had just discovered
under the tree of Enlightenment, he reflected as follows : "I have
6'

On all these points, see KoSa. 111. pp. 59-61, 68.
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discovered this profound truth, which is difficult to perceive difficult to
understand, appeasing, sublime, transcending all thought, abstruse,
which only the wise can grasp.. . For humanity which bustles about in
the whirlwind of this world, it will be a difficult matter for the mind to
embrace, this doctrine of causality, the chain of causes and effectswbs.
It nevertheless remains true that this theory constitutes the comer
stone of the Buddhist doctrine : "Whoever understands it understands
the Dharma and whoever understands the Dharma understands itwb9.It
alone enables one to grasp how, in the absence of any substantial entity,
the phenomena of existence are governed by a strict determinism; in
other words, how "suffering exists, but no one is afflicted; there is no
agent, but activity is a fact"lO.

44

THE TRUTHOF N T R V ~ NA~
The
~ .law of causality, the chain of
causes and effects is a difficult thing for humanity to grasp. Just as
difficult to grasp is the entry into stillness of all formations, the
detachment from earthly things, the extinction of craving, the cessation
of desire, the end, N i r ~ l n a ' ~Nirvlna
.
is the subject of the third noble
truth, the truth of the cessation of suffering (du!zkhanirodha).
If desire arouses action, and if action in turn gives rise to existence, it
is enough to eliminate desire in order to neutralize action, and action
thus neutralized would no longer mature in new existences. Through the
cessation of birth, old-age-and-death, sorrow and lamentation, suffering,
grief and despair cease : such is the cessation of the whole realm of
suffering 3 .
Nirvina is twofold in aspect : it is the cessation (a) of desire, (b) of
suffering or of existence.
a. Nirviina in this world is no different from holiness (arhatrva) :
Vinaya, I, pp. 4-5.
Majjhima, I, pp. 190-1.
'O Visuddhimagga, ed. WARREN,
p. 436.
" Cf. L. de LAV A L LPOUSSIN,
~
The Way ro N i r v w , Cambridge. 1917; Remarques sur
le Nirvea, Studia Catholics, 1, 1924, p. 25; N i r v w , Paris, 1925; Les deux N i r v e d'apres
1929; L4 Nirviina d'apres 2ryadeva, MCB, I
la Vibheii, Ac. de Belgique, Bulletin, 2 h.
1932. p. 127; Une derniere nore sur le Nirvdna, MCI. Linossier, 11, 1932, p. 329; Documents
d'Abhidharma, BEFEO, 1930, p. 1; Musila et Niirada, le chemin du Nirv&za. MCB. V,
1937, p. 189; Th.STCHERBATSKY,
The Conception of Buddhist NirvMa. Leningrad, 1927; E.
OBERMILLER,
Nirvha according to the Tibetan tradition, IHQ, V, pp. 21 1-57; B.C. LAW,
Aspects of Nirvka IC, 11, p. 327; E.J. THOMAS,
Nirvha and ParinirvMa, India Antiqua,
Lciden, 1947, p. 294; H. VON GLASENAPP,
Unsrerblichkeir und Erlosung in den indischen
Religionen. Halle, 1938.
'' Vinaya, I, p. 5.
Vinaya, I, pp. 1-2.

"
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"The destruction of desire, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of
delusion, that is what is called Nirvlna and holiness" 74. The holy one in
possession of Nirvana has destroyed desire and dispelled any cause of
rebirth, but the destruction of desire still leaves intact all the elements of
existence called skandha, corporeality, feelings, perceptions, volitions
and consciousnesses. The Nirvlna-in-this-world of a person who wins
deliverance while alive is called Nirvana "with residual conditioning"
(s0padhiSe;a) .
b. Afther the death of someone who has obtained Nirvana in this
world or of a holy one, there is no longer a new existence. In fact, "the
body of the holy one continues to exist even though the thirst which
produces a new existence has been cut off. As long as his body lasts, so
long will gods and men see him. But, when his body is broken and his
life gone away, gods and men will no longer see him" 15. This is what is
called Nirvlna "without residual conditioning" (nirupadhiie;~). Just as
a flame disturbed by a blast of wind grows dim and disappears from
sight, so the holy one released from the ntima-rCpa (physical and mental
aggregates of existence) enters into appeasement thus disappears from
all sight. No one can measure him; to speak of him, there are no words;
what the mind might conceive vanishes and all ways of speaking
vanish 16.
In the world of becoming, all the elements of existence, subject to
dependent origination, are both causes and caused : they are, it is said,
"conditioned" (sqskyta). Nirviina, which is beyond becoming, escapes
the causal chain : it is "unconditioned" (asayskyta). This absolute is
asserted by several texts which say : "There is an unborn, unarisen,
uncreated, unconditioned; if there was not an unborn, there would be
issue for what is born, but as there is an unborn, there is an issue for
what is born, arisen, created, ~ o n d i t i o n e d " ~When
~ . considered from
that point of view, Nirviina is cessation (nirodha), calm (Siinra), excellent
(prqita) and escape or salvation ( n i k a r q ~ ) ~ ~ .
Buddhist schools and historians of religions have endlessly discussed
the true nature of Nirvlna, advocating in turn and according to their
personal tendencies, for Nirvlna-Existence or Nirvina-Annihilation.*
However, in order to enter the debate with a full knowledge of the facts,

l4

Sarpyutta, IV, pp. 251-2.

lS

Suttaniplta, v. 1074.
Udiina, VIII, 3, p. 80; Itivuttaka, p. 37; Udinavarga, ed. BECKH,XXVI, 21-4.
Koia, VII, p. 31 sq.

" Digha, I,p. 46.
l7
l8
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one must first be convinced of the impersonality and the emptiness of all
forms of existence of which not one is a Self or pertains to a Self. In
such conditions, if, in regard to becoming, suffering and activity are
explained as having no subject or agent, in regard to the absolute,
Nirvina in no way implies the existence of someone who has entered
Nirvina :
Suffering exists, but no one is afflicted,
There is no agent, but activity is a fact,
Nirvina is, but whoever has entered Nirviina is not,
The Path exists, but no-one treads itT9.
THE TRUTHOF THE PATH.- That quotation leads us to the fourth
noble truth the subject of which is the Path which leads to the cessation
of suffering (duhkhanirodhagimani pratipad). The noble eightfold Path
defined in the Discourse of ViiAnasi consists of three elements : morality, concentration and wisdoms0.
I. Morality (Sila) consists of conscious and intentional abstention
from all misdeeds of body and speech and also sometimes - but not
always - of mind : 1. murder, 2. theft, 3. sexual misconduct, 4.
46 falsehood, 5. slander, 6. harsh talk, 7. frivolous talk, 8. covetousness,
9. ill-will, 10. false views. It is aimed at avoiding anything which could
cause another person harm. The observance of morality increases in
value when it is the result of a vow or commitment : it is then called the
moral restraint (satpvaraiila).Obligations vary with the states of life. As
will be seen further on, the lay Buddhist conforms to the fivefold
morality (pan'caiila) and, when fasting, to the eightfold morality (agcirigdila); a probationer or Siksamind is bound by six laws (~addharma)
and the novice of both sexes by ten rules ( d d d i k ~ d p a d a )the
, bhiksus
and bhiksunis are kept subject to the articles of their Discipline, approximately 250 for the monk and 500 for the nun. Although it is an
indispensable condition for spiritual progress, morality is only the first
step. What is the use of avoiding misdeeds if the heart and mind react to
every appeal of passion? The second element of the Path will therefore
be aimed at purifying thought.
11. Concentration (samcSdhi)*is the fixing of the mind on one point. It
is basically the same as the absence of distraction (avik~epa)
and mental
quietude (Samatha). In preference, it is practised during the nine successive mental abodes (navdnupz2rvavihdra)which consist of the four ecstasies (dhyina) of the world of subtle form, the four attainments (samd79

Visuddhimagga. ed. WARREN,p. 436.
Digha, 11, pp. 81, 84; Itivuttaka, p. 51.
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patti) of the formless world and the attainment of the cessation of
perception and felling (~qjfiivedayitanirodha)~'.
By rejecting the five sense-objects and dispelling the five hindrances to
meditation (covetousness, ill-will, sloth and torpor, regret and doubt),
the ascetic enters the first ecstasy, endowed with reasoning (vitarka)
and discursive thought (vicira), born of detachment and which is joy
and happiness. - By discarding reasoning and discursive thought, he
enters.the second ecstasy, inward peace, fixing of the mind on one point,
free of reasoning and discursive thought, born of concentration, and
which is joy and happiness. - By renouncing joy (priti), he dwells in
equanimity (upeksaka), mindful and fully aware; he experiences happiness (sukha) in his body; he enters the third ecstasy which is defined by
the holy ones as being equanimity, mindfulness, dwelling in happiness.
- By destroying happiness and suffering, through the previous discar47 ding of joy and sorrow, he dwells in the fourth ecstasy which is free of
suffering and happiness, and purified in renouncement and mindfulness.
- Having gone beyond any notion of matter, discarding any notion of
resistance and regarding any notion of plurality, he cries : "Infinite is
space" and enters the sphere of unlimited space (iikr7Siinantyiyatana). Having gone beyond the sphere of unlimited space, he successively
enters the sphere of unlimited consciousness (vijriininantyiyatana), the
sphere of nothingness (dcimcanyiyatana) and the sphere of neitherperception-nor-non-perception (naivasamjfiintisamjfiiyatana). - Finally, going beyond all that, he enters the attainment of the cessation of
perception and feeling (sqjfiivedayitanirodhasmdpatti); when he has
reached that stage, his passions are destroyed by knowledge and he has
won what, strictly speaking, is termed Nimlna-in-this-worlds2.*
The practice of concentration, contingently completed by insight
(vipaiyani), endows the ascetic with six higher spiritual powers (abhijii), five of which are mundane and one of which is supramundane :
the magic powers, the divine eye which is extremely far-reaching, the
penetration of the thoughts of other people, divine hearing, the recollection of previous existences and, finally, the destruction of the impurities
which, from this life onwards, ensures mental deliverancee3.
Digha, 11, p. 156; 11, pp. 165, 290; Anguttara, IV, p. 410.
Vinaya, 111, p. 4; Digha, I, pp. 37, 73, 172; Maijhima, I, pp. 21, 40, 89, 117, 159;
Sqyutta, 11, pp. 210, 216, 221; Anguttara, I, pp. 53, 163, 182, 242; Lalitavistara, p. 129;
Paficavimiati, p. 167. - For a rational explanation of this Yoga technique, see M. ELIADE,
Le Yoga, Immortaliti et Liberte. Paris, 1954, pp. 174-9.
" Digha, 111, p. 281. -On this subject, see P. DEWILLE,
Sur la memoire des existences
anthiewes, BEFEO, XXVII, 1927, pp. 283-98. L. DE LAVAL& POUSSIN,Le Bouddha et les
AbhiM-. Mukon, 1931, pp. 335-42.
O2
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The practice of the nine successive mental abodes is far from exhausting the list of mental practices invented or adopted by Buddhism. In
order not to be too incomplete, we should also point out the three
concentrations which have as their object Emptiness (SGnyati), Signlessness (iinimitta) and Wishlessness (aprayihita) which exhaust the examination of the Buddhist truths in all their aspectsa4.
Finally, four mental exercises, the Brahmavihira, which have been
known to and practised by Indian yogins at all time, are particularly
recommended even though, in the economy of the Path, they are
somewhat incidental; they consist of projecting in all directions a mind
entirely filled with benevolence (maitri), compassion (karqi), altruistic
joy (muditi) and perfect equanimity (upeksi), and embracing the whole
world in those infinite feelingsas.
The observance of morality and the systematic purification of the
mind are not enough in themselves to ensure repose, calming, Nirvina
to which the ascetic aspires. The intervention of a third element will lead
to that end.
111. wisdom (prajii5j or insight (vipdyani)* produces the four
fruits of the Path and attains Nirvina. Wisdom as it was conceived by
Sikyamuni is not a gnosis, some intuition of vague and imprecise
content which might satisfy superficial minds. It is indeed clear and
precise insight, the object of which consists of the three general characteristics (siminyalaksana) of things : "All dharmas, notably the physical
and mental phenomena of existence (matter, feelings, notions, volitions
and consciousnesses) are transitory (anitya), painful (duMha) and devoid
of a Self or substantial reality (anitman)". These phenomena succeeding
each other in series according to an invariable mechanism last only for a
moment; doomed to disappear, they are painful; as such, they are
devoid of all autonomy, they do not constitute a Self and do not depend
on a Self. It is by mistake that we consider them as me or mine. How is
it possible to be attached to those fleeting entities, which are characterized by suffering and do not concern us at all? To turn away from them
by making a lucid judgement is ipso facto to eliminate desire, neutralize
action and escape painful existence.
Not everyone who wishes attains wisdom. Left to his own forces, the
ordinary man finds it difficult to accept that pleasures are vain, joys are
suffering and the Self is illusory. If a wise man attempts to enlighten
him, he can turn away from the light. If he allows himself to be

" Vinaya, 111, p. 93; Samyutta, IV, p. 360; Anguttara, I,p. 299.
Digha, 11, p. 196; 111, p. 220; Divya, p. 224.
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convinced, his adherence, of a purely intellectual nature, is very far from
that direct insight which constitutes true wisdom and which is necessary
for salvation. The Buddha therefore distinguished between three and
49 even four kinds of wisdom depending on whether they originate from a
teaching (Smta), reflection (cinti) or contemplation ( b h i ~ a n i ) ~ ~ .
1. The Buddha, being omniscient and the "instructor of gods and
men", has discovered and taught the noble truths. His word is truthful,
perfect with regard to the meaning and the letter. It was collected and
memorized by the auditors (Srivaka) who repeated it "just as they had
heard it". The good disciple "listens to it carefully, gives ear, seeks to
understand and relies on the teaching of the Mastervs7. If he is unable
to verify the truth of the teaching, he must say : "That I accept through
faith" or again "The Buddha knows, but I do not know"8s.
The teaching is a precious gift. The appearance of Buddhas in this
world is as rare as the blossoming of the Udumbara tree, or ficus
glomerata, which bears fruits but which has no visible flowers9. Of 91
cosmic periods, only three had a Buddha. Even so, when the Buddhas
appear in the world and preach the doctrine, not all men are able to see
and hear them. One day, Sikyamuni and Ananda met a wretched old
woman at the entrance to Srivasti. Moved by pity, Ananda suggested to
the Master that he approach and deliver her : "May the Buddha
approach her", he said; "when she sees the Buddha with his marks,
minor marks and luminous rays, she will have a thought of joy and find
deliverance". The Buddha replied : "That woman does not fulfil the
requisite conditions for deliverance". Nevertheless, in response to Ananda's request, he attempted to appear before her. He approached her
from the front, from behind and from the side, from above and from
below, but each time, the old woman turned her back to him, lifted her
head when she should have lowered it, lowered her head when she
should have lifted it and, finally, covered her face with her hands. She
did not even perceive the presence of the Buddha, and the Master
concluded : "What else can I do? Everything is useless : there are those
so people who do not fulfil the requiste conditions for deliverance and who
are unable to see the Buddhawgo.Privileged people to whom it is given
to hear the word of the Buddha and who give him their adhesion do not
Oa

Digha, 111, p. 219.

" Digha, 1, p. 230; Majjhima, 11, p. 253; 111, pp. 117, 133, 221; Anguttara, IV, p. 82.

Sikgsamuccaya, p. 5.
WALDSCHMIDT,
MPS, pp. 356, 372, 394,430; Lalitavistara, p. 105; Sukhiivativyiiha,
82; Saddharmapundania, p. 39.
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find deliverance for all that. Faith is not enough to ensure them true
wisdom upon which final deliverance depends.
2. Wisdom which originates from the teaching must be completed by
wisdom which arises from reflection. The latter enables one to grasp the
meaning by means of the letter and to interpret the letter through the
meaning. This provokes a particular and personal reaction with regard
to a teaching which is purely external. Nevertheless, a purely intellectual
conviction is still not true wisdom.
3. This last is wisdom resulting from contemplation. It goes straight
to the thing, disregarding the letter. It is a direct and autonomous
grasping of the Buddhist truth, independent of any external adjunct. As
a free thinker, SHkyamuni considered personal conviction alone to be of
value. "And now", he sometimes asked his monks, "that you know and
think thus, will you say : We honour the Master and, through respect
for the Master, we say this or that?" - "We will not do that, Lord".
"What you assert, is it not what you yourselves have recognized, you
yourselves seen, you yourselves grasped?"'That is exactly so, Lordwg1.
4. Direct wisdom, the only one finally to be of value, does not always
move on the same plane : it can be of lower or higher nature. "There is a
right but impure view, of solely meritorious value and bearing fruit
solely in this world : it is the right view of wordlings who see the truth
but keep away from the path laid out by the Buddha". Conversely, "there
is a right view which is noble, pure, supramundane and linked to the
Path; it is found in the mind which is noble, purified, joined to the Path
and following the noble Path; it is wisdom, the faculty, the power of
wisdom, a constituent element of enlightenment which consists of the
elucidation of the doctrine, a right view which forms part of the
PathwPZ.It is this direct, supramundane wisdom which gives rise to
holiness and by means of which the ascetic, raised to the level of holy
one or Arhat, can solemnly affirm : "I have understood the noble
51 truths, destroyed rebirth, lived the pure life, done what had to be done;
henceforth, there will be no further births for mevg3.
Early scholasticism fixed the stages of the Buddhist Path, the three
essential elements of which we have just studied. They are four in
number, each consisting of the acquisition, then enjoyment, of the fruits
of the religious life : SrotaHpatti, Sakrdlghin, A ~ g l m i nand ArhattvaP4.
Maijhima, I, p. 265.
Maijhima, 111, p. 72.
g3 Vin., I. pp. 14, 35, 183; Digha, I, pp. 84, 177, 203; Majjhima, I, p. 139; Samyutta, I,
p. 140; Mguttara, I, p. 165, ctc.
Q4 Sqyutta, V, p. 25; Digha, 111, pp. 227, 277.
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The wordling Cpythagiana) who has not entered the Path is bound by
) ~ ~ chain him to the round of rebirths : 1.
ten fetters ( ~ q y o j a n a which
belief in individuality (satkciyadys!~], 2. doubt (vicikitsi), 3. trust in the
value of vows and rites (SL'avrataparimarSa), 4. sensual desire (kcimariga), 5. ill-will (vyipida), 6. craving for existence consisting of subtle
form (rGpariga), 7. craving for formless existence (arGpariga), 8. pride
(miha), 9. restlessness (auddhatya) and 10. ignorance (avidyi). The first
five fetters which tie a man to the world of desire are termed lower
(avarabhigTya), while the last five which tie him to the world of subtle
form and the formless world are higher (Grdhvabhcigwa). In contrast to
the wordling, the noble disciple (cirya) enters and progresses along the
Path by means of the successive elimination of these ten fetters96.
Through the destruction of fetters I to 3, he "enters the stream"
(srotiapanna), and is no longer subject to rebirth in the lower destinies
(hells, animal realm and realm of ghosts); he is sure to be delivered and
will obtain supreme knowledge.
Through the destruction of fetters 1 to 3 and the lessening of craving,
desire and hatred, he becomes a "once returner" (sakydcSgEmin); after
having returned once more to this world, he will attain the end of
suffering.
Through the destruction of fetters 1 to 5, he becomes a "nonreturner" (ancigcimin); without coming back here, he will appear in the
world of the gods and from there he will attain Nirvina.
Through the destruction of all impurities (cisravaksaya), he already
52 obtains in this life mental deliverance, deliverance through knowledge,
which is free from impurities and which he himself has understood and
realized. In one word, he becomes a holy one or Arhat and possesses a
twofold knowledge : that his impurities are destroyed and that they will
not arise again (isravaksaya and anutpidajn'cina).*

BUDDHIST MORALISM.- The Buddhist Law as conceived by Sikyamuni pertains to morality and ethics rather than philosophy and metaphysics. It does not seek to solve the enigmas which arise in the human
mind, but is merely intended to make man cross the ocean of suffering.
As we have been able to ascertain, accession to the truth is no easy
matter : it requires a long sequence of efforts in order to rectify conduct,
purify the mind and attain wisdom. Man lacks time to tackle the great
metaphysical problems the solution of which already preoccupied the
Indians of the sixth century B.C. : are the world and the self eternal or
Ps
96

Adguttara, V. p. 17.
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transitory, finite or infinite? Does the holy one still exist after death or
does he disappear with it? Is the vital principle identical to the body or
different from it?9'.
The Buddha has classed all these questions among the indeterminate
points (avyikytavastu) concerning which he would not give an opinion.
It is not because he does not know the solution, but because he
considers any discussion regarding them to be useless for deliverance,
dangerous to good understanding and likely to perturb minds.
A well-known passage in the M ~ j j h i r n arecords
~~
that Venerable
MHlunkyHputta who was bothered by the metaphysical enigma, came to
the master and demanded an explanation. The Buddha received him
with gentle irony : "At the time you entered my order, did I say to you
: Come, Milurikyiputta, and be my disciple; I wish to teach you
whether the world is or is not eternal, whether it is limited or finite,
whether the vital principle is identical to the body or separate from it,
whether the Perfect One survives or does not survive after death?" "You
did not say that to me, Lord". "A man", continued the Buddha, "was
struck by a poisoned arrow; his friends and relations immediately
summoned a skilful physician. What would happen if the sick man were
to say : I do not want my wound to be dressed until I know of the man
who struck me, whether he is a nobleman or a brihmin, a vaiiya or a
Siidra? Or were he to say : I do not want my wound to be dressed until I
know the name of the man who struck me and to what family he
belongs, whether he is tall or short or of medium height, and what the
weapon that struck me is like? - How would that end? The man would
die of his wound". The Buddha then concluded : "I have not explained
those great problems because knowledge of such things does not lead to
progress in the way of holiness, and because it would not lead to peace
and Enlightenment. What leads to peace and Enlightenment is what the
Buddha taught his followers : the truth of suffering, the origin of
suffering, the cessation of suffering and the Path which leads to the
cessation of suffering. That is why, Mllunkylputta, what has not been
revealed by me shall remain unrevealed, and what has been revealed by
me is revealed".
On another occasion, while staying in the Simiapa Grove in Kauiiim-

91 Digha, I, pp. 187-8; Majjhima, I, pp. 157,426,484; Sqyutta, 111, pp. 213 sq., 258;
IV, pp. 286, 391; V . p. 418.
9 8 Crila MdurikycZru!!a in Majjhima, I, p. 426 sq.; T 25, ch. 60, p. 8040; T 94, p. 9176;
T 1509, ch. 15. p. 170a.
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bi, the Master took some SimSapa leaves in his hands and said to the
monks : "What do you think? Are these few leaves more numerous or
are all the leaves of all the trees in the grove more numerous?" "Few are
the leaves the Lord holds in his hand; very numerous are all the leaves
of all the trees in the grove". "Equally, 0 monks, much have I learned;
very little have I taught. Nevertheless, I have not acted like those
teachers who are close-fisted and keep their secrets to themselves : for I
have taught you what was useful to you, I have taught you the four
truths; but I did not teach you what was not useful to youwg9.
Discussions of a metaphysical nature are, moreover, ferments of
discord. On such problems, thinkers have the unpleasant habit of
adopting definitive positions and go about repeating : "This alone is
true, all the rest is false"loO, and such intransigence provokes endless
arguments. For his part, S5kyamuni refused to join issue with his
adversaries. He did not give his allegiance to one school, neither did he
fight against any system : Whatever opinions are current in the world",
he said, "the wise man does not agree with them since he is independent.
How could he who is not drawn to what he sees or hears become
submi~sive?"~~.
However, independance presupposes tolerance : "It is
not I who quarrel with the world, it is the world which quarrels with me.
What is accepted in the world is also accepted by me; what is rejected by
the world is also rejected by me" l o * . The scholar Nag2rjuna, summarizing the doctrine of the Master, concluded : "Everything is true,
everything is false; everything is both true and false, both false and true :
such is the teaching of the Buddha"1o3.
THEMIDDLE WAY AND THE INTENTIONAL TEACHING. - It is not enough
to brush aside philosophy in order to remove its dangers. Subdued
minds are subject to metaphysical vertigo and, in their despair, turn to
extreme solutions which are prejudicial to their welfare. The latter, as we
have seen, lies in the eradication of desire in all its forms : the thirst for
pleasures ( k h u t r g f i ) ,but especially the thirst for existence (bhavatr@i)
and the thirst for non-existence (vibhavatr;nfi).
The man who aspires after non-existence willingly believes that everything ends at death; he claims to be a nihilist and falls into the false view
of non-existence (vibhavadr~!i): "Here below, there is no gift, no
sacrifice, no oblation; good and bad actions d o not incur maturation the
Samyutta, V, p. 437.
Digha, I,pp. 187-8.
lo' Suttanipiita, v. 897; Bodh. bhlmi, pp. 48-9.
lo' Samyutta, 111, p. 138; cf. Madh. vytti, p. 370.
lo' Madh. vytti, p. 368.
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future world does not exist; there is no mother or father; nowhere can
there be found any enlightened monk or briihmin who has truly
understood the present or future world and who can explain them to
others" lo4. Such a man, being a denier of moral law, will necessarily be
a prey to all desires.
In contrast, the man who aspires after existence willingly believes that
the soul survives the body; he calls himself a personalist and falls into
the false view of existence (bhavady~lz'),in the erroneous belief in an
eternal and permanent Self. However, as long as he believes in a Self,
that man cannot escape the love of pleasure or the hatred of others and,
even more certainly, he can but cherish his Self, or be preoccupied with
his past and his future. Like the nihilist, but in a different way, the
personalist will also be a slave to desire loS.
Wishing to eliminate desire, the Buddha rejected both the false view
of existence (bhavadp!~] and the false view of non-existence (vibhavady~!Q,or again the belief in the extremes (antagrZhadrs!g of eternalism
(Siiivata) and nihilism (uccheda) : "To say that everything exists is an
extreme, to say nothing exists is another extreme; rejecting both extremes, the Blessed One teaches a middle position" lo6. On the one hand,
physical and mental phenomena (skandha) - body, feelings, perceptions, volitions and consciousnesses-which the personalist considers as
a person (pudgala), a living being Oiva), do not belong to me, I am not
that, that is not my Self; therefore, the personalist view is precluded. On
the other hand, those same phenomena, conditioned by action and
passion, reproduce themselves indefinitely according to the immutable
laws of dependent origination (pratityasamutpiiaJa) which governs their
appearance and disappearance; therefore, the materialist nihilistic point
of view is to be rejected.
However, the doctrine of the middle as conceived by S5kyamuni
cannot be taught without caution to unprepared minds. As a healer of
universal suffering, rather than a teacher of philosophy, the Buddha
adapted his instructions to the mental dispositions of his listeners and,
although some of his teachings should be taken as having a precise and
defined meaning (nitirtha), others only have provisional value and need

Majjhima, 111, p. 71.
The belief in a Self is not a defiled view (klisfci drs!t) which would lead directly to
offence, for he who believes in the permanence of the soul will, in contrast, be induced to
avoid bad actions
in hell ... However, that belief is incompatible with the
Buddhist spiritual life which consists of the eradication of desire.
lo6 Samyutta, 11, p. 17.
lo'

lo'
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to be interpreted (neycirrha),since Sikyamuni often placed himself in the
point of view of beings to be converted, seeking to cure rather than
instruct them lo'. In order to interpret certain texts, it is necessary, along
with scholasticism, to take into account the intentional teaching ( s w d hcibhiisya) ofdhe Buddha108.To PhHlguna, who believed in the existence
of the soul and the person and who asked which is the being that
touches, feels, desires and grasps, the Buddha replied : "A stupid
question! I deny that there is a being that touches, feels, desires or
grasps" log. Nevertheless, when Vatsagotra who, having believed in the
existence of the Self, no longer did so and asked if it was indeed true
that the Self did not exist, the Buddha refused to answer in the negative
"in order not to confirm the doctrine of monks and brihmins who
believed in a n n i h i l a t i ~ n " ~Having
~ ~ . thus corrected such hasty and
peremptory opinions, the Master taught the dependent origination of
phenomena, an origination in which no eternal or spiritual principle God or soul - intervenes, but the mechanism of which is strictly ruled
by the play of causes and conditions (herupraryaya).
Although, in order to reform minds, the Buddha did not disdain the
use of skilful means, in principle he did not resort to wonders and
miracles to establish the cogency of his doctrines. Preaching alone had
to suffice. The good word should germinate in the minds of the listeners
and lead them to comprehension of the truths. The Master addressed
himself to the minds and had no intention of striking the imaginations
by means of the marvellous. The biographies of him, it is true, attribute
several miracles to him : prodigies which marked his birth, Enlightenment, preaching and Nirvina; and the holy towns of Srivasti, SamklSya, VaiSili and Rijagha - to mention only the oldest - were the
setting for extraordinary events. However, although the Buddha, like his
fellows, performed miracles, he had no intention of establishing thaumaturgy as a means of propaganda. During a tournament of magic
organized by a rich merchant in Riijagrha, in which the stake was a cup
of carved wood, the disciple Pindola Bhiradvija rose into the air and
made three circuits of the town. Sikyamuni reprimanded him sharply :
Io7 On the distinction between nitcirtha and neycirtha satras, see the Catuhpratis01~scitra, Koh, IX, p. 246; KohvyHkhyH, p. 704; Mahivyutpatti, Nos. 1546-9; Madh. vytti, p.
43; Upad&, T 1509, ch. 9, p. 125a; Bodh. bhiimi, p. 256; Satrilamkira, p. 138.
loo Samdhibhdsya : cf. Maijhima, I, p. 503; Bodh. bhiimi, pp. 56, 108, 174; B-pavamsa,
V, 34; Vajracchedikk, ed. Conze, p. 32; Saddharmpundania, pp. 29,34,70, 125, 199,233,
273..
log Samyutta. 11. p. 13.
"O
Sqyutta, IV,p. 400.
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"That is not the thing to do. How could you, Bhiiradviija, for a
wretched wooden cup, display your extraordinary magic power before
the laity? Just as a courtesan agrees to exhibit herself for a vulgar coin,
so you displayed your magic powers to the laity for a wretched wooden
cup. Such behaviour does not result in attracting non-believers to the
57 faith nor does it confirm believers in their belief. Henceforth, the monks
will no longer display their magic powers to the laity""'.
We have described here the doctrine of Siikyamuni according to the
evidence of the canonical writings. One could point out in these early
sources this or that passage which seems to deviate from the traditional
positions of Buddhism. Such as, for example, the BhrirahcSrasltra112in
which it is said that the bearer of the burden of existence is such-andsuch a venerable one, with such-and-such a name, such-and-such a
family, such-an-such a clan, etc., or an pericope from the Digha and the
Samyuttal" in which one is advised to take oneself as an island and
refuge. Certain Buddhist schools such as those of the Viitsiputriyas and
the Sammatiyas quoted them as their authority in order to introduce
doctrinal deviations into Buddhism and go so far as to posit an
inexpressible Pudgala which would be neither the same as the skandha
nor different from them. However, these seemingly aberrant passages,
which should be interpreted in the light of the Buddha's intentional
teaching, are drowned in the mass of others in which the non-existence
of the Atman is formally affirmed.
The noble truths preached by Siikyamuni were to resist the ravages
of time and progress in scholastics. They are again to be found, modified
and interpreted but always categorical, in the writings of the great
scholars of both the MahHyiina and Hinayiina. NHglrjuna and Asanga,
as well as Buddhaghosa, continued to explain the doctrine of the Notself and the intricacies of dependent origination.
The persistance of the doctrinal kernel across the centuries is all the
more remarkable as the era of the Buddhist revelation never came to a
close. If, for some people, it ended at the time of Sikyamuni and his
immediate disciples, for others it is prolonged in time and space.
According to the Vinayas of the MahHsHmghikas and Mllasarviistiviidins, the Dharma or Buddhist Law is what was uttered by the Buddha
and his disciples114; to these two essential sources other Vinayas add

lL3
'I4

Vinaya, 11, pp. 112-13.'
Samyutta, 111, p. 25; KO&, IX, p. 256; Tattvasarpgraha, p. 130.
Digha, 11, p. 100-1; 111, pp. 58, 77; Samyutta, 111, p. 42; V, pp. 154, 163-5.
T 1425, ch. 13, p. 336a 21; T 1442, ch. 26, p. 7716 22.
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further revelations disclosed by sages, gods or even apparitional beings" 5.
The scope of the Dharma thus grew in extent, for if the king ASoka still
proclaimed that "everything that was spoken by the blessed Lord
Buddha is well-spoken"'16, others, reversing the terms of the proposition, ended by admitting that "everything that was well-spoken was
spoken by the B ~ d d h a " ' ~ ' .
IV. - THE BUDDHIST COMMUNITY
1. - THE MONASTIC ORDER

THEFOURFOLD COMMUNITY. - Not only was Slkyamuni the discoverer of a doctrine of deliverance, he was also the founder of a religious
order1I8 and an assembly of lay persons which, in the widest sense of
the word, constituted the Samgha, the last of the Three Jewels (ratna) in
which Buddhists take their refuge.
India of the sixth century B.C. was riddled with religious of every
stamp, going about alone or in groups : Sramanas, brihmins, parivrk
jakas and brahrnadrins. There were quite large congregations, the
names of which are hardly known to us : MundaSrlvakas, Jltilakas,
Migandikas, Tredandikas, Aviruddhakas, Devadhannikas, etc. 'I9. Some
of them were constituted into true orders which played their part in
religious history : the Ajivikas, followers of Maskarin GoSHliputra, the
Nirgranthas or Jainas, a sect founded or reformed by the MahHvira
Nirgrantha Jiiltiputra, long disputed with the Slkyaputriyas or Buddhists for the favour of the princes and the sympathies of the populationlZ0.
1 1 5 Pili Vinaya, IV, p. IS; Dharmagupta Vin., T 1428, ch. 11, p. 639a 16; SarvHstivPdin
Vin., T 1435, ch. 9, p. 716 1-2; Upadeia, T 1509, ch. 2, p. 666.
1 1 " Bloch. p. 154.
'I7 Sik@samuccaya, p. IS; Paiijiki, pp. 431-2; Upadeia, ch. 2, p. 666 : "Good and
truthful words all come from the Buddha".
On the functioning of the Buddhist Samgha, see H. KERN. Histoire. 11; Manual.
pp. 73-101 ; H. OLDENBERG,
Bouddha, pp. 373-419; S . D m , EorIy Buddhist Monachism,
London, 1924; N. DUTT, Eorly Monastic Buddhism, I, Calcutta, 1941, pp. 274-323;
J. FILLIO~AT,
Inde Classique, 11, pp. 597-605; R. LINGAT,Vinaya et droit IaIc, BEFEO.
XXXVII, 1937, pp. 416-77; M.M. SINGH,Lije in the Buddhist Monastery during the 6th
Century B.C., JBORS, XL, 1954, pp. 131-54..
List in h g u t t a r a , 111, p. 276.
On the state of beliefs and speculations at the time of Buddhism, see L. DE VAL*
POUSIN, Indoarropiens, pp. 277-342; J . FILLIOUT,Inde Classique, 11, pp. 51 1-16. For a
description of Brihmanic and Hindu environment : L. RENOU,Inde Classique. I, pp. 381445,480-661 ; 11, pp. 8-86; L'Hindouisme, Paris, 1951; Religions of Ancient India, London,
1953. Description of the para-Brahmanic, Ajivika and Jaina environment : A.L. Bw,
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The Samgha or Buddhist community consists of four assemblies
(parQad) : mendicant monks (bhilqu), nuns (bhiksuni), laymen (upcSsaka)
and laywomen (upcisiki). The religious are distinguishable from the lay
followers through their robes, discipline, ideal and religious prerogatives.
At the risk of being misunderstood, the existence could be posited of
two distinct and often opposed Buddhisms : that of the religious and
that of the laity whose intervention, not to say rivalry, has conditioned
the whole history of Indian Buddhism. Although both sons of the
$lkya, the monk and the layman represent divergent tendencies which,
without coming into direct opposition, were to be asserted with increasing explicitness : on the one hand, the ideal of renunciation and
personal holiness and, on the other, active virtues and altruistic preoccupations. The formation of the MahCyCna at the heart of the community
sanctioned the triumph of the humanity of the upisaka over the
rigorism of the bhiksu.

THEDIJTI@S OF A MONK. - By founding a community of the religious,
$iikyamuni intended his disciple to leave the world, tread the eightfold
Path wearing the yellow robe of the monk and attain deliverance and
NirvCna. He called upon him to lead a life of renunciation and personal
sanctification from which all altruistic preoccupation is practically excluded.
The discipline to which the monk voluntarily commits himself is
motivated by ten rules (&SdiksZpa&)* which prohibit : 1. murder, 2.
theft**, 3. impurity, 4. falsehood, 5. fermented liquor, 6. a meal after
midday, 7. dancing, music and entertainments, 8. garlands, perfumes
and unguents, 9. luxurious bedding, 10. the use of gold and silverlZ1.It
should be noted that the prohibition of impurity requires complete
chastity on the part of the monk.***
All possible and imaginable violations of these ten rules are detailed in
60 the ruling of the P r H t i m ~ kThis
~ ~ includes
~ ~ . approximately 250 articles
Hittory and Doctrines of the ~jivika.London, 1951; H. V. GLASENAPP,
Der Jainitmus,
Berlin 1925; W.SCHUBRING,Die Lehre der lainas. Berlin, 1935; L. RENOU,In& Classique.
11, pp. 609-64.****
Vinaya, I, pp. 83-4; Anguttara, I, p. 211.
On the PIli Pitimokkha, see D. MASKELL,
Kmtkhdvi~arqi,Bddhaghosa's Comm..
London 1956; A.Ch. B l w ~ n m ,
Prdtim&unitra (of the Miilasarvktiviidins), IHQ, XXIX,
1953, pp. 162-74, 266-75, 363-77; L. FINOT,Le Prci~imokasirrades Sarvistivcrciin, JA,
1913, pp. 466-557; E. WALDSCWT, Bruchstlicke des Bhik+qi-Prdtimo~a der Sarvcirrivcidim, Lcipzig, 1926; N. D m . Bodhisa~rvaPrcitimoka Slitra, IHQ, VII, 193 1, pp. 259-86;
60 W. P ~ m o w Comparative
,
Study of the Prcirimoka, Santiniketan, 1955; ,W.
PACHOW
and
R. MISHRA,The Prcitimaksa SrStra of the Maluiatpghika, Journ. of the G. Jha Rcs. Inst.,
IX, 2, 3.4.' - On the interpretation of the terms pcirdjika, etc., see S . LCVI, Observa~iom
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- the exact number varies depending on the schools - classified in
eight sections :
1. Violations entailing definitive expulsion (pdrdjika) which are 4 in
number : sexual intercourse, murder, theft, unjustified claims to supernormal powers.
2. Violations entailing temporary expulsion from the community
(saryghdva@a) which are 13 in number.
3. Undetermined offences (aniyata) to be judged according to the
circumstances, and which are 2 in number.
4. Violations entailing the rejection of objects unduly obtained (naihsargika), which are 30 in number.
5. Violations requiring penance (pdtayanika or pciyantika), which are
90 or 92 in number.
6. Faults to be confessed @rati&Janiya), which are 4 in number.
7. Rules of training (Saiksa), which vary between 75 and 106 articles.
8. Rules for settling legal questions (adhikaranaiamatha), which are 7
in number.

DISCIPLINARY
ACTS. - In order to reinforce the prescriptions of the
ruling, the community had recourse to a series of means of coercion.
Through a procedural act determined in advance, a chapter of a larger
or smaller number of monks inflicted punishments on the guilty which
varied according to the gravity of the offence and the nature of the
circumstances : a reproach (tarjaniya), placing under guidance (niiraya),
temporary expulsion (pravcSsanfya), reconciliation (pratisaryharanfya),
suspension (utksepanfya), definitive expulsion (ndana).
As if the ruling thus sanctioned was not severe enough, the monk
could also agree to even stricter ascetic practices which are known by the
name of dhitt?riga'Z3 and which can be as many as twelve or thirteen :
to use rags collected in the dust as clothing, to sleep in the open air at
night, etc. He was not compelled to observe them all at the same time.
61

LEAVING
THE

WORLD AND ORDINATION.

- The order is open to all

those who dispose freely of their person and who are not subject to any
deleterious impediment : a crime or contagious disease. No distinctions
of caste are made, although Siikyamuni preferred to recruit his monks
among the "noble young people who give up the household life for that
of a m e n d i ~ a n t " ~ ~The
' . obligations assumed by the monk are not
sur we kmgue prPcanonique du bouddhirme,JA, 1912, p. 503 sq.; E.J. THOMAS,
Pre-Pdli
terms in the Pdtimokkho, Festschrift Winternitz, Leipzig, 1933, pp. 161-6.
12'
List of the DhiiGngas in Vinaya, V, pp. 131, 193; Abhisamayloka, pp. 773-4.
Vinaya, I, p. 9.
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binding for all his life; he is not forbidden to leave the monastic state
and return to lay lifelZ5.
Entry into the order is achieved by means of two separate ceremonies
which were often confused in the early period : leaving the world
(pravrajyi) and ordination ( ~ p a s a m p a d i 7 ) ~ ~ ~ .
A candidate cannot be admitted to the PravrajyH before the age of
eight. He acquires two patrons, a preceptor (upddhydya) and a teacher
(dcdrya) whose co-resident (sdrdhavihdrin) and pupil (antevrisin)respectively he will become. Once he has put on the yellow robe and shaved off
his beard and hair, he postrates himself before the upddhydya and
proclaims three times that he takes his refuge in the Buddha, the Law
and the Community. After that purely unilateral act, the dcdrya teaches
him the ten rules (daSdik;dpada) which were described above and
which are the basis of the monastic life. After he has left the world, the
candidate is still only a novice (Sriimqera), and he will not become a
regular member of the Community, a bhiksu, until after his ordination,
which cannot be conferred before the age of twenty.
The ordination (upasampa&) is fixed down to the smallest detail by
the ritual of the Karmavicank, and is conferred by a chapter of a
minimum of ten monks (ddavarga). The applicant, equipped with an
alms-bowl and three robes, requests ordination three times. The celebrant makes sure he is free from any impediments and enquires details
of his name, age and upddhyriya. Then follows the ordination proper : it
62 is a jiiapticaturthakarman, an ecclesiastic act in which the motion is
fourfold. It in fact consists of a motion (jiiapti) followed by three
propositions (karmavdcand) concerning the admission of the motion by
the chapter. *
First, the motion. - The celebrant requests the chapter : "May the
community hear me : So-and-so, here present, desires, as the pupil of the
venerable so-and-so, to receive ordination. If that pleases the community, may it confer ordination on him : such is the motion".
Then follow the three propositions. -The celebrant continues : "May
the community hear me : So-and-so, here present, desires, as the pupil of
the venerable so-and-so. to receive ordination. The community confers
ordination on so-and-so, with so-and-so as preceptor. He who is of the
Vinaya, 111, pp. 23-7.
On the ordination rituals or Kannavicanis, cf. A.Ch. BANERJEE,
Bh+ukarmovdkyom, IHQ, XXV, 1949, pp. 19-30; H.W. BAILEY,
The Twnpshuq Karmovdcm-, BSOAS,
XIII, 1950; C.M. RIDDING and L. DE LA VAL* POUSSW.B h ~ i & o m v c i c & , BSOS, I,
1917-20, p. 123; H. Hiinm, Kor)~vricand.krlin, 1956.
lZ5

12*
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opinion that ordination should be conferred.. ., may he remain silent. He
who is of the contrary opinion, may he speak". This proposition is
repeated three times. After the third proposition, if the chapter remains
silent, the ordination is accepted and the celebrant declares : "So-and-so
has received ordination from the community with so-and-so as preceptor. The community is of this opinion, that is why it remains silent : it is
thus that I hear it"lZ7.
After which, in order to determine the new monk's rank, the day and
the hour of his ordination are noted. He is informed of the four rules of
monastic austerity (niiraya) which he should observe in his outward life,
and he is told of the four great prohibitions (akarefya) the violation of
which would in itself exclude him from the community : sexual misconduct, theft, murder and false or self-interested usurpation of the spiritual
perfections.
The career of the nun is closely modelled on that of the bhiksu.
However, before being accepted for ordination, girls aged under twenty
and women with more than twelve years of married life are subjected to
a probationary stage which lasts for two years. During that period the
female probationer (Sik;am@i) must observe six rules (;addharma)
which correspond to the first six iik;ipadas of the Brimanera : to
abstain from murder, theft, impurity, falsehood, fermented liquors and
meals outside the right time 28.
At the time of her ordination, the future nun, supplied with an almsbowl and the fivefold robe, presents herself, with her preceptress
63 (upcidhyiyiki) and her instructress (iccfrini), first before the chapter of
nuns and then before the chapter of monks, and receives ordination
from this twofold assembly. The discipline to which the bhiksuni is
subjected is much stricter than that of the monks. Her rules consist in
principle of 500 articles, twice those of the bhiksus, but in practice their
number varies between 290 and 355. Eight severe canonical provisions
(gurudharma) place the nun in complete dependence on the monks : she
cannot go into retreat in a place where there is no monk; every fortnight
she must go to the community of monks and receive instruction there,
but she herself can never instruct a monk nor admonish him; the
ceremonies of ordination, the ending of the retreat and penance are
repeated before the community of monkslZ9.
Vinaya, I, pp. 22, 56, 95.
BruchsrPcke des Bhik~yiprcirimokso,
Vinaya, IV, pp. 319-23; E. WALDSCHMIDT,
pp. 138-43.
Vinaya, 11, pp. 271-2.
12'
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EQUIPMENT
AND LIFE OF THE MONKS.*
- The Buddhist Samgha is a
mendicant order. The bhiksu renounces all possessions, cannot practise
any lucrative career nor receive gold or silver. He expects lay generosity
to provide the supplies necessary for his subsistence : clothing, food,
shelter and medicines.
The bhiksu has at his disposal three robes (tricivara) : an undergarment (antaravtisaka), an outer garment (uttartisariga) and a cloak ( s q g hi!l]130; in addition to those three robes, the bhiksuni also wears a belt
(saykaksik4 and a skirt (kurGlaka)13'. These clothes are yellow or
reddish (k@iya) in colour. The monk is permitted to wear clothing given
by the laity or made of rags which he has collected. Shoes are considered
a luxury, but the use of fans is allowed. The monk's equipment also
includes an alms-bowl (pdtra), a belt, a razor (vzi), a needle (slcl], a
strainer (parisrivana), a staff (khakkhara) and a tooth-pick (dantakd$ha).
The monk lives on the food which he begs daily on his morning almsround. In silence and with lowered eyes, he goes from house to house
and places in his bowl the food which is held out to him, usually balls of
rice. Towards midday, his meal time, the only one of the day, he
64 withdraws in solitude and eats his food : bread, rice with water to drink.
The use of spirituous drinks is strictly forbidden; that of flesh or fish is
only permitted if the monk has not seen, heard or suspected that the
animal was killed on his behalf"=. Ghee, butter, oil, honey and sugar
are reserved for the sick and can be taken as medicine133.A meal eaten
at the wrong time, that is, between midday and the morning of the
following day, entails a penance. Monks are permitted to accept invitations and have their meal in the homes of the laity13*.
As to lodging (Sayantisana), the monks had no fixed residence : some
lived in the open air in mountains and forests, finding shelter under a
tree; others, more numerous, set up their residence (vihira) near a village
or a town : a hut of leaves (parnuiilii), a tower (prtisida), a mansion
(harmya) or a cave ( g ~ h i ) ' In
~ ~principle,
.
a vihira housed only a single
monk; it was used in turn, then simultaneously, either as the house of a
monk or the temple of a deity. The vihira could be grouped in greater
or lesser numbers and could shelter some tens of monks. When the
"I
lS2

13*

Vinaya, I, pp. 94, 289.
Vinaya, 11, p. 272.
Vinaya, I,p. 238.
Vinaya, 1, p. 199.
Regarding the matter of food, see Vinaya, IV, pp. 7 0 4 .
KERN, Manual. p. 81.
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complex took on importance, it was called a "convent" or "monastery"
(suyghcirtima) and could be built of stone, bricks or wood.
During the three or four months of the rainy season (varsa), generally
from the full moon of the month of Asidha (June-July) to the full moon
of the month of Kirttika (October-November), the Buddhist monk, like
the adherents of other non-Brahmanical sects, was compelled to go into
retreat (varsopanciyiki) and to remain in a set place136.Once the retreat
was over, he could continue his peregrinations, but was not forced to d o
so. Monastic life must have been organized early on, since the buildings
put at the disposal of the community by kings and wealthy merchants
needed to be administered all the year round. Each monastery of any
importance had its own officer, its cellarer and its own gardener; other
monks superintended the storerooms, wardrobe, water supplies, alms65 bowls, voting tickets (Saltiki)* etc.; a master of novices was responsible
for the Srlmaneras '.
He rose
The daily life of the monk was regulated in every
very early and devoted himself to meditation. At the appropriate time,
he dressed to go out, carrying his wooden bowl in his hands, he would
go to the nearest village to beg for his food. Once he had returned to the
monastery, he washed his feet and, a little before midday, ate his only
meal of the day. After which, he settled on the threshold of his cell and
gave instruction to his spiritual sons. Once that was over, he withdrew in
seclusion, often to the foot of a tree, there to pass the hot hours of the
day in meditation or semi-somnolence. Sunset signalled the hour for the
public audience, open to all comers, to which flocked sympathizers as
well as the merely curious. Nightfall brought calm to the hermitage once
again. The monk took his bath, then again received his disciples and
engaged in an edifying conversation with them which continued well
into the fist watch of the night.
Twice a fortnight, on the 8th and the 14th (or 15th), at the time of the
full and new moon, the monks who resided in the same parish ( ~ i r n ? ) ~ ~
as well as visiting monks, were obliged to assemble and together
celebrate the uposafha (Skt. posadha, posarha) : a day of fasting and of
particularly strict respect of the observances. The Buddhists borrowed
this custom from heretical sects. Every alternate celebration of the
l3"inaya,
I. p. 137.
'3' For details, see KERN,Monuul, p. 83; D u n , Early Monastic Buddhism, I, pp. 321-3;
S. Lfvl and CHAVANNES,Quelques titres knigmoriques ... JA, 191 5, pp. 194-223.
1''
Cf. FOUCHER,
Vie du Bouddha, p. 246, taking its inspiration from Buddhaghosa.
On the demarcation of a parish, see Vinaya, 1, p. 106.
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uposatha concluded in a public confession between the monks. In
torchlight, the monks took their places on low seats which had been
reserved for them in the assembly area. The senior monk chanted an
opening formula and invited his brethren to acknowledge their faults :
"Whoever has committed an offence may he confess it; whoever is free
of offences, may he remain silent".
He then proceeded to enumerate the 250 articles of the P r l t i m o k ~ .
After each group of faults, he questioned the monks and asked them
three times if they were pure of such faults. If everyone remained silent,
he proclained : "Pure of those faults are the Venerable Ones, that is why
they remain silent; thus have I heard it". Anyone who was guilty and
66 kept quiet would be perpetrating a voluntary falsehood and would
violate his solemn commitments140.
Some festivities broke the monotony of the days; they varied according to the regions. However, a festivity celebrated by all the communities was that of the Praviiranl, at the end of the rainy season and the
conclusion of the retreat14'. This was the occasion for offering gifts to
the monks, inviting them to a meal and organizing processions. After
the ceremony, the laity distributed raw cotton cloth (ka!hina) to the
members of the community : the monks immediately made garments out
of it which they dyed yellow or reddish.
The kings who accepted Buddhism, such as ASoka, Har? and the
sovereigns of Central Asia, sometimes summoned the community to an
assembly called the quinquennial (paiicavarsa) and spent on acts of
l i b e r a l i t ~ l *the
~ state revenue which had accumulated over a period of
five years.

THEIDEAL OF THE MONK. - The rule which imprisons the monk in a
network of detailed prescriptions tends to make him a complete renouncer : gentle and inoffensive, poor and humble, continent and perfectly
trained.
He cannot take the life of any living being, and refuses to use water in
which there might be the tiniest creatufe. Since he is unable to practise
any lucrative profession, he depends on the generosity of the laity for his
food and clothing. He cannot accept any gold or silver from them and, if
he happens to find a jewel or some precious object, he can only touch it
in order to return it to its owner.
The Buddha put him on guard against the wiles and guiles of woman,
I4O
14'

The aremonies of the uposatha are described in Vinaya, I, pp. 102-4.
Vinaya, I, p. 159.
See an example of the Paiicavaya in Divya, p. 405.
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that being "whose intelligence can be held by two fingers and for whom
falsehood is like the truth, and truth like falsehood". When Ananda
asked him how one should behave towards a woman, the Buddha
replied : "You should keep out of her sight, 0 Ananda". "And yet, if we
should see her, Master, what should we d o then?"Do not speak to her,
0 Ananda". "And yet, if we speak to her?". .. "Then, take extreme care,
0 Ananda" 143.
It is in this spirit that the Pritimoksa forbids the monk to be alone
67 with a woman, to share her roof, to walk in her company, to take her by
the hand, to tease her, or even exchange more than five or six sentences
with her. The monk cannot accept food or clothing from a nun who is
not related to him. He should, in all circumstances, adopt a correct,
humble and vigilant attitude.
However, the obligations imposed on the monk, the responsabilities
with which he is entrusted, are never so heavy or absorbing that they
deprive him of the faculty of thought and turn him into a mere machine.
Each preserves his own personality and aims towards the supreme goal
according to the method of his choice. He can, like Musila, apply
himself to the discernment of things (dharmapravicaya)or, like Nirada,
devote himself to the ascetic and ecstatic disciplines of
The
monks who experiment ecstasy (dhyciyin) and those who are attached to
study should respect each other : "Few, indeed, are men who spend their
time in bodily touching the Immortal Element (i.e. Nirvina). Few also
are those who see profound reality by penetrating it through prajsci,
intelligence" '4 5 .
It is possible that the exclusive search for personal holiness is not
always conducive to endowing the monk with a charitable heart, making
him benevolent towards his brothers and devoted to the unfortunate.
Nevertheless, in the mass of disciplinary prescriptions, here and there an
article with a truly human resonance can be discerned. Once when
Sikyamuni was going the rounds of the monastery, he found a monk
who was suffering from an internal disorder, lying in his own urine and
excrement. Since he was no longer of any use, his colleagues took no
further care of him. The Buddha washed him with his own hands,
changed his bedding and placed him on the bed. Then, addressing the
monks, he said : "0mendicant monks, you no longer have a father or
Digha, 11, p. 141.
14* Samyutta. 11, p. 115. - Cf. L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,
M u s h ef Ntirada :le Chemin
ciL Nirv4a. MCB. V, 1936, pp. 189-222.
Aliguttara, 111, p. 355.
14'
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mother who can take care of you; if you d o not take care of each other
yourselves, who else will? Whoever wishes to take care of me should
take care of the sick"lq6.
68
For whoever wishes to eliminate desire down to its root, brotherly
charity itself is not without danger. It is up to each to work for his own
sanctification without attending or paying attention to his neighbour. It
is not by any means through love for his brothers that the bhiksu finds
his joy and happiness, but rather in the observance of vows and rules, in
study, meditation and the penetration of the Buddhist truths :
"So when will I live in a mountain cave, alone, whithout companions,
with an intuition of the instability of all existence? When will that be my
fate? When is it, wise one, that in my clothing made of rags, my yellow
robe, not calling anything my property and free of desires, annihilating
craving and hatred and delusion, I will joyfully live on the mountain? So
when is it that, perceiving the instability of my body which is a nest of
murder and disease, tormented by old-age-and-death, when, free from
fear, will I dwell alone in the forest? When will that be my share? The
lovely places, the mountains and rocks fill me with ease. It is there that it
is good for me, the friend of meditation, who strive towards deliverance.
It is there that it is good for me, the monk, who aspire to true benefits,
who strive towards deli~erance""~.
Not without some disdain, the monk leaves to the laity the practice of
the active virtues, which are just advantageous enough to ensure wealth
and long life during future rebirths. Personally, he confines himself to
the passive virtues of renunciation and imperturbability, which alone
lead him to holiness in this world and, beyond this world, to the
cessation of suffering, to the end of samdra and to Nirvina.

THEABSENCE OF AN AUTHORITY. - Such were the holy ones whom the
Buddha had trained when he entered repose. We should add, since it
was to affect the whole history of Buddhism, that he left them without a
master or hierarchy. He believed that man cannot constitute a refuge for
man, that no human authority can be usefully exerted over minds, and
that adherence to the doctrine should be exclusively based on personal
reasoning, on what one has oneself acknowledged, seen and grasped. In
This episode, which is one of the most famous, appears in many sources : Vinaya, I,
pp. 301-2; Dhammapah Comm., I,pp. 319-322; Gilgir Man., 111, part 2, pp. 128-30;
T 125, ch. 40, p. 7666; T 154, ch. 3, p. 896; T 160, ch. 4, p. 3426; T 211. Ch. 2, p. 5916; T
1421, ch. 20, p. 139c; T 1425, ch. 28, p. 4550; T 1428, ch. 41, p. 8616; T 1435, ch. 28,
p. 2050; T 1451, ch. 17, p. 2836; T 1509, ch. 8, p. 119c; T 2087, ch. 6, p. 8996; T 2127, ch.
3, p. 3060; T 2122, ch. 95, p. 985c.
I*'
Theragithi, v. 1062 sq. See OLDENBERGFOUCHER
(quoted above n. 29), p. 367.
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fact, says a Buddhist text, when one relies on reasoning and not on the
authority of a man, one does not stray from the meaning of reality
because one is autonomous, independent of others, when faced with
rationally examined truths148.
In the Buddhist monasteries, particular duties were entrusted to the
monks who were capable of fulfilling them, but this did not confer on
them any authority over their brothers. The only precedence allowed
was that of seniority calculated from the date of ordination. Some
monks, it is true, did indeed make claims and asserted their rights to the
best seat, the best water and the best food. Some quoted as their
authority the caste to which they had belonged before entering the
order, others pleaded their knowledge of the writings and their talent as
preacher; yet others believed they had rights because of their supernormal powers or because of their advance along the spiritual paths. The
Buddha refused to entertain their views and, in order to curb the
ambitions of those childish men, narrated the apologue of the Tittirabrahmacarya to them149 : Three animals inhabiting a fig-tree on the
slopes of the Himiilaya, a pheasant, a monkey and an elephant, lived in
anarchy. They cast back their memories to see which among them was
the oldest, and it was the pheasant. The other two animals immediately
decided to show deference, respect and veneration to him and to
conform to his advice. The elephant placed the monkey on its head, the
monkey took the pheasant on its shoulder, and they went from village
to village preaching the respect due to great age. The Master invited his
monks to conform to the pious conduct of those animals and not to
make claims among themselves except that in the case of respect for
seniority.
If the Buddha refused to establish a functional hierarchy in the
monasteries, still less did he intend to give the whole community a
spiritual leader. Seeing him old and aged, his cousin Devadatta offered
to replace him at the head of the Samgha : "Lord", he said, "attend
calmly, to the delightful meditation of the Law and entrust the congregation to my keeping; I will care for it". Siikyamuni rejected this self70 interested offer : "I would not even entrust the congregation to Siiriputra
and Maudgalylyana. Even less to you, Devadatta, who are of no
account and so ~ o n t e m p t i b l e " ' ~ ~ .
Shortly before his Master's decease, gentle Ananda expressed the hope
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Bodh. bhiimi, pp. 108, 257.
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that the Blessed One would not leave this world before giving his
instructions to the community and having designated a successor. The
Buddha answered him in substance : What does the community expect
of me, 0 Ananda? Never having wished to direct it or subject it to my
teachings, I have no such instructions for it. I am reaching my end. After
my decease, may each of you be your own island, your own refuge; have
no other refuge. By acting in that way you will set yourselves on the
summit of the Immortal I .
Left alone by their Master, the disciples had to continue the work
already begun by themselves and devote to the doctrine alone all the
attention they had paid to the Buddha. Siikyamuni, on his death-bed,
still found the strength to sum up his thought : "It may happen", he
said to Ananda, "that this thought occurs to you : The word of the
Master will no longer be heard; we no longer have a Master. Things
should not be seen in this way : The Law which I expounded and the
discipline which I established for you will be your master after I am
gone"152.
Ananda had grasped the wish of the Buddha for, after the latter's
decease, he explained to the Brihmin Gopaka : "No monk has been
especially designated by the Venerable Gautama or chosen by the
congregation and named by the elders and monks to be our refuge after
the disappearance of the Buddha and the authority to which we could
henceforth resort.. .. Nevertheless, we are not without a refuge : we have
the Law as a refuge" l S 3 .
In fact, after the Buddha's decease, the community was a flock
without a shepherd : no legitimate authority presided over the destinies
of the order. Subsequently, certain schools did indeed draw up lists of
patriarchs who legitimately transmited the Law they claimed to guard.
However, this is an apocryphal tradition which the community as a
whole never accepted. The Law and discipline being the only inheritance
71 left by the Buddha to his disciples, the only way of exerting an effective
influence over the order was to annex them and monopolize their
teaching. Attempts of this kind were made : the main and most
successful one was that of Mahiikiiyapa who, after the decease of the
Master, claimed to have recorded the words and prescriptions of the
Buddha. Nonetheless, as will be seen further on, his work of codification
was not accepted by all the brethren and some continued to preserve the
Digha, 11, p. 100.
Digha, 11, p. 154.
Majjhima, 111, p. 9.
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Law in their memories, not as KiiSyapa and his cohorts had recorded it,
but as they themselves had heard and obtained it from the lips of the
Blessed One. KiiSyapa and people like him had no spiritual weapon at
their disposal to bring the recalcitrant ones round to their views. Indeed
no one had forgotten that the Master had categorically refused to endow
the Samgha with an authority and, during the long history of Buddhism,
nobody thought of forcing himself upon the congregation as a spiritual
leader. When disputes arose among the brethren over points of doctrine
or discipline, attempts at reconciliation were resorted to. If these failed,
the brethren separated and each party held to its own position. Hence,
at the heart of early Buddhism, a number of separate schools or sects
were created. In the course of time, the dispersion of the Samgha across
vast spaces merely accentuated the fragmentation of the Community.
Nevertheless, the wisdom of the monks as well as their tolerance
prevented rivalries from taking on a bitter nature and ending in religious
warfare. Disputes never went further than an academic stage. No matter
what their particular adherence may have been, the bhiksus continued to
associate with each other and to offer each other the greatest hospitality.
2. - THE LAY FELLOWSHIP

THEIMPORTANCE OF THE LAITY. - The order of monks occupies the
first place in the Buddhist writings, but the pious lay fellowship,
upisaka and uprisikri, played at least important a part in its historylS4.
It was not that they benefited from any special solicitude on the part of
the Buddha. On the contrary : since he was devoted to a very pure ideal
72 of renunciation, the Blessed One reserved his favours for those who gave
up family life in order to embrace the condition of a religious mendicant
and he felt only moderate esteem for those who remained in the world
and led the life of a householder (gyhin, gyhapati) clothed in the white
robe (ava&tavmana) of the layman. It has rightly been remarked that in
other religious orders, such as that of the Jainas, the lay frequently
associated much more closely with the monks than was the case among
the Buddhists : the weakness of the links between bhiksu and upHsaka is
one of the reasons which contributed to the final disappearance of
Buddhism in India, while Jainism is still alive there.

On this subject, see H. OLDENBERG,
Bod&, pp. 419-425; L. DE LA VAL&
POUSIN,Les$&les larcs ou Uprisaka.Ac. de Belgique. Bulletin, 1925, pp. 15-34; Lo Morale
bouddhique, Paris, 1927, pp. 58-60; N. LAW,Early Buddhism and Laity. Studies in Indian
History and Culture; N. Dutt, Early Monasric Buddhism, 11, pp. 207-38, 275-313.
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I ~ s n n r n OF
o ~THE FELLOWSHIP. - The institution of the fellowship
of the uplsaka is due to a chance occurrence. According to tradition, it
preceded the establishment of the Samgha in time. Siikyamuni had just
attained Enlightenment at Bodh-Gayl, when two merchants, T r a p u g
and Bhallika, passed nearby. A deity informed them that Slkyamuni
had just become a Buddha and suggested that they went to pay their
homage to him. The merchants complied and offered Slkyamuni some
cakes of rice and honey. The Buddha took the food which was presented
to him, making use of a wooden bowl made out of the four bowls which
had been brought to him by the four World Guardians. Once the meal
was over, the merchants prostrated themselves at the Buddha's feet and
said to him : "Lord, we take refuge in the Buddha and in the Dharma;
consider us henceforth as uplsakas who, until their life's end, have
taken refuge". The Master acquiesced and gave the merchants some
relics of hair and nails, saying to them : "Make a stiipa over this hair
and these nails. Stones will appear of which you can make use"1Ss.
Having returned to Bactria, the merchants built, at some distance from
the capital, two reliquaries which are reputed to be the first two
stiipaslS6.
The Buddha had his reasons for accepting the allegiance of Trapusa
and Bhallika. The Buddhist religious, like their colleagues in the nonBrahmanical sects, could not survive without the willing assistance of
the Indian population. By definition the monk is a mendicant (bhibu) :
he cannot possess anything and the practice of a lucrative activity is
forbidden to him. He must live on the charity of the laity which, in
India, was never refused him. For an Indian, indeed, the Srameab r & n e a , the pravrajira, whatever his beliefs and practices, is an
excellent "field of merit" (pqyaksetra), causing the alms which are
sown in it to fructify an hundredfold. On the other hand, the monk
responds to the generosity shown him by consenting benevolently to give
religious instruction; the "gift of the Law" (dharmadtina)compensates
for the "material gift" (amisadtina).
"They render you great services, 0 bhiksu, the briihmins and householders who give you clothing, alms, seats, beds and remedies. You also
render them great services when y,ou teach them the Good Law and the
15'
Vinaya, I, p. 4 ; Anguttara, I, p. 26; Udina Comm., p. 34; Jitaka, I, p. 80;
Manorathapiirani, I, p. 382; Mahivastu, 111, p. 303; Lalitavistara, p. 381 sq.; DivyPdiina,
p. 393; Buddhacarita, XIV, 105; Fo #n hsing chi ching, T 190, ch. 32, p. 8010;
Mahikaka Vin., T 1421, ch. 15, p. 1030; Dharmaguptaka Vin., T 1428, ch. 31, p. 781c;
Miilasarv. Vin., T 1450, ch. 5, p. 125a.
Hsi yii chi, T 2087, ch. 1, p. 873a.
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pure life (brahmacarya). Thus, through your mutual help, it is possible
to practise the religious life, which causes one to cross the transmigration and puts and end to suffering. By relying on each other, householders and those who live the homeless life can cause the prospering of the
Good Law. The latter men are sheltered from need, since they receive
clothing and the rest; the former, having practised the Law in this world,
the path which leads to the happy destinies, delight in the world of the
gods who are possessed of the pleasures" Is'.
THE IDEAL AND v m m OF THE LAITY. - The ideal pursued by the
upisaka is inferior to that of the bhiksu. The monk aims at Nirviina
and, in order to attain it, wearing the yellow robe, cultivates the noble
eightfold Path (cirya as!irigikum&ga) the essential elements of which are
morality (Sila), mental concentration (sumidhi) and wisdom (prajili).
He works actively at his personal sanctification and his own deliverance,
whithout having to worry about his neighbour. The upisaka, however,
aspires for the heavens, for a good rebirth in the world .of the gods or
that of mankind. The way which leads to this is not the noble eightfold
Path which leads to Nirvana, but the practice of the virtues which
enabled the deities (devati) to leave this world below in order to go and
be reborn in their respective heavens. The virtues are demanded not only
of the bhiksu in particular but of the "noble disciple" (cSrya frivaka) in
general, and are described in several siitras, notably in the discourse on
74 the three kinds of uposathalS8.They are five in number : faith ( S r a d ~ i i ,
morality (SfZa),generosity (tyiga), learning (fruta)and wisdom (prajiia.*
1. The faith (Sraddhi) required from the laity is not a more or less
forced mental adherence to a group of given truths, it is an inward
disposition by virtue of which "the mind is calmed, joy arises and mental
defilements vanish"'".
Its object consists of the Three Jewels : the
Buddha, his Law and his Community, and also the high value of the
discipline imposed on the laity.
The creed of the upisaka therefore consists of four points : "Possessed
of unfaltering faith in the Buddha will I be : he, the Blessed One, is the
holy one, the supreme Buddha, the knower, the learned one, the blessed
one, he who knows the worlds, the supreme one who tames and guides
those who are not tamed, the preceptor of gods and mankind, the
Blessed Lord Buddha. - Possesed of unfaltering faith in the Law will I

"' Itivuttaka, p. 1 1 I .
l S 8 These are the five virtues of the noble disciple, whether religious or lay : Maijhima, I,
p. 465; 111, p. 99; Samyutta, IV, p. 250; Anguttara, I, p. 210; IV, p. 270.
lSP
Ariguttara, I, p. 207.
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be : well proclaimed by the Blessed One is the Law. It is a thing that is
completely obvious; it does not need time; it says to itself 'Come and
see'; it leads to welfare in their heart of hearts it is recognized by the
wise. - Possessed of unfaltering faith in the Community will I be : in
accordance with good conduct lives the Community of the Blessed One;
in accordance with right conduct lives the Community of the Blessed
One, in accordance with true conduct lives the Community of the
Blessed One; in accordance with fair conduct lives the Community of
the Blessed One, the four pairs, the eight classes of believers such is the
Community of the Blessed One, worthy of respect, worthy of offerings,
worthy of alms, worthy of being saluted with joined hands, the best field
of merit in the w ~ r l d " I ~ ~ .
To this admiration for the Three Jewels should be added the highest
esteem for the obligations incumbent on the laity : "Obligations which
are undamaged and intact, free from any blemish or defilement, liberating, praised by the wise, which do not dull the desire for future life nor
the belief in the efficacity of rituals, which generate contemplation".
Adherence to the Buddhist faith in no way compels the adept to reject
his ancestral beliefs or repudiate the religious practices customarily
7s performed in his circle. By means of one of those compromises of which
India supplies so many examples, each person is allowed to venerate, in
addition to the Three Jewels, the deities of his own region, caste or
choice and to worship them in the appropriate way. Therefore we will
see, in the course of history, some excellent Buddhists continuing their
adoration of spirits, Nigas and Supamas, Yaksas, Vajrapini, Females
and Fairies. Householders, the benefactors of the Community, were to
remain faithful to the divinities of their class : Kuvera, the deity of
wealth; Hiriti, the goddess of fecundity; the tutelary Couple, etc. The
higher castes were always to call upon the great Vedic and Brahmanic
gods : Indra, Brahmi, Mira, etc.I6l. The advent of Buddhism did not
lead to the "twilight of the gods". Sikyamuni did not combat the deities
of pagan Hinduism. He admitted that "revered and honoured by man,
the divinities in turn revere and honour
He refused to condemn
the practices of paganism as a whole : bloody sacrifices which led to the
death of living beings are to be deprecated, but peaceful offerings which
do not involve cruelty are to be recommended; certain rites originating
in pure superstition, ritual baths, etc., are practically valueless163.What
Samyutta, IV, p. 304. See OLDENBERGFOUCHER
(quoted above n. 29). p. 339.
For details, see A. FOUCHER.
Art grhco-bouddhique,11, pp. 7-210.
Vinaya, I, p. 229; Digha, 11, p. 88; Udina, p. 89.
Anguttara, 11, pp. 42-3; Sqyutta, I, p. 76; Dhammapada, v. 141; SuttaniMta,
v. 249.
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is most important is to put each thing in its place : alms given to pious
monks are superior to worship to the devas; the taking of refuge in the
Three Jewels is superior to alms-giving; the supreme achievement of
sacrifice is the taking up of the religious life164. Just as the Buddha
condemns a monk's exclusive attachment to vows and rites (Silavratapar h r S a ) , so he also forbids the lay person plain superstition (kotChalamarigala)'6s. Obviously, funerary rites cannot guarantee heaven for an
assassin, since "the bad deeds that man has committed bear their fruit :
they attach themselves to the feet of the foolish"166, and rites can do
nothing in such a case.
It remains nonetheless true that the upkaka, whose religious instruc76 tion leaves much to be desired, will rarely break away from the popular
circle into which his roots are plunged and establish a kind of compromise between the Buddhist Dharma and the superstitions of paganism.
This was the main cause of the absorption of Buddhism into the ambient
Hinduism.
2. The second virtue of the uplsaka is morality (Sila), the observance
of natural laws or the avoidance of offence.
Originally, it seems that one became an uplsaka merely by taking
refuge in' the Three Jewels, by a solemn act of faith in the Buddha, the
Law and the Community. When asked how one becomes an uplsaka,
the Buddha replied : "Mahiniman, one becomes an uplsaka by the
mere fact of taking refuge in the Buddha, the Dharma and the Samgha"16'. In the oldest texts, we can see that the candidate takes his
refuge in the Three Jewels and asks that in future he be considered as an
upisaka who has taken refuge 68.
Soon, however, besides taking refuge, the uplsaka also commits
himself to observe certain rules of morality, most often the fivefold
morality. This caused the scholar Haribhadra to say : "One is an
uplsaka because one has taken the threefold refuge, or because one also
observes the five rules (paiica Sik;cipada)". Hence, there are two kinds of
upisaka according to the two readings in the Vinaya : "May the master
consider me as an uplsaka who has taken the threefold refuge", or else :

LXgha, I, pp. 145-7.
KoSa, IV, p. 135, n. 2, p. 189, n. 3; Digha, 111, p. 180; Ninth Rock Edict, BLOCH,
pp. 113-14.
Dhammapada, v. 71.
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Adguttara, IV, p. 220; Samyutta, V, p. 395; Sumadgala, I, p. 234.
16'
Vinaya, 11, p. 157; Digha, I, p. 85; Samyutta, IV, p. 113; Anguttara, I, p. 56;
KoSavyPkhyi, p. 376, 11.31-2.
16'
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"May the master consider me as an upisaka who has taken the
threefold refuge and the five rules" 169.
The lay person has the free choice of committing himself to observe
the five rules of morality (paiicaiila) or only one of them, the eightfold
morality (q!drigaSila) or even the ten rules (daSa idqdpada).
The five rules of the lay person correspond to the first five of the ten
rules of morality of the religious : to abstain from taking life (pr3dripdta), theft ( a d a t t i i h ) , sexual misconduct (kcImmifhydc5ra), false
77 speech (mysdvdda), the use of fermented drinks (surih~aireya)~'~.
It
should be noted that the third rule forbidding sexual misconduct is to be
understood in a different way depending on whether it applies to the
religious or to the layman. Complete chastity is expected of the former,
while the latter only renounces sexual misconduct particularly adultery.
It sometimes happened that upisakas made a choice among these five
rules : the ekadeiakdrin observed one; the pradeSakdrin, two or three;
the yadbhiyaskdrin, four; the paripimakdrin, five171. It also happened
that certain laymen considered the third rule as an obligation to
complete chastity and they abstained from any relation with their own
wives : they were called samucchhinnardga.
The upisaka could also take the eightfold morality172. He then
committed himself to remain for a day and a night under the discipline
of fasting (upavcSsa). This consisted of eating only one meal a day before
noon and of observing eight complementary precepts forbidding murder, theft, incontinence, falsehood, the use of intoxicants, luxurious
furnishing, flowers and perfumes, singing, dancing and entertainments.
The fast was traditionally fixed on six specific days a month (the 81h, 14&,
lYh, 23d, 291h, 30"')173. Popular in origin, it went far back into the past
and was observed by the great majority of Indian orders before being
adopted by the Buddhist~l'~.In imitation of the heretics, the Buddha
'

leg Abhisamaya fioka, ed. WOGIHARA,
p. 331 : TriSar-gammiir patTcaf~dpadaparigrahtic copcrCaka!~rathowikeri dvidhd b h e w :triSar-pariglhiram
upcifakw mrtn ricdryo
dhrirayaru. rarM rrdarcqrgarq paiicar~cipadag~hiram
upctakm mcim ricdryo dhiirayarv iri
Vinaye dvidhcipocipofhdf.

Anguttara. IV, p. 220; Sqyutta, V, p. 395.
MahhiWmCrro quoted in KoQvysikhyi. p. 377; MahIvyutpatti. Nos. 1609-13;
Upad&, T 1509, ch. 13, p. 158c.
1 1 2 Anguttara, I, pp. 21 1-12; Vib-,
T 1545, ch. 124, p. 6476; Koh, IV, pp. 64-9.
I"
WATERS, I, p. 302; CHAVANNES,
Confes, I, p. 26, n. 2; P. DE&VILI.E, BEFEO,
XXIV, 1924, p. 77; Nowadays in Sri Lanka. the a!a-sil (as@b@ila) is observed on p6ya
(uposatha) days, on four days a month; cf. W. RMJLA,Hislory of Buddhism in Ceylon,
Colombo, 1956, p. 265.
On the origin of this, see the Upadeia. T 1509. ch. 13, p. 1600-c which refers to the
Corur&varrijmurra of the A~iguttara,I, pp. 142-5, and a cosmogonical siitra.
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ordered his monks to devote those same days to the joint recitation of
the rules, the reading of texts and preaching1' 5 .
Finally, there were uplsakas who lived in the world as if they were
not doing so. They remained celibate and added to the obligations of
fasting the rule not to touch either gold or silver. In practice, they
observed the ten rules of the novice and the monk : they were therefore
called uplsakas "observing the ten rules" (dasdikipadika)' 76.
The morality of the lay person does not consist in the sole fact of
avoiding offence, but in the formal decision to avoid it. As with the
religious, it is a question of a "morality of commitment" (sami&dila)
which confers on him a "restraint" (satpvara) and creates within him the
quality of uplsaka. This will endure until his death provided he does not
lose it through bodily and vocal actions contrary to its nature.
The disciplinary texts have fixed the ceremonial of Taking Refuge
(Dkha, I, p. 85; Satpyutta, IV, p. 113; Anguttara, I, p. 56; Vinaya, 11, p.
157), Taking the five rules (Shih sung lii, T 1435, ch. 21, p. 149c; Shih
sung chieh mo,T 1439, p. 496a,; Ta chih tu lun, T 1509, ch. 13, p. 159c),
and Taking the eightfold morality (Anguttara, I, pp. 21 1-1 2; IV, pp. 251,
255-6; Shih sung chieh mo, T 1439, p. 4966). Despite its solemnity, it
simply consists of a unilateral act through which the candidate commits
himself, in the presence of the Buddha, a monk, or even another
upiisaka, to observe a particular discipline until the end of his life
(yivajTvam). The Community does not participate, unlike the ordination
(upasampadi) of the bhiksu and bhiksuni which takes place in the
presence of the chapter and which the community sanctions by means of
the legal procedure of the jriapticaturthakarman.
Yet another point distinguishes the layman from the monk. Each
fortnight, during the celebration of the uposatha, the bhiksu is expected
to confess his violations of the P r i t i m o k ~ruling and to accept the
penalty imposed upon him. No obligation of this type is incumbent on
the upisaka. Nevertheless, the rule which maintains that "an offence
confessed becomes slighter" is valid about for him as well as for the
religious. If questioned about fault the guilty one must avow it : to deny
it would be violating the fourth rule of morality which forbids falsehood '''. The Licchavi Vaddha, having falsely accused the bhiksu
Dabba Mallaputta of having seduced his wife, acknowledged his offence
as an offence and vowed not to repeat it. The Buddha "removed his
115
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offence" (atyayam pratigyhnitr') and congratulated him : "He is a gain
for the Law who acknowledges his offence, confesses it and commits
himself not to do it again" ITS.However, as far as we know, there is no
79 example of an upisaka being questioned about his general faults. He is
merely reproached for offences or losses he might have caused the
Community. Only eight faults are taken into account : preventing
monks from obtaining alms, causing them harm, depriving them of
lodgings, insulting them, causing dissension among them, slandering the
Buddha, the Law or the Community. If the uplsaka acknowledges his
fault and promises to mend his ways, he is granted pardon; if not, the
monks "turn the alms-bowl" upside down (pattay nikkujanti), that is,
refuse to accept any gift from him : a punishment to which no Indian
remains insensible '79.
3. The faith and morality demanded of the lay person are eclipsed by
the third virtue, which is in some way his justification : generosity
(tyciga) : "It is good continually to distribute rice-gruel for whomever
desires joy, whether he aspires for heavenly joys or sighs after human
happiness" lUo.
The texts have compiled a list of meritorious material deeds (punyakriyivastu) which are recommended to the laity. They are seven in
number : 1. giving land to the congregation, 2. building a monastery on
it, 3. furnishing it, 4. allocating revenue to it, 5. assisting strangers and
travellers, 6. tending the sick, 7. in cold weather or at times of famine,
giving the congregation food and sweetmeats I s ' .
Rising above purely self-interested preoccupations, the Buddhists
congratulate sovereigns who carry out great works of public utility :
providing water supplies in the desert, planting trees to provide fruit and
coolness, providing bridges and ferries, giving alms. Through such pious
works, merit increases day and night and one is certain to be reborn
always among gods and mankindlS2.
Theoreticians have elaborated a whole ethics of giving. Its value varies
depending on the importance of the thing given, the donor's intention,
the circumstances of the gesture, but also and in particular the moral
80 quality of the beneficiary. A son of the S5kya, an Arhat in particular, is
Vinaya, 11, pp. 124-7.
Vinaya. 11, p. 125.
loo Vinaya, I, p. 21.
l a ' Chung a han. T 26, No. 7, ch. 2, p. 427c; Tseng i a han, T 125. ch. 35, p. 741c;
hhh.i~dartilrfIin KoSavyikhyi, pp. 353-4.
ln2 Mahisimghika Vin., T 1425, ch. 4, p. 2610; Chu t6 fu t'ien chin& T 683, p. 7776;
compare the second Rock Edict and the seventh Pillar Edict, BLQCH,pp. 94. 170.
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the best field of merit, the supreme recipient of alms. Nevertheless, it is
not forbidden to be charitable to the non-Buddhist religious, to criminals or even to animals. However, it should not be forgotten that, in
poor soil, a good seed bears little fruit or none at alIls3.
The upisaka cannot disregard the spiritual welfare of his brothers. In
imitation of the bhiksu who, through his preaching, dispenses the best of
all gifts, the gift of the Law, the lay person is expected to inspire good
thoughts in those who are in pain or suffering. His help will go
especially to the sick and dying. Buddhists, like Indians in general,
attach great importance to the last thought, the "thought (at the time)
of dying" (maranacitta), since that is what will determine the "thought
(at the time) of conception" (upapacitta) and consequently the new
existence of the deceased. Thus, we see the mother of Nakula comforting
her dying husband and inspiring him with feelings of joy and peace :
"Do not die anxious in mind", she said to him, "the Blessed One does
not approve of such a death. Do you fear that after you are gone I will
not be able to feed our children? I am a skilled spinner of cotton and it
will not be difficult for me to ensure the running of the household. Or,
do you believe that I will go to another house after your death? You
know as well as I do that for sixteen years we have practised chastity at
home. Or that I will have no further desire to see the Bhagavat, to see
the monks? After your death, more than ever, I will desire to see them.
Do not think that, after your death, I will no longer observe the rules of
Buddhist morality perfectly, that I will lose inward calmness of mind.
With regard to the religion, I am possessed of penetration, confidence,
absence of doubt, absence of scepticism and perfect serenity"ls4.
The Buddha taught his cousin the upisaka Mahiiniman the way to
prepare the faithful for death. First, they should be reassured and
consoled : "You possess intelligent faith in the Buddha, the Law and the
Community and the moral rules dear to the holy ones". Then he is
requested to renounce his parents, wife and sons, sense-pleasures and
even the blisses of the lower and higher paradises : "You must leave
your family, so reject all concern regarding them; human pleasures are
fleeting, so do not be attached to them; the joys of the paradises
including the Brahmi heaven arc transitory and linked to the idea of the
Self, raise your thoughts higher : apply them to the destruction of the
Self ' l s s .
Worship (piijZ) and devotion (bhakri)*, which are particular forms of
On this hierarchy of puqyakserra, see Majjhima, 111, pp. 254-5..
Anguttara, 111, pp. 295-8.
IB5
Sarpyutta, V, pp. 408-10.
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giving, are especially incumbent on the laity. When Ananda asked him
what should be done with regard to his mortal remains, the Buddha
replied : "Do not concern yourself, Ananda, with the honours to be paid
to the mortal remains of the TathHgata. Please attend only to your own
salvation. There exist, Ananda, among the nobles, briihmins and, among
householders, wise men who have faith in the Tathiigata and who will
pay suitable homage to the remains of the Tathiigata" l E 6 .The objection
that worship is deprived of all merit under the pretext that there is no
one to receive it is untenable. Indeed, at the time of his Parinirviina, the
Buddha accepted in advance all the gifts presented to sttipas, caityas and
places of pilg~image'~'.Furthermore, if a gift engenders merit when
someone receives it, there is no reason why it should not be fruitful
when no one receives it188.Nevertheless, the question gives rise to
controversy, and the sects were to debate the respective value of gifts
presented to the Buddha, to sttipas and caityas and, finally, to the
Samgha l a g .
4-5. The texts do not especially emphasize the other two virtues
required of the lay person : learning (Srura) and wisdom @raji@.
A householder, involved in the troubles of his time, cannot be
expected to grasp "the profound truth, which is difficult to perceive,
dficult to understand, sublime, abstruse and which only the wise can
grasp". A monk can aspire to be a great scholar (bahuiruta), but a lay
person will never be more than a petty scholar, a iruta.
He will acquire this learning from well educated monks and by
following carefully the sermons. We can cite the example of the householder named Ugga who, when serving a monk, served him perfectly
and, when listening to his words, listened attentively and not absent
~nindedly'~~.
82
While not emphatic over details, the wisdom @rajG) required of the
laity nevertheless relates to the most important aspects of the Buddhist
truths : an at least theoretical knowledge of the rise and fall of things
(udayarthagimini p o i i i i o ? and the noble penetration (ariyd nibbedhi&@
concerning the complete destruction of suffering ( ~ ~ d u k k h a k h a y a ) ' ~ '

THEMSTRUCTJON OF THE LAITY. -That faith, morality and generosity
are indeed the cardinal virtues of the Buddhist laity is evident from the
Digha, 11, p. 141.
K o i , IV, p. 156.
KO&, IV, p. 245.
l B 9 A. BARWU. Les secres bouddhiqws, p. 269.
lQO Anguttam, IV, p. 21 1 .
l g l hguttara, IV, p. 271.
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disciplinary code which the Buddha composed for the benefit of householders and which is known by the name of the Sirigiiloviida~uttanta~~~
On the advice of his father and in accordance with the Vedic
a
and the Grhym-tra, the
prescriptions of the ~ a t a ~ a t hBriihmana
young SingHla revered the cardinal points and the deities appointed to
guard them : Agni, Indra, Varuna, Soma, Visnu and Brhaspati. While
not condemning those superstitious practices outright, &kyarnuni enjoined him to revere and respect his immediate entourage and the persons
who, in the present life, served to orientate the activity of every wellborn man : parents, teachers, wife and children, friends and companions,
servants and craftsman and, finally, religious leaders and brHhmins.
Natural law itself defines the duties which man owes those various
categories of persons.
The pious layman will also abstain from any immoral action, particularly murder, theft, sexual misconduct and falsehood. He will combat
inwardly bad tendencies which are the bases of misconduct : craving,
hatred, delusion and fear.
Finally and above all, he will watch over his material interests in such
a way as to keep intact his means of providing for the needs of his
family, friends and the noble community of the religious. He will
carefully avoid any corruption or imprudence which might threaten his
fortune and lead him to ruin : intoxication, nocturnal excursions, visits
to fairs, a passion for gambling, the company of bad friends and, finally,
idleness.
The observance of natural virtues, most especially the virtue of almsgiving will lead the lay person, not to the destruction of suffering and to
Nirvina, but "to victory (vijaya) and success (firaddha)in this world and
in the other" : after his death, he will be reborn into a happy but not
final destiny.
The teaching imparted to the laity was in keeping with that ideal. The
bhiksus who aspired to tranquillity, knowledge, Enlightenment and
NirvHna will be instructed in the noble truths in three articles and
twelve parts; the upiisakas, who are content with the blisses of this
world and the heavens of the other world, will be taught the rudiments
of faith and the principles of natural law or of lay morality.
It seems that from the outset ~Hk~arnuni
and the great disciples
refrained from revealing the whole of the Buddhist Law to the upHsakas,

l P 1 S W g I o v ~ r ~ m r in
u ,Digha, 111, pp. 180-93; Ch'ang a han, T 1, ch. 11, p. 70;
Chung a han, T 26, ch. 33, p. 638; Tsa a han, T 99, ch. 48, p. 3534; T 16 and 17.
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or at least it was only to the bhiksus that they expounded it "to the best
of their ability" (sakkaccam).
When he was ill, the rich banker Anithapindada, one of the greatest
benefactors of the church, called the wise Siriputra to him and the
latter, in order to comfort him, expounded on disgust for sense-objects.
At the end of the sermon, the banker broke into tears and remarkkd : "I
have revered the Master for a long time, and this is the first time that I
have heard this religious discourse (dhammi kathi)". Siriputra replied :
"That is because such expositions are not explained to the laity, to those
dressed in white, but only to the religious". Anithapiniada then asked
that complete teaching of the Law be imparted to the laity too, for
"there are sons of good family who, through not having heard the Law,
are lost, and who could become full (an'n'dtdro) understanders of the
Law" lg3.
The reticent attitude taken by the Buddha cannot be explained by a
wish to reserve the truth for a privileged few. He had no pretensions to
esoterism for he was not like those heretical masters who practise the
dc6ryarnus!i, close their fists and refuse to teach. On the contrary, he
opened to all the doors to immortality. Nevertheless, he learned from
experience that not all men are capable of grasping the minutest
subtleties of the Law and that to teach it indiscriminately to all classes
of society was not worthwhile. The Master explained himself on this
point. One day Asibandhakaputta asked him the reason why the
Buddha, who has pity on all beings, teaches the Law to the best of his
84 ability only to some and not to others. The Master replied : "There are
good, mediocre and bad fields. The farmer who wishes to sow, sows in
the good field; after having sown in the good field, he sows in the
mediocre one; he may or may not sow in the bad field, since that field at
least provides nourishment for animals. Likewise, I teach my Law and
the perfect religious life to the bhiksus and bhiksugs, who constitute a
good field, to the upisakas and upisikis who are a mediocre field : they
all have their island, their resting-place, their protection and their refuge
in me. Similarly, I also teach my Law and the religious life to members
of heretical ascetic sects, which constitute a bad field; and why? If they
understand at least one word, that will be of great use to them". Making
use of another comparison, the Master compared the religious to an
uncracked and non-porous pitcher; the lay person to an uncracked but
porous pitcher; and the heretic to a cracked and porous pitcherlg4.
lQ3

Majjhima, 111, p. 261.
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However, for the use of the laity eager to learn all the truths of the
faith, a complete and progressive summary was instituted and received
the name of gradual teaching (anupCrvikathi). It began with three
discourses concerned respectively with giving, morality and heaven : the
first emphasized the advantages of renunciation, the second revealed the
harm, vanity and defilement of desires; the third mellowed, liberated,
exalted and appeased the mind of the listener. Then followed the
teaching of the Law proper (dharmadeiani) which is the culminating
point for the Buddhas : suffering, its origin, its cessation and the path to
its cessation; it led the listener to the very centre of the doctrine, namely,
that "everything that has arising as its law also has perishing as its
law"195. When required and in order to illustrate their lessons, the
monks painted images of the "wheel of rebirths" (saysiraman&la) in
the entrance-halls of the monasteries. Within the wheel, divided into six
sections, were representations of the six destinies of the beings of this
world : the hell-born, animals, pretas, mankind, asuras and gods. All
round were the twelve ni&a shown by symbols. At the centre of the
85 wheel, craving, hatred and delusion were depicted - represented by a
dove, a snake and a pig - the driving power of the round of rebirths.
The whole was enveloped in the claws of a grimacing demon which is
"impermanence" (anityati). Two stanzas were inscribed below :
"Start now, make an effort, apply yourselves to the Law of the
Buddha
A monk who was specially appointed to this task was
entrusted with explaining to the faithful this vivid representation of the
holy doctrine, placed at the entrances to monasteries.
All the same, the gradual teaching was never imposed on all upiisakas
indiscriminately and in fact affected only a minority of the laity.
Religious propaganda at the time of ASoka was not focused on the
noble truths, but on the general principles of natural law. In vain
would one look in ASoka's inscriptions for the profound ideas and basic
theories of Buddhism : they neither mention the four noble truths, nor
the eightfold Path, nor the doctrine of dependent origination, nor even
the supernormal attributes of the Buddha. They merely describe the
19'
It could be said that the gradual teaching (anupurvikarh@ was to the laity what the
Dharmacakrapravar~anasi~ra
was to the religious. Its text was fully fixed, as it appears from
several sources : Vinaya, I, pp. 15, 18; 11, pp. 156, 192; Digha, I, p. 110, 11, p. 41;
Majjhima, 1, p. 379; 11, p. 145; Udlna, p. 49; Milinda, p. 228; Sumangala, I, p. 277, 308;
Divya. pp. 616-17.
196 DivyPvadilna, p. 300; Miilasaw. Vin., T 1442, ch. 34, p. 811b; L.A. WADDELL,
Lornoism, pp. 102,108; FOUCHER,
Vie du Bouddha, p. 354; J. PRZYLUSKI,
LA Roue & la Vie
6 Ajan!li, JA, 1920, pp. 313-31.
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precepts of universal morality as they had already been formulated for
the use of the laity in the canonical writings : Lakkhqa and SirigilovrSda
of the Digha and the various Gahapativagga of the Majjhima, Samyutta
and Anguttaralg7. The Buddhist missionaries themselves, when setting
out on the spiritual conquest of India, sought less to instruct their
listeners in the truths of the faith than to attract their adherence by
means of homilies, with little dogmatic scope, but suitable for terrifying
the minds and striking the imagination : descriptions of the pangs of
death and the torments of the hells, stories of ghosts, edifying tales and
fables198.The principal aim of these missions was not to tear the Indian
population away from its ancestral beliefs and superstitious practices,
86 but to secure for the congregation of the Sons of the Siikya a growing
number of dedicated sympathizers (prasiidita) and generous donors
(dZnapatz) .
Householders who adhered to Buddhism did not forswear their
former convictions as such. Few sought to penetrate the mysteries of a
doctrine formulated by monks for other monks. As long as they had
taken refuge in the Three Jewels and generously presented the congregation with clothing, alms, seats, beds and medicines, they considered they
had completely fulfilled their duties. Secular life made it, if not impossible, at least very difficult to practise the virtues required of a monk :
mortification, chastity, poverty, composure and meditation. They had to
bring up a family, give orders to servants, manage and enlarge their
fortunes. They gained in active virtues what they lost in passive ones
and, in their opinion, the former were equivalent to the latter. Admirable as the monk devoted to working at his personal sanctification may
be, he is nonetheless a socially unproductive being, a sublime egoist. The
layman who makes sacrifices for his family, succours his fellows, erects
temples, builds monasteries and renders to the Buddha, to his relics and
to his spiritual sons the worship which is due to them, redeems, through
his pity and devotion (bhakti), the meagre satisfactions which he legitimately allows his senses and heart. If the monk who strives for holiness
(arhattva) conforms to the Buddhas's law (dharmiinucirin), is not the
layman, through his generosity, patience and vigour, even closer to
$iikyamuni who, in the course of his former lives, camed charity to its
perfection (piramitii)? Is it legitimate to reserve for the monk alone the
l g 7 Lakkhqmurranra in Digha, 111, pp. 142-72; Sbigdovcida, ibid., 111, pp. 180-93;
Gduptivaggcrs in Majjhima, I, pp. 339-413; Samyutta, 11, pp. 68-80; Mguttara, IV,

pp. 208-35.
See the titles of the sermons preached by the missionaries of Moggaliputtatissa :
Dpv., Ch. VIII; Mhv., Ch. XI1 : SamantapisGdikB, I, pp. 66-7.
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right to definitive deliverance, Nirvina, and only to promise the layman
a good rebirth in the world of the gods and of mankind?

RESPECTWERIGHTS OF THE RELIGIOUS AND THE LAITY.* - This question arose early on for the theoreticians of Buddhism. The monks
wanted to reserve for themselves at least a part of the fruits of the
kligious life (Jrimanyaphala), particularly that of holiness (arhattva)
and Nirvina. Conversely, the laity fought to ensure themselves rights
equal to those of the religious.
It was accepted from the beginning that the attainment of Nirvina
constitutes the ideal, close or distant, of all Buddhists indiscriminately :
"Just as the river Ganges slopes, slants and proceeds towards the ocean,
87 so the congregation of Gautama, the laity as well as the religious, slopes,
slants and proceeds towards Nirvina" 199.
It was furthermore accepted without controversy that the layman
living at home can reap the first three fruits of the religious life and
accede to the state of srotaipanna, sakrdigimin and anigimin :
"By means of the severing of the three fetters (false view of the self,
doubt and superstition), the upisaka is a srotaipanna, is not subject to
rebirth in the lower destinies, is sure of deliverance and destined to win
supreme enlightenment. By means of the severing of the three fetters and
the lessening of craving, hatred and delusion, the upisaka is a sakydigimin : after having returned once to this world, he will attain the end of
suffering. - By means of the severing of the five gross fetters (false view
of the Self, doubt, superstition, covetousness and ill-will), he is an
anigimin, born spontaneously (into the world of the gods) and there
attaining Nirvina : he is not destined to come back from that
However, the crucial point is to know whether the upisaka can accede
to Arhatship, the fourth and last fruit of the religious life. The Buddha
refused to adopt a definite position : "Regarding that matter", he said to
Todeyaputta, "I make distinctions (vibhajyavtSda), I am not categorical
(ek-avida)
: in a lay person as in the religious, I blame bad
conduct"201. Two things should be remembered : holiness is the same
for everyone, but it is difficult to attain by those who remain in the
world.
That holiness is the same for all appears from various scriptural
passages : "The layman as well as the monk, if he is of good conduct
(smyakpratipatti), i.e., possessed of the eight branches of the Path,
199
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precisely because of that good conduct, achieves great success as to
method, law and good (iridhako hoti G y q dharnmq kusalam)" 20z.
Furthermore, "there is no difference in the matter of deliverance (vimukti) between an upisaka and a bhiksu whose mind is freed from
impurities"z03. The Anguttara knows of some twenty lay people, Trapusa and Bhallika at their head, who attained the End (nighci), the
88 Immortal (amyta) without ever having taken up the religious life204.The
Samyutta admits that respect for worthy people, hearing the Good Law,
correct reflection and conformity with the precepts of the Law qualities which are within reach of the laity as well as the religious suffice to ensure the winning of the four fruits of the Path, including
ArhatshipZo5.A curious sutta in the Majjhima seems to make comprehension of the noble truths, the destruction of the impurities and the
attainment of Nirvina depend solely on the practice of the brahmavihdra which, as we know, are not of Buddhist inventionzo6.
If, however, a few upisakas placed in particularly favourable conditions reached holiness and deliverance, it should not be concluded from
this that there was no need to take up the religious life. By the very fact
that he remains in the world, the disciple of the Buddha proves that he is
not free from corruption since, were he so, "he would not remain at
home and eat as he pleases"z07. The householder who has heard the
Law and has faith in the Tathigata should say to himself : "Household
life is a hindrance and the path of passions; life outside is liberty. It is
not easy for whoever remains at home to observe the brihma life in its
absolute fullness, in its absolute purity, polished like a conch. Now then,
I wish to have my hair and beard shaved off, put on the yellow robe and
leave the family, passing from the home to the homeless lifewzo8.The
wise man, says the Suttanipita, should renounce the world : "May he,
leaving son and wife, father and mother, wealth and harvest, friends and
objects of desire, wander alone like a rhinoceros. May he say to himself:
Family life is a bond; there is little happiness, little enjoyment, much
pain, in it; it is a fish-hook. May he wander alone like a rhinoceros"209.

Maijhima, 11, p. 197; Samyutta, V, p. 19.
V, p. 410.
Anguttara. 111, p. 451.
Io5 Samyutta, V, pp. 410-11.
20Waijhirna. 1. pp. 36-9.
Majjhima, 1, p. 91.
Digha. I, p. 63.
loq Suttanipita, v. 60 sq.
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Indeed, the religious life offers immense advantages to those who aspire
after salvation : full details are given in the Sirnan'riaphalas~tta~'~.
Such a moderate and, let us admit it, wise attitude adopted by the
Buddha and the early writings regarding the problem of the condition of
life could not entirely satisfy the laity who wanted equal rights with the
religious. Their aspirations were supported by certain schools. The
northern school of the Uttarlpathakas asserted without any restriction
or reservation that there was holiness (arhattva) for the laity : one could
become a holy one while remaining bound to lay condition and by
retaining lay characteristics2' I . This proposition was disputed by the
Theravldins of Ceylon.
Not content with asserting their equality, the laity passed to the
offensive by claiming that the Arhat, of whom the religious wanted to
retain the monopoly, was subject to regressing from holiness. This thesis
was adopted by five known schools : the Sammatiyas, Vltsiputriyas,
Sarvistivldins, Mahidmghikas and P i i ~ a S a i l a s ~ ' ~ .
More than a hundred years after the Parinirvlna, a certain Mahldeva
put forward five heterodox propositions which were the origin of the
Mahldmghika schism : There are Arhats, he said, who are led astray
by others, subject to ignorance, exposed to doubt, saved by others and
for whom the Path occurs because of speech. These theses aimed directly
against the holiness of the religious were immediately adopted by the
Mahidmghikas, Piirvaiailas, Bahuirutiyas, Cetiyas and Haimavatas.
They were disputed by the Theravidins, Sarvlstividins, Sammatiyas,
Vitsiputriyas and M a h i i i s a k a ~ ~ The
' ~ . rejoinder of the Theravldins
can be found in the Kathiivatthu (I, pp. 163-95), and that of the
Sarvistivldins in the JticSnaprasthiina (T 1543, ch. 10, p. 8196; T 1544,
ch. 7, p. 9566).
The emergence of the Mahiyina established the triumph of lay
aspirations*. The Mahlylnists substituted for the old ideal of personal
holiness followed, after death, by entry into Nirvina, a new ideal wholly
imbued with altruism : the thought of Enlightenment (bodhicitta) associated with the wish for supreme and perfect Enlightenment (anuttarasamyaksarpbodh~]and having as its object the welfare and happiness of all
crcaturcs. In order to attain this goal, the Mahlylnist commits himself
to the bodhisattva path : for three, seven or thirty-three countless
'lo

Digha. I. pp. 47-86.
KathPvatthu, I, p. 267.
B m U , Sedes, p. 291.
ID., ibid.
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periods, he passes through the stages (bhiimi) of a long career during
which he practises in an ever more lucid and benefactory manner the six
or ten perfections (pGramit6) required of his state : giving, morality,
patience, vigour, ecstasy and wisdom. It is no longer a question for him
of destroying his own passions, for such a purification would have the
disadvantage of his attaining NirvHna prematurely, but of ensuring, by
means of the practice of the perfections, the happiness of all beings. So it
is voluntarily that the bodhisattva delays his entry into Nirvina or, to
be more exact, establishes himself in NirvHna "as if he does not dwell
there" (apratis!hita nirv6na) in order to continue his liberating activity.
The bodhisattva career is open to all : as much to the laity and even
more so to the religious. Unlike the old sltras of the Tripitaka compiled
mainly for the edification of the bhiksus, the Vaipulyas6tra of the
MahByHna are addressed to "sons and daughters of good family"
(kulaputra and kulaputriy6).
In the field of religious discipline, the distinction between the monk
and the lay person tends to disappear. What is of importance for the
bodhisattva - whether he lives at home (gyhastha) or has left the world
(pravrajita) - is less the strict observance of the rules than this altruistic
intention in applying them. Thus, while in the Hinayina, capital offences
(murder, theft, etc) entail excommunication whatever the motive, in the
MahHyina they do not entail it if they have been committed for the
benefit of others. The Bodhisattvabhrlmi submits that the bodhisattva
who, through skilful means, perpetrates a transgression against nature
(prakytisZvadya) is not only free of offence, but also wins great merit2'*.
Success in the bodhisattva career is not linked to the condition of life.
The siitras of the MihHyana often begin by enumerating particularly
venerable great bodhisattvas : the list generally exceeds twenty. If we are
to believe the UpadeSa, among those twenty-two bodhisattvas, the first
sixteen, beginning with Bhadrapila, were laymen, only the other four,
Maitreya, Maiijuiri, etc., were monks215.
The theoreticians of the Mahiyana ended by denying any importance
91
to morality (Sila) as such and to restraint (samvara) in life which is
basically morality of commitment (sam&dila).
"The bodhisattva should fuUil, the perfection of morality by basing
himself on the non-existence of sin and good action" (Silapriramitfi
paripiirayitavyd Epatty-aniipatty-anadhy6pattitZm ~ p 6 d i i y a ) ~NHgir~~.
90

"* Bodh. bhami, pp. 165-6 : arri ca k i p i t prak~rircivadyomapi yad bodhirnrrvar
tadnipeppiyakadaleno samdicarari yemindpatrikaf ca bhavari bahu ca p q y a m prasliyate.

"' Upadeia, T 1509,ch. 7, p. I 1 la.
21b

PaiicavimSatiszihasrikii,ed. N. Dvrr, p. 18, 1.10.
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juna justifies this concept : To speak of the non-existence of sin and
good action", he explains, "is not a false view. If one examines carefully
the nature of things and one practises concentration on emptiness (Szinyatcisamddhi), one sees, with the eye of wisdom, that sin does not exist; if
sin does not exist, its opposite, good action, does not exist eitherW2l7.
This higher vision is not an incentive to wrongdoing, quite the opposite!
It is the door to deliverance. To quote Nigirjuna again : "The bodhisattva who knows the true significance of all Dharmas (sarvadharmabhiitanayapratis~vedin)does not perceive morality (Sila) and even less so,
immorality (dauhirlya). Even though, for various reasons, he does not
trangress against morality, he attaches even more importance to entering
the Door to deliverance named Emptiness (Siinyatdvimoksamukha)"2 1 8 .
In such conditions, the choice of a condition of life destined to protect
morality has no more than a minimal importance. The superiority of the
religious life which is extolled so much in the Hinayina is a prejudice
from which the bodhisattva should free himself. This is evident from the
Bhtlmisambhdra, an important section of the Prajfidpdramitd which has
often been translated into Chinese and is commented upon at length in
the Upa&Sa 9 .
The bodhisattva who is in the first stage should practise the preparation for the ten stages (daSabhthiparikarma)*, particularly the constant
leaving of the world (abhi7csnuy na&kramya) : "In all his existences,
without changing his mind, he leaves home and enters the religion of the
Tathigata, without anyone being able to prevent him"220. However, on
92 reading the commentary, one gets the impression that for the bodhisattva this religious vocation is purely platonic and that it is not
necessarily followed up. Indeed, the candidate merely meditates on the
dangers and disadvantages of secular life and the advantages of the
religious life.
However, when he reaches the fifth stage, the bodhisattva shuns the
company of the laity (gyhisamstava) : "Passing from Buddha-field to
Buddha-field, in his life as a religious, he always leaves home, shaves his
head and wears the kieya"221.
Upad&, T 1509, ch. 14. p. 163c.
Ibid., ch. 49, p. 415b 12.
n9 Paiicavimiatisiihasriki,pp. 214-25; htasihasriki, ed. Ghosa, pp. 1454-73; Chinese
translations, T 220, ch. 415 pp. 826-88c; T 221, ch. 4, pp. 27a-296; T 2 2 , ch. 7 , pp. I%b1990; T 223, ch. 6 , pp. 2%-259c; Upad&, T 1509, ch. 49-50, pp. 409c-419c.
1 2 0 Paiicavimiati, p. 218, 1.6 : Yar sarvajirQv avyavakipo 'bhinijtrcimori torhZgata&me
pravrajati nu c k y a kaScid anrariyo bhavari.
Ibid., p. 220, 11.12-13 (corrected text) : Y i bodhicorrvasya pravrajirojanme+w buddh+errcid buddhakfetrq saykram@asyZbhJ.ram nQkranqaali rnupghori k@iyavarlranivtiwnatri.
21'
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Finally, in the seventh stage, the bodhisattva, fully realizing the
twofold emptiness of beings and things, eliminates twenty prejudices
among which figures attachment to false views concerning the Commubecause the specific nature of the
nity (samghanGrayadyS~yabhiniveSa),
Samgha is unconditioned (asapkrta) and invisible (adp!a) 2. From
this higher point of view, there is no longer any difference between the
religious and the laity for the very good reason that they are both nonexistent.
From the higher point of view which is that of the MahHyina, every
contradiction disappears.

2 1 2 Ibid., p. 222, 11.11-12 (comcted text) : ~ghandray&!yabhiniveJo
s q g h a n i m i t t a s y ~ k ~ t a t v c adn!atvCc
id
ca.

na kartavyah

CHAPTER TWO

THE MAGADHAN PERIOD
GENERAL
FEATURES OF THE PERIOD. - The term Magadhan can be
applied to the period which extended from 546 to 324 B.C. and which is
characterized by the constant growth of the kingdom of Magadha under
the successive dynasties of the Haryankas (546-414), SiSunigas (414-346)
and the Nine Nadas (346-324). Despite the palace dramas which regularly bathed the throne in blood, the princes had the interests of the
state at heart and built up piecemeal an extensive kingdom which
included the territories of the Vrjis and Kosala in the north, KuruPaiicala and the Mathuri region in the west, the territories of the Avanti
(Milwii), Haihaya on the Narmadi and of ASmaka on the Upper
Godlvari in the centre and south-west, Bengal and Kalinga in the east.
The religious zeal of the princes was not as great as was their political
consciousness; however, some of them showed sympathy for the Buddhist Order and favoured its development : Bimbisira, AjiitaSatru (after
his accession to the throne), Udiiyin, Munda and KHIiSoka.
Religious history cannot overlook two regions which had not yet been
touched by Buddhist propaganda at the Magadhan period, but which
were later to become two important holy lands : Uttaripatha and the
island of Ceylon.
Uttaripatha, a region in the north-west, and its capital TakgSill, the
seat of an ancient university, formed, at an early date, an influential
centre of Indian culture. According to a late and probably apocryphal
tradition, its king Pukkusiiti had known the Buddha in the sixth century
and been converted. However, if this fact is true, the royal example was
not followed by the mass of the population, and three more centuries
were required for the Good Law to be implanted in the region. In the
meantime, the north-west was drawn into a rapid succession of events :
94 the Achaemenid conquest and occupation (559-336); a lightning raid by
Alexander (327-324), and quarrels among the Diadochi (325-305). It was
only in 305, after the failure of Seleucus' campaign against Candragupta, that the north-west returned to the mother-country and again
entered the orbit of the Indian empire.
Towards the end of the sixth century, the island of Ceylon was
occupied by an Aryan colony, which originated in Lig (Gulf of
Cambay), and superimposed itself on the primitive population of the
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.
Simhala, as they were called, were governed from 486 to
250 by five successive kings who organized the island, gave it a capital,
AnurZdhapura, and prepared it to receive the message of Siikyarnuni
which the missionary Mahinda was to bring to it.
During the Magadhan period, the Buddhist Community, of which the
main centre was still the region of the Middle Ganges, settled down
slowly but surely. Its first successes were far from spectacular and hardly
surpassed those of the rival orders of the Nirgranthas, Ajivikas, Jatilakas, Tedandikas, Aviruddhakas or Devadhsrmikas.
The first concern of the nascent community was to codify the teaching
of the Buddha and to give the Order a well-defined doctrine and
discipline. Tradition attributes this undertaking to two Buddhist councils which followed each other at a century's interval : the Council of
RZjagrha, which convened the very year of the Buddha's decease (486),
compiled the Dharma and Vinaya; that of VaiSZli, which was held in
386 or 376, condemned the laxist tendencies which had permeated some
of the parishes. However, the records devoted to these councils are
riddled with improbabilities, anachronisms and contradictions; in the
course of history, they were exploited to very different ends. It remains
nonetheless a fact that the work done by the early disciples (sthavira)
during the two centuries which followed the Nirviina supplied the
original community with a law (dharma) and a set of rules (prfirimoka)
which were more or less definitive : a sacred trust which constituted the
common heritage of the schools which were to develop later.
It was on this basis that the canonical writings were elaborated, but
their compilation required many centuries and was still not completed in
the fifth century of the Christian era. Each sect claimed to possess its
own code of writings and attempted, without always succeeding, to
institute it by exploiting the common doctrinal fund, while enriching it
9s with more or less authentic new compositions. This work was not
camed out systematically, but with much classifying and reclassifying of
the texts.
A history of Buddhism should also take into account the predictions
which circulated very early on in the Community regarding the future
disappearance of the Good Law, for it was accepted by the disciples of
SZkyamuni that after a greater or lesser period the Buddha's Doctrine
would finally deteriorate and disappear, only to be rediscovered and
expounded again by the Buddhas of the future. These pessimistic
forecasts concerning the vanishing of the Dharma and the circumstances
which might accompany it are lacking in coherence. Nevertheless, they
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arose in the minds of believers and, because of that, deserve to be
recorded and analyzed.
Sikyamuni had refused to designate a successor to preside over the
destinies of the order he had founded. Indeed, Buddhists never acknowledged the authority of a single infallible leader.
Each community, however, had its own masters, preceptors (upddhydya) and instructors (dcdrya) who were entrusted with conferring
ordination on young recruits and guiding them along the paths of
religious perfection. The monks of Ceylon have preserved, or compiled,
a list of the "Vinaya Chiefs" (vinayapdmokkha) and "Masters of scholastics" (abhidhammdcdriya) who s u d d e d one another in Magadha from
the time of the Nirvina until that of ASoka, but they make no mention
of "Masters of the Law" (dharmdcdrya), who were supposed to have
received and transmitted the sacred trust of the doctrine. This list was to
be compiled later, by the Sarvistividins and MClasarvHstividins from
the north-west, about the second century A.D. It was widely distributed,
particularly in KaSmir and China, but did not however compel recognition from all the sects of the continent.

I. - HISTORICAL FACTS
1. - MAGADHA. FROM 546 to 324 B.C.

MAGADHANDYNASTIES'. - 1 . Sinhalese sources dating from the
fourth and fifth centuries A.D. : D @ a v a p a (Ch. 111 and V), Mahdvapa

For a description of historical facts, the reader can refer to the general and compcndious histories among which may be mentioned : E. RAPSON,
Ancient India, Cambridge,
1914; V. Smm, The Oxford History of lndia, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1923; The Early History of
India, 4th ed. Oxford, 1923; E. RAPSONand others, The Cambridge History of India, I.
Ancient India, Cambridge, 1922 (with a rich bibliography); L. DE LAVAL* POUSSIN,
IndoEurophens et Indo-lraniens, I'ln&@que vers 3M av. J.-C.. Paris, 1924; L'lnde aux temps
des Mauryar et &s Barbares, Grecs, Scythes et Yue-tche, Paris, 1930; Dynasties et histoire
de I'lnde depuis Kan4ka jusqubux invasions musulmanes, Paris, 1935; P. MASSON-OURSEL
and others, L'lnde Antique et la Civilisation indieme, Paris, 1933; J . ALLAN
and others, The
Cambridge Shorter History of lndia. Cambridge, 1934; H.G. RAWLINSON,
India, a Short
Cultural History. London. 1937; A Concise History of Indian People. 3rd ed., Oxford, 1946;
S.L h ,L'lnde Civilisorrice,Apercu hisrorique. Paris, 1938; R. GROUSSET
and others, L'Asie
Orientale &s origines mc X P siPcle. Paris. 1941; A. FOUCHER,
La Vieille Route de I'lnde de
Bactres a Taxila, 2 vol., Paris, 1947; L. RENOU,
J. FILLIOZAT
and others, L'ln& Clarsique, 2
vol., Paris, 1947-53; E. WALDSCHMIDT,
Geschichte des indischen Alterrums (Bmckmanns
Weltgcschichte), Munich. 1950; L. RENOU,La civilisation de /'In& Antique, Paris. 1950;
N . S m and others, Age of the Nandac and Mauryas, &narcs. 1952; R.C. MNUMDAR
and others, Advanced History of lndia, 5th ed., Calcutta, 1950; The History and Culture of
In& People : I . The Vedig Age, 2nd ed., London, 1952; 11. The Age of lmperiol Unity. 2nd
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(Ch. 11, IV and V) and Samantapcisddikd (I, pp. 72-3) count 218 years
between the Buddha's decease and the consecration of ASoka (486-268
B.C.), 3 16 years between Bimbisira's accession and the death of ASoka
(546-230 B.C.). During the period, it is thought that four royal houses
and thirteen sovereigns succeeded one another on the throne of Magadha.

Sovereigns

I.

I . Bimbidra
2. Ajiitasattu
3. Udayabhadda
4. Anumddha
5. Munda
6. NHgadlsaka
11. 7. Susunlga
8. Kiillsoka
9. Ten sons of 8
111. 10. Nine Nandas
IV. I I . Candagutta
12. BinduGra
13. ASoka before
consecration
after consecration
97

(9697)

Years
of rule

Era of the Nirviina

Anc. Era
(B.C.)

52
32
16

60 before - 8 before
8 before - 24 after
24-40

546-494
494-462
462-446

8
24
18
28
22
22
24
28

40-48
48-72
72-90
90-1 18
118-140
140-162
162-186
186-214

438-414
414-396
396-368
368-346
346-324
324-300
300-272

4
37

214-218
218-255

372-268
268-231

However, in the genealogy of the Samantapisiidikd (I, p. 73) and its
Chinese recension (T 1462, ch. 2, p. 6876 2), the eighth sovereign
ed., Bombay, 1953; 111. he Classical Age. Bombay, 1954; A. L. BASHAM,
The Wonder that
was India, London, 1954.
Other works, limited to given periods, will be referred to in the following pages.
Two dictionaries of proper names constitute an important source of historical or
kgendary information : G.P. M a u m s ~ ~ n Dictionary
u,
of P d i Proper Names. 2 vol.,
London, 1937-38; C. AKANUMA,
Ind&Bukkyd Koylimeishi Jiren (Dictionary of Proper
Names in Indian Buddhism). Nagoya, 1931. Mention must also be made of two large
Japanese encyclopaedias : ODATOKUN~,
Bukkyd Daijiten (Great Dictionary of Buddhism),
SHlNK6, Bukkyd Daijiten (Great Encyclopaedia of Buddhism),
Tokyo, 1917; MOCHIZUK~
Tokyo, 1931.
For the Magadhan period which is the subject of the present chapter, also see H. JACOBI,
Buddlras und Mahiviras Nirvea und die politische Entwicklung Magadhas zu jener Zeil,
SPAW, 1930, pp. 557-68; R.K. MOOKEWI,
Hindu Civilisarionfrom the earliest times up to
the eslablishment of the Maurya Empire, London, 1936; B.C. LAW,The Magadhas in
Ancient India, London, 1946; S.C. C w m , Magadha Architecture and Culture,
London 1942; D.S. TRIVEDA,
The Pre-Mauryan History ojBihdr. JBORS, XXXVIII. 1952,
pp. 147-84.
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Kilisoka is merely given as "Asoka, son of Susuniga"; he appears
under the name of Kilisoka only on pages 33 and 72 of the Piili text,
and on page 687a 24 of the Chinese. Since Kilisoka appears only in the
Sinhalese sources, we can, as did P. DemiCville, have doubts about his
existence2 .
Although the Sinhalese tradition was adopted by Burmese Buddhists,
it was not so firmly established as has generally been believed. Thus
Buddhaghosa, who subscribed to it in his Samantap&cidikci, discarded it
in the Sumarigalavil&inf (I, p. 153). Indeed, in that work the order of
succession of the first six sovereigns is as follows : Bimbisira, Ajitasattu,
Udaya, Mahimunda, Anuruddha and Nigadisa.
2. Buddhist sources in Sanskrit which as we have seen claim that
ASoka reigned in the year 100 of the Nirvana, nevertheless count twelve
sovereigns within the short space of a century, i.e., from 368 to 268 B.C.
This is notably the case for The Legend of ASoka (Divya, p. 369;
T 2042, ch. 1, p. 99c. Also cf. T 99, ch. 23, p. 162a; T 2043, ch. 1,
p. 132b) :
98

1. Bimbisiira
2. AjHtaSatru

3. Udayibhadra
4. Munda
5. KHkavaMn
6. Sahllin

7. Tulakucin
8. Mahlmandala
9. Prasenajit
10. Nanda
11. Bindusiira
12. Susima

This genealogy contains errors and omissions : it classifies Prasenajit,
king of Kosala, among the sovereigns of Magadha, and does not
mention the Maurya Candragupta. Its fifth sovereign K2kavaMn is
known to the P u r e a by the name of Kikavama, which is an epithet
meaning "crow-coloured" and one might wonder whether the Sinhalese
chroniclers were not refemng to him by placing a KiliSoka "ASoka the
Black" beside the great ASoka, the Maurya.
Another Sanskrit source, which also places ASoka in the year 100 of
the Nirvina, supplies a series of badly classified facts and chronological
indications which are quite different from the Sinhalese chronicles. This
is the MafijdriinIIakalpa (w. 321-6; 353-79; 413-39) :
1. Birnbidra
2. Ajltaktru
3. Udlyin (reigned 20 years)
Cf. P. DEMI~VILLE.
A propos du concile de VaijX, TP. X L . pp. 265-7 in the notes; a
different option in J. FILLIOUT
: Les deux Ajoka er les Conciles bouddhiques, JA, 1948,
pp. 191-5.
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4. ASoka Mukhya (acceded to the throne 100 years after the Buddha, lived
for 100 years and ruled for 87 years)
5. ViSoka (succeeded the last-named and ruled for 76 years)
6. Siirasena (reigned 17 years)
7. Nanda (lived for 67 years)
8. Candragupta
9. Bindudra (reigned until he was 70 years old).

This source mixes all the given facts : the first three sovereigns belong
to the house of the Haryatikas (546-414 B.C.); numbers 5 and 6, to the
house of the SiSunagas (414-346 B.C.) if ViSoka and S~rasenaare
respectively identified with KiliSoka and his eldest son Bhadrasena of
the Pili sources; number 7 represents the Nanda dynasty (346-324
B.C.); numbers 8, 9 and 4 represent the first three Mauryas.
3. Neither the Jaina nor brahmanical tradition confirm the Buddhist
sources, whether Pili or Sanskrit.
In his PariSis{aparvan3, the Jaina historian Hemacandra, from the
99
cnd of the eleventh century A.D., lists only seven sovereigns :
1. Srenika
2. Kiinika
3. UdHyin

4. Nine Nandas
5. Candragupta

6. Bindudra
7. ASoka

Srenika is the forename of Bimbisiira, and Klnika, that of Ajitabtru.
The same author dates the accession of Candragupta in the year 155
after the death of Mahivira4 which occurred, it is believed, in 468 B.C.
Therefore, according to this datum, which confirms the Kahivali of
BhadreSvara5, Candragupta would have mounted the throne of Magadha in 313 B.C. However, another Jaina author, Merutunga, in his
ViciraSreni, situates the accession sixty years later, i.e., in 253 B.C.6.
According to the Puriina (P., pp. 21-2, 24-5, 28), fourteen sovereigns
mounted the throne of Magadha, but over a period of 517 years.
1. SiSuniiga (40 years)
2. KHkavama (36)
3. K ~ m a d h a r m a n(20)
4. Wtraujas (40)
5. BimbiGra (28)
6. AjltaSatru (25)
7. DarSaka (25)

*

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Udlyin (33)
Nandivardhana (42)
Mahlnandin (43)
Mahlpadma and his 8 sons (100)
Candragupta (24)
BinduGra (25)
ASoka (36)

Ed. JACOBI(Bibl. Ind.), 1.22 sq.; VI, 22 sq.; 231 sq.; VIII, I sq.; 297 sq., IX, 14 sq.
Pariiis!aporvan. VIII. 339.
Ed. JACOBI,p. XX.
ID., ibid.
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Since it is impossible to reach a decision about these contradictory
attestations, we will follow here the Sinhalese chronology, but with
distinct reservations concerning the existence of a KiliSoka and the 218
years which supposedly separated the Nirvlna from the consecration of
ASoka.
THE HARYANKAS (546-414 B.C.). - According to the Buddhacarita
(XI, 2), the first kings of Magadha belonged to the illustrious Haryanka
family. It achieved the unity of the Gangetic empire, but tarnished its
reputation by numerous crimes : in order to accede to power more
quickly, the crown princes regularly put their fathers to death : an
uncontrollable but well established tradition.
loo 1. Srenika Bimbisira (60-8 before the Nirvlna; 546-494 B.C.) was the
contemporary of the Buddha and of Mahivira. He came to the throne
when aged 15 and had his residence in Rijagha-Girivraja where he
founded a new town, as the earlier one had constantly been destroyed by
fire. He contracted marriages with the ruling families of the Madras,
Kosala and VaiGli. His Kosalan wife brought him as dowry a village in
the district of Vlrlnasi which produced a revenue of one hundred
thousand pieces of money. He defeated King Brahmadatta and annexed
Aliga (Bengal) to his crown. He was on friendly terms with King
Pukkudti of Taxila, whom he instructed in the doctrine of the Buddha.
His son Ajitaiatru threw him into prison where he died of starvation;
Queen Kosaladevi's death followed soon afterwards.
2. KMika Ajitaiatru (during the period covering 8 years before to
24 years after the Nirvina; 493-462 B.C.)' in his youth patronised
Devadatta, the schismatic cousin of the Buddha, built the monastery of
GayaSirv for him and took part in his plots against the Buddha's life.
Later, however, seized with remorse, he sought out the Blessed One and
apologized to him : the Master expounded the Sciman'tiaphalasutta to
him and pardoned him. From then on, Ajitaiatru showed himself
sympathetic towards Buddhism.
As a result of the odious murder of his own father Bimbisira, Kosala
and the Vljis leagued together against him. Battle was first engaged
against Kosala. After initial successes, Ajitaiatru was beaten and taken
prisoner but his uncle Prasenajit, king of Kosala, freed him, gave him
the hand of his daughter Vajri in marriage and acknowledged his
possession of the village in the district of KiSi which had served as a

' E. M A ~ O T OO.n a Narrative of King
No. 566, Jan. 1938.

Ajritahtru in the Kucha Frescoes, Kokka,
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pretext for the war. Dethroned by his son Viriidhaka, Prasenajit sought
refuge with AjHtaSatru, but died of exhaustion before he was able to
reach him. AjitaSatru arranged a fine funeral for his uncle, but did not
disturb his cousin Viriidhaka who had just ascended the throne of
Kosala.
The war waged by AjHtaSatru against the Vlji confederation, which
included in particular the Licchavis of VaiGIi and the Mallas of
KuSinagara and PivH, continued for many years. The pretext for it was
either the refusal of Cetaka, king of VaiSili, to restore to AjHtaSatru a
I O I necklet which had once belonged to Bimbisira, or a dispute which had
arisen between the Licchavis and AjitaSatru over the joint exploitation
of a diamond mine on the banks of the Gangese. The very year of the
Buddha's decease, Ajitabtru's ministers, Varvkira and Sunidha, had,
on the right bank of the river, fortified the village of PHtaligrHma which
was later to become the capital of the kingdom under the name of
PHtaliputra9. Varsakira warned the Buddha of the aggressive intentions
of his king. In order to resist the attack of his neighbour from the south,
King Cepka of VaiSiH called to arms the eighteen GanarHjas of KHSi
and Kosala together with the Licchavis and Mallas. However, dissension
was sown among his troops by the minister Varsakira who, like a new
Coriolanus, had pretended to pass to the enemy. Finally, VaiGli was
taken by means of the catapults and heavy chariots of the Magadhans,
and the Vlji territory was attached to Ajitabtru's possessions.
From the time of his conversion the king increased his marks of
attachment to the Buddha and his disciples. His ministers had to take
the greatest precautions when informing him of the Blessed One's
decease. On pretext of protecting the king from the fatal effects of a bad
dream, they placed him in a tank "filled with the four sweetnesses", then
told him the sad news. The king fainted, and had to be plunged into a
further two tanks and the announcement repeated before the king
realized the extent of the misfortune l o . His despair was extreme; in tears
he recalled the virtues of the Buddha and visited the places which the
Buddha had sanctified by his presence. Not without difficulty, he
obtained a portion of the Buddha's relics from the Mallas of KuSinagara, and took them back to his capital R i j a g h a where he had them
enclosed in a stone stiipa. Two months later, during the Buddhist
council held in RHjagyha, he gave his royal support to the Elders and
ensured their subsistence.
UvPsaga-dasio, 11, Appendix, p. 7; Sumangala, 11, p. 516.
Vinaya, I, p. 228; UdPna, p. 87; Digha, 11, p. 72 sq.
l o On this episode, see E. WALDSCHMIDT,
Lebensende &s B., pp. 252-4
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The death of the first two masters of the Law, MahikiSyapa and
Ananda, which took place during his reign, was a further cause of
sorrow for Ajitabtru. Despite his keen desire to d o so, he was unable to
be present at their last moments, but he visited the Kukkutapida where
the former had entered Nirvana and erected a stiipa over the portion of
the relics left by the second. It seems that MahikiSyapa died shortly
after the council of Rijagyha (486 B.C.), and Ananda the year which
preceded the death of the king (463 B.C.). In 462 Ajitabtru, the
patricide, in turn succumbed at the hands of his son Udiyin or
Udayabhadra : forseeing this turn of events, he had attempted in vain to
make his son take up the religious life.
3. Udrfyin or Udayabhadra (24-40 after the Nirvana; 462-446 B.C.)
exercised a vice-royalty in Campi before acceding to the throne which
he occupied for sixteen years. The Jaina sources agree with the Purcina
in attributing to him the founding of the town of Pitaliputra or
Kusumapura on the right bank of the Ganges, at the confluence of the
Sona, in the fourth year of his reign (458 B.C.) : this city was to remain
the capital of the Magadhan empire for many centuries. Udiiyin was at
war with the kingdom of Avanti which, at the time, had been enlarged
by the addition of the territory of KauSimbi : the hostilities which began
under his father Ajitaiatru did not end until some fifty years later with
the triumph of SiSuniga over the king of Avanti. The Buddhists claim
that Udiyin had accepted the doctrine of the Buddha and had it written
down" : the tradition is difficult to verify but should not be discarded
a priori.
4-5. Anuruddha and
(40-48 after the Nirvina; 446-438 B.C.).
Anuruddha assassinated his father Udiyin and in turn fell at the hands
of his son Munda. The latter's wife was Bhadri. When she died, the
king's grief was so acute that, at the request of the treasurer Piyaka, the
Thera Nirada, abbot of the Kukkutirima, went to Pitaliputra to
comfort Munda. That pious encounter confirmed the king in his Buddhist faith.
6. Ncigadcisaka (48-82 after the Nirvana; 438-414 B.C.) killed his
father and ruled for twenty-four years. His subjects, who grew weary of
his bchaviour, rebelled against him and rcplaccd him by a capable
minister, known by the name of SiSuniga.
Although the house of the Haryankas was favourable to their religion, the Buddhists were severely censorious of that race of patricides.
" Mmk.,v. 324 : Tasy6pi suro rcijci Ukdrikhyah prakirlit@ / bhavisya~iI&
jciranirlharp ca udyatah / tad eta1 pravacane Sklu likhdpay&yati vislaram.

hipray
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The Maiijdrimllakalpa mentions the visit paid by AjitaSatru to the
I03 Buddha in order to obtain pardon and support, and gives details of the
vicissitudes of the war of the relics, but this is only in order to recall the
Buddha's prophecies regarding the difficult beginnings of his religion :
"After my decease", he is reported to have said, "the masters of the
world will kill each other from father to son; the bhiksus will be
engrossed in business affairs and the people, victims of greed. The laity
will lose their faith, will kill and spy on one another. The land will be
invaded by Devas and Tirthikas, and the population will place its faith
in the brihmins; men will take pleasure in killing living beings and they
will lead a loose life" (w. 236-48). The same text emphasizes that
AjitaSatru, king of Magadha, also ruled over Ariga, the VirHnasi region
and, to the north, as far as VaiGli (vv. 321-2).
The episodes which affected the beginnings of Buddhism in its relationship with the kings of Magadha very soan attracted the attention of
artists. The ancient school of sculpture in the second century B.C.
produced a great many representations of the encounters between
Bimbidra and the Buddha, the due apology and conversion of AjiitaSatru, as well as various episodes in the war of the relics in which that
king played the leading part12. The same themes were also exploited by
the artists of Gandhftra and AmarHvati.
In the fifth and seventh centuries A.D., the memory of the ancient
kings of Magadha was still young in India. During his journey to the
holy places, the pilgrim Fa-hsien recorded the traditions according to
which AjitaSatru had, in his youth, sent a drunken elephant against the
Buddha, built a new city in RHjagha and assembled half of Ananda's
relics on the banks of the Ganges13. Two centuries later, Hsiian tsang
mentions no less than two roadways constructed by Bimbidra in the
area of Rijagha, in the Yastivana and on the Gydhraktipiparvata, for
the sole purpose of having better access to the Buddha1'. The master of
the Law also knew of the old tradition which attributed the founding of
New Rijagrha sometimes to Bimbidra and sometimes to AjitaSatrul5.
To the west of the Venuvana, he saw the stiipa which the latter had
erected over his share of the Buddha's relics16.
104

THE ~ S U N ~ G A S(414-346 B.C.). - According to the evidence of the
l2
l3
l4

Is
16

Mon. of Sriiici, I, pp. 109,217-19.
LEGGE,pp. 76, 81,82.
WATTERS,11, pp. 146. 148, 151.
WAITERS.
11. p. 162.
WAITERS,
11, p. 158.
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Sinhalese chronicles, this dynasty included among its ranks SiSuniga,
KilHSoka and the Ten Sons of KiIiSoka. K.P. Jayaswall' suggests
identifying KIliiSoka with the ViSoka of the MaiijuSriinllakalpa (v.
413), and one of his ten sons with the Siirasena of the same source (v.
417). It will be noted that the Jaina historians make no mention of this
dynasty, that the 'Legend of ASoka' in Sanskrit replaces it with three
sovereigns whose family is not named (Kikavamin, Sahiilin and Tulakucin), it will also be noted that the Purlnas place the SiSunigas before
the Haryankas and, finally, that the MaiijuSrimllakalpa situates ViSoka
and Siirasena after ASoka the Maurya. This chronological uncertainty in
no way authorizes a comparison, however tempting, between the Kikavamin of the Puriinas and of the 'Legend of ASoka' and the KiIiSoka
of the Piili chronicles s.
The latter give KillSoka as the patron of the second Buddhist council
which was held in VaiGli in the year 100 or 110 of the Nirvina, but,
according to the Tibetan historian Tiranitha (p. 41), those meetings
took place under the protection of a king of Licchavi origin called
Nandin. It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that the Sinhalese
chroniclers entirely invented a Siiuniga, KHlHSoka, in order to harmonize two traditions from different sources : one, of continental origin,
according to which a Buddhist council was held in Vaisli in the year
100 of the Nirviina, and the other, of Sinhalese origin, which mentions a
council which took place in Pitaliputra in the year 236 of the Nirvana,
under ASoka the Maurya. Such chroniclers would therefore have duplicated the ASoka Maurya by assuming the existence, 136 years before his
time, of an ASoka of the SiSuniiga family. They called him "Black
ASoka" (KiliSoka), taking their inspiration from the Pur&a. in which
the name Kiikavama designates the son of Siiuniga. Buddhist sources
in Sanskrit, such as The Legend of ASoka and the MaiijuSrimllakalpa,
which give ASoka the Maurya as ruling in the year 100 of the Nirvina
and know nothing whatever about the council of Piitaliputra, had no
need of such subterfuge.
i ~ a after the Nirvina, 414-396 B.C.). - SiSuniga,
I. ~ i ~ u n (72-90
whom a popular uprising placed on the throne of Magadha, was,
according to the MahcivarpatllkLi (p. I S ) , the son of a Licchavi riija and
a courtesan. The Pur&a (P., p. 21) inform us that he settled his son in
10s VHrZnasi and made Girivraja (Riijagyha) his capital. However, the
Burmese tradition has it that, in memory of his mother, he transferred
I'

Imperial History of India, Lahore, 1934, p. 14.
J. FILLIOZAT,
Les deux ASoka ... JA, 1948, p. 194.

.
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his residence to VaiGIi and that from then on Rijagrha lost ist rank of
capital which it was never to regain 19. Pursuing the policy of absorption
inaugurated by Bimbisiira and AjitaSatru. siSuniga "destroyed all the
prestige" of the Pradyotas of Avanti and thus annexed Mllwa to his
crown.
2. KilSSoka (90-1 18 after the Nirvina; 396-368 B.C.). - KiliSoka,
the son of SiSuniga, transferred his capital from Rijagyha to Pitaliputra, but made VaiGIi one of his residences. It was there that a laxist
movement broke out among the Vjis, monks from VaiGli, who took
great liberties with the monastic discipline. At fist the king supported
them but, when his sister Nandi intervened, he transferred his patronage
to the orthodox monks; a council took place with his consent at the
Vilikirima in VaiSiili in the year 100 of the Nirvina (386 B.C.) and the
Vrjis were declared to be in the wrong. It should be remembered that,
according to Tiranitha, this council was held during the reign of a King
Nandin of Licchavi origin.
Some historians have identified KaliiSoka with KBkavama or Klkavamin in the Purina and the Legend of ASoka. The latter reigned for
thirty-six years and, in the words of the Har;acarita @. 199), met with a
violent death : a dagger was plunged into his throat when he was not far
from his city.
KiiliSoka has also been compared to ViSoka who is mentioned in the
Maiijdrimilakalpa (v. 413), but the latter succeeded ASoka the Maurya
and died of a fever after having venerated the Buddha's relics for
seventy-six years. These "wild" identifications d o not help to solve the
problem.
3. The ten sons of KiliSoka ( 1 18-140 after the Nirvina; 368-346
B.C.). - They reigned jointly for twenty-two years and the Mahibodhiv q s a (p. 98) gives their names : Bhaddasena, Korandavanna, Mangura, Sabbaiijaha, Jilika, Ubhaka, Saiijaya, Korabya, Nandivaddhana
and Paiicamaka. The Maiijdrimilakalpa (v. 41 7) knows of a Siirasena
who has been compared to Bhaddasena : he had stfipas erected as far as
the shores of the Ocean and ruled for seventeen years. The PurMa (P.,
p. 22) also note among the Saiiunigas a Nandivardhana who succeeded
Udiyin and reigned for forty years.
THE rn NANDAS (346-324 B.C.). - According to the Sinhalese
sources, the SiSuniga dynasty was overthrown by a brigand who
106 usurped the throne and established the house of the Nine Nandas which
remained in power for twenty-two years. The Mahibodhivamsa (p. 98)
l9

P. BIGANDET,Vie ou Ligende de Gaudama. Paris, 1878, p. 346.
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gives their names : Uggasena-Nanda, Panduka-Nanda, Pandugati-Nanda, Bhiitapila-Nanda, Ratthapila-Nanda, Govisinaka-Nanda, Dasasiddhaka-Nanda, Kevatta-Nanda and Dhana-Nanda : the latter was
killed by Candagutta with the help of Cinakka, and his throne was
seized.
The MafijuCrimilakalpa (vv. 422-8) knows of only one Nanda whom
it gives as succeeding Siirasena : this King Nanda was to reign in
Puspapura (Pipliputra), have a large army and enjoy great power. He
was known as the Chief of the Peasants (nicamukhya) probably because
of his low birth. He had been prime minister, but had usurped the
kingship by magical means. He lived surrounded by proud and demanding brihmins to whom he was lavish with his gifts; however, on the
entreaties of a "spiritual friend" he did not refuse the Buddhists his
favours : he had twenty-four vihiras constructed and richly endowed the
precious relics of the Buddha. Among his friends and counsellors were
two grammarians of briihmin origin but favourable to Buddhism :
Pinini, the author 6f the As!ridhyZyi, and Vararuci, known for a treatise
on metrics (~rutabodha) and a Prakrit grammar (PrGk~ruprukiiiu).
Towards the end of his reign, Nanda alienated the sympathy of his
ministers but, he died of a disease at the age of sixty-seven, a rare
privilege for a Magadhan king.
The information supplied here can be completed by Indian and
foreign sources.
The Kharivela inscription at Hiithigumphi tells us that in the fifth
year of his reign King Kharivela of Kalinga extended a canal, which
had been inaugurated 300 years earlier by King Nanda, from the
Tanasuliya highway to his capita120. While visiting the five stiipas
erected by ASoka over the remains of the Buddha's relics in Pitaliputra,
Hsiian tsang learned of a fanciful rumour, put about by disciples of little
faith, according to which those stiipas contained the five treasures of
King Nanda (T 2087, ch. 8, p. 9126).
The PurGna (P., 25-6) assign to the Nine Nandas a duration of 100
years : 88 years to Mahipadma-Nanda, founder of the dynasty, 12 years
to his eight sons the eldest of whom was Sukalpa. Mahipadma-Nanda
was the son of Mahiinandin, the last representative of the SiSuniga
dynasty, and of a Wdri. He exterminated all his neighbours, noble
kytriyas from the surrounding area : Aiksviku of Kosala, Paiicila of
Doib, K i k y a of Virinasi, Haihaya of the Narmadi, Kalinga of Orissa,
ASmaka of the upper Godivari, Kuru of Thinesar, Maithila of the
B.M.BARUA,Hithigumphi inscription of Khiravela, IHQ., XIV, 1938, p. 476.
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district of Muzaffarpur, Siirasena of the Yamuni and Mathuri, Vithotra on the borders of MilwH. Mahapadma-Nanda's victory brought
iiidras of low caste to the throne, which they held for a century. The
brshmin Kautilya (alias Cinakya) was to uproot them all and they were
replaced by the Mauryas.
According to the Jaina sources, the Nine Nandas directly succeeded
Udiiyin, the son of AjitaSatru, and occupied the throne of Magadha
from 468 to 313 B.C., i.e., a duration of 155 years; after that time, they
were overthrown by Cinakya on behalf of Candragupta (Pari.iis!aparvan, VIII, 339). Nanda, the founder of the dynasty, was the son of a
barber and a courtesan (ibid., VI, 231-2). His empire extended as far as
the oceans.
Some inscriptions of Mysore, dating from later (thirteenth century),
attribute to the Nandas the possession of Kuntala, a territory including
the southern part of Maharashtra and the portions adjoining the states
of Hyderabad and Mysore2'. Actually the Nandas got no further south
than the valleys of the K ~ n and
i the Tungabhadri.
When Alexander the Great reached the Hyphasis (Beis) in 326 B.C.,
the king of the Indians or, to use the eastern term, the king of the
Gangaridae ("Inhabitants of the Ganges") and the Prasioi (from Prcicya
"Easteners"), was none other than the last Nanda, named by the
classical historians as Xandrames or Aggrammes. This is the DhanaNanda of the Sinhalese sources, the son of Ugrasena-Nanda according
to the Mahibodhivaysa, of Mahipadma-Nanda according to the Puranu. If the comparison is correct, his name Xandrames-Aggrammes
would go back to a Sanskrit original of Augrasainya "Son of Ugrasena", and not to Candramis as is most often claimed. Quintus Curtius
(IX, 2, 6-7) supplies facts about this Dhana-Nanda and his father, the
usurper, which are quite similar to those given by the Jaina and
I08 Buddhist traditions : "Aggrammes (Dhana-Nanda Augrasainya) who
ruled, not only lacked nobility, but was of a lowly condition (i.e., a
Siidra); for his father (Mahipadma-Nanda), a barber, whose daily
earnings barely prevented him from dying of hunger, had seduced the
queen by his charming external appearance. She gained for him the
friendship of the prince who was ruling at that time and was the last
representative of the SiSunHga house; he treacherously killed the prince
and then, pretexting a regency, he appropriated the sovereignty; after he
had assassinated the king's children, he had a son who is the one now
reigning (Dhana-Nanda), a prince who is disliked and scorned by his
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compatriots, and who remembered his father's condition rather than this
own"22.
Alexander's historians, Diodorus of Sicily (XVII, 93, 2), Pliny the
Elder (VI, 68), Quintus Curtius (IX, 2, 3-4) and Plutarch (Life of Alex.,
LXII), disagree over the number of armed forces at the disposal of the
king of the Gangaridae and Prasioi, but that army, in accordance with
Indian custom, was indeed composed of four different types of troops
(caturarigabala) :
Diodorus
Pliny
Quintus Curtius
Plutarch

109

Infantry

Cavalry

Chariots

Elephants

200,000
a000
200,000
200,000

20,000
30,000
20,000
80,000

2,ooO
?
2,m
8,000

4,000

9,000
3,000
6,Ooo

According to the same historians, these particulars were given to
Alexander by Phegeus, an Indian prince who ruled over a territory
downstream from Kingra on the Hyphasis. However, the meeting
between Alexander and Phegcus is merely a myth and the point of
departure for the legend according to which Alexander is supposed to
have gone as far as the Ganges23. The information which Phegeus is
supposed to have supplied is, moreover, incorrect, as it situates the
kingdom of the Gangaridae and Prasioi on the other bank (rrkpav, ad
ulteriorem ripam) of the Ganges. Arrian (Anabasis of Alexander, V, 25,
1) who made use of better sources than the above-mentioned historians,
knew nothing whatever of a meeting between Alexander and Phegeus;
what the Macedonian conqueror did learn regarding the Hyphasis was
of little importance : "On the other side of the Hyphasis, the land is
fertile, the men good tillers, valiant warriors, wisely administered from
the interior : most of them are governed by aristocrats, and the latter
ask nothing of them that is not appropriate. These native inhabitants
possess a number of elephants much superior to that of other Indians;
these elephants are large in size and valorous". The more detailed
information recorded by the other historians and which they attribute to
Phegeus is probably taken from the reports supplied later by the
ambassadors of the Seleucids at the Maurya court.
The Nandas are known to history for their fabulous wealth : in the
work which he devoted to Cyrus the Elder, king of Persia (559-530),the

l2

"

Tr. based on BARDON.
Cf. W.W. TARN,AIexOnder the Great. 11, Cambridge, 1948, pp. 280-4.
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Athenian Xenophon (430-355), reports that Cyrus, w l y needed money
to raise a new army, asked the king of India for funds through the
intermediary of a Chaldaean embassy (Cyropaedia, 111, 2, 25). This
seems to indicate that the Greece of the fourth century B.C. already
attributed great opulence to the Indian rijas.

In the sixth century B.C., the fifteenth and sixteenth Great Regions
which were not part of the Madhyadeh constituted the Region of the
North (Uttaripatha) or, to be more exact, the N o r t h - W e ~ t * It
~ . was
inhabited by the Gandhiras, Kambojas and Yonas to whom ASoka was
later to refer in his fifth and sixth rock edicts (BLOCH, pp. 103, 130).
Ancient Gandhlra extended along both banks of the Indus, embracing
to the west the present-day district of Peshlwir, capital Puskariivati, and
to the east the district of Riwalpindi, capital TakvSill. Further north,
the Kambojas covered the south-westem part of KaSmir and Kifiristin :
the MahGbhiirata (VII, 4, 5) in fact associates them with the city of
Rijapura, situated in Punch by Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 888a). As
for the Yonas of the sixth century, they were represented by a small
colony of Greeks who claimed to have been taken to India by Dionysus
and settled in Nysa somewhere in Bajaur, a mountainous region of
Yighistin (Arrian, Anab., V, 1-2; VI, 2-3; Ind., I, 5; V, 9). According to
an old Buddhist sutta in the Majhima (It, p. 149) among the Yonas and
IIO Kambojas, as well as in the other frontier-regions, there were only two
castes, masters and slaves : a master could become a slave and vice
versa; the J d a k a s (VI, p. 208) attributed wild and detestable customs to
the Kambojas. Furthermore, Kamboja is regularly mentioned as the
"homeland of horses"(afviiniim iyatanam), and it was this well-established reputation which possibly earned the horse-breeders of Bajaur
and Sw5t the epithet of Aspasioi (from Old Pers. aspa) and Assakenoi
(from Skt. d v a "horse").
However that may be, from the sixth to the third century B.C.,
Uttaripatha lived through an eventful history which caused it to pass
from the hands of the Indian king Pukkudti to the power of the
Achaemenid Persians, of Alexander the Great and, finally of the Diadochi.

PvKKusin, KING OF GANDH~~RA(sixth century B.C.). - In the sixth
century before the Christian era, the capital of Gandhira was TakvSili.
24

See N . D m , Development of Buddhism in Utrar Pradesh. Lucknow, 1957.
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This town, which was to be moved twice in the course of history, at that
time occupied the site of Bhir Mound. Located on the great road
connecting Bactria to the Indian peninsula, it was a privileged bartering
place for ideas as well as merchandise. As the seat of the first Indian
university, there flocked to its walls, from Magadha, Lita, Kuruksetra
and the land of the Sibis, many young people wishing to study the three
Vedas and the eighteen sciences, or to learn medicine, magic and rituals.
The admission fees were high and, generally were as much as a thousand
pieces of gold. The student was quartered with a master who forced him
to do domestic work during the day; in the evening, he took his courses
and devoted himself to study. It often happened that, once his instruction was completed, the pupil married one of his master's daughters.
At the time of the Buddha, the king of TaksaSili was Pukkusiti,
whose history we learn from a late and partly apocryphal t r a d i t i ~ n * ~ .
He was on friendly terms with Bimbisira, king of Magadha, and
communicated with him by means of caravaneers. One day Pukkusiti
sent Bimbisira eight precious garments enclosed in lacquered caskets. In
return the king of Magadha decided lo initiate his friend in the Buddhist
doctrine : he had a description of the Three Jewels and some characteristic texts of the Law engraved on gold plates. Those plates, placed in
1 1 1 precious caskets, were sent in procession to Pukkusiti. When the king of
Gandhira had acquainted himself with them, he renounced the world,
cut off his hair and beard and wore the yellow robe of the monk.
Desirous of meeting the Master, he went to Rijagyha where he expected
to find him; the Buddha who was then residing in Srivasti agreed to go
and meet him. He engaged the old king in conversation and preached
the Dhdtuvibharigasutta for his benefitz6.
Other traditions, which we will study further on, attribute to Sakyamuni a long journey in Uttaripatha and ascribe to his contemporaries,
the Sikyas who had escaped Viriidhaka's massacre, the founding of the
kingdoms of Uddiyina, Himatala, Simbi and even Bimyin. Like the
history of the Gandhiran king Pukkudti, these traditions must be
considered apocryphal. Indeed, in the sixth century B.C., Achaemenid
Persia had seized Uttaripatha from the rest of the Indian world and
drawn it into its own orbit.
NORTH-WESTINDIA UNDER

THE

ACHAEMENIDS(559-336 B.C.)z'. -

" Majjhima Comm., V, p. 33 sq.
Majjhima, 111, pp. 237-47; Chung a han, T 26, ch. 42, p. 690a; UpadeSa, T 1509,
ch. 25, p. 242c.
21 Besides general works, also see R.C. MANMDAR,
Achoemenian Rule in Indicl. IHQ,
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From the beginning of the reign of Cyrus, at least part of Uttiirapatha
fell into the hands of the Achaemenids and was included in the complex
of the eastern satrapies of the Persian empire. Cyrus (559-530 B.C.)
attempted to invade the Indian temtory, but the difficulties of the road
soon forced him to beat a retreat after having lost the major part of his
army : it was with only seven soldiers that he regained his own states
(Strabo, XV, 1, 5; XV, 2, 5; Aman, Anab., VI, 24, 3). Nevertheless,
according to Pliny the Elder (VI, 92), he conquered KapiSa and destroyed the capital KHpiSi, i.e. Egriim, on the confluence of the Ghorband
and the Paiijshir in Kohistan. The region was inhabited by the Indian
peoples of the Astakas and ASvakas, the Astakenoi and Assakenoi of
the Greek historians, who, "surrendered to the Persians, and brought
Cyrus tributes from their land, which Cyrus commanded" (Aman, Ind.,
I, I, 1-31.
Having thus become master of the Trans-Hindlkush, known as ParaI 12
Uparaesana by the Persians, Paropanisadae or Paropamisadae by the
Greeks, Cyrus had little trouble in seizing the kingdom of Gandhiira,
which was to appear among the possessions of his successor.
According to the inscription of Bahistln (ca 520-518), Darius (522-486
B.C.) held, through the favours of Ahuramazda but also doubtless by
paternal heritage, twenty-three provinces, the nineteenth of which was
Gadlra or Gandhlra (KENT,
p. 117). He soon undertook to enlarge his
Indian domain, for already in the year 519 "he wanted to know where
the river Indus flowed into the sea; he therefore sent by boat some men
whom he trusted to bring him back the truth, among others Scylax of
Caryanda. Those men left Caspatyrus or Kaspapyrus (KBSyapapura,
near present-day Multiin on the Indus) and the land of Paktyike
(Pathln); they sailed downstream towards the dawn and the rising sun
(actually southwards) until they reached the sea (the Indian Ocean);
then, navigating westwards, in the thirtieth month, they reached that
very place from which the king of Egypt had sent out the Phoenicians,
in order to make a voyage to Libya, ... After they had completed that
voyage, Darius subdued the Indians and made use of that sea" (Herodotus, IV, 44)18.
This victory over the Indians, which occurred before 515, gave Darius
XXV, 1949.pp. 153-65;S.C H A ~ P A D H Y AThe
Y ARule
, of he Aechemenidc in India. IHQ,
XXV, 1949,pp. 184-2043 The tribal Immigrations in Achaemenid In&, IHQ, XXV, 1949,
pp. 263-74;Foreign Notices of Achaemenid India. IHQ. XXVI. 1950, pp. 17-26;The
Achaemenidc and In&. IHQ, XXVI, 1950,pp. 100-17.
Tr. from Legrand.
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possession of the province of Sindh on the lower Indus. Indeed, the
province of HiduS was henceforth to appear, alongside Gadiira, in the
list of the Achaemenid satrapies on the inscriptions of Darius at
Persepolis E, NaqS-i-Rustam A, Susa E and M (KENT, pp. 136, 137, 141,
145) and of his successor Xerxes at Persepolis H (KENT,p. 151).
By comparing the list of the Achaemenid satrapies supplied by these
inscriptions with the enumeration of the Nomoi or fiscal circumscriptions
which are to be found in Herodotus (111, 90-4), we obtain the following
picture with regard to the oriental satrapies and the tribute they turned
over to the treasuryz9 :
The 16th province, three hundred talents, comprised Parthia (Parthava), Aria (Haraiva), Khorasmia (Uvlrazmi) and Sogdiana (Suguda).
The 14th province, six hundred talents, formed Drangiana (Zraka)
and included the Sarangoi (Zaraka) and Thamanaioi of Drangiana, the
I13 Sargartioi (ASagarta) of the Iranian desert, the Utioi (Yutija) of Carmania and the Mukoi (Maka) of the coastal region to the east of the straits
of Ormuz (Moghistiin, Makran).
The 12th, three hundred and sixty talents, included Bactria (BiixtriS),
and doubtless also Margiana (Margu) as far as the Aigloi, an unknown
people.
The 7th, one hundred and seventy talents, extended from the sources
of the river Kiibul to the B d s , and included Kapika and Gandhiira with
the populations of the Sattagudai (ThataguS) of the Ghami region, the
Gandaroi (GadLa) of the present-day districts of Peshiiwiir and Riiwalpindi, the Dadikai of Dardistin and the Aparutai, perhaps to be
compared with the modem Afridis.
The 15th, two hundred and fifty talents, consisted of the Sakai, or
more precisely, the Sakai Amurgioi (Saka Haumavarga) of Seistin
mentioned by Herodotus at book VII, ch. 24, the Kaspioi also called
Kasperaoi by Ptolemy (VII, 43-7) and who are the Kassapiya or
Kassapapuriya of the lower Punjab in the region of Multin; finally,
although they are not named, the Arachotoi of Arachosia (HarauvatiS),
the modem province of Kandahiir.
The 17th, four hundred talents, coincided with Makran (Maka) and
included the Parikanioi of Gedrosia (Baliichistiin) and the Asiatic
Aethopes along the coast.
Finally, the 20th province, that of the Indoi of the Sindh (Hindu),
alone poured into the treasury three hundred and sixty talents of
29 All this is according to A. FOUCHER,
Les satrapies orientales & ['empire a c h e n i d e ,
AlBCR, 1938, pp. 33652; Vieille Route de I'lnde, pp. 195-9.
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powdered gold "a tribute comparable to that of all the other provinces
combined", which in reality represented 4,800 silver talents compared
with the 9,540 or 9,880 paid by the other Nomoi. Nevertheless, Indian
gold, called piprlika because it was extracted from the sand by ants
(Mbh, 11, 52, 4; Herod., 111, 102; Arrian, Anab., V, 4, 3), did not come
from the Sindh region but, according to Strabo (XV, 1, 44), who cites
Megasthenes and Nearchus, from the land of the Dards, present-day
Dardisdn.
Darius, engaged in unknown territory, led ill-fated campaigns against
the Scythians, the Ionian cities of Asia Minor and the Greeks which
culminated in the disaster of Marathon.
On his accession to the throne his successor, Xemes (485-465 B.C.),
was confronted with a revolt of a satrapy, where devas, the sworn
enemies of Mazdeism, were revered, and which we have every reason to
consider of Indian origin. In the inscription at Persepolis H, Xerxes
declares : "When I became king, there was among the lands over which
I ruled one that was in revolt. Eventually, Ahuramazda brought me aid;
through his favour, I crushed that land and brought it back under
control. And among those lands, there was a place where false gods
(daeva) were previously venerated. Later, through the favour of Ahuramazda, I destroyed that sanctuary of demons and made this proclamation : "Demons shall no longer be venerated". Wherever demons were
venerated before, I respectfully venerated Ahuramazda and Arta" (KENT,
p. 151).
The great Persian army which was mobilized by Xemes against
continental Greece and gave battle at Thermopylae (480) and Plataeae
(479) contained contingents raised from the oriental satrapies, particularly Indians. According to Herodotus (VII, 64-67,86), we find among the
latter the Indians of the Sindh, clothed in vegetable wool, armed with
cane bows and iron-pointed arrows made of reeds, and commanded by
the Iranian Pharnazathres; the Gandharoi and Dadikai from Gandhiira
and Dardisdn, equipped like the Bactrians with Median head-gear, cane
bows and short spears, and commanded by Artyphius; the Kaspioi from
Lower Punjab dressed in skins, armed with cane bows and swords,
under the command of Ariomardus; finally, the Paktyikoi of Pathin,
equipped in the same way as the preceding ones and commanded by
Artayntes. The Indians and Kaspioi also supplied contingents of cavalry
armed like foot-soldiers : they led saddle-horses and chariots harnessed
to horses and wild asses.
Towards the end of the fifth century, Ctesias of Cnidos, who resided
for seventeen years (from 415 to 397 B.C.) at the Persian court as
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physician to Darius I1 and Artaxerxes Mnemon30, published a collection of fables about India and Persia3' which prove that, at the time,
India still remained a land unknown to the Mediterranean world. Some
of these fables are to be found in ancient Indian books, and Ctesias did
not invent them but accepted them uncritically.
Under the last Achaemenids, Persia's grip on the oriental satrapies
relaxed, and the Indian provinces recovered their independence, in
practice if not in theory.
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THE INDIAN STATES UNDER DARWS111 CODOMAN
(336-330 B.C.). The armies of the last Darius, which fought at Arbela or Gaugamela
against Alexander the Great (331 B.C.), also contained Indian contingents; however it is significant that the latter were not commanded by
satraps of their own nationality,-but by the governors of neighbouring
districts. This fact is clarified by Arrian (Anab., 111, 8, 3-4) who declares :
"Aid was brought to Darius by all the Indians neighbouring on the
Bactrians as well as the Bactrians themselves and the Sogdians : all of
them were led by Bessus, the satrap of Bactria ... Barsaentes, the satrap
of Arachosia, led the Arachotoi and the Indians known as Highlanders".
The information supplied by the historians of Alexander shows that,
in the first quarter of the fourth century B.C., the Indian provinces of
the North-West were practically autonomous. Here according to Diodorus of Sicily (XVII), Quintus Curtius (VIII-IX), Plutarch (Vita Alex.,
LVII-LXVIII) and Aman (Anab., IV-VI), completed by Strabo (XV), is
the record of those Indian statesJ2 :
I. On the river of Klbul (Kubhi, Kophes or Kophen) and the
southern upper valleys watered by the Kunlr (Khoes), the Paiijkora
(Gaufi, Gouraios), and the Swlt (Suvastu, Soastos or Souastos), were to
be found :
(1-3) The temtory of the Aspasioi, the country of the Gouraioi and
the kingdom of the Assakenoi. They were highlanders who formed a
single tribe but, those in the west spoke an Iranian dialect and, those in
the east, an Indian dialect. They were great horse-breeders, and were
called Aspaka in Iranian, Abvaka in Sanskrit (from aspa and d v a
"horse"), in Greek Aspasioi, Assakenoi and Hupasioi, i.e. Hippasioi, in
Diod., 11, 32, 4; Plut., Vita Artax.. XXI.
The work has been recapitulated by Photius in his Summaries. See R. HENRY,
Crbias,
la Perse. I'lnde, Brussels, 1947.
s2 RAYCHAUDHLTRI,
Political History, pp. 244-59, completed by B.C. LAW,Hist. Geography.
30
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Strabo (XV, 1, 17; XV, 1,27). Those of them who lived on the banks of
the Gauri were given the name of Gouraioi. Pinini (IV, 1, 110) notes in
the same region some ASviyana (variant of a gana, ASvaklyana,
ASmiyana), and coins bearing the legend VaNSvaka (CCAI, p. 264) can
be attributed to them. The capital of the Assakenoi was called Massaga
(Mahklvati?) by the Greeks. King Assakenos, the son of a certain
Cleophes, and brother of Eryx and Aphikes, possessed an army of
20,000 cavalrymen, 30,000 infantrymen and 30 elephants (Arrian, Anab.,
IV, 25, 5).
116
(4) The Greek (?) colony of Nysa, somewhere in Swit near KohiMor. It was governed by President Akouphis, assisted by an aristocracy
of 300 members. "Those Nusaioi are not of Indian race; they are
descendants of the invaders who followed Dionysus (to India) : either
Greeks who had been disabled in the wars which Dionysus led against
the Indians, or also natives whom, at their request, he had settled with
the Greeks" (Arrian, Ind., I, 4-5). We have seen earlier that a sutta
from the Maj~hirna(11, p. 149) records some Yona (Greeks) in Uttaripatha and attributes to them, as well as to their neighbours the
Kimbojas, a social organisation which is completely alien to India.
(5) Peucelaotis (Puskarlvati, present-day Chirsadda), the old capital
of western Gandhlra before the founding of Peshlwir in the second
century A.D. It was governed by the hipparchus Astes whose name is
connected with the toponym Hasht-nagar which designated eight cities
bordering the Swlt in the district of Peshlwir.
11. The autonomous kingdoms and states of the Upper Punjab separated by the rivers Indus (Sindhu, Indos), Jhelum (Vitasti, Hydaspes),
Chenlb (Asikni or Candrabhigi, Acesines), Rlvi (Parusw or Trlvati,
Hydraotes), Biis (VipiS or VipiG, Hyphasis), Sutlej (Sutudri, Zaradros
or Hesydrus).
(6) The kingdom of Taxila (TaksaSilH-Bhir Mound) between the
Indus and the Jhelum, the princes of which supported Alexander. The
Taxiles presented the conquering Macedonian with 200 silver talents,
3,000 head of cattle 10,000 sheep and 30 elephants (Arrian, Anab., V, 3,
5), and his son Omphis (Ambhi) gave him gold crowns and 80 talents of
silver coin (Quintus Curtius, VIII, 12, 15). Strabo (XV, 1, 28) and
Plutarch (Vita Alex., LIX) compare that kingdom with Egypt both with
regard to the extent of the territory, the abundance of pasture-land and
the wisdom of its princes.
(7-8) Further to the north, in the present-day districts of Hazira on
the one hand, and Punch and Nowshera on the other, the kingdoms of
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Konow, p. 89) and
Arsaces (the UraGrHjya of the kharo~~hiinscriptions,
Abisares (Atisira of the Mbh., VII, 93, 44).
(9) Between the Jhelum and the Chenib, the kingdom of Porus the
Elder, a descendant of the Piiru or Paurava of the &-Veda, the Brhat
Sayhitci (XIV, 27) and the Mahcibhcirata (11, 27, 14-16). He vigorously
resisted Alexander, with an army of 30,000 infantry, 4,000 cavalry, 300
117 chariots and 200 elephants according to Arrian (Anab., 15,4), of 50,000
infantry, 3,000 cavalry, 1,000 chariots and 130 elephants according to
Diodorus of Sicily (XVII, 87, 2), of 30,000 infantry. 300 chariots and 85
elephants according to Quintus Curtius (VIII, 13, 6). The kingdom,
which corresponded to the modem districts of Guzriit and Shihpur,
contained, in the words of Strabo (XV, 1, 29), approximately 300 cities.
(10) A neighbour of Porus, but still between the Jhelum and the
Chenib, the autonomous state of the Glausai or Glauganikai (Glaucukiyana of Pinini, IV, 1,90) included a great number of villages and 37
cities from 5,000 to over 10,000 inhabitants (Arrian, Anab., V, 20, 4).
(1 1) Between the ChenHb and the Rivi, the kingdom of Porus the
Younger, which occupied the eastern part of the Gandaris mentioned by
Strabo (XV, 1, 30).
(12-13) On the eastern bank of the Rivi, the autonomous peoples of
the Adraistai and the Kathaoi. The Adraistai, whose capital was named
Pimprama, were perhaps the Adrja mentioned in the Mahcibhcirata (VII,
159, 5) among the tribes of the North-West, unless their name A r a t p
merely means "those who have no king" (Skt. Aristraka). The Kathaoi,
whose stronghold was Sangala (which has nothing in common with
Sikala or Siilkot, between the Chenib and the Rivi), are known to
Pinini (II,4,20) by the name of Kantha, and to the Mahcibhcirata (VIII,
85, 16) by that of Kritha. In Sanskrit, Katha means "hard".
(14-15) The kingdoms of Sopeithes or Sophytes and of Phegelas or
Phegeus situated, the former somewhere to the east of the Jhelum, and
the latter - if he is not a fictitious person -, between the Riivi and the
Beis. Some coins of a king Saubhiiti have been found in Taxila with the
head of a prince on the obverse and the image of a cock on the reverse.
As for Phegelas, he possibly belonged to that royal race of ksatriyas
mentioned by the name of Bhagala in the Ganapathi.
111. The states of the Middle Punjab, on the confluences of five rivers
comprising :
(16-17) The Sibai or Sibi and the Agalassoi, at the junction of the
Jhelum and the Chenib. The former, under the name of Siva or Sibi, are
well-known to the Vedas and Buddhist and Brihmanical literature; their
capital Sibipura is mentioned on a Shorkot inscription (EI, XVI, 1921,
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p. 16). The Agalassoi possessed an army of 40,000 infantry and 3,000
cavalry ( D i d . , XVII, 96, 3).
(18-19) The Sudrakai and the Malloi, to the south of the confluence
118 of the Jhelum and Chenib, represented the Ksudraka of the Mahibhirata (11, 52, 15; VII, 70, 1I) and the Milava of Indian history. Diodorus
of Sicily (XVII, 98, 1) attributes to them an army of 80,000 infantry,
10,000 cavalry and 700 chariots; Quintus Curtius (IX, 4, IS), of 90,000
infantry, 10,000 cavalry and 900 chariots.
(20-22) On the Lower Chenib and between the confluence of that river
with the Rivi and their junction with the Indus respectively, the
Abastanoi (var. Sambastai, Sabarcae, Sabagrae), the Xathroi and the
Ossadioi. The Abastanoi are the Ambastha mentioned in the Aitareya
Brihmqa (VIII, 21), the Mahtibhlirata (11, 52, 15), Pinini (IV, 1, 74),
the Birhaspatya ArthaSistra (p. 21), and the Jitakas (IV, p. 363). They
formed a democracy and possessed, according to Diodorus (XVII, 102,
2), an army of 60,000 infantry, 6,000 cavalry and 500 war chariots. The
Xathroi are identified with the impure class of the K v t r i referred to by
the Laws of Manu (X, 12); the Ossadioi have been compared to the
VasZti of the Mahibhtirata (VII, 20, 11; 91, 38; VIII, 44, 47).
IV. The province of Sindh on the Lower Indus consisted of a whole
series of states and principalities :
(23-24) On the two banks of the Indus, to the south of the confluences of the rivers of the Punjab, the Sodrai (Sogdoi) and the Masianoi.
The Sodrai are most probably the Siidra of the epic, a people closely
associated with the Abhira of Sarasvati (Pataiijali, I, 2, 72; Mbh., VII,
20, 6; IX, 37, 1).
(25) The kingdom of Musicanus (Miisika? Mausikira?), the richest of
the region, the capital of which has been identified with Alor in the
district of Sukkur. Although strictly subjected to the influence of the
brahmins, the population was characterized by special customs which,
according to Strabo (XVII, 1, 34), were not dissimilar to those of the
Dorians of Sparta and Crete.
(26) The monarchy of Oxycanus or Porticanus whose subjects, named
Preasti by Quintus Curtius (IX, 8, 1l), recall the Prostha of the
Mahiibhcirata (VI, 9, 61).
(27) The principality of Sambus (Sambhu or Simba), a mountainous
region near the kingdom of Musicanus. The capital Sindimana has not
been identified with certainty.
(28) Patalene on the Indus delta the capital of which Pattala, called
Tauala by Diodorus (XVIII, 104, l), occupied the present-day site of
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BrahmanHbHd. Like ancient Sparta, it was governed by two kings,
subject to the authority of a Council of Elders.
At the beginning of the fourth century, the Indian kingdoms and
119
republics escaped the control of the Achaemenid suzerain. The rivalries
which set them against each other made them an easy prey for the
conquering Macedonian, Alexander the Great.

120

ALEXANDER
IN INDIA(327-324 B.C.)33. - Having vanquished Darius
111 Codoman in the battles of Issus (334) and Gaugamela (331). Alexander continued his progression eastwards and, in 330, reached the southern
slopes of the Hindiikush, where he founded, at P a n i n in KohistHn of
KHbul, Alexandria-under-the-Caucasus. Having devoted two years to
the pacification of Bactria and Sogdiana, in 327 he undertook the
conquest of India or, to be more precise, "the region which extends
eastward from the Indus" (Aman, Ind., 11, 1). He set out from
Bactria, crossed in ten days the Afghan massif, passed through BBmyHn
and reached Alexandria-under-the-Caucasus which he had founded, on
the southern slope. Three further stages led him to Lampaka (Laghmgn), where he concentrated his troops in Nicaea, a temporary
encampment to be found between the villages of MandrHwar and
ChahBr-bigh. He ordered Hephaestion and Perdiccas, with the main
part of the Macedonian forces, to descend the KHbul valley in order to
seize Peucelaotis or Puskarivati, the ancient GandhHran capital. Alexander himself subdued the highland tribes of the Aspasioi and Assakenoi
and seized Massaga, the capital of the latter. He laid siege to the fortress
(ivarana) of Aornus located above Una, between the SwHt and the
Indus, and accepted the submission of Peucelaotis. Once he had captured Aornus, he launched another attack on the Assakenoi and advanced
as far as the Indus. There he received a visit from Ambhi, king of
TaksaSilH, who renewed the homage which his father had paid earlier to
the Macedonian conqueror, and provided a contingent of 700 cavalry as
well as ample supplies.
In the spring of 326, Alexander crossed the Indus on a bridge of boats

"

Other than general works, see also W.W. TARN,
Alexander the Great. Cambridge,
1948; G . G m ,etc., Alexandre el I'hellenisation du monde antique, Paris, 1938; pp. 139-68;
A. STEIN,On Alexad-r's Track to the In&. London, 1929; S. M, Alexandre er
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constructed by his lieutenants in UdubhHnda (Ohind, Und). He entered
TaksaSilH peacefully where Ambhi joined him with a contingent of 5,000
men. On the opposite bank of the Hydaspes, the Indian king Porus was
waiting for him at the head of a powerful army, firmly determined to
prevent him from passing. However, Alexander crossed the river by
surprise, either at JalHlpur or, more probably at Jhelum, and routed the
Indian army after a furious battle. Porus, who was injured in the
fighting, submitted to Alexander. The latter celebrated his victory by
founding, on either side of the Hydaspes, the towns of Nicaea on the
west bank and Bucephala on the east bank. After a raid against the
Glausai or Glauganikai, and the surrender of AbhisHra and Porus the
Younger, Alexander crossed the Acesines and the Hydraotes and, after
heavy fighting, conquered the fortified town of Sangala. He was ready to
cross the Hyphasis and encounter the forces of the Gangaridae and
Prasioi, when his soldiers mutinied and forced him to retreat.
The Macedonian army crossed the Hydraotes and the Acesines again
and halted on the Hyphasis where a fleet was equipped. Porus was given
the command of the territories situated between the Hydaspes and the
Hyphasis. Alexander then descended the Hydaspes to its confluence with
the Acesines, overcame the Sibi and Agalassoi, and concentrated his
forces at the confluence of the Acesines and Hydraotes.
In January 325, Alexander, having subdued the Malloi and other
tribes of the Middle Punjab, sailed down the Indus with his army and
fleet. Musicanus, the king of Alor, came to pay him homage but shortly
after rose against him : he was immediately seized and crucified. At
Shikarpur, Alexander sent part of his troops back to Susiana under the
command of the general Craterus : the latter reached his goal by the
road via Kandahlr and Seistin. Continuing southwards, Alexander
came to Pattala in the Indus delta, the western and eastern arms of
which he explored succesively. In September 325, the order was given for
the final departure : Alexander, at the head of some 10,000 men,
travelled through Gedrosia along the Makrin coast; Nearchus, leading
a flotilla of a thousand units, followed the coast of the Oritae and
Makrin towards the Persian Gulf. The three armies linked up in Susiana
in the spring of 324. A year later Alexander died and his Indian
possessions, like the rest of his empire, were soon dismembered.
Among the twenty-odd Alexandrias founded by the Macedonian
during his conquest of the Asiatic world, eight were situated in the
oriental provinces of the ancient Achaemenid empire : Alexandria of
Margiana (Merv), of Aria (Herat), Prophthasia in Seistin, Alexandria in
Makarena or of the Oritae, Alexandria of Arachosia (Ghazni) also
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called npoc, lltpoaq or Eni Maooayi~aq,Alexandria-Bactra, Alexandria
in Sogdiana on the Oxus (Termez) and Alexandria-Eschate on the
Jaxartes (Khodjend), also known as Alexandria of Scythia. On the
territory of native Indian-speakers, there were Alexandria-under-theCaucasus (Pawin amidst the Paropamisadae), Nicaea and AlexandriaBucephala on the Jhelum in the domains of King Porus, AlexandriaIomousa on the Chenib, and possibly also - for it is doubtful whether
they existed - two Alexandrias on the Indus3*.
Alexander maintained for his own profit the old provinces of the
Achaemenid empire and generally entrusted their government to local
inhabitants, assisted and supervised by Macedonian strategoi and episc o p ~ iThe
~ ~ oriental
.
satrapies on the Iranian border were four or six in
number :
1. Parthia-Hyrcania, capital Zadracarta, was administered by Amminapes, assisted by the Macedonian episcopos Tlepolemus, before it was
handed over to its old governor Phrataphernes, whose loyalty to Alexander never failed.
2. Aria, capital Herat, first remained under the command of two
native princes Satibarzanes and Arsaces and then passed, after they
revolted into the hands of Stasanor of Soloi who kept it, with the
addition of Drangiana, until after 323.
3. Arachosia, or the region of Ghazni, was successively directed by
Menon (330-325) and Sibyrtius (325-317) : the latter, a host and friend
of the historian Megasthenes, added to it the Oritae territory and
Gedrosia.
4. Parapamisus, where Alexander had founded his Alexandria-under122 the Caucasus, remained in the hands of the indigenous dynasts, the
Persians Proexes and Tyriespes, then the Sogdian Oxyartes, the father of
Roxane, Alexander's wife.
5. Bactria-Sogdiana, augmented by Margiana, passed successively
into the hands of the Persian Artabazus (329), the Macedonian Amyntas, then, after the assassination of the latter by his soldiers (325), of the
general Philippus : powerfully fortified, for a long time this satrapy
sheltered important Graeco-Macedonian garrisons whose insubordination caused serious difficulties to Alexander and his successors.
The Indian possessions of Alexander included three satrapies and two
Indian kingdoms which were nominally independent :
1. Situated to the west of the river, the satrapy of the Upper Indus
Details in W.W. TARN,
Alexander the Great, 11, p. 455.
a list of Alexander's satraps, see H. BERVE,Das Alexanderreich mcf prosopogr.
Grundlage, Munich. 1926. p. 276.
'"or
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consisted of Peucelaotis (Kibul valley), the land of the Assakenoi as well
as many principalities. In 327, its government was entrusted to the
Macedonian Nicanor who retained it for two years. Small indigenous
states subsisted under faithful leaders : Sangaius (Saiijaya) of PuskarG
vati, Kophaius or Cophaeus of the region of Kibul, Akouphis of Nysa,
Assagetes (ASvajit) and Sissikottos ($aSigupta) who was in charge of the
district of the Assakenoi. However, strong Macedonian garrisons were
established at Bazira (Bir-Kct), Ora (Udegrim) and on the Aornus (PirSir).
2. The satrapy of the Middle Indus, which was also created in 327,
included the indigenous kingdoms of the Taxiles Ambhi, of Spitaces as
well as the temtory of the Malloi and the Oxydrachai at the confluence
of the Acesines and the Indus. It was entrusted to Philippus, the son of
Machatas, assisted by a Thracian garrison, who governed the region
jointly with the king of Taxila. After the assassination of Nicanor by the
Assakenoi in 326, Philippus annexed the district of the Upper Indus to
his satrapy. However, Philippus fell at the hands of his Greek mercenaries. Alexander, who was then in Carmania, wrote entrusting the guardianship of the territory to the Indian Taxiles until a new satrap was
nominated; the Macedonian Eudemus was appointed as commander of
the Macedonian garrison.
3. The satrapy of the Lower Indus, which was organized in 325,
covered the district of Sindh and included the ancient kingdom of the
Sodrai, the principalities of Musicanus, Oxycanus and Sambus, as well
as Patalene, one king of which was named Moeres. Its command was
entrusted to Peithon, the son of Agenor, and to Oxyartes, who were also
in charge of the surveillance of the coastal region.
Outside this organization, Alexander kept two independent kingdoms
to the east of the Hydaspes : those of Porus and Abisares.
The first was created in 326 after the victory of the Hydaspes.
Alexander returned to Porus his former possessions to which he soon
added the territory of the Glausai or Glauganikai between the Hydaspes
and the Acesines (Arrian, Anab., V, 19, 3; V, 20, 4), the states of Porus
the Younger between the Acesines and the Hydraotes (Id., ibid., V, 21,
4), as well as other regions situated more to the east. Before leaving
India, Alexander, in the presence of his hetairoi and indigenous ambassadors, established Porus as king of all the Indian territories he had
conquered : seven nations and more than two thousand cities (Id., ibid.,
VI, 2, 1).
The kingdom of Abisares, located in Punch and the region of
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Nowshera, was maintained by Alexander after the wholly platonic
submission of its king (Arrian, Anab., V, 8, 3; V, 20, 5; V, 29, 4).

124

INDIAUNDER THE DIADOCHI (323-305 B.C.)36. - After the death of
Alexander which took place on June 13th 323, North-West India was
involved in battles which opposed the Diadochi against each other.
It is said that as Alexander lay dying he had declared : "My generals
will give me a bloody funeral". In fact, from the day of his death, blood
flowed and war almost broke out. The Macedonian generals agreed,
however, to recognize as kings Arrhidaeus, a bastard of Philip of
Macedonia, and Alexander Aigos, an infant son of Alexander. General
Perdiccas, to whom the Macedonian conqueror had bequeathed his ring,
received, together with the title of chiliarch, the regency of the kingdom.
The other generals received provinces to govern. In Asia, Antigonus
Monophthalmus received Phrygia; Eumenes, Cappadocia, and Peithon,
Media. In Europe, Antipater obtained Macedonia and Greece, and
Lysimachus, Thracia. Finally, in Africa, Ptolemy, son of Lagus, acquired Egypt.
1. During the distribution of the satrapies which took place in 323,
Perdiccas maintained the status quo in the oriental border-lands. Phrataphernes retained Parthia-Hyrcania, Stasanor of Soloi Aria-Drangiana,
Sibyrtius Arachosia-Gedrosia, Oxyartes (the father of Roxane), the
Paropamisadae, and Philippus Bactria-Sogdiana. The two Indians, Taxiles and Porus, remained in possession of the kingdoms which Alexander
had given them ( D i d . , XVIII, 3).
However, the Greek settlers in Bactria, who had already rebelled in
325, started fresh agitations. Instigated first by Athenodorus, then by the
Aenean Philo, they insisted on returning to their mother-country across
the Asiatic continent. Perdiccas ordered the satrap of Media, Peithon, to
repress the uprising. Peithon had no trouble in quelling the rebels but,
contrary to the instructions he had received, he tried to spare them in
the secret hope of enrolling them in his own troops. The latter thwarted
the plans of their general by suddenly massacring all the mutineers. The
Greek element was therefore forced to remain in Bactria, and it was only
in the middle of the third century B.C. that it was able to free itself from
Macedonian authority (Quintus Curtius, IX, 7,3-11; D i d . , XVII, 99,6;
XVIII, 7, 1-9).
The authoritarian attitude taken by Perdiccas in all circumstances
alienated some of his colleagues, particularly Antigonus, Antipater and
36 For details, see M. ROSTOVTZEFF,
Social and economic History of the Hellenistic
World, 3 vol., London, 1941 ; E. BIKERMAN,
Institutions des Skleucides, Paris, 1938; W .W.
TARN,The Greeks in Bactria and India, 2nd ed., Cambridge, 1951, pp. 1-70.
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Ptolemy. Eumenes was practically the only one to remain loyal to him.
During a campaign in Egypt, Perdiccas was assassinated in his tent by
two rebellious officers : Peithon of Media and Seleucus, the commander
of the hipparchy of hetairoi. Eumenes, victorious in Asia, was not able
to prevent the dissidents from joining up at Triparadisus in Syria on the
upper Orontes. With the agreement of Antigonus and Ptolemy, Antipater of Phrygia received full powers and proceeded with a second
distribution of the satrapies : the partition at Triparadisus (321).
2. According to the measures taken by Antipater, Cappadocia which
had belonged to Eumenes passed to Nicanor; Seleucus received Babylonia, while Peithon regained Northern Media. Some changes took place
in the eastern Iranian borderlands : Parthia fell to Philippus who
abandoned Bactria-Sogdiana to Stasanor of Soloi; Stasandrus of Cyprus
received Aria and Drangiana (Diod., XVIII, 39). The situation remained
unchanged in the territories of Indian tongue and civilization : Oxyartes
continued, in the Paropamisadae; the domain of Peithon, the son of
Agcnor, who had received from Alexander the satrapy of the Lower
Indus, was reduced to the "region" of India, adjacent to the Paropamisadae". As for the Indian kingdoms of the Indus and Hydaspes, they
remained respectively in the hands of Taxiles and Porus "because it was
impossible to oust them" (Diod., XVIII, 39, 6). Therefore, less than six
years after the Macedonian conquest, the Indian kingdoms had only
very slight links with the occupying authorities, links which were maintained by a Macedonian gamson under the command of Eudemus.
Relinquishing part of his authority, Antipater entrusted Antigonus of
Phrygia with the command of the royal army and ordered him to
continue the fight against Eumenes and the remaining partisans of
Perdiccas. Antigonus met Eumenes in Cappadocia in the plain of
Orkynia and, having forced him to retreat, besieged him in the fortress
of Nora, but without being able to capture him personally. The death of
Antipater, which occurred in 319, only intensified the struggle between
the Diadochi.
3. The dying Antipater had withheld power from his son Cassander
and had chosen an old soldier, Polyperchon, as his successor. Cassander,
who considered himself wronged declared war against the new regent.
He allied himself with Antigonus of Phrygia, Ptolemy of Egypt and
Lysimachus of Thrace, and also won over to his cause Peithon of Media
and Seleucus of Babylon. In contrast, Polyperchon was supported in
Asia by Eumenes who concentrated troops in Susiana.
A series of events led the satraps of the higher regions to embrace
Eumenes' cause. Peithon, the satrap of Media, usurping the function of
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a plenipotentiary strategos, had Philippus, the satrap of Parthia executed, and replaced him by his own brother Eudamus. Fearing a similar
fate, the governors of the higher regions formed a league against him
and responded to the call made by Eumenes for assistance. They
succeeded in assembling approximately 18,700 infantry, 4,600 cavalry
and 120 elephants to join the army of Eumenes in Susiana (3 17).
According to Diodorus of Sicily, these are the contingents supplied by
the various satraps : Stasandrus (Aria-Drangiana-Bactria) : 1,500 infantry and 1,000 cavalry. - Sibyrtius (Arachosia) : 1,000 infantry, 116
cavalry. - Androbazus, lieutenant of Oxyartes (Paropamisadae) : 1,200
infantry, 400 cavalry. - Tlepolemus (Carmania) : 1,500 infantry, 700
cavalry. As for the strategos Eudemus who, since 324, commanded the
126 Macedonian garrison on the Middle Indus, he killed King Porus, whose
states extended along the east bank of the Jhelum, and seized the Indian
elephants which had distinguished themselves at the battle of the
Hydaspes; thus he arrived with a contingent of 3,000 infantry, 500
cavalry and 120 elephants ( D i d . , XIX, 14).
The only one who did not embrace Eumenes' cause was Peithon, the
son of Agenor, who since 324 held command of the satrapy of the
Lower Indus, but who, at the time of the partition of Triparadisus, held
only a strip of territory neighbouring on the Paropamisadae to govern.
He too left his territory but, it seems, in order to join up with the forces
of Antigonus, the rival of Eumenes ( D i d . , XIX, 56,4).
Freed from the foreign troops which had occupied them, the Indian
kingdoms of the Punjab returned to the mother country, and the Indian
emperor Candragupta immediately added them to his crown (317 B.C.).
The support of the higher satrapies was not able to ensure victory for
Eumenes. After two indecisive battles, in 317 and 316 in Paraecene and
Gabiene, he was betrayed by his own argyraspides and delivered to the
enemy. Now that he was master of Eumenes' person and of his whole
army, Antigonus seized Antigenes, the leader of the argyraspides who
had betrayed his own lord, had him enclosed in a casket and burnt alive.
He also put to death Eudemus, the murderer of Porus, who had led the
elephants from India. As for Eumenes, who was held to secrecy, he
sought a method of saving him. Nevertheless, he finally yielded to the
entreaties of the Macedonians who demanded a pitiless punishment and
Eumenes was strangled in his prison ( D i d . , XIX, 44).
Determined to be sole master in Asia, Antigonus also rid himself of
the friends who until then had supported his cause. Peithon of Media,
who was implicated in an attempted military uprising, was summoned
before a court martial, condemned and executed; his satrapy was given
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to the Median Orontopates and to the strategos Hippostratus (Diod.,
XIX, 46). Seleucus, the satrap of Babylon, was accused of extortion and
forced to flee to Egypt where he took refuge with Ptolemy; Babylonia
passed into the hands of Peithon, the son of Agenor, who had earlier
been the satrap of the Lower Indus (Diod., XIX, 56).
For the third time since the death of Alexander, Antigonus undertook
the partition of the higher satrapies (316 B.C.). He kept Carmania for
Tlepolemus and Bactria for Stasanor "since it was not easy to expel
those men from their provinces". He retained Oxyartes, the father of
127 Roxane, at the head of the Paropamisadae "since much time and a
strong army would have been needed to oust him". Reconciled with
Sibyrtius, he confirmed him in his satrapy of Arachosia. It was only in
Aria that he was able to make new nominations : that of Evitus, soon
followed by Evagoras (Diod., XIX, 48). It will be noticed that, at this
last partition, there is no further question of either the two Indian
kingdoms or the satrapies on the Indus. In fact, those territories, having
reverted to the Indian empire of Candragupta, broke loose from the
authority of Antigonus.
4. The successes which Antigonus achieved in Persia, and which were
soon to be followed by the conquest of Northern Syria (315 B.C.),
brought the other Diadochi out in league against him. On the instigation
of Seleucus, Ptolemy of Egypt, Lysimachus of Thrace, Cassander of
Macedonia and Greece formed a coalition and sent Antigonus an
ultimatum which he repulsed with disdain.
In the spring of 312, Ptolemy and Seleucus won a decisive victory at
Gaza over the armies of Antigonus which were commanded by Demetrius, son of Antigonus, and Peithon, son of Agenor, satrap of
Babylon. Demetrius was routed and Peithon was left among the dead.
Without waiting any longer, Seleucus, escorted by 800 infantry and
200 cavalry, pushed eastwards and entered Babylonia where the population received him joyfully. He then stormed the fortress of Babylon, put
Nicanor, the military administrator of the higher satrapies, to flight and
killed Euagrus, the satrap of Persia, in a night battle. Seleucus treated all
those who had surrendered with kindness and, having become master of
a great anny, easily seized Susiana and Media (Diod., XIX, 90-2). These
spectacular successes mark the start of the Seleucid era which began in
Babylonia on 1st Nisan 31 1-310, i.e. April 31 1.
5. In order to restore the Indo-Iranian possessions of Alexander for
his own profit, Seleucus had to reconquer the upper regions of Eastern
Iran and wrest Punjab and Sindh from Chandragupta.
The first part of the programme was achieved in 31 1. Nicanor, while
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in flight, warned Antigonus by letter of the successes gained by Seleucus,
and Antigonus, alarmed about the higher satrapies, sent his son Demetrius to Babylonia, to create a diversion. This short-lived raid did not
deter Seleucus from his projects (Diod., XIX, 100). He seized Media and
other higher satrapies and with his own hand killed their military
128 administrator, Nicanor (Appian, Syriaca, LV). The Indus again became,
but only for a short time, the frontier between Iran, held by Seleucus,
and the Indian empire of Candragupta : "Seleucus", says Appian,
"ruled over Mesopotamia, Armenia, Cappadocia of the Seleucid, the
Persians, Parthians, Bactrians, Tapurians, Sogdiana, Arachosia, Hyrcania and all the neighbouring peoples as far as the Indus, peoples whom
Alexander had already conquered, with the result that the major part of
Asia, in the period which followed Alexander, was bordered by that
river" (Syriaca, LV).
Seleucus was to fail in the second part of his programme : the
reconquest of the Punjab and Sindh which, for ten years from 327 to
317, had been part of the Alexandrian possessions, before it returned to
the mother country after the departure of the strategos Eudemus and the
satrap Peithon, son of Agenor. Candragupta had immediately added
those territories to his crown.
Bent on reconquering them, about 305-304, Seleucus organized an
expedition into open Indian territory : "Having crossed the Indus, he
waged war on Andrakottos (Candragupta), the king of the Indians
located around that river, until he had concluded a treaty of friendship
(cpthia) and a matrimonial alliance (~fjGoq)with him" (Appian, Syriaca,
LV).
Strabo (XV, 2, 9), confirmed by Plutarch (Vita Alex., LXII), states
that "Seleucus Nicator ceded [the contested territories] to Sandracottus
as a guarantee of a matrimonial covenant (dlrtyapia) and in exchange
for 500 elephants". It is generally believed, since Bouche-Leclerq, that
this covenant authorized mixed marriages between the Hellenes and the
Bactrians and guaranteed the social position of the Graeco-Macedonians who had remained in the Indian territories recovered by Candragupta '.
From two passagcs by the geographer Eratosthenes (third century
B.C.) quoted by Strabo (XV, 1, 10; XV, 2, 9) and supported by Pliny
the Elder (VI, 78) it would appear that Seleucus returned to his rival all
or part of the Paropamisadae, Arachosia and Gedrosia together with
3' Baud-LECLERQ, Hist. des SPleucides, I , pp. 29-30; E. BIKERMAN,
o.l., p. 24; A.
FOUCHER,Art grico-bouddhiqw, 11, p. 450; BAZIN-FOUCHER,
JA. 1938, p. 505.
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some districts of Aria. According to A. Foucher, the new frontier
followed roughly the 62nd degree longitude east of ParisJ8.
The new demarcation line was, at least theoretically, to remain
129
unchanged for the major part of the Maurya era and was only violated
about the year 200, during the eastward thrust of King Euthydemus of
Bactria. In the meantime, religious propaganda was able to proceed
unmolested, and most of the districts of the North-West rallied to
Buddhism.
As for Seleucus, once his eastern frontier was laid down, he joined up
with the separatist generals who were in league against Antigonus. The
victory at Ipsus in 301, where the elephants supplied by Candragupta
performed wonders, gave him access to the sea across Syria and Cilicia.
Finally, he conquered Asia Minor with the victory of Curopediurn
gained over Lysimachus (281). He entered Europe and was about to
ascend the throne of Macedonia when he was assassinated in 280 by
Ptolemy Keraunos.
3.

- CEYLON FROM 486 TO 250 B.C.

SINHALESE
CHRONICLES.- The sources in Pili which were compiled in
Ceylon in the course of time constitute a source of prime importance for
the history of BuddhismJ9. They contain a complete list, with indications of dates, of the thirteen sovereigns who, from Bimbidra to ASoka
(546-230 B.C.), succeeded one another to the throne of Magadha, and of
the 186 kings who, from Vijaya to Sirivikkamarijasiha (486 B.C.-1815
A.D.), ruled in Ceylon.
Written in Pili verse, the Dipavamsa (22 Chapters) and the Mahiv p a (37 Chapters) cover the period from the beginnings of Buddhism
to the reign of Mahisena (486 B.C.-349 A.D.). The D i p a v p a was
compiled at the end of the fourth century by one or more anonymous
authors; the Mahivqsa, slightly later in date, is sometimes attributed
to the monk Mahiniman. The Samantap&idiki, a commentary on the
PIili Vinaya and written by the master Buddhaghosa in the fifth century,

" A. F

o u ~ Lu
, vieille roure de I'lnde, p. 208.
Cf. The D i p v a t p a , ed. and tr. H. OLDENBERG,
London. 1879; The Mahivatya tr. by
W. GEIGFS, London, 1934 (addendum by G.C. MENDIS,Colombo, 1950); SamantaPMdik6 (Nidini) tr. P. GODAHEWA,
Matara, 1954.
On the value of these chronicles. see M. WINTERNITZ,Hist. Ind. Lir., 11, pp. 210-26; B.C.
LAW,Hist. Pili Lit., I, pp. 517-%; On the Chronicles of Ceylon. Calcutta, 1947; G.C.
MENDIS,The Pili Chronicles of Ceylon. Un. of Gylon Review, IV, 1946, pp. 1-24. For
The Pili Lit. of Ceylon, London,
Sinhalese output in general, see G.P. MALALASEKERA,
1928.
39
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contains an introduction giving a summary of ecclesiastical history from
its origins up to the reign of Devinampiyatissa, sixth king of Ceylon
(250-210 B.C.). The three works have a common source in the old
glosses in Sinhalese, the Por*atthakathZ, preserved until then in the
Mahivihira monastery in Anuridhapura : they consisted of notes of a
philological and exegetical nature, but also contained some historical
information.
A Vatpsatthappaklisini or commentary upon the MahZvaysa, compiled between 1000 and 1250, provides some additional details on early
events.
During the Middle Ages, further chapters were added, at least four
times, to the MahZvapsa, and this additional supplement was called the
Ciavatpsa :
1. Chapters 38-79, stretching from the reign of Sirimeghavanna, the
59th king, to that of Parakkamabihu I, the 137th king (ca. 362-1 186),
written in the thirteenth century by the Thera Dhammakitti.
2. Chapters 80-90, beginning with the reign of Vijayabihu 11, 138th
king, and ending with that of Bhuvanekabihu IV, 161st king (11861350), chapters added at the end of the fourteenth century by an
anonymous author.
3. Chapters 9 1- 100, covering the accession of Parakkamabihu V,
162nd king, up to the death of Kittisirijadha, ca. 1350-1782, a section
written in the eighteenth century by the Thera Tibboturiive Sumangala.
4. Chapter 101, relating the last two reigns, was composed and added
to the 1877 edition of the Ci!avatpsa by H. Sumangala and Batuwantudawa. It was during the reign of Rijidhirijasiha that the Capitulation
of Colombo took place (15 February 1796) and the island passed from
the hands of the Olanda (Dutch) to those of the Ingisiri (Enghsh).
Monastery archives and semi-legendary writings concerning famous
relics were added, thus completing the data of the chronicles on specific
points. Hence the MahZbodhivatysa by Upatissa (eleventh century) is the
Piili translation of a Sinhalese work describing the arrival of the Bodhi
Tree in Ceylon. The DZ!hZvamsa by Dhammakitti (thirteenth century) is
a verse adaptation of a Sinhalese chronicle which tells of the transportation of one of the Buddha's teeth from Kalinga to Ceylon. The
Thtipavamsa by Vicissara (thirteenth century) is a poem describing in
particular the erection of the Mahi Thiipa in Anuridhapura thanks to
the intervention of King Dutthagimani. The HatthavanagallavihZrav q s a is the history of a monastery renowned for the charity of King
Sirisanghabodhi who gave a poor man his own head upon which a rival
had set a price. Composed at the end of the fourteenth century or the
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beginning of the fifteenth, the Nikiiyasamgraha supplied later details on
the composition of the canonical texts and the history of the Buddhist
sects. Finally, with regard to the duration of the Sinhalese reigns, it is
advisable to compare the data of the chronicles with certain family
archives such as the Riijcivaliya, the PGjcivaliya or the Rcijaratncikara.
Even more important are the Sinhalese inscriptions in which appear, the
names of a large number of kings in their most common form40.
All the Sinhalese literature bases its calculations on the era of the
Nirvina, which was fixed as from the twelfth century in 543 or 544 B.C.
However, this is contradicted by another Sinhalese tradition, which is
even older and counts 218 years between the Nirvana and the consecration of ASoka in 268 B.C. This, as we have seen, would place the former
event in 486 B.C. Such a discordance makes the traditional chronology
precarious and it needs to be continually rectified with the aid of
synchronisms. Furthermore, the veracity of the chronicles has been
much debated : they proliferate in miracles, assemble all kinds of
legends, present ancient facts in a forced light and on many points only
express the viewpoint of the monks of the Mahavihara. They nevenheless contain a number of authentic recollections which can sometimes be
verified I.
ANCIENTPOPULATIONS.
- The island of Ceylon, known in India by
the name Lank:, Tiimrapami, Simhaladvipa, or more simply Simhala,
132 was designated by the Greeks and Romans by the name of Taprobane.
Its population resulted from a mixture of different races and peoples of
which the main ones were the Vedda, the Arya and the Dravida.
The Vedda, a certain number of whom had not yet got beyond the
primitive stage of humanity, were short-bodied hunters, wavy-haired
and l o n g - f a d . They lived on the flesh of wild animals which they killed
*O These inscriptions were published by the Archaeological Survey of Ceylon in
Epigraphia Zeilanica. See W. GEIGER,Mnigsnamen in den Brihmi-lnschr~~ten
Ceylons,
Melanges Winternitz. Leipzig. 1943, pp. 313-21.
*' For the history of Ceylon : H. PARKER,
Ancient Ceylon, London, 1909; S. PARANAVITANA, Hist. of Ceylon, with a Note on the Chronology. New History of Indian People, Vol.
VI, Ch. XIII, pp. 251-64; Mahiycinism in Ceylon. Ceylon Journal of Science, 11, 1928,
pp. 35-71; W.A. DA SILVA,Hist. of B. in Ceylon. Buddhistic Studies, Calcutta, 1931, pp.
453-528; W. GEIGER,A short Hist. of Ceylon, Buddhistic Studies, pp. 711-27; E.W.
ADIKARAM,
Eurly History o f B . in Ceylon. Migoda. 1946; H. W. CODRINGTON,
A short Hist.
of Ceylon, 2nd ed., London, 1947; G.C. MENDS, The early Hist. of Ceylon. 7th ed.,
Calcutta, 1947; W. RAHULA,
Hisr. of B. in Ceylon, Colombo, 1956; J. CRO~BY,
Buddhism in
Ceylon. JRAS, 1947, pp. 41-52; 166-83; M. SHAHIDULLAH,
T h e f i t Aryan Colonization of
Ceylon. IHQ, IX, 1933, pp. 742-50; B.C. LAW,Contemporaneity of the Kings in India and
Ceylon, Bhandarkar Vol., 1940, pp. 371-5.
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with arrows, dwelt in stone caves and for a long time were ignorant of
the use of cotton and wool. They were closely bound to their family
community and clan life. They apparently belonged to the same race as
the pre-Dravidians of southern India such as the Irulas and Kururnbers,
and were related to the Toalas of Celebes, Batins of Sumatra and
Australian Aborigenes.
Among the ancient tribes of Ceylon, the Sinhalese chronicles mention
the Simhala (lions), Taraccha (hyenas), Lambakama (hares or goats),
Balibh6jaka (crows), Moriyas (peacocks) and Kulinga (shrikes). These
terms show that these were totemic clans who took their names from
animals from which they were supposed to descend and whom they
worshipped.
It is perhaps to this ancient stratum of the population that should be
attributed the traces of palaeolithic and neolithic civilization discovered
near the present habitat of the Vedda : tools made of shell and quartz,
the dolmen of Padiyagampola, some stone altars erected in caves in the
district of Batticaloa and at Nuvaragam Paliita.
At least a part of these Vedda were assimilated by an Aryan-speaking
population which settled in Ceylon in the fifth century B.C. They were a
pastoral and agricultural people, organized into tribes and governed by
kings under the control of a popular assembly (samiti or sabhd) with the
help of spiritual leaders (purohita) and village chiefs (grimei). In all
probability, the Aryas who occupied Ceylon originated in northern
India, since the Sinhalese dialect, Helu or Elu, which they implanted in
the island, has clear affinities with the idioms of the Gulf of Cambay,
earlier known as Lita. The fact seems to be confirmed by an old legend
concerning the amval of the Simhala in Ceylon, and which is narrated
at length in the chronicles (Dpv., IX; Mhv., VI-VIII) and the echoes of
which reached Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 1 I, p. 932c) :
A princess from Vanga (Bengal), having married a lion, gave birth to
twin babies, SihabHhu, whose hands and feet were lion's paws, and
Sihasivali. When Sihabiihu was sixteen years old, he fled to Bengal with
his mother and sister. Since the lion's head had a piice set on it,
Sihabiihu killed it, but refused the throne of Vanga which he was
offered. He went to LIta (district of Cambay) where he founded the
town of SThapura and took as queen his own sister Sihasivali who gave
him thirty-two sons, the eldest of whom was Vijaya and the second
Sumitta.
In E t a , Vijaya and his seven hundred companions, the Simhala, were
so delinquent in their behaviour that King Sihabiihu was compelled to
banish them. The exiles settled for some time in the ports of the western
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side of the Indus, in S ~ r ~ i r a (Sopira
ka
to the north of Bombay) at first,
then in Bhirukaccha (Broach). It was from there that they arrived in
TLmrapami (Ceylon) which they reached on the very day of the
Buddha's birth. The protection of the god Uppalavanna enabled them
to triumph over attacks by Yakkha (demons) who wanted to expel them
from the island. The Yakkhini Kuveni became infatuated with Vijaya
and the latter, with her help, killed the Yakkhas of Lankipura and
Sirisavatthu and founded the city of Tambapanni. He raised five of his
companions, Anuriidha, Upatissa, Ujjena, Uruvela and Vijita, to the
rank of ministers, and the latter established on the island five colonies
which bear their names.
At the time of mounting the throne, Vijaya repulsed the yakkhini
Kuveni and wedded a daughter of King Pandu of Madhuri in the
extreme south of India.
Another legend which is often narrated in Buddhist works4= records
that in Ceylon the town of Sidsavatthu was inhabited by Yakkhinis,
dtmonesscs, who seized upon sailors who ran aground on the coast
between the rivers KalyCni and Nigadipa. As soon as they arrived, the
Yakkhinis transformed themselves into women who seduced and married them. However, they devoured them as soon as more shipwrecked
men reached the island. One day, five hundred merchants ran aground
in Ceylon; the same night, the Yakkhinis who had rescued them
devoured their previous husbands. The leader of the merchants, noticing
that these women were demons, succeeded in escaping from them with
two hundred and fifty companions, with the help of a divine horse which
brought them back to their own country.
All these tales seem to be a distant echo of the struggle between the
native Vedda and the Aryan settlers. After the Vedda and the Aryas, the
Dravida from the continent added their own contribution to the peop
ling of the island where they set foot sometimes as peaceful immigrants
and, sometimes, weapons in hand. The first invasion of which the
chronicles have preserved a recollection took place in the year 306 after
the Nirviina (180 B.C.) under the leadership of two Damila horsedealers, Sena and Guttika (Dpv., XVIII, 47; Mhv., XXI, 11). The
Simhala always resisted the Dravida most vigorously and, when they
were unable to repulse the invader, they always succeeded in assimilating
him by imposing their language and civilization on him.

JHtaka, 11, p. 127 sq.; other references in WATERS, 11, p. 234; E. CHAVANNES,
Cinq
cents conres et apologues extraits du Tripi!aka chinois. 4 vol., Paris, 1910-34 : IV,p. 105.
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THE FTRST F N E KINGS OF CEYLON (486-250 B.C.). - The Sinhalese
chronicles of the D p a - (Ch. 9-1 1) and the Mahdvaysa (Ch. 7-1 1)
establish the list of the first five kings of Ceylon as follows :
Sovereigns
1. Vijaya

2.
3.
4.
5.

Interregnum
Panduvlsudeva
Abhaya
Interregnum
Panduklbhaya
Mutasiva

Length of
reign

Era of the
NinHna

Ancient Era
(B.C.)

38
1
30
20
17
70
60

1-38
38-39
39-69
69-89
89-106
106- 176
176-236

486-448
448-447
447-4 17
417-397
397-380
380-3 10
3 10-250

Vijaya was a contemporary of AjLtaSatru, the 16th year of his reign
corresponding to the 24th of the king of Magadha. Panduvbudeva was
the youngest son of Sumitta, Vijaya's brother; he married Bhaddakacd n l by whom he had two sons and a daughter, and ruled in Upatissagima. Abhaya, the eldest son of Panduvisudeva, after reigning for
twenty years, was deposed by his nephew Panduklbhaya and reduced to
the role of city guardian (nagaraguttika). Panduklbhaya, who overthrew
Abhaya and killed his nine brothers, ruled for seventy years in AnurC
dhapura which he made his capital and where he established hermitages
for the benefit the Nirgranthas, Afivikas and brlhmins. His son MutaI35 siva, who ruled for sixty years, was a contemporary of the first three
Mauryas; it was he who laid out the famous grove of the Mahimeghavana where his son was to welcome the lirst Buddhist missionaries.
THEBUDDHA'S VISITS TO CEYLON. - The Buddhist legend compiled by
the chronicles (Dpv., Ch. 1-2; Mhv., Ch. 1) claims that during his earthly
lifetime Sikyamuni visited the island of Ceylon three times. The first
visit took place the very year of the Enlightenment (531 B.C.) : the
Buddha went to the MahlnLga garden and stood in the air over an
assembly of serpents. Having struck terror into them, he persuaded them
to leave the island and go as a group to occupy the land of Giridipa.
The second visit occurred five years later (526) : an argument had
broken out between two Nlga chiefs, Mahodara and Ciilodara, who
were quarrelling over the possession of a precious throne, the Buddha
appeared to them in the company of the god Samiddhi-Sumana, reconciled them and accepted as a gift the throne which had been the cause of
the dispute. Finally, three years later (523), Sikyamuni, at the invitation
of Maniakkhila of Kalylni, went to the island accompanied by five
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hundred monks, stayed on Mount Sumanakiip where he left his footprint, halted in Dighavipi and visited the Mahlmeghavana where he
consecrated various spots by his very presence. It was there that he
revealed to his audience that already before him, his three predecessors,
the Buddhas Kakusandha, Konlgamana and Kassapa, had been to the
island.
This legend, so dear to the Sinhalese, must have been elaborated at a
time when regions which had only embraced the Buddhist faith belatedly
attempted to consider themselves holy lands by claiming that the
Buddhas had trodden their soil. That is how a journey was attributed to
the Buddha to North-West India, Kasmir, the western coast (Slrparaka), Burma, etc.
136

11. - BUDDHIST LEGENDS AND TRADITIONS
During the two centuries of the Magadhan period, the Buddhists,
working alone or in conciliatory assemblies, laid the foundations of their
canonical writings, evaluated the chances of their Master's Doctrine
enduring and chose their leaders. The traditions concerning these events
are far from concordant and the majority did not assume any shape
until times much later than the narrated facts. We shall inspect them in
turn.
1 . - THE COUNCILS OF R,&JAG&HA AND VAISALT

DATES. - All the sources are in agreement in placing the council of
R i j a g h a in the year one of the Nirvina, according to the long
chronology in 486 B.C., and according to the short chronology in 368
B.C. The council of VaiGli is located between the year 100 and 110 of
the Nirvina : the Sinhalese sources which adopt the long chronology
therefore place it in the year 386 B.C., corresponding to the tenth year
of the reign of KBliSoka; two Sanskrit sources which follow the short
chronology, the Sarvktividin Vinaya (T1451, p. 450a 28), the Mllasarvktivain Vinaya (T 1435, p. 41 1c 3), as well as Hsiian-tsang (T 2087,
p. 909b 14), situate the council in 258 B.C., that is, ten years after the
consecration of ASoka the Mauryad3.

'' Few historical problems have caused so much ink to flow as that of the Buddhist
councils. An excellent description and an early bibliography can be found in L. DE VAL&
POUSSIN,Councils, ERE. IV, pp. 179-85. Since then two works have appeared which, for a
Le Concile &
synoptic study of the sources, are and will remain magisterial : J. PRZYLUSKI,
kiagyho, Paris, 1926; M. HORNGER,hude sur le concile & VaiEdli, Louvain, 1946.
Die hddhisrirche
However, discussion on the essentials continue : E. FRAUWALLNER,
Konzile. ZDMG, CII, 1952, pp. 240-61; J. FILLIOZAT,
In& Clauique, 11, pp. 493-9;
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NARRATION
OF EVENTS. - Among the numerous accounts devoted to
the first two councils, we will summarize here that of the Pili Vinaya
(11, pp. 284-308). Not because it is superior in value to that of the others,
but because, it has been authenticated by the learned body of Sinhalese
intellectuals, and presents the events in a reasonable external guise.
In this Vinaya, the account of the council of Riijagyha begins
137
abruptly, without any preliminary introduction. KiiSyapa, who is addressing the bhiksus, informs them that, while he was travelling from
Piivii to Kuiinagara in the company of 500 monks, an Ajivika told him
of the decease of the Buddha, which had occurred seven days previously.
Among his companions, some grieved while others, who were wiser,
resigned themselves to the inevitable. However, the monk Subhaddha
(Skt. Subhadra) openly rejoiced at the loss of the Buddha who exasperated the monks with his observations; he proposed that the bhiksus, now
free of all restraint, should live as they liked.
In order to ensure that indiscipline would not infiltrate the order,
KiiSyapa proposed that the monks perform a joint recitation of the Law
(dharma) and discipline (vinaya). He chose 499 Arhats but, at their
request, also convoked Ananda who, although he was not an Arhat, was
best acquainted with the Buddha's teaching.
After a joint deliberation, it was decided that the 500 bhiksus should
go to Riijagyha for the rainy season, to give there a joint recitation of
the Dharmavinaya. The assembly therefore went to the capital of
Magadha and devoted the first month of the season to preparatory
work.
The very morning of the conclave, Ananda, undergoing sudden
enlightenment, reached Arhatship. The session then opened.
KHSyapa questioned Upiili on the Vinaya and made him state where,
to whom and concerning what, the Buddha had promulgated the
instructions for drawing up the rules for bhiksus and bhiksunis. It was
then Ananda's turn to inform his colleagues in what place, to which
person and with regard to what subject the Master had expounded the
siitras contained in the five canonical Nikiiyas.
Ananda then told his colleagues that, before dying, the Buddha had
authorized the community to abolish the minor and least important
precepts (k;udrcinuk;kiraka Siksipada), but that he, Ananda, had not
asked him to specify what he meant by those precepts. Since the
assembly was unable to reach an agreement concerning their signiA. BARMU, Lespremiers conciles bouddhiques, Paris, 1955. The present description is to a
large part inspired by the remarkable critique by P. D E M I ~ L L
AE
propos
,
du concile de
VaiEdi, TP, XL, pp. 239-%.
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ficance, KlSyapa proposed that all the precepts promulgated by the
Buddha should be retained without distinction. The motion was accepted.
The elders at the council then addressed Ananda with a series of
reproaches : he had neglected to question the Buddha about the minor
and least important precepts, he had put his foot on his raincloak, he
138 had allowed his body to be defiled by women's tears, he had not asked
him to prolong his stay in this world and, finally, he had pleaded for the
entry of women into the order. Even though he felt perfectly innocent,
Ananda confessed those faults out of regard for the community.
Meanwhile, the venerable Purina, who was travelling in Daksinlgiri
with 500 monks, arrived in RHjagha. When he learnt that the Law and
Discipline had been recited by Kliyapa and the 500 Arhats, he expressed reservations and claimed that he had memorized the Law as he
had heard and received it from the very lips of the Blessed One.
In conclusion, the assembly instructed Ananda to go to Kauilmbi in
order to notify the bhiksu Channa of the disciplinary punishment meted
out to him by the Buddha.
The PHli Vinaya passes in silence over the episode of Gavimpati
which is narrated by several other sources : before the assembly was
convened, the young Piima had gone to the Sirisa Palace to invite the
Arhat Gavlmpati to participate in the sessions; the latter, however, on
learning of the decease of the Buddha and considering the world
henceforth devoid of interest, had declined the invitation and entered
Nirvina.

One hundred years after the Buddha's Nirvina, the Vajjiputtaka (Skt.
Vjiputraka) bhiksus of Vaihli promulgated ten practices as being licit :
1. [storing] salt in a horn (singilona), 2. two fingers (dvcuigula) [i.e. eating
when the sun's shadow has passed two fingers' breadth beyond noon], 3.
[going to] another village (gimantara) [after eating once], 4. [the holding
of uposatha separately by monks] dwelling in the same district (ivisa),
5 . approbation (anumat~')[of an act when the assembly is incomplete],
6. [following a teacher's] rule of conduct (icinna), 7. [partaking of] sour
milk (amathita), 8. [drinking] new palm-wine (jalogi pitum), 9. [using]
mats with fringes (adasakw nisidanam), 10. [handling] gold and silver
(jitarii~arajata)~~.
4 4 For details, see A. BARWU,&s premiers conciles, pp. 68-71. Note : words in square
brackets added by tr.
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At that moment, the venerable Yasa (Skt. Yaks, YaSoda), son of
Kikandaka, amved in VaiGli and noted that on the uposatha day the
bhiksus of the area were placing a bowl in the middle of the assembly
and were asking the laity to put gold and silver coins in it for the needs
of the community. Yasa formally advised the laity against offering any
more money, claiming that the monks could receive neither silver nor
gold. Thereupon, the Vajjiputtakas imposed on him the act of reconciliation @a!iscSraniyakamma) which consisted of begging the pardon of
insulted persons, in this case the upisakas of VaiGli.
Yasa did so but, while apologizing to the laity for insulting them by
his reproaches, he maintained and reaffirmed his point of view, namely
that a bhiksu cannot accept gold or silver under any pretext whatever.
The laity were convinced and looked upon the monks of VaiGli as bad
religious.
Considering themselves offended, the Vajjiputtakas then laid the act
of suspension (ukkhepaniyakamma) on Yasa for having instructed without warrant. However, Yasa escaped from them and took refuge in
KauSHmbi. From there he sent messages to the bhiksus of PBfheyya
(Western India), Avanti and the Deccan, requesting them to undertake
his defence and to maintain the good discipline which was threatened by
the practices of the Vajjiputtakas.
Furthermore, Yasa went in person to the venerable Sambhiita Sinavisin (Skt. Sinavisa, Sinvisika, Sonavisin, Sambhoga) who lived on
Mount Ahogariga (on the upper Ganges) and won him over to his point
of view as well as 60 bhiksus from Pitheyya and 80 bhiksus from Avanti
and the Deccan who had come to Ahogariga for the event.
The complainants decided to rally to their cause the venerable Revata
of Soreyya (a locality between Verafiji, east of Mathuri, and SBmkiSya), but the latter, little desirous of intervening, did not wait for anyone
to come and consult him. Those sent out to meet him missed him
successively in Soreyya, Simkisya, Kanyikubja, Udumbara and Aggalapura, finally catching up with him in Sahajiti. Yasa questioned him on
the lawfulness of the ten points and, after having had them explained to
him at length, Revata formally condemned them and promised Yasa his
support.
Disturbed by the turn events were taking, the Vajjiputtakas of VaiSili
sent a delegation to Revata in Sahajiti. At the same time, the venerable
Silha (Skt. Sidha), who was living in solitude, was warned by a deity of
the bad behaviour of the bhiksus from the east. However, the VaiGlians
who had reached Revata tried to win him over with gifts, which Revata
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refused, all the while upholding his condemnation despite the intervention of his disciple Uttara, who had been corrupted.
At the suggestion of Revata, the Samgha went to VaiGli to settle the
question. The venerable Sabbaklmin (Skt. SarvakBma) who already
lived there was visited by Revata, soon foflowed by Sambhiita SBnavlsin. Before the latter, who explained to him the points under dispute,
Sabbaklmin semi-officially acknowledged the wrongs of the monks from
VaiSlli.
Finally, the Samgha assembled and the debate was opened. However,
as it threatened to go on for ever, it was left to an arbitrating jury
(ubbiihikiya) consisting of four western monks : Sabbakimin, Sllha,
Khujjasobhita (Skt. Kubjita), Vbabhagimika, and of four eastern
monks : Revata, Sambhiita Slnavisin, Yasa and Sumana, while a
certain Ajita was entrusted with the seating arrangements.
The bhiksus, who numbered 700, then went to the Viliklrima in
VaiGli. In private, Revata explained the ten points under dispute to
Sabbakimin who totally rejected them, each time referring to an article
of the Pritimoksa. The interrogation was then taken up in public.

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE CONCILIAR TRADITION.- In order to judge the
value of this tradition, it is necessary, not only to examine the account
itself, but also to compare the various narrations which have been
handed down to us and to classify them.
The date of the first council is universally fixed in the year one of the
NinPna, but there are divergences as to the place of the sessions and the
number of participants. Besides RBjagyha, the ancient Magadhan capital, we also find other localities : KuSinagara (T 5), Magadha, to the
north of the town of SlmklSya (T 2026) or, a less compromising
location, the Sahaloka (T 384). If the council is located in Rljagrha,
there are doubts about the precise spot : the Venuvana, Mount Grdhrakfita, the Kytriya cave or again the Saptapama cave. It is generally
admitted that the elders of the council were 500 in number, but we also
find figures such as 1,000 (T 1509) and 3,000 (T 5).
There is some disproportion between the scriptural work carried out
at the sessions and the pretext advanced by KiSyapa for their convening, namely the unseemly reflection of the monk Subhadra - called
Upananda in some sources - who saw in the decease of the Buddha the
emancipation of the community. This person's remarks are indeed
narrated in the canonical versions of the Mahiiparinirviinaslrra (Digha,
11, p. 162; WALDSCHM~DT, MPS,pp. 422-3), but there is no question as
to the reaction his remarks may have provoked; the Sanskrit narrative
merely says that KiSyapa was the only one to hear them.
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The episode of the invitation extended to Gavimpati appears only in
the siitras and has been eliminated from most of the Vinayas. This
Gavimpati, presented by the texts as a cloven-hoofed ruminant, is a
mythical person, and J. Przyluski believed he recognized in him a deity
of drought and wind.
The last-minute arrival of Ananda to make up the total number of the
assembly is doubtless connected with notions of expiatory tests; this is a
hackneyed theme in ecclesiastical history : Ananda makes the 500th at
the council of Rijagyha just as Nigasena does at the monastery of
Vattaniya (BEFEO, XXIV, p. 89, n. 2); similarly, Kubjita was to be the
700th in certain accounts of the council of VaiSili (T 1435, 1451), and
Vasumitra, the 500th at the council of Kaniska (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 886c).
The reproaches addressed to Ananda by KiSyapa or the elders of the
council come from the same concern for purification, although it is
indelicate to remonstrate with an Arhat. It is true that the episode is not
always located in the same place in the narrative and that the number of
reproaches varies : two, five, six or seven.
All the narrations attribute to the elders of the council generally
speaking the compilation of the canonical writings, but the existing
canonical collections contain texts which refer to dates later than the
decease of the Buddha and the meetings of the council. There can be
discerned in every vinaya a series of prescriptions, an old explanatory
commentary and a subsequent elaboration based on the prescriptions
and commentary. Several siitras given as canonical such as the MadhurZ
(M 11, p. 83; T 99, ch. 20, p. 142a), the Gho!amukha (M 11, p. 157) and
the Gopakamoggallina (M 111, p. 7; T 27, ch. 36, p. 653c) were
pronounced after the Parinirvina; the NZrada (A 111, p. 57; T 125, ch.
24, p. 679a) was composed during the reign of Munda, the grandson of
AjZtaSatru; the Assaliyana in its many recenGons (M 11, p. 147; T 26,
ch. 37, p. 6636; T 71, p. 8766) mentions the Yona-Kamboja of the
Graeco-Bactrian kingdom and the Yiiehchih of the Kusina dynasty.
Therefore, if canonical texts were recited at the first council, they were
certainly not identical to those we possess now.
Furthermore, the sources disagree over the extent of the canonical
texts recited at Rijagyha, and each school claims that it was its own
canon which was compiled by the elders of the council. It is a fact that
the canons of the various schools, such as they have come down to us or
been described in the accounts of the first council, show considerable
discrepancies with regard to the distribution of the siitras in the Agamas,
the place of the Agamas in the Siitrapitakas, the extent of the Vinaya
and the presence or absence of an Abhidharma. It would be absurd to
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claim that all those canons were fixed at the very beginnings of
Buddhism, in a period when the schools had not yet been formed.
Furthermore, those canons were not fixed until quite late, if at all. In
Ceylon during the fifth century A.D. there was still some discussion over
the classification and exact composition of the Pili Tipipka, and it was
admitted that certain canonical writings, such as the Kathivatthu, were
not published till the year 236 after the Nirvana. As will be seen in the
next section, it is to be doubted whether certain schools ever possessed
the canon which they claim was compiled at Rijagrha.
We are told that the compilers devoted themselves to methodical work
and obtained precisions from Upili and Ananda as to where, for whom
and with regard to what the Master promulgated the rules and delivered
his speeches. In other words, each article of the Vinaya and each siitra
was presumed to have been given an introduction (nidina) determining
the circumstances of place, person and subject. Unfortunately, if we
compare each of those nidina, we see that they rarely date back to a
common tradition. Thus, to take just one example, the Brahmajilasurra,
according to the Pili Vinaya narration (11, p. 287), was supposed to
have been delivered between Rijagha and Nilandi in the royal pavilion of Ambalarfhiki. This information is correct if we refer to the Pili
version of the Brahmajilasutra (Digha, I, p. 1); but it is false if we look
at the Chinese versions of the same siitra : the Chang a han (T 1, ch. 14,
p. 88b 13) locates this siitra in the Chu lin (Venuvana), and the Fan wang
(T 21, p. 2646 1) in the meeting-pavilion of Chia li lo (Karen) near the
Jetavana in Srivasti. It is likely that, in their original composition, the
siitras did not necessarily have a n&a; they added one when their
authenticity was questioned and proof was needed. A late recension of
the Mahiparinirv@asltra reproduced in the Ta chih tu fun (T 1509,
ch. 2, p. 66c) relates that, before entering Nirvina, the Buddha had
ordered that the precious basket of the Law begin with the formula
"Evaq mayi Srutam ekasmin samaye : The Buddha was residing in suchand-such a region, such-and-such a country, such-and-such a grove",
claiming that among the Buddhas of the past, siitras all began in that
way. However, this is an apocryphal order which the early versions of
the Parinirvinanitra do not take,into consideration.
In the account of the council, there is an episode which seems to
plead in favour of the veracity of the chronicle : that of Purina who
refuses to adopt the decisions by the council to retain the Law just as he
himself had heard it from the lips of the Buddha. Obviously, the
chronicle had no interest in relating a fact demonstrating a partial
failure in the sessions at Rijagha. In its concision, the Pili edition
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might lead to the belief that Purina fell in with the decisions of the
council, except for some harmless points : storing food in the house,
doing the cooking there, etc. The silence of the PHli edition over these
minor practices is all the more curious in that some of them are
discussed in the PHli Vinaya (I, pp. 210-15).

144

Less numerous, although just as contradictory, are the accounts of the
council of VaiSHIi. There is disagreement over the date, the place and
the number of participants. The council supposedly took place in the
year 100, 110, 210 or 220 after the Nirvlna, in the reigns of a Nandin,
KHlHSoka or ASoka the Maurya. The sessions were held in VaiGli, in the
monastery of the VHlikHrlma, in the monastery of Kusumapura or again
in the KiitHgHraSHll of the Markatahradatira; one source merely gives
the VihHra of Kusumapuri (sic), without stating the town. The elders
were 700 in number, or even 1,200,000!
The narrative abounds in peculiarities and incoherencies. The elders of
the council apparently all knew the Buddha (Dpv., IV, 51) and at the
time of these events had been ordained for 110 to 130 years. Yasa's
appeal to the distant communities of PHtheyya, Avanti and the Deccan
is an unusual procedure of which there is no other example in ecclesiastical history. Revata's flight from the messengers sent to look for him
corresponds less to a fit of bad temper than the dissimulation of the
performing of a rite. The council had no chairman, the sources attributing pre-eminence, some to Revata, some to Sambhlta SHnavHsin, or
again some to Sarvikirnin and Kubjita. The jury of eight members
charged with making decisions was chosen from among monks coming
mostly from central India, the localities of Ahogaliga, MathurH, Soreyya, SH&HSya, Kanyikubja, Aggalapura, SahajHti, S i k e F ; it is difficult to see how it could be divided impartially into two groups : four
bhiksus from the East (PHcinaka) and four from the West (PHtheyyaka).
The absence of reaction from the Vjiputrakas of VaiGli after their
condemnation is astonishing, to say the least; were it not for a passage
in the Dlpavaysa (V, 30-I), it might be believed they submitted in
silence.
What is most curious is the list of ten points summarizing the
practices in force among the Vjiputrakas. Each expert who was consulted about it seemed to understand nothing of it and had to have it
explained in detail. This list, in other respects very concise, was not
written in pure PHli, which would have been easily comprehensible to the
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western regions, but in an eastern tongue using the voicing of unvoiced
occlusives in inter-vocalic position, in which, for example, a leech is
worded, not as jalauka as in Sanskrit (ialoka in Pali?), but as jaloga. In
short, it was worded in what S. Levi calls the pre-canonical language of
Buddhism, or, if it had been transposed into Plli, that transposition was
not thorough-going and left extant some dialectal peculiarities alien to
PHli and the western dialects. This explains why the ten points received
interpretations which varied according to the sources. Thus, jalogipdtum
which constitutes the seventh point is explained in six different ways : 1.
drinking a surd, alcoholic liquid, which has not yet become majja, an
intoxicating drink (PHli Vin.); 2. drinking shih lu-chia (ialoga), a fermented alcoholic liquid which is not yet mature (Mahii. Vin.); 3. drinking
shih lu (ialo) (Dharmagup. Vin.); 4. "local indigence" : when we happen
to be somewhere, poverty causes us to drink alcohol (Sarv. Vin.); 5.
"curing sickness" : mixing alcohol with water, then shaking the mixture
and using it as a drink (Chinese version of the Miilas. Vin.); 6. the
monks of VaiSgli drank, sucking like leeches (Skt. jalauka), fermented
drinks declaring that this was lawful on the grounds of sickness (Tibetan
145 version of the Miilas. Vin.). This last interpretation which sees in the
hapax jalogi, the Middle Indian equivalent of the Skt. jalauka is the only
valid one45.
In the choice of their interpretations, the various Vinayas were not
guided by mere fantasy; they took the trouble to find in their rules,
which had already been codified, passages dealing with the points and
enabling them to be condemned. Thus, in the P d i Vinaya, the ten
Vaiiiifian practices are collated or at least are collatable with, the
PEittiyas 38, 37,35, the MahHvagga, 11,8,3, and IX, 3, 5, the PHcittiyas
35, 51 and 89 and, finally, the Nissaggiya 18. A study of the other
Vinayas would doubtless lead to the same conclusion. The Mahiis e g h i k a Vinaya passes in silence over the first nine points and mentions
and condemns only the tenth : the practice of handling gold and silver.
Further, it is formulated in a somewhat special way : "Under no
condition is it permissible to beg for gold, silver or money". It is likely
that the Mahisiimghikas, who were of a laxist tendency, discarded the
first nine points as being negligible'and modified the tenth in conformity
with their ruling, which forbade an individual monk to handle gold and
silver or to keep any in reserve, but authorized gifts of cash to be added
to the unassignable assets of the community46.
45
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It is important to specify the place occupied in Buddhist literature by
the tradition concerning the councils. It has been exploited in turn by
the siitras, vinayas, avadinas, chronicles, by the memoirs of Chinese
pilgrims and by the commentaries upon canonical works. Nevertheless,
it seems incidental and, according to the various sources, is presented in
various aspects and with particular intentions.
1. The account of the first council, to the exclusion of the second,
appears in numerous siitras albeit later siitras of both the Mahiyina
and the Hinayina, which do not form a part of the canonical collection
of the Agamas or Nikiyas.
Among these "detached (muktaka) siitras of the Hinayinist canonical
tradition, we may mention the Kiiiyapasamgitisltra (T 2027, pp. 46-7a),
which is purported to have been translated between 148 and 170 A.D.
by the Parthian An Shih kao; two aberrant ParinirvGnasutra (T 5, ch. 2,
p. 175a 25-c 21 ; T 6, ch. 2, pp. 190c 28-191a) the former translated by
Po Fa-tsu between 290 and 306, the latter by an unknown hand between
317 and 420; finally, 'The Narrative of the compilation of the Tripi!aka
and the Tsa tsangl(T 2026, pp. 1-40) by an unknown translator between
317 and 420.
The account of the first council also appears in full or in part in the
Vaipulyasiitras and Sistras of the Mahiyina : FPn pieh kung tP lun
(T 1507) translated by an unknown hand between 25 and 220; Ta chih
tu lun (T 1509, ch. 2, pp. 67a-70a) translated by KumiraJlva between
402 and 405; P'u sa ch'u t'ai tang (T384, ch. 7, p. 1058) translated by
Chu Fo nien between 384 and 41 7; finally, the Ta pei ching (T 380, ch. 5,
p. 9716) translated by Narendrayaks in the second half of the fifth
century.
These accounts have certain characteristic features. They have in
common the intention to present the canonical writings on which they
base their authority as ancient and authentic. They are deeply tinged
with the marvellous and nearly all of them narrate the invitation to
Gavimpati, undeniably mythical in nature. Finally, they ignore, or seem
to, the second council. It should however be noted that certain sources
such as the Ta chih tu lun (T 1509, ch. 15, p. 173c; ch. 100, p. 7566)
place alongside the council of Rijagrha the council of the Vimalasvabhiva where several Bodhisattvas, assisted by Ananda, are purported
to have compiled the writings of the Mahiyana.
2. The account of the two councils is to be found in all the Vinayas
which have come down to us, but it appears in them as an appendix or
later addition.
a. The SarvtSstiviidin Vinaya (T 1435), in its first edition translated by
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Kumirajiva in 404, makes only a brief allusion to it in its 10th adhyiya
entitled KuSalidhyiya (ch. 56, p. 414~).After a series of prescriptions
concerning the distribution of vegetables and the use of beds and
utensils made of precious metal, it passes abruptly to the following
mention :
The compilation of the Vinaya by the Five-hundred. - Immediately after the
Nirviina of the Buddha, five hundred bhiksus assembled in the same place in
order to compile all the Siitras, all the Vinayas, all the Abhidharmas : that is
what is called the compilation of the Vinaya by the Five-hundred.
The compilation of the Vinaya by the Seven-hundred. - One hundred and
ten years after the NirvHna of the Buddha, when there appeared the ten points of
Vaiiili which were contrary to the Law, contrary to the Vinaya, contrary to the
teaching of the Buddha, which were not contained in either the Siitras or in the
Vinaya, which were contrary to the nature of the Law and the nature of bodily
attitudes, seven hundred bhikpus assembled in the same place in order to annul
those ten points : that is what is called the compilation of the Vinaya by the
Seven-hundred4'.
After this brief mention, the text continues with minor prescriptions
concerning the use of seals, medecines, and other unimportant matters.
A detailed account of the two councils appears, among other appendices, in the postscript to the Sarvcistiviidin Vin. added after 409 by
VimalHk+ to the complete translation made by Kumirajiva in 404.In
this postscript, the account of the councils occupies chiian 60-61, pp.
447a-456b. and is probably based on a Sanskrit document which VimaIiik+, acquired in Central Asia and took to China. In fact, two leaves of
a Sanskrit manuscript in Brihmi script containing a fragment of the
narrative of the first council as it appears in Vimaliikg's postscript
have been found in Murtuq. These leaves have been published by E.
WALDSCHMIDT,
Zum ersten buddhistischen Konzil in RrSjagyha, Festschrift Weller, Leipzig, 1954, pp. 817-28.
b. In the Mahi3cSsaka Vinaya, the rough version of the two councils
comes at the end (T 1421, ch. 30, pp. 1906-194b), after a description of
the Skandhakas.
c. In the Pgli Vinaya, the rough narrative of the two councils begins
abruptly after a description of the Khandakas (11, pp. 284-308). It thus
practically completes the TheravHdin disciplinary collection, since the
section of the Parivira which at present concludes the collection is the
work of a fifth century monk named Dipa.
d. In the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, the account of the two councils,
preceded by a narration of the Buddha's funeral ceremony, concludes
the Skandhaka section (T 1428, ch. 54, pp. 966c-971~).It is followed by
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two appendices, Samyuktavarga and Vinayaikottara, which can be
viewed as the equivalent of the Pili Parivira.
e. In the Mahkimghika Vinaya, the accounts of the two councils,
preceded by a report of the Buddha's funeral ceremony and separated
by a long list of patriarchs, form part of a KaudrakZdhyiya "minor
148 chapter" incorporated right in the middle of the Skandhaka section
(T 1425, ch. 32, pp. 490b-492c; ch. 33, p. 493a-c).
f. In the Haimavata Vinayamcityki, translated between 385 and 431
and set out on a different plan to that of the other Vinayas, the account
of the councils occupies the end of the third scroll and the beginning of
the fourth (T 1463, ch. 3-4, pp. 8180-819c 13). It follows a short
narration of the decease and funeral ceremony of the Buddha.
g. Whether rightly or wrongly, the Mh-vastu is given as part of the
Vinayapitaka of the Lokottaravidins from the Madhyadeh, a branch of
the Mahldmghikas. A Daiabhiimika which is incorporated into this
compilation contains an extremely aberrant account of the first council
(Mahcivastu, I, pp. 68-76), to the exclusion of the second; it follows a
short account of the Buddha's funeral ceremony.
As for the &udrakavastu of the MtiIasarvZstivZdin Vinaya, which
includes an account of the two councils, we would prefer to classify it
among the chronicles rather than among the Vinayas.
As far as the history of the councils is concerned, the Vinayas which
have just been listed are characterized by some particular features. First
of all, they continue to use the tradition of the councils as proof of the
authenticity and antiquity of the canonical writings, but by canonical
writings they mean, not an original recitation valid for the community
as a whole, but the particular writings compiled by each of their
scholars. They take pleasure in specifying them and oppose, at least
tacitly, their canon to those of their neighbours. It is quite clear that the
Tripitaka of the Theravidins, Sarviistiviidins, Mahissakas, Haimavatas
and Dharmaguptakas differed in the length and layout of the subjects,
and yet each of them is given as original and authentic.
Another concern of the Vinayas is to adapt the tradition of the
councils to their own disciplinary regulations. This is why the seven or
eight points over which Purina had refused to agree in Riijagha and the
ten laxist practices of the Vjiputrakas of VaiGIi are interpreted and
explained in such a way that it is easy to find an article condemning
them in the Vinayas that were already settled. Thus, a link between the
tradition of the councils and the Buddhist discipline was created quite
artifically, so that the history of the councils seems to concern the
Vinaya rather than the Dharma and regulations rather than doctrines.
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Finally, the compilers of the Vinayas, by reconsidering the councils in
their own way, were more preoccupied by technical details than by the
poetry of the narrative. As rationalist theoreticians, they expurgated the
narrative of anything which might appear too marvellous and, it must
be said, too stupid : the intervention of devas, the invitation to the oxgod Gavimpati, etc. This precaution clearly distinguished them from the
compilers of the sltras whose concern for edification prevailed over that
of verisimilitude. The Mahisimghikas alone did not consider it necessary to rationalize the account and they retain the traditional roles
played by the gods and by Gavimpati; this was because they were
addressed to a wider public, more easily moved by the marvellous than by
textual exactitude, furthermore their pre-Mahiiyiinist tendencies predisposed them to accept wonders without too much evidence.
3. Somewhat different preoccupations surfaced in the accounts of the
councils incorporated in the AvadZna and the Mzilasarviistivridin Vinaya.
The AvadrinaSotaka, which was translated by Chih ch'ien between 223
and 253, contains a S v g r l i (11, No. 100, pp. 197-206) establishing a
connection between the identity of the bhiksu Sundara, a contemporary
of ASoka, and that of a farmer who, a hundred years earlier, had offered
a perfumed bath to MahiikiSyapa and the elders of the first council.
The compiler's intention is to emphasize the continuity of the Buddhist
tradition.
The ASokZvadZna appears in the form of a double recension : the first,
T 2042, translated about the year 300 by An Fa ch'in, but completed in
the fifth century; the second, T 2043, translated by Samghavara in 512.
They give full details of the first council (T 2042, ch. 3-4, pp. 112a 12114a 25; T 2043, ch. 6, pp. 150a 13-152c 7), but do not mention the
second. In fact, the northern chronology, on which this Avadlna is
based, counts only one century between the Nirvana and ASoka's
accession and, according to that calculation, the council of VaiSili in
the year 100 of the Nirviina took place while ASoka was ruling.
Chapters VI and VII of the Aiokdvadha constitute a chronicle relating
in order the journey made by the Buddha and Ananda to Mathuri, the
decease of the Buddha and the construction of the eight stlpas, the
council of Riijagyha and, finally, the transmission of thc Baskets of the
Dharma to the first five or six patriarchs : KiSyapa, Ananda, MadhyHntika, Sinavisa, Upagupta and Dhitika. Upagupta is given as a contemporary and spiritual adviser of ASoka the Maurya. We should add that
portions of this chronicle are again found, in Sanskrit, in the Divydvad h a , pp. 348-64.
It is fitting to compare these two Ava&na with the Mzilasarviistivadin
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Vinaya, which is the most recent of all and was not translated into
Chinese by I-ching until 710. The section of the &udrakavastu which
has come down to us in a Chinese and a Tibetan version in fact
concludes with an ecclesiatical chronicle devoted to the first century of
Buddhism : 1. A Parinirviinasltra relating the Buddha's last peregrination, his decease, funeral, the war and distribution of the relics (T 1451,
ch. 35-39, pp. 3826 29-402c 4); 2. The account of the first council (ch.
39-40, pp. 402c 4-408c 12); 3. The transmission of the Law through the
beneficence of the first eight patriarchs : Mahiikiiiyapa, Ananda, Madhyintika, Sinavisa, Upagupta, Dhitika, Kila and SudarSana (ch. 40,
pp. 408c 13-411c 2); 4. The account of the second council (ch. 40,
p. 41 1c 4-4146 1 I); the Tibetan version ends its description with the
following statements : "The council (of the 700 Arhat) took place 110
years after the Nirvina; it was held in the monastery of Kusumapura in
VaiSiIi; and the generous donor to the monks was the pious ASoka".
The dominant preoccupation of these sources is no longer to establish
the great antiquity of the canonical writings but to emphasize the
legitimacy of the transmission of the Law by the masters who were
regularly responsible for it. The succession of the five or eight patriarchs
creates a continuous link between the recitations of the Law over the
period of a century.
4. It is appropriate to compare the Sinhalese chronicles and commentaries of the fourth-fifth centuries with the data assembled by the
Chinese during approximately the same period.
According to a well-ordered plan, the Mahdvatpsa devotes its chapters
111 and IV respectively to the councils of Rijagyha and Vaigli, its
chapter V to the succession of Vinaya Masters, the history of ASoka the
Maurya and the council of Pipliputra (w. 228-82). Similarly, the
Samantapisiidiki narrates in order the first council (pp. 1-30), the
succession of Vinaya Masters (pp. 30-3), the second council in the year
100 of the Nirvina (pp. 33-7), finally, the reign of ASoka and the third
council in the year 236 of the Niwina (pp. 37-61). With a concern for
parallelism, both sources assert that the canonical writings as they
151 appear in the present Sinhalese canon were compiled at the first
council and repeated at the second as well as the third. See for the
Mahiivflrpa, 111, 40; IV, 63; V, 275-6; and for the Samantapisiidikd,
pages 18, 34 and 61. This marks a development over the previous
sources in which these details did not as yet appear.
The Dipavamsa which is slightly earlier than the preceding two
chronicles, narrates the same events in a haphazard order. In it we find
two accounts of the first council (Dpv., IV, 1-26; V, 1-15) and two of
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the second (IV, 47-53; V, 16-29). However, the Dipavaysa introduces a
new element of prime importance into the historical tradition. The
council of VaiSSlli in the year 100 was supposedly followed by a Great
Council (mahkwgiti) of the Vajjiputtakas of VaiSilT : those rebellious
monks threw the ancient canonical writings into confusion, modified the
order of the collections, initiated a new exegesis, added recent texts and
discarded old ones (Dpv., V, 30-8). Those Mahiisamgitikas, as they were
called, provoked a schism which was the point of departure for the
fragmentation of the community into eighteen rival sects. (Dpv., V, 3954).
5. The oral tradition collected in India by the Chinese pilgrims
confirms these facts up to a certain point. Fa hsien, who travelled from
399 to 412, visited the Saptapama cave, near Rijagyha, where the first
council was held (T 2085, p. 863a) and in VaiGli saw a stiipa commemorating the place where the 700 Arhats had re-examined and collated
the disciplinary texts (ibid., p. 862a); however, he makes no mention of a
schism.
According to the Indian Paramartha (500-569) and confirmed by his
Chinese pupil Chi tsang (549-623)48, the compilation of the writings
after the decease of the Buddha was carried out simultaneously by two
assemblies : that of the inner assembly consisting of 500 Arhats and
directed by MahHkiiSyapa, and that of the outer assembly composed of
10,000 members of the Great Assembly (mahkiimghika) under the
authority of Bispa, one of the first five bhiksus. Although each of these
two assemblies was held in a separate place they were still not divided
over feelings and views : their split was still only nominal. It became
I52 doctrinal 116 years later, when the Mahisiimghikas adopted the fivefold
heresy of MahZdeva which had been condemned by the Sthaviras. It will
be noted that both scholars seemed to be wholly unaware of the council
of VaiGli.
During his visits to BihHr, either in 637 or 642, Hsiian tsang saw near
Rijagyha, five or six li to the south-west of the Venuvana, the cave
where KiSyapa and the thousand (sic) Arhats had held a council the
very year of the decease of the Buddha and compiled a canon which
received the name of Sthaviranikciya (Collection of the Elder) because
the Sthavira KHSyapa had presided over it. Some twenty li to the west of
that spot, Hsiian tsang saw one of ASoka's stiipas marking the place
where, the same year, myriads of the religious, whether unordained or
Arhat, who had not been admitted into KHSyapa's council, compiled a
canon of their own which received the name of Mah&@ghikanikiiya
40
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(Collection of the Great Assembly); this canon in five sections larger
than the preceding one, contained, the Siitras, Vinaya and Abhidharma,
two classes of supplementary texts : the S q y u k t a (Mixture) and the
Dhcirqi (mnemonical formulas) (T 2087, ch. 9, pp. 9226-923a).
The Master of the Law also saw, fourteen or fifteen li to the southeast of VaiGli, a large stiipa marking the spot where, 110 years after the
Buddha's decease, 700 eminent sages had condemned the laxist practices
of the monks of VaiSiili and then proceeded with a second compilation
of the writings. Among those Arhat, Hsiian tsang noted the names of
YaSoda of Kosala, Sambhoga of Mathurii, Revata of Kanyiikubja,
Shiila of VaiSiili, Fu chi su mi lo(?) of Piitaliputra : as former disciples of
Ananda, they were all versed in the Tripitaka (T 2087, ch. 7, p. 9096).
The Sinhalese chronicles and commentaries on the one hand, the
memoirs of the Chinese pilgrims on the other, both compiled at about
the same period, are remarkable for certain features they have in
common. More especially in the Sinhalese sources, there is a concern to
link the councils with the reigns of the Magadhan princes. The sessions
at Rijagyha were thought to have been held under the protection of
King AjiitaSatru, those at VaiSiiIi under the aegis of KiiIiiSoka : the latter
is purported to have supported the laxist monks of VaiGli at first but,
on the intervention of his sister Nandii, gave his patronage to the
orthodox monks (Mhv., IV, 37, 44). Details are missing in the Chinese
sources, which pass in silence over the council of VaiGli or merely
mention it incidentally, but all agree in celebrating the generosity of
AjitaSatru in respect of the elders of the first council.
Another more important point is the extent of the literary activity
attributed to the council of VaiGli : it is no longer just a question, as in
the Pili Vinaya (11, p. 307), of a recitation of the discipline (vinayasutpgitz), but of a complete reedition of the Law a dhammasaygaha in
the words of the M a h d v q s a (IV, 63-4), a new compilation according to
Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 7, p. 909b 14).
Finally, all the sources recorded in the present paragraph establish a
direct link between the Buddhist councils and the formation of the
sects. As it had not been possible to impose the decisions taken at the
councils on all the members of the community, the latter is thought to
have immediately split into various schools. The Mahiidmghika schism
is thought to have been a direct consequence of the first council
according to Paramiirtha, Chi tsang and Hsiian tsang, of the second
according to the D@avarpa. A later source, the Nikciyasamgraha, even
considers it was a result of the third.
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CONCLUSIONS.
- Many other considerations could be advanced concerning this tradition of the councils. The little that has been said about
them is enough to demonstrate that it would be imprudent to commit
oneself for or against the historicity of the councils. In itself, the
account abounds in improbabilities and anachronisms, it is steeped in
the marvellous and exploits myths and literary themes which are no
more than commonplaces. When compared with one another, the
various narratives which have come down to us disagree over almost
every point : date and place of the councils, persons who took part in
them, the activity which was carried out at them. The tradition of the
councils is only indirectly connected with the mainstream of the canonical writings : it appears only in later siitras which are not included in the
early collections; it is merely as an appendix that it appears in the
Vinayas of the various schools after undergoing the necessary modifications. Furthermore, it was exploited in the course of time for the most
diverse purposes : it was used as proof of the antiquity and authenticity
of the canonical texts, and afterwards of the canons of the various
schools - which is quite another matter - it was incorporated into
Avidanas in order to establish the continuity of the Buddhist tradition
through its many depositaries; finally, it was employed in the explanation of the birth of the schisms and the formation of the schools.
It is nonetheless a fact that the very existence of the council has never
been questioned and, as Heraclitus says on this point, 'Appoviq acpavi~
cpav~p3j~
~peirrov.A tacit agreement is better than a clearly stated one.
We would say, whithout being over-hasty that in the first century after
the Nirvina, one or more groups of specialists, whether assembled in
council or not, attempted to codify the word of the Buddha in both the
field of doctrine and in the field of discipline and that they succeeded in
elaborating a coherent dharma and pritimok*, which were accepted as
a whole by the early community and which constituted the common
heritage of the Buddhist sects which were subsequently to develop.
2. - THE FORMATION OF THE CANON OF WRITINGS

The canon of Buddhist writings or, according to the traditional
expression, the Tripitaka poses a twofold problem, a linguistic one and a
literary one. Contrary to the assertions of the orthodox tradition, the
constitution of a canon similar to the present Sinhalese Tripipka is the
result of many centuries of labour; it rests with the historian of literature
to describe its details or, at least, to indicate its progress. However, since
these religious texts have come down to us i i various Indian languages
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- the remnants of one or several compilations in Miigadhi, Piili,
Prikrit, hybrid Sanskrit and Buddhist Sanskrit - the linguist in his turn
is confronted with the problem posed by these various recensions. In the
present section, we will merely sketch an outline of the literary formation of the canon upon which recent research has thrown some light49.
155

1st - The seven classifications of the Writings

THE~ T I M O N YOF BUDDHAGHOSA. - According to the testimony of
the philosopher and commentator Buddhaghosa, the Word of the
Buddha, as it was presented in Ceylon in the fifth century A.D., was the
subject of seven different classifications. They are listed in the Samantapcisfidikfi,p. 16, the SumarigalavilcisinT,p. 15 , and the A tthasdini, p. 18 :
Evam etap sabbam pi Buddhavacanam rasavasena ekavidhap, dhammavinayavasena duvi-,
pa~hamamajjhimapacchimavasenatividhq, tathfi pi!akavasena, nikfiyavasena paiicavidham, arigavasena navavidham,
dhammakkhandavasena caturcisitkahassavidhan ti veditabbam.
"It should be known that the Word of the Buddha is single in flavour,
49 An analysis of the canonical writings in PHli can be found in W. GEIGER,Pili
Literatur und Sprache, Strasbourg, 1916; M. WINTERNITZ,
History of Indian Literature, 11,
Calcutta, 1933, pp. 1-174; B.C. Law, History of Pili Literature. I , London, 1933. For the
ibid., pp. 231-9. On a more general
canonical writings in Sanskrit, see also WINTERNITZ,
level, A.B. Knm, History of Sanskrit Literature. Oxford, 1928; H . VON GLASENAPP,
Die
Literaturen hdiens. Potsdam, 1929; L. RENOU,LittPrature sanskrite, Paris, 1946; Les
litteratures de I'lnde, Paris. 1951; S.N. DASGUPTA,A History of Sanskrit Literature, I ,
Calcutta, 1947. Volume I1 of L'lnde clarsique contains a general study of Buddhist sources
in Chinese by P. DEMI~VILLE.
in Pili, Sanskrit and Tibetan by J. FILLIOZAT,
On the formation of the Buddhist writings, h i d e s the special studies which we will
Buddhistiindicate in the course of the description, the reader can consult H. OLDENLIERG,
sche Studien, ZDMG, LII, 1898, pp. 313-694; Zwei Aufsatze zur Altindischen Chronologie
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twofold by reason of the doctrine (dharma) and discipline (vinaya),
threefold by reasomof the initial, intermediate and final (words of the
Buddha), also threefold by reason of the Baskets @i!aka), fivefold by
reason of the collections (nikdya), ninefold by reason of the constituent
parts, finally, of 84,000 kinds because of the articles of the Law
(dharmaskandha)".
Of these seven classifications, only one, that of the three Baskets, is of
real interest and corresponds to a true division of the writings. We will
devote a special description to it and say only a word or two here
about the other six classifications which are of little more than theoretical yalue and consist rather of a mental view.
156

THESINGLE FAVOUR.- The word of the Buddha is single in flavour
(rmavdena ekavidham) in that everything spoken by the Buddha has
the aim and effect of leading his listeners to deliverance. This is a
canonical doctrine formulated in stereotyped terms in the Siitras and the
Vinaya (Vinaya, 11, p. 239; Ariguttara, IV, p. 203; U&na, p. 56;
Madhyama, T 26, ch. 8, p. 476c 1 I ; Ekottara, T 125, ch. 37, p. 7536 1) :
Seyyathd pi mahZsamuddo ekaraso lonaraso evam eva kho ayam dhammavinayo ekaraso vimuttiraso.
"Just as the ocean has a single flavour, the flavour of salt, so this
doctrine and discipline have a single flavour, the flavour of deliverance".
The MahIGmghikas took this proposal literally and affirmed that,
with all their words, the Tathigatas set in motion the Wheel of the Law
and that even the blandest of words, such as "Is it raining?", "How are
you?', have a profound meaning intended to set beings on the way to
deliverance. For the Sarvistividins, the TathHgatas do not always set
the Wheel of the Law in motion whenever they speak, but only when
they preach the noble eightfold Path (cirya a~!i3gikamcirga)~~.

DHARMA
AND

VINAYA.

- The word of the Buddha is twofold by

reason of the doctrine and discipline (dharmavinayavdena dvividham).
When they are used as a compound, the words dharma and vinaya
together designate the teaching of the Buddha as a whole, the Buddhist
religion in general and, in a wider sense, the religious order and
community life. However, when they are expressed separately or joined
with the particle ca, dharma means the doctrine, the theoretical teaching,
and vinaya, the discipline or rules imposed on members of the community : "We wish", say some religious, "to preach the doctrine (dharma)
or assign a ruling (Si&ipada) to the monks" (Vinaya, I, pp. 59, 158,
Cf. A. BAREAU,SeCres b., pp. 58, 145.
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210; 111, pp. 6, 89, etc.). According to the account in the Piili Cullavagga, the first compilation of the Law which took place in Riijagha
after the decease of the Buddha consisted of a (samgiti) recitation by the
community of the dharma and vinaya : Upiili recited the vinaya, and
Ananda the dharma (Vin., 11, pp. 285-7). The Word of the Buddha is
twofold in that it includes a dogmatic aspect and a disciplinary aspect.
INITIALWORDS,ETC. - The word of the Buddha is threefold by
reason of the initial, intermediate and final words (prathamamadhyamapai.cimavaCena trividham). Here again, there is no question of a real
division of the scriptural texts, but of an overall consideration that
claims that the holy word is good at all times. The proposal contains an
implicit reference to a wide-spread scriptural stock phrase : Vinaya, I,
pp. 35, 242, Digha, I, p. 62; 111, pp. 267, 285; Maj~hima,I, p. 179;
Sapyutta, I, p. 105; IV, p. 315; Anguttara, I, p. 180;,11, pp. 147, 208;
111, pp. 1 13 sq., 135, 262; Ztivuttaka, p. 79, etc. :
So dhammay dese t i cidikalycinam majjhekalyiiyay pariyosEnakalyiiyam
siftham savyaijanam kevalaparipunnay parisuddham brahmacariyam pakketi.
"He [the Buddha] preaches a Law which is good in the beginning, in
the middle and at the end; its meaning is good, its letter is good; it is
uniform, complete and pure; the Brahma-conduct is revealed in it".
- "The Word of the Buddha is fivefold by
THE FIVE COLLECTIONS.
reason of the five Collections (nikciya)". According to the very words of
this assertion, the expression Paicanikciya denotes the teaching of the
Buddha as a whole. It is therefore by no means a reference to the five
Niklyas of the Piili Suttapitaka, but to the totality of the canonical
writings. According to the explanation given by Buddhaghosa (Samanta,
I, p. 27; Sumarigala, I, p. 23; Atthascilini, p. 26) the expression Paiicanikciya designates the Digha-, Majjhima-, Samyutta-, Anguttara- and
Khuddakanikciya, but the latter includes "the totality of the VinayapiFka, Abhidhammapitaka, the fourteen subdivisions of the Khuddakanikiya in the strictest sense, beginning with the Khuddakapd!ha and the
Dhammapada, in brief all the rest of the Buddha's word with the
exception of the four above-mentioned Niklyas". In the Siiiici and
BhHrhut inscriptions ( L ~ ~ E R
299,
S , 867) the epithet paiicanekiiyika is
applied to certain monks. This does not mean, as was so long believed,
that those monks knew the five Collections of the Suttapitaka, but
merely that they were versed in the canonical doctrine as a whole.

THENINE CONSTITUENT PARTS. - The word of the Buddha is ninefold
by reason of the nine constituent parts (angavdena navavidham). This
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classification does not correspond to any real division of the canon, but
lists the literary styles represented in the canonical writings. One and the
same text can be classified in several of the styles at the same time
depending on which of its characteristics is under consideration.
While the Tripitaka as a corpus of writings is never mentioned in the
oldest canonical texts, the division into Angas is frequently recorded.
These nine Angas are :
1 . sulfa
2. geYYa
3. veyycSkarap

4. giithd

5. ud&a
6 . irivutraka

7. jiraka
8. abbhutadhamma
9. vedalla

Modem authors argue over the exact meaning of these terms, but the

Pali commentaries define them in the following way (Sumarigala, I,
p. 23; Samanta, p. 28, Atthmiilinl, p. 26; Ariguttara Comm., 111, p. 5) :
Sutta. - The twofold Vinayavibhariga, the Niddesa, the Khandhaka,
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the Pariviira, the Marigala, Ratana, Niilaka and Tuva!aka sutta of the
Suttanipiita, and all the other discourses of the Buddha which bear the
name of Sutta.
Geyya. - All Suttas with verses.
VeyyrTkarea. - The Abhidhamrnapipka, Suttas without verses and
all the discourses of the Buddha not included in the other eight Angas.
G i t h i . - The Dhammapada, the Thera- and Therigiithi and the
sections of the Suttanipita which do not bear the title of Sutta.
U&a. - Eighty-two Suttanta embellished with verses expressing
intellectual joy (section No. 3 of the Khuddakanikiiya).
Itivuttaka. - The 112 Suttas (of the 4th section of the Khuddakanikiiya) which begin with the formula : Vuttam h e t q Bhagavatii.
Jiitaka. - The 500 Jiitaka, Apannaka, etc., contained in section 10 of
the Khuddakanikiiya.
Abbhutadhamma. - All the Suttas recording marvellous and extraordinary feats, for example Ariguttara, 11, p. 132.
Vedalla. - All Suttas in the form of questions which provoke joy and
satisfaction; for example C6avedalla (Majjhima, I, p. 299), Mahivedalla
(Majjhima, I, p. 292), Sammiidi!!hi (Majjhima, I, p. 46), Sakkapariha
(Digha, 11, p. 263), Sarikhiirabhiijaniya (Majhima, 111, p. 99), Muhiipqnama (Majhima, 111, p. 15). J. Przyluski compares vedalla to the Skt.
vaitiliya, the name of a metre, and vaitiilika "bardwJ1,but the Indians
themselves gave as correspondents to vedalla, vaipulya "extent", vaidalya
"suppression" and vaitulya "incomparable" 5 2 .

" Le Concile & Rcijaglha, p. 344.
sz

Abhidharrnasamuccaya, ed. PRADHAN, p. 78.
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The division into nine Angas is adopted :
1. by the TheravHdins of Ceylon who mention it in both their
canonical and post-canonical writings : Vinaya, 111, p. 7; Maj~hima,I, p.
133; Ariguttara, 11, pp. 7, 103, 178; 111, pp. 87, 177, 361 ;Milinda, p. 344;
Vimuttimagga of Upatissa (T 1648, ch. 9, p. 4456); Visuddhimagga of
Buddhaghosa (ed. Warren, p. 373).
2. by a few rare canonical or paracanonical texts translated from
Sanskrit into Chinese, such as an aberrant version of the Samgitisltra
(T 12, ch. I, p. 227b), the Sanskrit Itivrttaka (T 765, ch. 5, p. 684a; ch. 7,
p. 697c) and the Dharmasaygitisktra (T 761, ch. I, p. 612a).
3. To judge from their Vinaya (T 1425, ch. 1, p. 227b), the Mahidmghikas retained the division into nine Angas. This fact does not tally
with the statement in the Dipavamsa (V, 36), which accuses the Mah&
dmghikas of having composed new siitras and vinayas to incorporate
them in the ancient collections. It is true that the Mahiisimghika Vinaya
claims, rightly or wrongly, to be one of the oldest.
4. The division into nine Angas can also be found in some Mahiyinist siitras and Sastras such as the Dharmasamgraha (ed. MULLER,
Ch. 62; T 764, p. 661a), the Ddavihiiravibhi.pi by N i g l j u n a (T 1521,
ch. 9, p. 696) and even the Saddharmapun&rika (ed. KERN, p. 45; T 262,
ch. 1, p. 7 4 , but this last text deviates from the PHli tradition by
eliminating three early Angas (veyydcarqa, u&na and vedalla) to
replace them by three new ones (nidiina, aupamya = ava&na, and
upaakia) :
1. sltra
2. grithi
3. itivrttaka

160

4. jitaka
5 . adbhuta
6. niaiina

7 . aupamya
8. geya
9. upadeSa

THETWELVECONSTITUENT PARTS. - The greatest majority of Sanskrit
texts add three further Angas to the nine of the PHli tradition : ni&na,
introduction indicating the subordinate circumstances of the discourses;
avadiina, tales of exploits, and upaakSa, instructions, which enables them
to posit a Word of the Buddha (buddhavacana) or an Account of the
Law (dharmapravacana) in twelve constituent parts (dviddcinga) :
1.
2.
3.
4.

sltra
geya
vyiikarqa
githri

5 . u&a
5. nia%a
6. ityukta

9. vaipulya
10. adbhutadharma
1 1. ava&a

7. jitaka

12. upadeSa

Contrary to what is generally believed, this is not a MahHyHnist list
since, according to the most authoritative commentaries, the three new
constituents refer to canonical texts pertaining as much to the Hinayina
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as the Mahlylna. This is how the VibhHe (T 1545, ch. 126, p. 660a)
defines them :
Nidcfna. - In the siitras, an utterance (uktl] was the outcome of
various circumstances (niddna), such as those described in the Arthavargiydni szitrdni. Similarly, in the Vinaya it is explained that it is as a result
of an offence committed by Sudhana, etc., that the Bhagavat convened
the assembly of bhiksus and promulgated a rule (Si&dpada).
AvadcTna. - This is an account of the manifold and various adventures (avadcina) narrated in the siitras; for example, the Dirghdvadiina, the
MahGvadcfna (in the Dirghdgama, T 1, ch. 1, p. I), etc.
UpadeSa. - This is the teaching of defined and considered instructions and great words contained in the siitras. Thus, when the
Buddha had expounded a siitra in brief, he would retire to the monastery; then, while he was resting, the great disciples would gather in one
place and, by means of all kinds of syllables (ak~ara),phrases (pa&) and
meanings (artha), they would interpret the Buddha's word.
Nonetheless, even the theoreticans of the Hinaylna did not exclude all
the Mahlylnist texts from the list of twelve Aligas. The Vibhdsd (1.c.)
remarks : "The Vaipulyas explain at length the meaning of the various
profound dharmas (gambhiradharma) contained in the siitras, Brahmajdlm-tra, etc.. ., and Venerable PlrSva also included the Prajlia' [of the
Mahlyiina] among the Vaipulyas, because of the extent of the subject
dealt with".
Among the sources which accept the dvddacdrigabuddhavacma as
opposed to the navringabuddhas&ana of the PPli, we may point out :
1. All the Agamas, no matter which school transmitted them : the
Sanskrit MahciparinirvGwc.ttra (ed. WALDSCHMIDT,
p. 386; Id., Lebensende &s Buddha, p. 217); Dirghdgama (T 1, ch. 3, p. 16c; ch. 12,
p. 746); Madhyama (T 26, ch. 1, p. 421a; ch. 45, p. 709b; ch. 54,
p. 7646); S q y u k t a (T 99, ch. 41, p. 300c); Ekottara (T 125, ch. 18,
p. 635a; ch. 21, p. 657a; ch. 33, p. 728c; ch. 46, p. 7946; ch. 48, p. 813a).
2. All the Chinese Vinayas with the exception of that of the Mahldmghikas : MahG&aka Vin. (T 1421, ch. 1, p. Ic); Dharmaguptaka Vin.
(T 1428, ch. 1, p. 569b), MzilmarvtZrtivddin Vin. (T 1451, ch. 38, p. 398c).
3. The treatises of the great HTpayHnist schools, SarvHstiviidins, Vaibhlsikas, SautrHntikas : Mahdvyutpatti (Nos. 1267-78); Vibh@d (T 1545,
ch. 126, p. 659c sq.); KoSa (VI, pp. 194,274); Satymiddhd&tra (T 1646,
ch. 1, p. 244~).
4. The majority of the Mahlyinasiitras such as the PaiicavimSati (ed.
D m , p. 31 ; T 220, ch. 402, p. 9c; T 222, ch. 1, p. 150c; T 223, ch. 1,
p. 220b); the Sqdhinirmocana (T 676, ch. 3, p. 698a); the A v a t q a k a

(T 278, ch. 12, p. 478a). It is to be noted that the Mahiyinist
Mahdparinirvdnaszitra (T 374-5) counts nine Angas when it is referring
to the Srivakas (T 374, ch. 3, p. 383c; T 375, ch. 3, p. 623b), twelve
when it is referring to the Bodhisattvas (T 374, ch. 15, p. 4516; T 375,
ch. 15, p. 6936).
5. The UpadeSa of N i g i rjuna (T 1509, ch. 33, p. 306 sq.).
6. The great treatises of the Y o g i d r a school : Abhisamaydlamkiirdloka (ed. WOGIHARA,p. 29); Madhyiintavibhahga (ed. YAMAGUCHI,
p. 209); Yogacarydbh*i (T 1579, ch. 25, p. 419a; ch. 81, p. 753a;
ch. 85, p. 7 7 3 ~ ) Abhidharmaramuccaya
;
(ed. PRADHAN,
p. 78; T 1605,
ch. 6, p. 686a; T 1606 ch. 11, p. 7436).
To sum up, all the Pili sources, the Mahisimghikas and a few sMras
and Gstras of the Mahiyina consider the navarigabuddhascisana as
authoritative, while all the Sanskrit sources of the Hinayina and most of
the d t r a s and Gstras of the Mahiyina favour the dvddasdrigabuddhavaTHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ANGAS AND THE TRIPVAKA. - TO the
minds of Buddhists, Anga and Tripitaka are synonymous expressions in
so far as they include the whole of the canonical writings. However, five
Angas, szitra, uddna, itivyttaka, jiitaka and avadiina, are more closely
comparable to certains works incorporated in the Tripitaka and which
bear the same title.
Some theoreticians have a more limited conception of the Angas,
I62 identifying them, not with the Tripipka as a whole but with part of it :
The &udrakapi!aka or Basket of Minor Texts. At least, this is what
seems to be meant by a passage in the Vinayamtitykd (T1463, ch. 4, p.
8 18a).
The Yogicira school which includes a Bodhisattva Basket in the
ancient Tripitaka, has drawn up a concordance table between its Tripipika, thus enlarged, and the twelve constituents of the writings. According to the Abhidharmasamuccaya (ed. PRADHAN,
p. 78; T 1605, ch. 6,
p. 686a), the correspondence would work out as follows :
Stitrapipka

of the Srivakas : 1. SCtra, 2. Geya, 3. VyZkarana.
4. Gdthd, 5. UdcIna.
of the Bodhisattvas : 10. Vaipulya, 11. Adbhutadharma.

Vinayapipka

of the Srivakas
of the Bodhisattvas

Abhidhama~i!aka

of the Srivakas
of the Bodhisattvas

1
1

6. NiaZna. 7. AvaaZna, 8. Itivrttaka. 9. Jiitaka.

UpadeSa.
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T ~ ~ . 8 4 , 0 0DHARMASKANDHAS.
0
- The word of the Buddha is of
84,000 kinds by reason of the articles of the Law (dharmaskandhavdena
caturditisahasravidham). This means that the word of the Buddha is
enormous in extent with respect to the numerous articles or items it
contains. In round figures it contains 84,000 (variant 80,000) of them, in
the same way that the stlpas erected by Akoka were 84 or 80,000 in
number. However, the articles or dharmaskandha in question are only
rarely mentioned in the old canonical writings. I can cite only a single
reference, stanza 1024 of the Theragithc? in which Ananda declares :
Dvcisitiy budifhato g ~ h idve
, sahassdni bhikkhuto
caturcisiti sahasshi ye 'me dhammd pavattino.
"I have learned 82,000 dharmas from the lips of the Buddha and
2,000 from the lips of the bhiksu (Siiriputra); therefore, 84,000 dharmas
are present in my mind".
The Theragithi commentary states that this stanza is taken from the
Gopakamoggall~asutta (Majhima, I, p. 7 sq.), but this reference is
wrong. Nonetheless, the stanza in question can be found, with some
variants over the number of dharmas, in the Mahiscimghika Vinaya
(T 1425, ch. 32, p. 491c), and a canonical quotation from the Vibhei
(T 1545, ch. 74, p. 385c) and the AvadcSndataka (11, p. 155) of which the
text is as follows :
163

Sthavirc?nandasyaiv~vidhzsmrtih :y&- bhagavato 'ntikdd ditir &armaskan-

&osahasr@zyudgyhitini.. .

"There is this mention of Ananda the Elder : When I learned 80,000
dharmas in the presence of the Blessed One.. .".
The 84,000 dharmaskandha are also mentioned in the Siitras and
Sistras of the Mahiyina, such as the Saddharmapqdarika (ed. NANJIO,
p. 254, 1. 1I), the Mahikarunipun&rika (T 380, ch. 2, p. 953a), the
Bhadrakalpikm-tra (T 425, ch. 6, p. 44c) and the Abhidharmasamuccaya
(T 1606, ch. 1I, p. 744c 1). It can be seen from certain passages of the
Upadeia (T 1509, ch. 22, p. 222c; ch. 25, p. 245) that for these authors
the expressions Tripitaka, Dviidahnga and Caturakitidharmaskandhasahasra are equivalents andxerve to designate the Buddhist teaching in its
entirety.
However, the AbhidharmakoSa of Vasubandhu (I, pp. 46-7) and its
pp. 52-3) discuss the extent
commentary, the Vyikhyi ( 4 . WOGIHARA,
of the dharmaskandha and mention various opinions on the subject.
According to some of them, it was the size of the Abhidharma Treatise
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known by the name of Dharmaskandha (T 1537), which contains 6,000
stanzas; but, of the 84,000 dharmaskandha which existed in the past,
only one has been preserved, all the others have perished. According to
others, there are as many dharmaskandha as there are subjects dealt with
in the writings. Buddhaghosa is of the latter opinion, which counts one
skandha for each anusandhika or topic (Samantapkidikka, p. 29; Swnarigalavilkini, p. 24; At thascSlini, pp. 26-7).
At the places mentioned, above the KoSa and its VycSkhyi believe that
each skandha was preached in order to cure a particular category of
devotees, for beings can be the victims of 80,000 different passions. This
is also the opinion of Harivarman in his Saryasiddhiiisrra (T 1646,
ch. 9, p. 314a), for whom the skandha serve as an antidote for manifold
passions which are deeply rooted in ignorance.
There is no reason to dwell on these speculative considerations and we
can pass directly to the classification of the texts into three Baskets
(rripi!aka) which was by far the most important and which corresponds
to a real division of the canonical writings.
2nd - The Tripitaka
"The Word of the Buddha is threefold by reason of the Baskets"
(pi!akavaiena trividham). The Tripi!aka contains the Siitrapitaka,
164 Basket of the Text or Texts which systematically groups the teaching of
the siitras, the VinayapiFka, Basket of the Discipline which contains the
disciplinary rules in force in the order; finally, the Abhidharmapifaka,
Basket of "technical reflections on the Law" which constitutes a thorough
study and systematization of the teachings of the SMras.
a. Generalities

THERELATIVE ANTIQUITY OF THE TRIPI?AKA. - The classification of the
writings into three Baskets merely sanctions the existence of three
different specialities within the religious community the objects of which
were respectively the doctrine, discipline and scholasticism.
Indeed, very early on the monks specialized in one of these three
disciplines. The canonical writings inform us that, alongside the religious
who were famed as instructors (dharmakathika), meditators (dhycSyin)
and folklorists (tirdcakathika), there were bhiksus versed in the sGtras
(stitradhara or suttanrika), others in the discipline (vinayadhara), and still
others in catechetics or summaries which are the core of scholasticism
(mifrkidhara) : Vin., I, pp. 119, 127, 337, 339; 11, pp. 8, 55, 75-6, 299,
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300; Digha, 11, p. 125; Majjhima, I, p. 221; Anguttara, I, p. 117; 11,
pp. 147 sq.; 169 sq.; 111, pp. 179, 361 sq.; IV, pp. 140-3; V, pp. 16,
349, 352.
Nonetheless, in the earliest texts, the three disciplines are still independent and follow their own traditions separately. They are not as yet
qualified as "baskets" @i!aka), and there is no question of the "three
baskets" (tripi!aka). These terms were to appear for the first time on
Brihm- inscriptions the oldest of which date back to the second century
B.C.
These inscriptions continue to use the old vocabulary : it is always
a matter of Reciters (bhinaka, bhanaka or bhhaka) as at Bhirhut
(LUDERS,738, 762, 773, 789, 804, 833), Siiici (602) and Kirli (1094,
1095); of "Knowers of the Siitras" (sutwtika, sutitika, sutitikini,
szititikini) as at Bhirhut (797) and SBiici (319, 352, 635); of "Memorizers of the Vinaya" (vinayadhara, vinayaydhara and possibly, viniyaka) as at Bodh-GHyi (949), Amarivati (1286) and Siiici (654).
However, alongside these traditional terms, new ones appear which
bear witness to the existence of one or even of three baskets of texts. At
165 Bhirhut (856), we find the epithet Pe!akin "versed in a (?) Pipka". This
concerns Trepi!aka monks or Trepi!iki nuns in Sirnlth (925,926, 927),
Srivasti (918) and ~ a t h h r (38).
i
Finally, Kinheri (989) mentions a
Traipi{ikopidhyiya "Master of three baskets".
No reference is made to the Three Baskets either in the Pili or the
Sanskrit literature, except in the post-canonical texts : pi!akattaya
(Suttanipdta Comm., p. 328), tipi!akadhara (Visuddhimagga, ed. WARREN,pp. 50, 5 9 , tipe!aka (Milinda, p. go), tripi!ika (Divya, p. 54), tripi!a
(Divya, pp. 261, 505; Ava&dataka, I, p. 334).
CONTENTS
AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE TRIPTAKA. - The difficulty of
inserting the minor texts (Pili khuddaka, Skt. ksudraka) into the Tripitaka gave rise to some wavering in the arrangement of the three Baskets.
1. The Pili canon and the Narrative of Nandimitra (T2030 p. 14b),
a work which was translated into Chinese at the beginning of the
seventh century, makes the minor texts the fifth and last collection (Pili
nikiya. Skt. igama) of the Siitrapitaka.
The Pili Tripipka is subdivided in the following way :
I. Vinayapigka
1. Dfghanikaya

2.
11. Suttapigka
3.
4.
5.
111. Abhidhammapigka

Majjhimanikiya
Sqyuttanikiya
Atiguttaranikiya
Khuddakanikiya

THE TRIPITAKA
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The canon of the Narrative follows a parallel order

I. Siitrapitaka

1. Dirghcigama

2. Madhyamcigama
3. Ekoltiiragama
4. Samyuktcigama
5. &udrakcigama

11. Vinayapi!aka
111. Abhidharmapitaka.
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2. Certain schools, while also inserting the minor texts into the
Siitrapitaka, declined to give them the title of igama but attributed to
them that of pi!aka. This was the case for the Mahiisitpghikas (T 1425,
ch. 32, p. 491c 22), the Haimavatas (T 1463, ch. 4, p. 818a 27), the
Mahiicisakas (T 1421, ch. 30, p. 191a 29) and the Dharmaguptakas (T
1428, ch. 54, p. 9686 26). Their canon is therefore presented as follows :

I. Siitrapitaka

r

1. Dirghiigama

2. Madhyamiigama
3. Sayyuktcigama
4. Ekottarcigama
5 . Kpdrakapi!aka

11. Vinayapitaka
111. Abhidharmapi!aka

3. In contrast to a Suttapitaka in five Nikiiyas and the Siitrapitaka in
four Agamas completed by a Ksudrakapipka, some schools only recognized a Siitrapitaka in four Agamas and exluded the minor texts
from their Tripitaka.
The existence of a SMrapitaka in four Agamas only is authenticated
by the early canonical texts, since the Mahiparinirv*anitra, in two of
its recensions (T 5, ch. 2, p. 175c 3; T 6, ch. 2, p. 191a), states that the
Arhats of the fiirst council received four Agamas from the lips of
Ananda : Madhyama, Dirgha, Ekottara and Sayyukta.
The Chinese preface to the translation of the Dirghigama (T 1, p. la)
briefly describes a Siitrapitaka in four Agamas : Ekottara, Madhyama,
Sqyukta and Dirgha.
A passage in the Vinayamdtrkd (T 1463, ch. 4, p. 820a) probably
referring to a Dharmaguptaka sect, also speaks of a Sfitrapipka in four
Agamas : Ekottara, Madhyama, Dirgha and Sayyukta.
Finally, the powerful sect of the SarvHstivHdins which contributed so
much to the preservation of the writings, never had more than a
Siitrapipka 'in four Agamas, the "Quartet of Agamav (igamacatus!ayam) according to the expression in the Divyivadina (p. 17, 1.22;
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p. 33, 1.7). This is brought out by various works of Sarvistividin origin
such as the ASokasPtra (T 2043, ch. 6, p. 152a 7), the Abhidharmavinayavibh@i (T 1440, ch. I, pp. 503c-Wa), the MPlasarvistivcidin Vinaya
(T 1451, ch. 39, p. 407b 27 sq.), and the Mahivyutpatti (Nos. 1421-24), etc.
However, although the Sarvbtividins excluded the minor texts from
their Tripitaka, they nevertheless possessed a certain number of them
and did not hesitate to resort to them as if they were canonical or
paracanonical authorities. In fact, they frequently cite them, sometimes
by the title of Ksudraka (cf. KoSavycikhyci, ed. Wogihara, p. 33, 1.32),
sometimes even by that of K.pdrakigama (KoSa, IX, p. 249; Tib. Luri
phran chegs, Chin. Shao fen a han in T 1559, ch. 22, p. 306a 7; Tsa a chi
mo in T 1558, ch. 29, p. 1546 22).
4. The Mahiyinists who, derived their canonical writings from the
Sarviistividins, make a special Pitaka of these Ksudrakas, as distinct
from the traditional Tripitaka. This is what is shown by various
Mahiyinist works such as the Narrative of the Compilation of the
TripQaka and the &udrakapi!aka (T2026, p. 3c 21-23), the Upadeia (T
1509, ch. 1I, p. 143c 24-25; ch. 49, p. 412a 8-9), the Fen pieh kung t t lun
(T 1507, ch. I, p. 3%) and the YogacaryZbhimi (T1579, ch. 85, p. 7726-c),
where the canon is analyzed as follows : :
I. Vinayapitaka
11. Sltrapitaka in four Agamas
111. Abhidharmapitaka

IV. Ksudrakapilaka.
b. The Siitrapitaka
The Siitrapitaka, which includes the most important part of the
Dharma discovered and expounded by Siikyamuni, is well-known to all
Buddhists and, with the exception of a few siitras, its authority is
recognized by all schools, whether Hinayina or Mahiyina. As we have
just seen, it consists of four or five collections called igama in the
Sanskrit tradition, nikiya in the Pili tradition, although the term tigama
is again occasionally used by Buddhaghosa (Sumaigala, I, p. 2) and the
Chinese recension of the Snmantapcistfdikci always refers to A-han
(cigama) wherever the Pili recension resorts to the word nikiya (T 1462,
ch. 1, p. 6756).
Since the five collections d o not provide exactly the same guarantees
of authenticity, we will begin by dealing with the first four and keep a
separate place for the Minor Texts.
THE FIRST FOUR PALI

N I K ~ K A Y A S .-

The first four nikiyas of the
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Suttapitaka are no more than a number of collections based on the
length of the suttas of which they are composed or on their method of
classification :
1. Dl;qhanikiya "Collection of long suttas" : 34 suttas distributed into
three sections (vagga).
2. Majjhimanikiya "Collection of middle-length suttas" : 152 suttas.
3. Samyuttanikiya "Collection of grouped suttas" : 7,762 suttas divi168
ded into six sections (vagga), themselves subdivided into 56 assemblages
(sqyutta).
4. Anguttaranikiya "Collection of suttas dealing with enumerations
classified in ascending order" : 9,557 suttas distributed into eleven
groups (nipita), in turn subdivided into sections (vagga).
The Buddhist Dharma is the main subject of the nikiyas, but some
suttas also deal with discipline or compile inventories in the style of the
mitikis of the Abhidhamma. Often one and the same subject is dealt
with in the various collections in nearly identical terms, and a given sutta
can appear in the form of a long (mahii) or short ( d ! a ) recension.
Buddhist monks specialized in the study of a particular nikiya. The
texts mention Reciters of the Digha (bghabhinaka) and Reciters of the
Maijhima (majjhimabhinaka), for example in Jdtaka, I, p. 59; Visuddhimagga, pp. 29,219,236; Sumangala, I, pp. 15, 131. The Mahivamsa (33,
72) speaks of a thera "versed in the four nikiyas" (caturnikiyathera).
THEFOUR AGAMAS.
- The Pili nikiyas have their correspondents in
the Agamas in Sanskrit or Middle Indian. Unfortunately, their original
text is not known to us in its integrality.
1. The sands of Central Asia and the caves at Tun-huang in Kansu
have yielded a considerable number of manuscripts or fragments of
manuscripts which date from between the sixth and eleventh centuries
A.D. They are mostly sltras which form part of the jigamas collections.
The first discoveries were made public in no particular order by various
scholars : R. Pischel, S. Levi, L. de La Vallke Poussin, R. Hoernle, H.
Liiders, etc.53. More recently, the collocation of the fragments collected
by the German expeditions to Turfan enabled E. Waldschmidt and his
team to reconstruct the original integral text of several important siitras :
"long" siitras such as the Mahiparinirvina, the Mahdvadina and the
J!ini!ika; "middle-length" or "short" sltras of which manuscript D 24
from QoEo seems to have constituted a collection. There even exist
5' See the bibliography in WINIFRNITZ,
Literature. 11, p. 234, n. 3, and the important
Manuscript Remains o j B . Literature found in E a t Turkeston, I .
collection in R. HOERNLE,
Oxford, 1916.
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fragments of a Catusparisatstitra which has no correspondent in the Pili
nikiyasS4 :
2. Large extracts from original siitras are quoted, with or without
references, by Buddhist writers, authors of philosophical and religious
treatises. Particularly rich in canonical quotations are the Mahivastu,
Lalitavistara, AbhidharmakoSavyiikhyi, ~ i k ~ & a m u c c a ~Pafijiki,
a,
Tattvasamgraha, Mahiyinmtitrilatykira, Abhidharmasamuccaya, etc.
Finally, alongside the numerous Buddhistic siitras which were the
subjects of separate translations, there is the Chinese Tripitaka which
contains a complete translation of the four Agamas carried out between
the second half of the fourth century and the beginning of the fifth by
monks of Kiimirian origin or connections5.
a. Dirghigama (Ch'ang a han, T l), translated by Buddhayabs
between 412 and 413 : 30 siitras.
b. Madhyamigama (Chung a han, T 26), translated by Gautama
Samghadeva and Samgharaky between 397 and 398 : 222 siitras.
c. Complete SamyukiZgama (Tsa a han, T 99), translated by Gunabhadra between 436 and 443 : 1,362 siitras.
d. Partial Sayyuktigama (Pieh i Tsa a han, T loo), translated by an
unknown writer in approximately the year 400 and based on an original
from the KiSyapiya school : 364 siitras.
e. Ekottarigama (Tstng i a han, T 125), translated between 397 and
398 by Gautama Samghadeva, using a recension established in NorthWest India or Serindia and containing numerous Mahsyina additions.
170
None of these translations is based on Pili originals, but rather on
Sanskrit, even Prikrit recensions. The original of T 26 seems to have
been in Sanskrit; those of T 1 and T 125 in Middle Indian.
169

THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE AGAMAS.- The literary sources which
mention the compilation of the Agamas do not always classify them in

''

E. WALDSCHMIDT,
Bruehstlicke buddhistischer Sitras aus dem zentralasiatische Sanskritkanon, Lcipzig, 1939; D m Mahiparinirv@aclitra, 3 Vols, Berlin, 1950-1 ; Vergleichende
Analyse &s Catuypar&atdtra. Festxhrifi Schubring. Hamburg, 1951 ; Das Catqpareatd t r a , Berlin, 1952; Zur ~ronako!ikarna-Ltgende.NAWG, 1952, pp. 129-52; Zu einigen
Bilinguen aus dent Turfan-Fdrn. NAWG, 1955, pp. 1-20; Die Einleitung des Sarigitistitra.
ZDMG, CV. 1955, pp. 298-318; Das M&-vadiina.nitra, 2 Vols, Berlin, 1953-6; Ein
Fragment &s ~ y u k t r i g m aus
a den Turfan-Funden,NAWG. 1956. pp. 45-53; I&ntifzierung einer H d c h r i j t des Ni&inasqyukra ous den Turfanfunden, ZDMG, CVII, 1957,
pp. 372-401 ; Stitra 25 of the NiaZnasqyukta, BSOAS, 1957, pp. 569-79; Das Uparenad r r a . NAWG, 1957, pp. 27-44; H. HOFFMANN,
Bruchsrricke &s d~ami!ikamitra.Leiprig,
1939.
'' !kc AKANUMA
CHIZEN,Comparative Catalogue of Chinese &mnas and Pili Nikciyas.
Nagoya, 1929.
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the same order. We d o not know whether any importance should be
attached to this detail, but, in order to omit nothing we provide a list of
the various classifications as follows :
1. Dirgha - Madhyama - Samyukta - Ekottara : Mahisimghika
Vinaya (T 1425, ch. 32, p. 491c); MahiSisaka Vin. (T 1421, ch. 30,
p. 191a). This is also the order of the Pili canon.
2. Dirgha - Madhyama - Ekottara - Samyukta : Dharmaguptaka Vin.
(T 1428, i h . 54, p. 9866); Haimavata Vinayamitrki (T 1463, ch. 4,
p. 818a); Narrative of Nandimitra (T 2030, p. 14b).
3. Madhyama - Dirgha - Ekottara - Samyukta : Pariniminasiitra (T 6,
ch. 2, p. 191a).
4. Samyukta - Dirgha - Madhyama - Ekottara : Miilasamistivldin
Vin. (T 1451, ch. 39, p. 407b-c); Yogacaryibhiimi (T 1579, ch. 85,
p. 772c).
5. Ekottara - Madhyama - Dirgha - Samyukta : UpadeSa (T 1509,
ch. 2, p. 69c; ch. 33, p. 306c 23); Fen pieh kung t i fun (T 1507, ch. 1,
p. 32a); Narrative of the Compilation of the Tripi!aka (T 2026, p. 3a 26);
Vinayamiitrkii (T 1463, ch. 4, p. 820a).
6. Ekottara - Madhyama - Samyukta - Dirgha : Vinayavibhisi
(T 1440, ch. 1, p. 503c); Chinese preface to the Dirgha (T 1, p. 1).
When the same sources mention the compilation of a Kjudrakigama
or a &udrakapi!aka, they always place it fifth.

171

COMPARISON
BETWEEN THE N I K ~ Y AAND
S AGAMAS.- A comparison
between the Pili Nikiyas and the Sanskrit jigamas enables us to note
outstanding differences between the two compilations.
In the first place, the contents of the respective codes are not exactly
the same. The jigamas include a larger number of siitras than the
Nikiyas and arrange them differently. As they were closed much later,
they make room for works of comparatively recent date; hence the
Sarpyukta (T 99, ch. 23, pp. 161-70) contains long extracts from the
ASokivadina.
One and the same siitra is presented in a different form, depending on
whether it appears in the Nikiyas or the Agamas. The nidina which
serve to introduce them do not always agree over their setting. Thus the
Dighanikiya (111, p. 194) situates the A!anitiyusuttanta in Rijagaha on
the Gijjhakiitapabbata, while the jigamas (ed. H. Hoffmann, p. 33;
T 1245, p. 21 7a; T 1509, ch. 9, p. 126a) locate the J!ani!ikas~tra in the
Jetavana of Srivasti. Similarly, wherever the Nikiyas speak of the
Kii@girisilii "Belvedere Hall" of the Mahivana near Vesili, the corresponding Sanskrit texts invariably give the Kii~igiraSilion the bank of
the Monkey Pool (marka!ahradatira). In this respect, we can compare
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the Pili Samyutta, I, p. 29, with the Sanskrit Samyukta (T99, ch. 48,
p. 350a), or again, the Pili Samyutta, I, p. 230, with the Sanskrit
Samyukta (T 99, ch. 40, p. 290c). It would be easy to point out many
divergences in detail of the same type.
Of even greater importance are the differences in structure which
contrast the Sanskrit recension of a given sltra with its Pili version. The
number of perico* is not the same : some are added, others deleted,
and yet others re-located. It is sufficient here to refer the reader to the
works by F. Weller on the Lakkhana- and Samgitisuttanta, and
E. Waldschmidt on the Mahiparinirv*a- and Mahivad&asCtra. However, the question remains as to whether the divergences which contrast
the Pili tradition with that of the Sanskrit can be explained solely
through variations in the oral transmission of the texts, or through
intentional modifications based on the written compilations.
However, with the exception of the Mahiyinist interpolations in the
Ekottara, which are easily discernible, the variations in question affect
hardly anything save the method of expression or the arrangement of
the subjects. The doctrinal basis common to the igamas and nikiyas is
remarkably uniform. Preserved and transmitted by the schools, the
sltras do not however constitute scholastic documents, but are the
common heritage of all the sects. Thus, the agreement between the
igamas and nikiyas over a doctrinal point - such as that of Anitman
- is the best, if not the only proof of the authenticity of the latter. Any
attempt to reconstruct a "pre-canonical" Buddhism deviating from the
consensus between the igamas and nikiyas can only end in subjective
hypotheses.
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THE P ~ LKHUDDAKANIK~YA.*
I
- The Khuddakanikiya, fifth and last
collection of the Suttapipka, contains fifteen books which are listed in
the Samantapisidiki @. 18), the Swnarigalavilisini (p. 17) and the
Atthascilini (p. 18) in the following order :
1 . Khuddakapi!ha, short readings,
2. Dhammapada, verses of the Law,
3. Udatia, vocal utterances,
4. Itivuttaka, texts beginning with the words : "Thus it was said",
5. Suttanipita, group of texts,
6. VimrInavatthu,stories about the divine palaces,
7. Petavatthu, stories about the "departed",
8. Theragithi, stanzas of the Elder Brothers,
9. Therigithi, stanzas of the Elder Sisters,
10. Jitaka, collection of former births [of the Buddha],
1 1. Niddesa, detailed explanation,
12. Pa!isambhid&nagga, the path of comprehension,
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13. Apadha, tales of exploits,
14. Buddhavamsa, the lineage of the Buddhas,
15. Cariyiipi!aka, the Basket of conduct.

173

While not exactly overlapping the division of the Word of the Buddha
into twelve constituents, the fifteen Khuddaka approach it to a certain
degree, Khuddaka Nos. 3,4,8-9, 10 and 13 corresponding respectively to
the constituent parts Nos. 5, 7, 8, and 11.
The antiquity of a certain number of Khuddaka cannot be doubted,
for two reasons :
The first is that some of them are used as sources by the first four
niklyas of the Suttapi!aka : the Dhammapad5ni are quoted in the
S q y u t t a (I, p. 209); the A!!hakavagga, the fourth section of the
Suttanipdta, is mentioned in the Vinaya (I, p. 196) and the Uddna (p.
59); finally, the Pdrdyana, the fifth section of the Suttanipdta, is cited in
the Samyutta (11, p. 49) and the Anguttara (I, pp. 133, 134; 11, p. 45; 111,
pp. 339 and 401 ; IV, p. 63).
A second reason argues in favour of the authenticity of the Khuddaka :
most of them have correspondents in Sanskrit or Prlkrit :
The Ratanasutta of the Khuddakapd!ha is again found in the Mahdvastu (I, p. 290 sq.).
The Dhammapada corresponds to the Sanskrit U&navarga of the
Pelliot Mission, the Prlkrit Dhammapada of the Dutreuil de Rhins and
Petrovsky manuscript, a Tibetan version and four Chinese recensions.
It is frequently quoted in Sanskrit texts, for example in the Mahdvastu
(11, p. 2 12; 111, pp. 9 1, 156,434 sq.), the Karmavibhariga (pp. 46,48, 76),
etc.
Some extracts from the U&a have passed into the Seyuktdgama (T
99, sCtra Nos. 1072, 1320, 1330).
The Itivuttaka, or to be more exact, a Sanskrit Ityuktam was the
subject of a Chinese translation by Hsiian tsang : The Pi3 shih ching
(T 765).
Of the 61 suttas which form part of the collection in the Suttanipdta,
more than half are known and used on the continental mainland.
It would take too long to list here all the quotations taken from them
by the Satpyuktdgama, Divyciddna, Mahdvastu, VibhQd, AbhidharmakoSa, PrajiicipdramitopadeSa, Bodhisattvabhzimi, etc. Furthermore, the
A!!hakavagga, the fourth section of the Suttanipdta, was translated into
Chinese from a Sanskrit original, the Arthavargiya, by the Scythian Chih
ch'ien between the years 223 and 253 A.D. Fragments of the Sanskrit
original were discovered in Central Asia and used by Dr. P.V. Bapat in
his reconstruction of the Arthapadasltras6.
'* P.V.BAPAT,Arthapoh Stifra, Santiniketen. 1951.
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A section of the Vimcinavatthu (No. 81, pp. 73-74) has its correspondent in hybrid Sanskrit in the Mahivastu (11, p. 191 sq.).
A whole page of the Mrilasarvfstividin Vinayas7 corresponds to the
exploits of Sonakotivisa in the Pili Ap-a
(p. 298).
Finally, the Buddhavama (IV, p. 21 sq.) has its parallel in hybrid
Sanskrit in the Mahivastu (I, p. 250 sq.).
The concordance between the Piili Khuddaka on the one hand and the
texts in Sanskrit on the other, pleads in favour of the authenticity of the
Minor Texts, but this concordancy does not necessarily result from a
dependence on a common source : it can also be explained by simple
borrowing : the Sinhalese may have translated or adapted Sanskrit
originals into Plli and, conversely, the mainland Indians may have made
use of PBli originals.
However, if a certain number of Pili Khuddaka are included among
the oldest specimens of the canonical literature, this in no way implies
that the compilation of the Khuddakanikiya in which they appear was
accomplished from the very outset of ~uddhism,at the time of the
council of Riijagrha, in the year one of the Nirvana, as the Sinhalese
tradition claims.
174
In fact, in Ceylon in the fifth century A.D., there was still discussion
over the exact number of sections in the Khuddakanikiya. The fifteen
traditional books are indeed listed in the Samantapcfsidiki (p. 18),
Sumairgalavilfsini(p. 17) and Atthasilini (p. 18), but while the Samantapisidiki (p. 27, 1.23) and the Sumairgalavilfsini(p. 23, 1.25) speak of a
Khuddakanikiya "in fifteen sections" (paiicadmabheda), the Atthasilini
(p. 26, 1.3) mentions a Khuddakanikiya "in fourteen sections" (cuddasappabheda). Furthermore, the Chinese recension of the Samantapfsidiki (T 1462, ch. 1, p. 676a 7-10) excludes the Khuddakapi!ha from the
collection and lists the fourteen remaining sections in an unusual order :
1. Dhammapada
2. ApadtSna
3. UdZm
4. Itivuttaka
5. Nipdta

6. Vim&
7 . Peta
8. Thera
9 . Therigiithd
10. Jiitaka

11.
12.
13.
14.

Niddesa
Pa!isambhidrS
Buddhavarpsa
Cariyiipi!aka

The canonicity of several of these sections had always come under
discussion. The Dipavuysa (V, 37) claims that after the council of
VaiGli the Mahldmghikas rejected the PaftkambhidZ, the Niddesa and
5' N . D m , Gilgit Man..111, part 1, pp. 181-2;
cf. M. HOFINGER,
Le Congres du lac
Anavalapra, I , Louvain, 1954,p. 208.

part of the Jitaka. In Ceylon, at the time of Buddhaghosa (fifth
century), the school of the Dighabhinakas excluded three sections from
the Khuddakanikiya - the Khuddakapi!ha, Cariyipi!aka and Apadcina
- and attached the other twelve to the Abhidhammapitaka. Conversely,
the Majjhimabhinakas, after having rejected the Khuddakapi!ha, added
the remainder to the Suttapi!akaS8.Finally, noting how few formal
suttas were included in the Khuddaka, the Sinhalese commentator
Sudinna rejected the majority of the sections under the pretext that
"there is no Word of the Buddha which does not take the form of a
sutta" (asuttaniimakamBuddhavacanam nima n'atth~')'~.
Taking advantage of the disorder in the collection, the Burmese
Buddhists added four paracanonical texts to it - the Milindapaiiha,
Suttasarygaha, Petakopadesan and Nettipakarqa - so that now their
Khuddakanikiya contains nineteen bookse0.
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SANSKRIT
K S ~ R A KA . AS we saw above, the minor Sanskrit texts
do not occupy an unvarying place in the canon of writings : sometimes
they constitute, with the title of Ksudrakigama or &udrakapi!aka, the
fifth collection of the Siitrapitaka, and sometimes they form a fourth
Pipka distinct from the Tripipka.
What was the content of the &udrakapi!aka? It was and always
remained the most fluctuating, even more so than that of the Pili
Khuddakanikiiya. When required to define it, the accounts of the first
council can hardly conceal their confusion and hesitate between two
solutions : the first which consists of attributing to the collection a few
special texts which were not collated in the Agamas, the second which
tends to identify the &udrakapi!aka with the Word of the Buddha in
twelve constituent parts (dvidaSiitigabuddhavacana).These are some
definitions :
In the Narrative of the compilation of the Tripi!aka and the m d r a k a pi!aka (T 2026, p. 3c), we read : the accounts (of the &udrapi!aka) each
differ in thought and action : that is why they are called Tsa tsang. In
them the Buddha, the Arhats, Devas, Brahmi and the Tirthikas explain
the causes of their former births (pCvajanman) : that is why they are
called Tsa tsang. Giithi abound in them : in them is the topic of the
twelve causes (nidcina)and the respective manifold bases (iyatana) : that
is what is called Tsa tsang (&udrakigama). It gives some explanations,
in connection with the existences of the Bodhisattva in the course of
"
59

O0

Sumangala, I, p. 15.
Sumangala. 11, p. 566; ManorathapCrani, 111. p. 159.
M. H. BODE, The P d i Literature of Burma, London, 1909, pp. 4-5.
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three countless periods (asqkhyeyakalpa), the places of birth and
working factors : that is why it is called Sun tsang (amend to Tsa
tsang)". For the author of this obscure text, the Gudraka dealt mainly
with the former births (jdtaka) and the causes (nidcina) which explain
them, and the account abounds in stanzas (gdthd). It is a fact that gdthd,
niddna and jdtaka form part of the twelve constituents of the writings.
A somewhat similar explanation is provided by the Fen pieh kung t i
lun (T 1507, ch. I, p. 32b) : "The Tsa tsang is not the word of a single
man : it is the Word of the Buddha, or the word of the disciples, or
eulogistic stanzas (gcithd) by the Devas. It also deals with conditions of
former existences and the places of birth of the Bodhisattva in the course
of three countless periods. Its letter and meaning are manifold and more
abundant than in the Tripitaka : that is why it is called Tsa tsang". Here
again, szitra gathered from the lips of the Buddha or his discipline, gdthd
uttered by the gods and jdtaka constitute the main part of the Gudrakapi!aka.
For the Vinayamdtrka (T 1463, ch. 3, p. 818a), the K.ydrakapi!aka,
even though it includes certain special texts irrelevant to the &amas,
176 corresponds on the whole to the twelve-fold Word of the Buddha : "The
Word of the Buddha such as the Fa chii (Dharmapada), Shuo i (Arthavarga) or Po lo yen (Pdriyana), from the Szitra to the Upa&.ia, all those
holy texts connected with the Tsa tsang are named &udrakapi!aka".
Taking its inspiration from the same divisional principle, the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya (T 1428, ch. 54, p. 9686) proposes a fiudrakapi!aka in
twelve sections the first seven of which, if our interpretation is correct,
correspond to as many "Constituents" of the writings, and the last five
are concerned with autonomous compositions. ~ c c o k d i nto~this source,
the Tsa tsang would be a collection of twelve holy texts :
1. Shing (abbreviation for Pin shing) : Jdtaka
2. Pen (abbreviation for Pin shih) : Itivrttaka
3. Good Yin yiian : Ni&a
4. Fang teng : Vaipulya
5 . Wei tsPng yu : Adbhutadharma
6 . P'i yii: Ava&a
7 . Yu p'o t 'i shP : Upadeia
8. ChP i : Arthavarga
9. Fa chii : Dharmapada
10. Po lo yen : Pdrdyqa
11. Tsa nun : Samcodana
12. Shing chieh : Sthaviragdthd

There we can disregard, as being mere filling, the holy texts Nos 1 to 7
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which attempt a comparison with certain constituents of the writings.
However, texts Nos. 8 to 12 (Arthavarga, Dharmapada, Pdriiyapa and
Sthaviragdthi) deserve our attention because they refer to Buddhist
writings of a special kind, those of the Chanted Verses which do seem, in
fact, to have formed the original core of the minor texts.

177

THE CHANTED VERSES. - These are clearly ancient compositions of
considerable poetic value, which use stanzas as a means of expression.
The Buddha was not responsible for composing them and, unlike the
traditional sGtras, they d o not develop the profound or supernormal
meaning, associated with the doctrine of emptiness. That is why the
collators of the canonical collection relegated them among the texts
known as "minor". However, for the most part they were chanted at
night by the great disciples such as Srona Kotikama (Pili Vin., I,
p. 196), Aniruddha (Samyutta, I, p. 209), or a group of Elders (Divydva&nu, pp. 34-5). The Buddha, who was present at those recitations,
congratulated the authors : "Excellent, excellent, 0 monk! You have a
fine voice, well articulated, neither muffled nor gulped, and which makes
the meaning clearly understandable".
The canonical sources which narrate these episodes draw up lists,
varying in length, of those recitations in which the great disciples
indulged : we nearly always find in them the Dharmapada, Arthavarga,
Pdrdyana and the Sthaviragdthd which the passage in the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya quoted above gave as integral parts of the k&drakapitaka.
Here, moreover, is a summary of these lists :
1 . A single title, the Arthavargiycini sltriini (in PHli : A!!hakavaggikcinfi in the
PHli Vin. (I, p. 196), U&a (p. 59), Mahrisiipghika Vin. (T 1425, ch. 23, p. 416a
3), MahZEsaka Vin. (T 1421, ch. 21, p. 1446 17) and the Dharmaguptaka Vin.
(T 1428, ch. 39, p. 845c 24).
2. Two titles in the Sarvristivcidin Vin. (T 1435, ch. 25, p. 1816 24-5) :
1 . Pcirciyana
2. Satyadm!a
3. Three titles in the partial S ~ y u k t c i g m a(T 100, ch. IS, p. 480c) :
1 . Dharmapadagcithci
2. Pcirciyana
3. Mahitheragithi
4. Five titles in thc Chincsc vcrsion of thc Mllasarvcistivcidin Vin. (T 1448,
ch. 3, p. l lb 6) :
1. Udcina
2. Sthaviragdthd
3. ~ a i l a ~ c i t h i
4. Munigcithci
5. Arthavargiycini sltrcini
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5. Six or seven titles in the DivyiivadGna @p. 20, 34-5) :
1 . UdrIna
2. Piiriiyapa
3. Satyadrs!~
4. Sthaviragiithii
5. Sailagcithii
6. Munigiithi
7. Arthavargiyei
6 . Eight titles in the Sanskrit original of the MIIasarvistividin Vin. (Gilgit
Manuscripts, 111, part 4, p. 188, 1.8) :
178
1 . Udrina
2. Piirriy@a
3. Satyadrs!a
4. Sailagiithii
5. Munigiithii
6. SthaviragdtM
7. Sthavirigiithb
8. Arthavargiyini
7. Eight titles also in the Complete Sayyuktiigama (T 99, ch. 49, p. 362c 10) :
1 . Yu t b n a : U h
2. Po lo yen na : Piriiyana
3. Chien c h b ti : Satyadrs!~
4. Shang tso so shuo chieh : Sthaviragiithri
5. Pi ch 'iu ni so shuo chieh : B*qigithi
6. Shih lu chieh : Sailagiithii
7. Ip'in : Arthavargiyei
8. Mou ni chieh : Munigiithii

All these works have their correspondents in the Pili Khuddaka : The
Dharmapadagdthd or U&na[vargaj correspond to the Dhammapada. The Munigdthd are probably the Munigdthi of the ASokan edict at
Bhlbra (BLOCH,p. 154) and the Munisutta of the Suttanipdta (I, 12). The Satyadr!a (variant : Satyadria), although not yet identified, possibly
refers to the eulogy of the "Truth, voice of the Immortal" which is the
subject of the Subhikitasutta of the Suttanipdta (111, 3). - The ~ a i l a githd are the equivalent of the Selasutta of the Suttanipdta (111, 7). The
Arthavargiyini sctrdni are the sixteen sutta of the A!!kavagga of the
Suttanipita (IV). - The P i r d y q a is chapter V of the Suttanipdta. Finally, the Sthaviragdthd and Sthaviri- or BhiksunigZthd correspond
respectively to the Thera- and ~ h e r i ~ d t hofd the Plli collection.
We therefore see how the Sanskrit-based schools, even though in
principle acknowledging the authority of the minor texts, hesitated over
their number and length. Unlike the Sinhalese Theravidins, who succeeded in compiling a Khuddakanikdya, the mainland Buddhists merely
drew up lists of the Qudraka without ever being able to form a
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definitive collection, whatever the accounts of the first council may say.
That is why no Chinese translation of a complete &udrakapi!aka has
come down to us.
THECANONICITY OF THE S~TRAS.- The Buddhist teaching (S&ana) is
both theoretical (parycipri) and practical (pratipatri) in nature. While the
Vinaya is only a convention (samvrti) adopted as a line of conduct, the
Dharma as propounded in the Sitra represents the absolute truth
(paramir rhasatya).
The Dharma, properly speaking, is the Word of the Buddha (buddhavacana), but this definition should not be taken in its restricted sense. To
judge from the explanations supplied by all the Vinayas one after the
other - Mahisimghika Vin. (T1425, ch. 13, p. 336a 21); Milasarv. Vin.
(T 1442, ch. 26, p. 771b 22); Plli Vin. (IV, p. 15); Dharmagupra Vin.
(T 1428, ch. 11, p. 639a 16); Sarvistivcidin Vin. (T 1435, ch. 9, p. 716 1)
- the Dharma is what was uttered by the Buddha, without a doubt and
above all, but also by the auditors (Srcivaka), wise recluses (T~I'),
gods
(&a) and apparitional beings (upapciduka).
The word of the Buddha is transmitted from generation to generation
through the channel of the auditors. The auditor (Srcivaka) gathers the
word either directly from the lips of the master, or else by grasping it by
means of intentional knowledge @ranidhijr&a).
It goes without saying that the ancient revelation has not come down
to us in its entirety. There was a "loss of the original recitation"
(mllasamgitibhramSa), and many siitras disappeared (bahulini sltrciny
antarhircini). Among them, the Vibh@G notes those which listed the six
heru (T 1545, ch. 16, p. 79b), the twenty-eight anuiaya (ch. 46, p. 236).
the thirty-seven bodhipciksika (ch. 96, p. 486a); it states that "originally
the Ekottarigama enumerated the dharmas from I to 100; it now stops
at 10 and, from 1 to 10, much is lost, little remains ... When Sinavlsa, a
disciple of Ananda, entered Nirvlna, 77,000 Avadlnas and Sltras,
10,000 Abhidharmakistras were lost" (ch. 16, p. 796). Identical remarks
are found in the AbhidharmakoSa (11, p. 245, n.) as well as a whole series
of texts recorded by Bu-ston (11, pp. 169-71). Even allowing for some
exaggeration, it must be accepted that not all these assertions are false :
for example, it is certain that with regard to some sltras of the
Mahlylna, there existed longer recensions than those which have come
down to us6*.
On the other hand, alongside the authentic siitras which are duly
180
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O1 This was notably the case for the Samdhinirmocanasfitra : cf. P. DW&VILLE,
JA,
1936, p. 650.
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classified in the collections, separate (muktaka) and apocryphal (adhyiiropita) texts circulated. The Buddha had foreseen this change in the
doctrine when he announced : "The Siitras promulgated by the Tathigata, which are profound, profound in meaning, supramundane, and
which teach emptiness, will not be listened to with faith, no-one will lend
an ear, nor recognize them as true.. . But the Siitras composed by poets,
which are poetic, artistic in syllables and phonemes, exoteric, promulgated by the disciples, will be believed.. . Thus, Siitras of the first category
will disappear" (Samyutta, 11, p. 267; Anguttara, I, pp. 72-3; T 99,
ch. 47, p. 3456).
Already, after the council of VaiSiIi, in the year 110 of the Nirviina,
the Mahisamatikas falsified the authentic texts (Dipavaysa, V, 32-8)
and, at the council of PZfaliputra, under ASoka, a certain Mahideva
wanted to incorporate the siitras of the MahZyina in the three Baskets
( D E ~ ~ M LSectes,
L E , p. 30). "After the Nirvina of the Buddha", says the
Vibheii (T 1545, ch. 185, p. 929c), "false Siitras were placed in the
Siitras; false Vinayas were placed in the Vinayas; false Abhidharmas
were incorporated in the Abhidharma". The AbhidharmakoSa (111,
p. 40) in turn remarks : "What can we do about it? The Master has
entered Nirvina, the Good Law no longer has a leader. Many sects have
formed which alter the meaning and the letter at their whim".
The multiplication of apocryphal texts led the early theoreticians of
the Dharma to formulate criteria of authenticity which were generally
accepted. They are found in various recensions of the Mahiiparinirviinasltra (Digha, 11, p. 123, Sanskrit Mahiiparinirviina, ed. Waldschmidt,
p. 238; T 1, ch. 3, p. 17c; T 5, ch. 1, p. 167a; T 6, ch. 1, p. 182c; T 7,
ch. 1, p. 195c), the Anguttara (11, p. 167; T 125, ch. 20, p. 6526); the
Mllasarv. Vin. (T 1451, ch. 37, p. 389b), the AbhidharmakoSa (IX,
p. 252) and several other Mahiyinist treatises refer to them (Siksiimuccaya, p. 63, 1.18; Bodhicaryiivatiirapaiijikii, p. 43 1; Sltriila&ira,
p. 4; B o a . bhmi, p. 108, 1.25) :
When a monk, on the basis of one of the four great authorities
(mahiipadeSa) - the Buddha, a particular Samgha, a group of Elders or
an especially knowledgeable Elder -, wants to have a given text
accepted as the Word of the Buddha, it should not be approved or
rejected without due examination. The word of the Buddha is "whatever
reaches us as such through the succession of masters and disciples,
whatever is found in the Siitra, appears in the Vinaya and does not
contradict the nature of things (dharmat5)". This nature of things is the
doctrine of dependent origination which was discovered and thaught by
the Buddha.
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c. The Vinayapitaka
In the state in which it has reached us, the Vinayapitaka is less
uniform than the Basket of Siitras, in the sense that, even while
exploiting a common basis, the various Vinayas in our possession deal
with the matter more freely and diverge from each other so much that
they constitute scholastic documents and claim as much. Alongside the
Pili Vinaya, we possess those of the Sarvistividins (T 1435), Dharmaguptas (T 1428), MahisSimghikas (T 1425); Mihiiisakas (T 1421) and
Miilasawistividins (T 1442-51; Dulva, I-XIII).
Their compilation was not closed until quite a late period since they
refer not only to events which were contemporary with the Buddha, but
also the council of VaiGli in the year 100 or 110 of the Nirviina, the
patriarchs who succeeded each other from the beginning until thk reign
of Asoka and beyond and, finally, predictions some of which, such as
that concerning the stiipa of Kaniska, could not have been elaborated
before the second century A.D. *
TIE BASES OF THE VINAYA.
- The monastic discipline consists of a
certain number of offences to be avoided and acts or ceremonies to be
performed. In other words, it rests on the twofold basis of the Pritimoksa and the Karmavicanis.
The Pritimoksa is a list of offences against the prescriptions of the
order with an indication of the punishment be meted out to those who
commit them. The Pritimok* is twofold : that of the bhiksus consists of
eight categories of offences and that of the bhiksunis only seven. Each
Buddhist school insisted on drawing up its own Pritimoksa, but only
very small differences can be noted between the various lists. Besides the
numerous Tibetan and Chinese translations, we possess the original text
of the following lists :

182

1. Bhikkhu and Bhikkhq@ii!imokkha of the TheravHdins (PHli Vin., vols 111
and IV).
2. Bhik~upr5tirnok;a of the SarvHstivHdins (ed. L. FINOT,J A , 1913, pp. 465547), corresponding to T 1436.
3. Bhiksq@rdtimoba of the SarvHstivHdins (ed. E. WALDSCHMIDT,
Bruchstucke des ..., Leipzig, 1926), corresponding to T 1437.
4. Bhiksq@rdtimok;a of the MllasarvHstivldins (ed. A.C. BANERJEE,IHQ.
XXIX, 1953, pp. 162-74; 266-75; 363-77), corresponding to T 1454.
MISHRA,
Joum. of
5. Prdtirnoksa of the Mahldmghikas (ed. R. PACHOW-R.
the G. Jha Res. Inst., IX,2, 3, 4).
The KarmavHcanHs are decisions concerning the functioning of community life. They refer to admission into the order, ordination ceremo-
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nies, confession, pravirqd, going into retreat and the most varied details
of monastic life.
Alongside the various Pili Kammavicanis published long since by
F. SPIEGEL,J.F. DICKSON,0. FRANKFURTER,
H.BAYNES,S.C. DASand
G. CLAUSON~~,
we now possess a Bhkpkarmavcikya of the Miilasarvastividins (ed. A.C. BANERJEE,
IHQ, XXV, 1949, pp. 19-30), a Bhikseikarmavicanc of the Sarvistividins (ed. C.M. RIDDING,etc., BSOS, I, 1917-20,
p. 123) and some [Bhiksu] KarmavGcani of the Sarvistividins (ed.
H. H ~ T E LBerlin,
,
1956).*

THESTRUCTURE OF THE VINAYA.
- The Vinaya is usually comprised
of three parts : the twofold Sitravibhariga (bhik~uand bhik;qivibhariga),
some twenty Skandhaka (Pili, Khandaka) or Vastu, concluding with
appendices, if any.
1. The SlStravibhariga is a detailed explanation of the articles of the Pritimoksa. The Bhiksuvibhariga comments on the 227 articles of the BhikpprrStimoksa arranged in eight categories :
1. PrSrrSjika or ipatti, faults entailing expulsion.
2. SamghrSv&a (P. Sarighidisesa), faults entailing temporary exclusion from
the Community.
3. Aniyata, undetermined faults.
4 . Nibargika or Naibargika Pitayantika (P. Nissaggiya Picittiya), faults
entailing renunciation of an object which has been obtained unduly.
5. PCtayantika ( P . PrScittiya), faults entailing penance.
6. Pratide~aniya(P. Pi!idesaniya), faults to be confessed.
7. SaikSa (P. Sekhiya), matters to be recommended.
8. A d h i k a r ~ d a m a t h ameans
,
of settling disputes.

183

The Bhik+aqivibhariga comments upon the 31 1 articlesd3 of the Bhik~un@rGtimok;aarranged in seven categories, the same as the preceding
ones with the exception of the Aniyatas.
The commentary, which is planned systematically, begins with a
history explaining the promulgation of the article, formulates the prescription by indicating the penalty its violation entails, explains the
prescription word by word (padabhijaniya) and concludes with other
anecdotes justifying any exceptions to the rule.
2. The Skandhaka "sections" or Vasru "points" regulate the details of
the monastic life on the basis of acts and ceremonies prescribed in the
KarmavHcanHs which were mentioned above. These sections are twenty
in number :
Bibliography in WINTERNITZ,Literoture, 11, p. 25. n. I .
The number of articles varies according to the schools.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
IS.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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Pravrajyd, admission into the order.
Posadha, monthly confessional ceremonies.
Varsd. the monks' retreat during the rainy season.
Pravdrand, the festivity at the end of the retreat.
Carma, the use of sandals and other objects made of leather.
Bhaisajya, medicines.
Civara, clothing.
Ka!hina, the distribution of monastic garments.
KoSdmba, quarrels among the monks as was the case at KauGmbi.
Karma, conditions of validity in the ecclesiastic procedure.
Pdndulohitaka, disciplinary measures taken in the community.
Pudgala, ordinary procedure against light offences.
Pcirivtisika, rule of conduct during'the period of probation and mlnlpya.
Posadhasthdpana, exclusion of a monk from the confessional ceremony.
Samatha, procedure for settling disputes.
Samghabheda, schism.
~a~uniisana.
residence and furniture.
Jcdra, behaviour of the monks in various circumstances.
Kpciraka, minor recommendations.
Bhiksupi, conduct required of the nuns.

3. The appendices added to certain Vinayas draw up summaries of
the material dealt with in the Vibhariga and Skandhaka, or provide
further information about certain events concerning ecclesiastical history.
Despite its extremely technical nature, the Vinaya is an inexhaustible
mine of curious and precise information on Indian life in general and
that of the Buddhist monks in particular. Thousands of separate anecdotes can be found in it which relate to the circumstances in which this
or that monk's misconduct led the Buddha to lay down a specific
precept or formulate a particular order.
However, there is more. We find, sometimes in the Appendices and
sometimes in the Skandhakas, coherent accounts which constitute a
partial biography of Siikyamuni and the beginnings of an ecclesiastical
chronicle. The biography is in three parts : the antecedents and genealogy of the Buddha, his birth and life until his Enlightenment and,
finally, the beginning of his public ministry until the conversion of
Siiriputra and Maudgalyiyana. The chronicle deals with the Buddha's
funeral, the council of Rijag~ha,the first patriarchs and, finally, the
council of VaiGli. The presence of such digressions poses a literary
problem to which we will return further on.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SIX V~NAYAS.
- According to the plan described
above, six separate Vinayas were elaborated over the centuries a brief
analysis of which should be given :
.I. P d i Vinaya. A work belonging to the Sinhalese Theraviidins, it
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circulated on the island of Ceylon but never seems to have been used on
the mainland. It consists of three parts :
I. Suttavibhatiga (vols 111-IV of the PTS edition).
I . Mahdvibbhariga or Bhikkhuvibhatiga.
2. Bhikku~Ribhatiga.
11. Khandhaka 22 in number (vols 1-11 of the PTS edition).
I . Mahdvagga (first ten Khandhakas).
2. Cullavagga (last twelve Khandhakas).
This section contains three separate parts :
a. An introduction devoted to part of the biography of the Buddha, from the Enlightenment to the conversion of Sariputta (I,
PP- 1-44).
b. The description of twenty Khandhakas (I, pp. 44-300; 11, pp. 1283).
c. A conclusion, inserted impromptu and containing the account
of the councils of Rljagaha (11, p. 284-93) and VeGli (11,
p. 294-308).
111. Parivdra or Appendix in 16 sections and 19 chapters (vol. V of the PTS
ed.). In the form of questions and answers it recapitulates the contents of the
previous parts. It is the work of a Sinhalese monk "the extremcly learned Dipa
who had investigated the methods followed by the ancient masters" (V, p. 226).
I85

2. Vinaya of the ~arviistividins(T 1435), - Better known by the
name of the "Vinaya in ten recitations" (DaSidhyiya), this Vinaya, of
which we possess only a few original
was translated in 404
by Kumiirajiva in collaboration with Punyatriita and Dharmaruci. After
409,Vimaliiksa added a postface to it. The work is in four parts :
I . Bhikyvibhariga : adhylyas I to 3 (T 1435, pp. 1-147).
11. Skandhakas : adhyiiyas 4 to 6 @p. 148-302).
111. Bhik-ivibhariga : adhylya 7 @p. 302-46).
IV. Appendices :
a. Ekottaradharma : adhyiiya 8 @p. 346-78).
B. Updliparipycchd : adhygya 9 (pp. 379-409).
Bhiky (wr. Vinaya) adhydya. - Ubhayatovinaya and Sayyukta. - Prirdjikadharma. - Sqghava.ie;a : beginning of adhylya
I0 @p. 410-45).
d. KuSaISdhyaya and Preface to the Vinaya : end of adhyiiya 10
@p. 445-70).
C.

This preface, or rather this postface was not part of the complete
translation of the Vinaya made in 404-405 at Ch'ang-an by KumiiraJiva
and his assistants. It was added later, after 409, by Vimaliikw.
64
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J. FILLIOZAT
and H. KUNO,
Fragmenrs du Vinaya &s Sarv&rivddin, JA, 1938, pp. 21-
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Kumirajiva (350-409), was ordained at the age of six (536), studied at
KuEi and attended lectures by the KaSmirian master Vimaliksa who
taught him the Sarvistividin Vinaya. After various incidents, a Chinese
expedition brought him to Liang chou in 385 and from there he reached
Ch'ang-an in 402, where he worked until his death. Between the years
404 and 405, with the help first of Fu-jo-to-lo and then of Dharmaruci,
he made a Chinese translation of the Sarvistividin Vinaya. In 406, his
master Vimaliksa joined him in Ch'ang-an. After Kumirajiva's death,
which occurred in 409, Vimaliksa went to the region of An-hui where he
continued to teach the Vinaya. He revised the Chinese version by
Kumirajiva, changed the title of the loth recitation ("Recitation on the
Vinaya" instead of "Recitation of the good") and added three new
scrolls (ch. 59-61) to the 58 scrolls of the original text. This postface
contains four sections : 1-2. an account of the first two councils; 3.
Miscellanea (samyukta) on the Vinaya; 4. Antecedents (nidZn~)*~.
Therefore, the first translation, although given as complete, did not
contain the detailed account of the two councils to which it made only a
brief allusion (ch. 56, p. 414a). The account was added, after 409, by
Vimaliksa who probably based it on Sanskrit documents obtained in
Central Asia.
3. Vinaya of the Dharmaguptas (T 1428). - This was translated at
Ch'ang an in 408-413 by BuddhayaSas who recited the text by heart and
rendered it into Chinese with the aid of the interpreter Hui pien. It
consists of four parts
I. Bhik~uvibhariga(pp. 568-713).

11. Bhiksunjvibhariga (pp. 714-78).
111. Skandhaka (pp. 779-971).
a. Introduction : Life of the Buddha : Antecedents and genealogy
(p. 779a 5-b 10); birth of the Buddha and his life up to the
Enlightenment @p. 7796 10-781c 11); the beginnings of the
ministry up to the conversion of hriputra (pp. 781c 11-7996 24).
b. The twenty Skandhaka (pp. 799-966).
c. Conclusion : the Buddha's funeral (p. 966a 15-c 11); the council
of Riijagha (pp. 966c 11-968c 17); the council of Vaillli
(pp. 9 6 8 ~1 1-971c 2).
IV. Two appendices : 1. Sayyuktavarga (pp. 971-90); 2. Vinayaikottara
(pp. 990-1014).
4. Vinaya of the Mah&s@ghikas (T 1425). - This was translated at
Nanking in 416 by Buddhabhadra and Fa hsien from an original found
by the latter in Pifaliputra. The caves of Bimyin have yielded a short
65

References to the sounxs in P. D E M I ~ I LTP,
L EXL.
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fragment, published by S. LBm in JA, 1932, pp. 4-8. The Vinaya is
divided in the following way :
I. Bhik~uvibhatiga(T 1425, pp. 227-412).
11. Skandhaka (pp. 412-514).
111. Bhiksunivibhariga (pp. 5 14-48).

The work does not contain a coherent biography of the Buddha, but
in the Skandhaka section it includes under the title of Kpdrakidhy~ya
the beginning of an ecclesiastical chronicle recounting the funeral of the
187 Buddha (pp. 489c 26-4906 21), the council of Riijagrha (pp. 4906 21492c 17), the succession of patriarchs (pp. 492c 17-493a 19) and the
council of VaiSBli @. 493a 25-c 1 I).
5. Vinaya of the Mahi3Zsakas (T 1421). - This was translated at
Nanking between 423 and 424 by Buddhajiva and his team from a
manuscript discovered in Ceylon by Fa hsien. It is very close to the PBli
canon and consists of three parts :
I. Bhik~vibhatiga(T 1421, pp. 1-77).
11. Bhikyqivibhanga (pp. 77-101).
111. Skandhaka (pp. 101-94).
a. Introduction devoted to the life of the Buddha : antecedents and
genealogy (p. lOla 10-b 20); biography from birth to Enlightenment (pp. lOlb 20-102c 21); beginnings of the public ministry
until the conversion of kriputra @p. 102c-110c 10).
b. The Skandhakas themselves (pp. 110-90).
c. Conclusion limited to an account of the councils of RSjagrha
(pp. 1906 13-1920 25) and VaiGlT (pp. 192a 26-1946 20).

6. Vinaya of the Mllasarvistivcidins. The complete form of this voluminous Vinaya, which was finished at quite a late date, exists only in a
Tibetan translation (a section of the Dulva, I-XIII) carried out in the
ninth century by a team of translators. The sensational discovery at
Gilgit in 1931 yielded a considerable part of the Sanskrit original,
published in four instalments through the enlightened intercession of
N. D m (Gilgit Manuscripts, Vol. 111, Parts 1-4, Srinagar, 1950);
however, before then thc DivyZvadZna had already reproduced lengthy
passages from it. A mediocre and incomplete translation of it was made
by I ching at Lo-yang and Ch'ang-an between the years 700 and 712
(T 1442-51). The work is divided as follows :
I. Vinayavastu (i.e. Skandhakas).
11. Prhtimok~m-traand Vinoyavibhatiga of the Bhiksus.
111. Prdtimoksaszirra and Vinayavibhariga of the Bhiksunis
IV. Vinayakydrakavastu.
V. Vinayottaragrantha, including the Updipariprcchh.
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In fact the &udrakavastu (IVth part) appears as an immediate
continuation of the Vinayavastu (1st part). The 17th Vastu of the latter,
namely the Swghabhedavastu (T 1450), continued by the &udrakavastu
(T 1451), contains a complete and coherent biography of the Buddha
Sikyamuni in which one can distinguish, as did W. ROCKHILL(Life of
the Buddha, London, 1884), five long chapters : the history of the world
from its renewal until the reign of Suddhodana, the Buddha's father; the
period extending from the reign of Suddhodana until the ministry of the
Buddha; the life of the Buddha, the beginnings of his ministry until the
reign of Ajitaiatru ; the beginnings of Ajitakitru's reign until the
decease of the Buddha; the history of the Buddhist church during the
110 years which followed the Buddha's decease.
TRADITIONS CONCERNING THE VINAYAS.
- The ancient tradiANCIENT
tions concerning the composition of the Vinayas are manifold, incoherent and contradictory. They concern three separate problems : the
length of the Vinaya compiled by Upili at the council of Rijagyha, the
Buddhist school which is reputed to have preserved this original text
and, finally, the period when the various Vinayas were constituted.
1. The accounts of the first council differ in opinion over the length
of the Vinaya recited by Upili. For some, it was only an embryonic
Vinaya limited to a description of the precepts relative to the bhiksus
and bhiksunis or, according to the traditional expression, the ubhatovinaya : this is the opinion of the Cullavagga (P. Vin., 11, p. 287, 1.8), the
MahZisaka Vin. (T 1421, ch. 30, p. 191a 13-14) and one recension of
the MahiparinirvGnaszitra (T 5, ch. 2, p. 175c 8-9). The others believed
that Upili had recited the complete Vinaya of the school to which they
belonged and which consisted of at least four parts, Bhiksuvibh~ga,
Bhiksunivibhariga, Skandhaka and one or two Addenda : this is the
opinion of the great Sinhalese commentators (Samantapisidikd, pp. 1415), the Dharmaguptas (T I, preface, p. l a 8; T 1428, ch. 54, p. 9686 101 l), the Haimavatas (T 1463, ch. 3, p. 818a 16-20) and the Miilasarvistividins (T 1451, ch. 40, p. 408a-b).
The first hypothesis, that of an embryonic Vinaya developing over the
ages, seems to be the most satisfactory at first sight, but the second can
base its arguments on an old Buddhist preconception according to
which the texts, although plentiful at the outset, gradually dwindled
away.
2. At least three schools claim they possess the original Vinaya, called
the Vinaya of KrSSyapa or of Upili, compiled at the first council : the
Mahidmghikas, Sthaviras (or Sawistividins?) and the Vitsiputriyas.
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a. A tradition which must be of Magadhan origin identifies the
original Vinaya with that of the Mahisimghikas*, and makes the
Vinaya of the Sthaviras (or rather of the Sarvistividins) and aberrant
Vinaya. This is what is emerging from a Mahidmghika work, the
~ciriputraparip~ccha
(T 1465, p. 900b), translated by an unknown hand
between 317 and 420. Unfortunately, the Chinese translation is so
obscure that it allows for the most diverse interpretations. After having
narrated at length the persecution by the Sunga Pusyamitra, the text,
going back to the past, speaks of events which took place under a king
whom it does not name but who, from the evidence of other parallel
texts which we will quote, can be none other than ASoka the Maurya.
'

"At that moment, there was an old bhiksu who was avid for glory and prone
to disputing. He copied and arranged our Vinaya, developing and increasing
what KHSyapa had codified and which is called 'The Vinaya of the Great
Assembly' (Ta chung lii : MahHdmghavinaya). He collected from outside some
material which had been neglected [until then], with the aim of deceiving
beginners. He thus formed a separate party which quarrelled with [the Great
Assembly]. Then there were some bhiksus who asked the king to pass judgement.
The king brought the two schools together and set about taking a vote with
black and white slips of wood (Saliiki), proclaiming that those who approved of
the old Vinaya could take the black slips, and those who favoured the new
Vinaya, the white slips. Then those who took the black slips were more than ten
thousand, while those who took the white slips were a mere hundred or so. The
king considered that [the doctrines of the two schools] both [represented] the
word of the Buddha and that since their preferences were not the same, [the
monks of both groups] should not live together. Since those who studied the old
[Vinaya] were in the majority, they were called MahHdmghikas ( M o ho sing
ch'o for that reason; those who studied the new [Vinaya] formed the minority,
but they were all Sthaviras (Shang tso, elders) : hence they were called T'a pi lo
(Sthaviras)".

This text represents the Mahisimghlka version of the first Buddhist
schism which, at the time of ASoka, brought the Mahisimghikas into
conflict with the Sthaviras. The same event is narrated in the Sarvistividin sources, such as the Vibheci (T 1545, ch. 99, pp. 510c-512a), as
Sectes, pp. 36-9) and Hsiian tsang
well as by Paramirtha (DEM~~MLLE,
(T 2087, ch. 3, p. 8866). The latter accept that King Aioka first favoured
the Mahisimghikas, and this fact is confirmed by the Mahdvamsa (IV,
p. 32 sq.), but add that he then repented and finally did the Sthaviras
justice.
However, it does seem that Fa hsien who discovered the manuscript
of the Mahciswghika Vinaya in Pitaliputra considered as identical to
the earlier Vinaya. In the postface of the Chinese translation of this
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Vinaya (T 1425, ch. 40, p. 5486) he confirms and completes the evidence
of the ~ ~ r i ~ u t r a ~ a r i ~ ~ c c h d .
"Formerly in central India a wicked king reigned for a certain time. All the
rama
an as fled in the four directions, and the Tripifaka bhiksus were dispersed.
Once the bad king was dead, there was a good king who invited all the
Sramanas to return to the wuntry where he gave them hospitality. At the time,
there were five hundred bhiksus in Plfaliputra who wanted to settle a question
but had no Vinaya master nor Vinaya text and thus could not deal with the
matter. So they sent a man to the Jetavanavihlra to wpy the Vinaya text. ..
After the Nirviina of the Buddha, MahHklSyapa compiled the Vinayapifaka and,
acting as a great master, preserved the Pitaka in 80,000 articles. After the
Nirviina of KlSyapa, the venerable Ananda, Madhylntika and Slnaviisa successively had possession of the Pitaka with its 80,000 articles. Then it was the
venerable Upagupta whom the Bhavagat had defined as a Buddha without
marks (nirlaksynbuddha),for example in the Nidlna of the Victory over MHra.
He also had in his possession the Pitaka with 80,000 articles. However, after
him, five schools were founded : I . Dharmaguptakas, 2. Mahiilsakas,
3. KlSyapiyas, 4. Sarvatas who claim that everything exists. These first schools
each differed over the meaning (artha) and their theses (samaya)... Then those
five (sic) schools all got confused and disputes broke out, each claiming that its
own meaning was true. King ASoka wondered how he could judge the true from
the false, and he asked the Samgha how, according to the Law of the Buddha,
the judgment should be passed. They all told him 'According to the Law, the
majority must be followed'. The king said : 'If that is so, there will have to be a
vote with slips of wood (SalrSkZ) to see where the majority lies'. Once the vote
had taken place, those who took the slips of wood of the original assembly (ch'u
pb chung).were very great in number, and since that assembly was in the
majority, it was called Mahiidmghika (Mo ho sgng ch'i), i.e. [the school of] the
Great Assembly".

b. The learned Seng yu, who knew of the postface by Fa hsien, did
not fail to remark that the text of the original Vinaya claimed by the
Mahasiimghikas came from the Jetavanavihira. Now this vihira was in
fact located in VaiGii, the homeland of the Vjiputraka or Vitsiputriya
monks, known for their laxist conduct. Without giving the matter
proper consideration ,Sing yu came to the conclusion that the Mahidmghikas borrowed their Vinaya from the latter and that, as a result,
the Mahisimghika came from the Vitsiputriya school.
In his Ch'u sun tsang chi chi (T 2145, ch. 3, p. 21a 4), he modifies the
last lines of Fa hsien's postscript to that effect :
191

"Once the vote [instigated by ASoka] had taken place, the slips of wood of the
Vltsiputriyas were very great in number. Because of that great number, the
name [of that school] was changed to that of MahGmghika, i.e. the School of
the Great Assembly".
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However, such an affiliation is contrary to tradition and to all the
known lists; Sing yu must therefore bear the entire responsibility for it.
c. The KaSmirian tradition of Sarvistivldin and MClasarvistividin
origin, as it was formulated in the fifth and sixth centuries by Kumirajiva (344-409) and the Chinese scholars S n g yu (444-518) and Hui chao
(497-554), can be summarized in the following three points.
At the council of Rijarha presided over by KiSyapa, Uplli recited the
Vinayapipka. As he made 80 attempts at reciting that Vinaya, the latter
was called the "Vinaya in 80 recitations".
The first five patriarchs - KiSyapa, Ananda, Madhyintika, ~ i i n a visa and Upagupta - carefully preserved it in trust. However, since
Upagupta, a contemporary of ASoka, resided in Mathuri, the ancient
Vinaya which he preserved was also given the name of "Vinaya in 80
sections from the land of Mathuri". The text contained Avadinas and
Jitakas.
However, since his contemporaries had weak faculties and could not
memorize such a voluminous text, Upagupta deleted the accounts of the
Avadinas and Jitakas and, preserving only the most important parts,
compiled a Vinaya reduced to ten sections and entitled : "Vinaya in ten
recitations" (DaS&fhyiya). Sections 1 to 3 included the 250 precepts of
the Bhiksus, sections 4 to 6 dealt with the seven or eight dharmas or, in
other words, the Skandhakas; section 7 described the precepts of the
Bhiksunis; sections 8 to 10 were reserved for Appendices : Ekottara,
UpiliparipycchrS*, &udrakavarga and Kuialadharma. This Vinaya in ten
recitations was known by the name of "Vinaya from the land of
KaSmir". Kumirajiva translated it into Chinese at Ch'ang an in 404-405
with the title of Shih sung lu" (T 1435) and later, after 409, Vimaliksa
enriched the translation with a postface.
Finally, the Vinaya in ten recitations from KaSmir was commented
upon by a "Vibhisi in 80 sections", not to be confused with the earlier
Vinaya which also consisted of 80 sections. Although the sources are
lacking in precision in this respect, that Vibhig, also written in KaSmir,
must doubtless be identified with the voluminous MIIasarvitivrSdin
Vinaya (T 1442-51) which we have analyzed above.
We will continue with the evidence upon which these notes of literary
history are based :
Kumirajiva in his translation of the UpadeSa (T 1509, ch. 100,
p. 756c) :
"The abridged (sic) account of the Vinaya is in 80 sections and the Vinaya
texts are of two kinds : 1. The Vinaya from the land of Mathurii which, with its
Avadlnas and Jltakas, consist of 80 sections; 2. The Vinaya from the land of
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Kasmir which has excluded the JHtakas and Avadlnas : the latter has simply
retained the essential parts and consists of only 10 sections. However, there is a
VibhlsH in 80 sections which comments upon it".

Idem, ibidem (T 1509, ch. 2, p. 69c) :
"The explanations concerning the 250 precepts in three varga; the seven
dharma and the eight dharma; the bhik~univinaya;the Ekottara, the UpiIipariprcchi, the k~drakavargaand the kukalavarga : those 80 varga (sic!) form the
Vinayapivka".

Sing yu, Ch'u san tsang chi chi (T 2145, ch. 3, p. 20a 24) :
"In the past, MahikHSyapa held the Baskets of the Law. He transmitted them
to Ananda and so on down to the fifth master Upagupta. Originally, the Pitaka
consisted of 80 recitations, but since later generations had weak faculties
(mydvindriya) and could not learn it, Upagupta reduced it to 10 recitations".

Hui chiao, Kao sgng chuan* (T 2059, ch. 1 I, p. 403a) :
"UpHli made 80 attempts to recite the Vinaya : hence the title of 'Vinaya in 80
recitations'. Then there were KHSyapa, Ananda, Madhylntika, Siinaviisa and
Upagupta : those five Arhats preserved the Vinaya in turn".

193

3. The Chinese scholars of the fifth century are unanimous in dating
from the ASokan or post-ASokan era the fragmentation of the original
Vinaya into a series of separate Vinayas which, as witnessed by Hsiian
tsang, were still being taught in Uddiyina in the sixth century A.D.
(T 2087, ch. 3, p. 8826). Furthermore, they establish an artificial link
between those Vinayas and the five schools given by them as the leaders
in the affiliation of the sects.
They all base their claims on a prophecy of the Mahcisamnipitasltra
(T 397, ch. 22, p. 159), a Mahayinist work translated into Chinese
between 414 and 421. In it the Buddha says in substance that after his
Nirvina, certain disciples will receive, retain, copy and recite the twelve
categories of the teaching of the Tathlgata, but that they will interpret
them in the wrong way. They will be called Dharmaguptas, Sarvistividins, KlSyapiyas, Mahihisakas, Vitsiputriyas and MahlsZmghikas. Thc
Buddha, after listing those six schools, concludes : "Those five (sic)
schools, although they differ from one another, will not impede the unity
of the dharmadhdtu and the Great Nirvlna of the Buddha".
S n g yu (T 2145, ch. 3, pp. 20-l), Hui chiao (T 2059, ch. 11, p. 403a)
and Fa yiin (T 21 3 1, ch. 4, p. 1113a) use this prophecy as justification
for giving the leaders of those five schools as Vinaya masters and
disciples of Upagupta. Indeed, Fa yiin remarks :
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"The Buddha said : 'Five hundred years after my NirvHna, some malevolent
disciples will divide up my Vinayapifaka and establish five schools'. KHSyapa,
Ananda, Madhylntika, Vasuki (?) and Upagupta : those five masters, who
penetrated the Way with full powers, did not divide up the teaching. However,
Upagupta had five disciples who each held their own particular views. Consequently, they divided the single great Vinayapi!aka of the Tathlgata and
founded five schools : Dharmaguptas, Sawatas, KHSyapiyas, MahiGsakas,
Vltsiputriyas and Mahidmghikas".
HYPOTHESESON THE F o R M A n o N OF THE VINAYAS.- Limiting his
research to the PHli sources, Louis Finot noted the artificiality of the link
which connects the account of the two councils with the preceding
twenty Khandhakas and proposed the hypotheses that this account
formed the second part of a chronicle the first part of which was devoted
to the narration of the Buddha's last journey, his Parinirvina, his
funeral and the distribution of his relics. It is believed that this ancient
chronicle was then divided into two and the first part inserted into the
Suttapitaka with the title of ~ a h i ~ a r i n i b b & x u t t athe
; second, namely
the account of the councils, was added to the Vinayapitaka at the end of
the K h a n d a k a ~ ~ ~ .
194
However, the Buddhist sources we have at our disposal are not in
favour of the existence of such a chronicle. Among the Chinese recensions of the Mahiparinirvinm-tra, T 1 remains utterly silent over the
councils, T 7 devotes one line to the council of Rijagrha, T 5 and 6
give full accounts of the council of Rijagrha; but nowhere is there a
mention of the council of VaiGli. The latter is connected only with the
Vinaya tradition.
Nevertheless, Finot's theories are taken up and amplified on much
sounder bases by E. Frauwallner in a work entitled The Earliest Vinaya
and the Beginnings of Buddhist Literature, Rome, 1956. While the
Buddhist Dharma had already been codified into a Siitrapipka and the
twofold PrHtimokg commented upon in the form of a Vibhanga, an
author, not without literary pretensions, undertook to write a work on
the religious life of the Buddhist monks and published a Skandhaka to
this effect.
This Old Skandhaka was written about the year 100 or 110 after the
NirvHna, shortly before or after the council of VaiGli, and took its
inspiration from the model of the Vedic collections. It began with an
O6 L. FINOT,
Textes historiques dam le Canon prili, JA, 1932, p. 158; M&parinib@asutra et Cullavagga, IHQ, V111, 1932, pp. 241-6. Sce the reply by E. OBERMILLER,
The
Accou~rof the Buddha > NirvZv and the first Council according to the Vinoyak+udraka,
IHQ. 1932. pp. 781-4.
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account of the first part of the life of the Buddha : his race, birth, youth
and vocation, his Enlightenment and, finally, the beginning of his public
ministry up to the conversion of the two great disciples Siriputra and
Maudgalyiyana. The author then passed on to a description of the rules
of monastic life, admission into the order, the confessional ceremony,
etc., attempting to alleviate the dryness of the material by the insertion
of anecdotes and legends. He concluded with an account of the decease
of the Buddha and the beginning of an ecclesiastical chronicle covering
the great events of the first century : the council of Rijagrha, the
succession of patriarchs and, finally, the council of VaiGli.
In order to carry out this work, the author borrowed from compositions which were already in existence everything that could be of use to
him : stories and legends taken from the commentaries upon the
Prltimoke, sttras or fragments of them from the original tradition.
However, he adapted all that material to his own artistic genius and,
with regard to the biography of the Buddha which formed the theme of
this work, he deviated considerably from the early authentic tradition.
"Thus he created a work which looks imposing, if we imagine it in its
original shape, and which is practically unique in his time; the first great
literary work of Buddhism" (FRAWALLNER,
op. cit., p. 154).
Accidents in the oral tradition cruelly abused this Old Skandhaka to
such an extent as to break up its original arrangement and render its
design unrecognizable. Nevertheless, and still according to E. Frauwallner,
it exerted considerable influence on the later Buddhist literary output.
Hence, the biographical portion with which the work began is thought
to have become independent and to have been elaborated upon afterwards by the various schools. It must therefore be the basis of the
various incomplete biographies of the Buddha which most often conclude with the conversion of SHriputra and Maudgalyiyana. This was
the case for the NidcinakathrS of the PHli JHtaka; it was also the case for
the various biographies of "sectarian" origin which a colophon of the Fo
p6n hing chi ching (T 190, ch. 60, p. 932a 16-21) reconciles in these
terms : "What is this siitra (T 190) called? The Mahidmghika masters
,
the KiSyapiyas,
call it Mahdvastu; the S a ~ b t i v l d i n sMahdlalitavistara;
Buddhajitakanidina; the Dharmaguptakas, ~ik~amunibuddhacarira.
the
MahiSlsakas, Vinayapi!akamiIaw.
As for the conclusion of the Old Skandhaka - a conclusion narrating
the decease of the Buddha and the account of the two councils - it
belonged, according to Frauwallner (op. cit., p. 146), to the Vinaya, and
"in its earliest form recognizable to us". Later, the account of the
Buddha's decease was linked up with the Sttrapitaka, but the recension
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of the Mahiparinirv@&utra still retains the particular stamp which the
author of the Old Skandhaka claimed to have impressed on it.

I%

The admirable work by Professor Frauwallner, of which we have just
given a short summary, marks considerable progress in our knowledge
of the Buddhist sources, but his conclusions cannot be accepted unreservedly.
The structure of the Old Skandhaka is only just recognizable in the
Vinaya of the Dharmaguptakas and Mahiiikas and the Pili Vinaya. In
the two Vinayas, which the indigenous traditions examined above
present as being the closest to the ancient Vinaya of Upili - namely the
Sarvritividin and Mahiis5rpghika Vinaya -, there is no trace of the
initial biography of the Buddha. Furthermore, in the Sarvristividin
Vinaya, the account of the two councils did not form part of the
original edition, but only appears in a postface appended in China in the
fifth century A.D. As for the Milasarv. Vin. which devotes two Skandhakas to a full and coherent biography of the Buddha, it did not
originate from an old Buddhist community established in Mathuri from
the first century of Buddhism - as E. Frauwallner claims (p. 37) - but
from an immense compendium of discipline which was closed very much
later and was probably compiled in KaSmir in order to complete the
Sarviistividin Vinaya. When, in the passage studied above, Kumirajiva
speaks of a "Vinaya in 80 sections from the land of Mathuri" he has in
mind, not the Milasarv. Vin., but the ancient Vinaya of Upiili which was
finally preserved by Upagupta in Mathuri.
It is doubtful whether the initial biography of the Buddha which
served as an introduction to the Vinayas was the starting point and
model of the separate Lives of the Buddha which were published later.
The latter, as we will see further on, do not all conclude with the
conversion of Siriputra. They are much more elaborate than the biographical fragments inserted into the Vinayas and, to quote only one
example, there is no common measure between the enormous N i h a kathi of the Jitaka and the short, fragmentary account with which the
PHli Khandakas open. Finally, it was not only from those Skandhakas
that the biographers of the Buddha could derive their documentation.
The Siitrapitaka contained quantities of biographical and much more
detailed Siitras.
It would be difficult for the author of the Old Skandhaka to be the
first compiler of the chronicle of the councils, and we do not see how a
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contemporary of the events could have accumulated such a quantity of
anachronisms, improbabilities and myths. By sketching above the hstory
of the tradition of the councils through the literature of the Siitras,
Vinayas, Avadinas, ecclesiastical chronicles, travel memoirs and, finally,
the great Sinhalese commentaries, we have attempted to show how that
tradition was exploited throughout the ages to the most diverse purposes. Though the account of the councils is momentarily linked with
the Vinaya tradition, it remains evident, as P. DemiCville has already
noted, that, its compilers were not the same as those of the Vinayas to
which that account is appended6'.
The hypothesis of an Old Skandhaka distinct from the ancient Vinaya
of Upili of which the whole tradition speaks therefore seems to us to
complicate a problem that is already sufficiently so. In our opinion, the
Vinayapitaka appears as a development and explanation of the two
monastic codes which were drawn up at the very beginning of the
Buddhist community : the Vibhaliga comments upon the Pritimoksa,
the series of offences forbidden to the monks and nuns, the Skandhakas
develop the Karmavicanis regulating the details of monastic life. This
commentary is enlarged by fragments relating to the life of the Buddha
as well as accounts concerning the early history of the community. The
addition of facts which concerned the Buddhist discipline only indirectly
continued to multiply incessantly and finally culminated, in the MClasarv. Vin.,in a complete biography of the Buddha and the beginnings of
ecclesiastical history. However, this outcome was long in gestation in the
Vinayas which had previously been closed. If remarkable similarities can
be discerned in the outlines of the latter - and we are thinking
particularly of the Pili, Mahiiika and Dharmagupta Vinayas - this
fact can be explained by a parallel development. The Buddhist communities did not live in complete isolation but were interested in the
work carried out by their neighbours. It is therefore not surprising that
they worked with the same methods and followed practically the same
plan. If nothing is more like one Buddhist vihira than another Buddhist
vihira, it is normal that the various known Vinayas should reveal the
close link which connected them.
d. The Abhidharmapitaka
The Abhidharmapitaka appears to be a thoroughly detailed systematisation of the teachings contained in the Siitras. It proceeds by means of
enumerations and summaries, questions and answers. It is only in the
6'

p. ~

~

L

L

A Epropos
,
du Concile de Vaikili, TP, XL, p. 254.
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chronicles and commentaries that the word is given as the title of a third
Pitaka; the canonical texts merely speak of a summary (mdtykd). By
abhidharma, they do not mean to designate any scriptural code, but
simply the "Special Dharma", i.e. the Doctrine pure and simple, without
the intervention of literary developments or the presentation of individuals. When understood in this sense, abhidharma is often coupled with
the word abhivinaya (DFgha, 111, p. 267; Majhima, I, p. 472)68.
If it can be said that, on the whole, the various Buddhist schools used
an identical Siitrapitaka and several similar Vinayapitakas, it must be
accepted that, if they had an Abhidharmapipka at their disposal, they
had put it together themselves. There is only a vague link as to similarity
between the many Abhidharmas which have come down to us.

TRADITIONS
CONCERNING THE COMPILATION OF THE ABHIDHARMAPI
TAKA.
- The accounts of the first council do not agree about the extent
of scriptural activity undertaken at Riijagyha :
a. Certain sources assert that the Elders of the council did no more
than compile the Dharrna and Vinaya, in other words, the first two
Pitakas : P d i Vin. (IT, p. 287); Mahdparinirv&aslrra (T5, ch. 2, p. 175c;
T 6, ch. 2, p. 191a); KdSyapasaygifi (T 2027, p. 7a); Mahi3kaka Vin.
(T 1421, ch. 30, p. 191a-b); Mahkdmghika Vin. (T 1425, ch. 32,
pp. 491c-492a).
b. Other sources attribute to KBSyapa the compilation of a Mitrkii,
summary : Mzilasarvktivddin Vin. (T 1451, ch. 40, p. 4086 2- 1 1); The
Legend of ASoka (T 2042, ch. 4, p. 113c 3-4; T 2043, ch. 6, p. 152a 15).
Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 9, p. 922c 25) also attributes the compilation
of the Abhidharmapipka to KZSyapa.
c. However, the great majority of the sources state that an Abhidharmapitaka was compiled at RZjagrha and that it was recited by Ananda.
Notwithstanding, they are not in agreement over the number of books
of which it is compiled.
Abh. in 4 sections and 5 recitations : Chinese preface to the translation
of the Dirgha (T 1, p. l a 9-10).
Abh. in 4 sections - Samgraha, SatpraSnaka, Samyoga, Prasthiina :
Nandimitrdvadina (T 2030, p. 146 8).
Abh. in 5 sections - Sasamcodanaviveka, Asamcodanaviveka, Samyoga, Prayoga and Sthiina : Dharmagupta Vin. (T 1428, ch. 54, p. 9686
25-26).
Abh. in 5 sections - SapraSnaka, ApraSnaka, Samgraha, Samyoga
and SthHna : Haimavata Vinayamdtrka (T 1463, ch. 3, p. 818a 28-29).
See I . B . HORNER,Abhidhamma Abhivinaya. IHQ, X V I I , 1941, pp. 291-310.
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Abh. in 7 sections - Dhammasarigani, etc. : Pili commentaries
(Sumangala, I, p. 17; Atthascflini, p. 3; SamantapEscfdikcf, p. 18).
Abh. in 7 books (one body and 6 feet) : the Sarvistividin tradition,
which will be examined further on.
199

SCHOOLS WITHOUT AN ABHIDHARMA.
- For certain schools, the
Abhidharma is not the Word of the Master. Hence, the Sautriintikas
are so called because for them the norm consists of the sGtras to the
exclusion of the Abhidharma treatises (ye sfitraprhcfnikcf nu tu f&trap r h i n i k i h : KosavyZkhycf, p. 1 1). Similarly, the Mahisamgitikas, mentioned by the D@avamsa (V, 37) rejected the six (sic!) sections of the
Abhidharma. Conversely, in their Vinaya, the Mahbimghikas frequently refer to the Abhidharma or the M i t ~ k(T
i 1425, p. 295a 26; 33412 21 ;
340c 1 ; 442a 28; 4426 4; 475c 13; 492c 18; 501c 24; 533c 2).
All the same, the schools which in principle rejected the Abhidharma,
in fact had equivalent Sistras at thir disposal. Among the 657 works
which Hsiian tsang brought back from India there were numerous
Gstras of Sthavira, Mahldmghika, Sammatiya, KiSyapiya, Dharmaguptaka and Sarvistividin origin69.
L

AN ANALYSIS OF THE PRESERVED ABHIDHARMAS.
- Among the Abhidharmas which have come down to us, the most important are those of
the Theravidins and Sarvistivldins.
I . The Sinhalese Theravidins possess an Abhidhammapifaka in seven
bookslo (pakarana) which, in the fifth century, Buddhaghosa and his
school (Sumangala, I, p. 17; Atthascflini, p. 3; Samanta, p. 18) quoted in
the following order :
1. Dhantmasarigani, classification of things.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Vighariga, divisions.
Dhitukathd, discussion on the elements.
Puggalapan'n'atti, description of personalities.
Katkvatthu, points of controversy.
Yamaka, twinned problems.
Pa!!hdna, causal relations.

Nevertheless, the Chinese recension of the Samantap&idikcf (T 1462,

6P

WAITERS, I, p. 21.

See an analysis of the seven books in NYANATILQKA, Guide through the Abhidhammapi!aka. Colombo, 1938. Besides the PTS editions and translations, recent translations have
appeared by A. ~
~ Dhammmarig~i,
u
, lraduction annor6e, Paris, 1951 ; NYANAPONIKA,
Dhammasarigayi, Kompendiwn &r Dingwelt. Hamburg, 1950. Also see NYAMAPONIKA,
Abhidhamma Studies, Colombo, 1949.
'O
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ch. 1, p. 676a) adopts a different order : 1 to 3 as above, 4 . Yamaka, 5.
Pa!!h&a, 6 . Puggalapat7fiati,7 . Kathcivatthu.
200
The Sinhalese chronicle preserves the traces of an Abhidhammapitaka
in six books only : a manuscript of the Dbavaysa (V, 37), records that
after the council of VaiSiili, the schismatic MahiisamHtikas rejected,
among other texts, the abhidhamma-chappakaranam;and in the Atthascilini, p. 3, the orthodox monks asked the Vitandas of the Abhayagiri and
Jetavana whether or not they accepted the Abhidhamma in six books. In
fact, it seems that the orthodox people considered the Dhcitukathci as
apocryphal (Sayyutta Comm., 11, p. 201.).
Until the fifth century certain Sinhalese schools hesitated over the
place they should give the Abhidhamma books. The orthodox monks
formed a special pitaka, the third; conversely, the Dighabhinakqs
ascribe it to the Khuddakanikiya, the fifth collection of the Suttapifaka
(Swnarigala, I, p. 15). According to another division of the Canon, the
word of the Buddha comprised five collections altogether and the last
included the whole of the Vinaya and Abhidhamma (Sumangala, I,
p. 23; Atthascilini, p. 26; Samanta, p. 27), as well as the other texts of the
Khuddaka.
Still during Buddhaghosa's time, the Theras inserted certain episodes
into the legend of the Buddha for the sole purpose of establishing the
authenticity and antiquity of their Abhidhamma. All the Lives of the
Buddha agree that after his enlightenment, Sikyamuni devoted four or
seven weeks to meditation, changing his residence each time. Furthermore the Atthascilini(p. 31) asserts that the Abhidhamma was "grasped"
(adhigata) at the foot of the Bodhi tree, at the time of the full moon of
Visikha, by the omniscient Buddha, and "collated" (vicita) by him, near
the Bodhimanda, during the fourth week which he passed in the"
Ratanaghara. This detail is also confirmed by the Jcitaka Commentary
( 1 . P. 78).
The Abhidhamma which ~ i k y a m u ndiscovered
i
and collated was later
propounded by him in the Triyastrimia heaven and acquired by the
disciple Siriputra. The famous wonder of SimkiSya is well-known to
the hallowed legend and profusely represented on iconographical documents : Sakyamuni ascended to the Triyastrimia heaven where he
taught the Good Law to his mother MByi, who had been reborn in that
paradise, then at the end of three months he came down to earth, again
by a precious triple ladder, in the company of the gods Brahrna and
Indra. The Sinhalese Abhidhamrnikas tried to imbue this legendary
episode with the value of a literary event : it was not the Law in general
201 but the Seven Books of the Abhidhamma which the Buddha expounded
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to his mother. Once the instruction was over, each evening he went to
Lake Anavatapta where he bathed then, during his rest, he communicated the contents of the discourse he had propounded to the great disciple
Siriputra. The latter, having thus learned the Abhidhamma, transmitted
it to his five. hundred disciples who had remained on earth. This
Sinhalese modification of the legend is again found, with some variants,
in the fifth-century commentaries : Atthardlini, p. 16; Dhammapada
Commentary, 111, pp. 222-3; Jdtaka Commentary, IV, p. 265.
The promulgation of the seven books of the Abhidhamma by the
Buddha himself is in apparent contradiction with another Sinhalese
tradition according to which the Kathdvatthuppakarqa, the fifth or last
of the Seven Books, was "revealed" or "diffused" by Moggaliputta Tissa
at the council of Pipliputra, in the year 236 after the NirvHna (Dpv.,
VII, 41, 56-8; Mhv., V, 278). This contradiction did not fail to draw the
attention of the Sinhalese Vitandavidins who were engaged in a controversy with the orthodox Theraviidins and of which the Atthardlini
(pp. 3-6) has preserved the record. Since the Kathdvatthu, said the
Vitandas, was promulgated by Moggaliputta Tissa 218 years (sic) after
the Pariniwina of the Buddha, it is only the word of the disciples and
should be rejected; if it is absolutely necessary to retain seven books in
the Abhidhammapipka, let us replace the Kathdvatthu by either the
Mahikihammahadaya or the Mahddhitukathd. To which the Theravidins
replied : The Kathdvatthu is indeed the word of the Buddha. When he
was teaching the Seven Books and came to the Katha'vatthu, he merely
established its summary ( m d t i k q !hapesr]. By acting in that way, he
foresaw that 218 (corr. 236) years after his death Moggaliputta Tissa
would develop that treatise at the Council of Pipliputra and give it a
length comparable to that of the Dighanikdya by collating five hundred
orthodox siitras and five hundred heterodox sltras. Therefore Tissa
delineated the treatise, not on his own authority, but it accordance with
the list of contents already established by the Master. Consequently, the
Kathdvatthu is the word of the Buddha.
In their present form, the.Seven Books of the Abhidhamma by no
means present that canonical nature which tradition claims in their
favour. In substance, they d o not always merely classify systematically
the psycho-physical phenomena which the sutras have already described,
but they also attempt to specify the relationships which unite them. In
this respect, the Pa!!hdna which examines the twenty-four "connections"
(pratyaya) between phenomena marks an undoubted progress in Buddhist scholasticism, By their form, the Abhidhamrnas are very like those
summarizing siitras some specimens of which already figured in the
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earlier collections : Sqgitisutta of the Dlgha, suttas No. 127, 137, 140,
148, 151 of the Ma#hima and the majority of the suttas in the Anguttara. However, the Abhidhamma abounds in repetitions, rectifications,
reclassifications and explanations which give it the character of an
unfinished work still in the process of elaboration. Certain sections of
the Dhammasarigani are only commentaries on previous sections, such as
the appendix of the A!!hakath&egh or Atthuddhira which is devoted to
an explanation of section 111. The Vibhanga appears to be the continuation and partial repetition of the Dharnmasarigani. Such work, incessantly repeated and never concluding, required many hands and extended over a period of time which it is impossible to specify, but which we
have every reason to suppose must have been quite, long. Hence the
Kathivatthu's object is to state and refute the heretical theses defended
by twenty-six different schools and, if some of them had already been
formulated at the time of ASoka, such as the five theses of MahHdeva
(Kathivatthu, 11, 1-6, pp. 163-204), others resulted from the Vetullavida
heresy (Ibid., XVII, 6-10, pp. 549-56; XVIII, I, pp. 559-60) which only
appeared in Ceylon during the reign of Vohirikatissa in the second half
of the third century A.D. (Dpv., XXII, 43; Mhv., XXXVI, 41).*
2. For their own part, the SamHstividins possessed an Abhidharma in
seven .books7' curiously entitled Sadpidhbhidharma "Abh. with six
203 feet". The KoSavy&hyi, which refers to it on p. 466, explains (p. 9) the
title in the following way :
"The treatise called JGZnaprasthcfna is like a body (Sarira) the six feet @&fa)
of which are : 1. Prakaranap6da. 2. VijGiinakdya, 3. Dharmaskandha. 4. PrajiiaptiG.stra. 5 . Dhdtukdya, 6. SamgitiparyrSyo. The treatise with its appendages
(nnucdra) is the Abhidharma".
The Tibetan historian Bu-ston (I, p. 49) cites the seven books in

'' J . TAKAKUSU,
On the Ahhidharma Literature of the Sarv6stivddinr. JF'TS. 1905, pp. 67146; L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,Abhidharmakob, Introduction, Paris, 1931, pp. XXIXXLII; La controverse du Temps er du Pudgala dam la Vijtiicinok(5ya.ktudes Asiatiques. I ,
Paris, 1925, p. 343-76; The two Nirv&adhitus according ro the Vibh~Qii,IHQ, VI, pp. 3945; Pirdyay cite drms Jtiibpr~hcSna,Mel. Linossier, 11, Paris, 1932, pp. 323-7;
Documents d'Abhidharma, BEFEO, XXX, 1930, pp. 1-28; 247-98; Documents d'Abhidharma, MCB, 1, 1932, pp. 65-125; V, 1937, pp. 7-187.
On the Prajiiaptikistra, see P. Mm, Lo IumiPre sur les Six Voies, Paris,.1939,pp. 120-5;
135. 167. 191.
We owe to the admirable activity of the VibvabhHrati a reconstroction of the Sanskrit
text of the original book : JiirSnaprasthWcfctra,retranslated lnto Sanskrit from Chinese
version of Him-tsang by S A N B
~ m ~ s uSASTRI,1, Santiniketan, 1955.
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another order, attributing each of them to a particular author. However,
these' attributions are often contradicted by the Chinese translations :
Dharmaskandha by Slriputra = T 1537 by Maudgalylyana.
Prajn'aptikistra by Maudgalylyana = T 1538.
Dhdtukdya by Piima = T 1540 by Vasurnitra.
VijtEkdya by Devakrman = T 1539 by Devak~ma.
Jkinaprcisthnnn by KltyHyana = T 1543 Abhidharmis!agrantha by
KHtyHyana = T 1544 AbhidharmajriiinaprasthinaiISstra by Kltylyaniputra.
6. Prakaryapcidn by Vasurnitra = T 1541 and 1542.
7. Satpgitiparydya by MahHkausthila = T 1536 by hriputra.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Apart from the Vaibhgsikas of KaSmir who, according to Bu-ston (I,
pp. 49-50), considered those seven books as discourses uttered by the

Master himself at different times, in various places and for different
people, the SarvHstividins and SautrHntikas renounced the pious fiction
which assumed that the Buddha was the author of their Abhidharma.
With a sincerity which could be found nowhere else, they acknowledged
that the books in question had been compiled at various dates by
different authors, whose names they give, even while considering them as
authorized interpreters of the word of the Master.
In the Chinese translations some information is found on the history
of these texts which we reproduce here in chronological order :
a. A colophon dated 379 A.D., inserted at the end of the 24th scroll
of the Chinese translation of the Jikinaprasthina by Samghadeva and
Dharmapriya (T 1543, ch. 24, p. 887a), confirms the explanation of the
term Sadpgda given above :
"The As!agrantha ( = Jn'dnaprasthdna) is merely the body (brira)'; there are
also six feet @&) of 1,000,000 syllables in all".

b. in a note by Kumlrajiva added to the translation of the Upadefa
204 (T 1509, ch. 2, p. 70a) carried out in 404-405, we read the following
explanations, which are interesting but difficult to interpret :
"[After the development of the sects which occurred a century after the
decease of the Buddha], a brHhmin monk named KHtyHyana, who was wise, had
sham faculties and could recite in full the Three Baskets. the internal and
extekal texts, and who wanted to explain the words of the '~uddha,compiled
the Jlicinaprasthina [T 1543, 15441. The first chapter [entitled Sapyuktagrantha]
deals with the laukikdgradharma. - Subsequently, his disciples made some
V i b h w [T 1545. 1546. 1547 of them for men in ages to come who would not
be able to understand fully the Agagranrha [and, in fact, the Vibh4d frequently
quotes the A~!agrantha : cf. T 1545, ch. 1, p. 46 3, etc.] - Some people say : In
the Sadpiidlbhidharma, the third Piida [Prajriopti.icistra, T 15381 in eight
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chapters is named Ftn pieh shih ch'ufin (Lokaprajfiap~i): this is the third part of
the Lu t'an ching (?) in six parts : it is the work of MaudgalyHyana. - In the
$adpHda, the first PHda [PrakarapajGda, T 1541, 15421consists of eight chapters :
four are the work of the Bodhisattva Vasumitra; the other four are the work of
the Arhats of KaSmir. - The other five PHdas [from the SadpHdHbhidharma] are
the work of the UpadeGdryas".

c. In his Life of Vasubandhu (T 2049, p. 189a), Paramktha writes :
"In the five hundred years after the Nirvgna of the Buddha, there was an
Arhat named KHtyHyaniputra who had taken up the homeless life in the sect of
the Sarvastiviidins. Indian by origin, he went to KaSmir, a kingdom situated to
the north-west of India. There, in the company of five hundred Arhats and five
hundred Bodhisattvas, he compiled the Abhidharma of the SarvHstivHdin school
and composed the A~!agran~ha".

In his commentary on the Treatise of Vasumitra (cf. DEM~VILL
Sectes, pp. 5 3 4 , Paramirtha returns to the same Kityiyaniputra, but
this time dating him at the beginning of the three hundred years after the
Nirviina :
"At the beginning of the three hundred years, when KHtyHyaniputra took up
the homeless life, two separate schools were formed : that of the Sthaviras and
that of the SarvHstivHdins... The Sthavira school propagated the sltras only ...
Conversely the SarvHstivHdin school, professed that there was nothing superior
to the Abhidharma ... It was from the time of KHtyHyaniputra that it greatly
esteemed the Abhidharma".

205

The Sarvistividin Kityiyaniputra should not be confused with K i tyiyana the Elder, to whom we will return shortly.
The information collected until now enables us lo discern the basic
attitude of the Sarvistividins towards the Abhidharma. According to
the Vinaya of this school (T 1435, ch. 60, p. 449c 21), it was not in the
Triyastrimk heaven - as the Theravidins claim - but simply in
~ r i v a s t ithat the Buddha initiated the Abhidharma teaching with an
unpretentious discourse on the "Five Fears" etc., the details of which
have been preserved in the Ariguttara (111, pp. 204-5). The UpadeSa
(T 1509, ch. 2, p. 69c) is of the same opinion.
d. The Vibheii (1545, ch. 1, p. 1) reconciles the basic tenets and the
tradition by stating that the Buddha was the author of the Jiiiinapras t h h a and Kiityiyaniputra edited it :
"The Bhagavat, when he was in this world, in different places, explained and
expounded the Abhidharma by means of various theoretical accounts. Either
after the Nirvgna or when the Bhagavat was still in this world, the Arya-
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disciples, by means of knowledge born of aspiration (prqidhifidna), compiled
and assembled [those accounts], and arranged them into sections. Therefore,
KHtyiyaniputra also, after the disappearance of the Bhagavat, compiled and
composed the Jn'dnaprost&m with the aid of prqidhijn'dna. Among those
theoretical accounts of the Bhagavat, he established the doors of a book
(vdkyadvira); he inserted summarizing stanzas, he made various chapters to
which he gave the name of Skandhaka ... The Abhidharma was originally the
word of the Buddha, but it is also a compilation by the Arya KHtyHyaniputra.
Whether the Buddha uttered [the Abhidharma], or whether the disciple uttered
it, that does not violate the rule (dharmati), for all the Buddhas want the
bhiksus to bear in mind [the Abhidharma]. Therefore, that Arya, whether he
knew the Abhidharma through tradition or whether he discovered it by means of
preidhijfirina. composed that Treatise in order that the Good Law would
remain in the world for a long time".

e. Thus, even while acknowledging the "inspired" nature of the
Abhidharma treatises, literary criticism keeps an open mind. One might
wonder where, when and by whom the Jiitinaprasthfina and its six
"feet", were. compiled. This is what Hsiian tsang and his disciples
undertook to find out.
In approximately 650, P'u kuang, in his Commentary upon the KoSa
(T 1821, ch. 1, p. 8b), supplies some interesting facts, but without citing
his references :
"SHriputra compiled the ParyciyapBdaCiistra (T 1 536); Mahlmaudgaly Hy ana
compiled the Dharmaskandhap&Az+istra
(T1537); MahHkltyHyana compiled the
Prajn'aptipti&&tra (T 1538) : those three above-mentioned treatises were
composed when the Buddha was still in this world. - In the first century which
followed the Buddha's Nirvina, D e v a k ~ m acompiled the Vijn'rinakciyap5dai.d206 stra (T 1539). - At the beginning of the three hundred years, Vasumitra
compiled the PrakaraypddaC&tra (T 1541, 1542) and he also compiled the
DhdtukdyapiaiziZstra (T 1540). Then, at the end of the three hundred years,
KHtyHyaniputra compiled the JfiaprasthEntnaCistra (T 1543, 1544)".

Hsiian tsang records some geographical details concerning the place
where some of these books were composed : the V~n'inanakZyawas
published by DevaSarman in ViSoka near SrHvasti (T 2087, ch. 5, p.
898c); the Prakarqapdda, by Vasumitra at a stiipa in PuskarHvati
(Zbid., ch. 2, p. 881a); finally, the Jiitinaprasthina was compiled three
hundred years after the NirvIna by KHtyiyana at the THmasavanavihHra, a SarvHstivHdin monastery in the district of Cinabhukti in the
North-West (Zbid., ch. 4, p. 889c). This is in contradiction with the
V i b m f i (T 1545, ch. 5, p. 21c) according to which the Venerable one
composed his Jiitinaprasthrina when he was residing "in the East" : the
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proof of which is that, in that treatise (T 1544, ch. 1, p. 918c), he quotes
the five rivers which are known in the East.
A scrutiny of the Seven Books leads to identical conclusions : The
Saygitiparyiiya is a somewhat aberrant recension of the Segitisuttanta
in the Digha; the Dharmaskandha is a collection of Siitras promulgated
at the Jetavana in Sriivasti and rapidly commented upon by quotations
from other siitras; the PrajfiaptiS&tra, of which T 1538 is only a partial
translation but which exists in a complete state in the Tibetan version,
closely resembles the cosmological Siitra in the Dirghiigama T 1, No. 30,
p. 114 sq.) and the Li shih a p'i t'an fun (T 1 6 4 ) which also has the
characteristics of a Siitra. In brief, the first three books are still very
close to the summarizing Siitras, of which there are several specimens in
the Agamas, and it is understandable that the exegesis should attribute
them to contemporaries of the Buddha : Siriputra, Maudgalyiyana,
Mahikiityiiyana, Kausfhila or Mma.
The other four books are more technical and strongly influenced by
the particular views of the Sarvistividin school. The Vgfiiinakiiya by
DevaSarman is a polemical work somewhat resembling the Kathiivatthu.
Unlike the latter, it is an adherent of differentiation with regard to the
existence of the three time-periods; it refutes the doctrine of a certain
Mu lien (perhaps the Moggaliputta Tissa of the PSli chronicle, who
championed the Vibhajyaviida at the council of Pitaliputra) and it
asserts the existence of the past and the future. However, Like the
Kathdvatthu and using the same arguments, it contests the belief in a
207 Pudgala. In the two books attributed to him, Vasumitra represents the
point of view of the "Old Abhidharmikas" of the Sarvistivldin school :
his Dhiitukiiya deals with the same questions as the Dhiitukathiipakarana
of Plli scholasticism. Finally, the Jiicnaprasthana displays considerable
progress in the method of systematization : it is this last work that the
Arhats of KaSmir applied themselves to comment upon in their Vibhed.
3. Alongside the great Abbhidharmas of the Theravldins and Sarvistividins, we also possess other Abhidharma treatises which seem to have
enjoyed canonical authority.
In 1949, the Pali Text Society published the complete text of a
Petakopa&sa "Teaching on the Pitaka(s)" in eight chapters. The text is
obscure and presents insurmountable difficulties. In its present form it is
not especially old since it contains numerous quotations not only from
the Vinaya and Suttapipka (Digha, Majjhima, Samyutta, Anguttara,
Dhammapada, U d h a . Itivuttaka, Suttanipiita, Thera- and Therigiithd,
Jdtaka), but also from the Nettipakarana. Nevertheless, it was used,
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seemingly as a canonical authority, by Buddhaghosa in his Atthasdini
(p. 165) and Visuddhimagga (ed. WARREN,
p. 114).
The work itself claims to be written by the Thera Mahikacciiyana
when living at the Jambuvana, and this attribution is confumed by the
Gandhavarpa (p. 59) and the Burmese Buddhists who incorporated the
Pe?akopadesa in their Khuddakanikiya.
There is no reason why we should not see in this text a distant echo of
the Abhidharmic work carried out in Ujjayini by the Buddha's great
disciple Mahikityiyana, the missionary from Avanti. Regarding this
Kityiyana. who was a contemporary of the Buddha and had no
connection with the Sawistividin Kityiyaniputra of the third century
after the Niwina, the following evidence can be assembled :
a. Certain accounts of the first council were not ignorant of the part
played by Mahikityiyana with respect to the Abhidharma : the Narrative of the Compilation of the Tripi!aka (T 2026, p. 3c 12) and the Ftn
pieh kung t t lun (T 1507, ch. 1, p. 32a 19) know that Kityiyana selected
the gist of the word of the Master and presented his work to the Buddha
who approved it and adorned it with the title of Supreme Doctrine
(Abhidharma).
b. In a note added to his translation of the Upadeia (T 1509),
Kumirajiva speaks in turn of the brihmin Kityiyana, the author of the
208 As!agrantha (p. 70a 10-12), then of Mahikityiyana (p. 70a 20-3).
Concerning the latter he notes :
"MahHkltyHyana, when the Buddha was alive, explained the words of the
Buddha and compiled a Pi It? (Pewka), "Box-collation" in the Ch'in language.
Up to this day, it is in use in Southern India".

c. Paramirtha and his pupil Chi tsang, in their commentary upon the
L E , pp. 49-50),
Treatise of the Sects by Vasumitra ( D E ~ ~ V I L Sectes,
attribute a dual role to Mahikityiyana : that of a Gstra author and
initiator of a Buddhist subsect :
"At the time when the Buddha was in this world, MahHkltyHyana had
composed a iistra in order to explain the Agama-sitras of the Buddha. During
the two hundred yean that followed the Nirviina, he emerged from Lake
Anavatapta, reached Magadha country and entered the Mahldmghlka school,
where he drew up distinctions concerning the holy teaching of the Tripitaka,
saying : 'This was uttered by the Buddha as a nominal concept (prajiaptQ, that
is the real teaching of the Buddha; this is absolute truth (paramcirthasatya),that
is conventional truth (sqvytiratya); that is causality'. Within the Mahldmghlka school, there were those who accepted his teachings with faith; they
formed a separate school known as that of the hajiiaptivldins".
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One thing appears to be certain : the present Abhidharmic tradition is
independent, since neither the Theravldins nor the Sarviistividins consider MahLkHtyHyana the Elder as authoritative at all.
(T 1548)7 2 was translated into Chi4. The ~c3ri~utribhidharmdcistra
nese between 407 and 415 by Dhannagupta and Dharmayahs, the latter
being Kaimirian. The work is divided into four parts : Saprainaka,
209 Aprainaka, Samyukta-Samgraha and Nidina, titles which recall the first
four chapters of the Haimavata Abhidharma (T 1463, ch. 3, p. 818a 289), which consists of five.
Kumlrajiva, in his translation of the Upadeia (T 1509, ch. 2, p. 70a),
says :
"When the Buddha was in this world, SHriputra made the Abhidhanna in
order to explain the words of the Buddha. Later, the VHtsiputriya monks recited
that work : until today, that is what is called the ~ari~utribhidharma".

ParamZrtha, in his commentary upon the Treatise of Vmumitra

( D E M I ~ L Sectes,
L E , p. 57-8), provides further information :
"Slriputra had explained the Buddha's Abhidharma in nine parts; that is
what is called the Abhidharma of the Features of the Law (dharmaIak~an&hidharma). RHhula, hriputra's disciple, transmitted the Abhidhanna to the Arhat
Vatsyaputra, and the latter's disciples formed the VHtsiputriya school. Then,
after three hundred years, four more schools emerged from the Viitsiputriya
school : the Dharmottariyas, BhadrayHniyas, Sarnetiya and Sandas or Sanniigarikas. Dissatisfied with SHriputra's Abhidhanna which they found incomplete,
they each composed Gstras in order to complete SHriputra's Abhidhanna
wherever it was inadequate".

It might be wondered whether in the ~iriputrfibhidharrnato which
KumLajiva and Pararnirtha refer is indeed the T 1548 which we
'2 The connection between Griputra and the Abhidharma has been studied by Dr. A.
MIGOTin his work on Un grand disciple du Buddha :Sciriputra. BEFEO, XLVI, 1954, pp.
405-54.
Independent research by both L. DE LAVAL& POUSSIN(Introduction to the KoJa, pp.
LX-LXII) and T. KIHURA(Recherches sur I'Abhidharma, Tokyo, 1922) has shown that the
&ripu~rcibhidharma describes doctrines which are very close to those of the PHli Abhidhamma (particularly the Vibhhga and the PuggalapcuiEurri) and supports the theses
which the Vibheci and the KoSa attribute to the Vibhajyavidins.
A. BAREAUhas on several occasions attempted to determine from which sect this
Abhidhanna originates : the Andhaka or Haimavata sect (Recherches sur I'Abhidharma &
S..Actes du XIX, Congrb des Orientalistes, 1955, pp. 187-8), Dharmaguptaka sect (La
origines du S., M U S ~ NLXIII,
,
1950, pp. 69-95), or finally, due to doctrinal affnities, the
MahMmghika school ( h s Secres b. (6r Perir Vkhiculeel Ieurs Abhidhampi!aka. BEFEO,
XLIV, 1951, p. 10).
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possess. The latter, in fact, consists of four parts and not nine and, far
from adopting the thesis of the existence of an indescribable Pudgala a thesis which the Vitsiputriya-Sammatiya sects (cf. T 1649) claim as
authoritative - it shows itself to be a determined adept of Anitman
(T 1548, ch. 15, p. 626c 2-4).
In fact, T 1548 cites Siriputra as its authority just as the Sinhalese
tradition, which was examined earlier, claimed that its Abhidhamma
originated from revelations disclosed by the Buddha to Siriputra while
teaching in the TrHyastrimSa heaven. Furthermore, no work in the
Sanskrit Abhidharma comes closer to the Pili Abhidharnrna, particularly the Vibhariga.

CONCLUSIONS.
- The tradition examined here and which, in part, result
from the KaSmirian elucubrations of the fourth century (Kumlrajiva,
Paramirtha) should not be overestimated. Despite their supposed canonicity, the Abhidharmas are the works of schools and it is only through
contrivance that they are connected with the Buddha and disciples
contemporary with him.
210
The Sinhalese Theravidins claim they can go back to Siriputra alone
through a long lineage of obscure Abhidhirmakas who are listed in the
A tthascilini @. 32). It is the same for the Viitsiputriya-Sammatiyas who
claim the existence of a Siiriputriibhidharma in 9 sections.
The Prajiiaptividins, insofar as they had an Abhidharma, consider as
authoritative a Pe!akopadesa compiled in Avanti by Mahikityiyana.
Finally, the Sawistividins appeal to the authority of three immediate
disciples of the Buddha : ~ i r i ~ u t r Maudgalyiyana
a,
and Mahlkausthila, but do not hide the fact that their great master was the famous
Kitylyaniputra of the third century after the Nirvlna.
However, whoever the authors of the Abhidharma may have been,
they reveal themselves as strictly faithful interpreters of the "Meaning of
the Siitras" : at the most they limited themselves to completing it on
certains points of detail without in the least compromising the doctrinal
integrity of Sikyamuni's message. They therefore have every right to
present their Abhidharma as the Word of the Buddha.
3. - The Disappearance of the Good Law*
The section devoted to the canonical writings has its indispensible
complement in a notice relative to the data and circumstances of the
disappearance of the Good Law (saddharmavipralopa).
The Law which was discovered and expounded by the Buddha is
immutable : "Whether or not the Tathigatas appear in the world, the
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nature of the Dharma, the subsistence of the Dharma remains stable"
(Samyutta, 11, p. 25, etc.). It is also well known that "the sky will fall
with the moon and stars, the earth with its mountains and forests will
rise up into the skies; the oceans will dry up, but the great Sages say
nothing false" (Divya, p. 268, 272).
However, the Law does not exist only in the absolute (paramdrtha).
Studied, practised and professed by mankind, it also relates to conventionality (sqvrti) and as such is subject to the universal principle of
decline : "All accumulations culminate in destruction; all elevations in
downfall; unions end in separation; life ends in death" (Divya, pp. 27,
100, 486).
Predictions concerning the disappearance of the Good Law were
formulated from the earliest times and repeated throughout the centuries. They have exerted a decisive influence on the history of Buddhism.
The echoes which were recently awakened by the celebration of the
2,500th anniversary of the Buddha have not yet been silenced. Therefore
it is not without reason that the Buddhist chronicles devote entire
chapters to the question (cf. Bu-ston, 11, pp. 102-8, 171-80). The present
notes do not claim to exhaust a particularly complicated subject, but, to
define, as far as possible, the periods covered by an eminently fluid
tradition.
1. Dates of the Disappearance
The disappearance of the Good Law is fixed at the most various
dates, but the ingenuity of the ancient exegetists attempted to reconcile
them by differentiating between three kinds of Law : the Good Law
proper (saddharma, ching fa), the counterfeit Law (pratirfipakadharma,
hsiang fa) and the final Law @dcimadharma, mo fa). This differentiation, which was particularly exploited by the Chinese authors, is wellknown to the siitras of the Mahiyini, such as the Mahiiycfndbhisamaya
(T 673, ch. 2, p. 651c 12-13) : "The Tathigata appears and descends
from the Tusita heaven in order to support the whole of the saddharma,
the whole of the pratirzipaka and the whole of the pdcima".
With regard to this threefold Dharma, these are the various dates of
disappearance proposed by the sources :
Year 500. - The early canonical doctrine is contained in two texts
which are often quoted :
a. Sace handa ndabhissa miitugho tathiigatappavedite dhammavinaye agiirasmii anagiiriyam pabbajay, cira!!hitikay hando brohmacariyay abhavissa.
vassasahassay saddhammo ti!!heya. Yato ca kho handa mdtugho tathiigatappa-
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vedite dhammavinaye agdrasmd anagdriyay pabbajiro, nu &ni Jnanda brahmacariyay cira!!hitikam bhavissa~i,paric' eva &ni ,&anda vassasarrSni saddhammo
(hassari.

212

Which in substance means : If, Ananda, women had not been
admitted into the Order, this holy religion would have lasted for a long
time, would have lasted for 1,000 years; but since they were admitted
into it, this holy religion will not last long : the Saddharma will last for
500 years.
That is the calculation as represented by the vast majority of the
canonical and post-canonical sources : sfitras, vinayas and lives of the
Buddha : MadhyamZgama (T 26, ch. 28, p. 6076 9); Anguttara (IV,
p. 278); Gautami3z2tra (T 60, p. 857c 29); PBli Vin. (11, p. 256);
MahZisaka Vin. (T 1421, ch. 29, p. 186a 14); Dharmaguptaka Vin.
(T 1428, ch. 48, p. 923c 9); Chung pen ch'i ching (T 196, ch. 2, p. 1596 8).
See also the Upa&Sa (T 1509, ch. 2, p. 68a 16).
The MZtykd of the Haimavatas (T 1463, ch. 3, p. 818c 4) specifies that
during that period, the Law, century to century, is dominated in turn by
deliverance (virnoksa), concentration (samiidhi), observance of the precepts (Siladhara), erudition (bahu.$ruta)and, finally, giving (ddna).
b. However, it is accepted that, if the Saddharma perishes after 500
years, the Dharma does not entirely disappear, but that there will subsist
a coun'terfeit of the Saddharma. That is what is meant by Pratirtipaka.
Samyutta, 11, p. 224 (cf. T 99, No.906, ch. 32, p. 226c 6-8; T 100, No. 121,
ch. 6 , p. 4196 25-6) : Na tdva Kassapa saddhammassa antaradhhay hoti ydva nu
saddhammapa!irtipakay loke uppajjari. Yaro ca kho Kassapa saddhammapa!irtipakam loke uppajati arha saddhammassa antaradhZnay hoti.

"The disappearance of the Good Law will not occur as long as a
counterfeit of the Good Law has not appeared in the world. It is when
the counterfeit of the Good Law appears in the world that the Good
Law will disappear".
The same text explains that the counterfeit of the Good Law can be
attributed to a lack of respect in the community towards the Master, the
Dharma, the Samgha, mental practice and concentration.
Buddhaghosa, in his Samyutta Commentary (11, p. 201), specifies that
this counterfeit affects both the efficacity (adhigama) of the Good Law
by vitiating insight and knowledge (vipaSyanZj6iina) of the truths, and
scriptural information (parydpto by proposing a series of texts as
antitheses to the authentic compilation, for example, DhiirukathZ, A r m mqakathd, Asubhakathd, Ndnavatthukathd. V~dkadambaka,Guihavi-
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naya, Gulhavessantara, Vannapi!aka, Arigulimilapi!aka, Ra!!hapilagajjita, Ilavakagajita and Vetullapi!aka.
Year 1,000. - By attributing to the Pratiriipaka the same duration as
the Saddharma, the disappearance of the Good Law can be established
in the year 1,000. That is no reason to compare this simple mathematical
calculation with Western dreams of the millennium.
The Vibh@i (T 1545, ch. 183, p. 918a) shows there is nothing
213 mysterious about it. After having quoted the canonical text which
attributes to the Saddharma a duration of 500 years, it asks the
following question :
"However, if the Saddharma in fact lasts for more than 1,000 years, why did
the Buddha speak of [500 years]? The Buddha spoke in this way with the hidden
of the solidity of deliverance (vimok;a) [ensured for the
implication (smya)
first 500 years]. Which means that, if he had not authorized women to take up
the homeless life, the solidity of deliverance would have extended over 1,000
years. Now, during the next 500 years, there is only a solidity of the precepts
(Sila), erudition (Srura), etc., but no longer a solidity of deliverance. All that is to
be blamed upon having authorized women to take up the homeless life. - Other
masters say : The Buddha speaks [of 500 years] while taking into account the
non-observance of the eight strict rules (gurudharma)[by the nuns]. That means
that, if he had authorized women to take up the homeless life without making
them observe the eight gurdharma, then the duration of the Saddharma would
have been reduced to 500 years. But now that the Buddha has imposed on them
the practice of the eight gurudharma, the duration of the Saddharma reverts to
1,000 years".

The Koia (VIII, p. 220) remarks more briefly :
"The Saddharma lasts for 1,000 years after the Nirvina. It is explained that this figure refers to the adhigama [practice of the Good Law
ensuring deliverance], but that the igama [instructing of the Law] lasts
for longer".
It is obviously on this basis that a great many sources attribute to the
Law a duration of 1,000 years : Siitra of the Narrative of the Compilation of the Tripi!ika (T 2026, p. 2a 16); f i y a p a s q g i t i s l t r a (T 2027,
p. 60 7); Milasarv. Vin., (T 1451, ch. 39, p. 405a 7); Legend of Afoka
(T 99, ch. 25, p. 1776 23; T 2042, ch. 6, p. 126b 26). It is also the opinion
of NBgBrjuna in his Madhyamakdiistra (T 1564, ch. 1, p. I b 29) and his
Up&a (T 1509, ch. 88, p. 6816 6).
The Bhadrakalpikm-tra (T 425, ch. 3, p. 21a 25) and the KarmivaranapratiJraba3i (T 1493, p. 1094a 17) specify that the Saddharma and the
Pratiriipaka each last for 500 years.
Finally, a short Mahiiyiinist Mahiparinirvina (T 390, pp. 1112-3)
strives to specify the predominant characteristic of each of the ten
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centuries constituting the duration of the Law : 1. the noble doctrine
(dryadharma), 2. tranquillity (Samatha). 3. right conduct (samyakcarita),
4. renunciation (vairdgya), 5. the meaning of the Law (dharmdrtha), 6.
the teaching of the Law (dharmadeSand), 7. the search for gain and
honours (kdbhasatkdra) 8. perverse quarrels ( v i v a ) , 9. restlessness
(auddhatya), 10. idle discoursing @rapcuica).
Year 1,500. - Certain sources refuse to concede that the Saddharma
and Pratirlpaka have an identical duration.
a. The Saddharma lasts for 1,000 years and the Pratiriipaka for 500,
according to the Karuncipwt(iQrikasltra, a text pertaining to the Mahiiyina (T 157, ch. 7, p. 21 16 26-9; T 158, ch. 5, p. 270a 3-4).
b. The Saddharma lasts for 500 years and the Pratiriipaka for 1,000,
according to the Mahdsaynipdtm-tra (T 397, ch. 56, p. 379c 5 and 9)
and the Mahimrfyisltra (T 383, ch. 2, p. 10136-c). The latter text makes
a survey of the fifteen centuries of the Law's duration, noting in its
passage some famous scholar and some important event : in the first
century, five patriarchs from KISyapa to Upagupta, and the reign of
Aioka : in the second, the bhiksu Siliinanda; in the third, the bhiksus
Maudgalyiiyana and Puspanetra; in the fourth, Gomukha; in the fifth,
Ratnadeva, but the Saddharma comes to an end; in the sixth, the 96
kinds of heretics destroy the Law of the Buddha, but they are overwhelmed by ASvaghosa; in the seventh, Nlgiijuna; in the eighth, the
death in KauGmbi of the last Arhat and the last Tripitaka master.
The Milinahpailha (pp. 130-4) points out three ways in which the Law
disappears : disappearance of the acquisition of the degrees of holiness
(adhigama) which occurs 500 years after the Nirviina, disappearance of
the observance of the precepts @a!ipatt~')and, finally, disappearance of
the external signs (litiga) of adherence to the doctrine. The date of the
last two disappearances is not specified, but we may suppose that they
are also spaced at an interval of 500 years, which would result in fixing
the complete disappearance of the doctrine in 1,500.
Year 2,000. - According to Bu-ston (11, pp. 103, 178), the year 2,000
would be the date fixed by the Candragarbhasltra for the destruction of
the Law. This is also the opinion of Pararngrtha (500-569 A.D.), but his
pupil Chi tsang (549-623), from whom we have this information (T
1824, ch. 1, p. 18a 18), observes that it is rather a generally admitted
date : "The Law of the Buddha was originally due to last for 2,000
years, but because he authorized women to take up the homeless life, the
duration of the Saddharma was reduced drastically by 500 years and in
fact numbers only 1,500 years".
Year 2,500. - A passage in the Mahisamnipdtasltra (T 397, ch. 55,
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p. 363a-6) maintains that the Good Law disappears after 5 periods of
5 centuries : in the first the bhikus and others will be strong in
deliberation (i.e. will acquire saty&hisamaya); in the second, they will
215 be strong in meditation (samdhi, dhydna); in the third, in Scriptures
(Sruta); in the fourth, in the foundation of monasteries; in the fifth, in
quarrels and reproaches, and the white Law will become invisible.
In certain siitras of the Mahiylna such as the Vajracchedikd (ed.
CQNZE,pp. 30-1) and the Saddharmapundarka, p. 282 (cf. T 262, ch. 5 ,
p. 3712 29), we find the stereotyped formula : Tathdgatasya parinirvrtasya
pdcime kdle samaye pdcimdydm paticdaty5y saddharmavipralope
vurtamdne : "When the TathHgata has entered complete Nirvana, at the
end of time in the final period, during the final period of 500 years, when
the Good Law is in ruins". The Tibetan commentary upon the Vajracchedikd (Mdo., XVI, fol. 234a) explains : "It is well known (prasiddha)
that the teaching of the Bhagavat lasts 5 times 500 years; that is why the
text explains : during the final period of 500 years, since it is then that
the 5 kasaya develop".
Year 3,000. - Referring to the passage from the Mahdsayn@dta
quoted above, Chi tsang (T 1824, ch. 1, p. 18a 23-6) introduces an
interesting variant : "The Ta chi ching distinguishes between six successive predominances (sdratd) [in the history of the Good Law] : 1. in the
first period of 500 years, a predominance of the acquisition of holiness
(adhigama); 2. in the second, erudition (Sruta); 3. in the third, concentration (samddh9; 4. in the fourth, stiipas and vihlras; 5. in the fifth,
quarrels (vivdda); 6. in the sixth, foolishness (moha) : which makes 3,000
years in all".
Year 5,000. - In Ceylon, in the fifth century A.D., Buddhaghosa and
his school fixed the disappearance of the Law in the year 5,000. That is
the figure adopted by the PIli chronicles and commentaries such as the
M a h d v m a (111, 38), Sumruigalavilrisini(1, p. 25), Atfhasdlini(p. 27) and
SamantapcSsddikd (I, p. 30).
The Samantapcisddikd explains that during the first millennium Buddhists can have access to analytical knowledge of the truths (pratisarpvid) which brings about Buddhahood and to the four fruits of the
religious life, namely, in decreasing order of value, the state of Arhat,
a n d g h i n , sakrddgtimin and srotadpanna. During the second millennium, there is access only to the four fruits; in the third, to three; in the
fourth, to two; finally, in the fifth, to the fruit of srotadpanna alone.
However, the text of the Samanta. varies depending on whether it is the
Plli recension (VI, p. 1291) or the Chinese one (T 1462, ch. 18, p. 796c) :
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PHli recension
The text of the Vinaya speaks of a
thousand years in relation to those
who have destroyed the impurities
thanks to analytical knowledge (pa!isambhida). Then follows a thousand
years in relation to those who have
destroyed the impurities as being dryvisioned (sukkhavipassaka). A further
thousand years in relation to ancigdmin. Another thousand years in relation to sak&gamin. Finally, another
thousand years in relation to sotHpannu. Hence, the Saddhamma as a comprehension of the truths @a!ivedha)
will last for 5,000 years. It is the same
for the Dharma as knowledge of the
holy texts (pariyatto. Since without
pariyatti there is no pa!ivedha, but if
there is pariyatti, pa!ivedha necessarily
exists. Nevertheless, even when pariyatti has disappeared, the external
signs [of adherence to the doctrine] (I&
ga) will continue for a long time more.

197

Chinese recension
Is it true that after 1,000 years the
Law of the Buddha will disappear entirely? No, not entirely. During that
millennium,, one obtains the triple
knowledge ('trayi vidyq [of the Buddhas and Arhats]. In the following
millennium, one becomes an Arhat having destroyed thirst (tysnciksaya), but
one no longer possesses the triple knowledge. In the following millennium, one
becomes an ancigcfmin. In the following millennium, one becomes a sakydgcfmin. In the following millennium,
one becomes a srotc?apanna.Afterwards,
there are a further five millennia. Hence, during the [first] five millennia, one
accedes to the Path; but in the last
five, practise as one may, one will no
longer accede to the Path. After those
10,000 years, the texts and literature
disappear; there are only people who
shave their heads and wear the religious k+ciya robe.

Another commentary Buddhaghosa, the Manorathapzirani (I, p. 87)
describes the gradual impoverishment of the Doctrine in five successive
millennia which in turn entails the disappearance of the degrees of
holiness (adhigama), the observance of the precepts (pa!ipatti), knowledge of the holy texts (pariyatti), religious signs (nimitta) and, finally, of
the relics (dhiitu).
Repeated over the ages by various Sinhalese works such as the
AncSgatavarpa, SGratthasarigaha, Saddharnaratmikara, etc., in the fourteenth century this prophetic vision inspired King Liit'ai of Siam to
compose an inscription to commemorate the installation of a relic at
Sukhodaya as well as the planting of a bodhivyk~asaplingT3.
217
Year 11,500 or 12,000. - From the sixth century onwards, the
majority of the Chinese annalists such as Hui ssii (515-577), Chi tsang
(549-623), Huai kan (613-681) and Liang p'i (717-777) were of the
opinion that the disappearance of the Law occurs in "Three Degrees"
(sun chieh) : disappearance of the chtng fa (saddharma), of the hsiang fa
(pratinipaka) and finally of the mo fa (pdcimadharma).
For Hui ss5 (T 1933, p. 786c 4-6), the Saddharma lasts for 500 years,
l3

Cf. G.COEDES, Le 25W Anniversaire du Bouddhn,Diogkne, No. 15, 1956, p. 1-16.
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the Pratiriipaka for 1,000, and the Pakima for 10,000 : in all 11,500
years.
For Chi tsang (T 1824, ch. 1, p. 186 2-5), Huai kan (T 1960, ch. 3, p.
48c 7-8) and Liang p'i (T 1709, ch. 7, p. 520c lo), who refer, among
other documents, to an inscription engraved on a Jetavanavihira in a
foreign land, the Saddharma lasts for 1,000 years, the Pratinipaka for
1,000, and the Pakima for 10,000 : 12,000 years in all.
2. Circumstances of the Disappearence
A persisting tradition maintains that the Good Law disappears at the
end of time, following two orders of events, external and internal. A
coalition of foreign kings will set India ablaze and cause bloodshed and
will cruelly persecute the Buddhist religion : the monks will be massacred, monasteries destroyed and holy texts burnt. However, the king of
KauGmbi will triumph over the foreign kings and will make his
kingdom the last refuge for the Buddha's disciples. He will welcome
numerous Buddhist monks to his court and offer them the greatest
hospitality. However, residence in Kaukimbi was never favourable to
the destinies of the order. Already at the time of Sikyamuni, a schism
had split the heart of the community, and the Buddha himself was
unable to restore harmony. It will be the same at the end of time.
Pampered by the pious laity, the monks will give themselves over to
idleness and will no longer observe the rules of their order. Only a single
Arhat will remain in their ranks, the last representative of thk Good Law
in the absolute sense (paramdrthasaddharma), and a single Tripitaka
master, the last representative of the Good Law in the conventional
sense (sqvytisaddharma). Both will meet their death during a quarrel
marking the celebration of a final uposatha ceremony. Thus the Good
Law will disappear from the world and a new Buddha will have to be
awaited to restart it. The prediction concerning the disappearance of
the Law is narrated in numerous texts, but with notable variants. The
218 most sober and best conceived version is found in the Vibhed (T 1545,
ch. 183, p. 918a 18-6 21) :

"How will the Saddharma of the TathLgata perish? When the Saddharma of
the Tathigala is on the point of perishing, three kings will appear in Jambudvipa
: one of them will be religious, the other two will not. The religious king will be
born in the eastern region : majestic, virtuous, compassionate and humane, he
will overcome the five Indias. The two irreligious kings will be born among
foreign slaves (Ta hsii Mi li chi : Dasyumleccha) : they will be stupid and will
hate and despise the Law of the Buddha.
Having formed an alliance, the two kings will come from the west and,
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pillaging as they go, will enter India and reach the eastern region. They will
cause the greatest suffering to the faithful adherents of Buddhism. Everywhere
they go, they will destroy stiipas, ruin s ~ g h i r i i m aand massacre the communities of bhiksus. Neither scholar (bahdruta) nor regular practitioner (Siladhara)
will escape them. They will bum the holy texts and nothing will remain of them.
Then the king of the eastern region, learning that the Dasyumleccha are
ravaging India and have reached the eastern region, will raise an army and give
battle to them. The troops of the good king, sometimes retreating and sometimes
advancing, will finally capture the two bad kings. Both of them will be put to
death.
Subsequently, the good king will send messengers to all the regions summoning all the SPkyaputriya Sramanas : 'I invite you all', he will say, 'to assemble in
my kingdom; I will give you plenty of clothing, food, bedding, medicines and
other commodities : you will lack nothing'. There upon all bhiksus in Jambudvipa will assemble in the kingdom of KauSambi; each day, the king will put at
their disposal the manifold offerings (nrZnividhapIjZ) of the quinquennial assembly (pan'cavar~a).
However, all those bhiksus will have taken up the homeless life in order to
acquire advantages and ensure their subsistence. They will lack diligence in
reciting the holy texts and will not seek solitude in order to meditate and reflect.
During the day, they will gather in order to discuss worldly matters (lokadharma), they will become excited and give confused cries; during the night, tired
and lazy, they will prolong their sleep. They will be devoid of reasoning (vitarka)
and reflection (upanidhyina). Since they will all neglect the true teaching of the
Buddha, they will no longer follow the practices.
At that time, in the whole of Jambudvipa there will be only two [true]
practitioners of the Law (dharmacirin) : the first will be an Arhat named Su la to
(Surata); the second will be a Tripifaka master named ShP shih chia (Sisyaka) or
again Pan chu : he will be the head of the Samgha.
On that day, the Saddharma will be on the point of disappearing. At the start
219
of that day, in the town of KauGmbi, five hundred pious householders
(grhapati), led by the king, will simultaneously construct five hundred ~ ~ g k r d mu. As soon as they learn that the Law is about to disappear, they will raise
their arms to the sky and cry : 'The Buddha, at the time of his NiwPna, confided
the Law to two classes of disciples : 1. the laity (gyhastha); 2. the religious
(pravrajita). It cannot be said that the Law will perish today because we, lay
disciples, have not been generous to the religious or that we have left them in
need. It is only because you, monks, have not been of good conduct (samyakcarita) that the Saddharma will perish'. Others will say : 'In accordance with the
rules of hospitality, from the beginning to the end, we have offered sustenance in
abundance to the monks. Thus, from the appearance of the Saddharma until its
disappearance, we have granted large amounts of necessities (parQkdra) and
offerings (pIj5)'. Others will make the following remark : 'As long as the Law of
the Buddha has not disappeared, the world still contains countless fields of merit
(pqyaksetra); but if it disappears, the world will contain only a limited number
of fields of merit. Fortunately, for us the Law of the Buddha has not yet
disappeared. Until then, we will d o our duty all together'. Others will say :
'When $Pkyamuni was a Bodhisattva, he noticed that, under the Buddhas of the
past, the Saddharma perished either through lack of provisions, or as a result of
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famine. It was then that he expressed the following aspiration (prqidhcfna) :
When I am a Buddha, I do not wish my Law to perish for such reasons. That is
why, although the Law perishes today, supplies abound and establishments
prosper'.
That very night, as the uposatha is being celebrated in the monastery, many
bhiksus will be assembled. Then the k a r m h a will invite the head of the
assembly, the Tripitaka master $isyaka, to recite the PrHtimokp in public. The
Tripipka master will accept, but will want to recite it in brief. Immediately, the
Arhat Surata will rise from his seat, throw his cloak over one shoulder and,
prostrating himself before the Tripifaka master, with his hands joined, will say :
'I would like the Elder (sthavira) to recite the Tripitaka in full'. Sisyaka will
answer : 'If there is [a monk] in the assembly who is capable of observing all the
precepts in the PrHtimok~,let him invite me to recite it in full!'. The Arhat will
respond : 'I myself am capable of observing the fine details (pr&tako!i) of the
ruling (Siksapada)observed by the bhiksus when the Buddha was alive; if that is
what you call being capable of observing [the PrHtimokp] completely, then I beg
you to recite [the Tripitaka] in full'.
While the Arhat is speaking in that way, the disciples of the Tripitaka master
will become extremely angry. Reviling the Arhat, they will say : 'Who is that
bhiksu who, in front of the assembly, contests our master and does not accept
220 his teachings? After that, they will beat the Arhat Surata to death and from that
time the Good Law in the absolute sense (parama-rthmaddharma)will disappear.
However, the Devas, NHgas and Yakps who revere that Arhat will become
extremely angry and in their turn will kill the Tripipka master Sisyaka. Others
will say that it was the Arhat's disciples who killed the Tripitaka master in
revenge. According to others, the king, learning that the Arhat had been put to
death without being blameworthy, retained his affection for him and killed the
Tripipka master in a fit of anger. From that time the Good Law in the
conventional sense (sayvytisaddharma) will disappear. It is therefore at that
moment that the twofold Saddharma of the paramcfrtha and the sayvrti will
vanish from the world.
After seven days and seven nights have passed, the sky and the earth will grow
dark, but the world will still not know that the Saddharma has already
disappeared. Why so? Because in the past the Buddha, when he was a Bodhisattva, liked to cover the faults of others and never revealed secrets kept by others.
In return for which, the Law will have disappeared for seven days without
anyone knowing so.
However, after seven days, the great earth will quake and a shower of meteors
will burn all the regions and sub-regions. In the air, the drum of the gods will
begin to beat, and its sound will be most awesome. The god MHra and his
retinue will feel great joy. In the air, a great white veil will unfurl. A loud voice
will be heard in the air : 'As from today, the Saddharma of the SHkya, the great
recluse, has disappeared"'.
I n the course o f history, each time the Buddhist order felt itself t o be
threatened, this prophecy was re-edited a n d enriched by new details
which tended t o put it in harmony w'ith contemporary events. Unfortunately, the Tibetan a n d Chinese translations have distorted the original
proper names to such a degree that they are hardly recognizable.
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1. The verse translation of the Prediction to Kityiyana (T 2029,
p. 11b 12), carried out under the Western Chin (265-316), records an
invasion, not by two foreign kings, as in the Vibhisi, but by three :
"There were three bad kings : [he] of the T a ch'h (Roman empire) located to
the fore; he of Po lo (Pahlava) situated to the rear; he of the An hsi (Parthian
Arsacid empire) sited in the middle. Because of them, the Saddharma will
decline".

221

2. The prose translation of a sfitra of the same title (T. 2028,
p. 8c 24), carried out under the Sung between 420 and 479, is scarcely
more explicit :
"In future generations three devaputra will emerge and ravage the wntinent :
The first, called Yeh lai na (Yavana?), lives far away, in the Madhyadek of the
South. Another devaputra inhabits a fief in the northern region. Another
devaputra is called Ch'ien chiu. When the Law of the Buddha is on the point of
disappearing, those three devaputra will leave their fiefs, ravage the lands, kill
the inhabitants and destroy stlpas and satpghdrima".

3. The ASokiva&
(T 2042, ch. 6, p. 126c), the last chapters of
which were only translated under the Chin at the beginning of the fifth
century, devotes a chapter to the destruction of the Law :
"In times to wme, three cruel kings will appear : the first named Shih chin
(Saka), the second named Yen wu na (Yavana), the third named Po lo jao
(Pahlava). They will persecute the people, destroy the Law of the Buddha". The
text adds that those three kings came respectively from the South, the North and
the West and that each of them was at the head of a hundred thousand vassals.

This passage could be referring to the troubled history of the last two
centuries B.C. : in approximately 189, the Yavanas of Demetrius set out
to conquer Gandhira, the Punjab and the Indus Valley; a few years
later, between 180 and 169, the Greek armies, under the leadership of
the generals Apollodotus and Menander, penetrated central India and
reached Pipliputra. In about the year 90, the invasion by the Sakas of
Maues overthrew the last Greek kings of Taxila. Finally, at the beginning of the Christian era, the Pahlava Gondophares, who had become
Suren of eastern Iran, overthrew the Saka Azes I1 and fixed his capital
in Taxila.
4. It is not three, but four foreign kings which are mentioned in a
fragment of the legend of ASoka incorporated into the S ~ y u k t i g u m a
(T 99, ch. 25, p. 177c), translated into Chinese in 436 and 443 :
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"There will be the king Shih chia (~aka),the king Yeh pbn na (Yavana), the
king Po lo p'o (Pahlava) and the king Tou sha lo (TuGra). They will rule
respectively in the south, north, west and east".
The mention of a king Tugra, incorrect for Tukhira, constitutes a
reference to later events : the conquest of North-West India by the
Kuslnas Kujiila and Vima Kadphises (c. 50-60 A.D.), who were of
Tukhlrian or Yueh-chih origin.
5. The Candragarbhasltra belongs to those later chapters of the
222 Mahisamnipdta which were translated by Narendrayaias between 558
and 593. In both the Chinese version (T 397, ch. 56, p. 3776) and the
Tibetan one (Kanjur, Mdo XXXII,pp. 2166 6-2206 4), reference is made
to three foreign kings whose coming precedes the disappearance of the
Good Law.
The Chinese text presents a king of the south Po lo ti, a king of the
west Po ssli (Pirasika or Persia) and a king of the north Shun i Shih chia
(the Saka "Good Thought"). The Tibetan version speaks of three kings
who were of neither Indian nor Chinese origin : Yavana, Pahlika and
Sakuna.
It might be wondered whether Sakuna is a combination of Saka and
Hiina. If this hypothesis is correct, the old prophecy would have been
intentionally rejuvenated in order to indicate the famous raid carried out
in 455 A.D. by the Hunnish hordes against the Indian empire of
Skandagupta (455-467 A.D.).
However it may be, the brief summary of the sources which has just
been made reveals the influence exerted on the historical perspectives of
the Buddhists by the ancient prophecy concerning the disappearance of
the Good Law.
4. The succession of Masters
We saw earlier the conditions and spirit in which the Buddha left his
disciples, without a master or hierarchy, each one of them having to be
his own light and his own refuge. The Buddha himself withdrew behind
the Law which he discovered and propounded, and it was that Law
alone which he left as a heritage for his devotees. Nevertheless, at the
moment of his ordination, a novice becomes the co-resident (sdrdhavihirin) of his preceptor (upridhyiya) and the companion (antevisin) of his
teacher (icirya); he should consider the former as his father and the
latter as his mother in religion. Indeed, without them he would have no
access to the doctrine and the discipline. "The word of the Buddha", it
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is said, "is what reaches us traditionally as the word of the Buddha,
through the succession of masters and pupils, that is to say what is
found in the Sltra, appears in the Vinaya and does not contradict the
Dharmatii, or nature of thingsT4".The role of the seniors is to teach and
guide the juniors, and to initiate them into the various disciplines of the
Buddhist Doctrine, whether Siitra, Vinaya, Miitrki or Abhidharma. In
no way claiming any infallibility, the Elders performed this task conscientiously, and their pupils retained a grateful memory of them.
We have little information about the succession of Masters in the
early times. Each school, each sect had its own, but did not draw up a
list of them until a rclativcly late date. The Sinhalese tradition, which
was standardized in the fourth or fifth century, has transmitted to us a
list of Vinaya Chiefs (vinayap6mokkha) and Abhidharma Masters (abhidhamtmicariya) who, according to it, succeeded one another from the
time of the Buddha's decease until the ASoka's reign. No reference is
made to the Masters of the Law (dharmricdrya) who supposedly monopolized the Buddhist doctrine as a whole. However, a list of five
Dharmiiciiryas was compiled on the mainland by the Sarvbtiviidins and
Mllasarv2stiviidins of the North-West, around the second century A.D.
It was widely diffused, particularly in KaSmir and China, without,
however, being accepted by all the mainland sects, and it was never
recognized in Ceylon. The lack of uniformity which characterizes the
Buddhist tradition in relation to the succession of Masters shows that
the Samgha taken as a whole - the Community of the Four Regions was without a universal, unanimously accepted leader, but that the
various limited samghas scattered throughout India were never deprived
of spiritual heads who exercised authority over larger or smaller groups
of devotces.

THE VINAYA CHIEFS. - The ParivZra (Vinaya, V, pp. 2-3), the
Dlpavapa (IV, 27-46; V, 89-96), the Mahdvaysa (V, 95-153) and the
Samantap&idik6 (pp. 32-3; T 1462, ch. I, p. 677b) drew up a list of the
first six Vinayapiimokkhas with precise indications of their date of birth,
the year of their ordination and the length of time they were in
authority. It should be remembered that these sources follow the long
chronology which counts 218 years between the decease of the Buddha
and the consecration of ASoka.
1. UpUi, a barber and native of Kapilavastu, took up the religious
Life at the same time as the great Siikya princes and was ordained by the

'* Paiijiki, p. 431 : Yad g u r d ~ y a p c u ~ p a r a y ~ y c i buddhavacmtwna
ydt~
yac ca
nitre 'vatarati vinoye sat+yare
d h r m a t w ca nu vilomayati tad buddhavacanay ~ n y a t .
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Buddha in the year 44 before the Nirviina (530 B.C.); he specialized in
the study of the discipline and won the foremost place among the
Vinayadharas. It was in that capacity that ~ i S ~ entrusted
a ~ a him with
compiling the Basket of the Discipline at the council of Riijagrha. He
was Vinaya chief for thirty years, from the year one to the year 30 after
the Nirvina (486-456 B.C.), and was in authority during the reigns of
Ajitasattu and Udayabhadda.
2. Disaka was born in the year 4 after the Nirvina (482 B.C.) into a
brahmin family of VaiGli. He met Upili in the Vilikirima and was
ordained by him in the year 16 after the Nirvina (470 B.C.). He
succeeded Upili on the latter's death and was Vinaya Chief for 50 years,
from the year 30 to 80 after the Nirvana (456-406 B.C.), in the reigns of
Udayabhadda, Anuruddha and Munda, Nigadisaka and Susuniga.
3. Sonaka was the son of a caravaneer from Kisi (Virinasi). He was
born in 45 after the Nirvina (441 B.C.) and, having made the acquaintance of Disaka at the Venuvana in Rijaglha, he was converted and
entered the Order, at the age of fifteen, in 60 after the Nirvana (426
B.C.). He became an Arhat and was in charge of a thousand bhiksus.
He succeeded Disaka as Vinaya Chief and remained in authority for 44
years, from 80 to 124 after the Nirvana (406-362 B.C.), during the reigns
of Susuniga, KilPsoka and his ten sons. He can perhaps be identified
,
with Sambhiita Sinavisin (in the Sanskrit sources, ~ i n a v i s a Sinavisika, Sonavisin) who played a part in the council of Vaiiili in the year
10 of the reign of Kilboka (Vin., 11, pp. 298, 303).
4. Siggava, the son of a minister from Piraliputra, was born in 82
after the NirvHna (404B.C.). Accompanied by his friend Candavajji, he
paid a visit to Sonaka at the Kukkutirima and entered the order with
five hundred companions in the year 100 after the Nirvina (386 B.C.).
He was Vinaya chief for 52 years, from 124 to 176 after the Nirvana
(362-310 B.C.), in the reigns of the Ten Sons of Kilisoka, the Nine
Nandas and Candagutta.
5. Moggaliputtatissa was the son of the brihmin Moggali from
Pipliputra. In his youth, he studied the Vedas, but was soon converted
to Buddhism under the iduence of Siggava and Candavajji. He received
his ordination in the year 164 after the Nirvina (322 B.C.), studied the
Tripipka and attained Arhatship. On the death of Siggava, he became
Vinaya Chief and remained in authority, with some interruptions, for 68
years, from 176 to 244 after the Nirvina (310-242 B.C.). He had great
influence upon the emperor ASoka, whose son Mahinda he ordained in
224 after the Nirvina (262 B.C.). As abbot of the A S o k i r h a in
Pitaliputra, he was unable to prevent the heretics from rushing into his
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monastery in full force and, faced with the troubles which the intruders
instigated, resigned his duties in 228 after the NirvBna (258 B.C.) after
having entrusted the direction of the monastery to Mahinda. Moggali225 puttatissa withdrew to the retreat on the Ahogangapabbata near Mathurii and remained encloistered there for seven years, from 229 to 236
after the Nirvana (257-250 B.C.). Recalled by ASoka, he convened and
presided over the third Buddhist council, that of Piipliputra. During the
sessions which were held in the year 236 after the NirvHna (250 B.C.),
Moggaliputtatissa enabled the VibhajjavHdin point of view to triumph,
composed a Kathijvatthuppakarana then sent Buddhist missionaries to
every region of India and to Ceylon. As for himself, he again took up
his duties as Vinaya chief, which he carried out in Piitaliputra until his
death in the year 244 after the Nirvlna (242 B.C.).
Moggaliputtatissa is known to the Sanskrit sources by the name of
Upagupta, but the biographical information supplied by these sources
diverges considerably from the Sinhalese tradition. Moggaliputtatissa is
possibly also the Mu lien (Maudgalyiiyana) whose Vibhajyavidin theories concerning the problem of time are refuted by the Vijn'ijnakijya of
the SarvHstivldins (T 1539. ch. 1, p. 531a 25).
6. Mahinda, the son of ASoka and Vedisa-Mahiidevi, was born in
Avanti in the year 204 after the Nirvina (282 B.C.), when his father was
acting as viceroy. He took up the religious life at the age of twenty and,
in 224 after the Nirvana (262 B.C.), was ordained at the hands of
Moggaliputtatissa, MahHdeva and Majjhantika. He resided at the ASokiiriima monastery in PBpliputra until the council in the year 236 after
the Nirvina (250 B.C.). Then on the orders of Moggaliputtatissa and
after a brief stay at the monasteries of Ujjayini and VidiG in Avanti, he
went to Ceylon with some companions. He was quick to convert the
island to the Buddhist religion and performed the duties of Vinaya chief
there for 48 years, from 236 to 284 after the NirvBna (250-202 B.C.). He
lived in the reigns of DevHnampiyatissa and Uttiya, died at the age of 80
and was cremated at the MahiivihHra of AnurHdhapura.
Mahinda, Mahendra in Sanskrit, is practically unknown to the Sanskrit sources. Apart from the Chinese version of the Samantapcisijdik6, he
is scarcely mentioned except in the Fen pieh kung t6 lun (T 1507, ch. 2,
p. 376) which makes him a disciple of Ananda. For Hsiian tsang
(T 2087, ch. 8, p. 912a; ch. 10, p. 932a), he was a brother and not a son
of ASoka.
THEABH~DHAMMA
MASTERS.
- In the Atthasijlini(p. 32), Buddhaghosa
enumerated the masters who transmitted the Abhidhamrna from the
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beginning until the conversion of Ceylon : on the mainland first :
Siriputta, Bhaddaji, Sobhita, Piyajili, Piyapila, Piyadassin, Kosiyaputta, Siggava, Sandeha, Moggaliputta, Visudatta, Dhammiya, D k a k a ,
Sonaka and Revata; then in Ceylon, Mahinda, Itthiya, Uttiya, Bhaddanima and Sambala. It will be noted that the names printed in italics
already appeared on the list of Vinayapimokkhas enumerated above; as
for the others, with the exception of Bhaddaji and the companions of
Mahinda, they are totally unknown to ecclesiastical history. Unnaturally
overloaded in comparison with the previous one, this list seems to have
no historical value.
THEMASTERSOF THE LAW.- A Sanskrit chronicle which describes
the Buddha's journey to North-West India and Mathuri, his decease
and funeral, the first council and the Nirvina of the first five masters of
the Law, is reproduced in full in the ASokavadina (T 2042, ch. 2-3,
pp. 1116 28-1216 1 ; T 2043, ch. 6-9, pp. 1496 162c 10) and in extracts in
the DivydvadZna (pp. 348, 1.27-364, 1.1O), the MClasarvdstivcidin Vinaya,
Bhaisjyavastu (Gilgit Manuscripts, 111, part 1 , pp. xvii, 3-7; T 1448, ch. 9,
pp. 41c 18-426 26) and Ksudrakavastu (T 1451, ch. 40, pp. 408c-4116
18), Sayyuktiigama (T 99, ch. 25, p. 1776 12-19) and the Fin pieh kung
t i lun (T 1507, ch. 2, p. 376 16-27)75.This chronicle is not very old, for
it generally begins with an account of the Buddha's journey to the
North-West, an account which contains a prophecy concerning the
stiipa of Kaniska in Purusapura. Here, in a few words, is a summary of
this chronicle :
Having arrived in Mathuri, after his peregrination in the North-West,
the Buddha predicts the birth of Upagupta and the construction of the
Natabhap monastery on Mount Urumunda. He then goes to KaSmir
and announces its future conversion through the activity of the missionary Madhyintika. Stage by stage, the Buddha reaches KuSinagara. It is
there that he enters Nirviina after having entrusted the Law to KiSyapa,
Sakra and, finally, the four Devarijas. Then follows an account of the
Buddha's funeral and the first Buddhist council.
Once this is concluded, KiSyapa, noting that he has fulfilled his
mission, decides to enter Nirvina. He transmits the Law to Ananda and
advises him to bequeath it later to a young man who has just been born
in Rijagrha, garbed in hemp, and whose name is Sinav~sa.Having paid
his final respects to the holy places, KiSyapa, accompanied by Ananda,
enters Rijagrha, sends his companion away and goes to Ajitabtru's
'3
French translation of most of these sources appears in J. PRZYLUSKI,
LQ NordOuesr & /'In&, JA, 1914, pp. 493-568.
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palace to warn the king of his forthcoming Nirvina. However, since the
king is sleeping, he does not wish to wake him, he climbs alone to the
summit of Mount Kukkutapida where he sits down cross-legged. He
makes the wish that his body, robed in the piyiukdla of the Blessed
One, may remain intact until the coming of the future Buddha Maitreya
to whom KiSyapa has to hand over the robe of his predecessor
~ i k ~ a r n u nThen
i.
KiSyapa enters Nirvina or, according to a variant,
nirodhasamiipatti; the earth quakes, Sakra places flowers on the great
disciple's body and the mountain closes over him. AjitaSatru, who has
finally awakened, joins Ananda in the Venuvana and goes with him to
Mount Kukkutapida. The mountain partly opens and Kliyapa's skeleton appears before them. The king would have liked to cremate it, but
Ananda informs him that KiSyapa's body must remain intact until the
coming of Maitreya. The mountain closes up again and Ajltasatru and
Ananda go away. The king makes Ananda promise to attend his
Nirvina.
Young Sinavisa returns safe and sound, enriched by a long sea
voyage. He celebrates a paiicavarsa for the benefit of the Community.
Ananda causes him to enter the order, and the new devotee makes a
vow to wear the hempen robe in which he was born until his death. He
learns the Law in its entirety and attains Arhatship. Meanwhile, a
dispute breaks out between Ananda and a bhiksu from the Venuvana
who insisted on reciting a Buddhist stanza inaccurately (cf. Dhammapada, No. 113; Udcinavarga, XXIV, 6). Ananda's remonstrances are
insolently repulsed and the noble disciple, on being treated as a decrepit
old man, decides that the time has come to enter Nirvina. He entrusts
the Law to S i n a v h a and orders him, with the assistance of the
diinapari Nata and Bhap, to erect a stiipa and a monastery on Mount
Urumunda in the land of Mathuri. He also announces the forthcoming
birth in Mathuri of a certain Upagupta who is destined to work like a
Buddha. Ananda has AjitaSatru warned of his forthcoming death. In
order to prevent the king of Magadha and the inhabitants of VaiSili
from disputing over his relics, he decides to enter Nirvina in the middle
of the Ganges, at an equal distance between Vaiiiti and Rljagyha. In a
boat, he goes out to mid-stream, while the Magadhans and VaiMlians,
in order to assert their rights, station troops on both banks. Forewarned
by an earthquake, five hundred Rsis led by Madhyintika amve from the
Snowy Mountains and gather round Ananda on a golden isle which has
miraculously emerged in the middle of the Ganges. At their request
Ananda confers ordination on them and they immediately attain Arhatship. Ananda transmits the Law to their leader Madhyintika and
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entrusts him with the mission of establishing the Law in the kingdom of
KaSmir. According to the Fin pieh kung t i lun (T 1507, ch. 2, p. 37b), he
also sends the disciple Mo shun ti (Mahinda) to Simhaladvipa (Ceylon)
in order to make conversions there. Once these arrangements are settled,
Ananda manifests the eighteen transformations and enters the concentration of the Speed-of-the Wind; he divides his body into four
(variant, two) parts which he allots respectively to Sakra Devendra, the
dragon-king Sigara, King Ajltaiatru of Magadha and the Licchavis of
VaiSlli. Stiipas are immediately erected over his remains.
Madhylntika, accompanied by his five hundred Arhats, goes to
KaSmir where his arrival provokes the anger of a great dragon-king. A
contest of magic takes place between the two adversaries. The dragon,
who is vanquished, takes the three refuges and presents KaSmir to the
Buddhist community on condition that five hundred Arhats live there
forever. MadhyHntika then undertakes to colonize KaSmir, founds
towns and villages there and introduces the cultivation of saffron
(kurikwna) with seeds from Mount Gandhamidana. Once this work is
done, he manifests the eighteen transformations and enters Nirvlna. His
body is cremated with sandalwood (canhna) and a stipa is erected over
his remains.
For his part, Sinaviisa, in accordance with Ananda's orders, makes
his way towards the land of Mathuri. Half-way there, at the monastery
of P'i-to, he corrects the views of two Mahallaka monks and explains to
them why he has the name of Sinavisa "Hempen-clothed" : during a
previous existence, he had presented a garment to a Pratyekabuddha
who was dressed in hemp and wished to be clothed like him when he
became a monk. Having reached the land of Mathuri, Slnavisa comes
into conflict with two dragons but easily quells them and, as the price of
his victory, acquires Mount Urumunda. Two young men from Mathuri,
Naw and Bhap, provide the money necessary to build a monastery, the
Nawbha!iya, on it, where monks can devote themselves at leisure to
dhydna. In Mathuri, Sinavisa brings about the conversion of the
householder Gupta, and obtains from him a promise that one of his
229 sons would take up the religions. life. However, Gupta keeps his two
eldest, ASvagupta and Dhanagupta, with him to help in his business; it
is the third, Upagupta, who is to take up the homeless life. But he begins
as a perfume-merchant. Sinavisa teaches him to purify his thoughts, by
noting the bad ones with black pebbles and the good ones with white
pebbles. This mental asceticism enables Upagupta to resist the advances
of the lovely courtesan Visavadatti and even to convert her when
misfortune befalls her.
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Upagupta finally obtains permission from his father to enter the
religious life. He is ordained by SinavHsa at the NatabhaB monastery,
attains Arhatship and, as foretold, undertakes to work like a Buddha.
He propounds to the crowds in Mathurii and teaches them summaries
intended for the laity : the anupCrvikalhd and dharmade4and. However,
Mira disturbs his audience with a shower of precious objects and the
appearance of heavenly maidens. In order to punish the Malign One,
Upagupta ties corpses of snakes, dogs and men round his neck. MHra is
unable to detach them and has to apologize. He confesses his past faults
and commits himself never to molest the bhiksus again. Upagupta
agrees to free the demon from his troublesome burden, but in return
asks him to show him the body of the Buddha to which Mira agrees on
condition that Upagupta does not prostrate himself before the apparition. He then shows the Buddha's body with his wonderful marks and
Upagupta, forgetful of his promise, throws himself at his feet. When
MHra reproaches him for this, he explains that he prostrated himself, not
before Mira, but before the Buddha whose form the demon had taken.
Once the incident is over, Upagupta returns to his teaching and MHra
himself invites the Mathurans to go and hear him; hundreds of thousands of conversions are made, and eighteen thousand young men take
up the religious life and attain Arhatship : they are each counted by
throwing a slip of wood (Sdldci) into one of the monastery cells.
Delighted at his disciple's success. SHnavh leaves the kingdom of
Mathuri and goes to KaSmir, there to practise alhycina in peace. Remaining where he was, Upagupta feeds two young tigers whose mother has
just died. The two cubs will be reborn into the family of a brHhmin in
MathurH, take up the religious life and become two famous disciples of
Upagupta, both endowed with supernormal powers. However, in southern India, a young man who was an adulterer and matricide has taken
up the religious life because he was unable to obtain his lover's hand. He
studies the Tripi!aka and instructs a great many pupils. Proud of his
success, he comes to visit Upagupta, but the Master of the Law, who
knows of his past, refuses to speak to him. Upagupta's disciples
reproach their master for what they believe to be impoliteness, and
Upagupta would have liked to enlighten them by appealing to his
upidhyiya SinavHsa. The latter, guessing his thoughts, arrives from
KaSmir and sits authoritatively on the throne reserved for Upagupta, to
the indignation of the disciples. However, SHnavHsa is able to prove to
them that he possesses infinitely more samrSdhi and knowledge than
Upagupta. The monks feel great respect for SHnaviisa, listen to his
discourses and attain Arhatship. SHnavHsa then transmits the Law to
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Upagupta, advising him to entrust it in turn to a young Mathuran,
Dhitika. The old master then rises into space, performs the eighteen
transformations and enters Nirvlna. Upagupta erects a stfipa over his
remains. As a trustee of the Law, he will later become the spiritual
adviser of ASoka, as will be seen in the next chapter.
The legend of the five Masters of the Law which we have just
summarized has no counterpart in the Sinhalese tradition; the latter is
completely unaware of KlSyapa's Nirvlna and situates that of Ananda
on the river Rohini (Dhammapada Comm., 11, pp. 99-100); it makes
Madhylntika (Plli. Majjhantika), the apostle of KaSmir, not the disciple
of Ananda, but a contemporary of ASoka and associate of Moggaliputtatissa; its Vinayaplmokkha Sonaka has nothing in common with
~ l n a v l s a ;the portrait it draws of Moggaliputta has only a faint
resemblance to that of Upagupta; finally, its Mahinda is not the disciple
of Ananda, but the son of ASoka and disciple of Moggaliputta. We can
but conclude from the silence of the Pgli sources that the legend of the
five Masters was not part of the original early tradition, but was
elaborated after the conversion of Ceylon.
On the other hand, it was firmly established on the Indian mainland,
as is proved by texts and monuments.
It is a well-known fact that KlSyapa, clothed in the Buddha's robe
and hidden, either in Nirvina or in nirodhasarnGpatti, in the depths of
Mount Kukkutaplda, is awaiting the coming of Maitreya in order to
hand over to him the robe with which he was entrusted. Besides the texts
which have been cited above, we may also mention the Ekottar6gama (T
231 125, ch. 44, p. 789a), MahrSmciyciszitra (T 383, ch. 2, p. 1013b), Maitreyavyikarqa in its various recensions (T 453, p. 4226; T 454, p. 425c;
T 1456, p. 4336); Vibhe6 (T 1545, ch. 20, p. 996; ch. 135, p. 6986),
KoSa (VII, p. 120) and UpadeSa (T 1509, ch. 3, pp. 786-796). Also in the
fifth and seventh centuries, the Chinese pilgrims Fa hsien (T 2085, p.
863c) and Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 9, p. 9196-c) obtained and recorded
the legend when they visited Mount Guruplda or Kukkutaplda, modern Kurkihlr, twenty miles to the north-east of Bodh-Gayl.
The Nirvlna of Ananda in the middle of the Ganges is also attested
by the same pilgrims Fa hsien (T 2085, p. 862a) and Hsiian tsang (T
2087, ch. 7, p. 909c; ch. 9, p. 9226), who visited the stiipas built by King
Ajltabtru and the Licchavis of VaiGli over their respective part of
Ananda's bodily relics.
The colossal statue of Maitreya which stood on the slopes of the
Dare1 was admired by Fa hsien (T 2085, p. 858a) and Hsiian tsang (T
2087, ch. 3, p. 8846) and attributed by the latter to the Arhat Madhyln-
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tika who is thought to have gone three times to the Tusita heaven to
contemplate the features of his holy model. With regard to the conversion of KaSmir, Hsiian tsang records a twofold tradition. The first,
which agrees with the Sanskrit chronicle incorporated into the Divyivadiina, Mllasarvistividin Vinaya and ASokavadiina, attributes the conversion of the kingdom to the Arhat Madhyintika who was said to have
occupied the region with his five hundred disciples in the year 50 after
the Nirvina (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 886a 19-6 10). The second, which merely
reproduces a slight variation of the Vibhed (T 1545, ch. 99, pp. 510c512c), claims that KaSmir was converted in the year 100 after the
Nirvina by five hundred orthodox Arhats, adversaries of the heretic
Mahideva and who had been forced to flee from Magadha by the
declared hostility of Aioka (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 8866 11-23). This second
tradition is also adopted by Paramlrtha in his commentary upon the
Treatise of Vasumitra (cf. D E ~ V I L LSectes,
E,
p. 37); it is quite close to
the Sinhalese chronicle (Dfpavatpa, VIII, 4; Mahivamsa, XII, 3; Samanta, p. 66) according to which KaSmira-Gandhira was won over by
Majjhantika immediately after the council of Pitaliputra in the year 236
after the Nirvina (250 B.C.) under ASoka the Great. In any case, and
for reasons which will be explained further on, the conversion of KaSmir
could not date back further than the time of Aioka the Maurya.
Sinavisa, Ananda's disciple, is already well-known to the Vibhed
232
(T 1545, ch. 16, p. 796 11; T 1546, ch. 10, p. 65a 8) which records that
after his Nirvina a large number of Avadinas, Siitras and Abhidharmas
disappeared; but, curiously enough, it makes him the upcidhyiya of a
certain Jivaka, unlike the rest of the tradition which gives him as the
teacher of Upagupta. In a monastery two or three 'li distant from
Bimyln, Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 1, p. 8736-c) also saw the hempen
robe of ~ i n a v i s a: its abnormal dimensions diminished from year to
year and it is supposed to vanish with the disappearance of the Good
Law.
As for the history of Upagupta such as it has been narrated above, it
is again found in a series of works from both the Mahlyina and
Hinayina, the oldest of which cannot go further back than the second
century A.D. The Hsien yii ching (T 202, ch. 13, pp. 4426-443c) and the
Chinese compilation of the Fu fa tsang yin yiian chuan (T 2058, ch. 3,
p. 304c sq.) reproduce it in full, the Kalpanimapditiki (T 201, ch. 9, pp.
307c-3096) and the Vibhei (T 1545, ch. 135, pp. 697c-698a) relate the
contentions between the Master of the Law and Mlra; the Mah&arunipunqbrika (T 380, ch. 2, p. 954a 28) praises the apostolic work carried
out by Upagupta and his disciples on Mount Urumunda; the Upa&Sa
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(T 1509, ch. 10, p. 1296-c) retains the memory of an unrecorded episode :
the lesson in politeness given to Upagupta by a 120-year-old bhiksuni
who had known the Buddha in her youth. The AvadEnaCataka, 11, pp.
202-4 (cf. T 200, ch. 10, p. 2566) records the ordination of the young
Sundara by Upagupta. Finally, the memory of the master was still alive
in the region of Mathurii and in the Sindh when Hsiian tsang visited
those areas at the beginning of the seventh century (T 1087, ch. 4, p.
8906-c; ch. 11, p. 9376).
The memory of the five Masters of the Law was so vivid on the
mainland that they were placed at the top of the list of patriarchs when
the enumeration of the latter was undertaken. We will return later to
these SarvistivHdin lists (T 202, ch. 13, p. 4426; T 2043, ch. 7, p. 152c;
T 1451, ch. 40, p. 4116-c), but also to those of the Mahisiimghikas
(T 1465, p. 900a), semi-MahiyPnists (T 618, p. 301a) and Chinese
(T 2145, ch. 9, p. 664. Nevertheless, these masters do not appear at all
in the list of 27 masters compiled in the Mah&@zghika Vinaya (T 1425,
ch. 32, p. 493a).

CHAPTER THREE

THE MAURYAN PERIOD
GENERAL
FEATURES OF THE PERIOD*. - The Indian empire reached its
zenith during the dynasty of the Mauryas which remained in power for
137 years (324-187 B.C.). The military exploits of Candragupta (324300) averted the Seleucid threat in the west and achieved the unity of the
empire; the political genius of the minister Cinakya established order
and cohesion within its frontiers.
The great figure of Candragupta is eclipsed by that of his grandson
ASoka (272-236), the most notable personality in Indian history. After
the bloody conquest of Kalinga, he was converted to Buddhism and
undertook to raise the spiritual and moral level of his subjects by
endowing them with a Dharma which appears as the model of an
administration based on tolerance and shrewd understanding. The ASokan Dharma, propagated by the emperor in person, by governors of
provinces, itinerant officials and ambassadors abroad, was published in
the form of edicts distributed throughout the empire. It should not be
confused with the Good Law expounded by ~ i k ~ a m u nfor
i , it merely
defines the principles of natural morality, already established by the
Buddha for the use of lay adherents; it falls short of the fundamental
theorems of the profound doctrine discovered by the Master and
instilled by him in the religious.
Thc Buddhist legend has somewhat distorted the true countenance of
ASoka, as we see it in his edicts. It tried to take over the emperor,
presenting him as the model upiisaka, the official defender of the Good
Law, the great patron of the community. It is true, in fact, that the
royal favours exerted a decisive influence on the erection of Buddhist
monuments, the founding of monasteries, the recruiting of members
of the Order and the expansion of the Good Law throughout the whole
of India. Royal officials entrusted with propagating the ASokan Dharma
paved the way for Buddhist missionaries who profited from the favourable circumstances to intensify their activity.
234
Beyond the Hindiikush, Bactria remained outside the great movement
of Indian civilization. After having been drawn for some time into the
orbit of the lieutenants of Alexander and the Seleucids (325-250), she
was able to take advantage of the Parthian revolt to declare herself as
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independent. Diodotus I and 11 (250-225), by means of a skilful interplay
of intrigues, firmly established their power. Their successor, Euthydemus
of Magnesia (225-190), having successfully resisted the ventures of
Antiochus 111 the Great, made Bactria a powerful state which soon
became a threat to the Indian empire.
On the other hand, in Ceylon the kings DevHnampiyatissa (250-210)
and Uttiya (210-200) submitted unreservedly to the demands and desires
of the Mauryas. They welcomed ASoka's messengers, exchanged embassies with the court at Pitaliputra and gave the Buddhist missionaries
an enthusiastic reception. It is doubtless somewhat of an exaggeration to
claim that the conversion of the island took only a week, but it is certain
that Ceylon very quickly became one of the strongholds of Buddhism.
The successes achieved in the Mauryan period by the Buddha's
religion did not fail to provoke serious difficulties within the order. The
Sinhalese chronicle refers to a third Buddhist council convened in the
year 250 at Pltaliputra in order to expel from the Samgha a crowd of
heretics who had entered it surreptitiously. The Sanskrit and Chinese
sources mention the untoward action of a certain MahHdeva whose
heretical proposals set the Buddhist communities against each other.
Both the northern and southern sources know of the existence of a
schism which decided a large number of monks to separate from the
main body of the Elders (sthavira) in order to form a sect of the
dissident majority (mahciscSmghika)*.
Through the fluctuations and inconsistencies of the tradition, one can
get a glimpse of the difficulties which the Buddhist Samgha came up
against in the first two centuries of its existence. From the time of the
Buddha's decease, a closed group of Arhats inspired by MahHkHSyapa
undertook to recite jointly the Word of the Buddha and to codify the
discipline of the order. They set themselves up as authorized guardians
of the teaching, as upholders of strict observance and, as Arhats,
claimed a certain amount of spiritual privileges.
This initiative did not receive universal approval. Some monks prefer235 red to keep the teaching just as they themselves had heard it from the
lips of the Buddha, even if it meant completing it with works of their
own composition. Others would have liked a less strict discipline, with
the minor precepts being abolished. Yet others, who had still not
attained holiness, considered that the privileges claimed by the Arhats
were exaggerated; they were supported by the laity who were regarded
as subordinate members of the community, but who intended to bridge
the gap which separated the uplsaka from the monk.
The discontent smouldered for quite a long period. It burst into
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flames when a heretic put forward five proposals which were directly
prejudicial to the honour of the Arhats. He was supported by several of
the religious communities. When these proposals were condemned, a
schism occurred. The objectors, who were the greater number, separated
from the main body of the Elders (sthavira) and formed a dissident
branch of the majority (mah&&ghika). The schism, which had been
long in preparation, reached its culmination in the reign of ASoka,
possibly even a few years earlier, since it is doubtful whether the king
had played an active part in that event.
The major event of the Mauryan period was the spreading of the
Buddha's religion throughout the whole of India. The Sinhalese chronicle narrates those conversions and ordinations which constitute the
digvijaya of the Good Law. Archaeological discoveries and cross-references to the northern sources often guarantee the accuracy of the
details it supplies. However, the chronicle distorts the facts by ascribing
the general conversion of India to the action of a handful of missionaries
sent out by Moggaliputtatissa, and by giving that memorable event a
precise date : 250 B.C. The northern sources provide a more accurate
idea of the Buddhist propaganda. It was inaugurated by the Buddha
and his immediate disciples and continued with varying success during
the first two centuries of the Nirviina, reaching its culminating point in
the Mauryan period. Even though Magadha remained the main axis of
the movement, the action of the secondary centres, KauZmbi, Uijayini
and MathurZ, should not be underestimated. While not ignoring the role
played by private initiative in the propagation of the faith, emphasis
should be given to the intrinsic power of expansion of the Good Law a
power which, in order to show itself, only needed favourable political
circumstances. These were best achieved in the reign of the great ASoka.
236 From then on, the Good Law gained ground rapidly, and step by step
Slkyamuni9smessages reached all the regions of India and Ceylon.
Archaeological discoveries enable us to follow the steps of this progress. Undoubtedly the state of the ruins does not always allow of a
decision as to whether a monument does indeed date back to the ancient
era or whether it belongs to a later period. However, the Chinese
pilgrims and particularly, Hsiian tsang who visited India at the beginning of the seventh century, have enumerated what they called "ASokan
stiipas" - funerary and commemorative monuments of an archaic type
with hemispherical domes - which go back to the period of the
Mauryas, or at least the Sungas, and mark the trail of the triumphant
progress of the Good Law.

THE MAURYAN PERIOD

I. - HISTORICAL FACTS
1. - THE MAURYAN EMPIRE

1st - The succession of kings
According to the Purcina (P., p. 30), the dynasty of the Mauryas
lasted for 137 years, that is, if we abide by the chronological system
adopted here, from 324 to 187 B.C. In order to establish the dates of the
various reigns, we have at our disposal data supplied by the Purcina
(P., pp. 27-30) and the Sinhalesc chronicles (Dpv., V, 100-1 ; Mhv., V, 1622; XX, 1-6; Sp., p. 41). It should be noted that the latter date the
events, not in completed years, as has sometimes been claimed, but from
the year of inception : this is what appears from a passage in the
Mahcivatpa (XX, 1-6) which assigns an interval of 37 years to events
which occurred in the years 18 + 12+ 4 + 3 + 4, which would make a total
of 41, and not of 37 (17 + 1 1 + 3 + 2 + 4), if they were counted in
completed years.
The chronicles locate the assumption of power by ASoka in 214 after
the Nirvina (272 B.C.), his consecration in 218 after the Nirvana (268
B.C.) and, after that event, attribute to him a further 37 years of
existence, i.e. from 218 to 255 after the Nirvlna (268-231 B.C.). The
Purfinas merely say that he ruled for 36 years; therefore if he assumed
power in 272 B.C., from 272 to 236 B.C.
The Buddhist and Puranic traditions are not irreconcilable, since the
northern Buddhists claim that, towards the end of his life, ASoka sank
into his second childhood and fell under the guardianship of his
237 grandson Sampadin; his actual reign, therefore, may well have ended
some years before his death. As a working hypothesis, we posit here that
ASoka assumed power in 214 after the Nirvlna (272 B.C.), was consecrated in 218 after the Nirvina (268 B.C.), ruled effectively from 214
to 250 after the Nirvina (272-236 B.C.) and died several years later, in
255 after the Nirvlna (231 B.C.)'.
Having said this, here is the order of succession of the Mauryan
emperors who followed the kings of Magadha f
There is no perfect agreement over the date of the assumption of power, consecration
and death of ASoka. Here are some dates proposed for these t h m events : 274-270-237 or
236 (F.W. THOMAS),274-270-232 (ALLAN),273-269-232 (VINCENTSMITH,MNUMDAR,
BASHAM),
269-264-227 (GEIGER),
268-264-? (HULTZXH),264-260-227 or 226 (FILLIOZAT).
P.H.L. EGGERMONT,
The Chronology of the Reign of Asoka Moriya, Leiden, 1956, has taken
the problem up again in detail : he reaches the'conclusion that A b k a was consecrated on
his accession to the throne, in 268 B.C.; he suggests 233 as the date of his death.

Sovereigns
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,

11. Candragupta
12. Binduslra
13. Asoka

Length of reign

,

Era of the Nirv.

Anc. Era (B.C.)

24 years
28 years

I

14. Last Mauryas

accession
consecration
rules 36 years
death
49 years

With regard to these last Mauryas, the sources disagree seriously :
1. The P u r 4 a (P., pp. 27-30) give the following list :
1. Kunlla or Suyaias, reigns 8 years
*2. Bandhupllita, son of 1, reigns 8 years
*3. Indrapiilita
4. DaSona, son of 3, reigns 7 years
5. Dabratha, son of 4, reigns 8 years
6. Samprati or Sangata, son of 5, reigns 9 years
*7. Sllii~ka,son of 6, reigns 13 years
8. Devadharman or Devavarman or Somavarman, son of 7, reigns 7 years
9. btadhanvan or Saiadharman, son of 8, reigns 8 years
10. Brhadratha, reigns 7 years.
238

The names marked with an asterisk are passed over in silence by some
of the PuriMc recensions. The total of the reigns comes to seventy-five
years, instead of the forty-nine calculated above. Several of these princes
must therefore have reigned simultaneously in various parts of the
empire.
2. The recensions of the ASokivadrSna (Divya, p. 433; T 99, ch. 25, p.
181b; T 2043, ch. 5, p. 149a-b) refer to only six sovereigns :
Divya
T 2043
T 99
I

I

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ku~la
Samprati
Brhaspati
V~asena
Pusyadharman
Pusyarnitra

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Kunlla
Sampradin
Brhaspati
V~sena
hsyasurna(na)
Pusyamitra

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Kunlla
Sampradin
Brhaspati
Vgsena
hsyavarman
Pusyarnitra

However, according to most of the Brihmanical sources, Pusyamitra
pertained to the Sunga dynasty, and not the Maurya.
3. According to the Tibetan historian Tiiraniitha (p. 48 sq.). Ahka's
successors were Kunila, VigaGSoka and Virasena.
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4. The Rijatararigini(1, 108-52) has a son of ASoka, named Jalauka,
reign in KaSmir.
5. According to the Edict of the Queen (BLOCH,p. 159), ASoka had,
by his second wife Klluvaki, a son named Tivala.
6. Finally, in approximately the year 206, an Indian king named
Sophagasenus ( = Subhagasena), who probably belonged to the family of
the Mauryas, was beaten in the Kabul valley by the Seleucid Antiochus
111 the Great and had to surrender a considerable number of elephants
to the victor, as well as a large indemnity (Polybius, XI, 34, 11-12).
2nd - Candragupta

ORIGIN.
- Candragupta belonged io the ksatriya clan of the Mauryas2. This small republic, the centre of which was the Pipphalavana on
239 the borders of the Nepalese Terai, was admitted to the sharing out of
the Buddha's relics and received the coals which had been used to
cremate him (Digha, 11, p. 166). Its subjects were related to the siikyas
and, after the massacre of the latter by Viriidhaka, took refuge in the
Himiilayas. Candragupta was therefore born in exile and was brought
up by his mother, the former queen of the Mauryas, whose husband had
just been murdered by a neighbouring king (Mahivarpsa Comm.,
p. 181).
Other sources attribute a less noble origin to him. According to the
classical historian Justin (XV, 4, 15), Sandracottus was of obscure birth;
the Jaina tradition (PariSis!aparvan, VIII, 229) as well as the Briihmanical (Mudririksasa, I1 and IV) consider him as a descendant of the
Nanda family and a humble village girl named Murl.
YOUTH.- A classical and probably apocryphal tradition claims that

The origin of the Mauryas is a complicated question. Besides general works, information can be gleaned from P.L. BHARGAVA,
Candragupta Maurya, Lucknow, 1936 (important for a translation of sources); H.K. DEB,Was C . low-born? IHQ., VIII, 1932, pp. 46679; K.S. SANKAR,
Some problems of Indian Chronology, ABORI, XII, pp. 301-61; N.K.
BW~~ASAIJ,
Maurya Chronology and Connected Problems, JRAS, Ap., 1932, pp. 273-88;
D. SARMA, The So-called City Council of Pri!aliptra, IHQ, XI, 1935, pp. 145-6; C.D.
CHATTEIUEE,Early Li/e of Candmgupta Mmrrya, B.C. LAWVolume. I, Calcutta, 1945,
pp. 590-610.
It is not impossible that C. married a Greek and that this misalliance earned him and his
successors the hostility of the briihmins. A. GHOSH,The Caste of Candragupta Maurya.
IHQ, VI, 1930, pp. 271-83, points out a hitherto unremarked verse in the Bhavisyapw&a :
Candraguptar tata?~paCcdt pawascidhijmteh sut& sul2kzsya talodvihya yavaniiy bouddhatatpar4.
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Androcottus often met Alexander in his early youth and later asserted
that Alexander very nearly became ruler of India, since the king of that
country phana-Nanda] was generally hated and despised for his wickedness and the lowness of his birth (Plutarch, Vita Alex., LXII). However,
the intrigues of the young Indian did not achieve the result he hoped
since, "having offended king Alexander3 by his effrontery, he was
condemned to death and sought his safety in the swiftness of his legs"
(Justin, XV, 4, 16). Having taken refuge in the jungle, he became the
leader of a band of brigands, induced the Indians of the North-West to
rebel and prepared to wage war on the Macedonian satraps (Id., XV, 4,
16-19).

240

SEIZURE
OF THE THRONE (324 B.C.). - While retreating, Candragupta
fell under the influence of Ciinakya, also called Visnugupta or KauKilya.
According to the Mahdvamsa Commentary (p. 181 sq.), this CHnakya
was a bAhmin and native of TaksaSilii. Having gone one day to
Dhanananda's palace in Pltaliputra, he had been insulted there. In
order to avenge himself, he abducted the king's son, Pamatakumlra;
however, on meeting Candragupta and considering him to be more
capable of serving his purpose than the young prince, he had Pamatakumiira put to death and transferred all his plans to Candragupta. He
assembled troops, then incited Candragupta to rebel, kill Dhanananda
and mount the throne of Magadha. The battle which set Candragupta
against Dhanananda's armies commanded by Bhaddadla was particularly murderous, a real "corpse-dance" (Milindapaiihn, p. 292). It
concluded in complete victory for Candragupta and his domination over
the whole territory of Jambudvipa.
According to the dramatist Viiikhadatta of the ninth century, Ciinakya, having been offended in his briihmanic pride, left Magadha with his
young protege Candragupta and established a confederation of which
the main leader, alongside Candragupta, was Parvataka, a king from the
North-West, who has sometimes been identified with the Porus of the
Greek historians4. Candragupta and Pamataka agreed to share Dhanananda's states after the victory; however, once the latter was gained,
Ciinakya, by ruse or by force, eliminated all the other claimants leaving
Candragupta in sole power.
It is indeed Alexandtum in Justin's text but western criticism makes the cormtion
Alexandrum = Nandrum = Nanda. Indian scholars rightly protest against this alteration;
cf. RAYCHAUDHURI.Political Hist., p. 265; Age of rhe Nondar and Mauryas, p. 144.
On this subject, see J. CHARPEKTIER,
JRAS, 1923, p. 505; H.C.SETH,Jdenfifjcafionof
Parvatdo and Porn. IHQ, XVII, 1941, pp. 172-9.
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CONQUE~T
OF INDIA.- According to Plutarch, Androcottus "at the
head of an army of 600,000 men, overran and subdued the whole of
India" (Vita Alex., LXII). He began by liberating the North-West from
the Macedonian yoke. In 321, at the partition of Triparadisus, the only
Indian states located to the east of the Indus which acknowledged the
foreign suzerainty were the Indian kingdoms of Taxiles and Porus,
under the supervision of Eudemus; the satrapy of the Lower Indus
entrusted to Peithon was reduced to the region neigbouring the Paropamisadae. In the years 317 and 316, the two governors, involved in the
battles between the Diadochi, abandoned their territories. Candragupta
immediately added them to his crown, since those regions no longer
appear in the list of colonies which Antigonus distributed among his
lieutenants after his victory over Eumenes (316). The Indus marked the
frontier between India and the Seleucid empire.
With the Punjab liberated, Candragupta proceeded with the conquest
of Avanti and Suristra. The inscription of Rudradiman, on the JunBgarh rock in KBthiiiwiir ( L ~ E R s965),
,
recalls that the famous SudarSana lake, in Girinagara, was originally dug by the vaisya Pusyagupta, a
provincial governor of the Maurya king Candragupta.
Some Tamil authors, MHmulanHr, Paranar, etc., claim that at that
early date the Mauryas had entered Konkan, crossed the district of
Kongu (Coimbatore) and finally reached Podiyil Hill (Malaya). Similarly later inscriptions assert that Niigarkhanda, in Mysore, was protected by the sage Candragupta, "an abode of usages of eminent Ksatriyas" 5 .

THEWAR WITH SELEUCUS
I (305-304 B.C.). - We saw above how,
from the evidence of Appian, Strabo and Plutarch, Seleucus I, having
crossed the Indus, waged war on Candragupta but ended by concluding
a treaty of friendship and a matrimonial alliance with him. Some
information supplied by the geographer Eratosthenes and supported by
Strabo seems to indicate that the North-West frontier was moved back
towards the west until it included all or part of the Paropamisadae,
Arachosia, Gedrosia and even some districts of Aria. The new demarcation tine remained unchanged until the beginning of the second century
B.C.; it was crossed, in approximately the year 200 B.C., by the troops
of Euthydemus of Magnesia and his son Demetrius.
FOREIGN
EMBASSIES. - Once peace was concluded, the Seleucids and
Raychaudhuri. Political H b l . , pp. 269-70, quoting himself Rice, Mysore and Coorg
jrom the Imcripriom, p. 10.
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Lagidae sent ambassadors to the court at Pltaliputra, capital of the new
Indian empire : Megasthenes and Deimachus of the Plataeans represented the Seleucids, Seleucus 1 Nicator (312-280) and Antiochus I Soter
(280-261), the first with Candragupta, the second with Bindwiira surnamed Amitraghlta; Dionysius was sent by Ptolemy Philadelphus (285247), either to Binduslra or to ASoka. This is what appears from the
evidence of the ancient historians : "There were sent as embassies to
Palimbothra, first Megasthenes to Sandracottus, then Deimachus to
Allitrochades, son of the former; and they left memoirs of their travels"
(Strabo, 11, 1,9). - "Megasthenes who was living with Sibyrtius, satrap
of Arachosia, asserts that he called several times on Sandracottus, the
king of ihe Indians" (Arrian, Anab., V, 6,2). - "Greek writers who had
stayed at the Indian courts (Megasthenes and Dionysius sent by Philadelphus for this purpose) have described the strength of those peoples"
(Pliny, VI, 58).
Megasthenes and Deimachus of the Plataeans in turn published Indike
works of which only fragments remain, notable for the former (MULLER,
FHG, 11, pp. 397-439), insignificant for the latter (ID., ibid., pp. 440-1).
Both authors are severely criticized by Strabo : "We will point out", he
says, "that, even if it is true that, as a general thesis, all the authors who
wrote about India lied most of the time, Deimachus surpasses them all
in that respect, and Megasthenes comes right after him" (Strabo, 11, 1,
9). On the other hand, Arrian, who cites Megasthenes profusely in his
Indike, considers him as a serious historian and places him on the same
level as the geographer Eratosthenes (Arrian, Anab., V, 5, 1). Although
his critical sense was somewhat mediocre Megasthenes was nevertheless
a keen observer and left us good descriptions of the town of Pipliputra,
the royal palace, the customs at the imperial court and the composition
of the army. The information he supplies is the clearest of what the
ancient world knew about India, and is far superior to that of his
predecessors, such as Scylax of Caryanda, Hecataeus of Miletus, Herodotus of Halicarnassus and Ctesias of Cnidos. It deserves to be compared with the Kautil@a Arthdcisrra, that code of universal law which
describes in detail all the competences of the political, judicial and
executive administration of the Indian state. Debate still continues over
the question of knowing whether this is indeed the work of Cinakya,
Candragupta's minister6.
(300 B.C.). - Being closely controlled by
DEATHOF CANDRAGUPTA
@

On this question, see B. BRELOER,Kau!aliya-Studien, 3 vol., Bonn, 1927-34; STEN

K o ~ o wKautalya
,
Studies. Oslo, 1945.
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the minister who had made his fortune, Candragupta was doubtless a
faithful observer of brihmanical customs. However, a late Jaina tradition, represented by the PariSi;!aparvan (VIII, 415 sq.), claims that
towards the end of his life the emperor embraced the religion of the
lirthamkaras, abdicated in favour of his son Simhasena, and retired
243 with the holy Bhadrabihu to a monastery at Sravana- elg go la, in
Mysore*. There he is said to have fasted to death in the Jaina fashion.
Some inscriptions from Mysore, which date back to about the year 900,
refer to the renowned couple, Bhadrabihu and Candragupta '.
One thing seems certain : namely, that the latter had no sympathy for
Buddhism. The Theragithi Commentary claims that, on the instigation
of Cinakya, he had the father of the Buddhist Thera Tekicchakiri
thrown into prisona. So it is not without reason that the majority of the
Buddhist sources, such as the Divyivadani, willingly pass over him in
silence. The MaiijuSrimilakalpa (w. 439-40) devotes only a few lines to
him : he was, it says, a very wealthy sovereign, faithful to his promises
and religious; but, bad advisers led him to kill many people. As for his
prime minister Cinakya (w. 454-6), he was fearful in anger, but
successful in all his undertakings. These continued for three reigns.
3rd - Bindusira
The life of the second Maurya appears to be a web of legends, both
Sanskrit and Pili. They are found in the ASokivadina (Divya, pp. 36973; T 99, ch. 23, pp. 162a 17-163b 17; T 2042, ch. 1, pp. 99c 20-100c 27;
T 2043, ch. 1, pp. 1326 1I-133c 2), the Sinhalese chronicles (Dpv., V,
101; VI, 15; Mhv., V 18 sq.; 38 sq.; Sp., p. 44) and the Mahdvarpsa
commentary (pp. 187-9, 324).
Known to the Greeks as Amitrochades, Amitrochates or Allitrochades (cf. Amitraghita "slayer of foes" in the Mahibh@ya, 111, 2, 87, by
Pataiijali)9, BindusHra was, according to the Jaina texts, the son of
Candragupta and Durdhari, a first cousin of the latter. Tradition
attributes to him some hundred sons, of whom his eldest and favourite
was named Susima in Sanskrit, Sumana in Pili. His chief wife, Janapadakalyini, Subhadringi, or DhammH, was the daughter of a brihmin
from CampHla, and gave him two sons, ASoka and VitaSoka (Tissa in
Pili). Among Bindusira's five hundred ministers, we note the names of

' RAYCHAUDHURI,
Political Hist.. p. 295.
a

C. RHYS DAVIDS,Psalms ofrhe Brethren, London, 1937, p. 208.
Cf. J. CHARPEKIIUI, Amitraghdra. JRAS, 1928, pp. 132-5.

the old chancellor Cinakya, the soothsayer Pingala Vatdjiva or Pilingavatsa, and the prime minister Ridhagupta.
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TBranitha (pp. 88-9) presents Bindudra and his minister CBnakya as
tireless conquerors; they purportedly exterminated the kings and nobility of approximately sixteen cities and subjugated all the territories
between the eastern and western seas. In fact, however, Bindusira
merely subdued the revolts brought about by the cruelty of his governors in various parts of his states. According to the Divyc?vadrfna
(pp. 371-2), two uprisings broke out successively, at Taksasili in the
Punjab and at Khaia in the South-west of KaSmir : ASoka, commissioned by his father, succeeded in quelling them by treating the rebels with
gentleness, by removing the bad governors and by setting up a feudal
regime. The Pili sources add that ASoka also held a viceroyalty in
Avantiristra (Dpv., VI, 15, Mhv., V, 39).
Binduslra was on excellent terms with the Seleucids, his neighbours.
We have already seen that he received at his court Deimachus of the
Plataeans, the ambassador of Seleucus I Nicator, and we also know
through Hegesander (FHG, IV, p. 421) that he corresponded with
Antiochus I Soter : "The figs were so sought after by all men that even
Amitrochates, the Indian king, wrote to Antiochus asking him to send
him, in return for money, wine, figs and a sophist. Antiochus replied
that he was sending him the figs and wine, but that the Greeks were not
in the habit of selling sophists".
With regard to internal politics, Bindudra patronised the brihmins
and ensured the daily maintenance of 60,000 adherents of the briihmanical sects (Sp., p. 44). Furthermore, he did not lack interest in religious
wanderers, or Parivrijakas, at least one of whom, Pingalavatsa, exercised his talent, as soothsayer at the wurt (Divya, p. 370).
Bindusira chose as his successor Susima, his eldest son but his plans
were thwarted by ASoka who, immediately after his father's death,
occupied Pitaliputra where, with the help of the minister Ridhagupta,
he held all the other claimants at bay. Once his position was assured,
legend has it that he killed all his brothers, except VitaSoka (or Tissa),
and exterminated the harem and the ministers.
4th - ASoka
The greatest political and spiritual figure of ancient India was ASoka
Deviinimpriya PriyadarSin RBjB Magadhe : "ASoka, the beloved of the
245 gods, of amiable expression, king of Magadha" l o . Passed over in silence
l o General studies on ASoka :* D. R. BHANDARKAR,
ASoka, 3rd ed., 1932; V.A. SMITH,
ASoka. the Buddhisr emperor of India. 3rd ed., Oxford, 1920; Ed. HARDY.
KCnig ASoka,
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by the Graeco-Roman historians, he is known as much from contemporary documents - the edicts which he had engraved on rocks and pillars
- as from later legends the most important of which are Buddhist in
origin : ASokivadEna (T 2042, 2043) - reproduced in extracts in the
Divyivadina (pp. 348-434) and the Sayyuktigarna (T 99, ch. 23,
pp. 1616- 170c) - and the Sinhalese chronicles (Dipavamsa, Ch. I, V, VI,
VII, XI; Mahivaysa, Ch. V, XI, XX : Samantapciscidikci, p. 35 sq.), not
to mention the innumerable allusions in the Buddhist siitras and Siistras,
Jaina texts and briihmanical literature. There are considerable divergences between these sources; without attempting to make them consonant,
we will analyze them in turn, passing from history to legend, in order to
bring out the accretions collected by the latter.
a. - The Edicts

PUBLICATION
OF THE EDICTS.- The inscriptions engraved by ASoka
rock (R.) and edicts on pillar (P.) - that are known at the
present time are thirty-three in number". The language is Miigadhi, the
official language of the imperial chancellery of Pitaliputra, influenced in
246 the Punjab (Minsehri and Shiihbiizgarhi) by northern Priikrit, and in
Gujarat (Girniir) by the dialect of the South-West. The script is a variety
of Briihmi, except in the North-West where Kharosthi (Miinsehrii and
Shiihbkgarhi) or Aramaic script are used (Laghmiin).
According to the probable or attested date of their publication, the
edicts can be classed in six groups :
(1) Year 12 of the consecration (230 after the NirvHna, 256 B.C.) : the
- edicts on

3rd ed., Mainz, 1920; R. MOOKERIEE,
ASoka, London, 1928; V.R.R. DIKSHITAR,The
Mauryan Polity. Madras, 1932; ASokak Religion. the evidence of archaeology, JORM, IV, 2
(scholarly studies, but with an anti-Buddhist bias); B.C. GOKHALE,
Buddhism and ASoka,
Baroda, 1948; F. KERN, ASoka Kaiser und Missionar, Bern, 1956. - Several articles in
Buddhistic Studies, Calcutta, 1931 : B.C. LAW.Some Ancient Indian Kings. pp. 186-219;
R. MOOKERJEE,The Authenticity of the ASokan LegendF. pp. 547-58; D.R. BHANDARKAR,
ASoka and his Mission, pp. 612-35.
Editions of the edicts* : E. SENART,
Les inscriptions de P i y a h i , 2 vol.. Paris, 1881-86;
The Inscriptions of ASoka (Corpus Inscriptionurn Indicarurn, I), Oxford,
E. HULT~SCH,
1925; A.C. WOOLNER,
ASoka text andglossary. Calcutta, 1924; J. BLOCH,Les inscriptions
d'ASoka, Paris, 1950; W.B. HENNING,
The Aramaic Inscription of ASoka found in h p c s k a .
BSOAS, XIII, 1949, pp. 80-8; G.S. M u ~ and
n A.N.K. AIYANGAR,
Edicts of ASoka with
English Translation, Madras, 1950. Also see the addendo below, pp. 711 sq.**
For the interpretation of obscure passages, in particular see : L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN.
L'lnde aux temps des Mauryas .... pp. 101-19; J. FILLIOUT, L Ynigme des 256 nuits
d'ASoka, JA, 1949, pp. 143-53; Les devm d'ASoka. dieux ou divines Majestes, JA, 1949,
pp. 225-47; Les festivitis du Dhamma chez ASoka, JA, 1957, pp. 1-9. - Also see the articles
collated by M. LAUIU,Bibliographie bouddhique, 111, Nos. 451-7; XXI-XXIII, Nos. 209421 12. ***
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first two inscriptions of BaAbar, in Magadha, comemmorating the gift
to the Ajivikas of the Nigrodha and Mount Khalatika caves.
(2) Year 13 (231 after the Nirvina, 255 B.C.) : the rock inscriptions
known as Minor, found in different places : Bairit (Jaipiir), Sahasrim
(Bihlr) and Riipnith (Jubbulpore District, Madhya Pradesh) in the
north; Maski, Pilkigundu and Givimath (Hyderibid), Siddipura and
Jatinga RHmeSvara (Mysore), Yerragudi (Kurnool District, Andhra Pradesh) in the south. The versions of Mysore and Yerragudi, both closely
connected, also contain an addition, particularly developed at Yerragua.
(3) Year 13 : the single edict of Bhlibri, also known as the Inscription
of Calcutta-Bairit, addressed to the Buddhist Samgha.
(4) Year 14 (232 after the Nirvina, 254 B.C.) : the fourteen rock
edicts found in seven versions of lesser or greater completeness at Girnir
(Klithiliwir), Kilsi (Dehra Dun), Shihbazgarhi (Peshiwir), Minsehrl
(Hadra), Dhauli (Pun), Jaugada (Ganjam), and Yerragudi (Kurnool),
without taking into account the fragments on the eighth rock edict
found at Sopira (Thing District, Maharashtra) and at Laghmin (Kabul
Valley).
(4 a) Year 14 : the two separate edicts of Kalinga found at Dhauli
and Jaugada, where they replace rock edicts No. 11 to 13.
(I a) Year 19 (237 after the Nirviina, 249 B.C.) : third cave at
Baribar.
(5) Year 20 (238 after the Nirvlna, 248 B.C.) : pillar inscriptions at
Rummundei and NigHH Slgar or Nigliva (Nepal).
(6) Years 26 and 27 (244-245 after the Nirvina, 242-241 B.C.) : the
seven pillar edicts. The seventh and most important appears, with the
others, only on the pillar at Delhi-ToprI. The pillars at Delhi-Miraih,
Lauoyi-Ararij, LauyiyH-Nandangayh and Rimpurvi (northern Bihir),
Allahibid-Kosam (formerly KauSHmbi) contain only the first six edicts,
but Kosam includes two further short inscriptions, one entitled The
Edict of the Queen and the other, directed against the Samghabheda, the
Edict of Kauiiimbi.
(5 a) Towards the end of the reign : the smaller pillar edicts found in
Siiici and Sirnith, which reproduce the Edict of KauScSmbi forbidding
the schism.

THEEXTENT OF THE EMPIRE.- The distribution of the edicts and their
contents gives us an approximate idea of the limits of the empire and its
administrative divisions.
Among the provinces immediately governed by the king himself or his
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direct officials (mahimdtra), mention must be made of Magadha and the
central districts such as KauGmbi.
KumHras or royal princes, as viceroys, administered Kaliliga, capital
Tosali, a conquest of ASoka; Avanti, capital Ujjayini; Uttariipatha, an
area in the northern Punjab, capital Taksaiili; finally, Daksina or
southern region, capital Suvamagiri, to be sought in Nizam.
The frontier regions, the list of which appears in the edicts, were
under the domination of feudal minor kings, and constituted rijavisaya.
Outside the empire, but linked with it through bonds of assured
friendship, there remained the Dravidian states in the extreme south of
the pcninsula : Cola (Trichinoply and Tanjore), Pindya (Madura),
Satyaputra (Mangalore), Keralaputra (Malabar) and Tamraparni (Ceylon).
NOTEWORTHY
D
A OF~THE REIGN. - The edicts contain indications
of some important events of the reign dating from the time of the
consecration.
Year 8 (226 after the NirvHna, 260 B.C.). - During the conquest of
Kaliriga, 150,000 persons were deported, 100,000 were killed; several
times that number perished. This catastrophe severely affected all the
inhabitants, brghmins and Sramanas, as well as the believers and devout
citizens. Smitten with remorse, the king decided to substitute the reign of
the Dharma for that of violence (R. XIII, BLOCH,pp. 125-9). He became
a faithful layman, that is, a? upisaka12, but for a year was not very
zealous (Minor Edicts, BLOCH,p. 145).
Year 10 (228 after the Nirvina, 258 B.C.). - A year and a half after
taking his upasaka vows, the king's zeal became extreme (BLOCH,
248 p. 146). Ten years after his consecration, he set out for Enlightenment
(uydya sambodhirn), inaugurating a tour of the Dharma (dharmaydtrd)
with audiences, instructions and distributions of gold to the religious
and the old ( B ~ Hp., 112).: 256 nights were spent on tour (BLOCH,
p. 149).
Years 12 (230 after the Nirvana, 256 B.C.). - the king ordered his
district officers (yukta) to set out on circuit every five years with a special
, 95-97). Making use of
edict on the teaching of the Dharma ( B ~ Hpp.
reproductions of edifying pictures: this initiative did much to extend the
practice of the Dharma (BLOCH,pp. 98-9). In order to prolong its effect,
the king ordered the edict of the Dharma to be engraved on rock

l 2 Abka was a Buddhist layman, an upisaka, but never a monk. This question is
discussed by B.C. LAW, Did ASoka become o Bhikkhu?, IC. 1,pp. 123-4.
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(dharmalip$. Notwithstanding, he donated the Banyan and Mount
Khalatika caves to the Ajivikas (BLOCH,p. 156).
It was no doubt also in the year 12 or 13 of the consecration that
ASoka considered himself as having won the victory of the Dharma,
both in foreign kingdoms and in his own empire (BLOCH,p. 130, see also
p. 93).
Among the foreign sovereigns who received his message, he quotes the
Greek king Amtiyoga (Antiochus I1 Theos of Syria, 261-246) and, more
distant than Antiochus, four kings : Turamaya (Ptolemy I1 Philadelphus
of Egypt, 285-247), Amtekin (Antigonus I1 Gonatas of Macedonia, 276239), Mag5 (Magas of Cyrene, deceased in 258), and Alikasudara
(Alexander of Epirus, 272-256)13. The Co!as of Coromandel, the Pindyas in the south of the peninsula, Satyaputra which has not been
definitely identified, Keralaputra in Malabar and finally, Tiimrapami or
Ceylon were mentioned as borderland Indian kingdoms.
Year 13 (231 after the NirvGna, 255 B.C.). - ASoka created overseers
of the Dharma (dharmamahhdtra) to supervise the sects and favour
those faithful to the Dharma among the Yonas, Kambojas, Gandhirans, Ristikas and Pitenikas (BLOCH,p. 103).
Year 14 (232 after the Nirvina, 254 B.C.). - ASoka doubled the size
of the stiipa of the Buddha Konikamuni at Nigilisigar (BLOCH,p. 158).
Year 19 (237 after the Nirvina, 249 B.C.). - Gift of the third cave of
BarHbar to the Ajivikas (BLOCH,p. 156).
Year 20 (238 after the Nirvina, 248 B.C.). - ASoka visited the
Lumbini garden, the Buddha's birthplace (BLOCH,p. 157), and paid
further homage to the stiipa of Koniikamuni ( B m , p. 158).
Year 26 (244 after the Nirviina, 242 B.C.). - Publication of the first
six pillar edicts (BLOCH,pp. 161, 163, 165, 168).
Year 27 (245 after the Nirviina, 241 B.C.) - Publication, at DelhiTopr5, of the seventh pillar edict (BLOCH,p. 172).

THEDHARMA
OF ASOKA.- The remorse which ASoka felt after the
bloody conquest of Kaliriga led him to embrace the Buddhist religion.
He became an upHsaka, but for a year his zeal was far from ardent. A
year and a half later, during a pilgrimage to the Bodhi tree, he visited
the community of monks and, after a peregrination which lasted for
two hundred and fifty-six nights, he promulgated the fourteen rock
edicts (ca 254 B.C.), which were followed, fourteen or fifteen years later
(ca 242-241 B.C.), by the seven pillar edicts which aimed at substituting
the victory of the Dharma for the reign of coercion and violence.

' On the use to be made of these synchronisms for the date of ASoka, see J. FILLHIUT.
Inde Clarsique. I. p. 219.
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ASoka himself established a clear distinction between his personal
Dharma, which as sovereign he intended to render triumphant "in order
to discharge his debt to creatures", and the Buddhist Law expounded by
the Buddha and which, according to the recognized expression, he
designated in his edict at BhZbA by the name of Saddharma "Good
Law"14.
Therefore it would be fruitless to seek in his edicts the profound ideas
and fundamental theories of Buddhism; no mention is made of the four
noble truths, or the eightfold path, or the doctrine of dependent
origination, or the Buddha's supernatural qualities; neither the name
nor concept of Nirvana is encountered. ASoka might have believed he
was failing in his duties as an impartial sovereign by favouring a
particular religion to the detriment of others. His Dharma is superimposed on various beliefs without any claim to absorb them; acceptable
to all, the lay and the religious, Indians or foreigners, it is also
compulsory for all.
The Dharma is only an expression, in its most universal form, of the
great principles of natural law; it teaches "proper conduct according to
the ancient rule"ls, a rule which kings in the past had already tried
to promote16. To avoid sin, practise virtue and perform the duties of
250 human solidarity, such is the essence of ASoka's Dharma. Therefore, its
parallels are not to be found in the Buddhist siitras devoted to the
exaltation of the religious life, but in the DharmaSgstras, the descriptions of lay morality scattered throughout the ancient anthologies of
universal wisdom, Dhammapada, Suttanipdta, as well as the Advice to
Upcisakas dispersed throughout the canonical writings, Lakkhanasuttanta ' ', Sitigdlovida and the various Gahapativagga in the Majhima '9 ,
SamyuttaZnand A n g ~ t t a r a *As
~ . we have seen in the first chapter, this
advice to the laity merely promotes the general rules of moral life, under
the aegis of the Buddha.
For ASoka, all men were his children, and he worked for their welfare
and happiness in order to ensure them bliss in this world but especially

J. Bw,
Les inscriprions dilsoka, p. 154.
ID., p. 151.
l 8 ID., p. 168.
I' Digho, 111, pp. 142-79.
l 8 Digha, 111, pp. 180-93.
IPMajhima. I, pp. 339-413.
Sarpyurra. 11, pp. 68-80.
2 1 Ariguttara, IV, pp. 208-35.
"
I'
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in the heavens of the other worldzz.Happiness in this world and beyond
is the reward promised to uplsakas by the Itivuttaka : "Whoever desires
joy, may he aspire to heavenly joys or may he yearn for human
happiness" z3.
In order to achieve his ideal, ASoka concerned himself personally with
public affairs and displayed extreme zeal in doing so : "At every
moment, whether I am at table, in the women's apartments, in my room,
on the farmlands, in a vehicle, in the gardens, anywhere, informants
must acquaint me with public affairs.. . The main thing is to work and
to bring affairs to a successful c o n c l u s i ~ n " ~Not
~ . content with being
kept informed, he organized Dharma tours (dharmayitri?)with audiences and the distribution of gold to the brihmins, Sramanas and the
aged, instruction in the Dharma and questions on the Dharma to the
~ . expected his family, sons, grandsons and
people of the p r o v i n ~ e s " ~He
the other princes, sons of his queens, to follow his example". He was
assisted in his task by officials "appointed for the welfare and happiness
of the people" : envoys (dila) who carried his message throughout the
empire and among the foreign kingdomsz7; district officers Cyukta),
inspectors (rcijuka), and local governors (prrideiika) who, every five
years, set out on tour with his special edictz8;overseers (mahimdtra) in
Kaliriga, entrusted with winning the affection of the peoplez9; overseers
of the Dharma (dharmamihamitra), charged with the care of the
religious, the elderly, the wretched and prisonersJ0, and who were
eventually to be concerned separately with the various sects : the Buddhist
Samgha, the brlhmins, Ajivikas, Nirgranthas, etc. 31.
The king's zeal also found expression in the carrying out of a large
number of public works : the planting of banyans, shady trees and
mango groves; the sowing of medicinal herbs, upkeep of the highways,
with resting-places, wells and tanksJz. Such undertakings were what the
Buddhists liked to attribute to good rulers and of which the Man'juiriBLOCH,pp. 103, 109, 118, 121, 132, 164, 167.

l2
23

Itiwttaka, p. 112.

B m , pp. 106-8.

" ID., p. 112.

ID., pp. 100, 102, 132, 171.
ID.,
p. 131.
ID., p. 96.
ID.. p. 137.
ID., pp. 103-4.
ID., pp. 170-1.
ID., pp. 9 e 5 , 170.

l6
l7

l9
'O
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mclakalpa, for example, delights to give details in its execrable Sanskrit33.
We saw earlier how the old Mahkcimghika VinayaS4 promises an
increase in merits and good rebirths to princes who provide watering
places in the desert, plant trees, build bridges, etc.; other Buddhist texts
list the seven meritorious material deeds @uny?vakriyGvmtu)which are
recommended to the laity.
Such merits in no way equal the value of the teaching of the Dharma
which ASoka disseminated up to the confines of the inhabited world,
and which was immortalized on
What was this Dharma?
Basically it amounts to : "The absence of the cause of sin and the
abundance of good actions"36, such a lapidary formula can be compared with a Buddhist stanza which has become a classic : "Avoiding all
sin, doing good, purifying the mind : such is the teaching of the
Buddha" 37.
Sin, ASoka asserted, is easily committed; to combat a wrong inclination, demerit, is difficult for everyone, but especially so for the members
of upper classes38. His reasoning agrees with that of the Dhammapada
and the Uuiina : "Easily performed are wrong actions and whatever
harms the self; but what is beneficial and good is very difficult to
accomplish" 39.
The misdeeds which the fivefold morality proscribes for the upbaka
are taking life, theft, sexual misconduct, falsehood and the use of
fermented drinks. ASoka was less demanding and only condemned
taking life or violence exerted on creatures40 and he recommended
loyalty and truthfulness4'. He emphasized respect for life to such a
degree that he limited, then definitively forbade the slaughtering of
animals for culinary use42. He showed himself to be even more strict
than the monks of the Hinayiina who allowed the use of meat and fish
on condition that it had not been seen, heard or suspected that the
animal had been killed in order to serve as food for the religious.
In the field of domestic virtues, ASoka unceasingly counselled obe33
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Mmk., w. 540, 545, 648-9, 685-6, etc.
T 1425, ch. 4, p. 261a.
BLOCH,pp. 109, 133, 143, 149, 162, 169.
ID., p. 162.
Digha, 11, p. 49; Dhammapada, v. 183; Mahivastu, 111. p. 420.
BLOCH,pp. 102, 118-19.
Dhammapada. v. 163; Udana. p. 61.
BUXH. pp. 97, 99, 172.
ID.. pp. 150. 162, 171.
ID., pp. 92-3, 162, 165-6, 172.

dience to one's father and mother, obedience to one's teachers, irreproachable courtesy towards one's friends, acquaintances, companions and
family, kindness to the poor, the old and the weak as well as to slaves
and servants, generosity towards brlhmins and Sramanasq3.The Buddha gave exactly the same advice to the young householder Singllaka :
"How does the noble disciple protect the six regions of space? These six
regions are composed as follows : father and mother are the east;
teachers are the south; sons and wife are the west; friends and companions are the north; slaves and servants are the nadir; Sramanas and
brihmins are the zenithHd4.Just as ASoka extolled in his subjects "the
minimum of spending and the minimum of assets"45, so the Buddha
warned the laity against vices which could lead to the loss of their
fortuneq6.
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Such are the meritorious actions which constitute the true Ceremonies
of the Dharma (dharmamarigala), and which are quite different from the
various ceremonies which people hold on the occasion of illness, mamages, births or a journey. Even if they have to be performed, such
ceremonies are of little use, since the result wished for is not always
acquired; only the ceremony of the Dharma enables one to obtain the
happiness sought in this world and, in any case, creates endless merit in
the other worldq7. Similarly, the true disciple of the Buddha does not
consider festivities and ceremonies (kotChalamarigala)organized in such
circumstances to be essentialq8.
If charity is worthy, "there is no gift or assistance which is equivalent
~ . is a
to the gift of the Dharma, the assistance of the D h a ~ m a " ~That
truth to which the Buddhist texts return unceasingly : "There are two
kinds of gifts", says the Anguttara "a material gift and a gift of the Law,
but the foremost of those two gifts is the gift of the Law"50. By virtue of
that principle, evcry associate, parent, companion should, on each
occasion, preach : "This is one's duty, one's good, this is how to reach
the heavens" ' I ; father, son, brother, teacher or friend, associate, relation and even the mere neighbour should come and say : "That is good,
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Digha, 111, pp. 188-9.
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46 Digha, 111. pp. 182-3.
B ~ H pp.
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Majjhirna, I, p. 265; Anguttara, 111, p. 439.
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that is duty" S Z . - In order that relations could have the opportunity to
administer such a fraternal admonition, ASoka allowed those condemned to death an interval of three days so that their intimates could
intercede for them or so that they could prepare themselves for death by
means of alms-giving and fastings3. The king, indeed, was aware of the
importance of the last thought or, as the Buddhists put it, the "thought
(at the time) of death" (maranacitta), since, in accordance with Indian
and Buddhist beliefs, that thought determines one's future destiny.
Hence, the Buddha exhorted his cousin Mahiniman to lead a holy life
"because the tree falls to the side on which it is leaningws4;he asked
that the pious layman, when he is sick, suffering or struck by some cruel
disorder, be "comforted by another pious layman with the aid of the
254 four comforting teachings" ss. In order to perform this duty, the mother
of Nakula prepared her husband to die contentedly, by endeavouring to
inspire him with feelings of joy and peaces6.
Many are the vices condemned by ASoka, as well as the virtues
recommended by him. He invited his subjects and, most especially, his
officials to combat inwardly jealousy, irritability, cruelty, hastiness,
obstinacy, idleness and lassitudes7, and to obviate those "accesses to
faults" which consist of ill-will, callousness, anger, pride and envys8. He
listed the "virtues of the Law" (dharmaguna) the practice of which
ensures happiness in this world arid in the next : security, mastery over
the senses, equanimity and gentlenesss9; obedience, pity and truthfulness60; devotion to the Law, vigilance, docility, circumspection and
vigour to the greatest degree"; pity, charity, truthfulness and purity62.
These lists of faults and virtues are very similar to those found in the
Buddhist writings, particularly in the Abhidharma. However, the quality
to which the emperor attached the greatest importance was exertion
@arrSkrama) or fortitude (utsrfha), a condition of spiritual progress, as
had already been perceived by the Buddhist texts : "Be alert, d o not be
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heedless! Observe the Law of beneficial practices : whoever observes that
is happy in this world and the next"63.
Among those beneficial practices, ASoka recommended the examination of one's conscience : not to consider only the good one has done,
but also the evil which one has committed". It is a Buddhist belief that
an offence confessed is lightened, and the Buddha "removed his offence"
from the Licchavi Vaddha who had acknowledged his fault and vowed
not to repeat it; indeed, explained the Master, "the one who, acknowledging his fault, confesses and promises not to repeat it represents a gain
for the
ASoka was an unbiased sovereign, and protected all the sects impartially; he allowed them to reside where they wished66, and, in order to
pay homage to them, went to them in person67. Being a convinced
Buddhist, he named overseers of the Dharma in order to watch over the
particular interests of each sect : Buddhist Samgha, Briihmanas, Ajivikas, Nirgranthas, etc. 6s. Twice, at an interval of seven years, he made a
gift of caves to the Ajivikase9.While not interfering with their particular
doctrines and disciplines, he demanded of his religious a dignified life in
keeping with their social condition : mastery over the senses, mental
purity, acknowledgement and steadfastness in faithT0.From the external
point of view, his dearest wish was ihat the sects which he supported
and honoured would progress in the essence (sa'ravyddhi),namely, that
restraint of speech which causes one to refrain from honouring one's
own sect or from irrelevantly denigrating those of others; other sects
should even be honoured every time the opportunity aroseT1. The
Buddha also had condemned religious intolerance, the foolishness of
teachers who considered they alone possessed the truth and treated their
adversaries as fools and ignoramuses : "I do not call truth what the
foolish confront each other with; they makc their own view the truth;
that is why they treat their opponents as fools"72.
From this brief survey it ensues that the Dharma extolled by ASoka is
clearly different from the Buddhist Saddharma; it merely sets out in
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traditional Indian formulas the principles of natural law which the
Buddhists had already tried to inculcate in their lay followers; it does
not teach ex profess0 the four noble truths or the system of dependent
origination which constitute the basis of the Word of the Buddha.
ASoka was a pious and zealous ruler, and not a sectarian propagandist.
It was never his intention to found a Buddhist State, but to chide his
subjects and edify his neighbours. His envoys, inspectors, overseers were
in no way Buddhist missionaries, but officials preoccupied with the
present and future happiness of those under their administration. Nevertheless, by promulgating the edict of the Dharma all over India, they
256 prepared people's minds to receive the Buddhist message and opened the
way for religious propagandists.
ASOKA'SBUDDHIST INSCRIPTIONS. - Having confined himself, generally speaking, to the role of head of state, ASoka thought he could, as a
devout Buddhist, address the Samgha which owed him so much. His
Buddhist inscriptions are three in number : the Bhibri edict, the rescript
at KauSimbi and the inscription in Rummindei.
1. In the Bhibri edict, which in all likelihood was promulgated in the
year 13 of his reign, the king of Magadha "greets the Community and
hopes it has little affliction (appcibiidhatta) and is well at ease (phbuvihilatta)". This is, in an abbreviated form, the traditional Buddhist formula
of greeting7'.
Then follows a profession of respect (gaurava) and faith (prasiida) in
the Three Jewels, the Buddha, his Law and his Community, in conformity with the taking of the vows by the laity.
After that, there follows the assertion that "all that the Blessed Lord
Buddha spoke was well spoken" : an appeal to the omniscient Buddha,
the first of the four "great authorities" (mahcipadeia) which are
formulated in the DIgha (11, p. 123), Ariguttara (11, p. 167), Sctriilamkira
(ed. LBvr, p. 4), etc.
Finally, assuming the role of spiritual adviser, ASoka recommends to
the religious and the laity the reading and study of the seven Sermons
on the Law (dhapmapaliyiya), the list of which is as follows :
7 3 In PHIi, appcibiappcirarike lahu!!hcinq b a l e p h a s u ~ i ~ r e p u c c h a(Digha,
ri
I,
p. 204; 11, p. 72; 111, p. 166; Majjhima, I, pp. 437, 473; Anguttara, 111, pp. 65, 103;
Milinda, p. 14). In Sanskrit, alpcibcidharciy paripycchary alpcircuikar&I ycitrciy Iaghtirrhrinar&I balaty sukhavihciratciy ca pariprcchati (Mahivastu, I, p. 254; Divya, p. 156; Avadina&taka, 1, pp. 168, 325; 11, pp. 90.92; PaiicavimSati, p. 14; Saddharmapundania, p. 429).
The terms in this greeting are commented upon in detail by the UpadeSa, T 1509, ch. 10,
p. 131.
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a. Vinaya-samukkase "Praise of the Discipline". - It can be supposed
that this is an eulogy of the Prltimoksa as it is found in the Anguttara
(I, pp. 98-100).
b. Aliya-vasa'ni "the Genealogy of the Noble Ones". - The interpretation of this is uncertain, but brings to mind the ten rules of living
practised by the holy ones (dasa ariya-vkd) which are mentioned in the
Dlgha (111, pp. 269, 291) and the Aliguttara (V, p. 29); or, better still, the
four noble lineages (cattdro ariya-vamsi) from which true monks are
born : "to be satisfied with clothing, food and lodging; to delight in
Nirvlna and the path to Nirvlna" (Anguttara, 11, p. 27; KoSa, VI,
p. 146).
c. Andgata-bhaydni "Future Dangers". - There are several groups of
five future dangers (paiica andgata-bhayini) which constitute as many
temptations for monks living in solitude. The Anguttara (111, pp. 100-10;
206-20) lists a series of them. They are also mentioned, although less
systematically, in a great number of other texts.
d. Muniga'thd "Stanzas of the Sage. - Some Munigdtha' formed part
of the "Chanted Recitations" which, as we saw earlier, are closely
connected with the "Minor Texts" (ksudraka). The Suttanipita contains
a Munisutta (I, w. 207-21), in which the sage is defined as a solitary
being, dwelling in meditation and far removed from the desires of his
time; he has overcome obstacles, is all-knowing and differs from the
layman as does a peacock from a swan. However, the Suttanipdta
Commentary informs us that the Munisutta is an artificial collection of
verses with no logical link between them, and which were uttered by the
Buddha on various occasions. It seems they existed independently :
hence, verse 21 1 is quoted in the Mahivastu (111, pp. 118 and 326), verse
2 13 in the Mahdvastu (111, pp. 1 10, 123), verse 22 1 in the UpadeSa by
Nggirjuna (T 1509, ch. 3, p. 84b), etc.
e. Moneyasltte "Discourse on Silence". - Mention is made of the
three silences ( t e i moneyyki) of body, speech and mind in the Digha
(111, p. 220), the Anguttara (I, p. 273) and the Ztivuttaka (p. 56). On the
other hand, the Suttanipita (111, 11, v. 698 sq.) devotes a long eulogy to
the perfect way of the sage (moneyyay uttamay p h m ) .
f. Upatissapasine "The Questions of Upatissa". - Among the enormous number of siitras in which the Buddha and ~ l r i ~ u t r(alias
a
Upatisya) appear, the Sdriputtasutta of the Suttanipdta (IV, 6, vv. 95575) is a dialogue in which the Buddha explains to Siriputra the dangers
to which a monk is exposed.
g. Lighulovdde musdvddam adhigicya bhagavatc? buddhena bhisite
"The Discourse concerning falsehood addressed to RHhula by the
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Blessed Lord Buddha". - A reference to the Ambala[thikrS RrShulovcidasutta in the Majjhima (I, pp. 414-20), which has its correspondents in the
MadhyamrSgama (T 26, ch. 3, pp. 436a-437b), the Chinese Dharmapada
258 (T 21 1, ch. 3, pp. 599c-600a; T 212, ch. 11, p. 668a) and the UpadeSa
(T 1509, ch. 13, p. 158a), in which the condemnation of falsehood is
indeed the most categorical. This siitra is different from another Exhortation to RHhula, the Mahi-RcihulovrShutta incorporated into the
Majjhima (I, pp. 420-6) and which has its correspondent in the EkottarrSgama (T 125, ch. 7, p. 581~).
By recommending the study of these texts to the religious and laity,
ASoka hoped to ensure that the Good Law would last for a long time.
However, his advice was not devoid of all political ulterior motives. He
invited the bhiksus to conform to their discipline, be content with their
lot, overcome their temptations, delight in solitude, enclose themselves in
wise silence and avoid the traps laid at their feet, because he hoped to
keep, if not bring round, the Samgha to a correct understanding of his
state duties. Indeed it does seem that the favours granted by the king
had the unexpected effect of attracting into the order undesirable
recruits whose greed and recalcitrant attitudes threatened the tranquillity
of the state. This is why ASoka was led to check those who wanted to
enter the Order and take measures against any schismatics.
It is true that modem exegeticists have striven to find the seven
"Discourses of the Law", mentioned by the BhHbrH edict, in the
canonical writings, and agreement over the proposed identifications is
far from unanimou~'~.
The significance of the edict for the history of the writings has in turn
been overrated and undervalued. Certain people claim to see in it "a
historical document which proves decisively the existence, in the third
century B.C., of a Buddhist canon in the same form and with more
or less the same titles as those which are known to us now". Others, on
the contrary, consider the BhHbri enumeration to be incompatible with
the existence of a well defined canon : "There are many reasons to doubt
whether Buddhism possessed a canon already.at that time".
We can merely remark that the BhHbrH edict proves, if it is necessary,

'* See the bibliography on this subject in WINTERNITZ,
Literature, 11, pp. 606-9, and the
discussion of the identifications in L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,L'lnde aux temps &s
Mauryas, pp. 12633. Since then, S. MITRA,Vinayasmukase in Aioka's Bluibri Edict.
JDLC. XX, 1930; V. BHAT~ACHARYA.
Buddhist Texts as recommended by ASoka. Calcutta,
1948.
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the early existence of holy texts, but presents those texts in a form which
is not the same as that of the canons which have come down to us.
First of all, there is nothing to prove that the titles given by ASoka are
traditional titles. A century later, the BhHrhut sculptures were to provide
yet other titles, quite different from those supplied by the texts.
Secondly, the language in which these titles are drafted is not that of
any universally attested canonical language. It is neither Pili nor Sanskrit, but MHgadhi. Furthermore, it is phonetically a much more evolved
Migadhi than the diplomatic Migadhi of the eastern group in which
ASoka drafted his edicts. This Buddhist MHgadhi pronounced I and not
r (Lighula instead of Rihula), gh instead of h (LilGHula instead of
RHHula), g instead of k (adhiGicya instead of adhiK~tya),cya instead of
the Sanskrit fya and Pili cca (adhigiCYA instead of adhikrTYA or
adhigiCCA); finally, its nominative singular of topics in -a was in -e and
not -0.
It is probably in this language, called pre-canonical by S. Uvi, protocanonical by L. de La Vallke Pou~sin'~,
that the first Buddhist texts
were recited, but the data supplied by the edict does not allow for any
pronouncement concerning their extent. One can only note their paucity
in relation to those seventeen discourses which, according to the Sinhalese chronicles, Moggalitissaputta's envoys were to propound during
their spectacular missions some years later, to be precise in 236 after the
NirvHna (250 B.C.). However, as we shall see further on, this collection
of discourses, which presupposes the existence of the PHli canon in its
present form, is only one of the many anachronisms attributable to the
authors of the Dipa- and Mahdvatpsa.
2. In the edict of KauGtmbi published simultaneously in Kosam,
Saiici and SSirnBth towards the end of thc rcign, Aioka directly addressed the Samgha of bhiksus and bhiksunis. After having formulated
certain restrictions concerning entry into the order, he insisted on the
unity which should prevail between members of the order, condemned
"disunion in the Community" (samghabheda) and compelled whoever
might have provoked it to return to the white robe of the layman and to
live away from the religious dwelling.
Properly speaking, a satpghabheda is not a schism but, according to
the canonical definition (Vinaya, 11, p. 204), the separation over a point
of doctrine or discipline by a group of at least nine bhiksus, possessed of
all the religious privileges, belonging to the same creed and dwelling in
l5

S. Lh.1, Observotionc sur une longuepr4canoniquedu b.. JA, 1912, pp. 495-514; L. DE

h VAL& POUSSIN. Indo-Europeens ..., pp. 200-6; also see Ch. VI further on.
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the same parish (simi). It is a question, adds the M6lasarvistivtSdin
Vinaya (Gilgit Man., 111, 4, p. 248), of a formal secession following a
public declaration (iiiaptikarman) and a vote (hlSktSgrahqa); after
that, the dissidents performed the religious acts, ceremonies of confesion
etc., apart. During the Buddha's own lifetime, the followers of Devadatta and the monks of KauGmbi had provoked such disruptions. It is
probable that in the time of ASoka, the increase in number of the
religious added to the causes of friction and threatened the cohesion of
the most populated parishes : Pitaliputra, VHrHnag, KauSHmbi and
SHiici.
The king's intention was to reduce dissidents to lay status, by forcing
them to return to the white robe (avaditavasana) of householders
(Digha, I, p. 21 1 ; 111, pp. 118, 124, 210; Majhima, I, p. 491 ; 11, p. 23;
Angutrara, I, p. 73; 111, p. 384; IV, p. 21 7). However, his orders were not
followed. The community split up into various schools, and the opposition between rival sects culminated in the formation of schisms, the most
important of which was that of the MahHdmghikas. *
3. In his rock edicts, ASoka had already referred to his pilgrimage to
the place of the Sambodhi (BLOCH,p. 112), his visits to the Community
(p. 146) and his pious tours (p. 149). Two inscriptions of a private
nature, discovered at Rummindei and Nigslli SHgar (Nigliva), were
intended to immortalize two such ventures. Twenty years after his
consecration, the king went in person to the Lumbinivana, the Buddha's
birthplace; there he built a high wall of stone and erected a pillar;
finally, he freed the inhabitants of the village from tax and he "set them
at 118 th" (Buu~H,p. 157). He went twice to NigHE SHgar, to the stiipa
of the former Buddha Konlkamuni, he doubled it in size and embellished it in various ways.
The ASoka of the inscriptions shows himself to have been a zealous,
conscientious ruler, preoccupied with the present and future happiness of
his subjects and neighbours. Personally, he was a convinced Buddhist;
however, even if his preferences led him to favour the Samgha of
bhiksus and to take special measures to ensure the duration and
harmony of the order, he retained enough insight to protect all the sects
impartially. It is not at all surprising, however, that the Buddhist texts
present him in a somewhat far-fetched light and make him out to be a
sectarian, more preoccupied with the construction of stiipas and endowment of the Samgha than with internal order and state finances.
b.

- The ASokHvadHna

In the paragraph concerning the Masters of the Law, the chapters of

the AS~kdvadina'~
devoted to Upagupta and his four predecessors were
the subject of a brief analysis, but the main object of the work is the
Exploits of ASoka which will be summarized here. We will attempt to
establish that the chronicle of ASoka, as it appears in this work and
directly related sources, was widely disseminated on the Indian continent
and inspired men of letters and sculptors. The various episodes which
are narrated concerning the king are no doubt of different date and
origin; however, some of them, attested on the monuments at Siiiici, are
quite early in date and were already circulating in the second century
B.C.

THEG m OF EARTH AND BIRTH OF ~
K (T 2042,
A
ch. 1, pp. 99~-102b;
T 2043, ch. 1, pp. 1316-1356; T 99, ch. 23, pp. 161b1656; Divya, pp.
364-82). Arriving from the Kalandakavana, the Buddha enters Rijag~ha
in order to beg for his food. His entry into the town is marked by
several wonders. Two little boys, Jaya and Vijaya, are playing in the
road and amusing themselves with making houses and granaries out of
earth. On seeing the Buddha, Jaya respectfully offers him a handful of
earth; Vijaya, his hands joined, approves his companion's action. The
Buddha predicts to Ananda that, one hundred years after his Nirviina,
young Jaya will be the holy king ASoka, who will reign in Pitaliputra
over the whole of India and will build 84,000 stcpas; Vijaya will be his
minister, with the name of Ridhagupta.
In fact the Mauryan king Bindusiira had two sons, ASoka and
VitaSoka by a brahmin girl from CampHla; the first was to fulfil the
262 Buddha's prediction. At the time of his birth, the seer Pingalavatsa
asserted that he would succeed his father, to the detriment of the crown
prince Susima. In his youth, ASoka was sent by Bindusira to TakasaSili
and KhaSa to quell the revolts which had been provoked by the
governors' extortions. He accomplished that mission so skillfully that,
on the death of Bindudra, the ministers made him mount the throne of
Magadha. However, since Susima claimed his right to the crown, ASoka
shut himself up in Pibliputra and set guards before the doors. Susima,
while attempting to enter the town, fell into a cleverly hidden brazier
and perished in it.
Now in power, ASoka named RHdhagupta as his prime minister. He
picked a quarrel with his counsellors and his women folk and had five
hundred ministers and five hundred concubines put to death. These
executions earned him the name of "ASoka the Cruel" (CandHSoka). On
the advice of Ridhagupta, he built a prison modelled on the Buddhist
76
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hells and entrusted the guardianship of it to the cruel Girika, with the
order to put to death all those who entered it.
The holy monk Samudra entered it inadvertently and was tortured by
Girika; but as he had attained Arhatship, the torment did not affect
him. ASoka came to see this wonder for himself, and the holy one
reproached him for his cruelty and revealed the Buddha's prediction
according to which ASoka was to become a holy king of the Law. Seized
with remorse, ASoka embraced Buddhism and took the uplsaka vows.
He had the executioner Girika burned alive and the prison razed.
ASoka decided to erect a large number of monuments commemorating the glory of the Buddha and so withdrew the relics deposited by
AjHtaSatru and his contemporaries in the first seven stilpas. However,
the dragon-king SHgara and his companions, who guarded the stiipa at
RimagrHma, refused to give up their share to him. When he was in
possession of all the relics available, ASoka divided them among 84,000
precious caskets. The Y a k ~ who
s were under his orders were dispersed
all over Jambudvipa and built 84,000 sttipas in which the caskets were
placed. The Sthavira Yaks, abbot of the Kukkutlrlma, gave the signal
to start work by hiding the sun with his hand77,and all the stiipas were
completed at the same time. Their construction earned ASoka the title of
263 "King of the right Law".
The gift of earth by Jaya and Vijaya, the future ASoka and Ridhagupta, is narrated in detail in the Hsien yu ching (T 202, ch. 3, p. 368c)
and mentioned briefly in the Upadeia (T 1509, ch. 12, p. 147a); it is
represented on bas-reliefs of Gandhlra (Art grtco-bouddhique, I, p. 5 17;
fig. 255, 256) and of the Andhra region (Nigdrjunikonda, p. 37, pl. 366).
The struggles ASoka had to sustain in order to accede to the throne,
and the massacres he perpetrated among the members of his family at
the time he assumed power are known to the Sinhalese tradition.
Nevertheless, reference is often made in the edicts to the "sons, grandsons and great grandsons" of the king, beloved of the gods (BLOCH,pp.
100, 102, 171).
The episodes concerning ASoka's Hell are narrated in the FZn pieh

7 7 Certain authors see in YaSas' gesture an allusion to an eclipse of the sun : R. FAZY,
Note sur une eclipse de soleil du temps d'ASoka, JA, 1930, pp. 135-6; K.P. JAYASWAL,
An
Une Pclipse du
exact dote in the reign of ASoka. JBORS, XVII, 1931, p. 400;D. SIDERSKY,
soleil cuc temps d'ASoka. JA, 1932, pp. 295-7; P.H.L.EGGERMONT,
The Chronology...,
p. 122 sq. The authors have a choia between four eclipses of the sun visible in VHrin+i at
the time of A b k a : 24 March 275,4 May 249, I5 June 242, 19 November 232.

kung t i lun (T 1507, ch. 3, p. 39a-c), and the ruins of the prison were
visited by Fa hsien (T 2085, p. 8636-c) and Hsuan tsang (T 2087, ch. 8,
p. 91 1); it consisted of a small fortified town of more than a thousand
inhabitants.
ASoka attributes his conversion to Buddhism to the remorse he felt
after the Kaliriga massacres. Tradition has it that he embraced the
religion under the influence of a monk (Samudra in the ASokiivadina,
Nigrodha in the Sinhalese chronicle) or following the example of one of
his women (Kalpaniimqdirikii, T 201, ch. 5, p. 2866).
All the sources without distinction, save the edicts, attribute the
simultaneous construction of 84,000 stiipas to ASoka. The Man'juSFimdlakalpa (w. 353-79) says in substance :
"One hundred years after the ParinirvHna, there will be in Kusumapura a
prince, a protector of the earth, known by the name of ASoka. He will be
violent, cruel and pitiless at first; but, on meeting a friend of the good in the
person of a disciplined, calm and disinterested bhiksu, and because of merits he
had acquired previously through the "gift of earth", he will become a successful
prince, capable of distinguishing the Dharma from the Adhanna, compassionate
and clement. Formerly that prince, without knowing [the Buddha] and as a
game, had with joined hands placed some specks of earth in the alms-bowl of
the Victorious One SHkyasimha. [The latter had said to him] : "Excercise your
264 kingship, 0 Protector of the Earth, over Jambudvipa and its forests' ... Then, in
the Venuvana at his capital RHja, he piously removed from the reliquary the
ielics which are to be found there, and, after having paid homage to the ancient
stiipa, he divided the relics into hundreds of portions and, in a single moment,
called upon the Yakws to adorn the whole of Jambudvipa with stiipas and
transform the earth into a reliquary. At his command the Yakws, in half a
night, erected stone pillars (SiIdyas!i) of superhuman beauty, and several thousand pilasters (srambha)were built in order to honour the Caityas and mark the
presence of thc bodily relics ... Then the prince rapidly entered his chariot and
having loaded it with gold, silver, copper and the most diverse ornaments, went
in an instant to the places where the reliquaries had been erected and made them
many offerings. From then on, he was known by the name of Dharm5Soka
'ASoka the Pious"'.

The legend of the stfipa of RHmagrHma, collected on the spot by Fa
hsien (T 2085, p. 8616) and Hsuan tsang (T 2087, ch. 6, p. 9026-c)
consists of two episodes. In order to endow the 84,000 stiipas which he
had just had erected, ASoka removed the important relics contained in
the first seven stlpas which had been built after the decease of the
Buddha. When he came to divest the eighth, that of RHmagrHma, the
Nggas, who were the guardians of the monument, opposed his claim,
took him to their palace, and showed him the riches they had accumulated as homage. ASoka, considering that he could not match that,
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forewent emptying the stlpa and left it in the charge of the Nigas. This
first episode is represented on the southern door at Siiiici (Sdsci, pl. 11,
2) and on several bas-reliefs in the region of Andhra (Amartivati, p. 166,
fig. 5a; pl. 61, 2; Revue des Arts Asiatiques, V, pl. 8, 2 and 11, 2), where
one can see the NHga-serpents, with human figures surmounted by a
cobra's hood, calmly but firmly opposing the king's archaeological
venture.
The second episode, narrated by the same pilgrims, follows the
previous one. Encroached upon by the nearby jungle, the stlpa of
RHmagrima continued to be honoured by a troop of NHga-elephants
who came to pay homage to it. The scene is represented on the eastern
door at Siiici where one can see a long procession of elephants
approaching the monument (SGici, pl. 46, 3).
However, there is a variation of the legend according to which the
Rimagrlma stiipa was exploited by ASoka, as the preceding seven had
been. The Sarpyuktiigama (T 99, ch. 23, p. 165a 16-17) states that the
265 king of the Nigas led ASoka to the Serpents' palace, but that ASoka
"demanded the Sarira in order to pay homage to them, and the NHgas
gave them to him". The Sinhalese legend (Mahdvarysa, XXXI, 18 sq.)
claims that the relics from the RHmagrima stiipa were delivered by
Mahikila the dragon-king to the disciple Sonuttara, a companion of
Mahinda, who transported them to Ceylon. They were placed in the
MahH Thiipa in Anuridhapura which had been built by Devinampiya,
a contemporary of ASoka.
The monastery of the Kukkutiriima, referred to by the ASokdvadina
had been built by the king in PHtaliputra, on the site of the old
Kukkutiriima "Cock's Park" already mentioned in the canonical texts
(Vin., I, p. 300; Majhima, I, p. 349; Samyutta, V, pp. 15, 171;
Anguttara, V, p. 342). While the Sanskrit sources (Divya, pp. 38 1, 430)
continued to use the old name Kukkupriima fo) the new monastery, the
PBli sources (Dpavamsa, VII, 3; Mahtivamsa, V, 80) prefer to call it the
ASokZrima. According to the Sanskrit sources, the abbot of the monastery was the Sthavira YaSas (Divya, pp. 381, 385, 399, 404, 406, 423),
probably a former minister who had been won over to Buddhism by
ASoka himself (KalpanZmanditikB, T 201, ch. 3, p. 2741) : this person,
unknown to the PHli sources, was familiar to the Chinese pilgrims, in
particular Hsiian tsang who also refers to him as the abbot of the
KukkuMrHma (T 2087, ch. 8, p. 912c 2), then notes the presence of the
"Great Arhat" at the Samajiii monastery in Khotan (Zbid., ch. 12,
p. 9446). According to the Annals of the Li-yul, he emigrated to

Khotan with seven thousand adherents, and became the spiritual adviser
to King Kustana18.

THEAVADANA OF KING ASOKA(T 2042, ch. 1-2, pp. 102b-106a; T 2043,
ch. 2-3, pp. 135b-141b; T 99, ch. 23-24, pp. 1656 170c; Divya, pp. 384405). - The Venerable YaSas informs ASoka that during a journey to
KaSmir, Gandhira and Mathurii the Buddha had predicted the birth,
one hundred years after himself, of the sage Upagupta who would do
Buddha deeds. The monk is at present with 18,000 Arhats on Mount
Urumunda, at the Natabhafikii monastery, near Mathurii. ASoka decides to go and visit him but, foreseeing his wishes, Upagupta and his
disciples go by raft to Piitaliputra. ASoka sets out to meet them and
266 prostrates himself before the master of the Law. The venerable monk
strokes his head an invites him to help him protect the Buddhist Law.*
ASoka, who has already built 84,000 stlpas, wishes to erect some
more in the regions through which the Buddha had travelled in the past.
Upagupta offers to show him all those places. The two pilgrims visit in
turn the Lumbinivana where the Buddha was born, Kapilavastu whence
he made the Great Departure, Bodh-Gay5 where he attained supreme
and perfect Enlightenment, Viiriinasi where he preached his first sermon,
Sriivasti where he performed the Great Wonder, SHmkiiSya where he
descended from the heavens accompanied by gods, and finally, KuSinagara where he entered Nirviina. ASoka erected a stlpa in all those
places. After which, he went to pay his respects to the reliquaries of the
a the Jetavana of SrHvasti),
Buddha's great disciples : ~ i r i ~ u t r(in
Maudgalyiiyana, KHSyapa, Vakkula and Ananda.
Of the stlpas commemorating the four great wonders - Lumbini,
Bodh-Gayi, Viiriinasi,and KuSinagara -, ASoka paid most homage to
the stlpa of the Bodhi tree. Jealous of that preference, the wicked queen
Tisyaraksitii attempted to make the tree die. At her command, the
Candiila Miitaliga ties a bewitched thread to the Bodhivrkg and
attempted to kill it with incantations. However, the king's sorrow was so
bitter that Tisyaraksitii herself restored the tree by having it watered
. with a thousand pitchers of milk. The Bodhiv~kvrevived and, in order
to celebrate the happy event, ASoka summoned all the followers of the
Buddha to a Paiicavar? assembly, including those from KaSmir and the
mythical regions. Three hundred thousand monks, a third of whom were
Arhats and a number of the laity, gathered in Piifaliputra. One place
remained vacant : that of the Arhat Pindola Bhlradviija, the missionary
from KauSiimbi, who had known the Buddha when he was still in this
F. W. THOMAS,
Tibetan Literary Texts. I,London, 1935, pp. 100-5.
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world**. He descended from Mount Gandhamidana with thousands of
Arhats. His body was like that of an old man. He told ASoka of the
important events in the life of the Buddha which he had witnessed, then
imperiously demanded food. The ceremony of the Paiicavar? took
place : ASoka presented to the Samgha his gold, his women, his
ministers, his son Kunila and even his own body; he had an enclosure
built round the four sides of the Bodhi tree, then mounted it himself and
sprinkled the tree from thousands of precious pitchers filled with perfumed liquid; finally he distributed food and clothing to the religious.
The audiences and distributions of gold to the briihmins and Srama267
nas, and the pious tours which continued for 256 nights, the pilgrimage
to Lumbini and to the Bodhi are so many historical facts attested by the
edicts. As for Tisyaraksiti's attempt on the Bodhiv~k?, even if it does
not have a similar guarantee, it is nevertheless known to the Sinhalese
tradition and represented on carved monuments dating from the second
century B.C. On the southern door of the stiipa at SHiici, there is a
figure in royal dress, supported by two queens, and fainting with grief
before the withering Bodhi tree (S~fici,pl. 18, 62); on the eastern door,
the king, the queens and their retinue are going to the Bodhi tree with
offerings of all kinds, especially pitchers of perfumed water with which
to sprinkle it (ScTiici, pl 40, 3).
The two sculptures, like those at BhHrhut (pl. 14, I), represent the
Bodhivrk? surrounded by a protective colonnade erected around it by
the piety of the king. When Hsiian tsang visited Bodh-GayH, that stone
wall, ten feet in height, was still in existence, and the master of the Law
narrates Tisyaraksitzs unsuccessful attempt regarding it (T 2087, ch. 8,
p. 9 156-c).
The oral tradition collected by F a hsien (T 2085, p. 862b) and Hsiian
tsang (T 2087, ch. 8, p. 911c) has preserved the memory of the
Paiicavar~swhich ASoka celebrated : in Pitaliputra, near the temple
enclosing the Footprints, the two pilgrims noted a thirty-foot high stone
pillar bearing an inscription : "ASoka, strong in his faith, three times
gave Jambudvipa as an offering to the Buddhist Sarpgha and three times
bought it back with his own riches".
A V A D ~ NOF
A ASOKA'S YOUNGER BROTHER (T 2042, ch. 2, pp. 106a107c; T 2043, ch. 3, pp. 1416-1441; Divya, pp. 419-29). - ASoka's
younger brother - VitaSoka in T 2043 and the Divya, Sudatta in T 2042
- had faith in heretical doctrines and mocked the Buddha's disciples
whom he reproached for their easy life. In order to bring him round to
the Good Law, ASoka resorted to a stratagem. While he was taking his
bath, the ministers, in connivance with him, invited VitaSoka to try on

the royal crown the hazards of succession might perhaps lead him to
assume. VitaSoka followed their advice and, mounting the throne, put
on the crown. The king came out of his bathing room and, seeing his
268 brother seated on his throne, treated him as a usurper and handed him
over to candHlas to be put to death. However, in order to give him a
chance to repent, he agreed to let VitaSoka rule for seven days, after
which he would be executed. VitaSoka enjoyed all the royal prerogatives
but each morning the candilas counted the days which remained to him
and reminded him of his coming death. After the seventh day, VitaSoka
was brought before his brother, the king. ASoka asked him for his
impressions of those days of reigning and VitaSoka replied : "All the
pleasures of the senses with which I was gratified were vitiated by the
prospect of my coming end. Tormented by the fever of death, I
remained sleepless for whole nights". ASoka, embracing his brother, said
to him : "I shall not have you put to death; I wanted to bring you to
have faith in the Buddha's Law and to explain to you how his
disciples, even while they abstain from the arduous practices imposed
on the brHhmins, turn away from the sense-objects which they consider
as nothing but vanity".
VitaSoka then went to the Kukkufirima monastery where he received
religious instruction from the Sthavira Yaks. After that, with his
brother's permission, he left the world and withdrew to Videha where he
attained Arhatship. He then returned to Piifaliputra and visited King
ASoka and his minister Ridhagupta; it was his turn to confirm them in
their faith, by performing various wonders.
The Arhat flew as far as the frontier-regions of Pundavardhana.
There he fell ill, but ASoka sent a physician to him who tended him and
restored him to health. Meanwhile, the Jainas of Pundavardhana had
drawn some images of the Buddha and represented him as prostrating
himself before the Nirgrantha MahHvira. On learning of this news, the
king became angry and speedily dispatched his Y a k ~ to
s punish them.
In a single day, 18,000 Nirgranthas were put to death. VitaSoka, who
was staying in the dwelling of a Jaina, was also taken to be a Jaina and
was beheaded. His head was brought before the king and the latter,
having recognized it, was deeply saddened. Having learned that many
Buddhist Sramanas had been confused with the heretics and been put to
death with them, he promulgated an edict forbidding the execution of
any Sramana whatever.
The stratagem to which ASoka had recourse in order to convert his
half-brother is well-known to the whole Buddhist tradition, PHli, Sanskrit and Chinese, but the name of the brother in question varies
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according to the sources : Vitasoka in the Aiokaszitra (T 2043, ch. 3,
p. 141b), the Divya (p. 419 sq.) and the Upadeia (T 1509, ch. 20,
p. 211a); Sudatta or SugHtra in the ASokiva&a (T 2042, ch. 2,
p. 106a), the Chu yao ching (T 212, ch. 6, p. 641a) and the FZn pieh kung
tg lun (T 1507, ch. 3, p. 39c); Mahendra in Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 8,
p. 912a), Tissa-kumira in the Sinhalese chronicle (MaMvmpa, V, 154
sq.).
According to Fa hsien (T2085, p. 862a-6) and Hsiian tsang (T 2087,
ch. 8, p. 912a), when ASoka's brother, having become an Arhat, had
performed the wonders at PaNliputra, he withdrew to a deserted gorge
on the Grhrakiitaparvata. ASoka, however, persuaded him to return to
the capital by promising to have a cave constructed for him. To this end,
he invited the lesser gods to a festival and advised them each to bring a
stone by way of a seat. When the festivity was over, the gods were
requested to pile up the stones in such a manner as to build an "empty
house". This doubtless explains the title of Ekavihiriya "Solitary
dweller" which is applied to Tissa by the PHli tradition.
With regard to the death of the latter, only the Sanskrit sources claim
that he was confused with the Nirgranthas of Pundavardhana and
beheaded by Yaksas. According to the Sinhalese chronicle (Mahivqsa,
V, 241), he merely escaped being executed with his colleagues of the
ASoklrima when ASoka wanted to punish those monks for not celebrating the uposatha with the heretics who had entered the order surreptitiously.

AVAD~N
OFAK W ~ L A
(T 2042, ch. 3, pp. 108a-1106; T 2043, ch. 4,
pp. 144a-147c; Divya, pp. 405-19).* - The very night when ASoka
erected his 84,000 stiipas, one of his wives, PadmHvati, gave birth to a
son. The infant's eyes were so lovely that he was called K w i l a , after the
name of a bird known for the splendour of its gaze. He was also named
Dharmavivardhana "Increase of the Law". He grew up and took as wife
the princess KHiicanamiIH. The Sthavira Yaks, abbot of the Kukkutlrima, instructed him in the Buddhist religion, and Kunila's piety was
beyond all praise. However, the chief queen, Tisyaraksitl, became
enamoured of him and made improper proposals to him. He repulsed
her indignantly and she sought an occasion to avenge herself.
In the meantime, a rebellion had broken out in TaksaSil5, and KunUa
was given the mission of quelling it. The prince's arrival was enough to
restore order, and he remained in T a k ~ S i l as
i governor.
270
Meanwhile, in Pitaliputra, ASoka fell ill. The wicked TisyaraksitH was
the only one who could tend and cure him. As a reward for her services,
ASoka authorized her to rule in his stead for seven days. Tisyaraksiti

immediately drafted an edict and profited from the king's sleep to seal it
with the mark of the sovereign's teeth. The edict was sent to TakySilii :
it ordered the inhabitants to gouge out Kunlla's eyes and banish him.
Everyone objected to such a barbarous order. Kunlla himself had his
eyes gouged out by a candlla and, far from bearing a grudge against his
stepmother, he blessed her inwardly for the opportunity she gave him to
practise patience.
With banishment imposed on him, Kunda wandered from town to
town, playing the vina to earn his living. He ended up in Pitaliputra, at
the gate of his father's palace. Taking shelter in a shed, he played the
vina at day-break. Moved by his .voice, ASoka sent for him and,
recognizing his son in that wretched beggar, he fainted. When he had
recovered, he embraced his son warmly and asked him who had gouged
out his eyes. Kunlla considered his misfortune merely as just punishment for some past fault and refused to say who was guilty. The
queen denounced herself, and Kunila's intercession was unable to avert
the royal wrath : Tisyaraksiki was tortured and burned alive, and the
same punishment was inflicted on the inhabitants of TakySill. According to certain sources, Kunlla regained his sight because of his merit.
In many respects the story of KunPla bears so striking a resemblance
to other tales, such as the adventures of Phaedra and Hippolytus and
especially the Byzantine story of the love-affair between Fausta, the wife
of Constantine the Great, and Crispus, the emperor's son, that it is
difficult not to establish a connection between the Indian story and the
Byzantine tale. Furthermore, the Plli tradition passes in complete silence
over the avadlna of Kunlla. Nevertheless, the legend is most solidly
established on the mainland. On the north side of a hill situated to the
south-east of TakeHilH, Hsiian t a n g (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 885a) saw a
hundred-foot high stlpa, erected, it is said, by ASoka on the spot where
his son, Prince Kunlla, had had his eyes gouged out through the fault of
his stepmother; the blind used to go there to pray, and many recovered
their sight. The hill noted by Hsiian tsang is that of Hathid, and
Kunlla's stlpa stood on the eastern fortifications of TakySili-Sirkap :
271 the site has been described by Sir John Marshall in his monumental
work on Taxila (Vol. I, p. 348 sq.; 111, pl. 86-8). Furthermore, a prose
version of the legend of Kuniila was incorporated in the Liu tu chi ching
(T 152, ch. 4, p. 17c), translated in the third century by K'ang S n g kuei,
and a version in verse is the subject of Taishb No. 2045, translated in the
fourth century by Dharmanandin. Kunila is also mentioned in the
AvadcSnaSataka (11, pp. 200-1) and its Chinese version (T 200, ch. 10,
p. 256b), and his story is narrated in full by TIraniitha (p. 48). Finally,
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the Khotanese chronicle claims that functionaries from TaksaSilii, banished by ASoka for having blinded his son, settled in Khotan where
they came into conflict with Chinese colonists (T 2087, ch. 12, p. 943a).
AVANANA
OF THE HALF AMALAKA
(T 2042, ch. 3, pp. 1106-1116; T
2043, ch. 5, pp. 147c-1496; T 99, ch. 25, pp. 180a-1821; Divya, pp. 42934).* - ASoka, who had always dreamed of distributing up to a
hundred ko!i of gold to the Samgha, realized towards the end of his life
that he had still only given ninety-six. On the advice of his minister
RBdhagupta, he prepared to complete his liberality. However, Sampadin, Kuniila's son and Aioka's grandson, who was named heir
presumptive, took advantage of his grandfather's illness to make off
with all he possessed. Nothing remained to ASoka but a golden dish and
a silver dish which he immediately sent to the monks at the Kukkutiiriima. Finally, the king was given half a myrobalan (halaka). On his
orders, the fruit was taken to YaSas, the abbot of the monastery and the
latter had it grated and put into the monks' soup so that they could all
share in the offering. Feeling his end was near, ASoka made his will and
entrusted it to his minister Riidhagupta : he left to the Samgha the
whole of Jambudvipa, bordered by the four oceans. After the death of
the king, Riidhagupta and his colleagues bought Jambudvipa back from
the community for four ko!i of gold and restored it to the their
Sampadin.
This last episode, which is unknown to the Sinhalese tradition, was
exploited by Kumiiraliita in his Kalpaniimanditiki (T 201, ch. 5, pp.
283a-284c); Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 8, p. 9126) saw, near the KukkuMriima, the h a l a k a s t i i p a intended to commemorate the episode.
A V A D ~ NOFATHE REWARD GIVEN BY A ~ K A. Under this misleading
title, the ASokiivadina (T 2042, ch. 7, pp. 1286-131a) records a dozen
272 unconnected little stories concerning ASoka, his queens, his ministers
and the preachers he welcomed to his palace. They are summarized by J.
PRZYLUSKI
in his Ldgende de I'Empereur ASoka (pp. 186-91); he found
parallels for them in the Szitriilamkira or, more precisely, the Kalpaniimanditikd (T 201), A vaaiindataka, AvauZnakalpalatii, Tsa p 'i yu ching
(T 204), Tsa pao tsang ching (T 203) and other similar collections. We
can add that some of these stories - such as the tale of the Bhiksu with
Perfumed Breath - are again found in the UpadeSa (T 1509, ch. 11,
p. 144).
Finally, in order not to be too incomplete, we would point out in the
Sapgharaksasamuccaya (T 194, c h 2, pp. 144c-145b), a prediction
concerning ASoka, and in the Mahtimeghm-tra (T 387, ch. 4, pp. 1097b1098a), a panegyric of his queens and ministers.

c. - The Sinhalese chronicle on ASoka
The Sinhalese chronicle of the Dipa (Dpv.) and the MaMvuya
(Mhv.), possibly completed by the Samantapiisidiki (Sp.), the Mahiv q s a Commentary (MT) and the Mahibodhivarpa (Mbv.), have the
advantage over the ASokdva&a of presenting the events systematically
classified and carefully dated.
Bindusira had sixteen queens who gave him a hundred and one sons;
the crown prince was named Sumana (the Susima of the Sanskrit
sources). ASoka was the son of Bindusira and the aggamahesi Dhammi,
a nativc of Moriyavamsa (MT, p. 125; Mbv., p. 98); the spiritual adviser
to the family at that time was the Ajivika Janasina. ASoka's s t e p
brother was called Tissa; the Sanskrit sources call him VitaSoka or
Sudatta, and Hsiian tsang confuses him with Mahendra, the son of
ASoka.
During his youth, from 203 to 214 after the Nirvina (283-272 B.C.),
ASoka was viceroy in Avanti. Before reaching Ujjeni, the capital of the
kingdom, he stopped in Vedid (present-day Bhilsa in the district of
Gwalior) where he made the acquaintance of a certain Devi, the
daughter of a merchant, whom he later wedded. She gave birth in Ujjeni
first to Mahinda, born in 204 after the Nirvina (282 B.C.); then, two
years later, to Sarpghamitti, born in 206 after the Nirvina (280 B.C.)
(Dpv., VI, 20; Mhv., XIII, 8-1 1). Both children were to enter the order.
However, before donning the religious robe, Samghamittii was given in
273 marriage to Aggibrahmi, ASoka's nephew, by whom she had a son,
Sumana.
In 214 after the Nirvina (272 B.C.), the date of the death of
Bindusira, ASoka left Ujjeni and reached Plpliputta. He made himself
master of the town and mounted the throne. He killed his hundred
brothers, sparing only Tissa, born from the same mother as himself.
That massacre earned him undisputed sovereignty over the whole of
Jambudvipa, but also the appellation of Candisoka, Asoka the Cruel
(Dpv., VI, 21-2; Mhv., V, 20-1, 39-40, 189; Mbv., pp. 98-9; Sp., p. 41).
It was not until he had ruled for four years that in 218 after the
Nirvina (268 B.C.) ASoka received the royal consecration (abhbeka)
with great pomp. -He entrusted his step-brother Tissa with the viceroyalty (Dpv., VI, 1; Mhv., V, 21-33; Sp., pp. 41-2). His first wife, Devi,
did not follow him to Pitaliputta so he took as queen Asaxpdhimitti
who was a devout Buddhist (Mhv., V, 85).
Years 1 to 3 of the consecration (219-221 after the N; 267-265 B.C.).
- During the first three years of his reign ASoka, following his father's
example, continued to favour the sixty-two false doctrines and the
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ninety-six heretical sects (pisanda) : Brihmins, Niganfhas, Acelakas,
etc., and he gave hospitality to 60,000 brihmins. However, the greed of
all these Titthiyas disappointed him (Dpv., VI, 24-30; Mhv., V, 34-6). It
was then that, from a window in his palace, he perceived the young
Sramana Nigrodha who was on his alms-seeking round. This Nigrodha
was the king's own nephew, the son of his brother Sumana. When
ASoka had Sumana put to death so that he could assume power, the
wife of the latter, who was also named Sumani, had taken refuge in a
candila village where she gave birth to a son who was given the name of
Nigrodha. The Arhat Mahiivaruna had discovered signs of his destiny
on the child and had induced him to enter the Buddhist Order; the very
day of his ordination, Nigrodha attained Arhatship. He was still only
seven years old when ASoka saw him from his window and summoned
to his palace. Nigrodha recited the Appamadavagga from the Dhammapada to him and the king, profoundly impressed, was converted to
Buddhism : he took his refuge in the Three Jewels, and the whole palace
was converted after him. From then on, ASoka stopped his support of
the heretics and transferred his favours to Nigrodha and the members of
the Samgha (Dpv., VI, 34-56; Mhv., V, 41-72; Sp., pp. 46-8).
Year 4 (222 after the N; 264 B.C.). - Having learnt from Moggali274 puttatissa, the Vinaya chief, that there were 84,000 articles of the Law,
ASoka decided to build an equal number of Buddhist monuments. At a
cost of 96 ko{is of gold vihiras were constructed in 84,000 towns of the
empire. ASoka himself founded, on the site of the Kukkufirima in
Pitaliputta, a monastery which took the name of Asokirima. The
construction of the vihiras required three years of work (Dpv., VI, 99;
Mhv., V, 79. 173). Furthermore, with the help of the Niga-king Mahikila, the king erected a life-size statue of the Buddha and paid much
homage to it (Mhv., V, 87-94; Sp., p. 43).
The same year Tissakumira, ASoka's brother and viceroy, took up
the religious life (Mhv., V, 171). Previously he had asked the king why
the Buddhist monks were so lacking in joy and gaiety and ASoka's only
answer was to place him on his throne for a week, but with the warning
that, once the seven days were over, he would be put to death. Tissa
then understood how the Buddhists, aware of the frailty of things
human, could not thoughtlessly devote themselves to joy. The prince
requested admission to the Asokirima and there received ordination at
the hands of Mahiidhammarakkhita. Aggibrahmi, ASoka's nephew and
son-in-law, the husband of Samghamitti, followed his example (Mhv.,
V, 154-72; Sp., pp. 54-6).
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Year 6 (224 after the N; 262 B.C.). - The two children ASoka had by
Devi took up the religious life simultaneously; they were respectively
twenty and eighteen years old. The upajjhlya of Mahinda was Moggaliputtatissa; the pabbajjl ordination was conferred upon him by the
Thera Mahldeva, and Majjhantika uttered the ritual words of the
kammavGcci. Once the ceremony was over, he immediately attained
Arhatship. It was the same for his sister Samghamitti whose uppajhlyl
was the bhikkhuni Dhammapill and whose l d r i y l was Ayupall (Dpv.,
VII, 24-6; Mhv., V, 204-1 1; Sp., pp. 51-2). Asoka, who until then had
only been a Paccayadiyaka "Donor of requisites", was promoted to the
title of Scisanadiycida "Benefactor of the religion" to which he had just
given his children (Mhv., V, 196-7; Sp., pp. 50-1).
Year 8 (226 after the N., 260 B.C.). - The death of the Theras Tissa
and Sumitta. Sons of the kinnari Kunti, they were ordained by Mahlvaruna and won Arhatship. Tissa died of a poisonous insect-bite, as there
was not enough time to get him the ghee which could have saved him.
Sumitta met his death while he was devoting himself to meditation in the
Cankama of the Asokavihira. Both attained Nirvana (Dpv., VII, 32-3;
Mhv., V, 212-27; Sp., p. 52). The king then made arrangements for a
plentiful supply of medicines to be given to the Community. His daily
revenue amounted to 500,000 pieces of cash : 100,000 were reserved for
Nigrodha, 100,000 were spent on offerings of incense and flowers at the
Buddhist shrines, 100,000 were given to preachers, 100,000 were distributed to the Samgha and, finally, 100,000 were used for the buying of
medicaments, placed at the disposal of the public at the four gates of the
town (Sp., p. 52).
Year 10 (228 after the N., 258 B.C.). - Its continually increasing
revenue attracted into the Order a great number of heretics who, from
pure greed, donned the yellow robe of the Buddhist monk and mingled
with the bhikkhus. They taught their own doctrines as being those of the
Buddha (Mhv., V, 228-30). At that time, Mahinda, who had been
ordained for four years, had completed his cycle of studies under the
direction of Moggaliputtatissa : he knew the Basket of the Suttas by
heart, just as it had been compiled at the first two councils; he was
versed in the three knowledges, the six supernormal powers and the four
analytical doctrines. In brief, he was a past master of the writings (Dpv.,
VII, 27-30). However, Moggaliputta, alarmed by the growing success of
the heresy, decided to go into retreat and, after having entrusted the
leadership of the bhikkhus to his pupil Mahinda, he withdrew for seven
years to Mount Ahoganga on the upper Ganges (Mhv., V, 231-3).
During his absence, the unruliness of the heretics continued to
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increase : Pandarangas, Jafilas, Niganthas, Acelikas and Ajivikas, scattered throughout all the vihiras, were destroying the doctrine of the
Buddha. The uposatha and pavlranl ceremonies were being celebrated
by incomplete assemblies, since the bhikkhus refused to take part in
them (Dpv., VII, 34-8; Mhv., V, 234-5; Sp., p. 53).
Year 17 (235 after the N., 251 B.C.). - In order to put an end to this
schism, ASoka called upon all the monks of the Asokirima, 60,000
members in all, to celebrate a joint uposatha. A minister was despatched
to the monastery to see that this order was carried out, but the theras
obstinately refused to join the heretics. The minister, showing more zeal
than enlightenment, undertook to behead them one by one. However,
when the monk Tissa, the king's step-brother, presented himself for the
fatal blow, the minister interrupted the execution and submitted the
matter to the king. The latter, deploring the fact that his orders had been
so misinterpreted, was seized with remorse and wondered whether it was
276 himself, or his minister who was responsible for the massacre. He
consulted the bhikkhus, but opinions were divided. He was referred to
the Thera Moggaliputta, who was still in retreat on the Ahoganga.
Three embassies were sent to him, and the Thera ceded only to the
entreaties of the third and went to Piialiputta by raft. ASoka welcomed
him on his amval and extended his right hand to him to help him
disembark. Moggaliputta was received in the Rativaddhana garden
where he caused an earthquake and appeased the king's remorse over
the massacre of the monks : "There is no guilt without wrong intent",
and in connection with that he recited the Tittirajitaka (Dpv., VII, 44-9;
Mhv., V, 234-64; Sp., pp. 53-4; 56-60).
Year 18 (236 after the N., 250 B.C.). - It was in the year 236 after
the Nirvina that, according to the Dipavutpa (VII, 37, 44), ASoka
convened the third Buddhist council at the Asokirima in Pltaliputta.
However, in the words of the MahGvamsa (V, 280), this council took
place in the 17th and not 18th year of the reign. The council continued
for nine months, after which Moggaliputtatissa, who had presided over
it, sent teams of missionaries to the various regions of India as well as to
Ceylon. This council and the missions which followed it will later be the
subject of a detailed exposition.
In 236 after the Nirvina (250 B.C.), Devinampiyatissa, the sixth of
his lineage, mounted the throne of Anuridhapura (Dpv., XI, 14; XVII,
78; Mhv., XI, 40). The start of his reign was marked by important events
which were to result in the conversion to Buddhism of the island of
Ceylon.
Year 26 (244 after the N., 242 B.C.). - The death of Moggaliputta-

tissa who had been ordained in the year 164 after the Nirvana (322 B.C.)
and had acted as Vinaya Chief since 176 after the NirvHna (310 B.C.).
Cf. Dpv., V, 69, 81, 95, 96, 102, 107.
Year 29 (247 after the N., 239 B.C.). - The death of Queen
Asamdhimitta, a devout believer (Mhv., XX, 2).
Year 32 (250 after the N.; 236 B.C.). - ASoka raised the treacherous
TissarakkhH to the rank of queen (Mhv., XX, 3).
Year 34 (252 after the N.; 234 B.C.). -Jealous of the attention which
Aioka was paying to the Bodhi tree, the proud TissarakkhH attempted
to destroy the Bodhivlksa with poisonous thorns (Mhv., XX, 4-5).
Year 37 (255 after the N.; 231 B.C.). - The death of ASoka (Mhv.,
XX, 6).
277

d. - A Comparison between the Edicts and the Buddhist sources*
All the sources concerning ASoka agree that the emperor was an
exceptionally generous sovereign and a convinced Buddhist. According
to the edicts, he propagated a Dharma, quite different from the Good
Law, in which he merely defined the great principles of natural Law; he
was an impartial sovereign, and favoured all the sects equally until the
end of his life. Having been converted to Buddhism after the conquest of
Kalinga, he proved his piety by increased zeal for the Dharma, pious
tours, pilgrimages to Bodh-Gayii, Lumbini and the Kaunakamuni stlpa.
When he interfered in the affairs of the Samgha it was only in order to
recommend the reading of certain texts and to reduce the instigators of a
schism to lay status.
In contrast, in the Buddhist sources ASoka appears as the official
protector of the Saqgha. The Aiokivadina explains the emperor's
attitude by the JHtaka of the gift of earth and a prediction made by the
Buddha SHkyamuni. However, the emperor's youth hardly predisposed
him to piety : as viceroy, he had to quell the rebellions at TakySilZ and
KhaSa, or to govern Avanti. On the death of his father, he seized the
throne by violent means and, once in power, put to death his brothers,
concubines and ministers. Only his stepbrother, Vitaioka or Tissa,
escaped his wrath. The construction of a prison modelled on the
Buddhist hells is patent proof of his cruelty. On the other hand, during
the early years of his reign he favoured brihrnins and heretics.
The Buddhists do not attribute Aioka's conversion to the remorse he
felt after the massacre of Kalinga, but to his meeting with a young
monk, Samudra or Nigrodha, who was related to him. Having become
an upasaka, the emperor showed himself to be a supporter of the
Samgha, as generous as he was intolerant.
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The new convert's zeal was manifested in three ways : the construction of Buddhist monuments, pilgrimages to the holy places and, finally,
the taking up of the religious life by members of his family.
The ASokdvadcSna concurs with the Pili chronicle in attributing to
ASoka the erection of 84,000 stiipas, duplicated by as many vihiras, as
well as the celebration of several Paiicavarsas. The most famous vihiira
was that in Pltaliputra, the Kukkutirima, also called ASokiriima after
the name of its founder. The ASokdvadcSna declares that its abbot was
the Venerable YaSas, but the PHli chronicle says he was the Vinaya chief,
278 Moggaliputtatissa, soon to be assisted by Mahinda, the king's own son.
In conformity with the edicts, the ASokdvadcina attaches great importance to the visits paid to the holy places by ASoka under the guidance
of the Venerable Upagupta. According to this source, Upagupta was
based at the Nafabhata monastery on Mount Urumunda in Mathuri,
and had no connection with the ASokirima. However, several features
of his story link him with the Moggaliputtatissa of the Pili sources, that
same Moggaliputta who presided over the fortunes of the Kukkugr h a , but then withdrew for seven years to the Ahoganga, a hill near
Mathuri, and who in the end met the emperor in Pitaliputra by using a
raft, as did Upagupta, to descend the river G a n g e ~ ' ~ .
Concerning those in the king's entourage who were ordained, the
Aiokiivadina mentions only his step-brother, VitaSoka, in Pili Tissa.
The Buddhist sources concur in recounting the stratagem to which the
king resorted in order to convert him, his taking up of the religious life
and, finally, his experience with the royal officials : he is thought to have
been confused with the Nirgranfhas of Pundavardhana and executed by
Yakps, or else he was beheaded by the minister entrusted with restoring
harmony among the recalcitrant bhikkhus of the ASokirima. The
Sinhalese chronicle, while also recording the story of this step-brother,
attaches much more importance to the religious calling of Mahinda and
Samgharnittii, respectively the son and daughter of ASoka. It is to them
that it attributes the conversion of the island of Ceylon. Conversely, the
chronicle is wholly unaware of the story of Kunila, the missionary at
TakpSili, to whom the ASokdvadina devotes a long chapter.
Both traditions know of the treacherous Tisyaraksiti's attempt on the
Bodhi tree, but the Afokdviiddna alone records the unfortunate end of
ASoka who was reduced by Sampadin to a bare living and had nothing
to offer the Samgha but half a myrobalan.
l9 On Upagupta-Moggaliputta, see L.A. WADDELL,Upagupta, the fourth Buddhist
Patriarch and High Priest of ASoka, JASB, 1897; Identity of Upagupta ... with Moggaliputta
Tissa. Proc. ASB, 1899; J. PRZYLUSKI,
M e n & ..., p. 112.

According to the Sinhalese chronicle, the year 17 or 18 of the reign
was marked by two events of extreme importance : the council of
Piitaliputra and the sending out of Buddhist missionaries by Moggali279 putta. The ASokiivad5na and related sources do not mention them at all.
However, other Sanskrit sources, of Kaimirian origin, record that, in the
year 16 of his reign, ASoka intervened in the internal affairs of the
Samgha, and that this intervention resulted in splitting the community
into rival groups, the Sthaviras and Mahlsiimghikas.
It is difficult to decide on the respective value of the two Buddhist
traditions. Both try to satisfy the reader's taste for the wondrous and the
sensational. The AJokiivadiina abounds in racy anecdotes and childish
stories, which are, however based on the evidence of the whole continental tradition and which were expressed in literature and art. The
Sinhalese tradition is more systematic and provides exact dates, but is
only valid for Ceylon : it was unknown to or neglected by writers on the
mainland. Furthermore, the titles of the suttas and jltakas uttered by
the monks and missionaries whom it presents (cf. Dpv., VI, 52; VII, 43,
56; VIII, 5 sq.; Mhv., V, 68, 264,278; XII, 26, 29, 31, 34, 37, 39,41, 51),
presuppose the complete and final codification of the Piili canon in its
present form, and such a codification - as we have seen earlier - could
not have been undertaken before the fifth century A.D., at the time of
Buddhaghosa. It does indeed'seem that the Sinhalese records concerning
Aioka were revised and brought up to date at a later period when the
Plli canon was definitively settled. However, its collators may well have
made use of earlier documents.
e. - ASoka and Kaimir
Kalhana who, in the twelfth century, compiled the Kaimirian chronicle of the Riijatararigini links ASoka to the ancient royal lineage and
gives as his great-grandfather a certain Sakuni, unknown elsewhere.
However, he is not unaware that ' ~ S o k awas a devout adherent of the
Buddha's doctrine and even attributes to him the founding of a large
number of stlpas and vihiiras in the region of Suskaletra and Vitastriita
(kiar., I, 102-3). So far, no trace of these have been found, but it
should be noted that Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 886a) had also
recorded the existence in Kaimir of four ASokan stlpas, each containing
a bushel of relics.
Still according to Kalhana (I, 104-7), the foundation of Srinagari on
the site of the presentday village of PBndrethan could be traced back to
ASoka. His Buddhist convictions did not prevent him in the least from
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280 showing his respect for ~ivaism: he replaced the old enclosure of the

VijayeSvara shrine at Vijabron by a stone wall and enriched the sanctuary with two new temples which received the name of ASokeSvara; he
made a pilgrimage to the holy Mount Haramukuta where he gained the
favour of Siva BhCteSa : the god granted him a son, Jalauka, who was
destined to fight the Mlecchas who threatened the frontiers of the
kingdom.
In the KaSmirian chronicle, Jalauka is presented as a popular hero :
he repulsed the Mlecchas, undertook vast conquests, introduced new
colonies into KaSmir and for the first time organized a complete system
of administration. Having been instructed in the Sivaite religion by the
holy Avadhlta, the "destroyer of Buddhist theoreticians", he became
the official protector of the sanctuaries of Siva VijayeSvara and Nandiki.
However, after opposing Buddhism, he adopted a more friendly attitude
thanks to the intervention of a Buddhist enchantress, in memory of
whom he built the KltyiSrama Vihira (Rijat., I, 108-52).
If there is any historical truth in this tradition, it seems to be
submerged under a spate of anachronisms.
f. - ASoka and Nepalso
We have already seen, from the evidence of the ASokivadcina, how in
his youth the emperor had had to quell an uprising in Khaki. The
historian Tiranitha (p. 27) states that the rebellious movement extended
to the hill-people of Nepal : the young prince easily mastered them and
instituted taxes and tributes. The edicts of Rummindei and Nigili Sigar
prove that Nepal formed part of the imperial states, and that ASoka
went there in person to pay homage to the birthplace of the Buddha and
the stiipa of Kaunakamuni. The Nepalese tradition adds that the
pilgrimage made by ASoka went as far as Nepal, that the king founded
the town of Patan, two miles to the south-east of Kathmandu, and built
five caityas, one in the centre and four on the periphery of the new city.
281 The first still exists today : it is a sttipa of an archaic type. On this
journey, ASoka was probably accompanied by his daughter Cirumati,
who was to marry a Nepalese ketriya named Devapila. The young
couple settled in Nepal, where they founded the town of Deopatan;
We have merely reprodud here the information supplied by S. Lh.1, Le Nkpol,
Paris, 1905-08, Vol. I, pp. 67, 223; 11, pp. 24, 336; 111, p. 161 sq.; Cambridge History,
pp. 501-2; N . S m , Age of the Nandar, p. 221. However, the two scientific expeditions led
by G . T u c c ~will shortly add to our knowledge on the subjact. In the interim, see G . T u c c ~ ,
Preliminnry Report on two scientific Expeditions in Nepal, Rome, 1956.

towards the end of her life, Cirumati retired to a vihira which she had
built to the north of the city and which still bears her name : the Vihira
of Chabahil. Tradition still.links ASoka with the famous shrine of the
primordial Buddha SvayambhunHtha, located in Western Nepal.
g. - ASoka and KhotanB'
Some sources which go no further back than the seventh century A.D.
attribute to ASoka or his sons the founding of the kingdom of Khotan
in Central Asia. It is unlikely, however, that the Mauryan empire
extended beyond India itself.
The most reasonable version of the legend is recorded by Hsiian tsang
in his Hsi yii chi (T 2087, ch. 12, p. 943a-6) : ASoka banished from his
i
carrying out the orders of the cruel
empire the officials of T a k ~ S i lwho,
Tisyaraksiti, had blinded his son Kunila. The exiles crossed the Snow
Mountains and settled in a desert which covered the western part of
Khotan. At the same period, a Chinese prince, who was also in exile,
occupied the eastern part of Khotan. The two colonies came to blows;
the leader of the Taxilians was vanquished and forced to flee, but he was
captured and finally beheaded. The Chinese prince occupied the central
portion of the kingdom, which extended between the two colonies Chinese and Indian -, and established his capital there.
The Life of Hsiian tsang (T 2053, ch. 5, p. 251a) records these events
in a somewhat different way : it is Kunila himself, ASoka's son, who
282 was banished and withdrew to Khotan where he set up his capital. Since
he had no descendants, he went to the temple of the god VaiSravana and
asked him for a son. A male child emerged from the god's brow and,
having no mother, was fed from a breast which issued miraculously
from the ground near the temple. Hence the name of Kustana (stana
"breast") given to the child.
The Buddhist prophecy in the GoSyrigavyikaranaB2,compiled about
a ' On the history of Khotan. A. STEIN,Ancient Kholan, Oxford, 1907; S. K o ~ o w ,
Khotan Studies. JRAS, 1914, p. 233 sq. More recently, H.C. S m , Central Asiatic Provinces
of rhe Mauryan Empire, IHQ, XIII, 1937, p. 400; The Kingdom of Khoran under the
Mauryas. IHQ, XV, 1939, pp. 389-402; P.C. BAGCHI. Indian Culture in Central Asia,
JBORS, XXXII, 1946, pp. 9-20. - J. BROUGH,
LQgendF of Khoran and Nepal, BSOAS,
XII, 1948, pp. 333-9, notes the kinship of the Buddhist traditions concerning the origins of
Khotan and Nepal. It seems that certain legendary facts, not easily explicable if of
Nepalese origin, would be much more explicable if they were of Khotanese origin and later
transferred to Nepal.
Translated and commented upon by F.W. THOMAS,Tiberan Literary Texts, I,
London, 1935, pp. 11-36.
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the seventh century, tells how a king of China had asked VaiSravana for
a son and the god brought him an Indian boy who was none other than
ASoka's son. A breast which appeared miraculously from the ground fed
the child who took the name of "Breast of the Earth - Breast of the
Mother" (Sa-las-nu-ma-nu), a periphrase which serves to translate
Kustana. His adoptive father named him king of Khotan. He went to
occupy his territory with the Lord Chancellor Hjan-So (YaSas) and
several Chinese army units. The Chinese were soon joined by a numerous Indian tribe coming from the western region. An agreement was
reached between the two colonies over the communal use of water and,
throughout the temtory, Hjan-So established Chinese and Indian towns
and villages.
The Tibetan chronicle of the Li-yula3 supplies date and details : it
locates ASoka's accession in 184 after the ~ i k i i n a(302 B.C.), the birth
of Kustana in 215-6 after the Nimgna (271-72 B.C.), his accession in
234-5 after the Nirvlna (252-51 B.C.) and the death of ASoka in 239-40
after the Nimlna (247-46 B.C.). The Indian king DharmlSoka, who was
converted to Buddhism by his "spiritual friend" the Arhat Y a k , went
one day to Khotan. It was there that his wife, fertilized by an apparition
of the god VaiSravana, gave birth to a male child. ASoka, fearing he
might be dethroned by that son, abandoned him on the spot, but the
child was fed from a breast which came out of the ground, and his name
was Kustana. At that time, a Chinese king (Shih huang ti?) who had as
yet only 999 sons, asked VaiSravana for a thousandth one. The god gave
Kustana to him, and the king welcomed him among his own. Once he
had grown up, the adopted son quarrelled with his brothers and father
and returned to Khotan, his native country, with ten thousand Chinese
283 colonists. YaSas, ASoka's minister, who had become insufferable at the
Indian court, also went to Khotan with seven thousand men. There he
came up against Kustana and the Chinese. After some frictions which
were appeased by the god VaiSravana, an agreement was reached : the
Chinese occupied Skam-Sed to the east of the rivers; the Indians settled
in Kon-Sed to the west of the rivers; the centre of the country was
exploited jointly by both colonies.
If there is the slightest elemeqt of truth in the Khotanese legend, it
concerns the establishment of an early Indian colony in Khotan. Some
documents in Priikrit of the North-West and in Kharos!hi script, the
oldest of which date back.to the third century B.C., have been discovered in the southern part of the Tarim Basin, mainly at Niya and Endere.
ID., ibid., pp. 89-136.
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They deal with affairs of public administration and private life, and the
persons who signed them-have Indian names - such as Bhima, Barigusena, Nandasena, Samasena, Sitaka, Upajiva - or they are adapted
from Indian, such as Angacha, Kusanasena, etc. These documents prove
that one or several Indian colonies came and settled in Khotan during
the last centuries B.C. and spoke a dialect linguistically related to Prikrit
of the North-West (Taxila).
5th - The last Mauryas
The Indian empire, conquered after a hard-fought struggle by Candragupta, politically organized by Cinakya, and spiritually unified by
ASoka, fell into a decline on the death of the latter. By favouring the
sects in general and Buddhism in particular, the pious emperor possibly
alienated the sympathy of the brihmins, the traditional supporters of
the throne. The doctrine of Ahimh or Non-Violence, which was strictly
enforced after the conquest of Kaliriga, had perhaps avoided bloody
wars, but it also contributed to the weakening of military power in the
empire and deprived the central authorities of an indispensable instrument of domination. In reality, the Mauryan empire began to disintegrate and then collapsed under the very weight of its size, a victim of the
centrifugal forces which brought pressure on it, palace .intrigues, communication difficulties, the greed of local governors and autonomist
movements instigated by their exactions. Its final disintegration was the
result of Greek invasions and a military revolt.
The last Mauryas are known from the Purinic and Buddhist lists
284 reproduced above @p. 216-218). There are too many of them for the
space of 49 years assigned to their reigns. It is probable that several of
them ruled simultaneously over different provinces of the empire.
The legend woven around Kundla situates him in North-West India,
in TaksaSilH, possibly even Khotan.
Although he is unknown to the Buddhist and Jaina sources, the
Dabratha of the Purinic list left three short dedicatory inscriptions
( L ~ E R s954-6)
,
which commemorate the gift of the Vahiyaki, Gopiki
and Vadathiki caves to the Venerable Afivikas "by the beloved of the
gods (devcSnaypiya) Dasalatha". They are to be found on the N i g irjuni
Hill near the BarHbar caves which ASoka presented to the same sect.
In the ASokfivadcina, reference has already been made to Sampadin or
Sampati, grandson of ASoka and son of Kunila. He opposed the foolish
expenditure of his ageing grandfather and held him in thrall before
inheriting the throne when it was bought back from the Samgha by
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ASoka's ministers. The Jaina sources (Pd!aliputrakalpa by Jinaprabhasuri) also refer to him as ASoka's immediate successor; he ruled in
Pi~aliputraand, after his conversion to Jainism under the influence of
Suhastin, "he established vihiras for the (Jaina) Sramanas as far away
as non-Aryan countries".
~ i l i ~ i i khis
a , successor according to the Pur&a, is mentioned in the
Yogapur&a of the Gdrgi Samhitd (w. 89-93) : "In pleasant Puspapura
(Pitaliputra), Siliiiika will reign. That king, the son of his deeds, wicked
and pugnacious, will oppress his kingdom : he based his authority on
the Dharma, being himself irreligious.. . And that madman will establish
the supposed Victory of the Law". The text is corrupt and the passage
obscure but, if we have understood it correctly, the author, from the
viewpoint of his brihmanic orthodoxy, is reproaching Siliiiika for a
triumph of the Law which would have made him an emulator of his
great ancestor.
Should the Vrsasena of the Buddhist list or the Virasena of Tiranitha
be identified with the Sophagasenus (Skt. Subhigasena) who, in approximately the year 206, was to make way for Antiochus I11 the Great,
after a long war which the latter waged against Euthydemus of Magnesia, the king of Bactria? According to Polybius (XI, 34, 11-12), once the
hostilities were over, Antiochus "having crossed the Caucasus (Hindiikush) and having entered Indian territory, renewed his friendship with
King Sophagasenus. He received elephants from him, so that in all he
had one hundred and fifty and, after having supplied his troops with
wheat, he returned with his army; however, he left behind Androsthenes
of Cyzicus to bring back the treasure which had been granted to him by
the king".
As will be seen further on, B~hadratha,the last of the line, was killed
during a military parade by his commander-inchief Pusyarnitra; however, the Buddhist sources are wrong in identifying the latter as a
member of the Maurya family. The fall of the empire did not completely
extinguish the lineage : there was still a Piimavarman in Magadha, some
Mauryan princes in Konkan, a Dhavala in Rgjputana, a Govindarija in
Khandesh and the memory of the Mauryas endured in K a m i g k a until
the eleventh century84.
2. - THE GREEK KINGDOM OF BACTRIA

BACTRU FROM 325 TO 250 B.C.8S. - From the year 325 B.C.
onwards, the Greek military colonists who had been settled in Bactria by
"

Cf. RAYCHAUDHURI,Political History, p. 353; N. SASTRI,
Age ofthe Nandas ...,p. 248.
Besides general works, see particularly, W. W. TARN,The Greeks in Bactria and India.
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Alexander, rebelled; they separated from the Macedonians and, 3,000 in
number, strove to return to their native land (Diodorus, XVII, 99, 5-6).
They occupied the citadel of Bactra and their leader, Athenodorus, even
assumed the title of king, less through greed for power than a desire to
bring back to Greece those who acknowledged his authority. One of his
compatriots, Biton, who was jealous of him, had him assassinated
during a feast by the Bactrian Boxus. However, the rebels would not
acknowledge Biton as king and were about to slay him (Quintus
Curtius, IX, 7, 3-4). He returned to his country, but the majority of the
colonists were still in the higher satrapies when Alexander's empire was
shared out by Perdiccas in 323, a partition which confirmed Philippus as
satrap of Bactria (Diodorus, XVIII, 3, 3).
However, the rebellious movement spread. The mercenaries chose the
Aenean Philo as their general and built up an army of 20,000 infantry286 men and 3,000 cavalrymen who had all taken part in warfare and were
noted for their bravery. In order to subdue them, Perdiccas withdrew
3,000 infantry and 800 cavalry from the Macedonian army, and put the
contingent in charge of General Peithon, the satrap of Media. The latter
easily defeated the rebels. He would have liked to spare them, but his
soldiers, obeying the orders of Perdiccas, were pitiless and massacred the
vanquished taking them unawares. Peithon, frustrated in his wishes,
could only take his Macedonians back to Perdiccas (Diodorus, XVIII, 7,
1-9).
Nevertheless, the Greek element did not disappear from Bactria. At
the partition of Triparadisus in 321, the satrapy passed, together with
Sogdiana, into the hands of Stasanor of Soloi (Diodorus, XVIII, 39, 6).
The latter, with his colleagues from the higher satrapies, embraced the
cause of Eumenes in his battle against Antigonus : including troops
supplied by Stasandrus, satrap of Aria and Drangiana, the Bactrian
contingent consisted of 1,500 infantry and 1,000 cavalry (Diodorus,
XIX, 14,7). However after the indecisive battles waged in Paraecene and
Gabiene, Eumenes was delivered to Antigonus by his argyraspides and
strangled in his prison (316); the satraps then disbanded and each of
them thought nothing but his own safety. Stasanor of Soloi returned to
Bactria, his possession of which was officially c o n h e d by Antigonus
(Diodorus, XIX,48, 1).
During the final partition of Alexander's empire, Iran, as we know,
fell to the Seleucids. From then on, the higher satrapies revolved in the
2nd ed., Cambridge, 1950, pp. 71-128; A. FOUCHER,.
La Vieille Roule de /'In&, I , Paris.
1943; F. ALTHEIM,
Wel~geschichteAsiens, I , Halle, 1947, p. 286.'
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orbit of the court of Antioch, in the reigns of Seleucus I Nicator (312280) and Antiochus I Soter (280-261). They were to break away, at least
in part, in the reign of Antiochus 11 Theos (261-247). This prince,
engaged in the West during the second Syrian war (260-255) and allied
with Macedonia, retook from the Egypt of the Ptolemies, the coast of
Asia Minor and fortified towns in Coele-Syria. His second mamage
(252) to Berenice, the daughter of Ptolemy 11, and the repudiation of his
wife and cousin Laodice involved the empire in a difficult problem of
succession which, together with the external wars, enabled Bactria and
Parthia to proclaim their independance.

287

DIODOTUS
1, KINGOF B A ~ I(ca
A 250-235 B.C.). - Taking advantage of the troubles which had broken out in the trans-Taurian region
subsequent to the lack of attention which the kings of Syria and Media,
too busy elsewhere, could give to that remote part of their states, the
leaders to whom those possessions had been entrusted roused Bactria
and the whole adjacent region" (Strabo, XI, 9, 2). This defection took
place in 250 B.C. "under the consulate of L. Manlius Vulso and M.
Attilus Regulus". The satrap of Bactria and Margiana at the time was
Diodotus, designated by Justin by the name of Theodotus : "Theodotus,
the governor of a thousand towns in Bactria, defected and assumed the
title of king" (Justin, XLI, 4, 5).
"The Scythian Arsaces, in turn, followed by a band of Dahae nomads,
called Dahae Parni, who lived along the Ochus (Hen-riid), attacked and
seized Parthia" (Strabo, XI, 9, 2). Justin states that, at the time, Parthia
was governed by a certain Andragoras, some of whose coins have been
found; Andragoras was killed, and Arsaces became ruler of the nation
(Justin, XLI, 4, 6-7).
It is generally believed that Arsaces was a Scythian, although "some
authors claim that he was a native of Bactria and that it was because he
was not able to hold out against the increased power of Diodotus that
he fled to Parthia and incited it to revolt" (Strabo, XI, 9,3). Aman gives
the Arsacids, Arsaces and Tiridates, as the sons of Phriapita and
grandsons of Arsaces (Parthica, fr. 1); Syncellius has them descend from
the Achaemenid Artaxerxes 11, king of the Persians (Syncell, p. 284b).
According to these two authors, Parthia, at the time of the revolt, was
governed by the Macedonian Pherecles or Agathocles, appointed satrap
by Antiochus I1 Theos; this governor made an indecent attack on
Tiridates' person, so 'the two brothers instigated a plot and killed him.
The same fact is recorded by Zosimus (I, 18). Arsaces I ruled for two
years (250-248); Antiochus I1 did not dispute his conquest, any more
than he had troubled Diodotus I.
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Tiridates succeeded his brother under the name of .Arsaces 11, and
reigned from 248 to 214. The Parthian era begins on April 14th 247, a
date which has been established by a Babylonian tablet which gives both
dates, Seleucid and Parthian.
In Syria, Antiochus I1 Theos, poisoned by Laodice, the wife he
repudiated, left two children : Seleucus I1 Callinicus and Antiochus
Heirax. Seleucus I1 ruled from 247 to 226. He spent his life on
288 campaigns. During the third Syrian war (246-241), his kingdom was
invaded as far as the Tigris by Ptolemy 111 and he had only just repulsed
this invasion when he had to engage his own brother, Antiochus Heirax,
in implacable warfare which cut off his states in Asia Minor to the north
of the Taurus (before 236).
In the meantime, Tiridates, promoted to the title of King and Great
King in Parthia, had seized Hyrcania without any opposition and so was
ruler of two kingdoms. It was only in 236 that the legitimate sovereign,
Seleucus 11, considered disputing his conquest. He allied himself with
another rebel, Diodotus I, the king of Bactria and marched against
Tiridates. Faced with this danger, the latter "raised a great army because
he feared Seleucus and Diodotus, king of Bactria" (Justin, XLI, 4, 8).
DIODOTUS
I1 (ca 235-225 B.C.). - The Bactro-Syrian coalition had
made Arsaces I1 Tiridates fear-stricken : following the example given in
the past by Bessus and Spitamenes, he took refuge with the Scythians,
his compatriots : "Fleeing from Seleucus I1 Callinicus, he withdrew to
the land of the Apasiacae (of the Massagetae race on the Middle Oxus)"
(Strabo, XI, 8, 8). However, before hostilities began, Diodotus I died
and was replaced by his son Diodotus 11. The latter immediately broke
off the alliances and, parting definitively from the court of Antioch,
embraced the Parthians' cause. Thus it was that Tiridates "freed from
anxiety by the death of Diodotus (I), made peace and allied himself with
that prince's son also named Diodotus (11); shortly afterwards, he came
to blows with Seleucus who came to punish the rebels and he was the
victor" (Justin, XLI, 4, 9). Now that he was the uncontested ruler of
Bactria, Diodotus I1 struck staters of gold and tetradrachms of copper
with the legend BAZIAECE AIOAOTOT : the obverse represented the
profile of the prince as a young man; the reverse, a standing Zeus,
throwing a thunderbolt.
EUTHYDEMUS
OF MAGNESIA
(ca 225-190 B.C.). - The Diodotus
lineage was overthrown by a certain Euthydemus of Magnesia, who
later boasted to the Seleucids that he had put to death the descendants
of the rebels (Polybius, XI, 34, 2). Whether or not he acted at the
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instigation of the Antioch court, he ruled in Bactria with the name of
BMIAERI: EYOTAHMOT, and struck coins representing on the reverse, no longer the Diodotus Zeus, but Heracles, sitting on a rock and
holding a club in his right hand.
289
Euthydemus came up against a powerful opponent in the person of
Antiochus I11 the Great. The latter, the son of Seleucus I1 who had died
in 226, succeeded his elder brother Seleucus I1 Soter in 223, and
immediately took steps to restore his kingdom. His attempt to reconquer
Ptolemaic Syria and Palestine failed at the Egyptian victory of Raphia
which ended the fourth Syrian war (219-216). He was more fortunate in
Upper Asia where, from 212 to 204, he undertook an armed circuit
comparable to the Anabasis of Alexander. With one hundred thousand
infantry and twenty thousand cavalry, he traversed Southern Armenia,
Sophene, the dynasty of which submitted; he then dealt with Arsaces 111
Artaban, king of the Parthians (214-196); finally he proceeded to attack
Bactria (208).
According to Polybius (X, 49), Antiochus 111 entered the district of
Tapuria (Tapuri on the Upper Atrek) which was defended by Euthydemus, crossed the river Anus (HEri-riid) by surprise, and put to flight the
ten thousand Bactrian cavalrymen who were responsible for its defence.
Fear-sticken, Euthydemus withdrew with his army to the town of
Zariaspa in Bactria where Antiochus came and besieged him (Polybius,
XXIX, 6A, 5). Hostilities continued for two years (208-206), while
Scythian hordes were a dangerous threat to the northern frontiers of the
kingdom. This peril was skilfully exploited for Antiochus by Teleas,
kinsman of Euthydemus, who pointed out the dangers which a fratricide
battle between the Seleucids and the Greek king of Bactria would hold
for the cause of Hellenism. Euthydemus, far from defecting, had killed
the descendants of the rebel Diodotus, and it was wrong of Antiochus to
try and dethrone him. The Bactrian king wished for peace and only
asked to retain his title. A refusal would benefit only the nomad
Scythians, who were ready to invade the country (Polybius, XI, 34, 1-5).
The plea of Teleas was heard. Only too happy to end the war which
was dragging on, Antiochus agreed to deal with Demetrius, son of
Euthydemus, who had been sent to him to conclude peace : "Having
received him with favour, and judging the young man to be worthy of
ruling, as much because of his good looks as the majesty of his address,
Antiochus promised him the hand of one of his daughters, and granted
his father Euthydemus the title of king. Having settled the other points
with a written agreement and concluded a sworn alliance, he struck
camp after having copiously revictualled his army and taking with him
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all the elephants which had belonged to Euthydemus" (Polybius, XI, 34,
9-10).
Instead of returning to his country by the direct route, Antiochus, as
we have seen, crossed the Hindiikush and entered Indian territory. He
renewed with the Maurya SubhHgasena the treaty which had been
concluded formerly between Seleucus I and the emperor Candragupta,
not without imposing on the Indian king a heavy war tax. Finally, he
returned to Syria across Arachosia, Drangiana and Carmania.
Strengthened by the alliance concluded with the Seleucid, and making
the most of the weakness of the last representative of the Mauryas in the
North-West, Euthydemus and his son Demetrius extended their kingdom towards the north-west, at the expense of the Arsacids, and to the
south-east to the detriment of the Indians. Euthydemus seems to have
asserted his authority over Arachosia and the regions located to the west
of the Indus. His coinage is wide-spread, and the variety of the monograms indicates the existence of many mints. The places where the coins
were found suggest an extensive domain, and the variations of his effigy,
going from youth to old age, bear witness to a long reign. It is believed
that he died about the year 190. The weakening of the Seleucid empire
by the defeats at Thermopylae, Magnesia under Sipylos and Corycus,
the shameful peace of Apamea (188), soon followed by the death of
Antiochus I11 (187), the collapse of the Mauryan empire after the
assassination of Dabratha (ca 187), made Bactria the most powerful
state of eastern Iran. Demetrius was able to take advantage of the
circumstances to carve out an Indian empire for himself.
Greek through its dynasts, Bactria had remained Iranian in its beliefs
and way of life : "Formerly", says Strabo, "there was hardly any
difference, between the Nomads on the one hand, and the Sogdians and
Bactrians on the other with regard to their way of life and all their
manners and customs" (Strabo, XI, 1 1, 3). Homeland of Zoroastrianism, Bactria remained faithful to the cult of Fire and Anaitis, goddess
of the Oxus, who, with her crown of rays, appears on the coins of
Demetrius. According to Onesicritus, the Bactrians who reached old-age
or who fell sick were thrown alive to "entomber-dogs"; the Tapurian
males wore black and had long hair, and the bravest had the right to
marry the woman of their choice; the Caspians left septuagenarians to
die of hunger and exposed their bodies in the desert, where they were
291 devoured by birds of prey. For a long time, Bactria was to remain
faithful to her ancestral customs and force all her conquerors to become
Iranized to a considerable degree. It was only after the Kugna period
that she was to become accessible to Buddhist propaganda, whatever the
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efforts made by the missionaries may have been up till then. Ceylon on
the contrary, if the tradition can be believed, embraced the Good Law in
the reign of Devlnampiyatissa, a contemporary of ASoka.
3. - CEYLON FROM 250 TO 200 B.C.*

While ASoka and the last Mauryas occupied the throne of Magadha,
two kings reigned in Ceylon whose names and dates are supplied to us
by the chronicles :
Sovereign
6. DevHnampiyatissa
7. Uttiya

Length of reign Era of the Niw. Ancient Era (B.C.)
40
10

236-276
276-286

250-210
210-200

The event of greatest importance was the introduction of Buddhism
into Ceylon and the establishment of communities of bhiksus and
bhiksu@s which, under the protection of the kings, were able to develop
freely.
As we saw earlier, it was in about the twelfth or thirteenth year of his
reign (256-255 B.C.) that ASoka boasted in his edicts (BLOCH,pp. 93,
130) that he had made the Law victorious in foreign lands, in the
kingdoms of South India and, in particular, Tlmrapami or Ceylon. His
envoys who, we should remember, were not Buddhist propagandists, no
doubt arrived on the island towards the end of the reign of the fifth
sovereign Mutasiva, who gave them a warm welcome. Five or six years
later, Mufasiva died and the throne passed to his second son Devlnampiya.

DEV~~NA~PNATISSA
(236-276 after the Nirvana, 250-210 B.C.). - The
history of his reign, which lasted for forty years, is narrated in detail in
the chronicles of the Dija (XI, 14 sq.; XII, 7; XVII, 92) and the
MahcSvamsa (XI, XIII-XX). Here, we will merely record its main facts.
The day of his first coronation was marked by the miraculous
appearance of wonderful treasures. The king decided to send part of
292 them to the emperor ASoka, with whom he was on friendly terms. An
embassy, led by Mahlrittha, the king's nephew, was entrusted with
conveying them to Plpliputra. ASoka, who had just initiated the third
Buddhist council, graciously received the gifts which were made to him.
He sent the embassy back to Ceylon with the material needed for a
second coronation. At the same time, he sent a pressing invitation to
Devlnampiyatissa to embrace the Buddha's religion : "I have taken,
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my refuge", he wrote to the king, "in the Buddha, the Law and the
Community; I have proclaimed myself to be a lay disciple in the religion
of the Sons of the ~Hkya;it is your turn, 0 best of men, to appease your
mind through faith and take your refuge in those three supreme Jewels".
On the return of the embassy, DevHnampiyatissa was solemnly crowned
a second time, and prepared to receive the Buddhist message.
Shortly after, at the full moon in the month of Jettha in the year 236
after. the NirvHna (May, 250 B.C.), the king, who was engaged in a
hunting party on Mount Missaka (MihintaB, eight miles north of the
capital), saw landing at his side seven Buddhist missionaries who had
flown through the air to convert the island of Ceylon. Mahinda, the
head of the mission, expounded a sutta to him and the king, who wished
for nothing else than to be converted, embraced Buddhism. His retinue,
numbering five hundred persons, followed his example.
The following day, he took Mahinda and his companions to his
capital and settled them in the Nandana and MahHmeghavana parks,
situated to the south of Anuriidhapura. The missionaries organized a
series of sermons which brought the number of converts to 8,500.
During the mission, which lasted for seven days, the king offered the
MahHmeghavana to the Samgha by pouring into Mahinda's hand the
contents of a water pitcher, as a sign of an everlasting donation (Mhv.,
XV, 14-15; 24-5). Then, in order to ensure definitively the "establishment of the religion of the Victorious One" (jinascSsmapari!!hi?ta),
he fixed with Mahinda the boundaries of the parish (simi) where the
uposatha ceremonies and other acts of the Samgha were to take place
(Dpv., XIV, 21-5; Mhv., XV, 180-94).
On the twenty-seventh day after the arrival of the missionaries fiftyfive young Sinhalese. Arittha among them, donned the religious robe
and received ordination. The bhikkhus withdrew to Mount Missaka and
spent the rainy season there. It was there that the king built the
293 Cetiyapabbata vihira for them (Mhv., XVI, 12-17).
The monks' retreat ended at the full moon of the month of Kattika
(October). Immediately, at Mahinda's instigation Devinampiyatissa sent
the slmanera Sumana, Aioka's grandson, who had come to Ceylon with
Mahinda, to PHtaliputra. Sumana acquired from his grandfather, as well
as from the god Sakka, a quantity of precious relics, in particular the
right clavicle (dakkhinakkhaka) and the alms-bowl (patta) of Slkyamuni.
One they reached Ceylon, all these relics were placed provisionally in the
Cetiyapabbata (Mhv., XVII, 9-23).
Finally, Princess AnulH, Mugsiva's daughter and DevHnampiya's
step-sister, expressed the desire to take up the religious life with some
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companions; it thus became necessary to acquire a chapter of Buddhist
nuns so they could be ordained authentically. A third embassy, under
the leadership of the bhikkhu Mahirittha, was therefore sent to Aioka's
court. Arittha asked the emperor of India not only for some ten nuns,
but also for the southern branch of the tree of Enlightenment (mahdbodhidakkhinusiikha). His request was granted, and the nun Samghamitti, ASoka's own daughter, was sent to Ceylon with ten other
bhikkhunis; they carried with them the branch of the holy tree. ASoka
himself escorted them through the Vindhyas to the port of Timalitti
(Tamralipti, present-day Tamluk), on the eastern coast. The holy women, accompanied by Magadhan nobles, took to sea on the first day of
the month of Maggasira (November). After a rapid but stormy crossing,
they landed in Ceylon, at the port of Jambukola, where the king awaited
them in the midst of a throng of people who had come from all parts of
the island. The planting of the holy branch was performed with great
ceremony. Saplings were planted in Anuridhapura and the surrounding
area, in JambukolapatJana, in the village of Tivakka BrHhmana in the
north, in Kijaragima in the south, and in a place known as Candanagima which has not been identified. Later, thirty-two saplings were
distributed throughout the island (Mhv., XVIII-XIX).
Samghamitti and the bhikkhunis conferred ordination on Princess
Anuli and her companions. The Upisiki-vihira, where the last-named
lived, was transformed and enlarged, and was given the name of
Hatthllhaka-vihira or Bhikkhunupassaya. Samgharnitti set up her
quarters there (Mhv., XIX, 65-71).
Tradition attributes to Devinampiyatissa the founding of some twen294 ty Buddhist monuments some of which still exist today : but they
underwent so many transformations in the course of time, that any hope
of discovering their original form is lost.
The most important of them are to be found within precincts of the
Mahivihira or Great Monastery, including the Mahimeghavana which
was presented to the Samgha by Devinampiya and laid out under the
orders of Mahinda. The place was visited by the Buddha Sikyamuni
and his three predecessors (Dpv., 11, 61, 64; Mhv., I, 80; XV, 86).
The Thlpa "par excellence" was erected by the king near the walls to
the south of Anuridhapura. A monastery adjoined it and was given the
name of Thiipirima (Mhv., XVII, 62-4). It was in the Thiipirima
Digaba that the relic of the Buddha's right clavicle, brought back from
PlJaliputra by the Srimanera Sumana, was placed (Mhv., XVII, 50).
Today the monument is still an object of fervent veneration by millions
of Buddhists, not only from Ceylon but also from other countries which
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adhere to the TheravHda. It has undergone so many transformations
that it is impossible to decide what the original was like. At present, it is
a small-sized stlpa, the base of which has a diameter of 12 metres. It is
surrounded by a row of stone columns surmounted by delicately sculpted capitals which must at one time have supported a wooden superstructure. This dsgaba is probably the first stiipa to be built in Ceylon,
although tradition claims that the Mahiyangana Dlgaba, in the province of Uva, and that of Girihandu on the north-eastem coast, were
erected on the island during the Buddha's life-time.
The branch of the Bodhi tree which Samghamitti and her companions brought from Gay2 was planted by the king withing the precincts
of the MahHvihBra, to the south-east of the ThiipHrHma DHgaba (Mhv.,
XIX, 57). Very early on, the tree was surrounded by a pavilion to
protect it, as was done at Bodh-GayH. Bas-reliefs discovered at BhHrhut,
AmarHvati and other sites on the sub-continent give an idea of these
constructions which were in use in India from the second century B.C.
onwards. In any case, in the reign of GothakHbhaya (299-312 A.D.), the
holy tree at the MahHvihHra was surrounded by a stone palisade
(silivediki); to the north of the tree there was a gateway (forqa) and, at
the four cardinal points, stood pillars (fambha) each supporting a Wheel
of the Law (Mhv., XXXVI, 102-3). DhHtusena, who ruled from 460 to
478 A.D., was, it seems, the first to build a true Bodhighara, or house for
295 the holy tree (Czilavamsa, XXVIII, 43) : this consisted of a wooden roof
protecting the trunk of the holy tree - always very short in the case of
ficus religiosa - while the branches developed in the open air.
The present "Bodhi-tree shrine" at AnurHdhapura has been altered so
much in the course of the last few years that it gives only a very
imperfect idea of the old Bodhigharas. However, the shrine discovered
at Nillakgama in the district of Kurunegala, and which dates back to
the end of the eighth century or the beginning of the ninth, is a good
example of this type of construction.
The Mahlthiipa which at present stands to the south of the ThiipPrHma DHgaba was built by DutthagHmani (104-80 B.C.) in circumstances
which we will narrate further on. However, tradition has it that DevHnampiya planned its construction and, on Mahinda's indications, rnarked with a pillar the spot where the monument was to be erected (Mhv.,
XV, 173).
On Mount Missaka, the king also built for the first monks in Ceylon
a monastery which was named the CetiyavihHra (Mhv., XVI, 12-17). It
was there that the relics given to the SrHmanera Sumana by ASoka and
the god Sakra were temporarily stored. Soon, however, the right clavicle
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of the Buddha was enshrined in the Thlpirima Digaba (Mhv., XVII,
SO), while Sikyamuni's pitradhitu or alms-bowl was preserved in the
royal palace (Mhv., XX, 13), and became the national "palladium" of
the Sinhalese, as was later the case with the relic of the tooth.
A complete list of establishments attributed to Devinampiyatissa can
be found in the Mahivaysa (XX,17-26) : most of them are located in
Anuridhapura, but there were some in other places on the island. Thus,
a Jambukolavihira was built by him in Nigadipa, on the spot where the
Bodhi tree had been disembarked.
The chronicles claim that all the events narrated here, particularly the
conversion of the whole island to Buddhism and the various religious
constructions of King Tissa, occurred in the first year of a reign which
was to continue for forty years. There is complete silence regarding the
other years. We cannot help thinking that these chronicles gave a
tendentious presentation of facts which, in other respects, contain part
of the historical truth, namely the conversion of the island through the
combined efforts of the Buddhist missionaries and the Sinhalese kings
who occupied the throne during the Maurya period. The account
abounds in marvellous deeds : Mahinda and his companions land in
Ceylon after flying through the air; Samghamittii and her nuns, by
crossing over the sea, but the latter voyage, normal though it may
appear, was disturbed by an attack of giant monsters which the theri
controlled by magic, taking the form of a Garuda. The relics which
Sumana acquired did not come only from Magadhan reserves but also
and especially from Indra's heaven. Just as astonishing, and even
miraculous, was the conversion of such an extensive island in the space
of one week : there is no attempt to hide the fact that, in order to
achieve t h s result, the propagandists emphasized the teaching with the
help of their supernormal powers. The canonical texts which they recited
during that mission and of which the chronicles supply the exact titles
are taken as much from the Peta- and Virninavatthu as the Jitaka and
basic Szitra. However, what we said earlier shows that at this period the
Buddhist canon was still in the process of formation, and as yet did not
constitute a body of scriptures fully settled in their composition, subdivisions, titles and sub-titles. Finally, without denying the relations
ASoka the Great established with distant Timrapami, it is doubtful
whether he was on such friendly terms with the Sinhalese kings that he
could issue them with a veritable spiritual ultimatum by inviting them to
adhere to Buddhism. The continual comings-and-goings between Anuridhapura and Pipliputra for the sole purpose of acquiring relics and
nuns at the very least lacks any verisimilitude.
'
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UT~NA
(276-286 after the Nirvina, 210-200 B.C.). - Devinampiyatissa died childless, and four of his brothers succeeded him in turn on the
throne. In the year 8 of Uttiya's reign (284 after the NirvHna, 202 B.C.),
Mahinda, the missionary to Ceylon, died at the age of 80. He had been
ordained for 60 years and acted as Vinaya chief in Ceylon for 48 years,
from 250 to 202 B.C. The following year (285 after the Nirvina, 201
B.C.), he was joined in death by his sister, the nun SamghamittH, and
five of the six missionaries who had come with him from Magadha :
Ilthiya, Uttiya, Sambala, dmanera Sumana and Bhanduka. At the same
time, the death also occurred of MahHrittha, Devinampiyatissa's nephew,
who had succeeded Mahinda as Vinaya chief in Ceylon. MahSiriFlha had
proceeded to make a complete recitation of the Vinaya at the ThGp&
rHma, in the presence of Mahinda and 68,000 bhikkus (Samantapiscidikd, p. 102 sq.). After his death, the teaching of the Tipitaka was
continued by a long series of masters the list of whom is found in the
Samantapisddikd (pp. 62-3; T 1462, ch. 2, p. 6846-c).
The chronicle devotes a long chapter to the Nibbina of the "Thera"
(Mahinda) and his sister (Dpv., XVII, 94 sq.; Mhv., XX,32, sq.). King
Uttiya gave them splendid funerals. After lying in state for a week in the
Mahivihira, the body of the holy one was cremated near the MahHthiipa, and the site of the pyre was given the name of Isibhiimangana
"Place of the Sage". Some of his remains were deposited in a cetiya
which was specially built for them; the rest were distributed to various
vihiiras, particularly the Cetiyapabbata.
The Cetiyagiri stiipa, founded on that occasion by Uttiya on the
summit of Mount Missaka or Mihintale, is known today by the name of
Arnbasthala and held in great veneration : its architectural form, the
pillars surrounding it and its small sLte (9 metres in diameter) link it
closely with the first stiipa founded on the island by Devinampiyatissa,
the ThiipirHma Digaba mentioned above.
11. - BUDDHIST LEGENDS AND TRADITIONS
There is a dark side to every picture, and the successes achieved by
the Good Law in Akoka's time were not without inconveniences for the
Samgha itself. The royal favours attracted into the order many unworthy recruits whose mentality and conduct had to be corrected. The
increase in vocations provoked a levelling down, a veritable democratization, which was harmful to the very quality of the religious ideal.
Soon, the new tendencies, formulated as theoretical proposals, bordered
on heresy. The dissension between the monks finally culminated in a
schism which split the Community into two rival clans.
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In the present section, we will deal with the circumstances which
caused the so-called "Council of Pitaliputra", the supposed heresy of
Mahideva and finally the schism of the Mahidmghikas, three events
which occurred around the time of ASoka's reign.
1 . - THE THIRD BUDDHIST COUNCIL IN PATALIPUTRA

DESCRIPTION
OF THE TRADITION. - The council of Pitaliputra is
mentioned only in the Sinhalese sources, of which the main ones are the
Dipava*a (VII, 34-43; 44-59), the Mahivamsa (V, 267-82), the Saman298 rapkddikci @p. 60-1) and its Chinese recension (T1462, ch. 2, p. 684u-6).
The date of the council is generally given as the year 236 after the
NirvHna, i.e. 250 B.C. (Dpv., VII, 37, 44; SrSsanavamsa, I, p. 8; Nikiyasamgraha, p. 9), in the 17th or 18th year of ASoka's reign (Mhv., V,
280). However, one passage, which we would like to think of as corrupt,
in the Dipavamsa (1, 24-5; also cf. V, 55-9) locates the same event in 118
after the Nirvina; and Buddhaghosa, in his Atrhasilini (p. 4), comes
down in favour of the year 218 after the Nirvina.
We saw earlier the unfortunate events which marked the year 236. For
seven years already, discord prevailed among the monks of the ASokHrima. In trying to induce the monks to celebrate a communal uposatha,
one of ASoka's ministers did not hesitate to behead the recalcitrant ones
and only stopped the butchery when confronted with the Venerable
Tissa, the king's own brother. ASoka thought he was to blame for the
massacre and his remorse was appeased only by the coming of Moggaliputtatissa. The master put an end to his doubts and taught him the
Dharma for seven days.
On the seventh day the king went to thc ABokiriimo and gathered the
whole assembly of bhiksus around him. Seated with Moggaliputtatissa
behind a curtain, he questioned each of the monks of the various
tendencies in turn on the teaching of the Blessed One. They attributed to
the latter the sixty-two heretical theories which are described and
condemned in the Brahamajilasurranra : radical eternalism (iiivatavida), partial eternalism (ekatyuicisvata), scepticism (amariviksepa), etc.
ASoka, who had just brushed up his knowledge, immediately realized
that the supporters of these theories were not authentic bhiksus but
quite simply heretics. In conformity with his decision which he promulgated in the Kaugmbi edict, he reclothed them in the white robe of the
laity and expelled them from the community. The heretics were 60,000 in
number.
The king then summoned the other bhiksus and asked them which
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doctrine the Buddha had professed. They answered him that it was the
doctrine of the Vibhajyavida or of Distinguishing. Having been assured
by the Thera Tissa that this was the case, ASoka happily concluded that
the assembly was purified (hddha) and proposed that it celebrate the
uposatha; after which, he returned to the town. The orthodox monks
were 60,000 in number according to the Dipavutpa (VII, 50) and the
Chinese version of the SamantaprSsidiki (p. 6846 9), 6,000,000 according
299 to the PHli recension of the same text (p. 61, lines 11-12).
The Thera Moggaliputtatissa selected from among them 1,000 bhiksus who were versed in the TripiMka. and proposed that they undertake
a new compilation of the true Law (saddharmasatpgraha). According to
the PHli sources, in the middle of the council he produced the PHli
Katfivatthuppakarana in order to refute the heretical doctrines but this
important detail is deliberately omitted from the Chinese recension of
the SamantapcSsddiki, which merely says that he refuted the heretical
views (p. 6846 10). After which, following the example of MahHkiiSyapa
at the council of RHjagrha, and of Yaks Kiikandakaputra (Sonaka in
the Chinese version) at the council of VaiGli, the Thera Tissa and his
colleagues proceeded with the third compilation of the Dharma and
Vinaya in the course of the sessions, which lasted for nine months.
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE TRADITION. H. Kern found nothing in the
account of the council but a mass of impossibilities and an accumulation of dogmatic fablese6. We will merely remark that ASoka's direct
intervention in the purging of the Samgha is not appropriate to a
sovereign who, in his edicts, professed to support all religions impartially
and named overseers of the Dharma to watch over their particular
interests.
The fact that the PHli sources are alone in mentioning the council of
Piitaliputra indicates that it was a local tradition, limited to a particular
school : that of the Sinhalese Theraviidins. By making the Buddha a
Vibhajyavidin, the account commits an anachronism and attributes to
the Master the special views of certain Buddhist schools, considered to
be VibhajyavHdin because they assert the existence of the present and
part of the past, namely, an action that has not borne fruit; and the
non-existence of the future and part of the past, namely, an action which
has borne fruit (cf. KoSa, V, p. 52). These VibhajyavHdins, among them
the KHSyapiyas and Mahiiiisakas, were opposed to the Sarviistiviidins

'* Kern, Manual, pp. 110-12. We also refer the reader to E. FRAUWALLNUI,
Die
Budifhirrischen Konzile. ZDMG,CII, 1952, pp. 240-61; P. EGGERMONT,
The Chronology ....
pp. 111-19.
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who asserted the existence of the three time-periods. It is true that the
Buddha proclaimed himself to be a Vibhajyavidin in the Anguttara (V,
p. 190), meaning by that "that he blamed the blameworthy, praised the
300 praiseworthy, thus establishing necessary discriminations and avoiding
unilateral positions". However, that is a state of mind which is fitting for
all Buddhist thinkers in general and it could not have served ASoka in
establishing the orthodoxy of the ASokHrHma monks and separating
non-believers from the truly faithful.
We saw above how the Kathdvatthu could not have been promulgated
by Tissa, at least in the form known to us at present. It contains, we
should remember, a condemnation of the Andhaka sect which, at the
time of this council, had still to be converted.
Finally, the tradition concerning the council of Pipliputra is closely
connected, in the minds of its compilers, with the sending out of
Buddhist missionaries by Moggaliputtatissa. We will see further on the
suspect, possibly even apocryphal, nature of these supposed missions.
2. - THE HERESY OF MAH&EVA**

At an early period, which we will try to specify, five propositions
prejudicial to the dignity and prerogatives of the Arhat were debated in
the communities. They are described in both the PIli Abhidhamma and
the SamSistivHdin Abhidharma (Kathdvatthu, 11, 1-5, pp. 163-203; Jddnaprasthdna, T 1543, ch. 10, p. 8196; T 1544, ch. 7, p. 956b); they are
repeated and discussed in the Vibmd (T 1545, ch. 99, p. 5 1Oc), the KoSa
(I, p. 2), the Glosses of Paramdrrha and the Treatise on the Sects by Chi
tsang (DE&MLLE, Sectes, pp. 30-40).
1st - The terms of the five theses
According to the explanations provided by Vasumitra, Bhavya and
Vinitadevae', the five theses (padcavmtu) were formulated in the following way :
1. Arhats can be led astray by others, that is, have seminal emissions
during their sleep, accompanied by erotic dreams, attributable to deities
taking on female forms.
2. Arhats are still subject to ignorance, not defiled ignorance (avidyi),
the first link of the chain of dependent origination, but undefiled
ignorance (akli$a ajdicina), a residue of their former passions, by virtue
Cf. L.

DE

LA VAL* POUSSIN,The Fiw Points of Mahddeva and the Kathivatthu,

JRAS, 1910, pp. 413-23; A. BARUU, Sectes bouddhiques, pp. 64-5.
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of which they do not or may not know the names and clans of men and
women, the path to take, the names of trees, woods and grasses, etc.
3-4. Arhats are still subject to doubt (kciriksq and can be informed by
others. These two propositions are the consequence of the preceding
one. If Arhats are subject to (undefiled) ignorance, they can have doubts
concerning the names and clans of certain people, the path to follow, the
names of trees, etc. and can be informed by others on the matter. It is
even said that Siriputra and Maudgalyiyana did not realize they had
attained Arhatship until the Buddha made a solemn declaration.
5. Entry into the Buddhist Path (mdrga) can be accompanied by a
vocal utterance (vacibheda). The holy one (drya) who has entered the
stream (srotadpanna) and is possessed of the first dhydna, exclaims : "0,
suffering", and that cry can be considered as an artifice meant to cause
the appearance of the Path.
These propositions are aimed at nothing less than dislodging the
Arhat from the privileged position which had been acknowledged as his
from the beginning. They appear, in their anodyne form, as a syllabus of
claims by worldlings @ythagana) in relation to the holy ones (drya and
arhat), of laxity in relation to rigorism, even of the laity seeking to
extract equal spiritual rights from the religious (the professionals of the
Path). The heresy, if heresy it was, was long-lived and worked within the
community like a noxious ferment : it led to the opposition and
separation of the Buddhist schools.
We must now find the author of it.
2nd - Mahiideva, the author of the five theses
The sources do not agree over the date when the heresy appeared, nor
over its authors, nor over the precise consequences. We should analyze
them in chronological order and summarize in turn the explanations by
Vasumitra, the account of the Vibhei, the data supplied by the
Mahiyinist authors, the Sammatiya tradition and, finally, the information given to Bhavya by his teachers.

1. THEExPLANAnoNs BY VASUMITRA.
- Vasumitra was a Sarvistiviidin scholar who lived four hundred years after the Nirvina and who
came a century after Kiityiyaniputra, the author of the JficSnaprarthiina;
302 he wrote a work on the Buddhist sects entitled Samayabhedoparacanacakra. The work was translated into Chinese by Kumirajiva (?) between
385 and 41 3 (T 2032), by Paramirtha between 557 and 569 (T 2033) and
by Hsiian tsang in 662 (T 2031); it was commented upon in Chinese by
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K'uei chi in 662 (TKS, A, LXXXIII, 3) and translated into Tibetan in
the ninth century by Dharmlkara (Tanjur, Mdo XC, 1I).
The work opens with an allusion to the five theses (T 2032, p. 18a 914; T 2033, p. 20a 15-25; T 2031, p. 15a 15-23) :
"One hundred and sixteen years (var. : more than one hundred years) after the
ParinirvBna of the Buddha, there was a town named PBtaliputra. At that time
King ASoka ruled over Jambudvipa, maintaining order in the universe. In those
days, the great Samgha was divided into schools and diversified the Law. There
were then the bhiksus :
the first were named Ning = NHga (var. Lung chia = NHga; Ta kuo =
MahlrEstra),
the second were called Yin yuan = Pratyaya (var. Wai pin = PrBcya;
Pien pi = Pratyantika),
the third were called To win = BahuSruta,
the fourth were called Ta t i = Sthavira.
They discussed five theses (pan'cavartu)which had been presented by heretics.
Thus, for the first time since the Buddha, two schools came into being, one
known as the Mahidmghlka, the other as Sthavira".
'

Of the translators, Hsiian tsang is the only one to specify that those
five theses were authored by Mahldeva, a detail taken from the Vibh&a'.
For Vasumitra and his first translators, the heretics are still anonymous.
It becomes apparent from a comparison between the versions that the
Paiicavastu was opposed by the Sthaviras and adopted by three assemblies, those of the Nlgas, Pricyas or Pratyantikas and, finally, the
BahuSrutas.
We know nothing at all about the first two assemblies. According to
the commentary by K'uei chi (I.c.), the Nigas, whose name evokes
irresistible might and invincible obstinacy. were the leaders and instigators of the dispute and the schism which followed it; the Pratyantikas
were supporters of the heresy; although they were not the cause of the
disputes and did not possess any irresistible might, they pursued and
upheld the heresy. Finally, the bahuirutas included worldlings (pythagjana) who were still occupied with training (Saiha), but who observed
the precepts and whose knowledge was vast.
303
Personally, we are inclined to think that those two names are ethnical;
the heresy could have arisen among the Nlgas whose original habitat
was, according to the Puriina, the region of the Narmadl, a tributary
of the Mahiriistra to which Paramirtha's version refers; from there, it
could have spread to neighbouring areas designated by Vasumitra by
the vague name of "Frontier regions" (Pratyantika).
For the riverside dwellers in the Ganges Basin and the Yamunl,
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MahHrHstra was located in South India. In fact, according to the
ASokiivadcina (T 2042, ch. 5, pp. 120c 11-1216 1; T 2043, ch. 9, p. 162a
1-c 8), the SarvHstividin community in Mathuri, which at the time of
ASoka was headed by the famous patriarch Upagupta, was agitated
over a visit by a monk whose name is passed over in silence, but who
came from south India. Before taking up the religious life, that monk
had fornicated with a woman from another family. When his mother
reproached him for his conduct, he killed her; he then tried to obtain the
hand of his mistress but was repulsed. So he left the world, learned by
heart the text of the Tripitaka and gathered a crowd of disciples around
himself. He went to Mathuri to debate with Upagupta, but the latter,
knowing the crimes of which he was guilty, refused to speak to him. The
rejected monk returned to his native land, taking with him his host of
disciples 88.
It would be tempting to see in this monk an upholder of the heresy of
the five theses which the holy patriarch Upagupta, the leader of a school
of Arhats, could but condemn. However, the monk had already exercised a harmful effect over Upagupta's disciples who were still only
worldlings (pythagjana). They reproached their master for his impoliteness
to the stranger and, in order to appease the critic, Upagupta had to
appeal to his master ~HnavHsa.
This anecdote recorded in the AJokivauZna is astonishingly similar to
the account in the Vibhti@.
2. THEACCOUNT INTHE VLB-K. - This great work on the SarvHstivHdin Abhidharma, compiled in the second century A.D. by the Kaimirian Arhats, devotes a long chapter to the heresy of the five theses. It
attributes their invention to a certain MahHdeva, whose far from
edifying story it tells and whom it tries to vilify in every way (T 1545, ch.
99, pp. 510c-512a) :
304

"MahHdeva was the son of a merchant from Mathut-5. His father set out for
abroad, leaving him at home. At the age of twenty, the son was handsome and
his mother became enamoured of him and had relations with him secretly. For
more than six years, the son did not realize that his mistress was his own
mother; later, when he did realize, he did not give up his passion. The father
returned from abroad, having acquired many goods; shortly before his return,
the mother, fearing that he would hear of the affair, persuaded her son to poison
him. Mahldeva procured some poison and killed his father; then he seized his
goods, and continued to live with his mother. However in the end, ashamed at
having been discovered, he fled and hid with his mother in the Piivliputra

J. PRZYLUSKI.
LA Ihgende d'ASoka, pp. 366-9.
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region. There he met some Arhat monks - whom he had formerly revered in his
own country, and he slew them too for fear that they might betray him. Then he
killed his own mother, having discovered that she was being unfaithful to him
with others. Having thus committed three cinantarya sins, he was overcome with
distress and profound remorse; in an attempt to erase those sins, he gave up the
family life. He went to the KukkuGrHma monastery where he heard a monk
reciting a stanza about the atonement of faults through good conduct; that
monk ordained him and conferred the pravrajyi on him.
Mahldeva listened to and studied the Tripipka and acquired many followers;
on learning this, the king of Pltaliputra (whose name is not given) invited him to
his palace and showered him with offerings. When he returned to the monastery,
MahHdeva formulated each of the above-mentioned five heretical theses in turn.
Faced with the opposition they incurred, the king asked MahHdeva for advice in
order to settle the quarrel. Mahldeva told him that, according to the Vinaya, it
is the majority which prevails in controversies. The king then separated each of
the two parties and, since that of Mahldeva was the more numerous, he
declared it to be in the right and condemned its adversaries. That is how the
monks at the K u k k u G r h a separated into two schools : that of the Sthaviras
and that of the Mahldmghikas.
The Sthaviras then wanted to leave the monastery. Warned of their intention,
the king ordered them to be embarked on rotten ships which were to be cast into
the current of the Ganges; he would thus know who was an Arhat and who was
a wordling. At the critical moment, the five hundred Arhats, making use of their
supernormal powers, rose into the air and reached KaSmir where they dispersed
up hill and down dale. Learning this news, the king sent a messenger to bring
them back to his capital, but they refused his invitation. The king then donated
the entire kingdom of KaSmir to the Samgha, and had five hundred monasteries
built there to house the holy ones; those monasteries were given the names of the
various forms the holy ones had assumed in order to escape from Papliputra,
for example : Pigeon-grove (kapotiirimu), etc.; the Vibhed adds 'It is reported
that those establishments are still flourishing'. The king of Plpliputra then
305 transferred his favours to MahHdeva and his disciples who remained with him.
Mahtideva died surrounded by general veneration, but when thc cremation of his
body was being carried out, the fire persistently went out, and dog's excrement
had to be used as fuel; his body was then consumed, but a strong wind suddenly
arose and dispersed the heresiarch's ashes".

According to Vasumitra, the instigator of the five theses remained
anonymous, but the VibheZ, a century later, finds him a name and
attributes a whole story to him. It treats him resolutely as an adversary,
charges him with all the unatonable crimes and invents an unfortunate
end for him. It is to be noted that the great MahZvibhed (T 1545) alone
devoted an account to Mahgdeva and that nothing similar is to be
found in the Vibhed by Buddhavarman (T 1546).
3. THE MAHAYANISTAUTHORS INSPIRED BY THE VIBHAS~.- Once
implanted by the V i b W Z , the legend died hard. It was enthusiastically
adopted by the Sarvistividins and accepted as valid by the Mahiiyinist
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scholars. However, since the latter did not hide their sympathy for the
Mahisimghikas, of whom they considered themselves to be distant
successors, they strove to wipe out his memory, o r a t least attenuate the
faults of Mahideva, who had instigated the Mahisimghika schism.
a. In the sixth century, Paramirtha (500-569 A.D.) in his Commentary on Vaswnitra (summarized in T 2300), and his pupil Chi tsang
(549-623) in his San lun hsiian (T 1852) reproduce the account from the
Vibh@Z, while introducing a few modifications of which this is the main
part (cf. D E ~ V I L LSectes,
E,
pp. 33-40) :
"Until 116 after the Nirvlna, no heerodox opinions emerged within the
Saqgha. After the year 116, MahSdeva, of the KauSika family appeared; he was
the son of a merchant from Mathur5. Having committed three cinantarya sins, he
left the world in PHtilaputra by conferring ordination on himself. He was
received at AHoka's palace and had relations in secret with the queen. Once back
in the monastery, he took all the siitras of the MahHyHna and explained them as
he incorporated them in the Tripitaka. On his own initiative he invented some
siitras in which was formulated the fivefold heresy; he summarized them in a
stanza which he recited after the reading of the Ma during the uposatha
ceremony. Dissension broke out in the monastery and King ASoka, on his own
authority, resorted to a majority vote in order to settle the difference. Mahildeva's supporters were the most numerous. The Arhats, left in the minority,
frightened the community with supernormal transformations; the queen used her
influence to have them thrown into the Ganges in damaged boats. The Arhats
306 took flight and went to the land of KaSmir, some transformed themselves into
floater pigeons, others into birds. Once they reached their destinations, they
reassumed their normal forms. Meanwhile the queen, realizing her mistake,
repented and was converted. After the death of MahZdeva, ASoka sent for the
Arhats of Kaimir and the latter, yielding to his invitation, returned to PZBliputra. Since Mahldeva had inserted some apocryphal texts into the Tripitaka,
the Arhats assembled in council (the third since the beginning) and once again
recited the Canon of writings. It was then that divergences of opinion arose
among them and they formed two separate schools : that of the MahHeghikas
and that of the Sthaviras".
It will be noted that Paramirtha quickly passes over Mahiideva's
faults, seeks to excuse ASoka by blaming the queen, attributes to the
heretic a scriptural activity not mentioned by the Vibh+i and posits a
third council with a new compilation of the Tripipka; it is only after
that that the schism, according to Paramirtha, proved to be definitive.
b. In the seventh century, the Master of the Law Hsiian tsang once
again summarized the account from the VibhiQi, but more faithfully
than did Paramirtha. The passage is found in the Hsi yii chi (T 2087,
ch. 3, p. 8866 11-22) :
"One hundred years after the NirvZna, ASoka, the king of Magadha, extended
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his power over the whole world; he revered the Triratna and loved all creatures.
In his capital there were, among the Buddhist religious, 500 Arhats and 500
wordlings (plthagiana) whom the king patronized impartially. Included in the
ranks of the religious worldlings, there was a certain MahHdeva, 'a man of great
knowledge and great talent, and a subtle investigator of the Nctma-Rfipa' (sic),
who set down in a treatise his personal views and heretical reasonings. When
edition broke out, ASoka took the part of Mahiideva and the Worldlings and
attempted to drown the Arhats in the Ganges. The latter flew off to KaSmir
where they settled up hill and down dale. The king immediately regretted their
departure and went to them in person in order to invite them to return to his
capital. This they refused to do, seeing which the king built 500 samghiiriimas
for them and presented KaSmir to the Samgha".

Hsiian tsang, in agreement with the Vibhqti, states that the persecuted
Arhats remained in KaSmir and refused to return to Plkliputra. In such
conditions, there can be no question of a third Buddhist council which,
according to Paramlrtha, took place in Pltaliputra after the return of
the Arhats. Nevertheless, in another passage, where he relates his visit to
the Kukkutirima in Pipliputra, Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 8, p. 912b)
307 notes that ASoka, after his conversion to Buddhism, convened in that
monastery a samgha of a thousand members "consisting of two communities, one of holy ones (cirya), and the other of worldlings (pythagjana)".
These are indeed the Sthaviras and Mahidmghikas, but that does not
mean they held a council and proceeded to make a new recitation of the
Tripitaka.
Even while taxing Mahideva with heresy, Hsiian tsang makes no
mention of the five theses which are generally attributed to him; he
praises his knowledge and talent and defines him as "a subtle investigator of the Ntima-Rzipa", in other words, the five Skandha. However, the
question of Niima-Rzipa preoccupied the Sarvistividins much more than
the Mahldmghikas. We might wonder whether, to the mind of the
Chinese master, Mahideva was not a Sarvlstivldin scholar, this would
gainsay the whole tradition according to which the heretic was the
instigator of the Mahldmghika schism.
It seems that the great Hsiian tsang did not attempt to conciliate the
information which he had also got from his readings, in particular of the
Vibhqti, with the oral traditions he had obtained on the spot and which
he records "in bulk". His account of the settling in KaSmir of the five
hundred Arhats who were thrown into the Ganges by ASoka follows
immediately upon the account of the conversion of KaSmir, in the year
50 after the Nirvlna, by Madhyintika and his five hundred Arhats
(T 2087, ch. 3, p. 886a 19-b 11). This is obviously one and the same
event but split into two for chronological reasons.
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c. K'uei chi (632-682 A.D.), a disciple of Hsiian tsang, in his commentary on the YogdcdryabhGmi by Asanga (T 1829, ch. 1, p. lb),
attempts to rehabilitate MahHdeva, by representing him as the victim of
slander :
"Great was his reputation, great his virtue. Although young, he had experienced the Fruit; he was respected by kings and nobles and revered by monks. That
is why he was imputed with the three Gmmtarya sins, to which were added the
five theses".

That is not the only text which is favourable to Mahiideva. Already a
commentary on the Ekottara, the Fin pieh kung t i lun, translated into
Chinese between 25 and 220 A.D., had spoken of "a holy king Mahiideva, endowed with the four brahmavihdra" and qualified him as ta shih
or great bodhisattva (T 1507, ch. 1, p. 32c 8-10).
308

4. THES A ~ M A TTRADITION.
~YA
- This is mentioned for the first time
in the sixth century by Bhavya or Bhiivaviveka, the author of the
Tarkajvdld (Mdo XIX, pp. 1626 6-163a 3; cf. Mdo XC, No. 12), then
repeated with some modifications in the fourteenth century by Bu ston
(tr. OBERMILLER,
11, p. 96), in the fifteenth by Gion nu dpal (G.N.
ROERICH,
The Blue Annals, I, Calcutta, 1949, p. 28), and, finally, in the
p. 52) :
seventeenth by Tiiranzitha (tr. SCWIEFNER,
"One hundred and thirty-seven years after the ParinirvHna of the Buddha,
under the kings Nanda and Mahipadma, when a number of very conspicuous
Elders - MahHkSyapa, Mahlloma, MahHtyHga, Uttara, Revata, etc. - were
assembled in PHwliputra, MHra the Wicked assumed the form of a bhiksu
named Bhadra and manifested various wonders and, with the help of the five
theses, caused a great dissension in the Community.
Later, those five theses were adopted by the Sthaviras NHga ('Hgasena) and
Sramati. From then on the Community split into two sects : the Sthaviras and
the Mahmmghikas.
In the year 63 after this scission was completed, that is, in the year 200 after
the Nirvina, the doctrine was reviewed by the Sthavira VHt~iputra~~".

There is no longer a question here of MahHdeva, but of a false monk
named Bhadra whose heretical views were adopted by two Sthaviras,

O 9 This is only a summary of an obscure passage with corrections proposed by L. DE
VAL& POUSSIN(ERE. IV, p. 183, n. 4) and adopted by FRAUWALLNER
(Kotuile, pp. 2467). They are confirmed by Bu ston (11, p. %) and THraniitha (p. 61) who locate in
137 + 63 = 200 after the N. the review of the doctrine by Vitsiputra. Another opinion.
seemingly. in A. BARUU, JA. 1956, p. 173.
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NHga and Slramati; the name of the former recalls those NHgas already
noted by Vasumitra. The schism occurred, no. longer under ASoka (in
the year 100 after the NirvHna, according to the short chronology), but
under his predecessor Mahipadma of the Nanda dynasty, in 137 after
the NirvHna according to the long chronology. The Sammatiya follows,
as we see, a calculation which is very close to the Sinhalese chronology
which places ASoka's consecration in 218 after the Nirvina and the
reign of the Nandas from the year 140 to 162 after the NirvHna (346-324
B.C.).
SUPPLIEDTO BHAWABY HIS TEACHERS.- It was as a
5. INFORMA~ON
matter of form that Bhavya recorded the Sammatiya tradition above.
Personally he abided by the opinion held by the lineage of his teachers
(madguruparampard) and mentioned by himself at the beginning of his
Tarkajvdld :
309

"One hundred and sixty years after the Pariniwina of the Buddha, while King
Dharma-ASoka was ruling in Kusumapura (= Plfaliputra), a great schism
suddenly occurred in the community in consequence of several controversial
points. After that, the Samgha split into two schools, Mahldmghikas and
Sthaviras".

However, the date proposed : "160 years after the Nirvina, in the
reign of ASoka" does not tally with any known calculation or with the
short chronology which locates ASoka in 100 after the NirvHna, or with
the long one which has him rule from 218 to 255 after the Nirvina. Yet
the same date, 160 after the NirvHna, is also mentioned by other
authors, particularly Bu ston (11, p. 96) who, in this connection, attributes the origin of the schism, not to the appearance of the five heretical
theses, but to the fact that the Arhats "were reading the Word of the
Buddha in four different languages : Sanskrit, PrHkrit, Apabhramia and
PaiGcika".
3rd - Persistence of the heresy under MahHdeva I1
In order to complete our documentation, it should be noted that
alongside MahHdeva I, the initiator of the five theses and instigator of
the schism, the Sanskrit sources record the existence of a Mahideva 11, a
Mahidmghika scholar who lived 200 years after the NirvHna, continued
to teach the five theses and incited further splits within the Mahidm@ka schools. This MahHdeva I1 was well known to Vasumitra who,
as we have seen, makes no mention of MahHdeva I. These are some
references :
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1. Vasumitra in his three translations :

Then, two hundred
years later, Mahldeva,
a heretic (tirthika), left
the world and resided
at the CaityaSaila; in
the Mahiisiiq&ka sect,
three further sects were
founded : Caityikas,
AparaSailas and Uttarabilas.

,

Two hundred years
having passed, there
was a heretic named
MahHdeva who left the
world in the MahHGmghika school; he
lived alone on Mount
h i l a and taught the
five theses to the
M a m f i k a s . Thereafter [a new] split into
two schools : the
school of the CaityaSailas, the school of the
Uttaraiailas
[and,
according to the Tibetan version, the school
of the Aparabilas].

When two hundred
years had passed, there
was a heretic who had
left the world and
abandoned wrongness
and
returned
to
righteousness, and he
was ALSO named
MahHdeva. Having left
the world in the MahHGmghika sect, he received full ordination;
learned
(bahuSruta)
and rigorous (viryavat), he resided at Caityabila.
With
the
community of that
sect, he again explained
the fiye theses, which
led to discussions and a
division into three sects
: Caityahilas, Aparahilas and Uttaraiailas.

2. Sc5riputrapariprcchc5 (T1465, p. 900c 6-12), a MahHGmghika work
translated anonymously between 317 and 420 A.D. :
"In the Mahadm@ka school, two hundred years after my NirvHna, as an
outcome of disputes, the Vyavahira, Lokottara, Kukkulika, BahuSrutaka and
PrajiiaptivHdin schools will emerge. After three hundred years, followinj discussions, these five schools will be joined by THE SCHOOL O F MAHADEVA,
that of the Caitikas and that of the Uttarabilas".

3. Paramlrtha (500-569 A.D.) and Chi tsang (549-623 A.D.) on the
Treatise on the Sects by Vasumitra ( D E ~ ~ I LSectes,
L E , pp. 50-3) :
"When two hundred years had passed, an upisaka-king from the land of
Magadha propagated the Law of the Buddha widely and, in order to profit from
his generosity, all the heretics took up the religious life. MahHdeva, who had
ordained himself, placed himself at their head, received new pupils and ordained
them into his personal samgha. The king sorted out those "parasitical" (steyasayvZsika) monks and permitted only some of them, the three hundred most
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intelligent ones, to live in Magadha. MahHdeva, who was not tolerated by them,
went and settled apart in the mountains with his adherents. Then, among those
mountain-dwellers themselves, differences of opinion arose, and so the two
schools called Caityahila and Uttaraiaila were formed".

4. K'uei chi (I.c., pp. 43a-45a) reproduces the above and adds the
name of the king : Hao yun wang "Cloud-loving".

311

Should we see in this Mahiideva 11, located by all the sources in the
mountainous regions [in Andhra country], an arbitrary splitting of
Mahideva I into two persons? Should we reject the historicity of both
Mahidevas and only see in them a confabulation intended to illustrate
the progress of a heresy which, originating in Southern India among the
Nigas of Mahiristra, spread from samgha to samgha, finally causing
the Mahidmghlka schism and, after many transformations, finally
triumphed in several communities, particularly the Caitikas and sailas in
the Andhra region? We leave it to the reader to decide on these
questions.
4th - The Mahidevas of the Pili sources
The Sinhalese school firmly disavowed the five theses which it explains
and refutes in the Kathivatthu, 11, 1-5 (pp. 163-203), but provides no
information about their author. The commentary merely states that the
heretical propositions in question were taught by the Pubbaseliyas,
Aparaseliyas and others.
Among the numerous Mahidevas known to the Pili tradition Professor Malalasekera pointed out no less than nineg0- none appears
to be a heretic. Two of them were contemporaries of ASoka : a
Mahideva who was ASoka's minister and arranged for the branch of the
Bodhivrk~to be sent to Ceylon (Mahivamsa, XVIII, 20); a MahHdeva
Thera who played an important part both as a religious teacher and a
Buddhist missionary. In fact, he conferred the pabbahi ordination on
Mahinda, ASoka's son (DITpavamsa, VII, 25; Mahdvamsa, V, 206;
SamantapcSscSdiki, p. 51); then, after the council of Pitaliputra in 236
after the Nirvina, he went to preach the Good Law in Mahisamandala
where he converted 40,000 persons and conferred ordination on 40,000

G.P. MALALASEKERA,
Dictionary of Pcili Proper Names,11, pp. 505-6.
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young people (Dipavapa, VIII, 5; MahGvapa, XII, 3 and 29; SamantaprSsc?dikG, pp. 63, 66).
Certain authors have suggested that this Mahisamandala, may have
been the Andhra country and the region of DhHnyakapka where the
Pubba- and Aparaseliya sects had their headquarters : Mahldeva would
have been the founder of these schools which were branches of the
MahHGmghika trunk and upheld the five theses. However, if the
MahHdeva in question had been a heretic, it is difficult to see how the
Sinhalese chronicle could have given him as the disciple and confidant of
the very orthodox Moggaliputtatissa, who was a declared VibhajyavHdin, and could have classified him as one of the great propagators of the
True Law. Moreover Mahisamandala is not the Andhra country, but is
either Mysore or, more probably, Mahismat or land of the M a h i ~ k a s ,
312 associated by the PurMa with the MahHrHstras and whose capital was
Mihismati on the NarmadH.
5th - The uncertainties in the tradition
The examination of the documentation concerning the five theses has
emphasized the hesitations and contradictions regarding :
1. the date of the schism : in 137 after the NirvHna in the reign of the
Nandas; in 100, 116 or 160 in the reign of ASoka.
2. the instigator or instigators of the schism : the NHgas of southern
India supported by their neighbours the Pratyantikas and BahuSrutas : a
monk whose name was Bhadanta or who was known by that name;
finally, Mahaeva. The last is sometimes presented as a criminal guilty
of three Gnantarya, sometimes as an erudite, talented and an unjustifiably slandered man, and, finally, sometimes as a SarvHstivHdin, a
"subtle investigator of the NZm-REpa".
3. the causes of the schism : the controversies provoked by the
appearance of the five theses, the insertion of MahHyHnist siitras in the
Tripipka, or again the translation of the scriptures into four different
languages.
4. the consequences of the schism : the Sthaviran Arhats took refuge
in KaSmir, and then settled there definitively, or again, after a short stay,
returned to Pipliputra where they caused a new council to be convened.
As to the instigator of the schism (MahHdeva), sometimes he remained
in PHtaliputra until his death, sometimes he repaired to the mountainous
regions of the Andhra area where he continued to teach his theses to the
Piirva-, Apara- and Uttaraiailas. However, certain sources make MahHdeva, the Saila scholar, a different person from MahHdeva, the instigator
of the schism.
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3. THE MAHASAMGHIKA SCHISM

The early sources do not agree over the exact date of this event nor
over the causes which provoked it. At the risk of being repetitive, it is
useful to group here all the indications which have reached us, adopting
the various dates proposed as a method of classification. We should
recall that the short chronology used by the Sanskrit sources locates the
accession of Aboka one hundred years after the Nirvina, while the long
chronology adopted by the Sinhalese sources places that same consecration in 218 after the Nirvina.
313
1 . Schism in the year I after the Nirvcina (short chron. 368 B.C.),
according to Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 9, p. 923a 2-10). - In the
neighbourhood of Rijagyha, twenty li to the west of the cave where
MahikiSyapa and his thousand (sic) Arhats had held the first council in
the year 1 after the Nirvina, Hsiian tsang visited an ASokan stiipa
erected on the spot where the MahZGmghika canon had been compiled.
Some monks in training (Saiksa) and some fully trained (daik;~),
numbering more than several hundred thousands, who had not participated in KiSyapa's council, assembled in that place. They said to one
another : "While the Tathigata was alive, we all had one and the same
master; now that he is deceased, we are cast aside like strangers. In
order to dispaly our gratitude to the Buddha, we must compile a
Dharmapitaka". Thus, wordlings (pythagiana) and holy ones (drya)
united and composed five Pitakas : Siitra-, Vinaya-, Abhidharma-,
Ksudraka- and Dhirani-pitaka : they were called the Collection of the
Mahisimghikas because wordlings and holy ones had formed the
assembly which drafted them.
Sectes, p. 28 sq.), a century
Chi tsang and Paramlrtha (DEMI~VILLE,
before Hsiian tsang, had already proposed quite a close version of this
event. According to these authors, two months after the decease of the
Buddha, on the Gydhraklta at Rijagyha, MahikiSyapa and his five
hundred Arhats, who made up the Sthavira school, had compiled the
Tripitaka. A number of monks, who had not been admitted to this task,
gathered outside the disciplinary limit (simi) with the intention of
compiling the Tripitaka too; their leader was the Arhat BHspa and, since
they were ten thousand in number, they took the name of Mahidmghika. Therefore, the year 1 after the Nirvina was marked by a
purely nominal scission between KiSyapa's Sthaviras and Bepa's MahHGmghikas; however, it was only 116 years later, in the reign of ASoka,
that the controversies provoked by Mahideva transformed the scission
into a doctrinal schism which resulted in the formation of two separate
schools : that of the Sthaviras and that of the Mahbwghikas.
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The version of the events as recorded here by Hsiian tsang calls for
some reservation. From his translation of the Treatise on the Sects
(T 2031), the master of the Law knew perfectly well that Vasumitra
dated the Mahidmghika schism at "One hundred years or more". So
why, in his Hsi yu chi, does he claim that it went back to the very
origins of Buddhism? It is unlikely that the unity of the Samgha was
broken from the time of the decease of the Blessed One and that two
canons of texts were compiled simultaneously. As an adept of the
Mahiyina, Hsuan tsang no doubt believed that the Great Vehicle had
its remote origins in the Mahidmghika school and wanted to date the
formation of that school far back in the past. The same concern can be
seen in ParamHrtha who, with more credibility, posits only a nominal
scission between the Sthaviras and Mahidmghikas at the beginning.
Nevertheless, with all due respect, we wonder whether Hsuan tsang
did not confuse matters by linking the schism with the council of
Riijagrha in the year 1 after the Nirvina, rather than with the council
of Pitaliputra in ASoka's time. The Mahisimghika council is supposed
to have counteracted a council held in RHjagrha by KiSyapa "surrounded by 1,000 Arhats". However, the whole Buddhist tradition, with few
rare exceptions, claims that KHSyapa assembled only 500 Arhats around
him. The council of the 1,000 Arhats is, according to the same tradition
(Dpv., VII, 58; Mhv., V, 275; Sp., p. 61), the one which was held in
PHtaliputra during the reign of ASoka.
2. Schism in the year 100 after the N i r v i ~(long chron., 386 B.C.),
according to the Dipavamsa (V, 30-9). The malevolent Vajjiputtaka
monks, after being expelled by the Theras of the council of VaiSHli in
the year 100 after the Nirvina in the reign of Kilisoka, maintained their
false doctrines and organized an opposilion council. Thal assembly was
known to history by the name of Grand Council (mahisqgiti) and the
participants were called Mahisamgitikas. They were guilty of falsifying
the writings, either by causing upheaval in established texts, or by
making omissions and interpolations, or by rejecting whole sections of
the canon (Parivira, Abhidhamma in six sections, Pa!isambhidhi, Niddesa and parts of the Jitaka), and by compiling new texts. They went so
far as to change the original terms, the gender of words, the rules of
style and figures of rhetoric. Those Mahisamgitikas were the first
schismatics and, in imitation of them, countless heretics appeared.
With the exception of the date, this new version of the schism
consisting of an opposition council and a modification of the canonical
writings is quite close to the preceding one. It also contains improbabilities. It is difficult to see how the condemnation of the laxist practices
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which prevailed in Vaigli could have led to a revolt by the majority and
a complete revision of the canon, about which the early sources concerning the council of VaiGli are completely silent.
However, there is more. Of the Sinhalese chronicles, the D l p a v q s a is
the only one to mention the Mahisamgiti and the Mahisamgitikas. The
Dlpavapa is less a consistent chronicle than a dossier of badly classified
documents in which a large number of doublets appear. The part
concerning the Mahisamgitikas was eliminated from the chronicle by
the compilers of the M a h i v q s a and the Samantapcisidiki and, as will
be seen, replaced by a completely different document in the Nikiyasapgraha.
3. Schism in the year 137 after the NirvMa (long chron., 349 B.C.),
according to the Sammatiya tradition recorded by Bhavya, Bu ston,
Gion nu dpal and Tiranitha (references above, p. 281). - In the year
137 after the NirvHna, during the reign of Nanda and Mahipadma, an
assembly was held in Pitaliputra in which numerous Sthaviras participated. The teaching of the five theses begun by the monk (Bhadanta) and
taken up again, later (?), by the Sthaviras NHga (Nigasena) and
Siramati (Manoratha) caused a schism in the assembly between the
Sthaviras and the Mahisiirpghikas.
This new tradition is distinguishable from those that preceded and
those that followed in that it does not link the schism to one of the three
great Buddhist councils - R i j a g h a , VaiSili and PHpliputra - nor to
a glorious reign in the history of Buddhism, the reign of Ajitabtru,
KilHSoka or ASoka.
4. Schism in the year 100 or, to be more exact, 116 after the Nirvina
(short chron., 252 B.C.), according to Vasumitra, the V i b h e i and
related sourccs (references above, pp. 275-76). - It was during the reign
of ASoka the Maurya, in the year 100 or 116 after the NirvHna, that the
five heretical theses, originating in the NHgas of southern India or
preached by a certain MahHdeva, caused a doctrinal scission between the
Sthaviras and the Mahidmghikas.
We saw above the vacillations of this tradition.
5 . Schism in the year 160 after the N i r v e a (short chron., 208 B.C.)
according to Bhavya and others (references above, p. 283). - This
tradition is identical to the preceding one, the only difference being that
the schism is fixed in 160 after the NirvHna, but still during the reign of
ASoka. However, at this date, ASoka had been dead for twenty-three
years.
6. Schism in the year 236 after the NirvMa (long chron., 250 B.C.)
according to the Nikiyasqgraha (tr. C.M. FERNANDO,
Colombo, 1908,
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p. 9). - According to this work, which was written towards the end of
the fourteenth century by the Samghariija Dharmakirti, the schism
occurred immediately after the council of Piipliputra presided over by
Moggaliputtatissa in the year 236 after the Nirviina : "After that
council, the heretics (tirthika) who had been expelled from the order
and were receiving no further aid, withdrew and, foaming with rage,
assembled in Nilandii, near Riijagyha. There, they thought the matter
over and said : "We will establish a rift between the doctrine and
discipline of the Siikya7smonks in order to make it difficult for people to
understand the religion. However, if we are not acquainted with the
subtleties of the religion, that will not be possible, so we must become
monks again by any means whatever'. They presented themselves anew
but, unable to.gain admittance from the Theriya Nikiiya (school of the
Sthaviras), they went to the members of seventeen brotherhoods, Mahidmghikas, etc., which had been dismissed by that [Theriya Nikiiya], and
took up the religious life [with them], without admitting that they were
Tirthikas. Henceforward, hearing and reading the TripiCaka, they disarranged and destroyed it. Later, they went to the town of KauGmbi
and used every means to initiate a separate doctrine and discipline. After
the year 255 of the Nirvina of the Buddha, they split into six divisions
and, dwelling in six different places, formed themselves into nine fraternities : Hemavata, Rijagiriya, Siddhatthika, Pubbaseliya, Aparaseliya,
Viijiriya, Vetulya, Andhaka and Anyamahidmghika".
Therefore, the account in the DITpavaysa according to which the
Mahidmghikas formed themselves into a separate school after the
council of VaiSHli in the year 100 after the Nirvina - an account which
had already been eliminated from the Pili chronicle by the compilers of
the Mahdvamsa and Samantapdsddikd - is replaced here by a quite
different tradition, in the terms of which the heretics condemned by
ASoka and Moggaliputtatissa in 236 after the Nirvina (250 B.C.) joined
the Mahiidmghika communities and enlarged their ranks; a few years
later, in 255 after the Nirvina (231 B.C.), the very year of ASoka's
death, those Mahidmghikas, amalgamated with the heretics, migrated
abroad (in particular, to the Andhra region) and formed nine separate
fraternities.
We do not know the value of this tradition which is narrated in such a
late work as the Nikdyasqgraha. We will merely note that it is
surprisingly close to the version of the facts presented by Vasumitra,
Paramirtha and Hsiian tsang.
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- CONCLUSIONS

The Buddhist traditions concerning the councils, the heresies and the
schism are so vacillating and contradictory that they cannot be considered as objective accounts of any historical value. Nevertheless, they
constitute a precious psychological documentation in that they exactly
interpret the mind and propensities of the Buddhist community from
the outset.
After the decease of the Buddha, the ~ i k y a ' sdisciples were faced with
an immense task : their Master left them no written testament, and it
was important to establish his teaching, with the utmost urgency, as
much from the doctrinal as the disciplinary point of view. Particularly in
the domain of the Vinaya, even if the PrHtimok* articles were firmly
established, some doubts remained with regard to the minor and unimportant precepts. However, the Samgha had no master available to
institute a legitimate elaboration of what had already been disclosed.
On their own authority, MahHkiSyapa and his immediate disciples, all
of them claiming to be Arhats, set themselves up as scholars and critics.
It was only with some hesitation that they opened their ranks to
Ananda, the faithful disciple of the Master but who, unlike KHSyapa,
did not belong to the brihmin caste and had still not acquired the
supreme fruit of the religious life. In order to be able to join his
colleagues, Ananda also had to win Arhatship.
The assembly, at last constituted, gathered in council at RHjaglha and
immediately began a joint recitation of the doctrinal discourses and
disciplinary rules. With regard to the precepts, it displayed uncompromising strictness. The work achieved its aim, we believe fairly rapidly, by
the formation of an oral canon of the Buddhist teaching which had been
memorized in the Magadhan language by specialized bhiksus; among
them there were memorizers of the siitra (sltradhara) and of the vinaya
(vinayadhara), official commentators (ma'tykcidhara) and professional
preachers (dharmakathaka).
Despite all their competence, the Arhats in KHSyapa's circle were not
able to win the approval of all their colleagues. Certain monks - the
name of PurHna or Upananda is cited - preferred to retain the teaching
just as they had heard it from tf~elips of the Master. Opposition was
particularly strong among the religious who had still not attained
holiness and remained at the level of students (Sa*a) or wordlings
(prthagiana). There most probably was a collusion between those monks,
whose spiritual level was inferior, and the pious laity (upbaka) who
were denied any possibility of direct access to NirvHna by the early
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doctrine. During the first two centuries of Buddhism, a latent hostility,
caused by jealousy, smouldered between the Arhats on the one hand,
and the worldly religious and the laity on the other. This caused everincreasing conflict, and finally culminated in schism.
The first controversies concerned discipline. Certain religious proposed abolishing the minor and unimportant precepts on pretext that the
Buddha had not defined them clearly, but the Arhats decided to
maintain them down to the very last one. Later, some monks from
VaiGli, the Vrjiputrakas, attempted to include in the Vinaya the laxist
practices to which they were accustomed, particularly the possibility for
the monks to accept gifts of moncy; thcy wcrc condcmncd.
The intransigence of the Arhats deserved to be taught a lesson.
Without further ado, an attempt was made to attack them directly
through their honour and privileges; it was then that the five heretical
theses appeared, asserting that the Arhat is always subject to a certain
form of physical impurity, to ignorance and doubt, that he can be
helped spiritually by others and that there are other means of salvation
than the slow and painful practice of the eightfold Path. This heresy
was perhaps first formulated in southern India, but the information
provided by the sources on its author or authors are merely fables
invented after the event. Once it had been launched, it gradually spread
to all the Buddhist communities where it was keenly discussed. The
Arhats, who were directly threatened, opposed it with savage resistance.
A few samghas split into two groups : adversaries and supporters of the
heresy, and no doubt some religious migrated, but historical details are
lacking.
The supporters of the heresy, who were upheld by the laity and
included in their ranks the mass of worldlings and biksas, were in the
majority. Many of them, though lacking in holiness, were consummate
scholars (bahuiruta). They were no longer satisfied with the early canon
of the writings and undertook to revise it. They rearranged the order of
the texts, eliminated some works questioning their authenticity or value,
but mainly they inserted into the old collections new compositions, in
which their particular views were set out.
All these dissensions inevitably culminated in the schism which
brought about the scission of the original Samgha into two main
branches : that of the Sthaviras who remained faithful to the old ideal
of holiness, and that of the MahHGmghikas who were won over to the
five theses, open to the aspirations of the laity and strongly tinged with
democracy. Whatever the sources may say, it is doubtful whether the
kings directly intervened in the doctrinal conflict. ASoka, as we know
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from his edicts, protected all sects impartially and tried to bring harmony among them rather than set them against one another; he
contended with the dissension as such, threatening to reduce all the
agitators to lay status. The date of the schism has not been precisely
established, but everything leads to the belief that it had been prepared
over a long period and only came to a head in ASoka's era, at a time
when the royal favours had attracted into the order a number of selfinterested recruits, possibly even pure tirthikas. On this subject, some
early evidence, not mentioned so far, can be put forward : that of
NHgHrjuna or, if it is a question of a gloss, his translator Kumirafiva
(405 A.D.) : "When the Buddha was in this world, there was no
opposition to the Law. When he had disappeared, and the Law was
recited for the first time, it was still as when the Buddha was alive. One hundred years later, King ASoka convened a great assembly of the
quinquinnial (pan'cavar;apari;ad) and the Great Masters of the Law
debated. Because of their differences, there were distinct sects (nikiiya),
each having a name and each of which was subsequently to evolve" (T
1509, ch. 2, p. 70a).
111. - THE GROWTH O F BUDDHISM IN INDIA
It was during the Mauryan period that Buddhism, extending well
beyond the Gangetic plain which had been its birthplace, gradually
reached neighbouring lands and took root in the whole of India, as well
as Ceylon. This peaceful conquest, however, did not prevent the survival
of brihmanical institutions and Hindu practices, since the efforts made
by the propagandists were aimed less at eliminating established institutions and popular beliefs than at adapting them to Sikyamuni's message.
320
With regard to this rapid growth of Buddhism, we possess two
sources of information, differing in origin and value, but which complete
and verify each other : the Sinhalese chronicle and old and modern
archaeology.
1 . THE SINHALESE CHRONICLE

THEDATA IN THE CHRONICLE.- The Sinhalese chronicle abounds in
precise and dated information on what it calls the Conversion of
Various Regions (NcSnadesapmida), details of which can be found in the
Dlpavapa (VIII, 1-13), the Mahivapa (XII, 1-55), the Pili Samantapisiidikd (I, pp. 63-9), the Chinese Samantapkidikii (Shun chien 112, T
1462, ch. 2, pp. 684-6) and the M&odhivamsa (pp. 1 13-15).
After the council of Pipliputra, in the month of Kattika (October) in
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the year 236 after the Nirvlna (250 B.C.), the Thera Moggaliputtatissa,
in anticipation of the future and with the aim of propagating the religion
in neighbouring lands, sent missionaries to nine separate regions.
1. The Arhat Majjhantika who, as one may recall, had recited the
kammav6cG during the ordination of Mahinda, went to Kasmira-Gandhlra. There, with his supernatural powers, he vanquished the Nlga-king
Araviia and converted him to Buddhism, while the Yaksa Pandaka, his
wife Hint5 and their five hundred sons became srotaipannas. Majjhantika preached the ~ ~ i v i s o ~ a m t i s ubefore
t t a a large gathering of people,
converted 80,000 persons and conferred 100,000(var. 1,000) ordinations.
2. MahZdeva, who had also taken part in the ordination of Mahinda
by conferring on him the pabbaija', set out to win over Mahi~mandala
where he preached the Devadurasutra, converted 40,000 persons and
conferred 40,000 ordinations.
3. Rakkhita made for the land of Vanavfisa and, rising into the air,
recited the Anamatagga Samyutta; 60,000 persons were converted,
37,000 (var. 7,000) took up the religious life, and 500 vihLras were
founded.
4. Yonaka-Dhammarakkhita was sent to Aparantaka, where he preached the Aggikkhandopamtisutta and converted 37,000 (var. 30,000)
persons and gave 2,000 ordinations, of which a good thousand were
women.
5. Mahgdhammarakkhita, known to have conferred ordination on
Tissa, ASoka's half-brother, was despatched to MahHraItha. After hav321 ing preached the Mahiiniiradakassapa Jiitaka, he had 84,000 conversions and 13,000 (3,000) ordinations to his credit.
6. MahHrakkhita travelled to Yonakaloka and there he recited the
Kdlakdr-utta;
170,000 (var. 137,000) persons were won to Buddhism
and 10,000 (var. 1,000) took up the monastic life.
7. Majjhima reached the high Hirnavat mountains with four companions : Kassapagotta, Dundubhissara (the reading Durabissara is incorect), Sahadeva and MBlakadeva (var. Alakadeva). He recited the
Dhammacakkappavartanasutta. and 80 ko!i of beings became strotalpannas. Each of the five missionaries converted a kingdom, and each
kingdom yielded 100,000 monastic recruits.
8. Sona and Uttara went to Suvannabhiimi, where the preaching of
the Brahrnajiilasutta led to 60,000 conversions and 5,000 recruits.
9. Mahinda, ASoka's own son, was given the mission of converting
LankZ; he had four companions to assist him, the Theras It~hiya,
Uttiya, Sambala and Bhaddada, and he also took with him his
nephew, the novice Sumana, Saqghamitti's son. However, before un-
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dertaking the voyage, he understood that he would do better to wait
until Prince Devlnampiyatissa mounted the throne of Ceylon. In the
meanwhile, he resolved to go to Avanti, his native land, accompanied by
the other members of the mission. For six months, he stayed in Ujjeni
(Ujjayinl) at the Dakkhinigiri monastery; he then went to visit his
mother, Queen Devi, who lived in Vedisa, present-day Bhilsa in Gwalior;
he lodged for a month in the Cetiyagiri (var. Vedisagiri) monastery,
where he made the acquaintance of his cousin Bhanduka, the son of one
of his mother's sisters, and who became an upiisaka and joined
Mahinda.
However, the time had now come for Mahinda to accomplish his
mission. On the uposatha day of the month of Jettha, in the spring of
the year 236 after the Nirvina, the four theras, the Sramana Sumana
and the upiisaka Bhanduka rose miraculously into the air, and in a few
instants reached Ceylon. They landed on the peak of Mount Missaka,
present-day MihintalE, where King Devinampiyatissa was busy hunting.
Mahinda immediately called the sovereign and recited the Czjlahatthipadopamcisutta to him; the king and his retinue, 500 persons, took the
three refuges. Then the missionary, addressing the devas, preached the
Samacittasutta to them.
Led in triumph to Anurldhapura, the capital, the missionaries were
322 received and lodged in the palace by Queen Anulii and her five hundred
attendants. They recited the Petavatthu, Virninavatthu and Saccasamyutta,'and all acquired the srotaiipanna fruit.
The missionaries, without allowing themselves to be pampered by the
fine fare and solicitous care, organized a mission lasting seven days
which was preached either in the Elephants' Stable (Hatthisilii), or in
the Park of Delights (Nandanavana) to the south of the town. The
following is a list of the discourses and the results they incurred :
First day. - Teaching of the Devaditasuttanta and a thousand
conversions; teaching of the Bilappditasuttanta and a thousand conversions among the women.
Second day. -. The ceremonious presentation to the missionaries of
the Mahiimeghavana which was destined later to become the Tisdriima
or Mahlvihira, the religious centre of the island; teaching of the
Aggikkhandopamisuttanta and a thousand conversions.
Third day. - Teaching of the Asivisr.jpami and a thousand conversions.
Fourth day. - Teaching of the Anamatagga and a thousand conversions; fixing of the boundaries of the future MahHvihira.
Fifth day. - Teaching of the KhaJaniyasuttanta and a thousand
conversions.
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Sixth day. - Teaching of the Gomayapin@sutta and a thousand
conversions.
Seventh day. - Teaching of the Dhammacakkappavattanasurta and a
thousand conversions.
The 8,000 conversions carried out during the retreat, together with the
five hundred persons in the king's retinue who had welcomed the
missionaries on Mount Missaka, brought the number of converts to
8,500 (Mhv., XV, 201).
After remaining for twenty-six days in the Mahimeghavana, on the
13th of the month of Adlha (June). the six missionaries preached the
MahappamZhuttanta to the king, and then withdrew to Mount Missaka where they spent the rainy season. The king's nephew, Arittha, and
his 55 brothers followed them into the retreat and received ordination;
thenceforth the island had 62 monks. They spent the three months of the
var+ in the Cetiyapabbata monastery which had been built for them by
the king.
In the month of Kattika (October), the Sramana Sumana was sent to
ASoka in Pitaliputra, as well as to Indra's palace; he returned from his
voyage with a quantity of relics, particularly the right clavicle of the
323 Buddha, which were stored in the Cetiyapabbata. However, the precious
clavicle was soon transported to the Thiipirima enclosure, at the gates
of the town. The wonders which marked the celebrations led to further
callings, among them that of Mattibhaya, the king's brother. The
number of bhikkhus rose to 30,000 (Mhv.. XVII, 61).
Queen Anuli and her five hundred lady attendants expressed a desire
to take up the religious life, so the king sent his nephew Arittha to
ASoka with the task of obtaining a chapter of nuns and a branch of the
Bodhi tree. These requests were granted. The nun Samghamitti, with
eleven of her co-sisters, carrying the Bodhi tree, embarked at Timalitti
(Tamluk) and, after a rapid but stormy crossing, landed at the port of
Jambukola in Ceylon. The tree, transported in great pomp to Anuridhapura, was planted by the king in the Mahimeghavana.
Samghamitti conferred ordination on Anuli and her attendants; after
which the new nuns took up their quarters in the monasteries of the
Upisiki and Hatthilhakavihiras.
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE TRADITION.- The facts related by the chronicle are so important that the text must be subjected to a thorough
examination.
1. The initiative of Moggaliputtatissa. -The chronicle emphasizes the
fact that the missionary movement, which was to lead to the conversion
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of the whole of India, was launched on the initiative of the VibhajyavHdin Moggaliputtatissa, the master of Mahinda apostle of Ceylon.
For our part, we believe that Buddhism, using active propaganda
from the outset, was able to take advantage of the propitious circumstances created by the conversion of ASoka and the emperor's favour,
and win over the major part of India to the religion. However, we
strongly doubt that the considerable expansion it achieved during the
Mauryan period could have been the result of a concerted plan of
missions and in particular that the initiative for the move is to be
attributed to Moggaliputtatissa alone.
Thcrc can be no doubt that Buddhism, like other religious movements
of the time, within India as without, was a religion of propaganda, a
missionary movement. It is no less certain that such propaganda was
pursued from the beginning. Immediately after the discourse at Viiriinasi
325 and the conversion of the first disciples, the Buddha himself sent his
monks to expound the Good Law to whomsoever wished to hear it :
"0monks, I am freed from all the human and divine bonds and you,
also, are freed from them. Go forth, and walk for the welfare of many,
for the happiness of many, out of compassion for the world, for the
profit, for the welfare, for the happiness of gods and mankind. Let not
two of you go by the same path. Expound the Law which is beneficent
in the beginning, beneficent in the middle, beneficent at the end; teach it
in its spirit and its letter; explain the practice of the religious life in the
fullness of its purity. There exist beings who, by nature, are not blinded
by passion; but if they do not hear the Law expounded, they are lost;
they will be won over to the Law. As for myself, I shall go to UruvilvH,
the town of the army chief, in order to teach the Law" ( P d i Vin., I,
pp. 20-1; cf. Mahdvastu, 111, p. 415; T 1421, ch. 16, p. 108a; T 1428,
ch. 32, p. 7920; T 1450, ch. 6, p. 130a). This order was camed out and,
during the very lifetime of the Buddha, regions as remote as Avanti or
Sroniipariinta were, if not converted, at least evangelized by apostles the
memory of whom was preserved by history : MahPkHtyiiyana, Piima,
etc.
The chronicle simplifies and misrepresents the facts by situating the
general conversion of India in the year 236 after the NirvHna; it shows
its partiality by attributing the merit to Moggaliputtatissa and his
delegates alone. This tendentious version was never accepted on the
mainland, nor even generally admitted by all the Sinhalese religious.
a. For the mainlanders, the conversion of India was the result of a
long and patient teaching process initiated by the Buddha and continued
during the early centuries by the Masters of the Law and their imme-
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diate disciples. In the paragraph we devoted to them, we saw the r6le
played in KaSmir first by Madhyintika, then by Sinavisa and, finally,
by the 500 Sthavirian Arhats expelled from Pitaliputra by ASoka. The
same sources attribute to Mahendra "Ananda's disciple" (sic) the
conversion of Simhaladvipa.(Ceylon), and make the Mathuri region the
centre of activities of the great Upagupta. Doubtless not all the details
of the great deeds of these religious are clear, and the chronology of
their respective ministries is so ill-established that ~ s i i tsang
a ~ can be
excused for having, on one and the same page of his Memoirs,
attributed the founding of 500 KaSmirian vihiras first to Madhyintika
and his disciples, in the year 50 after the NirvHna, then and immediately
326 afterwards to the Sthavirian Arhats from PHtaliputra in the year 100
after the Nirvina (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 886a-b). The main point is that the
conversion of India required long centuries, for it began during the very
lifetime of the Buddha, and it was not completed until the Mauryan era.
It is therefore quite correct for the roll of honour of the missionaries
drawn up by the Mahikarmavibhariga (ed. LBw, pp. 61-4) to place
contemporaries of Sikyamuni and contemporaries of ASoka side by side
: "MahikiSyapa converted the population of the West, beginning with
Avanti. The Arya Madhyandina, having subdued five hundred dragons
in KaSmir, converted the region where he planted saffron which he had
gathered from Lake Anavatapta and which the population still eats
today; he also built a monastery there which is still inhabited. In
Suvamabhiimi, the Arya Gavimpati converted the population over a
distance of one hundred yojana. The inhabitants of Piirvavideha (the
Eastern World) were converted by the h a Pindola Bhiradvija, and
monasteries were built there which are still inhabited. In Simhaladvipa
(Ceylon), some Riksasas, Vibhisana, etc., achieved understanding
through the Arya Mahendra, and the region was converted. As it is said
in the Adhyardhaiataka, in the town of SiirpHraka, five hundred lay
persons were converted by the Arya Piima, and a pavilion with a frieze
made of sandalwood was constructed; the Blessed One made his way
there through the air with five hundred bhiksus, and a throng of people
was converted". This account knows nothing whatever about Moggaliputta's missionary activity.
b. It is immediately obvious that the fable concerning Moggaliputta's
missions could not have been compiled before the fifth century, the date
of the introduction of Buddhism to Burma. Before that date, the
Sinhalese religious who were settled in the Andhra region had already
attempted to accredit a legend which attributed the conversion of the
whole of India to Sinhalese Sramanas, but which makes no mention of
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Moggaliputta. An inscription from Nigirjunikon&, dating from the
year 14 of the reign of the Iksviku Mithariputa Siri-Virapurisadata (ca
240-260 A.D.), records the erection of an absidal temple (caityagyha) and
a shrine (caitya) by the uplsiki Bodhisiri for the benefit "of the masters
and fraternities of Tambapamna (Ceylon) who converted Kasmira,
Gamdhira, Cina-Cilita, Tosali, Avaramta, Vamga, Vanavisi, Darnila,
Palura and Tambapamnidipa" (EI, XX, 1929, p. 22). In other words, it
is assumed that the Sinhalese converted the whole of India as well as
327 themselves. It needed all the naivety of an over-pious woman to take
them at their word. The Pili chronicle itself did not dare to confirm such
a fable and preferred to transpose to Moggaliputta, ASoka's spiritual
adviser and teacher of the great Sinhalese missionary Mahinda, the
honour of having initiated the missions. However, if this last tradition
compelled recognition in Ceylon, it was always ignored or dismissed on
the mainland.
It should be remembered that the evangelization, begun at the time of
the Buddha, intensified in the Mauryan age and led, in the reign of
ASoka, to the virtual conversion of the whole of India, but that the
missionary movement was the deed of all the communities then existing
and no samgha in particular can claim exclusive merit for it. Furthermore, the expansion of the Good Law was ruled by geographical
conditions : it was propagated from region to region.
The tendentious nature of the chronicle in no way prevents it from
supplying interesting and occasionally, precise, information on the
conversion of India.
2. The lands covered by the mission. - They were nine in number :
1. KaSmira-Gandhira. Taken in its broadest sense, Gandhira, the
inhabitants of which were known to Strabo and Ptolemy by the names
of Gandaritoi and Gandarai, represents the ancient Achaemenid satrapy
of Gadara. The province, ceded to Candragupta by Seleucus I in 305,
included not only the district of Puskarivati (present-day Pring and
Chlrsadda, 17 miles N.E. of Peshiwar), but also the Eastern Punjab,
capital TakgSili (20 miles N.W. of Riwalpindi). The region was
completely Buddhist by the Mauryan period. The same cannot be said
for KaSmir which, with the exception of the extreme south, did not truly
become a Buddhist land until the Kusina era.
2. Mahisamandala. Vain attempts were made to identify this area
with the land of Andhra, in which Mahideva's heresy flourished for a
long time in the ~ a i l acommunities. The Mahisakas are mentioned by
the Puriina among the people in the South, after the Mahirlstras; their
capital was Mlhismati on the Narmadi. Mihismati is known to the
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canonical sources (Digha, 11, p. 235; Suttanipdta, v. 1011) as the chief
town of Southern Avanti. As a close neighbour of Uijayini, it no doubt
benefited quite early on from the propagandist movement initiated by
Mahiikiityiiyana in Avanti.
3. Vanaviisa, or North Kanara, was the dwelling-place of the Vana328 viisikas or Vanaviisins to the east of Konkan, between the Ghit, the
Tungabhadrii and the Varadii. The town of Vanaviisi, situated on the
left bank of the Varadii, was known to Ptolemy (VII, 1,83) by the name
of Banabasi; an inscription dating from the ~atukula-Siitakamidynasty
1186).
has been found thcre (L~~DERs,
4. Apariintaka in a restricted sense is northern Konkan, its capital
being Siirpiiraka, the Suppara of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea ($52)
and of Ptolemy (VII, 1, 6), present-day Sopiira; however, in the wider
sense, Apariinta, a synonym of PaSciiddeSa, designates the whole western
coast, Sindh, Western Riijputiina, Kutch, Gujariit and the coastal area of
the lower Narmadi. If we are to believe Buddhist sources (Majhima,
111, p. 268; Sayyutta, N, p. 61 ; Divya, p. 45 sq.), the sage F'iima, at the
time of the Buddha, had already brought the Good Word to the
~ronii~ariintakas
(Piili, Suniiparantas) and founded a monastery made
of sandalwood in Siirpiiraka.
5. Mahiristra is the Maratha region on the Upper Godavari.
6. Yavanaloka designates the territories of eastern Gedrosia and
Arachosia which were ceded by Seleucus to Candragupta in approximately 305 B.C. and occupied by Graeco-Iranian settlers called "barbarians" in the Mahdbharata (XII, 65, 13) and "the godless" by the
Purea.
7. Himavanta refers in a general manner to the whole Himilayan
region.
8. SuvamabhCrni is a maritime country which, despite the suggestion
made by Fleet, has nothing to do with Kamasuvama located by Hsiian
tsang (T 2087, ch. 10, p. 928a) in North-West India. It was known as the
Chryse Chersonesos to the ancient geographers and identified with the
ancient m8n area, and more particularly the town of Thaton in lower
Burma9'. According to the Buddhist sources, Suvamabhiimi was evan0 1 Chryse Chersonesos of Pomponius Mela (III,70), Pliny the Elder (VI, 55.80). Periplus
of the Erylhrueun Sea (56, 50, 63), Josephus (Ant. Jud., VIII, 6, 4). Ptolemy (Vll, 1 , IS),
Suvqqrabhrimi of JPtaka, IV, p. IS; VI, p. 34; Chin ti or Chin rhou of the Miilarsarv2stividin Vin. (T 1444, ch. 2, p. 1 0 2 6 ~7); of the Upadeia (T 1509, ch. 1 1 , p. 1366 17) and of
I ching (T 2066, ch. 2, p. I lc 5-7; p. 12a 5 and I I) who identifies it with the Malayan
kingdom of Shi-li-foshi (Srivijaya). See R.C. MAJUMDAR,
Suvarnabhrimi, Dacca, 1937;
i Suvamadyip, Aiyangar Comm. Vol., p. 462V. RANGHACHARYA.The S u v ~ h u mand
482.
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gelized either by GavHmpati during the Buddha's lifetime (Mahiikarmavibhariga, p. 62), or by Sona and Uttara at the time of ASoka (PHli
329 chronicle). However, this is apocryphal information which can hardly
date back further than the fifth century A.D., since there is no trace at
all of any Indian incursions into Burma before the fragments of the Pili
canon found at M6za and Maungun, on the ancient site of Prome, and
which date from around 500 A.D.92.
9. LankH or Ceylon.
The nine regions enumerated by the chronicle were therefore not all
evangelized at the time of ASoka; some, such as Avanti and AparHntaka, had encountered the Buddhist message before that date; others,
such as Suvamabhlmi, not until much later. However, it is not impossible that the missionary movement intensified in the Maurya period; it
is even probable that the preachers of the Saddharma were quite close
on the heels of the imperial envoys sent to various regions in India to
promulgate the Dharma of ASoka.
According to the fifth rock edict (BUXH, p. 103), thirteen years after
the consecration (231 after the Nirvina, 255 B.C.), the overseers of the
Dharma of ASoka introduced it among the Yavanas, Kambojans,
Gandhirans, RHstrikas, Pitenikas and other AparHntas, and we know
from the second and twelfth rock edicts (BLOCH,pp. 93, 130) that the
pious message reached as far as the Timrapaqiyas. The official propaganda opened the way for the religious propaganda and, five years later,
to be precise in the year 18 of the consecration (236 after the Nirvlna,
250 B.C.), the DharmabhHnakas, as the Buddhist missionaries were
called, duplicated the activity of the imperial functionaries.
In order to get an idea of the extent of the political and religious
activity launched at the time of PriyadarSin, we can compare the
) , Karmaregional lists supplied by the PHli chronicle, the edicts ( l . ~ .the
vibhariga @p. 61-4) and the NHgirjunikonia inscription (EI, XX, 1929,
p. 22) : (see p. 302).
330

The Gna-Cilitas are cited by the Buddhist sources (Milinda, pp. 327,
331) immediately after the Saka-Yavanas; the Mahibhirata (11, 26, 9;
V, 19, 15) knows them by the names of G n a and Kirita; they are the
Kirridai of the Periplus ($62) and the Tiladai or Piladai of Ptolemy (VII,
2, 15). They are located roughly on the Upper Indus, in the Himllayan
part of the river.
Of the four sources, NHgHrjunikonda is the only one to mention the
conversion of Eastern India : Vanga or Bengal, Tosali from whence the
9a

G . COED&, Les ktars hindoukes d'lndochine et I'lndonbie, Paris, 1948, p. 37.
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Chronicle

Edicts

1. KaSmira

Karmavibhanga

Nigirjunikonda

2. KaSmira

1. KaSmira
2. Gandhira

2. Gandhiira
3. Mahiw-

mandala
4. Vanavisa
5. AparHntaka

(330-331)

1. Avanti
6. AparHnta

6. Region of

I

7. Vanavlsi
5. Aparinta

Slrplraka
6. Mahiiristra

7. Yavanaloka
8. Himavanta
9. Suvamabhlmi

4. Rhtrika
1. Yavana

8. Yavana (?)
3. C@a-CilHta

3. Suvamabhiimi

2. Kamboja
7. Cola, Piindya,
Kerala
8. THmrapamiya

5. Simhaladvipa

9. Damila (?)
1 1. Timraparni-

dvipa
6. Valiga
4. Tosali
10. Palura (?)

separate Dhauli edicts come (BLOCH,p. 136) and which is the Dosarene
of the Greek geographers (Periplus, 62; Ptolemy, VII, 1, 17; VII, 1, 40;
VII, 1, 77), finally, if the reading is correct, Palura. This town, called
Padoura by Ptolemy (VII, 1, 16, 18 and 85), must be identified with
Dantapura, the capital of Kali~iga(Digha, 11, p. 235; Jitaka, 11, p. 367;
Mahdvastu, 111, p. 361), the oppidum of Dandaguda for Pliny (VI, 72)93.
3. The missionaries. - Of the twenty-odd missionaries cited by the
PZli chronicle, only two, Majjhantika and Mahinda, have found a placc
331 in the Buddhist tradition on the mainland, the first by the name of
Madhyintika or Madhyandina, the second by that of Mahendra.
There existed a prediction by the Buddha according to which, after his
decease, the Arhat Madhyintika would settle in KaSmir and propagate
Buddhism there. It is mentioned in the ASokivadina (T 2042, ch. 4,
p. 1166 3-4; T 2043, ch. 7, p. 155c 20-I), the MzilasarvZstividin Vin.
(Gilgit Manuscripts, 111, Pt I, p. xvii, 1.4; T 1448, ch. 9, p. 40c 18-22), the
Mah&arqipundarika (T 380, ch. 2, p. 954c 13-17) and the Hsi yu chi
(T2087, ch. 3, p. 886a 21).
At the time of his NirvZna, which he obtained in the middle of the
Ganges, Ananda solemnly entrusted the Law to Madhyintika with the
mission to propagate it in KaSmir : ASokdva&na (T 2042, ch. 4, p. 1166
93 S. L ~ INotes
,
Indiennes. JA, 1925, p. 46 sq.; Prolknke. le Niddesa er la Blharkarhd.
ktudes Asiatiqucs, 11, 1925, p. 17 sq.
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5; T 2043, ch. 7, p. 155c 24), MtSlasarviistivCdin Vin. (T 1451, ch. 40, p.
410c). This same tradition is narrated in the FPn pieh kung tP lun
(T 1507, ch. 2, p. 376 16-27) with the difference that Mahendra already
comes into the story :
"When Ananda was on the point of entering Nirvlna, he first displayed a
luminous augury. A brahmaciirin who had learned the art of calculation from
handa, perceiving the brilliance of his appearance, said to King Ajltakttm :
'Ananda's appearance is extraordinary; is he not about to enter Nimgna?
Immediately, the king sent messengers to fetch h a n d a . However, Ananda, at
the head of his five hundred disciples, had reached midway along the banks of
the Ganges; he entered a boat in order to cross it and reached mid-stream. The
king was present on the bank, and the inhabitants of VaiGli, who had also come
to welcome him, had sent five hundred young people to meet him. As his
intention was to go to both countries [at one and the same time], Ananda made
use of his supernormal power to cause the boat to stop in midstream. He then
made his disciples approach; the first was called Mo shan t'i (Madhylntika) and
the second Mo shin 15' (Mahendra). Ananda said to Madhylntika : 'Go to the
kingdom of Chipin (KaSmir) and establish the Law of the Buddha : that country
does not yet know of it, make it your task to spread it abroad'. Then he said to
Mahendra : 'Go to the kingdom of Shih tzii chu (Simhaladvipa, Ceylon) and
introduce the Law of the Buddha'. After making that testament, Ananda
performed the eighteen transformations, produced fire and buqned his own
body; he divided his bodily relics in halves so that each of the two families [those
of AjHtaSatru and the inhabitants of VaiGIi] could pay homage to him".
Faithful to the orders he had received, Madhyintika went to KaSmir
to bring peace to the land. The deeds which are narrated in full by the
332 Sanskrit sourcesg4 - AJokdvadina (T 2042, ch. 4, p. 1166 12-c 22;
T 2043, ch. 7, p. 156a 7-b 19), MClasarv&tivridin Vin. (T 1451, ch. 40,
p. 41 l a 5-6 18), Vibhiisii (T 1545, ch. 44, p. 230a 20-29). Hsi yii chi
(T 2087, ch. 3, p. 886a-6) - are, apart from a few details, those which
the Plli chronicle attributed to Majjhantika. KaSmir was in the possession of the great dragon Hullta (compare the Aravila of the Pili
sources) which gave savage battle to the missionary. However, the
dragon's weapons could do nothing against Madhyintika who, seated
cross-legged in concentration on benevolence, resisted all the attacks.
Once tamed, the dragon acknowledged the right of the Buddha's
disciples to KaSmir, on condition that the land be always occupied by
five hundred Arhats. These arrived from every region, and Madhylntika
granted them investiture and he himself laid down the boundaries of the
towns and villages. The monks accompanied him to Mount Gandhami94

Most of these sources have been translated into French by J. PRZYLUSKI,
Le Nord-

Ouesr & I'In&, JA, 1914, pp. 493-568.
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dana where they received saffron roots and, with the agreement of the
dragons on the mountain, imported the roots to KaSmir where they
planted them and made them fructify.
The other missionary known to the Sanskrit and Chinese sources is
Mahendra, the apostle of Ceylon. As we have already seen, he is cited,
apparently as a contemporary of the Buddha, in the Mahakarmavibhariga @. 63), as the disciple of Ananda and a subject of AjHtaSatru in
the F2n pieh kung tt lun (1 .c.) and, finally, as ASoka's brother by Hsiian
tsang. The Chinese master attributes to him the adventures which the
other sources assign to the "younger brother'? of ASoka (T2087, ch. 8,
p. 912a), but does not deny him the glory of having converted Ceylon :
"One hundred years after the NirvZna of the Buddha, Mahendra, the
younger brother of ASoka, renounced sense-pleasures, ardently sought
the fruits of holiness, acquired the six abhijii and eight vimok~aand,
walking through the air, went to that kingdom (Ceylon). He widely
proclaimed the Saddharma, and spread the doctrine which had been
bequeathed to him" (T 2087, ch. 11, p. 934a 10-13). Doubtless there is in
this passage an allusion to the legend in the terms of which Mahinda
went, through the air, from Avanti to Mount Missaka in Ceylon.
However, while not questioning the supernormal powers of the missionary, Hsiian tsang seems to propose a more normal means of locomo333 tion, when he notes in Malakiip, a region somewhere to the south of
K H i i ~ i the
~ ~ ruins
,
of an old monastery "constructed by Mahendra" as
well as a stiipa of which only the foundations remained (T 2087, ch. 10,
p. 9320). It could be that the monastery was one of Mahendra's haltingplaces on his way south, and that, to get to Ceylon, he simply embarked
at the port of Potalaka, which was in direct communication with the
island.
Apart from MadhyHntika and Mahendra, the subcontinent also
knew other missionaries mentioned in the PHli chronicle, for their names
appear on inscribed reliquaries which were stored in the stiipas of the
State of Bhopll, erected at the end of the second or beginning of the first
century B.C.
Alongside Stlpa 3 at SiiiB, which contained the relics of the great
665 and 666; MAJUMdisciples SHriputa and MahimogalHna (L~DERS,
D A R ~13
~ ,and 14). other monuments preserved, in caskets made of
9 5 Also known by the name of Malayaparvata, the Tamil Podigei or Podigai, the Bettigo
of Ptolcmy. The sage Agastya had his hermitage on the peak of the Malayakiip
(Bhigavata PurHqa, XI, 79).
98 Siiici inscriptions edited by MAIUMDAR
in Vol. I of Monuments o/&-chi.
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stone, soapstone or crystal, the precious relics of a whole succession of
masters (tictiryaparap~parZjwho were famed in the Haimavata school :
Stfipa 2 at Siiici, inscriptions Nos. 2 to 12 of MWAR, NOS. 655 to
. Stlpa 2 at Sonlri, inscriptions Nos. 156 to 160 of
665 of L ~ E R SLODERS.- Stupa 2 at Andher, inscriptions Nos. 680 to 683 of L ~ E R S .
The scholars, whose memory has been thus preserved, represent at least
three generations of masters :
First generation : 1. Sapurisa Kisapagota Kotiputa sava-Hemavataicariya; 2. Dudubhisara; 3. Sapurisa Majhima Kdiniputa.
Second generation. : 4. Sapurisa Gotiputa Klkanavaphabhisana Kodiiiagota Hemavata Dudubhisaradiylda.
Third generation. : 5. Sapurisa Mogaliputa Gotiputa-atevisin; 6.
Sapurisa Vichiputa (or VHchiya Suvijayita) Gotiputa-atevhin.
Those three generations grouped together "all the masters (vintiyaka),
including the ara (arhat) Kisapagota and the ara Vlchi Suvijayita, the
NO. 2; L ~ E R SNO.
, 654). Other
master [or masters]" (MAJUMDAR,
334 monks also mentioned in the inscriptions should be placed before
Vichiya (No. 6) who seems to have been the last of the vinlyakas : 7.
Sapurisa Mahavinaya; 8. Sapurisa Apagira; 9. Sapurisa Kdiniputa.
In the first three holy ones, Klsapagota, Dudubhisara and Majhima,
the reader will already have recognized the Kassapagotta, Dundubhissara and Majjhima of the Pili chronicles (above, p. 293) which claim
they converted the Himavanta. Conversely, the fifth holy one, Mogaliputa, two generations later than the above three, has only his name in
common with the Mogaliputtatissa of the chronicle.
4. The themes of the mksionary teaching. - According to the chronicle, seventeen discourses were preached during the great Indian mission.
All of them form part of the Suttapifaka of the PHli Tipitaka :
I. Extract from the Dlghanikdya :
( 1 ) BrahmajZIasuttanta ( I , pp. 1-46), expounded in Suvamabhiimi. Description and refutation of the sixty-two heretical views.
11. Extracts from the MaJhimanikZya :
(2) C~f~althipadopamCiSu~t~la
(I, pp. 175-84),propounded in Ceylon. The
life to be led by the true monk, disciple of the Buddha.
(3) Bdfapapditasuttanta(111, pp. 163-77),taught in Ceylon. Vivid description
of the infernal torments.
( 4 ) DevadC~asuttanta(111,p. 178-87),spoken in Ceylon. Prosopopoeia of the
god YHma's three messengers : old age, disease and death.

111. Extracts from the SarpyurtanikZya :
(5) Appamdda (I, pp. 86, 87), preached in Ceylon. Eulogy of religious zeal.
(6) Anamalagga (11,pp. 178:93), spoken in VanavHsa and Ceylon. Length of
Samdra, which has no beginning.
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(7) Khajjaniymu~tanta(111, pp. 81-104), preached in Ceylon. Contemplating
the past, present and future, the disciple becomes aware that he is always a prey
to his body, feelings, perceptions, volitions and consciousnesses. He repudiates
the skandha and frees himself from them in order to achieve full and conscious
release.
a pp. 143-7), taught in Ceylon. Instability of
(8) G ~ r n a y a p i p ~ u t t a n t(111,
human things and existence, comparable to cow-dung.
a n t app. 172-5), propounded in KaSmira-Ghandhiira
(9) ~ s i ~ i s o ~ a m c i s u t ~(IV,
and Ceylon. Brilliant prosopopoeia demonstrating the battle that mankind must
wage continually against his enemies : the great elements, the aggregates of
attachment, impassioned desire, the organs and objects of the senses. In order to
reach Nirvgna he must reject the view of existence.
335
(10) Saccasqyutta (V, pp. 414-78), expounded in Ceylon. Technical explanation of the four noble truths illustrated by admirable comparisons.
IV. Extracts from the AriguttaranikGya :
(1 1) Samacitta (I, pp. 61-9), uttered in Ceylon. Appeasing the senses and mind
frees the body, speech and thought.
(12) KciIakGrcimasu~~anta
(11, pp. 24-6), preached in Yavanaloka. The omniscient Buddha penetrates the whole field of experience, but without being subject
to it.
(13) AggikkhandopamcSsut~anra(IV, pp. 128-35), propounded in Aparlnta and
Ceylon. It is better to be enveloped in consuming fire than live a dissolute life
when wearing the monk's robe.
V. Extracts from the Khuddakanikiya :
(14) VirnGnavat~hu(Book IV), taught in Ceylon. Edifying stories which
enabled the devas to attain the heavenly abodes.
(15) Pe~avat~hu
(Book VII), preached in Ceylon. Stories of various beings
who were reborn in the world of ghosts after a series of misdeeds.
(16) JGtaka (Book X) of NGraah Kassapa (VI, pp. 219-55), preached in
Ceylon. Conversion of Angati, king of Mithill, through the joint efforts of his
daughter RujH and the Rodhisattva NHrada. The king had heen threatened with
the pangs of hell if he did not mend his ways.
VI. Varia (Vinaya. I, p. 10; Surpyurta, V, p. 420, etc).
(17) Dhammacakkappava~tanasut~anta,
propounded in Ceylon. Discourse of
VHrlnasi on the four noble truths.

It is evident from this list that the seventeen discourses were chosen
from the Five Nikiiyas of the Tipitaka.
The exactness of the references
- .
supplied by the chronicle, the rase with which the extracts can be
identified, both lead to the belief that the Piili canon with its divisions,
sub-divisions and titles existed in its present form in the third century
B.C. The paragraph which we devoted to the formation of the canon
showed that this was not so and that the Pili canon, at least with regard
to the KhuddhanikGya, was not standardized and given its final form
until the fifth century A.D. Consequently the information provided by
the chronicle contains anachronisms. Nevertheless, we believe that the
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chronicle gives an exact idea of the aim pursued by Buddhist propaganda in the Maurya period, and of the means used to achieve it.
336
The goals which those missionaries pursued differed radically from the
aim that Sikyamuni set himself during his public ministry.
The latter, as we saw earlier, strove above all to win new recruits
"among the noble young people who give up the household life in order
to embrace the wandering life" : an aristocratic concept of the mission,
which means appealing to the elite more willingly than to common
people. In the time of ASoka, the Samgha overflowed with recruits, not
all of whom were above reproach. The authorities were forced to remove
many tirthikas masqucrading in the yellow robe of the bhiksus, and to
reduce to lay status the black sheep who threatened the unity of the
Samgha. The new mission initiated by the propagandists therefore
aimed less at making new recruits than at making a mass conversion of
the peoples in distant provinces. What is more, the so-called conversions
corresponded only remotely to the western world's idea : the convert or,
to use the technical expression, the prascidita "the appeased one", is
prompted by dispositions of goodwill with regard to the Buddha, his
Law and his Community; he takes his refuge (Sarea), in them without
being compelled to repudiate his earlier beliefs or to bum the gods he
worship+d.
In order to gain the sympathy of the masses, the third century
missionaries exploited the eternal themes of popular preaching, suitable
for striking the imagination and provoking a psychological shock. The
discourses listed by the chronicle struck all the sensory key-points in
turn. The missionaries began by commiserating over the wretchedness of
humanity, threatened by hell, condemned from all eternity to old age,
disease and death, a slave to its own body and senses. blinded by
precarious satisfactions, disturbed by incessant attacks from the enemy
of its salvation (Discourses Nos. 3-4, 6-9). Then they celebrated the joy
and peace which a virtuous and zealous man enjoys, and invited him to
model himself on holy kings or the devas of the heavenly spheres
(Discourses Nos. 5, 11, 14, 15). They extolled of the omniscience of the
Buddha, the indisputed epitome of all experiences (Discourse No. 12)
and, after having systematically refuted the objections (No. I), they
finally taught the four noble truths, the mainstay of the Buddhist
doctrine (Nos. 10 and 17). Not all the throngs were prepared to receive
Sikyamuni's message in its entirety, and the missionaries had to adapt
their instructing to the capacities and wishes of their listeners. The
337 KcilakcSrtSmasurtanta which extols the omniscience of the Buddha was
particularly appropriate for Yavanaloka, which partly contained Hellenized subjects who were prone to the wondrous. It was, however, only
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the Sinhalese and the spirits of the Himiilaya who were taught the four
noble truths in the very form that the Buddha had uttered them.
It is important to make a careful distinction between the missionary
movement of the third century and the ASokan Dharma which was
spread at the same time*. Whatever may have been said, ASoka was not
directly involved in Buddhist propaganda. As head of state, he wanted
to spread throughout his empire and among neighbouring kingdoms the
practice of natural virtues which, being valid for all men indiscriminately, ensured all of happiness in this world and bliss in the next. He
protected all sects impartially, without favouring one to the detriment of
the others. In contrast, the missionaries strove to convert India to their
own beliefs and to implant the Good Law wherever they passed : they
preached the Word of the Buddha in its entirety. Their activity was
superimposed on the work already camed out by ASoka and his
officials, but was different from it. The ASokan Dharma simply prepared
the way for the Buddhist Saddharma. It is true that, in the Bhlbrl edict,
the emperor, addressing the Samgha directly, allowed his personal
convictions to speak and, in order to ensure that the Good Law would
last for a long time, recommended the study of certain Buddhist texts to
the religious and laity; but those pious readings, edifying though they
may have been, by no means represented the whole of the Buddhist
doctrine. They were in no way comparable to the rich repository of
discourses which were at the disposal of the missionaries, and which
constituted a complete initiation into the doctrine.
5. The number of recruits and conversions. - As we have seen, the aim
of the third century missionaries was to convert the masses rather than
ensure new recruits for the order. The chronicle gives the respective
figures of the recruits and converts, but the sources vary considerably
over the subject. According to the table drawn up above @. 296), there
were 539,500 conversions against 207, 056 ordinations, as given in the
Mahivaysa and Samantapisiidiki; 435,500 conversions against 59,056
ordinations according to the Shun chien lii. That means that the number
of conversions would have exceeded that of ordinations, in the propor338 tion of 2,5 to 1 according to the first count, 7 to 1 according to the
second.
We will leave the responsibility for the figures to the early authors
who recorded them, but it is perhaps interesting to note that in
Yavanaloka, i.e. the Hellenized Iranian regions of Eastern Gedrosia and
Arachosia, the number of monastic recruits was practically negligible;
one recruit in 17, even 73 conversions. This is because Hellenistic
polytheism, even though it instituted priesthoods of limited duration to
minister in certain cults, included neither priests nor religious in the
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proper sense of the word. This is so true that Alexander and his
companions, on meeting some Indian religious for the first time, in this
instance Digambara Jains, took them to be sophists. Being totally
unaware of monastic institutions, the Greeks were astounded to learn
that men, of a religious ideal, could forego all the joys of life and devote
themselves to renunciation and penitence. The religious status seemed
madness to them, and it took them a long time to discover the
motivation and joys of the Sramana. Long after ASoka, the Indo-Greek
king Menander, known for his Buddhist sympathies, was still asking
Niigasena the reasons for taking up the religious life : he remained
persuaded that lay morality, when correctly observed, led just as surely
to holiness as did the religious status.
6. Mahinda in Avanti. - The chronicle claims that, before setting out
for Ceylon, Mahinda stayed for seven months in Avanti, six months at
the Dakkhinigiri monastery in Ujjeni and one month at the Cetiyagiri
monastery in Vedisa. Vedisa (present-day Besnagar) was situated in the
State of Bhopiil, near the present-day town of Bhilsa. According to
archaeologists, the Cetiyagiri where Mahinda stayed was included in the
precincts of Siici, a site famous for its stiipas and Buddhist monuments.
We do not know whether the name Cetiyagiri refers to a Buddhist
building (sanctuary or stlpa) erected, before, during or after ASoka's
reign. The presence of Buddhism in Avanti is much earlier than the reign
of ASoka, but it is doubtful whether a stiipa could have been erected
before that date since, we are told, "stiipa-worship was virtually started
by ASoka".
The interest of this question is not only archaeological. Mahinda is
said to have introduced the Piili canon to Ceylon and, according to the
tradition, PHli is none other than the MBgadhi language used by the
Buddha on his preaching tours in Eastern India. However, Piili is in fact
339 a composite language which has affinities with a large number of local
dialects. Even though it retains traces of Magadhisms, it is closer to
western tongues, particularly the Girniir form of the ASokan language.
Writers who seek the origin of PHli in western India (Gujariit, Avanti)
base their argument on the fact that the language in Ujjayini, the capital
of Avanti, was the mother tongue of Mahinda and that the apostle
stayed there before his departure for Ceylon. This argument is not of
much value : if the tradition is to be believed, Mahinda received his
religious training at the ASokiiriima monastery in PHtaliputra, where he
lived for twelve years. It is difficult to see any reasons which could have
caused him, during his brief stay in Avanti, to renounce the language of
PHtaliputra, which was his "classical" tongue, in order to adopt the
Ujjayini dialect and memorize, in a new form, the texts which he had
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painfully learned by heart. In reality the origins of Pili remain shrouded
in darkness.
7. Conclusions. - The Sinhalese chronicle simplifies the facts to an
extreme degree by attributing the general conversion of India to the
activity of a handful of missionaries sent out by Moggaliputtatissa and
by giving that memorable event the exact date of 236 after the Nirvlna.
The Buddhist propaganda, initiated from the outset, continued with
varying success for the first two centuries of the Nirvina and reached its
peak during the ASokan epoch. During all that time, Magadha remained the main centre of activity : it was there, in fact, that the Buddhist
community was most numerous and the best protected by the secular
arm. However, the secondary centres, KauSlmbi, Uijayini and Mathuri,
should not be underestimated. One can deduce, though not in detail, the
spiritual activity exerted by Mathuri over KaSmir and the North-West,
and by Avanti over Ceylon. Needless to say, private initiative played its
part in the missionary movement, but the efforts of individuals fade
before the intrinsic expansionary power of the Good Law which required nothing more than politically favourable circumstances to manifest
itself. Such circumstances were provided by the creation of the Mauryan
empire and the conversion of the great emperor ASoka. With all
obstacles lifted, the Good Law became somewhat like an oil slick,
gradually approaching all the regions of the sub-continent and extending
as far as Ceylon. Archaeology provides ample traces of this triumphal
march.
2. - ARCHAEOLOGY

THESTUPA,CAITYA
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extended throughout the
enipire, the Good Law, promoted wherever it went, the erection of many
9 7 Since it is impossible to go into minute detail over the facts, we can but refer the
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture,
reader to a few general works : J. FERGUSSON,
2nd ed., London, 1910; A. FOUCHER,
L 'Art greco-bouddhique du Gandhciro. 3 vol., Paris,
1905-22-51;Beginnings of Buddhist Art, Paris. 1917; A. K. C o o m u s w ~ ~Hist.
u , of Indian
Eorly Indian Sculpture. 2 vol., Paris,
and Indonesian Art, London, 1927; L. BACHHOER,
History of Fine Art in India ond Ceylon, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1930;
1929; V.A. SMHITH,
Indion Sculpture, Calcutta, 1933; J.P. VOGEL,Buddhist Art in India, Ceylon
S. KRAMRISCH,
and Java, Oxford, 1936; G. COMBAZ,
L'lnde et /'Orient clarsique, I (2 vol.), Paris, 1937; Sir
JOHNMARSHALL
and A. FOUCHER,Monuments of SGchi, 3 vol., Calcutta, 1940;
P. BROWN,
Indian Architecture, Buddhist ond Hindu, 2nd ed., Bombay, 1949; R. GROUSSET,
L'lnde, Paris, 1949; Sir LEIGHASHTONand 01.. The Art of India and Pakistan, London,
E R ,el Styles de I'lnde, Paris, 1951; Sir JOHNMARSHALL,
Tarila, 3 vol.,
1950; J. A U B ~ ~ Arts
Cambridge. 1951; B. ROWUND,The Art andArchitecture of India. London. 1953; R.E.M.
W~EELER,
Five Thousand Years of Pakistan. London, 1950.
Other more specialized works will be mentioned in the notes which follow.
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Buddhist memorials : funerary monuments (stcpa), sanctuaries (caityagyha), cells (vihdra) and monasteries (samghdrdma).
The stiipa, the origins of which go back to pre-Buddhist times, is both
a monumental reliquary and a commemorative monument. It usually
contains a precious casket in which are preserved the bodily relics of the
Buddha or of his disciples (bones, nail clippings, hair, etc.), objects
which had been for their personal use (clothing, staff, alms-bowl, etc.),
or again, sacred texts. It is generally erected on a site made famous by a
wonderous or an unusual event which had occurred during the last life
or the previous existences of the Master and his disciples, whose
memory was to be perpetuated. It t&s helps to situate in space and, to a
certain degree, in time the Buddhist legend which crystallized around it.
The stiipa of the ancient type98 which is a characteristic of the
Mauryan and Sunga period is a solid hemispherical dome (anda)
constructed of brick or stone, resting on a circular terrace (medhi)
341 serving as a processional circular path (pradaksipipatha)* which is reached by one or several stairways (sopinu). The stiipa is surmounted by a
square pavilion (harmikd) on which was fixed a pole (.vas!i) supporting a
series of parasols (chattrdvali). The stiipa is generally surrounded at a
certain distance by a balustrade (vedikq made of wood or stone : it
consists of a series of upright posts (stambha), joined at the base by a
plinth (dlambana), at the top by a coping (usnka), into which are
inserted, by means of tenons and mortises, two or three horizontal crosspieces (stici). The balustrade is breached at the four cardinal points by a
tall gateway (torana) consisting of two vertical jamb-posts topped with
a capital and supporting three architraves of horizontal lintels separated
into three partitions by dies or square panels placed in the prolongation
of the jamb-posts.
The original plan of the stiipa, characterized by the hemispherical
342
shape of the dome, is best recognized in the Great Stiipa at Sliici
(Bhopll State) which was built of brick at the time of ASoka but
overlaid, a century later, by a coating of stone. It is also to be found in
the small stiipa at Chakpat (Swat Valley) and the great stiipa at
Mlnikylla in the Punjab.
The cairyaglha is a sanctuary where the stiipa, which then acquires
the name of caitya or dlgaba (reliquary), occupies the place and plays
the part of a shrine. In its developed form, the caityagha is a rectangular hall with an apse at one end, from the centre of which rises the stiipa.
It is divided into a central nave and two lateral aisles by a double row of
9 8 See A. FoUCHUI, Art grico-bouddhique,
I, pp. 45-98. - Representations of the stiipas
at Minikyiila, p. 55, and at Chakpat, pp. 56, 57, 59.**
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pillars which join up behind the sttipa. The main nave is covered by a
semi-circular vault, and the side aisles with a section of vault. The
entrance which faces the stiipa is pierced by an enormous horseshoeshaped opening, which dominates the whole faqade and is intended to
supply the building with air and light. Such sanctuaries date back to

very remote times, and the foundations of ruined caityaglhas discovered
at Siiiici, Siimiith, Songxi, etc., probably belong to the ASokan era.
However, apart from a few exceptions, the sanctuaries which still exist at
present were cut into the rock at a later date and modelled on the
ancient wooden constructions.
In the early literature, vih6ra always or nearly always designated "the
dwelling, personal appartment of a single monk", but the term can also
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be applied to the abode of a deity. The vihiira is therefore both cell and
temple. If they were joined together, vihiiras became s ~ g h d r & n a ,convents or monasteries99. Built along the same lines as private houses,
they generally appeared as a square construction made up of four rows
of cells arranged along the four walls and opening onto an inner hall,
the superstructure of which might be supported by pillars. In the ancient
period, these monasteries were generally built of wood on a stylobate of
stone or brick. Later, the building was made entirely of stone or brick,
and even, when the nature of the ground was suitable, carved into the
rock. A large number of these caves still exist today; the oldest, those of
Bariibar and NBgBrjuni which belonged to the Ajivikas, date back to the
time ASoka or his successor DaSaratha. Every Buddhist monastery of
any importance necessarily contained a stGpa or a caitya.
A R C H . A E ~ ~ ~EXPLORATION.
;ICAL
- The archaeological exploration l o o
Regarding vihPras and sqghMrnas, see ID., ibid., pp. 99-201.
On Ancient India, brief put precise information in Murrays Handbook, India.
, Legacy oflndia,
Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon. 16th ed., London, 1949; G.T. G r w u r ~The
Oxford, 1937. The excellent Antiquities oflndiu by L.D. BARNETT,London, 1913, is now
replaced by A.L. BASHAM,The Wonder that was Indio, London, 1954.
The work camed out by the Archaeological Survey of India is brilliantly summarized in
Sir JOHNCUMMNG,Revealing India's Past. London, 1939, and the Special Jubilee Number
of the journal Ancient India, IX, 1953; S. ROY,Indian Archaeologyfrom Jones to Marshall
(1784-1902). pp. 4-28; A. GHOSH,
Fifiy Years of the Archaeological Survey oflndio, pp. 2951..
The work carried out by the Survey has appeared in Archaeological Survey of India,
Annual Reporis. Calcutta and Simla, 23 vol., 1871-87,with a general index by V.A. SMITH,
Calcutta, 1887; Archaelogical Survey of India. new imperial series, 53 vol., 1874-1939;
Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, from 1919. The Annual Reports are at
present continuing with the periodical Ancient India, Bulletin of the Archaeological Survey
of India, Calcutta, l l vol. so far appeared, 1946-55.
In the Annual Reports there is a record of research carried out in the North-West of
J.P. VOGEL,D.B. SPOONER,
H. HARGRMIndia, between 1902 and 1921, by J. MARSHALL,
VES and A. SWN. From 1922, the admirable discoveries of the DkICgation archeologiquc
franpise en Afghanistan have been the subject of a series of "Mtmoires" :A. GODARDand
J. HACKIN,Les antiquik?~boud&iques & BimiyZn. 1928; J. HACUNand J. CARL,Nouvelles
&sfouilles de HapPo, 2 vol..
recherches archeologiqws a B h i y i n , 1933; J. BARTHOUX,
1930-33; J. H A Cand
~ J. C w , Recherches archeologiqws au col de Khair-Khheh. 1936;
Recherches archkologiques a Bigram, 1939; A. FOUCHER,
Lo Vieille route de
J. HACKIN.
I'Inde, & Bactres a Taxila, 2 vol., 1942-47; J. M E U N ~Shororak.
~,
1942; R. GHIRSHMAN,
Begram, Recherches archeologiques et historiques sur les Kouchans, 1946; l a s ChionitiesHephlalites, 1948; J.C. JARDIN,
Ckramique & Bactres, 1957.- H. DEYDW,Contributionsa
l'etude & l'art du G&ra
: Bibliographie analytique et critique des ouvrages publies &
I922 a 1949, Paris, 1950:
For Ceylon, it is best to consult the Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of Ceylon.
Colombo, sine 1924, and the archaeological summaries published annually in the Ceylon
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of these monuments, which is still going on today, enables us to form an
idea of the expansion of the Good Law on the Indian subcontinent.
However, dating the monuments is a task bristling with difficulties, since
the ancient constructions were frequently altered or replaced by new
ones. The date of the first foundation is most often beyond the perspicacity of the research-workers. The description of the holy places supplied
by the Chinese pilgrims, particularly Fa hsien (399-413), Sung Yun (518522) and Hsuan tsang (629-645) enables us to remedy this deficiency to
some extent. Hsiian tsang, in particular carefully distinguishes between
buildings of the older type and those that are more recent. He designates
the early stiipas by the generic name of AJokan sttipa, not because they
were all constructed by the pious emperor, but because their archaic
style, characterized by the solid hemispherical dome, enables them to be
linked to the Mauryan period or at least to that of the Surigas which
immediately followed it. During his travels in India, the Chinese master
noted more than a hundred of them, several of which were already in
345 ruins : in each case, he records its special intended purpose and the
particular reasons that determined its erection. By basing ourselves on
this account, which is often confirmed by archaeological discoveries, we
will attempt a sketch of Buddhist India in the ancient era, successively
examining the lands of the Middle Ganges already evangelized by
344

Journal of Science, Colombo, since 1924. Among the Memoirs. we point out No. V :
S. PARANAVITANA,
The StQa in Ceylon. 1947.
The innumerable articles on Indian antiquities which have appeared in Orientalist
journals have been classified and enumerated in the Bibliographic bouddhique edited in Paris
since 1928 by J. PRZYLUSKI
and M.LALOU,as well as in the Annual Bibliography of Indian
Archaeology published by the Kern Institute in Leiden since 1926.
A series of journals is specialized in the publication of inscriptions : Epigraphia Indica.
Calcutta, since 1892; Epigraphia indo-moslemica, Calcutta, s i n a 1907; South Indian
Inscriptions. Madras, since 1890; Epigraphia Carnatica. Bangalore, since 1886; Epigraphia
Birmanica, Rangoon, since 1916; Epigraphia Zeylmica. Oxford, since 1904.
Epigraphia Indica published, as an appendix to some of its volumes, extremely convenient lists of inscriptions : Vol. V and VIII : F. KIELHORN,
A List of the Inscriptions of
Northern India from about A.D. 400. - Vol. VII and VIII :F. KIELHORN.A List of
Inscriptions from Southern Indiajrom about A.D. 500. - Vol. X : H. L~ERS, A LiSt of
Brcihmi Inscriptions Jrom the Earliest Times to about A.D. 400. - Vol. XIX ff : D.R.
BHANDARKAR.
A List of the Inscriptions of Northern India in'Br6hmi and its Derivative
Scripts from about A.D. 200.
Founded in 1874, the Corpus lnscriptionwn Indicarum progresses with desperate slowness
: I : E. HULTZSCH,Inscriptions of ASoka. Oxford, 1925. - I1 (part 1) : S. K o ~ o wKharoghi
,
Inscriptions, Calcutta, 1929. - 111 : J. F. FLEET, Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings m d
their Successors, Calcutta, 1888 (new edition by D. R. BHANDARKAR
in preparation). - IV :
V.V. MUUSHI, Inscriptions of the Kalachuri-Chedi Era, Ootacamund, 1955..
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Siikyamuni and his disciples; the region of KauGmbi which also plays a
direct part in the history of the origin of Buddhism; the districts of
Avanti and the western coast which the historical Buddha did not visit,
but which soon took up the religion; the area of Mathurii, the base of
the early masters of the Law; the North-West of India which was
promoted in the Mauryan period to the rank of the second holy land of
Buddhism; central India and the briihmanic MadhyadeSa where the
propaganda of the Siikya9ssons had no effect; finally, the eastern coast
where its first successes were on a somewhat modest scalelO1.
1. THELANDS OF THE MIDDLEGANGES. - This region, which was the
homeland of the Siikya, Miigadha, Kosala, Vrji and Malla peoples, was
the authentic cradle of Buddhism and remained its supreme holy land
from the outset until the disappearance of the Good Law around the
and his great
twelfth century. It was the birthplace of Siikyamunil~~
disciples and witness to their deeds, so it had no need to seek for further
glory. Seven of the eight main wonders accepted by the tradition were
staged in the region of the Middle Ganges.
On the outskirts of Kapilavastu, in the Lumbinivana, present-day
Rummindei, an ASokan stiipa marked the spot where two dragons
bathed the newborn Buddha with warm and cold water. An Aiokan
pillar could be seen there, indicating that the emperor had made a
pilgrimage to Siikyamuni9sbirthplace and, on that occasion, had granted
the villagers a reduction in taxation. At the time of Hsiian tsang, the
pillar was broken in the middle and the upper part, topped by a horse's
346 head, lay on the ground; the lower part, which still stands in situ today,
carries the edict of Rummindei.
Further to the east, the region of Rimagrima had been the setting for
several episodes of the Great Departure. Its old stiipa, jealously guarded
by NHgas (elephants according to the SHiici tradition; serpent-spirits
according to that of Amariivati), enclosed some venerable relics of the
Buddha. The NHgas refused to give them to ASoka when the latter
wanted to take possession of them, but later they ceded some of them to
Mahinda.

l o ' For a brief description, see S. SENGUPTA,
Buddhirm in the Classical Age m revealed
by Archaeology, IHQ, XXXII, 1956, pp. 179-210.
'02 B.C. BHATTACHARYA,
Lwnbini, the Birlh-place ofBuddha. JBHU, V , 1940, pp. 71-8.
- In the account of the B.'s birth by ASvagho? in Buddhacarita, I, two legends were
confused : one according to which the B. was born in Kapilavastu and the other which
places the birth in the Lumbinivana; cf. F. WELLER,Schouplatz und Handlung im
Buddhacarita. ZDMG.93. 1939, pp. 306-38.
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The region of Gayilo3, watered by the Nairaiijani, retained the
memory of the great wonders which accompanied the winning of
Enlightenment : the ascent of Mount PrHgbodhi, the encounter with the
grasscutter, the installation of the place of Enlightenment, the assault
by Mira, the night of Bodhi, and the weeks devoted to meditation.
ASoka went there on pilgrimage several times. In the eleventh year.of his
consecration, he made a vow to sprinkle the bodhivrkg with perfumed
water contained in four thousand precious pitchers, and had an enclosure built surrounding the tree on all four sides; he climbed on to the
wall in order to perform the ceremony. The bas-reliefs at Bhiirhut and
Sitici (second and first centuries B.C.) in fact show the holy tree and the
diamond seat closely enclosed by a solid wall surmounted by a wooden
gallery; the tree-top, in the open air, seems to dominate the whole
construction. Later, after the impious Tisyaraksiti's attack on the holy
tree - an attempt which occurred in the thirty-fourth year of the reign
-, the emperor erected round the original sanctuary an external enclosure made of stone or brick, traces of which were still visible in Hsiian
tsang's time. Finally, to the east of the bodhivrkg, ASoka also built a
small caitya on the exact spot where the great Mahibodhi temple stands
today; part of the palisade which surrounds it dates back to the second
century B.C. for inscriptions can still be read on the oldest pillars,
commemorating the gifts made to the Rijapriddacaitya by Kuramgi
and Nigadevi, sisters-in-law of the kings Indriignimitra and Brahmamitra of the sunga dynasty (L~DERS,
939-944). In a later era - the
second century according to A.K. Coomaraswamy, the fifth or sixth
century according to the majority of archaeologists -, the small ASokan
caitya was replaced by a large temple. Hsiian tsang, who visited it in 635
A.D., supplies a fairly detailed description of it (T 2087, ch. 8, p. 91%
sq.). Sacked and pillaged by Muslims in the last years of the twelfth
century, the temple was rebuilt several times, but also transformated, by
Burmese Buddhists. The last restoration to date, carried out through the
good offices of the Government, goes back to 1884. In its present form,
the Mahibodhi temple consists of a platform 8 metres in height supporting a 54 metre high truncated pyramid at the centre, and at each of the
four comers a similar tower of lesser size. The towers are surmounted by
a tall pinnacle in the form of a myrobalan (iimalaka) which originally
represented a small stiipa. The sides of the pyramid have superimposed
lo' B.M. Bmua, Old Blcddhicr Shrines at Bodh-Gayd, IHQ. VI, 1930, pp. 1-31; Gayi
and B&-Gayci,
Calcutta. 1931; A.K. COOUARASWAMY,
L4 scu@ture de Bodh-Gayd,
Paris. 1935; Foucher, Vie du Bouddha, pp. 175-8.
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rows of niches which originally sheltered Buddhist images. The faqade is
breached by an opening for the admission of air and light. The entryporch, of more recent date than the rest of the monument, is to the east.
The temple today possesses a monastery belonging to Sivaite Hindu
religious (sapytisin) who settled there at the end of the sixteenth
century; however, the right of the Buddhists to practice their own
worship is officially recognized.
Twenty-five kilometres to the north of Gay& in the Barlbar Hills, are
the artificial caves which were presented to the Ajivikas by a IHja
Piyadassi who is considered to be ASoka; the most famous, those of
SudHma and Lomas Rishi, consist of a rectangular hall communicating
by a narrow corridor with a circular room; the faqde of the Lomas
Rishi faithfully reproduces in rock the architectural forms of the ancient
wooden structures. Slightly further to the east, in the Nigiirjuni Hills,
other caves known as GopikH, VahiyakH and Vadathiki, were offered,
also to the Ajivikas, by Daelatha DevHnampiya, the grandson of ASoka
(L~DERS,
954-956).
It was in Virinasi (Banaras), in the Deer Park (MygadBva), also
called the Alighting place of the Recluses (Rsipatana), and situated in
the district of SHmith, six kilometres to the north of the town, that the
Buddha set the Wheel of the Law in motion and preached the noble
truths to the companions who practised the austerities with him and
who were also his first five disciples. The excavations at SirnHth104have
348 brought to light a number of Buddhist ruins which cover a little more
than fifteen centuries, from the third century B.C. to the twelfth century
A.D.; they can be divided into four groups depending on whether they
a
the Gupta period or,
belong to the Mauryan period, the K ~ i n period,
finally, later ages. The oldest of them occupy the southern part of the
site, to the south of a monumental wall which, from west to east,
separates the holy place into two equal parts.
a. The temple of the "Original Perfumed Cell" (Miilagandhakuti)*,
known today by the name of Main Shrine, marks the spot where the
personal cell of the Buddha stood in the past.* The structure has
undergone many transformations in the course of time. At the time of
Hsiian tsang, it was 200 feet high and was surmounted by a myrobalan
(&nalaka) made of gold, a common ornament in Indian temples;
excavations have unearthed an 18 metre square terrace, 5 m. 40 in
height; four projections intended for chapels and a portico gave the
monument the appearance of a Greek cross.
lo* D.R. S m , Guide ro Buddhisr Remains or S r ~ r h 5th
, 4..Calcutta, 1933; B.
MMJMDAR,A Guide to Sirnirh, Delhi, 1937.
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b. To the west of the Main Shrine, there still stands the lower part of
the pillar at SHmHth erected by ASoka on the exact spot where the
Buddha preached his first semonlo5. It was at one time a monolith
made of sandstone extracted from the Chunar quarries and was about
15 m. high. It bears three inscriptions, engraved at very wide intervals :
the edict of Slmlth promulgated by ASoka against the schismatics; an
epigraph from the KusHna period dated the 14th year of King ASvaghov and, finally, a short votive offering in Gupta characters. The
capital which crowned this pillar in the past and which is rightly
considered as a masterpiece of Indian art now adorns the Museum of
Slrnlth. It consists of a reversed bell-shaped lotus, surmounted by an
entablature with a frieze on which are sculpted, in very deep relief, four
animals - an elephant, a horse, a zebu and a horse, a zebu and a lion
- each separated by as many Wheels of the Law; the top of the capital
is occupied by four lions or rather four foreparts of lions standing back
349 to back, which together carried an enormous Wheel of the Law which
has disappeared today. This monument occupies the foremost place
among many IHfs erected by ASoka : pillars bearing edicts (Delhi-ToprH,
Delhi-Mirath, AllahHbHd-Kosam, LauyiybArarij, LauyiyH-Nandagayh,
RHmpurvi, Sankissa and SHiicT), uninscribed pillars (RHmpurvi, BasarhBakhira and Kosam), pillars with a dedicatory inscription (Rummindei,
NigHIi SHgar), a certain number of which were surmounted by one or
several animals : lion, zebu, elephant, horse, Garuda. In the words of
Hsiian tsang, the pillar at SHrnHth was polished like jade and shone with
a dazzling light; it bore various designs which could provide presages.
c. Hsiian tsang also mentions, to the south-west of the Main Shrine,
"an old sttpa, built by ASoka, the ruins of which still rise 100 feet above
the ground". This doubtless concerns the present-day ruins of the
Dharmarsjika stiipa. Aioka built it of long flat bricks with a diameter of
13 m. 50 at the base, but the structure underwent many enlargements afterwards : in the Kusina period, it was overlaid with a coating of bricks,
of smaller size than the previous ones; in the fifth and sixth centuries, it
was surrounded by a processional circular path (pradaksintipatha)bordered on the outside by a solid wall, breached by doors at the four

lo' On the significance of this pillar, see A. F o u c m ~ ,ktu&s sur 1'Arr b. de l'lnde,
Tokyo. 1928; J. PRZYLUSKI,
Le symbolisme du pilier & SCnith, Melanges Linossier, 11,
pp. 481-98; B. MAJUMDAR,Symbology of the ASoka Pillar, Siirncirh, IC. 11, pp. 160-3; B.N.
SWMA, The Lion Capital of the Pillar ASoka at Scirncirh. PO, I, 1936, pp. 2-6;
J. PRZYLUSKI.
The Solar Wheel or Scirncith. JISOA. IV, pp. 45-51 ; G. COEDb, Note on the
Pillar at S c i r ~ t hJISOA,
,
V, 1937, pp. 40-1.**
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cardinal points; in the seventh century, this circular path was filled in,
and four stairways of six steps each gave access to the stiipa; the last
enlargement dates from the twelfth century, when Kumiiradevi, queen of
Kanauj, erected in the northern part of the site a monastery which was
given the name of Dharmacakrajinavihiira.
Archaeologists believe they now possess the pavilion or harmikd
which crowned the Dharmariijikastiipa in Mauryan times. M. Oertel
discovered it practically intact in the subfoundation of the south chapel
of the Main Shrine. It is a monolithic balustrade with four sides, each
one consisting of four uprights (stambha) joined by three cross-pieces
(szici) and fixed to the base by a plinth (dlumbana), and to the top by a
. balustrade is devoid of any sculpture but, according
coping ( q n i . ~ )The
to the experts, the finish and care of workmanship betray its ancient
origin.
d. The south-east of the site is occupied by the Dhamek Stlpa or
stiipa of the "Consideration of the Law" (dharmeksi), the original core
also dates back to an ancient period. However, the present-day structure
has the form of an octagonal tower 28 m. in diameter and 43 m. high :
the sides, which are badly damaged, contained niches and were decorated with arabesques and geometrical designs. A panel inscribed in
characters dating from the sixth and seventh centuries A.D., reproducing the formula of the Buddhist creed has been discovered in the
foundations; it was doubtless added to the building at a later date.
In the neighbourhood of Viirinasi, particularly in the district of
Yuddhapati situated immediately to the east, the pilgrims also noted
several ASokan stiipas and pillars, commemorating wonders or conversions. Although it is true that the area has really been hallowed by the
presence of Sikyamuni, the legend also located several episodes of his
former lives there, especially the Saddhanta-, Tittira-, Nigrodhamigaand Sa~ajitakas,which are among the most renowned in the collection.
So that is how the story of the Tittira or Pheasant, sometimes presented
as an apologue and sometimes as a jiitaka, appears in the six Vinayas
which have come down to uslob. To judge from the PHli Jiitaka
commentary, Viriinasi played a part of prime importance in the formation of the Buddhist legends, a great number of which date back to the
reign of Brahmadatta, the dynastic name of the kings of ViirZnasi.
However, it was in the North-West of India that most of the Bodhisattva's achievements in his former lives were to be located.
In Malla country, at PHpi or PHvii (Padrauna) and at Kusiniirii or
106 g. L A M O ~
h, conduite religieuse du foisan dons Ies rextes bouddhiques. Muskon,
LIX, 1946, pp. 641-53.
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KuSinagari (Kasiii, 56 km. to the east of Gorakhpur), ASokan stiipas
and pillars marked the sites of the last meal at Cunda's house, the
Parinimiina and the Distribution of the Relics. The great stiipas of the
Parinimiina and the Distribution of the Relics, the latter buried under the
Ramabar mound, have not yet been brought to light; on the other hand,
the Parini~iinacaityaerected near the grove of Silas where the Buddha
deceased, has been catalogued : the DivyZd6na (p. 394) attributes the
founding of this caitya to ASoka; it was still intact when Fa hsien and
Hsiian tsang visited it, and it housed a statue of the Tathiigata in
Nimiina, lying with his head to the north. The image was discovered and
restored by A.C. Carlyle; it is a monolithic statue dating from the Gupta
era (Nth century A.D.) and a "pious gift by Mahiivihiirasviimin Hari351 bala, made by Dinna" (FLEET,p. 272)'07. The Parini~iinacaityahas
yielded seals made of unfired clay most of which represent the Wheel
between two antelopes, and bear the seal of the "Mahiiparinirviinacaitya" lo8,and also a copper urn sealed by an inscribed plate (text of the
pratjtyasamutpcTda in Skt), specifying that it had been placed in the
PariniNiinacaitya, a statement which removes all doubt regarding the
site of the monument commemorating the fourth Great Wonder.
It is known that after the decease of the Buddha his relics were .
divided among eight States, including the h k y a s of Kapilavastu, and
that each of them erected a stiipa over the share that fell to them. In
January 1898, Mr Pep+ discovered in the Nepalese village of Pipriiwii,
six miles north of Birdpur, the ruins of the stiipa built by the s6kyas
over their part of the relics; excavations have brought to light a
soapstone pitcher, the lid of which bears a circular inscription in preASokan Briihmi script which said : "This placing of the relics of the
Blessed Lord Buddha [of the race] of the Siikyas is [the pious deed] of
Sukiti and his brothers, together with his sisters, their sons and wives
(L~DERS,
931)lo9.
Three secondary wonders also had as their setting the region of the
Middle Ganges, particularly Riijag~ha(Riijgir in the district of Patna, in
Bihiir), VaiSIli (Basiirh in the district of Muzaffar, Bihiir) and Sriivasti
(Siiheth-Miiheth in the districts of Gonda and Bahraich, Uttar Pradesh).
a. In Rijaglha, an ASokan stiipa and an inscribed pillar, surmounted
by an elephant, recall how the intoxicated Niiga, Niiliigiri or Dhanapiila,
ARArchSurv, 1906-7, p. 49.
J.P. VOGEL,Seals of B. Monasteries in Ancient India,JCBRAS, 1950, pp. 27-35.
Io9 W.C. PEPAand V.A. SMTH, The Piprahwa sttipa, containing relics o/ Buddha,
JRAS, 1898, p. 573 sq.
lo'

loo
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.sent by Devadatta to attack the Buddha, had been subdued by the
Master's benevolence, and had knelt at his feet ' l o .
352
b. In Vai3-11', at the Markatahradatira, similar constructions commemorated the digging of the pool by monkeys and the offering of
honey to the Buddha; the latter episode, which is sometimes located in
SrHvasti, appears on bas-reliefs at Bhirhut, Siiici and Gandhira112.
c. In Srivasti113,after his victory over the six heretic masters, SHkyamuni performed the twin wonders of water and fire and multiplied
imaginary Buddhas as far as the Akanisfha heaven; this prodigy,
narrated in detail by the Sanskrit sources, is also noted in the Pili
sources which nevertheless neglect its most characteristic features; however, these appear on sculptures and paintings at Bhirhut, Gandhira,
SiimHth, Ajanti, Magadha and Korikana114. Hsiian tsang mentions a
caitya, sixty feet high and containing a statue of the seated Buddha; it
was on that spot that the Master had debated with the heretics. The
Chinese master also notes, among other curiosities, two ASokan pillars
flanking the eastern door of the Jetavana, the hermitage which the
Buddha had received from the banker Anithapindada; the pillars were
surmounted by a sculpted wheel and an ox respectively. An ancient
stlpa also stood by the well which supplied the Tathlgata with water.
Pitaliputra, presentday PatnallS, the importance of which the Buddha
"O
We saw above the part played by Rijagha, the capital with five hills, in the life of
the Buddha. Various explorations carried out at Rijgir have exposed the high rampart, 25
miles in circumference, which surrounded the town, as well as two fortresses. It is believed
that identification has been made of the GrdhrakiiMparvata "Vulture-Peak Mountain", of
the Pipphalivana, a retreat dear to MahikSyapa, and of the Saptapamiguhi, the cave
where - according to certain sources - the sessions of the first council were held. See
B.C. LAW.Rcijagyha in Ancient Literature, Delhi, 1938; M.H. KurutsHr and A. GHOSH,
A
Guide to Rr?jgir.Dclhi, 1939; R.C. MMUMDAR,
ldentrfication of some old sires in RZjagyha,
JASB, XV, 1949, pp. 65-80; A. GHOSH,fijgir 1950, Ancient India, VII, 1951, pp. 66-78
(with a detailed plan of the town and its hills, p. 67); D.N. SEN,Sites in RGjgir associated
with Buddhn and his Disciples Buddha Jayanti Issue of JBRS. 1956. pp. 136-58.
On the identification of VaiGIi-BaGrh, ARArchSurv, 1903-04, p. 81 sq; 1913-14,
p. 98 sq. - Map of VaiGli in B.C. LAW,Some Qatriya Tribes ojAncienl India, Calcutta,
1924..
FOUCHER,
Vie du Bouddha. pp. 289-93.
The identificationof Sdvasti with the twin villages of Siheth-Mi5heth dates back to
Cunningham. The Jetavana, given to the 8. by Anithapin&da, is represented by S&eth,
and Sr~vastiproper by Miheth, a fortified town. See B.C. Law. Sr6vasti in Indian
Literature, Delhi, 1935.
' I 4 A. FOUCIIER,
The Great Miracle of ~rcivasti.in The Beginnings of B. Art, Paris,
1917. pp. 184-203; Vie du Bouddha, pp. 281-5.
' I 5 In Patna, only two sites have been systematically excavated : Kumfihir and
Bulandibigh. The excavations have brought to light a "pillared hall" of the Mauryan
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predicted, had become the capital of Magadha as early as the reign of
Udiyin, and the centre of the Mauryan empire, to which the Seleucids
and Lagids sent their ambassadors. Several ancient monuments were to
be found there : a Dharmarijikastiipa enclosing a bushel of miraculous
relics, the A b k i r i m a erected by the emperor on the site of the
Kukkufirima, a small shelter protecting the stone on which the Buddha
had left his footprints, a cave fitted out by ASoka for the use of his
brother Mahendra and, finally, an inscribed pillar commemorating the
gift of Jambudvipa to the Buddhist community. Fa hsien and Hsiian
tsang, who saw the inscription, were no doubt the dupes of their
cicerones who could already no longer read the ASokan characters, but
who did not want to stop short and admit their ignorance.
In the neighbourhood of Nilandi, which was destined to become a
great university centre in the Gupta period, the villages of Kilapinika
and Kolika possessed stiipas commemorating the birth and decease of
the two great disciples, Siriputra and MaudgalyPyana.

2. KAUSAMBT.- Among the territories which were Buddhist from the
outset must be classed Kauiambi, the Vatsa capital, present-day Kosam
on the Yamuni, in the district of Allahfibid, Uttar PradeshH6. An
important centre of communications, it was in direct contact with
Mathuri and Ujjayini to the west and Pifaliputra to the east. Sikyamuni paid long and frequent visits to it, staying in turn at the i r i m a s
placed at his disposal by rich notables of the town : Simsapivana,
K u k k u ~ r i m aPivirikambavana,
,
Badarikirfima and especially the Ghositirima, the exact site of which has recently been established by an
inscription '. The monks of KauGmbi were considered violent and
quarrelsome. Already during the Buddha's lifetime, a quarrel provoked
by some futile motive brought dogmatists (dharmadhara) and moralists
(vinayadhara)into conflict. This resulted in a schism which the Buddha
attempted in vain to appease. When he saw his efforts at conciliation
were repulsed with haughtiness, he withdrew to the nearby forest of
354 Pirileyyaka where he found the company of solitary elephants preferable to that of feuding monks.
period and various monastic establishments including an Arogyavihiira "Monastery of the
sick", as is evident from a terra cotta seal discovered in siru. On recent excavations, see
Ancient India, IX, 1953, pl. LXV.
On the part played by the town in Buddhist history, B. CHAUDHURI,
P&aliputra :its
Importance in the History of Buddhism. IHQ, XXXII, 1956, pp. 340-51.
N.N. GHOSH,
Early History of K d & n b i , Allahibiid, 1935; B.C. LAW.Kauiambi in Ancient Literature, Delhi, 1939.
l L 7 Photograph of the site in Ancient India, IX, 1953, pl. LXIV.
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Mention has already been made of Udayana, the king of the Vatsas,
more famous for his amorous adventures than his Buddhist piety. He
did not look very favourably on the sympathy with which his women
surrounded Ananda, to the extent of removing their own garments in
order to make a gift to the holy disciple. He even attempted to have the
Arhat Pindola Bhiiradvija devoured by red ants. The story of this
person is unique in Buddhism.
The son of Udayana's chaplain, Pindora entered the order with the
secret hope of assuaging his gluttony; but he was put on a diet by the
Buddha, and finally overcame his pangs of hunger and attained Arhatship. However, one day a notable of Rijag~haorganized a tournament
of magic; from the top of a long perch, he suspended a bowl made of
sandalwood and specified that whoever could remove it would become
its owner. Pindola was unable to resist the offer; making use of his
supernatural powers, he rose into the air, grasped the wooden bowl and,
continuing his walk in the air, went round the town three times. The
notable then took the bowl from the venerable one's hands and, having
filled it with exquisite nutriment, presented it to him. The Buddha
censured Pindola severely for having used his supernormal powers in
public without any worthwhile motive'18. Some late sources, of Sa~btivHdin origin, assert that the Buddha, in order to punish the Arhat's
frivolity and gluttony, forbade him to enter Nirvlna before the end of
time. While waiting for his deliverance, Pindola retired to Apara
Godlniya or to Mount GandhamHdana, where he continued to teach
the Law and make conversions. He welcomed invitations with good
grace it is thus that he appeared to ASoka, in the form of an old man
with white hair and eyebrows so long that they hung over his brow and
hid his eyes; at the sovereign's request, he described the beauty of the
TathHgata whose disciple he had been. This Buddhist equivalent of the
Wandering Jew would quite naturally have his place in the group of the
Four, later Sixteen Arhats, who are supposed to protect the Law until
the coming of Maitreya. The Chinese communities adopted this "Holy
Monk", as they called him. From the end of the fifth century, they built
statues to him and regularly invited him to share the meal at the
monastery : his place was reserved at the table and an empty seat and a
bowl were set out for him119.
There has been some speculation as to whether the legends concerning
KauGmbi are not later inventions, but they are so well attested by the
'I8

Vinaya, 11, p. 110; Dhammapada Comm., Ill, p. 201 sq.
On all these legends, see S. UVI,
Les seize Arhats protecreurs de la h i , JA, 1916,

pp. 204-75.
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Siitras and Vinayas of various schools that it would appear that this is
not so. These legends, which date back to an ancient tradition, constitute a separate cycle in Buddhist literature : in the canonical collections,
the Kosambiya Suttas (Majjhima, I , p. 320) and the Kosarnbakkhandas
(Vin.,I, p. 337) form separate chapters.
On the other hand, what should be rejected as apocryphal is the fable
in the terms of which the first image of the Buddha was supposedly
made in KauSHmbi on the orders of Udayana, and reproduced in
SrHvasti at the request of Prasenajit. The MllasarviistivHdins oppose this
legend with another, just as fanciful, which attributes that same initiative
to the banker Aniithapindada, or again to BimbisHra, the king of
Magadha 'lo.
Aioka had a two-hundred foot high stiipa erected in K a d i m b i on the
site of the Ghositiirlma but, just as the Buddha, he came up against the
intransigence of the local monks. It was at them that he directed his
edict of Kosam, as it threatened with expulsion any monk or nun who
provoked a schism in the Community. The rescript was engraved on the
pillar of Kosam which is at present to be found in AllahHbiid.*
Although the community momentarily flourished to such a degree as to
occupy some ten monasteries, it was in full decline by the time the
Chinese pilgrims arrived, when it consisted of only 300 members. The
slackness of the Kauiimbians was a scandalous subject to the other
religious. A prophecy makes them responsible in advance for the future
disappearance of the Good Law : internal quarrels will set the disciple of
the last scholar, Sisyaka, in contlict with the followers of Surata, the last
trustee of the monastic discipline; both masters will meet their death in
this conflict; the community, deprived of its leaders, will disintegrate and
the Lamp of the Law will go out l2 ' .
356

3. AVANTIAND THE WEST COAST. - At the time of the Buddha,
Avanti, the territory of which corresponded roughly to modern MHlwH,
NimHr and the regions neighbouring on Madhya Pradesh, was the seat
of one of the four great monarchies and was ruled by the violent Canda
Pradyota. The two main towns were Ujjayini in the north and Mihismati in the south. The area contained only a small number of believers,
whom the Buddha had entrusted with the supervision of Mahl K l tylyana. At the beginning, it was practically impossible to assemble the
ten monks required to perform valid ordinations; furthermore, the
lz0
lZ1

Hdbdgirin. 111, p. 210. art. Butswd.
S6e above, pp. 198-200.
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monastic rules laid down by the Blessed One appeared impractical in
several respects. Srona Kotikarna was therefore sent to the Buddha in
order to obtain certain derogations to the discipline and the Buddha,
aknowledging his reasons, recognized the validity of an ordination
conferred by a restricted chapter of five monks, and authorized the
religious in Avanti to wear thick shoes, to bathe regularly and to make
use of hide coverings122.Siiuniga, who reigned in Magadha from 414
to 396 B.C., annexed Avanti to his crown, and from then on, the Good
Law progressed notably; according to tradition, 88 Arhats represented
the province at the sessions in VaiGti, in 386 or 376 B.C.lZ3. In his
youth, Aioka was a viceroy in Avanti, and it was there that he met and
married the pious Devi who gave him two children, Mahinda and
Saqgharnitti, the future missionaries to CeylonlZ4. Before his departure
for the great island, Mahinda went to Avanti to greet his mother. He
stayed for six months in the Dakkhinigiri monastery, and for one
month in the Cetiyagiri at Vedisa (Skt. Vidiia), present-day Bhilsa, at
the confluence of the Bei and the B e t ~ i l ~ ~ .
Avanti was probably the centre of an exegetical and grammatical
school which claimed to date back to M a h i Kityiyana, the Buddha's
great disciple, not to be confused with Mahlkityiyaniputra, the author
of the JtilinaprasthtSna, who lived in the third century after the Nirvina.
It seems that Mahikityiyana had composed a P i 12 (Pitaka) during the
Buddha's lifetime in order to explain the Agarnas of his Master, and the
357 work was still in use in southern India lZ6. In any case, in the fifth
century, at the time of Buddhaghosa, some exegetical works under the
name of Mahikacciyana were in circulation : Pe!akopadesa and Nettippakarana, as well as some grammatical ones, KacctSyanavydcaraya or
K a ~ c t S y a n a g a n ~ ~however,
~';
with regard to the first two, their canonicity is recognized only by Burmese Buddhists. If that school has really
existed, it certainly influenced the literary formation of Pili, which
certain writers see as having originated precisely in Avanti.
As he passed through Ujjayini, Hsiian tsang mentioned some ten

Vinaya, 1. pp. 194-8.
Vinaya, 11, p. 299.
12* Mahlvamsa, XII, 8 sq.
1 2 9 i p a v ~ s aVI,
, 15; XII, 14, 35; MahSvamsa, XIII, 6-9; Samanta, pp. 70-1.
l Z 6 See above, pp. 188-189.
12'
In fact, the author of this grammar has nothing in common with either Mahl
Kacciiyana or even with the author of the Petaka and the Netti; cf. W. GEIGER,
Pili
Literafur und Sprache. p. 25.
lZ2
lZ3
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monasteries, the majority in ruinslZ8,and near the town, a stupi on the
site where ASoka had built a "hell", i.e. a prison appointed on the model
of the Buddhist hells. The famous traveller says nothing about the
extremely numerous Buddhist monuments with which the region was
covered between the third century B.C. and the eleventh century A.D.,
but with which modern archaeology was nonetheless acquainted at the
beginning of the nineteenth century.
The complex of the "Bhilsa Topes"lZ9 is situated in a mountainous
region partly occupied by the village of Siiici, in Bhopil State, near
Rhilsa, where in ancient times the famous city of VidiG, the capital of
eastern Milwi, was to be found. VidiG is now known by the name of
Besnagar. Five important sites have been explored in the neighbourhood
of the capital :
1. Siici130, called KikanHva or KZkanHya by the old Bfihrni inscrip
tions (MAJUMDAR,
7, 17b, 394, 396, 404), Kikanidabota by the epigraphs of the Gupta period (ID., 833, 834) and, finally, from the seventh
century, ~ota-Sriparvata(ID., 842), is perhaps that "Sanctuary Mountain" (Cetiyagiri) or "Mount Vedisa" (Vedisagiri), mentioned by the
358 Sinhalese chronicle (Dpv., VI, 15; XII, 14, 35; Mhv., 6-9, 18; Sarnanta,
pp. 70-1). This was the native town of the missionaries to Ceylon,
Mahinda and Samghamitti; at the time of ASoka, it possessed a vihira
at which Mahinda and his companions stayed for thirty days before
their departure for Ceylon.
The holy site contained within its walls some fifty Buddhist monuments, the oldest of which possibly date back to the Mauryan period,
the most recent ones being from the eleventh century A.D. They fall
naturally into four classes : stiipas, commemorative pillars (IS!),temples
(caitya) and monasteries (sayghiircima).
The original (brick) core of the Great Stiipa 1, the ASokan pillar and
the apsidal temple of construction No. 40 date from the Mauryan
period. - Dating from the Suriga period are the stone overlay and the
great balustrade at ground level (unsculpted) of stiipa 1, pillar No. 25,
the body of stiipa 2 and its sculpted balustrade (ca 125-100 B.C.), the
body of stiipa 3, excluding the balustrade; finally, stiipas 4 and 6. On Ujjayini, see B.C. LAW,U'ayini in Ancient In&. Gwalior Arch. Department,
1944. The excavations undertaken in 1938 by M.B. Garde have brought to light an Abkan
stiipa, built of quarry-stones with a dressing of bricks, the top of which contained
perforated coins and potkry fragments; cf. An. Bibl. of Indian Arch., XIV, 1939, p. 3.
Iz9 A. CUNNINGHAM,
The B h i h Topes. London, 1879.
I3O J. MARSHALL,
A Guide to Sonchi, 3rd ed., Delhi, 1936; J. MARSHALL
and
The Monumenrs of S a c h i , 3 vol., Calcutta, 1939.
A. FOUCHER,
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The four gateways (torap) of stiipa 1 and the single gateway of stiipa 3,
the sculptures of which constitute the most characteristic achievements
of early Buddhist art, date from the era of the Siitaviihana sovereigns
(60-17 B.C.).
Stiipa 1, or Great Stiipa of Siiiici, is worth a brief description. It
originally consisted of a solid hemispherical dome ( q d a ) made of brick,
surmounted by a parasol (chattra) of stone, and resting on a circular
terrace (medhl) 4 m. 50 high and 1 m. 70 wide. - During the Sunga
period (between 187 and 75 B.C.), the dome was given a stone overlay
which brought it up to its present size : 12 m. 80 in height, with a
diameter of 32 m. 20. It was crowned by a rectangular pavilion
(harmiki) in the centre of which was driven the parasol shaft (chattrdvall). Around the terrace there was a circular path (pradaksindpatha), of
paving stones enclosed at its widest circumference by a stone balustrade
(vedikd). Slightly oblong in shape, this large balustrade measures 43 m.
60 across from east to west, 44 m. 70 from north to south; its uprights
(stambha), 3 m. 70 high, are joined at the top by a coping (*&a), 0 m.
68 high, and support three rows of cross-pieces (slci). At the beginning
of the Andhra period, under the first Siitaviihanas (end of the ancient
era), the circular terrace was surrounded by a small balustrade which
359 was reached, from the south side, by two stairways meeting at the top.
Furthermore, at the four cardinal points of the large balustrade, stand
four monumental gateways (torqa), approximately 10 metre high, not
counting the mystical symbols which crown their tops. Each gateway
consists of two 0 m. 68 square jamb-posts, 4 metres in height. They are 2
m. 15 apart. The jamb-posts are surmounted by two great capitals, 1 m.
25 high, supporting three lintels or architraves which are slightly incurved and project at the sides. Both the fronts and the backs of the
gateways are covered with bas-relief sculptures, and caryatids link the
external side of the capitals to the first architrave.
These four gateways are more or less contemporary with each other.
The southern gateway was a "gift from Anamda, the son of Viisithi, the
398;
chief of the artisans of the Riija Siri Siitakani" (MAJUMDAR,
LI~DERS,
346), who apparently ruled from 27 to 17 B.C. The northern,
eastern and western gateways have imprecatory inscriptions (MMUMDAR,389,396,404) characterized by a similar type of script and identical
forms of expression. The median lintel of the southern gateway and the
southern jamb-post of the western gateway were presented by one and
the same person, Balamitra, the disciple of Ayacuda (MAJUMDAR,
39,
402), similarly, the southern jamb-post of the eastern gateway and the
northern jamb-post of the western gateway were both offered by one
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Nlgapiya, a banker from Achlvada and a native of Kurara (MAJUMDAR, 397, 403).
With its more decadent style, the gateway of stupa 3, the sculptures of
which repeat the subjects already handled by the Great StQpa I, appears
to be the most recent in date.
Numerous pillars, mostly from the Gupta period, were erected on the
great terrace of Siiici. That of ASoka, 12 m. 50 high, stood near the
southern gateway and bore, in Brlhmi script, the edict condemning the
schism. Today it is broken : only the stump remains in situ; the capital,
preserved in the museum, consists of an inverted bell-shaped lotus, an
entablature sculpted with honeysuckle and pairs of geese, and with four
foreparts of lions back to back but which, unlike the pillar at S h i t h ,
did not support a Wheel of the Law.
Stlpas 3, 4 and 6, on the main terrace, and stiipa 2, on the western
side of the mountain, date from the Sunga period. Stlpa 3 is 7 metres
high, 15 metres in diameter and has a single torana; it contained two
stone reliquaries enclosing the bones of Slriputra and Maudgalyiyana
(M~MDAR
14,, 13; LUDERS,665,666). Stiipa 2, the balustrade of which
remains intact but without a torana, contained, in a stone casket, four
soapstone reliquaries with bones which belonged to some Haimavata
holy ones, particularly Majjhima and Kassapagotta who were known to
4, 3; L~DERs,656, 655).
the Sinhalese chronicle (MAJUMDAR,
2. The site of Soniri, 6 miles south-west of Sliici, contained eight
stupas, two of which were large - 14 m. 40 and 8 metres in diameter
respectively; each occupied the centre of a large square terrace. StQpa 2
also contained, in crystal boxes and soapstone caskets, the bones of
Haimavata holy ones : Majjhima, Kassapagotta and Dundubhissara
( L ~ ~ E R1 56s , 160).
3. Mount Satdhlra, to the west of Siiici, on the River BeS, was the
site of seven stQpas. The first, of gigantic size - 30 metres in diameter
and 22 m. 50 in height - has not yielded any reliquaries. The second,
much smaller, contained two empty caskets inscribed with the names of
Siriputra and Mahi-Maudgalylyana ( L ~ E R s152-153).
,
The third contained reliquaries, but without any inscriptions. The other four had
already been "exploited" by vandals.
4. The stiipas of Bhojpur, on the upper reaches of the Betwi 7 miles
south-east of SHiici, were thirty-three in number. The largest of them, 18
m. 30 in diameter, occupied the centre of a levelled terrace 75 m. 60 long
and 64 m. 20 wide. The others, which are smaller in size, have yielded
some terra-cotta urns inscribed with 'the names of unknown holy ones,
such as Upahitaka in stiipa 7 (LUDERS,678).
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5. At Andher, 5 miles south-east of Bhojpur, a group of three small,
well-preserved stiipas has supplied relics and boxes or urns made of
soapstone inscribed with the names of Haimavatas holy ones, particu,
larly Majjhima and Kassapagotta ( L ~ E R s680-684).
Southern Avanti, capital Mihismati, also had its Buddhist monum e n t ~ ' ~On
~ . a mountainous massif situated in the neighbourhood of
361 Mlhismati, three miles south of Kasrawad (district of Nimad in Holkar
State), the site called Itbardi "Brick Mountain", which was explored in
the years 1936-39, has revealed the existence of eleven brick stlpas, the
largest of which was 10 m. 50 in diameter. Inscribed fragments of
pottery bear names of places and persons, some of which are identical to
those found on the inscriptions at Bhirhut. Coins, ivory objects and
glass-ware have also been found indicating that the site belongs to the
second century B.C.13*.
Close ties linked the Buddhists of Avanti with their co-religionists of
the western coast, designated by the generic term of Aparinta, and
which included Sindh, western RijputZna, Kutch, Gujarit and the
regions neighbouring the lower Narmadi. According to the Sanskrit
tradition (Mz&.sarv. Vin., T 1448, ch. 2-4, pp. 7c-17a; Divya, pp. 24-55;
Karmavibhatiga, pp. 63-4), repeated later in Ceylon (Majhima Comm.,
V, pp. 85-92; Sayyutra Corn., 11, pp. 374-9), the inhabitants of the port
a , acquainted with the Good Law
of Siirpiiraka, in S r o n ~ ~ a r i n t a kwere
even while the Buddha was alive. The wealthy merchant N m a , a native
of the town, went with a caravan to Srlvasti, where he met the Buddha
who converted him and preached the Punnovddasutta (Majhima, 111,
pp. 267-70) for him. N r n a resolved to win his compatriots to the
religion and, once he had returned to Siirpiraka, he stayed in turn at the
monasteries of Arnbahatthapabbata, Samuddagiri and Mitulagiri, finally settling in the Makulakirima. There he gathered around him a
large number of disciples of both sexes and, with sandalwood provided
by his brother built a circular pavilion, the Candanamiila Priisida,
which continued to be famous in Buddhist ic~nography'~~.
One day
m a invited the Buddha to it, and the master went there travelling
through the air with five hundred disciples, and stayed there for a night.

lJ1
On recent excavations, H.D. SANKALIA,
~ x c a v a f i o kin the Narmado valley, Journ.
MahPrZja Sayajirao Univ. of Baroda, 11. 1953. p. 99 sq; The archaeological sequence of
Central I d , South-Western Journal of Anthropology, IX, 1953, p. 343 sq.
lJ2
D.B. DISKALKAR.
Excavarions at Kosrawad, I H Q , XXV, 1949, pp. 1-18.
133 Particularly an eleventh century Nepalese miniature : A. FOUCHUI,
Dude sur
I'iconographie b. & /'In&, I , Paris, 1900, p. 62, pl. 1, No. 6.
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At the request of the Nigas, when he returned he left his footprint on
the bank of the river NarmadZ. Even if this legend is probably
apocryphal, it remains nonetheless a fact that at the Mauryan period,
the western coast in general, and Siirpiraka in particular, had been
362 subjected to Buddhist propaganda. In Sopira (the modern name for
~ i i r ~ i r a k aa)basalt
,
fragment has been discovered on which can be read
a small section of ASoka's eighth edict, as well as a stiipa containing
relics enclosed in caskets made of stone, silver and gold134. After the
council of Pltaliputra, it is believed that Yonaka Dhammarakkhita was
sent on a mission to Aparinta.
At the same time, the Thera Rakkhita was sent to VanavZsa, in
Northern Kanara. However, Hsiian tsang, when visiting Konkanapura
- which can doubtless be identified with Vanavisa -, discovered there
traces of an earlier mission : a stiipa erected over the remains of
Sronavimktikoti, an ASokan stiipa marking the spot where the Arhat
had performed wonders and made conversions, finally, a sandalwood
statue of Maitreya sculpted by his hands. This Sronavimiatikoti is none
other than the Sonakolvisa of the Pili sources : a native of Campi, he
was fabulously wealthy and his body was as brilliant as gold; he was
invited by Bimbisiira to Rijagyha, where he met the Buddha, was
converted and attained Arhatship (Vin., I, pp. 179-85).
Further ancient monuments are also noted by Hsiian tsang on the
eastern coast and neighbouring regions : in Mahiristra, five stiipas of
the primitive type erected in honour of the Buddhas of the past; in
Gujarit (Suristra and Lita), near Valabhi, a number of ASokan stiipas
built to commemorate an alleged visit by the Buddha to those regions.
4. M A W . - The Siirasena capital and an important communications centre on the Yamuni, Mathuri, present-day Muttra, had benefited from a rapid visit by the Buddha : the Master did not prolong his
stay there, since it was made unpleasant by the unevenness of the
ground, the thickness of the dust, the viciousness of the animals, the
savagery of the Y a k 3 s and the obstacles to begging (Ariguttara, 111,
p. 256; and its Comm., 111, p. 329). His disciple Mahikitylyana did not
feel the same repugnance, and stayed for some time at the Gundivana
monastery where he was visited by King Avantiputra and brihmin
scholars who came to discuss the privileges of their caste with him
(Majhirna, 11, p. 84). Thirty Mathuran bhiksus supported the rigorist

1 3 * On this stupa, re-examined in 1939 by Mr. MUNIR,see An. Bibl. of Indian Arch.,
XIV, 1939, p. 2.

363 cause in the dispute at VaiSililJ5 : their leader Sambhiita Sinavisin

dwelt on Mount Ahoganga, some distance from the town 1 3 6 . It was also
after a seven-year retreat spent in the solitude of the Ahoganga that
Moggaliputtatissa returned to Pitaliputra to give his support to ASoka
and preside over the third council137. ASoka erected three stiipas in
Mathuri to commemorate the Buddhas of the past and preserve the
ashes of various great disciples : ~ i r i ~ u t r Maudgalyiyana,
a,
Piimamaitrayaniputra, Upiili, Ananda and RevatalJB.Nothing of them has
been discovered, not even their sitelJ9. Princes who were sympathetic to
Buddhism ruled in Mathuri under the Sungas and during the Saka
occupation, but it was only in the Kugna period, in the second century
A.D., that the town became one of the Buddhist strongholds. It was
probably then that the city was given an edifying history by the
SarvHstivHdins of KaSmir. The MClasarvcistivcidin Vinaya (Gilgit Man.,
111, 1, pp. 3-68) attributes a fictitious journey in northern India to the
Buddha, a journey which is supposed to have halted at the known or
unknown towns of Adiriijya, Mathuri, Otali, Vairambha, Ayodhyii,
Kumiravardhana, Krauiica, Angadika, Maqivati, SBlabali, Silibali,
Suvamaprastha and, finally, Siketa. The Master supposedly predicted
the erection, one hundred years after his Nirvina, of the Napbhatiyavihira on Mount Urumunda, and the birth of Upagupta into the family
of a perfume merchant from MathuriL40.
The ASokdvadina agrees with the Mfilasarvistivcidin Vinaya in making
MathurH the base of the fourth and fifth masters of the Law, SHnavisa
and Upagupta141. They lived there, surrounded by thousands of Arhats
whom they trained in dhyina practice, a mystic movement the main
centre of which was, however, in KaSmir. A whole legend has been
woven around Upagupta, whosc apostolic zeal extended to courtesans
(Visavadatti), and who vanquished Mira in a tournament of magic and
364 made so many conversions that a system of slips of wood had to be
instituted in order to count them. It was he, and not Moggaliputtatissa,
who made himself the spiritual adviser to ASoka, guided him in his
pilgrimages and showed him the sites where stiipas were to be constructed. By means of these legends, the KaSmirians hoped to demonMahiGsaka Vin.; cf. M. HOFINGER,
Concile & Vaiicjli. p. 50.
PIli Vin.,11, p. 298.
I J 7 MahHvaqsa, V, 233.
138 Hsi yii chi, T 2087,ch. 4, p. 8906 6.
l J 9 J.P.VOGEL,Lo sculprure & Marhurci, Paris, 1930,p. 18.
140 Above. p. 206.
'1' Above, pp. 208-210..
13'
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strate the great antiquity of their Dhyina school, the origins of which go
no further back than the end of the second century A.D.
However, the KaSmirians were also masters of the Vinaya, of which
they knew and translated five recensions. As we saw earlier, they claimed
that the original text had still been extant in Mathurl at the time of
Upagupta, but the disciples of the latter, in order to have their particular
views triumph, divided the single Great Vinayapipka into five adventitious Vinayas.
However, that may be, Mathuri, along with North-West India and
KaSmir, was one of the strongholds of the Sarvistividin school which is
reputed to have introduced the use of Sanskrit into the Buddhist
tradition. The ASoka- and Divyciva&na which we should link with the
Mathuri schools as M.J. Przyluski did, are in Sanskrit which is generally grammatical but with a separate vocabulary, some terms of which
are in Prikrit or based on Prikrit; furthermore, these texts have those
stylistic habits of repetition and co-ordination which we find in Pili.
Crude and naive, the language of the Avadinas is much inferior to the
Buddhist kivya practised in the North-West of India by poets such as
Mltyceta, Kumiralita and especially ASvagho*. However, at a time
when central India was beginning to use mixed Sanskrit in epigraphy,
Mathuri seems to have taken the initiative in resorting to Sanskrit for
composing Buddhist texts. There were a great many learned brihmins,
versed in the Vedas, in the area, and it was a matter of importance to be
able to debate with them on an equal footing, in a language the prestige
of which was universally recognized.
5. NORTH-WESTINDIA.- The important borderland, after having
been subjected to the Achaemenid yoke for two and a half centuries
(559-336) and the Macedonian occupation for three decades (336-306),
rallied to the mother-country in 306, in the terms of the convention
concluded between Seleucus I and Candragupta. It was to be under the
influence of the Indian empire of the Mauryas from 306 to approximately 189, a date at which it again fell under the domination of a
foreign sovereign, the Indo-Greek king Demetrius. The Mauryas watch365 ed over that region with jealous concern, fully aware of its importance.
Uttarlpatha, as they called it, was one of the four provinces administered by viceroys or royal princes : ASoka and his son Kunlla had in turn
been in charge of the government, the seat of which was T a k ~ S i l i The
.
great emperor established his Dharma there; two recensions of fourteen
enactments, in the Kharosthi alphabet, were engraved on rock, one at
Shihbizgarhi in the district of Peshlwir, another at Minsehrl in the
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district of Hadra; furthermore, a fragment of an edict, in Aramaic
script, has recently been discovered at Lampika in the district of
LaghmHn. Buddhist missionaries closely followed the imperial functionaries, and the Sanskrit sources agree with the PHli chronicle in attributing the conversion of KaSmira-GandhHra to the Arhat Madhyintika
(Majjhantika in PHli) and his companions. However, for the former
sources, Madhyintika was one of Ananda's disciples and was probably
active in the year 50 after the Nirvana, whereas for the latter, Majjhantika was a contemporary of ASoka and disciple of Moggaliputtatissa. In
fact, the North-West could not have been converted prior to the Maurya
period, since before that date, Buddhist propaganda was confined to the
region of the Middle Ganges and Avanti, with a few advances in the
direction of the western and eastern coasts; also, Uttaripatha was still
struggling under the Macedonian satraps who were drawn up against
each other : such a time was ill-chosen for religious pacification.
There is no lack of indications to prove the implantation of Buddhism
in the North-West at the time of the Mauryas. The most conclusive is
the great number of "ASokan stiipas" noted in the region by Hsiian
tsang, the majority of which were 200 feet high : one at Satadru on the
Sutlej; one in Kuliita on the upper Beas; two in Takka on the ChenHb;
one in the Timasavana; four in KaSmir; two at Simhapura in the Salt
Range; three in TaksaSilH (st. of Maitreya's Treasure, st. of the Gift of
the Head and st. of KunHla); two in UddiyHna (st. of the Gift of Flesh
and st. of Rohitaka); five in Gandhira (st. of the Teaching of the
Buddhas of the past; st. of the Gift of Eyes; stiipas commemorating two
of ViSvantara's exploits; st. of EkaSmga); three in the district of
Nagarahira (st. of Dipamkara's Prediction, st. of the Offering of Hair,
and the giant stiipa of Gunda Chismeh); several tens at JHguda in the
366 ArghandHb Valley and the Middle Helmand; one in Kapiia (st. of
Pilusiir); one in the Andar-Hb Valley'42.
It was very easy for the pilgrims to distinguish those old stiipas, with
solid hemispherical domes, from the more recent stiipas in GandhHran
style, which was much more complex and generally consisted of a square
base, a drum, a dome and, finally, a pinnacle of parasols. Several of the
ancient stiipas recorded by Hsiian tsang have been identified : the ruins
of "Maitreya's Treasure" are to be found on the ridge dominating Baoti
Pind; the "Gift of the Head" is the present-day Bhallar Stiipa occupying
the western point of Mount Sarda; the "KunHla Memorial" is located
on the northern slope of the HathiHl which overlooks the site of Sirkap
I*'

For details, see WAT~ERS,
I, pp. 180-286.
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and the entire Haro Valley 143. Furthermore, the characteristic features
of the ASokan stiipa are also recognizable at present in the ruins of
Minikyila in the Punjab, the tope of Shihplr to the east of Shih-DhEri
and the tope of Chakpat near the fort of Chakdarra in the Swlt
valley 144. *
Another indication of Buddhist penetration is the localization on the
land of the North-West, particularly in Gandhlra, UddiyHna and the
Western Punjab, of a number of legends taken from the former lives of
the TathHgata145. Gangetic India had been the setting for the last
existence of the Buddha; the North-West claimed that his former lives
had taken place on its soil. Each town, each locality soon had its own
legend, and its own stiipa to commemorate it. In Nagarahiira (Jelilibid),
~ i k ~ a m u had
n i received the prediction from the Buddha Dipamkara,
and had spread out his hair under the Tathigata's feet. In Puskarivati
(Shiih-DhEri and Chiirsadda), Sibi had made the gift of his eyes to a
beggar, and Sylma, while he was gathering fruits for his blind parents,
had been struck by a poisoned arrow. In Varvpura (Shlhbiizgarhi),
ViSvantara had given to an insatiable briihmin his white elephant,
kingdom, caparison, wife and children. At Shlh-kot, the rsi EkaSrnga,
had been seduced by a courtesan and had carried her to the town on his
shoilders. In Marigalapura (Manglaor), KGntiviidin had submitted to
the blows of King Kali without a word of complaint. On Mount Hi-lo
or Hidda (Ilam, of the borders of the Swit and the Biinh), a young
briihmin had thrown himself from the top of a tree in order to learn a
verse of the Law. In the Mahivana (Sunigrlm), King Sawada, who
wished to give alms when he had no money, gave himself up to his
enemy for gold. In the Masurasamghiirima (Gumbatai, near Tursak in
BiinEr), Dharmarata had transcribed a text of the Law using his skin as
parchment, one of his bones as a reed and his blood as ink. In Giriirai,
King Sibi had redeemed a pigeon which was being pursued by a falcon
by cutting off from his own body a weight of flesh equivalent to that of
the pigeon. At the monastery of Sarpausadhi in the Siinirlja valley
(Adinzai), Indra, transformed into a serpent, had saved the population
from famine and pestilence, while an industrious serpent made water
spring from a rock. At Rohitaka, King Maitniala had fed five Y a k v s
Sir JOHNMARSHALL,
Taxila, I, p. 348; 111, pl. 874.
References in A. FOUCHER,
Art grkco-bouddhique, I, p. 67, n. I.
"5
On the acclimatization and localisation of the legends in the North-West, see
A. FOUCHER.
Notes sur la Ggographie ancienne du Gandhira, Extrait du BEFEO, 1902,
49 pp. with a map of the sites; Art grkco-bouddhique, 11, pp. 47-21 ; Vieille Route & I'Inak,
p. 268 sq.
'*I
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with his own blood. In Takekill, King Candraprabha had cut off his
own head in order to present it to the brihrnin Raudrike. On the
Upper Indus, Prince Mahisattva had given his body to a hungry tigress;
at Adirijya and BhadriSva, on the site of the two Alexandrian foundations on the Jhelum, Nicaea and Bucephala, the mythical king Mahisammata had been given the royal consecration and then a marvellous
horse.
Missionary zeal had therefore delved into the rich repertory of the
Jitakas in which the Bodhisattva, in a human, animal or divine form of
existence, had practised the great perfections of his state, particularly
generosity,.patience, vigour and wisdom, not without falling prey - as
in the case of EkaSmga - to inevitable human weaknesses. Alongside
Virinasi which also claimed as its own Jitakas (the Six-Tusked White
Elephant, the Partridge, the Deer and the Hare), Gandhira was the only
one to play the game - somewhat puerile, but profitable to the places
of pilgrimage - of the acclimatization of the legends. But this infatuation did not last for long. The fwt that the ASokan stupas, such as those
of the Gift of the Body on the peak of Banj, the Gift of Flesh at Giriirai,
the Gift of Eyes at Chirsadda, the Gift of the Head at TakeSili, of
ViSvantara at Shibizgaghi, etc., were built from the Mauryan period
onwards proves that the annexing of the legends began with the
introduction of the Good Law into the borderlands of the North-West.
It continued in force under the Indo-Greek occupation, but was practi368 cally over by the Christian era. Indeed, at that time the Scythian
invasion slowed down the expansion of the Good Law and, when the
latter once again advanced and reached the southern slopes of the
Afghan massif (Kapik) and beyond the Hindlkush, Bactria and Sogdiana, the source of inspiration had dried up and the flood of ancient
legends never reached those remote regions : "It is because there is a
time for everything, and that of the pious legends had passed" (tr. from
Foucher).
Furthermore, in view of the Buddhist successes in the Ku&ina period,
it was considered that the Jitakas no longer sufficed to confer an
adequate guarantee of authenticity on the new holy land and a story was
made up of a journey by the Buddha to the North-West, in the company
of the Yakv Vajrapini, and great pleasure was to be had following the
stages of the journey on a map; new stipas were erected to commemorate its principal events146. This was a new means of propaganda,
initiated, we believe, in the Kusina period. In fact, one of the episodes
140

Itinerary of this journey in BEFEO. 1947-50.pp. 152-8.
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of this journey is concerned with Kaniska's great caitya in Peshlwir, the
building of which is thought to have been predicted by the Buddha.
To return to the ancient period, we also note that the Sanskrit sources
agree with the Plli in recording the struggles the missionaries1*' had to
sustain against "the king of the Nigas (Aravlla, or Hultita), eighty-four
thousand serpents, numerous Gandharvas, Yaksas and Kumbhandakas" (Mhv., XII, 20), who occupied the pools and defended the mountain passes. In the missionary's presence, dragons and demi-gods hurled
thunder and lightning, breathed smoke and fire, caused floods and
famines. The missionary withdrew into the meditation on benevolence,
and the knives, axes and weapons that were cast at him turned into
kwnuda flowers which spread out in the space above his body. Gentleness triumphed over force : the Nlga-king and his peers took refuge in
the Three Jewels and abided by the fivefold morality; the Yaksa
Pandaka and his wife HBriti, the mother of five hundred demons,
attained the srotalpattiphala, the first fruit of the religious life. The
369 missionary addressed them with a homily which was at the same time a
solemn reconciliation : "Henceforth, d o not allow anger to dominate
you; do no further harm to the harvests, cherish all beings and let
mankind live in peace" (Mhv., XII, 22). In its picturesque form, the
legend summarizes the entire history of the western missions : in order to
ensure the triumph of the Good Law, the missionaries first had to
combat popular superstition which found its most common expression
in the worship of Nigas and serpents, already attested in the Vedas and
the origins of which can be traced back to the remote ages of Mohen-joDlro, in the third millennium B.C. It was less a matter of substituting a
new cult for an ancient one than of raising the latter to the level of the
Buddhist message. The Buddhists, as moreover do the Sivaites and
Visnuites, admitted the serpent in their own religious system, but in a
subordinate place.
We should note in conclusion that the Good Law did not enjoy the
same success in all districts of the North-West without distinction. The
information supplied by the Chinese pilgrims and archaeological discoveries show that only the districts of the Western Punjab, Gandhira,
Uddiyina and also doubtless Jiguda (which has not yet been explored
systematically) were truly influenced by Buddhism in the Mauryan
period. This was not the case for KapiSa (KohisGn in Kabul) where
Hsiian tsang records only a single ASokan stiipa, nor even for KaSmir
I*' We are concerned here with MadhyIntika and his companions; see above, pp. 207208. 293, 303. 304.
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where no trace has been discovered of the ASokan foundations of the
Suskaletra or the Vitastriita mentioned by the travellers as well as
Kalhana. That a few Buddhists may have ventured there in the ancient
era, nobody would attempt to deny, but one swallow does not make a
summer and, in the light of numerous indications which we will be
examining further on, it can well be believed that KapiSa and KaSmir
did not become true Buddhist fiefs until the Kusiina period, due to the
active propaganda conducted by Kaniska. It was even later that Bactria,
separated from the Indus basin by the high barrier of the Hindiikush, in
turn became a holy land of Buddhism. This is what appears, among
other indications, from the evidence of Hsiian tsang who attributes most
of the Buddhist foundations beyond the Hindiikush, not to Kaniska and
even less so to ASoka, but more modestly and recently to "Ancient
Kings" (chiu wang), that is, the later KuGnas (c. 231-390 A.D.), or even
the Kidirites (390-460 A.D.).
370

6. CENTRAL
INDIAOR THE BRAHMANICM A D H Y A D ~A .Since Vedic
times, the centre of the Aryan world, the "firm middle country" (dhruvi
madhyamci dii), extended from the Sarasvati to Gangetic Doab; it was
from there that brihmanical civilization radiated to the external provinces : Kosala and the land of Kiiii watered by the Sarayu and the
Varaniivati, Videha irrigated by the Gandak, and Vidarbha in the
Wardhi valley. Beyond the sphere of influence lived tribes of mixed
origin, such as the Angas of eastern Bihar and the Migadhans of
southern Bihar, or indigenous clans such as the Pundras of North
Bengal, the Pulindas and Savaras of the Vindhya forests, and the
Andhras in the Godiivari valley. Two peoples of noble blood dominated
Aryavarta : the Kurus, descendants of the Vedic tribes of the f i r u s and
Bharatas, occupied the length of territory located between the Sarasvati
and the Dcvdvati, as well as the districts of Delhi and Meerut : their
capital was Asandivat; the Paiicilas, also of Vedic origin being descendants of the Krivis, were settled in the districts of Bareilly, Budiiiin and
Farrukhiibiid in Uttar Pradesh where their chief towns were Kimpilya
and A h i c ~ h a t r a ' ~For
~ . a long time, historians have noted the spiritual
and cultural abyss which separated the briihmanic Madhyadeia from the
On Ahicchatra, where important excavations are still taking place, see B.C. LAW,
Paiiccilas and their Capital Ahicchatra, Delhi, 1942; A. G H and~K.C. P m ~ r w nPottery
,
of Ahicchatra. Ancient India, 1, 1946, pp. 37-59; V.S. AGRAWALA.
The Terracottas of
Beah from Ahicchatra.
Ahicchatra, Ancient India, IV, 1948, pp. 104-79; M.G. DIKSHIT,
Ancient India, VIII, 1952, pp. 33-63. - Also see B. B. LAL,Excavatwns at HustMpura and
other Explorations in the Upper Ghrigd. Ancient India, X and XI, 1954-55, pp. 5-151.
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ancient cradle of Buddhism situated further to the east149. On the one
hand, the Aryans, trustees of the Vedic revelation, paragons of brihmanic civilization, devoted to the raising of cattle and cultivation of wheat;
on the other, the Mundas who remained partly faithful to the customs
of the original clan, superficially influenced by Brlhmanism, more
concerned with the great problems of life than with ritual and sacrifice,
exclusively concerned with the cultivation of rice, and confirmed vegetarians.
Even if ~ i i k ~ a m u ntravelled
i
through Doab several times, he never
stayed there long : his fixed residences were never to be found further
west than an ideal line joining ~riivastiand KauSiimbi. The message of
371 the Buddha had no hold on a population which was fiercely attached to
its books and traditions, proud of its brahmins, faithful to its Devas and
which punctually carried out ancestral sacrifices in which animals were
immolated and the Soma flowed. ASoka did indeed attempt to introduce
his Dharma there, as is witnessed by the Kilsi rock edict and the pillar
edicts of Topri and Mirath, but his efforts were powerless to change the
population's mind. As for the Buddhist missionaries and propagandists
of the Mauryan period, they did not even try to locate the great exploits
of the Bodhisattva during his former existences in those unprofitable
regions, but merely noted here and there the places which Sikyamuni
had honoured with his presence and where earlier Buddhas had appeared. With regard to the large towns of the brlhmanic Madhyadeki,
srughna, GoviSana, Ahicchatra, VilaSina, Kapitha (SimkiSya), Kanylkubja, Ayodhyl and Ayamukha, it is always the same monotonous and
disappointed formula that came from Hsiian tsang's pen : "An ASokan
stfpa on the spot where the Buddha had propounded his excellent
doctrine for such and such a time; to one side, a stfpa where four
Buddhas of the past had sat or walked; finally, a small stiipa containing
relics of the Buddha's hair or nails" l S O .Nothing could better emphasize
the failure of the religious propaganda among a population which
"After the decease of the Buddha, was led astray by its leaders and
made to believe in false religions, and where Buddhism disappeared" (T
2087, ch. 4, p. 9 8 1 ~ ) ' ~ It
' . may be objected that, at the time of Hsiian
A. FOUCHER.
Vie du Bouddha, pp. 123-4.
of the rare stCpas are possibly ancient. Thus, it is thought that traces of
ASokan monuments have been discovered in Vilakina. the P'i lo shun M of Hsiian tsang,
present-day Bilsad in the disctrict of Etah in Uttar Pradesh. Cf. B.S. SURYAVANSHI,
Exploration at Bilsad, JBBRAS, X X X , 1955, pp. 56-65.
However, it was not possible for Buddhism to "disappear" from a region where it
never had much of a grip.
l S O Some
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tsang, Kanyikubja contained more than 100 monasteries and over
10,000 religious, adherents of the Mihiyina, and Hinayina (T 2087,
ch. 5, p. 893c 14) : this was a relatively late success of the Good Law,
caused artificially by the religious policy of Hargvardhana (606-647
A.D.); two centuries earlier the town, as evidenced by Fa hsien, still had
only two Hinayiinist monasteries (T 2085, p. 8 6 0 ~ ). Everything leads
to the belief that the situation was no more favourable in the ancient
period.
An exception should, however, be made for the town of Simkikya,
nowadays Sankissa in the district of Etah in Uttar Pradesh, which was
the setting for one of the four secondary wonders. It was on the
outskirts of the town, to be precise in the Apajjura enclosure, at the foot
of the Udumbara, that the Buddha descended from the Triyastrimsa
heaven where he had been preaching the Law to his mother. To d o this,
he created a triple stairway of precious materials; he used the central
one, Brahmi used the one to the right and Indra that to the left. Once
he had descended, the three stairways sank into the ground and only
seven steps remained visible. The Buddha was welcomed on his arrival
by a countless throng of the laity and religious, among whom could be
recognized Udayana, the king of KauGmbi, ~ i i r i ~ u t rand
a the nun
Utpalavamii who, in order to force her way through the crowd more
easily, had disguised herself as a cakravartin king. However, someone
who was absent, the venerable Subhiiti, whom the Mahiiyinists claim as
one of theirs, was the first to greet the Buddha; he remained in his cave
on the outskirts of R i j a g h a and merely fixed his mind on the instability
of human things, and this homage paid to the body of the Law
(dharmakiya) of the Buddhas surpassed every other greeting addressed
to his physical body (janmakiya).
The wonder of the "Descent of the Gods" (devtlvatdra), as it is called,
was widely exploited by art and literature : it appears on monuments at
Bhirhut, SBiici, Sirnith, Loriyin-Tangai in Gandhiira, Mathuri, N i g ijunikonda and Ajan!B s 2 . Sanskrit literature, whether canonical or
post-canonical, Hinayiinist or Mahiyiinist, makes numerous allusions to
itIs3; and although the event is not mentioned in the Pili canon, the
l S 2 Bhirhut. pi. 17; Monuments o/Siiichi, 11, pi. 34 c; MNUMDAR,
Guide to Sirndrh,
pl. 13e; Art grko-bouddhique. I, p. 539, fig. 265; VOGEL,Sculpture de Marhurci, pi. 510;
LONGHURST,
Ndgcirjunikon&, pl. 1 ld; G ~ l r n n i sAjqlci.
,
pi. 54.
l S 3Divya, p. 401 ; Avadinaiataka, 11, pp. 94-5; Karmavibhadga, pp. 159-60; Tsa a han,
T 99, ch. 23, p. 169c; Teng i a han, T 125, ch. 28, p. 707c I5 sq.; Po yiian ching, T 200,
ch. 9, p. 2470; I tsu ching, T 198, ch. 2, p. 185c; Tsao hsiang kung ti? ching, T 694, ch. I ,
p. 792c; Fin pieh kung t t lun, T 1507, ch. 3, p. 37c; Upadcia, T 1509, ch. I I, p. 1370.
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Sinhalese tradition mentions it in its commentaries (Dhammapada
Comm., 111, p. 226; Suttanipcita Comm., 11, p. 570).
The Chinese pilgrims Fa hsien (T 2085, p. 859c) and Hsiian tsang
(T 2087, ch. 4, p. 893b), inform us that ASoka, wishing to unearth the
stairway, had a large hole dug at its base but, on encountering water
underground, was prevented from continuing with the project. The king
felt his faith and veneration increasing and therefore had a vihira built
above the stairway and, on the middle flight, he erected a six foot high
statue of the standing BuddhaIs4. Behind the vihira, he set up a stone
pillar twenty cubits high, surmounted by a lion. However, that lion was
in reality an elephant with a mutilated trunk and tail, which explains the
Chinese pilgrims' mistake. The capital to which it belonged is still
standing in place, but the column has vanished and been replaced by
brick masonry lSS.
If we attempt to explain the origin of this wonder, responsibility must
be laid on those artificial irrigation ramps which lean at an angle of
thirty-degrees above the plain and which are common in the Sankissa
region. "It was enough", said A. Foucher [tr.], "to cover one of them
with three contiguous rows of stone steps in order to recreate the triple
holy stairway attributed to ASoka"lS6.
7. THE EASTERN COAST AND ANDHRADESA.
- The eastern limit of the
Buddhist MadhyadeSa, indeed of India herself, was marked by the
localites of Pundravardhana (Mahisthin in the district of Bogra, according to an old Brihmi inscription published in EI, XXI, p. 83) and
Kacarigala 60 miles further east. Beyond were the Frontier-Lands
(pratyantajanapada) where the monastic discipline was no longer observed in full strictness. On the eastern coast and its hinterland, Buddhism
encountered formidable adversaries, no longer among the brihmins, but
among the Jainas, the disciples of Mahivira who were usually known by
the name of Nirgranthas. It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that,
at least at the beginning of his reign, ASoka had come into conAict with
these Tirthikas : at the time of the conquest of Kaliriga, many Sramanas,
along with their compatriots, suffered murder, death or captivity
(BLOCH,pp. 125-6); and the A.iokiva&na (Divya, p. 427) claims that in
a single day, ASoka had his Nigas and Yaksas beheaded 18,000
Nirgranthas from Pundravardhana who had images representing the
Buddha prostrated before the Jina. However, if such a persecution
occurred, the proclamation of the Dharma which ensured freedom to all
An obvious anachronism.
A good photograph of this mutilated animal can be found in N. S ~ IAge, ofrhe
Nandas and Mauryas, pl. IV.
J6 Vie du Bouddha. p. 277.
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sects soon brought a return of religious peace, and the Jainas, under the
protection of superintendents responsible for supervising them (BLOCH,
p. 171), were able to develop freely in the empire. Samprati, ASoka's
grandson, is said to have embraced their faith under the influence of the
master Suhastin. During migrations which were caused, it is believed, by
famine, they poured into the land of Mathurl, in Avanti, and massively
occupied the eastern coast where Hsiian tsang records the presence of
Digambara Nirgranthas in Pundravardhana, Samatata, Kongoda, Kalinga, Dhlnyakataka, Cola country and Drlvida and, finally, MalakGta.
This was not a matter of a late development of the sect; in Orissa, in the
district of Pun, the Jainas excavated many caves in the mountains, the
oldest of which date back to the second century B.C. : 44 in Udayagiri,
19 in Khandagiri and 3 in NiIals7; Khlravela, the king of Kalinga (ca
28-16 B.C.), had taken up their religion and the inscription which
records his worthy deeds begins with a homage "to all the Arahantas
and all the Siddhas"; at the end of the ancient era, the Nirgranthas even
possessed a monastery in Ceylon, to the north of Anurldhapura; that
"Titthlrlma" had been built by King Panduklbhaya (380-310 B.C.),
but was expropriated and demolished by Vaffaglmani (32-20 B.C.)
(Mhv.,
XXXIII, 42, 79).
Another obstacle to the Buddhist propaganda consisted of the homage paid to Devas, whose temples were particularly numerous on the
eastern coast. It even seems that some schismatic Buddhist sects met
with some success in eastern Bengal; the Brlhmi inscription at Mahlsthln is concerned with the gifts made by the inhabitants of Pundranagara to some Sadvargikas who are possibly the "six bad monks"
mentioned in the VinayaISs; and, according to Hsiian tsang's evidence
(T 2087, ch. 10, p. Y2Sa), there were in Kamasuvama three Buddhist
monasteries in which, in accordance with Devadatta's orders ( Vinaya, 11,
p. 197), the monks were forbidden the use of lacteous products.
The coastal region was by no means neglected, either by ASoka in his
375 plans for conquest of the Dharma, or by the Buddhist missionaries on
their teaching tours. Rescripts of the Dharma were promulgated in
Kalinga (Dhauli and Jaugada) and as far as the extreme south of the

l S 7 The inscriptions from those caves have been published and translated by B. BARUA,
Old BrZhmi Inscriprions in the Udrryagiri and W g i r i Caves, Calcutta, 1929.
E l . XXI, 2, p. 83; D. R. BHANDARKAR,
Important Fragmentary Inscription Found ar
Mahisirrh&. Ind. Ant., LXII, p. 117 sq.; B.M.BARUA,The Old Brcihmi Inscription of
Mahasrhcin, IHQ, 1934, pp. 57-66.
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empire : Maski, Pllkigundu, Glvimath, Yerragudi, Brahmagiri and
Jatinga-RlmeSvara; aid for men and beasts reached the Colas of
Coromandel, the Plndyas in the South-East, the Satyaputra (of uncertain identification) and Keralaputra kings of Malabar as far as Taprobane (BLOCH,p. 93); in Tosafi and Samlpl, separate edicts reminded the
functionaries of their duties and enjoined them to win the affection of
those they administered (BLOCH,p. 136 sq.); on imperial territory, the
Pitenikas of the district of Paithlna on the upper Godiivari, the Andhras
and Parindas (or Pulindas), of uncertain identification, conformed to the
pious recommendations of the Beloved of the Gods, and their example
was followed beyond the frontiers by the Colas and Pandyas as far as
Taprobana (BLOCH,p. 130). The regions of the east coast, with the
possible exception of the enigmatic Mahiwmandala, are not mentioned
in the list of territories won over by Moggaliputtatissa's missionaries,
but the Niiglrjunikonda inscription repairs this omission by congratulating the Sinhalese monks for having converted Vanga (Bengal), Tosali
and Palura (Kalinga), Damila and Timrapamidvipa (Ceylon) ' 5 9 .
However, the joint activity of the Beloved of the Gods and the
missionaries did not meet with the same success as in Avanti, Mathurl
and the North-West. Submerged by Hinduism and Jainism, the eastern
coast was late in rallying to the message of the Siikya. In this respect,
there is a striking contrast between the enormous quantity of bhiksus
recorded, for example, in Orissa and Daksinakosala in the seventh
century A.D. and the few specimens of "ASokan stiipas" recorded by
Hsiian tsang : one in Pundravardhana; "a few" in Kamasuvama, one in
Samatafa, one in Tlmralipti; ten in Orissa; one in Kalinga; one in
Daksinikosala; one in Andhra country; one in the land of the Colas;
one in the Driivida area; one in Malakiita. Some twenty stiipas over a
distance of 1,500 km! It was certainly not in the ancient period that the
eastern coast appreciably swelled the ranks of Buddhism. The information we have at our disposal does, however, enable us to see that, at the
376 end of the Mauryan period and during the Sunga age, i.e. from 250 to
50 approximately, two regions constituted the centres of Buddhist
culture : Kalinga and above all Andhradek.
Passing rapidly through Kalinga at the beginning of the seventh
century, Hsiian tsang makes the following remarks : "The country
produces wild elephants which are esteemed by neighbouring regions.
The climate is warm. The people are rough and determined, they
observe good faith and loyalty, and are clear and precise in their speech;
59
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in their language and customs, they differ a little from central India.
There are few Buddhists, the majority of the population belongs to other
religions. There are more than ten Buddhist monasteries and five
hundred religious 'studying the system of the Mahlyiina-Sthavira
school'. There are more than a hundred temples of the Devas, and the
adherents of the different sects are very numerous, the majority of them
being Nirgranthas ... Near the southern wall of the city (probably
Kalingapatam, the capital), there was an ASokan stiipa beside which
was to be found the place which served as a seat and practice-spot for
four Buddhas of the past. On the summit of a mountain, to the north of
the country, there was a stone stiipa, one hundred feet high, where a
Pratyekabuddha had deceased at the beginning of the present Kalpa,
when the human life lasted for countless years" (T 2087, ch. 10, p. 929a).
It is believed that the site described here by the Chinese master has been
identified160. On the summit and sides of Mount Silihundim, which
dominates the river VambdhHri and the Bay of Bengal, a whole
complex of Buddhist constructions was discovered and explored, between 1943 and 1947; it included, in particular, a large apsidal caitya, a
tall circular stlpa of the type known as mahricaitya and other smaller
temples and stiipas, two of which were adorned with a statue of the
Buddha in a seated position. One of those Buddhacaityas has yielded a
piece of pottery inscribed in Brihmi characters of the second century
A.D., stipulating that the pottery in question belonged to the KattahHrHma (or KatjahHra iirima), endowed by the descendants of the RHstrapiilaka Hamkudeyika. In fact, however, the development of the site
dates much further back into the past. The foundations of the MahHcaitya concealed stone caskets containing three crystal reliquaries each
enclosing one or several gold flowers (suvarnapuspa). The three reliqua377 ries are shaped like a stiipa. The first is two pieces, a support and a
cover, which fit so precisely that the whole constitutes a plain hemisphere. The second is also two pieces : a circular support holding up a
bell-shape of a smaller diameter which in turn is surmounted by a small
square pavilion with a central knob. Finally, the third consists of four
elements : a tall support, wide in diameter, a hemispherical bell of lesser
diameter, a cubical pavilion which evokes the shape of a balustrade and,
finally, crowning everything, a vertical rod representing a pole. The first
reliquary reproduces the original stiipa of the ancient type, such as those
at BhPrhut and Siiici, the main feature of which was the an& or
Details and photographic reproductions in T.N. RAMACHANDRAN,An inscribed Pot
EI, XXVIII, 1949, pp. 133-7.
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hemispherical dome; the second is a model of a stiipa of a more recent
type, with a terrace (medhl), dome ( e d a ) , pavilion (harmikii) and
parasol (chattra); the third more delicately fashioned, with its harmikii in
the form of a balustrade (vedikii) and its parasol pole (chattraya;!i), is an
exact reproduction of the Mahicaityas in Andhra country such as could
be admired at Amarivati, Jaggayyapeta or Nigirjunikonda. It is therefore highly probable that the stiipa of Silihundim, begun in the ancient
era in the form of an "ASokan stiipa", underwent various transformations in the course of time which finally brought it close to the "Andhra
type" of the Mahicaitya. The reliquaries which were hidden in turn in
the foundations evoked the successive alterations undergone by the
monument.
Even more than Kalinga, the Andhra country can claim the title of
Buddhist fief, but its history is one of the most complicated. Andhradeia
is the name given today to the northern part of Madras State which is
enclosed between the Lower Godivari and the Lower Kistna, and occupied by a population of Dravidian race and Telugu language. The region
abounds in hillocks called dibba, which on examination proved to be
ancient Buddhist foundations. To cite only the main ones, we will
mention, starting from Masulipatam and following the Kistna upstream
: Bhattiprolu, 6 miles north of Repalle; Gudivida, 20 miles north-west
of Masulipatam; GhantaSQi, 13 miles west of Masulipatam; Amarivati,
near Dharanikota, earlier known as Dhinyakataka; Jaggayyapeta or
Betavolu, 30 miles north-west of Amarivati; N i g i junikonda, 16 miles
west of Macherla; Goli, at the confluence of the Gollaru and the
Kistna16'. The land abounds in monumental stiipas, wrongly called
On these sites, see J. BURGESS,
The Buddhist Sttipas ofAmarcivatiand Jaggayyape!a,
London, 1887; A. FOUCHER,
Les sculptures d'AmarZvati, RAA, V, pp. 9-24; A. REA,South
AmarcivatiSculptures in the
Indian Buddhist Antiquities. Madras, 1894; C. SIVARAMAMURTI,
Madras Government Museum. Madras, 1942 (contains a new edition of the Amarivati
inscriptions), A.H. LONGHURST,The Buddhist Antiquities of Ncigcirjunakon&. Madras
Ncigrirjunakonda 1938. Delhi, 1953; ID.,
Presidency, Delhi, 1938; T.N. RAMACHANDRAN,
Buddhist Sculptures from a Sttipa near Goli Village, Guntur Dbtrict, Madras, 1929;
G . YAZDANI,
Excavations at Kondopur :An Andhra Town, ABORI, XXII, 1941, pp. 17185; K.R. SUBRAMMAN,Buddhist Remains in Andhra and Andhra History. 225410 A.D.,
Allahibid, 1942; V. R. R. DIKSHITAR,Buddhism in Andhradeja, B. C. LAW Volume,
Calcutta, 1945, I, pp. 346-53; P.S.S ~ I The
, Rise and Growth of Buddhism in Andhra.
IHQ, XXXI, !355, pp. 68-75.
The inscriptions from AmarIvati, Bhattiprolu and Jaggayyapeta are recorded in the
Luders List, Nos. 1025-1 326, 1329-1 339, 1292-1204; those of Nigirjunikonda are published in vols. XX and XXI of the Epigraphiu Indica. For Ghantakili, see J.P. VOGEL,
Prakrit Inscriprionr of Ghan!aEdIZ. EI. XXVII, 1947-48, pp. 1-4.
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Mahicaityas, which are among the loveliest jewels of Indian and
Buddhist art, but the completion of which dates back no earlier than the
second and third centuries A.D. We therefore have no.reason to describe
them at present, but nevertheless remark that several of these Mahicaityas replaced older stiipas and that, particularly in Amarivati, the
constructors of the Mahicaitya re-used sculptures of an aniconic type
which originally came from the ornamentation of an ancient stiipa built,
it is believed, between the years 200 to 100 B.C. '62.
It is unfortunate that the original homeland of the Andhras cannot be
precisely determined. The Aitareya Brihmana (VII, 92, 18) which associates them with the dmyu or non-Aryan tribes of the Pundras, ~ a v a r a s ,
Pulindas and Miitibas, seems to locate them to the south of Aryivarta,
in the Western Vindhyas and the Arivalli chain or on the river Narmad i . The thirteenth ASokan edict considers them as neighbours of the
Bhojas who inhabited the northern Deccan including Vidarbha or Berir.
For the Purcina, the Deccanese dynasty of the ~ i t a v l h a n a swas of
Andhra origin (ancihrajcirfya) or subject to the Andhras (andhrabhrtya).
The Greek and Latin writers of the first centuries, Pliny (VI, 67) and
Ptolemy (VII, 1, 84) - who must have obtained their information from
Megasthenes - consider the Andarae as a powerful nation possessing a
great number of lesser townships, thirty towns fortified with walls and
379 towers and supplying its king with 100,000 infantry, 2,000 cavalry and
1,000 elephants; they call the cities of Konkan by the name of "Towns
of the Andres Peiratai", i.e. of Andhra pirates, from the name of the
Andhra or Sitavihana sovereigns who were then ruling the region.
N i g i r j ~ n a 'was
~ ~ in contact with the Andhra kings, and we still
possess a Tibetan translation (Mdo 94, 27) and three Chinese versions
(T 1672-4) of the Friendly Letter (Suhyllekhu) he addressed "to his
former dinapati named Jantaka, the king of South India, known as
Sitavihana" (T 1674, p. 751a-b; T 2125, ch. 4, p. 2 2 7 ~ ) 'According
~~.
to the Tibetan historians, he spent the last part of his life in Andhradek,
on the Sripamata near Dhinyakataka : "He provided for the monks,
built a great many sanctuaries and temples, constructed an enclosure
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A. FOUCHER.
Les sculptures dilmarcivati. RAA. V, p. 19.
On the lives of NPg5juna, some bibliographical infonnation can be found in the
Trait6 & la Grand Vertu & Sagesse. I , Louvain, 1944, pp. X-XIV. Since then a translation
Life of Ncigcirjma, I H Q .
of the Dpag bsam ljon bran has been published by S. PATHAK,
XXX. 1954. pp. 93-5.
16* See H.WENZEL,
Ncigcirjuna's "Friendly Epistle" tr.from the Tibetan. JPTS. 1886, pp.
1-32; S. BWL, The Suhr//ekha rr. from the Chinese Edilion of I-tsing, London, 1892;
S. M, Kanifka et .$citavcihana. JA, 1936, pp. 107-10.
O2
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like a string of diamonds at the Vajrisana [in Bodh-Gays], and erected a
building for the sanctuary of Dpal Hbras spuns [Sri Dhinyakafaka]"
(Bu-ston, 11, p. 125)". "By him the sanctuary of Dpal ldan Hbras [Sri
Dhlnyakataka] was surrounded by a wall and, within that wall, 108
temples were constructed" (Tlranltha, p. 71). When Nlgirjuna's head
was cut off by Prince ~ a k t i m i n son
, of King Antivlhana or Udayanabhadhra, he was dwelling on the ~riparvata(Bu-ston, 11, p. 127; Tlranitha, p. 72, Sum pa, Dpag bsam ljon bzati), a mountain of Nigirjunikonda in Andhra country where, at the time of the Iksvikus, Bodhisiri
erected an apsidal temple (EI, XX, 1929, p. 22).
However, to judge from Hsiian tsang, who also records those traditions, the topography appears to be very much more complicated; the
Chinese master distinguishes between three regions :
a. Daksina Kosala (Vidarbha or Berlr), 1,800 li north-west of Kalinga. It was in this region, marked by an old monastery and an ASokan
stiipa, that Nlglrjuna was in contact with a ~ i t a v i h a n aking who
provided a convent for him in the rock of Mount Brihmaragiri, and it
was there that he allowed himself to be beheaded by the king's son.
380
b. Andhra, 900 li to the south of the foregoing, a region characterized
by the monastery and stiipa of the Arhat A d r a , an ASokan stiipa, and
to which the memory of the Buddhist logician Dinniga remained
attached.
c. Dhlnyakataka, 1,000 li (sic) to the south of the previous one; here
most of the Buddhist monasteries were deserted, and no more than a
thousand Mahlsamghikas were living there. It was on the heights to the
east and west of the capital that, the Piirva and AparaSaila monasteries
were "built for the Buddha by an early king of the country who had laid
out a communication track alongside the river and who, digging into the
rock, had made large halls with wide corridors communicating with the
the steep mountainsides" (T 2087, ch. 10, pp. 930c-931a). The memories
of the scholar Bhivaviveka and the bodhisattva Dharmaplla remained
attached to the region.
These details were necessary to show the uncertainties with which the
localization of the legends is confronted, and to put the reader on his
guard against hasty simplifications.
If, as a hypothesis, we understand by AndhradeSa the Telugu-speaking land situated between the Godlvari and the Kistna, the exact time
when this region was reached by Buddhist propaganda remains to be
discovered.
According to the Pdrciyfyana (Surtanipdta, vv. 976-1 148), one of the
earliest Buddhist texts used as a source by the canonical siitras, Blvari, a

381

brlhmin ascetic from Srlvasti, had retired to Daksinlpatha on the
banks of the Godlvari where the Andhaka kings, named Assaka and
Alaka, had placed a hermitage at his disposal. One day a brlhmin came
and asked him for five hundred gold pieces, but Blvari was too poor to
be able to give him such a sum. Whereupon, the brlhmin cursed him
and told him his head would explode into seven pieces. Blvari was
reassured by a deity who told him that the wicked brlhmin did not even
know the meaning of the words "head" and "explosion of the head". So who does know the meaning? asked Biivari. The deity informed him
that a Buddha had appeared in the world and was to be found in
Srlvasti. Blvari decided to send him his sixteen disciples, including Ajita
and Tissametteyya. The disciples therefore set out northwards and, after
a long journey all the stages of which were carefully noted, ended by
finding the Buddha in VaiSlli. The Master replied to all the questions he
was asked, and his interlocutors attained Arhatship with the exception
of Pingiya, Blvari's nephew. The latter returned to Andhara country to
tell his uncle of the Buddha's answers. At the end of his recital, the
Buddha appeared before them in all his glory and preached the Law to
them; Pingiya became an Arhat and Blvari, an anlgimin.
In the terms of this very ancient legend, the Andhra country learned
of the Buddhist message from the very lips of Slkyamuni. However, the
Hsien yii ching (T 202, ch. 12, pp. 432b-433c) which repeats the same
story with the addition of a few variants, makes BPvari, no longer a
hermit from Andhradeia, but quite simply a chaplain (purohita) from
Plpliputra, and it was to that town that the Buddha came personally to
convert him.
We saw above how, about the years 100 or 116 after the Nimlna, i.e.
in the reign of ASoka according to the short chronology, the adherents
of Mahiideva's five theses broke away from the original Samgha and set
themselves up as a separate school which took the name of Mahldmghika. Those schismatics, who were in turn to split into several subschools, settled either in the land of Anguttara to the north of Rljagyha
(information supplied by Chi tsang and Paramlrtha), or in KauGmbi
(according to the Nikiyasqgraha). Nevertheless, we have good reason
to believe that certain subschools of the Mahlsimghikas settled in
Andhra country (Amarlvati-Dhlnyakapka, Alluru, GhantaSill, NHglrjunikonda) where PrPkrit inscriptions from the second and third
centuries record their presence.
Ayirahamgha, Ayirahagha ( = Arya [mahilsamgha) : NHgljunikonda, El, XX,
1929, pp. 17, 20.
Bahusutiya (= Bahuirutiya), Ibid., EI, XX, p. 24; XXI, p. 62.
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Cetika, Cetika of RHjagiri, Cetikiya, Cetiyavamdaka, Cetiavadaka, Jadikiya,
NO. 1130; Amariivati,
Cetikaya ( = Caitika or Caityika) : Nlsik, L~~DERS,
LODERS,NOS. 1250, 1248, 1223, 1263, 1244; SIVARAMAMURTI,
Amar~vati
Sculptures, Madras, 1942, p. 278, No. 33.
[Selliya, Mahavanasaliya, Mahavanasala ( = Saila, MahHSaila) : Amariivati,
L ~ ~ E RNOS.
s , 1270, 1230, 1272.
Puvaseliya ( = Wrvakila) : Alluru, Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy.
1923-24, p. 97; Dharanikota, EI, XXIV, p. 259.
Aparaseliya, AparamahHvinaseliya (= Aparakila) : GhantaSHIH, EI, XXVII, p.
4; Nigiirjunikonda, EI, XX, pp. 17, 19, 21.
RHjagirinivHsika (= Riijagiriya) : AmarHvati, LODERS,NO. 1250.
Sidhata (= P i . Siddhatthikn) : Amariivati, L ~ ~ D E RNo.
S , 1281; SIVARAMAMUR
I.c., p. 298. No. 102.
382

The majority of these sects made their appearance in the second
century after the Nirvina, i.e., according to the short chronology, in the
century following Aioka. Under the names of Mahisimghikas, Bahuirutiyas, Caitikas and sailas, they continued to teach the five heretical
theses of Mahideva, as well as many other tenets disputed by the
Theravidins. Indeed, the Kathiivatthu, which lists up to 72 of them,
designates them as a group by the name of "Andhaka Theses", which is
good proof that those sects had their centre in Andhra country, in the
valleys of the Godivari and Kistna.
We would also point out that Andhra Buddhism underwent a period
of artistic efflorescence in the second century A.D., under the great
sitavihanas, and in the third century under the minor family of the
Iksvikus. The name of the sitavihana Pulomi, i.e. Visisthiputra Pulumivi (ca 130-159 A.D.), appears on the monuments at Amarivati
(L~~DERs,
1248), and it was probably in his reign that the famous
Mahicaitya was completed (EI, XXIV, 1938, pp. 256-60). As for the
Iksvikus of the third century, the site of Niggrjunikonda owes practically everything to them (EI, XX, 1929, pp. 1-37). It was to the
glorification of their pious wives that a prophecy seems to be devoted in
the Mahimeghastitra (T 387, ch. 6, p. 1107a), a Mahiyinist work
translated into Chinese between the years 414 and 421. However, at that
time, the Andhra kingdom was reduced to a minimum :
"Seven hundred years after my Nirvlna, in South India, there will be a small
kingdom called Lightless (Wu ming, Andha, the PrHkrit form of Andhra); in that
kingdom, there will be a river called Black (Hei an, Krsni, modem Kistna) and,
on the south bank of that river, a town named Ripe Grain (Shu ku, DhHnya[kapka], present-day Dharanik6t); in that town, there will be a king named EvenVehicle (~Htaviihana).The wife of that king will give birth to a daughter named
Growth (Tsgng chang, in Tibetan Dpal hphel, in Skt. ~ r h ~ d d h i ]she
; will be so
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beautiful that everyone will love her; she will observe the religious prescriptions;
her goodwill will be inexhaustible".
At the beginning of the seventh century, Hsiian tsang Listed twenty
monasteries in Dhinyaka~akainhabited by at least a thousand Mahisimghikas; on the heights overlooking the town, he also discovered the
famous Piirva and Aparaiaila monasteries (T 2087, ch. 10, p. 930~).
However, Buddhism was already in full decline there; a large number of
383 monasteries were in ruins, and the area was no longer the ideal place of
retreat to which Arhats and non-Arhats flocked from all sides in order
to spend the rainy season and win holiness.
Another Buddhist centre situated in southern India was Kiiici, present-day Conjeevaram, the capital of the Drividas or Colas, on the river
Palir, 43 miles south-west of Madras. According to Hsiian tsang
(T 2087, ch. 10, p. 931c), the Buddha visited it frequently, and King
ASoka erected stiipas there in various places where the Buddha had
taught and admitted members into his order. The master of the Law
also refers to a huge monastery to the south of the town, used as a
meeting-place for the most eminent people of the land; within its walls,
there was an ASokan stlpa, one hundred feet high, erected on the spot
where the Buddha had one day confounded the heretics and converted a
great number of persons.
The statements of the great Chinese master cannot be verified. If
Mahinda and his companions founded a flourishing Buddhist Community in Ceylon at the time of ASoka, other Sthavirian missionaries may
easily have established themselves at the same time in Coromandel.
However, if such a mission did in fact exist, it was not as warmly
welcomed by the Drlvidas and Colas as it was in Ceylon. In fact, the
Senas and Guttikas, the Cola ElHra and the seven Damilas who successfully attempted a landing in Ceylon, in 180, 148, and 47 B.C. respectively, were all non-believers, and their annies included only two Buddhists,
the rest being "of wrong views, bad conduct and like beasts" (Mahivamsa, XXV, 110). In such conditions, it is questionable whether it was
indeed during the ASokan age that so many stiipas and monasteries
were built in the Tamil land.
It remains nonetheless a fact that at one stage in its history, Kiiici
was a fairly flourishing Buddhist centre. It was there that the Porlnlcariyas compiled the Sinhalese commentaries of the Andha-Arthakathi and
also possibly the Sankhepa-Atthakathil 6 5 , used by Buddhaghosa (5th c.)
16'
See C. RHYS DAVIDS,
Buddhist Manual o/ Psychological Ethics, 2nd ed.. London,
1923, p. XXVIII; W. GEIGER,
Pili Literatur w d Sprache. Strasbourg, 1916, p. 17.
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and cited by him as authoritative sources (cf. Samantapisddikd, IV,
p. 747). It was quite naturally in Coromandel that the monks from
Ceylon took refuge when economic or political circumstances caused
384 them to leave their island (ManorathaptSrani, I, p. 92; Mahdvarpsa,
XXXVI, 112; Tz'li i n chuan. T 2053, ch. 4, p. 241c 26-29). In the fifth
century, the Tamil coast was to provide outstanding exegetists for the
school of the Piili language. Buddhadatta, considered as a contemporary
of Buddhaghosa (Sisanavamsa, p. 29; Gandhavamsa, p. 66), was a native
of Uragapura (Ureiyiir), capital of the Colas, on the Kiveri (colophon
of the Vinayavinicchaya). Ananda, the author of a MtSla~ikaon the
Abhidhamma, also came from the mainland (Gandhavarpa, p. 66). Of
the four Dhammapiilas known to the tradition, the most famous, author
of a part-commentary on the Khudddakanikiiya entitled Paramatthabpani, was a native of Padaratittha, a place near Kiiiici (ScSsanavarpsa,
p. 33; cf. Hsi yii chi, T 2087, ch. 10, p. 931~).Finally, as we will see in
the next volume, it was in Kiiici that the legend of the Buddhist goddess
Manimekhali took shape.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE PERIOD OF THE

SUNGAS AND YAVANAS

GENERALFEATURES OF THE PERIOD. - The Mauryan period and
especially the glorious reign of Abka marked the golden age of Buddhism,
but the last two centuries of the ancient era constituted a time of crisis
during which the Good Law, even while making progrcss, had to
overcome numerous problems.
These originated for the most part from the political and social
instability incurred by the weak and decentralized kingdoms of the
Sungas (c. 187-75 B.C.) and the Kiinvas (75-30 B.C.).
After he had assassinated King Byhadratha, the Indian general Pusyamitra established a kingdom on the ruins of the Mauryan empire, but its
legitimacy was immediately contested. Of briihmin birth, he relied on the
brihrnin clan to remain in power and, on their advice, attempted to
revive the old Vedic customs. This whole policy ran counter to Buddhist
interests, and Pusyamitra alienated the disciples of the Slkya and the
supporters of the Mauryan legitimacy. To many of his subjects, he
appeared as a usurper and persecutor. The last Sungas and the Klnvas
seem to have favoured the Bhiigavata sect, the protagonist of a powerful
theist movement which developed around the cult of the Hindu god
Visnu. Rejected by the authorities in power, the Buddhists nevertheless
found sympathy and support among some Sunga vassals who had
settled in the Ganges basin, particularly at Bhlrhut, KauGmbi, Ahicchatra and Mathurii.
During the same period, the Simhala kings of Ceylon had to defend
their island against repeated assaults by Dravidian invaders. However,
the Good Law did not suffer from these ceaseless wars. Among the
eighteen princes who succeeded one another in Anurldhapura between
the years 200 and 20 B.C., we note the names of Dutthagiima+ (104-80)
and Vaf&igiimani(47, 32-20). DutthagiimaN appears as a national hero
and a Buddhist holy one : after liberating the temtory from the grasp of
386 the Damilas, he constructed famous monuments which are still the glory
of Ceylon today : the Maricavatti Thiipa (Mirisaveti Diigaba), the
Brazen Palace (Lohapldda) and especially the Mahlthiipa (Ruvanveli
Diigaba), the consecration of which gave rise to ceremonies of unprecedented sumptuousness. The reign of VatpgHrnaN was marked by
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two important events in religious history : the written compilation of the
Piili canonical texts and the founding of the thlpa and vihiira of
Abhayagiri. Soon the monks of that monastery separated from the
Theras at the Mahiivihlra in order to set up a rival school, open to new
ideas and tendencies.
However, the most important political event was the active part
played on Indian territory by foreign invaders : the Yavanas or Greeks
who came from Bactria. Under the leadership of their kings, Euthydemus of Magnesia and Demetrius, between the years 205 and 167, the
Bactrians seized practically the entire Ganges basin. Even if internal
dissensions prevented them from maintaining their advanced positions,
for nearly a century and a half they remained in the region of NorthWest India where they established two rival kingdoms : the western
Greek kingdom (169-90 B.C.) and the eastern Greek kingdom (167-30
B.C.). Weakened by incessant warfare, they were to succumb, one after
the other, to the hordes of Saka invaders at the end of the ancient era.
The Buddhist Samgha suffered the consequences of all these events,
but continued to advance without allowing itself to be stopped by the
troubles :
1. According to a well-established tradition, Pusyamitra subjected the
bhiksus to cruel persecution. Throughout his territory, he assassinated
the religious, destroyed stiipas and set fire to monasteries. An examination of the sources does not enable us to conclude that the persecution
was general, but it is certain that the Buddhists believed themselves to be
pursued and hunted, and that this state of mind induced in them a series
of reactions which history must take into account.
2. The theist propaganda which began during the Sunga period in
Visnuite circles led the Good Law into further grave danger, the risks of
which d o not seem to have been fully appreciated. Even though,
SHkyamuni9s message was able to maintain its doctrinal integrity, at
least in the beginning, unrest fomented by Hindu influences arose in
some of the Buddhist sects and facilitated the advent of the Mahiiyiina.
3. The obstacles which the Good Law encountered by no means
387
interrupted the missionary movement. Vihlras which dated back to the
beginning and samghgrimas founded in the Mauryan period were joined
by new establishments about which some information is available from a
list of Sinhalese origin.
4. The Sunga age also witnessed the birth and efflorescence of the
ancient Central Indian school of sculpture which had its main centres at
BhHrhut, Bodh-Gay5 Siiiici and Amariivati (first style). Quite apart
from its artistic value, this school of sculpture provides precious details
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on the religious beliefs and ideals of the lay circles which ensured its
success.
Finally, we have to appraise the historical encounter between Buddhism
and Hellenism, and the attitude taken by the disciples of Sikyamuni
when confronted by foreign peoples. Generally speaking, the Greeks
remained faithful to the gods of their traditional pantheon, but the
requirements of policy induced some of them to become interested in
Indian beliefs, and even rely on them in order to assert their authority.
The Buddhists favoured this conciliation, thus demonstrating the universal nature of their religion. The Indo-Greek king Menander is supposed
to have been converted to Buddhism and recent discoveries plead in
favour of this tradition.
As for the Indians in general and the Buddhists in particular, they
showed themselves refractory to foreign propaganda, and Hellenism had
no effect on their innermost mentality. Some inscriptions carved by petty
monarchs, strategoi or meridarchs who turned to Buddhism, show that
the piety of these was not free from self-interest and that, unlike their
Indian co-religionists, they had not fully understood the mechanism of
the maturation of actions. However, this concerned only a few individuals. The Greek influence on Buddhism did not extend further than the
field of artistic invention which was, however, important; despite the
controversy over the subject, it remains likely that the idea of giving a
human form to the Buddha in his last existence germinated in the mind
of a Greek artist, but it was'not until the beginning of the Christian era
that it was applied generally. Furthermore, the Buddhist legend was
enriched by contact with the universal folklore which was nourished by
the Mediterranean world and the Near East.
388

1. - HISTORICAL FACTS
1 . - THE S U ~ ~ G A
AND
S KAVAS

THE SUCCESSION OF PRINCES. - The fall of the Mauryas in about 187
B.C. led to the dissolution of the Indian empire. Foreign barbarians
crossed the North-West frontiers and established powerful kingdoms in
GandhHra in the Kabul valley, at Sikala in the Eastern Punjab, and in
other places. The southern provinces attained independence, and rivalled
in power and splendour with what remained of the Gangetic empire.
Finally, in Madhyadeb, the Mauryas were r e p l a d by a new dynasty
which was weak from the outset and had to share power with numerous
feudatories.
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According to the Purina (P., pp. 31-3), the Sunga kingdom lasted for
112 years (ca 187-75 B.C.) and included ten sovereigns :
1. Pusyamitra
reigned 36 years
2. Agnimitra
reigned 8 years
3. Vasujyestha (Sujyestha)
reigned 7 years
4. Vasumitra (Sumitra)
reigned 10 years
5. Bhadraka (Odruka)
reigned 2 (or 7) years

6. Pulindaka
reigned 3 years
7. Gho?
reigned 3 years
8. Vajramitra
reigned 7 (or 9) years
9. BhHga (Bhlgavata)
reigned 32 years
10. Devabhlti
reigned 10 years

The sungas were succeeded by the Kinviyanas or Sungabhrtyas who
ruled for 45 years (75-30 B.C.) and were four in number :
1 . Vasudeva

3. Nlrgyana

reigned 9 (or 5) years
2. Bhiimimittra
reigned 14 (or 24) years

4. SuSarman
reigned I0 (or 4) years

reigned 12 years

PUSYAMITRA
(187-151 B.C.)'. - The founder of the Sunga dynasty is
known from some notes by grammarians (Pinini, As!idhyiyi, IV, 1,
117; Pataiijali, Mahibh@ya, 111, 2, 111, 111, 2, 123), a Sanskrit inscrip389 tion from Ayodhyi (EI, XX, 1929, p. 54 sq.), certain passages in the
Milavikignimi~raby KIlidisa (ed. KARMARKAR,
Poona, 1950, pp. 9-1 1;
111-12). a short remark by Bina in his Harsacarita (ed. PARAB,
Bombay, 1946, pp. 198-9), some lines in the Purina (P., pp. 31-3) and quite a
large number of Buddhist sources : ASokiva&na (T 2042, ch. 3, p. 11la
sq.; T. 2043, k.5, p. 149a sq.; Divyivadina, p. 433), MahivibhCsii
(T 1545, ch. 125, p. 655bc), Siriputrapariprcchi (T 1465, p. 900a-6);
Man'jusrimIlakalpa (vv. 530-7) and Tiranitha (p. 81). However, this is
all scattered information which by no means constitutes a consistent
history.
The Buddhist sources (Divya, p. 433) are mistaken in making Pusyarnitra the last of the Mauryas. According to Pinini (IV, 1, 117), the
Sungas belonged to the brihrnin clan of Bhiiradvija and, according to
Kilidisa (Milavika, p. 83), Pusyamitra was of the Baimbika family
(kula). He was commander-in-chief (senhi) of Byhadratha, the last of
the Mauryas, and it was in that capacity, say the Purcina (P., pp. 31-3),
that he overthrew Brhadratha and wielded kingship for thirty-six years.
The general's treachery is stigmatized by Bina (Har~acarita,pp. 198R.C. MAJUMDAR,
Pusymirra and his Empire, IHO, 1, 1925, p. 91 sq.; J.C. GHOSH,
Carre of the Swigs. IHQ, XV, 1939, pp. 629-32; D. SHAR~U,
The Nature of Pusymirra
Surigai Rule, IHQ, XXV, 1949, pp. 2 14-21 5.
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9) : "After having assembled the whole army on pretext of showing him
the forces of the empire, a despicable general, Puspamitra (sic), slew his
master the Maurya Byhadratha, a man who was feeble of purpose".
Pusyamitra ruled in PH!aliputra with the title of general. His possessions extended to the south as far as the Narmadii, to the north-west as
far as JHlandhara and Siikala (Punjab). His son, the crown prince
Agnimitra, established his personal court at VidiSI, present-day Besnagar, in Eastern Miilwii, and imprisoned the former "Mauryan Minister"
(Mauryasaciva) who represented the Mauryan legitimacy in Avanti. The
brother-in-law of this minister, Yajiiasena, the governor of Berir,
deserted and founded the independent kingdom of Vidarbha (Milavika,
p. 10). He immediately undertook to have his relative liberated.
In the meantime, Madhiivasena, Yajiiasena's cousin, who had rallied
to the usurper, undertook to go to Avanti with his wife and sister in
order to join Agnimitra. Yajiiasena had him arrested by a frontier-guard
and thrown into prison. Agnimitra immediately demanded the release of
Miidhavasena, but Yajiiasena answered that Agnimitra himself should
390 first free the old Mauryan minister. War broke out. Agnimitra put at the
head of his army his wife's brother, a certain Virasena, the commander
of a fortress on the banks of the Mandlkini (NarmadH). Virasena was a
skillful tactician, invaded Vidarbha, vanquished Yajiiasena's armies and
freed Miidhavasena from prison. After which, the kingdom of Vidarbha
was divided between the two cousins Yajiiasena and Miidhavasena, the
river Varadii (present-day WardhB) marking the frontier between the
two governors who seem to have recognized the suzerainty of Pusyarnitra and his son (Milavika, pp. 9-10, 95, 104).
The minor war of Vidarbha has all the ingredients of a tragi-comedy.
However, Pusyamitra had to face a more serious danger originating
from the North-West frontiers. Renewing the attempts of Alexander the
Great, Seleucus I Nicator and Antiochus I11 the Great, Demetrius the
king of Bactria and his lieutenants seized the Punjab and the Sindh, and
plunged into the heart of the Indian empire. We will return later to this
expedition, using the Greek and Purinic sources as a basis. Here, we will
simply note that it was confirmed by a contemporary of Pusyamitra, the
grammarian Pataiijali. While explaining the tense of a verb which is
required to specify whether it is a recent action which one could have
witnessed, Pataiijali gives an example with the phrases : A r q a d Yavano
Sciketam; Arwad Yavano Madhyamikim (Mahibh6sya. 111, 2, 11 l),
which means : "[In my time] the Greek besieged SIketa (Ayodhyii in
Uttar Pradesh) and MadhyamikH (Nagari in the former Rijputana, near
Chitor)".
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However, the enemy advance, which reached the walls of Piifaliputra,
was broken by dissensions between the Greeks, and the army of
Demetrius was compelled to withdraw to the Punjab. During this
retreat, some local successes were achieved by the Indians. Vasumitra,
the grandson of Pusyamitra and son of Agnimitra, ambushed a troop of
Yavanas on the southern bank of the Sindhu, i.e. the Indus or, more
likely, the KHE Sindhu, a tributary of the Chambal, which passes some
150 km from MadhyamikH.
Pusyamitra announced this success to Agnimitra in a letter, the text of
which is reproduced by the Mcilavikiignimitra (pp. 1 1 1-12) :

391

"Greetings! From the ritual-ground, the commander-inchief Pusyamitra affectionately embraces his son, the Venerable Agnimitra residing in VidiG, and
informs him of this news : Ready to carry out the sacrifice of the Riijasiiya, I
entrusted Vasumitra and a hundred (Indian) princes with the guardianship of the
horse (destined for the sacrifice); then I freed the animal with the order to bring
it back at the end of a year. In fact, while it was on the southern bank of the
Sindhu, that horse was attacked by a troop of Yavanas. There was a brisk
engagement between the two armies. After having vanquished the enemy,
Vasumitra, the powerful archer, returned to me the excellent horse which they
had attempted to take from him. I am now about to proceed with the sacrifice of
the horse which my grandson brought back to me. Come without delay and in
peace of mind with my daughters-in-law in order to attend the sacrifice".
Pusyamitra therefore reinstated esteem for the old Vedic ritual, which
had been neglected by the pro-Buddhist Mauryas, and in particular
performed that horse sacrifice (dvamedha) which requires no less than a
year to complete. Before being immolated the horse roams freely for a
year in the direction of the four cardinal points, surrounded by the
guard of the king who claims the title of universal sovereign (cakravartin).
Therefore Pataiijali, in his Mahcibhii;ya (III,2, 123), has the brHhmins
of his time utter the solemn declaration : Iha Pusyamitram ycijayrim&
"Here we perform sacrifices for Pusyamitra". A h n g a inscription,
which incidentally is the first known Sanskrit inscription, attributes to
the sovereign a dual aivamedha in celebration of his victories : "This
altar was erected in honour of Phalgudeva, the father of the Dharmarija ... by Dhana(-deva, -bhiiti, etc.), ruler of Kosala, son of KauSiki,
the sixth (son, or successor) of the Seniipati Pusyamitra who twice
celebrated the ASvamedha".
As will be seen further on, the Buddhist sources consider Pusyamitra
as a persecutor of Buddhism, and say he met with an ignominious death.
His rule seems to have marked the beginning of a brHhmanical reaction
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which was to reach full development five centuries later under Samudragupta and his successors. The Sungas created an advisory council
(subhi) or assembly of ministers (mantrapar&ad) in which the brlhmins
were in the majority.
THE SUCCESSORSOF P U S Y A M I ~(ca 151-75 B.C.). - The adventures
of Agnimitra, the viceroy of VidiG, entitled Miilavikiignimitra. His son
Vasumitra or Sumitra, the fourth sunga, distinguished himself in his
youth by the victory of the river Sindhu mentioned above; however, his
taste for the theatre was his downfall : "A great lover of dramatic plays,
he was assailed by Mitradeva amidst his actors and was beheaded with
one blow of a scimitar" (Har;acarita, p. 198).
392
The fifth Sunga appears in the Puriina under the most various names :
Bhadraka, Ardraka or Ordruka, Andhraka, finally Antaka. The same
sources assign him a reign of two or seven years of rule. An inscription
, is dated the year 10 of a certain Udlka with
at Pabhod ( L ~ E R s904)
whom this prince may possibly be identified. Sir John Marshall also
compares him to the king KCSiputra Bhigabhadra, mentioned on the
famous Garuda-pillar found at VidiSi ( L ~ E R s669).
,
Under the ninth sunga, Bhiga or BhHgavata, again in VidiG, a
second Garuda-pillar was erected; it is dated the twelfth year of the
mahirlja Bhlgavata (Arch. Surv. Ind. An. Rep.. 1913-14, p. 190 sq.).
On the instigation of his minister Vasudeva, Devabhiiti, the last
Sunga, was assassinated by the daughter of a slave who had approached
him disguised as the queen (Harsacarita, p. 199).
OF THE SFGAS. - Whereas the royal house, after
FEUDATORIES
having attempted a revival of brihmanism, finally turned to the BhHgavata religion, its vassals as a general rule remained faithful to Buddhism.
1. The inscriptions enable us to reconstruct the lineage of the petty
monarchs of BhHrhut :

GHgi

I

Visadeva = Goti
&araju
Dhanabhiiti

I

=

I
=

VHchi
NHgarakhid

I

Vidhapila
These princes erected the famous stiipa at Bhiirhut in central India
and decorated it with sculptures :
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"In the reign of the Sugas (sungas), a gateway (torana) was built and
sculptures (silcikuymanta) carved, by order of Dhanabhfiti Vichiputra,
the son of Agaraju Gotiputra and grandson of the riijan Visadeva
Giigiputra", (LUDERS,687; BARUA,1).
393
A cross-piece (sic9 of the palisade was a "gift from Niigarakhiti, wife
of the riijan Il)hanabhfi]tiW(L~DERs,882; BARUA,115).
Another element is the "gift from Prince Viidhaplla, son of the riijan
Dhanabhiiti" (L~DERs,869; BARUA,103).
The memory of the pious family also remains attached to Buddhist
establishments in Mathurii, particularly the "Precious House"; an inscription commemorates "the dedication of a balustrade (vediki) and
gateways (torana) at the Ratnagrha by Fiidhapllla, [son] of Dhanabhiiti Viitsiputra, in association with his parents and the four orders
(pari;ci), in homage to all the Buddhas" (L~~DERS,
125).
2. In the year 10 of the reign of Udika - who should perhaps be
identified with Odruka, the fifth Sunga, - there ruled in KauSiimbi a
King Bahasatimitra (Brhaspatimitra or Brhatsviitimitra) who gave evidence of his Buddhist faith by minting coins bearing an Indian ox before
a caitya on the obverse and, on the reverse, a tree surrounded by a
balustrade (CHI, p. 538, pl. V, 2). According to the Pabhod inscriptions
(LUDERS, 904-5) and inscribed bricks discovered at Ganeshrii near
Mathuri, his genealogy may be established as follows :
SonakHyana, rsjan of Ahicchatra

I

VamgapHla

I

Tevani
ejan Bhagavata

I

=

Vaihidari

r-7

Addhasena

Gopili

I

Bahasatimitra

I

YaGmati m. a king of Mathuri
(Gomita?)
Agdhasena, the maternal uncle of King Bahasamitra, had caves dug
in favour of the Buddhist sect of the KHSyapiyas at Prabhod, near
Kaugmbi : "Excavation of a cave (lena) by Asldhasena, son of Gopili
Vaihidari and the maternal uncle of the rijan Bahasatimitra, son of
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Gopili, for the KaSSapiya Arahamtas" ( L ~ E R s904).
,
- "Excavation
of a cave by Agdhasena, son of Vaihidasi and the rijan Bhigavata, son
of Tevani (Traivami), son of Vamgapila, son of Sonakiyana (Saunakiyina), rHjan of Ahicchatra" ( L ~ E R s905).
,
3. Already before the accession of the Suligas, a dynasty ruled in
Ahicchatra, capital of Paiicila (Rohilkhand), which consisted of no less
than a dozen sovereigns. Their names, most of which end in mitra, are
known through coins in the British Museum and the Museum of
Lucknow (ALLAN,CCAI, pp. cxvicxx) : Agnimitra, B h a d r a g h o ~ ,
Bhinumitra, Bhiimimitra, Dhruvamitra, Indramitra, Jayagupta, Jayamitra, Phalgunimitra, Rudragupta, Siiryamitra, Visnurnitra, ViSvapila
and Blhaspatimitra. To judge from the deities or symbols which appear
on the reverse of their coins, they were worshippers of Agni, Laksmi,
Bhiimi, Dhruva (Siva), Visnu or Siirya. However, their immediate family
certainly included Buddhist sympathizers : thus an architrave and
several pillars of the palisade of the "Royal Temple" (rHjaprt3srSdacaitya)
built by ASoka at Bodh-Gay5 are "gifts from Kuramgi, the sister-in-law
of Imdigimitra (IndrHgnimitra), the daughter of JivH, to the Royal
,
Temple" ( L ~ E R s939-44).
4. Some copper coins, with the goddess Laksmi on the obverse and
three mountend elephants on the reverse, preserve the names of a dozen
of the Sunga vassals who settled in Mathuri : Gomita (11), husband of
YaSlimati, daughter of Bahasatimitra the king of KauGmbi : Balabhiiti;
Brahmamitra, etc. Post No. 91 of the palisade at Bodh-Gayi on which
Indra, in the form of Sinti, appears in high relief, is a "gift from
Nigadevi, the sister-in-law of King Brahmamitra" (Bodh-GayH, p. 58).
Some half-hearted attempts have been made to correlate this Brahmamitra with his homonym, the Bhadramitra of the Mathuri coins.
5. The Ayodhyi inscription mentioned above (EI, XX, 1929, p. 57)
refers to a Ruler of Komla who was the sixth (son or successor?) of the
commander-inchief Pusyamitra. He was possibly related to Dhanabhiiti, the petty monarch of Bhlrhut.
THE K A ~ A S(75-30 B.C.). - "A minister named Vasudeva will
overthrow the dissolute king Devabhiimi, on account of his youth, and
this minister will become king of the Sungas. That Kinviyana will reign
for 9 years; his son Bhiimitra, 14 years; his son Nlriyana, 12 years; his
son Suiarman, 10 years. They are mentioned as kings subservient to the
Sungas (huigabhytya) and descendants of the Kinvas (k&vHyana).
Those four Kinvas will remain in power for 45 years. Neighbouring
princes will submit to them. They will be righteous. After they have
gone, the territory will pass to the Andhras" (P., p. 34-5).
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Summarized in this way by the Pur@za,the history of these kings is
not known elsewhere but, to judge from their names, two of them,
Vasudeva and Niriyana, must have been Visnuites just like the last
Sungas. They were overthrown in approximately 30 B.C. by the Andhra
king Simuka and his allies who, say the Purdna, "will attack the
Kiinviiyanas and SuSarman, destroy whatever remains of the Sungas
(~wi~cindm
caiva yac che~am)and seize that territory" (P., p. 38). This
passage seems to imply that the Andhras overthrew the Sungas and
Kinvas simultaneously, and some historians have deduced from this
that the 45 years of rule assigned to the Kinvas were included in the 1 12
years attributed to the Sungas. Notwithstanding, the PurZna categorically assert that Devabhiiti, the tenth sunga, was assassinated by the
first Kinva. However, the new dynasty could have allowed some
descendants of the Sungas to continue alongside it, and both would
have been definitively destroyed by the Andhras around 30 B.C.
2. - CEYLON FROM 200 to 20 B.C.*

THE SUCCESSION OF KINGS. - The Sungas and Kinvas, who were a
prey to internal struggles, rallying first to brihmanism and then to the
bhigavata religion did not maintain the close and friendly relations
established by the pious ASoka in the past with the kings of Ceylon, who
were convinced Buddhists. According to the evidence of the chronicles,
18 sovereigns succeeded one another to the throne of Ceylon between
the years 286 and 466 after the Nirvana (200-20 B.C.) : the majority of
them belonged to the ancient Vijaya lineage, but these legitimate princes
had three times to yield the throne to Damila invaders who came from
the Indian sub-continent. These according to the Dipa (Ch. XVIII-XX)
and the Mahdvamsa (Ch. XXI-XXXIII), are the divisions of the period
and the sequence of reigns : 1. the period of the Five Kings (reigns No. 8
to 12 inclusive); 2. reign of Elira (No. 13); 3. reign of Dutthagiimani
(No. 14); 4. reign of the Ten Kings (Nos. 15 to 24) (see p. 361).
THE PERIOD OF THE FIVE KINGS (286-338 after the Nirvina; 200-148
B.C.). - Under this title, the Sinhalese chronicle designates the princes
who ruled in Ceylon during the troubled era which, on the Indian s u b
continent, was marked by the fall of the great Mauryan empire and the
accession of the Sungas to the throne.
Succeeding their brother Uttiya, Mahisiva and Siiratissa each reigned
for ten years (200-180 B.C.). The first constructed the Nagaranganavihira for the Thera Bhaddasila, the last survivor of the Magadhan
missionaries who had come to Ceylon under the leadership of Mahinda.

Sovereigns
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
19.

MahHsiva
Saratissa
Sena
Guttika
Asela
ElHra
Duithagka~
SaddhHtissa
Thllathana
Laiijatissa
KhallHpnHga
VattagHmani
Pulahattha
Bihiya
PanayamHra
Pilayamlra
DHthika
Vattadmani
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1
I

Length
of reign

Era of
the N ~ N .

Ancient
Era (B.C.)

10
10

286-296
296-306

200- 190
190-180

306-328

180-158

328-338
338-382
382-406
406-424
424
424-433
433-439
439

158-148
148-104
104-80
80-62
62
62-53
53-47
47

439-454

47-32

454-466

32-20

22
10
44
24
18
1 month
9
6

l4
12

The second, renowned as a great builder, is said to have founded five
hundred vihlras on the island.
In 180, Ceylon fell for the first time into the hands of Damila (Tamil)
hordes who had come from the subcontinent under the guidance of two
horse-dealers, extempore generals, Sena and Guttika. Their rule was just
and continued for 22 years (180-158 B.C.).
Asela, one of the nine sons of Mutasiva and brother of Deviinampiyatissa, succeeded in winning back the throne of his forebears and retained
it for ten years (158-148 B.C.); a further Tamil invasion was to overthrow him.
THECOLA EL(332-382 after the Nirviina; 148-104 B.C.). - ElHra,
who was native of the Cola country on the Coromandel coast, disembarked in Ceylon, vanquished Asela and seized the throne. Supported by
two skillful generals, Mitta and Dighajantu, he remained in power for 44
years. Equally just to both friends and enemies, the conqueror, while not
sharing his subjects' beliefs, maintained good relations with the Bud397 dhists. However, the dispossessed Sinhalese princes had taken refuge in
the southern province of Rohana, where they prepared for revenge.
Dwpw~;4MAy(382-406 after the NirvHna, 104-80 B.C.). - The
liberator of the territory and supreme national hero was Dutthagiimani
the Fearless. He was the son of Kiikavannatissa, the ruler of the
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Mahigima principality on the south coast. He received a very thorough
military education among the best warriors of his time. Impatient to
fight the invader and unable to persuade his father to open hostilities, he
left home and sent Kikavannatissa a woman's robe in reproach for his
cowardice. Summoned to the throne of Mahigima, he first had to
contend with his brother Tissa who wanted to supplant him. He suffered
a defeat at Cllanganiyapifthi, but was finally victorious. At the request
of the Buddhist Samgha, he spared Tissa's life and was reconciled with
him.
As soon as he had been anointed king in Mahigima, he declared war
on the Damilas, joined battle at Mahiyangana on the Mahiganga,
seized thirty-two Tamil fortresses one after the other, then after four
months of siege conquered the citadel of Vijitapura by force of arms,
and went on to assault the capital, Anuridhapura. The town was
defended by Elira in person, assisted by thirty-two Tamil princes;
furious battles raged, and the Tamils were tom to pieces; Dutthagimani,
in a remarkable fight on the approaches to the southern gate, felled his
rival Elira with his own hands. In a gesture of unusual elegance, he paid
the last tribute to the remains of his enemy, erected a monument to him
and ordered all those who passed before his tomb to descend from their
chariots and observe a moment of silence. It seems that the decree is still
observed today by the Sinhalese, but the shapeless hillock situated to the
south of the town and which they call the "Tomb of Elira" is in reality
the Dakkhina Thlpa, the founding of which dates back to the reign of
Vafpgimani (32 B.C.).
The Damilas attempted to reconquer the island which had just been
wrested from them. Sixty thousand Tamils from the subcontinent
under the leadership of Bhalluka, Elira's nephew, disembarked at
Mahitittha and set out to attack Anuridhapura. The decisive battle
took place within the very confines of the Mahivihira. Once again
Dufthagimani was victorious, and the Tamil army was exterminated.
Confronted by such carnage the king, seized with remorse, began to
have doubts about his spiritual welfare. The theras of the Piyangudipa
undertook to reassure him : "Your exploits", they said to him, "do not
constitute an obstacle to your ascent to the heavens. In reality, you only
slew one human being and a half here; the first had taken the Three
Refuges and the second had committed himself to the five precepts (of
the lay follower). All the others were miscreants and people of loose
living, even less estimable than beasts. As for you, you will bring about
the glory of the doctrine of the Buddha in various ways; so banish
wholeheartedly all disquiet". (Mhv., XXV, 107-11). Understanding that
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he should patronize Buddhism, Dutthagiimani devoted the remainder of
his reign to pious endowments.
1. On the seventh day after his coronation, in accordance with
custom, he celebrated a water festival on the banks of Lake Tissavlpi.
He drove into the ground the sacred lance which had led him to victory
and which contained a relic of the Buddha. When the festival was over,
he wanted to take his lance back but it remained stuck in the ground
despite all efforts made to withdraw it. On seeing this, the king built the
Maricavafti-thiipa, known today as the Mirisavetiya Diigaba, to mark
the spot2. Originally, the monument was 80 cubits (60 metres) in height
and its diameter at the base is 168 feet (50 metres). It underwent
numerous transformations in the course of time : enlarged towards the
end of the second century by GajabHhu I, it was partly restored in 1889
on the initiative of a Siamese prince. Its superstructure has disappeared
but the body of the stiipa, relatively well preserved, is a typical example
of ancient Sinhalese architecture.
2. Within the confines of the Mahimeghavana, near the MahHvihHra,
DutthagHmani built the great Lohapiisiida or Brazen Palace, intended
for the uposatha ceremonies. It was a cubical monument 75 metres at
each side, resting on 1,600 granite pillars, 3 m. 60 high and in 40 parallel
rows, each of 40 pillars. The first storey formed by this colonnade was
made of stone,. the others of wood. The storeys were nine in number,
each consisting of one hundred rooms. The windows opened onto
balconies built of coral set with precious stones, with whole rows of
silver handbells. The construction cost thirty million. Burnt down in the
reign of Saddhiitissa (80-62 B.C.), it was rebuilt, with seven storeys, for
the price of nine million. Subsequently, the monument had much to
endure from pillage and fire, but all the princes were eager to embellish,
enlarge and, if necessary rebuild it. The last restoration dates from the
reign of ParakkamabSihu 1st (1 153-1186); after which, the monument
fell into ruins. Nevertheless, the ancient colonnade is still visible.
3. Legend has monopolized the Mahiithiipa, present-day Ruvanveli
DHgaba (corresponding to the Piili RatanamHli3). The chronicle (Dpv.,
XIX; Mhv., XXVIII-XXX) devotes several chapters to it, and a long
poem, the Thiipavqsa (twelfth century), is dedicated to it. The tope
stands in Anuriidhapura, in the very centre of the Mahimeghavana, on
the spot where the Buddhas of the past had stayed during their visits to
Ceylon. Mahinda himself had designated its site but the construction,
Cf. S. PARANAVITANA,
The Sttipa in Ceylon, Colombo, 1947, p. 6 and pl. 11, a.
ID., ibid.. pp. 6-7.
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planned in the year 250 or 249 B.C. by Devinampiyatissa, was delayed
until the reign of Dutfhagimani (104-80 B.C.) and completed by his
brother and successor Saddhitissa (80-62 B.C.).
From all over the island the gods themselves assembled the materials
necessary for the construction : bricks, copper, silver, pearls and precious stones. The work began under the direction of the architect
Sirivaddha and his assistant Acala, at the full moon of the month of
Visftkha (April). The laying of the first stone took place on the fourteenth day of the first fortnight of the month of Asilha (June), in the
presence of the entire Sinhalese Samgha and several thousand Indian
monks who had been sent as a delegation by the fourteen largest
Buddhist establishments on the subcontinent.
In form, the stiipa resembled a bubble of water. 120 cubits (90 m.) in
height, it was decorated over its entire surface with paintings applied
over a coat of white plaster. The relic-chamber was formed by six
"golden-coloured stones" (medavannapkCnC), 80 cubits at each side.
They had been imported from Uttarakuru by the himaneras Uttara
and Sumana. The chamber was decorated with paintings and sculptures
representing scenes from the life of the Buddha, as well as several
Jitakas including that of Vessantara. In it was placed a bushel of
venerable relics which the monk Sonuttara had gone to fetch from the
palace of the Niga Mahikila. As they were being enshrined, those relics
rose into the air and reproduced the twin wonders performed in the past
soo by ~ i k y a m u n iat Srivasti. Then, of their own accord, they scattered
themselves in the form of the Buddha lying in Nirvina within the
reliquary.
Completely restored today, the Ruvanveli DBgaba is shaped like a
monumental dome 81 metrcs high; its diameler measures 90 metres.
Around the base, there are three circular terraces approximately 2 m. in
width. The whole rests on a square platform 150 m. on each side,
flanked by several hundred elephants modelled in terra-cotta4. The
dome is surmounted by a cubical construction and a tapering cone
finished off with an arrow, but these elements, as and likewise the
platform, are later additions.

THE PERIOD OF THE 'TEN KINGS, INCLLTDING VATFAG-ANI (406-466
after the Nirvina, 80-20 B.C.). The death of Dutthagimani marked the
beginning of the "Period of the Ten Kings" who, in the space of sixty
years, succeeded one another to the throne of Anuridhapura. The first
five, Saddhitissa and his four sons, belonged to the Sinhalese royal
family; the other five were Tamil usurpers.
Reproduction in PARANAVITANA,
op. cit., pl. XIII, a.

Faithful to the traditions of their house, Saddhitissa and his sons
were devout Buddhists, and their names remain attached to various
religious establishments.
Saddhitissa (80-62 B.C.) completed the Mahithiipa which was left
unfinished by his brother, and rebuilt the Lohapisida which had been
destroyed by fire.
Thiilathana (62 B.C.), unduly brought to the throne by the intrigues
of ministers and monks, reigned only for one month and was overthrown by his eldest brother Laiijatissa.
Laiijatissa (62-53 B.C.), was at first hostile to the monks who had
tried to depose him, but was later reconciled with them; he enlarged
some stiipas and founded various monasteries. particularly the Aritthavihira, half-way between Anuridhapura and Pulatthipuva.
Khallitaniga (53-47 B.C.) was assassinated by his general Mahirattaka after six years of rule. His death was avenged by his young brother
Vattagimani who killed the usurper and mounted the throne in 47 B.C.
The reign of Vatpgimani was marked by events of prime importance
to the religious history of Ceylon. It began in the year 47, was
interrupted for 14 years (74-32 B.C.) by Tamil usurpation, but resumed
401 in 32 and continued, for a further 12 years, until the year 20 B.C. With
regard to the troubled history of Vattagimani, sources of varying dates
supply information which is not always concordant and the origin of
which must be examined. Here, we will give the account appearing in the
chronicle in the Mahcivqsa (XXXIII, 33-103), and will add, in a
different type, complementary facts provided by the Sinhalese commentaries.
I. After coming to the throne of Anuridhapura, Vattagimani, called
Abhaya "The Fearless", married Anulidevi, the widow of his brother
Khallitanlga, and adopted their child, Mahictili. He took as his second
wife the lovely Somadevi who gave him a son, Coraniga, also known as
Mahiniga. Those two young princes were destined to succeed him.
2. Five months after his coronation, Vattagimani had to face a revolt
in Rohana and a Tamil invasion which was to deprive him of his throne
for fourteen years (47-32 B.C.).
The brihmin Tissa, whom the sources called a bandit (cora) and
violent (canqba), was a native of Rohana, the southern province of the
island of Ceylon. He became acquainted with a horoscope which
promised the possession of the island to any bandit who began his
activities during a particular combination of the planets. At the requisite
time, he therefore turned to banditry and formally summoned Vatpgimani to hand over the throne to him.
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At the same moment, seven Damila chiefs disembarked their troops at
Mahltittha, on the west coast, and sent an ultimatum to Vattagimani
enjoining him to surrender power.
The king replied to the brihmin Tissa that the throne would belong to
him if he repulsed the Damilas. Tissa took him at his word and set out
against the invaders; however, he lost the battle of Sanketahila and was
taken prisoner.
The king was not much more fortunate in his resistance to the
Damilas. Vanquished at the battle of Kolambilaka, he was saved only
by fleeing. Just as he was leaving his capital by the north gate, a
Nirgrantha religious named Giri, who lived in the Titthlrlma hermitage,
jeered at him, saying : "Look at the great Black Lion in flight".
Vattagimani swore he would one day avenge the affront inflicted on
him.
The king was accompanied in his flight by his two wives, Anull and
Somadevi, and his two sons, Mahiciili and Mahiniga. However, in
402 order to speed up his march, he was compelled to abandon Somadevi,
bearer of the royal diadem.
Somadevi thus fell into the hands of the Damilas who also seized the
precious alms-bowl of the Buddha. Two of the chiefs returned to the
mainland with their booty; the other five remained in Anurldhapura
and occupied the throne in turn : Pulahattha (47-44 B.C.), Blhiya (4442), Panayamiiraka (42-35), Pilayamlraka (34) and, lastly, Dithika (3432).
As for Vatpgiimani, he sought refuge with the abbot Mahitissa at the
Kupikkalavihlra, and the latter obtained a retreat for him at Mituvelariga, in the central province of Malaya. The king and his suite were
sheltered in the house of a layman, a certain Tanasiva.
3. During the fourteen years (47-32 B.C.) of the king's retreat and the Tamil
occupation of AnurHdhapura, the island of Ceylon was ravaged by a terrible
plague, the memory of which remains alive and which was called in Sinhalese by
the name of Bcimini!iyGsgya : "Famine of the Brihmana-Tissa". There is no
mention of it in the Mah&apa, but the Commentaries on the PHli holy writings
make frequent allusions to it; unfortunately, they do not all agree. Among these
Commentaries, we can mention those of the Ariguttara (Manorathaptirapi. I,
p. 92; 111, pp. 343-5), Samptta (Siratthappokiisin?, 11, p. 1 1 1) and Vibhariga
(Sammohavinodani, pp. 445-51). The date of this famine is generally fixed in the
reign of VatBggmani, with the exception of the R(?jdvaliya which assigns it,
under CoranHga, a date coinciding with the beginning of the $aka era, in
78 A.D. '.
For twelve years, the brHhmin Tissa exploited the country. A severe famine
W n this synchronism, which is difficult to justify, see W. GEIGER,
The C f l a v p a
XVII.

[transIatedJ,11, Colombo, 1930, p.
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weakened the population to such an extent that the birth of a child was greeted
as an extraordinary event. In the great monasteries of Rohana, at the Cittalapabbatavihira and the TissamahHrlma, the stocks of provisions were devoured
by huge starving rats. In Anuriidhapura, the MahivihHra was deserted and its
great StCpa was overrun by vegetation.
Since he was powerless to help the monks. the god Sakra advised them to
emigrate. The great majority of religious, approximately seven hundred in
number, embarked on a raft at Jambukola and reached the Indian mainland.
However, some sixty monks remained on the island to "protect the Tepi!aka on
the spot". Under the leadership of the venerable Theras Cllasiva, Isidatta and
MahHsona, they withdrew to the southern part of the central province of Malaya
403 and lived there as best they could, surviving on bulbs, roots and leaves. It was
only at the cost of supreme efforts that they managed to preserve the whole of
the Tipitaka composed by their Master and entrusted to their care.
After twelve years, in approximately the year 451 after the Nimina (35 B.C.),
the brHhmin Tissa met with his death, the famine became less severe and the
seven hundred monks who had emigrated returned to the island of Ceylon. They
rejoined their brethren at the MandalHrHma in Kallaglma, presumably the
Kilakaglma of Malaya. They compared their memories of the texts with those
of the monks who had remained on the island, and joyfully noted the perfect
coincidence of their respective Tepitakas : this extended as far as the final vowel
and final consonant.
For the first time a controversy then arose which was henceforward to
dominate the religious history of Ceylon. The question was whether the basis of
the religion (srSsa~)dwelt in the practice of Dhamma @a!ipatti) or in doctrinal
knowledge @ariyattQ.
There were two opinions : The Pamsukiilikas "rag-robed monks" held the
view that the basis of the religion resided in practice; the Dhammakathikas
"Instructors" asserted that knowledge prevailed over practice. Arguments were
produced in favour of both theses. The Pamsukiilikas invoked a sutta quoted in
the Milinda (p. 133) : "The religion of the Master has practice as its root, has
practice as its essence; it lasts so long as practice continues". The Dhammakathikas replied with another quotation : "As long as the Suttantas last, as long as
the Vinaya shines, so long does the light glow, as at sun-ri se... If the Suttanta is
undisturbed, conduct is undisturbedm6.
The Dhammakathika party finally prevailed. It was admitted that knowledge
took predence over practice, and accordingly all the Sinhalese commentaries
state : "Whether or not there is penetration @a!ivedha) or practice (pa!ipattQ,
knowledge @ariyatrQ suffices for the maintenance of the religion. The learned
man, as long as he has learned the TepiBka, will fulfill both ... That is why, as
long as knowledge lasts, religion lasts". - "Whether there are a hundred or a
thousand bhiksus devoted to right views, if knowledge is lacking, no attainment
of the noble Path is possible"'.

4. Having weighed the importance of textual knowledge, the monks
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committed the Word of the Buddha to writing. This step, of capital
importance to the history of Buddhism, is briefly described in identical
404 terms by the chronicles of the Dipa (XX, 20-1) and Mahcivamsa
(XXXIII, 100-1) at the end of the chapter devoted to Vattagimani.
After recalling that "King Vattagimani Abhaya reigned for twelve
years [454-466 after the N. = 32-20 B.C.] and at the beginning [439 after
the N. = 47 B.C.] for five months" (Dipa, XX, 19), the chronicle
continues :
Pi!akattayapciliy ca rassci a!!hakarham pi ca
mukhapii!hena cinesum pubbe bhikkhi mahcimati;
hcin@ disvcina sarrcinq rudZ bhikkhc samiigatd
cira!!hitrham dhammasa porrhakesu likhcipayum.
H. Oldenberg ( D @ a v a ~ a ed.
, and rransl., London, 1879, p. 21 1)
translated : "Before this time, the wise Bhikkhus had orally handed
down the text of the three Pitakas and also the Atthakathi. At this time,
the Bhikkhus who perceived the decay of created beings, assembled and
in order that the Religion might endure for a long time, they recorded
(the above-mentioned texts) in written books".
W. Geiger (The Mahiivamsa transl., London, 1912, p. 237) in turn
understood : "The text of the three pifaka and the atthakathi thereon
did the most wise bhikkhus hand down in former times orally, but since
they saw that the people were falling away (from religion) the bhikkhus
came together, and in order that the true doctrine might endure, they
wrote them down in books".
These translations neglect two important chronological indications
contained in the text :
Within the context of the Dipavatpa, the adverb pubbe of the second
verse refers to the period prior to the resumption of powcr by Vattagimani in 454 after the N. = 32 B.C.
The f i i y disvcina sattcinay of the third verse does not mean "perceiving the decay of created beings" and even less "seeing that the people
were falling away (from the religion)", but "seeing the decrease, the
(numerical) diminution of created beings". This is an allusion to the
ravages caused among the population of Ceylon by the temble famine
of the Brihmanatiyabhaya which began during the invasion by the
Damilas in 439 after the N. = 47 B.C. and, on the evidence of the
Manorathapirani(1, p. 92, 11.17-18), continued for twelve years (dvcidasa samvacchariin~'),from 439 to 451 after the N. ( = 47-35 B.C.).
According to our interpretation, the writing down of the holy words
therefore occurred between the year 451 after the N. (35 B.C.), the date
of the end of the famine and Brihmanatissa's death, and the year 454
after the N. (32 B.C.), the date when Vattagimani resumed power.
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Here, in conclusion, is a paraphrased translation of the four verses in
the chronicle : "Formerly [i.e., before Vattagimani reassumed power in
454 after the N.], very wise bhikkhus orally transmitted the text of the
three Pitakas and also the Commentary upon them. However, when
they noticed the [numerical] decrease of the [Sinhalese] population, the
bhikkhus assembled and, in order to ensure the long life of the Law,
they recorded [the above mentioned texts] in books". *
We know from other sources, particularly the NikBymumgruha (pp. 10-1 l), a
fourteenth century work, that the recording of the scriptures was the result of a
council in which five hundred theras took part under the direction of a certain
clan chief. The council was held in the Aluvihka (Alokavihiira), a rock-cut
tcmplc located a few miles from the town of Mitale, in the Central Province.

406

5. During that time, King Vatfagiimani, his wife Anuliidevi and their
two sons were sadly whiling away the time in their retreat in Malaya.
Anulidevi had quarrelled with the wife of Tanasiva who gave them
shelter and Vatpgimani killed his host in reprisal. He got himself
accepted by his subjects, chose eight valorous warriors as ministers and
prepared to take up the fight against the Damilas once more.
However, one of his ministers, Kapisisa, failed to prostrate himself
before him, so he killed him on the spot. On seeing this, the other seven
ministers abandoned him. While fleeing, they fell into the hands of
bandits and were robbed of all their possessions. They were given
hospitality by the Thera Tissa of the Hambugallakavihiira who comforted them and advised them to rejoin the king rather than go over to
the Damilas.
The thera Mahitissa of Kupikkala, a faithful friend of Vattagimani,
offered his help and, on the intervention of the two theras, the king was
reconciled with his ministers.
6. When he finally assembled his troops, Vattagimani launched an
attack. He advanced on Anuridhapura, defeated the Damilas and killed
their king Dhitika. For the second time, he mounted the throne and
succeeded in recovering his second wife Somadevi, who had been held
captive by the Damilas.
Vatfagiimani's reign was to continue for twelve years from 454-466
after the N. (32-20 B.C.).
His first action was to confiscate the Titthirgma to the north of the
town, which until then had been occupied by the Nirgrantha Gin that same person who had jeered at him during his flight in 47 - and
founded a Buddhist monastery there, the Abhayagirivihira.
The stlpa which ornamented that monastery, the Abhayagiri Digaba,
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wrongly known today as the Jetavana Digaba, is the tallest Buddhist
monument on the island8. Successive enlargements increased its height
to 140 cubits (105 m.); the present ruin is 73 m. 50 high, the diameter at
the base being 106 m. 50. Despite its gigantic sizk, its fame was never
comparable to that of the Mahlthiipa built by Dutthaglmani in the
confines of the Mahlmeghavana. It seems that the Abhayagiri never
contained any venerable relics; we only know that on the spot where it
stands the Buddha had halted during one of his visits to Ceylon.
Vattagimani presented the Abhayagirivihlra to his lifelong friend, the
Thera Mahitissa of Kupikkala, who had supported and advised him in
his retreat. This was the first time that a vihlra had been presented to a
monk personally. On their part, the seven ministers of the king built
vihiras which they gave to the Thera Tissa of Hambugallaka who had
rescued them from the hands of bandits and reconciled them with their
ruler. One of those monasteries was the Dakkhinavihiira, to the south of
Anuridhapura, the ruins of which are today called the "Tomb of
Elira".
7. Fortune had favoured the Thera Mahitissa. Abbot of a small
monastery, the Kupikkalavihira lost in the jungle of Malaya, he had
become the owner of the largest vihlra in Anuridhapura, and royal
favour had made him a political person of the first rank.
These successes caused the monks of the Mahivihira to take umbrage, as they considered their authority and prestige were threatened.
They therefore accused the Thera Tissa of frequenting lay families
(kulasamsa!!ha) and passed a sentence of temporary banishment (pabbiijaniyakamma) on him.
A disciple of Mahltissa, known as Bahalamassu-Tissa "Tissa with a
long beard", protested against this decision and, because he had supported an impure monk, was himself suspended (ukkhepaniyakamma). In
great fury, he left the MahZvihHra with several other monks and went to
the Abhayagiri where he formed a separate faction. "From then on",
407 says the M a h i v a p a (XXXIII, 97-8), those bhikkhus no longer went
near the Mahivihara, and that was how the bhikkhus of the Abhayagiri
separated from the Theravida. Subsequently, the monks at the Dakkhinavihlra separated from those of the Abhayagiri and so the bhikkhus
who had seceded from the adherents of the TheravZda formed two
groups".
S. PARANAVITANA,
The Sttipa in Ceylon, pp. 7-8, and pl. 11, b. For further details :
D.T. DEVENDRA,
'Abhayagiri', in Encyclopaedia of Buddhism (Volume of Specimen
Articles), Ceylon, 1957, pp. 1-4.
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8. According to the Nikciyasamgraha @. II), the Abhayagiri faction was
reinforced in the year 454 after the NirvHna (32 B.C.) by the arrival in Ceylon of
a group of monks who came from the Pallararama9 in south India. They
claimed to be Buddhists but were considered heretics by the orthodox religious
of India and Ceylon; they in fact belonged to the Vaijiputtaka school the laxist
theories of which had earlier been condemned at the council of VaiSHK. Their
master was the Hcariya Dhammaruci. When they arrived in Ceylon, they were
spumed by the monks at the Mahiivihara, but got a better reception in the
Abhayagiri. The abbot of the monastery, Thera Mahitissa, adopted the newcomers' views which, in fact, concerned only minor points of discipline, and took
the name of Dhammaruci himself. That is how the Dhammarucikas, separating
from the orthodox TheravHda, initiated a secession which was to continue for
nearly twelve centuries.
3. - BACTRIANS AND INDO-GREEKS''

1. THEGREEK KINGDOM OF BACTRIA.- Founded about 250 B.C. by
Diodotus I, the Greek kingdom of Bactria was formally recognized by
the Seleucids at the convention of 206 concluded between Antiochus 111
on the one hand, Euthydemus of Magnesia and his son Demetrius on
the other.
Once the matter was settled, Antiochus I11 returned to his states via
the Hindiikush route, encountering on his way the Indian king SubhIgasena, the last representative of the Mauryas in the North-West frontiers.
Once back in Syria, Antiochus undertook transactions in the west which
408 were to make him forget the oriental borderlands in his possession. He
concluded a secret treaty with Philip V of Macedonia over the partition
of Egyptian possessions overseas (202). Having become ruler of PtolePlace unidentified, probably a monastery situated on the banks of the river Palir
which passes through Kifici.
l o Since for this period. wins constitute the main source of information, the reader is
asked to refer to the following works : in the British Museum Catalogues. P . GARDNER.
Greek and Scythic Kings of Boctria and India, London, 1886; J. ALLAN,Coins of Ancient
Indian Coins, Strasbourg, 1898; the Cambridge
India, London, 1936. Also see E.J. RAPSON,
Notes on rhe
History of Indk. 1, pp. 462-6, 586-99, and pl. I to VIII; R.B. WHITEHEAD,
Indo-Greeks in Numismatic Chronicle, 5th series, XX, 1940, p. 1; 6th series, VII, 1947, p.
28; Rare and unique coins, other than punch-marked,found at Taxila between 1912 and 1934.
in Sir John MARSHALL,
Taxila, Cambridge, 1951, Vol. 11, pp. 795-842.
The chronology of the Indo-Greek king is still much debated : the present account
adopts the dates proposed by Sir John MARSHALL,
Taxila. I, pp. 27-44.
For the whole of this period, see W. W. TARN,The Greeks in Bactria and Indirr. 2nd ed.,
Cambridge, 1951, pp. 71-350; F. ALTHEIM,
Weltgeschichte Asiens im griechirchen Zeitalter,
2 vol., Halle, 1947-48, vol. I, pp. 286-353; vol. 11, pp. 35-128; E. BAZJN and A. FOUCHER,
Review of TARN'Sbook in JA, 1938, pp. 501-16; A. FOUCHER,
L4 Vieille Route & /'In&, 11,
pp. 210-13.'
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maic Syria and Palestine (202-198), he advanced on Europe with the
intention of reconquering Thrace (196). The Seleucid intervention in the
Mediterranean basin was a source of anxiety to the Roman senate.
Legions were sent to meet Antiochus, who lost the battles of Thermopylae and Magnesia under Sipylos and suffered a severe naval defeat at
Corycus. Through the peace of Apamea concluded in 188, the Seleucid
empire ceased to be a Mediterranean power, and the following year
Antiochus fell to the blows of an assassin. Meanwhile, the kings of
Bactria had not waited for his death to cross the frontiers of India,
which had been poorly defended since the humiliation inflicted on the
Indian king Subhagasena in about 206.
End of the reign of Euthydemus (205-189 B.C.). - Towards the year
200, Euthydemus crossed the passes of the Afghan massif and took
possession of the Paropamisadae, Arachosia and Seistan. In fact, even if
this silver coins of the "Profile of the Prince : Hercules seated on a rock"
type are particularly numerous to the north of the Hindiikush, in Balkh
(Bactria) and Bukhara (Sogdiana), his bronze coins of the "Profile of
Hercules : Galloping Horse" type are widespread in the regions of
Kabul, Kandahiir and Seistan. However, the legend remains exclusively
Greek : BAZIAEQX ETOTAHMOT. The king died in about 189,
leaving it to his son Demetrius to continue those conquests.
Demetrius (ca 189-167 B.C.). - Demetriusll was to add to his title of
409 king of Bactria that of the king of the Indians. His coinage was to bear
traces of this new status. On his silver tetradrachms, the prince appears
with an (Indian) elephant-hide head-dress and there is also an elephant's
head on his bronze coins.
The patient research by Tam has traced his family. Demetrius was
descended from Eulhydemus of Magnesia and the daughter of the
Bactrian general Diodotus. His brother and colleagues were Antimachus
I and Apollodotus; he had five children : Euthydemus 11, Demetrius 11,
Pantaleon, Agathocles and Agathocleia, the future wife of General
Menander.
At the time Demetrius assumed power, the Mauryan empire was on
the point of collapsing, and the successive defeats of Antiochus 111 led to

l 1 On Demetrius, see also W. W. TARN,
Dernetrios in Sin&. JRAS, 1940, pp. 179-93;
Krimiia nnd Demetriur, IHQ, 1946, pp. 81-91. It is generally thought, with
P.C. BAGCHI,
Tam, that the invasion of India by the Yavanas of Demetrius took place at the beginning
of Pusyamitra's reign. However, for some historians, the invasion occurred some time
before 185 B.C. in the reign of Byhadratha, the last Maurya. Cf. A . N . LAHIRI.When did
Dernetrius invade India?. IHQ, XXXIII, 1957, pp. 10-9.
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the fall of the Seleucids. The king of Bactria decided to take advantage
of these circumstances to carve out a vast empire for himself in India.
1. During the first campaign which took place between 187 and 182,
Demetrius took possession of Gandhiira, the Punjab and the Indus
valley, and established his capital in Taxila. However, the city was
transferred from Bhir Mound to Sirkap, on the other side of the Tamrii
pili; a new town was laid out on the chequer-board plan characteristic
of Hellenistic cities. This is still easily recognizable despite the three
centuries of Greek, Scythian, Parthian and Kusina occupation, a period
when the city was transferred to Sirsukh.
As Demetrius was fully occupied with his military projects, he
entrusted the administration of his states to viceroys chosen from among
members of his family : Antimachus at Herat, Demetrius I1 in Gandhira, Pantaleon and Agathocles in Taxila (until 175). A square-shaped
coin is attributed to Demetrius 11; the obverse represents the prince with
a head-dress of an elephant's scalp, and the reverse, a winged thunderbolt; the coin is inscribed with a bilingual legend in Greek and Kharosthi : BAXIAERC ANIKHTOr AHMHTPIOT, Maharajusa aparajitasa Demetriyusa.
2. The collapse of the Mauryan empire in 187 and the assumption of
power by the commander-in-chief Pusyamitra incited Demetrius to
410 continue his march eastward. From the region of Sindh, he launched a
pincer attack which very nearly led to the downfall of Pusyamitra. A
Yavana army, commanded by Apollodotus, skirted the Indian desert
towards the south-east, entered Klthiiwiir, Gujarit and MilwS and
seized the viceroyalty of Ujjayini as well as the important port of
Bharukaccha. Simultaneously, General Menander, at the head of another invading army, thrust in the direction of thc Ganges, seized
Sikala, Mathuri and Siiketa in turn and laid siege to Piitaliputra. In
approximately the year 180, the Bactrians were in full possession of the
) Avanti (Ujjayini)
two Indian provinces of Eastern Punjab ( ~ i k a l a and
and were a dangerous threat to the capital. Demetrius held territories
which extended from eastern Iran to the Middle Ganges and from
Russian Turkestan to the peninsula of Kithiiwir. The Latin historian
Justin (XLI, 6, 4) was quite correct in assigning to him the title of Rex
Indorum.
The Greek and Indian sources have retained the memory of these
memorable events, but unfortunately do not go into details.
Here we should reproduce the often quoted passage by Strabo (XI, ii,
1, p. 516) :
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"Bactria, the northern frontier of which borders on Aria for a certain
distance, far exceeds that country in the eastern direction. It is considerable in
extent and its soil is suitable for all kinds of cultivation, except for that of olive
trees. Thanks to its immense resources, the Greeks who had detached it [from
the Seleucid empire] soon became so powerful that they could seize Ariana and
India herself, according to Apollodorus of Arternita, and that their kings,
especially Menander, if it is true that he crossed the Hypanis [Hyphasis or BeGI
and advanced eastwards as far as the Isamus [lomanes or Yamuni, a tributary
of the Ganges; Icchurnai, in Skt. Iksumati, the present-day Kiilinadi, a river of
Paiidla in the region of Kanauj; more probably Soamus or Sona, a tributary of
the right bank of the Ganges, the confluence of which is situated near PHtaliputra], finally numbered more subjects and dependents than Alexander ever had,
thanks to the conquests made not only by Menander in person but also by
Demetrius, son of the Bactrian king Euthydemus. We should add that, on the
sea-board, not content with occupying the whole of Patalene [Sindh], they also
took possession of the nearby coastland, namely the kingdoms of Saraostos
[Suriistra, i.e. KHthilw5r and GujarHt] and Sigerdis [Sagaradvipa, or the Kutch
411 peninsula]. In short, Apollodorus was right to call Bactria the boulevard of
Ariana, the kings of that country having pushed their conquests as far as the
frontiers of the Seres and Phruni [in Central A ~ i a ] " ~ ~ .

It appears from another passage by Strabo (XV, 1,27, p. 698) that the
Greek thrust reached Pitaliputra :
"Of the eastern part of India we only know what is on this side of the Hypanis
[Hyphasis or Bils] and what has been added by others who, after Alexander,
penetrated beyond the Hypanis as far as the Ganges and Palibothra [PHtaliputray 12.

The exploits which Strabo assigns here to Menander and Demetrius
are attributed to Apollodotus and Menander by Pompeius Trogus
(Justin, XLI, Prologue).
The Indian sources confirm the Greek evidence in their own way. As
we saw above, Pataiijali in his Mahiibhiisya (111, 1, I l I) notes that in his
time : "the Greek besieged SIketa and MadhyamikH"; Siketa is a town
in Kosala, very near Ayodhyl; Madhyamiki is Nagari, near Chitor, in
the fonner Rijputina.
In the detestable prophetic style of the Pur*a, the GBrgi S q h i t i i
(YP., 94-1 16) deplores the Greek advance up to the walls of the capital
and the confusion it led to in Indian society itself :
"Having conquered SHketa [Ayodhyl], the Paiidlas [Doiib] and Mathurii, the
wicked but valiant Yavanas will reach Kusumadhvaja [PHFliputra]. Once the
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thick walls of Puspapura [PHtaliputra] have been reached, all the provinces will
be thrown into confusion. Finally, a great battle with swords and bludgeons will
take place. At the end of the yuga, there will be irreligious Aniryans; BrHhmana,
K~atriya,VaiSya and Sldra will be inferior men, making use of the same clothes
and customs. Men will join the heretics and conclude alliances for women. There
will be base bhiksuka, dressed in the religious robe, wearing their hair in plaits
and bark clothing; those men of lowly caste, [improvised guardians] of the three
fires, will offer oblations, unscrupulously, with hymns beginning with the
s challenge the brHhmins with "Bho!" and the brihmins will
Omkara. ~ f i d r a will
greet them with the word "Arya". The ancient Tamd of Dharmamita [Demetrius] will devour the people. The Yavanas will be in command and the
princes will disappear. However, the Yavanas. intoxicated with warfare, will not
remain in Madhyadeb. A civil war will'break out among them; on their own
412 territory, a temble, extremely murderous battle will take place and it will result
in the complete destruction of the Yavanas".

Meanwhile Demetrius, called Dattamitra in the Mahiibhiirata (I, 139,
23), did not remain inactive; his name remains attached to numerous
Demetriads founded by himself : Tarmita, Termez in Sogdiana, is
mentioned by the name of Dharmamitra in a Sanskrit text translated
into Tibetan (JA, 1933, p. 27, n. 1); a Demetrias-polis is recorded in the
Stationes Parthicae (19) of Isidorus of Charax; a Dittimitri in Sauvira
(Sindh) is reported by the grammarian Kramadiivara (p. 796); finally,
1140), records a "Yonaka from Otaan inscription at Nisik (L~~DERs,
rika", i.e. a Greek from the North, a native of a Dattimitri, otherwise
unspecified.
It does not seem as though Apollodotus continued his advance
towards Vidiii, the second most important town of the Sunga kingdom,
where Pusyamitra's son, Agnirnitra, was living. We saw previously, on
the evidence of the Maifavikiignimitra (pp. 111- 12), how Vasumitra
routed a troop of Yavanas on the bank of the Kili Sindhu. Some
writers think that from 175 on Apollodotus, at the request of his
brother, was viceroy of Taxila.
3. The civil war destroyed the work of the Greeks in eastern Iran and
India. The eastward transfer of Bactrian power left the western frontiers
dangerously depleted. The Indians themselves became aware that the
dissension among the Greeks militated in their favour; apart from the
Giirgi S q h i t i i (1.c.) which attributes the evacuation of Madhyedeb to
the civil war breaking out "on the very territory" of the Yavanas, the
Puriina (P., p. 56) state that the Yavana usurpers "devoted to blameworthy practices owing to the decadence of the times, massacred each
other".
Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-163 B.C.), the last great Seleucid king,
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attempted to restore the Syrian empire and save it from disintegration
by means of a policy of in-depth Hellenization. His intervention in
Egypt (169) and contentions with the Jews (168) did not prevent him
from assessing the threat which the growing power of Demetrius presented to his eastern frontiers. It is possible that he charged one of his
lieutenants, Eucratides, with restoring the Seleucid legitimacy in Bactria.
Tam makes this Eucratides the true cousin of Antiochus IV. In any
case, royal blood flowed in his veins. The joined busts of his parents, the
satrap Heliocles (bareheaded) and the Seleucid princess Laodice (diadem
head-dress), appear on silver tetradrachms which Eucratides had struck
after his successes in Bactria.
The campaign began in about the year 168, but historical details are
lacking. It is probable that Eucratides, taking advantage of the absence
of Demetrius who was detained in his Indian possessions, hustled his
viceroys, Agathocles in Arachosia-Seistan, Antimachus at Herat, and
victoriously entered Bactria. Struck from behind, Demetrius probably
ordered Menander to withdraw from the Ganges region and entrench
himself in the eastern Punjab. He himself returned hurriedly to Bactria
to restore the situation. It was doubtless there that, about the years 168
or 167, he was able to take his stand against his rival. The encounter
concluded with the total defeat and undoubtedly the death of Demetrius
and several of his lieutenants. Justin (XLI, 6, 4) sums up the operation
in a few lines : "Although his forces were depleted, Eucratides, besieged
by Demetrius the king of the Indians, made continual sallies and, with
300 soldiers, defeated a force of 60,000 (sic) enemies. Having compelled
the siege to be raised, he reduced India to subjection".
Thus in 167, on the death of Demetrius, there remained two Greek
enemy kingdoms : the western Greek kingdom ruled by Eucratides and
comprising Bactria, Sogdiana, Aria, Seistan and Arachosia; the eastern
Greek kingdom ruled by the Euthydemid Apollodotus I (territories
situated west of the Jhelum : Western Punjab, Gandhira and KapiSa)
and the general Menander (territories located to the east of same river :
eastern Punjab).
The two rival kingdoms each developed on their own account, but the
only information that can be gathered regarding them is provided by
some inscriptions and numerous coins the interpretation of which is
mostly hypothesis : "Every minor prince has ambassadors, every large
town strikes coins; the coins are re-struck; the place where they are
found is not always an indication of their origin; the effigy of the prince
outlives his reign" (after A. Foucm).
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2. THEEASTERN GREEK KINGDOM (167-30 B.C.). - This was ruled Over
by princes who, while remaining faithful to Hellenic customs and
traditions, understood the Indian population, respected its beliefs and
showed themselves favourable to Buddhism.
1. Apollodotus I (ca 167-163 B.C.). - Apollodotus, the brother of
Demetrius, occupied, from approximately 175, the viceroyalty of the
414 Western Punjab (Taxila). Despite the victory of Eucratides over Demetrius and his lieutenants, he. continued to rule for some time over the
territories situated to the west of the Jhelum, with the title of BAZIAERZ AnOAAOAOTOY XQTH POX, Maharajasa Apaladatasa rradarasa. He appealed to thc patronage of Apollo, as is apparent from
copper coins of the "Apollo : tripod" type struck in his effigy. On the
other hand, silver coins of the "Elephant : Indian buffalo" type show
that he wielded power over the town of Taxila in the Eastern Punjab
(symbolized by the elephant) and over that of PuskarHvati in GandhHra
(represented by Siva's Indian buffalo).
However, in about 164 Eucratides, who had already seized Bactria,
Sogdiana, Aria, Seistan and Arachosia from the Euthydemids, continued his march forward. He took possession of Kapiia (Paropamisadae)
and GandhHra, and reached the Indus. It is doubtful whether he crossed
that river and got to Taxila. Apollodotus died during the combats
between himself and Eucratides, but his states were saved and recovered
by the general Menander who was allied to the Euthydemid family
through his marriage to Agathocleia.
2. Menander (ca 163-150 B.C.)13. - The most famous of the IndoGreek kings was Menander, Mememdra on coins, Minadra on inscriptions, Milinda in PHli, Minara in Tiranitha. The Milindapoiiha (pp. 823), says he was born "in the village of Kalasi. in the &pa of Alasanda,
two hundred yojana (leagues) from the town of SHgala". According to
this indication, Menander was a native of Kavisi (Kiipiii) in the district
of Alexandria-under-the-Caucasus situated approximately 200 leagues
from hiikala in the eastern Punjab : one may suppose, as did A.
Foucher, that his father was Greek and his mother a native, and being
of mixed blood, he was particularly capable of understanding both the
Hellenic and Indian worlds. However, the Chinese translation of the
Milindapoiiha (tr. DE&WLLE,
pp. 30, 168) says he was born "beside the
l3 O
n Menander, see P. D E M ~ I L LLts
E ,versions chinobes du Milindapoiiha. BEFEO,
XXIV, 1924, pp. 35-46; A. FOUCHER,
Le lieu de M ~ F S M C du
~ roi indo-grec Menandre.
AlBCR of 1939, pp. 541-57; A propos & la conversion au bouddhisme du roi indo-grec
Menandre. AIBM, XLIII, 1943, pp. 260-95.
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sea, in the land of Ta ch'in (Hellenic East), the country of A li sun
situated who thousand yojana (from Slkala) equivalent to eighty thousand Ii" : which leads us to Alexandria in Egypt.
However that may be, Menander was, together with Apollodotus I
the best supporter of the Euthydemid throne. In his capacity as one of
415 the generals of Demetrius, he led a Yavana army across Dolb and Oudh
as far as the walls of Pitaliputra (ca 180). When the surprise attack by
Eucratides compelled Demetrius to withdraw from the Ganges basin,
Menander entrenched himself with his army in the Eastern Punjab (167);
it was doubtless about the same time that he married Agathocleia, the
daughter of Demetrius, and set up his headquarters at Sikala. After the
rout and death of Apollodotus (ca 163) and the occupation of the
Paropamisadae and GandhHra by Eucratides, Menander recovered all
the Euthydernid possessions. Shortly afterwards, he succeeded in regaining GandhHra, but had to abandon Kapiia to his enemy. Finally, after
the defeat inflicted on Eucratides by the Parthian king Mithridates (l59),
Menander seems to have re-established his authority over Arachosia.
The Milindapaiha opens with an idyllic description of the town of
SHkala over which Menander ruled, surrounded by a praetorian guard
of 500 Yavanas and assisted by ministers with Greek names (p. 29) :
Devamantiya (Demetrius?), AnantakHya (Antiochus), Mankura (Pacorus) and Sabbadinna (Sabbadotus?). ~ i k a l a(Pili, SHgala) has been
identified with the present-day town of SiHlkot, between the ChenHb and
the Rivi. It is mentioned in the Mahiibhiirata (11, 32, 14) and the
Divyiivadrina (. 434). We know from the geographer Ptolemy (VII, 1,46)
that it was also called Euthydemia (variant : Euthymedia). In the former
case, it is believed that the Greeks, Menander in this instance, so named
it in mcmory of the glorious lineage of the Indo-Greek kings commenced
by Euthydemus of Magnesia. In the latter case, it is thought that
Euthymedia is an allusion to Menander's conversion to Buddhism, the
Greek term ~68upq6iaappearing as the literal translation of the Buddhist
word samyaksamkalpa "right resolve" presented by the Buddha as one
of the eight limbs of the noble eightfold Path to NirvHna14.
Menander's states were very extensive. It is possible, but not certain,
that in the east the king's sway included the town of Mathuri, capital of
the Slrasena district on the Yamunl. However, the region did not take
long to become a Sunga fief under the authority of Indian princes of
whom coins and some inscriptions have retained the names.

'*

On the readings of Ptolemy's manuscripts, see L. RENOU,La Giographie de P~olemie,

L'lnde. Paris, 1925, p. 21. For an interpretation, A.
pp. 274-5.

FOUCHER,VieiNe Route
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To the west of the Indus, vast territories were governed by Menander's viceroys, who were chosen from among both the natives and the
Greeks :
1. In Gandhira, to judge from the coins, Antimachus 11, Polyxenus
and Epander ruled as viceroys of Menander and Strato I.
2. In Uddiyina, or to be more precise in the district of Bajaur
situated twenty miles to the west of the confluence of the Paiijkora and
the Swit, the Indian petty monarch Viyakamitra, who installed a relic of
the Buddha in the Shinkot stiipa (EI, XXIV, 1937, p. 7), claimed to be a
contemporary and vassal of Menander.
Conversely, the Kohistanese region of KapiSa remained in the hands
of Eucratides who began the minting in KipiSi of coins of the "Enthroned Zeus" type which were characteristic of the area.
3. Also dependents of Menander were Sindh, Kacchi (Kutch peninsula), Surlstra (Kithiiwlr and Gujarit) as well as the coastal region as
far as the port of Bharukaccha (Broach). Indeed, the Periplus of the
Erythraean Sea (47) shows that, until the end of the first century A.D.,
"still current in Barygaza were ancient drachmas carved with Greek
characters and bearing the effigy of those who ruled after Alexander :
Apollodotus and Menander".
4. Finally, in approximately 159, the date at which the Parthian king
Mithridates seized part of Eucratides' possessions in Aria and Arachosia, Menander seems to have reconquered Eastern Arachosia, where he
was represented by the viceroy Zoilus.
There are plenty of different types of Menander's coinage, such as
"Nike", "Bucephala" and especially "Athena Promachos". The legend
is bilingual : B A Z I A W ZQTHPOC MENANAPOT, Mahirajasa rratirasa Menemdrasa. The title of "Saviour", already adopted by Apollodotus I, seems to indicate that the Euthydemids of the eastern kingdom set
themselves up as defenders, not only of the Yavanas, but also of the
Buddhists of the North-West and the former supporters of the Mauryan
legitimacy against the usurper Pusyamitra. While not being specifically
Buddhist, the symbol of the eight-spoked wheel which appears on
Menander's coins could not fail to evoke either the figure of a "King of
the Dharma" such as the Buddha, or again that of a Cakravartin or
universal conqueror.
As much from the Indian as the Greek side, Menander was considered
as a Buddhist holy one. Further on, we will examine if not the cogency,
at least the developments of that tradition.
3. Strato I and his successors (150-30 B.C.). - On the death of
Menander which occurred in about the year 150, his son Strato had still
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not come of age. His mother Agathocleia therefore wielded power as a
regent. A copper coin of the "Seated Heracles" type represents on the
observe the bust of the queen with the legend : BAZIAIZZHZ OEOT P O n O r ATAOOKAEIAZ, on the reverse Heracles seated on a rock
with the legend Maharajasa tratdrasa dhramikasa Stratasa.
At a later stage, Strato and his mother reigned together. Silver.coins
of the "Athena Promachos" type represent their busts side by side with
the legend : B A Z I A m UlTHPOZ ZTPATRNOZ KAI ArAOOKAEIAZ.
In the end, Strato wielded power alone, and struck silver coins, still of
the "Athena Promachos" type, on which he appears in turn in the form
of a helmeted young man, then as a bearded adult and finally as a frail
old man. The legend is unilingual : BAZIAERZ ZQTHPOZ AIKAIOT
ZTPATRNOZ.
At the beginning of his reign, the Western Punjab (Taxila) and
Gandhiira (Puskarivati) still formed part of his possessions, as is
apparently established on the one hand by copper coins of the "Apollo :
tripod" type, copied from Apollodotus I, and on the other, by copper
coins of the "Bust of Heracles : Nike" type. Here the legend is bilingual :
B A Z I A W EnI@ANO?T ZRTHPOZ ZTPATRNOZ, Mahirajasa pracachasa tratarasa Stratasa.
However, Strato was unable to maintain the integrity of Menander's
kingdom for very long. Certain coins of the Bactrian king Heliocles
show the humped bull of Gandhiira and the elephant of Taxila, and
other coins of Strato, of the "Nike" type, were restruck in the name of
Heliocles. It can be concluded from this that at a certain date (145 B.C.)
Heliocles seized Arachosia, GandhHra, Taxila and Sind Sigar Doiib
from Strato. Driven back to the west of the Jhelum, Strato and his
successors were relegated to the band of territory situated between that
river and the Yamuni, with the capital SHkala in Rechna Doib.
The successors of Strato, Apollodotus 11, Dionysius and Zoilus,
continued to strike copper coins of the "Apollo : tripod" type and silver
coins of the "Athena Promachos" type, the latter marked with an
identical monogram. On the other hand, "Athena Promachos" coins
exist on which the legend associates the name of Strato I with that of his
grandson Strato I1 : BACIAERC CRTHPC CTPATRNC [KAI @IAOICTPATRNC, Maharajanam tratarasa Stratasa potrasa casa priyapita- Stratasa.
The eastern Greek kingdom disappeared in about the year 30 B.C.
through the conquest of the Saka Azes I, and, as a sign of his victory,
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the Scythian king in turn struck coins bearing the Athene Promachos on
the reverse.

3. THE WESTERN GREEK KINGDOM (ca 164-90 B.C.). - The second
volet of the diptych is filled with the feats of the western Greek kingdom
which was founded by Eucratides after his victory over Demetrius. At
the risk of being repetitive, we must summarize here the main stages of
its history.
1. Eucratides (ca 164-158). - a. In approximately the year 168-167,
at the request of the Seleucid Antiochus IV, Eucratides, the son of
Princess Laodicc, attacked the Bactro-Indian empire of the Euthydemid
Demetrius. The latter besieged him with superior forces in Bactria, but
Eucratides weakened his adversary by continual sallies and finally
triumphed. He immediately seized Bactria, Sogdiana, Aria, Seistan and
Arachosia.
The successes Eucratides achieved in the eastern satrapies did not
prevent his suzerain Antiochus IV from suffering serious disasters
elsewhere : the ultimatum from the consul Popilius Laenas forced him to
evacuate Egypt (169- 168); the persecuted Jews rebelled (168-167), and
Antiochus IV met his death during an expedition against Artaxias in
Armenia (164). The Seleucid empire immediately disintegrzited; almost
everywhere, the satraps established their independence and Eucratides
proclaimed himself great king of Bactria. His first coins are silver
tetradrachms which reveal the aristocratic beauty of the prince : on the
obverse, the bust of the diademed king, with or without a helmet, his
shoulders covered or bare backed; on the reverse, the Dioscuri, with
pilei headdresses charging on horseback. The legend is unilingual :
BAXIAEDZ METAAOT ETKPATIAOT.
Strabo (XI, 11, 2, p. 516) is impressed by the might of the new king :

419

"The kings of Bactria had more than one important town in their states : first
Bactra, or as it is sometimes called Zariaspa, through which flows a river of the
same name, a tributary of the Oxus; then Adraspa and several others more.
Among the number of principal towns in the country there also appeared
Eucratidaea, thus named after the [Greek] king [who had founded it]. Once they
were masters of Bactria, the Greeks [following the example of the Persians] had
subdivided it into satrapies" s.
b. Administrative worries were not enough to quell the warlike
ardour of the king of Bactria : "Eucratides waged several wars with
great courage ... and reduced India into his power" (Justin, XLI, 6, 4).
Translation by T ~ I E U .
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Details are lacking regarding that Indian campaign which, between the
years 163 and 160, led Eucratides to triumph over the two Euthydemids
Apollodotus I and Menander, but the bilingual coins show that the
Basileus megas in turn considered himself as a mahirija.
Coinage once again enables us to follow his progress eastwards in the
direction of the Indus.
Crossing the Hindiikush, Eucratides first of all seized the Paropamisadae, or KapiSa, which was long to remain a fief coveted by the western
Greek kingdom. As a mark of his victory, he minted copper coins of the
"City of KiipiSi" type : on the obverse, the bust of the helmeted king
with the legcnd BAZIAElE METAAOT ETKPATIAOT; on the reverse, Zeus enthroned between two emblems, the forepart of an elephant
to the left and a mountain to the right, with the legend Kaviiiye nagara
devard "divinity of the town of KiipiS7'.
Continuing his march eastwards, Eucratides wrested Gandhiira from
Apollodotus, and in that region minted copper coins of the "Nike with
garland and palm" type and the bilingual legend METAAOT BACIA E m ETKPATIAOT, Maharajasa Evukratitasa.
It is possible, but not certain, that the conqueror crossed the Indus
and seized the town of Taxila. In any case, he was the first to strike
silver coins bearing the "Pilei of the Dioscuri" on the reverse, a type
proper to the town of Taxila and which was used after him by a long
series of sovereigns.
Eucratides' seizure of the Kabul valley led to the disappearance of his
rival, King Apollodotus (163), but the eastern Greek kingdom was saved
by Menander who was able to take advantage of favourable political
circumstances in order partly to restore the empire of Euthydemus.
c. The end of Eucratides' rcign was marked by an eclipse in power.
First of all, he was expulsed from Gandhiira - but not from KapiSa by Menander, and it was the latter's turn to have his coins struck with
the "Winged Victory" characteristic of the region.
However, the most dangerous enemy for the new Indo-Greek kingdom, as, moreover, for the Seleucid empire, was the Parthian king
Mithridates I or Arsaces VI (171-138) of whom Eucratides was contemporary, as Justin (XLI, 6. 1) remarks. Between the years 160 and 140,
Mithridates, the true founder of Parthian power, was to deprive the
Seleucids and their vassals of Media, Persia and Susiana, and settle in
Mesopotamia where, facing Seleucia, he established a vast military camp
which was later to become the Parthian capital, Ctesiphon. The resistance offered by Syria resulted in a humiliating defeat : Demetrius I1
Nicator was beaten and captured (140-139).
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Eucratides was the first victim of the Parthian advance. At the very
beginning of the campaign, in about 159, "two satrapies known as
Aspionus and Turiva were wrested from the Bactrians by the Parthians,
in the reign of Eucratides" (Strabo, XI, 11, 2, p. 517). In all probability
these were two districts in Aria, Tapuria and Traxiana, the former
situated on the Upper Atrek and the latter in the valley of Kasaf-rud,
both around present-day Meched.
Eucratides, who was absent at the time of the sudden attack, hastened
to return to his states :
"On his return, he was assassinated on the road by his son with whom he had
shared the empire and who, without concealing his patricide and as if he had
killed an enemy and not a father, drove his chariot over the bleeding body and
had it cast away unburied" (Justin, XLI,6, 5)16.

42 1

Menander took advantage of these events to recover Eastern Arachosia, as seems to be indicated by coinage of the "Elephant and C l u b type
which that prince struck, the club being the symbol of Heracles whose
connection with Arachosia is attested by subsequent coinage.
2. Heliocles (ca 158-135 B.C.). - The successor of Eucratides was
Heliocles, possibly the patricidal son whose name Justin does not state.
He also was more an Indian than a Greek king. His legend is bilingual :
BAZIAERC. AIKAIOT HAIOKAEOTC, Maharajasa dhramikasa Heliyakreyasa.
Without assessing the danger to Bactria, caused by Scythian nomad
incursions and Parthian ambitions, he yielded to the Indian phantasm
and attempted to win back the states which had been wrested from his
father by Menander and Strato I.
In approximately the year 145, making KapiSa the base of his
operations, he advanced eastward and southward, and succeeded in
taking Arachosia, Gandhiira, Taxila and Sind %gar Doiib from Strato
I, achieving much greater success than did Eucratides. However, here
again, the coinage is the only source of information.
a. For Bactria and Arachosia, "Standing Zeus", holding a thunderbolt in his right hand and a sceptre in his left.
b. For Kapib or the Paropamisadae, "Enthroned Zeus", a type
which Eucratides was the first to strike.
c. For Gandhira and Taxila together, copper coins of the "Elephant :
Indian Buffalo" type, first minted by Apollodotus I, the elephant
representing Taxila and the buffalo (of Siva), GandhHra.
l6
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d. For Taxila alone, Heliocles invented the copper "Bust of the king:
Elephant", and one of his successors, Antialcidas, continued to strike it.
Heliocles was the last Indo-Greek king to rule simultaneously over
Bactria and North-West India, on both sides of the Hindiikush. However, perpetual warfare had exhausted the Bactrians
"Tossed from war to war, they lost not only their empire but also their
freedom. Exhausted by their wars against the Sogdians, Arachosians, Drangians,
Arians and Indians, they finally fell, as if worn out, under the yoke of the
Parthians who until then had been weaker than them" (Justin, XLI,6, 3)".
In fact, in about the year 140, after an important transfer of populations to which we will refer further on, the Greeks had to abandon
Bactria to the nomads and withdraw to the south of the Hindiikush.
Heliocles' states were reduced to the Kabul valley and the Western
Punjab; to the east of the Jhelum they were adjacent to the possessions
of Strato and his successors. Heliocles seems to have settled in Taxila,
422 leaving viceroys - Diomedes, Philoxenus, Artemidorus and Peucolaus
- to govern the district of Puskarivati in Gandhira. In fact, all those
princes struck coins of the "Puskarivati Goddess : Indian Buffalo" type,
with the Prikrit legend Pakhalavadi devada, usabhe. The goddess in
question appears in the form of a native woman (coins of Philoxenus) or
again in that of Artemis (coins of Artemidorus and Peucolaus). The very
name of Peucolaus is derived from the toponym Peucolaitis or Peucelaotis, the Greek transcription of Puskarivati.
3. Lysias (ca 135-125 B.C.). - Lysias succeeded Heliocles on the
throne of Taxila and awarded himself the title of invincible : BAXIAECE ANIKHTOT ZTZIOT, Maharajasa apadihatasa Lisikasa. His
silver coins of the "Standing Heracles" type, copied from Demetrius,
link him with Arachosia. He may have started as a viceroy in Arachosia,
under Heliocles, before accompanying the latter to the Punjab.
4. Antialcidas (ca 125-100 B.C.). - A single copper coin exists which
associates Lysias and Antialcidas : the name of the former appears on
the obverse with a bust of Heracles, that of the latter on the reverse with
the "Pilei of the Dioscuri". This connection is an indication of an
immediate succession.
An inscription from Vidiii, present-day Besnagar (LC~ERS,
669), has
Antialcidas reign in Taxila, and gives him as a contemporary of the

Translation by CHAMBRY.
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Indian king Kiiiputra Bhigabhadra who we believe may have been the
fifth h n g a known to the P u r 4 a by the name of Bhadraka :
"That Ga~dadhvaja(pillar surmounted by a Garuda bird) of VHsudeva
(Visnu), god of gods, was erected by Heliodora (Heliodoms), a follower of the
Bhagavat, son of Diya (Dion) and an inhabitant of Tak~Sillwho came as the
Greek ambassador (yavanadtira) of the great king mtalikita (Antialcidas) to
king Klsiputa Bhlgabhadra, the saviour (trritcira), in the fourtheenth year of his
reign".
This is an attempt to connect a Greek sovereign, Antialcidas, with an
Indian king of the Sunga dynasty, Bhlgabhadra. The first relations
between the Yavanas and Sungas were of a distinctly offensive nature :
the Euthydemids Demetrius, Apollodotus I and Menander had brought
war to the very heart of the Indian kingdom then, after the constitution
of the eastern Greek kingdom, Apollodotus and Menander had set
423 themselves up as "Saviours", (oo~fip,rr2tira) of the Buddhist Indians
against the endeavours of Pusyamitra who posed as a restorer of
brihmanical institutions. Relations were doubtless no better between the
last Euthydemids, Strato I and his successors, who were still favourable
to Buddhism, and the last Sungas, Bhadraka, etc., who had turned to
the religion of the Bhiigavatas and favoured Visnuite propaganda in the
region of VidiSi, in Avanti. As representative of the western Greek
kingdom founded by Eucratides and Heliocles, Antialcidas, profiting
from that antagonism, attempted to inflict a fatal blow on his rivals, the
Euthydemids of the eastern kingdom. Once he had been informed of the
sympathy nurtured by the Indian king Bhigabhadra for Visnuism, he
sent him as ambassador a Greek from Taxila named Dio, who was
also an adhercnt of the Bhiigavata religion. When he reached VidiSi, the
ambassador erected a pillar surmounted by a Garuda in honour of
Visnu. This converted Greek could not fail to be welcome at the Sunga
court. Doubtless, his activity was not limited to that pious gesture : it
can be supposed that he negotiated an alfiance between Antialcidas and
Bhigabhadra, directed against the eastern Greek kingdom. Nevertheless,
the latter survived until the arrival of the $aka hordes.
Antialcidas left silver coins representing on the obverse the bust of the
king, wearing a diadem or a helmet and carrying the kausia; on the
reverse Zeus enthroned, a type introduced by Eucratides in KBpiii. The
copper coins are of the "Bust of the King : Taxilan Elephant" type or,
more often, "Bust of Zeus : Pilei of the Dioscuri" a type first struck by
Eucratides in Taxila. The legend is bilingual : B A C I A W NIKHOOPOT ANTIAAKIAOT, Maharajasa jayadharasa Amtialikitasa.
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5 . Archebius (ca 100-90 B.C.). - The "Pilei of the Dioscuri" which
appear in turn on the reverse of the coins of Eucratides, of Lysias and
Antialcidas together, and finally of Antialcidas alone, are again found
on the coins of the BAZIAEQZ AIKAIOT NIKHOOPOT APXEBIOT,
Mahdrasajasa dhramikasa jayadharasa Arkhebiyasa. From this we can
conclude that Archebius immediately succeeded Antialcidas as king of
Taxila. After his time, the western Punjab fell into the hands of the
Sakas of Maues, and it was the turn of a Scythian satrap, Liaka
Kusiilaka, to strike coins of the "Pilei of the Dioscuri" type copied, it is
true. not from Archebius directly, but from his distant predecessor
Eucratides.
424

11. BUDDHISM UNDER THE

SUNGAS

During the period with which we are concerned, Buddhism was far
from encountering the royal favours which it had enjoyed under the
Maurya emperors, in particular from its official benefactor ASoka. It lost
as much as it gained. Its most important losses were the persecution by
Pusyamitra and the dangers incurred by the religion from the monetheism of the Bhigavatas; to its advantage, however, were the development of Buddhist centres throughout the sub-continent, the formation of the Central Indian school of sculpture, the "orthodoxy" of
popular piety, finally and above all, the effloresence of schools and
sects. This last point is of such great importance that a special chapter
will be devoted to it. The other points will de dealt with here in brief.
1. THE PERSECUTION BY PUSYAMITRA

As we saw earlier, the founder of the Suriga dynasty, Pusyamitra
(187-151 B.C.), was of brihmin origin. Commander-in-chief of the last
Maurya, Byhadratha, he assassinated his master and seized the power.
He had to subdue Yajiiasena, the king of Vidarbha, who had remained
faithful to the former ruling family; and a double Greek invasion almost
caused him to lose the throne. Freed from external danger by the
dissensions among his enkmies, he considered his successes sufficient to
e
Once peace had returned,
warrant two celebrations of the h ~ r s sacrifice.
he re-established the old Vedic ritual, and governed with the support of
the brihmins.
It is certain that he showed no favour to the Buddhists, but it is not
certain that he persecuted themL8.Nevertheless, according to a persistThis question is briefly examined by N.N. GHOSHI,
Did Pusymitra Swigs persecute
the Buddhist?, B.C. Law Volume, I, Calcutta, 1945, pp. 210-17..
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ent Buddhist tradition which was shared by all schools, Pusyamitra is
held to be enemy number one of the sons of the h k y a and the most
cruel persecutor of the religion. The following is a chronological list of
the documents which the Buddhists placed in his file :
1. The VibhGd (T 1545, ch. 125, p. 6556-c), a work by KaSmirian
Arhats of the second century A.D., represents the views of the Sarvistividin-Vaibhisika school. I t claims that after the bloody persecution,
Pusyamitra met his death at the hands of a deity under the Bodhi tree :
"Formerly, there was a brHhmin-king Pu sha yu (Pusyamitra) who detested
the Law of the .Buddha : he set fire to Sltras, destroyed Stlpas, razed
!hpghir5mas and massacred Bhiksus. In the frontier-country @raryantajanapa&) of the kingdom of Chia shi mi lo (KaSmira), he destroyed 500 Samghlr2mas and, in other plaas, even more. The wicked MHra cunningly sent him
Kumbhandas, Yaksas and Asuras to support his power in secret, so much so
that nowhere was anyone able to resist him. Gradually destroying the Law of
the Buddha, he reached the Bodhi tree. The deity of that tree, named Ti yii
(SatyavHk) thought : 'Here is this foolish and cruel king who wishes to destroy
the place where the Bhagavat Buddhas, as numerous as the sands of the Ganges,
vanquished MIra the wicked and won marvellous Enlightenment'. Immediately,
this divinity manifested, by transformation, a female body of great beauty and
prostrated herself before the king. On seeing this, the king was seized with desire,
but as soon as the good Law-protecting deity had obtained his favours, she
killed him and slew his army, as well as the troop of Asuras; none escaped her
blows".

Hence, according to this narration, the briihmin Holophernes met his
death from the blows of a Buddhist Judith at the foot of the Bodhi tree
in Bodh-Gayi.
2. The Legend of ASoka (Divya, pp. 433-4; T 2042, ch. 3, p. I1 l a 28b 26; T 2043, ch. 5, p. 149a 15-b 17; T 99, ch. 25, pp. 1816 19-182c 2)
presents a different and more elaborate version of the same event, but
here again it is a work of Sarvlstivldin origin.
"Pusyamitra, deliberating with his ministers, said to them : 'How can I spread
my name in the world? Then there was a counsellor who replied : 'In the past
your predecessor, King ASoka, erected 84,000 Stiipas in Jambudvipa and gave
away one hundred ko!i of gold. As long as the Law of the Buddha is followed
and it remains in the world, his name will continue to endure. You can, 0 king,
follow his example and erect 84,000 Stiipas, then your name will remain in this
world for a long time'. Pusyamitra answered : 'In the past my predecessor was
powerful enough to achieve things. But as for myself, how could I carry out
such work? Is there yet another means of equalling ASoka?.
There was a counsellor with perverse views who said : 'Whether one does right
426 or wrong, in both cases one equally wins renown. Because the earlier king
had been able to erect 84,000 StSpas, his glory will last for a long time. If you
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destroy them, your name will also be transmitted to future generations'. Pusyamitra assembled the four armv units and advanced as far as the KukkutgrSima
monastery [in Plfaliputra] with the intention of breaking open the doors bf that
monastery. At that moment, the roaring of a lion was heard at the door of the
monastery, and this frightened the king greatly. He did not dare enter the
monastery and went away. Three times he thus returned without being able to
enter. Finally, he summoned the bhiksus and said to them : 'I wish to destroy
the Law of the Buddha. Do you prefer, 0 bhiksus, to preserve the stlpa or the
dwelling of the Samgha?'. The bhiksus answered : 'We wish to preserve the
stlpa'. There upon Pusyamitra slew the monks and destroyed the dwelling of the
samgha. Applying these measures progressively as far as the kingdom of Sikala
[in the eastern Punjah] he published the following edict : 'Whoever brings me the
head of a Sramana will be rewarded with a gold piece'.
In that country, in a great stfipa [var. in the monastery of the 'King of the
Dharma'], lived an Arhat. By his supernormal powers, he produced several
myriad heads of Sramanas and he told the inhabitants to have them borne to the
king. The king heard about that and wanted to slay that Arhat. However, the
latter entered the attainment of cessation (nirodhmamipatti), and it was impossible to kill him.
Then the king set out and went to the kingdom of Sthllakosyhaka [in
UddiyHna] with the intention of destroying the Law of the Buddha. Within the
territory of that kingdom there was a Yak- [DamstrSinivHsin] who protected the
Doctrine of the Buddha. He made this remark : I have received and I maintain
the precepts of the Buddha; I cannot harm anyone at all. How can I protect and
uphold the Law of the Buddha? Formerly, the Yaksa K p i i a asked me for my
daughter, I refused his request because he misbehaved. Now I must give him my
daughter for the sake of the Law of the Buddha'. There was, however, an
extremely sturdy Yak- who ceaselessly protected King Pusyamitra and, because
of his power, no one could harm the king. However, the Yaksa DamstrHnivHsin
[var. the guardian spirits of Bodhi] lured the Yak- who protected Pusyamitra to
the Southern Ocean. Then the Yak- K p i S a seized an enormous mountain and
crushed King Pusyamitra as well as his army. That is why that mountain is
called Sunihita. King Pusyanlitra was put to death and the great dynasty of the
Mauryas was extinguished'19.

427

According to that version, Pusyamitra, presented as the last of the
Mauryas, destroyed the KukkutirHma monastery in Pipliputra (identified with the ASokirHma) and massacred all its monks. Continuing his
extortions, he arrived in Sikala in the Eastern Punjab. There an Arhat
who is not named but who, judging from other sources, we presume to
be Kundopadhiniya, succeeded in exhausting the king's treasury. Since
the latter had put a price on the heads of the bhiksus, the Arhat
magically produced several myriad heads of Sramanas and, as the king
had committed himself to buy them, his reserves of gold were rapidly
l 9 Translation based on PRZYLUSKI,
figen& d'ASoka, pp. 301-3, with a few minor
modifications.
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in
used up. Pusyamitra then went to the kingdom of ~th'iilako~thaka
Uddiyiina. There a Buddhist Yak?, the official protector of the Dharmariijika stiipa containing one of the Buddha's teeth, and who for this
reason was named Damstriiniviisin, undertook to end the persecution.
However, since his lay vows prevented him from fighting Pusyamitra
himself, he gave his daughter in marriage to Krmiia, a foreign Yaksa
who was not bound by the same scruples. KpniSa lured Pusyamitra and
his army to the Southern Ocean and crushed them under a mountain.
P.C. Bagchi has identified the two victorious Yaksas with Indo-Greek
kings of the second century : according to him the Buddhist Damstriiniviisin was none other than Menander, and his ally K e i i a , the Euthydemid Demetrius2O. However, this identification produces difficulties of a
chronological nature if, as we believe, Demetrius disappeared from the
political scene in 167 B.C., well before the death of Pusyamitra fixed
according t o the calculation adopted here in 151 B.C.
3. The ~ i r i ~ u t r a ~ a r i ~(T
~ c1465,
c h i p. 800a-b) is a work of M a h b
siimghika origin translated into Chinese between the years 317 and 420
A.D. It contains, in a more developed and even more marvellous form,
an account of the persecution and death of Pusyamitra, of which this is
a translation :
"After Upagupta, there was the Mauryan king ASoka; he disseminated the
Siitra and Vinaya in the world. His grandson named Fu sha mi lo lo (Pu~yarnitra) succeeded him to the throne. One day, he asked his ministers 'What can I
do to make my name live on?'. A minister said to him : 'There are only two
means : to build 84,000 stiipas as did the former king [ASoka], renounce the
assets of the kingdom and present them to the Three Jewels : such is the first
means. The second is to do everything to the contrary : destroy the stdpas,
abolish the Law, persecute and exterminate the fourfold Samgha : such is the
second means. Thus, good or bad, your name will live on'. The king said : 'I
have neither the power nor the virtues of the former king; I will therefore adopt
the second line of conduct to make a name for myself.
428
At the head of four army units, the king attacked the monastery of Chi chijeh
(Kukkutlrlma) in [PHpliputraJ. The monastery had two stone lions which
roared and made the earth quake. Greatly afraid, the king beat a retreat and
returned to the town. The inhabitants watched him shouting and weeping, and
blocked the way. The king's anger increased and, not daring to return, he forced
his officers to slaughter the inhabitants without warning. Then by means of a
decree, he summoned the seven assemblies; bhiksus, bhiksuqs, SrHmaneras and
Srlmaneris, Sik~mlnas,Bramanas and Sramanis assembled. The king asked
them : 'Which do you prefer me to destroy, the stiipa or the samghlrlma?.
They all answered : 'We would like nothing to bc destroyed, but if that is
impossible, destroy the samgh5rHma'. The infuriated king cried : 'Why should I
20

KrhiSa and Demerrius, IHQ, XXII. 1946, pp. 81-91
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not do it?. So, he put them all to death, great and small indiscriminately. Blood
flowed in streams. The king destroyed more than eight hundred samghlriimas
and stlpas.
Lay people prompted by perfect faith raised their voices, uttered loud cries,
lamented and became angry. The king seized and imprisoned them and had
them whipped. Five hundred Arhats went up to Nan shun (Dak~inlgiri)~'
where
they took refuge, and since the mountains and valleys [in that place] were
deserted and steep, the army wuld not reach them. That is why the king, fearing
that they would not be annihilated, proposed rewards and appealed to all the
kingdoms, saying : 'If I obtain a head [of a religious], I will give three thousand
pieces of gold as a reward'. The Arhat Chun t'u po r'an ( K ~ n d o p a d h l n i y a )and
~~
the people who, through the Buddha's mission, were responsible for the dissemination [of the Law], produced through transformation innumerable men who
brought innumerable heads of bhiksus and bhiksunis and all of them received
the [promised] gold, [so that] the king's coffers were completely empty. The
king's anger increased. Kundopadhlniya manifested his body and entered the
attainment of cessation (nirodhosamZputti). The king became even more terrible,
429 for the Arhat, protected by the power of the attainment, was invulnerable. The
king set fire to 'Sltra Towers' (sltraki!dg6ra), but as the fire began to bum and
swirling flames were about to reach the sltras, the bodhisattva Maitreya, by
means of his supernormal power (yddhyabhtj65). secured my (sic) Sltra and
Vinaya and ascended to the Tusita heaven again.
Pusyamitra then went to the Ya ch'ih t'a 'Stlpa of the Tooth' (Damstrlstlpa?). The Yakw of that stlpa said : 'There is a Y a k 3 Ch'ung hsing (Kpnib);
formerly he had asked for the hand of my daughter, but I had refused him
disdainfully. Today, when I have sworn to protect the Law, I will give him my
daughter so that he will become my friend'. The Y a k v K ~ i rejoiced
k
and,
grasping a huge mountain in his hand, crushed the king and his four army units
with it, and they all died in an instant. Then the family of the king and his
posterity were completely extinguished.
After that, there was a king whose nature was excellent. The bodhisattva
Maitreya created through transformation three hundred young men (kumcfro)
who descended among mankind in order to seek Rodhi. They consulted the five
hundred Arhats [of the Daksinlgiri?] and received instruction in the Law. In
that land, boys and girls together left the world (pravrajita), and so the bhiksus
and bhiksunis regained their prosperity. The Arhats ascended to the [Tusita]
2 1 Daksinigiri may possibly designate the mountainous region situated south of
Rijagrha where the Buddhist texts record the village of E k a ~ land
i the monastery of the
Dakkhinagirivihira, or again the district in Avanti with the two towns of Ujjayini and
VidiG.
This is the Kundadhina of the Pai sources (Majjhima, I, p. 462; Anguttara, I, p. 24;
Theragithii, v. IS; Apadina, I, pp. 81-2); he is the foremost of 'those who receive foodtickets'. Wherever he went, he was accompanied by the form of a woman visible to all eyes
except his own (Anguttara Comm., I, pp. 260-6; Dhammapada Comm., 111, pp. 52-8). He
was part of the group of Ule four Great Listeners (Ekottara, T 125, ch. 44, p. 7890) and
the sixteen Arhats (cf. S. L ~ wLes
, seize Arhui proiecteurs & la Loi. JA, 1916, p. 58 of the
offprint). The M~lasawistiviidinVinaya calls him Piima Kundopadhhiya (Divya, p. 45;
T 1448, ch. 3, p. 14a 11).
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heaven and recovered the Sltras and Vinayas which they brought back among
mankindwz3.

This version agrees with the preceding one in giving the Arhat
KundopadhIniya and the two yaksas DamstrH[nivBsin] and KpniSa as
Pusyamitra's adversaries, but it locates the persecution and military
operations which ensued in Magadhan territory around the KukkuMriima of PIfaliputra and in the mountains of DaksinZgiri, to the south of
Riijagrha. We are indeed concerned with a "StGpa of the Tooth", but
this is not to be found in the kingdom of Sthiilakosthaka in the Swat
valley. No mention is made of the "Southern Ocean" where Pusyamitra
supposedly met his death. Finally, in the quelling of the persecution, the
Bodhisattva Maitreya intervenes here for the first time.
The story does not supply us with any information about the king
"whose nature was excellent" and who came "after" Pusyamitra. It
might perhaps be the Indo-Greek king Menander whose Buddhist
sympathies are well-known; but more probably, one of the K u g n a
sovereigns who, after the fall of the sungas and KHnvas, supplanted the
430 sakas in North West India, and also showed themselves to be favourable to Buddhism.
4. The MafijuSrimCIakalpa (w. 530-8), of uncertain date, also gives
an account of Pusyamitra's misdeeds and ignominious end, but refers to
the sovereign Gomimukhya "Great proprieto~of cattle", Gomisa&z
"Gomin, the ox", in allusion to the Vedic sacrifices which were revived
under the Sungas.
"In that inferior age, there will be a king, Gomimukhya, destroyer of my
religion (iisaniinradh~pakomama). Having seized the east ( p r L i m diiam) and
the gates of KaSm? (KaSmire &dram), that madman of evil intent will destroy
vihlras and venerable relics (dhifuvara) and will cause the death of monks of
good conduct. Having turned northwards (uttar- diiam), he will meet his
death : Under the blows of an angry Amanusya, he, his officers and his animal
family will be struck by the edge of a mountain, and the wicked one will go to
hell ... After him will come a protector of the earth known as an adherent of the
Buddha (buddhapakya) : M a h l y a k e the very'generous one who will delight in
the doctrine of the Buddhas".

5. An echo of the persecution is again found in the seventeenth
century in the History of Buddhism by TIranitha (p. 81) :
"The former chaplain of King Nemacandra, Pusyarnitra, king of the brHh-

"

Based on a partially translated passage in P. DEMI~ULE.
Les versions chinoises du
Milindapmiha. p. 45.
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mins, in agreement with other heretics made war from MadhyadeSa to Jllandhara [Kaimir], burned numerous vihlras and killed several monks, although
most of them succeeded in finding refuge in other lands. Pusyamitra died five
years later in the north".
The only point over which the sources concur is the destruction of the
KukkutZAma of Pitaliputra "in the east". If there was an encounter
between Pusyamitra and the yakvs Damsfrlnivlsin and KmiSa, it is
not known exactly where it took place : at Sthiilakosthaka in the Swit
valley, at the Daksinlvihlra on the heights above RZjag~haor in
Avanti, at the gates of KaSmir or in Jilandhara. As for the death of
Pusyamitra, it is in turn located under the Bodhi tree at Bodh-Gayi, on
the shores of the Southern Ocean or somewhere "in the north". To
judge from the documents, Pusyamitra must be acquitted through lack
of proof. Nevertheless, as was remarked by H. Kern, in view of the
varied opinions, it is possible that, in some localities, there may have
been pillages of monasteries, perhaps with the tacit permission of the
governors.
The reality of the facts matters little. Whether or not they were
431 menaced, the Buddhists at the end of the ancient era, deprived as they
were of the royal favours which the Mauryas had bestowed on them and
frightened by the clash of Yavana and Saka arms on the very soil of
India, believed themselves to be persecuted and behaved accordingly.
Further on, we will see the repercussion this state of mind had on the
sons of the Sikya.
2. - THE VISNUITE DANGER

Far more than the so-called persecution by Pusyamitra, the successes
of the Visnuite propagandaz4 during the last two centuries of the ancient
Visnuism occupies an important place in the general works on the religions of India :
A. BARTH,Les Religions de I'Inde, 5th 4.Paris,
. 1914; P. OLTRAMARE,
Histoire &s d i e s
theosophiques dnns I'Inde, 1, Paris, 1906; L.D. BARNEIT, Hinduism, London, 1906; The
Heart of India. London, 1908; E.W. HOPKINS,Epic Mythology. Strasbourg, 1915; J.N.
FARQUHAR,
OutliRe of the Religious Literature of India, Oxford, 1920; H. v . GLASENAPP.
Der Hinduismus. Munich, 1922; J. GONDA,Inleiding tot her Indische Denken, AntwerpNijmegen, 1948; L. RENOU,L'Hindouisme. Paris, 195 1; Religions of Ancient India. London,
1953; Inde Classique, 1, p. 640 sq.
More specialized studies, R.G. BHANDARKAR,
Voishpvism, Soivism and Minor Religious
Archaeology and Voishnovo Tradition, Calcutta,
Systems. Strasbourg, 1913; R. CHANDA,
1920; H.C. RAYCHAUDHURI, Moteriols for the Study of the Eorly History of the Vaishnovo
Sect, 2nd cd.,Calcutta, 1926; K. RONNOW,Svetadvipa, BSOS, V, 1929, p. 253 sq.; K.N.
GOSWAMI,Vo~novism,IHQ, XXX, 1954, pp. 354-73; XXXI, 1955, pp. 109-33; S ~ R Y A
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era led the Buddhists into danger, and this was all the more serious in
that it was a long time before its threat was assessed.
The rival movement seems to have arisen around Mathuri, in brasena country, among the Yidava-Sitvata-Vrsni population which deified its heroes or wise men, VBsudeva-Krsna, Niriyana, and ended up
by identifying them with the ancient Vedic deity Visnu. Several ruling
families included Bhigavatas "Worshippers of the Lord" in their ranks,
and it was not without reason that the ninth Suriga took the name of
Bhigavata (or Bhiga), and that the first and third Kinvas were respectively called Vasudeva and Niriyana. In the neighbouring kingdoms,
coinage reveals the existence of a Haridatta among the Almoras, of a
Bhagavatamahideva "Mahideva, the worshipper of the Lord" among
the Audumbaras, of a Visnudeva in KanaujZ5.
The success of the Visnuite movement in central India, in approximately the second century B.C., is attested by a sheaf of concordant
evidence. Already under the first Mauryas, the ambassador Megasthenes
remarks that "while Dionysus ( h a ) is worshipped in the mountain,
Heracles (Krsna) is worshipped on the plain, especially by the Surasenoi
(~iirasena),an Indian people who possess two towns, Methora (Mathuri) and Kleisobora (Krsnapura)" (Arrian, Ind., VIII, 4). It is a fact
that the region of Mathuri has yielded ancient Visnuite images : the
Balarima (or S a m k a r ~ n a )in Lucknow Museum bearing a club in his'
right hand and a plough in his left; the Heracles in the Calcutta
Museum representing Hercules overwhelming the lion of Nemea (Mathuri, pl. 476). On a Gandhiran intaglio there is a representation of a
four-armed Visnu receiving the homage of an Indo-Scythian king.
In about 150 B.C., the grammarian Pataiijali makes several references
a his
to the Visnuite religion in his Mahcibhiisya : hc speaks of K ~ n and
companion S a m k a r ~ n a(11,2,24); he mentions a "Janardana, fourth",
a his peers, Samkarsana,
an allusion to the group formed by K ~ n and
Pradyumna and Aniruddha (VI, 3, 5); he records two musical performances in the temples of Rima (Balarima or Samkawna) and Keiava
or Knna-Visnu (11, 2, 34); finally, he notes the existence, in his own
time, of mimes and plays representing the murder of Kamsa by V b u deva (111, 1.26).
The inscriptions bear witness to the expansion of the Visnuite cult, not

K ~ N T AThe
, Essence of Voisnovism, IHQ, XXXII, 1956, pp. 359-67; R.C. AGRAWALA,
V o i s ~ v i tGleanings
e
from the Medievol Inscriptions of Mirwir, JBRS, X I , 1954, pp. 219-22.
2 5 Cf. J . ALLAN,Coins ofdncient Indin, London, 1936, pp. 120, 123, 147.
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only in VidiSii and Mathuri, cradle of the religion, but also on the east
coast and in the Deccan.
In the year 14 of the fifth Sunga, King KiSiputra Bhigabhadra (the
Bhadraka of the Purina), the Greek Heliodorus, son of Dio lived in
Taxila and was named ambassador to the Sunga court by the great king
Antalikita (Antialcidas, ca 125-100 B.C.). As a devout Bhigavata, he
erected in Vidiii (Besnagar) a pillar with a Garuda in honour of
Visudeva (Visnu), god of gods, and recalled on that occasion the "three
immortal principles (trini amutapadin~]which lead to salvation : moderation (&ma), generosity (tyHga) and diligence (apramida)" (LUDERS,
669).
433
In the year 12 of the ninth Sunga, Bhiga or Bhigavata, a certain
Bhigavata, son of Gotami, erected a second pillar with a Garuda, still in
Vidiii, near the great Temple of the Lord (Visudeva) (Arch. Surv. Ind.
An. Rep. 1913-14, p. 190 sq.).
A little later, in Ghasundi (district of Chitorgarh in Rijpiitana), a
certain Gijiyana, son of PiriSari, built a pPjiSillprikira, a votive wall
for the sacred stone of the Niriyanavitaka, in honour of Samkarvna
and Visudeva "Invincible lords and supreme sovereigns" ( L ~ E R s6).
,
In the reign of ~ o d i s athe great satrap of Mathuri, who is believed to
have been a contemporary of Azilises (10 B.C.-5 A.D.), "the statues of
the fives heroes, Lords of the Vrsni family (bhagavatim Vy;ninim
paqcavirHnHm pratimlh) were installed in a stone temple (Sailadevagyha)
in Mor2 (in the neighbourhood of Mathuri) (EI, XXIV, p. 194). These
are clearly the Visnuite heroes Baladeva, Akriira, Anidhrsti, Sirana and
Vidlratha. - At the same time and place, a certain Vasu erected a
gateway (torana) and a balustrade (vedikd) in the great temple of the
Bhagavat Visudeva, in the hope that the Bhagavat Visudeva, propitiated by that offering, would show his favour to the great satrap ~ o t j i s a
(EI, XXIV, p. 208).
h , wife of
At Ninighit, in Northern Mahiristra, Queen ~ i ~ a n i kthe
the Lord of the Deccan Sitakami (ca 27-17 B.C.), invoked the gods
Samkarsana and Visudeva, as well as the old Vedic deities such as Indra
and Varuna (L~DERs,1112). Her example was to be followed by several
of her descendants.
Laconic though these indications are, they show that the grammarian
Pataiijali and the pious donors were familiar with the moral doctrines of
Visnuism and that, for example, the three immortal principles recalled
by Heliodorus are in line with the moral homilies of the Mahibhirata
(V, 43, 22; XI, 7, 23), particularly the BhagavadgitH (XVI, 1-3). The
Bhigavatas of the second century B.C. seem to be fully aware of the
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doctrine of the vyciha or manifestations of Visnu, as it is formulated in
the Mahibhirata (XII, 39, 73) : "From the upper form of Visnu, called
Visudeva, would emerge the S a m k a r ~ n abound to cosmic matter by
the individual soul; from the S a m k a r ~ n awould spring the Pradyumna
which corresponds to the organ of the cosmic mind (manas); from the
Pradyumna would come the Aniruddha, cosmic egotism ( a h q k d r a ) . In
the navel of the Aniruddha grew a lotus in which was born BrahmH to
whom all moving and unmoving beings owe their existence". These
vylSha moreover, are the transposition into the cosmic level of genealogical relationships, real or imaginary, in the history of the YiidavaSltvata-Vrsni clans : Vlsudeva is Krsna himself, SamkarFna is his
eldest brother Balariima, Pradyumna is his son and Aniruddha, his
grandson.
First for their kin, then for their sectaries, these heroes, deified and
identified with Visnu, are the object of exclusive attachment which was
soon to turn to total devotion (bhakti). The bhlgavata adherent turns
from the external world in order to commune with himself and find the
divine presence within himself. This sublime attainment is most often
conceived as an equation between the soul and God enabling one to see
oneself in all beings and to see all beings within oneself. Personal effort,
or yoga, is indispensable for finding that union, but does not constitute
the only means of salvation. God, in this case Visnu, aids the devotee
with his grace @rasida); he works continually for the welfare of the
world and, in the event of imminent danger, he becomes partially or
wholly incarnate in the form of an animal, a man, a hero or a god in
order to go to the help of threatened beings. These divine descents,
called avatZra, are indeterminate in number. Ten main ones are known
to us; among them is Krsna of the YHdava tribe, a native of Mathuri.
As far as we are concerned, this is the first time that Buddhism was
confronted with a living theist doctrine positing in precise terms the
problems of God, the soul and their interrelationship. It is not that India
had never posited them before, since in the ancient Upani~ad,all possible
and imaginable solutions to philosophical and religious questions are set
out in a more or less meaningful form. However, early Buddhism arose
in an environment which was alien to those speculations or, if it was
aware of some of them, it relegated them immediately to those indeterminate points (avydcytavastu) about which it is useless, even dangerous,
to express an opinion. Throughout the Buddhist canon, there is only a
single passage (Ariguttara, I, p. 174) in which the problem of the Lord
God is considered, and it is resolved merely in the negative : "Those who
attribute everything to the creation of the Lord (issaranimmcina)have no
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further desire for action, make no further effort to d o this or avoid
that". As for the Buddhist attitude regarding the soul, it is - to say the
435 very least - resolutely anti-spiritualist, since all the phenomena of
existence are said to be transitory, painful and devoid of substance
(anitman).
When Visnuite propaganda put theism and spirituality back in the
forefront of actuality, the Buddhists were compelled to reconsider the
problem. They began by getting information about the theories of their
adversaries, without trying to minimize their importance. To the old list
of heretical sects drawn up in the Anguttara (111, p. 276), the canonical
commentaries (Mahciniddesa, I, p. 89) were henceforth to add the
sectaries of VHsudeva and Baladeva. The great Buddhist scholars were
fully informed about the implications, whether Visnuite o r ~ i v a i t e ,of
Hindu theism and Brihmanical speculations concerning the Trimiirti :
BrahmH, Visnu and Siva. Here, we will merely give as an example three
passages from the Upa&.ia of NHgH j u n a :
"MaheSvara, the Great Lord, has eight arms (as!abhuja),three eyes (rrinetra)
and his mount is the white bull [Nandin]. Visnu, 'Universal Hearing', has four
arms; he holds a conch (Sarikha) and a disk (cakra), he is mounted on the
golden-winged bird [Garuda]. The god Kumlra holds a cock (kukku!~),
a handbell ( g h q ! i ) , a red standard (lohifapaflikd)and his mount is a peacock (Sikhagata)" (T 1509, ch. 2, p. 73a). - "After the Kalpa's fire, everything is empty;
then, through the causal power of beings' merits, winds arrive from the ten
regions and, colliding and touching, can uphold the great waters. On the waters,
there is a man with a thousand heads, two thousand arms and two thousand
feet, named Visnu. From his navel issues a precious lotus with a thousand leaves
and golden in colour, the brilliance and rays of which are like the combined light
of ten thousand suns. On that lotus, there is a man seated, his legs folded, who
in turn possesses infinite light. He is named Brahml, the king of thc gods. That
Brahml mentally gives birth to eight sons, and those eight sons engender the
sky, earth and men. Brahml has completely eliminated all desire and all hatred"
(Ibid., ch. 8, p. 1 1 6 ~ ). "There are gods who claim supremacy and who, in
their arrogance, assert that they are the creators of the beings and things of
heaven and earth. Thus BrahmH, the king of the gods, said to the other Brahmiis :
'It is I who created you'. The god Visnu said: 'All the rich, noble and glorious
men in the universe are portions of my person. It is I who created the universe
and it is I who destroy it (cf. Giti, VII, 6). The creation and destruction of the
universe is my work'. By speaking thus, those gods destroy the doctrine of the
dependent origination of all phenomena" (Ibid, ch. 10, p. 128a).
436

Many similar passages could be quoted in other Buddhist works such
r a 374, ch. 19, p. 476b), the Madhyamakaas the M ~ h i p a r i n i r v c i n ~ t(T
Sistra by Niigiirjuna (T 1564, ch. I, p. I b), the ~ataicistraof Aryadeva
(T 1569, ch. 1, p. 168a) as well as his Treatise on the Nirviina of the
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Heretics (T 1640, p. 157c), the Commentary on the ~ataS&traby the
Parthian Chi tsang (T 1827, ch. 1, p. 244a), etc.
It now remains for us to discover to what degree the Buddhists
allowed themselves to be influenced by the rival propaganda. Distinctions need to be made. The great scholars of the Mahiiyina and the
Hinayana, versed as they were in the study of canonical texts, showed
themselves to be resolutely unwilling to accept spirituality or creationist
theism, whether it was of Visnuite or Sivaite origin. Not content with
repeating afresh the refutation of the Atman - see, for example,
chapter IX of the KoSa - they did not hesitate to attack the great gods
of Hinduism and the philosophical concepts which supported them.
The verses cited by N i g i rjuna in his UpadeSa (T 1509, ch. 2, p. 730)
say in substance that the wise man, whatever his particular devotion for
the unpretentious minor gods may be, does not believe in God and does
not rely on God. The great gods of Hinduism, those of painting,
sculpture, tradition and hymns, always appeared armed, and that
warlike attitude can only be explained by fear and wickedness. In fact,
they can do nothing for men : those who revere them do not avoid
suffering or death; those who scorn them may well enjoy good fortune
on earth. The truth is that in this world the destiny of mankind has no
other explanation than action which automatically finds maturation, and
gods play no part in that.
The argument developed by Vasubandhu in his AbhidharmakoSa (11,
pp. 3 1 1-13; V, p. 19) is more philosophical. It can be summarized as
follows : To say that things occur through a single cause, or through
God, Mahideva or Visudeva, is not acceptable for several reasons : 1. If
things occurred through a single and immutable cause, they would all
occur at the same time, whereas everyone knows that they occur
successively. If the order of their occurrence in time depended on causes
outside God, God would no longer be the single cause. - 2. God
creates for his own satisfaction or for the satisfaction of creatures. If the
creates for his own satisfaction, that is because there is something to be
gained, and he is not god. If he creates for the satisfaction of others,
how is it possible to explain that the latter remain subject to all kinds of
suffering? - 3. T o assert the creative activity of God is gratuitously to
posit an invisible and uncontrollable cause, while neglecting the visible
causes the efficacy of which can be ascertained at any time.
The clarity of this position adopted on the philosophical level in no
way prevented good neighbourliness between the Buddhists and the
Vaisnavas. Both religions have many points in common : each gives the
same importance to ahiysri, and the doctrine of the Visnuite avatrira has
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its counterpart in the Buddhist concept with regard to the Buddhas of
the past which is attested in the canonical texts (cf. MahZpadina
Suttanta, Digha, 11, pp. 2-8) and depicted on the ancient sculptures of
Bhiirhut and SiiiicTZ6.Although they were still very close to the original
Buddhism, certain Hinaylnist sects, particularly that of the MahHdmghikas whose presence in Mathurii is confirmed by the Lion Capital
(Konow, p. 48), were to some extent influenced by Visnuite doctrines :
the Lokottaravida which proclaims the transcendence of the Buddha
was possibly provoked and at any rate favoured by the devotional
atmosphere with which the BhHgavatas, in Saurasena country or Avanti,
surrounded their chosen deities.
However, it is particularly the Mahiiyiinists who were influenced by
Hindu theism; in the Lotus of the Good Law, the Buddha, who impartially displays identical concern for all creatures, is the brother of the
NHriiyana who declares in the Gird (IX, 19) : "I make no difference
between all creatures; none do I hate, none do I love", and it is
symptomatic that the Lotus so often qualifies the manifestations of the
deeds of the Buddhas as vyPha (pp. 117, 146, 209, 219, etc.). A curious
does not
Buddhist text which has yet to be edited, the ~uklavidar~and,
hesitate to explain certain theories by worldly quotations and to resort
to the authority of the Gitd. Finally, the great Buddhist scholars such as
Aryadeva (T 1640, p. 157c), Chi tsang (T 1827, ch. I, p. 244a), P'u
kuang (T 1821, ch. 7, p. 140a) were the first to note the strange
resemblance which connects the Mahiiyiinist theory of the Three Bodies
438 of the Buddha with the Visnuite and ~ i v a i t eelucubrations on the three
bodies of Tsvara.
However, it took centuries for this assimilative phenomenon to put
the two religions on practically the same level. Under the Sungas, the
Buddhists were able to maintain the message of ~ H k ~ a m u nini its
original integrity better than under the Guptas.
3. - THE GREAT VIHARAS OF THE SUAGA PERIOD

Neither the persecution by Pusyamitra nor the success of the Visnuite
propaganda prevented the sons of the SHkya from ensuring themselves
powerful positions in the Indian sub-continent which were as many
centres of influence. T o the old vihiras founded in ancient times, as well
as the more recent ones built under the Mauryas, were added new ones
which rivalled the old. Unfortunately, the Sinhalese chronicle is the sole
2 6 CUNNINGHAM,
The Sttipa of Bhcirhut, pl. XXIX. XXX; J .
ments of S a c h i , pl. XV, XXI. XXXIX, XLV, LIV.

MARSHALL,
etc., Monu-
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source of information on this prosperity, and the exaggerations it
bestows on the subject are hardly of a nature to inspire confidence.
We saw above how the Sinhalese king Dutthagiimani celebrated his
victory over the Cola Eliira by erecting, among other monuments, the
Mahiithiipa of Anuriidhapura. The laying of the foundation stone took
place in the year 382 after the Nirviina (104 B.C.), at a time when the
Indo-Greek king Antialcidas, in Taxila, entered into diplomatic relations
with the suriga KiSiputra Bhiigabhadra. On that occasion, fourteen
monasteries in Jambudvipa were represented at the ceremonies by large
delegations. The Dipavamsa (XIX, 5-7) merely notes the names of the
leaders, while the Mahrivurya (XXIX, 29-43) indicates the monasteries
where they came from as well as the number of Indian monks who
participated in those delegations.

Leaders of the delegates
1.
2.
3.
4.

Indagutta
Dhamrnasena
Piyadassi
Urubuddharakkhita

5. Urudharnmarakkhita
6. Urusarpgharakkhita

7. Mittinna (Mittanna)
8. Uttinna (Anattana)
9. Mahideva
10. Yonamahiidhamrnarakkhita
11. Uttara
12. Cittagutta
13. Candagutta
14. Suriyagutta

Monastery of
origin
RHjagaha
Isipatana
JetHrHmavihHra
Mahlvana of
VesZli
GhositHrHma of
Kosambi
Dakkhinigiri
of Uijeni
AsokHrHma of
Pupphapura
Kasmira
Pallavabhoga
Alasande Yonanagara
Vattaniya senlsena
in VifijhHtavi
Bodhimandavihira
Vanaviisa
KelHsavihlra

Size of the
Delegation
80,000
12,000
60,000
18,000
30,000
4WOO
160,000
280,000
460,000
30,000
60,000
30,000
80,000
96,000
1,436,000

The leaders of the delegates are not purely fictional. Indagutta and
Piyadassi are assured of a place in the Buddhist legend (Mahrivuysa
Comm., pp. 531, 550). The others took as religious names those which
had already been borne by famous predecessors : Mahiideva continued
in Pallavabhoga the part played formerly by his homonym in Mahisa-
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mandala. The three Rakkhitas (Buddha-, Dharma- and Samgharakkhita) carried on the glorious lineage of the Rakkhitas who distinguished themselves in Vanavisa, Aparintaka, Mahiraftha and Yonakaloka. Even before ASoka, a series of religious whose names ended in
Gutta represented in the Kukkutirima of Pitaliputra an ancient tradition the origins of which date back to M a h i Kassapa; a list of them is
provided by the Samyutta Commentary (111, p. 143) : Candagutta,
Suriyagutta, Assagutta, Yonakadhammarakkhita, and Tissa, the younger brother of ASoka.
Of greater interest is the list of the fourteen monasteries which were
represented at the inauguration of the Mahithiipa. At least five of them
were founded in early times : 1. Riijagaha, the ancient capital of
Magadha; 2. the Isipatana on the outskirts of Virinasi, where the
Buddha had expounded his first discourse; 3. the Jetiircimavihdra founded in ~ r i v a s t iby the banker Anithapindika; 4. the Mahdvana of
Vaiiiili, better known by the name of KiitigiraGli; 5. the GhositcSrcSma
in KauSimbi founded by the banker Ghosita.
Other more recent monasteries, which dated from the time of ASoka
and owed their creation either to the emperor himself, or to Buddhist
440 missionaries from the Mauryan period : 1. the Dakkhindgiri of Ujjeni,
situated in the province of Avanti where ASoka was viceroy and where
his son Mahinda stayed for some months before his departure for
Ceylon; 2. the Asokdrcima of Pupphapura, a large monastery founded
by ASoka in Pitaliputra on the site of the former Kukkutirima; 3.
Kasmira, converted by Majjhantika and his companions; 4. Pallavabhoga, not the "Persian Kingdom" (Pahlavabhoga) as claimed by W.
Geiger, but Pallavanad, present-day Palnod, in the district of Guntur in
Andhra country, perhaps the region of Mahisamandala converted by
the missionary Mahideva; 5. Alasanda Yonanagara, Alexandria-underthe Caucasus, founded by Alexander in the Paropamisadae and capital
of Yonakaloka, where Mahirakkhita preached the Good Law; 6.
VanavtSsa,chief town of northern Kanara where Rakkhita was noted for
his preaching; 7. the KeltSsavihira, doubtless built in the Himalayan
region, near the mythical Lake Anavatapta, by the founders of the
Haimavata sect, Majjhima, etc., whose relics lie in Siiici and its
neighbourhood.
Two monasteries remain which are mentioned here for the first time :
I . the Bodhimanda can only be located in Bodh-Gayi, the small village
immortalized by the wonder of the Enlightenment, but this vihiira
should not be confused with the Mahibodhi monastery, also built in
'Bodh-Gays but in the reign of Samudragupta (ca 335-375) at the
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instigation of the Sinhalese king Sirimeghavanna (cf. Hsi yu chi, T
2087, ch. 8, p. 9186; Wang hsiian rsY, T 2122, ch. 29, p. 502c). - 2. The
Vatraniya sencIsana was a hermitage situated in the Viiijhiitavi, a forest
on the Vindhya. In the past, this forest extended much further east than
at present and was traversed by a highway linking PHWliputra and
Tamralipti; it was this route that ASoka took when he escorted the
Bodhi tree to the sea (Mhv., XIX, 6). In the Su~igaperiod, the Vattaniya
seniisana served as a residence for the Venerables Rohana and Assagutta, and it was there that they conferred ordination and gave the first
instruction to a young man from Kajangala (Skt. Kacangala in Pundravardhana, present-day Mahiisthiin, District of Rogra); that young man
was destined to go to SHgala in the eastern Punjab in order to convert
King Menander (Milinda, pp. 10, 12, 14). The hermitage was the daily
setting for a wonder which is recorded in the following terms by the
AtthasZlini(p. 419) and the Visuddhimagga (p. 430; ed. Warren, p. 363) :
441 the Venerable Assagutta, on seeing that the monks were eating their
food dry, expressed the wish that, each day before the meal, the
neighbouring pool would take on the taste of curds. His wish was
granted and from then on the water of the pool was transformed, before
the meal, into curds but resumed its natural taste immediately afterwards. We add that the Chinese versions of the Milindapaiiha do
indeed mention a Vattaniya (transcribed as Ho tan) monastery located
"in a mountain of the land" in which dwelled 500 Arhats, including E
po yiieh, namely ASvagupta 2 7 .
No one would dream of taking seriously the number of delegates sent
to the inauguration of the MahHthiipa; Ceylon would not have been
able to contend with an invasion of 1,436,000 religious, however frugal
they might have been. However, relatively speaking, it is interesting to
note that the largest delegations were sent by Pallavabhoga or Andhra
country (460,000), KaSmira here understood as North-West India
(280,000) and, finally, Magadha (160,000). The importance of these
Buddhist centres during the Sunga period is confirmed by what we know
of the expansion of the MahHsHmghika sects in Andhra country, of the
success met with by Buddhist propaganda in the Indo-Greek kingdoms,
finally, of the support given by ASoka to the Buddhist community in
Magadha.
4. - THE ANCIENT CENTRAL INDIAN SCHOOL OF SCULPTURE

PRINCIPAL
CENTRES. - The growth of the Community inevitably
"

Cf. P. DEMI~JILLE,
Versions chinoises du Milindapcuiha, p. 84.
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resulted in an increase in the number of stupas, caityas and samghirimas. It was no longer a matter, as in the early days, of rudimentary and
provisional buildings due to the private initiative of some king or rich
banker, but of extensive monuments for providing permanent shelter to
generations of the religious. In order to enlarge and embellish them, the
monks and the laity turned to the best artists of the period. It was as a
result of this effort that, during the suliga period, the ancient school of
sculpture made its appearance and was to remain active for approximately two centuries, from 150 B.C. to 50 A.D. Its principal sphere of
activity was central India, as is evident from sculptures discovered in
Bhirhut, Bodh-Gayl and Siiici, but it was also implanted in Andhra
country, as evidenced by certain bas-reliefs from AmarlvatiZ8.
442
The stupa of Bhiirhut, discovered in 1873 by A. Cunningham, is
2 8 Apart from general works noted earlier, here is a list of some studies and articles
concerning the ancient school of sculpture :
1. Bhiirhut. - A. CUNNINGHAM,
The StISpa of Bh&hut, London, 1879; A.K. COOMA~USWAW,
Some early Buddhist Reliefs identifed, JRAS, 1928, pp. 390-8; A Yokshi Burt
,
Historienreliejs, OAZ,
from Bhcirhut. BMFA, 29, pp. 81-93; L. B A C H H O ~Frlihindische
N.F., 8, 1932, pp. 18-28; B. BARUA,Bhirhut. 3 vol., Calcutta, 1934-37; A. FOUCHER,Sur
l'interprkrotion de quotre bas-reliefs de Bhcirhut, RAA, XIII, 1939-42, pp. 1-9; H. LUDERS,
Bhcirhut und die buddhistische Literotur, Leipzig, 1941. - The ancient sculpture is also
mentioned in specialized studies, such as M.M. HALLADE.
hu&s d a r t indien. La composiLes inrtnunents &
tion plasrique duns les reliefi & I'Inde. Paris, 1942; C. MARCEL-DUBOIS,
musique & l'lnde mcienne, Paris, 1941.
11. Bodh-GayH. - B.M. BARUA,
Old Buddhist Shrines or Bodh Goyci. IHQ, VI, 1930, p.
1-31; Gayci and Buddho Goyci, Book I, Pre-Buddhistic History of Goyd. Calcutta, 1931; A
Bodh-Goy6 Image Inscriprion, IHQ, IX, 1933, pp. 417-19; Bodh Goyd Plaque. IC, 11, 1935,
pp. 592-3; Bodh-Goyci Sculptures, IC, July 1937, pp. 97-107; A.K. C~~MARASWM, La
sculprwe de Bodh-Gayci. Paris, 1935.
111. S k i . - Monuments of SGichi by Sir John MARSHALL,
A. FOUCHER,and others, 3
vol., Delhi, 1940, is a practically exhaustive work. For something briefer, Sir John
A Guide to SGichi, 3 rd ed., Delhi, 1936.
MARSHALL,
IV. Amariivati. - A.K. C~~MAIUSWAMY,
Notes sur lo sculpture bouddhique. RAA, V,
1928, pp. 244-52; Andhro Sculptures, BMFA, XXVII, pp. 19-23; A. FOUCHER,Les
sculptures d'Amordvoti, RAA, V, 1928, pp. 9-24; D. GIXH,The Development of B. Art in
South Indio, IHQ, IV, 1928, pp. 724-40; R. LINOSSIER,
Une Iigende d'U&na a Amarcivati,
RAA, VI, 1929-30, pp. 101-2; M.S. DIMAND,
A new Indian Relief of the AmrcivoriSchool,
BMMA, XXV, 1930, pp. 131-4; G . J O ~ ~ & ~ - D U B R E
Amordvoti
UL,
from A.D. 100 to 700.
QJAHRS, V, 1930, pp. 91-2; L'orchitecture dilmorcivoti, BAFAO, April, 1932, pp. 5-16;
An inscribed pillor-carving from Amrcivati, Acta Or., X, 1931, pp.
T. N. RAMACHANDRAN,
KEMPERS, Noie on on ancienr sculpture from Amorcivoti. Acta Or., X,
135-53; A.J. BER~TT
1931, pp. 364-71; O.C. GANGOLY,
Some Buddhist Sculptures in relotion to some Buddhist
Madras GovernTexts, NIA, I, 9, 1938, pp. 544-53; F.H. GRAVELY-C.SIVARAMAMURTI,
TI,
Sculptures in the Madras
ment Museum, Madras, 1939; C. S I V A R A M A ~ RAmarcivati
Government Murewn. Madras, 1942.'
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situated in Northern India at Bagheikhand, one hundred kilometres
south-west of Allahibid. Circular in shape, it is surrounded by a
magnificent sculptured balustrade, interrupted by a gateway at each of
the four cardinal points. The balustrade is hence divided into four
quadrants, each comprising sixteen uprights surmounted by a handrail
and linked to each other by three cross-pieces. The medallions which
adorn those uprights were convered with sculptures representing scenes
from Buddhist legend and history. The balustrade, as well as the eastern
443 gateway is today to be found in the Indian Museum in Calcutta. The
gateway and the sculptures were made "in the reign of the Sungas" by
order of the rijan Dhanabhiiti Vichiputra, with a contribution from his
wife Nigarakhiti and son Vidhapila ( L h w s , 687, 832, 869). The
devout family was also involved in the work camed out around the
caitya of the Ratanagrha in Mathuri ( L ~ ~ E R125).
s,
The architrave and part of the sculpted palisade which surrounds the
RijapriGdacaitya, built in Bodh-Gay2 by ASoka, also date back to the
Sunga period. They were gifts presented by noble persons related to
various Suriga feudatories, such as Kuramgi, sister-in-law of Imdigimitra (LUDERS,939-44) and NHgadevH, sister-in-law of King Brahmamitra (Bodh-Gayi, p. 58).
Later, but infinitely richer in their motifs, are the bas-reliefs decorating the monuments of Siiici, in particular the four gates of the Great
Stiipa 1 and the single gateway of stiipa 3. These monuments were the
subject of a brief description in Chapter Three. Here, we will merely
recall that the four gates of stlpa 1, belonging roughly to the same
period, date from around the reign of the Andhran king Sfi-Sitakami
(ca 27-17 B.C.) and that the gateway of stiipa 3 betrays, through its
decadent style, an even later date.
Some bas-reliefs discovered at Amarivati near Dhinyakapka in
Andhra country are closeiy related through their workmanship and style
to the sculptures of central India. They were indubitably part of the
decoration of an earlier stiipa erected in the ancient era, under the last
Mauryas or first Sungas. This early stiipa was completely rebuilt at the
beginning of the second century A.D., but the ancient bas-reliefs were
re-used in the decoration of the modernized stlpa. Hence, a tile sculpted
on both sides represents on one side, the wonder of the Enlightenment
of the Buddha in the schematic and aniconic style of the ancient Indian
school; on the other, a reproduction of the modernized stiipa in which
appears, in the embrasure of the gate, the draped figure of a GraecoBuddhist Buddhaz9.
29

Cf. A. FOUCHER,
Les sculprures d'Amarcivari, I.c.,

pl. VI, p. 12.
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THE ANCIENT SCULPTURES.*
- The old central Indian school of
sculpture has three main characteristics : it is Buddhist in inspiration,
Indian in its motifs, archaic in its technique. We will give only a brief
outline of these three characteristics.
1. The interest of the school is centred around the person of the
Buddha, whose former lives (jcitaka)and last existence it endeavours to
represent .
On the medallions of the balustrade at Bhirhut, a good forty jitakas
have been identified 30 during which the future Buddha, embodied in
human or animal form, sometimes male and sometimes female, performs
virtuous deeds of giving (dcina), morality (Sila), patience (kscinti) and
vigour (virya) which were one day to lead him to supreme and perfect
Enlightenment. The representation at Bhirhut of the Bodhisattva in a
female form is a demonstrated fact : over this point, the old sculptors
plainly part company from the monastic compilers of the Jitaka, who
excluded any female rebirth from their collection. Of the great deeds of
the Bodhisattva, the artists at Bhirhut gave preference to the exploits
illustrating the "lay" virtues of the future Buddha : morality, patience,
vigour and especially giving. The Mahiyinist theoreticians were to
incorporate those virtues into the list of six perfections (pciramitci)which
in their eyes constitute the crux of the bodhisattva path; they were to
add the virtues of ecstasy (dhycina) and wisdom (prajfia), more appropriate to the religious and, for that very reason, not illustrated by the
old artists.
In comparison with the number of jitakas, that of the episodes in the
last life is relatively small, about ten : the conception, childhood
contests, the cutting of his hair, the Enlightenment, the first discourse,
the gift of the Jetavana, Indra's visit, the visit of the Nags Elipatra, the
worship by the Pirileyyaka elephants, the descent from the Triyastrimia
heaven, the Parinirvina and the worship by king AjltaSatru.
Justly distrustful of their talent, the depictors at Bhirhut considered it
indispenable to indicate the subject of each of their compositions with a
short inscription, and these carvings have enabled archaeologists to
identify with absolute certainty the great majority of the jitakas. In all
probability, those artists worked from memory or from oral indications
supplied by their clients who had their own folklore. Nevertheless, H.
Liiders was of the opinion that they were already illustrating texts, as
the sculptors at Borobudur were to d o a thousand years later3'.
'O

See the list in H. LCVERS. Bhcirhur und die b. Literatur. pp. 132-5.

" ID.,ibid., pp. 136-76.
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Moreover those texts may easily have existed then, but if the artists took
their inspiration from them, it was certainly not from the Pili Jitaka
Collection. In fact, the bas reliefs and the Pili Jiiraka!!hakarhB use
different dialects, Prikrit on the one hand, Pili on the other. They do
not give similar titles to the narrated episodes; they frequently vary in
details of the narrative; finally, they made use of different collections,
since jitakas appear at BhHrhut which are completely unknown to the
Pili Collection.
At Bodh-Gayi, the number of jitakas and episodes from the last life
tend to balance; on the palisade of the temple, there are a dozen jitakas
- seven of which remain unidentified - and more or less the same
quantity of later scenes : the first meditation, the grass-cutter's gift, the
cave of the Buddha's shadow, the Dharmacakra, the return to Kapilavastu, the gift of the Jetavana, the wonder of walking on water, Indra's
visit, the homage paid to the Buddha by the Pirileyyaka elephants and,
finally, the Stiipas of the Parinirvina.
On the carved panels at Siiici, which are infinitely more numerous
than the medallions at Bhirhut and Bodh-Gayi, there are no more than
five jitakas, but they are particularly famous : Saddanta-, Mahikapi-,
Rsyairnga-, Syima- and Viivantarajitakas. In contrast, the life of
~ i k ~ a m u n from
i,
his conception to the events which followed his
funeral, is profusely depicted. Hence, the four Great Wonders, birth,
Enlightenment, first discourse and Nirvina, are represented no fewer
than 53 times3*. This is the list of the 34 episodes in Sikyamuni's life
recorded by the oral and written legend which the artists at Siiici
endeavoured to represent; they had no hesitation in repeating themse1ve~33:

446

I . Cycle of Kapilavustu : 1. the conception; 2. the first meditation; 3. the four
encounters; 4. the great departure; 5. the return to Kapilavastu; 6. the gift of the
NyagrodhHrHma; 7. the conversion of the $Hkyas.
11. Cycle of Bodh-Gaya : 8. the six years of austerities; 9. SujHtH's offering; 10.
the grass-cutter's offering; 11. the temptation and assault by MHra; 12. the great
walk after the Enlightenment; 13. the intervention of the NHga Mucilinda; 14.
the offering by the two merchants; 15. the gift of the four bowls; 16. the rest at
the Ratnagyha; 17. the invitation of the gods; 18. the conversion of the Jatilas;
19. the visits of the gods; 20. the victory over the serpent; 21. the wonders of
wood and fire; 22. the wonder of the water; 23. ASoka's visit to the Bodhi tree.
111-IV. Cycles of Vcir4usiand KuSinagara : 24. the war over the relics; 25. the
transport of the relics; 26. the stlpa of RHmagrHma.
V. Cycle of Rcijagyha : 27. Bimbidra's visit; 28. AjHtaSatm's visit; 29. Indra's
visit.
32

Monuments of SGchi,

33

Ibid., I, pp. 200-22.

I, p. 1%.
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VI. Cycle of VaGiIi : 30. the monkey's offering.
VII. Cycle of ~ r i v a s r i 31.
: the gift of the Jetavana; 32. the Great Wonder of
Srivasti : the twin wonders; 33. the Great Wonder of ~riivasti: the multiplication of the imaginary Buddhas.
VIII. Siqkciiya : 24. the descent from the Triiyastrimk heaven.

Among the bas-reliefs of AmarHvati which were produced in accordance with the canons of the ancient school, we note some half dozen
jltakas (Saddanta-, Mora-, Mahiijanaka- ViSvantara- and Sibijitakas)
and a few episodes of the last life : the conception, the birth, Asita's
prediction, the great departure, the Enlightenment, the first discourse
and the Parinirvina.
In conformity with the canons of the ancient school applied at
Bhirhut, Bodh-Gayl, Siiici and the first style of AmarHvati, it is only in
the jitaka scenes that the Buddha appears in the flesh in human or
animal form. In the episodes concerning the last life, he is never
presented as himself, but merely evoked by a certain number of symbols
: a footprint, an empty throne, a parasol, a riderless horse, a fig-tree, an
aerial walkway, etc. The four great wonders are also indicated by
symbols : the birth by a lotus blossom; the Enlightenment by the Bodhi
tree; the first discourse by the Wheel of the Law; the Parinirvina by a
Stiipa.
The first artists also avoided representing the features of the great
disciples who in the beginning formed the nucleus of the Buddhist
Samgha; among the adherents they depicted only the laity and, among
the religious, only heretics before their conversion. A trident (triSGla)
represents the Three Jewels : Buddha, Dharma and Samgha.
This radical aniconism with regard to the figures of Sikyamuni and
447 the Buddhas of the past can be explained in several ways : the existence
of an ancient interdict traces of which the Sambtividin Vinaya has
preserved, but which it does not try to
the desire to raise the
person of the Master to a level higher than the image3s, the Indian
custom of representing the ancient deities by symbols : SIrya by a disk,
Siva by a liriga, Laksmi by a Srivatsa, e t ~ . However,
~ ~ .
the simplest and
most rational explanation seems to have been supplied by A. Foucher :
right from the beginning of the first pilgrimages, visitors to the holy
places used to buy small cheap models roughly representing those
34

T 1435, ch. 48, p. 3520 8 sq. - Cf. H ~ B ~ G R I'Butsuzd',
N,
p. 212.

" Symbolico-metaphysical explanation in P. MIJS, Eurabu&r, I, Hanoi, 1935, p.62.; H.
DE LUBAC,Aspects du Bouddhisme. Paris, 1951, p. 86 sq.
36 A.K. COOMARASWAMY,
Geschichte &r indicchen und indonesischen Kunst. Leipzig,

1927, p. 45 sq.
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places. These modest mementos rapidly came to be considered as
iconographical reproductions of the great wonders which had brought
fame to those religious sites; from then on, it was accepted that, in order
to recall any episode in the life of the Buddha, a symbol was enough to
suggest his presence, a lotus, empty throne, wheel, tumulus, etc. "The
subsequent development of the school", wrote A. Foucher, "was always
affected by the manufactorial and religious turn it took from the
beginning at the hands of the makers of devotional objects who settled
at the holy places. It was owing to this false start that it was forbidden
by custom to represent the main person who should have appeared at
the centre of the compositions. .. Finally, it was the most unlikely
person, namely the Indo-Greek artist who were destined to create the
figurative prototype of the BuddhavS7.
The legend of the Buddha, whether jitaka or last existence, did not
constitute the only source of inspiration for the ancient school; the old
artists borrowed several themes from the popular beliefs which the
Buddhists shared with the rest of the Indian world. They were not
content with reproducing in stone sculpture of the semi-mythical continent of the Uttarakurus, the heavenly abodes of the gods of the
Kimadhitu (Caturmahirijikas, Triyastrimks, Yamas, Tusitas, NirmHnaratis, Paranirmitavahvartins) and representing the Buddhist scenes
for which they were the settings (descent from the Tusita heaven, Ciidi
448 festival in the paradise of Sakra, descent from the Triyastrimka heaven);
they also made a great many images of spirits, gods and demi-gods
whose connection with the Good Law was more than suspect : hence,
the presence at Bhirhut of Sirimi DevatH, the goddess of fertility; at
Bodh-Gayi, of the solar quadriga, possibly of foreign importation; at
Sifici, of Kuvera, HBriti and Paficika; and everywhere the anonymous
swarm of the Nigas and Nigis, the invisible presence of whom is
indispensable to the health of the Indian mind.
Even if all, or nearly all the donors, who financed the erection and
ornamentation of the ancient monuments, were adherents of the Good
Law and, as such, respectful of the requirements of the strictest morality, the artists whose services they hired were not restrained by the same
scruples. While producing at will religious or wordly works, they were
easily led astray by their art and on occasions confused the serious with
the frivolous. If at Bhirhut they kept within the limits of strictest
decorum, at Bodh-Gayi and SHfici they willingly yielded to the temptation to embellish the sacred art with audaciously unveiled nude figures

'' A. FOUCHER,hudes sur I'arr bouddhique de I'lnde, Tokyo, 1928, pp. 37-8.
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or bold scenes in which duos or even trios of lovers appear. Their
Buddhist clients, in their natural innocence, d o not seem to have been
shocked by these liberties taken in the name of art.
2. The interest of the old sculptures lies mainly in the living picture
which they give us of ancient Indian civilization : "Urban and rustic
architecture, furnishings, tools, weapons, musical instruments, banners,
chariots, harnesses for horses and elephants, costumes and men and
women's dress, etc. All that is needed is a designer to isolate all these
concrete and precise details and use them as authentic illustrations in a
future Dictionary of Indian antiquities. In addition to these material,
but nonetheless precious details, we could gather much more about life
itself at court, in the towns and monasteries, by looking in turn at those
recluses busy round their sacrificial fires; those women attending to their
domestic tasks; those kings seated in their palaces or walking in
procession through the streets of their capital in great pomp under the
curious eyes of their subjects, etc. Finally, much could be said about the
equally important data provided by those sculptures on the external
forms of worship and even beliefs; on the figure which, for popular
imagination, was assumed by spirits and fairies, as well as on the way in
which the religious conscience of the time conceived the written tradition
of Buddhism?" 3s.
The ancient sculpture is a veritable encyclopaedia of Indian life, and it
also constitutes an inexhaustible fund of ornamental themes. The place
of honour is reserved for the lotus blossom which is the inspiration of
innumerable medallions which decorate the balustrades at Bhlrhut,
Bodh-Gayl and Sliici. This lotus is frequently embellished with symbolic motifs such as the wheel, the heifer, the shield and the palm-leaf. The
fig-tree, the palm-tree, the mango-tree, the bignonia suaveolens and other
Indian plants also appear frequently. The fauna was also widely used
and all the animals of the jungle appear on the bas-reliefs at Siiiici for
purely decorative purposes, quite independent of the narrative. There
are lions, elephants, horses, bulls, does, camels, rhinoceroses, boars and
squirrels, tortoises and serpents with one or several heads. As if all this
menagerie was not enough, creative imagination considered it appropriate to add quantities of fabulous animals : the deer with an
elephant's head or a fish's tail, the marine monster with a crocodile's
head and a whole range of griffons, winged lions with an eagle's beak or
a human head. In fact, hybrid creatures ensured the transition from the
A. FOUCHER,
LO porte orientale du Stipa de Sririchi, Annales du Musk Guimet,
Confkrences, XXXIV, 1910, pp. 183-4.
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animal kingdom to the human being : Kimnaras, Supamas and Garudas, half-men and half-birds; NHgas and Nigis, at will assuming a
human or serpent form. In conclusion we must mention the anonymous
throng of anthropomorphic beings, engaged in furious battles or occupied in mysterious tasks : certainly the least prepossessing are not those
pot-bellied but energetic dwarves, who seem to have assumed the rble of
Atlantes.
Among all these ornamental motifs, it is possible to discern here and
there some that have been borrowed from the Iranian world (the
Persopolitan column, the griffon and other fabulous creatures), even
perhaps from the Hellenistic world (the Mira crowned in Greek stylesQ,
the vine-shoot, the bunch of grapes40 and a figure like Aphrodite
450 adorning the balustrade of the S t i i ~ a ) ~Iranian
'.
influence was strong in
India from the time of the accession of the Achaemenids to the Persian
throne, and no tariff barriers prevented the free circulation of Greek
merchandise. However, certain historians tend to exaggerate the importance of these borrowings which are of a superficial nature and in no way
affect the specifically Indian character of the ancient sculpture.
3. Extremely prominent at Bhiirhut, much less so at Siiici, the
archaism of the old bas-reliefs is obvious both from the heaviness and
clumsiness of the human representations and the naive technique of the
sustained narration.
Alongside rural scenes of delicate and gentle realism which bear
s ~ ~ decorate
witness to a real talent as animalist artists, the Y a k ~ a which
certain uprights on the balustrade at Bhirhut have an unnatural and
forbidding aspect. More prepossessing are their female companions who,
with bodies curved and hips swaying (tribhanga), raise their hands to
grasp a branch of a flowcring tree; nevertheless, they do not attain the
soft, languid grace of the fairies, on the southern and eastern gates at
Siiici, who lean their elbows or backs against mango-trees or swing
gently from the branches of trees which they grasp with both hands.
According to a technique frequently applied by Christian art of the
On the back of the north gate of Stfipa I. - Cf. Monwnents of S&hi, 11, pl. XXIX b.
On the southern jamb of the west gate of Stiipa 1 , where a bunch of grapes is
incorporated into the "Tree of Life" (Monuments of Sftichi, pi. LXVI c). -On the Tree of
Life which, in Buddhism as well as BrPhmanism, played a prominent role, see the
exhaustive study by 0.VIWNOT,Le culte & I'Arbre &m /'In& oncienne, Paris, 1954. On its
symbolism, see also H. DE LUBAC,Aspects du Bouddhisme, Ch. 11, ' D mArbres cosmiques',
Paris, 1950, pp. 55-79.
*' On pillar No. 22 of stiipa 2. - Cf. Monwnents oJScirichi, 111, pi. LXXVIII.
Cf. A.K. GJOMARASWAMY,
Y e a s . 2 Parts, Washington, 1928-31.
Jg
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Middle Ages, the artists of BhBrhut and SBiici retrace the consecutive
episodes of a given legend within the framework of one and the same
bas-relief, to such a degree that the heroes of the action are reproduced
on it two or even three times. One medallion at B h i r h ~ contains
t~~
no
less than three episodes : "Below, the compassionate ruru stag saves the
merchant's son who was about to drown himself in the Ganges and
carries him on its back to the bank, where one of his does is leaning over
to drink from the river. Above, to the right, the king of ViAnasi, guided
by a young merchant who is visibly serving him as path-finder, prepares,
with bended bow, to kill the rare large stag, the object of his hunter's
451 covetousness. However, the words addressed to him by the stag cause
him to drop his weapons, and we find him again a central figure in an
edifying conversation with the marvellous animal, while the treacherous
informer seems to be hiding behind the royal p e r ~ o n a g e " ~ ~ .
At SBiici, on the median lintel of the southern gate4s, the white sixtusked elephant is depicted four times in the composition from left to
right : I . it is bathing in a lotus pool in the company of bearers of a
parasol and a fly-swatter; 2. it leaves its bath and goes towards the
nyagrodha standing in the centre of the panel; 3. it continues on its way
to the right, preceded by an ewer-bearer; it remains alone in the forest,
with its profile turned to the left.
In the scene of the Great Departure sculpted on the median lintel of
the eastern gate46, the horse Kanthaka is represented no less than five
times, from the moment of leaving Kapilavastu until its return : in the
first three, it appears surmounted by a parasol which evokes the
presence of the Bodhisattva who is riding it; in the fourth, with the
charioteer Chandaka, it is bowing respectfully before its master, here
symbolised by a double footprint; in the fifth, it is turning round to
return mournfully to Kapilavastu.
The synoptic method is also applied by the sculptors at AmarHvati : in
the centre of a medallion which is unfortunately damaged, appears King
Sibi seated on his throne and surrounded by his ministers, women and
guards; in his left hand he is holding a pigeon which has escaped from
the claws of a sparrow-hawk; at the bottom of the medallion, to the left,

*' A. CUNNINGHAM,
The StCpa of Bhcirhut, pl. XXV, I , reproduced at the end of this
volume.
'* A. FOUCHER,
Les representations a2 Jitakas sur les bas-reliefs a2 Bhcirhut. Annales
du Musk Guimet, Confkrences, XXX, 1908, pp. 115-16. - By the same author, Les Vies
anteriewes du Buddha, Paris, 1955, pp. 1 1 1-13.
" Monuments o f S 3 c h i . 11. pl. XV, 2; reproduced at the end of this volume, plate XX.
' W o n u m e n r s oJSr2n'chi. 11, pl. XL, 2; reproduced at the end of this volume, plate XXI.
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some candilas are gashing the king's arm to cut away from his flesh a
weight equal to that of the pigeon, for the benefit of the sparrow-hawk
deprived of its prey, but this flesh becomes so heavy that the king and
his protege have to be weighed; in the damaged right hand comer, one
of the pans of the scales can still be seen4'.
No such process of continuous narrative is to be found at Bodh-Gayi
where the technique seems to be even more rudimentary; whether jitaka
452 scenes or episodes from the last life are concerned, the tale has hardly
been outlined than it stops short, and this brevity makes the interpretation of the bas-reliefs on the palisade particularly difficult. However, at
Siiici, the skilfully applied synoptic method is combined with a consummate art of composition and perspective and an unequalled dexterity in
reproducing the holy legend down to the very last detail.
In these old sculptures which are not entirely devoid of naivety, the
hearts and minds of the sons of the Sikya are laid bare; there, the
bhiksus and upisakas reveal themselves much more than in their most
scholarly works, and it is comforting to know that, despite the strict
renunciations imposed upon them by their beliefs, and possibly because
of them, those professional ascetics, jealously controlled their senses and
retained a child-like spirit, capable of puerile amazement and enthusiasm
for the spectacle of life and nature in all its forms.

THE INSCRIPTIONS.* - The ancient sculptures are accompanied by
votive inscriptions, giving the name of the donor or donors, or descriptive ones, indicating the subject of the composition. 225 have been
counted at BhHrhut, 45 at Bodh-Gayl and 824 at Siiici. Apart from a
few graffiti at BhHrhut in Kharosthi script, they use the BrHhmi alphabet. The greatest majority date from the sunga period and, palaeographically, they are located between the edicts of ASoka on the one hand
and the inscription of So&isii, the satrap of Mathuri (ca 5 to 19 A.D.),
on the other. They are roughly contemporary with the inscriptions of
Heliodorus on the pillar at Besnagar, of Queen NiyanikP at NHnighit,
and of King KhHravela at H i t h i g ~ m p h H In
~ ~Siiici,
.
those which cover
the pavement, balustrades and reliquaries are older than those on the
great gateways of StDpa 1.

A. FOUCHER,
LPS sculptures d'Amarcivori, RAA. V , pl. VIII, 1 ; reproduced at the end
of this volume.
From the palaeographic point of view, the ancient Briihmi inscriptions are generally
classed in six groups. Lastly, see N.C. MNUMDAR,Monumenrs of S&ichi, 1, p. 264 sq.; 111,
pl. CXLI.
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Their language is epigraphical P r H k ~ - i tBoth
~ ~ . at Bhlrhut (abbreviation, B) and Sliici (abbreviation, S), it is devoid of Mlgadhisms, is of
clearly western composition and has several features in common with
4 9 the ASokan edicts in GirnHr and Mysore, the Jaina inscriptions at
Mathurl, the rock-carved ones at Nlsik, and especially with Plli. It is
different from the latter particularly owing to a strong tendency to
simplify geminate consonants.
Skt. r = P(HIi) a, i, u : kata, gahapati, miga, isi (B), sarnitika (S).
Skt. ai = P. e : parpcanekiyika, Vejayamta, Selapura (B).
Skt. au = P. o : Kosamhi, but pouren0 (B).
Skt. kt = P. tt : muta (B).
Skt. k s = P. cch, kkh : bhichuni ( B ) , yakha (B, S), rakhita (S), bhikhu and
bhikhunr (S), cu& (S), sejha (S), sihani (S), as in Ardhamlgadhi.
Skt. gn = P. gg : Agidata (S).
Skt. gr = P. gg : nigodha (B), gima (S).
Skt. jii = P. rin' : iiati, raiia (B), iiati, rciiio (S).
Skt. iic = P. iic, nn : pacasana (B), pamcanekiyika (B), paca (S):
Skt. fij = P. iij : kujara (S).
Skt. nd = P. nd : Kodiniputa (S).
Skt. ny = P, rin' : Dharia (S).
Skt. tr = P. tt : Mita (B), Ahirnita (S).
Skt. dg = P. gg : Mogalina (S).
Skt. IS = P. cch, ss : Vichi (B, S).
Skt. ty = P. cc : Kiciniputa (S).
: Jonhaka from Jyotsnlika (S).
Skt. tsn = P.
Skt. dy = P. jj. yy : pa!ipajeya (S).
Skt. dhy = P. jjh : majhaka (B), Majhima, Vijha (S).
Skt. dr = P. d : Idmila ( B ) , I&va
(S).
Skt. ny = P. rin' : Dhe, i n q (S).
Skt. pt = P. tt : Guta (B), Ajitiguta (S).
Skt. pr = P. pp : pcSsdda (B), Pasanaka (S).
Skt. rv = P. bb : savata (B), save (S).
Skt. rdh = P. ddh. &Ih : vadhana (B), vaphaki, vadaki (S).
Skt. rm = P. mm : cihamma, k e m a m t a (B), Dhama, D h w , kaymika 6 ) .
Skt. ry = P. riy, yy, I/, yir : Aya (B, S), icariya (S).
Skt. rh = P. rah (through epenthesis) : Arahaguta (B), Araha, Ara (S).
Skt. Ig = P. gg : phagu (B), Phaguna (S).
Skt. rg = P. gg : G i g i ( B ) .
Skt. mb = P. mb : Kiboja (S).
Skt. s. s. S = P. s : niskani from niiridni, Alambusi, Avisana, IsZna, kesi, satu
(B).
*O Cf. D. BARUA,Bhdrhut Inscriptions, Calcutta, 1926, pp. 112-18; N.C. MNUMDAR,
Monuments of Sciiichi, I. pp. 278-80.

In PIli, the group is usually dissociated by means of anaptyxia; cf. PBli karinn as
against Skt. krtsm.
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Skt.Sy= P.ss,cch:Kasapa(B,S).
Skt. Sv = P. ss : Se!aka (B), Asvadeva, Asadeva (S).
Skt. st = P. tth : thabha (B, S), bahuhathika (B).
Skt. sn = P. nh : nhmd, nusci, sunhuci (S).
Skt. srn = P. mh : girimha (S).
The declension is very close to the Plli, particularly themes in a.
Skt. nom. sg. -4 = P. -0 : thabo ( B , S).
Skt. iost. sg. -ma = P. -ena, -6 (Ved.) : Pau!ena. Sapthatena, Pu!ena (B).
Skt. abl. sg. -51 = P. -ci (devl), -asmi (devasml), -amhci (devamhl), -at0
(devato) : Pd!aliputd. Vedisd (B), Vedisci, Tubavand, V&iivahand, Kayahdigcim;
(S).- Vediscito (B), Vcidivahandto. Kurarcito, Arapcirrcito, Bhogavadhancito. Pokhardtosl. - Also an abl. sg. in -atu : gcimatu (S).
Skt. gen. sg. -asya = P. -assa : devasa, P u w a (B, S).
Skt. loc, sg. -e = P. -e (dcvc), asmiy (devasmim), amhi (devamhi) : pbcde.
pavate (B).
Skt. nom. pl. -cih = P. -5 : thabhd (B).
Skt, ac. pl. -& = P. -e : sise (B).
Skt. inst. pl. -ebhih (Ved.) = P. ehi : Vedisakehihmfakcirehi (S).
Skt. gen pl. -6ncim = P. -5nam : devrinap, ddyakrinap (B).
In the feminine themes in -6, the gen. sg. is -ciy+ in Skt., -ciya in Piili. The
inscriptions display a mixture o f the forms attested on the eastern and western
recensions of the Asokan edicts : -ciyci in devdyci. Purikdyci (B), -dya in devdya.
civbikciya, bhciriydya (B), -dye in dntdye, Ndgdye (B).
The declension o f masculine themes in -i is very close to the Plli; in the sing.
we note at BhHrhut the nom. Kabri, Vijapi, the instr. Danabhltinci, the abl.
kucirnhci. girimhi (attested girimha at S.), the gen. atevcisino, gahapatino, girino,
pe!akino and Dhanabhdtisa.
In syntax, we would point out, as did Barua, some curious substitutions o f
case : the nom. for the instr. in Arahaguto Devaputo vokato ( = Arhadguptena
devaputrena vyavakytah); the gen. pl. for the instr. sg. in Varuguto rndcito
Mahcidev&q ( = Vasugupto mukto Mahldevena) s z .

THEDONORS AT BHARHUTAND Sigci. - TOjudge from their names,
the pious donon did not all come from Buddhist families, such as

Araha, Dhamadata, Sagha, Budhita, etc., but also from circles which
4ss had formerly espoused the Vedic or Hindu rites : names of Naksatras,
Asida, Phaguna, Rohini; of Vedic divinities, Agidevi, Mahida, Mita; of
popular deities, NHga, Nigila; names connected with Visnuite rituals,
VinhukH, Visnurakkhiti, or ~ivaite,Sivanadi, Nadiguta, etc.s3. This
seems to indicate that in the Sutiga period Buddhist propaganda had
made in roads into the majority of the Indian religions and recruited
followers from the widest of circles.

'' Endings in -aand -if0are also found at NGk; cf. vtjayakhcidhdviri and kherlire (EI,
VIII. pp. 71, 77).
5 2 Cf. BARUA,
op. cif., p. 115.
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Of the 126 donors mentioned at Bhlrhut, 7 were princes or princesses,
24 were bhiksus, 14 were bhiksunis, 81 were lay sympathisers of whom
51 were men and 30 women. They came from 28 different localities,
some of which are well-known, Kosambi, Nlsika, Pltaliputa, Bhojakata
and VididS3.
The monks, who bear the title of Aya "noble" or Bhadamta "venerable", readily record their religious functions, their "doctoral" titles, or
even their particular practices or devotions : resident monk (avcisika),
architect (navakamika), guest-master (bhatudesuka), knower of the Siitras (sutamtika). versed in the Pitakas (pelakl) or the Five Collections
(pamcanekiyika), reciter (bhinuka), wheel-bearer (bodhicaka), devoted to
For their part, the laity
the application of mindfulness (sa!up&na).
readily state their functions : gardener (ciriimaka), local chief (mahimukhl), sculptor (rupakiraka).
At Sliici, most of the donors came from the region of Mllwi :
Kurara or Kuraghara, Ujeni, Navaglma, Nadinagara (Nandner) and
Vidisa. However, some of them were natives of distant regions : Patithana (Paithan), Gandhlra, Klmboja, Cirlti, without forgetting a Yona
from hetapatha.
Besides the religious titles already noted at BhHrhut, we may also
point out those of Thera "elder", Dhamakathika instructor of the Law",
Sadhivihiri"companion in the religious life", Viniyaka "preceptor" and
Sapurisa "worthy man".
Among the laity, all positions and occupations are represented : a
queen, a householder, nineteen bankers, five merchants, a craftmaster, a
royal scribe, a governor, a soldier, a copyist, a weaver, a dressmaker,
masons and craftsmen.
Besides the individual gifts, there were collective presentations made
by families, villages and committees (gothi) - such as the "Buddhist
Committee" of Dharmavardhana - sects and guilds such as the ivoryworkers (hmtakira) of VidiSl, and those mysterious associations from
Ujjayini entitled Dhamaka, Magalakatiya, Slphineyaka, Tlpasiya and
Vlkiliya.
Throughout the inscriptions and sculptures, the religious mentality of
all these people is easily discernible. Their main interest concerned the
i,
of the Law in his last existence, and a model
life of ~ l k ~ a m u nMaster
of the virtues - especially the lay virtues - in the course of his various
jltakas. The taste for anecdotes about his former lives, is very strong at
Bhlrhut and Bodh-Gayl, but less so at Sliici. However, Buddhist piety
was not strictly limited to Slkyamuni, and the Buddhas of the past find

'' See G. BCTHLER,SZchi S t l i p Inscriptions, El, 11, pp. 95-6
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their place there as well as several gods and demi-gods : Devaputras,
DevatHs, LokapHlas, Yaksas, Yaksinis, Niigarijas and Apsaras.
At that ancient period, the mental attitude remained strictly orthodox,
that is, in conformity with the spirit of the Buddha. The generous
donors did not expect to accede to NirvHna directly by means of their
gifts, but merely to benefit from the five advantages of giving mentioned
in the Ariguttara (111, pp. 38-41) : the generous donor is appreciated by
everyone, loved by worthy people, renowned everywhere; he fearlessly
enters any company and, after his death, he will be reborn in the
heavenly world. Furthermore, they knew that those meritorious deeds
were their property, their personal heritage, the womb that bore them
(Majhima, 111, p. 203) and that, as they alone had accomplished them,
they alone would reap their fruit (ibid., 111, p. 179). There could be no
question of transferring that merit to a third party, nor even of
expressing intentions which the mechanism of the maturation of actions
would render invalid. Among the many donors at BhHrhut and SHfici in
the suriga period, Sagharakhita was the only one to have performed his
pious deed "for the benefit of his mother and father" (BARUA,79); all
the others, hundreds in number, merely state their names, qualifications
and the object of their offering, without attempting to direct the
mechanism of maturation towards a particular end.
389, 396,404) engraThe three imprecatory inscriptions (MAJOMDAR,
ved on the gateways of Stiipa 1 are also characteristic of the spirit of
SHfici. They proclaim that whoever destroys or causes to be destroyed at
SHiici a gateway (torana) or a balustrade (vedikZ), or again whoever
transmits "to another school" (Gna Zcariyakula) any one of the abovementioned monuments, will undergo the infernal punishment reserved
for offenders guilty of the five "misdeeds of immediate (anantarya)
retribution".
111. - HELLENISM AND BUDDHISM IN THE

SURGA PERIOD

It is appropriate here to examine the important but difficult question
of the relationship between the Indo-Greek sovereigns and their Indian
subjects, in both the western kingdom (164-90 B.C.) and the eastern
kingdom (167-30 B.C.). .To what degree did the Greeks come under
Indian and particularly Buddhist influence, and in what way did the
Buddhists react when faced with foreign occupation?
1. - THE INFLUENCE OF BUDDHISM ON THE GREEKS

THEGREEKS'

FAITHFULNESS TO THEIR ANCESTRAL GODS. - Greece

has
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always been interested in India. From the sixth century B.C., the
colonists of Asia Minor, Scylax of Caryanda (522-486), Hecataeus of
Miletus (ca 500), Herodotus of Halicarnassus (480-425) and Ctesias of
Cnidos (41 5-397) supplied curious information on that distant land; the
objectivity of this information is seriously counterbalanced by the search
for fantastic details and concern over literary presentation. In the fourth
century B.C., Alexander's raid on India which was both a military
undertaking and a scientific exploration, put the ~ r a e c o - ~ a c e d o n i a n s
into direct contact with the region of the North-West; and the details of
this experience were recorded, with varying degrees of competence and
truthfulness, by the specialists and scholars who took part in the
expedition, or who collected the verbal accounts of eye-witnesses;
among the main ones, are the pilots Nearchus of Crete and Onesicritus
of Aegina, the engineer Aristobulus of Cassandreia and the historian
Clitarchus of Colophon. At the beginning of the third century, the
ambassadors of the Seleucids and Ptolemies were the first Westerners to
reach the heart of the Indian empire. Megasthenes, who stayed in the
capital PHtaliputra from approximately 302 to 291, left a detailed
description of India, the Indica which, apart from the geography, was to
constitute the most outstanding document of western knowledge concern458 ing the Indian world. None of these authors mention the Buddhists,
and the description of the Sarmans (Sramana) given by Megasthenes
applies more to the brihmin ascetics than to the disciples of the
Buddha 5 4 .
The Graeco-Macedonian soldiers who took part in Alexander's raid
showed a keen interest in the lands they were travelling through and in
the strange populations they encountered; but, the further eastwards
they advanced, the more they longed for their own country. This
nostalgia was the deep-seated reason for the mutiny at the Hyphasis in
325, the revolt of the settlers in Bactria in 325 and 321, and possibly also
for the haste with which the satraps Eudemus and Peithon abandoned,
the former in 317, the latter in 316, their Indian governorships in order
to rejoin the Diadochi in Susiana. The nostalgia was compounded by a
feeling of being uprooted, and the soldiers reacted against this attempting to recreate the atmosphere of their homeland abroad. Near the river
5 4 The classifying of the Indian religious into hamanas and BrPhmaqas (in Greek,
k p p d v a ~and Bpa~p6vat)was a commonplace in Greek and Latin literature : Megasthenes, frg. 40 and 41 (Strabo, XV, 1 , 59; Clem. Alex., Srrom., I, 15, 71, 5); Strabo, XV, 1 70;
Bardesanes, Porph. frg. n ~ p i& p y v ~ o v(ed. Nauck, BT, 1886, IV, 17 sq., p. 256);
Philostratus, Vita Apollon.. 11, 14. All these texts are collected in B. BRELOER
and F. MMER,
Fonres Hbroriae Religionwn Indicanun. Bonn, 1939.
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Kabul, they came across a town named Nysa, where ivy grew and close
to which rose a mountain called Mirus (Skt. Meru?); they concluded
that the city had been founded by the god Dionysus during an expedition to India, and named Nysa by him in memory of his nurse Nyse.
They also inferred that the mountain owed its name of p q p o ~"thigh" to
the fact that Dionysus had grown in the thigh of Zeus. This was all that
was needed to induce the Macedonian notables to offer a sacrifice to the
Thracian god, crown themselves with ivy and devote themselves to
Bacchic ecstasies (Arrian, Anab. Alex., V, 1-2). The third-century geographer, Eratosthenes of Cyrene, quoted by Arrian (ibid., V, 3), supplies
furthcr details about this acclimatization of Greek legends on Indian
territory : "The Macedonians, having found a cave in the Paropamisadae and having heard a native legend or possibly having invented it
themselves, claimed that it was none other than the cavern in which
Prometheus had been chained, that the eagle went there to devour the
entrails of Prometheus, and that Heracles came to that place, killed the
eagle and released Prometheus from his chains. As for the Caucasian
massif, they must have mentally transferred it from the region of the
Pontus to the eastern borders of the territory, in the land of the
Paropamisadae, as far as the Indians. As for the Paropamisus mountain,
they themselves must have called it Caucasus to the glory of Alexander,
as though the latter had truly crossed the Caucasus. When they encountered oxen branded with the sign of the club on Indian land, they must
have deduced from this that Heracles had arrived among the Indians"
(Arrian, Anab. Alex., V, 3, 1-4)55. Eratosthenes also questioned the
Indian excursion of Dionysus and attributed it to an invention by the
soldiers, or flattery by the natives aimed at proving that Alexander went
personally wherever the god had been.
The treaty of 305 concluded between Seleucus I and Candragupta
momentarily kept the Greeks out of North-West India. They therefore
did not witness the Buddhist penetration into Gandhlra, in the reign of
Asoka the Maurya (268-231). The few contingents which remained in
Bactria were not affected by the propaganda and when, in 256, ASoka
undertook to disseminate his Dharma among the foreign kingdoms, he
neglected to send his envoys to Bactria. When the latter seceded from
the Seleucids in about 250, the first two kings, Diodotus I and I1 (ca
'> While Buddhist propaganda located a large number of jitakas in the territory of the
North-West, the Graeco-Macedonianssituated some episodes from classical mythology in
the same region. The conjunction of these identical methods of propaganda is possibly not
fortuitous.
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250-225), were too occupied with their skirmishes with Tiridates, Antiochus I1 Theos and Seleucus I1 Callinicus to pay attention to the success
of the Buddhist propaganda among their neighbours beyond the H i n d i
kush. Bactria, over which they ruled, remained Iranian, both by its
beliefs and its customs, but the kings, in memory of their mothercountry, struck coins with the effigy of Zeus.
The victorious return of the Greeks to Indian territory took place at
the end of the reign of Euthydemus of Magnesia (205-189). It seems that
his son Demetrius had been in possession of KapiSa, Gandhlra and the
Western Punjab since 182. By that date, the last two regions had been
won over to Buddhism. However, questions of a religious nature could
not preoccupy a prince who nurtured the project of conquering the
Indian empire and whose lieutenants in fact reached the walls of
Piitaliputra. There is nothing to prove that Demetrius paid the slightest
attention to the beliefs of his Buddhist subjects.
The dissensions which broke out between the Greeks at the end of the
reign of Demetrius (ca 167) resulted in the formation on Indian soil of
two Indo-Greek kingdoms. The western one was established by Eucratides and the eastern one instituted by Menander. The former was
conquered, in about the year 90, by the Saka Maues, while the latter
lasted until approximately the year 30 B.C. For the whole of that period,
the Greek kings struck coins on the reverse of which appeared most of
the gods of the Olympian pantheon : Hermes represented by his
caduceus (Demetrius), Poseidon holding a palm-leaf in his right hand
(Antimachus), Apollo and his tripod (Apollodotus I), Artemis (?) as
"goddess of Puskariivati" wearing a mural crown and holding a lotus in
her right hand (Diomedes), the Nike of the battle of the Hydaspes
(Eucratides), Athena Promachos (Menander), Heracles seated on n rock
(Euthydemus) or standing with a head-dress of an elephant's scalp
(Demetrius), standing Zeus, a coin characteristic of Bactria and Arachosia (Heliocles), the Zeus of the city of KiipiSi seated on a throne with
emblems representing an elephant and a mountain (Eucratides), Zeus
enthroned but without emblems (Heliocles), the charging Dioscuri (Eucratides) or the Pilei of the Dioscuri, a type from the region of TakwSill
(Eucratides), etc. 5 6 .
Once the monetary types were established they were transmitted from
successor to successor, and most of them were adopted by the $aka and
Pahlava invaders of the first century B.C. Whatever ideological signiOn these various monetary types and the kings who were their initiators, see the
excellent tables drawn up by E.J. RAPSON in Cambridge History ofIndia, pp. 58692.
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ficance may be attributed to those coins, they prove that, during the time
of the occupation of Indian territory, the Greek kings publicly acknowledged the traditional pantheon of their distant homeland. The
numerous seals, medallions, gold and copper rings, terracotta statuettes
discovered in the Greek city of Taxila-Sirkap and representing Zeus,
Poseidon, Apollo, Heracles, Eos, Psyche, Nike and even the winged
steed Pegasus prove that those ancient deities were not relegated to the
level of mere monetary emblems.
Everything leads us to believe that the occupying authorities conceded
461 only an official interest in the Indian religions. With regard to the
princes of the western kingdom, Eucratides and his successors, it cannot
be perceived that they favoured Buddhism in any way. One of them,
Antialcidas, as we saw earlier, in order to win the favour of his Suriga
colleague, the Indian king Kliiputra Bhlgabhadra, considered it advisable to send him as an ambassador a certain Heliodorus who had
entered the Visnuite sect of the Bhlgavatas.
The Euthydemids of the eastern kingdom, the capital of which was
Slkala situated in the central Punjab, showed, more for political reasons
than by conviction, that they were fervent sympathizers of Buddhism,
and it is not impossible that one of them, Menander, was converted to
the Good Law.
THECONVERSIONOF MENANDER.
- The powerful king who ruled from
163 to 150 over an extensive portion of North-West India was, before
his accession to the throne, one of the most brilliant captains of
Demetrius, and his victories led him to the gates of Piitaliputra. He was
not personally a member of the royal lineage of the Euthydemids, but he
always defended its interests, and was allied with it through his marriage
to the princess Agathocleia, the daughter of Demetrius or more pro462 bably of Apollodotus I. There is no doubt about his philhellenism : his
palace was guarded by a troop of 500 Yonakas and his ministers were
Greeks ': Demetrius, Antiochus, Pacorus and Sabbadotusss. Until the
end of his reign, he struck coins of the "Athena Promachos", "Elephanthead and caduceus", "Victory of Nicaea-on-the-Jhelum", and "Ox-head
(Bucephala)" types, thus bearing witness to his faithfulness to the gods
of Olympia and Alexandrian glories.
Menander was Greek through his family, marriage and traditions, but
he was nonetheless a "native of the village of Kalasi, in the dvipa of
Alasanda" 5 9 , i.e. the town of KlpiSi, in the district of Alexandria-under"

J9

J. MARSHALL,
Toxilo. Cambridge, 1951. pp. 123-36.
Milindapaiiha, p. 29.
Ibid., pp. 82-3.
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- Coin of King Menander

the-Caucasus. Even though the Indian world may still have held some
secrets for him, he did not feel in the least exiled; he never knew the
nostalgia for the Greek homeland, which earlier had tormented Alexander's officers and the first Seleucids. His profound understanding of the
indigenous world explains both his success as a captain and the lustre of
his reign.
When called upon by political circumstances to fight general Pusyamitra, the new ruler of the Indian empire, he was able to discern those
among his subjects who were likely to support his action. He could
obtain nothing from the briihmins who did not forgive him for being a
foreigner or, in any case, if he was born of a Greek father and a local
mother, a "half-caste". The kgtriyas whom he had dispossessed of their
ancestral duties could not be favourable to him. Menander therefore
turned to the wealthy middle class of the towns : these people were free
from xenophobia and caste prejudice, preoccupied with business rather
than politics and ready to welcome anyone who would guarantee them
peace and security. It was with this middle class that the Buddhist
propaganda had found most favour, for, while revealing to the lay and
religious alike a higher moral ideal, the doctrine of Siikyamuni in no
way prevented them from watching over their material interests : the
inner discipline which it inculcated in its followers found its application
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in the practice of daily life, and even in the management of affairs.
Menander made that middle class the best support of his military
campaigns and of his throne and, in order to win its sympathies, was not
sparing in his favours towards it.
Many are the sources which bear witness to Menander's Buddhophilia. Some are of Greek origin, others of Indian provenance.
To begin with the former, we note the epithet "Saviour" which
appears, both in Greek and Prikrit, on the king's coins, as also on those
of his colleague Apollodotus. Of whom could he have called himself
saviour, if not of all those whom his enemy Pusyamitra had fought, the
supporters of the old Mauryan power, who had brought about the
greatness of Buddhism, the bhiksus and upisakas who had been so
cruelly persecuted by the h n g a usurper'!
If it is true that his capital ~ i k a l adid indeed bear the name of
Euthymedia, as seems to be indicated by a certain manuscript reading in
the Geography of Ptolemy (VII, 1, 46), this may be an indication of
Menander's conversion to the Good Law, his adherence to the Buddhist
eightfold Path, one of the limbs of which is "right thought" [in Skt.
samyaksqkalpa, in Greek ~ 6 h p q 6 i a ] . .
A tradition relating to Menander's death and funeral was acquired in
the first century A.D. by Plutarch of Chaeronaea. The learned Boeotian
seems to think that Indian towns shared his relics and built stiipas in his
memory, an honour which the Buddhist Law reserves for Buddhas,
Pratyekabuddhas or those universal monarchs known as Cakravartins.
It is a fact that the symbol of the eight-spoked wheel (cakra) appears on
Menander's coins. Here, moreover, is the text taken from the Moralia
(821 D-E) by Plutarch : "When Menander, who had ruled with moderation, met his death during an expedition, the (Indian) villages celebrated
his funeral ceremony jointly; they put forth rival claims over his relics,
and it was with difficulty that they came to the agreement that each city
would receive an equal part of his ashes, and that each of them would
have reliquaries (pvqpsia) of that king". We will have to give up any
attempt to discover through which implications, the episodes forming
part of the life of the Buddha - war and distribution of the relics,
erection of commemorative stiipas - were applied to the Indo-Greek
king.
With the Indian sources, we are on much firmer ground. They at least
prove that, from the time of Menander, the governors and officers on
Indo-Greek land did not hesitate to profess the Buddhist religion
publicly, a profession which would have been dangerous if their leader
had not approved of it to a certain extent.
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The stiipa at Shinkot in Bajaur, a district situated twenty miles west of
the confluence of the Paiijkora and the Swit, has yielded a much
damaged soapstone casket. On the receptacle and its lid can be read
fragments of five inscriptions in Kharosthi which seem to indicate that
the casket was consecrated twice; the original consecration was performed by Viyakamitra during Menander's reign; as the relic which it
contained had been broken, a reconsecration took place later through
the good offices of Vijayamitra, probably a descendant of Viyakamitra.
The inscription was published and discussed in Epigraphia Zndica,
XXIV, 1937, pp. 1-7; XXVI, 1942, pp. 318-22; XXVII, 1947, pp. 52-8.
The following is an attempt at a translation.
"On the 14th day of the month of KHrtikka, in the (reign) of the MahHrHja
Menedra (in the year...), (a bodily relic of the Buddha), which is endowed with
life ... was installed. (The bodily relic) of Sikyamuni, which is endowed with
life.. . (is the gift) of Viyakamitra, whom no king can rival. (By) Vijayamitra.. .
the bowl was installed. - That relic, having been broken, is no longer honoured
by homages; it is disintegrating with time; no one reveres (it) or conciliates the
ancestors with offerings and water. After having removed the bowl from that
(broken relic, installed in the past by Viyakamitra), a (new) relic of the Lord
SHkyamuni, fully enlightened, has been installed here by Vijayamitra, whom no
king can rival, on the 25th day of the month of Vaiiikha, in the year 5. Written by ViSpila, on orders (bayraiog)".

Whether the reconsecration in the year 5 also took place during
Menander's reign is a debatable question. The main point is that
Viyakamitra, a vassal of the latter and ruler over the Indo-Iranian
borderlands with the pompous title of apracaraja (Skt. apratyagrZja, cf.
the apadihata of the Indo-Greek coins), had installed a relic of Siikyamuni in a stiipa, but that, since the container had been broken, the relic
was no longer surrounded by the requisite veneration, which consisted
mainly of offerings to ancestors. The Vijayamitra who later reconsecrated it and who bore the same title as Viyakamitra might be his son a r
one of his successors. Some rectangular copper coins discovered in
Taxila-Sirkap bear the legend Vijayamitrasa written in Briihmi on the
obverse and in Kharosthi on the reverse60.
465
As their names indicate, Viyakamitra and Vijayamitra were Indians,
but some of the Indo-Greek vassal kings were Meridarchs (Greek
p p t G a p ~ q q Skt.
, meridarkha) of Greek origin who also showed evidence
of their Buddhist faith. A soapstone reliquary discovered in the village
60

This Vijayamitra is presented as king of the Kuliis; the presence of the emblems of the

rriratna and the six-arched caitya seems to indicate that he was a Buddhist.
J. MARSHALL,
Taxila, I, pp. 170, 213; 11, pp. 787, 820, 841; 111, pi. 243, Nos.252-7.
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of Pathan in the Swit valley bears an inscription in Kharosthi worded as
follows: "These bodily relics of the Lord Sikyamuni were installed by
the meridarch Theiidora (Theodorus), for the prosperity of many people"
( K o ~ o wp.
, 4). A copper plate found near Taxila records that another
meridarch, whose name is effaced, erected, with his wife, a stfipa "in
, 5).
honour of his mother and father, as a respectful offering" ( K o ~ o wp.
However, Menander does not owe his well-established reputation as a
Buddhist sympathizer, to a few fragmentary inscriptions, but to a work
which reports a dialogue that probably took place in Siikala between the
sovereign and the Buddhist monk Nigasena. This work, entitled Milin&patiha "The Questions of MenanderW6',existed in three Chinese
translations made respectively in the third, fourth and fifth centuries.
The second version, by an anonymous translator between 3 17 and 420,
has come down to us in two recensions, the one complete and the other
incomplete, both little affected by each other : it is called in Chinese
"Sfitra of the Bhiksu Nigasena" (T 1670). Its original was probably
composed in an Indian dialect (Prikrit of the North-West), and represented the doctrine of the Sarvhtividin
This version corresponds to the first part of the Plli work entitled
Milindapan'ha. Of the seven books which make up the latter, only the
second, third and a small part of the first seem to be authentic. Books
IV to VII were successively added in Ceylon, where the first of them
existed since the fifth century. Adapted in this way, the work on the
whole represents the views of the Sinhalese Theravidin school. *
Finally, under the title of Avcidana of the discussion of King Nan&
(sic) and Ndgasena, a chapter of the Tsa pao tsang ching (T 203, ch. 9,
pp. 492c-493b), translated in 472, reproduces a fragment of the dialogue
between Menander and Nigasena, but it is a fragment taken from a
different recension, which was known to Vasubandhu who refers to it in
his AbhidharmakoSa (IX, p. 263).
Disregarding interpolations and additions, the original work was
divided into two parts : an introduction and the dialogue itself.
The introduction included a description of the setting (Slkala), a brief
biography of the monk Nigasena, the presentation of Menander, disappointed after his earlier conversation with the monk Ayupiila and,

Milindapailha, ed. V. TRENCKNER,
London, 1880; Enfish translation by T.W. RHYS
DAWDS,SBE, vol. 35 and 36, London 1890; Gennan tr. by F.O. S c m , Berlin, 1905,
Munich, 1919; French tr. by L. FINOT,Paris, 1923.
and NYANATILOKA,
e 2 P. D E M I ~ I L L
Les
E , versions chinoises du Milinhpdhu.
BEFEO, XXIV,1924, pp. 1259.
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finally the meeting of the king and Nigasena. The biography of Nigasena amounts to so little that one would be quite right in wondering if
the person really existed : "Nlgasena was born in a northerly region, at
the foot of the Himalayas (in the village of Kajangala) according to the
PIli text, in KaSmir according to the Chinese text. He was instructed in
the Buddhist doctrine by the Arhat Rohana (Lou han), then by the
Arhat Assagutta (E po yiieh) who lived in the monastery of Vattaniya
(Ho tan) in the region where Nlgasena was born. He was guilty of some
misdeed, had a new teacher, obtained the state of streamwinner and
caused a lay man or woman to obtain it also. and attained arhattvam.
He toured and preached, then, having become famous, settled at the
monastery of Sankkheyya (Hsieh ti chia) in Sigala (Sht chieh), a
flourishing town in the land of the Yonakas (Ta ch'in) where Milinda
(Mi Ian) reigned. That sovereign had already held a debate with the
Buddhist master Ayuplla (Yeh ho lo) and proved him to be wrong.
Informed of the presence of NBgasena, the king went to find him at the
monastery. Next day the debate was held in the palace"63.
The problems which were discussed during the dialogue are on the
whole identical to those which already constituted favourite themes in
the canon in general and the Katha'vatthu in particular : the nonexistence of the individual, Samslra, the rebirth of the "Name-andform", Arhatship, the nature of Nirvina, the existence of the Buddha
and his superiority over all beings, etc. Only one was of a nature to
interest the Indo-Greek king and seems to reflect contemporary concerns :
that of the usefulness of the religious life. Menander had asked
467 Ayupila a question : "If by observing their moral habits, the laity
acquire merit for the present and future, what is the good of becoming a
monk?'. Ayuplla remained silent (Miliiida, pp. 19-20). The correct
answer was given by Nlgasena : the religious attain holiness more surely
and quickly than the laity (Tsa pao tsang ching. T 203, ch. 9, p. 492~).
If the interview between Milinda and NBgasena corresponds to some
true fact, one might wonder what its result was. Book VII of the Pili
recension (p. 420) claims that, once the dialogue was over, Menander
was immediately received as an uplsaka. He then placed his son on the
throne, took up the religious life and attained Arhatship. Book 111,
which falls within the scope of the original text, provides another
epilogue @. 88), but which does not appear in the Chinese version :
satisfied with the answers that had been given him, Menander allocated
eight hundred daily meals to Nlgasena, confessed his desire to take up
63
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the relgious life, while regretting that political circumstances prevented
from fulfilling his aspirations : "As a lion captured in a golden cage
stretches its neck outwards, even so do I, while remaining in the world,
aspire for solitude. But if I left the world to take up the religious life, I
would not live long, for I have many enemies". A mere aspiration, not
followed by any practical achievement, such is doubtless the limit of
Menander's Buddhist experience. If he felt sympathy towards the sons
of the Siikya, this was as much through policy as conviction. There was
no trace of proselytism in him, for this was not the way with the Greeks.
Certain critics have been struck with the liveliness of the dialogue in
the Milindapaiiha and they have attempted to see in it a more or less
direct influence of the Platonic dialogue. In fact, the dialogue style was
always well known in India, and the Upanisads, the epic, even certain
canonical siitras provide good examples of it. In any case, Niigasena
lacks that point of irony and apparent lightness which constituted the
charm of Socratic conversation.
However, the Milindapaiiha as a dialogue between a sovereign and
foreign sages is no novelty in the history of universal literature. The
encounter between Alexander and some Indian gymnosophists is treated
by several sources as a conversation in the course of which the king is
supposed to have asked a group of ten sages a series of embarrassing
questions and the letter by Pseudo-Aristeas narrates the interrogation in
468 Alexandria to which Ptolemy I1 had subjected seventy-two Jewish
scholars whom he had invited to translate their scriptures into Greek.
Tam, who pointed out some curious coincidences between these various
compositions and the Milinda, concluded, perhaps overhastily, that the
Indian author of the Milindapaiiha took his inspiration from a Greek
source which dealt with the "Questions of M e n a n d e ~ - " ~ ~ .
However, it may be, the Milindapaiiha, even in its later books,
acquired such authority in the Buddhist world that, along with other
compositions such as the Nettipakarana, the Pe!akopadesa and the
Suttasarigaha, it is classed in Ceylon among the paracanonical works,
and the Burmese consider it as part of the canon. In the fifth century,
the learned Sinhalese commentator Buddhaghosa frequently quoted it in
support of his arguments and on the subcontinent the great scholar
Vasubandhu also consulted it as an undisputed authority.
Consequently there is nothing astonishing in the fact that the Buddhists
considered the Indo-Greek king as one of theirs, one of the few Yavanas
to be converted, as against numerous Scythians, Parthians, Serindians

**
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and Chinese who were later to follow his example by also adhering to
the Good Law.
Again in the eleventh century, the KaSmirian author Ksmendra, in his
AvauZnakalpalatd (ch. 57, v. IS), did not hesitate to transform a
Buddhist legend, which in all likelihood dated from the K u g n a period,
in order to introduce the Indo-Greek king into it. This is the supposed
journey of the Buddha in North-West India, a journey to which we will
return, but where it is said that, on his arrival near Peshiwiir, the
Buddha predicted the erection on the spot of a gigantic stiipa and caitya
by the great Kusina emperor Kaniska. In the history of Buddhism.
Kaniska is looked on as a second ASoka. However, Ksemendra did not
hesitate to remove him from the legend in order to substitute Menander
for him. In fact, he claimed that on arrival at the village of Pitala, "the
Blessed One said to Indra, who had come to that place to see, that a
king named Milindra would build a stlpa in that country".
That the KaSmirians who, of all the Buddhists on the subcontinent,
were the only ones to deal - very badly - with religious history
insisted on taking over the memory of Menander, clearly appears in a
passage by Tiranitha (p. 23) : "At that time, there lived in the land of
Tukhira a king named Minara. All the inhabitants of the country
venerated the sky-god, but made no distinction between vice and virtue.
At the time of their festivals, they offered the sky the thick smoke which
came from the burning of rice, fabrics, precious stones and aromatic
wood. Dhitika came through the air to the place of sacrifice with a
throng of five hundred Arhats, and seated himself in the festival hall.
They believed he was the sky god, bowed down at his feet and made him
rich offerings. However, when he had expounded the doctrine, the king,
at the head of a thousand persons, recognized the truth and innumerable
persons were led to utter the formula of the Three Refuges and were
introduced to the main points of the doctrine". Dhitika is in fact a
personage well-known to the Sarviistividin and Miilasa~istividin
schools where he plays the part of sixth patriarch, immediately after the
first five Masters of the Law (Legend of ASoka, T 2042, ch. 5, p. 121a
27; ch. 6, p. 126a 27; T 2043, ch. 7, p. 152c 16; ch. 10, p. 169b 29;
MIIasarv. Vinaya, T 1451, ch. 40, p. 41 16 28. See also Ching tg ch'uan
tkng lu, T 2076, ch. 1, p. 207c 20; Fo tsu t'ung chi, T 2035, ch. 5, p. 1726
24).
2. THE GREEK INFLUENCE ON BUDDHISM

THE MATERIAL RATHER THAN RELIGIOUS~NFLUENCE. - We do not
intend to examine here the huge problem of the Hellenic influence on the
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Indian world. No one would dream of denying it, on the contrary it has
been a great pleasure for some to point out the many Greek incidences
on Indian life and thought : commercial relationships, religions and
philosophies, sciences (mathematics, geometry, astronomy and astrology, medicine), art and literature (stories, fables and folklore)6s. The
470 general conclusion to be drawn from the research is that India incontestably underwent Hellenistic influences in various spheres, but that she
assimilated them so perfectly that, with a few exceptions, the foreign
origin of those influences gradually faded till it became imperceptible.
Whatever may have been her contacts with other countries, India
retained and upheld her own genius and, unlike so many countries of
the Near and Middle East, never allowed herself to be Hellenized.
Without going into details of that vast research, we would like to
examine here what the Buddhists of North-West India gained from the
century and a half of Greek occupation which political circumstances
imposed upon them. The Greeks founded a new city in Taxila, to be
precise, in Sirkap, built according to the chequer-board layout of
Hellenic towns of the time and defended by a stone wall equipped with
bastionsbb. The Scythian and Parthian towns which succeeded it have
not effaced that first city to such a degree that one can no longer judge
the enormous progress it represented in comparison to the Taxila of Bir
Mound which was built of mud and crude bricks, without any preestablished plan. The excavations at Sirkap have yielded quantities of
objects made of stone or metal, of a specifically Greek character, as
much through the choice of stone or the nature of the alloy as through
the form or destination : clay amphoras and pots with handles, embossed porcelain with a black-tinted varnish metal, stone disks modelled
on the phiale mesomphalos, toilet utensils adorned with classically inspired bas-reliefs 67.
The coinage copied directly from Greek and Seleucid models, marks a
considerable progress over the coins of Indian origin. The majority,
particularly the oldest, are of great artistic value. The first Bactrian coins
8 5 On the problem of Greek iduence, see the bibliography on the Subject in L. DE LA
VAL* POUSSIN,L'In& mcx temps des Mauryas, pp. 241-3; H. DEYDW,Contribution a
I'etude & /'Art du Gandhcira,Paris, 1950, pp. 78-90. A good general view is given by W .W .
TARN,
Greeks in Bactria and India, pp. 351-408; A. FOUCHER.
La VieiNe Route de /'I&. 11,
pp. 254-306; J. MARSHALL,
Taxila, I, pp. 39-44; On Greeks and b k a s in India, JRAS,
1947, pp. 3-32. On the Roman influence, J. FILLIO~AT,LPS ichanges a2 /'In& et a2 /'Empire
romoin, RH, 1949, pp. 1-29..
86 On Greek Sirkap, J. MARSHALL,
Taxila. I, pp. 112-36. It is probable that Menander's
!%kala was also built according to the chequer-board plan.
J. MARSHALL,
Taxila. I, pp. 123-30.
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bear only a Greek legend; but from the time of Demetrius, the legend is
bilingual : Greek on the obverse and Priikrit in Kharosfhi characters on
the reverse. On the coins of Pantaleon and Agathocles, the Briihmi
alphabet replaces Kharosthi. The mint used concurrently Hellenic models and Indian symbols, such as the elephant, Indian buffalo, or local
deities.
471
In order to administer their territories, the Indo-Greeks took their
inspiration from Macedonian and Seleucid precedents, which in turn
were copied from the ancient Achaemenid o r g a n i ~ a t i o n ~
The
~ . basic
territorial division was the satrapy, and the satrap was himself assisted
by "divisional officers" or meridarchs. The satraps, who often struck
coins in their own name, seem to have enjoyed extensive authority. The
Macedonians and Seleucids, even while appointing local people to the
functions of satrap or governor, established in the principal centres
garrisons and military colonies recruited from among their own nationals on whose faithfulness they erroneously believed they could count.
This precaution seems to have been neglected by the Indo-Greek kings
whose administration relied mainly on the goodwill and cooperation of
the indigenous element. Despite being of Greek origin, the ruling
aristocracy used only Indian Priikrit as their official language and means
of communication. Apart from the legends on the coins, no Greek
inscription appears in the archives. The only attested language is Priikrit
of the North-West.
Even while making the most of the advantages of a materially
superior civilization, the Indians were little impressed by the Western
thought which those foreign soldiers, cut off from their mother-country,
moreover represented only very imperfectly. Pondering incessantly over
plans of conquest, shaken by internal battlcs, the Indo-Greek kings did
not for an instant dream of converting their indigenous subjects to their
religion or philosophies. Any attempt in that direction would have come
up against Indian nationalism, carefully maintained by the brihmins
and firmly defended by the caste system. Of all those foreign conquerors, India has only retained the name of Milinda, for the sole reason
that he was interested in Buddhism, and if the inhabitants of VidiSi
knew of Antialcidas, this was because an ambassador, claiming to be a
follower of Visnu, himself mentioned the name of his sovereign on the
pillar at Besnagar. Of Alexander the Great there is no memory, except
perhaps for the bronze panels fixed on the walls of the Iranian temple of
Jandil (Taxila) and which, according to Philostratus (Vita Apollonii, 11,
ID., ibid.. pp. 40-1.
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20, p. 62)69,apparently represented the prowesses of Porus and Alexander, or again that unseemly play on words by BHna (Harsacarita, p. 214)
concerning a certain A l d Can&koSd in which S . Lkvi ingeniously
thought he had discovered an allusion to the Macedonian conqueror70.
In order to eradicate any trace of the foreign occupation, the Indians set
about turning the Alexandrian glories to their profit : the towns of
Nicaea and Bucephala founded on either side of the Hydaspes in order
to commemorate the defeat of Porus were renamed by the Buddhists as
Adirijya and BhadriSva and linked with the biography of the legendary
king MahHsammata, who is thought to have received the royal consecration at Adirijya and the "jewel" of the fine horse at BhadriSva (Gilgir
Mss, 111, 1, p. 3)71.Little credit is paid to the "Hellenic sacrifices" which
according to Plutarch (Vita Alex., LXII, 8 ) the kings of the Prasioi are
thought to have performed regularly at the dozen altars built by
Alexander, not far from the Hyphasis, at the farthest point of his
advance eastwards (Philostratus, Vita Apollonii, ed. Kayser, II,43, p. 84,
3). The expression used by Plutarch pupo6~& a ~ a i v o v r &
a&Pov.rat
~
"they honoured the altars while walking about them" recalls a Buddhist
pradak~indrather than animal sacrifices72.
Nevertheless, it would be unreasonable to claim that the Indians in
general and the Buddhists in particular were not influenced by their
invaders, especially those with whom they were on friendly terms. We
believe that the ancient piety somewhat washed over the Buddhist
mentality, that the Greeks played a part in the invention of the image of
the Buddha sikyamuni and, finally, that the Hellenic presence on the
North-West frontiers paved the way for a great many of tales and
legends which the Indians welcomed eagerly. We hasten to say, however,
that this influence took a long time to become apparent and that
although it was implanted during the Indo-Greek occupation, it did not
bear fruit until first the Saka- ahl lava period, and then the Kuslna.
Furthermore, the considerable development of the communication routes in the first centuries A.D. intensified the relations between East and
West : once they were established, cultural exchanges were maintained
and amplified. This is precisely what makes it so difficult, if not
impossible, to date what Buddhism borrowed from abroad, mainly in
the realm of ideas.
89
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THEANCIENT PRAYER. - The principal elements of the eightfold Path
which leads to the cessation of suffering and to NirvHna are morality,
concentration and wisdom; no place is attributed to prayer. In the
Buddhist outlook, prayer is nonsense. The destiny of beings is not
governed by a deity but regulated mechanically by the process of the
maturation of action. Deeds, as we have seen, are the sole assets of
beings, they are their race and heritage; nowhere in the universe is there
a place where one can escape the fruit of actions; one is alone in
gathering the fruit of the actions which one alone has performed.
Neither gods nor Buddhas intervene in the mechanism of moral maturation to which they are themselves subject. No doubt there are Sramanas
and brihmins who claim that everything that mankind experiences on
this earth, whether happiness or sorrow, has its cause in the intervention
of a sovereign (iSvaranirmina). This, however, is an implicit admission
that, if men are assassins, thieves, adulteres and liars, it is the'fault of
God. To explain everything through divine will is equivalent to denying
human liberty; it is refusing man the possibility of choosing between
what needs to be done and what does not need to be done. In truth,
"everything that man experiences in this world, happiness, sorrow, the
absence of happiness and sorrow, all that has its cause in previous
action" (Anguttara, I, p. 173; Madhyama, T 26, ch. 3, p. 435a-6).
It ensues from this that if early Buddhism counselled good thought
(kuialacitta), concentration (samiidhha), the recollection (anusmytl) of
the Buddha, the Law and the Community, firm resolve (adhimuktl] and
spiritual aspiration (pranidhha) for correcting conduct or purifying the
mind, it was completely unaware of the prayer of deprecation, propitiation and thanksgiving, which d o not even have a name in its language.
The rejection of prayer is not a prejudice of disillusioned philosophers,
but results from a fundamental Buddhist attitude. Proof of this is to be
found in the numerous dedicatory inscriptions engraved on the base of
sculptures at Bhirhut, Bodh-Gayi and Siiici. The pious donors, simple
people for the most part, d o not formulate any requests on them, or
discharge any vows; they merely specify the nature of their gift upright (stambha), cross-piece (slcl), gateway (torqna), coping ( q z c a ) or
sculpture (Silikarrninta) - and state their identity, name, place of
origin, qualities and profession. This step can in no way be explained as
a gesture of vanity. The principle that the left hand does not know what
the right hand is doing does not apply to them, since the devout laity are
advised to write down their meritorious works in a notebook, and the
reading of this puyyapustaka is made for them on their death-bed; it
comforts the dying and purifies their last thoughts in order to ensure a
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good rebirth. When the Sinhalese king Dutthagiimani felt his end
approaching, he ordered his scribe (lekhaka) to read out loud his
"notebook of meritorious deeds", in which were recorded in detail the
monasteries that the king had founded, the temples he had erected, his
alms to the Samgha and the numerous festivals he had organized.
Comforted by those memories, he cast his eyes one final time on the
MahH ThupH, and breathed his last. After his death, he appeared in a
heavenly form, standing, in a chariot which had come to fetch him from
the Tusita heaven (Mhv., XXXII, 24-75; Manorathapzirapi, 11, p. 214).
Faith in the sovereign and exclusive virtue of action exempted the
Buddhist from believing in gods. Therefore it is not surprising that the
Buddhists of the North-West, Greeks, Scythians, Parthians and Yiieh
chih, showed a less disinterested piety and that we see them formulating,
on their dedicatory inscriptions, "intentions" which dangerously resemble petitionary prayers.
After the ASokan edicts, the oldest known inscription in the NorthWest is probably that on the reliquary of Shinkot which was mentioned
above. This reliquary was presented and replaced after some years
interval by two Indians, Viyakamitra and Vijayamitra, one of whom
was a vassal of the Indo-Greek king Menander. For those two devotees,
the bodily relic (Sarira) of the Buddha is more than an element (dhgtu)
for commemoration : it is a living being "endowed with breath"
(prlinarameta), in the presence of which one may "conciliate the ancestors with offerings and water" (pindodakaih pitrn grihayati). It goes
without saying that reverence for ancestors (pretadaksini), mentioned in
the Digha (111, p. 189), Anguttara (111, p. 43) and Milindapaiiha (p. 294),
is not absolutely alien to Buddhism. Nonetheless, it is only an inferior
kind of worship, one of those many ceremonies of which ASoka said
that "even if they must be performed, they are of little use" ( B ~ Hp.,
114). The most curious thing here is that this worship was performed at
the very shrine of the Buddha and that the commemorative stiipa was
used as a fhpoq.
Worship implies prayer, and it is starting from this principle that
other subjects and contemporaries of the Indo-Greek kings, Greeks by
origin, but Buddhists by conversion, accomplished their pious deads for
particular ends and at the same time stating their intentions :
the meridarch Theodorus installed relics "for the prosperity of many
people" ( K o ~ o w p.
, 4); another meridarch, whose name is effaced,
erected with his wife a stiipa "in honour of his mother and father"
( K o ~ o w p.
, 5); a certain Theodorus, son of Datia (Datis?), dug a well
"in honour of all beings" ( K o ~ o wp.
, 66).
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The example set by the Greeks as early as the second century B.C.
was followed blindly by the foreign Sakas, Pahlavas and Yiieh Chih who
succeeded them on the territories of the North-West and who also
embraced the Buddhist religion.
According to the evidence of the Kharosthi inscriptions, the donations
by these new sons of the Siikya were intended as worship, pziji. This pziji
is not addressed only to the Buddha, Dharma and Samgha, but also to
many other venerable persons : a mother or father, relative or friend,
master, dignitary - satrap or great satrap -, even "all beings" in
general. The inscription on the Lion Capital of MathurI is a p I j i "to
, 48).
the entire Scythian Country" ( K o ~ o w p.
The intention of the donors is not always religious, nor exclusively so,
, 77, 158), the obtaining of a "Good
attainment of Niniina ( K o ~ o wpp.
Share" or agrabhiga ( K o ~ o wp.
, 170), a curious expression which does
not belong to the technical vocabulary of Buddhism; E. Senart wondered whether it might not represent an attempt at a direct or indirect
. aims sought, the favours
translation of the Greek aya0i r b ~ v ' ~The
requested are generally more humble : iyurbalavyddhi, an increase in life
and strenghth ( K o ~ o w pp.
, 28, 145); aroga, good health for oneself or
for someone else ( K o ~ o w pp.
, 77, 91, 114, 124, 129, 170, 172); hitasukha, welfare and happiness ( K o ~ o w ,pp. 16, 65, 137, 141, 165),
dirghiyus, longevity ( K o ~ o wp.
, 176), and even the protection of young
, 127).
children in times of epidemic ( K o ~ o w p.
Assiduous readers of Buddhist texts will not fail to notice that those
self-interested donors may be guilty of quite serious deviationism. However, this lowering of the ideal is more difficult to explain.
It could, of course, be a matter of the resurgence of the autochtonous
environment. Since Vedic times, India had known and practised all
forms of prayer. The ancient hymns consist of praises and thanksgivings
to the divinities of nature, myth and philosophy who "bring all favours". They often conclude with a request "May we forever, happy at
heart, happy in countenance, rich in children, free from wrong, free
from complaint, day after day, living for a long time yet, see you rise, 0
potent Mitra, the Sun!" (Rgveda, X, 37). The wrongdoer does not
hesitate to ask forgiveness for his faults : "If we have performed by
speech, 0 god, or by mental inadvertence, a serious matter for anger,
dispel those grievances, 0 just ones!" (ibid.)74.
However, the hypothesis of an Indian resurgence does not explain

'' E. SENART,Notes d'6pigraphie indienne, JA, XV, 8th series, p. 123.
l4

Cf. L. RENOU, Lo p&sie religieuse de I'lnde antique, Paris, 1942, p. 34.
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why self-interested piety first showed itself among Buddhists of likely
foreign origin who were the least to be affected by local influences. The
fact is all the more curious in that their Indian co-religionists do not
seem to have followed suit at the same period. At the beginning of the
era, the &nupati who left inscriptions in central India (Mathuri,
Sirnith, Bodh-Gayi), on the western coast (BhBji, Kondine, Pitalkhorii, the first caves at Ajanti, Junnar, Bedsi, Nisik, KBrli, Kinheri)
and in Andhra country (Jaggayyapeta, AmaAvati, Nigirjunikonda)
remained the spiritual inheritors of the early donors at Bhirhut and
Siiici and, persuaded by the mechanism of Pratityasamutpida, did not
formulate any requests, and were content to "note" their pious works.
Should we see in the self-interested pcjc? of the North-West a natural
evolution betraying the new tendencies of the nascent Mahiyina? It is
true that several Mahiyina sects developed a genuine Buddhist devotion
(bhaktl) which was to find its most adequate mode of expression in
works of higher mysticism such as the SukhiivativyCha and Saddharma477 punfiarika. However, this is a depersonalized devotion, focussed on that
initial aspiration which is the arousal of the thought of Bodhi (bodhicittotpdda) : to accede to supreme and perfect Enlightenment (anuttarasamyaksaybodhi) in order to ensure the welfare and happiness of all
beings (sarvasattvahitasukha).
The bodhisattva, an adherent of the Mahiiyina, practises the sevenfold supreme worship three times a day : 1-2. to honour (vandanc?) and
serve (puianii) the Buddhas, 3. to confess his misdeeds (ptipade~anii),
4. to delight in the good action of beings (anwnodanii), 5. to invite the
Buddhas to expound the Law (adhyesancTj, 6. to arouse the thought of
Bodhi (bodhicittotpdda), 7. to apply all merit to the welfare of creatures
@arinamani) 'S .
By so doing. he proves his perfect disinterest since, according to the
formula of his Pritimok?, altruism is his only rule of conduct :
"I, of such-and-such a name, who have thus aroused the thought of Bodhi,
adopt the infinite world of beings as my mother, father, sisters, brothers, sons,
daughters, relatives of whatever degree and kinsfolk. Having adopted them, with
all my power, all my strength, all my knowledge, I will implant the wholesome
root in them. Henceforth, the gift I give, the morality I observe, the patience I
retain, the vigour I use, the ecstasy I practise, the wisdom I develop, the
beneficial skilfulness I evince : all that will be for the interest, welfare and
happiness of all beings" 76.
l5

Dhannasamgraha, $14; BhadracaripranidhHna, w. 4-12. See also UpHliparipyochH,

quoted in Sik@samuccaya.p. 171, 1.5.
'6

Bodhisattvapr2timokSaSJtra,ed. N. D u n , IHQ, VII, 1931, p. 275.
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Such disinterestedness sets the adherent of the Mahlyina well above
the first Buddhists of the North-West whose piety, real though it may
have been, was not free of personal motivations.
Hence, neither the resurgence of the Vedic prayer nor the later
developments of Mahlylnist piety supply an adequate explanation for
the religious mentality of the Yavanas who turned to Buddhism at the
period of the Indo-Greek kingdoms.
Should we, however, reproach those foreigners and soldiers for not
having grasped the mysteries of the theory of dependent origination, for
not having understood that, if action constitutes the only explanation
478 for existence, prayer is totally inefficacious? Taking the Three Refuges
could not instantaneously eliminate their Hellenic atavism and, being
Greek, they continued to pray in Greek. Based essentially on the
a , pietas, found its
anthropomorphic concept of divinity, the ~ G o i P ~ lor
natural expression in the petitionary prayer (Airq). It has been recognized since the time of Homer that "everything is in the lap of the gods"
(raCra OEOVyo6vaot ~ ~ i r a".t )
The hero of the epic knows how to approach the gods. He washes his
handsTe,puts on spotless garmentsT9,crowns himself with flowers and
)
takes in his hands the attributes of the suppliant ( I ~ ~ r q p iaa palm-leaf
surrounded by wool.
He adopts a ritual attitude, which varies according to the deities
whom he is addressing : eyes raised skywards ( i M v &is obpavov
~bpbv)~O
with hands raised in the air ( X ~ i p a dS v a o ~ h v ) ~when
'
he is
praying to the inhabitants of the sky; arms extended horizontally over
the seae2 if he is addressing the gods of the waters; stretched over the
earth and striking the soil with both handse3 when he is invoking the
lords of the hells.
In order to make himself heard, the Greek prayed out loud (pcyaA'
E ~ x E ~ and,
o ) ~to~ avoid any cause of equivocation, stated in full
( E l t i ~ h q o t ~the
) titles of the gods whom he wished to interest in his
causee5.
Homer, Iliad, XVII, 514; XX,435; Odyssey, 1, 267, 408; XVI, 129.
II., XVI. 230; Od., 11. 261.
l9 Od., IV, 750; XVII, 48.
11.. VII, 178.
11.. V, 174; V1, 257; VII, 130; XXIV, 301; Od., IX, 294; XIII, 355.
11.. 1, 351 ; Od., IX, 527; Pindar, 01..I, 71; VI, 58.
" 11.. IX, 568-70; XIV, 271-2.
s4 11.. I, 450, 111, 275; V111, 347; Od., XVII, 239.
" 11.. 1, 37-9, 451-2; XVI, 233-5.
"
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The personal piety (~6oLfkta)
of the suppliant did not guarantee that
his prayer would be answereds6. Originally at least, the prayer was like a
bargain between man and deity, a bargain that could take several
forms8'.
a. "If I do that for you, you must do this for mewB8.- This is the
479 first prayer of Chryseis to Apollo : "If I have ever erected a temple for
you which pleased you, if I have ever burned to you fat haunches of
bulls and goats, grant my wish : let your arrows pay for my pleas to the
Danaans!" (Ib., I, 39-42).
-~AS
. for
b. "If you d o that for me, I will do this for ~ o u " ~
example, in the prayer of Nestor to Athene : "Queen, be favourable to
us! Grant us great renown, to me, to my children, to my worthy
companion! I will sacrifice a one-year-old cow to you, an untamed beast,
whose wide brow has never yet been yoked, and I will offer it to you, its
horns plated with gold" (Od., 111, 380-4).
c. "What you did for me in the past, d o again for me
-This
is the second prayer of Chryseis to Apollo : "You have already heard
my wishes not long ago; you paid homage to me, by striking the army
of the Achaeans heavily. This time again, therefore, grant my wish :
spare the Danaans from the scurrilous plague" (Ib., I, 453-6).
This ancient prayer, basically inspired by concern for the do ut des,
travelled down the ages without undergoing any substantial changes. It
is again found, scarcely modified, penned by the great Greek and
Roman writers9'. No attention was paid to the objection raised by
certain thinkers that the gods know what we need better than we do.
Unlike the Buddhists, the ancient world was convinced that every man
needs the gods, but that their aid had to be requested. Should we
therefore be surprised that the Greeks who had strayed in the second
century B.C. to the frontiers of North-West India combined petitionary
prayer with the Buddhist pradak;ind?
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However, see 11.. I 218; Pindar, 01..VIII, 8.

'' Cf. ERE, X, p. 184.

11.. 1, 39-42; VIII, 203-4; 238-40; XV, 372-3; Od.. IV, 763-5; XVII, 240-2.
11.. VI, 115, 308-9; Od., 111, 380-4; XIII, 358.
11.. I 453-6; V, 116-17; X, 278-80; Pindar, Isrh., VI, 42.
A Hundbook of Greek Religion, New York, 1910, pp. 85-6.
See A. FAIRBANKS,
9 z The problem of its origin has been strongly debated, but no definite solution has yet
settled the matter. The present state of the dispute can be summarid in a few lines :
"Mathuri is the bridge between the two types of Buddhist iconography [i.e. the symbolic
representation or image of the Buddha]. Unfortunately, it is still not possible to synchronize satisfactorily the K w n a era with that - or those - of Gandhira. That is why the
"
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Indian school of sculpture had refrained from representing Slkyamuni
in his last existence in his human form; they merely indicated his
presence by symbols. However, the schools of sculpture at Gandhlra
and Mathurii, which seem to have been started, the former towards the
end of the ancient era, the latter a few decades later, did not hesitate to
fashion images of the Buddha. The Gandhiiran Buddha betrays its halfforeign origin by the folds of the drapery, the nimbus which surrounds
his head and the very features of his face which often recall those of
Apollo and Dionysius. The Mathuriin Buddha - termed Bodhisattva
on the inscriptions - is closer to the authentic Indian type.
The appearance of the image of the Buddha on the monuments
constituted a revolution in the history of Buddhist art, and there have
been unending discussions over its origin. Apart from some minor
details, three theories obtain.
1. The Greek origin of the Buddha image was proposed in 1913 by A.
Foucher and supported by various western archaeologists : Sir John
Marshall, J.P. Vogel, W.W. Tarn, e t ~ . ~ ~ .
debate remains open as to whether or not the GandhHran type pre-dates the Mathurin
type; some assumptions are in favour of the first hypothesis, but many archaeologists
support the second" (after J. AUBOYER,
Arts et Styles de I'lnde, Paris. 1951, p. 64).
"The schools of GandhPra (the lower Kibul Valley and the upper Indus, around
PeshHwHr) and Mathuri, both of which flourished under the Kugna kings, vie for the
honour of having p r o d u d the first images of the Buddha. Most Indian authorities now
believe that the Buddha image originated at Mathud; most earlier Europeans supported
Gandhira, but some recent experts are less certain" (A. L. BASHAM,
The Wonder that was
India, London, 1954, p. 367).
An analytical bibliography of the subject can be found in H. DEYDER,Contribution a
I'etude & I'Art du Gandhlira. Paris, 1950. pp. 46-64.
93 A. FOUCHER,
L'origine grecque de I'image du Buddha, Conf. du Mu& Guimet, 1913;
L'Art gricebouddhique du Ganu%ira. 11, Paris, 1918, pp. 278-322; Lo Vieille Route de
e,
in Ancient Indin, 2nd ed.,
I'lnde, 11, Paris, 1947, pp. 340-1; G.N. B ~ ~ w v HeNeniFm
The Indian BuddhiFt Iconography, Oxford, 1924;
Calcutta, 1921; B. BHAITACHARYA,
L. BACHHOFER,
Zur Darierung &r GmdhrSra Plastik, Zeitschrifl f i r Buddhismus, VI, 192425, pp. 4-30; L. ADAM,Buddhastaluen. Ursprung und Formen &s Buddhagestalt, Stuttgart,
1925; L. SCHERMAN,
Der altesle nationalindischen Buddha-Typ. Panthbn, 1928; pp. 14750; Buddha im FCrstenschmu"ck, ABAW, Philos.-hist. Abt., N.F., VII, 1932; R.
GROUSSET,
Histoire de I'Exrrime-Orient, Paris, 1929, I, pp. 81-2; L. DE LAVAL& POUSSIN,
L%& mur temps des Mauryas.. . pp. 252-6; P. STERN,in L'lnde antique et la CiviliFation
indienne, Paris, 1933, p. 419 sq.; J.P. VOGEL, Buddhist Art in India. Ceylon and Java,
Oxford, 1936, p. 24 sq.; S. &L&EFF and others, Arts Murulmonr, Exrrtme-Orient, Paris,
in
1939, p. 131; S. UVI,L'In& civilisatrice. Paris, 1938, p. 77; Sir John MARSHALL,
Cambridge Hist. oJlndia, I, pp. 648-9; Greeks and Sakm in In&, JRAS, 1947, pp. 3-32;
W. W. TARN,The Greeks in Boctria and India, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1951, p. 400 sq. 537; N. R.
RAY.in The History and Culture ojlndian People, 11, Bombay. 1953, p. 519. Concerning
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The difficulty is that, if the idea of depicting the founder of Buddhism
with a human aspect was best conceived in the mind of a Greek in the
second century B.C., we do not, however possess any Buddha image
prior to the Christian era. Contrary to what is asserted by Tarng4, it is
extremely doubtful whether the effigy of the Buddha appears on the coin
of Maues (ca 90-53 B.C.) in the British Museum Catalogue, pl. XVII,
No. 595, and if it is true that the Buddha of the Bimariin reliquary was
found together with three coins of Azes I (ca 38-10 B.C), the experts
now agree that this reliquary must be considered as a work of the
second century A.D.96.
2. The Indian origin of the Buddha image was supported by A.
Coomaraswamy, W. Goloubew and, following them, by a whole series
of writersg7. India has always worshipped images, and representations
482 of the Indian sage or yogi date back to remote antiquity. The appearance of Buddhist devotion round about the beginning of the Christian
era incited in reverers of the Blessed One the wish to possess a Buddha
481

the influence of the Roman Empire on Gandhiran art, defined as "Romano-Buddhist",
H. BUCHTAL,The Common Classical Sources of Buddhist and Christian Narrative Art.
JRAS, 1943. pp. 137-48; The Foundationsfor a Chronology of Gandhcira Sculpture, TOCS,
XIX, 1942-43, pp. 21-32; The Western Aspects of Gandhrira sculpture, PBA, XXXI, 1946,
Gandhrira and Early
pp. 1-28. - For the parallelism with Christian art. B. ROWLAND,
Christian Arr : Buddha Palliatus. AJA, No. 49, 1945, pp. 455-8; Gandhcira and Early
Christian Art : The Homme-arcade and the Date of the Bimariin Reliquary, AB, 1946,
and Late Antique Art; the Buddhrr Image, AJA, No. 46, 1942, pp. 223pp. 44-7; G&-ra
36. - On the Bactrian origin of Graeco-Buddhist art (origin disputed by Foucher), J.
HACKIN,
L'Art bouddhique de la Bactriane et les origines de /'Art gr6co-bouddhque, Bull.
archwl. de I'Academie afghane, 1, 1937. - On the relationship between Gandhiran and
Mathurtin arts and Buddhist thought. M. BUSSAGLI,
Note sull'immagine del Buddha, Acc.
Naz. dei Lincei, .Ser. VIII. vol. I, fax. 7-9, 1946.
94 The Greeks in Bactria and India, p. 400 sq.
q 5 E. BAZIN-FOUCHER,
JA, 1938, p. 518; L. BACHHOFER,
JAOS, 1941; J. MARSHALL,
JRAS, 1947, p. 14.
96 J. MARSHALL,
JRAS, 1947, p. 14; A. FOUCHER,
La Vieille Route de /'In& ..., Errata to
Vol. 11, p. 341, 1.17; B. ROWLAND,
AB, 1946, pp. 44-7.
91 W. COHN,La Sculpture hindoue, Paris, 1922; W . GOLOUBEW,
review of Art du
GandhrSro, BEFEO, XXIII, 1923, pp. 438-56; A. COOMARASWAMY,
Review of Art du
Gandhrira in Ostasiatixhe Zeitxhrift, 1924, p. 51 ; The Indian Origin of the B&
Image.
JAOS, 1926, pp. 165-70; The Origin of the Buddha Image, AB, IX, No. 4. 1927; The
Elements of Buddhist Iconography, Hamard, 1935; Geschichte der Indischen und Indonesirchen Kunst, Leipzig. 1927, p. 54 sq.; 0. FISCHER, Die Kunst Indiens, China und Japan,
Berlin, 1928; S. K o ~ o wEin
, Beitrag zur Geschichte des Buddhabildes. SPAW, XXIX, 1928,
L'lnde et I'Orient
pp. 565-74; P. Mus, BarabuQur, Hanoi, 1935.11, p. 662 sq.; G. COMBAZ,
classique. Paris, 1937.1, pp. 196-203; O.C. GANWLY,The Antiquity of the Buddha Image,
OAZ, 1938, 2-3, pp. 41-59.
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image. The Mathuri Buddha, fashioned in imitation of statues of Nigas
and Yaksas, is of Indian inspiration and creation. It is possibly the
ancestor of all the images of the Blessed One, and it survived the
classical vogue represented by the Gandhiran school, without undergoing any basic alterations.
The problem is that the Mathurin sculpture, from the K u d n a period,
does not date further back into the past than about the middle of the
first century A.D., whereas the Gandhiran production began at a
considerably earlier date. Therefore it is difficult to see how the Mathur i n Buddha could have been a prototype. Again, if the Buddha image is
of Indian origin, an explanation will have to be given as to which event
caused the Mathurins to break suddenly with the Indian custom, firmly
established in the ancient school of sculpture, whereby the Buddha in his
last existence is represented only in symbolic form. The development of
Buddhist bhakti is not enough to explain such an artistic revolution,
since long after the creation of the statue of ~ i k ~ a m u nthe
i , cult of the
image was completely unknown. The Pili commentaries consider it a
grave offence to destroy a caitya, attack the Bodhi tree or damage relics,
but nowhere d o they condemn harming images. A learned Sinhalese
monk was still writing quite recently that, according to the Buddhist
concept, an image is of no importance unless it contains relics; without
them, the spiritual value of the image amounts to practically nothing98.
3. Finally, other writers decided in favour of two independent origins
483 of the Buddha image99. E. Waldschmidt believed that the GandhLan
Buddha dated from the beginnings of the Christian era, while the
Mathurin Buddha, uninfluenced by the former, appeared a century
later. He believed that the influence of the Greek Buddha was felt in
Mathuri some twenty years after the creation of the Indian type and
then disappeared, thus allowing the forming of the classical Buddhas of
the Gupta period and of later ages, all of which were based on the
Mathurin Buddha.
Nevertheless, however different the Greek and Indian types of statue
may be, their general affinities are so pronounced that they enable us to
drop the hypothesis of an independent creation; one of the two was
necessarily derived from the other. Furthermore, it is difficult to see how
the district of Mathuri, which was under the sway of the Indo-Greek
W . RAHULA,History of Buddhism in Ceylon. Colombo, 1956, p. 126.
E. WALDSCHMIDT,
Die Entwicklwtgsgeschichte des Buddhabildes in Indien. OAZ, VI.
1930, pp. 265-77; H.G. RAWLINSONand others, Indian Art, London, 1947, p. 77 sq.; ID.,
India. A Short Cultural History. 2nd ed., London, 1943, p. 101.
99
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kings until the invasion of the ~ a k a of
s Maues (ca 90-53), could have
avoided the influence of GandhHra.
The only way of setting the question and enabling everyone to come
to an agreement would be for new archaeological discoveries to come to
light. In the meanwhile, it might be thought that the idea of representing
the Buddha with human features is more likely to have germinated in
the brain of a Greek anthropomorphist than that of an Indian Buddhist
whom the ancient central Indian school of sculpture had accustomed to
aniconism. The initiative can hardly have come from the Saka-~ahlavas
who, before entering India, were completely, or almost completely,
unaware of Buddhism. It may be attAbutablc to thc Greeks who, before
them, had occupied the North West for nearly a century, and lived in
close contact with the indigenous Buddhists of GandhHra and the
Punjabloo. Nurtured on anthropomorphism, the Greeks could only
conceive gods in human form. They persuaded the locals to banish once
and for all their aniconic scruples and represent the Buddha in person.
The suggestion was all the more tempting because those advisers included in their ranks consummate artists, trained in the studios of painting
and sculpture at Antioch, Palmyra, Susa and Seleuceia. They were
expert at sketching in a few lines or carving with rapid blows of the
chisel an artistic image of the Buddha ~ i k y a m u n i so
, much more alive
484 than the obscure symbols adopted by the old school in order to suggest
the presence of the Master. The proposal was accepted, and the first
image of the Buddha was painted or sculpted by a Greek artist tinged
with Buddhism, possibly, as A. Foucher claimed, by a cross-bred artist
of half-Greek and half-Buddhist birth l o After some tentative experimentation, the Apollonian type of Buddha was definitively created.
This memorable invention which is not later than the first $aka
invasion in approximately 87 B.C., cannot be earlier than the death of
Menander in about 150 B.C., since, to judge from the Milindapaiiha,
that king, during his long conversations with the Buddhists, did not
broach the artistic problem of the Buddha image with his interlocutors.
His successor Strato, who had to cede GandhHra and the Western
Punjab to his rival Heliocles, hardly had time to extricate himself from
his military concerns. Antialcidas, of the western Greek kingdom, who
ruled in Taxila from 125 to 100, was led by political circumstances to be
more interested in Visnuism than Buddhism and had to find among his
subjects a person who was sufficiently converted to Bhlgavata ideas to
loo See the remarks by L. PETEcki, Northern India according to the Shui-Ching-Chu.
Rome. 1950, pp. 63-80.
lo' A. FOUCHER.
La Vieille Route de I'lnde. 11, p. 320.
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be accepted as ambassador to the last sungas. It was therefore among
the immediate successors of Antialcidas, particularly Archebius, the king
of Taxila, who governed Gandhira between the death of Antialcidas
(100 B.C.) and the raid by the sakas of Maues (87 B.C.), that we must
situate the fortunate initiative that endowed the sacred art with an
entirely new formula102.
The cradle of Graeco-Buddhist art should necessarily be sought in
regions where the Greeks and Buddhists were in continuous and prolonged contact. In this case, it was the districts of the North-West where the
effective presence of the Good Law is confirmed before the arrival of the
Indo-Greeks by the numerous ASokan stiipas of the archaic type, as well
as the proliferation of local legends, particularly jitakas, the acclimatization of which in the North-West possibly dates back to the first
missionaries of the Mauryan period, Madhylntika and his companions.
In fact, as we saw earlier, ancient stiipas are recorded at Jaguda,
Nagarahira, in the district of Puskarivati, in Uddiyina and in the
485 Western Punjab; jitakas have been located by the indigenous legend
throughout the territory : Nagarahira, Puskarivati, Varsapura, Shahkot, Mangalapura, Mount Ilam, Sunigrim, Gumbatai, Girlrai, the
Adinzai Valley, Rohitaka, TaksaSili, Adirljya and BhadriSva. The same
sites have provided the most interesting and authentic examples of
Graeco-Buddhist art. That is why A. Foucherlo3, relying both on the
old indications, particularly the Memoirs of Hsiian tsang, and the
results of excavations, has been able to determine with precision the
cradle of the school as well as its farthest limits : to the east Nagarahira
and Hadda, to the west Taxila, to the north the new Chitral road
through the Malakand Pass and the bridge at Chakdarra, to the south
the confluence of the Kurram and the Indus. Originally, neither KapiSa
nor Bactria were part of the movement; it was not before the second
century A.D., under Kaniska and his successors, that they fully accepted
the Good Law. With the exception of the old Pilu-sir stiipa in KapiSa,
they show no trace of ancient constructions; finally, they were never
included in the array of the old legends. It is therefore from within a
relatively restricted area, Gandhiira in the old acceptation of the term,
that the Graeco-Buddhist school was one day to radiate throughout the
whole of India and extend its ramifications as far as China, Japan, the
Malayan archipelago and Tibet. Furthermore, similarities have long
since been noticed between certain statues of the Buddha and the first
lo' For A. FOUCHER,0.1.. 11, p. 321, the very first origins of the Indo-Greek School go
back to before the year 75 B.C.
lo' La Vieille Route & I'ln&, 11. p. 308.
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representations of Christ : both robed in the himation, they are related
to the type of Greek orator or philosopher the best example of which is
the Sophocles in the Museum of Latranlo4.
It is quite unlikely that, in the beginning, the Gandhlran artist made
use of the formula they had invented on a large scale. The artistic taste
of the Greeks kept them away from idolatry and fetishism, and the
statues of their gods carved by renowned sculptors would not easily lend
themselves, on account of their very value, to reproductions in series.
The Sakas, who were less fastidious, possibly made copies of images but,
as we saw above, no specimen of a Buddha of the Scytho-Parthian
period has been attested with certainty, although future excavations still
leave us hope. However, they kept intact the type of Apollonian Buddha
486 draped in the himation which had been initiated in the Indo-Greek
period, and transmitted it to the Tukharans when the latter succeeded
them in North-West India at the beginning of the Christian era. The
K u e n a dynasts were to favour the mass production of those Buddha
images which were to multiply in statues in the round, bas-reliefs,
reliquaries and coins. The intensity of this assembly-line work soon to
lead to the decadence of the original type which, since the time of its
creation, had benefited from all the perfections of the classical technique.

THECOMMUNICATION OF THE LEGENDS'05. - The setting Up of the
Indo-Greek kingdoms on the western marches of India resulted in the
contact, across the Middle and Near East, of the Indian and Mediterranean worlds. The exchanges begun in the second century B.C. were
extended still further during the first years of the Christian era due to
the policy of peace initiated in Asia by the first Roman emperors, and
the development of communication routes, both on land and at sea.
Commercial trading went hand in hand with the exchange of ideas. The
lovely dream nurtured by ASoka of a universal Dharma acceptable to all
See A. FOUCHER,
Art greco-bouddhique du Gandhdra. 11, pp. 783-96.
Indian Buddhist folklore is assigned to voluminous collections of which these are the
main ones : Jritakatthavqnand, ed. V . FAUSLU~LL,
7 vol., London, 1877-97; tr. E.B.
COWELL,7 VOI., Cambridge, 1895-1913; partial tr. by T.W. RHYSDAVIDS,
Buddhist BirthStories, London, 1880; C. RHYS DAVIDS,Stories of the Buddha. London, 1929. Cariydpi!aka, ed. R. MORRIS.London, 1882; tr. B.C. LAW,Minor Anthologies of the Pdli
Canon, 111. London, 1938. - Divydvadina, ed. E.B. COWELLand R.A. NEIL,Cambridge,
1886; partial tr., H. ZIMMUI,Karman. ein buddhistischer Legendkranz. Munich, 1925. Mc%avartu, ed. E. SENART,
3 VOI., Paris, 1882-97; tr. J.J. JONES,
3 vol., London 1949-56. Avadrindataka, ed. J.S. SPEYER,
2 VOI., St. Petersburg, 1902-09; tr. L. F m , Paris, 1891. Jritakamdld, ed. H. KERN,Boston. 1891; tr. J.S. S P ~ RLondon,
,
1895. - F.A. SCHIEFNUI,
Tibetan Tales derived from Indian Sources, London, 1882. - E. CHAVANNES,
Cinq cents
contes et apologues extraits du Tripilaka chinois, 4 vol., Paris. 1910-34; A. FOUCHER,
Les
Vies antirieures du Bouddha, Paris, 1955.
lo'
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men proved no doubt to be utopian; the Greeks, being particularists and
sceptics, did not attempt to convince the Indians of the seriousness of
their philosophies, nor did the Indians succeed in instilling their religions
in the Mleccha-barbarians who occupied them. However, there is a
point in the realm of ideas at which Easterners and Westerners were able
to indulge, without scruples or mental reservations, in pleasant exchanges : that of fables, apologues, parables, versified tales, ballads, adventure stories, humorous yams or fairy tales. The loquacious Greeks could
not fail to amuse the Indians with their marvellous stories and, in return,
the inexhaustible Indian folklore was unlikely to leave them indifferent.
Just as in communicating vessels, the bottomless reservoir of Indian
legends mingled with the almost equally rich supply of western tales.
Hence, the creation of an immense universal narrative literature in
continual expansion, a joint work of Graeco-Roman paganism, Iranian
Mazdaism and Zoroastrianism, Syrian Judaism and Christianity, and
finally, Indian Buddhism. The stories, tales, legends and fables, undergoing a perpetual interchange of ideas, were conveyed from one end of
the world to the other and, if they ever had any local characteristics
which might betray their origin, they soon eliminated them and acquired
a universal aspect which made them to the taste and within the reach of
everybody. In the course of time, the Buddhist legend derived part of its
inspiration from this composite oral tradition and, in its biographies of
the Buddha's former lives as well as of his last existence, there are
numerous passages which recall, either closely or remotely, a Greek
legend, a story by Herodotus, an Eastern or Biblical tale, or an evangelical pericope. We will return to the subject further on, but we should
note now that the analogies are more superficial than profound; they
decrease in a new context and most frequently just disappear. The
Indians have an unequalled power of assimilation, and rethink in their
own way whatever comes to them from abroad; long ago, the Arab
historian al-Birlni stated : "Say something to a Hindu, tomorrow he
will repeat to you in Indian what you told him and you will hardly
recognize it!".
In literature, as in the artistic field, the influences of the Greek
environment are undeniable but, from the outset, difficult to discover,
since every foreign contribution was rapidly assimilated.

CHAPTER FIVE
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GENERAL
FEATURES OF THE PERIOD. - In the course of this period,
which covers roughly the years 100 B.C. to 75 A.D., were successively to
appear the Scytho-Parthians (Saka-~ahlavas)in the North-West, the
Cedis and the first Siitaviihanas respectively in Kalinga and the northern
Deccan and, finally, in Ceylon the group of the "Eleven Kings". With
regard to this period, one of the most obscure in the history of India,
details are sparse, fragmentary and often contradictory : some brief
indications scattered throughout Indian literature, particularly Jaina
texts; a few inscriptions in Briihmi or Kharosthi, doubtful in reading
and in the main refemng to unknown eras; finally, an excessive number
of coins struck by the most obscure of dynasts. Thus, the sequence and
dating of the reigns are still subject to discussion. The most recent
publications, which do not always show progress over their predecessors, frequently differ from the remarkable works devoted to the period
in question by E.J. Rapson, W.W. Tam, A. Foucher and Sir John
Marshall. It is advisable, for the sake of easy reading, to give a brief
summary of the chronological system adopted in the present chapter.
1. In the preceding chapters, we saw how North-West India had
successively to submit to the yoke of Achaemenid Persia (559-328), of
the Macedonian soldiery (327-312) and, finally, of Seleucus I (312-306),
before returning to the mother country in 305. For more than a century
(305-190), it revolved in the orbit of the Indian empire of the Mauryas.
The latter had not yet collapsed when the Greek kings of Bactria seized
the Indian districts of the North-West by force, and established on their
soil the Indo-Greek kingdoms, the last of which was to endure until
approximately the year 30 B.C.
The progressive elimination of the Yavanas did not restore freedom to
the North-West. The Greek domination was followed by that of the
h k a - ~ a h l a v a swhose appearance in India occurred in about the year
110 B.C. and continued in the North-West until approximately the year
60 A.D.
Between 174 and 129 B.C., the peoples of Central Asia, particularly
the Yiieh chich, underwent a long period of disturbance. Under their
impetus, the eastern Scythians (Saka Tigrakhudas, including the tribes
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of the Massagetae, Sacaraucae and Dahae scattered between the Caspian
and the Jaxartes), wrested Bactria from the Greek king Heliocles (140
B.C.) and, continuing their march southward, came up against the
kingdom the Arsacid Parthians (between 128 and 120 B.C.). Having
ravaged Parthia, they massively occupied the Persian province of Drangiana, on the banks of the Helmand, and so considerably reinforced
their kinsmen, the Saka Haumavarga (Amurgioi Scythians) who had
transformed the land into 'Scythian Country" (Sakasthina, Sijistin,
Seistin).
Expelled from that land by the Suren of the Parthian king Mithridates
11, the Sakas moved eastward and, by the routes of Arachosia and
Gedrosia, spread into the Sindh. That is how, in about the year 110 B.C
(a doubtful date), the former Patalene became the cradle of an IndoScythia (the ~akadvipaof the Indians, 'IvGoo~ueiaof the Greeks) from
whence the Scythians set out on the conquest of India.
Between 90 and 53 B.C., the Sakas of Maues occupied Gandhira
(PuskaAvati) and the Western Punjab (Taxila), and that thrust marked
the end of the western Greek kingdom. Simultaneously, some Scythian
satraps settled on the Upper Indus, in the region of Chukhsa, and on the
banks of the Yamuni, at Mathuri.
Some time before the year 58 B.C., Scythian Sihis overran Suristra
(Kithiiwir and Gujarit) and reached Avanti (Milwi, capital Ujjayini).
In 58 Vikramiditya, the king of Milwi and possibly vassal of a
~iitavihanafrom the Deccan, expelled them from Ujjayini, and that
victory marked the point of departure of the famous Indian era called
the "Vikrama Era".
[One hundred and thirty-five years later, in 78 A.D., the point of deparlurt. of
the $aka era, a return offensive by the Sakas was to cause the establishment in
Western and Central India of two Scythian kingdoms : 1. the kingdom'of the
Kyharlta satraps, which was to be destroyed in 124 A.D. by the SHtavHhana
king, Gautamiputra Sltakami; 2. the kingdom of the Great Satraps of Ujjayini
which was to last until the end of the fourth century A.D. when it fell to the
attacks of the Indian emperor Candragupta 111.

491

Between the years 38 to 30 B.C., the Saka Azes I conquered, to the
east of the Jhelum, the last possessions of the eastern Greek kingdom
(Sikala) and to the west, in KapiSa, gained the inheritance of the Greek
king Hermaeus.
At the beginning of the Christian era, the Arsacid Parthians, having
concluded a truce with the Romans, succeeded in imposing their authority over the Sakas in India. In approximately 19 A.D., the Pahlava
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Gondophares was named Suren of the Parthian king Artaban 111 and, in
about 25 A.D., he set out to attack Indo-Scythia and rapidly conquered
nearly all the Saka possessions. Of the kings of this period, Gondophares is the only one to emerge from the haze of numismatics and
epigraphy and find a place in the literature. The Christian and pagan
legend connects him with the apostle Saint Thomas and the Neopythagorean sage Apollonius of Tyana; these are, however, late and apocryphal traditions.
In approximately 60 A.D., at the end of the reign of Pacores, the
successor to Gondophares, North-West India fell into the hands of the
K u q n a kings from Bactria.
2. While these events were taking place in the west, the collapse,
around 40 or 30 B.C., of the Indian kingdom of the S u n g a - ~ i n v a sled
to the formation on the sub-continent of two new powers : the S i t a v ~
hanas of the northern Deccan and the Cedis of Kalinga. The first three
~ l t a v i h a n a s ,who reigned between 60 and 17 B.C., triumphed in the
battles against the Klnvas and Sakas and, around Pratisthlna, established a Deccan empire the dominion of which extended from Eastern
Mllwi to the district of Auranglbld (Hyderibld) passing through
Mahirlstra. Under their king Khiravela (28-17 B.C.), the Cedis of
Kaliriga gained some quick but ephemeral successes.
3. Between the years 20 B.C. and 75 A.D., the successors of the
famous Vattagimani who occupied the Sinhalese throne were eleven in
number. Some were notable for their cruelty (Coraniga) or their
excesses (Anuli), while others, in contrast, for their Buddhist devoutness
and their generosity (Bhitikiibhaya and Mahldithika).

Overcome by fear and stupor at the arrival of the Scythian hordes, the
Indians in general and the Buddhists in particular did not have much to
complain about. The atrocities and destructions merely marked the
492 making of contact. Having been civilized by their long stay in Parthia
and also tinged with Hellenism, the ~ a k a continued
s
in the North-West
the policy inaugurated by the Yavanas and took as their own the
established institutions and customs. Even while remaining faithful to
their Iranian beliefs, they showed favour to the Buddhists, and the
Scythian satraps of Chukhsa (Liaka Kustilaka, Pitika, A c a , Kharahostes, Manigula) as well as those in Mathurl (Rijuvula, his wife
Ayasia Kamu'ia, and his son Sodiisa) appear in the lists of benefactors of
the Community for having endowed in a princely way the establishments
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of the Sarvistividins and MahiGmghikas. As for the Pahlavas, they
were noteworthy, if not within their own borders at least outside, for
their extreme religious tolerance. It is difficult to see how Gondophares
could have entered the Christian and pagan legend on an equal footing
if he had shown sectarianism or narrow-mindedness.
Nevertheless, in order to reach those simple and superficially Hellenized minds, the Buddhist preaching had to modify its methods and
replace its long and learned siitras with more modest catechetics : short
stanzas, supposedly endowed with magical power and expressing the
quintessence of the doctrine in a striking manner, or again, alphabetical
lists which enabled the basic truths to be easily remembered. Such
somewhat childish procedures are doubtless evidence of the pliability
and ingenutiy of the propagandists, but they do not mark any special
progress in the diffusion of the doctrine. However, the latter was soon to
be explained at length and in detail to the Chinese, who were to have
access, in translation, to an enormous amount of Buddhist literature.
In another field, it was at the period with which we are concerned,
near the beginning of the Christian era - and not in the second century
B.C., as it was long believed - that the Buddhists took up the habit,
wherever the terrain permitted it and particularly in the western Ghits,
of carving for themselves caityagrha and vihira in the living rock. It is
appropriate, therefore, to examine here the first inventions of this rockcut architecture which was to continue to be practised for many more
centuries.
I. - HISTORICAL FACTS
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I . - THE $AKA-PAHLAVAS'

THE SCYTHIAN

WORLD. -

It was not Indians but barbarian hordes

On the Scythians in general, see E.H. MINNS,Scythians and Greeks, Cambridge, 1913;
Iranims and Greeks in South Russia. Oxford, 1922; Skythen und der
M. R~~TOVTZEFF.
Bosporur, I, Berlin, 1931; E. HERZFELD,
Sakas~rin,Arch. Mitt. aus Iran, IV, Berlin, 1932;
L'empire des steppes. Paris, 1939; W.M. MACGOVERN,
The Early Empires oj
R. GROIJSSET,
Central Asia, Chapel Hill, 1939. - On religion and customs, E. B E N V E N ITraditions
~,
iraniennes sur les classes sociales, JA, 1938, pp. 529-49; Les Mages dons L'Ancien Iran
(Publ. de la Sociitk des ktudes iraniennes, IS), Paris, 1938; J. PRZYLUSKI.
Nouveaux aspects
de I'hbtoire des Scythes, RUB, 1937, No. 3-4, pp. 1-30 (proposing that the Siikya~were
Scythians); Les Mages el les Medes RHR. CXXII. 1940, pp. 85-101; Le culte & I'P~endard
chez les Scythes et aims I'ln&. Zalmoxis, 1, 1938, pp. 13-19.
On the Parthians. Cambridge Ancienr HiFtory. X I , Ch. 3 , by M. R o m m ; X, Ch. 14,
by W.W. TARN(with bibliography); N.C. DEBEVOE, A Poli~icalHislory of Parrhia,
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originating from Central Asia who put an end to the Greek occupation
494 of North-West India. Among those peoples who appeared in the course
of the second century B.C., the foremost place must be accorded to the
Yiieh chih and the Sakas.
Although the former, from the ethnographical point of view, have still
not been properly identified, the latter, of Indo-European tongue and
Iranian race, were known to history from the eighth century before the
Christian era. Herodotus devotes a long account to them in his Histories
(IV, 1-144). They were called Scythians by the Greeks, Sakas by the
Iranians and ~ a k a by
s the Indians and these last associated them closely
with the Pahlavas (Parthians).
The Scythians, being inveterate nomads, were dispersed into various
tribes, each having its own king and subordinate chiefs. The latter were
buried in wide graves (kurgan) with their horses and servants. The
Scythian armies consisted of mounted archers, trained in the "scorched
earth" tactic. They did not cultivate the soil but merely exploited the
harvests of the sedentary populations who were exposed to their raids.
In the region of the Black Sea, they sold the surplus to the Greeks of
Pontus, and in exchange acquired pottery and metal utensils. Scythian
tombs have yielded a profusion of ornaments made of gold (extracted
from the Ural mines) which display a marked preference for animal
motifs with representations of hunting scenes of excellent craftmanship.
The inscription by Darius at NaqS-i-Rustam (KENT,
p. 137), records
three groups of Sakas :
Chicago, 1939; C. HUMT and L. DELAPORIX,
L'lran Antique, Paris, 1943, pp. 319-40;
R. GHIWIMAN,L'lran des origines d I'lslm, Paris, 1951, pp. 216-58.
On the Scytho-Parthian period in India, the masterly description by E. RAPSON,
Scythian
and Parthian Invuders. in Cambridxe History of India. I, pp. 563-92. ((Everythingtallies in
Rapson's system)) wrote L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,
L'lnde mcx temps des Mauryas..., p.
275. On that system, some statements or hypotheses in W.W. TARN,Greeks in Bactria and
Indirr. 2nd cd., Cambridge. 1951, Ch. VII and VIII; A. FOUCHER,
La vieille route & I'lnde.
11, Paris, 1947, pp. 220-2; Sir John MARSHALL,
Taxila, 1, 1951, pp. 44-66.
More recent works tend to avoid Rapson's chronological system : J.E.VAN LOHUIZEN-DE
LEEIJW, The nScyrhianw Period. Leiden, 1949, dates the h k a s of Ujjayini and MathurP
back to the beginning of the last century B.C., and has the Indo-Parthians reign in the
second half of the same century (Maues between 60 and 50, Azes between 50 and 30;
The Sakas in India
Gondophernes between 30 and 15 B.C.). - S. CHAITOPADHYAYA,
(ViSvabhPrati Annals, VII), Sandniketan, 1955, situates the accession of Maues in approximately 32 B.C., and has him reign until 20 A.D. - In the History and Culture ojthe Indian
People, 11, The Age of Imperial Unity, Bombay, 1951, p. 127, D.C. SIRCAR
proposes the
following dates : Maues, ca 20 B.C.-22 A.C.; Azes I, ca 5 B.C.-30 A.D.; Azilises, ca 28-40
A.D.; Azes 11, ca 35-79 A.D.
On the language of the h k a s and PahJavas, see below.
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a. The Saka Tigrakhauda "weavers of pointed helmets", including the
powerful tribes of the Massagetae, Sacaraucae and Dahae, who were
scattered over the territory which extended from the Caspian Sea to the
Jaxartes. These are the Z a ~ a Scythians
t
mentioned by Herodotus (VII,
64) and who served in the army of Xerxes with their neighbours, the
Bactrians. "They had on their heads", says the historian, "caps ending
in a point and which were straight and stiff' (nopi pBv rijol ~ccpahjol
~ u p $ a o i atq~ 666 hlrqyp~vaqbpeaq o i ~ o vnolrqyuiaq).
b. The Saka Hawnavarga, who are the Z a ~ a 'Apupyiot
l
of Herodotus (VII, 64). In all likelihood they occupied, in the Persian province of
Drangilna, the Helmand valley, a region which was subsequently to be
designated by the name of "Saka Country" (Sakasthina, Sijistln,
Seistin).
c. The Saka Paradraya or "Scythians from overseas", inhabitants of
the Russian steppes to the north of the Black Sea.
In the seventh century B.C., these last travelled through the territories
situated between the Carpathians and the Don and including to the east
the arid steppes between the Don and the Dnieper, to the west the fertile
plains of the "Country of black earth". Between 650 and 620 B.C., a
group of Scythian invaders conquered Upper Mesopotamia and Syria,
while another wave advanced along the Carpathians as far as the
Middle Danube. However, most of the Scythian forces remained in
southern Russia. It was there that, in about 512, they triumphantly
repulsed an invasion by the Persian king Darius and that, in 325, they
destroyed the expeditionary force of Alexander's general Zopyrion.
However, after the year 300, they were driven from the Balkans and
Central Europe by the Celts and, during the ensuing centuries, were
replaced in Southern Russia by the Sarmatians. A few Scythians found
refuge in the Crimea and Romania (Dobruja) but, under the Roman
empire, the Scythians of Europe no longer played any political role.
The history of the Scythians of Asia was just as eventful. Under the
impulse of other peoples of Central Asia, the Sakas of the Jaxartes and
the Caspian invaded the Parthian empire during the second century B.C.
Repelled by Mithridates I1 the Great, some of them went to reinforce
the Sakas of SeistHn, without, however, being able to hold their ground
for long among them. Repulsed eastwards, the invaders crossed Baluchistin and went on to occupy the lower Sindh (Abiria and Patalene of
the Greeks), which was then given the name of Sakadvipa. It was from
this base that they set out in the first century B.C. to conquer NorthWest India : a first wave, proceeding up the Indus, extended its march as
far Western Punjab and Taxila; a second, travelling in a south-easterly
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direction, successively occupied Kacchl (Kutch), Surlstra (Kathiiiwlr
and Gujariit) and the coastral region as far as the port of Baruckaccha
(Broach); from there, crossing the NarmadP, it reached Ujjayini, the
capital of Avanti.
The paragraphs which follow will deal in turn with the movements of
the Yiieh chih and the ~ a k a sin Central Asia, the invasion of the
Parthian empire and, finally, the conquest of India.
4%

THE-H CHIH AND l X E SAKAS IN CENTRAL ASIA (174-129 B.C.). - We
owe most of the information with regard to this movement of peoples to
the Chinese histories: Chapters 110 and 123 of thc Shih chi or Historical
Memoirs of Ssfi ma Ch'ien (died in about the year 80 B.C.); Chapters
61 and 96 of the Ch'ien Hun shu or History of the Former Hun, written
by Pan Ku (died in 92 or 91 A.D.) and completed by Pan Chao (died
after 102)*.
At the beginning of the second century, the Yiieh chich were living
"between Tun huang and the Ch'i lien shan", in Western Kansu, where
later the Greek geographer Ptolemy (VI, 16) was to note the existence of
the people of the Thaguroi, a Mount Thaguron and a town Thogara.
They were nomads, moving here and there with their flocks; they had
the same customs as the Hsiung nu of Eastern Mongolia; their archers
amounted to ten or twenty myriads. To begin with, they were strong and
unbothered by the Hsiung nu. However, when Mao tun (209-174 B.C.)
became king, he attacked and defeated the Yueh chih. His successor, the
Chen-yu Lao-chang of the Hsiung nu (174-160 B.C.) even killed the king
of the Yueh chih and made his skull into a drinking-cup. A small group
of Yiieh chich separated from the main body and reached the mountains
of North-East Tibet, the Richthofen Range, where they were henceforth
to be known to the Chinese Annals by the name of Hsiao Yueh chih
"Little Yueh chih". The larger mass, which emigrated westwards, was
finally to reach Bactria : they were called the Ta Yueh chih "Great Yueh
chih".
During their first campaign (ca 172-161 B.C.), the Ta Yueh chih,
marching eastwards, reached the region of Issik-kiil, between Ili and
Ferghina. They seized the land of the Wu sun and killed their king Nan
These sources arc studied in A. WYLIE,Notes on the Western Regions. Journal of the
Anthropological Institute, X, 1881, p. 20 (tr. of Ch. % (1) and 61 (1-6) of the Ch'ien han
shu); XI, 1881 (tr. of Ch. % (2) of the Ch'ien han shu); P. PELLIOT,
Tokharien er Kourcheen.
JA. 1934. pp. 23-106; HANEDA
T ~ R U .A propos &s To Yue-rche er &s Kouei-chouang, Bull.
L'orienralisrne er les
de la maison Franco-Japonaise, IV, 1933, pp. 1-28; R. GROUSSET,
iru&s hisroriques, Revue historique, Bulletin Critique, CLXXXI, fasc. I, Jan.-Mar. 1937.
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tou mi. Then, still continuing west, they repulsed the Sai (Sakas) : the
Sai wang aka king), fleeing southwards, took possession of Chi pin.
Meanwhile, the son of the Wu sun king Nan tou mi, having been an
orphan from the cradle, was miraculously fed by a she-wolf and a crow
and was given hospitality by the king of the Hsiung nu. When that
prince, who was named Kun mo, grew up, he attacked and defeated the
Yueh chih.
497
During a second campaign which took place between 133 and 129,
"the Yiieh chih fled far away and entered Ta yuan (Ferghina); to the
west, they defeated the Ta hsia (inhabitants of Bactria) and subdued
them. They then set up their headquarters to the north of the river Wei
(Oxus)" (Shih-chi, Ch. 123). The Ch'ien Hun shu adds that the king of
the country of the Ta Yueh chih held his seat of government in Chien
chih ch'gng (perhaps Marakanda or Samarkand) and that the Ta hsia
(Bactrians) submitted without resisting : "At the outset, the Ta hsia had
no great leaders. In the towns and hamlets, they often established minor
chiefs. They were a weak people and fearful of war. That is why, when
the Yueh chih came, they all submitted; they all received the Chinese
envoys" (Ch'ien Hun shu, Ch. 96 a). The subjection of Bactria was an
accomplished fact, in 128, by the time of the journey of the Chinese
envoy Chang Ch'ien in the western regions.
By that date, several years had already passed since the Greeks of the
eastern kingdom had evacuated Bactria; in about 140, Heliocles, exhausted by his Indian campaigns, had withdrawn south of the Hindiikush, leaving the indigenous Bactrians undefended against incursions
from the North. The classical historians allude to them briefly : "The
best known of the nomad tribes which seized Bactria from the Greeks
are the Asioi, the Pasianoi, the Tokharoi (the Yueh chih of the Chinese
Annals) and the Sakarauloi (a aka tribe)3, all peoples who had come
from the regions situated on the other side of the Jaxartes, i.e. the bank
which faces the [present] possessions of the Sakai and Sogdiana and
which was then occupied by the Sakai themselves" (Strabo, XI, 8, 2).
Pompeius Trogus in turn says that "the Saraucae and the Asiani,
Scythian peoples, seized Bactra and Sogdiana" (Justin, Prologue XLI,
ed. CHAMBRY,
11, p. 306).
By comparing these statements, we can assume that Bactria was
wrested from the Greeks in about 140 by various nomad tribes including
3 The identification of these various peoples has been much debated. See the bibliography on the subject and a constructive critique in H.W. BAILEY,Recent Work in
~Tokharianw,Transactions of the Philological Society. 1947, pp. 126-53.
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the Sakas, before passing, in approximately 129, into the hands of the
Ta Yiieh chih or Tokharoi.
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THE INVASION OF PARTHIABY THE SAKAS (128-110 B.C.). - In the
reign of Mithridates I (171-138), Parthia had become a powerful empire.
Between the years 160 and 145, Mithridates had seized two satraps from
the Bactrian king Eucratides, conquered Media, penetrated as far as
Mesopotamia and established his capital in Seleuceia. Summoned to
their aid by the Greeks of the region, the Seleucid Demetrius I1 Nicator
was vanquished and captured (140-139) by him.
Mithridates I was succeeded by Phraates I1 (137-128). The new king
had to face an attempt by the Seleucid Antiochus VII Sidetes (138-129)
who intended to free his brother Demetrius 11 and reconquer the lost
provinces. The beginnings of the campaign were disastrous for the
Parthians. Antiochus VII entered Mesopotamia, gained three successive
victories and reached Ecbatana. Phraates I1 was forced to negotiate
(129) : he freed Demetrius I1 whom he had held captive for ten years,
evacuated all the conquered provinces with the exception of Parthyene
and agreed to pay tribute. However, the negligence of the Greeks
reduced their successes to nothing. The demands of the Greek soldiery
quartered in Media disgusted the population; the discontent was exploited by Parthian agents and an uprising broke out; the rout of Antiochus
was total, he himself was killed and part of his army was incorporated
into the Parthian troops.
Determined to exploit his victory, Phraates I1 resolved to make war against
Syria, but the movements of the Scythians recalled him to the defence of his
frontiers. "The Scythians had, with a promise of reward, called for the help of
the Parthians against Antiochus WIr], the king of Syria; however, having amved
when the war was over, they saw themselves frustrated of any reward under the
pretext that they had come too late. Annoyed at having made a long journey for
nothing, they asked to be compensated for their weariness or else to be used
against another enemy. Angered by the scornful answer they were given, they set
out to ravage the Parthian territory ... Phraates took to war with him a body of
Greeks who had been taken prisoner in Antiochus' war, whom he treated with
haughtiness and cruelty, without considering that captivity had not softened
their hostile feelings and that rebellious grievances had exasperated them even
further. Hence, seeing the Parthian army yielding, they entered the enemy ranks
and avenged themselves for their captivity, as they had long wanted to do, with
a bloody massacre of the Parthian army and of King Phraates himself' (Justin,
XLII, 1, 2-5).

Phraates I1 was succeeded by his paternal uncle Artaban I1 (128-123).
Having waged war on the Tocharians, he was wounded in the arm and
died immediately (Justin, XLII, 2, 2).
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There is every reason to suppose that, in about 130, the Scythians or
~ a k a sconquered a large part of the Parthian empire. According to
Herzfeld4, they founded the Scythian dynasty of Adiabene to the east of
the Tigris and possibly Caracene (Muhammarah) on the Persian Gulf.
According to Ghirshman5, the invaders spread in two directions : some
thrust directly west through Merv, Hecatompylos, Ecbatana, while
others turned southwards by descending from Merv to Herat, towards
the rich province of Seistin. Justin (XLII, 2, 1) merely says that after
having ravaged Parthia, the Scythians, satisfied with their victory,
returned to their own country (in patriam reverfuntur). However, we
know from the information supplied above that this country was not
only that of the Saka Tigrakhauda of the Caspian and the Jaxartes, but
also of the Saka Haumavarga or 'Apupyiot of SeistBn. In this last
province, the Scythians were very numerous; it is believed that Mithridates I had, some twenty-five years earlier, established his aka mercenaries there and that that date - 155 B.C. - was the point of departure
of an early Saka era used by certain Indian inscriptions in Kharosfhi.
However it may be, it was the son and successor of Artaban,
Mithridates I1 (123-88) who had to re-establish the situation : "His
exploits earned him the epithet of Great; he waged some successful
battles against the Scythians, and avenged the outrage done to his
parents" (Justin, XLII, 2, 3 and 5). His vassal the Suren, who belonged
to one of the seven great Parthian families, waged a continuing battle
with the Sakas, expelled them from Parthia and Seistin and received as
a reward a personal fief, SeistBn, the capital of which was to be found at
Alexandria-Prophthasia.
. Expelled in about the year 120 from their second country, the Sakas,
retracing in the opposite direction the route previously taken by Craterus, Alexander's general, followed the left bank of the Helmand, entered
Arachosia and, through the passes of Bolan and Mulla, reached the
districts of the Middle Indus (the Abiria of the Periplus, 41, and of
Ptolemy, VII, 1 55) and the Lower Indus (the Patalene of Strabo, XV, I,
13, of Ptolemy, VII, 1, 55 etc.). The region of the Sindh, the conquest of
which was completed in about 110 B.C., became the base of operations
for the Scythians, from where they were to conquer North-West India.
When several decades later, in about 62 B.C., they added to it the Kutch
peninsula and KlthiiwBr, it rightly received the name of Indo-Scythia :
"As for the entire region along the remaining part of the Indus, it bore
E. HERZFELD,
Iran in the Ancient E a t . London and New York, 1941, p. 191.
R. GHIRSHMAN,
L'lran &s origines a I'lslam. Paris, 1951, p. 221.
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the generic name of Indo-Scythia; the portion which is parallel with the
mouths is Patalene; that which is above, Abiria; that which surrounds
the mouths of the Indus and the Kanthian gulf is Syrastrene" (Ptolemy,
VII, 1, 55).
THE.CONQUEST
OF INDIABY THE SAKAS AND PAHLAVAS
(90 B.C.-50
A.D.). - For a century and a half, the North-West was in the hands of
Saka invaders, who acted at times on their own behalf, at others in the
name of the central Parthian power which ended in frustrating them of
the fruit of their conquests. The Indians who, in their lists of tribes,
closely associate the Saka-~ahlavaswith the Yavanas, envelop them
with equal contempt : the Manusmrti (X, 43-4) considers them as races
who gradually fell to the rank of Siidras "through omission of the rites
and non-frequentation of the brahmins".
MAUES(90-53 B.C.). - The first Scythian conqueror was named
Maues or Mauakes in Greek, Moa or Moga in Sanskrit, Mu k'ua in
Chinese. Some Kharosthi inscriptions from Miinsherii, district of HazGra
( K o ~ o w p.
, 20), Fatehjang in the district of Attock (Id., p. 22) and
Taxila (Id., pp. 28-9) and dated, the first two in the year 68, the third in
the year 78 of the former Saka era which began in approximately 155
B.C.6, prove that before the years 87 and 77 B.C., "in the reign of the
Great King, the Great Moga", the Sakas had taken possession of the
Western Punjab and Taxila. We are therefore justified in thinking that in
about 90 B.C. a Saka horde, led by Maues, went up the Indus on both
banks and seized the Greek kingdom of Taxila from King Archebius(?).
The coinage of the period confirms such a conquest, since Maues, who
was still content with the title of BAZIAEQZ MATOY: struck coins of
501 the "Elephant Head : Cadeceus" and "Apollo : Tripod" types initiated
at Taxila, the former by Demetrius, the latter by Apollodotus I.
In 88, the king of the Parthians, Mithridates I1 the Great died and his
official title of "King of Kings" fell into disuse until the year 57, then to
be taken up again by Orodes I. Severing the last links which still
attached him to the Arsacids, Maues took advantage of the situation to
arrogate it himself. Henceforth he was to call himself, on his bilingual
As may well be believed, the point of departure of this old h k a era is much debated :
155 B.C. (Tarn), 150 B.C. (Rapson); 129 B.C. (van Lohuizen de Leeuw); 123 B.C. (M.N.
Saka). For S. Konow, seven different eras were in use during the first centuries before and
after Christ : two Parthian eras, the ancient and the new; the Vikrama era (58 B.C.), the era
of Azes, the era beginning in 50 A.D., the $aka era and the era of Kaniska. See a
description and discussion of the question in V A N LOHUIZEN,The rscyrhian~Period, pp. 172.
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coins, BAXIAERC BAXIAERN MErAAOT MATOT Rajatirajasa mahatma Moasa, and on the Kharosfhi inscription at Taxila, Maharayasa
mahamtasa Mogasa ( K o ~ o w ,p. 28). Some of these coins, of the
Poseidon with trident type, possibly commemorate a naval victory on
the Indus or the Jhelum.
The conquests of Maues to the west were very extensive; coins of the
"Elephant : Indian Buffalo" and "Goddess of Puskariivati : Indian
Buffalo" types prove that he ruled, not only at Taxila, but also at
Puskariivati in Gandhiira. Coins of the Kapiii "Enthroned Zeus" type
copied from Eucratides and Antialcidas, also lead us to believe that he
extended his domination over Kapik; notwithstanding, on his death
which occurred in about 53 B.C., it was not a Saka but a Greek,
Amyntas, who ruled over the Paropamisadae.
Maues governed part of the possessions through the intermediary of
satraps. The region of Chukhsa on the Upper Indus, including the
eastern valley of Peshiiwiir, and the present-day districts of Hazira,
Attock and Miiinwiili, obeyed the orders of the kytrapa Liaka KusGlaka
whose name appears on the copper plate of Taxila ( K o ~ o w ,p. 28)
which probably dates from the year 78 B.C., as well as on coins of the
"Pilei of the Dioscuri" type with the Greek legend AIAKO KOZOTAO.
This satrap, as well as his son Piitika, belonged to the Scythian family of
the Ksaharltas whose members reigned over Suriistra and Avanti.
It is doubtful whether Maues' empire extended east of the Jhelum.
Nevertheless, during his time, Saka satraps ruled in Mathurii where they
struck coins. The latter, copied from the Indian princes whom they had
supplanted, bore the goddess Laksmi on the obverse and a horse on the
reverse; these khatapas or mahakhatapas who followed each other
between 87 and 38 B.C. were named Sivaghoy, Sivadatta, Hagiimasa
and Haglna.
In his capacity of King of Kings (siihcinu sih~]and suzerain (siimantiidhipati), Maues had under his orders a quantity of vassals (simanta),
bearing the title of kings (scihi) but in fact merely tribal chiefs. Towards
the end of his reign, at all events shortly before the year 58 B.C.
(beginning of the Vikrama era), a slhi defection resulted in the extension
of Scythian power in Western and Central India at a time when the
Kiinva empire, already displaying signs of weakness, was about to
collapse under the impact of internal dissensions and Andhran arms.
A Jaina work of unknown date, the Kilakicdryakathhaka7, reports the
events as follows :

' Ed. H. JACOBI, ZDMG, XXXIV, 1880, p. 247 sq.
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The Jaina master Kllaka, whose sister had been abducted by Gardabhilla, the
king of Ujjayini [in the service of the Andhras?], went to the klla of the
Sagakllas [klla of the ~ a k a ssituated
,
in the Sindh]. There, the vassals (srSmanta)
were called SHhis "kings" and their supreme chief (simantdhivai) SHhHnu sHhi
"King of Kings". Kilaka stayed with one of those Slhis, and when that chief,
with ninety-five other Slhis, fell into disgrace with the "King of Kings"
[Maues?], KHlaka invited him to accompany him to Hindugades [Hindukadeki,
the Indian sub-continent]. They crossed the Indus (utmrika S i n d h q ) , went in
a
made their way to Surattha [Surepa, presentboats ( s m d r u h i ~j&avattesu),
day KHthiHwHr and GujarHt] and divided the country between them.
When autumn arrived, the master [KHlaka] took him to Ujjayini, where
Gardabhilla was made prisoner. A SHhi was established as King of Kings
(rdydhirdya = rdjdtirdja), and in that manner the dynasty of the $aka kings was
founded.
Some time afterwards, Vikramiditya, the king of MHlavi [and doubtless a
vassal of the ~Htavihanasof the Deccan] overthrew that h k a dynasty and
established his own era [the Vikrama era which began in 58 B.C.]. However, that
dynasty was also overthrown by another $aka king who founded his own era
when 135 years of the Vikrama era had already passed [the $aka era beginning
in 78 A.D.].

It ensues from this passage that, shortly before the year 58 B.C., some
Scythian sihis, breaking away from the King of Kings of the Sindh,
scattered in Aparinta and Avanti and that Ujjayini, the capital, was
governed for some time by a new King of Kings, independently of the
Sindh. Expelled from Ujjayini in 58 by the Indian king Vikrama, the
Sakas nevertheless remained on the western coast, in Surisfra and the
503 ports of Bharukaccha and h r p i r a k a where their presence is recorded,
in the first century of the Christian era, by the author of the Periplus
(4 41). One hundred and thirty-five years later, a Saka king reconquered
even Avanti and placed his capital in Ujjayini. This victory which
occurred in 78 A.D., the point of departure of the new Saka era, marked
the beginnings of two separate Saka kingdoms : that of the K y h a r i t a
satrap kings occupying Suristra and Aparinta, and that of the great
satraps of Ujjayini established in Avanti. Both, we believe, adopted the
new Saka era in the year 78 A.D. and, if this calculation is correct, the
first kingdom was overthrown in the year 124 A.D. by the Sitavihana
king Gautamiputra Sri ~ i t a k a r n iwhile
,
the satraps of Ujjayini remained
in power until approximately the year 390 A.D., a date at which their
possessions were added to the crown of the Indian emperor Candragupta 11.
In any case, at the beginning of the second half of the last century of
the ancient era, the Sakas held a considerable portion of Indian territory :
1. The possessions of Maues extended over Arachosia, the Sindh,
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Gandhira and the Western Punjab. In these last two provinces, his states
were wedged between the last representatives of the eastern and western
Greek kingdoms. The second of these, reduced to the territory of the
Paropamisadae or KapiSa, was governed, towards the end of Maues'
reign, by a certain Amyntas who is believed to be Greek. Probably
supported by the Yiieh chih princes who then occupied Bactria as far as
the northern slopes of the Hindiikush, this Amyntas had seized KapiSa
or had proclaimed his independence there; he struck coins of the
"Enthroned Zeus" type with the legend in Kharosthi. He is believed to
have ruled from 54 to 49 B.C., and was succeeded by Hermaeus.
2. The region of Chukhsa on the Upper Indus was under the
command of the KsahaAta Liaka Kusilaka, a vassal of Maues.
3. Saka satraps governed the region of Mathuri in their own names.
4. Finally, some Scythian SBhis, who had evaded the authority of
Maues, had crossed the Indus and reached the western coast of SurBstra
by sea. From there they had gone on to Avanti and, for a time, occupied
Ujjayini from where King Vikrama expelled them.
An indication of Scythian power at that period is the fact that,
504 according to Pseudo-Lucian (Macrobii, 15), the Sakaraukoi were able to
impose on the Parthians a king of their own choice, Sinatruces (77-lo),
the brother of Phraates I1 or son of Arsaces Dikaius, who had lived
among them for a long time. However, the division and rivalries of the
Saka princes, recorded by the Greek historians, was to cause their
downfall.
S u c c ~ s s o OF
~ s MAUES.- Historians have given various opinions on
the order of succession of the $aka or Pahlava princes who followed
Maues, but the coinage of Arachosia enabled Tarn and Marshall to
establish this classification :
Some silver coins copied from Heliocles but of a special type, representing the prince on horseback on the obverse and, on the reverse, an
effigy of Zeus standing, full-face, bearded and with head bent, were
struck successively in Arachosia by :
a. Vonones and his legate ~ ~ a l a h o r given
e s the purely honorific title
of "brother of the Great King" : on the obverse, the Greek legend
BAZIAERZ BAZIAERN METAAOT ONRNOT; on the reverse, the
Kharosthi legend, Mahcirajabhrata dhramikasa ~~alahorasa.
b. Vonones and Spalagadames.
c. Spalirises alone.
e s Azes I.
d. ~ ~ a l i r i s and
e. Azes I alone.
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Some bronze coins, also struck in Arachosia, can be classed in two
groups. The first represents on the obverse Heracles full face crowning
himself with his right hand and holding in his left a club and a lion-skin;
on the reverse, Athena standing to the left, with a shield and sword.
They were struck by :
a. Vonones and pala ah ores : on the obverse, the Greek legend
BACIAEQX BACIAERN MErAAOT ONRNOT; on the reverse the
Kharosthi legend, Mahariijabhrata dhramikasa ~ ~ a l a h o r a s a .
b. Vonones and Spalagadames.
The second group represents on the obverse the king on horseback in
a stippled square; on the reverse, Heracles, naked and with a diadem.
seated on a rock, a club on his lap. These coins were successively struck
by :
a. Spalyris (= ~ ~ a l a h o r e sand
? ) Spalagadames : on the obverse, the
Greek legend CIIAATPIOZ AIKAIOT AAEAQOT TOT BAXIAERC;
on the reverse, the Kharosthi legend, ~palahora pufrasa dhramiasa
~pala~adamasa.
b. AzesI.
c. Azilises.
This sequence led Tam and Marshalls to reconstruct the succession of
Maues in the following order : 1. Vonones and his legates Spalahores
(or Spalyris) and Spalagadames, 2. Spalirises, 3. Azes I, 4. Azilises, 5.
Azes 11.
VONONES(53-40 B.C.). - The imperial title of King of Kings which
became vacant on the death of Maues was assumed in about 53 by the
Parthian Vonones, the Suren of Eastern Iran. In Arachosia, his suzerainty was recognized by Spalahores or Spalyris, "Brother of the Great
King", and his son spalagadames. Coins of both dynasts having been
found in the Scythian layers at Sirkap, we may assume that they also
functioned in Taxila as legates of Vonones. They perhaps came into
conflict with Amyntas, the Greek king of KapiSa. However, on the death
of the latter in approximately 49, Parthian domination over the Western
Punjab was temporarily interrupted. Again it was a Greek, Hermaeus
(49-38 B.C.), who succeeded Amyntas in Kapiia where he struck coins
of the "Bust of the king : Enthroned Zeus" 'type with the legends
BAXIAERC D2THPOC EPMAIOT, Mahiirajasa trariirasa Heramayma.
The same prince wasted no time in seizing GandhHra and the Western
Punjab where his coins are found in quite large numbers : on the
obverse they bear the bust of the king to the right with a Greek legend
Greeks in Bacfria. p. 347; Taxila, I, pp. 49-50.
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erased; on the reverse, winged Nike holding a garland in her right hand
and a palm in her left, with the Kharosthi legend Maharajasa Heramayasa 9.
After the decease of Spalagadames which occurred in about 49, the
e s his legate and "brother". On a
Suren Vonones established ~ ~ a l i r i s as
silver coin of the "Standing Zeus" type, Spalirises does in fact bear the
title of brother of the king. However, it was not long before he gained
so6 his independence and took to himself the title of "Great King" in
conjunction with his son Azes I, then after the death of Vonones, that of
"Great King of Kings" :
(45-38 B.C.). - The copper coins on which pali irises
appears with his imperial title of BACIAERN BACIAERC METAAOT
CllAAIPICOT, Maharajasa mahaptakasa ~ ~ a l i r i hare
a of the "Enthroned Zeus" type characteristic of the town of KlpiSi. All the same, it
is doubtful whether that prince really seized Kapiia, since the Paropamisadae seem to have remained in the hands of the Greeks until the death
of Hermaeus in about the year 30. It is probable that the KapiSi of
Vonones was merely intended to assert in theory the rights of Parthia
over the region of the Paropamisadae.
At the time of Vonones, the more or less independent $aka satraps
continued to govern certain territories in the North-West : Hagimasa
and Haglna in Mathurii; Pltika in Chukhsa. Pltika, of the KsaharZta
family, was the son of Liaka Kusiilaka, the vassal of Maues. The copper
plate at Taxila ( K o ~ o w ,p. 28) informs us that, during his father's
lifetime, he re-established to the north of Taxila a "dislodged" relic of
the Bhagavat ~ i i k ~ a m u as
n i well as a monastery, thus earning him the
Buddhist title of "Great Benefactor" (rnah3diinapnrQ.The inscription on
the Lion Capital of Mathuri ( K o ~ o w p.
, 48) shows that he succeeded
his father with the title of M a h i k ~ t r a p aand that he doubtless had the
ksatrapa Mevaki Miyika as a colleague and neighbour.
SPALIRISES

AZESI (38-10 B.C.). - Azes I, the son of Spalirises, was the most
powerful Saka dynast after Maues. During his father's lifetime, in about
45, he already bore the title of Great King. Having mounted the throne
Rightly or wrongly, Hermaeus has been identified with the Yin mo fu of the Chinese
sources, that king of Chi pin who contended with the emperor of China Yiian ti (48-33
B.C.). These events are narrated in the Ch'ien Hon Shu, Ch. 960 (cf. A. WYLE, Journal of
the Anthropologi&l Institute, X, 1881, p. 33 sq.; 0. FRANKE,Beirrige our chinesischen
Quellen f i r Kennrnis &r TCrkv61ker und Skyrhen Zenrrolmiens. Abhandl. d . preuss. Akad.
zu Berlin, 1904, No. I , p. 63 sq.). For interpretations, see S. K o ~ o wKhoros!hilnscriprions,
,
pp. XXIII-XXV; W .W. TARN,Greeks in h c l r i o , p. 340; J. MARSHALL,
Toxilo, I, pp. 48-9.
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in approximately the year 38, he inherited the imperial title, as is proved
by Arachosian coins of the "King on horseback : Standing Zeus" type,
with the legends BACIAESE BAZIAERN METAAOT AZOT, Maharajasa rajarajasa mahatasa Ayasa. It is not without astonishment that we
see all the great figures of the Greek pantheon appearing on the coins of
the Saka king : Zeus, Poseidon, Pallas, Hermes, Hephaestus, the winged
Nike and Demeter with the horn of plenty. His conquests were considerable :
a. From Hermaeus he retook Gandhlra (mkariivati) and the Western
Punjab (Taxila). This is proved by the fact that he struck coins of the
"City of Puskallvati : Indian Ox" and "Elephant : Indian Buffalo"
typcs, characteristic of thosc two regions.
b. To the east of the Jhelum, he captured the Greek kingdom of the
Eastern Punjab, capital Slkala, from the last Euthydemids. Indeed, he
overstruck certain coins of Apollodotus I1 and Hippostratus and adopted the "Athena Promachos" or "Athena" type which characterized the
Euthydemid house.
c. Again, in all probability, he annexed Kapiia on the death of
Hermaeus which took place in the year 30, since he himself, as well as
his successor Azilises, struck local coins of the "Zeus Nikephorus,
standing with sceptre" and "Zeus Nikephorus, seated on the throne".
d. The suzerainty of Azes also extended to the region of Mathurii,
where the Indian era known as Vikrama was in use, and which began in
the year 58 B.C. Azes seems to have adopted this calculation, while
changing its name "Vikrama era" to "Era of Azes (Ayasa)". Dated in
the era of Azes are the inscription of Sivaraksita at Shahdaur ( K o ~ o w ,
p. 17) the number of which has been effaced, the copper plate at
Kllawiin (J. MARSHALL,
Taxila, I, p. 327) in the year 134 ( = 76 A.D.),
, 77) in the year 136 ( = 78
and the silver scroll of Taxila ( K o ~ o w p.
A.D.).
Azes I governed his vast possessions through intermediaries :
a. In the satrapy of Chukhsa, Kharahostes is mentioned on the Lion
, 48) as a yuvarija, the son of Arta,
Capital of Mathuri ( K o ~ o w p.
husband of Abuhola and father of Ayasi Kamuia. The latter was to
marry Rajula or Riijuvula, the satrap of Mathuri. Kharahostes, who
doubtless succeeded Piitika as satrap of Chukhsa, struck coins representing on the obverse the king on horseback, with a pointed lance, and the
Greek legend XAPAHRCTEI CATPAIIEI APTAOT, and on the reverse a lion to the right with the Kharosthi legend Chatrapasa pra
Kharaostasa Artasa putrasa.
b. Rljuvula, known both from inscriptions and coins, was the most
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powerful satrap of the period. His many coins fall into at least four
classes l o : I. Silver coins bearing on the obverse the bust of the king to
the right with the Greek legend (much effaced and incorrect) BACIAEI
BACIAERC CRTHPOC PAZT; on the reverse, Athena Promachos
carrying the aegis in her left hand and throwing a thunderbolt with her
right; Kharosthi legend : Apratihatacakrasa chatrapasa Rajuvulasa. It
should be noted that the Athena Promachos type had been instituted in
the Eastern Punjab (Slkala) by Menander and widely used by the whole
Euthydemid lineage. - 2. Some lead coins struck in Mathurl and
representing on the obverse the goddess Laksmi between two symbols
with the Brlhmi legend Mahcikhatapasa Rijuvulasa. - 3. Some lead
coins bearing on the obverse a standing lion to the right and an erased
Greek legend; on the reverse, Heracles (?) full-face, his arm extended,
with the Kharosthi legend sa Rajalasa aprati. According to Marshall,
this type was initiated by Maues in Taxila. - 4. Copper coins of the
"King on horseback : Zeus Nikephoros" type with, on the reverse, the
Kharosthi legend Chatrapa ... Rajuvula.
On the Lion Capital of Mathurl ( K o ~ o w p.
, 48) and the Brlhmi
inscription of Mora (L~~DERs,
14), Rajula, or again Riijiivula, bears the
title of Mahlksatrapa. It is probable that after the conquest of the
Eastern Punjab (Sikala) by Azes I, Riijuvula first governed that region
with the title of "satrap". Later, his fief was enlarged in the east by the
region of Mathurl and, in the west, by that of Taxila; from then on, he
took the title of "Great Satrap". It is believed that he lived until the year
17 B.C. After his death, his possessions were shared between various
princes, including his son Sodiisa.
AZILLWS(10 B.C.-5 A.D.) and Azrs I1 (5-19 A.D.).
The great King
of Kings Azilises wielded power first under the aegis of his father Azes I,
then alone, finally in association with his son Azes 11. His very varied
coinage attests the extent of his states : silver coins of the "Standing
Zeus" type (Arachosia), copper ones of the "Standing or seated Heracles" type (Arachosia), "Goddess of the city and Zeus" (Gandhlra),
"Elephant and Indian Buffalo" (Taxila). The coin which he struck in
association with his son Azes I1 is of copper. The obverse represents
Heracles, with the club and lion-skin, crowning himself, and bears the
Greek legend BAZIAEiE BAZIAEilN METAAOT AZIAIEOT; the
reverse represents a standing horse to the right, with the Kharosthi
legend : Maharajasa rajatirajasa mahatasa Ayasa.
l o Cf. J . ALLAN,
Catalogue of the Coinsof Ancient India, London, 1936, pp. 185-9, to be
completed by J . MARSHALL,
Taxila, I, p. 54; 11, pp. 812-13.
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That Azes (11) left coins of the "King on horseback : Pallas Athena"
sos type bearing on the reverse the Kharosthi legend Indravarmaputrasa
Aipavarmasa strategasa. From this it can be concluded that Azes I1
took as his lieutenant a certain Aspavarma whose father, Indravarma,
had already served under Azilises.
As for the rest, Azilises and Azes I1 resorted to the services of
numerous vassals :
a. In the Western Punjab (Taxila), Indravarma under Azilises, Aspavarma under Azes 11. Indravarma, under the name of Imdravasa. struck
coins of the "King on Horseback : Pallas Athena" type. As for his son
Aspavarma, he can perhaps be identified with that Tiparaka whose name
appears on an inscribed ladle found in Mahal, near Taxila : "A gift from
Tiparaka to the community of the four regions at the Uttaririma of
TaksaSili, in favour of the ~ i ~ ~ a $ ~( Kaos~"o wp.
, 88).
b. In the Eastern Punjab (~ikala),Bhadrayak who, on his copper
coins of the Athena Alkis type, took the title of BAZIAETZ ZRTHP1'.
c. In the satrapy of Chuhksa, Manigula ( K o ~ o wp.
, 82), continuing
the lineage of Liaka Kusiilaka, Mtika, Arta and Kharahostes ( K o ~ o w ,
p. 48).
d. Finally in MathurZi, SodZisa, the son of RZijuvula, the great satrap
of Azes I, and who seems to have succeeded his father, but only in the
region of Mathuri, from the year 17 B.C. onwards. ~ o d a s abears the
title of Satrap then of Great Satrap on the Kharosthi and Brihmi
inscriptions at Mathuri (Lion Capital, K o ~ o wp.
, 48; panel at Kankili
p H , L ~ E R S59;
, Jail Mound panel, L ~ E R S82;
, jamb of the temple of
Visnu at Mori, EI, XXIV, 1938, p. 208). On his coins of the Laksmi
type, rediscovered in the region of Mathuri exclusively, he bears the
titles of "Satrap ~odiisa,son of the Great Satrap", "Satrap Sodiisa, son
of Riijuvula" and finally, "Great Satrap So@a".
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GONWPHARES
(19-45 A.D.). - During the final decades of the
ancient era, the Arsacids, absorbed in the skirmishes with Rome, had no
leisure to concern themselves with their eastern possessions and left the
field open to the Sakas in their Indian undertakings.
The reigns of Orodes I (57-38 B.C.) and Phraates IV (37-2 B.C.) were
marked by fierce battles against the Romans. In 53, the Suren of Orodes
vanquished the legions of the triumvir Crassus in the famous battle of
Carrhae (Harran) which cost the Romans twenty thousand dead and ten
thousand prisoners. Crassus perished in the skirmish, and the Suren
abused his corpse. The conquered man's right hand and head were cut
J. MARSHALL,
TariIa. 11, p. 813, No. 184.
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off and sent to Artaxata and the frightful trophy was cast by Sillaces at
the feet of Orodes and his son Pacorus.
In 42, the Parthians invaded Syria and Judaea but, in 38, they were
attacked in the Taurus by Antony's general, Ventidius Bassus. At
Gindarus, they suffered a serious defeat during which Pacorus met his
death. Orodes then relinquished the power and his second son, Phraates
IV, mounted the throne. He immediately had to confront a renewed
Roman attack commanded by Antony in person. Eager to avenge the
affront inflicted twenty years earlier on the Roman eagles and Crassus,
the triumvir marched on the Euphrates; however, once again the
expedition ended in defeat, followed by a disastrous retreat (36 B.C.).
The accession of Augustus and the policy of peace which the emperor
inaugurated in the East protected the Parthians against the imperial
eagles for nearly a century. Phraates IV sent an embassy to Augustus,
returned the trophies captured from Crassus and Antony and had his
four sons educated in Rome. Furthermore, the emperor having presented him with an Italian slave, Musa, he married her and elevated her to
the rank of queen. From this union was born a son, Phraataces, and in
order that he might accede to the Parthian throne, Musa had no
hesitation in poisoning the old king.
Phraataces, under the name of Phraates V (2 B.C.-4 A.D.), ruled for
some time jointly with his mother. In the end, a rebellion by the nobility
forced him to retire to Roman territory.
Brought to power by the nobility, the usurper Orodes 11 occupied the
throne for only four years (4-8 A.D.). He made himself unbearable
through his cruelty and was assassinated during a hunting party.
The Parthian nobility asked Rome for one of the four sons of
Phraates 1V to be sent to occupy the throne, and the choice fell on
Vonones I. His reign was brief (8-1 1 A.D.) since, having been educated
in the West and therefore unfamiliar with Persian customs, he soon
displeased his subjects. A rival, Artaban, prince of Media and an
S I I Arsacid through his mother, was given the power by the malcontents,
and Vonones went to Armenia where he occupied the then vacant
throne.
Artaban I11 was to rule for some thirty years ( 1 1-40 A.D.) in perfect
harmony with the Roman Empire with which, in the year 18, he
renewed the pact of friendship which had formerly been concluded by
Phraates IV.
Orthagnes, Artaban's Suren, governed Seist5n with the title of Great
King of Kings. His vassals in Arachosia were Gondophares and his
brother Guda or Gada. Copper coins exist which bear on the obverse
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the bust of Orthagnes with the Greek legend BACIAETC BACIAERN
METAC OPOATNHC, and, on the reverse, a standing Victory, with
the Kharosthi legend Maharajasa rajatirajasa mahatasa Gudapharasa
G+a.
The first vassal of the Suren, Gudaphara, was destined to a brilliant
future and his exploits nourished the legend as much as the chronicle.
He was called in Iranian Vindapharna, "Conqueror of glory", but his
name appears in the most diverse forms : Gudaphara on inscriptions
from the North-West, Guduphara or Gadaphama on the Kharosthi
legends of coins, Undopheros, Undopherros or Gondopherros on the
Greek legends of the same coins, and finally, Gudnafar, Gundafor,
Gundoforus and Goundaphorus in the apocryphal Acta.
In approximately the year 19 A.D., this Gondophares, as he is called
by modem historians, succeeded Orthagnes as Suren of Eastern Iran. In
that capacity, he governed the province of Aria, the districts situated
between Lake HHmiin and the river Helmand (Drangiana and Seistin)
and, finally, Kandahir or Arachosia, a region called "White India"
('IvGi~ilA s u ~ ~inj )the Mansiones Parthicae (4 19) by Isidorus of Charax
(ca 26 A.D.).
Gondophares wielded power with the full agreement of the Arsacids,
and the characteristic monogram which appears on his coins as well as
those of the Parthian kings Orodes I, Phraates IV and Artaban 111, is
perhaps an indication of this allegiance.
While his predecessor, the Suren Orthagnes, had styled himself "King
of Kings" after the example of his suzerains, Gondophares had first to
be content with the more modest title of "Saviour King"; this is evident
from coins of the "Bust of the King : Nike" type bearing the legends
BACIAERC CRTHPOC TNAWEPPOT, Maharajasa Gudapharnasa
tratarasa.
It is generally believed that in about the year 25 A.D. Gondophares
made an attack on Indo-Scythia, vanquished the Saka Azes I1 and his
general ASpavarma, and established his capital in Taxila. It was then
perhaps that he assumed the imperial title of "Great King of Kings",
making him the equal of the Arsacid princes. From then on, he struck
silver and copper coins of the "King on Horseback : Standing Zeus"
type, sometimes alone, with the legens BACIAERICIAERN MEI'AAI
TNAWPP, Maharaja rajatiraja tratara devavrata Gudapharasa, and
sometimes in the company of a legate : ASpavarma (the former strategus
of Azes 11, retained in service by Gondophares) Sasan or Sasa and,
finally, Abdagases or AvadagaSa, this last qualified as "nephew" (&GELcptGQoq,bhradaputra) of Gondophares.
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Starting from Taxila, Gondophares extended his conquests towards
the west and east. According to J. Marshall, his empire when at its
largest, included Seistin (~akasthiina),the Sindh (Sakadvipa) with prolongations to the Kutch peninsula (Kacchii) and Kithiiwiir (Suriistra),
Arachosia, the Paropamisadae, Gandhira and the plains of the Punjab
as least as far as Rivi.
The Parthian dynasty administered its vast territories through the
intermediary of strategoi and vassals whose names and titles are known
from coins :
1. No doubt we should locate in Taxila the legates who have been
mentioned above : the strategus Aipavarma, Sasan and finally Abdagases "the nephew of Gondophares".
The last seems to have risen in rank during his career. On silver coins
of the "King on Horseback : Standing Zeus" type, he is still only
d6~Acpt6Loqof Gondophares; later, on copper coins of the "Athena"
type, struck in his name alone, he styles himself "Saviour King", in
Greek BACIAERC CSTTHPOC ABAATACOT, in Priikrit Trararasa
maharajasa Avadag&asa.
2. In the ancient Scythian satrapy of Chukhsa made famous at the
time of Maues by the Ksahariita satraps - Liaka Kusiilaka, Pitika,
Arta and Kharahostes - then under Azes I1 by Manigula, Gondophares seems to have been represented by Manigula's son. The latter
appears with the name of Jihonika on the inscription on the askos-vase
,
dated in the year 191 of the ancient $aka era, i.e. 36 A.D. ( K o ~ o wp.
82); he is called Zeionises on coins of the "Goddess of the City" type.
3. The monogram of Gondophares decorates the edge of silver coins
513 of the "Bust of the King : Standing Nike" type found in Sirkap by Sir
John Marshall and struck in the name of Rajarajasa trararasa dhramiasa
Sapedanasa or in that of Saravasrrasa maharajasa. In all probability,
these were feudatories of Gondophares whose fiefs were to be found in
the lower Sindh or in Kithiiiwir. Sapedana (Sapedanes) is perhaps to be
compared with the Sandanes who controlled the ports of the western
a ) Kalliena (Kalyiina)
coast of India, particularly Suppara ( ~ i i r ~ i r a kand
: "Since it has been in the hands of Sandanes, commerce is considerably
disrupted, and Greek ships which berth in those places risk being taken
under heavy guard to Barygaza (Bharukaccha)" (Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, § 52). Doubtless, Gondophares exerted only nominal
authority over those kings of the Sindh who survived him and continued
to rule under his successor Pacores.
The inscription of Takht-i-Bahi ( K o ~ o w p.
, 62) in Gandhiira proves
that Gondophares was still alive in the year 45 A.D. It commemorates
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the building of a chapel by a certain Balasami (Skt. Balasvgmin) in the
year 26 of the reign of the Mahiriija Guduvhara, corresponding to the
year 103 of an unspecified era. If it is the era of Azes o r Vikrama which
began in 58 B.C., the inscription would be from 103-58=45 A.D., and
Gondophares would have acceded to the throne 26 years earlier, i.e. in
19 A.D.
Of the countless Saka-~ahlavasof Indo-Scythia, Gondophares is the
only one to have emerged from obscurity to take his place in legend. His
name and those of certain of his intimates, such as Guda and Abdagases, are mentioned in the Christian and pagan traditions concerning
the journey of the apostle Thomas to India, the visit to Taxila by
Apollonius of Tyana, and the pilgrimage to Nazareth of the three wise
kings.
GOND~PHARES
AND SAINTTHOMAS.
- According to the Acts of
Thomas12(also named Judas), the apostle purportedly went to the court
of Gondophares and underwent martyrdom in the city of King Mizdai.
In Jerusalem the apostles had just allocated to one another the lands which
they were to evangelize. Judas-Thomas, also called Didymus (twin), received
India as his field of apostleship. Meanwhile, there arrived in the region of the
514 South an Indian merchant, named Habbln (Abannes, Abban), charged by his
master, the king of India Gundaphar (Goundaphoros, Gundaforus) with obtaining a skillful architect for him. While the merchant was walking about the
market, Jesus appeared to him and proposed selling him one of his slaves who
was an expert in the art of building for the price of twenty pieces of silver. This
slave was none other than Thomas who was thus given the opportunity to reach
India in the company of the merchant.
Driven by favourable winds, the two voyagers quickly reached the port of
Sandarlk (Andrapolis on the western coast of India). They attended a feast
offered by the king of the region on the occasion of his daughter's wedding. On
this occasion Thomas sang a hymn celebrating the mystical union of the soul
with eternal wisdom. The king invited him to bless thc young newly weds.
Thomas had only just left the nuptial chamber when Christ, with the features of
the apostle, appeared to the young couple and converted them to the idea of
continence within marriage. The king was furious and set up a search for
Thomas and his companion, but they had already left the region.
Continuing his journey, the apostle arrived at Gundaphar's court. He was
ordered to build a grandiose palace and he promised to complete the work in six
months. However he spent the funds put at his disposal on charities. Informed
of this mystification Gundaphar asked to see with his own eyes the building
l 2 W . WRIGHT,
Apocryphal Acts ofrhe Aposrles. London, 1871 : 1, pp. 171-333 (text); 11,
pp. 146-298 (transln); P. BEDJAN,Acta marlyrwn et sonctorwn. 111, Paris, 1892, pp. 3-175;
M. BONNET,Acta Thomae graece. Leipzig, 1883; Acra aposrolorwn apocrypha, 11 b, Leiptig,
1903.
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being erected for him; he was appeased by a dream in which he saw the sacred
palace being built at his expense in the skies. The king, his brother Gad and the
entire court were converted; following them, a multitude of persons embraced
the true faith. Signs and miracles were performed by the apostle.
The news of the wonders spread. In a neighbouring kingdom, King Mazdai
(Misdaios, Misdeus) sent the general SifClr (SiphGr, Sapor) in search of Thomas
to deliver his wife and daughter who were possessed by a demon. Entrusting his
converts to the guardianship of the deacon Xanthippus (Xenophon), Thomas
reached Mazdai's kingdom. There he carried out the conversion of Queen Tertia
and a noble lady, Mygdonia, and pledged them to practise continence within
marriage. Thrown into prison by the king, he freed himself of his own accord in
order to complete the instruction of his catechumens. Finally, he was led out of
the town and killed with spears by four soldiers. The apostle was interred in the
burial-ground of the ancient kings, but his disciples removed the body in secret
and transported it to the West.

The Acts of Thomas are an authentic product of Syriac literature, and
515 it is proven that the Greek is not the originalI3. They are especially in
the hymns - hymn sung during the ceremony of baptism (Ch. 27),
hymn for the celebration of Eucharist (Ch. 50), hymn of the soul (Ch.
108-13) - of of a pronounced Gnostic natureli. The work is recorded
by writers of the fourth and fifth centuries as being into the hands of
heretics : Encratites, Apostolics, Manichaeans or Priscillianistsls. However, the Catholics did not deny themselves the reading of it. In 494, a
decree by Pope Gelasius rejected it from the canon of holy books
recognized by the Church.
The historicity of the journey and martyrdom of Saint Thomas in
India has been much debatedI6. The German Jesuits J. Dahlmann and
A. Vath are in favour, while the Belgian Jesuit P. Peeters is against1'.
l 3 F.C. B m m , The Original Language of the Acrs of Judas Thomas, Journal of
Theological Studies, I, pp. 280-90; 11, p. 429; 111, p. 94; P. PErn~s,Traductions et
rraductews dons I'hagiographie orienrale ci I'kpoque byzantine, Anal. Boll., XL, 1922, p. 255,
n.6; repeated in Le Irkfonds oriental & I'hagiographiebyzanrine, Brussels, 1950, p. 179, n. 3;
P. D~vos,Acres de Thomas et Actes de Paul, Anal. Boll., LXIX, 1951, p. 124 sq.
'* K . MACKE,Syruche Lie&r gnostischer Ursprungs, Tiibinger Theol. Quartalschrift,
1874, pp. 3-70; A. BEXAN, The Hymn of the Soul. Texts and Studies, V, fasc. 3;
G. HOFWNN,Zwei Hymnen der Thomakren, Zcitschrift fiir die N.T. Wissenschaft, IV,
1903, pp. 273-309; E. PREUSCHEN,
Zwei gnosrische Hymnen awgeleg~,Giessen, 1904.
I s Cf. k. AMMAN,
Apocryphes du Nouveau Testamenr, Dictionnaire de la Bible, SupplCment, I, Paris, 1928, p. 501; Epiphanius, Haeres, XLVII, I , Mignc PG, 41,852 (Encratita);
LXI, I , ibid., 4 1 , 1046 (Apostolics); Augustine, Conr. Fauttum, XXII, 79; Cont. Adimant,
XVII, 2 (Manichacans), Migne PL, 42,452 and 758; Turribius, Epbr. ad Idac. Migne PL,
54, 694 (Priscillianists).
'* See the bibliography in L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,L'ln& arur temps des Mauryas.
p. 277.
" J. DAHLMANN,
Die Thomas-Legende und die iltesten historischen Beziehungen &s
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In fact, tradition is inconsistent about the peoples evangelized by
Saint Thomas, the nature of his death and possibly the site of his
martyrdom 1 8 .
516

For the Valentinian Gnostic Heracleon (ca 145-180), cited by Clement of
Alexandria (Strom., IV, 9, Migne PG, 8, 1281), the apostle purportedly died a
natural death, after Saints Peter and Paul (Photius, Bibl., cod. 276; Migne PG,
104, 256) : "All the Saved did not leave this world after having confessed the
Gi
t a T ~ cpowj~
S
6pokoyia) : for example,
confession which is made by voice (
Matthew, Philip, Thomas, Levi and many others". In other words, not all the
apostles died as martyrs.
According to Origen (185-254), Clement. Recognil., IX, 29 (Migne PG, 1,
1415) and Socrates (ca 450), Hist. Eccl., 1, 19 (Migne PG, 67, 125), Saint
Thomas took the Gospel to the Parthians.
St. Jerome (331-420), in his De vitis apost., V (Migne PL, 23, 722) and the
Pseudo-Dorothea, De LXX Dom. disc. (Migne PL, 92, 1072) mention, besides the
Parthians, other peoples who were evangelized by the apostle, and give as his
place of death Kalamina in India, a town which, to our knowledge, has not yet
been identified.
From the fourth and fifth centuries onwards, the tradition which makes
Thomas the apostle to and martyr in India is well established : Ambrose (340397), In Ps. 45 (Migne PL, 14, 1143); Jerome (331-420), Ep. 59 ad Marcellam
(Hilberg, 546); Gregory of Nazianzus (330-390), Or. 33 contra Arianos (Migne
PG, 36, 228), Nicephorus, Hist. eccl., 11, 40'(Migne PG, 145, 861); Paulinus of
Nola (353-431), Carm. 18 fragm. (Migne PL, 61, 672).
We still d o not know the age of the tradition of the Christians of Malabar,
known as the Christians of Saint Thomas, in the terms of which the apostle
came in 52 A.D. from Socotora to the island of Malankara. near Craneanor
r,
(Malabar) and supposedly founded the seven communities of ~ r a n ~ a n uPalur,
North Palur, South Pallipuram, Naranam, Nellakkul and Quilon; moving from
there to Malaipur (a suburb of Madras) in Coromandel, he apparently converted King Sagan; a brahmin put him to death with a lance on a nearby
mountain. The saint's body was transported to Edessa, as in the other legend.
In Malaipur (MaliyHpur, near Madras), later San Thome, where the apostle
was supposedly assassinated, was rediscovered, in 1547, a cross with a Pahlavi
inscription which may date back to the tenth c e n t ~ r y ' ~At. least four copies
exist in Travancore.
Christenrums zwn fernen Osten. Freiburg im Breisgau, 1912; A. VATH.Der hl. Thomas &r
Aposlel Indiens. Aachen, 1925. - P. PEEEM, review of Dahlmann, Anal. Boll., XXXII,
1913, pp. 75-7. See the same Analecto, 1925, p. 401.
Cf. K. STUB, Thomas hl. Apostel. Lcxikon fir Theologie und Kirche, X, 1938,
pp. 109-11.
It should be noted that, according to other Apocrypha, Saint Bartholomew also

supposedly evangelized India where his executioner was said to be King Polymius. Cf. the
Mortyre de BorthPlemy in Acro Apostolorum opocrypho, ed. Tischendorj. Leipzig, 1851,
p. 243; R.A. LIPSIUS
and M. B o N ~Aclo
, opostolorwn apocrypha, 11. I , pp. 128-50;
Abdioe Apostolicoe historiae. ed. F A B R I CHamburg,
I~,
1719, p. 669.
I q On this find, bibliography in L. DE LAVAL& POUSSIN,
Dynasrie et HiStoire & /'In&
depuis Kan@kojusqu'auxinvasions murulmones. Paris, 1935. p. 249.

.
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On Friday 5 May 1122, the Roman court of Pope Calixtus I1 (1 1'19-1124) was
much agitated by the unexpected arrival of a so-called Indian prelate whose
exalted discourses gave credence in the West to the posthumous miracle of Saint
Thomas. The Indian prelate's account is transmitted in two versions, of which
the second is the only one to specify that the miracle occurred in Hulna, the
capital of the Indian kingdom, traversed by the river Physon and near which
517 stood a mountain bearing on its summit the church of Saint Thomas. That
church, which is supposed to contain the body of the saint, was the setting each
year for an outstanding miracle. : "Every year, during the eight days preceding
the feast of Saint Thomas and the eight days following it, the deep river which
encircled the church half opened to give passage. On the feast day itself, the
archbishop at the head of all his praying people, approached the saint's shrine
and, assisted by his peers, withdrew the body and placed it on the pontifical
throne; everyone set about presenting their oblation to the Apostle, whose arm
extended and hand half opened, closing only to refuse offerings from heretics"20.

Although it is doubtful whether the apostle met his death in India be it Indo-Scythia or Coromandel -, it would not be chronologically
impossible for a Christian mission to have entered Indo-Scythia in the
reign of Gondophares. However, if there was a mission, it had no
tangible effect. We have to wait for the establishment of Christian
dioceses on Indian territory and neighbouring regions for Christianity to
attest its presence in an effective manner. However, the setting up of
dioceses in Sassanid Persia and Gupta India is not attested before the
fifth century. The Chaldaean bishoprics of Sarbaziyah (Gedriisia), Segestin (Seistln or Drangiana), Merv and Heriit (in Khorisin) are recorded
in 424 by the Synodicon Orientale*'. At the first council of Seleuceia
(410), it is believed that a number of bishops came from various
provinces of the Sassanid empire; at the second (486), the bishop of
Herat attended 22.
A passage in the Topographia Chrisriana (111, p. 169 A-B)23 by
Cf. P. D ~ o s Le
, miracleposthwne de saint Thomas I'Apitre. Anal. Boll., LXVI, 1948,
pp. 231-75, with a rich bibliography and new documentation.
2 1 Ed. J.-B. CHABOT,
Paris, 1902, p. 43; transln., p. 285.
l 2 In particular see V.J. LABOURT.
Le chrbtianbme dam I'empire perse sous la dynastie
Sassanide, Paris, 1904; E.R. HAYES,L'~co1ed'~desse,Paris, 1930; A. FOUCHER,
LO vieille
route & I'lnde, 11, p. 290. On the expansion of the Chaldaean, Byzantine, Armenian and
Syrian Churches in Central Asia and~theFar East, H.E. CARDINAL
TISSERANT.
Nestorienne
(l'kglise). Dict. de thkologie cath., XI, Paris, 1931, col. 157-323; J. DAWILLIER,
Les
provinces chaldeennes de I'extirieur au Moyen Age, Melanges Cavallera, Toulouse, 1948,
S
pp. 260-316; Byrantins d'Asie centrale et d'Extrime-Orient au Moyen Age, M ~ A N G EJUGIE,
REWE DB ~TLTDFSBYZANTINES, ~ 1 1953,
,
pp. 62-87; communication au IF congres infernational d'itudes byzcurtines faite a Thessalonique en avril 1953; L'Expansion de 1 ' ~ ~ I i s e
syrienne en Asie Centrale et en Extrime-Orient, Orient Syrien, No. I , Jan.-Mar.. 1956,
pp. 1-12.
l' Ed. E.O. WINSIEDT,
Cambridge, 1909, p. 1 19.
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Cosmas Indicopleustes (Constantine of Antioch) constitutes the first
valid evidence of the Christian presence in India. It dates from the sixth
century (ca 520-526) and concerns the India of the Guptas, known for
their policy of religious tolerance : "In Taprobane (Ceylon), in the
interior of India, there is a Christian church, priests and faithful people;
equally, in Male, where pepper growsz4. In the town called Kalliana,
there is a bishop who was elected in Persia. Similarly, on the island of
Dioscorides (Socotora), where the inhabitants speak Greek, there are
priests chosen in Persia and sent among them, and crowds of Christians".
Nevertheless, in their Memoirs on Eastern Countries, the Chinese
pilgrims, particularly Fa-hsien (402-410), Sung Yiin (518-522) and above
all Hsiian-tsang (627-645), who practically drafted a religious map of
India, nowhere mention the presence of Christians. Possibly they confused them with the "followers of the devas".
To return to Gondophares, his name enabled him to be included
among those Magi who came from the East to Jerusalem in order to
worship the king of the Jews. Since the Middle Ages the Western
tradition, which counts three Magi, has called them Gaspar, Melchior
and Balthasar. These names appear, for the first time it seems, in the
Excerpta Latina Barbari of the sixth centuryzs. In the first, Gathaspar
or Gathaspa, A. von Gutschmid has recognized the Pahlava GondopharesZ6.

THE KING OF TAXILAAND APOLLONIUS
OF TYANA.
- Shortly before
217 A.D., Philostratus the Athenian devoted to Apollonius of Tyana [497 A.D.] a highly romanticised bibliography2' in which he expatiates at
length on the visit which in 44 A.D. the Neopythagorian sage and his
519 companion Damis paid to Phraotes, the king of Taxila. If the account is

Male-where-pepper-grows should be compared to the M o la yeh (Malaya) of Hstian
bang (T2087, ch. 10, p. 932a 5). - Kalliana (the Kalliena of the Periplus 552, 53; Kaliour
NOS986, 988,
of Ptolemy, V11, 1,91) is the Kalyina of the Brihmi inscriptions (L~DERS,
1000, 1001, 1013, 1014, 1024, 1032, 1177, 1179), presentday Kalyina (19' 14' N., 73' 10'
E.) on the eastern shore of the port of Bombay. I do not know why L. DE LA VAL&
POUSSIN,Dynasties et Histoire de I'Inde, p. 249, claims to see Cochin in it.
Berlin, 1875,
Published as appendix V1 to the Chronicle of Eusebius by A. SCHOE~T,
vol. I, p. 228.
26 A. VON G m H M I D , Die Konigsnamen in den apokryphen Apostelgeschichten, Rheinisches Museum f i r Philol., N.F., XIX, Frankfurt a.M., 1864, pp. 161-83 and 380-401. Also
see F. Jusn,Miscellen zur iranischen Namenkunde. ZDMG, XLIX, 1895, p. 688.
l7 Ed. C.L. KAYSER,Leipzig (Teubner). 1870; cd. F.C. CONYBUIRE,
London (Loeb),
1912.
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not entirely fictional, this Phraotes (whose Parthian name must have
been Frahita or Frawarti) must be one of the many satraps of Gondophares who, at that time, was the Great King of Kings of Indo-Scythia.
Setting out from Babylon, Apollonius and Damis travelled towards the
Iranian desert, passed through the Indian Caucasus (HindSkush), forded the
Kophen (river in Klbul) and reached the Indus. There, an Indian satrap put a
galley at their disposal and provided them with a letter of recommendation
addressed to Phraotes, king of Taxila. After crossing the Indus, the travellers
reached the walls of Taxila : "In front of the ramparts there was a temple one
hundred feet high, made of stone covered with stucco; inside the temple there
was a kind of altar which was small-sized in comparison to the towering temple,
flanked by a peristyle, but nonetheless worthy of admiration. Indeed, on each
wall were fixed bronze panels representing the exploits of Porus and Alexander"
(Philostr., 11, 20). The town of Taxila aroused the admiration of the visitors :
"Its grandeur equals that of Nineveh. It is constructed symmetrically like Greek
cities. The royal palace of the man who governed at the time the kingdom of
Porus stood there" (Id., 11, 20). "The houses were built in such a manner that,
seen from the outside, they appeared to have only one storey but, when one
entered them, one discovered rooms underground equalling in depth the height
of the rooms situated at ground level" (Id., 11, 66).
The details supplied by Philostratus apply exactly to the GraecoParthian city of Taxila-Sirkap, just as excavations have revealed it.
According to Sir John Marshall, the hundred-foot high temple built at
the gates of the town is none other than the Iranian temple of JandillZ8.
Instead of providing, as in the Greek temple, a room between the
opisthodome (back porch) and the sanctuary, the monument is characterized by a solid mass of masonry obviously meant to support a high
tower, and the foundations of which descended to a depth of twenty feet
below ground level. An outside stairway going from the opisthodome to
the back of the temple led to that tower. The two columns in Ionic style
decorating the sanctuary are sufficient to rank among the oldest specimens of Hellenic art in India; it is known, in fact, that the Ionic order
was the first to be introduced there and that, later, the Graeco-Buddhist
school substituted the Corinthian order for it.
Excavations have unearthed this town of Taxila and its royal palace
referred to by Philostratus. Built according to a symmetrical plan, the
520 city was crossed from north to south by a central artery which was cut
at right angles by transversal roadsz9. Located in the south-east quarter,
the royal palace formed a comer between the central artery and the
28

J. MARSHALL,
Taxila, I, pp. 222-9; 111.

29

ID.. Taxila. I, p. 40;111. PI. 10.

PI. 44.
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thirteenth road. It consisted of numerous apartments : an andreion, a
gunaikeion, a court of the guard, and assembly hall for private or public
audiences O .
Archaeologists are of the opinion that, shortly before Apollonius'
visit, the region was ravaged by an earthquake which had the effect of
mining the great Iranian temple, destroying the Dharmargjika stiipa as
well as the small monuments that flanked it and, finally, of demolishing
most of the houses". The city, or to be precise Sirkap, the second site of
Taxila, was then rebuilt but on the basis of new methods. Succeeding
the roughly cut quarry-stones, assembled with mud and covered with a
layer of plaster, a masonry of the diaper type with carefully quarried
cubical stones gave the buildings a solidity they had never known
beforeJ2. The foundations were dug deeper into the ground, and the
dwelling houses were limited to two storeys, the lower storey being
partly underground. This explains that "seen from outside, they appear
to have only one storey".
Obviously, among the sources used by Philostratus, one of them was
familiar, in depth and in detail, with the Taxila-Sirkap of the ScythoParthians. However, the historicity of Apollonius' journey to India is
not guaranteed for all that. The precise references to the geography of
ancient Greece which are found in the legend of Heracles do not prove
the historicity of the Twelve Labours. It was at the request of the empress
Julia Domna, the second wife of Septimius Severus who died in 217, that
Philostratus compiled his Life of Apollonius of Tyana. By that date,
legend had already transformed the Neopythagorean sage into a pagan
god. Caracalla (21 1-217), the son of Julia Domna, erected a chapel or a
monument to him33; Alexander Sevems (222-235), included him in his
Iararium alongside Christ, Abraham and O r p h e ~ s ' ~Aurelian
;
(270-275),
gratified by an appearance of the sage, erected a temple to him at
Tyana '.
In his Discursus Philalethes, Hierocles, a proconsul of Bithynia under
Diocletian (284-305), contrasts Apollonius with Christ and his miracles
with those of the Gospel. He was at first opposed by Christian apolo30

ID., Terila. I, pp. 171-80; 111, pl. 33.

" ID., Teria, I, pp. 63, 118, 137, 237.

32 On these successive types of masonry, see J. MARSHALL,
A Guide lo Taxila, Delhi,
1936, pl. V.
33 Dion Cassius, Hut., LXXVII, 18.
=* Lampridius, Severus Alexander. XXIX (Scriptores Hirr. Augw~ae.ed. D.MAG=,11,
p. 234).
3' Vopiscus, Awelinnus. XXIV.
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gists such as Eusebius of Caesaraea (260-340) and Lactantius (ca 315),
preceptor of Constantine the Great. Later, however, Christian writers
such as Jerome (348-420), Augustinus (354-430) and Sidonius Apollinaris (430-488) joined the pagan authors, Ammianus Marcellinus and
Eunapius, in celebrating the merits of the sage, qualified as homo
sanctus, venerabilis et d i v i n ~ s ~ ~ .
It is asserted that Philostratus made use in his biography, without the
slightest attempt at criticism, of first- and second-hand sources : the
Memoirs of the Assyrian Darnis, the Lives of Apollonius compiled
earlier by Maximus of Aegea and Maeregenes, the Correspondence and
the Inspired Words attributed to the thaumaturge by apocryphal
sources.

PACORES(50-60 A.D.). - In approximately the year 50 of the
Christian era, the Pahlava Pacores succeeded Gondophares as the Suren
of Eastern Iran. During this period, the Parthians were prey to discord
and divided over the question of power (Tacitus, Ann., XI, 8-10; XII,
10-14). Throughout the five years which followed the death of Artaban
111, his two sons, Vardanes and Gotarzes, quarrelled over the crown (4145 A.D.). After the assassination of Vardanes during a hunting party,
Gotarzes wielded power alone until 51 A.D. It was in vain that, at the
request of the nobility who were tired of his cruelty and prodigality, the
emperor Claudius had sent to Parthia to replace him Prince Meherdates,
the grandson of Phraates IV and son of Vonones I. Meherdates, who
was betrayed into the hands of Gotarzes, was maimed so that, in
accordance with Persian custom, he was unable to occupy the throne.
Vonones 11, who succeeded Gotarzes in 51, ruled only for a few months
and does not seem to have struck any coins. He was replaced by his son
Vologeses I (51-78). A nationalist and anti-Hellenistic movement is
522 taking form : on the king's coins appear semitic characters, and the
Greek legends gradually disappear; the prince had fragments of the
Avesta collected. The question of Armenia brought Vologeses into
conflict with the Romans. Domitius Corbulo, the proconsul of Asia,
legate of Cappadocia and Galatia, seized and destroyed Artaxata, and
took Tigranocerta without a struggle (51). Armenia thus once again
became Roman, but only for a short time since Vologeses, through his
victory at Arsamosata, re-established Tiridates on the vassal throne of
the Parthians (53). Between the years 58 and 63, Corbulo attempted to
reconquer Armenia and, despite the reverses of the general Caesannius
Paetus, was successful in reaching an agreement with the Parthians over
36

M.A. CANNEY,Apolloniuc of Tyana. ERE, I , p. 61 1.
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the Armenian question (63). During his long reign, Vologeses also had
to repulse an invasion of Alani who ravaged Armenia and Media, to
fight his own son Vardanes I1 who, in the year 55, rebelled against him,
and finally, to quell, in 58, a revolt in Hyrcania.
The difficulties encountered by the central power left the field free for
Pacores, the Suren of Eastern Iran. Doubtless established in Seistiin, he
struck coins of the "Bust of the King : Nike" type with the imperial title
BACIAETC BACIAERN MErAC llAKOPHC, Maharajasa rajatirajasa rnahatasa Pakurasa. Beneath him or beside him, can be seen a
certain Sanabares who, on his coins, bears the title of BAZIAEIT.
However, the authority of the Suren was no firmer than that of the
Parthian emperors. It was exercised in only a nominal way over the
Pahlava chiefs, Sasan, Sapedanes and Satavastra, who continued to
govern the Sindh, without ever agreeing among themselves. Their port
was Barbaricon (perhaps the present-day Bahardipur) on the Indus
delta, but the capital of Scythia, or to be more precise of Indo-Scythia,
was named Minnagara, to be identified with the Patala of Alexander's
expedition. According to the contemporary evidence of the Periplus (5
38), "it was governed by the Parthians, who were continually pursuing
one another".
On the evidence of Jaina writers3', it is believed that the region of
Taxila was devastated, in about 57 A.D., by an infectious disease. The
community of Naddulapura (Nod01 in Kjputina) put the holy MHnadevi SIri in charge of fighting the plague. Shortly afterwards, the Yiieh
523 chih seized Gandhira and expelled the Saka-~ahlavasonce and for all
from North-West India : "Three years after the plague, the great city
(Taxila) was destroyed by the Turuskas, and brazen and stone images
are still to be found in the subterranean houses [of the old city]".
The conquest of North-West India by the Turuskas, otherwise called
KuQnas, occurred between the year 103 of the era of Azes (45 A.D., the
last attested date of Gondophares) and the year 122 of the same era (64
A.D.), the date of the KuQna inscription of Panjtiir in the MahHban
massif ( K o ~ o wp.
, 70). The silver scroll of Taxila ( K o ~ o wp.
, 77) from
the year 136 of Azes (78 A.D.) proves that at that date Taxila was in the
hands of the Kugna Devaputras and, the conquest was later confirmed
by the Chinese annalists. Ruined by the invasion, the city of Taxila, in
approximately the year 80 A.D., was transferred from Sirkap to Sirsukh.

'' Hirasaubhiigya of Devavimalagani, pp. 163-4; Rabhivakacarita of P r a b b n d r a
Sfiri. Cf. ARArchSurv., 1914-15, pp. 36-41; Taxila, I,p. 65.
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2. - THE FIRST SATAVAHANAS
S ~ T A V ~ NA A
NDHRAJ~T~YA
~ ~At
. the time of ASoka, the Maurya
empire extended over most of the Deccan, with the exception of the
Kerala, Cola and PBndya territories situated to the extreme south of the
peninsula. The last Mauryas still exerted sovereignty over certain districts of the Deccanese North, particularly Vidarbha or BerHr where, in
about 187 B.C., a certain Yajiiasena, related to the Mauryan court,
ruled. He nevertheless had to recognize the sovereignty of the first
Sungas, Pusyamitra and Agnimitra, and share his states with Virasena,
Agnimitra's brother-in-law.
As we saw in the preceding chapter, the Indian empire as taken over
524 by the ~urigas,who were weak and divided, was never able to maintain
its unity and, in the first century B.C., two powerful houses asserted
their independence : in Northern Deccan, that of the SitavBhanas and, in
Kalinga, that of the Cedis.
The ~Btavihanas(var. SHlivHhanas) belonged to the SBtavBhana
family (~GtavGhanakula)and the Andhra tribe (AndhrajZti]. Several
sovereigns bore the name of SHtakarpi (in Prikrit, Sitakani, Sadakani,
or again SHta, Sada and Sati), or again the title of VilivHyakura.
J. P r ~ y l u s k has
i ~ ~explained these terms by the Munda words sada or
s Z h "horse", han or hapan "son", kon or koni "son", kura "town".
According to him, the SBtavBhanas or Sitakaqis were SHdahanas
(SHdapahanas) or SBdakons "son of the horse", and one of their capitals
was 'Sldakura "town of the horse". Hence the name of Hippokoura
"town of the horse" assigned by Ptolemy (VII, 1,6), to a city of Ariake
of the Sadenoi, and the title Vilivlyakura "king of the town of the
mare" (Skt.-Plli, va(iavii, va!avii "mare") or Beleokouros (Ptolemy, VII,
38 The reader will find an early bibliography in L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,
L'In& aux
On the Home of the so-called Andhra
temps des Mauryas. p. 203; add V.S. SUKTANKAR,
Sitavdhana and Scitakarni, ABORI, XXVII,
Kings. ABORI. I, p. 21; S.A. JOGLEKAR,
pp. 237-87; R.C. MNUMDAR,The Chronology of the Scitavcihana, Asutosh Memorial Vol.,
11, Patna, 1926. pp. 107-17; R. DIKSHITAR,
The Satiyaputras, Stakarnis, Scitvatas and
Naatyas, IC, 1936, pp. 549 sq.; G . BOSE, Reconstruction of Andhra Chronology. JASB, V,
Early History of the Andhra Country, Madras. 1941;
1939, pp. 1-131; K. GOPALACHARI,
B.V. KIUSHNA,History of the Early Dynasties of Andhrodeja, Madras, 1942; V. RAMESAM,
Andhra Chronology (90-1800 A.D.), Mylapore, 1946; P.L. BHARGAVA,
The Sitavcihana
Dynasty of Daksiqcipatha. IHQ, XXVI, 1950, pp. 325-9; S.L. KATARE,Simuko, Scitakarni,
S i t a v h a , IHQ, XXVIII, 1952, pp. 68-78; S.B. Dm, A Scitavc?hana Legend. IHQ, XXX,

1954, pp. 276-81.
39 J. PRZYLUSKI,
N o m de villes indiennes duns la Geographie & Ptolimee, Bull. de la
Societt de Linguistiquc, XXVII, 1927, pp. 218-29: Hippokoura et &5takarni, JRAS, 1929,
pp. 273-9.

1, 83), borne by certain kings of Ariake. In fact, several Sitavihana
coins bear the image of a horse.
s SitakarOther etymologies have been proposed : the ~ i t a v i h a n a or
nis were Sita sailors, v a a n a meaning "means of propulsion (oar or
sail)" and karnin "helmsmanvq0. In fact, certain Sitavihana coins bear
the image of a ship.
For the Pur&a, Simuka or Sindhuka, the first Siitavihana sovereign,
belonged to the Andhra tribe (andhrajitiya, P., p. 38), and the Sitavihanas are Andhras (P., pp. 35, 38, 43) or A n d h r a b h ~ ~ "Servants
as
of the
Andhras" (P., p. 45). Andhra is the Telugu land situated between the
lower Ciodivari and the lower Krsni, corresponding to the former
Nizimate of Hyderibid, but although the region formed part of the
Sitavihana possessions from the reign of Visisthiputra Pulumivi (1 30159 A.D.) onwards, it was not the birthplace of the Sitavihanas, which
should be sought further west.
Originally, the Andhras inhabited the region of Vindhya and the
neighbouring Deccanese territories. The Aitareya Brdhmaya (VII, 18, 2)
525 locates them, along with other non-Aryan tribes, to the south of
~ r y i v a r t aThe
.
thirteenth rock edict of ASoka (BLOCH,pp. 130-1) gives
them as neighbours of the Bhojas and Pitinikas occupying the north of
the Deccan, including Vidarbha or Berir. Pliny (VI, 67) presents them as
a powerful nation, possessing a large number of market-towns, thirty
towns fortified with walls and towers, supplying its king with 100,000
infantry, 2,000 cavalry and 1,000 elephants. Ptolemy (VII, I, 84) attributes to the Andres Peiratai (Andhra pirates) the cities of Konkan and the
ports of the west coast. In the Buddhist texts, the village of Setakannikaql marked the southern limit of Madhyadeia (Vin., I, p. 197;
Sumahgala, I, p. 173; JZtuku, I, p. 49), and Andhapura, the capital of
the Andhras, was to be found on the river Telaviha, a tributary of the
Mahinadi, in the eastern Deccan (Jiraka, I, p. 11 1). Finally and above
all, the very first inscriptions which mention the Sitavihanas come from
the caves of Ninighit (L~DERS,
1113, 11 14) and Nisik (L~DERS,
1144)
in Northern Mahiristra, or again from Siiici (L~DERs,346) in Eastern
Milwi. They are not in Telugu, but in Prikrit. Also in Prikrit are the
'O T.G. ARAVAMUTHAN,
The Kaveri, the Maukharis and the S m g m Age. Univ. of
Madras, 1925, p. 51 n.
However, to judge from the parallel texts already noted above, p. 9, n. 3. The village
of Sctakan~kahas doubtless nothing to do with the htakamis. The Sarvhtivgdin Vin.
(T 1435, ch. 25, p. 181c 29) and that of the Dharmaguptas (T 1428, ch. 29, p. 8460 6)
translate <(Villageof the White Tree* (Pai mu = Svetakhandaka?). Other sources speak of
the land and river hrivati or Satfivati, in Tib. H h bu can.
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first coins to be struck in the names of Siri-Siita or R q i i o Siri
Si& vciha (nasa).
Certain readings in the Purina (P., p. 38, n. 2) call the founder of the
dynasty Vrpla "man of low caste", and according to the Dvitriyiatpurralikti, the Silivihanas were of mixed origin, Brihmana and Niga.
The Sitavihanas perhaps belonged to a social class which had been
degraded by practising a military profession, forbidden to brahmins, and
by intermamages with vlsalis of Dravidian or Scythian origin. However,
in the praiasti of NHsik ( L ~ E R s1,123), King Gautamiputra Sitakami
(106-130 A.D.) is qualified as eka-barnhana "unique brBhmanaW,and
ksatriya-darpa-mina-madana"destroyer of the pride and self-conceit of
the Ksatriyas".
In the PurHnic tradition (P., p. 36), there are divergences over the
number of princes and the duration of the dynasty. According to a first
calculation, there were 17, 18 or 19 Andhras who ruled for approxima526 tely 300 years; according to the second, 30 Andhras who reigned for
41 1, 412, 456 or 460 years. It is generally believed, with R.G. Bhandarkar, that the first calculation refers only to the main branch of the
family, while the second added to the list the reigns of the collateral
princes. We would add that only half the Andhras catalogued in the
Pur@a are attested by inscriptions or coins and mentioned in literature.
The date of the start of the dynasty is still much debated, E.J. Rapson
(CHI, p. 530) and J. Allan (CSHI, p. 58) traditionally place Simuka, the
founder of the kingdom, at about 200 B.C.42. L. de La Vallee Poussin
(L'Inde aux temps des Maurya, pp. 209,215) expressed reservations over
this chronological construction and brought Simuka nearer 100 B.C., in
agreement with the common tradition of the Pur@a. This shorter
chronology was adopted by R. Grousset (Asie Orientale, p. 53),
J . Filliozat (In& Classique, I, pp. 240-68), A. L. Basham ( Wonakr that
Was India, p. 61) and D.C. Sircar (HCIP, 11, p. 195). Nevertheless, the
long chronology still has its supporters, especially among Indian historians.
As testified by the Puriina (P., p. 38), "the Andhra Simuka and his
followers, the servants of SuSarman [the last Kinva], attacked the
KinvHyanas and Suiarman, destroyed the remains of Suriga power and
took possession of the earth". This event occurred 294 years after the
Formerly, historians dated in about the year 200 B.C.the inscriptions of N P ~ g h i !
on which the first G t a v h n a s arc mentioned. Nowadays, epigraphists place the inscrip
tions of NLnPghit among the palaeographic group 2 A, and assign them the date of 100-75
B.C. Cf. N.G. MAJUMDM,Monuments of S z c h i , I , pp. 264, n.1.. and 277.
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accession of the Maurya Candragupta (137 years for the duration of the
Mauryas, 112 for that of the Sungas, 45 for that of the Kinvas), i.e.
according to the calculation adopted here, in 324-294= 30 A.D. It is
possible this date is too late, since it is not certain that the Kinvas
remained in power for 45 years. If, as certain Purinic readings would
have it, Vasudeva ruled for 5 years (instead of 9) and SuSarman for 4
(instead of lo), the total duration of the dynasty would be reduced to 35
years, and its disappearance would have taken place in 40 B.C..
THE FIRST THREE S~TAVXHANAS
(ca 60-17 B.C.). - The duration of
their reigns has again been supplied to us by the Pur*a (P., pp. 38-9) :
Simuka ruled for 23 years (ca 60-37), his young brother Krsna for 10 (or
527 18) years (ca 37 to 27), and his son Sri Sitakami for 10 years (ca 27-17
B.c..). The inscriptions of Ninighit (L~~DERs,
1112-18) enable us to
establish their genealogy43:
htavlhana-kula

~imuka-htavlhana

Amgi ya (Ambhiya)-kula

Kl~na

I
SHtakami I, king of Daksinlpatha

VediSri

bkti Srimat
(Hakusiri)

Ma&a!hi

-

I

Tranakayira

I
Devi NHyanikl

BhHya

SltavHhaaa

At the beginning of the reign of Simuka Sitavihana (60-37 B.C.),
some Scythian SHhis, who had broken away from Maues, their supreme
chief, crossed the Indus, reached the western coast of Surlstra by boat
and advanced as far as Ujjayini in Eastern Milwi. Having imprisoned
King Gardabhilla, they established a "King of Kings" in Ujjayini, who
ruled only for a short while. In 58 B.C., Vikramiditya, the king of
MHlwi and doubtless. a vassal of Simuka htavihana, overthrew the
Scythian dynasty and marked his victory by inaugurating a new era, the
Vikrama era. For 135 years, until 78 A.D., Milwi was to remain in the
hands of the Indian dynasts from the Deccan. It was by using it as his
base of operations that, in about 40 B.C., Simuka SHtavihana, in the
words of the P u r m (P., p. 38), "attacked S u b m a n , the last KHnva,
destroyed the remainder of Sunga power and possessed the earth". It is
Compare the genealogical tables drawn up by H. RAYCHAUDHURI,
Political History.
p. 418, and S.L. KATARE,IHQ, XXVIII, 1952, p. 76.
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doubtful whether he pushed his conquests as far as the Ganges Basin
and PBFliputra, capital of Magadha; but he probably seized Eastern
Mllwl and Vidiiii which, at the time of the Sungas, had been the main
centre of the Indian empire.
While lords of Mllwi, the Sltaviihanas sought outlets on the western
coast of India, and their presence is recorded in the region of Bombay :
the name of Simuka Sitavlhana appears on an epigraph at Ninlghlt
(L~~DERs,
11 13), and that of his brother and successor Kcna (37-27 B.C.)
on an inscription at Nlsik ( L ~ E R s1144).
,
The Andhra thrust repulsed
the Saka invaders to the region of Suristra (Kithilwlr and Gujarlt).
The successor of Krsna was ~ l t a k a r n iI (ca 27-17 B.C.), the son or
nephew of Simuka Sltav~hana.At the beginning of his reign, he seems
to have been subjected to an incursion by his powerful neighbour from
the east, the Cedi Khiravela, king of Kalinga. According to the Hithigumphi inscription (9 3), "in the second year of his reign, without any
consideration for Sltakami, Khiravela sent to the region of the West a
great army of horses, elephants, infantry and chariots, and with that
army, he reached the river Krsnaveni [doubtless the Wain-Gangl, which
has its source in Vindhya] and struck terror into the town of Asika
[Rsika]".
That lightning, short-lived raid in no way prevented Sitakarni I from
building for himself a potent empire in Trans-Vindhya. His power
extended from Eastern Milwl to the district of Auranglbld (Hyderibid), passing through Maratha country.
An inscription from Nlnighi! (L~ZDERS,
11 12) which styles him the
"Lord of the Deccan" (Dak;inipathapati] informs us that he married the
princess Nlyanikl (Nlganiki), the daughter of the mahirathi Tranakayira Kalliiya "glory of the Amgiya (Ambhiya) family", that he
celebrated great Vedic sacrifices, particularly a Rljasiiya and two Ahamedhas, and that he distributed as fees to priests tens of thousands of
cows, thousands of horses, numerous elephants, entire villages and tens
of coins. In any case, Mahlristra knew great prosperity under his rule
since, according to the evidence of the Periplus (9 52), the ports of
Souppara (Siir-plraka) and Kalliena (Kalyina) constituted "in the period of Saraganus the Elder" (in Prikrit, Siidaganna, i.e. ~ i t a k a m I)
i a
~ EVU ~ Owide
V ) , open to navigaveritable "lawful market" ( E ~ K O ~B~VO
tion from the high seas. The Periplus adds that the situation changed
later on when the ports passed into the hands of Sandanes, whom we
have compared above with the Pahlava Sapedanes, a feudatory of
Gondophares during the first half of the first century of the Christian
era.
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Some indications, though rather feeble, enable us to attribute to
~ i t a k a r n iI the possession of Eastern Avanti. It is to him that are
generally attributed the coins of "Milwi fabric" struck in the name of
529 Siri
On the other hand, an inscription on the south gate of the
great stiipa at Siiici (LUDERS,346) indicates that the upper architrave
of the said gate is a "gift from Ananda, the son of Visithi, and head of
the artisans of the Rija Siri SitakaniWqS.
Finally, Indian literatured6 often mentions a Sitakami (Sitavihana
or Sllivihana) whose capital was at Pratisthina (present-day Paithan,
on the upper Godiva* and whose son was the prince Saktikumira.
This could be Sitakami I to whom the inscriptions of Nanighit
attribute several sons, one of whom was named Hakusiri or SaktiSri
(L~DERS,
1117). In any case, Pratisthina long remained one of the
capitals of the ~ i t a v i h a n aempire, since in the second century, the
Geography of Ptolemy (VII, 1, 82) again records "Baithana, the royal
town of Siriptolemaius", the Ptolemaius in question being none other
than the Sitaviihana Sri Pulumivi, who ruled from about 130 to 159
A.D.
After the death of Sitakami I, his widow, the Mahiirathi princess
Niganiki, held the regency for some time as tutor of the crown princes.
, 1115, 1 117,
To judge from the epigraphs of Ninighit ( L ~ ~ E R1s112,
1118), those kumiras were four in number : Vedisiri (VediSri), Bhiya,
Sitavihana and Hakusiri (SaktiSni, the last probably identical to the
"~aktikumira,son of S~lavihana",mentioned in a Jaina work, the
Viracaritra '.
TEMPORARY
ECLIPSE OF SATAVAHANA
POWER (17 B.C.-106 A.D.). The longest Purinic list (P., pp. 39-40) counts 19 Andhra sovereigns
between the death of Sitakami I (No. 3) which occurred in about 17
530 B.C. and the accession of Gautamiputra Sitakami (No. 23) which took
place in 106 A.D. Several of these princes, belonging to collateral
lineages, ruled simultaneously. Only a few of them, such as Apilaka (No.

* The Sita wins known as ccMilwi fabric, are generally attributed to &taka+ 1.
Certain wins of {(West India fabric)) originate from {(the king Sitakamin. Finally, the
name of S i t a v h n a has been discovered on certain coins probably struck by Simuka
Stavghana. Cf. S.L. KATARE,King &ravcihw ojthe Coins, IHQ, XXVII. 1951, pp. 21014; The S&avcihw Kings Hda and Siri. IHQ, XXX, 1954, pp. 286-90.
4 * However, the S c i inscription is not definite proof of the occupation of Mdwi by
the &tav%anas. h a n d a , the head of the artisans of !hitaka+ I, might very well have
King ~itakarniof rhe Scuichi
simply gone on a pilgrimage to Siici. Cf. D.C. SIRCAR,
Imcriprion, Thomas Comm. Vol., Bombay, 1939, pp. 291-3.
** References in H. R A Y C H A U D ~Polirical
,
History, p. 417, n.3.
*' Cf. Indian Antiquary, VIII, p. 201; Arch. Survey of Western India, V, p. 62 n.
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8), Kuntala Svltikama (No. 13) and Hila (No. 17), are known from
other sources. In the literary tradition, HlIa appears to be a typical
Sltavihana, a great conqueror and distinguished poet.
According to the Prabandhakoia by RljaSekhera (ed. JINAVUAYA,pp.
72-3), Hlla, of the Sltavlhana family, ordered his general Kharamukha
to seize Mathurl and the officer, not knowing exactly which town was
meant, seized both of the two Mathurls known in his time, the Mathurl
of the Plndavas in the extreme south of India and the Plrvamathurl of
the North associated with Kysna. At the announcement of victory, the
king was overtaken by a fit of madness and gave orders for the
victorious general to be beheaded, but the latter was saved by his
colleagues and the king, having regained his senses, rejoiced that his
order had not been carried out. According to the LiIivai, Hlla, having
fallen in love with a Sinhalese princess, sent his general Vijaylnanda and
his minister Poftisa to conquer Ceylon. In Southern India, the Sltavlhana army was victorious over the king of the Plndyas, MalayicaIldhipa, and, consequent on this success, the projected marriage could
be celebrated. It is pointless to add that these accounts are not corroborated by anything we know of the history of India.
Tradition also attributes to Hlla an anthology of lyrical poems in
Mahlrlsfri Prikrit, the Sattasai, or "Seven hundred stropheswq8.This is
in reality a compilation of verses from different dates and signed by
several authors. The work exists in six separate versions, and only 430
verses are common to all of them. Through the successive expansions of
the anthology an early nucleus of remarkable uniformity can be surmised : short poems taken from the lips of the people and systematically
classified by one or several authors. They describe the various aspects of
the life and aspirations of the Marlthi population.
It was probably also the minister of a Sitavihana, named Gunidhya,
who purportedly composed, at an indeterminate time, the amorous and
marvellous epic of the Byhatkathiq9. Originally written in PaiGci prose,
the work is now only available through three versions recast in Sanskrit
verse : two KaSmirian versions and one in Nepalese. It deals with the
amorous adventures of the Vatsa king Udayana and his son Naravlhanadatta.
Finally, ii was at the request of a Sltavlhana that the minister
Sarvavarman supposedly compiled an elementary Sanskrit grammar, the
KGrantra. The king did not know Sanskrit and this failing provoked
On this work, see L. RENOU,In& Classique. 11, pp. 227-9.

.*

ID.,
ibid., pp. 243-5.
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humiliating laughter from his womenfolk. It was then that he asked the
minister to compose a grammar, less complicated than that of Plnini.
In all these stories there is a concerted tradition which tends to present
the SltavHhanas as favourers of PrHkrit, even official patrons of Prlkrit
literatures0. In fact, unlike their neighbours in the north, the satraps of
Uijayini, who adopted the use of Sanskrit in their chancellery from the
first half of the second century, the Sltavlhanas remained faithful to the
use of Middle Indian until the end.
The exploits attributed to Hlla, without any concern for chronology
or verisimilitude, should not side-track us. During the first century of the
Christian era, the Deccanese kingdom was eclipsed by the repeated
blows of the h k a invaders. Between the years 19 and 45 A.D.,
Sandanes or Sapedana, a vassal of Gondophares, wrested from the
successors of Saraganus (Sltakami I) the trading places of the west
coast, in particular Siirplraka and Kalylna in Aparlnta and, according
to the Periplus (5 52), severely restricted trading at the ports. In 78 A.D.,
the year which marked the beginning of the Saka era in Central India, a
Scythian incursion led to the creation of two new Saka kingdoms : that
s
under the princes Bhiimaka
of the western Satraps or K ~ h a r i t a which,
and Nahaplna, spread from Klthilwlr to Northern Konkan and was
destroyed in 125 A.D. by Gautamiputra Sltakaqi; that of the Klrdamakas or great Satraps of Ujjayini which resisted all the Sltavlhana
attacks, to disappear only between the years 388 and 409 A.D., under
the impact of the Indian emperor Candragupta 11.
3. - THE CEDIS OF KALINGA

532

A second kingdom which disputed the hegemony of India with the
Sakas at the beginning of the Christian era was that of the Cedis of
Kalinga. Its temtory extended from the districts of Puri and GanjHm,
across that of Cuttack in Orissa, to the Telugu-speaking lands in the
south. Kalinga had been part of the kingdom of Magadha under the
Nandas and, after a bloody war, ASoka had attached it to the Indian
empire of the Mauryas. The kingdom was then divided into two political
and administrative constituencies : that of Tosali (present-day Dhauli
near BhuvaneSvar) and that of SarnHpl near modem Jaugada. In the
first century A.D., Pliny the Elder (VI, 65-6) noted the existence of
'O

On the traditions which claim that the S t a v ~ h a n a sfavoured PrSkrit, GAIROLA,

ZDMG,CVI, p. 155; Lo Kdvyamimiprci, tr. L. RENOU,Paris, 1946, p. 148, n.31. However,
there is little to bc derived from these traditions which could have been invented after the
event : L. m u , Histoire dp la langue sanrkrile. Paris, 1956, p. 99, n.2.
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Gangarides Kalingae near the mouths of the Ganges : "Their capital is
named Pertalis (corruption of Tosali?); the king has 60,000 infantry,
1,000 cavalry and 700 elephants, all ready to take to the field".
We do not know at what moment or in what circumstances Kalinga
regained its independence. The fact is that during the last century of the
ancient era it constituted a powerful state under the family of the MahiMeghavZhanas of the Cedi clan. Mahi-Meghavihana, founder of the
Kalingarijavamsa, and a certain Vakradeva mentioned on an epigraph
S , were succeeded by Khiravela, whose
from Udayagiri ( L ~ ~ E R1347),
fame endures in a long inscription from the Hithigumphi cave on
Mount Udayagiri, near BhuvaneSvar in Orissasl. This is a much
damaged panegyric ( p r k t i ) which is very difficult to date : it informs
us that in the fifth year of his reign, Khiravela extended as far as his
capital a canal which had been dug by a King Nanda 300 (or 103?)
533 years earlier (nandardjatrivarsdadodgh@ita). If it was indeed Nanda, the
king of Magadha, whose reign ended in 324 B.C., the fifth year of
Khiravela is placed in 24 B.C. at the latest.
Born in approximately the year 52 B.C., the prince devoted the first
fifteen years of his life (52-37) to the games and exercises of his age.
Promoted to the rank of heir apparent buvarija), he concentrated for
nine years (37-28) on study and in particular learnt writing, calculation
and jurisprudence. In 28 B.C., when he was twenty-four years old, he
was crowned Great King of Kalinga (Kalinga-mahdrija, -adhipati,
-cukravartin). He married the daughter of a prince named Lilaka, a
descendant of Hathisimha. Khiravela was a restless monarch and his
numerous raids, complacently detailed by the inscription, earned him the
epithet of Great Victor (mahivijaya). However, he was also a peaceful
king (ksemarfija) and a righteous king (dharmarija), whose piety towards Jaina monks never faltered. Styled by the latter as Mendicant
King (bhiksurija), he nevertheless refrained from any partiality and
protected all sects (sarvapkqdapzijuka) without discrimination.
5 1 On this long inscription which is extremely difficult to read and interpret, B. BARUA,
Old Brcihmi Inscriptions in the Udoyogiri and M q b g i r i Caves, Calcutta, 1929, pp. 3-47;
Hithigumphci Inscription of Khiravela (Revised Edition), IHQ, 1938, pp. 459-85 *.
The inscription was long considered asdating from the first half of the second century
B.C. Epigraphists class it today in the palaeographic group No. 3 and date it from 50 to 25
Mon. of Sachi, I , pp. 264, n. I , and 277). - The Cambridge
B.C. (cf. N.G. MNUMDAR,
Hisrory (pp. 3 14- 15, 534, 602) and the Cambridge Shorter History (p. 57) also place
KhPravela in around the year 169 B.C. Nowadays, the Political History of H. RAYCHAUDHURI (p. 419) and the Hisrory and Culture of the Indian People (11, pp. 215-16) locate his
accession in about 28 B.C.; J. FILLIOZAT
in I& Classiqw. I, p. 268, opted for the first
century B.C.
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In the first year of his reign (28 B.C.), he repaired the ramparts of the
capital of Kalinga. - In the second year (27), without concern for his
i he sent a great army to the west, reached
neighbour, King ~ i t a k a m[I],
the river Krsnaveni and spread terror among the inhabitants of Asika.
- The third year (26) was devoted to artistic performances of great
variety. - In the fourth year (25), he occupied the capital of a prince
named Vidyidhara, and subjugated the Ristrikas and Bhojakas of
Berir. - In the fifth year (24), he extended to his capital the canal
inaugurated three hundred years earlier by King Nanda. - In the sixth
year (23), he allowed his subjects large reductions in taxes. - In the
seventh year (22), he paid a visit of great pomp to the holy place on
Mount Samataka or Sameta, present-day Pareshnith. - In the eighth
year (21), he destroyed the Gorathagiri fortress in the Barlbar hills and
attacked Rljagrha, present-day Rijgir in Bihir. Learning of this, a
Greek king (whose name is partly effaced on the inscription, perhaps
Dimita or Damita) fled to Mathuri. - In the ninth year (20), he built at
great cost, on both banks of the Prici, the Great Palace of Victory
(MahdvijayaprEsdda). - In the tenth year (19), he set out on a conquest
of Bhiratavaea. - In the eleventh year (la), he r a i d the city of
Pithuda, the Pitoura of the Mais6loi recorded by Ptolemy (VII, 1, 93),
the residence of the king of Masulipatam, in the State of Madras. - In
the twelfth year (17), allied with the Sivis, he caused consternation
among the rulers of Uttaripatha (North India) and panic among the
people of Magadha, made his elephants and horses drink water from the
Ganges, compelled the king of Magadha, Bahasatimita (Blhatsvit-mitra) to prostrate himself at his feet, pillaged Anga and Magadha,
meanwhile recovering Jaina statues which had been carried off from
Kalinga by an early Nanda king. The same year, he overthrew King
Pindya of the Extreme South.
The panegyric does not inform us of the death of Khiravela, and even
less so of the end of his house. The kumira Vadukha mentioned in the
Maiichapuri cave in Udayagiri ( L ~ E R s1348)
,
was possibly one of his
successors. However, the Cedi kingdom of Kalinga was of only ephemeral success : among the geographers of antiquity, Pliny the Elder (23-79
A.D.) was the only one to mention it; neither is it referred to in the
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea (end of the first century) nor in Ptolemy
who was active between 121 and 151 of the Christian era.
4. - CEYLON FROM 20 B.C. TO 75 A.D.

THE SUCCESSION OF KINGS. - While Sakas, Siitavihanas and Cedis
were disputing the hegemony on the sub-continent, the island of Ceylon
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lived through troubled times under the eventful reigns of the successors
of Vatggimani. The Sinhalese chronicle (Dipavqsa, XX, 22-35; XXI,
1-33; Mahdvqsa, XXXIV) devotes a chapter entitled "The eleven
kings" to this period :

Sovereigns
MahHciili-mahltissa
Coraniga
Tissa
Siva
Vatuka
DHrubhatikatissa
Niliya
AnulH
Kutakannatissa
34. BhHtikHbhaya
35. Mahldlthika-mahlinlaa

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

535

Length
of reign

Era of
Niw.

Christian
era

14 years
12 years
3 years
1 year 2 months
1 year 2 months
1 year 1 month
3 months
4 months
22 years

466-480
480-492
492-495
495-496
496-497
497-498
498
499
499-521
52 1-549
549-561

20-6 B.C.
6 B.C.-6 A.D.
6-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12
13
13-35
35-63
63-75

28 years
12 years

Some of these kings are mentioned on inscriptions : Mahiciili Mahitissa, in Sinhalese Mahasilu Mahatis or Mahadeliyi Tissa (EZ. I, p. 61 ;
111, pp. 154-7; JCBRAS, XXXVI, p. 66; CJS, 11, p. 150, n. 1); Tissa, on
the inscription of Amandagimani (CJS, 11, p. 179); Kutakannatissa, also
called Makalan Tissa or Kilakanni Tissa, and Bhltikibhaya or simply
Abhaya, on the inscription of Molihitiyavelegala (EZ, 111, p. 154).
MAHACULTMAH~TISSA (20-6 B.C.). - Son of Khallitaniga, he had
been adopted after the latter's death by his uncle Vatpgimani. Having
mounted the throne, he distinguished himself by his extreme piety and
ardent devotion to the Thera Mahisumma. Not contcnt with founding
monasteries, he made a point of working at tillage and handed all his
wages over to the Thera.
CORAN~GA
M A H ~ ~ N ~(6
G AB.C.-A.D.). - Son of Vattagimani, he
rebelled during the reign of his adoptive brother, and had to take refuge
in concealment; however, the Buddhist monks refused to give him
shelter. Once mounted on the throne, he avenged himself by persecuting
the monks and destroying their monasteries. He was poisoned by his
wife Anuli.
A N U L(6-13
~ A.D.). She was a true Messalina, her excesses knew no
bounds. Having assassinated her first husband, Coraniga, in order to
join her lover Tissa, the son of Mahiclji, she married in turn five kings
whom she treated as playthings and got rid of with poison : her nephew
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Tissa, Siva the palace-guard, the Tamil carpenter Vatuka, the woodcutter Dkubhatika Tissa, finally the Damila priest Niliya. Free at last of
all conjugal bonds, she gave herself indiscriminatingly to thirty-two of
her palace-guards.
K~AKA?R!IATIssA
(13-35 A.D.). - Second son of Mahiciili, he had
entered the Order through fear of the infamous Anuli but, seeing the
misery of the people defenceless against the extravagances of a hysterical
woman, he led a revolt and killed AnulH. Having mounted the throne,
he was noteworthy for his piety towards the theras and theris and for
works of public welfare : he surrounded Anuridhapura with a wall
seven cubits high and dug the Vannaka canal.

536

BHATIK~~BHAYA
(35-63 A.D.). - Son of the latter, he reigned for 28
years, and his whole life was devoted to paying homage to the MahHthlpa of the Mahivihira. He had it covered, from top to bottom, with
the most precious materials : sandalwood paste, scented flowers which
were sprinkled mechanically with water from Lake AbhayavHpi, covered
with plaster mixed with cart-loads of precious stones, and a net of coral
into the mesh of which were inserted gold lotus flowers as big as
cartwheels. The king gave many festivals, arranged for offerings to the
Bodhi tree and displayed the greatest hospitality to monks whatever
their origin. He exempted his subjects from taxes due to him.
In his palace and residences, he gave hospitality to monks engaged in
the ((burden of books)) (ganthadhura) and made sure that they lacked
nothing (Mhv., XXXIV, 65-6). This was the first time, it seems, that an
intellectual vocation was officially recognized for the bhikkhus.
Another initiative of BhHtikHbhaya was to have endowed certain
communities with reservoirs and irrigation canals which brought in a
considerable income for the religious. Inscription No. 1 of MolHhitiyavelegala (EZ. 111, 1930, p. 154) is a testimony to this : ccGreetings! King
Abaya, the eldest son of King Kugkana and grandson of the great
King Devanapiya Tisa, has dedicated with the golden vessel [vessel used
to pour water on to the hands of beneficiaries] the canal (adz] of
Gana..caka, in the region of Ataragaga, to the monks residing in the
Pilipavata monastery)).
The king was happy to hand over to the religious or to ministers his
duties as chief justice. Having heard of a skillful judgement passed by the
Thera Abhidhammika-~odha,he decided that all disputes would henceforth be settled by him (Samantapclsddikd, 11, p. 307). On another
occasion, an argument broke out between the Abhayagiri and the
MahHvihira concerning accusations made by the nun Mettiyl against
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the monk Dabba Mallaputta, so he entrusted his minister, the brahmin
Dighakiriyana, with settling the difference. The monks of the Mahlvihiira won the case (Sarnantapdsidiki, 111, p. 583).
MAH~D~WK
MAMNAGA
A
(63-75 A.D.). - Brother of the above, he
went so far in his generosity as to offer as a gift to the community his
own person, his wife (a Damili princess), his two sons, and the court
elephant and horse. He had the road round and approaching the
Mahithtipa tiled, established pulpits in all the monasteries, and levelled
the approaches to the Cetiyagiri, that most famous of all mountains
where Mahinda and his companions had set foot in Ceylon.
537
On the summit of that steep mountain, he risked his life to build the
Mahithiipa of MihintaIEs2. He flanked it with four arches studded with
precious stones and covered it with red cloth, with golden balls and
festoons of pearls. This reliquary, which is still in a good state of
preservation, is smaller in size than the great stiipa of Anuridhapura
and without much artistic value. Nonetheless, its diameter at the base is
40 metres, and transporting the materials to the top of Mount Missaka
represents an enormous task.
Once the construction was completed, MahHdiChika organized a
festival which has remained famous in the annals of Ceylon : the
GiribhqghpCji or ((offering of goods on the mountain)) (Mahivapsa,
XXXIV, 75-81; Manoratha, I, p. 22; Visuddhimagga, ed. WARREN,
p. 316). A spiral track was laid out round the Cetiyagiri, and it was
adorned with flags, banners and triumphal arches. On both sides of the
track, booths provided food for the pilgrims. From the river Kadamba
to the summit of the mountain, the track, lit by thousands of lamps, was
covered with carpeting which enabled the faithful, after their ablutions,
to keep their feet clean while ascending. An uninterrupted chain of
lamps criss-crossed the entire island and continued out to sea to the
distance of a yojma.
11. - THE

SAKA-PAHLAVASAND BUDDHISM

C H A R A ~ R I OF
~ ~m
C SSAKAS. - The ~ a k a and
s Pahlavas, that is
s z The Dip (XXI, 31) and the Mahcivmpa (XXXIV. 71) attribute to M a M & i k a the
founding of the Ambatthala-mahlthfipa. However, according to Sinhalese tradition, the
erection of the Ambasthala Egaba, which has been mentioned earlier (p. 271), should be
attributed to King Uttiya, the successor of Devinampiyatissa (6.
PARANAWTANA.
The
S t C p in Ceylon, p. 5). The monument built by Mahl&*ka on the summit of Mount
Missaka would therefore be the Mahlthiipa of Mihintale, a reproduction of which is to be
found in PARANAVITANA,
0.1.. pl. 111 a.
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the Scythians and Parthians, who invaded North-West India near the
beginning of the Christian era are given by Indian sources as two closely
related peoples. Both were of Scythian origin and spoke a variety of
Eastern Iranian.
Kharosthi inscriptions from the North-West and certain Indian inscriptions from Eastern Turkestan ranging up to the third century A.D.
538 provide the oldest traces of the $aka dialect : proper names and some
borrowed words such as the title hinajha ((army chief)) borne by a king
of Khotan. However, the most important material is supplied by Khotanese manuscripts discovered at the beginning of this century. They are
written in a variety of Indian alphabet, Brlhmi, augmented by some
additional characters; they contain documents of varying natures :
Buddhist and medical works, fables and accounts translated or adapted
from Indian originals. The aka language, or Khotanese $aka as it is
called nowadays, already appears to be dialectally differentiated and
shows strong affinities with the language of MaralbaSi (BarEuq), to the
east of KaSgar, known by some documents deposited in Berlin and
Paris 3.

" This language, which was quite unknown at the beginning of this century, is wellknown today thanks to the assiduous efforts of some mearchers : F. W. Bailey. 0. Hansen,
R. Hocrnle, S. Konow, E. Leumann, H. Liiders, P. Pelliot. H. Reichelt, Helrner Smith, P.
Tedesco and F.W. Thomas. The first publications are listed in S. K o ~ o w Khotansakische
.
G r m a t i k , Lcipzig, 1941, pp. 73-5. Since then works published at an accelerating rate by
F. W. Bailey have resulted in the creation of a comparative grammar and lexicography of
Eastern Iranian : Hvatanika, I-IV. BSOAS, VIII, pp. 923-36; IX, pp. 69-78, 52143; X, pp.
886-924; Irano-lndica, I-IV, BSOAS, XII, pp. 319-32; X111, pp. 121-39, 389-409, 920-38;
Indo-lrmim Studies, 1-111, Transactions of the Philological Society, 1953, pp. 21-42; 1954,
pp. 129-56; 1955, pp. 55-82; Indo-Turcica. BSOAS, IX,pp. 289-302; Armeno-Indoirmica,
Transactions of the Philological Society, 1956, pp. 88-126; Kanaiska, JRAS, 1942, pp. 1428. 250; References to Twks in Khotanese manuscripts, JRAS. 1939, pp. 85-91; The
Jritakastava of Jtiinayah, BSOAS, IX, pp. 85-9; The Khotan Dharmapoda. BSOAS, X I .
pp. 488-512; Gan&-ri. BSOAS, XI, pp. 764-97; Khotanese Texts, 6 vol. Cambridge, 194567; Khotanese Buddhist Texts, Cambridge, 1951;A Khotanese Text concerning the Turks in
Kan!sou, Asia Major, I , 1949, pp. 28-52; The Seven Princes, BSOAS, XII, pp. 616-24; The
present State of Khotanese Studies, Actcs du XXI' C. d a Or., pp. 166-7;Cmrdra and Cap&,
JRAS. 1949, pp. 2 4 ; The Stad-Holstein Miscellany, Asia Major, 11, pp. 1-45; Kciiicana&a, B.C. Law Volume, Poona, 1946,11, pp. 11-13; The T m h u q Kannavdcd, BSOAS,
XIII, pp. 649-70.809-10; A Title of Knniska. Adyar Library Bull., XX,pp. 229-33; Iranian
M&a, Indian Bija, BSOAS. XVIII, pp. 3242; Dvcirri Matiiuim, BSOAS. XX. pp. 41-59;
Adversaria Indoiranica, BSOAS, XIX, pp. 49-57; Ye& and Avesta. University of Ceylon
Review, 1957, pp. 23-35; A Problem of the Indo-Iranian Vocabulary, Rocznik Orient., XXI.
1957, pp. 59-69. - M.J. DUBDEN,The Jritakastava. or Praise of the Buddha's Former
Births, Indo-Scythian (Khotmese) Text ..., Philadelphia, 1955. - On the Maralbdi
language. closely related to h k a , S. KONOW,
Ein neuer Saka-dialekt. SPAW, 1935, pp. 772-
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Herodotus (IV, 59-82) and Strabo (VII, 3, 9) devoted several interesting pages to the Scythians, but they are more concerned with the
nomads of the Don and the Black Sea than with the eastern tribes
between the Caspian and the Parnirs. The idyllic picture which the epic
poet Choerilus (420-400) and the historian Ephorus (363-300) painted of
the ((virtuous and just)) Scythians, pushing communism to its furthest
extremes, should not side-track us : Scythian ferocity, culminating in
characteristic acts of cannibalism, is deservedly legendary.

ATROCITIES
OF THE SAKAS.
- It was while fighting the Parthian kings
Phraates 11, Artaban I1 and Mithridates 11, that the Saka hordes cleared
way through Eastern Iran as far as Sakastene. Contact with the Parthians
enabled them to organize themselves on the model of Arsacid institutions : they had a King of Kings (scihcinu scihr') commanding as suzerain
(mahcidhipatr) a quantity of vassals (scimanta), who also assumed the title
of king (szhi). However, they had lost nothing of their ferocity when,
under the leadership of Maues in about the year 90 B.C., they proceeded
northwards up the Indus, entered Gandhira and took possession of the
Greek kingdom of Taxila. Equally fearsome was that second wave of
invaders who, a few years later, proceeded to the South-East, successively occupied Kacchii (the peninsula of Kutch), Surlstra (KHthilwHr
and Gujarlt) and finally reached Ujjayini, the capital of Avanti. That
the Indians in general and the Buddhists in particular had to suffer from
the first contact with the Saka is not the least surprising. Towns were
razed, stlpas violated, relics stolen and monasteries burnt. The Yugapurcina (vv. 124-30) describes the king of the Sakas as a person ((avid for
riches, violent, of a wicked nature, evil and with a destructive mindn; it
foresees his defeat in the course of time, but notes that ((when the $aka
kingdom is destroyed, the earth will be deserted)). Indian sources, such
as the Mah&hCrata and the KZmasCtra are in agreement with the
540 Greek sources, such as the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, in condemning the immorality of the Scythians and deploring the corruption of
morality introduced into the Punjab, Mathurl and Surlstra by the Saka
customs authorizing prostitution and incestuous unionss4.
The Scythian invasion was regarded by the Buddhists as one of the
precursory signs of the disappearance of the Good Law. It was then
perhaps that the ASokdvadcZna (T 2042, ch. 6, p. 126c), taking over the
823; The OIdesr Diokct of Khoranese Saka. Nonk Tidsskrift fer Sprogvidenskap, XIV.
1947, pp. 156-90.
'* S.C H A ~ P A D H Y AThe
Y ASakas
,
in India, pp. 84-5; PeripIus. 949. Cf. Herodotus, IV,
78.
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ancient prophecy regarding this event (above, pp. 197-202), attributed
Greek, Scythian and Parthian nationalities to the barbarian kings (dasyu
mleccha) who came from the West to pillage India, destroy stiipas,
ravage monasteries and kill the religious :
In times to come, three cruel kings will appear : the first named Saka, the
second Yavana, the third Pahlava. They will persecute the people, destroy the
Doctrine of the Buddha, the usniv of the TathHgata, as well as the teeth of the
Buddha. They will invade eastern India. The h k a will be in the region of the
South, the Pahlava in that of the West, the Yavana in that of the North. Each at
the head of a hundred thousand vassals, they will destroy stlpas and monasteries and massacre thc religious. At that time, demons without human form will
also persecute men. There will be many pillagers and brigands. The cruel kings
will in every way molest, chastise and terrify people.

541

THE HELLENIZATION OF THE SAKAS. - The fears of the Indians in
general and the Buddhists in particular turned out to be vain. Having
dominated India by sword and fire, the Sakas quickly became civilized,
taking their inspiration as best they could from the Greek political and
cultural institutions which had been implanted in the country. They took
over as their own the administrative system started by the Indo-Grkk
kings and retained the satraps, strategoi and meridarchs in their posts.
They copied the Greek coinage and continued to use the dual Greek and
Kharosthi legend. They adopted the Seleucid calendar introduced by
Demetrius, but changed its initial date, going so far as to retain the
Macedonian names of the months. At the beginning, they had no other
artistic ideas than those which they had inherited from the Greeksss.
In Taxila, the second city of Sirkap founded by the Bactrians in the
second century B.C., was rebuilt by the Scytho-Parthians on the typical
Greek chequer-board model, with streets at right angles and the housing
sections evenly aligned. Probably under Azes I, there was added to the
old clay rampart a defensive wall of stone, six kilometres long, supported
at regular intervals by rectangular bastions. The new enclosure thus
included the HathiHl spur to the south, and for the first time Taxila took
on the appearance of a Graeco-Asiatic city, with an acropolis or upper
town, serving as a defensive centre, and a lower town, where the
civilians lived and traded s6.
Half a mile from the gate of Sirkap, the temple of Janail, also built
at the time of Azes I, is very similar to a Greek temple, both in its
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Cf. J . MARSHALL,
Taxila, I, pp. 55-7.
ID., ibid., pp. 113-14; 140.
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general plan, with pronaos (front porch), naos (sanctuary) and episthodomos (back porch), as well as in the two pairs of columns in antis
(between pilasters) of the Ionic order located at the entrances to the
temple. Nevertheless, the monument differs in two points from a Western
model : the peristyle or colonnade is replaced by a solid wall broken at
regular intervals by wide windows : a large mass of masonry, the
foundations of which go down twenty feet below ground level, separates
the naos from the episthodomos. It can be supposed that it supported a
lofty tower which was reached by an external stairway. From these
particular characteristics and the fact that no image has been rediscovered inside, it ensues that it was an Iranian or Zoroastrian temple,
sheltering the fire altar in the naoss7.
Other monuments of the Scytho-Parthian period also bear witness to
the exclusive influence of Greece in the matter of ornamentation : the
decoration of a small stlpa discovered in Block E of Sirkap consists
entirely of acanthus leaves depicted in profusion, with more enthusiasm
than sobriety 5 8 .
As time passed, the imitation of Greek models, both numismatic and
sculptural, became more and more clumsy. The Parthian barrier which
separated India from the Western world prevented the art from being
renewed, and the Greeks who formerly peopled the workrooms of the
metal-casters and sculptors were not replaced by compatriots, but by
vague local artisans. While the first coins struck by Maues are scarcely
inferior to those of the last Indo-Greeks, those of Azes are no more than
pale imitations of them. In the matter of decoration, alongside the
painstakingly reproduced Yavana motifs, under the influence of Mathur i , Indian motifs are introduced, particularly that of the lotus. The
Stiipa known as that of the double-headed eagle discovered in Block F
in Sirkap is of mixed inspiration, half Greek and half Indian : in the
interspaces between the eight Corinthian pillars which adorn the west
face of the pediment are reproduced, two by two, the facade of a Greek
temple, the arch called 'Bengali' and the ancient Indian toranas9.
THESAKAS
ANDBUDDHISM. - Not content with acquiring the Yavana
heritage, the Sakas, continuing the policy of the Indo-Greek kings in the
matter of religion, showed themselves to be tolerant towards indigenous
beliefs and even benevolent with regard to the most powerful of them,
Buddhism. The presence of the Iranian temple of Jandiil proves that
ID.,
ibid.. p. 225 sq.
58
s9

ID., ibid.. I,p. 158; 111, pl. 27 a.
ID., ibid.. p. 163, 111, pl. 20 and 30 a.
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they did not renounce their own personal beliefs on that account, but
did not attempt to impose them on the Indians. Brahmins, Jainas and
Buddhists were quite free to rebuild the ruins caused by the first days of
the invasion. Furthermore, the Saka satraps personally assisted them in
this task of restoration.
According to the Taxila plaque engraved in 78, in the reign of Maues
(77 B.C.), Pitika, the son of Liaka Kusiilaka, the Scythian satrap of
i
had been
Chukhsa, restored a relic of the Buddha ~ i i k ~ a m u nwhich
((dislodged))(aprati!havita), and alongside built a monastery, in homage
to all the Buddhas, in honour of his mother and father and for the
increase of the life and ((power of the satrap)) (Konow, pp. 28-9). In
Birnarin, a certain Sivaraksita, the son of Miijavat, during some work
of restoration (niryitana), replaced with a steatite vase the ancient
container which originally held the famous golden reliquary, preserved
today in the British Museum ( K o ~ o w ,p. 52). In Mathuri, Ayasia
Kamuia, the wife of the great satrap Rijuvula, established a relic, a
stiipa and a samghiriima for the SarvbtivHdin community; her son
S d b a gave a series of plots of land ((in homage from the whole Saka
country)) to some Sarvistividin religious, among whom are mentioned,
the Arya Buddhadeva and the Bhiksu Budhila ((charged with teaching
543 the truth to the Mahisimghikas)) (Inscription on the Lion Capital at
, 48). S. Livi compared the Arya Buddhadeva of
Mathuri, K o ~ o w p.
the Mathuri Lion with the scholar Buddhadeva, mentioned in the
Vibhei and Koia (Index, p. 124), and identified Budhila with the F o t'i
lo of Hsiian tsang, the author of a Chi chen fun (TattvmamuccayaS(3stra)
of the Mahidmghika school (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 888a 8).
Under the Saka occupation, the Buddhists, whatever their origin,
Indian or foreign, were able to devote themselves at leisure to their
charitable deeds, such as digging wells ((for the welfare and happiness of
all beings)); this was the case for the Indian Samghamitra, son of
Ananda ( K o ~ o w p.
, 65) and the Yavana Thaidora, son of Datia (ID.,
p. 66).
As we saw earlier, ~ o d l s a the
, great satrap at Mathuri during the
time of Azes 11, left his name attached to Buddhist, Jaina and Visnuite
foudations.
Many are the Buddhist establishments, in Taxila and its neighbourhood, which date back to the Saka period. Sir John Marshal160 notes-in
Sirkap stiipas situated in Blocks E, F, G, C 1 and E l ; around the
ASokan foundation of the Great Dharmariijika, a series of thirteen small
60

ID., ibid., I, p. 58.
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stiipas one of which, S 8, has yielded coins of Maues and Azes; to the
north of the Jandill temple, two stiipas (A and B) and a monastery; to
the east of the same temple, at Bajrln, a stilpa with a gold plate
, 86); at the entrance
dedicated to the name of a certain Sira ( K o ~ o wp.
to the village of Shlhpur, stiipa No. 13, erected by the brothers Sihila
and Siharaksita ( K o ~ o wp.
, 87), and stiipa No. 14, built by a meridarch
, 5).
of Taxila whose name is effaced ( K o ~ o w p.

THE PAHLAVAS~'. - The establishment of Pahlava suzerainty over
Indo-Scythia in the reign of Gondophares (19-45 A.D.) had no repercussions on the destinies of Buddhism. Descendants of the Parni tribe
which was part of thc Dahae people, the Parthians, like the Sakas, were
of Scythian origin. Rulers of Iran since 247 B.C., they considered
themselves inheritors of the ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia, Achaemenid Persia and the Asia of the Seleucids. In the reign of Mithridates I
544 (171-137), Parthia had become a powerful feudality divided into satrapies and including no less than eighteen vassal states. The directing
influence was in the hands of seven great families, one of which was that
of the Arsacids. Power was wielded by the Great King of Kings, assisted
and supervised by a ((senate))and an ((assembly of wise men and magi)).
As enclaves within the empire, a great many Greek cities, such as
Seleuceia on the Tigris or Seleuceia on the Euleus (Susa), and some
Jewish colonies enjoyed privileges and immunities which rendered them
practically independent. In principle, kingship was hereditary and if a
king died childless, his successor had to be chosen from among the
nobles or Megistanes and designated by them. The prestige which
surrounded the. sovereign was quasi-divine : the king wore the tiara,
introduced into the protocol by Mithridates, took the title of Theos or
Theopator, and after his death became the object of a cult with temples
and statues. The court was surrounded with the most sumptuous luxury,
moving its residence, at the whim of the seasons or of fancy, to one of
the four capitals of the empire : Arsak, Hecatompylos, Ecbatana and
Ctesiphon.
If we lack Parthian texts for the beginning of the Arsacid period, this
is because Greek was the official language of the empire until about 50
B.C. The legends on Arsacid coins in which, since the time of Mithridates, the kings regularly called themselves ((Philhellenes)) remained Greek
for several centuries62, and the monuments built in memory of the

*' On the organization and administration of the Parthians, see R. GHIRSHMAN,
L'lrm
&s Origines a I'lslom, Paris, 1951, pp. 234-7.
6 2 Cf. J. DE MORGAN,
Manuel & Nwt~matiqueOrienrale. Paris, 1923-36, pp. 152-69.
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Shahs at Bisutiin bore Greek inscriptionsb3. Greek was currently used
on legal and notarized deeds; for example, in a text on the law of
succession from the Arsacid period discovered at Dura (Siilihi~eh)~~
as well as two bills of sale found at Avromiin, in Zagros, dating back
respectively to the years 88 and 22 B.C.6S. The ruling class read and
spoke Greek, and we know from Plutarch (Life of Crassus, 33) that at
the moment the fate of the Roman legions was sealed at Carrhae (53
B.C.), King Orodes attended a performance of the Bacchae by Euripides. Such snobbery provoked the astonished amusement of the GraecoRoman world : ((What does it mean)), cries Seneca in the Consolatio ad
Helviam (VII, l), ((those Greek towns in the midst of barbarian territories, and Greek being spoken between Indians and Persians?)) In the.
opinion of Strabo (XI, 9, 2), the Parthians, through the number of
people over whom they had command and the immensity of resources at
their disposal, were, around the new era, veritable rivals of the Romans :
((The cause of such an expansion should be sought)), he said, ((in the
life-style led by the Parthians and in their institutions which, although
still sullied by the influence of barbarian peoples, particularly the
savagery of the Scythians, nevertheless seem to contain that indescribable something which serves to establish political hegemony and military supremacy )).
We have little information on the religion of the Parthiansb6. According to Scythian custom, they doubtless continued to worship natural
phenomena and to pay homage to the Sun and Moon. During his stay
in Rome, at the court of Nero, Tiridates of Armenia, the brother of
Vologeses I, still performed bloody sacrifices (Tacitus, Annals, XV, 29).
However, under Parthian domination, the Iranian people remained
faithful to the Mazdaean triad represented by A h u r a m d a , Mithra and
Anahita, the last also being honoured under the name of Nanaia or
Artemis. The cult of the goddess became wide-spread, as is proved by
the numerous temples dedicated to her name at Arsak, Ecbatana,
Kengavar, in Elymaide, Susa, Istakar and Siz. The exposure of the dead
as recommended by the Zoroastrian reformation does not seem to have
been practised regularly. Archaeological excavations made at Nippur,
63 E. HEUZFELD,
Am Tor von Asien :FeldFdenkmale aus Irans Heldenzeit. Berlin, 1920,
pl. XXI-XXIII.
64 9. HAU~~OULIER,
Une loi grecque iddite sur les successions nab intestatw, Revue
historique du droit franwis et ttranger, 11, 1923, pp. 515-53.
O J E.H. MINNS, Parchments of the Parthicuc Period from Avroman in K ~ f d i r IJournal
~,
of Hellenic Studies, XXXV, 1915, pp. 22-65.
66 R. GHUISH~~AN,
L'lran &s Origines a I'lslam, pp. 239-43.
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Kakze, Dura-Europos and Susa have revealed the existence of Parthian
necropoli in which the dead were buried, with their funerary furnishings,
in terra-cotta sarcophagi. This continued until the end of the ancient
era. Unconcerned with proselytizing, the Parthians, far from attempting
to convert the conquered peoples to their own beliefs, displayed perfect
tolerance, both in their relations with the Greek colonies as well as the
small Jewish states established in the empire. The liberal spirit which
Gondophares evinced regarding his Indian subjects possibly earned him
the title of ttsaviour)) (trctd) which appears on his coins. In the
546 Christian and pagan legend, he appears as an enlightened prince, open
to any foreign propaganda and welcoming at his court, with equally
good grace, the apostle Saint Thomas and the sage Apollonius. The
, 62), on which his name appears
inscription of Takht-i-Bahi ( K o ~ o wp.
in connection with the building of a chapel, proves that the Buddhists
had no complaints about the foreign ruler. In the second and third
centuries of the Christian era, among the first Buddhist missionaries in
China, were to appear monks from An hsi, that is Arsacid Persia : An
Chih kao, who was to give up the throne to enter the religious life, is
credited with having been the first great translator of Buddhist texts into
Chinese versions. He worked in Lo yang between 148 and 170 A.D.;
however, of the 176 translations attributed to him by the catalogues,
only a small number - four, according to P. Demiiville - can be held
to be authentic. Among other translators of Iranian origin, there was
also the layman An Hsiian (168-189) and the Sramana An Fa ch'in (28 1306) who also worked in Lo yang. Nonetheless, for the vast majority,
the Saka-~ahlavasattracted to Buddhism were ill-prepared to receive
and understand the message of S ~ k ~ a m u n i .
NEWFORMS OF DISSEMINATING THE WORD. - In order to reach those
simple minds, the Buddhist propagandists had to act like Scythians with
the Sakas and like Parthians with the Pahlavas. The time had passed
when S ~ k ~ a m ucould
n i teach the mysteries of the dependent origination
of phenomena directly to his young contemporaries, ((to the noble
young people who gave up family life to adopt life without a family)),
when the missionaries of the Mauryan period carried out massive
conversions in India by propounding to the laity the gradual teaching
(anuplrvi katha, a veritable compendium of the Buddhist doctrine,
finally when Nggasena and other wise scholars, whether real or purported, debated as equals with the Yavana kings who were experienced in
the quibbles of sophistry. There could be no question of teaching fireworshippers and the devotees of the goddess Anahita the immense
Tripi!aka. They could merely be inculcated with the spirit and initiated
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into the essential truths by very simple means : a few suggestive stanzas
or alphabetical exercises to be learnt by heart.
It had always been accepted that the slightest Word of the Buddha
was of value, and the Ariguttara (11, p. 178) already averred that
547 ((through knowledge of the letter and meaning of the Law - be it
only a simple stanza of four feet - and through conduct in accordance
with the Law, one deserves to be called learned and a good memorizer
of the Dharma,). However, during the period with which we are
concerned, the documentary worth of a stanza took on a magical power,
and Buddhist texts from both extremes of the two Vehicles, such as the
Vajracchedikd (ed. CONZE,p. 37), continually repeat that ((every son or
daughter who takes from a text of the Law be it only one stanza of four
feet in order to teach and explain it to someone else gains through that
very deed an enormous, immense and incalculable mass of meritn.
Hence the famous stanza, formerly told to S~riputraby Aivajit and
which summarizes the four noble truths so well, was raised to the level
of a Buddhist tenet :
All dharmas arise from a cause;
Of them all the Tathdgata told the cause;
He also told of their cessation :
Such is the doctrine of the great Srarnana6'.
It is repeated endlessly on Buddhist monuments and images, in India,
Serindia, and China where it is found on the inscribed bricks of
Y ~ n n a n Enclosed
~~.
in stiipas by way of a talisman, it protects and
In~ texts
.
it is often followed by a
preserves them from d e s t r ~ c t i o n ~
famous couplet :
Avoid all sins,practise the good,
Purify the thought :such is the teaching of the B ~ d d h a s ' ~ .
The description of the law of twelve causes, or pratityasamutpZda,
discovered by S5kyamuni during the night of Enlightenment, also

PHli Vinaya, I. p. 40; MahHvastu, 111, p. 62 :
ye akvwzci heruppabhavci lesatp h e t q rath&ato riho
resoil ca yo nirodho evatpvidi m a h c i r ~ o .
6 8 Cf. W. LIEBENTHAL,
Samkrir Inscrip~ionsfrom Y m , I , Monuments Serica, XII,
1947, pp. 1-40; 11, Sino-Indian Studies, V, 1955, pp. 1-23.
O9 AbhisarnayHlqkHr5loka, ed. U. W m m , p. 207.
Digha, 11, p. 49; Dhammapada, v. 183; Nettipakara~,p. 43, etc.
sabbapipassa a k a r w kusalassa upasompadci
sacirrapariyodopanatperatp B d i k i n a skunap.
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appears on a large number of monuments. In the year 20 of Kaniska, a
recension in Prlkrit of the North-West was engraved by a certain
Maniphatia on the base of a copper reliquary destined for a Sawlstivldin monastery ( K o ~ o w p.
, 155).
In the North-West, the Sawlstivldins conceived for foreigners a
veritable religious propaganda of the stanza, supported by a mass of
edifying literature, in which are celebrated the heroic efforts of such-andsuch a king or brahmin to acquire the complete text of a g5thd7'.
Among those that found most favour, we can cite :
Transitory indeed are all formations,
They are characterized by rise and fall;
Having arisen, they cease;
Their appeasement is happiness '2 .
or,

AN accumulations end in destruction;
All elevations in falling;
Unions end in separation;
Life e n h in death 13.
or again,
From a pleasant thing springs sorrow;
From a pleasant thing springs fear;
Relinquish the pleasant thing, and sorrow is no more;
From whence could come fear14?
finally,

Practise the Law of good conduct,
Avoid that of wrong conduct;

On this type of literature, references can be found in the Traiti & la Grand Vertu &
Sagesse. Louvain, 1949, p. 689, note.
71 Digha, 11, p. 157; Samyutta, I, pp. 6, 158, 200; 11, p. 193, etc.
aniryci bata satpkcira utp&iavyayadhnrmi&
utpadya hi nirudhyante tes- vyupaEama(~sukham.
7 3 Udinavarga, I, 22 (ed. C r u i c m v ~ np.
, 4); Ncttipakarqa, p. 146; Mahlvastu, 111,
pp. 152, 183; Divylvadina, pp. 27, 100,486 :
sarve kayiintci nicay* patam%t@ samucchray*
seyogci viprayogcinrci m a r a p i n t q ca jiviram
l4 Dhammapada, v.212; Avadinaiataka, I, p. 191 :
priyebhyo jciyate S o w priyebhyo jciyate bhayam
priyebhyo vipramukt&Gp &ti j o k 4 kuto bhayam.
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The Dharma practitioner lives in peace
In this world and the one beyondTs.
The Mahiyinists were to turn to their own account his rudimentary
form of message, not failing to complete the gcithci with a dhcirqi, a
magical formula in which significant but disconnected words are lost
among a crowd of unintelligible syllables.
Already, the HinayZnist school of the Dharmaguptas which, before
playing the leading part in the propagation of Buddhism in China, was
active in western India, particularly in UddiyZna and Surisfra, added
two new baskets to the traditional Tripigka : those of the dhdrqi and
~ ~was
. perhaps the first to make use of mnemoof the b o d h i s ~ t t v a It
technical means (dhiirqimukha) to facilitate the study of the Good Law.
The teaching contained as many articles as the alphabet contained
letters, and each letter or syllable of the alphabet constituted the
beginning of a word or phrase explaining an article of faith in a
condensed form. Strangely, this teaching was addressed above all to
foreign barbarians, Scythians or Parthians, since the alphabet on which
it was based is not the Indian alphabet but a Saka or Khotanese one.
Copied from the Brihmi syllabary, it differed from it by certain special
graphisms serving to note sounds peculiar to Iranian, such as the letter
ysa rendering the voiced sibilant z7'. The characters, only forty-two in
number, were arranged according to a proper order : a , ra, pa, ca, nu,
etc.; hence the name of Arapacana given to this alphabet. The Dharmagupta Vinaya notes joint recitations performed by the religious and laity.
Sometimes, it explains, the two men would recite together A lo po chih
nu without one being before the other; at other times, one of them
would hardly have uttered a than the second repeated the first's word :
als.
The Mahiiyiinists exploited the mnemotechnic of the Arapacana on a
550 wide scale. They made use of it in particular to inculcate in their adepts
their fundamental thesis of the emptiness of all dharmas : ((The letter
a)),they say, ((because all dharmas are originally unarisen (anutpanna);
the letter ra, because they are free of stains (rajas); the letter pa, because
they indicate the absolute (paramcirtha); the letter ca, because they are
75

Dhammapada, v. 169;AvadPnaSataka, I, p. 220 :

dharmatp caret sucaritarp Mduicaritq caret
dhannacdri s u k h q jete asrnitpl loke paratra ca.
' 6 P. DEM~XLLE, L brigine des sectes bouddhiques, pp. 60- 1.
7 7 ' 0 nthe Arapacana alphabet, cf. S. L h , Ysa, in Mhoires S. LP'vi, Paris, 1937,
pp. 355-63;S. K o ~ o w T
, he Arapaccma Aljhabet and the &kas, Acta Orientalia, XII, 1934,

pp. 13-24.,
T 1428,ch. I I, p. 6390 14.
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free from death (cyavana) and birth; the letter nu, because they have no
name ( n h a n ) , etc.)) 79.
The Prajiiipiramiti texts are full of these alphabetical teachings,
samples of which are found in the ~atasiihasrikii, Paiicavimiatisiihasrikii and As!adaSasiihasrikdso. In turn the Gqdavyziha, a section of
the Avatamsaka, resorts to the same procedure in order to illustrate the
prerogatives of the bodhisattvasl. Finally, in Nepalese, Tibetan and
Chinese Buddhism, the first five letters of the Arapacana occur in the
esoteric homage paid to the Bodhisattva MaiijuSris2.
With the Saka-~ahlavas,we reach a period in which Buddhism, wide
open to every external influence, was moving rapidly towards the
Mahiyina. It is clear that the action of those foreigners was not limited
to the few facts revealed heres3. The blossoming outside India of a
powerful messianic movement was necessary in order to transform
Maitreya and Ajita, two obscure disciples of ~iikyamuni,into a Buddha
of the future, a Saviour appearing as a Messiah, a Saoshiant. It is
suspected that Amitibha, the most notable of the Mahiyina Buddhas,
the god of light, of brilliance and of infinite life, ruling over the Western
Paradise, is none other than a Buddhist or Hindu replica of an Iranian
solar god. Finally, there are curious analogies between the bodhisattvas
of the Mahiyina and the Ameshaspentas of Mazdaism : in both cases,
PaiicavimSati, ed. N. Dutt, p. 212.
htasihasrikii, ed. R. M r m , pp. 1450-1; T 220, ch. 53, p. 3026-c; Paricavimsati, ed.
N . D m , pp. 212-13; T 220, ch. 415, pp. 81c-826; T 221, ch. 4, p. 266-c; T 222, ch. 7,
pp. 195c-1966;T 223, ch. 5, p. 2566-c; T 1509, ch. 48, pp. 407c-409a; AswdaSa, T 220, ch.
490, pp. 489a-4900.
" Ga~~davyfiha,
ed. D.T. SUZUKI,pp. 448-50; T 278, ch. 57, p. 765c; T 279, ch. 76, p.
4180; T 293, ch. 31, p. 804a; T 295, p. 887a; T 1019, p. 707c.
8 2 T 1171-1 174. - Cf. HCWgirin, ' A r a h h ' , p. 34.
On Buddhism and Iranism, see P. PELLIOT,
Un rraite manicheen retrouvt! en Chine. JA,
191 1, pp. 565-87; Les injuences irmiennes en Asie Centrale el en Exrrime-Orient. Inaugural
La Iegende de I'empereur
address at the College de France, 4 Dec. 191 1 ; J. PRZYLUSKI,
ASoko, Paris, 1923, pp. 14, 15, 145, 158, 179; Les Udwnbara. JA, 1926, pp. 1-59; La ville du
Cakrovartin, RO, V, 1927, pp. 165-85; La croyonce au Messie duns I'lnde et duns I'lrm,
RHR, C , 1929, pp. 1-1 2; Un dieu iranien duns I'lnde. RO, VII, 193 1, pp. 1-9; Devo er Asura,
RO, VIII, 1932, pp. 25-9; L'inpuence irarienne en Grece el d4N I'lndf. RUB, 111, 1932,
pp. 283-94; Les sepr ~ U ~ S M Cdivines
~ S
duns I'lnde el I'lron, Revue d'Hist. et de Phil. rcl.,
n.d.; Les rapports enrre I'lnde et I'lron & p i s I'ipoque vtdique. RHR,CXXII. 1940, pp. 524; Une cosmogonie commune a I'lron el 0 I'lndf. /A. 1937, pp. 481-93; L. DE LAVAL&
Poussm, Dogme et philosophie du Bouddhisme, Paris, 1930, p. 193; L'lnde aux temps &s
Mouryar, p. 243; Dynasties et Histoire de I'lnde, p. 352; A. FOUCHER,
Art grico-bouddhique,
11, p. 566; Vieille route de I'lnde, 11, pp. 285-9; E. Aeeu;, Der Messiasglaube in Indien und
Iron, Lcipzig, 1928; t. BENVENISTF.,La civiliwtion iranienne, Paris, 1952.'
l9
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they are benevolent spirits whose narnes alone are known, but whose
histories and endlessly repeated accomplishments remain vague. It has
sufficed to emphasize, in the light of precise and easily verifiable data,
the far from negligible part played by the Greek, Scythian and soon
KuGna strangers in the history of Buddhism.
111. - THE BEGINNINGS OF ROCK-CUT ARCHITECTUREa4
Mention has been made in Chapter Three (pp. 31 1-313) of the
Buddhist temples (caityagyha) and monasteries (vihiira). The bas-reliefs
at BhHrhut and Sliici give an idea of those ancient constructions, the
foundations of which were made of stone or bricks, and the superstructure of wood. The excavations carried out at SHfici have brought to
light, in the southern part of the esplanade, the ruins of the famous
552 temple No. 40 pertaining to three successive periods85. The original
construction, dating back to the Maurya period like the main core of
Stiipa No. 1 and the ASokan pillar, had the form of an apsidal hall
resting on a rectangular terrace 3 m. 30 high by 26 long and 14 wide,
access to which was made by two flights of steps built respectively on the
east and west sides of the monument. The superstructure, which was
made of wood, was probably destroyed during Pusyamitra's persecution, at the same time as the ASokan stupa. The open air temples,
constructed according to the same plan, have not resisted the ravages of
time, and the few specimens that remain today, such as those at Ter
(Tagara) in Hyderiibld State, at Chezirla in Kistna District, are no
earlier than the fourth century A.D.a6.
However, alongside open air architecture, the Buddhists had for a
long time turned to rock-cut architecture and, wherever the nature of the
On the beginnings of rockcut architecture, see J. FERGUSSONand J. BURGESS,The
Cave-Temples ojlndia. London, 1880; J. BURGESS,Report on the Buddhist Cave Temples
and their Inscriptions, London, 1883; 1. FERGUSSON.
HiStory of Indian and Eattern
Architecture, 2nd edn,revised by J. Burgess, 2 vol., London, 1910; G. JOUVEAU-DUBREUIL,
Archkologie du Sud & I'lnde, 2 vol., Paris. 1914; John MARSHALL,Cambridge History of
Buddhist Cave Temples of India,
India. I, Cambridge, 1922, pp. 634-42; R.S. WAUCHOPE,
Calcutta, 1933; J.P. VOGEL,Buddhist Art in India, Ceylon and Java, Oxford, 1936, pp. 5764; H. MARCHAL,L'architecture comparke dam I'lnde et I'ExtrZme-Orient, Paris, 1944;
S. KRAMRISCH, The Hindu Temple, 2 vol., Calcutta. 1946; P. BROWN.Indian Architecture.
Bu&b and Hindu, 3rd edn. Bombay, 1956; B. ROWLANDS,The Art and Architecture of
India, London, 1953.**
Monuments of Sachi, I , pp. 64-8; 111, pl. 109, 110. Conjectural mnstruction,
IABH, pl. 16, fig. 4.
Caitya of Ter, HIEA, I, p. 126, figs. 48,49; AAI, p. 124, fig. 16; IABH, pl. 16, fig. I .
- Caitya of Chezairla, HIEA, I, p. 127, figs. 50-52; GIIK, pl. 35, fig. 147.
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terrain permitted it, they carved caityagghas and vihlras in the living
rock, ingeniously reproducing in stone the forms and style of the old
wooden constructions.
The Buddhists were not alone in practising this new form of architecture. The Bihlr caves, excavated during the ASokan era, belonged, at
least in the majority of cases, to the Ajivika order; those in Orissa,
probably started in the last century of the ancient era, were mainly
occupied by the Jainas.
THEAJTVIKA CAVES OF B I H ~ R " . - In BihZr, the best known caves are
those at Barlbar (25 km. north of GayZ), NZgijuni (1 km. N.E. of
Barabar) and ~itiimarhi(20 km. south of RZjagh~a).
a. The BarZbar caves were presented to the Ajivikas by the ISja
Piyadassi ASoka in the years 12 and 19 of his reign, that is, in 256 and
249 B.C. (BLQCH,p. 156). The cave of Karna ChaupZr is a plain
rectangular hall; those of SudZma (or Nyagrodha) and Lomab Rsi
553 consist of a rectangular hall communicating, by means of a narrow
passageway, with a circular room, in all likelihood destined to house an
altar. The fa~adeof the LomaSa Rsi is particularly well-preserved; under
the porch, its doorway is adorned with a convex lintel - an aberrant
form of the early wooden roof-ribs - decorated with strings of elephants and makaras8.
b. At Nigirjuni, the caves known as Vahiyaks, Gopikg and VadathikZ were presented, still to the Ajivikas, by a Devlnampiya D a ~ l a t h a
( L ~ E R s954-6)
,
who has been identified as Dakratha, the grandson of
ASoka.
c. The oldest cave of BihZr is perhaps that of Sitiimarhi, rectangular
in plan and oval in section.
~ ~ .In Orissa, near BhuvaneSvar, the
THE JAMA CAVES OF O R I S S A contiguous hills of Khandagiri and Udayagiri are excavated with some
thirty caves which mostly belonged to Jaina monks. This is what
emerges both from the formal evidence of the inscriptions (L~DERS,
On the BihPr caves, HIEA, I, pp. 130-3; IABH, pp. 13-15.
Fawde of the Lomas Rishi, CHI, pl. I I, fig. 25; HCIP, 11, pl. 7, fig. 13; GIIK, pl. 9,
fig. 28; AAI, pl. 7, fig. b; IABH, pl. 9, fig. I. - Interior of the SwXma, IABH, pl. 9, figs. 2
and 3. - Conjectural reconstruction of the caves in Bih&r, of the Guntupalle temple
(Madras) and the Pitalkhori vihira. IABH, pl. 8.
O9 On the caves in Orissa, HIEA, 11, pp. 9-19; IABH, pp. 36-8. - Plan and reconstruction of Eni GumpE, IABH, pl. 32. - Photographs of Maiichapuri, Ananta Gumphil,
Rini Gumphi and AlakPpurT, CHI, pl. 27-28, figs. 73-80; Wni Gumphi, AAI, pl. 20,
fig. b; IABH. pl. 31, figs. 1-2. - The inscriptions have been published in full by B. BARUA.
Old Brcihmi Imcriptions in the Udnyogiri and -giri
Caves, Calcutta, 1929.
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1342-53) and the particular nature of the architecture, which is completely free of caityagrhas.
The two caves which are seemingly the oldest are those of Hiithigumphi and Maiichapuri on Mount Udayagiri. Hiithigumphi is a natural
cavern, artificially enlarged; it encloses the famous inscription of Khiiravela the king of Kalinga (L~~DERs,
1345) who ruled, as we saw on p. 482,
during the last decades of the ancient era. Maiichapuri is a cave on two
floors containing, on the upper one, the inscription of the chief wife of
Khiiravela (BARUA,p. 5 9 , and on the lower, the inscriptions of King
Vakadepasiri (Sri Vakradeva), Khiiravela's predecessor, and of Prince
Vadukha (L~DERS,
1347-8). The veranda is decorated with a frieze in
high-relief, of poor and clumsy workmanship, but of a more advanced
technique than that at Bhiirhut.
The Ananta Gumphii, on Mount Khandagiri, has only one floor, but
the arches and the frieze of the doorway are interesting for their
sculptures : the goddess Laksmi standing on a lotus and surrounded by
elephants; the quadriga of the Sun-God, with a crescent moon and stars
in the ground.
The RBni Gumphii is the most spacious and decorated of the Udayagiri caves. Its two floors are each provided with a veranda, with cells to
the rear and on the sides. The lower veranda is 13 m. long, the upper
only 6 m. They are both decorated with friezes showing evidence of a
quite different technique and work, the upper frieze being the better
through the coherence of its composition, the plastic workmanship, the
movement and naturalness of the persons.
The bas-reliefs which adorn the verandas of the Ganesh Gumphii and
the Jayavijaya on the Udayagiri bear witness to the rapid decadence of
an art which could not be renewed.
ROCK-CUTBUDDHIST ESTABLISHMENTS.- With the Buddhists, rock-cut
architecture reached a development and perfection which it had never
attained with the rival orders. It is on the western coast of India and in
the neighbouring Ghiits that the Buddhist caves are most numerous,
the terrain lending itself admirably to their renovation and successive
enlargements.
Early archaeologists dated the first caves at the beginning of the
second century B.C.90. However, more careful examination has shown
that they cannot be monuments contemporary with Bhiirhut, BodhGayii or Siiiici which were constructed in the h n g a period, but estaAlso see the chronological classification of Indian monuments in H. MARCHAL,
Lhrchitecture comparke, pp. 87-90.
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blishments commenced near the beginning of the Christian era, under
the ~ a k a - ~ a h l a v and
a s the first Siitaviihanas.
((The composition of the sculptures [noted in the caves] is strangely
bizarre and fanciful, and their style, generally is not of a high order; but
it is easy to perceive from the technique of the relief work, from the
freedom of the composition and of the individual poses, as well as from
the treatment of the ornaments, that they are to be classed among the
later efforts of the Early School, not among its primitive productions.
Their date certainly cannot be much earlier than the middle of the last
century before the Christian era9')).
The examination of the inscriptions surveyed in the caves leads to
identical conclusions. With the exception of those at Niinfighlt which,
incidentally, are not Buddhist, they can be classed palaeographically in
the last group of ancient Brihmi inscriptions.
N.G. M a j ~ m d a distinguishes
r~~
five palaeographic groups :
1. Group 1, represented by the ASokan edicts at Siici, Girnlr, Rummindei
and the inscription on the reliquary of PiprlhwH.
2. Group 2, including the balustrade at ground-level of Stiipa I at SHiici, the
pillar of Heliodorus in Besnagar, the pillar of Ghasundi, the Bhilsa pillar
engraved in the year 12 of the MahZrHja Bhigavata, the balustrade at groundlevel of Stiipa 2 at SHiici, the reliquaries of the same Sttipa and, finally, the
balustrade of the StOpa at Bhlrhut.
3. Group 2 A, in which are classed the Dhanabhiiti inscription of the gateway
of the Stiipa at BhHrhut, the inscription of Queen Nlyaniki at NHnHghHt, as
well as those on the palisade at Bodh-GayH and the first inscriptions at MathurH
(Yakp of Parkham, epigraphs of Brahasvltimitra, Visnumitra and UtaradHsaka).
4. Group 3, consisting of the inscriptions on the four gateways of StCpa 1 at
Saiici, that of King =ravela in Orissa and those of the kings Bahasatimitra
and A~dhasenaat Pabhosa.
5. Group 3 A, including the epigraphs of King Dhanadeva in Ayodhyl, of
Gotiputa at Kosam, of the satrap SgHsa in Amohini and, finally, of the satrap
Nahaplna at NZsik.
The first rock-cut Buddhist establishments do not apparently go any
further back into the past than the last decades of the ancient era, but
the type of architecture continued for centuries. Not only were the
ancient sites regularly enlarged, but also new establishments were founded in various places on the western coast and the Deccan. The Buddhists
excavated caves for more than seven centuries : from the year 50 before
to the year 700 after the Christian era93.
J. MARSHALL
in CHI,I, p. 638.
M o m m n t s of Sciiichj, I, p. 264, n. 1; 111, pl. CXLI.
These two extremes in date arc aaxpted by J.P.VOGEL.Buddhist Art, p. 57.
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Every establishment had necessarily to consist of two separate caves :
the temple (Skt. caityagyha; PB. cetiyaghara) and the monastery (vikra).
The caityagyha, or simply caitya, has many analogies with a Gothic
cathedral. The screen or fapde, closing the entrance to the cave, is
pierced by a doorway surmounted by a horseshoe arch allowing air and
light to pass. The caitya is a rectangular hall terminating in an apse and
divided internally, into a central nave and two side-aisles, by two rows
of columns which meet behind the apse. The rear of the nave is occupied
by a reliquary, or dHgaba, the shape of which reproduces that of a
stlpa. The nave is covered by a barrel-vault formed by a series of arched
beams the lower ends of which rest on the two rows of columns. The
side naves, which are lower, have half barrel-vaults.
The vihgra serving as a dwelling for the monks is split into three parts :
1. A veranda excavated in the rock and placed at the entrance to the
cave. Its ceiling is usually supported by a row of sculpted pillars. - 2. A
central flat-roofed hall serving as the entrance-hall to a large number of
cells the doorways of which, adorned with the cchorseshoen and linked
by balustrades, constitute.the usual ornament. - 3. Cells surrounding
this hallway on three sides : small and dark, they contain one or two
stone beds, at least in the early vihiiras.
The old caves are still very close to the wooden constructions, the
form and style of which they strove to reproduce. The decoration is
distinguished by its simplicity and sobriety and resorts to no other
motifs than traditional horseshoe and balustrade. The image of the
Buddha is absent from them or, if it is found, it is obviously a later
addition. The columns of the caitya are plain shafts, without capitals or
bases; they slope sharply inwards as in the wooden constructions. In the
first vihiiras, the ceiling of the central hall is hardly ever supported by
pillars.
The old caves make a striking contrast with the more recent caves of
the Gupta period, which are filled with sculptures and an increasing
number of images of the Buddha. In the caityas, the entrance is flanked
by a large porch, and the interior colonnade is provided with richly
sculptured bases and capitals. The vihiras likewise increase in comfort
and beauty; the veranda is adorned with sculptures of various motifs;
the ceiling of the central hall is supported by pillars, the number of
which tends to increase incessantly; finally, the rear wall generally opens
onto a chapel, a small-sized caitya, containing a statue of the Buddha.
Here, we will deal only with the oldest rockcut establishments, the
foundation of which may date back, on the evidence of the inscriptions,
to the end of the ancient era or the beginning of the new.
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BHAJA. - The eighteen caves at Bhiji, in the western Ghits, are
situated between Bombay and Poona, near the village of Malavli, on the
G.I.P. Railway. They are pronouncedly archaic, but the few inscriptions
1078-85) do not enable them to be dated precithey contain (L~~DERs,
sely.

(After J. Burgess)
Bhiji. Caitya n'12.

Entirely devoid of sculptures, caitya No. 12 is 18 metres long. The
vault, which scrupulously reproduces a series of barrel-arched beams,
rests on 27 octagonal pillars, which have neither capital nor base,
sloping sharply inwards. Of the wooden screen which once blocked the
opening of the cave only the supports remain. On both sides of the
caitya there are vihiras of little importance.
558
A few paces to the right, are to be found a group of curious digabas,
nine in the open air and five inside a cave94.They are monolithic stiipas
of a diameter varying between one and two metres. They were erected to
94 Caitya No. 12 at Bhiji : Section and plan, HIEA, I, p. 134, fig. 58; M I , p. 64, fig. 6;
IABH, pl. 20. - Photograph, HIEA, I, p. 135, fig. 60; GIIK, pl. 9, fig. 29; M I , pl. 28;
IABH, pl. 22, fig. 1 . - Photograph of two nearby sttipas, ASI, PI. 2, fig. b.

the memory of Bhaiiamta theras named Dharnmagiri, Ampikinaka,
Samghadinna, etc. (LODERS,1080-82).

(After H. Cowns)
BhZijjB. Vihira.

Further to the south is a very interesting vihira called ((Cave of the
Sun)). Its veranda, in ruins today, was supported by pillars of alternate
square and octagonal sections9'. The central hall is an irregular square
approximately 5 m. by 5 m. 25. It contains eight cells each equipped
with a stone bed; four of them open onto the central hall; a fifth
559 communicates with the veranda; the other three are provided with a
separate entrance. The walls are adorned with interesting bas-reliefs :
one of them, sculpted at the extreme west of the veranda, represents a
four-horse chariot in which three persons are riding, a prince flanked by
two women; the chariot is surrounded by military guards and, in front
of the wheels, stands an amalgam of monstrous demonical formspb.It
was long believed that this bas-relief was a representation of the chariot
of Siirya, the Sun-God.
9
' Vihiira at Bhiji : Plan, HIEA, I, p. 177, fig. 96. - Photographs of the veranda and
the interior, ASI, pl. 2, fig. a; pl. 3, fig. a. Conjectural reconstruction, IABH, pl. 30.
90 Photographs of this bas-relief: CHI, I, pl. 26, fig. 70; HCIP, 11, pl. 20, fig. 49; GIIK,
pl. 7, fig. 24; ASI, I, pl. 8, fig. b; AAI, pl. 18, fig. b.
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KOND~NE.
- The caverns at Kondine, some fifteen kilometres to the
north-west of Klrli, are more or less contemporary with the preceding
ones. The caitya, 20 m. long, 8 high and 8 m. 50 wide, contains thirty
undecorated pillars which still have the same inward slopeg7. Its diigaba, 2 m. 70 in diameter, is surmounted by an unusually high capital.
The facade makes use of the palisade and horseshoe as its only
decorative motifs.
As for the vihira, it affords - with that of Pitalkhorii - the
remarkable innovation of having introduced the colonnade into the
central ha1198.
P I T A L K H O~ . The Pitalkhorii ravine in the Indhyiidri hills, in
Kiindesh, has given shelter to Buddhist, Brahmanical and Jain communities. The Buddhist caitya, in ruins today, has yielded a few inscriptions
( L ~ E R s1187-93)
,
commemorating gifts made to the shrine by a certain
Magila Vachiputa, the physician of a king (rdjaveja) not otherwise
specified, and various families from Pratisthina.

THEFIRST CAVES AT A J A W ~. The caves at Ajanti, in the north-west
of the State of the N i d m of Hyderibiid, are twenty-nine in number.
They were excavated at various dates, from the end of the ancient era
until the sixth century A.D., in the vertical rock-face of a high mountain, at the foot of which flows a river. The group known as Hinayinist,
comprising caves Nos. 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13, occupies the centre of the
complex and, whether they are caityas or vihiras, are in no way
distinguishable from the earlier type.
560
Caityas Nos. 9 and 10 remain faithful to the ancient formulae : a
screen of wood or brick - of which nothing is left -, plain pillars
without bases or wpilals, wooden beams fitting the curve of the vault.
Caitya No. 10 measures 29 metres in length by 12 in width and 11 in
height. Its 39 columns support a triforium of abnormal height. The vault
of the central nave was formerly lined with wooden roof-ribs, but the
roofing of the two side-aisles is grooved with beams carved directly from
the rock99.
Caitya No. 9 measures 13 m. 50 long by 7 wide and 7 high; its

91 Caitya at Kondine, HIEA, I, p. 137; IABH, p. 28. - Section and plan, IABH,
pl. 20. - Photograph, CHI, I, pl. 26, fig. 69;HCIP, 11, pl. 8, fig. IS;IABH, pl. 22,fig. 2;
pl. 27.
9 8 Cf. HCIP, 11, p. 505, n.2.
99 Caitya No. 10 at AjanM : Section and plan, IABH, pl. 21. - Drawings, HIEA, I,
p. 149. fig. 71-2.

columns are 39 in number. The vault was formerly provided with
wooden beamslOO.The main interest of this cave is concentrated on the
rear wall, which is rectilinear and no longer apsidal, and the roofing of
the side-aisles which is flat and no longer half barrel-vaulted Io1.
The same simplicity also characterizes caves Nos. 12 and 13, used as
vihiraslo2 : no internal portico, nor colonnade inside the hall. Vihira
No. 12 is a square, I 1 metres on each side. The three interior walls each
communicate with four cells, the doors of which are surmounted by a
canopy in the shape of a horseshoe. Each cell contains two stone beds.
Vihira No. 13, smaller in dimension, comprises only seven cells, equipped with a stone bed.
A considerable interval in time separates these ancient caves from the
group known as Mahiyinist, the caverns of which were excavated in the
Gupta or post-Gupta period. The latter are profusely decorated with
fine sculptures, and the paintings which cover the walls, the colonnades
and ceilings have made the name of Ajanti famous. *

561

JUNNAR.
-The complex at Junnar, situated north-west of Ahmednagar in the Bombay area, contains no less than one hundred and fifty
caves divided into five separate groupslo3.
Its caverns mark the transition between the first rock-cut architecture
(Bhiji, Kondine, Pitalkhori and the first caves at Ajanii) and the more
evolved style which developed in the course of the first centuries of the
Christian era lo4.
Remarkable for Its veranda supported by a row of octagonal pillars
with Persepolitan capitals, the vihira of the GaneSa Lena is a vast
rectangular hall 15 metres by 17, the ceiling of which is not yet
supported by any colonnade 5.
Junnar is distinctive for the simplicity and sobriety of its style.
Architectural types not known elsewhere are found there, particularly
caityas with rectilinear backs, flat roofs and no colonnades. There is also
a small circular caitya, the cupola of which rests on twelve plain pillars,
arranged in a circle around the digaba106.A similar construction is also
Caitya No. 9 at AjanG : Section and plan. IABH, pl. 20. - Description, Murray's

loo

Handbook, p. 70.

Cf. HCIP, 11, p. 499.
Vih2ra.s Nos. 12 and 13 at A j q p , HIEA, I, pp. 179-80; Murray's Handbook, p. 71.
lo'
Ste of Junnar, HIEA, I, pp. 155-9; IABH, p. 29. - Photograph of the f a ~ d e of
s
the MPnmoda group, IABH. p. 126, fig. 1.
lo*Cf. HCIP, 11, p. 499, n.1.
lo' Veranda of the G q e h Lena, HCIP, 11, pl. 12, fig. 24.
lob
Circular caitya at Junnar : Plan and section, HIEA, I, p. 158, figs. 79-80, HCIP, 11,
p. 4%.
lo2
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found at Guntupalle in Andhra country, and the bas-reliefs at Bhlrhut
had already given its shape.
, 50-83), one of
The site has yielded numerous inscriptions ( L ~ E R s11
which (1174) is from the year 46, during the reign of the satrap
Nahapgna (ca. 124 A.D.). Likewise from the evidence of the inscriptions, many Buddhist sects inhabited the establishment : Dharmottariyas
(L~DERs,1152), Caitikas (1 171) and Apaptas or Aparijitas (1 158, 1163).
Among the donors several were of foreign origin, Greek or Scythian :
the Yavana Irila of the Gatas (1 154), the Yavana C i p of the Gatas
(1 182). the Yavana Comda (1 156), the Saka Aduthuma (1 162) and the
Saka Ayama, NahapHna's minister (1 174).
BEDSA.- This site, a close neighbour of BhljH, affords some remarkable innovations.
The caitya is covered with a ribbed vault resting on 26 octagonal
pillars, 3 metres high. They are still plain shafts, without capitals or
bases, but instead of sloping inwards, as in the old wooden construe-

(After J. Burgess)

BedsS, caves.

tions, they return to the vertical. For the first time, it seems, the caitya is
no longer obturated by a simple screen of wood or stone, but preceded
by a high portico supported by four sculpted pillars : columns surmount562 ed by a capital, of a pronounced Persepolitan type, and supporting
groups of animals (horses, buffaloes, elephants) ridden by human couples. The interior wall of the portico is decorated with architectural motifs
in which the kudu, or horseshoe-shaped bay, alternates with the palisade. It is breached by two doors one opening onto the central nave, the
other onto the left-hand side-aislelo'.
To the right of the caitya, there is a cave which is unique of its kind.
The vaulted ceiling and the apsidal shape might be suggestive of a
caitya, but the nine cells which communicate with the central hall clearly
prove that it is a vihira used by monks as living quarters.
563

NASIK.- Near Nlsik, a thousand metres above the plain, stands a
chain of mountains nowadays called the Trimbak, formerly Tiranhu
(Skt. TriraSmi). At its eastern end, Hinayina Buddhists fitted out thirtythree caves which were known as the Pindulena. They date from the
first two centuries of the Christian era, as is shown by inscriptions going
back to the reigns of the Sitavlhana kings and Ksaharita satraps :
Krsna Sitavihana, ca 37-27 B.C. (LODERS,1144), Gautamiputra Sitakarni, 106-130 A.D. (ID., 1125-6), Vlsisthiputra Pulomi, 130-159 A.D.
(ID., 1147, 1122, 1123, 1124), YajiiaSri Sitakami, 174-203 A.D. (ID.,
1 146); the satrap Nahapina, 119-125 A.D. (ID., 1131-5).
The caves provided accommodation for various Buddhist sects :
Pravrajitabhiksus of the <<Communityof the Four Regions)) (L~DERs,
1128, 1131, 1133, 1137, 1139, 1140, 1146), Bhadriyaniyas (ID., 1123,
1124) and Caitikas (In., 1 130).
Completed by a certain Bha@pllikii, the daughter of a royal official
(LCIDERS,1141), cave No. 18 is a caitya 12 m. long by 6 m. 50 wide and
7 m. high. It is divided into a central nave and two side naves by two
rows of five octagonal columns, and the digaba which occupies the
centre of the apse is in turn surrounded by five pillars. Whereas at Bedd
the entrance was covered by a portico, the caitya at NHsik still consists
only of a plain fapde, but remarkably sculpted by villagers from
1142), and ftanked by a guardian Yakg, the @ of
Dhambhika (L~DERs,
,
Excavated from the rock, in two
a certain Nadisiri ( L ~ E R s 1143).
lo' Caitya at Bcdsi : description, HIEA, I, pp. 138-40; IABH, pp. 29-30. - Plan of the
caitya and vihiXra, HIEA, I, p. 138, fig. 63. -Section and plan of the caitya, IABH, pl. 20.
- Photographs of the hall and veranda, GIIK, pl. 10, figs. 32 and 33; HCIP, pl. 9, fig. 17.
- Reproduction of a pillar and the interior wall of the veranda, HIEA, I , pp. 139-40, figs.
64-5.
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storeys, the faipde harmoniously combines the traditional ornamental
motifs : Buddhist palisade, sttipa, pillar (without base but with capital),
a false horseshoe-shaped window. It is breached by two superimposed
openings, a narrow rectangular door communicating with the central
nave, and a large horseshoe-shaped bay enabling air and light to pass
freely 0 8 .
Cave No. 8 is known by the name of the vihlra of NahapBna, that
Scythian satrap who ruled over the western coast between the years 119
and 125 A.D. The name of the satrap, like that of his son-in-law

(After J. Burgess)

Usavadiita, in fact appears on numerous inscriptions in the cavern

( L ~ E R s 1131-5).
,
It is entered beneath a huge veranda supported by six
delicately worked pillars and, this time, provided with a base and
capital. ((The base has the shape of a large bulbous jar (gha!a) and the
capital, bell-shaped like those of the ASokan period, supports a stepped
pyramid bearing two animals lying one in front of the other at an angle,
lo' Caitya No. 18 at Nkik : description. Murray's Handbook, p. 40; IABH, p. 29. Section and plan, IABH, pl. 20. - Photograph of the fagde, HIEA, I, p. 141, fig. 66;
CHI, I, pl. 26, fig. 72; GIIK, pl. 9, fig. 31; IABH, pl. 36, fig. I; HCIP, 11, pl. 8, fig. 16. Photograph of the interior hall, ASI, I, pl. 4, fig. b.

mounted by small persons)) (after J. Auboyer). Three doors give access
to the central hall, a square 12 meters on each side, without an interior
colonnade. Sixteen narrow cells open onto the internal sides of the
ha11 1°9.
565
Cave No. 3, which is an exact reproduction of the preceding one, is a

(After J. Burgess)
NPsik. Vihira no15.

'09 V i m No. 18 at Nhik (cave of Nahapina) : description, HIEA, I, pp. 184-6. Plan, HIEA, I, p. 184, fig. 102. - Photograph of the veranda, ASI, I, pl. 3, fig. b; HCIP,
11, pl. 9, fig. 22. - Reproduction of one of the veranda pillars, HIEA, I, p. 185, fig. 103.
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vihira from the era of Gautamiputra Sitakami who ruled from 106 to
,
lo.
130 A.D. ( L ~ E R s1125-6)'
Excavated at an early period by the ascetic Bopaki, vihira No. 15 was
enlarged and finished by the Lady Visu, wife of the commander-in-chief
566 of King YajiiaSri ~ i t a k a m who
i
ruled, it is believed, from 174 to 203
A.D. ( L ~ E R s , 1146). The central hall has the shape of an irregular
rectangle, 11 m. 25 at the base, 13 m. 20 at the summit and 18 m. 30 on
the sides. It is onto these last that the majority of the cells open, eight on
each side" l . At the rear of the vihira, a hallway, supported by two
richly sculpted pillars112, communicates with a shrine containing a
colossal statue of the seated Buddha, surrounded by a retinue of
servants and dwarves. Their presence indicates that this is a later
enlargement, due to Mahiyinist initiative.

K~RLI . Near Malavli Station, on the railway line linking Bombay
with Poona, there are some caves called Valiiraka Lena by the ancient
inscriptions ( L ~ E R s 1099,
,
1 100, 1105). Inhabited since the first century
by Mahisimghika monks (ID., 1105, 1106), they were later enlarged or
endowed by a large number of religious and lay people from Dhinyakafaka, in Andhra country, where the sect had many adherents. Among
those donors from Dhenukifaka, we note the names of the perfumer
Simhadata (ID., 1090), the carpenter Simi (1092), the Yavana Sihadhaya
(1093), Dhatpna Yavana (1096) and a certain Mitadevanaka (1097).
Other sects, however, branches of the Sthaviras, contributed to the
renovation of the site : the Dharmottariyas in the person of the preacher
Sitirnita (LUDERS,1094-5), the Sauvaqakas in that of a certain Harapharana (1 106). Some inscriptions are dated from the reigns of the
satrap Nahapina, 119-125 A.D. (L~~DERs,
1099), of Gautamiputra Sitakami, 106-130 A.D. (ID., 1105) and of Visisthiputra Pulomi, 130-159
A.D. (ID., 1100, 1106).
Among all these caves, the famous caitya of Kirli, justifiably known
as the loveliest of all the rock-cut temples (selaghara) in Jambudvipa,
1087) 13.
was founded by the banker Bhutapila of Vaijayanti (L~DERS,
' l o ViKra No. 3 at Nbik (cave of Gautam-putra Stakarpi) : description, HIEA, I, p.
186; IABH, p. 35. - Photograph of the veranda, ASI, I. pl. 9, fig. a; HCIP, 11, pl. 12, fig.
23; IABH, pl. 29, fig. I. - Reproduction of one of the veranda pillars, HIEA, I, p. 185, fig.
104.
Vihlra No. 15 at NPsik (cave of Yajiiakri %takami) : description, HIEA, I, pp. 186
7; IABH, p. 35. - Plan, HIEA, I, p. 187, fig. 105.
Reproduction of one of these pillan, HIEA, I, p. 188, fig. 106.
1 1 3 Caitya at m l i : description by J. MARSHALL.
CHI, 1, pp. 635-6; by P. BROWN,
IABH, pp. 30-2. - Section and plan, HIEA, I, p. 143, f
i
g 67-8; A M , p. 66, fig. 7; IABH,

(After J. Fergusson)
Caitya of Klrli. Cross-section and plan.

In front of the entrance, there once stood two ((lion-pillars))(sihathabha);.the right-hand one has been replaced by a Hindu temple; the
left-hand one, a ccgift by the Maharathi Agimitranaka, son of Goti)),
( L ~ J L ~ R1088)
s , is a fluted shaft without a base, but with a capital,
supporting four lions back-to-back.
The entrance is flanked by a porch 18 metres high by 4 m. 50 in
depth. Its external wall consists of two superimposed rows of octagonal
568 pillars, separated by a screen of living rock, once decorated with wooden
pl. 21. - Reproduction of the lion pillar and the porch, ASI. I, pl. 5, fig. a ; CHI, 1, pl. 25,
fig. 67; HIEA, I, p. 144, fig. 69; AAI, pl. 29, fig. a. - Detail of the porch, ASI, I, pl. 5, fig.
b; GIIK, pl. 10, fig. 35; IABH, pl. 23, fig. 2. - Central doorway, ASI, I, pl. 6, fig. a;
HCIP, 11, pl. 10, fig. 20. - Interior of the caitya and dlgaba, CHI, I, pi. 25, fig. 68; ASI, I,
pl. 6, fig. b; J.P.VOGEL,BIIcjdhbt Art, pl. 25; AAI, pl. 29, fig. b; IABH, pl. 24, fig. I ;
HCIP, 11, pl. 9, fig. 18. Details of the aisle pillars, ASI, 1, pl. 7; IABH, pl. 24, fig. 2;
HCIP, 11, pi. 10, fig. 19.

-
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sculptures. The internal wall is breached by three doors respectively
communicating with the central nave and the side naves. The middle
door is surmounted by a vast horseshoe-shaped bay through which air
and light penetrate.
The caitya proper has the form of a Gothic basilica : it is 37 m. 50 in
length, 13 m. 50 in width and 13 m. 50 in height, from the floor to the
top of the vault. It has 37 columns. The seven columns which border the
apse are octagonal shafts without capitals or bases, as in the ancient
constructions. Conversely, the two rows of fifteen columns which separate the central nave from the side-aisles are provided with jar-shaped
bases and fluted bell-shaped capitals supporting kneeling elephants,
horses or tigers, accompanied by their drivers. The central nave is 7 m.
50 wide, while the side-aisles are only 3 m.
While the rest of the monument is hidden in shadow, the digaba
which occupies the centre of the apse attracts all the light from the
outside. Remarkable in its simplicity, this digaba is of the traditional
shape : two superimposed circular drums marked on their upper rims
with the balustrade design, a hemispherical dome free of any sculpture, a
cube-shaped box (harmikd) with an overhanging stepped cornice, and
finally the pole supporting a parasol.

569

KNHERI.
- On Salsette Island, 25 kilometres north of Bombay and
10 kilometres north-west of Thini, are the caves of Kinheri, formerly
,
1024). Numbering one hundred
Kanhasala or Krsnaiaila ( L ~ E R s1013,
and nine, they appear to have been excavated and adopted from the
second to the ninth centuries A.D., for various Buddhist sects : Bhiksusamgha ( L ~ E R s102
, l), Caturdihsamgha (ID., 1006, 1016, 1024), Bhadriyaniyas (987, 1018) and Aparabilas (1020). The devotees who
financed the works came, not only from the immediate neighbourhood
, or Siirpiraka (995, 1005), but also from
such as Nisika ( L ~ E R s985)
distant regions such as Kalyina in Kimata (986, 998, 1000, 1001, 1013,
1014, 1024, 1032) or Dhinyakafaka (Dhenukitaka) in Andhra country
(corrected 1020). Among the kings or princes who took part in the
donations, we note the names of Visisthiputra Pulomi, 130-159 A.D.
( L ~ E R s994),
,
YajiiaSri Sitakarni, 174-203 A.D. (ID., 987, 1024) and a
certain Midhariputa Sakasena (ID., 1001, 1002) known from some coins
discovered at Tarhala. Even later, the Cutukulinanda of inscription
1021, whose name, or that of a homonym, also appears in Vanavasi
( L ~ E R s1,186) and Malavalli (1 195).
Inscription 998 constitutes a veritable peyapustaka, merit book in
which Buddhists noted the list of their meritorious deeds : ((An en-
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dowment was presented to the monks (pavayita); approximately three
objects were made in Sopirakihira (a district in S ~ r ~ i r a k aa) ;sanctuary (cetiaghara), a reception-hall (upath@ardlii) and cells (ovaraka)
were constructed at the Abilikivihira (Ambilikivihira) in Kiliana
(Kalyina); a sanctuary and thirteen cells were constructed and endowed
at some vihira in Patithina (Pratighina); a temple (ku!i) and a hall
(ko(ihz) were excavated at the Riijataliika Paithinapatha (Pratighinapatha); an endowed monastery (saghdrtima) was built at the Sadasevijii
vihira )).
Cave No. 3 is a caitya of considerable size : 26 metres long by 12 wide
i
by 11 high114.It was excavated, in the reign of YajiiaSri ~ i t a k a m(174203 A.D.), by two merchants, the brothers Gajasena and Gajarnita, for
the benefit of the Buddhist sect of the Bhadriyaniyas. Six architects
(navakiirmika), five of whom were monks and one a layman, supervised
the works which were carried out by various bodies of craftsmen, under
the direction of the Bhadanta Bodhika ( L ~ E R s987).
,
The thirty-four pillars of the interior colonnade are surmounted by
capitals covered with a mass of sculptures employing the most varied of
motifs : stiipas, trees and sacred footprints, elephants, etc. ' I s At the two
extremities of the porch, stand two statues of the Buddha, one of which
was a gift from the Sikyabhiksu Buddhaghosa, Tripitaka master charged with the guardianship of the great temple (mahdgandhaku!iviriko)
( L ~ E R s989).
,
Images of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas are frequently found at
Kinheri, but those which decorate the oldest monuments are clearly
later additions, due to Mahiyinist initiative.
It is appropriate to stop here the description devoted to the beginnings
of rock-cut architecture. This type of architecture was to reach its
apogee during the Gupta and post-Gupta period, with the caves at
Bigh, AjanM (second manner), Ellora and Aurangibid, to mention
only the most famous.

Caitya No. 3 at KIinheri : description, HIEA, I, pp. 162-4; MwroyS Handwok,
p. 31; IABH. p. 32. - Plan. IABH, pl. 21.
"5
Reproduction of one of these pillars, HIEA, 1, p. 164, fig. 85.

CHAPTER SIX

THE BUDDHIST SECTS
I. - ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECTS

- One of the Buddha's concerns
ORIGINAND NATURE OF ?HE s~c-rsl.
was to ensure the harmony of the community he had founded. In fact,
however, centrifugal forces soon appeared and threatened the unity of
572 the Samgha. The absence of a hierarchy and leadership made it difficult
to protect Buddhism from disjunctive tendencies and actions.
During the Buddha's own lifetime, two schisms occurred : that of
KauSiimbi which was quickly reabsorbed, that of Devadatta which
culminated in the creation of a dissident order, traces of which still
survived in the seventh century at the time of Hsiian tsang. In the age of

On the Buddhist sccts, see S. JULES, Lutes diverses &s noms &s dir-huit sectes
schismoriques qui sont sorties du bouddhirme. JA, Vth series, XIV, 1859, p. 326 sq.;
Der Buddhismus, Berlin, 1860, pp. 224 sq.; A. SCHIEFNER,
Trirdthai
V. VASSILIEV,
Geschichte &s Buddhismus in Indien, St. Petersburg, 1869, pp. 270-4; T.W.RHYSDAVIDS,
The Sects of the Buddhists, JRAS, 1891, pp. 409 sq.; Schools of Buddhist Belie/. JRAS,
Recherches sur le
1892, pp. 1 sq.; Buddhist Sects. ERE, XI, 1920, pp. 307-9; I.P. M~NAYEFF,
bouddhisme, Paris, 1894, pp. 187 sq.; H. KERN,Histoire du BouMisnu dam I'lnde, 11,
Paris, 1903, pp. 481-98; W.W. ROCKHILL,
Lije of the B&.
London, 1907, pp. 182 sq.;
W. GEIGER,
The Mob-v-o
trmlored, London, 1934, pp. 276-87; N. D u n , Early History
of the Spread of Buddhism md the Buddhist Schools. Calcutta. 1925; Eorly Monostic
Buddhism, 11, Calcutta, 1945, pp. 47-206 (work containing reprints of many articles on the
sects which appeared in IHQ); R. K I M ~ UIntroduction
,
to the History of Eorly Buddhist
Origin and Doctrines of M y Indian Buddhist Schools,
Schools. Calcutta, 1925; J. MASWDA.
Asia Major, 11, 1925, pp. 1-78; J. PRZYLUSKI,
Le Concile & fijogrho, Paris, 1926, pp. 30731; Smtrrcintiko et D&s!cinriko. RO, VIII, 1932, pp. 14-24; DZr~!cinriko,Smttrcintiko and
Sarvcistivddin, IHQ, XVI, 1940, pp. 246-54; M. W N . Die
~ Sekten &s olten Buddhism w , Heidelberg, 1927; P. DEMI~uLE,L'origine &s sectes bouddhiques daprPs Por~~(~-rtho.
MCB, I, 1931-2,pp. 15-64; E. OBERWLLER,
History of Buddhism by Bu-ston. 11. Heidelberg.
1932, pp. 97-100; E.J. THOMAS,The History of Buddhist Thought, London, 1933, pp. 28892; T n u M o ~ oand H w m . S ~ ~ ~ y a b h e d o p ~ ~ o c ~etc.,
~ c oKyoto,
k r a , 1935; M.J.
DIKSHIT,A new Buddhist Sect in Kcinheri, IHQ, XVIII, 1942, pp. 60-3; J.N. B ~ R I U ,
Schools of Buddhism in Eorly Indion Inscriptions, IHQ. 1948, pp. 251-8; A. BWU, Les
secres bouddhiques du Petit Vehicule et leurs Abhidhonnapi!oko. BEFEO, XLIV, 1951.
pp. 1-1 I; Les sectes bouddhiques du Petit VPhinrle, Saigon, 1955; Trois troites sur les sectes
bouddhiques otrribuies d Vanunirro, Bhovya et Vinito&vo, JA, CCXLII, 1954, pp. 229-66;
CCXLIV, 1956, pp. 167-200.
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ASoka, the progress made by the order was counteracted by dissensions
amongst the religious, and the emperor was compelled, in his edicts at
Kosam, Sliici and Slmlth, to threaten the instigators of the schism with
excommunication. It was however in his reign that the great Mahislmghika schism was accomplished, resulting in the scission of the
original Samgha into two main branches : that of the Sthaviras, the
traditionalists, and that of the Mahblmghikas, the dissident majority
and supporters of the five points of Mahldeva. Ceylon itself was not
without dissension and, in the reign of Dutfhaglmani, some monks at
the MahlvihHra separated from their colleagues and founded at the
Abhayagiri a rival community which broke off all relations with the
original community started by Mahinda.
The Buddhists had a very clear conception of dissidence (sqghartijt)
and schism (samghabheh). According to the PHli Vinaya (11, p. 204),
there is a schism when a group of at least nine bhiksus, possessed of all
the religious privileges, belonging to the same persuasion and living in
the same district, knowingly and willingly profess a proposition contrary
to the Law and discipline and, who after a properly established vote,
separate from their colleagues in order to perform the ceremonies of
uposarha, pravtiranti and other official functions of the community on
their own. If the number of dissenters is less than nine, there is no
schism, but only dissidence.
It was subsequent to a properly established vote that, in the Mauryan
period, the Mahlslmghikas separated from the Sthaviras. The completion of the schism did not interrupt the process of disintegration and,
following further divergences, the two sections were in turn subdivided
into a series of nikiya. The term Niklya, which is usually translated as
sect, designates a ((grouping)), a school, which professes particular
opinions on certain points of the doctrine and discipline.
Niklyas d o not necessarily originate as the result of a schism. The
majority of them developed spontaneously at the heart of the Community of the four quarters (carurdiiasqgha) widespread throughout the
whole of India. They show up the stages of doctrinal evolution undergone by the message of &kyamuni during its extension in time and
space. The Niklyas could be compared to the religious orders which
developed in the bosom of Christianity, or even better, to the Reformed
Churches which live side by side without antagonism : a Calvinist does
not quite share the opinions and practices of a Lutheran, but nevertheless participates in the same movement.
Generally, there was no violent opposition between the adepts of the
various Buddhist sects. They all considered one another as disciples of
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the &ikya, enjoying the same rights and prerogatives. They all professed
the reality of Samdra and Nirvlna and as one man adhered to the law
of the dependent origination of phenomena. They only differed over
secondary points of the doctrine and discipline, either because they
rejected certain propositions advanced by their neighbours, or because
they avoided expressing an opinion on problems which they considered
of little urgency or interest. Relations were cordial and easy between
members of the different sects2 : a bhiksu on his travels had the right to
stay at Buddhist establishments he encountered on his journey; he was
certain to be welcomed as a guest and treated according to the rules of
monastic courtesy, and no one would ask him for his personal opinions2.
This protocol always remained effective, and the Chinese pilgrims who
had occasion to visit India from the fourth to the seventh centuries
frequently encountered in one and the same monastery bhiksus of
different sects apparently living in perfect harmony.
The formation of the sects was due mainly to the geographical
extension of the community over the entire Indian territory. In the
region which it occupied in its own right, each Samgha was confronted
by particular problems. The presence in its ranks of a famous scholar
inevitably led it to be interested in one matter rather than another. The
religious of a particular monastery tended to specialize in a specific
branch of learning : the memorization of the Siitras, the Vinaya or the
574 oral instruction; the teaching of the doctrine; the recitation of a
particular body of writings; the practice of meditation or textual learning. At the heart of a given monastery, certain practical customs
inevitably developed; usages were not the same everywhere : some
communities were especially strict in the application of the rules, others
tended towards laxity. Relations with lay circles gave each community
its particular atmosphere : one could count on the benevolence and
protection of a prince, another had to defend itself against his hostility;
one opened its doors wide to the outside world, another enclosed itself
in isolation. The Samgha was marked by the infinite variety of territories
which it occupied : Aryan India in the Gangetic Basin, Dravidian in the
south, Graeco-Scythian in the north and west. The environment determined the use of language and dialect, the type of clothing and food.
Certain particularly rich regions, such as Magadha, Avanti and GandhHra, could give shelter to numerous monasteries; the jungle could feed
Pdi Vinaya, 11, pp. 207-12.219;M a h i m a Vin., T 1421,ch. 27,pp. 178c 5-179a26;
Mah5rnghika Vim., T 1425,ch. 19,p. 3810 18-c24;Dharmagupta Vin., T 1428,ch. 49,
pp. 930c 7-931c28; Sarvbtividin Vin., T 1435,ch. 41, p. 3000 1 I-b IS,c 7-19.
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only a few religious. The great number of ordinands, as at the ASokb
riima in Piipliputra, compelled several monasteries to migrate, sometimes to a great distance, and it was natural for the new foundations to
preserve the mentality and habits of the mother house.
The majority of the Hinayiinist schools developed during the second
and third centuries after the Nirviina, that is, in the short chronology,
during the last two centuries of the pre-Christian era. However, the
sources which inform us of their history are of a much later date. These
are, on the one hand, certain inscriptions in Kharosfhi or Briihmi from
the K@na period which indicate the presence of this or that school in
various places; on the other, disputations compiled in the first centuries
of the Christian era in which are formulated and sometimes refuted
series of doctrinal propositions pertaining to various sects. Among these
disputations, we can point out the Piili Kathivatthu, the Samayabhedoparacanacakra by Vasumitra (second century?)', the Nikiyabhedavibh d g a by Bhavya (fourth century) and the SamayabhedoparacanacakranikiyabhedopadarSanmaygraha by Vinitadeva (eight century).
AS we will see further on, these disputations were to some extent
575
preoccupied with describing the state of the Samgha during the very
period in which they were compiled. Notwithstanding, they are widely
dependent on the pseudo-historical tradition concerning the formation
of the sects.
In them we find indications, mostly fanciful, of the origin of the
names of the sects. These take their titles from four different origins :
a. A professed doctrine : Sthaviravidin ((professing the doctrine of the
Elders)); Lokottaravidin ((stating the supramundane dharmasw; Ekavyavah6rika ((maintaining that Samdra and Nirviina are nothing but
fictitious denominations)); Prajiiaptividin ((separating the real teaching
from the fictitious denomination)); Vibhajyavidin ((making distinctions));
Saykrintividin-Sautrhtika((professing the passage of the five skandha
through existences and acknowledging no authority except the Siitrasn. *
b. The composition of an assembly : Mahisimghika ((school of the
Great Assembly)); BahuCrutva ccschool of those who have heard much));
Dharmottariya ((school of the elevation of the Law)); BhadrByanQa
((school of the Vehicle of the Sages)).
c. The localization of the sect : Haimavata ((dwelling in the Snowy
Mountains)); Sqnagarika ((dwelling in the Six Towns)), or again, S q No less than five Vasumitras are known (cf. W A ~I, pp.
, 273-4; J. MASUDA.I.c.,
p. 7). The author of the disputation is generally identified with the Vasumitra who lived 400
years aRer the N i r v i ~and took part, in the reign of Kaniska, in the compilation of the
Mah5vibh&i.
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(iagairika <(dwelling in the Dense Forest)); Caitydaila or Caitika,
Caityika ((dwelling on Mount Caityan, in Andhra country; PGrvaiaila
and Apardaila Eastern and Western Highlanders, in Andhra country.
d. The founder of the sect, generally a fictitious person invented to
supply the etymology : Mahi;i.(3saka, disciples of a brahmin ((Governing
the land)); ViStslputriya, disciples of an Arhat named (<Son of the
Inhabitant)) (Vatsyaputra?) or (<Sonof the Heifer (Vitsiputra); S q matwa, whose founder was called ((Right Measure)) (Saxpita); Dharmaguptaka, founded by a pupil of Maudgalyiyana whose name was
Dharmagupta; Sauvarsaka-KdyapQa, going back to a person called
((Good Year)) (Suva~aka),of the KiSyapiya family.
It sometimes happens that the name of a sect is not perfectly
established, but the exegeticists were not at a loss on that account. Thus
the Gokulika ((sect of the herd of cows)) are also called Kukku!ika ((of
the posterity of the Cock)) because they included a cock (kukku!~) in
their ancestry, and Kukkulika, either because they inhabited the Mount
of Embers (kukiiia; Pi. kukku!~), or because they taught that (call
condition (dharmas) are absolutely nothing but a pile of embers)).
We cannot avoid the impression that the old authors built history,
even philosophy, with popular etymologies, for apart from a few wellknown scholars such as Kityiyaniputra, author of the JiiZnaprasthZna
of the Sarvistividins, the supposed founders of the sects are all fictitious
persons. Furthermore, the r61e which they might have played is overshadowed by thenconstantconcern of the old writers to have the sects date
back to the very time of the Buddha and to give them an immediate
disciple of Sikyamuni as their leader : MahikiSyapa for the Sthaviras;
Bispa for the Mahidmghikas; Yajfiavalkya (?) for the BahuSrutiyas;
MahHkityiyana for the Prajfiaptividins; the ~~Syapa-Ananda-Madhyintika-Sinavsin-~pagu~ta-ma-M-U
lineage for
lineage for the Vitthe SarvistivHdins;the hriputra-~iihula-~atsi~utra
siputriyas; Suvary, the son of Kii!odiyi and the nun Guptl, for the
Suvarpkas. Were a modem historian to adopt this point of view, he
would have to accept that all the Hinayinist sects were constituted at
the beginning of Buddhism, whereas the old writers themselves acknowledge that they developed in the two and three hundred years which
followed the Nirvina.
Alongside this pseudo-historical information, the disputations also
countain a list of the various doctrinal propositions adopted by the
sects. Thus we have the terms and sometimes, in the Kathdvatthu, the
refutation of approximately 500 theses distributed among a good twenty
schools. A. Bureau has rightly remarked that, as much in the wording of
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a proposition as in its attribution to a sect, ccthe sources very rarely
contradict each other, no more than some ten times at the most))4.
This remarkable agreement shows that the compiler or compilers of
the Kathdvatthu and the authors of the disputations, Vasurnitra, Bhavya
and Vinitadeva, represent a common tradition and cultivate the same
literary style which could be entitled sectarian dogmatics.
We should consider to what degree the dogmatics as described
correspond to historical reality.
It will readily be acknowledged that the disputations provide an exact
idea of the doctrinal orientation of the great Buddhist sects. No one can
deny the importance which the Sthaviras attach to the prerogatives of
the Arhat, the realist viewpoint adopted by the Sarvistividins, the
supranaturalist tendencies of the Mahisiimghikas and their sub-sects,
the disguised animism which caused the Vitsiputriya-Sammatiyas to
adopt an indescribable pudgala.
However, it is doubtful whether the sects themselves established the
list of propositions which the disputations attribute to them and even
more doubtful that they imposed adherence to them on all those who,
for historical or geographical reasons, belonged to the same creed as
themselves or lived in their district. Nowhere does the Buddhist tradition
mention restricted synods in which the schools were expected to define
their positions.
Throughout all Buddhist literature, there is no systematic attempt to
explain or prove, as a whole and in detail, the doctrines professed by a
given sect. The great authors display absolute freedom in the choice of
theories which they describe, and reveal themselves in general to be
eclectic. They are not sectarians working for a school, but scholars
giving their personal opinions. Tradition makes ASvagho* a SarvHstividin and pupil of the Vaibhlsika PirSva; but ASvaghow himself asserts,
in the Saun&rc3nanda, XVII, 18, that ((existence succeeds non-existence)),a thesis that was formally condemned by the SarvHstivBda. In his
edition of the Buddhacarita (p. xxx~rr),E.H.Johnston notes points
where ASvaghosa seems to come closer to the Bahuirutiyas, but this is
not a reason to conclude, as he does, that ((the natural inference is that
[our poet] was either a BahuSrutika or an adherent of the [Kaukulika?]
school from which the Bahuhrutikas issued)). The great Vasubandhu was,
in principle, a SarvCstivldin-VaibhGika, but in his Abhidharmakoia, he
frequently adopts the Sautrintika point of view. The ~dri~utrdbhidharma is given by Vasumitra as a basic text of the VHtsiputriya school;

*

Tr. from Les Secres bouddhiques,p. 290.
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however, in the work that has come down to us with that title (T 1548),
the main thesis of the Viitsiputriya-Sammatiyas conceining the existence
of a pudgala subject to rebirth is formally denied, and this led A. Bareau
to seek elsewhere than the Viitsiputriyas for the origin of this Abhidharma 5.
It ensues from these statements that, working from documents, the
authors of the disputations designed an ideal table of the doctrinal
position of the sects. Followers were not expected to adhere to these
disputations and scarcely took them into account in their own personal
works.

GEOGRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION

OF THE SECTS. - The

presence of the
sects in various places on Indian territory is confirmed by inscriptions in
Kharosthi and Briihmi which date from 100 before Christ to 200 or 300
after. There is no doubt that the dispersion of the sects is prior to this
date and goes back to the last two centuries of the ancient era. It is not
anachronistic to give here the list of these inscriptions. *
In the table which follows, the references are taken from Kharos!hi
Inscriptions by S . Konow ( K o ~ o w ) from
,
Liiders L k t of BrGhmi Inscriptions (L~~DERs),
from Epigraphia Indica (El) and from Amariivati Sculptures by Sivariimamlrti (Mi3tn).
I. - SarvHstivHdins
I . Sarvmtivatra (Ko~ow,p. 48) : MathurH. Lion Capital (1st cent.).
2. Sarvastivatra (Ko~ow,p. 48) : ibidem.
3. Sarvastivatin (Ko~ow,p. 137) : ShHh-ji-ki Dheri, Reliquary of Kaniska,
year 1 of Kaniska (ca 128-151).
4. Sa/rvasti]vadati (Ko~ow,p. 145) : Stone of Zeda, from the year 11 of
Kaniska (ca 128-151).
5. Sarvastivuda (Ko~ow,p. 155) : copper Stiipa at Kurram, from the year 20
of Kaniska (ca 128-151).
6. Syarvmtivodin (Ko~ow,p. 176) : Inscribed potsherd from Dherai, undated.
7. SarvastivGdi ( L ~ E R s12)
, : Buddhist statue from KHman, from the year 74
of an unspecified era.
,
: Buddhist statue in SrHvasti from the reign
8. SarvGstivGdin ( L ~ E R s918-19)
of Kaniska (ca 128-151).
9. SarvvZstividin ( L h m , 929a-929b) : Buddhist balustrade at SHrnHth (VHrHnasi), undated.
10. Savmthidiya (LODERS,12Sc): Buddhist statue at MathurH, undated.
11. - Haimavatas (of the Sthavira group)
I I. Hemavata (LCTDERS, 156) : Crystal box from Stiipa 2 at SonHri, from the
Sunga period (2nd cent. B.C.).

See earlier, p. 190, in the

notes.
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12. Hemavara (L~DERS,
158) : Soapstone box from StCipa 2 at Sonlri, from the
Sunga period (2nd cent. B.C.).
13. Hemavata (LISDERS, 655; MAIUMDAR,3): Soapstone box from Stlpa 2 at
Siici, from the Sunga period (2nd cent. B.C.).
579

111. - Vitsiputriyas (SarvHstivHdin subsect)
14. VCtsiputrika ( L h m , 923) : Buddhist pillar at SHrnHth (VHrHnasi, from the
Gupta period (4th cent.).
IV. - MahiGsakas (Sarvistiv%dinsubsect)
IS. Mah&sC
' Jsaka
(EI, XX,p. 24) : Pillar at Nlgirjunikonta, from the year 11
of Ehuvula h n t a m l l a I1 of the IksvHkus (end of 3rd cent.).
16. Mah3cLraku (EI, I, p. 238) : Kura pillar in the Salt Range (Punjab), from
the reign of ToramHna Shiha Jaiivla (end of 5th cent.).
V. - KHSyapiyas (Sawftstivzdin subsect)
17. Ka.. . ( K o ~ o wp.
, 63) : Inscribed pottery from Takht-i-Bahi, undated.
, 88) : Copper ladle from Taxila, the gift of ISparaka,
18. M a v i a ( K o ~ o w p.
probably ASpavarma, vassal of Azes 11, ca 5-19 A.C. (see above p. 460).
19. Kasyaviya ( K o ~ o wp.
, 89) : Copper ladle from Bedadi, in the kingdom of
UraG, undated.
, 122) : Pitcher from PPli!Ci Dheri, undated.
20. Kas/yJaviya ( K o ~ o wp.
904) : Buddhist (?) cave at Pabhod, from the year 10
21. KaSSapiya (L~DERS,
of Udlka, probably the fifth Sunga (see above, p. 358).
22. Sovasaka (LCIDERS,1106) : Cave at Klrli, from the year 24 of Vlsisthiputra
Puloml (ca 130-159).
VI. - SautrHntikas (SawHstivHdin s u b ~ e c t ) ~
23. Sutatptika (L~~DERs,
797) : Pillar at BhHrhut, from the Sunga period (2nd
cent. B.C.).
24. Sutcitika (LISDERS,635) : SHiici, from the sunga period.
25. Sut6tikini. Sthitikini(LljDE~s,352, 319) : Siiici, Sunga period.
VII. - Dharrnottariyas (VPtsiputriya subsect)
26. Dhamutariya (Liiom, 1094-5) : Gift, to the caitya at KHrli, of two pillars,
by the them SHtimita belonging to the Dharmottariya school in Slrpiraka,
undated.
27. Dhatpmutariya (L~DERS,
1152) : Cave at Jumar, undated.
VIII. - Bhadriyaniyas (VHtsiputriya subsect)
28. /BhC&yaJnTya (L~ERs, 987) : Cave at Kinheri, in the reign of YajiiaSri
SHtakami (ca 174-203).
29. Bhi&ajq.ija (Liiom, 1018) : Cave at KHnheri, undated.
30. Bhadcivmiya (L~DERS,
1123) : Cave at NHsik, from the year 19 of Visisthiputra Puloml (ca 130-159).
31. BhudZymiya ( L h m , 1124) : Cave at Nbik, from the years 19 and 22 of
Vbisthiputra Puloml (ca 130 -159).
However, as we will see, it is doubtful whether the term sautr&trika usad by these
inscriptions designatcs an adherent of the Sautriintika school.
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IX. - Sammatiyas (VHtsiputriya subsect)
32. Sammitiya (L~ERs,923) : Buddhist pillar at SirnHth (VHriinasi), from the
Gupta period (4th cent.).
X. - MahHGmghikas
33. Mahasaghia ( K o ~ o wp.
, 48) : MathurH, Lion Capital (1st cent.).
, 170) : Vessel of Wardak, from the year 51 of the
34. Mahasamghiga ( K o ~ o w p.
Kaniska era (ca 179 A.D.).
,
: Cave at KHrli, from the year 18 of Gautami35. Mahrisaghiya ( L ~ E R s 1105)
putra S l t a k a a (ca 106-130).
36. Mahrisaghiya ( L ~ E R s ,1106) : Cave at KHrli, from the year 24 of VHsisthiputra PulomH (ca 130-159).
37. Ayirahaygha (EI, XX, p. 17) : Pillar at NHgHrjunikonda, from the year 6 of
MHthariputra Virapuru~dattaof the IksvHkus (ca 250-275).
38. Ayirahagha (EI, XX, p. 20) : Pillar at NHgiirjunikoncja, dated as the
preceding one.
XI. - BahuSrutiyas (Mahisiimghika subsect)
39. Bah/~utiJaka( K o ~ o w p.
, 122) : Pitcher from PHlH!ii Dheri, undated.
40. Bahurutiya (EI, XX, p. 24) : Pillar at NHgiirjunikon&, from the reign of
MHthariputra Virapuru~datta(ca 250-275).
41. Bahusutiya (EI, XXI, p. 62) : Pillar at NPgHrjunikoncja, from the year 2 of
Ehuvula ~HntamiilaI1 of the IksvHkus (end of 3rd cent.).
XII. - Caitikas or Sailas (Mahiidmgika subsect)
42. Cetikiya (L~ERs, 1248) : Inscribed stone from Amariivati, from the reign of
Vkisthiputra PulomL (ca 130-159).
43. Cetika ( M ~ R T No.
I , 33, p. 278) : Tile from AmarHvati, n.d.
44. Cetiyavqdaka (LODERS,1233) : Sculpture at AmarHvati, n.d.
45. Cetiavadaka (LODERS,1263) : Sculpture at AmarPvati, n.d.
46. Cetika of Rijagiri (L~ERs, 1250) : Sculpture at Amariivati, n.d.
47. Jadikiya ( L ~ E R s 1244)
,
: Pillar of Amarivati, n.d.
48. Cetika (L~ERs. 1130) : Cave at NHsik, n.d.
49. Cetiya ( L ~ E R s 1171)
,
: Cave at Junnar, n.d.
50. Seliya (LUDERS,1270) : Pillar of AmarHvati, n.d.
51. ' M a h d v ~ a ~ e l i(LUDERS,
ya
1230) : Pillar of AmarHvati, n.d.
52. Mahivanasela ( L ~ E R s ,1272) : Sculpture at Amarsvati, n.d.

XIII. - F'iirva- and AparaSailas (subdivisions of the hilas)
53. Puvasel[i]ya (EI, M I V , p. 259) : Pillar with dharmacakra at Dharanikota,
probably dating from VHsisthiputra PulomH (ca 130-159).
54. Puvaseliya (An. Rep. A.S.I., 1923-24, p. 83) : AllQru (Kistna District), n.d.
55. Aparamahivinaseliya (EI, M,p. 17) : Pillar at NHgHrjunikonda, from the
year 6 of MHthanPutra Virapuru+adatta (ca 250-275).
581 56. Aparamahivinaseliya (EI, XX,p. 19) : Pillar at Nlgiirjunikon&. from the
year 6 of the same king.
57. Aparamahiivinaseliya (EI, M , p. 21) : Temple at NHgHrjunikonda, from the
year 18 of the same king.
58. [Apa]rareliya (El, XXVII, p. 4) : Tile from Ghan!aSlilH, formerly UkhasirivadhamHna, the Bardamana of Ptolemy (VII, 1, 93).
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59. Apari3ela (LODERS,1020, with the correction in IHQ, XVIII, 1942, p. 60) :
Cave at Kgnheri, n.d.
XIV. - Andhaka subsects
60. Rijagirirtivcisika (LODERS,
1250) : Sculpture at AmarHvati, n.d.
61. Rr?jogiri (toponym) (L~~DERS,
1225) : Sculpture at Amarsvati, n.d.
62. Sidhata ( L i j ~ m s ,1281; Mmn, No. 102, p. 298) : Sculpture at Amarsvati,
n.d.
XV. - Sinhalese Theras
63. Tqbapa[m]naka (EI, XX, p. 22) : Temple at NHgirjunikonda, from the
year 14 of Mlthariputra virapumwdatta of the IksvHkus (ca 250-275).
The present list, drawn at random from epigraphical finds, is presumably incomplete, and new discoveries will contribute to its enrichment.
We should be careful not to draw hasty conclusions from it, but we can
nevertheless try and interpret it in the light of the literary sources.
From the end of the ancient era, the Sarvktividins (Nos. 1-10) were
firmly established in the North-West and the district of Mathuri, and
were also represented in ~riivastiand VirHnasi. In the second century
B.C., Avanti honoured the remains of the Haimavata saints (Nos. 1113), also known by the name of Mllasthaviras.
According to Vasumitra, the Sarvistividins gave birth to four daughter
schools : I. the Vitsiputriyas and their subsects : Dharmottariyas,
Bhadriiyaniyas, Sammatiyas and Sannagarikas; 2. the MahiSisakas and
their Dharmaguptaka sub-sect; 3. the KiSyapiyas, also called Suvarsakas; 4. the Sautrintikas.
From the inscriptions we see, in the Gupta period, the VitsiputriyaSammatiyas (Nos. 14 and 32) replace the Sarvistividins in Viirinasi. The MahiGsakas (Nos. 15 and 16) are recorded only at Kura in the Salt
Range, and at Nagiirjunikonda in Andhra country, where they formed
an islet in the middle of the MahiGmghikas; furthermore, their Vinaya
was discovered in Ceylon by Fa hsien. - The KiSyapiyas (Nos. 17-21)
were fairly numerous in the North-West and were represented at Prab582 hosi near KauGmbi; a Suvarvka (No. 22) with an Iranian name,
Harapharana and living in Abulimi, presented a pavilion with nine cells
to the community at Kiirli. - As for the Sautriintikas, they represented
a philosophical movement rather than a homogenous sect : up until now
the existence of Sautrintika monasteries has not been attested by any
inscriptions. The expressions surmptika, surdrakini recorded by Nos. 2325 seem to be epithets applied to particular people ((versed in the
SMras)), rather than names of sects.
Of the four sects which sprang from the Vitsiputriyas, only three
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appear on the inscriptions : the Dharmottariyas (Nos. 26-27), in $firpiraka and Junnar; the Bhadriyaniyas (Nos. 28-31), at NHsik and KHnheri; finally, the Sammatiyas (No. 32) in VHrHnasi. We do not know where
to localize the Sannagarikas, whose name means ((dwelling in the Six
Towns)),but which can also be interpreted as Sandagairika ((dwellingin
the Dense Forest)).
The same obscurity envelops the Dharmaguptakas, a separate sect
from the MahiGsakas. No inscription mentions them as a sect, Dharmagupta always being a proper name applied sometimes to the laity
(LODE=, NOS.615, 727, 1185) and sometimes to the religious ( L ~ E R s ,
Nos. 154, 288). At the time of Hsiian tsang and I ching, small groups of
Dharmaguptakas were mentioned in UddiyHna, Central Asia and China.
They were especially influential in this last country where their PrHtimokp was the rule for a long time.
Even while maintaining most of their strength in Magadha until the
time of I ching (end of the seventh century), the MahHdmghikas, during
their long history, had already migrated to Mathurii, in Siirasena
country (No. 33), Wardak in the North-West, where they possessed the
Varamaregra VihHra (No. 34), and also to Kirli on the west coast (Nos.
35-36), where they were neighbours of the Dharmottariyas. However, in
the first centuries of the Christian era, the MahHdmghikas' main fief
was Andhra country, in particular the district of Guntur : there the sect
often assumed the title of Ayirahamgha ((Holy Community)) (Nos. 3738). It split into numerous subschools, in particular the BahuSrutiyas,
Caitikas or Sailas.
The BahuSrutiya sect had its monastery in Andhra country, at
NHgijunikonda (Nos. 40-41), but also migrated to the North-West, to
Piiliitfi Dheri (No. 39).
The Caitikas or Caityavandakas (Nos. 42-47) were numerous in
Andhra country, where they had built the finest shrines of the period,
known by the name of mahc3caifya. The inscriptions mention the Mahicetiya of Dhinyakaiaka or Dharanikota, which should doubtless be
identified with the famous stlpa at AmarHvHti ( L ~ E R s 1243;
,
Mmn,
No. 45, p. 282), the Mahicetiya of Velagiri-Jaggavyapep (LODE=,
1202), the Mahicetiya of NHgHjunikonda-NibagGa (El, XX, p. 22),
the MahHcetiya of ~Hja'giri( L ~ E R s1225)
,
and, finally, the Mahicetiya
of Kanpkasela (EI, XX, p. 22) in which J.P. Vogel recognized the
Kantakossyla emporium mentioned by Ptolemy (VII, 1, 15) and located
by him near the mouth of the river Maisolos (= Kcsni). During the era
of the great Siitaviihanas, namely in the second century A.D., some
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Caitikas shared the caves at Nisik (No. 48) with the Bhadriyaniyas, and
those at Junnar (No. 49) with the Dharmottariyas.
Some Mahlslmghika religious occupied the wooded mountains near
Dhinyakataka and took the name of Sailas (No. 50) or of MahivanaSailas (Nos. 51-52). Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 10, p. 930c) relates that, on
a mountain situated to the east of Dhlnyakataka, there was the
monastery of the Piirvahila ((Eastern Mountain)), while, to the west of
the city, stood the monastery of the Aparaiaila ((Western Mountain,).
s DharaniIn fact, the inscriptions carefully distinguish the P u ~ a h i l a of
kota (No. 53) - also represented at Alliiru, district of Kistna (No. 54)
- from the Aparahilas known in Nigirjunikonda by the name of
Aparamahivinaseliya (Nos. 55-57). The latter also occupied, in the
district of Kistna, the site of Ukhasirivadhamlna, at the location of the
present-day village of GhanpGIl, thirteen miles west of Masulipatam
(No. 58). Moreover, they migrated to Klnheri (No. 59) on the western
coast, where they were neighbours to the Bhadrlyaniyas; their remoteness did not prevent their compatriots, the laity of Dhenukgkata or
Dhlnyakataka, from continuing to support them financially.
The Amarlvati inscriptions also mention the Sidhatas (No. 62) and
Rijagirinivlsikas (Nos. 60-61), known to the Pili sources by the names
of Siddhatthakas (Dpv., V, 54; Mhv.,V, 12) and Rijagiriyas (ibid.). They
formed part of the Andhaka sect.
The religious donations recorded by the inscriptions came not only
from individuals, but also from clans (kula), groups ( g q a ) and associations (sahaya). Among the latter, some could have been Buddhist sects
not mentioned in literature : Saphineyakas (= Savinayakas) and Tlpa584 siyas from Uijayini ( L ~ ~ E R198,229,219,
S,
220,228,307, W ) ,Aparljitas and Apaguriyas from Junnar (1 158, 1163, 1152), Lamkudiyas from
Bharukaccha (1 169) and aka (irya) Utayipabhlhis from Amarlvati
(1276). This seems to indicate that the fragmentation of the Samgha
went much further than the traditional lists lead us to suppose.
THE FILIATION OF THE SECTS. - The sects already had a long history
behind them when certain chroniclers, both Chinese and Indian, conceived the idea of compiling their genealogical tree, drafting their history,
or rather legend, and listing their doctrines. As they had insufficient
material to d o this, they supplemented the lack of information with
treasures of the imagination, ceaselessly returning to the work in order
to bring it up to date and adapt it, after a fashion, to the situation of the
moment. The compilation continued for centuries, it could even be said
that it is still going on if we consider the efforts of modern historians to
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draw up a table of the filiation of the sects7. Here, we would like,
without further complicating a matter which is already sufficiently
confused, merely to set out the state of the sources.
(<The number of sectsu, wrote Kern, ((is fixed by convention at
eighteen; just as in theory, there are eighteen Puriiqa, and eighteen castes
are sometimes accepted. The facts are, in all three cases, contrary to
theory. If we add up the names in the different lists, of which no two
agree, the total is higher than the official figure. In one of those lists
(Dpv., V, 51), the oldest of all, it is expressly said that there are eighteen
sects and, at the same time, it is asserted that there are twenty-four of
them >)
However, if the chroniclers maintained the figure of eighteen, it is
because of its traditional value and because the first official list, or that
considered to be such, stopped at that number. Subsequently, new sects
were to be added to the old ones.
The interest of the early chroniclers was above all focused on the
subdivisions to be established between the sects, whether they were
eighteen in number or twenty-four. Thus we see successively appearing,
in chronological order, lists with two, three, five, then four subdivisions.
They present, roughly, the internal situation of the Samgha at different
centuries in its history.
1. - LISTS WITH TWO SUBDlMSIONS

1. LIST BY THE STHAVIRAS.
- In his History of Indian Buddhism
(pp. 270-I), which appeared in 1608, the Tibetan compiler Tiranitha
reproduces a list of eighteen sects with two subdivisions which he
attributes to the Sthaviras or Elders :
I. Mahgdmghikas : I . MiilamahHdmghikas, 2. VyavahHrikas, 3. LokottaravBdins, 4. Bahuirutiyas, 5. Prajiiaptividins, 6. Caitikas, 7. Piirvahilas,
8. Aparahilas.
11. Sthaviras : I . Miilasthaviras, 2. SarvHstivldins, 3. VHtsiputriyas, 4. Dharmottariyas, 5. BhadrHyaniyas, 6. Sammatiyas, 7. MahiGsakas, 8. Dharmaguptakas, 9. Suvaqakas, 10. Uttariyas.

Tiranitha does not cite his source, but several early lists adopted the
same subdivision.

- A certain Vasumitra who lived in the
2. LIST BY VASUMITRA.
fourth century after the Nirvana (first or second century A.D.?); and

' See, in A. BAUEAU,
Les Secres bouddhiques, p. 30, a table "which should represent with
near certainty the real filiation of the sects".
A h a H . KERN,
Histoire (6r bouddhisme dam I'lnde. 11, Paris, 1903, p. 481.
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who, rightly or wrongly, has been identified with the great Sarviistiviidin
master of the Vibhei and the Koja (V, p. 53), wrote a Samayabhedoparacanacakra which was translated three times into Chinese and once into
Tibetan :
a. Shih pa pu lun, T 2032, p. 176-c; tr. in the fifth cent., attributed to
Kumiirajiva (cf. P. DEMI~VILLE,
Versions chin. du Milinda, p. 48, n. 1.).
b. Pu chih i lun, T 2033, p. 20a-b, tr. by Paramiirtha between 557 and
569. Paramiirtha's version and commentary have been translated into
Origine des sectes, MCB, I, 1931, pp. 15-64.
French by P. DEMI~VILLE,
c. I p u chung Iun lun, T 2031, p. 15a-b, tr. by Hsiian tsang in 602. This
version has been translated into English by J. MASUDA,Origin and
Doctrines of Buddhist Schools, Asia Major, 11, 1925, pp. 1-78; into
Trois traitis sur les Sectes bouddhiques JA, 1954,
French by A. BAREAU,
pp. 235-66.
d. Giwi lugs-kyi bye-brag bkod-pahi Whor-lo, Tanjur, Mdo XC, 11
(CORDER,111, p. 414; LALOU,p. 1176). The colophon gives the author as
Vasubandhu or Vasumitra, the translator as Dharmiikara. This version
has been translated into German by M. VASSILEEV,
Der Buddhismus,
Berlin, 1860, p. 224 sq.
e. I pu chung lun shi chi, TKS, A, LXXXII, 3, 217a sq. : Chinese
commentary by K'uei chi on Hsiian tsang's version ((according to
instructions received from the latter, as the translation proceeded~.
According to the version by Hsiian tsang, which differs only a little
from those by Kumiirajiva and Paramiirtha, Vasumitra divided the sects
in the following way :
I. Mahldmghikas : I. Ekavyavahlrikas, 2. LokottaravHdins, 3. Kaukkutikas (or
Kaukiilikas), 4. BahuSrutiyas, 5. PrajiiaptivHdins, 6. Caityahilas, 7. Aparahilas, 8. Uttarahilas.
11. SthaviravHda :
r 1. SarvHstivida or HetuvHda
1
3. Dharmottariyas
4. BhadrHyaniyas

I

II

6. Channagirikas (or San~garikas)

7. MahiGsakas : 8. Dharmaguptakas
9. KISyapiyas or Sauvarsakas
10. Sautrintikas or SamkrHntivHdins

1 1. MiilasarvHstivIda or Haimavatas

Still according to Vasumitra, it was the heresy provoked by Mahideva I, in the year 116 of the Nirvina, which led to the final scission of
the Samgha into Mahidmghikas and Sthaviras9.
See above, pp. 275-276, 288.
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In the second century after the Nirvina, the Mahidmghikas, who
had withdrawn north of Rijagyha, split into four schools : Ekavyavahirikas, Lokottaravidins, Kaukkutikas and BahuSrutiyas, the latter having as their master a certain Yajiiavalkya, who was versed in the
profound meaning of the writings. - In the third century after the
Nirvina, the controversies aroused over the subject of ordination by
MahHdeva I1 led to further dissension : the partisans of the heresiarch
made for the mountainous regions (of Andhra country?) where they
formed the Caityabila sect which soon divided into Easterners (PiirvaSailas) and Westerners (Uttarabilas).
During the two centuries which followed the Nirvina, the Sthavira
school preserved its homogeneity under the authority of famous masters
who transmitted the holy word : KiSyapa, Ananda, Madhyintika,
Slnavisin, Upagupta, Piirna, Mecaka and Kityiyaniputra. After the
death of the latter, at the beginning of the third century after the
Nirvina, the Sthaviravida split into two : 1. the traditionalist Sthaviras,
who remained faithful to the teaching of the siitras and who, having
withdrawn to the Snowy Mountains, took the name of Haimavatas; 2.
the SarvhtivHdins, adherents of Kityiyaniputra whose research in the
field of Abhidharma appeared as ominous innovations.
During the third century after the Nirvina, and at the beginning of
the fourth, the Sarvbtividins engendered four schools : Vitsiputriyas,
Mahikisakas, KHSyapiyas and Sautrintikas.
' The founder of the Vitsiputriyas was the brahmin Vitsiputra whose
master Rihula had taught him the ~iriputribhidharmain nine parts, or
Dharma1uk;qiibhidharma. His disciples attempted to complete its meaning by means of siitras, and this enrichment of the doctrine caused the
blossoming of four new schools : Dharmottariyas, Bhadriyaniyas, Sammatiyas (founded by the Arhat Sammita) and Channagirikas.
The MahiGsakas were started by a brahmin who, before taking up
the religious life, ((rectified the earth)) as a district governor; having
become an Arhat, he made use of the Vedas and Sanskrit grammar in
order to adorn the siitras of the Buddha. Springing from the MahiGsakas, the Dharmaguptakas compiled a ((Basket of the Bodhisattvas)) and
justified this innovation by invoking the authority of MaudgalyPyana.
The KiSyapiyas or S a u v a r ~ k a owe
s
their origin to the Arhat Suvarv k a KiSyapa, purportedly a contemporary of the Buddha and author
of a both apologetic and moralizing collection of texts.
The Sautrintikas or Samkrintividins, as their names indicate, acknowledged no authority except that of the siitras and taught the passage
of the skandha through existences.
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We have already pointed out the factitious nature of the information
supplied by Vasumitra.
3. LIST IN THE S~~RIPUTRAPARIPRCCH~~.
- The twofold subdivision
also appears in a MahHsSmghika compilation, a mediocre Chinese
translation of which was made by an unknown hand between the years
317 and 420 A.D. : the ~driputra~arip~cchi,
T 1465, p. 900c.
' 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
I.

5.

11. Sthaviras

10.
1 1.
12.

VyavahHras
Lokottaras
Kukkulikas
2nd cent. p. Niw.
BahuSrutakas
Prajfiaptivldins
MahHdevas
3rd cent. p. Niw.
Caitras (Caitikas)
Mataras (Uttarabilas)
2. MahiSiisakas
SawHstivHdins
3. Dharmaguptakas
4. Suvarys
6. Dhamottarikas
3rd cent.
Vltsiputriyas
7. BhadrHyaniyas
p. Niw.
8. Saqunatiyas
9. Saeagarikas
KHSyapiyas
SltravHdins
SaerHntikas
4th cent. p. Niw.

I

{

4. P ~ LLIST.
I - The PSli and Sinhalese sources, Dlpavarpa (V, 39-54);
Mahdvatpa (V, 1- 13), Kathdvatthu-a!!hakatfi (pp. 2-3, 5 and passim)
which date from about the fifth century; the M a h d b o d h i v ~ a(pp. 9697) from the end of the tenth century, the N i k i y a s ~ g r a h a(pp. 6-9)
from thc fourteenth century; finally, the Saamva?psa (pp. 14, 24-5)
from the end of the nineteenth century, set out the genealogy of the sects
in an identical fashion :
2. Pannattis
3. Bahussutakas or Bahulikas
4. Cetiyas

1. Gokulikas
I. MahHGmghikas

5. Ekavyohirikas

( 2. SabbatthivHda+3.Kassapiyas

I

1

1. Mahimsisakas

4.Sa-ntikas

1
5. SuttavHdas
11. TheravHda

1

1
r

7. Vajjiputtakas

6.
8.
9.
10.

Dhamrnaguttikas
Dhammuttariyas
~hadra~hik~
ChandHgHrikas

(589-590)
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With regard to the date of the formation of the sects, the chronicle
(Mhv., V, 2, 11-13) supplies the following facts :
1. During the first hundred years after the NirvHna (486-386 B.C.),
the school of the Theras was (cone and united)).
2. During the second century, between the second council (100 p.
Nirv. = 386 B.C.) and the third (236 p. Nirv. = 250 B.C.), the eighteen
(var. seventeen) sects listed above were formed.
3. During the third century p. Nirv. (286-186 B.C.), six new sects
developed on the Indian subcontinent : Hemavatas, Rljagiriyas, Siddhatthikas, Pubbaseliyas, Aparaseliyas and Viijiriyas. Some of these, as
we saw, are mentioned on the Amarivati inscriptions. According to the
Nikfiyusqgraha (tr. C.M. FERNANDO,
Colombo, 1908, p. 9), these were
six MahHsHmghika subsects which emerged from the main body in the
year 255 5. Nirv. (231 B.C.) and which later led to three further sects :
Vetulyas, Andhakas and Anya-MahHsHmghikas1O.
4. In 236 p. Nirv. (250 B.C.), the TheravHda migrated to Ceylon,
under the leadership of Mahinda. It was represented on the island by
monks from the Mahlvihlra who occupied, to the south of Anurldhapura, the MahHmeghavana which had been placed at their disposal by
King Deviinampiyatissa. The holy enclosure contained the ThiipHrHma
DHgaba built by Deviinampiyatissa (cf. p. 269), the Bodhi tree, a branch
of which had been brought from GayH by Samgharnittii (cf. pp. 269270), the uposatha hall of the LohapHdda constructed by DutthagZmani and the greatly renowned Mahithiipa, or Ruvanveli DHgaba,
erected by the same sovereign (pp. 363-364). Nowadays the monks of
the MahZvihira still consider themselves to be the most authorized
holders of the Buddhist doctrine and discipline. It would be wronging
them to confuse them with the other schools : ((The Theraviida,), they
say, ((like a giant fig-tree, contains, without omissions or additions, the
integral teaching of the Victorious One; the other schools grew (on it)
like thorns on a tree,, (Dpv., V, 52).
However, internal dissensions destroyed the unity of the TheravHda
even in Ceylon.
1. In the reign of VagagHmani, in the year 454 p. Nirv. (32 B.C.)
exactly, in circumstances recorded above (pp. 370-371), some laxist
monks separated from their colleagues at the MahHvihHra and went to
occupy, to the north of Anurgdhapura, the newly established monastery
of the Abhayagiri where they formed the Dhamrnarucika sect (Mhv.,
XXXIII, 97).
lo

See above, pp. 288-289.
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2. In the reign of Vohirikatissa (746-768 p. Nirv. = 260-282 A.D.),
the MahByBnist heresy, known in Ceylon by the name of Vetullavida,
made its appearance on the island. Contested by the minister Kapila
(Dpv., XXII, 43-4; Mhv., XXXVI, 41), it retained some more or less
overt adherents among the Dhammarucikas.
3. In the reign of Gothakibhaya (785-798 p. Nim. = 299-312 A.D.),
a Dhamrnarucika faction formed itself into a separate body, at the
monastery of the Dakkhinavihlra, where it took the name of Sigaliya
(Mhv., V, 13). According to the Nikiyasamgraha, the scission, provoked
by the Thera Sigala, occurred in the year 795 p. Nirv. (309 A.D.).
4. In the reign of MahBsena (808-835 p. Nirv. = 322-349 A.D.), these
SBgaliyas went to occupy the new Jetavana monastery founded in
Anuridhapura on the instigation of the monk Tissa of the Dakkhinlrima (Mhv., XXXVII, 32-3). From then on, they took the name of
Jetavaniyas.
-This work (T 468, p. 501a-c),
5. LISTIN THE MA~~JUSRTPARIPRCCH~.
translated into Chinese by Samghabhara in 518, contains a list of
eighteen sects arranged into two groups and presented as each emerging
from one another at a century's interval.
I. Mahiisimghikas : I. Ekavyavahlrikas 4 2. Lokottaravldins 4 3. Kaukullikas
4. Bahusrutiyas -+ 5. Caitikas
6. Plrvabilas
7. Uttarabilas.
11. Sthaviras : 1. Sarvlstivldins
2. Haimavatas -+ 3. Vltsiputriyas
4. Dharmottariyas 5. Bhadrsyaniyas --r 6. Sammatiyas4 7. Sandagairikas -+ 8. MahiGsakas -+ 9. Dharmaguptakas
10. KlSyapiyas -+
1 1. Sautrintikas.
-+

-+

-+

-+

-+

-+

6. LIST I OF BHAWA.- There exists in the Tanjur, Mdo XC, 12
(Cordier, 111, p. 414) a Nik~yabhedavibharigavy&hycina, translated into
Tibetan by Dipamkarairijiiina (Atiia) (981-1054 A.D.) with the title of
S& pa tha dad par hbyed pa dari rnam par bSad pa. Its author was a
certain Bhavya, possibly the same as the great writer Bhlviveka or
Bhivaviveka, who lived in the second half of the sixth century A.D. and
was the founder of the Svitantrika-Sautrlntika branch of the Madhyamaka.
591
The Nikiyabheah has been translated by W.W. ROCKHILL,Life of
Buddha, London, 1884, pp. 181-96, by M. WALLESER,
Die Sekten &s
alten Buddhismus, Heidelberg, 1927, pp. 78-93 and by A. BAREAU,
Trois
traitis.. ., JA, 1956, pp. 167-91. The work contains no less than three
lists of sects : the first and third in two subdivisions, the second in three.
List I (ROCKHILL,
p. 182; WALLESER,
pp. 78-9; BAREAU,
p. 168), which
reproduces the traditional Sthavirian scheme, begins with the following
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information : ((one hundred and sixty years after the Parinirvina of the
Bhagavat Buddha, when King DharmlSoka was ruling in Kusumapura
(=Piipliputra), a great schism broke out in the Samgha, consequent to
some controversies, and at first the community divided into two schools,
the Mahiisimghikas and the Sthaviras)).
I. MahHdmghikas : 1. MiilamahHdmghikas, 2. Ekavyavahirikas, 3. Lokottaravlidins, 4. Bahusrutiyas. 5. PrajiiaptivHdins, 6. Caitikas, 7. Wrvaiailas,
8. AparaSailas.
11. Sthaviras : 1. Miilasthaviras or Haimavatas, 2. SarvHstivHdins or Vibhajyavldins, HetuvHdins, Murunfakas, 3. VHtsiputriyas, 4. Dharmottadyas,
5. Bhadriiyaniyas, 6. S a ~ a t i y a also
s called Avantakas and Kurukullas,
7. MahiSHsakas, 8. Dharmaguptakas, 9. Suvarsakas or KHSyapiyas,
10. Uttariyas or SamkrHntivHdins.

7. THES A ~ M A TLIST
~YA
(=List 111 of Bhavya, list I11 of Tlranitha).
- The Sarpmatiyas' concept of the origin and filiation of the sects is
known from the concordant information supplied by Bhavya's list 111
(ROCKHILL,
p. 186; WALLESER,
p. 81, BAREAU,
J A , 1956, pp. 172-3) and
Tiraniitha's list 111 (pp. 271-2).
The genealogical tree of the schools is preceded by the famous passage
regarding the Mahiidmghika schism in 137 after the Nirviina, and
which has been examined above @p. 281-282, 288).
As for the sects this is how the Saxpmatiyas understood their filiation :
I. Mahlsiimghlka trunk
1. Ekavyavahirikas
3. BahuSrutiyas
4. Prajiiaptividins
5. Caitikas
11. Sthavira trunk
4. MahiGsakas
5. Dharmaguptakas
6. . Tiimrakigyas
2. Sarviistiviidhs
7. KiiSyapiyas
8. SamkrhtivHdins
1. Miilasthaviras
11. Dharmottariyas
12. Bhadriiyaniyas
9. Vltsiputriyas
13. Sannagarikas
14. Safnmatiyas .
IS. Haimavatas

.

2. - LISTS WITH THREE SUBDMSIONS

While the lists with two groupings were still in circulation, a list with
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three subdivisions was issued which accepted as the forerunners not only
the Sthaviras and MahHdmghikas, but also the Vibhajyavidins, supporters of some distinctions introduced by certain schools into the philosophical debate.

1. MAH~SAMGHIKA
LIST. - THranitha (p. 271) presents a list with
three subdivisions as being of Mahiisiimghika origin.
2. MllasarvHstivHdins
3. Sautrintikas

1. SarvLstivHdins

I. Sthaviras

1

5. Sammatiyas
6. Dharmottariyas
4' VHtsi~utri~as 7. Bhadrsyanjyas
11. Mahldmghikas : I. Mllamahidmghikas, 2. WrvaSailas, 3. Aparakilas,
4. Rijagirikas, 5. Haimavatas, 6. Caitikas, 7. Siddhgrthikas, 8. Gokulikas.
111. VibhajyavHdins : 1. MahiGsakas, 2. KHSyapiyas, 3. Dharmaguptakas,
4. THmraSgyas.

The somewhat late nature of this listing is evident from the mention
of the RHjagirikas and Haimavatas recorded in the M a h d v ~ s a(V, 13)
as sects of the third century after the Nirviina. The TimraGtiyas, also
called Timrapaqiyas, are the religious of Taprobane (Ceylon); they
593 included in their ranks famous scholars whose theories were to be
discussed by Vasubandhu and Asanga:
LISTI1 OF BHAWA.- Bhavya's list I1 (ROCKHILL,
p. 186; WALLESER,
p. 81 ; BAREAU,JA, 1956, p. 171) reproduces the foregoing, word for

word.
3. - LISTS WITH FIVE SUBDIVISIONS

I . THEFIVE SCHOOLS.- From the fourth century of the Christian era
onwards, we find in the Indian and particularly the Chinese texts many
allusions to five schools, always the same, as though they were, if not the
only ones, at least the most important :
1. T 1470, ch. 2, p. 925c 29 : Ta pi ch'iu son ch'ien wei i, a translation of
which, attributed to An Shih kao (148-170 A.D.), probably dates from the
fourth or fifth century. This passage deals with the colour of the monastic robe :
red for the SawHstivHdins, black for the Dhannaguptakas, magnolia for the
KHSyapiyas, blue for the MahiSsakas, yellow for the MahHeghikas (cf. LIN,
AM. pp. 80-1).
2. T 1465, p. 900c : SZriputrapariprcch~ translated into Chinese by an
anonymous scholar between 317 and 420. It deals with the same colours : yellow
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for the Mahldmghikas, dark red for the Dharmaguptakas, black for the
SarvHstivHdins, magnolia for the KHSyapiyas, blue for the M a h i h k a s (cf. LIN,
AM, pp. 81-2).
3. T 397, ch. 22, p. 159 : Mah&aynipBtasCtra, translated into Chinese
between 414 and 421. It contains a prediction by the Buddha regarding various
classes of disciples : Dharmaguptakas, SarvhtivHdins. KHSyapiyas, MahiGsakas,
VHtsiputriyas and Mahidmghikas. However, even while differentiating six
groups, the passage concludes with a general remark on the five schools (cf. LIN,
AM, pp. 299-300).
4. T 1425, ch. 40, p. 548b : Postscripts by Fa hsien to his translation of the
Mo ho skng ch'i Iii made, in collaboration with Buddhabhadra, from 416 to 418.
The passage lists five schools : Dharmaguptakas, MahiGsakas, KHSyapiyas,
SarvlstivHdins and MahHdmghikas.
5. T 2145, ch. 3, pp. 20-1 : Ch'u sun tsang chi chi by S n g yu (444-518), in
which the Chinese scholar compiled the history of five Vinayas : 1. Sawlstivldin
Vin. or Shih sung lii (T 1435), 2. Dharmaguptaka Vin. or SSPfgn lii (T 1428),
3. MahiGsaka Vin. or Wupn lii (T 1421), 4. Mahldmghika Vin. or Mo ho skng
ch'i lii (T 1425) which he identifies with that of the VHtsiputriyas, 5. KHSyapiya
Vin. which has not been translated into Chinese (cf. LIN,AM, pp. 297-8).
6. T 2059, ch. 1 I, p. 403a : Kao s6ng c h b by Hui chiao (519-544) who
594 speaks of five Arhats, disciples of Upagupta and founders of five Vinaya schools
: SarvistivHdin, Dharmaguptaka, MahHdmghika, Mahiifisaka and Kiiiyapiya.
7. T 190, ch. 60, p. 932a 17 : Abhin@krmqasCtra translated into Chinese by
JiiHnagupta in 597. The colophon lists five parallel but separate biographies of
the Buddha, belonging to five different schools : MahHskpghika, SawHstivHdin,
KHSyapiya, Dharmaguptaka and MahiGsaka.
8. T 1852, p. 10a : Son lun h"un i by Chi tsang, a Chinese of Parthian origin
who Lived from 549 to 623. He speaks of five contemporary Masters who, at the
time of Upagupta, separated and founded five schools : Dharmaguptaka,
Mahldmghika, MahiGsaka, KHSyapiya and Viitsiputriya.
9. T 2087, ch. 3, p. 8826 : Hsi yii chi. On his amval in India in about 630,
Hsiiang tsang found five versions of the Vinaya in UddiyZna : Dharmaguptaka,
MahiGsaka, Kiiyapiya, Sarviisiiviidin and MahEmghika.
10. T 213 1, ch. 4, p. 1113 : Fun i ming i chi, a kind of MahBvyutpatti compiled
by the Chinese Fa yiin (1088-1158). It refers to the five disciples of Upagupta
who divided a single great VinayapiBka into five classes : Dharmaguptaka,
SarvHstivHdin, KHSyapiya, M a h i h k a and Vitsiputriya.

This evidence, which could easily be added to, shows the vogue the
theory of the Five schools enjoyed in India and especially China.
2. LISTBY S&NGW. - The Chinese S n g yu (444-518), in his Ch'u san
tsang chi chi (T 2145, ch. 3, p. 20a), made use of this tradition which was
universally accepted in his time in order to attempt a new classification
of the sects by taking the five schools as the forerunners.
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I. 1 . Sarvistividins 2. Vitsiputriyas
11. 6. Mahikkkas
111. 7. KSSyapiyas

(594-595)

3. Dharmottariyas
4. Bhadriyaniyas
5. Sannagarikas

{ g.8. Samkrlntikas
Sammatiyas

IV. 10. Mahkimghikas

1 1.
12.
13.
14.
IS.
16.

Ekavyavahirikas
BahuSrutiyas
Prajiiaptividins
Caitikas
AparaSailas
Uttarahilas

V. 17. Dharmaguptakas
4. - LISTS WITH FOUR SUBDIVISIONS

595

1. DISAPPEARANCE
OF THE DHARMAGUPTAKAS.
- In the list of the five
schools drawn up in China, it was the Dharmaguptakas who most
frequently occupied the place of honour. There is nothing surprising in
this considering the r61e played by that school in the diffusion of the
Vinaya in China. The first formularies (karmavican5) such as the T'an
wu ti lu pu rsa chieh mo (T 1432), translated in 252 by the foreign monk
Samghavarman, and the Chieh mo (T 1433), translated in 254 by the
Parthian Dharmasatya, pertained to that school. According to I ching,
China followed mainly the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya and, from the
evidence of J. de Groot, the Pritimoksa of that school was considered to
be the paramount code of Hinayinist Buddhism until the final years of
the Empire I .
An apocryphal tradition recorded by Tao shih in his Fa yuan chu Iin
(T 2122, ch. 89, p. 9444 which he compiled in 668, claims that, under
the Han, in the first chien ning year (168 A.D.), five Sramanas from
North India, three Yiieh chih - including Fa ling - and two Indians,
had translated the Pritimoksa and Karmovicani of the Dharmaguptakas at Ch'ang an12. However, as Fa ling lived at the end of the fourth
century, he could not have played the part attributed to him by this
tradition13; however the legend is true in that the disciplinary works of

" J.J.M. DE GROOT,Le code du MahciycTna en Chine. Amsterdam, 1893, p. 3.
Cf. S. L h l , Les seize Arhat proteetars & la Loi, JA, 1916, pp. 40-1 of the off-print.
Cf. P. PELLIO~,
Meou-tseu ou les doutes levis, T
I
'
, 1920, No. 5, pp. 344-6. The first
authenticated translation of the PrHtirnok~is that made by Dharmakila in 250 A.D., but
the work is lost. We do, however, possess a Tsa chieh mo (T1432) and a Chieh mo (T 1433)
of the Dharmaguptakas, translated, the former by Samghavarman in 252, the latter by
T'an ti in 254.
l2

l3

(595-596)
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the Dharmaguptakas reached China through the intermediary of monks
from the North-West.
With the exception of that last region, the Dharmaguptakas played
only an unobtrusive r61e on the Indian subcontinent. Buddhist inscriptions in Kharosthi and Brihmi make no mention of them.
The HinayBnists who, at the time of Fa hsien (beginning of the fifth
cent.), had 500 samghirimas in Uddiyina, were supplanted during the
next two centuries by the Mahiyinists. In approximately 630, Hsiian
tsang in his Hsi yii chi (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 882b), notes their disappearance :
((On both banks of the Subhavastu river, there were formerly 1,400
samghirhas, most of which are already deserted. In the past, the
monks in that land numbered 18,000; now they have gradually diminished. They all study the Mahiiyina and are engaged in the practice of
meditation on quietude. They are skilful at reciting the texts, but do not
seek to understand their profound meaning. Their disciplinary conduct
is pure, and they are especially versed in magical formulaew. The Master
of the Law adds that those religious read the five Vinayas, particularly
that of the Dharmaguptakas : this is the only allusion to that school in
the Hsi yu chi.
Half a century later, when I ching arrived in about 671, the situation
had not improved : the town of K u g in Central Asia, Khotan and
Uddiyina contained no more than a few Dharmaguptaka, MahiSBsaka
and KBSyapiya monks, lost in the mass of Sarvistividins and Miilasarvistividins.
Hence, from the sixth century A.D., the Dharmaguptakas had ceased
to count as an Indian sect and, great though their influence had formerly
been in China, they could no longer be retained in the lists as leaders.
Hsiian tsang and 1 ching therefore forebore from mentioning them
again, and replaced-the old list of five groups with a new one which
counted no more than four.

2. THE FOURFOLD CENSUS BY H S ~ ~ A
TSANG.
N
- The Hsi yu" chi
contains abundant information on Buddhist India of the seventh century.
Without attempting to establish the filiation of the schools, Hsiian tsang
merely records, wherever he passed, the number of monasteries and
monastics, occasionally indicating the qualities of the latter.
Employing a purely descriptive method, he distinguishes eight categories of religious in India :
1. Mere bhiksus, not belonging to any definite school and scattered in
small groups in lands more or less hostile to the Good Law; they
generally had no precise doctrine and observed the precepts of their
order only very imperfectly.
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2. Hinayiinist bhiksus whose school is not specified.
3. Mahiidmghikas and Lokottaraviidins.
4. Sarviistiviidins.
5. Sthaviras proper and Mahiyiinasthaviras, the latter influenced to a
certain degree by Mahiiyanist theories.
6. Sammatiyas, whose influence proved to be increasing.
7. Mahiyiinists en masse occupying certain regions such as Uddiyiina
(18,000), the Ghazni area (10,000), Magadha (10,000), Orissa (10,000),
and Southern KoSala (10,000).
8. Bhiksus ((studying both the Hina- and Mahiiyiinan : these were
probably Mahiyiinists living in former Hinayiinist monasteries, whose
rules they continued to observe.
According to this census, we note that during Hsiian tsang's time only
four Hinayiinist schools were still represented : 1. Sthaviras and Mahiiyiinasthaviras, 2. Mahiislmghikas and Lokottaravidins; 3. SarvZstiviidins; 4. Sammatiyas. There were a further several thousand HinayE
nists whose sect or school could not be specified.
This is the record established by Hsiian tsang :
I. Sthaviras
Regions
1. Samatata
2. Driivida

3. Bodh-GayI
4.
5.
6.
7.

Kalinga
Ceylon
Bharukaccha
Surisira
Total

Number
of monasteries

Number
of religious

30 +
100+

2,000 +
10,000+

Is. MahHyHna-sthaviras
MahHbodhisamghii1,000
rHma
10+
500 +
20,000 +
200 +
300 +
10+
50+
3,000

401 +

+
36,800 +

References
to T 2087
ch. 10, p. 927 c 23
ch. 10, p. 931 c 4

ch. 8, p. 918b14
ch.
ch.
ch.
ch.

10, p. 929a3
11, p. 934al4-15
I I, p. 935c 1-2
11, p. 9 3 6 ~ 1 5
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11. MahHdmghikas
Regions
1. Andar-Hb
(Hindiikush)
2. Kaimira
3. DhHnyakataka
Total
4. BHmyHn

Regions
1. Agni
(Qarahhr)
2. KuG
3. Bharuka
(Aqsu)
4. Chiehchih
(Gaz Valley)
5. Kabhanda
(Tag Kurgiin)
6. WU-sa
7. Ch'ia-sha
(KaSgar)

8. Tamadvana
(S. Kasmir)
9. Matipur
(Bijn6r District)
10. Navadevakula
(S-Eof
KanyHkubja)
11. In Magadha
12. l r a n a p a ~ a t a
(Monghyr)
13. Giirjaritra
(Gujarrlt)
Total

Number
of monasteries

Number
of religious

References
to T 2087

3
1
20 +

some tens
100+
1,000+

ch. 12, p. 940a2
ch. 4, p. 888a7-8
ch. 10, p. 930c 14

24 +

1,100+

II'. LokottaravHdins
several thousands
several tens

I

Number
of monasteries

Number
of religious

10+
100+
some tens

2,000 +
5,000 +
1,000+

I ch.

1, p. 873b12

References
to T 2087

ch. 1, p. 870a 11
ch. I. p. 870a24
ch. 1, p. 870c 18

10+

300 +

ch. 1, p. 873a27-28

10+

500 +

ch. 12, p. 9 4 1 ~ 9

10+

1,000+

ch. 12, p. 942b16-17

some hundreds
1

10,000+
300 +

ch. 12, p. 942c 19-20
ch. 4, p. 889b29

10+

800 +

ch. 4, p. 891b25

3

500 +

ch. 5, p. 896a 19-20

Kapotavihgra
2
1
158+

200 +
2,000
100+
23,700+

ch. 9, p. 925b 17
ch. 10, p. 926a 18
ch. 11, p. 9 3 6 ~ 2 5
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IV. Saqunatiyas
Regions
1. Ahicchatra
2. Kapitha
(SlmklSya)
3. Ayamukha
(in Oudh)
4. ViSoka
(in Oudh)
5. SrHvasti
6. Kapilavastu
7. VlrHnasi1*
8. Mrgadlva
(Slmlth)
9. VaiGli
10. Tranapamata
(Monghyr)
I I. Kamasuvama
12. Mllava
(Baroda)
13. Valabhi
(in KHthiHwHr)
14. Anandapura
15. Sindh
16. A-tien-p'och'ih-lo
(Indus delta)
17. Pi-tochih-lo
(delta area)
18. A-fan-t'u
(Middle Sindh)
Total

Number
of monasteries

Number
of religious

References
to T 2087

10+
4

1,000+
1,000+

ch. 4, p. 8 9 2 ~ 2 9
ch. 4, p. 893a19

5

1,000+

ch. 5, p. 897a 10-11

20 +

3,000 +

ch. 5, p. 898~12-13

some h. in ruins
1,000 in ruins
30 +
1
1
10+

10+
some hundreds
100+
10+
some hundreds

very small number
3,000 (var., 30)
3,000 +
1,500

ch.
ch.
ch.
ch.

6, p. 899a9
6, p. 900~26-28
7, p. 905b 4-5
7, p. 905b17

very small number ch. 7, p. 908b5
ch. 10,p.926a15-16
4,000 +
2,000 +
20,000 +

ch. 10, p. 928a20-21
ch. 11, p. 935c 1 l

6,000 +

ch. 11, p. 936b19-20

1,00010,000+

ch. 11, p. 9 3 6 ~ 8
ch. 11, p. 937a28

80 +

5,000 +

ch. 11, p. 937~22

+
20 +

3,000 +

ch. 11, p. 938b4

2,000 +

ch. 11. p. 938b17

1,351 +

66,500+

50

" According to the Lije of Hsu"an rsang (T 2053, ch. 3, p. 235c 3). Virinasi contained
more than 30 monasteries inhabited by over 2,000 Sarvistividin religious. However, we
, dating from the Gupta period that in
know from an inscription at S m i t h ( L ~ E R s923)
VPfinasi the Saqnatiyas had taken over from the Sanhtividins.
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HinayHnists (unspecified)

600

Regions
I. Bactra
2. PuskarHvati
3. Po-lu-sha
(Sihbk-Garhi)
4. h k a l a
5. KulltH
6. Piiryllra
(Bairiit)
7. SthlneSvara
8. Srughna
Matipur
Govikna
Praylga
Kauihbi
Chan-chu
(Ghk-pur?)
IS. Magadha
16. CampH

Number
of monasteries

Number
of religious

References
to T 2087

100+
1 (in ruins)
1

3,000 +
a few religious
50 +

ch. 1, p. 872c 4-5
ch. 2, p. 881a17-18
ch. 2, p. 881b10-ll

1
8 (in ruins)
3
5

700 +
1,000+

1
2
2
10+
10+

200 +
100+
very small number
300 +
1,000-

1
some tens

50 +
200 +

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Total

ch. 4, p. 889b 4-5
100+
small number
ch. 4, p. 890a3
very small number ch. 4, p. 890a25-26
ch. 4, p. 8 9 0 ~ 1 4
ch. 4, p. 891a21
ch.
ch.
ch.
ch.
ch.

4, p. 891~17-18
4, p. 892~19-20
5, p. 897a24-25
5, p. 898a 3-4
7, p. 907c 1

ch. 9, p. 925c 13-14
ch. 10, p. 926~20-21

6,700 +

145+

It ensues from this that, at the beginning of the seventh century, the
adherents of the Hinayina were distributed as follows :
Sthaviras
Mahldmghikas
Sarvistividins
Sammatiyas
Unspecified

401 monasteries 36,800 religious
24 monasteries 1,100 religious
158 monasteries 23,700 religious
1,351 monasteries 66,500 religious
145 monasteries 6,700 religious
2,079

134,800

Incomplete though these statistics are, they nevertheless enable us to
draw some interesting conclusions.
1. Of the eighteen-plus traditional schools which are regularly mentioned by the disputations, four played the pak of forerunners to such an
601 extent that they overshadowed all the others. The most important one
was unquestionably that of the Saqunatiyas who alone totalled half the
Hinayinist Samgha. On the Indian subcontinent, the other three schools
were clearly declining. Of the 36,800 Sthaviras, 20,000 were to be found
in Ceylon and 10,000 in the Deccan. The Mahisiimghikas were in the
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process of disappearing, except in the Hindiikush, where the imposing
site of Blmyln still sheltered several thousand Lokottaravldins. The
Sarvlstividins, formerly so powerful in the North-West, held their own
there only with difficulty : of the 23,700 of them recorded, 19,800 were
scattered in the oases of Central Asia : KaSgar, TaS Kurgln, Aqsu,
K u t l and QaraSahr.
2. Of the 134,800 HinayHnist monks counted, 6,700 did not belong to
any definite school. Had it been otherwise Hsiian tsang, with his
characteristic concern for exactitude and precision, would not have
failed to mention it.
3. Both in India and Central Asia, the respective importance of the
Small and Great Vehicle was palpably the same. According to the
information supplied by Hsiian tsang (cf. E. LAMOTE, Sur la formation
du MahciyZna, Asiatics, Festschrift Weller, Leipzig, 1954, pp. 394-9, the
pure Mahiylnists and the mixed Mahiylnists (studying both the Small
and Great Vehicle) together totalled 2,52 1 monasteries and 119, 430
religious. These figures are quite close to those which could be produced
by the Hinaylnists with their 2,079 monasteries and 134,800 religious.
3. THE FOURFOLD CENSUS BY I CHING. - Less than a century after
Hsiian tsang, the Chinese pilgrim I ching, who visited India and the
South Seas from 671 to 695 of the Christian era, records in his Nan hai
chi kuei nei fa chuan (T 2125, ch. 1, p. 205a-b) the following precise
details :

602

As for the division into various Niklyas (schools), according to the Western
(Indian) tradition, there are only four great systems. With regard to their
appearance and disappearance, and the diversity of their names, there is no
agreement on such matters ... Thus it is that in the five parts of India and in the
islands in the South Seas, four NikHyas are spoken of everywhere. Nevertheless,
the number of their adherents varies according to the locality ...
1. The Arya Mahldmghikaniklya is subdivided into seven sects. Each of the
3 Pipkas contains 100,000 stanzas [i.e. 3 x 100,000 = 300,000 stanzas], which, in
the Chinese tradition, makes nearly a thousand scrolls.
2. The Arya SthaviranikHya is subdivided into 3 sects, and its Tripitaka is the
same size as that of the preceding school.
3. The Arya MiilasarvPstivldanikHya is subdivided into 4 sects [but on p. 206c
1-2, I ching mentions only three : I. Dharmaguptakas, 2. MahiGsakas,
3. Kiiyapiyas]. Its Tripipka is also of the same size.
4. The Arya SaqmatiyanikHya is subvided into 4 sects and its Tripipka is
subdivided into 200,000 stanzas, 30,000 of which are Vinaya Stanzas.
There are, however, many divergences with regard to the doctrinal traditions
of these schools : it is in accordance with the present state of affairs that 18 sects
are spoken of. As to the division into five main schools, I have heard nothing of
that in the West '.
' Translation after Lin.
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In connection with the geographical expansion of the four schools, I
ching adds a few precise details : The Mahisamgha is followed in
Magadha (Central India), a little in L i p and Sindhu (Western India), a
little to the N. and S. of India; it coexists with other schools in eastern
India, but is rejected in Ceylon. - The Sthavira predominates in the
South, especially in Ceylon; it is followed in Magadha and, to some
extent, in L i p and Sindhu; it coexists with other schools in Eastern
India. - The Miilasarvistivida flourishes in Magadha and has asserted
itself throughout the North; it has a few adherents in Lita and Sindhu
and coexists with other schools in Eastern India. - The Sammatiya is
above all represented in Lip and Sindhu; it is practised in Magadha
and, a little, in the South of India; it coexists with other schools in
eastern India.
~ D BY
I N VIN~TADEVA.
- The Sarvistividins
4. THE S A R V ~ ~ ~ T I VLIST
and Vinitadeva in particular recorded the state of affairs noted by Hsiian
tsang and I ching by establishing a fourfold division of the Samgha in
which they inserted the eighteen traditional sects while replacing some of
them with other later ones. This list with four groupings appears :
a. in a passage in the SamayabhedoparacanacakranikriyabhedopadarSanasamgraha by Vinitadeva, an author who lived between the end of
the eighth century and the first part of the ninth. The work, the Sanskrit
original of which is lost, exists in a Tibetan version in the Tanjur, Mdo
XC, 13 (CORDIER,
111, p. 414; LALOU,p. 1176). It has been translated, in
whole or in part, by ROCKHILL,
Life, pp. 181-93; Lm, AM, p. 185, note;
BAREAU,
JA, pp. 192-200.
b. in the Mahrivayutpatti (Nos. 9077-98), from approximately 800
603
A.D.
c. in the Histories of Buddhism by Bu-ston (11, p. 99) and Tiranitha
(p. 272), the latter attributing a Sarviistividin origin to the list.
I. Mahidmghikas : 1. PiirvaSailas, 2. Aparaiailas, 3. Haimavatas, 4. Lokottaraviidins, 5. Prajiiaptiviidins.
11. Sarvlstiviidins : 1 . MllasarvistivHdins, 2. Kiiiyapiyas, 3. MahiGsakas, 4.
Dharmaguptakas, 5. Bahuirutiyas, 6. TiimraGfiyas, 7. Vibbajyavldins.
111. Sthaviras : 1 . Jetavaniyas, 2. Abhayagirivlsins, 3. MahHvihiiravisins.
IV. Sarpmatiyas : 1. Kaurukullakas, 2. Avantakas, 3. Viitsiputriyas.

The mention of Jetavaniyas proves that this list postdates the fourth
century. In fact, it was only in the reign of Mahisena (322-349 A.D.)
that the Sigaliyas, who were installed at the monastery of the Jetavanavihiira, took the name of Jetavaniyas.
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5. THELIST IN THE TWO Rcc~jiS.
- A somewhat similar list appears
in a passage common to both the Bhiksuvarsdgraprcchd and the ~ r h a neravarsigrapycchd, translated into Tibetan between the end of the tenth
century and the beginning of the eleventh (Mdo XC, 21, and Mdo XC,
6; cf. CORDER,111, pp. 416 and 412). This list, to which Bu-ston (11, p.
98) alludes, has been translated into French by LM, AM, pp. 182-3.
I. SarvHstivHdins : 1. KHiyapiyas, 2. Mahiilsakas, 3. Dharmaguptakas,
4. Mllasarvhtivldins.
11. MahHdmghikas : 1. Plwaiailas, 2. Aparaiailas, 3. Haimavatas, 4. Vibhajyavidins, 5. PrajiiaptivHdins, 6. LokottaravHdins.
111. Sammatiyas : 1. THmraGtiyas, 2. Avantakas, 3. Kaurukullakas, 4. Bahuirutiyas, 5. Vltsiputriyas.
IV.Sthaviras : I . Jetavaniyas, 2. AbhayagirivHsins, 3. MahHvihHravHsins.

This list is shoddy work : the Vibhajyaviidins are Sthaviras and not
Mahldmghikas; the BahuSrutiyas, Mahldmghikas and not Sammatiyas, and so on. At quite a late date, the only concern of the compilers
was to arrange the eighteen sects in four different classes, but the
distribution was done at random and seemingly without the slightest
criticism. In fact, the eighteen sects no longer existed except in theory.
5. - APOCRYPHAL TRADITIONS

604

Towards the end of the eighth century, when Indian Buddhism was
showing clear signs of disintegration, Indo-Tibetan exegetes conceived
the idea of attributing to each of the four great schools a given master, a
special language, a particular cloak and characteristic religious names.
These facts appear in some later Indian works, such as the Bhiksuvarsdgrapycchd, referred to above, and the Prabhdvati (Mdo LXXXIX, 3;
cf. CORDIER,111, p. 410), a commentary by a certain Slkyaprabha from
the eighth century on the SrhaPeratriiatakdrikd. They were taken up
and completed by the Tibetan historians Bu-ston (11, pp. 99-100) and
Jam-yari biad-pa (end of eighteenth cent.) in his Grub-mthah. The early
indologists seem to have taken them seriously : A. CSOMADE KOROS
(Tibetan-English Dictionary, 1834, p. 276; Notices on the dlflerent Systems of Buddhism, J.As.Soc.,Bengal, VII, p. 142 sq.), V. VASSILEV
(Bouddhisme, tr. La Comme, 1865, pp. 270-l), E. BURNOUF(Introduction
a I'histoire du bouddhisme indien, 2nd ed., 1876, p. 397). More recently,
the late lamented Lm LI-KOUANG
(AM, pp. 17687) still referred to them
in the remarkable chapter he devoted to the original language of
Buddhism. This is what they amount to :
1. The SawHstivHdins had as their master the ksatriya RHhulabhadra; they
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spoke Sanskrit, wore a cloak made from 25 to 29 strips of material, used the
lotus as their emblem, and their names in religion ended in mati, Sri, prabha,
kirti and bhadra. - 2. The MahHdm&kas had the brahmin MahHkHSyapa as
their master; they spoke Priikrit, wore a cloak made of 23 to 27 strips, and used
a shell as their emblem, their names ended in mitra,jfirina, gupta or garbha. - 3.
The Sammatiyas had as their preceptor the Siidra Updi; they spoke Aprabhrar&, wore a cloak made of 21 to 25 strips, and took an areca-leaf as their
emblem; their names ended in a k a or sena. - 4. The Sthaviras vested their
authority in the vaiSya KHtyHyana, spoke PaiGci; their strips and emblems were
like those of the Sammatiyas; their religious names ended in deva, Mara.
varman, sena,jiva or bala.

Nothing is worth retaining from these systems of classification.
6. - CONCLUSIONS

In all this mass of pseudo-historical elucubrations, a few true facts are
revealed here and there. The inscriptions in Kharosfhi and Brihmi show
that, in the first two centuries of the Christian era, most of the
Hinayinist sects were disseminated throughout India. Several of them
605 had already split up, and the Mahidmghikas, for example, occupied
points on the map as far apart as Wardak, to the west of Kibul, and
Kirli in the District of Bombay. Others, after a game of 'general post',
ended by merging and living together peacefully in the same establishments : there were Dharmottariyas and Caitikas in Junnar; Bhadriyaniyas and Caitikas at Kiirli; Sawistividins and Mahidmghikas in
Mathuri and Wardak; Sawistividins and Saxpmatiyas at Srtivasti;
Mahldmghikas, BahuSrutiyas, Aparabilas, MahiSisakas and Timrapamiyas in Nigirjunikonda. From then on, the interweaving of the
sects becomes so complicated that all hope of unravelling it is lost.
However, it was at this time that the Sthavirian list with two
subdivisions appeared; it was out of date on publication. Vasubandhu's
name was attached to it, but was taken up again, with a few variants, by
the anonymous authors of the $cfriputra- and MaiijuSri-Paripycchcf, by
the Sinhalese chroniclers and, also in the seventh century, by the
compiler Bhavya. It is wholly dominated by the memory of the great
schism, which, at the time of ASoka, divided the community into two
sections which were never to come together again : the Sthaviras and
Mahidmghikas.
The latter soon replaced it with a list with three subdivisions which
gave the most important place to the Vibhajyavlda in general and, more
particularly, to the Sinhalese TimraGtiyas with whom they were in
regular communication by the direct maritime route linking the Mahidmghika fief in Andhra country to Cape Andrasimoundou on the west
coast of Ceylon (Ptolemy, VII, 4, 3).
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In the fourth century, the Chinese saw the Samgha from another
angle; they were in regular contact with the North-West where the five
Hinayinist schools which specialized in the study of the Vinaya and the
biography of the Buddha predominated. In their eyes, the most illustrious was that of the Dharmaguptakas whose set of rules (prZtimok~a)
and rituals (karmavZcancS) they had adopted in the middle of the third
century A.D. Hence, when the learned Stng yu, in all good faith,
undertook to inform his compatriots about the genealogy of the Indian
sects, he chose a scheme with five subdivisions in which the five schools
of the North-West acted as forerunners, the place of honour being
reserved for the Dharmaguptakas.
In the seventh century, during their prolonged stays in India, first
Hsiian tsang, and then I ching noted, with great astonishment, that the
famous Dharmaguptakas of whom they had heard in China had practically disappeared from the map of India and consisted of no more than
a few adherents in KuCl, Khotan and Uddiylna. The influence over the
subcontinent was shared by four great Hinayanist schools, overshadowing all the others : Sthaviras, Mahisimghikas, Sarvistividins and
Sammatiyas, the last being by far the most numerous. The fact had to
be accepted and a new situation recorded. Being objective and realistic,
the Chinese masters therefore erased the Dharmaguptakas from their
records and only retained the four great schools. Thus, a fourfold
classification replaced the list with five subdivisions which had formerly
been compiled by S n g yu.
This new distribution was adapted to Indian traditions and customs
by the SarvHstivldin Vinitadeva (ninth century) and other anonymous
chroniclers. To each of the four great schools was reserved the role of
head of the list; then, in those four lists were classed somewhat
haphazardly - becausc they were no longer of importance - the
eighteen sects, the number of which had been hallowed by tradition.
Finally, this scheme fell into the hands of Indo-Tibetan exegetes who,
in a spirit of systematization, but without the least criticism, endeavoured to attribute to each of the four great schools a characteristic robe,
their own emblems, special religious names and even a particular dialect.
But, since we are in India where all traditions, however outdated they
may be, are piously preserved, the various lists with two, three, five and
four subdivisions, instead of being withdrawn one by one as the next
was published, were kept side by side and continued to be regularly
reproduced. This is what makes the problem of the filiation of the sects
so complicated and, it must be admitted, futile.
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11. - THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE SECTS
The achievements of the sects during the last three centuries of the
ancient era can be summarized in a few words : the spiritual conquest of
India. The activities undertaken by the disciples of $ikyamuni assumed
the most varied forms : organization of missions, instructions, the
607 building of the stiipas and caityas, the founding of monasteries, contacts
with all levels of the population, both Indian and foreign in origin,
relations with princes, in a word all the undertakings likely to ensure the
propagation of the Good Law.
Of all those endeavours, which were crowned with success, we will
concentrate on only two : the recourse to vernacular languages and
Sanskrit to bring $iikyamuni9smessage within the reach of all, and the
systematic exposition of that message due to an ever more extreme
philosophical elaboration. The formation of Buddhist languages and the
progress in Abhidharma studies were, to the credit of the religious, two
of the most remarkable achievements. They were accomplished in collaboration with lay circles to whom some concessions had to be made.
1 . THE FORMATION OF THE BUDDHIST LANGUAGES*

The main achievement of the sects was to have put the word of the
Buddha into the vernacular. Open-minded and liberal, free from linguisteaching
tic prejudices, they did not hesitate to transpose ~iik~amuni's
into as many languages as necessary in order to ensure its widest
dissemination. In the ancient period, when the use of Sanskrit was still
reserved for the elite, they preferred to resort to Middle-Indian dialects.
Later, when the use of the ((polished language)) tended to become more
generalized, they employed more and more refined varieties of Sanskrit,
based on Priikrit prototypes. Finally when Buddhist propaganda, overflowing its Indian borders, set out to conquer the Asiatic world, the
missionaries unhesitatingly adopted the use of foreign languages : languages from Central Asia ($aka or Khotanese, Sogdian, Kuchean,
Agnean), Chinese, Tibetan and Turkish, to mention only the main ones.
We will examine here the early traditions concerning the use of
languages; then we will inspect the principal Buddhist languages.
a. Traditions concerning the use of languages
THE LANGUAGE

OF TWE

BUDDHA'^. - Mention is made of it in the

Cf. H6Wgirin. s.v. Bursugo (111, pp. 207-9). Burron (111, pp. 215-17).
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various Vinayas and their commentaries which the different versions of
the Vibhed have devoted to them. Here is the list :
608
1. SarvZstivddin Vin. (T 1435, ch. 26, p. 193a).
2. Mdaarv. Vin. (Gilgit Manuscripts, 111, 1, pp. 256-9) and its
Tibetan version.
3. Ch'u yao ching (T 212, ch. 23, p. 7346).
4. Mahdvibhed (T 1545, ch. 79, p. 410a).
5. Vibhed (T 1546, ch. 41, p. 306c).
6. Vibhdsd (T 1547, ch. 9, p. 482c).
It is quite natural that during his preaching tours in Riijagrha,
~riivasti,Virinasi, VaiGli, Kaukimbi, etc., the Buddha expounded the
noble truths in the dialect(s) in use among the Miigadhans, Kosalas,
KHiis, Vjis, Vatsas, etc., dialects which could be considered as varieties
of the ((polishedlanguage))(dryd viic, chBng yi), or again, the ((language
of the Middle Region)) (madhya&Savdc, chung kuo chih yii, dbw pahi
tshig). This language is none other than 1ndo-Aryan.
On the other hand, there is no doubt that the Buddha possessed the
gift of tongues and that occasionally, to make himself better understood
or to respond to the preferences of his listeners, he used non-Aryan
languages. This was particularly the case when, on the shore of Lake
MandHkini, near Udumii, he converted the four Great Heavenly Kings,
Dhrtarisfra, Vinidhaka, V i n i p a k ~and Vaiiravana. The theme of his
discourse consisted of three stanzas from the Ud6navarga (Tib. ed. by H.
BECKH,XXVI, 16-18, p. 88) : ((When the body is worn out, sensation
cooled, perception destroyed, volitions appeased, consciousness stilled :
such is truly the end of suffering. Limit yourself to seeing what ought to
be seen; to hearing, contemplating and knowing what ought to be
heard, contemplated and known. - Anything that differs from that is
painful, very painful : such is truly the end of suffering. - The absence
of contact, the absence of joy, appeasement, universal renunciation :
such is truly the end of suffering)).
The Buddha began by uttering the first two stanzas in Sanskrit
(dryavdc, in most of the sources; madhyadeSavdc in T 212) :
Jirnd kciyo vedand SiribhPti
sqjn'rS nirzdhd sarpk&d vyupdiintd
vijfiiinam a s t q g a t a m esa eviinto du+hasya.
D g e drs!amcStrq bhavatu
i m t e cintite vijiiile vijrioriotm-tram.
609

Two kings, Dhfiariistra and Viriidhaka were able to understand; the
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other two, Viriipak* and VaiSravana, could not. For their sake, the
Buddha then used a ((barbarian language)) (dasyuvic, &hob pahi rshig).
For Viriipak*, he spoke the Driividian language (T 1546) or Tamil
(T 212), defined by T 1545 as ((the common language of the frontierlands in South Indian :
Ene mene d*phe

dedasphe e y eviinfo du&hasya.

Finally, for VaiSravana, he used one of the kinds of Mleccha languages :
M@d f y a somfctmd survarta virZ!hi esa eviinto M k h a s y a .

610

Eventually, the four kings understood and were converted. They were
given the mission of protecting the Good Law at the four cardinal
points.
Commenting upon this episode, the Vibhed (T 1545, ch. 79, p. 410b)
remarks : ((It is in order to show that he can express himself clearly in all
languages that he expresses himself in various ways so as to dispel the
doubts of those who suspect him of being unable to teach except in the
holy language.. . The Tathiigata can express everything he wishes in any
language whatever. If he expresses himself in Chinese, it is because that
language is best for the inhabitants of China; similarly, if he expresses
himself in the Balkh language ... Furthermore, the word of the Buddha
is light and pointed, the flow is rapid, and even though he speaks all
sorts of languages, it can be said that he speaks them all at once : thus,
if he expresses himself in turn in Chinese, in the Balkh language, in $aka
language, he pronounces all those languages uninterruptedly and, as it
were, at the same time)).
However, the ((gift of tongues)) is not the only prerogative of the
Buddha's utterances. An early stanza, the canonical status of which is
doubted by the Vibheii (1.c.) in fact asserts : ((The Buddha makes use of
a single sound to declaim the Law; and then beings, each according to
his category, grasp its meaning. They all say : the Bhagavat is speaking
the same language as myself; it is for me alone that he proclaims suchand-such a meaning )). According to Vasumitra (MASUDA,Origin.. .,
p. 19), a Mahgsimghika thesis, disputed however by the SarvHstivHdins,
is that ((the Buddha makes use of a single sound (ekavigh-hdra) to
utter all doctrines)). This view was adopted by the MahHylnasltras
such as the A v a r e a k a (T 279, ch. 80, p. 4434, the Vimalakirri (T 475,
ch. 1, p. 538a); and NHgiirjuna, in his Nirupmastava (v.7), taking the
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theory to extremes, cries : ((Lord, you have not uttered a single syllable,
but all the faithful have been nourished by the rain of the Dharma)).
Such speculations derive from scholastics and not linguistics, and we
must return to history.
BUDDHISIS''. - This
question is dealt with in a famous and much-discussed passage, reproduced by the Vinayas.
I . Pcili Vinaya (11, p. 139) :

THE ADOPTION

OF LOCAL DIALECTS BY THE

At that time, there were the monks named Yamelutekuli, two brothers of
brahmin birth. who had lovely voices (kaly&zavacq and good pronunciation
(kalydnavZkkarqZ). They went to where the Buddha was to be found and said
to him : ((There are some monks with different names man), from various
clans (gorra), various origins (jari], various families (kula); they are corrupting
the word of the Buddha by repeating it in their own mode of expression (re
sakfiya nirurriyd buddhavacanay dzisento. Let us put the word of the Buddha into
chandas (buddhavacanam chandaso dropemu))). The Buddha replied : ((The word
of the Buddha should not be put into chandas : whoever does that is guilty of a
misdeed (dukka!a). I command that the word of the Buddha be learned by each
one in his own mode of expression (sakzya nirurtiyz pariyfipqitwn))).

61 1

The two expressions, chandas and sakri nirutti have been the objects of
widely differing interpretations :
Chandas means ((the mode of expression of fine language, such as the
Vedaa (vedam viya sakkatabhZsciya vcicanGmaggo) : that is the Buddhaghosa's explanation (Samantapciscidika. VI, p. 1214). Modem commentators waver : ((Sanskrit verse)) (Rhys Davids and Oldenberg), ((verse))
(S. Levi), ((Sanskrit)>(L. de La Vallke Poussin), <(metre))(E.J. Thomas),
((Sanskritization of Buddhist texts)) Lin Li-kouang), ((versification in the
Vedic manner,, (J. Filliozat), ((Vedic)) (F. Edgerton), ((not Sanskrit
bh@ci, but chandas, the only form of speech known at that time apart
from the Middle-Indian dialects)) (L. Renou). The latter was kind
enough to let me know his opinion in a written note : [tr.] ((The passage
concerning chandas has always seemed somewhat enigmatic to me, how
could the word of the Buddha be arranged according to Vedic verse?
This must probably mean (cf. HELMERSMITH, Saddaniti, p. 1131)
conforming to the orthoepic rules for recitation, not precisely transposl 1 Passage discussed by S. L ~ ILo
, rPcitationprimitive &s textes bouddhiques, JA, 1915,
pp. 441-7; M. WINTERMTZ,
Hirtory of hdion Lilerature, 11, p. 602; L. DE LA VAL&
POUSSIN,
Indo-europPens, p. 200; E.J. THOMAS,
Li/e of Buddho, pp. 253-4; J . FILLIOZAT,
Inde Classique, 11, p. 326; F. EDGERTON,
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar, pp. 1-2;
L. RENOU.Histoire de la langue sanskrite. p. 84.
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ing into Vedic Sanskrit, which would have been an impossible enterprise.
It must allude to intonation)).
Sakdya nirurtiyd is easier to interpret : cceach in his own dialect))
(Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, Edgerton), ((each in his own manner of
speaking))(S. Livi), cceach with his own pronunciation)) (L. de La Vallk
Poussin), ((in its own grammar)) (E.J. Thomas), ((each in his own
dialect)) (Lin Li-kouang), ((with his own verbal interpretation)) (J.
Filliozat), ((each with his own mode of expression, i.e. in his own
dialect)) (L. Renou).
All things considered, it seems that the Buddha forbade the chanting
of Buddhist texts with intonations used in the recitation of the Vedas.
but ordered each disciple to teach the word of the Buddha in his own
dialect.
That the word nirutti designates not only pronunciation, but also
dialect as a whole, is what can be inferred from a passage in the
Majhima, 111, pp. 234-5 (also cf. T 26, ch. 43, p. 703a), in which the
Buddha recommends avoiding all prejudice in relation to local dialects
(janapadaniruttiyd abhiniveso) and all exaggeration in relation to popular
atisdro). For example, one and the same utensil is
parlance (sum-dya
called pdti, patta, vittha, sardva, dhiiropa, pona or pisila, according to the
region. One should not insist on any single term, under the pretext that
it is the only right one, but adopt the term in use in the region one is in.
In fact, nirukti means language. The Jn'cinaprasthcina, cited in the
KoSavyikhyd (ed. WOGIHARA,p. 52), when called upon to define the
Tathiigata's speech (vdc), amasses a whole series of synonyms among
which is nirukti : Tathdgatasya yd vcig vacanq, vyiihdro, gir, niruktir,
vdkpatho, vdgghoso, vikkarmu, vdgvijtiaptih.
Other Vinayas follow the interpretation given here.
2. Mahifcisaka Vin. (T 1421, ch. 26, p. 1746) :
It is permissible to read and recite in keeping with the dialectal pronunciation

(kuo yin = pmdeSasvara), but taking care not to misinterpret or miss the
Buddha's concept. It is forbidden to transform the word of the Buddha into the
language of heretical (hihyaka) books.

3. Dharmuguptaka Vin. (T 1428, ch. 52, p. 955a) :
A brahmin asked the Buddha for authorization to arrange (hsiu chi) the
Buddhist siitras in accordance with the fine language of the world (shih chien hao
yen Im). The Buddha said to him : ((To mix the Buddhist siitras with the
language of heretics (wai tao yen lun = rirthikabh@5)would be to destroy them.
However, it is permissible to recite and learn the Buddhist siitras according to
the interpretation (so chieh) of vernacular regional languages (kuo su yen yin =

pradef(7ndm prrfkytabh@Z).
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4 . VinZyamBtyka (T 1463, ch. 4 , p. 822a) :
Two brahmins asked the Buddha if they could draft and compile (chum chi')
the Buddhist siitras according to the rules governing the lay out of chandas
(ch'an t'o chih ch'ih lun = chando[vijcitiS~i.stra),by putting the syllables (win =
vyorijana or a k a r a ) and phrases (chii = pa&) in order, so that the sounds (yen
yin = svara) would be detached @ien liao = vivrta) and the meaning ( i = artha)
would also be clear (hsien = vyakfa).The Buddha answered : ((In my religion,
there is no concern for fine language (mei yen). As long as the meaning and
reasoning are not lacking, that is all I wish. You must teach according to the
sounds which enable people to understand. That is why it is said one should act
according to the country)).

5. SarvZstivZdin Vin. (T 1435, ch. 38, p. 274a)
There were two brahmins who had been converted to Buddhism and given up
the household life. Originally, they had recited the texts of the four heretical
Vedas; after giving up the household life, they recited the Buddhist sltras with
the same intonations (yin shing = svara). Then one of them died; the other
remained alone and could no longer recite fluently the Buddhist siitras as he had
done in the past, because he had forgotten them. He sought for another
companion, but could not find one. Sorrowful and wretched, he reported the
matter to the Buddha. The Buddha said to him : ((Henceforth, whoever recites
the Buddhist sltras with the intonations of heretical books will be committing a
misdeed n.

6 . M~lasarvistivZdinVin. (T 1451, ch. 6, p. 2326) :
Two converted sons of brahmins, who had formerly learned, from a brahmin,
613 the rules of intonation for Vedic melodies (ko yung shing = Sdmasvaradharma),

by habit now recited (the Buddhist sltras) in their former style. Then, one of
them suddenly died; the grief-stricken survivor forgot most of the sCtras. He
asked several of the Buddha's disciples to teach them to him again, but when
they were recited to him he showed his displeasure : ((The text is entirely wrong,
the intonation (shzng yiin = svara) is not prolonged so something is lacking)).
Finally, he turned to Siriputra, who prolonged sounds even more than he did
himself, and whom he praised, saying that the others were all making mistakes
in the recitation. The Buddha was informed and announced the following
regulation : ((The bhiksus should not recite the Dharma of the siitras with
melodies (ko yung = s w a n ) and prolonged intonations (yin shing = iiyatasvara). If bhiksus recite the siitras with the intonation of the chan t'o (chandas),
they will be guilty of the offence of transgressing the Dharma. However, if a
regional pronunciation (fang kuo yen yin = pradeiasvara) requires the intonation to be prolonged, it is not wrong to do that)). [Note by the translator I china :
((The chandas is the brahminical method of reciting. Intonations are prolonged.
Gestures with the fingers in the air mark the beat; the master intones first and
the others follow)).

(613-614)
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There is no doubt that the extracts from the six Vinayas the translation of which we have just summarized all refer to one and the same
episode : two brahmins, converted to Buddhism, applied to the recitation of Buddhist siitras the methods in use in the Vedic schools, namely
the chandas which consists mainly of a melody (ko yung = scfman)and
prolonged intonations (ch'ang shtng = cfyatasvara).
According to Lin Li-Kouang (AM, p. 220 sq.), the first four Vinayas
forbid the adaptation of the Buddhist texts to the Sanskrit norm and
permit the use of dialects; in the Sarviistivcfdin Vinaya, this proscription
and this permission are omitted, and the proscription concerns only
intonations in the Vedic manner; finally, the Mllasamiistiviidins, while
abstaining as did the SamHstivHdins from forbidding Sanskrit, nevertheless retained an echo of the permission to adopt local dialects.
In our opinion, these distinctions were not necessary and we strongly
doubt whether Sanskrit was ever forbidden. The Vinayas forbid the
bhiksus to chant the Buddhist siitras in the manner of the Vedas, in
other words, to apply the chandas with prolonged melodies and intonations. Conversely, they allowed recourse to local dialects, on both
matters of pronunciation and vocabulary.
If the faculty of using Middle Indian local dialects is not mentioned
further in the Vinaya of the Sarvistividins, this is because the latter, as
from a certain period - later than is generally believed - made
constant use of Sanskrit. - It was therefore no longer necessary to
reassure them of the legitimacy of the use of the Priikrits.
In practice, the Buddhist religious enjoyed total freedom in the use of
languages, and the choice of dialect basically depended on inveterate
habits or mere reasons of opportunity. The Indo-Tibetan sources noted
earlier err through systematization claiming that the Sarviisliviidins
spoke Sanskrit, the Mahlsimghikas PrHkrit, the Sammatiyas Apabhramb, and the Sthaviras Paikici. The facts were certainly more
complex, even in the mediaeval period. The Sanskrit manuscript of the
Virnalapr~bhi'~
remarks that the Pitakas were written in ninety-six
different languages and that after the decease of the Buddha the
compilers (satpgitikdraka) had set down the doctrine of the three
Vehicles in writing, in the form of books; on the Buddha's order, the
three Pitakas were preserved in MagadhabhHsH, the Siitriintas in
Sindhubhig, the PHramitis in Sanskrit, the Mantras and Tantras in
Sanskrit, PrHkrit, Apabhramia and the barbarian tongue (mlecchab
l a Quoted by N. DUTT,
Early Hbtory of the Spread of Buddhism and the Buddhbt
Schools, London, 1925. pp. 251-2.
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h e i ) , Sabara, etc. Exaggerations and anachronisms apart, the Vimalaprabhii at least has the merit of drawing attention to the multiplicity of
Buddhist languages, and this is confirmed by manuscripts found in
Central Asia.
THERAV~DIN
CONCEPTIONS REGARDING THE LANGUAGE
OF THE TIPITAKA.- The Theraviidins of Ceylon deliberately chose to ignore the
scriptural work carried out on the Indian mainland by their co-religionists, but they had very firm ideas concerning the history of their own
Tipitaka.
Interpreting the passage from the Piili Vinaya (11, p. 139) quoted
above, in which the Buddha orders the bhikkhus each to learn the word
of the Buddha in his own dialect (sakiya niruttiyi), the famous Buddhaghosa, in his Samantapisidiki (VI, p. 1214), claims that the Buddha
directed the monks to learn the word of the Buddha ((in his own
language)), namely ((the vehicular language of Magadha as it was
615 practised by the perfectly Enlightened one)) (sammisambuddhena vuttappakdro MigadhikavohrTro).
It ensues from this interpretation that the Miigadhi of the sixth
century B.C., as it was spoken by the Buddha, is the original language
(mi1abhd:i : cf. S a d d h a m m m ~ g a h app.
, 55, 56, 57) in which the Piili
Tipitaka was recorded. In fact, Migadhi would be the language of the
pdli, i.e. the original sacred text in contrast to the a!!hakathd, i.e. the
commentary (cf. Visuddhimagga, pp. 87, 381, etc.). It was in fact only
quite late that the word pili came to be accepted as ((Piili language)); for
a long time it was synonymous with patha
The Sinhalese tradition enables us to follow step by step the history of
the sacrcd text, of which these ore the main stages.
Three councils (swgiti) convened in the kingdom of Magadha proceeded one after the other with a compilation of the Law (dhammasqgaha) always in the Migadhi language. In the year 1 of the Nirviina (486
B.C.), the council of Riijagaha compiled ((the twofold Vinaya and five
Nikiiyas)) (Vin., 11, p. 287; Dpv., IV, 32; V, ll), possibly even the
Abhidhamma (Sumarigala, p. 17; Sarnanta. p. 18). In the year 100 of the
Nirviina (386 B.C.), the council of Vedli returned to the same recitation, at least with regard to the Vinaya (Vin., 11, p. 307; Dpv., IV, 52;
Mhv., IV, 63). In the year 236 of the Nirviina (250 B.C.), the council of
Pi~aliputtaproceeded with another compilation, and it was then that

l 9 Cf. R. SIDDHARTHA,
Origin and Development of P d i h g u n g e . Buddhistic Studies,
Calcutta, 1931, p. 641 sq.
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Moggaliputta Tissa produced the Kathivatthuppakwrqta, an Abhidhamma
work (Dpv., VII, 56; Mhv., V, 278).
That same year, after a brief stay in Avanti, Mahinda and his
companions arrived in Ceylon, carrying with them those sacred texts
(pdli) and also authentic commentaries (a!!hukathG). These commentaries had been at least partly incorporated into the canonical collections,
such as for example, the Samgitisuttanta of the Digha (111, p. 207), the
Saccavibhariga and Madhup&dikasutta of the Majjhima (111, p. 248; I,
p. 1 lo), the Niddesa of the Khuddaka, etc., the exegetical nature of
which is very obvious. However, other commentaries, possibly just as
old, had been kept outside the canonical collections.
Mahinda changed nothing in the sacred texts @dl),which were
preserved in their original language, Miigadhi. Conversely, he translated
616 the separate commentaries (a!!hakath5) into Sinhalese. The commentary
on the Majjhima (I, p. 1) in fact says : ((The A!!hakathd brought to
Ceylon (Siha!abpa) were put into Sinhalese (sTtm!abh&ii) by MahiiMahinda for the benefit of the inhabitants of the island)). This information is confirmed by the Ctiiavaysa (XXXVII, 228-9) : ((The commentaries in Sinhalese are correct. The learned Mahinda, having verified the
tradition ( k a t h h a g g q samekkhiya) presented before the three councils, taught by the perfectly Enlightened Buddha and recited by Slriputta, etc., put them into the Sinhalese language, and they are in
circulation among the Sinhalesen.
We know no more of these commentaries in Sinhalese today than the
titles recorded by the Saddhammasarpgaha (JF'TS, 1890, p. 55 sq.) and
the Gandhavamsa (JPTS, 1886, pp. 59, 68) : the MahG-A!!hakathLi, a
commentary upon the Suttapipka, attributed to the ((Ancient Masters))
@or@icariya); the Mahiipaccuri, a commentary upon the Abhidhamma,
and the Kurundi, a commentary upon the Vinaya, both attributed to the
Ghandhlcariyas 2 0 .
Mahinda did not only translate the old commentaries into Sinhalese.
The very year of his arrival in Ceylon, he organized a council at the
Thiipkgma of Anurldhapura the memory of which has been preserved
by the SamantapiiGdikd @. 103; T 1462, ch. 4, p. 694a). On Mahinda's
invitation, Mahii-Arittha, the nephew of King Deviinampiyatissa, occupied the Seat of the Law and, in the presence of 68 Arhats and 68,000
bhikkhus, recited the Vinayapitaka.
Time passed and, after the tragic years of war and famine which
marked the beginning of Vaftaglrnani's reign, between the years 451 and
20

Cf. W. GEIGER,
P d i Literatur und Sprache. Strasbourg, 1916, pp. 17-18.
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454 after the Nirvina (35-32 B.C.), a group of bhikkhus assembled at
the Aluvihira near Mitale and put the text of the Tipitaka into writing.
This memorable event has been related at length in the preceding pages
(pp. 366-369).
From that moment, the text of the Tipitaka in Migadhabhisi was
drawn up in its final form. The commentaries in Sinhalese compiled by
Mahinda and the PorinEariyas were transposed into Migadhi in the
fifth century, by the Mahithera Buddhaghosa* : ((The community,
declaring him to be identical to Metteyya, gave him the books of the
three Pitakas, with the commentaries. Buddhaghosa withdrew to the
isolated monastery of Ganthikara [a branch of the Mahivihira of
617 Anuridhapura] and transposed @arivattesi) all the Sinhalese commentaries into the dialect of Magadha (miigadhiiya niruttiyii) which is the
fundamental language of all the others (subbesay ml7labhcSsti)~~
(CCavaysa, XXXVII, 242-4).
The traditions which we have just summarized all have at least the
merit of clarity. For the Sinhalese, Pili means the sacred text of the
Tipitaka and that text is written in Migadhabhisii, the language of the
Buddha. Westerners call Pili the language of the Sinhalese Tipitaka and,
as we shall see, they have grave doubts as to whether that language is
the same as the Migadhi dialect of the fifth century B.C.
b. The Buddhist languages2
In accordance with the Sinhalese tradition, some linguists link Pili
with the Eastern Prikrits of the Middle Ganges. For T.W. Rhys
DavidsZ2,it was based on the Kosala dialect, as it was spoken in the
a
sixth and fifth centuries B.C. M. WalleserZ3 saw in the term ((Pili~)
derivative of Pipli, by virtue of which Pili was none other than the
Pifalibhisl in use at Pi~aliputra,the capital of Magadha. E. Windisch
2 1 On Indian languages in general and Buddhist languages in particular, the reader will
Bibliographic vidique,
find all the bibliographical information he may require in L. RENOW,
Paris, 1931, pp. 222-302; Histoire & la langue sanskrite, Paris. 1956; Introduction genirale a
I'Altindische Grammarik de J. Wackernagel (new ed.) Giittingen, 1957.
IndoFor general guidance on the Buddhist languages, L. DE LA VAL- POUSSIN,
Empiens ..., pp. 200-6; W. W m , I&ch, Berlin. 1929; J . MANSION,
Esquisse d'une histoire
& la langue sanscrite, Paris, 1931; 1. BLOCH,L'lndo-Aryen, Paris, 1934; LINLI-KOUANG,
L'Ai&-MPmoire de la Vrak Loi. Paris, 1949, pp. 162-227; L. RENou, Hist. & la langue
sanskrite, pp. 206-22.
z 2 T.W. RHYS DAVIDS,
Buddhist India, London, 1903, p. 153 sq.; CHI, I, p. 187; P6li
Dictionory. p. V.
2'
M. WALLESER,
Sprache und Heimar &s Pili-Kanons, Heidelberg. 1924.
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and W. Geigerz4 saw in PHli a Migadhi developed so as to serve as a
universal language for the educated elite in the region of the Middle
Ganges; freed of the characteristic extremes of MHgadhi, it was closer,
they believed, to the Ardhamigadhi or A r g of the Jaina canon. For J.
FilliozatZ5Pili ((could represent a true Migadhi of the fifth century ...
618 but might have been called Migadhi, even though it originated from a
province of the immense Magadhan empire other than Magagha itself,).
Before dealing with this question, it is appropriate to examine the
Indian languages in which the Buddhist texts have been preserved for us.
They are five in number : traces of eastern dialects, North-Western
Prikrit, PHli, hybrid Sanskrit and standard Sanskrit.

TRACES
OF BUDDHIST
TEXTS IN M ~ G A D *H~ . We find in the Buddhist
texts, both Pili and Sanskrit, phonetical and morphological processes
which are alien to PBli and Sanskrit, but which have some affinities with
the known Migadhi idioms : the language of the Aiokan administration
of the eastern group (Ganges basin and Kalinga), the Migadhi of
certain dramas by ASvaghosa discovered in Central Asia 26, the Ardhamigadhi or Arsa of the Jaina canon and, finally, the Migadhi of the
grammarians.
MBgadhisms were long ago noted here and there in the Pili texts : the
vocative plural bhikkhave (for bhikkhavo), the nominative singular in -e
in expressions such as bile ca p e d i t e ca (Digha, I; p. 55) for bilo ca
pqdito ca ccthe wise man and the fool^^'.
Luders saw in these aberrant forms traces of an ((Old Buddhist
Ardhamigadhi)) coinciding on the whole with the language of the
Aiokan administration but situated, at least in part, at a more advanced
stage of linguistic evolutionz8.
For his part, S. IRviZ9, through the examination of Buddhist texts

'* E. WINDISCH,Actes du XIY. Congrb intern. &s Orientalistes. Paris, 1906, I, p. 252
sq.; W. GEIGER,Pili Literatur und Sprache. Strasbourg, 1916, pp. 3-4.
2 s After J. FILLIOUT,Inde Classique, 11, p. 327.
l6 Cf. H. LODEUS,Bwhsrticke bu&irlischer
Dramen, I , Berlin, 1911; Das &riputraprakapa, ein Drama des AJvaghofo, SBAW, 1911, p. 388 sq.
l7 References in L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,
Indo-Europkem ..., p. 202, n.1.
H. LBDUIS, Bruchstircke buddhistischer Dramen, p. 40; SBAW, 1913, pp. 994 sq., 1006
sq.; 1927, p. 123. - Liiden' thesis has been disputed by T. MICHELSON,
Am. J. Phil., XLI,
BEFEO, XLIV, 1947-50 fax.
1920. pp. 264,272, and J. BLOCH,AjokD and Ar&-Mi,
1, p. 46, who nevertheless draws up a list of features common to the language of ASoka and
that of the Jainas, but concludes that the facts are too widely separated for the two dialects
to be identified.
l9 S. L h , Observations sur une langue prkcanonique du bou&ivne,
JA, 1912. pp. 495514.
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cited by Aioka in the Bhibri edict (BLOCH,p. 154) and the study of
certain technical terms of Buddhist vocabulary, was led to posit a
aprecanonical language)) of Buddhism worded in a more advanced
Magadhan dialect than the language of the ASokan administration and
marked by some original features : the appearance of an I instead of the
Sanskrit r in Liighula (for &hula), the voicing of the intervocalic
voiceless occlusive and the retention of the palatal semivowel in a word
such as adhigicya as against Skt. adhikrtya and Pili adhikicca30.
These findings enabled S. G v i to clarify the etymology of several
technical terms of obscure formation, such as the categories of misdeeds
listed in the Priitimoksa : the pdrdjikd &arm@ of the Sanskrit and Pili
would have been derived from *pdrdcika ((misdeeds banishing @ardc-)
from the community)); the sarighdvdesa of the Skt., sarighddisesa of the
PHli, came from *sarighdtiiesa ((misdeeds leaving the offender a residual
(avdesa or atiiesa) of community life)); the pdcittiya of the Pili,
prdydcittika or pdyantika of the Skt., were derived from *prdkcittika
((misdeeds committed prior @rdc-) to any reflection)).
Continuing the research in this field, Liiders left among his papers
important notes which were recently published posthumously by E.
Waldschmidt in a work entitled Beobachtungen uber die Sprache des
buaiihistischen Urkanons (Berlin, 1954)3*.It gives a very detailed descrip
tion of ((Old Buddhist Ardhamigadhiw, considered by Liiders as the
language of the original canon of writings.
The work begins with a study of two characteristic phenomena of the
eastern dialect, but attested sporadically in the Pili and Sanskrit Buddhist
620 texts. It is in the first place the retention of -e in the vocative plural
bhikkhave (for bhikkhavo); terms such as seyyathd (for tadyathd), yebhuyyena (for yad-bhcy*), the very many nominative singulars in -e (ke
ca chave sigdle ke pana sihancide, in Digha, 111, p. 25) and nominative
plurals in -dse (ye keci buddham s a r a y q gatrSse, in Digha, 11, p. 255;
619

lo Nevertheless, the equation adhigicya = adhikrtya is only a philological hypothesis.
"Could one not, relying on AMg vigbyc- and its modem equivalents, understand the
phrase in which adhigicya appears not as "the discourse to Lighula expounded by the
Blessed Lord Buddha taking falsehood as the point of departure", but "repulsing
falsehood?At the same time as the problem concerning the root of the word was solved,
the problem of the suliix ya of the word was solved, the problem of the s u l k ya of the
absolutive would be avoided. Nothing exceptional would remain from the phonetic point
of view but the gh in the name of the person fighula- included in the title of the
dhammapoliyCya (after J. BLOCH,Trob notes. BEFEO, XLIV, 1947-50, fax. I, pp. 48-50).
On this work, see the reviews by V. m,OLZ, 1955, pp. 403-4; D.S. RUEGG,JA,
1955, pp. 260-4.
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Samyutta, 1, p. 27). In the second place, it is the retention of the eastern
I where Sanskrit and PGli should normally have r : agalu (for agaru),

621

antalikkha (for antarik;~),Isigili (for migirr], etc.
Then follows a chapter on the phonetics of the language of the
original canon. This is characterized by the weakness of intervocalic
occlusives. Voiceless occlusives become voiced or are weakened to yaSruti : k becomes g in elamuga (for edamuka); k becomes ya in dhaniya
(compared to dhanika); t becomes d in ycideti (for ycitayati; p becomes v
in vyciva!a (for vyciprta).
In intervocalic position, the voiced occlusives disappear : g is dropped
in scirciniya (from *sayrcigqiya);j is dropped in niya (for nija); d is
dropped in sampciyati (for sampcidayatl).
There is the same weakness with regard to groups of consonants,
which are voiced or assimilated : kkh becomes ggh in sagghati (for
sakkhati from Jaksyati); nd and ny are assimilated into nn in Channa
(for Chanda), sammannati (for sqmanyate).
Considerations on the nominal inflection in the original canon concludes Liiders' study. In stems in -a he notes the ablative singulars in -am
(instead of -G,normal in PBli), for example in verse 314 of the Dhammapada : akatay dukkatam seyyo, translated as ((inaction is better than
wrong action)); accusative plurals in -am (instead of -e, normal in Plli),
for example in verse 87 of the Dhammapada : kanhay dhammam
vippahciya, translated by a plural : ((having rejected bad dhammas));
locative plurals in -hi (instead of -su, normal in Pili), in the stanzas of
Vinaya 11, p. 110, and Arigurtara, 11, p. 72 : Virripakkhehi me mettam
mettay ercipathehi me, translated : ((1 have goodwill towards the V ~ N pakkhas, I have goodwill towards the EGpathas),, etc. In the declension
of present participles, alongside the normal forms in nt, forms are found
without the nt, for example in sampajcino ((the knower)), passo ((the
viewer)), etc.
It does indeed seem, in Liiders' concept, that all the characteristics
noted by him belong to one and the same eastern dialect, the Old
Ardhamigadhi of the original canon which is very close to that of the
known MBgadhi, but is distinguished from it by the use of s instead of S .
Nevertheless, it is possible that these characteristics may derive from
several eastern dialects.
In the language of the Aiokan administration, as in PBli, the three
Indo-Aryan sibilants S , J, s, which remained differentiated in Sanskrit
and the ASokan edicts of the North-West, all become one and the same
dental sibilant s. However, the existence of S in the eastern dialects is
attested both by documents in pure Migadhi and dramatic Migadhi,
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and by the old Brihmi inscriptions of the Mauryan period. So, unlike
the inscription of the Pipriwi reliquary (LODERS,931) which replaces S
by s in salilanidhane (for Sariranidhiine), an inscription of Rimgarh in
921) renders the original dental sibilant by S in
Ghota-Nagpur (LUDERS,
devaddikyi (( temple handmaiden)) and balanaieya ((inhabitant of Virinasi)). The eastern language must therefore have appeared at an early
date in at least two different aspects. This does not favour the homogeneity of Luders' Old Ardharnigadhi. It is therefore not without reason
that Lin envisaged the hypothesis of a multiplicity of the original
languages of Buddhism 2 .
It is the anomalies encountered in the Pili and Sanskrit texts which
enabled Luders to reconstruct Old Ardharnigadhi. The latter - and
Liiders is the first to acknowledge it -can therefore in no way represent
the linguistic substratum of Pili.
However, according to Luders, the texts in ArdhamHgadhi formed an
original canon (Urkanon), a literary substratum of the Pili and Sanskrit
canons which were, at least in part, the translation or adaptation of it.
However, such an assertion is not justified. The pages which we have
devoted to the assessment of the tradition of the councils (pp. 128-140)
and the formation of the early Buddhist writings @p. 140-191) have
shown sufficiently that there was no question of either a canon or a
Tripitaka before the end of the Mauryan period and that, even with
regard to the Pili canon, the collections were not closed before the time
of Buddhaghosa, in the fifth century of the Christian era.
622
While not expecting everyone to agree, we venture to assert that there
was no canon, Magadhan or otherwise, before the period of ASoka.
There were Buddhist texts drafted in several eastern dialects which the
collators of the PBli and Sanskrit Tripipkas subsequently used in the
elaboration of their canons, but those texts, or rather those recitations
- for their dissemination was oral not written - bear witness only to
the existence of a ccprecanonical language of Buddhism)), as S. Lkvi so
aptly calls it.
P X L I ~~ . Pilibhisii is the language of the sacred texts @cili) of
32

LIN,AM. p. 227.

'' With regard to Piili, a list of grammars and dictionaries in M. MAYRHOFEU,
H d

u ~ h
des Pdli, 2 vol., Heidelberg, 1951. - A masterly linguistic description of the dialect in
L. RENOU,Inde Clmsique, I , pp. 75-8. - On the much discussed question of the cradle of
Piili, bibliography in M. WIKIFRNITZ,Hittory of Indian Literature. 11, pp. 601-5; since then,
R. SIDDHARTHA.
Origin and Development of PrSli language, Buddhistic Studies, Calcutta,
1931, pp. 641-56; A.B. KEITH, The Home of Psi, ibid., pp. 728-48; ID., Pdli, the Language
Derivotion of Pcili.
of the Southern Bmifhitrs, I H Q , I , 1925, pp. 501-17; S.V. VISWANATHA,

southern Buddhism. First used in central India, then confined to and
preserved in the island of Ceylon, it spread from there to the various
kingdoms which still today share the western two-thirds of the Indochinese peninsula. Pili is ((high Middle Indian)), an ((old Priikrit)) derived
from Sanskrit, but closer than the latter to the Vedic language because
of a whole series of archaic features. Its use, which may go far back into
the past, has continued until the modern period, but in practice is
limited to the expression of the religious thought of Buddhism. It
therefore does not have the suppleness of Sanskrit which lent itself to the
demands of the most varied of literary genres. On the linguistic level, it
has hardly kept up to date at all, merely eliminating archaisms and, here
and there, betraying influences from eastern dialects (((Magadhisrns))),
Sinhalese, Dravidian, but especially Sanskrit.
Although the oldest Pili texts, those of the Buddhist canon, have been
preserved only in Ceylon, no one would dream of seeking the cradle of
PHli on the island. It is certain that the language originated on the
623 Indian mainland, but its home has not yet been determined with
certainty. Arguments have been put forward in favour of Magadha
(Buddhaghosa, Windisch, Geiger), of Kaliriga (Oldenberg), of Taxila
(Grierson), of Vindhya (Konow), of the Ujjayini region (Westergaard,
Kuhn, Franke) or of KauGmbi (Przyluski).
The multiplicity of the hypotheses can be explained by the composite
nature of Pili, which enables it to be compared in turn with the most
distant of local dialects. The dialectical mixture is especially obvious in
its phonology. To the Sanskrit vowel y correspond, without any fixed
rule, the most varied substitutes : i in tiya (for tma), a in kata (for kyta),
u in uju (for rju) and sometimes, apart from the vowel which develops,
there is also the appcarancc of a consonantal r : iru (for yc). - The
Sanskrit group ry, when it does not remain as such, is subject to the
insertion of an i (ariya = cirya), or assimilation to yy (ayya = cirya), to
N (pallarika = paryarika), or it undergoes a metathesis which puts the y
in contact with the preceding vowel with which it contracts (acchera =
iicarya). - In initial position, the group k j gives kh (khetta = ksetra);
inside a word, kkh (cakkhu = caksus), kk (ikka = yksa) or cch (accha =
yksa). Strangely enough, it is not uncommon for a specific sense to be
attached to the choice of treatment : to myga corresponds maga ((wild
animal )) and miga cc gazelle)); to vyddhi, v a w i cc success)) and vuddhi
((increase)); to ksana, khana ((moment)) and c h q a ((festival)) ; to artha,
a!a ((lawsuit))and attha ((thing)), etc.
IHQ, VII, 1931, pp. 377-9; H.C. SETH,Nore on rhe Origin of Psi, Nagpur Univ. Journal,
11, 1936; G.B. B~GCHI,The Origin curd Home of Pdi. IC, 111, 1936, pp. 777-80..
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The composite nature of Piili therefore permits all sorts of comparisons with other Prikrits :
1. As we saw aboveJ4, the Sinhalese tradition accepted by some
historians sees the linguistic basis of Piili in the Migadhi of the Eastern
Gangetic basin. However, this theory is untenable because Pili does not
share, or shares only exceptionally, the characteristic features of Miigadhi : the changing of r into I, -ah into -e, and with the reservations given
above, the development in certain regions of the three sibilants S, s and s
to S.
2. Arguing both from the frequency of communications between the
island of Ceylon and the eastern coast, and from a vague resemblance
between the inscription of King Aira Mahiimeghaviihana found in
624 Khandagiri and the Pili texts, H. OldenbergJs advanced the hypothesis
that Piili is the language of Kalinga. B. B a r ~ awho
~ ~ edited
,
and studied
in detail the old Brihmi inscriptions in the caves of Udayagiri and
Khandagiri in Kalinga, asserts categorically that their language is Pili
and nothing but Pili. However, those inscriptions share with Ardhamlgadhi certain characteristics which are alien to the Pili norm : the
retention of the retroflex d instead of 1 in kaddra (= P i . kaldra), t&-ga
( = Pii. ta!ika) and veduriya (= Pi. veluriya); the voicing of the voiceless
occlusive in intervocalic position in padhame ( = P i . pa!hame), sayghdta
( = P i . samkhdta) and t4ga ( = P i . talika); finally, the use of absolutives in -td (instead of -tvd) in acitayitd, ghitdpayiti, etc.
3. G. Grierson and S. Konow3' have discerned similarities between
Pili and PaiGci, a dialect spoken, according to the former, in the region
of the.North-West; according to the latter, in the area of the Vindhya
mountains*. Grierson considers Piili to be the literary form of the
Miigadhi dialect used generally in Kekaya and the scholarly language at
the old university of TakvSilii; Konow looks to the Vindhyas for the
origin of PaiSiici and Pili. Among the points of contact between the two
languages, can be noted the voicing of voiceless occlusives, the retention
of intervocalic consonants, the use of epenthesis (bhdriya, siruina), the
changing of jn', ny and ny into iin', the retention of the intervocalic y,
the nominative in -0 of stems in -a, the preservation of r. However, these

'* 4.555-57; 558-559.

" H. Oldenberg, in his edition of the V h y a Pi!aka, I, p. L sq.
B. BARUA,
Old B r h i Inscriptions in the Udayogiri and K h d g i r i Caves, Calcutta,
1929, pp. 157-69.
G. GRIERSON,
Bhumbrkar Comm. Vol., pp. 1 17-23; S. K o ~ o wZDMG,
,
LXIV, 1910,
p. 114 sq.; JRAS, 1921, pp. 244 sq., 424 sq.
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similarities, being shared with other Prikrits too, are hardly enough to
establish a direct connection between Pili and PaiSiici.
4. R.O. Franke38endeavoured to draw up lists of the agreements and
divergences between Pili and the Western Prikrits of the North-West
(Gandhira), Madhyadeia (Mathuri), the West (Kithiiwir) and the
South-West (Junnar and Nisik). He concluded from this that the dialect
which is at the base of Pili must be located to the south or south-east of
the area of extension of the Kharosthi script (the home of the NorthWestern Prikrits), to the south of Mathuri and perhaps Siiici and
Bhirhut as well, to the west or south-west of the Eastern Prikrits, to the
east of Girnir and north of Nisik. He suggests, as the probable cradle
of Pili, the region extending between Western and Central Vindhya, morc
precisely Ujjayini. Returning to the arguments already developed by
N.L. Westergaard and E. KuhnJ9, he recalls that, according to the
Buddhist tradition, before his accession to the Magadhan throne, ASoka
was viceroy of Ujjayini, that his wife, the mother of Mahinda, was a
native of Cetiyagiri near Siiici, and that Mahinda himself lived there in
his youth before his departure for Ceylon where he was to introduce Pili
literature.
5. We examined earlier (pp. 309-310) the value of the tradition
concerning Mahinda and his wanderings. Nevertheless, there is no doubt
that, of all the Aiokan dialects, that of the Girnir edict is the closest to
Pili. Among the isoglosses, more remarkable for their number than their
nature, it suffices to point out here the development of u into a in guru
(for guru) and of u into o in kho (for khalu); the replacement of the
vowel r by a, i, or u; the retention of n in the stems at least (Girnir :
gqand, but mitrena); the changing of bh into h in instrumental cases
such as bahiihi (for bahubhih) and in certain forms of the verb to be,
such as hoti (for bhavati); the development to s of the three sibilants :
pasu (for paJu), dosa (for dosa); the shortening of long nasalized vowels,
particularly in the genitive plural : bhiitdnam (for bhltdnim), yesam (for
yes&); in the declension of stems in -a, the nominative singular in -0,
the ablative in -h, the locative in -e or -mhi, the accusative plural in -e; in
the declension of stems in -an, certain oblique cases in n' (instrumental
ran'n'd in Pili, rtiii at Girnir; genitive raiin'o in PUi, rcin'o at Girnir);
in the demonstrative idam, the nominative ayam being able to function
as feminine as well as masculine; the third person singular of the active
R.O.FRANKE,P5li und S ~ k r i tStrasbourg,
.
1902.
N.L. WEFIERGMRD,Uber den altesten Zeirrmun der indischen Geschichte, Breslau,
1862, p. 47; E. KUHN,BeirrGge zur Pali-Grommatik. Berlin, 1875, p. 9.
39
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optative in -e or -eyya, the middle optative in -tha (in constrast to Skt. fa).
We saw in the preceding chapter (pp. 411-413) how closely the
inscriptions in monumental Prikrit at Bhirhut and Siiici could be
compared with Pili, with which they have in common certain forms of
626 the ablative singulars in - i t 0 (e.g. V&iivahaniito, Kurarito, Arapciniito,
Bhogava(ihanEto, Pokhariito), an ending also attested at Nisik (khetiito)
and Mathuri, but completely absent from the ASokan inscriptions. The
dominant characteristic at Bhirhut and Siiici is the total absence of
those Magadhisms which considerably affected the Piili texts and even
the inscriptions of the North-West and Central India.
From all that precedes, and without wishing to underestimate the
value of the points of comparison supplied by such scattered, badly
dated and badly written epigraphical material, we can conclude that
neither Migadhi nor Ardhamigadhi constitutes the linguistic basis of
Piili, and that the cradle of the latter - if we can speak of cradle for
such a composite language - is to be sought among the Western
Prikrits, in the area of Avanti extending into Kithiiwir. The Magadhisms sprinkled throughout the Pili texts doubtless originate from
Buddhist recitations in Magadhan dialects used somewhat slavishly by
the first compilers of the Pili Tipitaka.
6. If this conclusion is justified, at about what date did the authors of
the Tipipka, working from Magadhan prototypes, produce the bulk of
their effort? Was it long before the arrival of Buddhist missionaries in
Ceylon, to which they carried the outline of the Pili canon, or at a date
relatively close to that event?
This is a delicate question and it would be unwise to advance on such
slippery ground. On the one hand, the oral teaching of Pili could date
far back in the past : ((Certain features relate it to the Vedic rather than
the classical language. Hence it gives as the instrumental cases of
pronouns the forms tehi and yehi which recall the Ved. tebhb and yebhis,
the infinitive in -tave in relation to the classical in -rum; the absolute in tvina goes back to another type than that of standard Sanskrit in -tvZ;
forms such as idha and sabbadhi seem even earlier than Vedic)). Furthermore, ((in reasoning and preaching, the stylistic attachments are in
keeping with Vedic prose, in particular with that of the U p a n i g d s ~ ~ O .
This might lead us to think that, from the outset of Buddhism, when the
original recitations in Magadha would normally have been made on the

*O

After L. RENOW. In& Classique. I, pp. 76-7.
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basis of an eastern dialect, it could have been coupled in Avanti with an
oral teaching in Pili by a MahGKaccSyana and his school.
Conversely, it should be recognized that the form taken by this
teaching in the oldest attested Pili (Sila, Pdrdyqa, A!!hakavagga,
Pd!imokkha and Nikdya) bears witness to a linguistic and morphological
state more advanced than that of the ASokan inscriptions of the NorthWest and even Girnlr. This would enable us to conclude that the known
Pgli texts represent a codification of the word of the Buddha at a more
recent, post-ASokan stage. Likewise, the Ardhamigadhi of the Jaina
canon apparently represents a linguistic state more advanced than would
have been expected from the date of Mahlvira (sixth-fifth centuries
B.C.).
Here we will merely mention some archaisms of a phonetic and
syntactic type in the ASokan inscriptions which place them at an older
linguistic stage than the Pili texts :
1. The edicts of ShHhbizgayhi and MZnsehrH retain the three original
sibilants which Pili was to reduce to s. If they happen to replace the
vowel by an a, u or i, as in Piili, they generally retain it in its liquid
consonantal form accompanying the vowel : ra in grahastha (Pi. gaha!!ha), ri in dri&a (Pi. &!ha), ir in kir!a (Pi. kata), ru in Sruneyu. The
liquid r is generally retained in combination with the preceding vowel :
dhrama (Pi. dhamma), drdana (Pi. dassana); or with the following
consonant : vagra (Pi. vagga), athra and a[hra (PH. attha), savra (Pi.
sabba). Finally, some groups of consonants which PHLi never fails to
assimilate are retained : k~ in ak;ati, kr in atikratam, gr in agra, & in
khudrakena, dhr in dhruva, etc.
2. Girnir, often so close to Pili, is nevertheless differentiated from it
by a considerable number of archaisms. Before two consonants it often
retains the long vowel : citpa (Skt. dtma-, PH. atta), asamdta (Skt.
asamdpta, PH. asamatta). It does not assimilate absolutely all consonantal groups since it retains tr alongside t (tri or ti, tatra or tala), pr
alongside p @rdna or pdna), vy alongside v in verbal adjectives in -tavya
or -taya. The st group remains in asti, nkti, hasri; but st changes to s! in
sfitd.
A recent study by L. Renou4l of the evolution of nominal compounds
in Sanskrit proves that the archaism of the ASokan inscriptions in
relation to the PHli texts is not only phonetic, but also structural. In the
use of nominal compounds, the edicts are prior to the linguistic revoluL. Rwov, Sur l'ivolurion &s cornpsis norninmur en sanskril, Bull. de la Societk
Linguistique de Paris, LII, 1956, pp. 96-116.
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tion and contain hardly any compounds other than those with two
members. In contrast ((PBli prose of the early type is clearly situated at
the new stage, that is, at the stage of the Grhya- and D h a r m a - ~ l t r a ) ) ~ ~
in which the earlier structure with two members gives way to more and
more complex combinations, either through insertion, or juxtaposition.
The author notes in Digha, I, p. 76, the combination aniccucchiidanaparimaddanabhedanaviddh~anadhmmo((an impermanent thing, subject to
erasion, abrasion, dissolution and disintegration)).
Therefore, from the viewpoint of linguistic evolution, the PBli text
belongs to a later stage than the edicts of ASoka. Its relatively late date
would explain its permeability to Sanskrit influences which might have
appeared very early, without even waiting for the time of Buddhaghosa
who is suspected of having ((revised the texts in consideration of a
Sanskrit norm))43.
NORTH-WESTERNPR~KRIT.
- We saw above (pp. 293, 332-337),
the circumstances in which the Buddhist propaganda, powerfully supported by ASoka and his officials, reached many regions, including KaSmiraGandhira, that is North-West India. At the end of the Mauryan period,
the region had been practically won over to the Buddhist religion.
Faithful to the advice of their master and to an already well-established tradition, the Buddhist missionaries who settled in that region
adopted as their language-medium the form of Middle Indian known as
~ ~ . wide-spread dialect
North-Westem Prikrit or also as G H n d h i ~ i This
embraces a whole series of both religious and lay documents, the chief of
which are : 1. the ASokan edicts in Kharosthi script at Shlhbizga~hi
629 (Sh) and MHnsehrB (M)45; 2. The Priikrit Dharrnapada (Dh) of the
Dutreuil de Rhins manuscript, brought to Khotan around the beginning
of the Christian era46;3. some hundred inscriptions in Kharosthi mostly
After ID., ibid., p. 109.
After J. BLQCH,
L'lndo-Aryen, p. 8.
4 4 Cf. HW. BAILEY,
Gdnohiri, BSOAS, XI, 1946, pp. 764-97.
*+
a linguistic study on these two edicts in E. H u ~ r z s c Inscriptions
~,
of ASoko,
Oxford, 1925; pp. LXW-xc~x,and the introduction by J. BLQCHto his edition of
Inscriptions d'ASoko, Paris, 1950.
46
Editions of the manuscript : E. SENART,
LQ manucrit khoroghi du Dhammopada :
les fragments Dutreuil & Rhins. JA, s.9, XII, 1898, pp. 193-308, 545 sq.; B. BARUA
and
S. M m , Prcikrit Dharmopado. Calcutta, 1921; H. W. BNLEY,The Khotan Dharmopado,
BSOAS, X I , pp. 488-512. - Various studies : Cornptes rendus de I'Acadernie des
Inscriptions, 14 May 1895 and IS April 1898; E. SENART,
OC, XI, Paris, 1897, p. 1 sq.;
G. B i M m , On the Origin of the Indion Brohmo Alphobet. 2nd ed., Strasbourg, 1898, p. 122
sq.; H. L ~ E R SBemerkungen
.
zu dem Kharos!hFMonuskript &s Dhammopada, NGGW,
1899. pp. 474-94; T.W. RHYS DAVWS.The Gosingo Khoros!hT Manuscript. JRAS, 1899.
42
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dating from the Kugna period4'; 4. The documents from Niya, written
on wood, leather or silk, dating from the third century, discovered at
Cad'ota and representing the official language of Krorayina, capital of
the Shan-shan kingdom in Southern Serindia (=Chinese T u r k e ~ t a n ~ ~ )
5. numerous borrowed words taken from Central Asian texts in Khotanese, Kuchean and Agnean, as well as in the Tibetan and Chinese
versions of Buddhist texts from the North-West, such as the Chang a
han (T l), a translation of the Dharmaguptaka Dirghcigama.
The area of North-Western Prikrit coincides with Udicya which,
according to the KauSitaki Brcihmana (VII, 6) was the region of fine
speech, more so than the centre, east or south : ((It is in the north that
630 the language is used with the greatest discernment : people go to the
north to learn the language and they like to hear those who come from
there speak it)). It was there, in fact, that the Aryan occupation
penetrated most profoundly. However, Prlkrit juxtaposed with classical
Sanskrit is not ruled by the same norms : in the course of its long history
it must have shown, in the vast domain that it covered, dialectal
differentiations of which the documents at our disposal give only a
vague idea. Because of its geographical position, it came under the
influence of neighbouring languages, Eastern Iranian, possibly even
Tocharian. Conversely, it left considerable traces in the vocabulary of the
languages of Central Asia. The reader can consult the numerous and
important works which H.W. Bailey has devoted to the subject49.
Truth to tell, the Buddhist texts in North-Westem Prlkrit are not very
numerous : apart from the Dharmapada, we can only point to the few
short citations in certain Kugna inscriptions, such as the Kurram
p. 426 sq.; Buddhirt India. London, 1903, p. 128; R.O. FRANKE,
Zwn M-kript
Dutreuil
& Rhins, ZDMG, LX, 1906, pp. 477-51 1 ; J. B w , Le dialecte des fragments Dutreuil &
Rhins, JA, 1912, pp. 331-7; S. K o ~ o w Bemerkungen
,
liber die Kharoghi-Handschrifr &s
Dhammupado, Festschrift Windisch, Leipzig, 1914, p. 85 sq.; R e w k s on aKharos!hi
Inscription from the K w r m Valley, IS, pp. 53-67; Note on the Ancient North-Western
Prikrit, ISS, pp. 603-12; P.K. MUThe Dhammapado and the U&inavarga, IHQ,
XI, 1935, pp. 741-60:
4 7 Edited by S. K o ~ o w Kharos!hi
,
Inscriptiom, Calcutta. 1929.
A.M. BOYER,E. J. RAPSON,P.S. NOBLE,Kharos!hiInscriptiom discovered by Sir Aurel
Stein in Chinese Turkestan, 3 vol., Oxford, 1920-29; T. BURROW,A translation of the
Kharoghi Documents from Chinese Turkestan, London, 1940. - See also P.S. NOBLE,
A Kharos!hiInscriptionfrom Endere, BSOS, VI, 2, pp. 445-55; T.BURROW,The Dialectic
Position of the Niya Prcikrit. ISS, pp. 419-35; The Lunguage of the Kharos!hi Documents
from Chinese Turkestan, Cambridge, 1937; Further Kharosfhi Documentsfrom Niya, BSOS,
1X. pp. 1 1 1-24.
49 See above. p. 487. in the notes.
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reliquary ( K o ~ o w p.
, 155), or the Wardak vase (ID., p. 170). We are
justified, however, in believing that a certain number of originals have
disappeared. The Chinese version of the Chang a han (T 1) seems to be
based on an original in North-Western Prikrit, and it is probable that
the Milindapariha, known only through its Pili and Chinese recensions,
was originally composed in the Eastern Punjab, where the hero it
presents ruled. If those originals have disappeared, it is in all likelihood
because the manuscript tradition began at a comparatively late period,
at the time when Buddhist Sanskrit, of a mixed or relatively pure type,
had already replaced Prikrit.
The Dharmapada of the Dutreuil de Rhins manuscript is all the more
valuable. The majority of the maxims it contains have their parallels in
the PiIi Dhammapada and the Dharmapada and Udcinavarga in Tibetan
(Ched-du-brjod-pahi-tshoms, ed. H. BECKH) and Chinese (T 2 10-213),
although the classification is different.
The verses of the Dharmapada are the expression of Indian or
universal wisdom. They are not all Buddhist in origin; many have found
a place in such dissimilar works as the Laws of Manu, the Mahibhcirara.
631 Jaina texts or narrative literature (Puiicatantra, e t ~ ) ~ O
There
.
is no
Buddhist monk who cannot recite them from memory. In such conditions, it is impossible to determine exactly the place where those maxims
appeared for the first time. It is probable that certain of them were
recited in Migadhi as well as other dialects, but the existence of a
Magadhan collection, a prototype of the Pili Dharnmapada and the
Prikrit Dharmapada, has not been proved.
The fact that the language of the Dutreuil de Rhins manuscript is
indeed North-Western Prikrit, is proved by its numerous points of
contact with the idiom of the Kharosthi inscriptions : the consonantal
treatment of the vowel y in certain positions : pradhavi alongside padhavi
(Skt. pythivi); the weakness of the intervocalic voiceless occlusives :
sagarau& for Skt. sqkcirakl!a, ksiravaya for k~irapiika,ghadhedi for
ghcitayati, pave for pcipe; the tendency to omit the anusvara; the relative
strength of the consonant groups with r first or second : artha alongside
arha, dharma alongside dhama, pridipramoju, prariasa, etc.; the changing
of ~y into S in manuSa; the hesitation in the treatment of the k; group,
sometimes retained with the diacritical mark (value !s or !sh) in ksaya,
k+iravayo, sometimes rendered by the western ch in bhichave, bhichari,
On O n parallels, sce L. DE L VAL& POUSSIN, Essai d'idenrificarion des g51hd.ver &s
en prose de I'Udcinavarga de Dharmarr6ra. JA, 1912, pp. 31 1-30; R.O. FRANKE,
Dhommcl- Worre, Jena, 1923, pp. 93-1 19.
&MS
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sometimes rendered by the eastern kh in bhikhu, k h e o , pradimukhe. We
could point out coincidences of the same type in the morphological
sphere.
There are, however, some clear differences between the Priikrit Dharmapada and other documents originating from the North-West. In
conformity with Sanskrit usage, the edicts of ShHhbZzgayhi and MHnsehrii, as well as the Kugna inscriptions, retain intact occlusives preceded by a nasal : amtaram (Sh), viyamjanate (M), pamca, mahamtasa,
puyayamto (Patika). The Dharmapadu, in contrast, voices the voiceless
occlusives after omitting the nasal :paga (Skt. parika), paja (Skt. pan'ca),
anadura (Skt. anantara), subaiu (Skt. s ~ p d y a n )and,
,
always after the
nasal, omits or reduces the voiced occlusives : kwioru (Skt. kuiijara),
d q a (Skt. dun&), vinadi (Skt. vinduti), banha (Skt. bandha), gamhira
(Skt. gambhira). J. BlochS1, has noted that these phenomena, which
contradict and go beyond the general evolution of PrHkrit, are again
found in certain dialects of modem India, particularly Punjabi and
Sindhi. They are, furthermore, quite old in these dialects, since Alexander's historians already transcribed as ZayyaAa the name of the Punjabi
town which is Siirpkala or SHkala in Sanskrit.
There are other characteristics which confer a particular aspect on the
language of the Dharmapada. Alongside the short locative in -e (sometimes written i), the inscriptions in Kharosfhi had a long form of the
locative, in -aspi or -mi at ShHhbkgayhi (oradhanaspi, apakarapsi), in
-a(m)mi or -asi in the KuGna inscriptions (gahami, hasasi), in -ammi at
Niya. This long form of the locative is lacking in the Dh. which goes so
far as to replace it with the genitive : hence asmi loke parasayi as
compared to the PHli asmim loke paramhi ca ((in this world or in the
other>).*
In stems in -a, the nominative singular at Shiihbbgarhi is sometimes
in -0 (iano), sometimes in -a through the dropping of the visarga (iana),
sometimes in -e (iane). However, this -e is not a Magadhism since, in the
Kugna inscriptions, it is found to the west of the Indus, except for
Wardak (at PeshHwHr, kue khanavide for kzipah khanapitah), the ending
in -0 (var. -a) being the rule to the east of the same river (at Taxila,
parichago for parity&g&; fhuvo pratithavito for stzipah prati~!h6pit&).
The Prikrit Dharmapadu has no nom. sing. masc. in -e, but only in -0, a, or -u (akrodhu anuvayasa vipramutu; kaena savrudo bhikhu) : such a
restriction classes it in the eastern (Punjabi) section of North-Western
Prikrit.

" JA, 1912, pp. 331-7.

* [Editors' note : asvi ... according to Brough, GrindhcSri Dhamrnapada, 1351.
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Finally, the ASokan inscriptions have the absolutive in -tu (Srutu =
Skt. Smtvci), in -ti (tilhiti from the present tis!hati, for sthitvrf) and in -ya
(satpkhaya for samkhyci). That of the Kugna inscriptions is in -ta
(karita for kytvq and in -ya (likhiya). However, the Dharmapada retains
kitva (Skt. kytvrf, PH. katva'), chitvana (PH. chetvcina), and also uses nihai
(Pi. nidhrfya).
THE BUDDHIST

LANGUAGES AT THE END OF THE PRE-CHRISTIAN ERA.**

- It seems that three conclusions can be drawn from the facts noted so
far : I . Up to a date which can be fixed approximately at the end of the
ancient era, the Buddhists transmitted the word of the Buddha in their
local dialects (sakiiya niruttiyq, to be more precise, in the respective
633 PrHkrits of the listeners whom they addressed. We do not know the
exact number of Priikrits adopted, but there are traces, even documents,
of three of them :
a. Traces, in the PHli and Sanskrit Buddhist texts, of recitations in one
or more varieties of MHgadhi. The Bhibrl edict lists some titles which
are in Migadhi (above, pp. 234-237).
b. Recitations in PiiIi, a composite Prikrit, the linguistic basis of
which should be sought in a western dialect, possibly in Avanti, extending up to KiithiiwHr.
c. Recitations in North-Western Priikrit and more precisely the PAkrit of the Punjab, a specimen of which is supplied by the Dutreuil de
Rhins manuscript.
2. In the form or forms available to us, the Buddhist Priikrits, which
are very clearly composite in aspect, are all at a more evolved linguistic
stage than the ASokan edicts to which they can respectively be compared.
a. The Magadhisms observed in the Buddhist texts by Liiders, Gvi
and others are markedly more advanced than the language known as
that of the ASokan administration as it appears in the edicts of the
Gangetic basin and in Kaliriga.
b. The edicts of the North-West (Shiihbkgayhi, MiinsehrH) and even
those of the West (GirnHr) all contain a whole series of archaisms of
which there is no trace in Piili.
c. Within the compass of the North-Western Giindhiiri, the language
of the Dutreuil de Rhins manuscript appears to be a local dialect,
restricted to the region of the Punjab.
However, Buddhist teaching began before the time of ASoka, 218
years according to the long chronology, 100 according to the short one.
So how can it be explained that it appears in a linguistically more
evolved form than the ASokan Priikrits?
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It is sometimes said that the language of the edicts is intentionally
archaic, but this explanation does not hold good when confronted with
the formal evidence of ASoka who published his edicts in order to be
understood by everyone, and not only by linguists : ((this text of the
Dharma has been engraved by order of the king, beloved of the gods,
amiable in look. It exists in summary, in medium length and in
expansion.. . For vast is my empire and I have had many engraved and
will have many more engraved. There are many repetitions in them
because of the charm of certain subjects, so that they may be conformed
tow (after BLOCH,pp. 133-4).
The texts which we have at our disposal therefore do not reflect the
634 state of the language which served for the preaching of the Buddha and
his first disciples; they represent a codification at a more recent stage.
This is, clearly, what has justified the search for an Urkanon. Nonetheless, although the Buddhist propaganda pre-dated ASoka by one or two
centuries, the linguistic form in which it has reached us goes no further
back than the Mauryan period.
3. Even if there were recitations in MHgadhi, North-Westem Prikrit
and Pili during the Mauryan age, this does not prove that the recited
texts constituted a canon of writings at that time.
We studied at length in Chapter Two @p. 124-140) the Buddhist
works concerning the speciality of the reciters (bheaka) and the supposed compilation of the writings at the council of Riijagcha. We
reached the conclusion that the facts given about the extent and content
of that compilation are contradictory and hence apocryphal.
Examination of the Buddhist languages does not argue in favour of
an early canon. The few titles cited in the Bhibri edict, and the few
traces of Magadhisms in the Pili and Sanskrit texts are not sufficient to
establish the existence of a Magadhan Urkanon. Without prejudice to
any discoveries that may be made in the future, should be acknowledged
that, in the lighty of information available at present, the mere existence
of the Dutreuil de Rhins Dharmapada does not allow us to infer the
existence of a canon in North-Westem Prikrit. As for the Pili canon, it
was not definitively fixed until the fifth century A.D. : as we saw above
(pp. 149-1SO), post-canonical texts (Milindapmiha, Visuddhimagga, A!!ha&at&, DivydvadcSna) are the first to mention the tipi!aka or pi!akattaya.
The terms pe!akin, pmicanekdyika did not appear before the Sunga
period on the inscriptions at Bhirhut and SHiid. We should recall that
these are vague terms, which seem to qualify the religious who were
versed in the Buddhist doctrine as a whole.
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MIXEDS A N S K R I T ~ ~. Alongside texts in various Prikrits, Buddhist
literature has produced works in mixed Sanskrit, also called ((quasiSanskrit),, ((the language of the g i t h b ) ) or ((hybrid Sanskrit)), a kind of
635 idiom which juxtaposes Sanskrit forms with Prikrit forms.
These works, which d o not figure among the oldest, on the whole date
back to the first centuries of the Christian era and belong both to the
Hinayina and Mahiyina. They can be classified in two groups :
1. Works in which both verse and prose are in mixed Sanskrit :
The Mahdvustu, compiled by the Lokottarav5dins of the MahlGmghika sect,
has already been the subject of numerous linguistic studies : cd. k. SENART,
3
vol., Paris, 1882-97, I, pp. rv sq.; tr. J. JONES,3 vol., London, 1949-56, 111, pp.
XIV sq.; E. WINDISCH,
Mdra und Buddha, Leipzig, 1895, pp. 3,41,43; Buddha's
Geburt, Leipzig, 1908, p. 144; Die Komposition des Mahdvastu, ASGW, XXVII,
Studien zum Mahdvastu. NGGW, 1912, p. 124;
1909, p. 476; H. OLDENBERG,
Studien zur Geschichte des b. Kanon, ibid., p. 156; HIAN-LIN
DSCHI,Die Verwendung des Aorbts als Kriterium fur Alter und Ursprung b. Texte, NAWG, 1949,
pp. 245-301.
The Bhiksu- and Bhiksupiprakipka, a fragment of which is quoted in the
~ i k s c ~ s a m u c c a(ed.
~ a BENDALL,
pp. 154-7) and a complete manuscript of which,
found in Tibet, is being prepared for publication (L. RENOU,HLS, p. 209, n.3).
A short jdtaka, published by H. KERN as an appendix to his edition of the
Jcitakamdi, Boston, 1891, pp. 240- 1.
The Kdrqdavyziha. - The prose recension, edited by S. S ~ M A ~ R A
Calcutta,
MI,
1873, is hybrid like the Mahdvustu; The verse recension, edited by G. Tuccr, La
redazione poetica del ffi-r, Accad. di Torino, LVIII, pp. 605-30, is in almost
classical Sanskrit. - Cf. P.Ch. MAJUMDAR,The Kdr. : Its Metrical Version,
IHQ, XXIV, 1948, pp. 293-9; C. %GAMEY,
Randbemerkungen zur Sprache und
Textueberlieferung des Kdr., Asiatica (Festschrift Weller), Leipzig, 1954, pp. 51427. A new edition in preparation by M. LALOU
and C. R~GAMEY,
will use the
manuscripts from Tun huang (cf. M. LALOU,
A Tun-huang Prehde to the Kdr.,
IHQ, X I V , 19311, pp. 198-200).

On mixed Sanskrit, an old bibliography can be found in M. WINTERNITZ,
Hist. of
POUSSIN,
InabEurop4ens ..., p. 205; LIN,AM, pp.
162-75. The fundamental work is now that by F. EDGERION.Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrir
(Grammar, Dictionary, Reoder), 3 vol., New Haven, 1953. The author has summarized his
views in The Buddha and Language, IHQ, XXXII, 1956, pp. 129-35. Important reviews by
L. RENOU,
JA, 1953, pp. 283-7 (cf. Hist. de la langue sanskrire, pp. 220-2); J. FILLIOUT.
TP,
XLIII, pp. 147-71; E. WALDSCHMIDT,
GGA, 1954, pp. 92-100; F. WELLER,
OLZ, 1955,
BSOAS, XVI, 1954, p. 421 ;
p. 465; H. W. BAILEY,JRAS, 1955, pp. 13-24; J. BROUGH,
W. BROWN,JAOS, 71, pp. 167-8. On the application of metrics to hybrid Sanskrit, see
H. SMITH,En morge du vocabulairesanskrit des bouddhisres, Orientalia Suecana d'uppsala,
11, 1953, 2-4, pp. 119-28; 111, 1954, 1, pp. 3 1-5; Rerracriones Ryrhmicae, Studia Orientalia
Fennica, XVI, 1951, 5, pp. 3-37; Analecra Rylhmica, ibid., XIX, 1954, 7, pp. 1-17.
*2

Indian Lit., 11, p. 226; L. DE LA VAL&
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2. Works in which only the verse is in mixed Sanskrit, the prose being
in Sanskrit which is for the most part correct :

Lalitavistara, a SarvHstivHdin work strongly tinged with MahHyHnism. - Ed.
Calcutta, 1877; S. LEFMANN,
Halle, 1902-08; F. WELLER,
Zum Lal.
R. MITRA,
The Aorist
Vist.. I, Ueber die Prosa des Lal. Vist., Leipzig, 1915; F. EDGERTON,
in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit. JAOS, LVII, 1937, pp. 16-34; Hl;iN-LIN DSCHI,'Die
Verwendung...', p. 263.
Saaiiharmasmrtyupasthcfna, a late HinayHnist work. The versified section,
entitled Dharmasamuccaya, has been edited by Lin Li-kouang, I, Paris, 1946, and
JRAS, 1955, pp. 37-54. These verses are
emended by D.R. SHACKLETON-BAILEY,
in almost correct Sanskrit, but nevertheless have affinities with Middle Indian
and the PHli texts (LIN,AM, pp. 162-6).
Prajfidpdrmiti. - The prose is in Sanskrit, but a collection of verses which
summarizes the whole of this literature is in hybrid language : cf. E. OBERMILLER,
Ratnagunasatpcayagdthd, Moscow-Leningrad. 1937. - For the Vajracchedikd,
the old edition by M. MOLL=, Oxford, 1881, is now replaced by that of
E. CONZE,Rome, 1957, who uses fragments from Gilgit published in G. TUCCI,
Minor Buddhist Texts, I, Rome, 1956, pp. 172-92.
Saddharrnapun&rika. - There are considerable variations between the difSt. Petersburg, 1908ferent editions published to date : ed. H. KERN-B.NANJIO,
12 (Nepalese recension); R. HOERNLE,
Manuscript Remains, Oxford, 1916,
T~UCHIDA,
Tokyo, 1934-35;
pp. 132-66 (version from KaSgar); U.WOGIHARA-C.
W. BARUCH,Beitrage zum Saddharm.. Leiden, 1938 (Gilgit fragments);
N. Durr, Calcutta, 1952 (with readings by Mironov). It is not true that the
Saddharm was first written in Middle Indian and that the hybrid language of its
verses constitutes an intermediary stage between Sanskrit and PHli : cf.
L. RENOU, Introd. a Wackernagel, p. 81, n.281; p. 83, 11.286; N. D u n ,
Manuscripts of the Saaiiharm., their linguistic Peculiarities, IHQ, XXIX, 1953,
pp. 133-48. - On what can be learned from the Tibetan versions, see
Indo-tibetische Studien. I, Uppsala, 1957.
N. SIMONSSON,
SukhcSvativ@ha. - Cf. A. ASHIKAGA,
The Sanskrit Text of the G d t h b in the
Larger Sukh., Tdyd-gaku Ronsd, Feb. 1952, pp. 55-68; The Sanskrit Text of the
Buddhastotra in the Sukh.. Bukkyd-gaku Kenkyu, 8-9, July 1953, pp. 1-8.
IDZUMI,
The A v a t a ~ a k aCollection. - The Gq&vp-ha (ed. D.T. SUZUKI-H.
Kyoto, 1934-36) concludes with 62 githiis entitled Bhadracar@ranidh&a (ibid.,
IV, p. 543). They have been the subject of a separate edition by K. WATANABE,
Leipzig, 1912. - The stanzas from the Ddabhhikanitra have been edited by
J. RAHDER-S.SUSA,The Gdthis of the Dm-abhhika-Stitra, The Eastern Buddhist,
vol. V, No. 4; No. 1. 1931-32; R. KO-, DaSabhlSmi3varo ndma Mahdycimnitram. revised and edited. Tokyo, 1936.
K&yapaparivarra, Shanghai,
The RatnakP!a Compilation. - STAEL-HOLSTW,
1926. Linguistic study in LIN, AM, pp. 167-71. - Ra.s!rapctlapariprcchi, ed.
637 L. FINOT,St. Petersburg, 1901 (linguistic study, pp. XI1 sq.); J. ENSINK,The
Question of R@!r., Zwolle, 1952 (linguistic study, pp. XI11 sq.).
Samcicihirdjastitra. - Ed. C. R~GAMEY,
Three Chapters from the Samikfhir.,
Warsaw, 1938 (linguistic study, pp. 14-19); ed. N. D m , Gilgit Manuscripts, 11,
3 parts, Srinagar, 1941-53 (linguistic study, part I, pp. V-XI).
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Suvar~hrisottamasaitra.- Ed. H . IDZUMI,
Kyoto, 1931; J. NOBEL.Leipzig,
1937 (with copius linguistic notes). See also LIN,AM, pp. 171-3.
Hybrid forms in the recensions of the UuZnavarga. - See R. PISCHEL,
Die
Turfan-Rezensionen des Dhammapada, SBAW, 1908, pp. 968-85; L. DE LA
VAL& POUSSIN,
Documents sanskrits de la seconde collection A . Stein, JRAS,
1912, pp. 355-77; S. LEVI,Textes sanskrits de Touen-Houang.JA, 1910, pp. 43356; L2pramaamadavarga,
~ t u d sur
e les recensions des Dharmapadas, JA, 1912, pp.
203-94; N.P. CtuKIuvrlRn, L'Uuiinavarga Sanskrit, I, Paris, 1930. - On the
The Dhammapada and the U h v a r g a ,
different versions, P.K. MUKHEIUEE,
I H Q , X I , 1935, pp. 741-60.
Numerous quotations of gHthHs in hybrid language, in ~ik~cisamucca~a,
ed. C.
BENDALL,
St. Petersburg, 1897-1902.

This list is far from exhaustive. We should remark that the majority of
these works have, through the hazards of transmission, undergone
considerable changes. The Saddharmapun&rika exists in at least three
recensions originating from Nepal, Central Asia (Khotan) and KaSmir
(Gilgit), and Prikritisms are the most numerous in the Khotanese
recension. Similarly, with regard to the Vajracchedikd and the U d h a varga, the proportion of Prikritisms in comparison to the Sanskrit
varies considerably depending on the manuscripts or fragments of
manuscripts. Often works which, on the basis of existing editions,
appear to be in correct Sanskrit, prove to be in hybrid language when
the manuscript tradition is thoroughly studied. This is particularly the
case for the Kdrq&vyiha. The edition at present being prepared by M.
L A ~ and
U C. R~GAMEY
will point out a number of Prikritisms, the
existence of which is in no way indicated in the old Calcutta edition,
published in 1873. The degree of Sanskritization of texts in mixed
Sanskrit can be at least, explained by partly the particular disposition of
each scribe.
In one and the same work Middle Indian features are not all in equal
proportion. The githis of the Mahdvastu are richer in Prikritisms than
the passages in prose. This is undoubtedly because it was more
638 difficult to standardize them than to standardize the prose. Nevertheless,
Middle Indian forms such as the third person singular of the optative in
-e could easily have been sanskritized in -et without harming the metre,
but are nonetheless retained in the githis.
An appreciation of the linguistic facts is complicated by variations in
style in one and the same work. H. Oldenberg distinguished at least two
different styles of diction in the Mahdvastu. Style B, which is the oldest
and closely related to canonical Pili, abounds in personal verbs, particularly aorists and perfects, displays a marked
for thejoining
particle khalu, and constructs its phrases on stereotyped models such as
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adrcfksit ... de!vii ca. .. prasrcie and ekiinte asthisi, ekiintasthitah... uviica :
a set of formulae well-known to the Pili sources. Style A, which is more
recent, prefers to use the nominal diction and favours long compounds;
the use of personal verbs is reduced and tends to be limited to the
present; the joining particle khalu gives way to &ni following some form
of the pronoun ta- or one of its derivatives.
Various hypotheses have been put forward about the origin of mixed
Sanskrits3.Either the author, believing he was writing Sanskrit which he
knew only imperfectly, made a number of errors; or someone writing in
Prikrit believed it was advantageous to mix Sanskrit forms with Prikrit;
or else the authors had qualms about avoiding Prikrit when the Vinaya
invited them to resort to local dialects.
However, it is very important to realize that the achievement of the
writers did not consist in transposing Prikrit originals into mixed
Sanskrit, but in writing directly in the latter, using terms and turns of
phrase which appeared in the old canonical texts.
Buddhist Sanskrit of the mixed type appears as a stage on the
downward curve followed by Prikrit during the first centuries of the
Christian era before it disappeared in the third century in Northern
India. We must emphasize, as did L. Renou, the fact that mixed Sanskrit
is not a strictly Buddhist phenomenon, but is part of the general
639 evolution of the Indian language. Hybrid language, not identical but
similar, is found again in inscriptions (not all Buddhist) from the second
and third centuries, in some technical works preserved in fragments and
of partly Buddhist inspiration, such as the lexicographical fragment
called the Weber fragment, the sMras of Bakhshili, dealing with mathematics, and the Bower manuscript devoted to medicines4.
Making allowances for the gaps in the documentation, the broad
outline of the history of mixed Sanskrit in epigraphy can be surmised :
1. The Prikrits first used in the ASokan edicts, in the third century
B.C., were predominant in epigraphy until the end of the ancient era.
The Buddhist inscriptions on the stiipa at Bhirhut, on the old balustrade at Bodh-Gays and the ccBhilsa Topes)) (Siiici, Soniri, Satdhira,

"

These arc discussed in J. MANSION,
fiquisse d'une histoire de la langue sanskrite. Paris,
1931, pp. 105-9.
'* Cf. L. RENOU,HLS, p. 220, note; Introduction d Wackermgel, p. 82, n.286.
5 5 ID., Introduction a Wackemgel, pp. 20, and 83, nn.288-95. - On the literary
RHkrits, R. F'ISCHEL, Grammatik der Priikrit-Sprachen. Strasbourg, 1900; S. SEN.Comparative Grammar of Middle Indo-Aryan, Calcutta, 1951. On the epigraphical PrHkrits.
M.A. MEHENDALE,
Historical Grammar of Inscriptional Priikrits. Poona, 1948 (and the
review by J. BLOCH,JA, 1949, p. 384).
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Bhojpur, Andher), and the Jaina inscriptions at Udayagiri and Khandagiri are all in Prikrit. The only exceptions to this general rule are three
inscriptions which appear to date back to the h i g a period : the
Sanskrit inscription of Ayodhyi which cites Pusyamitra and his sixth
son or successor (EI, XX, 1929, p. 57), and two inscriptions in mixed
Sanskrit at Pabhod ( L i j ~ m s904-5)
,
which refer to the reign of Udika,
possibly the fifth Suriga king.
2. During the first three centuries of the Christian era, Prikrit was
strongly rivalled by mixed Sanskrit, and even by [pure] Sanskrit. However, the importance of the Sanskrit influence varied according to the
region.
a. The Deccan remained faithful to the use of PrHkrit. This was
particularly the case in inscriptions in the bureaucratic and official style
of the Sitavihanas and in the Buddhist inscriptions at Amarivati
(second cent.) and Nigirjunikonda which are in epigraphical Prikrit
with touches of PaiSici.
b. The K u d n a inscriptions in Kharosfhi script also remained faithful
to North-Westem Prikrit almost until the end. However, inscription
640 NO. 21 at Peshiwir Museum ( K o ~ o wp.
, 157), dated by the editor from
the year 151-2 A.D., concludes with the Sanskrit formula : D-ya
avaptir astu, and the even more recent inscription at Thor Dherai
( K o ~ o w p.
, 176) is almost [pure] Sanskrit.
c. It was also Prikrit which very clearly dominated in the caves,
mostly Buddhist, on the west coast and the region of Bombay. At
Ninighit (L~~DERs,
1 1 12-20), Bhiji (1078-85), Kondine (1071), Pitalkhori (1 187-93), Junnar (1150-83), Bedd (1 109-11) and Kirli (10861108), Prikrit alone is attested. However, Nisik is the exception in
allowing a modest place to mixed Sanskrit (LijDms, 1 131, 1 136, 1137),
and even to [pure] Sanskrit (1 145).
At Nisik there are five inscriptions by Usavadita, the son-in-law of
the satrap Nahapina who ruled, it is believed, from 119 to 125 A.D.
Four ( L ~ E R s 1, 132-5) are in Prikrit, but one (1 131) is in mixed
Sanskrit.
Nisik (L~~DERs,
1132), is in Prikrit : S i d h q rwn'o K$ahardtasa
k;atrapasa Nahaphasa dihitu D@ikaputrasa Usavaditasa kudutpbiniya
Dakhamitriya deyadhaymam ovarako.
((Success! This cell is the gift of D a k ~ m i t r iwife
,
of R ~ b h a d a t t athe
,
son of Dinika, daughter of King Nahapina, the K ~ h a r i t aksatrapa)).
Nisik ( L ~ E R S1131),
,
is in mixed Sanskrit : S i d d h q rdjn'ah &aharb
tasya k~atrapasyaNahdpanasya jdmdtrd Dkikaputrena Usavaddtena ...
dharmitmani idarp l e n q k d r i t q imd ca podhiyo.
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ccSuccess! By Rwbhadlta, son of Dinika, son-in-law of King Nahaplna, the Ksharlta ksatrapa, inspired by the Law, was this cave
fashioned, and these tanks),.
Nlsik (LUDERS,1145), is in [pure] Sanskrit : Deyadharmmo yam
up6sikGyd Marnmciyci layanam.
((This religious gift - a cave - is from the laywoman Mamml)).
At Kinheri, where the caves were inhabited until the ninth century,
the inscriptions (LUDERS,984-1034) are for the most part in Prlkrit, but
a few are in mixed Sanskrit (984, 1018) and [pure] Sanskrit (989-92,
994).
d. The linguistic situation is completely reversed in Central India
where the Prikrits were clearly declining. Of the 133 Brihmi inscriptions
' (NOS. 16-149), only eight are in
at Mathur5 recorded in L ~ E R Slist
Prikrit (Nos. 92,93,97, 100, 101, 103, 104, 1 17), the others are in mixed
Sanskrit, and a very few in [pure] Sanskrit (cf. 111, 147-8). Contemporary epigraphs at Srlvasti (918-19) and Slrnlth (922-30) show that this
state of affairs was valid for the eastern (Gangetic) part of the great
KuGna empire.
The majority of the Mathuri inscriptions are undated. However,
mixed Sanskrit appears in them very early, from the end of the $aka
occupation, since at least three of them (LUDERS,59, 82; EI, XXIV,
1938, p. 208) are from the reign of the satrap Socjlsa, vassal of Azes I1
(ca 5-19 A.D.). This is the text of the third, according to the reconstruction by D.C. SIRCAR(JBRS, XXXIX, 1953, p. 48) :
1-5. ... ... ... ...
6 . Vasund bhagava [to V-de]
7. vasya mahisthha [ke devaku]
8. lam toravddikd prati)
9. ?!hapiray. Prrlo [bha] [vatu Visu]
10. devah. Svhllsya] [mahdcsatra]
11. pasya ~ o a s a[sya
] Sc!isanam]
12. samvartayatarn.
((By Vasu a chapel, a gateway and a balustrade were erected in the
great enclosure of Lord Vlsudeva. May Visudeva be content. May the
authority of the lord, the great satrap'$odisa, be maintained)).
925) in mixed Sanskrit, particuHere again is an inscription (L~~DERs,
larly well preserved, dating from the year 3 of the great Kusina emperor
Kaniska (ca 130 A.D.) and which is in Slrnith Museum :
1. Mahcrajasya K@&kasya sum 3 he 3 di 22
2. etaye purvaye bhik~usyaPu~yavuddhisyasaddhyevi3. hcirkya bhiksusya Balasya trepi!akasya
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4. Bodhisatvo chatrayas!i ca pratis!hcipi!o
5. Bir@asiye Bhagavato caqkame sahd mdt[4
6. pitihi sahii upaddhydydcerehi saddhyevihdri7. hi aqtevisikehi ca sahd Buddhamirraye trepitika8. ye sahd ksatrapena Vanaspparena Kkarapalld9. nena ca sahd ca ca[tu]hi par&dhi sarvasatvanaq
10. hitasukhdrttham.
((In the year 3 of the great king Kaniska, in the third [month] of
winter, on the twenty-second day, on the date [indicated] above, [a gift]
from the monk Bala, Tripitaka master, a colleague of the monk Pusyavrddhi, [a gift consisting of] a [statue of the] Bodhisattva and a pole with
642 a parasol, was erected at VHrHnasi, on the walkway of the Lord. The
[gift was made in collaboration] with his mother and father, his master
and tutor, his colleagues and disciples, and the [nun] Buddhamitri
versed in the Tripitaka, with the satrap Vanasppara and Kharapalllna,
and with the four communities, for the welfare and happiness of all
beings)).
This digression devoted to the history of epigraphical mixed Sanskrit
and its clear victory over the PrHkrits in Gangetic India during the first
centuries of the Christian era is not a pointless one, since it is in that
perspective that mixed Sanskrit in Buddhist literature should be put.
As L. RenouS6remarked, ((the hybrid language could not have been
produced by poorly educated authors unable to attain to correct Sanskrit)), but by authors handling, often with dexterity, a literary language
in which the amount of PrHkrit and Sanskrit was left to their personal
judgement.
Just as the writers of the inscriptions drafted the epigraphs in the best
interests of the foundations and donations to be commemorated, without
adhering to any other rules than those established by usage, so the
authors of the Mahdvasru, the Lulitavistara or the Saddharmapundarika
wrote their works directly in mixed Sanskrit, without necessarily always
taking their inspiration, from pre-existing models. They acted as authors
and not merely as translators or adapters.
Naturally, when the Mahdvasru cites in full the Discourse at Vcirdnasi, the Mahdgovinhutta, ~i~hdvlakhasurta,
Mdraswyutta and whole
passages from the Khuddaka, it stays as close as possible to the ancient
originals memorized in Prlkrit; but when it narrates a jdtaka or elaborates the life of the Buddha, it knows how to give free rein to its own
inspiration.
56

After Hist. de la langue scurrkrite, p. 222.
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It is taking far too dogmatic an attitude to claim, as did Hiin-lin
Dschi, that Buddhist works in mixed dialect and Sanskrit are more or
less perfect transpositions of the original canon compiled in Old Ardhamigadhis7. Even in the early parts [in style B] of the Mahivastu, we
must distinguish what is text from what is quotation. It is even more
unwise to assert, as did the same author, that ((the prototype of the
Saddharmapundarika and perhaps of other old Mahiyinist works was
compiled in Old Ardhamigadhi))s8. By deduction this is condemning
oneself - as the author indeed saw - to localising the origins of the
Mahiyina in the same place as those of the Hinaylna, namely Magadha. It would be highly unlikely that the whole literary output of both
Vehicles in principle dates back to the first century of Buddhism, and
that the following centuries were utterly barren. Furthermore, in order
to explain the literary affiliation of the Sanskrit texts, we would have to
posit a whole series of intermediaries between them and the supposed
original canon. Hence, for certain sections of the Lalitavistara and
Saddharmapqzhrika, in which the ending -am is replaced by -u, Hiin-lin
Dxhi has tried to prove that those texts could not have assumed their
present form as a result of a translation made directly from an eastern
prototype in Old ArdhamHgadhi, but presuppose the intermediary stage
of a translation in a North-Western dialect.
Taking into account the inevitable variations in the manuscript tradition, we ourselves think that the authors of the texts in mixed Sanskrit
and quasi-Sanskrit composed their works more or less in the form in
which they have come down to us and that, if Prikritisms are more
prominent in the verses than in the prose, this fact is due above all to
reasons of a literary sort.
Through their technical vocabulary, turns of phrase and even certain
grammatical forms, those texts are very close to the canonical production. In them we find passages, even entire pages, which have exact
parallels in Pili. This is because those authors, past masters in the
Tripitaka, had memories bursting with the old canonical texts and
because these texts returned ceaselessly to their lips. For those experts in
teaching, the transposition into mixed Sanskrit or Buddhist Sanskrit of
Prikrit was mere child's play. However, the weight of tradition did not
reduce them to the r61e of mere repeaters and they could, when required,
add new to the old.

'' HIKN-LINWHI,
Die

Verwendung des Aorists ..., p. 295.
After ID., Die Umwondlung der Endung -am in -0 und -u im Mirrelindischen. NGAW.
1944, p. 141. - See also E. WAL-T,
GGA, 1954, p. 99.
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Linguists wonder about the origin of the Prlkrit which the texts in
hybrid language juxtapose with Sanskrit.
In his grammar of Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, F. Edgerton pursued'the
practical aim of classifying the collection of hybrid forms encountered in
some twenty works of mixed Sanskrit in the traditional frameworks of
phonetics and morphology. This results in a disconcerting multiplicity,
with regard to both phonetical changes and the use of noun and verb
terminations. So the nominative masculine singular of stems in -a can
assume the endings -0, -u, -I,
-a, -d, -e or ay, and, for stems in -i and -i,
there are up to twenty-five possible endings in direct casess9. F. Edgerton's fine effort would gain if it were to be completed by a series of
descriptive grammars based on each particular work.
For Hian-lin Dschi, the Prlkrit of the Mahdvastu betrays its Magadhan origin by at least five ((eastern))features : the vocative masculine
plurals in -dho (amdtydho), the particle yeva alongside eva, the first and
second person of the optative singular in eham and -eha (tis!heham,
dadeha) alongside -eyay and -eya, the occasional change from y to v
(tdyo; -kardvo for -kardyo); the forms hoti and hosi of the verb to be60.
However, as Edgerton rightly remarked61, these phenomena, which are
found elsewhere besides in Migadhi, in no way prove the eastern origin
of Hybrid Prlkrit.
More interesting is the point raised by E d g e r t ~ nconcerning
~~
formations which have ,no direct correspondent in Middle Indian : the locative
singular of stems in -a in -esmin, -esmim, or -esmi; the direct feminine
case in -dvo (nouns in -4,the verb endings of the third person plural in
etsuh, -etsu, -ire and -ure; the absolutive in -i; verb forms such as sthihati
(for righati), abhQi (for abhzit), gamsati (for Skt. gamisyati), etc.
~~
: 1. that there is no
From this state of affairs, E d g e r t ~ nconcludes
reason to believe that the Prikrit chiefly underlying Buddhist Hybrid
Sanskrit was an eastern dialect; 2. that, as in the case of Pili, there is no
reason to question the essential dialectal unity of that same Prlkrit.
In view of the composite and literary nature of the mixed Sanskrit
used by the Buddhist writers, any attempt to determine its local origin
would prove far too hypothetical. The handling of that language and
more particularly the amount of Prikrit in relation to Sanskrit depended

59
60

O1

03

F. EDGERTON,
0.1.. pp. 49-50 (for stems in -a); pp. 69-70 (for stems in -11.
H I ~ N - L DSCHI.
IN
Die Yenoendung des Aorisls..., pp. 269-7 1 .
F. EDGUITON,0.1.. pp. 3 4 .
ID., ibid.. pp. 12-13.
ID., ibid., p. I I .
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mainly on the personal taste of the authors, and geographical conditions
had no significant effect.
Nevertheless, considering the success gained in Central India, especially at Mathuri, by the epigraphical Prikrit of a mixed nature, it was
probably the Buddhists of Madhyadeia, rather than those of the Deccan
or the North-West, who developed the literature in mixed Sanskrit.

646

BUDDHIST
SANSKRIT~~.
- During the last centuries of the ancient era,
the Buddhist literature used only Middle-Indian Priikrits : Migadhi,
North-Western Prikrit (Gindhiri) and Pili. During the first three
centuries of the Christian era, these Prikrits were strongly rivalled by
the use of mixed Sanskrit. Finally, from the beginning of the Gupta
dynasty (fourth cent. A.D.), Buddhist Sanskrit, which was relatively
correct, finally replaced the Prikrits and mixed Sanskrit. However, this
final stage of evolution had been developing since the second century
A.D., during the period of the great Kugnas.
Here again, there is a close parallel between the history of the
Buddhist language and that of epigraphical Sanskrit. In the first three
centuries of the Christian era, when the Prikrits were holding their own
in the South and mixed Sanskrit was triumphant in the North, a few
Sanskrit inscriptions had already made their appearance. Most of them
are documents concerning the construction of caityas and vihiras, gifts
of land, development work; technically, they resemble legal documents.
However, in the year 72 of the $aka age (150 A.D.), on the famous rock
of Junigadh (Girnir, in KHthiiwHr), the rijan mahiikgtrapa Rudradiman had carved, in Sanskrit, a panegyric of himself (Liiders, 965). which
by the amplitude of its phrasing, the length of its compounds and its
figures of style attains the level of a -kdvya, a literary composition of a
learned nature.
The example given by the satrap of Ujjayini was followed by the
Gupta emperors, whose renown and merit were praised, in verse or in
prose, by courtiers who hoped to rival in talent the greatest poets of the
period, Kiilidisa and BhHravi. Among these most famous praiasti we
can mention the panegyric - in a single sentence of thirty-three lines of Samudragupta by Harisena (Allahibid, ca 375-390 : FLEET,No. 1,
pp. 6-10); the panegyric of Kumiragupta by Vatsabhaffi (Mandasor, ca
473-474 : FLEET,NO. 18, pp. 81-4); the panegyric of Yakodharman by
64 Except for the hybrid language, we still lack a detailed grammar of Buddhist Sanskrit,
but full information can be found in L. Rmou. I n k Clauique, I , p. 72;Hist. & la langue
sanskrite, pp. 214-20. At a more general level, J. FILLIOWT,
Lmgues & relations et langues
& culrwe donr l'lnde, Travaux de I'lnstitut de Linguistiquc, 1, Paris, 1956, pp. 135-54.
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Visula (Mandasor, undated : FLEET,No. 33, pp. 146-7); finally, at a
later date, the versified prdusti, in sixteen separate metres, of the
CHlukyas and PulakeSin I1 by Ravikirti (EI, VI, p. 4)65. These documents bear witness to the victory of Sanskrit in epigraphy, a victory
which came more quickly and more readily than in literature.
The technical precision of Sanskrit, knowledge of which continued to
spread among the various levels of the population, made it an ideal
instrument for the propagation of doctrines and ideas. The time had
passed when its use was reserved for a necessarily limited brahmanical
elite. The reasons which had decided the Buddha to advise the use of
local dialects were no longer valid. Henceforth, the Buddhists had no
scruples about putting the word of the Master into Sanskrit.
Unfortunately, we do not know to whom this initiative should be
attributed, nor where to situate it exactly in time and space.
Much is made of the tradition recorded above (p. 546-547), according
to which the Sarvistiviidins used S a n ~ k r i tThis
~ ~ . fact is true, but only at
a certain date. Before finally adopting Sanskrit, the Sarviistiviidins may
have turned to Priikrit. The same tradition attributes the use of Priikrit
to the Mahiisiimghikas. Nevertheless, even if they used mixed Sanskrit in
their Mahivasru, their Vinaya (T 1425) was in Ipure] Sanskrit, as can be
647 seen from some fragments discovered at Bimyiinb7.In time, all the sects
on the sub-continent, and not only that of the Sarvistividins, yielded to
the attraction of Sanskrit.
It was long believed that the compiling of the Sanskrit canon of
writings and the Piili canon occurred at the same time. J. Przyluski
wrote : ((The first canonical texts were written in the Magadhan dialect.
When the Sthavira and Sarvistividin sects asserted themselves in the
regions of KauGmbi and Mathur;, each of them drew upon a literary
language which was a source of prestige and an instrument of propaganda. Thus, the Scriptures were eagerly translated, into Sanskrit at
Mathuri, and into Pili at Kau&mbinds. L. de La Vallie Poussin
considered this opinion the most plausible : ((At the time when the
communities at KauGmbi-Siiici-Miilava introduced the Pgli-language
canon, the communities on the Yamunii and in the North-West, obeying
the linguistic mode of those regions, put the old Magadhan tradition

" See in L. RENOU,Anfhologiesamkrire, Paris, 1947, pp. 383-90, a French translation of
the panegyrics of Sarnudragupta and Pulakeiin 11.
66 Particularly LINLI-KOUANG,
AM, pp. 197-201.
6 7 S. L ~ INote
, sur des manuscrirs sanskrils provennnr & Bamiyan el de Gilgif.JA, 1932,
pp. 4-8.
After J. P ~ z v ~ u sLo
r , legende d'Ajoka, p. 89.
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into Sanskrit and enriched it with versions from KauGmbi-SliiciMllava; this work, begun well before the Christian era, was prolonged))69.
We accept with those two authorities that, on the basis of texts in
Mlgadhi, the foundations of the Plli canon were laid in the Mauryan
period, although they belong to a stage linguistically more advanced
than the ASokan edicts (above, p. 567-568). Conversely, we do not
consider as proven the assertion according to which the so-called
Sarvistivgdin Sanskrit canon was more or less established at the same
date, ((well before the Christian era)).
Many Buddhist siitras in Sanskrit have been found in Central Asia
(see above, pp. 153-154), but the discovery of such manuscripts tells us
nothing about the date the siitras were put into Sanskrit. It is true that
the Legend of ASoka, partly reproduced in the Divydvadina, betrays
links with Mathurl and glorifies its local hero Upagupta, ASoka's
chaplain. However, the fact that the Divydvaddna is in correct Sanskrit
does not mean that Sanskrit was already employed in Mathurl during
the Mauryan period and was applied generally to Buddhist texts.
In fact, the first works in standard Sanskrit the date of which can be
established with some degree of precision are those by ASvagho?,
Nlgg rjuna, Aryadeva and Mitrceta whom tradition links with the reigns
of the great K w n a emperors, from Kaniska to Vasudeva (ca 128-230
A.D.). The initiative for resorting to Sanskrit taken by these authors
may very well have preceded in time the rendering into Sanskrit of the
canonical writings of Buddhism.
That transcription involved a great deal of work, and required
concentrated and systematic effort. An undertaking of that type would
necessarily leave traces in history.
There is indeed a tradition, recorded in KaSmir by Hsiian tsang,
which informs us that, in the reign of Kaniska (ca 128-151), all the
Buddhist writings were subjected to a general revision and given a
learned commentary :
A council convened in KaSmir by Kaniska composed 100,000 stanzas of
upadeSdcistra in order to explain the Siitrapipka, 100,000 stanzas of vinayavibhiQcScistra in order to explain the Vinayapipka and 100,000 stanzas of
abhidhamvibhiQEcistra in order to explain the Abhidhannapipka. In all,
300,000 stanzas, 9,600,000 words, were composed in order to explain the
Tripipka in full. Since the remotest of times, there has not been [a single text]
((the branches and leaves)) of which have not been investigated, the superficial

69

After L. DE LAVAL* POUSSIN.Dynasties

et histoire & I'Inde,

p. 337.
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and profound meaning of which has not been examined. The general meaning
was again clarified, the smallest words explained. This publication was universally known and successors referred to it. King Kaniska ordered the texts of the
Gstras to be engraved on copper plates; he enclosed and sealed them in stone
caskets, built a stlpa and hid the caskets in the middle of it. He ordered Yaksas
to protect the site and not allow heretics to remove the Gstras from it; but those
who wished to study them could do so on the spot (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 887a).

649

While not overestimating the value of this tradition, we may assume
that the drawing up of the commentaries, of which our Vibh4ii (T
1545-47) are examples, was accompained by a general revision of the
canonical texts and, since those commentaries were in Sanskrit, it is
probable that the canonical texts were revised in the same language.
The works in Sanskrit are so numerous it would be impossible to list
them all without overstepping the limits of this account. We will merely
note a few of them :
I . The early Mahiiyiinasu'tra. - In the section devoted to mixed
Sanskrit (p. 579, we gave a list of works in which only the giithiis are in
mixed Sanskrit, the prose being in generally correct Sanskrit. In the
main these are MahiyPnasiitras some of which may date back to the
first and second centuries of the Christian era. From the linguistic
viewpoint, their composite nature represents the transition between
hybrid Sanskrit on the one hand and correct Sanskrit on the other.
The adherents of the Mahiiyina were opposed to traditional Buddhism
because of an exaggerated mysticism, a different spiritual ideal (access to
Buddhahood) and philosophically advanced positions (the dharmanairiitmya) did not hesitate to overturn old practices in the field of
discipline and the texts. Superimposing their Vaipulyasltras on the old
canonical siitras, they were the first to turn to [pure] Sanskrit for their
prose compositions. Even if they retained hybrid Sanskrit in the githgs,
this was doubtless for pedagogic reasons. These githis generally repeat
in a condensed form the long explanations which precede them. It was
easier to memorize them in a hybrid language, quite similar to dialects
currently in use, than in [pure] Sanskrit which was subject to stricter
phonetical and morphological demands.
Even in their prose sections, the early Mahiyanasltras d o not show
the same degree of Sanskritization and this may vary from one recension
to another within the same work.
Do these works which employ both hybrid and [pure] Sanskrit derive
from an original work in a pure PrPkritic dialect? This hypothesis has
been upheld despite the extreme complications it would cause in the
history of the texts. It is simpler and more natural to suppose that the
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authors of the Mahiylnasiitras made us of a literary style which
consisted of compiling the gHthBs directly in hybrid and the prose in
Sanskrit. The passages of canonical appearance with which their writings
are sprinkled can be explained by scriptural reminiscences.
2. The Sanskrit canon. - The pages which we devoted to the formation of the canonical writings (pp. 140-191) showed that a Sanskrit
canon existed in parallel with the PBli canon. Both were derived from
prototypes in a Magadhan dialect. The Sanskrit canon does not give the
same impression of unity and homogeneity as its rival. The reason for
this is that it was elaborated later and because, compared to the early
texts, it included more recent output compiled after the establishment of
the sects.
Broadly speaking, it may be said that the SarvHstivSdins transposed,
from Middle Indian to Sanskrit, the stitra, priitimok~aand k a r m a v d ~ a n ~ ,
but that they themselves composed, directly in Sanskrit, their voluminous Vinaya and their Abhidharma books. We will deal here only with
the transpositions, of which the characteristic features are as follows :
1. Siitra fragments discovered in Central Asia which ((whileappearing
to be in more or less correct Sanskrit, are the literal counterparts of the
Pili canon; the syntax agrees exactly with that of the PHli version, the
morphology gives the impression of having been sanskriti~ed))'~.
The exactitude of the Sanskrit translation goes so far as to adopt
ready-made formulae word for word. E. Waldschmidt noted, in his
edition of the Mahiiparinirviinmzitra (p. 517 sq.), a certain number of
these ((fixed idioms)) :
((Then the Blessed One, having dressed at daybreak, carrying his bowl
and robe, went with a group of monks to the dwelling of ...; having
entered it, he sat down on the seat which was assigned to him,).
Psi : atha kho bhagavii pubbqhmamayay nivtisetvii pattacivaram
iidiiya saddhim bhikkhusayghena yena.. . ten' upmarykami upmarpkamitvii paiiiiatte tisane nisidi.
Skt. : atha bhagavin pzirviihne nivasya piitracivaram iidiya bhiksusayghaparivyto bhiksusayghapurmktto yena.. . tenopajagima upetya purastZd bhik~usayghasyaprajiiapta evcSsane nymidat.
Furthermore, Buddhist sfitras abound in stereotyped pericopes, explaining in an invariable form the main points of the doctrine of the
Buddha. The Sanskrit text reproduces them faithfully. Here, from
among thousands of other examples, is the wording of the ((dependent
origination)) :
lo

After L. RMw. Hist. de la langue sonskrite. p. 207.
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((From ignorance arise the formations; from the formations arises
consciousness; from consciousness arise ccname-and-form)); from nameand-form arise the six bases [of consciousness]; from the six bases arises
contact; from contact arises feeling; from feeling arises thirst; from
thirst arises grasping; from grasping arises existence; from existence
arises birth; from birth arise old-age-and-death, sorrow-lamentation,
suffering, grief and despair. This is the origination of the whole mass of
suffering)).
Pili : aviJ~ipaccaydsarikhiri, sarikhirapaccayd viiiiiknam, vin'iiinapaccayi niimarfipm, nimarfipapaccayi saldyatanam, saliyatanapaccayi
pltasso, phassapaccayi vedanci, vedanGpaccaya tanhi, tanhipaccayi upidinam, upd&napaccayd bhavo, bhavapaccayi jdti, jdtipaccayi jarimaranam sokaparidevadukkhadomanassupdyisisambhavanti. evam etassa kevalassa dukkhakkhandassa samudayo hoti.
North-Westem Prikrit : avijapracagra s q k u r a m , smk'arapracagra
viiiana, viiianapracagra namaruva, namaruvapracagra sadrayadnna, ;adrayadanapracagra phasa, phasapracagra vedana, vedanapracagra t@ a ,
t@'apracagra uvadana, uvadanapracagara bhava, bhavapracagra jadi.
jadipracagra jarmranaCograparidev&hador~taiivagrasa. evam asa
kevalasa dukhak'qdhasa satpmudae bhavadi.
Sanskrit : avidyipratyay3 sqskdri$, sayskirapratyayam vijn'iinam.
vijiiiinapratyayam niimarGpam, ndmarfipapratyayay sa&iyatanq, sa&tanapratyayab spariab, sparSapratyayd vedanii, vehiipratyayd t p p i ,
trsndpratyayam upddcsnam, upidcsnapratyayo bhavo, bhavapratyayi jdtir ,
jitipratyayd jar6maranaSokaparidevaduhkhadaurmanasyopdy6h sambhavanti, evam asya kevalasya mahato d~khaskandhasyotpddobhavati.
We will conclude this comparison with a verse from the Dharmapada
(361) : ccGood is restraint of the body; good is that of speech; good is
restraint of the mind, good is every kind of restraint; the monk who is
restrained in every way is freed from all suffering)).
Pili :
Kiyena samvaro scSdhu, sidhu vdciya s q v a r o
manasi samvaro sidhu, sidhu sabbattha s q v a r o
sabbattha samvuto bhikkhu sabbadukkhd pamuccati.
North-Westem Prikrit :
Kaena saiiamu sadhu, sadhu vayai saiiamu
manena san'amu sadhu, sadhu sarvatra saiiamu
sarvatra saiiato bhikhu savadugatio jahi.
Mixed Sanskrit :
Kdyena s q v a r o sddhu, manasi siidhu samvarah
sarvatra satpvyto bhiksu sarvaduMhd pramucyate.
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Sanskrit :
Kdyena sayvarah sddhu, sddhu vdcd ca sayvarah
manasd s q v a r a h sridhu, sidhu sarvatra say varah
sarvatra samvrto bhiksuh sarvaduhkhdt pramucyate.

2. Prikritisms are not completely eliminated from these transpositions
into Sanskrit :
In the Sarvistividin PrdtimoksasCtra, FinotT1 noted samanugiihyamdna ( = grdhyamdna), kada ( = kdla), vijiiu ( = vijiia), kddiicimo
(= k r i l d y h a ) , adhis!hahet ( = adhitis!het), upali(iayet (= upaidlayet), and
very frequently the nominative 6 y q m a y in error for the vocative.

In the fragments of the Q&o manuscript, D 424, WaldschmidtT2
points out as Prikritisms : s t h i m a i 4 (= sthimni), purastima (=pzirva),
suvani ( = supamr'), putrebhih ( =putraih), Sisyebhih ( = Sisya*) ; occasionally, mahcirdjd for mahGrdjah.
The Sanskrit Mahciparinirv@~a~~
also retains forms such as posa
(=punqa), dosa (=dvesa), muku!a (=maku!a), imantrayati for m a n trayate, futures formed on present stems : riiicisyamti ( = reksyante) and
very many absolutives in -tvd in verbs with prefixes : praveiayitvi,
saydarSayitvd, etc.
There is no lack of strange forms. The QoEo manuscript has a marked
tendency to unvoice voiced occlusives : kosthikdra ( = ko~!hdgdra),saykrcima ( = sqgrcima), samutra ( = samudra), motante ( = modante). However, there are also examples of the reverse treatment : dmandrayati
( = cimantrayatl], vinipcfdam ( = vinipdtam).

3. Negligence by scribes is responsible for quite a large number of
faults or inaccuracies. Among the most frequent, we note 1. the tendency to generalize the anusvara even before gutturals and dentals : saygha,
saynisanna; 2. the omission of the visarga; 3. faults against the sandhi;
653 4. negligence in the notation of long vowels; 5. the tendency to double
consonants before r.
4. It is in these texts that the characteristic features of Buddhist
Sanskrit in general are seen most clearlyT4:
a. A special vocabulary, incorporated with that of Piili, and consisting
'I L. FINOT,Le Prcirimok+zr&a
des Sarvcisrivddin, JA, 1913, p. 470 @. 10 of the offprint). See also J. FILLIOZAT-H.KUNO,Fragments du V h y a des Sarvcirtivcklin. JA, 1938.
p. 24.
l 2 E. WNDSCHMIDT,Bruchstlicke b. Stitras, p. 5.
l 3 b.,
Das Mahciparinirv@usitra. I , p. 7, n. I .
'* Features noted by L. RMOU. Inde Classique, I , p. 72; Hisr. de la langue sanskrite,
p. 214.
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of terms without any definite Sanskrit etymology (tathcigata)7s, words
taking on a new meaning (rana ((passion))), sometimes because of
restrictions (yddhi ((magic power))) and sometimes because of expansions
of the meaning (dharma, ((law, doctrine, teaching, truth, thing))).
b. An impoverishment in means of expression, accompanied by slackness with regard to morphological and syntactical requirements (cf.
RENOU, HLS, pp. 214-20).
c. An improverished style, in which the sentence proceeds in small
juxtaposed groups, and repetitive linking-up which make it akin to Piili.
As time passed, the Sanskritization of the canonical texts became
more and more perfect. In this respect, the collections of the Miilasarvistiviidins, particularly their Bhiksuprfitimok?a and Vhaya, large sections of which were among the discoveries at Gilgit, are far more
advanced than the Sarvistividin compilations. Nevertheless, they too
retain the indelible mark of the Priikrit prototypes on which they are
based.
3. Extra-canonical literature in Sanskrit. - It is not only the fixing of
Sanskrit that should be credited to the second century A.D.; the KuGna
empire also marks the beginning of extra-canonical literature in Sanskrit, and this abounds in various styles.
a. The first chapters of the ASokcivadGna were translated into Chinese
by the Parthian Fa ~ h ' i nin ~about
~
the year 300 A.D., with the title of
A y l wang chum (T 2042). Part of this legend was repeated by
Kumiiraliita in his KalpanMqditikd and by the compiler of the Divyci654 ~ a a 7 i n a On
~ ~ .the other hand, the Avadhdafaka was translated into
Chinese with the little of Hslan chi po yiian chhg (T 200), by Chih
ch'ien, in the second quarter of the third century. These facts enable us
to locate the beginnings of narrative literature in Sanskrit in the second
century of the Christian era.
~ the D i ~ y c i v a d i n athe
~ ~language of
In both the A v a & a C a t ~ k a ~and
7 s Concerning this term, see the bibliography in the Trait& & la G r a d e Vertu &
Sagesse, I, p. 126, note; since then, J. FILLIOWT,
JA, 1952, p. 266.
76 Cf. J. PRZYLUSKI,
LO Ikgende d'AJoka, pp. XI and 434.
l7 H. L ~ E R S
Bruchstlicke
,
&r K a l p ~ i t i k c&s
i K ~ a I d t aLeipzig,
.
1926, pp. 71 132.
8' Ed. J.S. SPEYER,2 vol., St. Petenburg, 1902-04.
l9 Numerous corrections have been made to the old COWELL-NEIL
edition of the
Divycivadcina (Cambridge, 1886) by J. S. SPEW, WZKM,XVI, 1902, pp. 103 sq., 340 sq. ;
R. WARE,
JAOS, XLVIII, 1928, p. 159 sq.; E.J. T H o w , BSOAS, X, 1940, pp. 654-6;
D.R. SHACKLETON-BAILEY,
JRAS, 1950, pp. 166-84; 1951, pp. 82-102. Also see the studies
Studies in the Divyciv&;
I. Sukcirikr3vadZna.
concerning particular chapters : R. WARE.
JAOS, XLVIII, pp. 159-65; 11. Dcincidhikcira, JAOS, XLIX, pp. 40-51 ;111. The Preamble to
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the avadcina is ((gaucheand naive))(Renou) and certain collections, such
as the Vicitrakarpikd and the Dvdvimfatydvadina, betray Middle Indian
influences80.
On the one hand, the Avadina are derived from the early canonical
tradition and cite whole passages from the Parinirv@asPtra and other
Sanskrit siitrase1; on the other hand, they have freed themselves from
stylistic practices imposed by the Prikrit prototypes and they initiate
new formulae and new stock phrases which have no parallels in the
post-canonical PBli works, but which the MahByBnasiitras occasionally
repeat .
L. Feer and J.S. Speyersz compiled a list of the stock phrases
repeated again and again by the Divya and A v a f i d a t a k a . Here, as an
example, is the physical description of the Buddha repeated thirty-two
times in the AvadcinaSataka :
Atha [IVl bhagavantq dadaria dvdtrimfatd mahdpunqalaksqaih samaltuikrtarn dityd cinuvyaijanair virijitagdtrq vydmaprabhilarikytq
655 niryasahasrdtirekaprabhay jtuigamam iva ramaparvatay samantato bhad-

rakam.

ccN. perceived the Lord adorned with the thirty-two marks of the
great man, his body effulgent with the eighty minor marks, adorned with
a fathom-wide brilliance, more resplendent than a thousand suns, like a
mountain of jewels in motion, auspicious in every way)).
b. ASvagho~,a brahmin from Siketa and a contemporary of Kaniska (ca 128-151), was the founder and practically the only representative of lyrical epics of Buddhist inspiration. His Budrihacarita and
Saun&ranandae3 are on a level with the classical rnahikdvya. The
scholastic parts remain faithful to the traditional vocabulary and phraseology; the narrative and descriptive parts abound in brilliant images,
figures of style, complicated metres and learned grammatical forms. The
author seems to have wanted to dazzle his less knowledgeable colleagues
by fully deploying his brahmanical virtuosity. His search for effect and
the S q g h a r a l c y W v a h , HJAS, 1938, pp. 47-67; K.S. CH'EN,A smdy o/ the Svigato
Story, HJAS. IX, 1947, pp. 207314; W. ZINKGR~~F,
Vom D i v y i v h zur Avaaiinakalpaloti, Heidelberg. 1940; S. MUKHOPADHYAYA,
~ r d u l ~ d v a & i n Santiniketan,
a,
1924;
J. NOBEL,Udriyapa. Kcinig von Roruka, 2 vol.. Wiesbaden, 1955; J. BROUGH,
Some Notes
on Mairrakanyaka, BSOAS, XX, 1957, pp. 1 1 1-32.
R. L. TURNER,JRAS, 1913, p. 289.
J.S. SPEYER,ed. 11, p. XVI sq.; ZDMG, LIII, 1899, p. 120 sq.; H. OLDENBERG,
ZDMG, LII, p. 672; NGGW, 1912, p. 168 sq.
O 2 L. FEER,~ v h - S a t a k a
tr. du sonrkrit. Paris, 1891, pp. 1-14; J.S. SPEYER,ed.
Avadindaraka, 11, pp. m-xx.
Works edited and translated by E.H. JOHNSTON. The Buddhacarita. 2 vol., Calcutta.
1936; The Saun&ranan&. 2 vol.. Calcutta. 1932.
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his conciseness, taken almost to the point of unintelligibility, give the
impression of a decadent arte4.
c. Slightly later than ASvaghosa, his disciple MHtrceta specialized in
Buddhist eulogieses. This was a minor genre combining mysticism and
scholasticism. The poetry, simpler than in the lyrical epic, is nonetheless
not free from grammatical tricks.
In the same style is the Catuhstavae6, rightly or wrongly attributed to
NIga juna : this is a collection of four eulogies, only two of which are
known to us in the original.
MHtrceta and NIgI j u n a also practised the epistolary form, always in
Sanskrit : the Mahirijakanikalekha addressed by MHtrceg to Kaniska
I1 (ca 270) and the Suhrllekkha sent by NHgHrjuna to King Jantaka,
known as SHtavIhana, in South Indiae7. We only know these epistles
through their Tibetan and Chinese translations. Teaching by letter,
perhaps in imitation of foreign propagandists, did not meet with much
success in India.
d. Also very early on, the theoreticians of Buddhism adopted Sanskrit
as a scholarly language, and until the very end they were to remain
faithful to that choice. Buddhist scholasticism is presented in a twofold
form : that of the philosophical treatise in prose (Skrra) with a few
quotations or summaries in verse, and that of the ((memory verses))
(kirikZ) summarizing, in concise sltras, the material to be taught, sltras
which in principle required some explanation by commentaries (bhisya).
The Arhats of KaSmir, who worked after Kaniska's council, collaborated together in compiling the most complete encyclopedia of Hinayk
nist Buddhism, the MahdvibhQi. The work has been preserved only in
Chinese (T 1549, but was, beyond a shadow of doubt, originally written
in Sanskrit. It claims to be a commentary upon the Jiicinaprasthina of
On the pedantic of ASvaghov, L. RENOU,In& Classique. 11, pp. 205-7; Hist. de la
Zwei zentralasiatische
langue sanskrite, p. 212. - On some hybriditad forms, F. WELLER,
Fragmenre des Buddhacarita, ASAW, XLVI, 1953, 4, pp. 1-26; Ein zentralasiatisches
Fragment &s Saundarananda. Mitt. des Inst. fiir Orientforschung, I, 1953, pp. 400-23.
D.R. SHACKLETON-BAILEY.
The S a t ~ - c ( i j a t k aof Mcityce!a. Cambridge, 1951; The
Varncirhavary of Mcityce!a, BSOAS, XIII, 1950, pp. 671-810, 947-1003.
L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,
Les quatre odes de NcigcSrjuna, Muskon, XIV, 1913, pp. 118; MCB, 1, 1932, p. 395; 111, 1934, p. 374; P. PATEL,IHQ, VI11, 1932, pp. 316 and 689; X,
1934, p. 82; G. TUCCI,Two Hymns of rhe Cat+tava ofNrigiirju~,JRAS, 1932, pp. W-25;
CarrJrrtavasamiisirthaof Amytikara, Minor Buddhist Texts, 1, Rome, 1956, pp. 235-45.
F.W. THOMAS,Mahcircijakanikalekhn. Ind. Ant., 1903, p. 345 sq.; H. WWZEL,
Friendly Epistle of Ncigcirjuw. JPTS, 1886, pp. 1-32; S. BUL, Suhrllekha or Friendly Letter
by Ncigcirjuna, London, 1892. - On the epistolary style, S. &I, Kaneka er Scitavcihana,
JA, 1936. pp. 107-15.
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KHtyHyaniputra, a fundamental book in the SamHstivPdin Abhidharmapipka. It is not impossible that the latter had already been composed in
Sanskrite8. If this were so, the origins of the ctgstra in Sanskrit)) could
date back even further than the second century.
657
The oldest memory verses are the MrSdhyamikak&ikii by NHgHrjunaB9. They were accompanied by their author's commentary, the
Akutobhaya, which now exists only in a Tibetan version, but which can
be replaced by the Prasannapaali of Candrakirti (sixth cent.). We also
possess part of the Cat4Sataka by AryadevagO,a disciple and emulator
of NHgHquna. These two works, which explain the basic theories of the
MahHyHnist school of the Siinyav&da,are written in language of admirable clarity and concision. Rarely has a philosophical system found
such a perfect instrument of expression.
It follows from all these facts that, at the time when RudradHman was
having the panegyric of himself carved on rock at GirnHr, Sanskrit was
becoming accepted on the Indian sub-continent as the paramount
Buddhist language. All the disciples of Siikyamuni, whether they were
narrators, poets, letter-writers or philosophers, resorted to it in order to
glorify the person and thought of their Master.
This privilege, which Sanskrit was never to lose, was to become even
more evident during the Gupta period, because of the talents of the
Vasubandhus, the Asangas and their emulators.

2. - Progress in the Abhidharma*
We saw, in Chapter Two, the r61e played by the sects in the formation
of the canonical writings or Tripi~aka: codification of the SGtras which
constituted a common heritage for all the schools, development of the
Vinaya and elaboration of the disciplinary collections to which remain
Hesitation by J. TAKAKU~U,
On the Abhidharma Literature, JPTS. 1905, p. 84 : "In
what language, however, the original text (of the J n ' h a p r o s t h ) was composed we have
no means of ascertaining. All we can say is that the text brought by Swghadeva and
Dharnmapiya from KaSmira seems to have been a dialect akin to Piili, whereas the text
used by Hiuan-tsang, as in other cases, seems to have been in Sanskrit. But this supposition
rests solely on the phonetic value of Chinese ideographsemployed in these translations and
is not corroborated by any other evidence".
Nonetheless, the Kofavycikhyci by YaSomitra, who refers to the JAcinaprasthcina eight
times, quotes a long passage from it which is in Sanskrit (6.WOGIHARA,
ed., p. 52, lines 1522). A Sanskrit recension of the J%prosthZna
must certainly have existed.
Ed. L. de La Vallke Poussin; St. Petenburg 1903.
Ed. P.L. VAWYA. Ctudes sur hyadeva et son Cat@ataka. Paris, 1923; V . BHAITACMYA,
The Catu&taka o f h d e v a , I1 (the only one to appear), Calcutta, 1931.
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attached the names of the most famous of the sects. - Theraviidins,
MahiGsakas, Dharmaguptakas, Sawiistiviidins and Miilasarviistiviidins
- and, finally, the publication of the Abhidharma books which explain
systematically the teaching scattered throughout the siitras. The Theraviidins and Sarviistiviidins excelled in Abhidharmic compilations, and
the schools which rejected the Abhidharma as apocryphal, such as the
Sautriintikas for example, were obliged to compose philosophical treatises which had in practice, if not officially, the value of Abhidharma
books.
The disputations of the Kathtivatthu, of Vasumitra, Bhavya and
658
Vinitadeva record approximately 500 theses summarizing the doctrinal
and disciplinary positions of the eighteen Hinayinist sects. Here we will
confine ourselves to extracting from this mass of information a few
characteristic theses which show undeniable progress in the elaboration
of the doctrine. All or nearly all of them are in conformity with the
early teaching as it appears in the siitras : they are explanations of
doctrine and not deviations. Their contribution is to clarify the full
details of the four noble truths propounded by the Master in his
discourse at ViiAnasi.

CLASSIFICATION
OF DHARMAS~~.
- In the terms of the first truth, all
formations (sayskdra) are transitory, painful and devoid of personality.
The rule applies to all phenomena connected with the life and salvation of
a person : the five aggregates (skandha), twelve bases of consciousness
(tiyatana) and eighteen elements ( M t u ) . However, to these ancient
classifications proposed in the canonical writingsq2,the schools added a
new one embracing all the elements of existence (dharma) distributed
into two groups : conditioned (satyskyta) dharmas, i.e. those arising
from causes and subject to becoming, and the unconditioned (mayskyta) dharma or dharmas unaffected by the process of causality.
The Theraviidins drew up a list of 82 dhammas : 81 sarikhata,
conditioned, and one asankhara, unconditionedq3.
YAMAKAMI
%EN,
Systems of Buddhist Thought, Calcutta, 1912; 0 . ROSENBERG,
Probleme der bud&. Philosophie, Heidelberg. 1924; T . STCHERBATSKY.
Central Conception
Zw Geschichte der buddh. Dharmaof Buddhism, London, 1923; H. VON GLASENAPP,
Theorie, ZDMG, XCII, 1938, pp. 383420; Der Ursprung &r buddh. Dhanna-Theorie,
WZKM,XLVI. 1939, pp. 242-66; Enrwicklungsstufen &s ind. Denkens, Halle, 1940, p. 338
sq.
According to certain authors, the dharma theory is alien to early Buddhism :
A.B. KEITH, BSOS, VI, 1932, pp. 393-404;IHQ, X11, 1936, pp. 1-20; S. SCHAYER,
Archiv
Orientilni, MI, 1935, pp. 121-32; Polish Bulletin of Oriental Studies, I, 1937, pp. 8-17.
9 2 See above. pp. 30-4.
9 3 List drawn up in the Abhidhammattha-sa~igaha,tr. S.Z. AUNG, Compendium of
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The sarikhata dhamma are classed in three categories : 1. nipa,
corporality; 2. cetasika, mental factors; 3. citta, thought.
659
I. Rfipa includes everything material in the universe, in all 28 dhammas :
The four dhdtu, primary elements : earth bathavi), water (dpo), fire
(tejo) and wind (viiyo), whose characteristics are respectively solidity,
liquidity, heat and movement.
24 derived phenomena, distributed in the following way :
(1-5) Five physical sense organs (indriya) constituting the internal
bases (ajhatika ciyatana) of consciousness : organs of the eye, ear, nose,
tongue and body.
(6-10) Five material sense objects (visaya) constituting the external
bases of consciousness (biihira dyatana) : form or appearance, sound,
odour, taste and the tangible.
(1 1-12) Sexual characteristics : ferninity and masculinity (itthi-, purisaindriya).
(13) Hadayavatthu, the heart, as the physical foundation of mental
processes.
(14-15) Corporal and vocal intimations (viiiiiatti), in other words,
gestures and words which manifest externally and materially the reasoned and voluntary actions from which they derive and with which they
are associated.
(16) Physical vitality (n2pajivita).
(17) Space (rskisa) as the limit of physical bodies.
(18-20) Three physical properties : lightness (lahutci), softness (mudutd) and workableness (kamm-at@.
(21-23) The three characteristics of the dhamma sarikhata : develop
ment (upacaya), continuity (santari) and old-age-and-impermanence (jar8-aniccatt6). mentioned in the old suttas (Ariguttara, I, p. 152) by the
names of arising (uppcSda), disappearing (vaya) and stability-change
(!hitasa aiiiiathattam).
(24) Material nutriment (&&a).
11. The 52 cetarika, psychical, mental factors derived from the thought
(citta or viriiina) to which they are concomitant9*. They are classed in
three categories :
(1) 25 morally good (kusala) cetasika : faith (saddhci), etc.
Philosophy, London, 1929. Summary in H. VON GLASENAPP,
Die Philosophie &r IruiPr,
Stuttgart. 1949, pp. 326-32:
94 Detailed List i
n N Y A N A T I UGuide
) ~ ~ , through the Abhia%ammapi!aka.Colombo,p. 12
(table).
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(2) 14 morally bad (akusala) cetasika : mental delusion (moha), etc.
(3) 13 morally indeterminate (avycikata) cetasika, the quality of which
depends on the nature of the thought with which they are associated.
The first seven, contact (phassa), etc., are common to all conscious
action; the last six. reflection (vitakka), etc., are peculiar (pakigaka) to
special states of consciousness.
111. Cirta is pure thought, consciousness or the state of consciousness;
it is synonymous with manas, mind, and vin'n'cina, consciousness.
In normal life, thought never appears alone, but in conjunction with
other dhammas : material dhammas which serve it as organs and
objects, mental dhammas or states of consciousness which immediately
precede it. It is comparable to a river which flows continuously and the
waters of which are ceaselessly renewed.
For Buddhists, the material dhammas and mental factors which
collaborate with thought constitute so many autonomous and separate
elements. The three characteristics of the conditioned dhamma accompany thought and determine its arising, duration and disappearance, but
without becoming merged with it : these are external elements and not
mere properties. The mental factors have this superiority over material
dhammas in that they determine the karmic value of thought and mark
its progress on the path of deliverance. The Theravidins differentiate 89
states in all in which consciousness can be found because of its association with mental and psychic factors9s. These states of consciousness,
called cittiini, appear sometimes as good (kusala), sometimes as bad
(akusala) through association with one of the three unwholesome roots,
craving (lobha), hatred (dosa) or delusion (moha), finally, sometimes as
morally indeterminate (avyiikata) as mere results of action (viprSka) or as
independent functions (kriya. They embrace all levels of life from the
World of Desire (kiimadhiitu) and its five destinies to the four stages of
the Buddhist path, passing through the World of Subtle Matter (rPpadhdtu) and the World of Formlessness (aripadhiitu).
In this system, important though the action of physical dhammas and
mental factors is, it is thought that is central and determines the process
of re-becoming. Hence, the Theravidins endeavoured to specify its
~ ~ activities called
functions. They distinguished in c o n s c i o u ~ n e s s14
vin'n'cinakicca :
Detailed list, ID., ibid.
Cf. N Y A N A ~ Buddhbt
~ U , Dictionary, Dodanduwa, 1950, pp. 166-8, and the table at
the end of the volume. The system is summarized by K'uei chi, in T 1831, p. 6356-c (cf.
8. L ~ c o r r r Lrr
, Somme du Grand Vkhinrle, Louvain, 193 1 , 11, p. *8).
9s
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1. Palisandhi, consciousness at the moment of returning to existence.
This does not pass from the previous existence to the present one, but
comes into existence by virtue of conditions incurred in the past existence : actions, volitions, propensities, objects, etc. An echo reverberated by a mountain is not the cry made by the passerby, yet it would not
occur if no cry had been made. In this process, there is neither identity
nor difference : thought at the time of rebirth is not the same as thought
at the time of death, but is derived from it. Similarly, butter is not milk,
but without milk there would be no butter.
2. Bhavariga, the subliminal consciousness which immediately succeeds the pa!isandhi and reproduces its object as a result of voluntary
action, performed in the preceding existence and memorized immediately
before death.
3. jvajana, advertence. When a material object reaches the field of
the senses, it acts upon the organs and provokes a reaction from the
subconscious. Immediately the "mind" element (manodhitu) or "mental
wnsciousness" element (manovi~cSnadhitu)emerges from the subconscious and notes the presence of an object.
4.-8. Dassana, vision, etc. A visual, auditive, gustatory, olfactory or
tactile sensation, resulting from a good or bad action, is experienced by
the corresponding sense. Nonetheless, if there is seeing and hearing,
there is still no consciousness of what is seen or heard.
9. Sampa!icchana, reception. The object perceived by the senses is
"received" by the "mind" element (manodhitu).
10. Santirana, investigation. The object received by the mind is
"investigated" by the "mental consciousness" element (manovin'fiinadhitu).
1I. Votthapana, determination. The object investigated is mcchania l l y "determined" by the "mental consciousness" element.
12. Javana, swift perception. The object thus determined is correctly
grasped or known by one or other state of consciousness.
13. Tad-irammana, identification. The known object is identified and
662
registered. Once the operation is complete, wnsciousness is lost in the
bhavanga or subconscious.
14. Cuti, the thought at the moment of death. It interrupts the stream
of the subliminal (bhavarigasota), but conditions the appearance of
consciousness of the return to existence (pa!isandhi).
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The Sarvlstivldins have a list of dharmas somewhat similar to that of
the Theravldins. It contains 72 sayskrta dharmas and 3 asayskyta9'.
I. 1 1 rlpa, material dharmas, namely 5 indriya, organs, 5 visaya,
objects, and avijt7apti, non-intimation. This last term requires an explanation. Action is volition (cetanii), i.e. purely mental action. This
volition can lead to a bodily action (gesture) or a vocal action (speech),
which is an external and material manifestation of that volition : these
are the vijiiapti, intimations. At the same time, the volition thus manifested leads to an invisible but material action derived from the great
elements, which continues to exist and grow and in fact constitutes a
state of moral reponsibility : such is avijriapti.
For example, murder can reside in the will to kill, manifested externally by a bodily vijiiapti, the gesture of killing. However, it is also
obtained in the case of a man who orders an assassin to' perform the
homicidal gesture : at the moment when the assassinated person dies, an
avijiiapti of murder arises in the instigator of the crime, even if at that
moment he is distracted or unthinking; that invisible but real avijiapti
makes him guilty of murder.
11. A citta, thought, also called manas, mind, or vijn'ha, consciousness. This is a state of pure consciousness, without any content.
111. 46 caitta, mental factors, or psychic concomitants to thought and
co-operating with it. They are grouped in six classes :
(1) 10 universal (mahdbhlmika) caitta which accompany every
thought whatever : feeling (vedand), etc.
663
(2) 10 caitta accompanying every good thought (kuSala-mahdbhimika) : faith (Sraddhii),etc.
(3) 6 caitta accompanying every impassioned thought (kleSa-mahdbhmika) : delusion (moha), etc.
(4) 2 caitta accompanying every bad thought (akuCala-mahcibhzimika):
lack of respect (ihrikya), etc.
(5) 10 caitta accompanying minor passion (parittakleSa-bhlmika) :
anger (krodha),etc.
(6) 8 undetermined (aniyata) caitta, which are sometimes associated
with a good thought, sometimes with a bad or undetermined thought :
remorse (kaukrtya).
IV. 14 dharmas dissociated from thought (cittaviprayuktasayskdra)
and which are neither material nor mental.
( 1 ) pripti, possession, a power linking an acquired object with its
owner.
9 1 Table in R. KIMURA,The Original and Developed Doctrines of Indim Buddhism,
Calcutta, 1920, p. 14. Explanations in H. VON GLASENAPP.
Philos. der Inder, pp. 332-8..
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(2) apripti, dispossession, a power separating an acquired object from
whoever owned it.
(3) sabhigati, or type, causing the resemblance of living beings.
(4-6) isayjn'ika, Css~jn'isamipattiand nirodhasamipatti or powers
causing the cessation of thought and mental factors in the "Non-percep
tive" gods and ascetics who have entered the attainment of non-percep
tion or the attainment of cessation.
(7) ~Tvitendriya,vital organ, the support of heat and consciousness,
and the cause of life.
(8-1 1) the four "characteristics of the conditioned dharma" (satykytal&qa) : birth (j&), old age (jarii), stability (sthiti) and impermanence
(anityati), by virtue of which conditioned dharmas are born, last for a
brief instant, deteriorate and immediately disappear.
(12-14) ndma-, pada- and vyaiijana-k6ya. collections of words, phrases and phonemes which give rise to an idea, a judgement.
The pluralism of the Sarvlstividins, which breaks up reality into
separate elements, of infinitesimal duration, also finds room for an
~~
from other similar Indian systems in that the
atomic t h e 0 1 - ydiffering
atom is never presented as an eternal substance.
AS a rule, the school distinguishes between three kinds of atoms :
1. the paraminu, subtle, indivisible atom, conceivable only by the mind;
2. the q u , atom in the proper sense, consisting of a minimum of seven
paraminu, and cube-shaped; 3. the rajas, dust atom, formed of seven
atoms in the proper sense and visible only to the eyes of a bodhisattva.
It should be noted that the nipa-dharma do not consist of atoms, but
conversely the atom, conceived as the smallest part of space, is made up
of a certain number of rzipa-dharma which are themselves devoid of
extension9".

Sarvlstividin realism was far from being shared by all the Buddhist
schools. A Mahiisiimghika sect, that of the Prajiiaptividins, asserted
that conditioned dharmas are no more than denominations (prajiapti)
or that the twelve bases of consciousness (iyatana) are not finished and
complete realitiesto0--, which comes to the same thing.

98
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See KoSa, 1, pp. 89-92; 11, pp. 144-9; 111, p. 213.
0. ROSWBERG.Probleme, pp. 156, 158; 0. Smm,Ind. Philosophie, Munich, 1925.

pp. 208-9.
100 J . MASUDA,
Origin and Doctrines, p. 36; A. BWU,

Les Sectes bouddhiqrces. p. 85.
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While not pushing nominalism to that extreme, the Sautrintikas
undertook a severe but constructive criticism of the Sarvistividin
system. They denied the objective reality of bodily action and a v i j i i a ~ t i ~ ~
They admitted the existence of thought, but rejected the caitta wholly or
partlylo2. Finally, they considered the 14 dissociated dharmas (vip r a y u k t a s ~ k d r a as
) purely mental inventions. In particular, the birth,
duration, old-age and impermanence of conditioned dharmas are not
things in themselves, distinct from the dharma which arises and perishes,
but mere modifications of the series which begins, is prolonged, modifies
and perishes103. For the Sautrintikas, destruction is spontaneous (&asmika) : the dharma perishes incessantly by itself and re-arises incessantly
by itself in normal condition^'^^.
These divergences in viewpoint led the schools to formulate different
opinions concerning the very nature of a dharma.
665

THE NATURE OF THE DHARMA.
- In every dharma the great Hinayinist schools saw a real entity (dravya), a self-nature (svabhiva) but
transitory (anitya). A dharma is both cause and effect. At a time when it
was not [existent], it arises in functional dependence on other dharmas
and, after having carried out its activity, it is'no more.
This general outlook, which was later to be disputed by the theoreticians of the Mahiyina, is nevertheless open to numerous interpretations.
The Theravidins did not expatiate upon the transcendental nature of
a dharma. They accepted the fact as it was presented to them, without
attempting to seek further, or dispute the degree of its reality. In
advance they conformed to the advice of Goethe : "Suche nichts hinter
den Phinomenen; sie selbst sind die Lehre" [Do not seek beyond
phenomena; you yourselves are the teaching]105.
Every dharma carries out its activity in time, but with regard to this
awkward problem, the Theravidins confined themselves to distinctions
which earned them, among others, the epithet of Vibhajyavidins : "He is
a Vibhajyavidin who asserts the existence of the present and part of the
past, namely of the action which has not yielded its fruit; and the nonexistence of the future and part of the past, namely, of the action which

'OL

lo2
lo'
lo'

Io5

KO&, IV, pp. 12-14; A. BARUIU,p. 157.
K o h . 11, p. 150, note.
KO&. 11, pp. 226-38.
K o h . IV, pp. 5-8.
Quotation by H.VON GLASENAPP,
Philosophie. p. 327.
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has yielded its fruit"'06. In other words, the dharma is at the moment it
acts or insofar as it has still to act.
In fact, and as the Buddha already noted (Arigrtttara, IV, p. 137; I,
p. lo), the dharma does not last for long : "A river does not stop; there
is no second (khana),minute (laya),hour (muhutta) when the river stops;
likewise, the flux of thought ...". Sixteen moments of thought arise and
perish while one material dharma lasts. No example can give an idea of
the shortness of their time. Thus the Bhagavat said that he could see no
666 dharma the "revolving" of which was as short (lahuparivatta) as that of
a thought lo'.

The Sarviistiviidins "adherents of the existence of everything" were
more realistic; they owe their name to that fact that they asserted the
existence of everything, past, present and future l o 8 . According to them,
a dharma exists in the three time-periods, and they support their
arguments with proof taken from texts and from reason.
1. The past and future exist because the Bhagavat said (Majhima, 111,
p. 188) that the knowledgeable, holy Sriivaka does not take past ripa
into consideration and does not delight in future r 4 a .
2. The Buddha also said (Samyutta, 11, p. 72) : "Consciousness arises
because of two things : 1. the organ of sight (cak;urindriya) and the
visible (riipa), 2. the mind (manus) and things (dharma)". However,
mental consciousness immediately follows visual perception. If the visible, perceived before by the organ of sight and therefore past, were no
longer to exist, mental consciousness would not arise because of it.
3. If the object perceived, in the past, by the organ were no longer to
loo KO&, V, p. 52. In fact, in their Kathivatthu, I, 6-8 (pp. 115-55), the Theravidins
disputed, against the Sawistividins, the existence of the past and future; against the
Kiiyapiyas, the existence of a certain past and a certain future (cf. A. BAREAU,
pp. 213-14);
but the orthodox tradition claims that the Theravidiis themselves, at the council of
Pi!aliputra, proclaimed they were Vibhajyavidins (above, p. 188). Nevertheless, the exact
philosophical meaning of the epithet is not clear; cf. Kok. V, pp. 23-4, nok; L. DE LA
VAL& POUSSIN,
k t d s Asiatiques. I, Paris, 1925, p. 345. n. I.
lo' L. DE LAVAL*
POUSSIN,
Notes sur le moment ou k s a y des bouddhistes, RO, VIII,
1931. pp. 1-9.
l o o J. MASUDA,
p. 39; A. BAREAU,
p. 137; Kath5vatthu. 1, 6, pp. 115-43; Vijfiinakiya,
T 1539, ch. I, pp. 531~-536a(tr. L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,LO controverse du temps et du
Pudgala dam le Vijtkkk6yu. ktudes Asiatiques. Paris, 1925, 1, pp. 346-58); KO&, V,
Contributions to the Problem of Time in Indian Philosophy, Mem.
pp. 49-65; S. SCHAYER,
Acad. Polon., No. 31, Craww, 1938; A. BARUU,The notion of Time in Early Buddhism,
East and West, VII, 1957, pp. 353-64:
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exist at the moment of consciousness, the latter would not arise, since
there is no consciousness without an object.
4. If the past does not exist, how can a good or bad action, in the
future, yield its fruit? In fact, at the moment when the fruit is produced,
the cause of maturation (vipaahetu) - i.e. the action - is past.
Hence the paradoxical position adopted by the Sarvistividins : As a
unit (dravya) or as self-nature (svabhdva), a dharma always exists, but
traverses the three time-periods.
667
The Sarvistivadin scholars proposed four different explanations for
this process of thoughtto9 :
1. Dharmatrita defended the transformation of the mode (bha'vdnyarhdtvc?).When a dharma crosses from one time-period to another, its
substance (dravya) is not altered, but its mode (bhdva) is changed. It
abandons the future (anzgata) bhdva and acquires the present @ratyutpanna) bhdva when it moves from the future to the present; it
abandons the present bhdva and acquires the past (atita) bhdva when it
moves from the present to the past. However, its substance always
remains the same. Thus a gold vase which is broken and transformed
changes shape (ikytr) but not colour; and milk changed into curd loses
certain qualities (guna), taste, etc., but not its colour.
2. Ghosaka defended the difference in characteristics (laksandnyathdtva). When a dharma is past, it is endowed with a characteristic
(1ak;ana) of the past, but it is not deprived of the characteristics of the
present and future. When future, it is endowed with the characteristics
of-the future, but it is not deprived of the characteristics of the present
and past. When present, it is endowed with the characteristic of the
present without being deprived of those of the past and future. It is
therefore of three time-periods.. . Just as a man attached to a woman is
not detached with regard to other women.
3. Vasumitra, later supported by Vasabandhu, defended the difference
in conditions (avasthZnyathdtva). A dharma traversing the time-periods,
having assumed such-and-such a condition, becomes different through
the difference in the condition, not through a difference in substance
(dravya). Hence, a token is called one, ten or a hundred depending on
whether it is placed in the ones, tens or hundreds.
4. Buddhadeva defended the process of reciprocal (anyonyathdtva).
A dharma traversing the time-periods assumes different names in relation, i.e. it is called past, future, present in relation to what precedes and

'09

VibGg, T 1545, ch. 77, p. 396a sq.;KoSa, V, pp. 52-55.
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what follows. Example : one and the same women is both daughter and
mother.
However if, by right, the self-nature of a dharma always exists, in fact
the dharma is momentary (ksanika). It lasts the time necessary for the
four characteristics of the conditioned (sapzskyralak~ana)- birth, duration, old age, impermanence - to complete their activity. This time is so
brief that no one is capable of understanding it. A rough example can
give an idea of the measure of a ksana : 64 k ~ n a pass
s in the time that a
strong man can snap his fingers (accha!ZmZrra) l o .

The later MahiSIsakas were the only ones to support the Sarviistivldins in their thesis that everything exists l . Most of the sects protested
at the existence of the three time-periods, and the Sautriintikas subjected
them to pitiless criticism.
They remarked in a famous stanza : "[According to you] the selfnature [of a dharma] always exists, but you do not want a being to be
eternal or a being to be different from that self-nature; that is clearly
acting in the manner of a lord, [without supplying any justification]" 2.
For us, said the Sautriintikas, only the present exists; the past is what
did exist b a d bhlapzirvam); the future is what, the cause being given,
will exist b a d bhavisyati); but past and future do not exist substantially
(dravyatas) as does the present 1 3 .
Not satisfied with confining the dharma to the present alone, the
Sautriintikas reduced its duration to zero : its moment (k~ana)is "the
time in which the dharma in motion moves the distance of an atom" 14;
"there is no forward part or backward part, as the atom has no spatial
parts". In fact, birth, duration, old-age and impermanence, given by the
Buddha and accepted by the SarvHstivHdins as characteristics of the
conditioned, are merely entities of reasoning, without any reality of their
own. A dharma perishes spontaneously and immediately after having
arisen 5. A dharma-cause produces a dharma-effect, just as one arm of
a balance rises when the other descends.
l L O V i b h w , T 1545, ch. 136. p. 7016 14; NyHyHnu&ra, T 1562, ch. 32, p. 521c 13-14;
KoC, 111, p. 178; Madh. vflti, p. 547; Divya, p. 142; Mahgvyutpatti, 8226.
J. MASUDA, p. 62; A. B ~ u p., 187.
"2
KoC, V, p. 58, Skt. text in KohvyHkhyS, p. 472, and PafijikH, p. 581.
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"*
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svabhtiv4 sarv&- ccirri bhdvo nityd ca nesyare
M ca svabhtivCd bhdvo 'nyo vyakram ilfvaraces!iram.
KoC. V, p. 58.
KoC, 111, p. 177.
Koia. IV, p. 4.
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It ensues that an entity is only an uninterrupted chain of juxtaposed
. such, the objects of the external world cannot be
instants ( k ~ q a ) As
669 perceived directly since, being instantaneous, they have disappeared long
before they can have been grasped. One only perceives what is already
in the past.
Under such conditions, wondered the SautrHntikas, what is the thing
that cognizes (vijciniiti) and to what should cognition (kasya vijfiinam)
be attributed? Cognition in respect of the object does nothing at a11 16;
quite simply, it "arises like the object", in the same way as the fruit,
although it does nothing, is said to correspond to the seed, reproduce
the seed, because it emerges like it '. Having already passed, the object
is not perceived directly, but it leaves an image in the consciousness
which repoduces it, and that reproduction causes belief in the present
existence of something which already pertains to the past.
For the preceding Buddhists, consciousness was no more than pure
cognition, without any content. The Sautrintikas, in contrast, asserted
that it is full of images (&&a). This decisive step set Buddhist speculation on the path of idealism.
It can be seen how, simple though it may be in appearance, the first
noble truth proclaiming the universality of suffering was able to supply
Buddhists with ample material for reflection.
The second truth concerning the origin of suffering (above, pp. 33-40)
poses even more awkward problems. It amounts to saying that transitory, painful and impersonal dharmas d o not arise by chance, but
according to the strict mechanism of dependent origination (pratityasamutpida). The twelve links of this causal chain condition one another
and show how passion (kleia) provokes action (karman) and how action
calls for maturation (vipika). It remains understood that maturation
throughout existences operates outside any transmigrating entity and
that the Atman (substantial soul) is non-existent.
Scholars were to discuss at length the nature of the causality which
rules the links of the causal chain as well as the process of transmigration without the intervention of a transmigrating entity.
THE NATURE OF CAUSALITY. - The concept of causality is evoked on
every page of the canonical writings and there is no lack of terms to
670 express it : hetu, k i r a v , niaZna, saybhava, pratyaya, etc. Nevertheless,
in the description of dependent origination, the phraseology remains
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vague : "This being, that is; through the arising of this, that arises :
namely, the formations are conditioned by ignorance, e t ~ " . ~ ~ ~ .
The schools endeavoured to specify the nature of the manifold causes
and conditions which intervene in the arising of phenomena, and rarely
in the history of human thought has analysis been pushed so far. There
is, however, no room to enter into details. It will have to suffice to note
that, in their Pa!!hdnallg,the Theraviidins distinguished between up to
24 kinds of conditions @accaya) : condition of cause (hetu), of object
(drammapa),of predominance ad hip at^'), of priority (anantara), of contiguity (samanantara), etc. They accept that they do not exclude one
another and that many of them are identical. According to the Abhidhammhttha Sarigaha,they can be reduced to only four : object (drammana), decisive support (upanissaya), action (karma) and presence
(atthr]. Action, it is specified, consists of good or bad worldly volition
(cetand), manifested bodily, vocally or mentally as good or bad action.
The condition called "of presence" is verified in every phenomenon the
presence of which conditions the existence of other phenomena.
Even while acknowledging the synonymity of the words hetu and
pratyaya, the Sarviistiviidins distinguished between them in their explanationslZ0.They proposed six hetu : 1. kdranahetu, reason for being; 2.
sahabhfihetu, mutual cause; 3. sabhdgahetu, homogenous cause; 4. s a y prayuktakahetu, associated cause; 5 . sarvatragahetu, universal cause;
6. viptikahetu, cause of maturation; and counted four pratyayas :
1. hetupratyaya, condition as a cause; 2. samanantarapratyaya, as a
contiguous and immediate antecedent; 3. dlarnbanapratyaya, as object;
4. adhipati, as predominant condition. The general principle is that all
dharmas are causes with respect to all the conditioned dhannas, with the
exception of themselves, because no dharma constitutes an obstacle to
the arising of dharmas which are susceptible to arisinglZ1.Such a vast
extension of the concept enables theoreticians to discover in all things
671 innumerable implications by virtue of which they are both cause and
fruit.
ANXTMANAND THE SERIES. - The Hinayiina is a system which is
based on two fundamentals : the assertion of the existence of psychophysical phenomena (skandhavGda)and the denial of the existence of the
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Samyutta, 11, pp. 28, 65.
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Cf. NYANATILOKA,
Guide rhrough the Abhidh-i!aka,
For example, KO&, 11, p. 244 sq.
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self or individual (nairiitmyavt5da). The latter thesis is lucidly expressed in
the Canon122,but it rested with the schools to supply its proof.
The Theravidins in the Kathiivatthu and Milindapaiiha, the Sarvistividins-Vaibhisikas in the Vuiiiinakfiya and Vibheii, the Sautrintikas in
~ ~ ,not lack arguments in order to establish that the
the K O S ~ ' did
substantial and autonomous self (fitman), as conceived by the sectaries,
does not exist as such but is only the designation of the series of
aggregates (skandhasqtha). They showed that the belief in a self, by
favouring the birth of the passions, prolongs existence indefinitely and
makes deliverance impossible. No proof establishes the existence of a
self independent of the aggregates, neither proof of authority (iigama),
nor proof of evidence (pratyaksa), nor proof of induction (anurnha).
While the objects of the five sense-consciousnesses and mental consciousness, i.e. matter and thought, are known through evidence, while
the five material organs, which are subtle matter, are known through
induction - even in the presence of a visible object, vision does not
occur if the organ is absent -, the self, independent of the aggregates,
equally avoids both evidence and induction. Like a pitcher or a garment,
an irregular assemblage, it does not exist as an entity (dravyatas), but
simply as a denomination (prajiiaptitas).
However, although the self does not exist as such, the maturation of
action remains an indisputable tenet. To repeat the words of Buddhaghosa,
there is no agent, but action is a fact; no one suffers, but suffering - the
fruit of action - exists. If I am only an ever-renewed sequence, of
momentary phenomena, how could action concern me and, in particular, how could I undergo its maturation?
672
The sects resolved this serious problem within the framework of their
particular systems.
I. The Sarvistividins, as we saw above, were realists who believed in
the existence of the three time-periods and acknowledged the reality of
the 14 dharmas dissociated from matter and thought (cittaviprayuktasqskiira) and, among them, priipti or "the possession of action"124.
Considered, voluntary, action necessarily incurs maturation, but that
maturation is not always immediate. The Divyfivadka rightly comments :
"Actions do not perish, even after millions of cosmic periods. Encountering the complex of causes and conditions and the favourable time,
Above, pp. 27-29.
Detailed references in the preliminary notes by L. DE LA VAL& POUSSINto Ch. IX
of the KO&, pp. 227-9.
11* KoSa, 11, p. 179.
lZ2
lZ3
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they fructify"'25. At the moment when it is accomplished, the action
"takes hold of' (pratigyhniti) or "projects" (iksipatr) its fruit, but it is
only when it is past that it "yields" (&-ti, prayacchatr) that fruitlZ6.
Action at the moment it is accomplished creates, in the psychophysical series of the entity responsible, a "possession" (priptr) of itself.
This possession is a transitory dharma which perishes as soon as it has
arisen, but engenders a possession similar to itself. We incur this
possession at the moment when the action "projects" its fruit and we
will continue to retain it, always being renewed, until the moment when
the action "yields" its fruit. At that moment, the incessant generating of
that possession is interrupted and we have then received its maturation.
Thus, action yields its fruit to the benefit of whoever has accomplished it
and retained possession of it.
2. The Smtrintikas ridiculed the existence of the past which "would
yield" its fruit and the preposterous role assigned to the pripti, which
are purely gratuitous inventions.
They did not admit that the fruit is engendered directly by past action
- since the latter, after having been, no longer exists -, but indeed
from a special state of the series (sqtaaviiesa), a state which precedes
action127.By series they meant the material and mental aggregates
which succeed one another without interruption in a sequence, the
original cause of which is action. At the moment an action is accomplished it transforms the series, and that transformation determines an
evolution (parinha). The last moment of that evolution possesses
special or culminating efficacy, the capacity to produce the fruit immediately : it is distinguished, in that connection, from other moments; it is
therefore named viiesa, supreme moment of evolution.
It is therefore wrong to say, as did the SarvSistivHdins, that action
projects its fruit when it is present and yields it when it is past. It is
enough to say that present action transforms the series of aggregates;
the series thus transformed evolves, and the ultimate end of that
evolution consists in the maturation of action. Similarly, in nature, a
fruit does not grow directly from the seed : it is at the end of a long
evolution, which originates in the seed, but which pre-supposes as
intermediaries the shoot, stem, leaf and, finally, the flower which brings
the fruit into existence.
12* Divya, pp. 54, 131, 141, 191, 282, 311, 504,582, 584; Paiijiki, p. 468; Madh. vflti,
p. 324.
lZ6 Kok, 11, p. 293; Kannasiddhiprakarap, MCB, I V , 1936, p. 81 of the off-print.
l Z 1 Kok, 11, pp. 185, 272; V, p. 63; I X , p. 2%; Kannasiddhi, p. 88.
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One Sautrintika category went so far as to admit the existence of a
subtle thought (sijksmacitta), the fruit of maturation endowed with all
the seeds (sarvabijaka) of the phenomenal world128.By the very fact of
maturation, it continues in a series, from the taking of existence until
death, and after death passes (samkrZmatz) to a new existence. It is thus
prolonged in various aspects (&dravi@a) until Nirvina, when it is
definitively destroyed. This subtle thought of the Sautrintikas is close
to the "store-consciousness" (ilayavijfiha)as it was later to be conceived by the idealist scholars of the Mahiyina. There is however more
difference namely that the Sautrintikas still believe in the reality of an
external object, while the Vijiilnavidin only accepts the existence of
thought alone.
3. Such .as it was conceived by the Sarvistiviidins and Sautrintikas,
the theory of the series (samtha) left the old Buddhist principle of
Anitman intact. We may wonder whether the latter was not gravely
threatened by the doctrine of the "indefinable individual" (avaktavya
pudgala) of which the VHtsiputriya-Sammatiyas were the protagonist^'^^.
This school met with great success from the fourth to the seventh
674 centuries of the Christian era and its adherents were in the majority
when Hsiian tsang visited IndialJ0.
It accepted a Pudgala, i.e., an individual, a person, while acknowledging that it is neither identical to the aggregates (skandha) nor
different from them. It is not identical to the aggregates, for it would be
susceptible to annihilation (uccheda); but it is not other than the
aggregates, for it would be eternal (SGvata) and therefore unconditioned (asqskyta). It reacts to the aggregates as fire does to kindling : fire
is not identical to the kindling, since the "kindled" would be the same as
the kindler; it is not different from the kindling, since the kindling would
not be hot131.

Karmasiddhi, pp. 100-3.
J. MASUDA,p. 53; A. BAREAU,
p. 115. - The Pudgala theory is described in the
SaqnitiyanikiyaGstra, T 1649; it is explained and refuted in the Kathivatthu, I, I @p. I69); Vib*,
T 1545, ch. 9, p. 42c; ch. I I, p. 550; K o h , LX, p. 232; SatyasiddhiGstra,
T 1646, ch. 3, p. 2590; Upadeia, T 1509, ch. 1, p. 610; DaiabhCmikavibhH@, T 1521, ch. 9,
p. 696; MahHyHnasamgrahabhisya, T 1595, ch. 2, p. 160c; Siddhi, pp. 14-16.
One of their scholars was perhaps the Arhat or Bhiksu Gopa who composed a S&ng
chiao yao shih Iun. Treatise on the essential truths of the Holy Doctrine, in which he taught
the existence of the Atman. HsJan tsang, who places him in ViSoka, makes him a
contemporary and rival of Devahrman, the author of the Vijiiinakiyapida of the
Sawislividins (T 2053, ch. 3, p. 234c 7-8; T 2087, ch. 5, p. 898c 16-17).
13' K o h , IX, p. 234.
Iz8

Iz0

Among the arguments invoked as authoritative by the school is the
Sutta of the Bearer of the Burden (Sarnyutta, 111, p. 25), in which the
Buddha explains that the burden consists of the five aggregates, and the
bearer of the burden, such-and-such a person (pudgala) with such-andsuch a name and from such-and-such a clan132.
For the Viitsiputriya-Sammatiyas, that person is the only dharma to
pass on (sarpkrcSmati)from this world into the other, and it does indeed
seem that it is to them that can be attributed the curious theory of "nonperishing" (aviprqcTSa)intended to explain the mechanism of maturationlJ3. A good or bad action perishes as soon as it arises, but not until
it has deposited in its agent a "non-perishing" of itself, comparable to
the acknowledgement of a debt and a true right to the fruit. This
avipraniSa is a dharma dissociated from thought; neutral from the
675 moral point of view, it can affect equally the offender and the holy one.
It continues to exist as long as it has not yielded its fruit in one of the
four worlds : k h u - , nipa- cir~ipya-or ancisrava-&Gtu. It no longer acts
when it has yielded its fruit or when one avoids its fruit by reaching a
world higher than that in which it would normally have fructified.
All the Buddhist schools joined forces against the indefinable Pudgala
of the Vitsiputriya-Sammatiyas, in which they suspected a rehabilitation
of the Atman of the heretics and'which they considered to be blemished
with the belief in individuality (satkiiyady~!i)
condemned by the Buddha.
There are two possibilities : either the Pudgala exists as an entity
(dravyatas)and is eternal and unconditioned -which is a non-Buddhist
doctrine -, or it exists as a denomination (prajiiaptitas) and then all
Buddhists are in agreement.
AND N I R V ~ N A' ~The
~ . third noble truth asserts
THE ASAMSKRTA
the cessation of suffering, i.e. NimHna. In contrast to the phenomena of
existence, dharmas of becoming conditioned (sarpskyta) by the process
of cause and fruit, Nimina is unconditioned (asatpskyta), an Absolute,
not arising from any cause.
,
the SamlstiThe Theravidins accepted only one a s ~ k y t aNimina;

Koia. IX. p. 256.
The theory of a v i p r g d a is explained in the Karmasiddhi (off-print, pp. 86-7);
Koia, 11, p. 304; NyPyPnwh, T 1562, ch. 19, p. 4446 23; Madh. KHrikP, XVII, 14 (cf.
T 1564, ch. 3, p. 22b 22-23; Madh. vrtti, pp. 317-23); Madh. avatiira, Tib. version by L. DE
IA VAL& POUSSIN.St Petersburg, 1907, p. 126, 1.12 (tr. Musion, 1910, p. 318);
Prajriipradipa, T 1566. ch. 10, p. lOOc 24 sq. - K'uei chi attributes this theory to the
Sarpmatiyas (cf. Siddhi, p. 71).
'14 On the Asanpskyta, see the learned dissertation by A. BAREAU,
L'Absolu en philosophie bouddhiqw, Paris, 1951; on N i r v P ~ references
,
above, p. 40.
lJJ
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vldins recognized three13s : 1. space (rikiiSa) which does not hinder
matter and is not disturbed by it; 2-3. two kinds of Nirvlna : the
cessation of suffering due to discriminating wisdom (pratisarpkhycinirodha) consisting of the comprehension of the truths and separation
from impure dharmas; the cessation of suffering not due to discriminating wisdom (apratisqkhycinirodha)consisting of the absolute stopping
of the arising of future dharmas.
~,
the
Certain schools, such as that of the M a h l ~ i m g h i k a s ' ~multiplied
asayskrta : not only space and the two kinds of Nirvina were unconditioned, but also the formless spheres and even dependent origination
(prurityasamutpdda) : to which one can reply, with the Theravldins and
Sarvlstivfidins, that, if each of the twelve links (ariga) of that origination is conditioned, it is difficult to see how the whole could be
unconditioned.
The Sautrintikas denied the real existence of unconditioned things,
676
including Nirvlnal3'. They accepted, however, the end of suffering without which they would not have been Buddhists -, but refused to
consider that pure absence as an entity.
On the nature of Nirvlna, the Absolute situated beyond experience,
opinions vary.
1. It is possible, as L. de La Vallee Poussin claimed, that according to
the ancient concept held by the Buddha and his disciples, Nirvlna was
understood to be an immovable abode, conceived in the manner of the
~ ~ .latest research by M. Eliade is in
mystical worlds of the Y ~ g i n s l The
favour of this interpretation.
2. The Nirvlna of the Sarvbtivldins is an entity (dravya), the only
one worthy of that name - "everything is false, except Nirvana" -, the
unborn, rcleasc. Nonethclcss, whatever is " n i r v l n i d " docs not
exist139. This last proposition is in keeping with Buddhist logic. If
rebirth takes place without the intervention of an individual, of a
person, Nirvina, which marks its end, cannot in any way be the abode
of the "nirvinized".
The holy one whose defilements are all destroyed (k;in&rava) possesses "Nirvlna with residual conditioning" (sopadhiie;~): he is freed from
KoC, I, pp. 7-8.
J. MASUDA,p. 29; A. BARWU,p. 67.
"' KoC, 11, pp. 278-9.
1 3 @ L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN.Une dern2re note sur le N i r v w , Mel. Linossier. 11.
pp. 329-54.
ID., 'Documents d'Abhidharma, Textes relalijs au N i r v c i ~ ' .BEFEO, XXX. 1930,
pp. 1-28. 247-98; Les deux N i r v i y d'aprks la Vibmci, Ac. de Belg., 14 Oct. 1929.
13'

the conditioning of passion (kleiopadhi), but still retains that of the
body received at birth (ianmakiyopadhi). He continues to live as long as
the series of the great elements and form is not severed, as long as the
series of thoughts based on the five organs continues140.
After the decease of the holy one, as life has been destroyed, and as
the psycho-physical series has been severed never to occur again, there is
a complete destruction of the fetters : this is what is called Nirvina
"without residual conditioning" (nirupadhiiesa).
.3. The Sautrintika, as we have just seen, asserts that the threefold
unconditioned is not real : space is only the absence of a resisting body,
Nirviina is, after the destruction of the passions and the dharmas of
677 existence, the absence of their renewal. NirvHna is the conclusion,
negative and unreal, of dependent origination which was positive and
real; it is a pdcddabhiiva, nonexistence succeeding existence, a nirodha,
cessation and notliing more141.
If he were to be told : "The Buddha taught an Unborn, a NirvHnadhitu, and your Nirvina is only an absence", he could reply, as did a
commentator on Aryadeva : "The Siitra says that there is a NirvHnadhitu, but that is in order to reprove people who deny Nirviina; people
who think that Samsira, which had no beginning, will have no end.
There is in fact a complete cessation of the fire of the passions and of
suffering"142.
4. The Vitsiputriya-Sammatiyas who considered the Pudgala as a
real entity (dravya), although indefinable in its relationship with the
aggregates, remained consistent with themselves by extolling a kind of
Nirvlnaexistence in which the "nirvHnized" dwells in some way. Here
again, they were prudent in formulating their thesis in order not to
provoke too strong a reaction. "It cannot be said", they asserted, "that
Nirviina is identical to all things (dharma), nor that it is truly differentiated from them. It cannot be said that it truly exists nor that it truly does
not exist"

M ~ R G A. The object of the fourth noble truth is the path leading to
the cessation of suffering, i.e., the path of Nirvina. It consists of eight
branches (q!&igika) or eight "tracks", which obviously should not be
trodden successively, but simultaneously, and which in the end converge
on right view (samyagdy~!~').The latter, starting from the most slender
'*O
I*'

V I , p. 21 1, note.
KoSa, 11, pp. 282, 284.

Koh,

L. DE L A VAL* ~OUSSIN, M a d h y d a , MCB,11, 1932, p. 28.
M.WALLESER,Sekren, p. 87; A. BARE.AU,p. 117.
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germ of faith and knowledge, gradually increases until it reaches the
highest stage of Enlightenment and direct insight (vipdyani) : it is
therefore the indispensable condition for acquiring the fruits of the path
and attaining Nirvlna.
The Buddha and the early canonical texts144analyzed the path in its
three essential and inseparable elements : morality (Sila), concentration
(samidhr) and wisdom (prajii). They also defined the four great fruits
678 of the religious life which free the srotaipanna from all delusion
concerning the nature of things, in particular the nature of the self; the
sakldigcimin, from the first six categories of fetters pertaining to the
world of desire (kimadhitu); the aniigimin, from all fetters pertaining to
that same world; and, finally, the arhat, from all fetters pertaining to the
two higher worlds.
However, it lies with the Buddhist schools to elucidate for us the
various stages of the supramundane (lokottara) path, which does not
lead to the possession of a world or paradise of any kind, but causes one
to pass beyond the worlds to the other shore of the ocean of existences,
namely Nirvlna.
Each sect had its own particular concepts concerning the path, but
here we cannot enter into the details of their discussions. We will merely
give a brief description of the Sarvistividin-VaibhQika system which
seems to be, if not the clearest, at least the best constructed14s.
The path is conceived as both an intellectual discipline (meditation on
the truths) and a moral and spiritual discipline (disgust, detachment
from the passions). Its main factors are perfect mental quietude (Samatha) and transcendental insight (vipdyani). It is basically characterized by concentration (sumidhi) on the four noble truths (iryasatya) in
:
their sixteen aspects (s~(iadaS&ira)'~~
1. The four aspects concerning suffering (duhkha) : a. impermanent
(anitya), b. painful (duhkha), c. empty (Sinya), d. selfless (anitmaka).
2. The four aspects concerning the origin (samudaya) of suffering : a.
cause (hetu), b. origin (samuhya), c. product, (prabhava), d. combined
condition (pratyaya).
I**

See above, pp. 42-47.

Two descriptions of remarkable clarity can be found in L. DE LA VAL& POUSSIN,
Note sommaire sur le Chernin. Foreword to KO&, V ; E. OBERMILLER,
The Path of the
Sriivaka. in The Doctrine of Prajtii-Piramitd as exposed in the AbhisamayiiIa&iira of
Maitreya, Acta Orientalia. XI, 1932, pp. 18-26.
14* This list, which is not canonical, nevertheless has its own place in the School :
Sqyuktibhidharma of Dharmatrita, T 1552, ch. 6, p. 918a-b; V i b e , T 1545, ch. 79, p.
408c; K o h , VI, p. 163; VII, pp. 30-4; Mahivyutpatti, 1190-1205.
145

3. The four aspects concerning the cessation (nirodha) of suffering :
a. cessation (nirodha), b. calm (Stints), c. excellent (pranita), d. salvation
(niharay a).
679
4. The four aspects concerning the path (mcirga) : a. path (mtirga), b.
correct method (nytiya), c. progress (pratipad), d. definitive release
(nairytinika).
In order to obtain perfect understanding of these truths and simultaneously the eradiction of all the passions, the candidate or, according to
the traditional expression, the ~ r i v a k a(Auditor, disciple) must traverse
five stages. During the first two, he remains a worldling (pythagiana); as
from the third, he is already a holy one (cirya).
I. Path of the accumulation of merits (saybhciramcirga).
By nurturing in himself disgust for existence and an aspiration for
Nirvana, the *ivaka plants the wholesome roots leading to deliverance" (moksabhtigwa kuSalamzila).
Proceeding as a monk or at least an upiisaka, he combats desire
within himself by practising the moral qualities which place him in the
lineage of the holy ones (dryavaySa) i.e. being satisfied with (little)
clothing (civara), alms-food (pingizpcita), seating (Sayanisana) and delighting in Nirvana and the path which leads to it14'.
Meditation on the repulsive (dubhabh~vani)- the contemplation of
a decomposing body - and control of the breath (cinci~hasrnyti)'~~
enable him to fight efficiently against desire and distraction and prepare
him for meditation.
This meditation consists of four applications of mindfulness (smytyupasthcina), the objects of which are respectively the body (kciya), feeling
(vedanti), the mind (citta) and dharmau9. These practices consist of
wisdom @rajfici) derived from listening (Sruta), reflection (cintrS) and
contemplation (bhdvanti), which enables one to see things according to
their particular and general features (svascimcinya-lak~ana): "All dharmas are impermanent (anitya), painful (du&ha), empty (Sthya) and
selfless (andtmaka)". However, this knowledge is impure and imperfect,
because it is not absolutely free of all passion (kleia) and all delusion
(viparycisa).
11. Path of practice (prayogamtirga).
While the ascetic is plunged into meditation - pre-ecstatic (anciga680 mya), inter-ecstatic (dhyhhtara) or ecstatic (dhyha) -, he acquires,
Digha, 111, p. 224; Anguttara, 11, p. 27; KO&, VI, pp. 146-8.
KO&, VI, pp. 148-53.
Digha, 11, p. 290 sq.; Majjhima, I. p. 56;Swyutta, V, pp. 141, 166;Anguttara, IV,
p. 457;KO&. V1, p. 153 sq.
I*'
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after the dharma-smrtyupasthiina described above, the four "wholesome
roots contributing to penetration" (nirvedhabhcigiya kuSalamziIa) : heat
(qmagata), heads (mirdhan), patience (ksrintr) and supreme worldly
dharmas (laukikcigradharma)
These are smrtyupasthrina of a higher
quality whose object is no longer the general marks of dharmas, but the
four noble truths and their sixteen aspects. The latter appear even more
clearly to the ascetic, but the knowledge of them, even at the summit of
the supreme worldly dharmas, remains impure.
111. Path of vision (darianumiirga).
This stage, which marks the beginning of the path proper, is characterized by the vision (dariana) of the noble truths in their sixteen aspects
and by the abandoning (prahea) of a category of passions (kleSa)lsl.
This vision is direct comprehension ( a b h i s m y a ) and undefiled wisdom
(ancisrav8 prajnd), because it is free from all delusion (viparyisa),
especially the false view of individuality (satkiiyadrs!i), and consists of
the elimination of the passions which oppose the vision of the truths,
and as such, can only be abandoned by [correct] vision (darianaheya).
Direct comprehension is gradual (anupirviibhisamaya) because it develops in sixteen thought-moments : four for each of the four truths. The
truths in fact apply to the lower world of desire (kiimadhcitu) and to
two higher worlds called that of subtle matter (rzipa &tu) and that of
formlessness (iiriipyadhiitu).
We will begin with the first truth, that of suffering (duhkha), which
concerns first the world of desire and then the two higher worlds. The
comprehension which applies to it consists of four moments or four
:
681

1. Patience with regard to knowledge about suffering (duhkhe dharmajiicinak+inti), affecting the KHmadhltu. This patience (k@ntr) is an
acquiescence, not yet exempt from doubt or passion, but eliminating
precisely that doubt and that passion. The ascetic reflects : "Doubtless in
the Kiimadhitu, all dharmas are impermanent, painful, empty and
selfless". This patience eliminates a certain doubt, a certain category of
passions; that is why it constitutes a path of abandonment (prahZgamcirga), also known as uninterrupted path (rinantarym-rga). Through
that abandonment, the Srivaka stops being a wordling (pythagjana) and
1 5 0 The expression nibbe&hcigiya
is canonical (Digha. 111, pp. 251, 277; Ariguttara.
111, p. 427). but the list of the four kuialamlila is not. It is found in Divyivadlna, pp. 50.
79-80; Jiiinaprasthiina, ed. Sastri, pp. 6-7; V i b w , T 1545, ch. 6, p. 29c; Koh, VI, p. 169;
Paiijiki, p. 426; SiitrElamkka, p. 93; Mahlvyutpatti, 121 1-15.
I 5 l Koh, VI, p. 185.
51 K&, VI, pp. 189-91.

is transformed into a holy one (irya), anchored in the certainty that one
day he will acquire the absolute good (samyaktvaniyhivakrint~),i.e.
Nirvini.
2. Knowledge in respect of suffering (&&he dharmajiiina), affecting
the KHmadhHtu. When ksinti has eliminated every element of doubt in
the ascetic concerning the suffering of the KHmadhHtu and has thus
discarded the category of passions relating to that Klmadhitu, the
ascetic takes possession of the disconnection from that doubt and
passion through a knowledge (dharmajiiina) which is firm (niicita) and
free from doubt : "Certainly, in the Kimadhitu, all dharmas are
impermanent ...". This knowledge delivered from the passion in question, is named the path of deliverance (vimuktimdrga).
3 and 4. Afterwards, the ascetic comprehends the truth of suffering,
this time concerning tRC two higher worlds of the Riipa- and AriipyadhHtus with two further thought-moments, one of kscinti, the other of jiirfna,
both of which are known as subsequent (anvaya) because they succeed
the previous two. They are called : 1. subsequent patience over suffering
[pertaining to the higher worlds] (duhkhe hvayajiiZnaksr?ntih),2. subsequent knowledge of suffering lpertaining to the higher worlds] (duwhe
'nvayajiiina).
The sixteen thought-moments of the gradual comprehension can
therefore be classed in the following way :
I. Duhkhe

i

11. Samudaye

'I1' Nirodhe

IV. Mlrge

I

I.
2.
3.
4.

dharmajiilnakgnti
dharmajiiina
anvayaj~nakGnti
anvayajiilna
dharmaj~nak$5nti
dharmajiiina
anvayajiilnakgnti
anvayajiilna

1.
2.
3.
4.

dharmajiiinak$inti
dharmaj~na
anvayajiiinak$nti
anvayajiilna

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. dharmaj~nak@nti

2. dharmajiiina
3. anvayajiilnakgnti
4. anvayajiilna

} K5ma
} Rbpa and Ariipya

1

Klma

} Riipa and Ariipya

1K5ma

} Riipa and Ariipya

1-a

} Rbpa and Ariipya

Therefore, in all there are eight thought-moments of ksinti and eight
thought-moments of jiiina. Among the latter, four dharmajiiiina are
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connected with the Kimadhitu and four thought-moments of anvayajEdna concern the two higher worlds.
The sixteenth thought-moment, marge 'nvayaj65na. is no longer a
part of the path of vision (darianamdrga), but initiates the path of
. from that instant the ascetic
meditation ( b h d ~ a n d m d r g a ) ~In~ ~fact,
possesses the destruction of all the passions to be abandoned through
vision (darianaheya). He then acquires the first fruit of the religious life
(ircimanyaphala), that of the Srotaipanna, from which he cannot regress
(at least according to the Sarvistividin theory). His deliverance is
assured and will be rapid, since he will attain Nirvina after seven
rebirths at the most.
IV. The path of meditation (bhdvandmdrga).
The path of the vision of the truths destroys only those passions "to
be abandoned by *ion" (darianaheya) which opposed the vision of the
truths. These are thirty-two impassioned tendencies (anuiaya), the main
However, the
one being the false view of individuality (satkdyady~!~)'~~.
path of vision leaves intact the countless natural passions, craving
(rdga), hatred (dvesa), etc., the object of which, unlike the "Self ', can be
real. Pleasant feeling, the object of greed, is real.
These passions, which can be qualified as "innate" (sahaja kleSa) are
"to be destroyed by meditation" (bhdvaniiheya) ' 5. Hence the necessity
for the path of meditation (bhdvanhdrga) defined as repeated confrontation (punah punar dmukhlkarana) and prolonged effort (abhydsa)
in respect of the Buddhist truths.
683
The innate passions are dispersed throughout the nine spheres of the
triple world (1. Kimadhitu, 2-5. Four dhydna of the Riipadhitu, 6-9.
Four dyatana of the Ariipyadhitu), and in each of those spheres appear
under nine different modalities (strong-strong, strong-middling, strongweak; middling-strong, middling-middling, middling-weak; weak-strong,
weak-middling, weak-weak)' s6. Thus there are 81 categories of passions
each to be destroyed by a thought-moment of abandonment or expulsion (prahina- or dnanntaryamcirga) and by one thought-moment of
deliverance (vimuktimdrga) by means of which the ascetic takes possession of the abandonment of passion. Those 162 thought-moments
constitute the path of meditation (bhdvanhdrga).
At the 12th moment of meditation, the ascetic is freed from the sixth
1"
Is*

l'e

K o h , VI, pp. 191-2.
K o h , V, p. I I .
K o h , VI, p. 257,
K o k , VI, pp. 198-9.

category of passion (middling-weak) of the Klmadhltu. He then obtains
the second fruit of the path and becomes a Sakrdigirnin, i.e., he will be
reborn only once in the KlmadhltuL5'.
At the 18th moment of meditation, the ascetic is freed from the ninth
and last category of passion (weak-weak) of the Klmadhltu. He thus
obtains the third fruit of the path and becomes an Anlglmin, assured of
not being reborn again in the Klmadhltu, but only among the gods of
the two higher worlds s8.
At the 161st moment of meditation, the ascetic abandons the 81st
passion which is at the same time the ninth and last passion of the
fourth and last sphere of the Ariipya, known as Naivasamjn'inisamjn'iyatana, "Sphere of neither perception nor non-perception", or
again Bhavigra "Summit of existence". This abandonment bears the
name of V a j r ~ ~ a s a m ~"diamond-like
dhi
concentration" l S 9 . This abandonment is immediately followed by a 162nd moment which is :
V. The path of the Aiaiksa (aSaiksamdrga) or Arhat.
The Vajropamasamldhi is followed by a moment of deliverance by
means of which the ascetic takes possession of the destruction of the last
passion and, through that very deed, of all the passions (kleia) and
defilements (krava). He is henceforth an Arhat, "holy one worthy of the
respect of all", or an Aiaik*, "holy one who no longer has to train
684 (Siks-) with a view to the destruction of the defilements"160. He
possesses the knowledge of the destruction (ksayajiiiina) of the defilements16' and, when he is unshakable (akopya) - which, according to
the Sarviistivldins, is not always the case -, the knowledge of the nonarising (anufpidajn'ina) of the defilement^'^^. TO put it more simply, he
knows that all the defilements are destroyed in himself and will never
recur.
The path described here is the undefiled (an5srava) or supramundane
(lokottara) path in which the path of meditation (bhdvani) follows that
of the vision of the truths (&rianu). However, this undefiled and
supramundane path can be combined with a defiled (skrava, samala)
and worldly (laukika) path.
In fact, while the passions to be abandoned by vision (&rSanaheya
kleSa), belief in individuality, etc., can be cut off only by direct comprelS7
lS8
lS9
loo
lol
Io2

K o h . VI. p. 208.
K o h , VI, p. 209.
K o h . VI, pp. 227-9
K o h , VI, p. 230.
K o h , VI, p. 230.
KO&. VI. p. 240.
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hension (abhisamaya) of the truths, the passions to be abandoned by
meditation (bhdvandheya kleSa) - with the exception of the nine
categories of passions of the Naivasamjiiiyatana or BhaviigraIb3- are
likely to cut off by a defiled or worldly meditation (laukikd bhdvand)
preceding the comprehension of the truths. In fact, every ascetic, even if
he is not a Buddhist, can, by means of simple natural disgust, become
detached from the coarse pleasures of the World of Desire and even
from the subtle pleasures of the two higher worlds, with the exception of
the Bhavigra.
This was particularly the case for the Buddha ~ i k ~ a m u nWhen
i.
he
sat under the Tree of Enlightenment at Bodh-Gayi, he was only a
worldling (prthagiana), but a worldling who, through purely mundane
meditation, had already become detached from all the innate passions
pertaining to the thrte worlds, with the exception of the nine categories
of passions of the Bhavigra.
From there, in order to reach Enlightenment, Sikyamuni had to
devote himself to two endeavours. The first consisted of passing through,
in sixteen thought-moments, the path of the pure vision of the
truths (satyadarSana) which freed him from the passions to be abandoned by vision (darSanaheya). The second had the effect of freeing him
from the nine categories of innate (sahaja) passions connected with the
Bhavigra : he obtained that result by applying to each of them a
685 thought of abandonment (prahdnamdrga) and a thought of deliverance
(vimuktimdrga), i.e. eighteen thoughts.
Sixteen thoughts of abhisamaya plus eighteen thoughts of pure bhdvand add up in all to thirty-four thoughts which the Buddha had to
achieve under the tree in order to reach Enlightenment. That is the
figure accepted by the VibhGd (T 1545, ch. 153, p. 780a 27, c 5) and the
KoSa (11, p. 206; VI, p. 177).
The Buddhist Path, as it was conceived by the Sarvistividins, represents an admirable monument of scholastics. It is based on the conviction that comprehension of the truths (abhisamaya), and hence the
advance along the way of deliverance, is progressive or gradual (anupcrva). This conviction, formulated by the SarvHstividins in the Vibhd;d (T
1545, ch. 78) and KoSa (VI, pp. 185-9), was shared by the later
MahiGsakas (J. MASUDA,p. 32), Andhakas, Sammatiyas and Bhadriiyaniyas (Comm. on Kathdvatthu, 11, 9, pp. 212-20). It may be based
on a solemn declaration made by the Buddha asserting that the comprehension of the four truths is progressive and not once for all ( c a t u r n h
16'

On the reason for this restriction, KoSa, VI, p. 233.
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iiryasaty&cim anuplrvcibhisamayo nu t v ekibhisamayah), the idea of
which was developed in various places in the writings : Dhammapada
v.239; Suttaniptita, v.962; Anguttara, IV, pp. 200-1; and above all the
three comparisons of the storied mansion (ki!a'giira), the stairway with
four flights (catgkadevara sopa'na) and the ladder with four rungs
(catuspadikti niMreni), all of which are elaborated in the Sayyuktcigama
(T 99, Nos. 436-7, ch. 16, p. 113a-b), Samyuttanikiiya (V, pp. 452-3) and
KoSavycikhya' (pp. 543-4).
However, the system commended here appeared too unwieldy and
complicated to some sects : the Theravidins (Kathivatthu, II,9, pp. 21220), Mahisiimghikas (J. MASUDA,
p. 21), early MahiSiisakas (J. MASWDA,
p. 59) and Vibhajyavidins (Vibhiisii, T 1545, ch. 103, p. 533a 22-3) were
adherents of a once for all and total comprehension of the truths : the
clear understarding of a single instant would immediately lead to
knowledge of all the aspects of the four truths. We might recall in the
wording of Mahideva's fifth heretical proposition (above, p. 275)
adopted by the Mahislmghika schools, that the exclamation : "0
suffering!" could lead instantly to the Path, the path of meditation
(bhdvanhtirga) as much as the initial stage of the path of vision
(darSanama'rga). Nevertheless, the few scriptural texts upon which those
sects based their thesis (Sqyutta, V, p. 437; Suttanipiita, v.231; Vinaya,
I, p. 11 = Samyutta, IV, pp. 47, 107 = Anguttara, IV, p. 186 : texts
quoted in Kathiivatthu, I, p. 220) are not clearly established, and
Vasubandhu had no trouble in interpreting them as he wished (KoSa,
VI, pp. 185-9).
However that may be, from the first centuries of Buddhism, two great
theses confronted each other in the field of mystics : that of progressive
(anuplrva) comprehension and that of once for all (eka) or "sudden"
(yugapat) comprehension. Having smouldered for a long time, the
argument became more heated and finally erupted in the eighth century in
Tibet, during the reign of Khri sron lde bcan. The council of Lhasa
opposed the "school of the sudden method" (Tun men pai) represented
by the Chinese master Hva San, known as Mahiyina, to the "school of
the gradual method" (Chien min pai) whose protagonist was the Indian
Kamalaiila. A voluminous study, which is a model of clarity and
erudition, has been devoted to this memorable event by P. Demieville 164.
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When we compare the very simple explanation in the discourse at
VirHnasi with the entire scholastic output, we cannot but respect and
admire the efforts made by the sects to clarify the message of the four
noble truths in all its most unexpected details. We should also note the
perfect faithfulness of the disciples to the spirit of their Master. The
progress made in Abhidharma constitutes more an explanation of the
doctrine than an evolution or especially a deviation. It is the work of
scholars labouring in cells, far from the noisy crowd which would be
incapable of grasping the import of the work carried out and discussed
among specialists.
Nevertheless, the influence of the surrounding atmosphere was felt as
far as the very interior of the monasteries and compelled the Buddhist
theoreticians to come to terms with lay aspirations over certain points
and to a certain degree.
3. - CONCESSIONS TO THE ASPIRATIONS OF THE LAITY

THE INFLUENCE OF m LAY SPHERE. - Buddhism is not only a
spiritual philosophy for the use of candidates to NirvHna. It is also a
religion which overflowed the limited area of the monasteries and
687 permeated all levels of the population. Doubtless, with regard to certain
points of doctrine and ritual, the monks did not have to come to terms
with the aspirations of the laity.
We saw, at the end of the first chapter, the efforts made by the
Uplsakas, unofficial members of the community, to win equal religious
rights and to raise themselves to the level of the bhiksus. We should
recall that the long and arduous struggle resulted in victory for the laity;
in a partial victory for the EIinaylna schools, certain of which acknowledged the possibility for the laymen to attain holiness and agreed to
limit the privileges of the Arhat-religious; in a total victory for the
MahHyHna, where the "son of good family", just like the monk, could
aspire to Buddhahood.
We will not return here to the doctrinal concessions agreed to on that
occasion by the Abhidharma masters. The problem envisaged will be
more general. As will be seen in the next chapter, the increasing success
of the propaganda had the effect of transforming Buddhism from the
philosophico-mystical message which it was to begin with into a true
religion including a God (more exactly, a deified Buddha), a pantheon,
holy ones, a mythology and a worship. This religion soon infiltrated the
monasteries and influenced, though only slightly, the learned scholars.
For we must not forget that the bhiksus made their recruits among the
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people, and renouncing the world did not suffice to sever automatically
every wordly bond : inside the yellow robe, the monk remains a man of
his times and environment. However, the learned monastics who, at the
beginning of the Christian era, compared the ancient doctrine of the
siitras with ideas that were current in the fourfold assembly, could not
help noticing the changes undergone by the Good Law under the
influence of the lay sphere, both Indian and foreign. They lacked the
necessary authority to oppose innovations of a doctrinal and disciplinary kind; all the same, they were skillful enough to direct the movement
and maintain the essential part of Slkyamuni's message, while partially
yielding to the new ideas from which MahlySna Buddhism was eventually to emerge.
The struggle between the original orthodoxy and the innovatory
tendencies was particularly marked on the subcontinent; the remoteness
of Ceylon protected her for a long time from foreign influences. It is true
that, under the protection of their founder kings, the disciples of
Mahinda conformed widely to external pomp : we have previously seen
the grandiose ceremonies which marked the founding of the Mahivihlra
by Devinampiyatissa (250-210 B.C.), the erection of the Lohaplsida
(Brazen Palace) and the Mahithcpa (Ruvanveli Digaba) by DutthagHmani (104-80 B.C.), and the inauguration of the Abhayagirivihlra by
Vatfagiimani (32 B.C.). However, all this external pomp, organized by
the kings and monks, remained in line with the most strict orthodoxy
and no popular superstition was involved. It was only for disciplinary
reasons that, in the reign of Vaffagimani, the religious from the
Abhayagiri, separated from the community of the Mahivihlra, taking
with them in their secession the monks of the Dakkhinavihira. Those
schismatics, reinforced by a contingent of Vajjiputtakas who had come
from the mainland under the leadership of Dharnrnaruci,, were no
different from the orthodox Theras except with regard to disciplinary
practices of minor importance. Mahlylnist ideas did not infiltrate into
Ceylon until the second half of the third century, during the reign of
Vohgrikatissa (260-282 A.D.); the monastics at the Abhayagiri openly
adopted the heretic Pitaka of the Vetulla; but, on the intervention of the
king and his minister Kapila, those apocryphal writings were burned
and the monks of the Abhayagiri fell into disgrace. From its foundation
in 250 B.C. until the end of the third century A.D., the Sinhalese
community was therefore effectively shielded from the new ideas which,
in an overt or covert form, so profoundly altered the communities on
the mainland.
comSo, in North-West India, the SarvbtivSdin and Mahi-ghlka
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munities, subjected to all the alien influences, both political and religious, had to come to terms time after time with the innovatory
tendencies and constantly modify their positions. Under the impulse of
popular feeling, they were led to emphasize ever more strongly the
attributes and privileges of the transcendental Buddha, his achievements
in his career as a Bddhisattva, the place to be given to minor gods in
Buddhist piety, the importance of external practices and the legitimacy
of the worship. All these questions are of a religious kind and only very
indirectly concern the philosophical elaboration of the doctrine to which
the Abhidharmas are devoted; they therefore deserve to be treated
separately.
689

SARV~STIV~DIN
AND M A H ~ ~ S ~ ~ GBUDDHOUX;Y.*
HIKA
- In the PHli
NikHyas and especially theSanskrit A g a m a ~ lit~ is~ already
,
possible to
discern a tendency to distinguish between three bodies in the Buddha : a
corruptible body @Itikiiya), born from the womb, formed of the four
elements, subject to old-age-and-death; mind-made bodies (manomayakfiya) with which he visits the higher worlds, becoming a Mira among
the Miras, a Brahmi among the Brahmis, etc.; finally and above all, a
Doctrinal-body (dharmakiiya), defined by the teaching itself and revered
above all by the devout : "I am", they say, "the son of the Bhagavat,
born from his lips, born from the Dharma, created by the Dharma,
inheritor of the Dharma166. Why is that so? Because the Buddhas have
as bodies the Dharma, the Brahman, are the Dharma, the Brahman"16'. It serves no purpose to see the Buddha in his material body
(rGpakiiya), in his corruptible body @Ptikiiya); he should be seen in his
dharmakiiya, i.e., in his teaching1'j8. To see the Pratityasamutpida
which is the axiom of the teaching, is to see the Dharmaklya, to see the
Buddha 169.
Although very important, these are only sparse notions which the
SarvHstivHdins had to systematize170. They attributed three separate
bodies to the Buddha : 1. a body resulting from maturation (vipiika-

References collated by P. WIEMLLE,H6Kgirin, S.V. 'Busshin', p. 174 sq.
Digha, 111, p. 84; a m p . Samyutta, 11, p. 221; Itivuttaka, p. 101.
lo' Digha, 111, p. 84; Majjhima, 111, p. 195; a m p . Thera@thi, v.491.
Saqyutta, 111, p. 120; Divyiivadiina, pp. 19, 396-7. While meditating on impermanence in his cave, Subhati was the first to greet the dhurmakyia
of the Buddha; he thus
preceded the nun Utpalavamii who had gone to S i m E y a to greet &kyamuni's j m m f i y a (references in Trait.? & &I Gron& Verru & Sogesse, 11, p. 635, note).
l o g Majhima, I, pp. 1W1.
Explanation and references in L. DE LA VAL* POUSSIN,Siddhi, pp. 766-73.
lo'
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kdya), also called material body (riipakdya) or body obtained by birth
(janmakiya), born of Miiyii in the Lumbini garden, with all the marks
imprinted in him through the practice of the perfections. Although
endowed with extraordinary strength, that body which emerged from
the womb by true birth, and which was not simply apparitional (aupapiduka), is defiled (stisrava), in the sense that the passion of others,
craving, hatred or delusion, can be nurtured by it. - 2. Above the
physical person of the Buddha, the Sarviistividins posited a Dharma690 kHya, a collection of conditioned (sayskyta) but undefiled (antisrava)
dharmas, the possession of which turns the bodhisattva into a Buddha :
morality (Sila), concentration (samddhi), wisdom (prajGG), deliverance
(vimuktr] and the knowledge and vision of that deliverance (vimuktijn'6nadarSma). An adherent seeks refuge, not in the physical person of
the Buddha, but in his undefiled dharmas. The latter, identical in all the
Buddhas, possess a mreefold accomplishment : a. accomplishment of
causes (hetusqpad) : equipment in merit and knowledge (pyyajfiinasqbhira); b. accomplishment of effect (phalasaypad) : omniscience,
the dispelling of every passion or hindrance, power; c. accomplishment
of the service of beings. According to a scholarly tradition recorded by
Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 8, p. 912b), ASoka built five special stiipas in
honour of the fivefold DharmakHya. - 3. As for the bodies created by
transformations (nirm6nakdya) which the Buddha manifests and multiplies in certain circumstances, they depend on that power of transformation (nirmina) and sustainment (adhighina) enjoyed by great magicians
and which enables them to revive, even keep after their death, doubles of
themselves which they make talk and act at will.
Those scholastic speculations on the triple body, which the MahHyHna
experts were to turn to their own account while allowing for certain
modifications, appeared to the Sarvistividins as a compromise enabling
them to reconcile the historical existence of Siikyamuni with the transcendent nature with which popular piety vested the Buddha. The
Mahiidmghlkas and their descendents did not hesitate to sacrifice the
former to the latter by proclaiming the Buddha to be "supramundane"
(lokottara).
The MahHdmghikas laid emphasis on a passage from the Sayyutta
(111, p. 140) in which it is said : "The Tathigata born in the world,
matured in the world, whether he moves or stands still, is not tainted by
worldly dharmas (mupalitto lokena)". From this they concluded that
everything in the Buddha, including his birth-body, is undefiled (antisrava) : his birth is purely apparitional (upapdduka), his existence,
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mere fiction; his body is mind-made and, if externally he manifests
human qualities and gestures which in reality are alien to him, it is solely
in order to conform to the world (lokiinuvartana).
Mahisimghika docetism is clearly formulated in the preface to the
691 Mahiivastu which, it is true, does not constitute the oldest part of the
text : "In the fully and perfectly enlightened Buddhas, there is absolutely
nothing in common with the world; therefore, for those great sages,
everything transcends the world (sarvay lokottarum); their very birth is
supramundane" (I, p. 159). "It is at the end of ten months that all the
bodhisattvas appear in their mother's womb by entering through the
right side, but without causing harm" (I, p. 148). "Transcendent is the
conduct of the Blessed One, transcendental his wholesome roots! Moving, standing still, sitting or lying down are transcendent in the Sage.
The body of the Sugata who accomplishes the destruction of the fetters
of existence is also transcendent : the fact is beyond doubt. The wearing
of robes by a Sage is transcendent : the fact is beyond doubt; the eating
of food by the Sugata is likewise transcendent. The teaching given by
those heroic men is deemed wholly transcendent and, in conformity with
the truth, I shall proclaim the greatness of those eminently wise men.
When they encounter the favourable place and time and the appropriate
maturity of action, the Leaders expound the truthful and beneficial Law.
The Buddhas conform in a human way to worldly customs, while also
acquiescing to supramundane convention. Those pre-eminent men adopt
the four bodily attitudes, but no fatigue affects those beneficent beings.
They wash their feet, but no dust ever adheres to them, and their feet are
like lotus-leaves : this is mere conformity. The Sambuddhas bathe, but
there is no dirt on them, and their aspect is like a golden disc : this is
mere conformity.. . Masters at suppressing karma (if they so wish), the
Victorious Ones manifest karma and conceal their sovereign power : this
is mere comformity. They take nourishment, but hunger does not
distress them : this is in order to provide mankind with the opportunity
to give, and through mere conformity.. . Even though the body of the
Sugata is not the result of sexual union, the Buddhas mention their
mothers and fathers : this is mere conformity" (I, pp. 1667-70).
Sanistividin in origin, but very similar to the Mahiyinist vaipulya,
the Lalitavistara (Ch. VIII, pp. 118-19) gives the young Sikyamuni
equally resonant stanzas to utter : "When I was born, this trichiliocosm
shook; Sakra, Brahmi, the Asuras, Mahoragas, Candra, Slrya, as well
692 as VaiSravana and Kumira, lowering their heads to my feet, paid
homage to me. What other god could be distinguished from me by his
pre-eminence? ... I am the god above gods (deviitideva), superior to all
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gods (urfamah sarvadevaih); no god resembles me; how could there be a
superior one? By conforming to the world, this is how I shall go.. . Gods
and men will agree that : 'He is a god by himself (svayam eva devah)".
MahiiGmghika docetism found fervent supporters, not only among
the adherents of the sect, Caitikas, Piirva- and Aparaiailas, settled in the
mountainous regions of Andhra country, but also among the northern
Buddhists known by the vague term of Uttaripathakas. Disputed in
vain by the Sinhalese Theravida and the mainland Sarvistiviida, docetism was one of the basic positions of Mahiyiinist Buddhism, both in its
Sinhalese form (Vetullaviida) and its Indian (schools of the Siinya- and
Vijiiiinaviida).
The treatises on the sects by Vasumitra, Bhavya and Vinitadeva
record some fifteen docetist propositions which they jointly attribute to
the Mahidmghikas and their sub school^'^^ : The Buddhas are lokottara; they are free from defiled (sisrava) dharmas, all their discourses
are in keeping with the teaching of the Law which they can explain in a
single vocal utterance (ekavdguddhdra); all the siitras declaimed by them
are precise and definitive in meaning (nitdrtha); their material bodies
(nipakdya), their might @rabhGva) and their life-spans (Gyus) are unlimited; plunged into continuous concentration (samddhi), they experience
no fatigue in propounding the Law, answering questions, constructing
their sentences; they understand all things in a single instant of thought;
until their entry into Parinirviina, they are always in command of the
twofold knowledge of the destruction of the defilements (isravaksaya)
and their non-re-arising (anutpddajn'dna).
The Kathdvarthu attributes similar theses to the Mahisiimghikas,
Andhakas, Uttaripathakas and Vetulyakas : the Buddhas are present
everywhere in all the regions of the universe (XXI,6, p. 608) and can
suspend all natural laws by their supernormal power (XXI, 4, p. 606),
their conduct (vyavahdra) is transcendent (11, 10, p. 221); the very d o u r
693 of their excrement surpasses all perfumes (XVIII, 4, p. 563); they have
never resided in the world of men (XVIII, 1, p. 559).

NATURE
AND CAREER OF THE BODHISATTVA.*- Before acceding to
supreme and perfect Enlightenment, the Buddhas have to travel, in the
course of innumerable existences, through the long and arduous career
of the bodhisattva, or future Buddha. The growing interest people were
showing in the former births of the Buddhas led the theoreticians of
Buddhism to define the nature of a bodhisattva and the commitments he
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had to undertake to win Buddhahood. In the Hinayiina, the bodhisattva's career was still only of retrospective and not exemplary value : it
concerned only the seven Buddhas of the past : VipaSyin, ~ i k h i n ,
ViSvabhii, Krakucchanda, Kanakamuni, Ksyapa and SHkyamuni, whose
history it was endeavoured to explain; the coming of the Mahiyina was
needed before the bodhisattva's career could be proposed as an example
to the faithful.
The bodhisattva is he who has aroused the thought of Enlightenment
(bodhicitta) by making an aspiration to attain supreme and perfect
Enlightenment (anuttarasamyaks~bodhi)one day with a view to the
welfare and happiness of all beings : an altruistic ideal particularly
appreciated by the laity, as opposed to the concern for personal
perfection cherished by the religious. Through the cittotpcida, arousal of
the thought of Enlightenment, the bodhisattva is determined as to the
result (the attaining of Enlightenment), but not as to the way (gat11
towards that result. The true bodhisattva is he who is determined
(niyara)172both as to bodhi and gati, he who will certainly attain
Enlightenment and whose way to bodhi is fixed as to the duration and
nature of his rebirths. The Hinayiinist scholars are not in agreement over
the precise moment of that predetermination.
For the SarvHstividins, the bodhisattva's career consists of three
countless periods (asekhyeyakalpa) followed by one hundred additional K a l p a ~ ' ~
During
~ . the three Asamkhyeyas, the bodhisattva practises
the heroic perfections : giving (&nu), morality (Jlla), patience ( k s h t ~ ) ,
vigour (virya), ecstasy (dhyha) and wisdom (prajfiii). During the first
694 Asamkhyeya, he cannot know for certain whether he will become a
Buddha; at the end of the second Asamkhyeya, he does indeed know
that he will become a Buddha, but does not dare proclaim it; at the end
of the third Asamkhyeya, he performs actions which imprint in him the
marks of a Great Man : he then arouses fearlessness and roars the lion's
roar : "I shall become a Buddha". It ensues from this that, during the
Asamkhyeyas, the bodhisattva is still only a worldling (pythagiana),
determined with regard to bodhi, but not with regard to gali. It is only
during the hundred additional Kalpas, in which he performs actions
which give rise to the marks, that he is determined both with regard to
bodhi and gati, that he is a true bodhisattva, recognized as such by gods
and mankind. As a result of those actions, he eliminates five inferiorities
On this nyumo, see Kob. VI. p. 180.
VibhHg, T 1545, ch. 176, p. 886~;K&,
ch. 44, p. 5906-c.

IV, p. 220 sq.; NyiiyHnuGra, T 1562,
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and gains five superiorities : 1. he is freed from the unhappy destinies
and acquires only happy ones; 2. the family into which he is born is not
lowly, but noble; 3. he is always of the male sex; 4. he has no infirmities;
5. he never forgets anything and remembers his former existences.
While the Sarvlstividins reserved the niyama for the Kalpas which
followed the three Asamkhyeyas and placed the acquisition of Arya
status under the tree, immediately before bodhi, the Mahidmghikas and
their group said : "During the first Asamkheyaya, the bodhisattva is not
a niyata, he is still a Prthagjana. He become an Arya (therefore niyata)
at the beginning of the second. At the start of the third, he receives the
prediction (vydkarana). During the first Asamkhyeya he makes the
aspiration to be born in the unhappy destinies for the welfare of beings;
but that aspiration does not bear fruit : the bodhisattva is born
according to his actions. Subsequently, he is born as he wishes" l T 4 .Still
according to the MdHdmghikas, bodhisattvas, while in their mothers'
womb, do not have to go through the normal stages of development of
the embryo, kalala, arbuda, peiin and ghana; in order to become
embodied, they assume the form of a white elephant and, as they are
born, they emerge from the right side of their mothers; they have no
thought or desire, no anger or ill-will; for the benefit of beings, they
aspire to be born in the unhappy destinies; they are free to choose
whichever destiny suits them175.This last thesis was disputed by the
branches of the Caityabila who thought that, as a worldling, the
bodhisattva is still subject, because of his actions, to rebirth in the
unhappy destinies (durgatQLT6,but the Kathdvatthu (XXIII, 3, p. 623)
attributes to the Andhakas a thesis, similar to that of the Mahislmghikas, according to which the bodhisattva, of his own free will and in
complete freedom, goes to the hells, enters the womb of his choice,
practises the austerities and devotes himself to asceticism under the
guidance of yoga masters.
Most of these ideas were taken up and adopted by the Mahiylnist
scholars. Nevertheless, the practices assigned to the bodhisattva by the
Mahdvastu (I, pp. 46-63) tally only imperfectly with subsequent speculations. These practices are four in number : 1. preparatory practice
@rakyticary4 aimed at developing the natural qualities of the bodhisattvas; 2. the practice of aspiration branidhi- or pranidh&acaryQ consisting mainly of the arousal of the thought of bodhi; 3. the practice of
conformity (anulomacaryd) by means of which the future Buddha
K'uei chi, 11, p. 276,on thesis 16 of Vasumitra : cf. Siddhi. p. 735.
J. MASUDA,p. 21; A. BAREAU,
p. 61.
J. MASUDA,p. 38; A. BAREAU,p. 88.
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adjusts all his activity to the thought of bodhi; 4. the practice of
irreversibility (avivartanacaryii),or assured and irreversible conduct until
bodhi.
The third practice, called conformity, is carried out during the course
of ten 'grounds' (bhiimi) or stages of perfecting (Mahdvastu, I, pp. 63157) : the stages hard to attain (duriirohii), binding (baddhamcinii),
adorned with flowers (puspamanditii), gracious (rucirci), extensive in
thought (cittavistarii),beautiful (riipavati), hard to conquer (durjayci), of
demonstration of birth (ianmanirdeSa),of the crown prince (yauvariijya),
of unction (abhiseka).*
Some authors have attempted to reconcile this still badly defined
system with the bodhisattva's career as it is formulated in the writings of
the M ahlylna, such as the Prajiiipciramitci, Madhyamakdvatiira, DaSabhiimika, Bodhisattvabhimi, Mahiiycinasiitrdluykiira, Mahiiyhasaygraha and Siddhi. However, to try and make everything tally would end in
confusion. As we sam above, the caryii of the Mahiivastu have a
retrospective rather than an exemplary value : it is the religious history
of the Buddhas of the past, and not a programme for life proposed to ail
"sons of good family". The ten stages of the Anulomacaryl, duriirohci,
etc., the names of which have nothing in common with those of the ten
Mahiyinist bhiimi, pramuditci, etc., do not form a gradation and, with
the exception of the last two, do not mark any progress in the spiritual
ascent of the bodhisattva; unlike the Mahiyinist bhiimi, they bear no
relation either to the practice of the perfections (pdramitii), or to the
impediments (civarana)to be eliminated, or to the tenfold Dharmadhitu
to be known. Finally and above all, the fourth practice, called of
irreversibility (avivartanacaryii), as it is conceived in the Mahiivastu, is
valid for all the ten stages without differentiation, and is not yet given as
a privilege acquired once and for all by accession to a specifice stage,
generally the eighth ' 7 7 .
It is clear that, for the Hinaylnists, scholastic speculations concerning
the nature and career of the bodhisattva have no scriptural foundation;
unlike the scholars of the Mahiylna, they do not even have the
resourcefulness to refer to the authority of the Mahlylnasltras.
The ten stages of the bodhisattva, from the joyous (pramuditii) stage
to that of the Cloud of the Law (dharmamegha),do not have their place
here, but in the description of the doctrines of the Mahiyina. We can,
to
however, note here the attempt, probably of Mahlylnist origin
group in a single table the stages pertaining to the three Vehicles :
17'
'la

Conarning all this, see N. D m ,Early Monusric Buddhism,11, pp. 305-1 1.
This list in fact runs through the PrajfilMramitH literature : Paiicavimhti, ad. D m ,

THE SIXTH DESTINY

1. Suklavidar~ani"of bright vision" (or

I. Sdvakayina

Suskavidar~anH"of dry vision")
2. Gotrabhimi "of the clan"
3. Astamaka "of the eighth"
4. DarSana
vision..

5. Tanu "of refinement"
6. Vitariga "of renouncing"
7. W v i "of one who has done"
11. PratyekabuddhayHna : 8. the same as the above
9. Bodhisattvabhhi : Stages of the bodhisattva, ten in
number : Pramuditi, etc.
111. MahZlyHna
10. Buddhabhtimi
697

This list of the stages common to (sG&drqa) the three Vehicles
presumably derives from the concern, often displayed in the Saddharmapun&rika, to render the Triyina uniform. The Hinayinists had no hand
in the matter.

THESIX^ D E S ~ Y. Generally speaking, but with certain exceptions
(Digha, 111, p. 264), the canonical writings (Digha, 111, p. 234, Majhima,
I, p. 73; Samyutta, V, p. 474; Ariguftara, IV, p. 459) know of only five
destinies or gati, to which beings can be led by the requirements of
rebirth : three unhappy destinies (durgat9 - those of the hell-born
(naraka), animals (tiryagyoni) and hungry ghosts (preta) - in which it is
very difficult, if not impossible, to see the Buddhas and hear the Law;
two happy destinies (sugari) - those of mankind (manusya) and of gods
(deva) - in which it is relatively easy to reach the path and attain
deliverance. However, the introduction into the Buddhist pantheon of a
,
of popular
great many Asuras, Nigas, Yakvs and G a n d h a ~ a sobjects
devotion, compelled the theoreticians of Buddhism to reconsider the
problem. Where should those hybrid beings be placed, since several of
them had embraced the Good Law as upHsakas and were leading a
particularly meritorious life, such as the Asura Vemacitra, the Yaksa
Vajraplni, the spirit Paiicika, or Hiriti the mother of demons?
The sects which remained faithful to the traditional number of five
~ ~ ~that of the ~ d r i destinies - Theravidin~"~,S a ~ H s t i v i i d i n sand
pp. 225, 235; h a s i h a s r i k ~ ed.
, GHOSA,pp. 1473, 1520; moka, ed. WOGIHARA,p. 104;
T 221, ch. 4, p. 296 25-26; T 222, ch. 7 , p. 1990 1-2; T 223, ch. 6, p. 259c 12-14; T 220
ch. 55 (V),p. 3096 21-23; T 220, ch. 416 (VII), p. 88c 20-21; T 1509, ch. 49, p. 411a 26-29.
Cf. E. O B ~ ~ ~ L LThe
E RDocrrine
,
of the Praj&ip&omild, pp. 48-51; Analysir of the
Abhiramaydpmkdra, 11, p. 178; N. Dun, Aspecls of Mahdyba Buddhism,pp. 240-1 ; L. DE
LA VAL& POUSSIN.Siddhi. App.. p. 727.

KathHvatthu, VIII, I, p. 360.
KoSa, 111, p. I I .
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putribhidharma (T 1548, ch. 26, p. 6906 4) - attempted to distribute
those strangers in the existing gati, particularly those of the preta and
deva. An attempt of this kind can be seen in the Vibhei (T 1545,
ch. 172, p. 867).
In contrast, other sects considered it preferable to reserve a separate
place for those hybrid beings by creating for them a sixth gati, called
that of the Asuras. This was the solution adopted by the Andhakas and
Uttarlpathakas (Kathivatthu, VIII, 1, p. 360), the Mahldmghikas
(Mahivastu, I, pp. 42, 337; 11, p. 368) and the Vltsiputriyas (as
698 evidenced by T 1545, ch. 2, p. 86 24; T 1546, ch. 1, p. 6a; T 1509, ch. 10,
p. 135c 24). The Sanskrit Sadgatikirikd (st. 94)Ie1 and the group of
siitras on the gati (T 723, 725, 726, 729) not included in the Agama
collection also deal with these six destinies.
The same irresolution and the same hesitation are found in the
writings of the Mah*lna : the Saddharmapundarika sometimes counts
five (p. 131) and sometimes six gati (pp. 6, 9, 135, 346, 372) : the
"N9gHjuna" of the Madhayamakdiistra lists five of them (pp. 269,
304), but that of the Suhrllekha (T 1673, p. 750c 1) and the UpadeSa (T
1509, ch. 10, p. 135c) posits six.
As for the voluminous Smytyupast&&na. which occupies a separate place in Buddhist literature, it never speaks of more than five
conditions of existence18*.Clearly, the theoreticians hesitated to endorse
the troublesome religious faun of ambient Hinduism.
VALUEOF THE GIFT A N D LEGITIMACY OF THE WORSHIP.* - The
moralists were also led to take up a position regarding displays and
ceremonies of worship, the importance of which continued to grow in
relation to developments in religious devotion.
In the first chapter (pp. 72-74) we saw the importance of gift (tyiga)
in the laity's obligations and how they, rather than the religious, had to
pay suitable homage to the mortal remainders of Tathigata.
The Buddha himself supplied details of the advantages of charity : the
generous donor is cherished by everybody, esteemed by honest men,
unreservedly congratulated, welcomed everywhere and, after death,
attains the higher heavens (Ariguttara, 111, pp. 38-41).
Giving, which is indispensable to the uplsaka who seeks the blisses of
the other world, is less useful to the bhiksu who aspires after Nirvlna. It
is not included among the three essential elements of the path : morality,

laz

Ed. P. MUS,Lo IwniPre sur les Six Voies, Paris, 1939,p. 282.(*)
LIN, AM. p. 24.
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concentration and wisdom. It is only in a subsidiary way that the
religious is enjoined to develop within himself the infinite mental states
(apramiiyacitta) of benevolence (maitri), compassion ( k a ~ i and
) joy
(mlcditi) towards all beings, whether happy or unhappy. He is warned
that "all the sufferings and woes, all the pains of this world in all forms
derive from what is cherished by someone; where there is nothing more
to be cherished, they do not recur : that is why those who have nothing
cherishable in this world are rich in joy and free from sorrow" (Udina,
p. 92).
The benevolence which the monk cultivates should never degenerate
into sensual love or even natural sentiment. He should fight craving
(riga) with the practice of "meditation on the repulsive" (dubhubhivani) : in a cemetery, in the open air, he should contemplate corpses in
various stages of decomposition while considering that all human bodies, lovely though t k y may be, are inevitably destined to a similar fate.
In order to keep his goodwill within the limits of strict impartiality, he
should practise the upeksG-bmahmavihira, the fourth and last of the
infinite mental states (apram&acitta) recommended by the Buddha : he
will shut himself off in complete equanimity (upeksi) towards all beings,
without ever giving a privileged place in his affections to his father,
mother, children and relatives. Furthermore, the voluntary poverty
embraced by the monk puts him beyond the possibility of practising
charity or alms-giving; the only gift he may practise is that of the Law,
i.e. religious teaching or preaching.
Meritorious though giving may be, it does not constitute the direct
and immediate antidote to the delusions and passions which are at the
basis of painful rebirth. In itself, it is unable to put an end to suffering
and ensure Nirviina. This is because, in ordinary life, giving is tainted by
deleterious errors and illusions. For Buddhism, the Self, Ego, Personality (dtman) is a purely conventional expression (vyavahcSravacam), not
corresponding to any objective reality : there is no Self and nothing
pertains to the Self; everything is summarized in the origin of physical
and mental phenomena which arise and perish according to the eternal
laws of dependent origination @ratftymamutprSda). If I give alms, my
blind consciousness tells me : "I am giving something to someone", and
setting myself up as a benefactor of a third party, I sink even further
into the belief in individuality (satkcSyadrs!i).In truth, there is neither
donor nor beneficiary, since the Self does not exist. The Mahiiyiina was
to add that neither does the object given exist, since the elements of
a ) .
existence ( h r m a ) are empty of a substantial mark ( l ~ ~ y That
is why, at best, generosity, vitiated by a belief in the Self, can only lead
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to a good rebirth in the world of the gods or of mankind; it does not
win deliverance.
On the other hand, giving remains the main duty of the lay person, on
whom it is incumbent to maintain the community of the religious by
supplying it with clothing, food, seating and medicines. In the canonical
writings there are many homilies praising the value of alms-giving.
Giving is a bodily and vocal action - that is to say a gesture and a
word - resulting from generous volition which causes the donor to
sacrifice his own welfare through a wish to pay homage or give service.
Its value varies according to the qualities of the donor, the importance
of the object given and the excellence of the beneficiary.
The donor is particularly well qualified when "imbued with faith, he
gives with respect, at the right time, with good heart, without harm to
himself or others" (Anguttara, 111, p. 172). The intention is more
important than the thing. Like the Gospels (Mark, XII, 41-44; Luke,
XXI, 1-4), the Buddhist texts (Kalpaniimanditikci, T 201, ch. 4, p. 279c)
praise the poor maiden who gave the two copper pieces she found in the
dirt to the bhiksus, since the value of charity lies in the intention.
However, the material aspect should not be neglected : the thing given
is good when its colour, odour, taste and touch are perfect.
Nevertheless, the value of giving depends above all on the excellence
of the beneficiary, since we should distinguish a twofold merit in the act
of charity : that which resides in the donation itself (dcSnapunya) and that
which results from the enjoyment derived from it by the beneficiary
(paribhogapqya). The excellence of the "field of merit" (pqyaksetra),
i.e. the recipient, varies according to his destiny, misfortunes, benefits
and qualities. It is therefore better to give to men than to animals, to the
poor rather than the rich, to kinsmen rather than to strangers, to holy
ones rather than offenders (Majjhima, 111, pp. 254-5).
It goes without saying that all this is debatable, and the sects did not
fail to question it.
For the Rljagiriyas and Siddhiirthikas (Kathdvatthu, VII, 4, pp. 33940), giving is not material in nature, but mental, since it was not
material offerings consisting of food, drink, clothing, etc., which were
prescribed by the Buddha, but the observence of morality which constitutes the five great gifts and which keeps beings free from fear, hostility
and malevolence (Ariguttara, IV, p. 246).
For the Uttarlpathakas (Kathdvatthu, XVII, 11, pp. 556-7), the donor
alone "purifies" the gift, and not the beneficiary since, in the opposite
hypothesis, he would enjoy merit which he had not gained himself.
However, we could counter this as did the Theravldins with a canonical
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text in which the Buddha declares that a gift can be hallowed in four
ways : by the donor alone, by the beneficiary alone, by both together or
by neither (Majhima, 111, p. 256).
According to the Buddhist concept, worship @ijd) is only a higher
form of giving and enjoys the same advantages. It is addressed to those
supreme fields of merit which are the Buddha, the Community of holy
ones and the reliquaries (stiipas or caityas). *
A first question arises : to what degree is this homage fruitful and
obligatory? According to the Sarviistiviidins (KoSa, IV, p. 234), worship
is very useful to a man who has not yet entered the path of Nirviina or
who, having entered that path, is not detached from the world of desire
(kimadhitu) : that worship, in fact, eases or arouses understanding of
the truths and ensures a pleasant maturation : good rebirths in the
world of desire. However, it is useless to a man who has entered the
path and who, detached from the world of desire, is destined to be
reborn in the higher spheres, since worship does not incur maturation in
the higher spheres. Nonetheless, relics and stfipas, be it merely by
acknowledgement, deserve homage of all.
A more difficult problem is that of the respective value of worshipping
the Buddha (who has entered Nirvina) and of worshipping the Samgha
(assembly of living members of the Community).
The early texts showed some hesitation. For the Majhima (111,
p. 254), Divydvadiina (pp. 7 1, 166) and KoSa (VII, p. 85), the Tathigatas
are the supreme field of merit, yielding fruits which are certain, pleasant,
abundant and excellent in result : "If someone plants a small wholesome
root in the field of merit consisting of the Buddhas, he will first secure
happy destinies and then attain Nirviina" (Divya, p. 166; Ekottara,
T 125, ch. 24, p. 678a 1-2).
702
However, for the Digha (111, p. 255) and the Suttanipdta (v. 569), the
beings who are worthy of offerings are the eight categories of pudgalas
in possession of the fruits of the path, and gifts made to the Samgha are
the most advantageous of all. In the Majhima (111, p. 253), the Buddha
refuses two pieces of clothing which Mahiiprajiipati offers him and says :
"Gotami, give it to the Samgha; by giving it to the Samgha, you will do
me honour and you will honour the m g h a " .
Confronted by such hesitation, the sects each went their own way :
the Theravidins (Kathdvatthu, XVII, 10, p. 555; XVII, 9, p. 553) and
Sarvistiviidins (KoSa, IV, p. 238) were of the opinion that a gift to the
Buddha and a gift to the Samgha both yielded a great fruit. On the one
hand, the Buddha is the peerless being, located at the summit of all
beings worthy of offerings; on the other hand, "men who make an
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offering, beings who seek merit and who consider merit as the basis of a
better existence should give to the Samgha in order to acquire a great
fruit" (Sayyutta, I, p. 233).
For the MahiGsakaslB3,the Buddha is included in the Samgha, but
as he has long since entered Nirvina, he cannot in any way enjoy the
gift offered to him; that is why a gift made to the Buddha in Nirvina is
less advantageous than a gift made to the Samgha which consists of
living persons.
Conversely, for the DharmaguptakaslB4, the Buddha is not included
in the Samgha. Since the Buddha is the supreme and peerless being, a
gift made to him greatly surpasses that of a gift made to the Samgha. In
fact, the merit of the gift is in proportion to the value of the one to
whom it is given.
However, the question arises of knowing if an offering to stiipas and
caityas, which c o w i n the relics of the Buddha, is advantageous or not.
Yes, replied the DharmaguptakaslB5,S a r v i s t i ~ i d i n sand
~ ~ MUasar~
~istividins~~
because
',
the relics symbolize the Buddha, because the
latter declared that there is no difference between the relics and himself
and because at the moment of his Nirvina, he accepted in advance all
703 the gifts made to stiipas. It is true that no one receives a gift made to a
stlpa, but if the gift produces merit when someone receives it, why
should it not produce merit when no one receives it? Therefore, a gift to
a stiipa is meritorious.
The CaitikaslBB,firva-lB9 and AparaSailaslPo and later MahiGsakaslgl, however, were of the opposite opinion. Because both reliquaries
and shrines are lifeless things, they cannot experience the benefit of a gift
which is made to them. Under such conditions, the only value of gift to
relics comes from the internal dispositions of the donor.
Nevertheless, the bhiksu and the upisaka who take their refuge
( h r q a ) in the Buddha and the Samgha take their refuge in the
dharmas of the S a i k ~(moral qualities of future holy ones and holy
J. MASUDA,p. 62; A. BAREAU,p. 185.
J. MASUDA,p. 64; A. BAREAU,
p. 192. -It was doubtless by mistake that Vasumitra
said that, according to the Dharmaguptakas, the Buddha is included in the S q g h a .
J. MASUDA,p. 64; A. BAREAU,
p. 192.
m 6 KO&, IV, p. 156.
la'A. BAREAU,
p. 154.
lBB
J. MASUDA,p. 38; A. BAREAU, p. 88.
lag
J. MASUDA,p. 38; A. BAREAU.
p. 100.
I 9 O J. MASUDA,p. 38; A. BAREAu, p. 105.
lQ1
J. MASUDA,p. 63; A. BARWU,p. 188.
lB3

la4
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ones) which constitute the Buddha and the Samgha (Koja, IV, pp. 778); in contrast, a gift made to the Buddha, or the Samgha, is addressed
to "persons" (pudgala) and not to the holy qualities which constitute
them. A group of Vetullakas, known by the name of MahHsuiiiiatHvHdins, concluded from this that, from the absolute point of view (paramatthato), the Buddha and the Samgha are not in a position to accept or
purify gifts which are made to them, that offerings to the Buddha and
the Samgha are unfruitful and that the gift is hallowed only by the
donor and not by the beneficiary (Kathdvatthu, XVII, 6-1 1, pp. 549-57).
Neither in the Kathdvatthu nor in the disputations by Vasurnitra,
Bhavya and Vinitadeva, is there a question of images (pratirmi) of the
Buddha. The early Central Indian school of sculpture, at BhHrhut,
Bodh-GayH, at SHiici and in the first style at AmarHvati, avoided
representing the human features of the Buddha in his last existence. A
passage in the SarvtSstivZdin Vinaya (T 1435, ch. 48, pp. 351c-352)
alludes to a prohiWtion "to make images of the body of the Buddha";
other Vinayas, such as those of the MahHsiimghikas (T 1425, ch. 33,
pp. 496c-497a) and Dharmaguptakas (T 1428, ch. 50-51, pp. 936 sq.)
authorized the decoration of stcpas and monasteries with images, but
these were paintings of devas, monks, dragons, animals and landscapes
rather than images of the Buddha.
704
In the opinion of A. Foucher, "we do not possess an image of the
Buddha earlier than the Christian era". Therefore, there are anachronisms in the texts according to which the original image of SHkyamuni
was made during his lifetime, either at the request of the banker
AnHthapindada (MClasarv. Vin., T 1442, ch. 28, p. 7826; T 1452, ch. 5,
p. 434b), or at the demand of King Bimbidra (T 1442, ch. 45, p. 874a =
DivycTv&na, p. 547) or, finally, on the intervention of the kings
Udayana and Prasenajit (Ekottara, T 125, ch. 28, p. 796~).We should
also treat with extreme reservation the Sinhalese tradition according to
which ASoka, wishing to contemplate the features of the Blessed One,
received from the NHga Mahikcla a complete statue of the Buddha,
with the marks and minor marks (Ma&vapa, V, 87 sq.; Samanta, I,
p. 43), while in Ceylon King Devinampiyatissa, a contemporary of
ASoka, installed in the ThiipHrHma a "great stone statue" (urusildpa!irnZ) of the Buddha Sikyamuni (Mahdvarya, XXXVI, 128).
Conversely, no objection can be made to the evidence of the same
chronicle when it attributes to the Sinhalese king Vasabha (121-165
A.D.) the erection of a pa!im-ghara sheltering four statues of the
Buddha (MaMvaysa, XXXV, 89), and to King VohHrikatissa (260-282
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A.D.) the installation of two bronze statues in the Bodhighara (Mahdvamsa, XXXVII, 31).
Nevertheless it is a fact that no "temple with statue" is mentioned in
the PBli commentaries compiled in the fifth century of the Christian era.
Buddhaghosa and his school called upon the bhikkhus to sweep and
clean the funerary monuments (cetiyaghara), the temple of the Bodhi
tree (bodhighara), the halls of the chapter-house (uposathaghara) and
other residences (parivena), but nowhere d o they mention a pa!imdghara.
Homage was addressed exclusively to thiipas and the Bodhi tree, and
to damage them would be a serious offence (6nantariyakamma). In
contrast, no threat is made to those who destroy or damage a statue.
An image is not holy unless it contains a relic. In the early days, the joy
derived from contemplation of the Buddha (buddhZlmbanapitr] came,
not from the contemplation of images - as is the case nowadays -, but
from attentive consideration of a cetiya or sacred tree.
There is no doubt, however, that from the K u e n a period on, images
of the Buddha were made in great quantities and that, under the
influence of MahByBnist ideas, holy depictments played a more and
more important part in popular and individual devotion. According to I
ching (T 2125, ch. 3, p. 221b), in the seventh century of the Christian
era, the monks of India and the Southern Seas all had in their cells, in a
window or niche, an image of the Buddha which they surrounded with
respect and veneration. Each morning they bathed it and offered flowers
and incense to it; at midday, they presented part of their meal to it; they
covered it with a tapestry while they themselves ate or slept.
Despite this fervour, homage to images never enjoyed the same
orthodoxy as homage to relics (Sarira, dhdtu), and so an attempt had to
be made to justify it : "If one bows down before clay statues of the
immortals, one is not thinking of the clay; one is bowing down while
thinking of the immortals". The argument which had already been
developed in the Legend of ASoka (Divya, p. 363; T 2042, ch. 5,
p. 120a; T 2043, ch. 8, p. 160c) was to be repeated by the writers of the
two Vehicles (Kafpandmanditikd, T 201, ch. 9, p. 3096; Upa&Sa, T 1509,
ch. 1, p. 64c, etc.). The danger of fetishism and trafficking in images did
not escape the attention of the theoreticians. Emphasis was therefore
laid on the fact that "an image made of wood or stone, if harmed, does
not feel pain; if offerings are made to it, it does not feel pleasure, since it
is empty in nature" (T 1796, ch. 20, p. 784b), and the manufacture for
commercial purposes of images of the Buddha in ivory, wood, copper or
bronze was forbidden, since "selling an image of the Buddha is the same
offence as selling one's father or mother" (T 2122, ch. 33, p. 540a).
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On the whole, when confronted with the manifold demands of
popular feeling, the monastic reaction lacked neither astuteness nor
flexibility : astuteness, by maintaining the ancient message of hkyamuni
more or less intact in spirit and broad outline; flexibility, by adapting it
to the new time and place in order to attract the greatest number of
devotees. In ordinary life, the spiritual authorities avoided taking a
position, tolerated without entitling, conceded without concurring; when
confronted by awkward problems - such as that of homage to be paid
to the Buddha in preference to the Samgha or vice versa - they left it in
the hands of the schools and scholars who, while not condemning it as
such, did not hesitate to propose diametrically opposite solutions.
Everyone was free to make his own choice.

CHAPTER SEVEN

THE BUDDHIST RELIGION
It is appropriate at the end of this volume to assess the path followed
by the Good Law during the first five centuries of its history and to
show how it was transformed from the philosophico-mystical message
that it was at the begnning into a true religion.

- THE STAGES TRAVERSED BY THE GOOD LAW
- Buddhism could not be explained
THE ACTION OF SGCYAMUNI.
I.

708

unless we accept that it has its origin in the strong personality of its
founder. While not dshing to engage in useless polemics, we are not one
of those who attempt to minimize h y a m u n i ' s action. We are told that
he hardly taught anything and that his words, contained in the siitras,
are a later creation of subsequent scholastics : "What was the doctrine
of the Buddha and the first holy ones, his disciples? This is impossible to
say with certainty. It was an oral doctrine of which we have no
satisfactory evidence. The codification of the writings did not take place
until many centuries after Sikyamuni9sdecease, when the religion had
already been profoundly changed and generations of scholars had
already added considerably to the holy words. The essential point was
the feeling of veneration for the Master, a feeling which united men of
all conditions into one brotherhood. This feeling, sometimes experienced
instantaneously, opened the mind to universal charity; it was rcally a
matter of a new life and, without any study or novitiate, the new convert
.became a "son of the SikyaW,that is, a spiritual brother of Sikyamuni.
It was a religion without any clergy or monasteries".
It goes without saying that Buddhist scholasticism was not elaborated
in a single day and that India was not suddenly covered with stiipas,
vihiras and caityas. But to present early Buddhism as a simple spiritual
confraternity, in which regard for the Master took the place of doctrine
would be an exaggeration.
Even though it is true that the codification of the writings came later,
it is nonetheless a fact that, in order to appreciate early Buddhism, the
only valid evidence - or indication - which we possess is the basic
agreement between the Nikiyas on the one hand and the Agamas on the
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other. This evidence or indication carries more weight than academic
hypotheses put forward after an interval of twenty-five centuries.
For anyone who is willing to take it into consideration, it appears
i , Enlightenment, discovered the noble
from this that S ~ k ~ a m u nafter
truths which could lead his disciples to the end of suffering and to
Nirvana. He taught those truths for the forty-five years of his public
ministry and, to enable his disciples to reap all the fruit thereof, he
instituted an assembly of religious, a bhiksusamgha, whose rule of life,
centred on the destruction of desire, would lead as rapidly as possible to
the spiritual end they sought. In parallel with that assembly of bhiksus
and bhiksunis, he organized a lay fellowship of upasakas and upasikls
entrusted with the material and financial support of the assembly.
i , support
The high intellectual and moral qualities of S ~ k ~ a m u nthe
he received from the ruling families in KoSala (Prasenajit) and Magadha
(Bimbidra and AjataSatru) enabled him to triumph over obstacles : the
hostility of rival orders [Nirgranthas and Ajivikas) and heretical masters
(Piirana-KISyapa, etc.), the indiscipline of certain monks (the KauGmbi
schism), the jealousy and intrigues of certain members of his family
(Devadatta).
After forty-five years of effort, the dual role which he had assigned
himself - that of a teacher and a founder of the order - was fulfilled.
A few hours before his decease, in approximately 486 B.C., he was able
to say to himself : "I am entering Nirvana now that my bhiksus and
bhiksunis, upisakas and upasikis have become wise, disciplined, skilful
and knowledgeable preachers.. . capable of reciting, teaching, promulgating, expounding, explaining and developing the Law, capable of refuting
objections, capable of teaching the Law in a persuasive way ... I shall
enter Nirvana now that this religious life (brahmacarya) of mine is
709 prospering, expanding, wide-spread, manifold, increasing and well-proclaimed among mankind (manusyebhyah samyakprakGita)" I .
THE MAGADHAN PERIOD. - During the first two centuries which
followed the Nirviina, Buddhism did not meet with spectacular success.
It remained practically confined within the limits of Magadha, with a
few extensions to Avanti and the western coast.
Like all the religious orders of the time, it was able to benefit from the
goodwill or neutrality of the ruling families : Haryarikas, Si~unigas,
Nandas and the first Mauryas.
MahHpariniwHnasiitra, ed. WALDXHMIDT,pp. 206-1 1 ; Pkli version in Digha, 11, pp.
Die Uberliefe112-3. - Other references in DivyHvadPna, pp. 202-3; E. WALDSCHMIDT,
nutg.... pp. 99-102.
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The main achievement of the monks was to have compiled the Word
of the Buddha in the local dialects in use, first Mlgadhi, then Plli and
Sanskrit. This compilation, which served as a basis for the formation of
the canon of texts, succeeded in fixing the broad outline of the dharma
and vinaya, that is to say, the Buddhist doctrine and discipline.
The initiative was taken by a group of Arhats who wished to
monopolize the religious teaching for their own benefit. Agreement was
easily reached over the texts of the doctrinal siitras, but in the disciplinary field, there was some resistance : should they retain or omit the
minor unimportant precepts formulated by the Buddha? Should they
oppose the laxist practices in use in certain communities, particularly the
Vljiputrakas of VaiSili? The strict solution seemed to prevail. In any
case, it was that which was adopted by the old Vinaya masters, the list
of whom has been preserved for us by the Sinhalese chronicle.
The Arhats committed the blunder of claiming the right to Nirvina
for themselves alone, they allowed the laity no more than accession to
the first fruits of the religious life. They thus lost the sympathy, not only
of the upiisakas and upisikis who supported them, but also of the
imperfect religious, who remained at the level of worldlings (pythagjana).
Discontent simmered for a long time before flaring up, but wrangling
between the religious can already be discerned in the biographies of
masters of the Law found throughout the subcontinent.
710

ASOKA.- Like so many other communities, Buddhism would doubtless have remained an obscure sect if it had not received the sympathy
and support of the great emperor ASoka. The latter, as we know,
undertook to establish among his subjects and neighbours a universal
Dharma, which was not identical to the Good Law, but which coincided
to a large extent with the advice to the laity already formulated by the
Buddha. The Buddhists took advantage of this initiative to intensify
their propaganda, and their missionaries followed closely in the steps of
the royal functionaries, bearers of the edict of the Dharma. They met
with considerable success, and the Community of the Four Quarters was
soon represented all over India. However, its influence varied notably in
the different regions, and a clear distinction must be made between the
island of Ceylon and the Indian mainland.

THE CONVERSION OF CEYLON.- The few religious who landed in
Ceylon in 250 B.C. under the leadership of Mahinda, were imbued with
Sthavirian or conservative ideas. As a son of the emperor ASoka,
Mahinda opened relations directly with the Simhala royal family who
had been established on the island for five generations. King Deviinam-
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piyatissa, Queen Anulii and Prince Arittha welcomed the missionaries
with open arms and embraced their cause. The conversion of the island,
in fact of the royal family, was carried out with all haste. Mahinda was
able to profit from these eminently favourable circumstances to pursue
in Ceylon the objectives which the Buddha had previously sought in
Gangetic India : the recruiting of numerous ordinands and the establishment of the Samgha on a solid basis. The Mahiivihiira monastery
was founded with royal largesse at the very gates of the capital Anuriidhapura; for centuries, it was to rule the religious life of the island and
control its policies. The kings of Ceylon competed in generosity to the
community, and the Sinhalese chronicle of the Dwa- and Mahdvaysa,
when all said and done, is merely a gigantic "honours list" aimed at
glorifying the religious foundations and pious works of the great sovereigns : Deviinampiyatissa, Uttiya, Dutthagiimani, VaftagiimaI?i and
Mahidlthika, to mention only the main ones.
Peace was disturbed only by the repeated invasions of the Tamil
hordes but, after more or less long intervals of foreign occupation, the
kings of Ceylon, strongly supported by the monks, always succeeded in
regaining their throne.
In the reign of VattagiimaI?i, between the years 35 and 32 B.C., the
Sinhalese religious, assembled at the Alokavihiira, put their canonical
texts into writing, and that action greatly contributed to the fixing of the
doctrine. However, at about the same date, a quarrel among the
religious caused a scission in the community, and the monks of the
Abhayagiri no longer associated with those of the Mahiivihiira. The
quarrel became more bitter in the reign of Vohiirikatissa (260-282 A.D.),
when the Abhayagiri adopted the Vetullavida heresy.

THECONVERSION OF THE SUBCONTINENT. - On the Indian mainland,
events occurred in a very different .way. For reasons of expediency, the
propagandists and missionaries were led to change their objective and
turn to the masses rather than the elite. The number of conversions was
considerably higher than that of ordinands.
The difficulties to be overcome were enormous. The vast subcontinent was still not properly unified and the peoples to be converted were
not only of Indian (Arya and Drivida) origin, but also foreign, Greek or
Scythian.
Buddhist propaganda often came up against the hostility of princes :
the last Mauryas (236-187 B.C.) withdrew their favours from the sons of
the Siikya; Pusyamitra (1 87-15 1 B.C.) persecuted them; the last sutigas
and the Kiinvas (ca 100-30 B.C.) embraced the Bhiigavata religion. It
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was among foreign princes, Menander (163-150 B.C.), some Scythian
satraps (ca 90-17 B.C.) and Gondophares (19-45 A.D.), that the Buddhists
found most sympathy, although it was not always disinterested.
The other Indian religions did not remain inactive. Everywhere, the
brahmins, worshippers of devas, Nirgranthas and Ajivikas attempted to
recruit followers. In the suliga period, Visnuite sects launched a powerful theistic movement which met with great success and influenced even
the Buddhists themselves.
Despite all these obstacles, the Good Law continued to make progress.
The ancient and rudimentary vihlras of the early times were joined by
new samghlrlmas, inhabited by many monastics. The Indian soil, from
the Himalayas to the Deccan, from Gandhlra to ChampH, was covered
with commemorative stiipas. In the second century before Christ, their
ornamentation gave rise to the flourishing of the Central Indian school
of sculpture, while the bas-reliefs at Bhlrhut, Bodh-Gayi, Sliici and
Amarlvati were to remin the most characteristic and original achieve712 ments of ancient Indian art. Towards the end of the pre-Christian era,
wherever the ground was suitable and particularly in the Western Ghlts,
the Buddhists were to adopt the habit of excavating their caityas and
vihlras in the living rock; the temple at Klrli shows the perfection
which that rock-cut architecture soon attained.
The dispersion of the "Community of the Four Quarters" over an
area as extensive as the Indian subcontinent made it impossible to
maintain its unity. From the time of ASoka, the old rivalry between the
Arhats on the one hand and the worldly religious (plthagiana) and the
laity on the other culminated in the MahHdmghika schism. The community divided into two branches : Sthaviras and MahHdmghikas. They
engendered a whole series of subschools which soon reached the
traditional number of eighteen. In contrast to what happened in Ceylon,
they all, to varying degrees, came under the influence of lay circles,
particularly the ufisakas and upHsikiis whose ideal differed appreciably
from that of the religious.
~Hk~amuni's
message was addressed to a chosen flock of noble young
people who "left home to take up the homeless life"; he propounded to
them an ideal of individual perfection which was only fully attainable
within the limited framework of the religious life.
The activity of the Buddhist missionaries, intensified in the ASokan
period, resulted in the popularization of that message by transmission to
the masses. The latter were ill-prepared to receive it and could not apply
it without first changing it considerably. The lay person requires a god,
whereas the religious needs a master. The lay person, who has to live in
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the world, wishes to please and to give, while the monk, withdrawn into
solitude, pursues by himself the work of self-perfection. Using appropriate rituals, the lay person hopes to conciliate the superior powers
whose intervention is called for because of his needs and woes, whereas
the monk places his hope and trust in the observance of rules and the
efficacy of spiritual practices.
It seems clear, and we hope to demonstrate this in the following
pages, that if Buddhism, from the philosophico-mystical doctrine that it
was originally was transformed into a true religion, with a pantheon,
mythology, hagiography and worship, this is due to the progressive
penetration of the Good Law among the mass of the people, who were
more devout than well-informed. The beginning of this evolution occurred at the end of Asoka's reign, which was marked by the expansion
of Buddhism throughout the whole of India; but, once it had begun, the
popularization of the Good Law was to continue throughout the
centuries, become intenslfied in the Buddhism of the Mahiyina and
Vajraylna and reach its culmination in the ninth and tenth centuries of
the Christian era, at a time when the doctrine of the Siikya, dulled by
compromise and deviation, was absorbed by the surrounding Hinduism.
11. - THE DEIFIED BUDDHA
THE GOD, SUPERIOR TO THE GODS. - In the early canonical texts
n ipresented as a
discussed in the first chapter (pp. 23-27), ~ i k ~ a r n u is
fully enlightened sage, who discovered the truth and taught it to
mankind. The Dharma which he devised is not to be confused with him.
He limited himself to discovering and teaching it. "There is", he told the
brahmin Moggalllna, "a Nirvina and a path which leads to Nirvlna,
and I am here as adviser. However, among the disciples whom I exhort
and instruct in this way, some attain the supreme goal, Nirvina, others
do not attain it. What can I do in this matter, 0 brahmin? The
Tathigata, 0 brahmin, is merely a shower of the path (miirgakhyii~in)"~.
His instructing was limited by time; after some years, the
great voice fell silent and the Wheel of the Law ceased to turn, for the
Master himself entered Nirvina, "like a lamp going out when the oil is
exhausted". From then on, he was out of sight. Left to themselves, the
disciples had nothing but the Law as their one and only refuge. The
prospect was all the more sombre because the appearance of Buddhas in
this world is something as rare as the flowering of a fig-tree : it is only at
Majjhirna, 111, p. 6.
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very remote intervals (ka&cit karhicit) that the Tathigatas, the holy and
perfectly Enlightened Ones, manifest themselves on earth.
On the other hand, we saw in Chapter Six (pp. 622-625) the importance given to Buddhology by the sects. The Sarvistividins laid the
foundations of the doctrine of the three bodies of the Buddha; the
714 Mahidmghikas devised a transcendent Buddha, a supernormal being
having nothing further in common with the world and whose terrestrial
life was no more than a fiction. All the scholars studied the career of the
bodhisattva, the countless periods and additional Kalpas during which
he multiplied virtuous feats in order finally to attain Buddhahood.
Between the old canonical texts and the learned constructions of those
scholars, there is a gap which was filled thanks to a surge of popular
feeling.
If monks, devoted to a life of study and meditation, are able to resign
themselves to regarding their founder only as a sage who had entered
Nirvana, lay followerspwho are exposed to the difficulties of their times,
require something other than a "dead god" of whom only the "remains"
(Sarira)could be revered. They want a living god, a "god superior to the
gods" (devGtideva)* who will continue his beneficial activity among
them, who can predict the future, perform wonders, and whose worship
@BjZ) will be something more than more recollection (anusmytl).
This state of mind, which had an influence on certain later works in
the PHli canon, such as the Apa&na, the Buddhavarpa and Cariycpi!aka, appeared widely in the post-canonical literature in hybrid and pure
Sanskrit. The Mahdvasru, Lalitavistara, Buddhacarita, Saundarananda,
ASokdvadcina, Divydvadcina and Avaddnaiataka like to represent the
Buddha, no longer only as a sage, but as an extraordinary being
"adorned with thc thirty-two marks of a Great Man, his body resplendent with the eighty minor marks, nimbused by a fathom-wide radiance,
more brilliant than a thousand suns, like a great mountain of jewels in
motion, attractive in every wayw3.It is this sublime image, not that of
the shaven and tonsured bhiksu, that the chisel of the Gandhiran artists
preferred to represent.
Far from hesitating to perform wonders, this marvellous being is a
living miracle. On seeing him, automatically, "the blind see, the deaf
hear, the dumb speak, the mad recover their reason, nakedness is

' This description of the Buddha is found in thirty-two stories in the Avadinahtaka
(e.g. 1, pp. 3, 18, 37, etc.), and sometimes twice in some of them. It is also to be found in
the Divyivadina (e.g. pp. 46-7, 75, etc.).
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715 covered, hunger and thirst are appeased, the sick cured, the infirm regain

their wholeness" 4.
The Blessed One is no longer a lover of solitude, fleeing from the
worries of mankind and withdrawing into the Plrileyyaka forest in the
company of wild beasts. Everywhere he dwells, he is "respected, venerated, esteemed, worshipped by kings, kings' ministers, the wealthy, the
inhabitants of towns, bankers, caravaneers, Devas, Nlgas, Yaksas,
Asuras, Garudas, Kimnaras and Mahorlgas; thus honoured, the Blessed Lord Buddha, illustrious and filled with merit, is overwhelmed with
gifts of clothing, food, bedding. seats. refreshments, medicaments and
ornaments" s.
The texts emphasize the beneficial power of the Buddha, the embodiment of knowledge, omnipotence and compassion :
Nothing escapes the knowledge, sight, learning and comprehension of the
Blessed Lord Buddhas, It is in fact a rule that the Blessed Lord Buddhas,
endowed with great compassion, devoted to the welfare of the world, accepted
protectors, plunged into tranquillity and analysis, skilled in the three domains of
discipline, avoiding the four floods, firmly established in the four bases of
supernormal power, long since familiar with the four means of winning over
beings, freed from the five hindrances, having gone beyond the five destinies,
endowed with the six qualities [of equanimity], having fulfilled the six perfections, covered with the flowers of the seven factors of Enlightenment, teaching
the eightfold path, versed in the nine successive attainments, endowed with the
ten forces, renowned in the ten regions, superior to tens and hundreds of
"Autonomous" gods, - it is a rule that, three times at night and three times in
the day, they examine the world with the Buddha-eye and that knowledge and
vision develop in them : "Who is declining", they ask themselves, "and who is
prospering? Who is in pain, danger or trouble? Who is leaning, bending or
slipping towards the bad destinies? Who might I save from the bad destinies and
establish in heaven and deliverance? Who is it that is being sucked into the mire
of desire and to whom I might extend my hand to draw him out of it? Who is it
that has no noble riches and whom I might set in full and complete possession of
noble riches? Who is it whose eyes are covered by the shadows and mote of
ignorance and whose eyes I might cure with the eye-lotion and lancet of
716 knowledge? Who is it in whom have not yet been planted the wholesome roots
which I might plant? He in whom are planted wholesome roots which I might
cause to ripen? He in whom they are ripened and to whom I might give
deliverance?'.
The ocean, the abode of marine monsters, may forget the time of the tide; but
never will the Buddha allow the hour for converting his dearly beloved sons to
pass O.
Lalitavistara, pp. 278-9; Mahivyutpatti, 6306-9; DivyHvadina, p. 365 (more developed). - This stock phrase is reproduced in the Mahiyinasiitras, such as the Paiicavimhti.

pp. 9-10; htadhasrika, pp. 18-19, Suvarryprabhilsa,ed. Nobel, pp. 8-9.
This preamble is usual at the beginning of all the Avadinas.
This passage is repeated in fourtan stories in the AvaGnaSataka (e.g., I, pp. 16-17,
30-1, 72, etc.). It is also found in the Divyivadina, pp. 95-6, 124-5, 264-5.
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This new-style Buddha is no longer as loquacious as the Sramana
Gautama of Kapilavastu. He no longer expatiates in long dogmatic and
highly technical stitras, but frequently intervenes to reveal their past
actions to his listeners or announce their future rebirths. These predictions (vyrskarana)take place according to a fixed ceremonial.
The Buddha smiles. It is in fact a rule that when the Buddhas smile, blue,
yellow, red and white rays of light issue from their lips : some go downwards,
some go upwards. Those that go downwards descend to the depths of the hells
and, depending on the case, cool or warm the hell-bound, who change into
Devas. The rays which go upwards enter the twenty-three heavenly spheres and
the gods, seized with admiration, exclaim :
Begin, leave your dwellings; apply yourselves to the Law of the Buddha;
annihilate the army of death, just as an elephant overturns a hut made of reeds.
Whoever moves undistractedly under the discipline of that Law, evading birth
and the cycle of the world, will put an end to suffering.
Then those rays, after enveloping the Tnchiliomegachiliocosm, return to the
Blessed One from behind If the Buddha wishes to explain an action performed
in the past, the rays disappear into his back. If it is a future action that he wishes
to predict, they disappear into his chest. Depending on whether he is predicting a
birth in the hells, among animals, among Pretas, among mankind, among
Balacakravartin, Cakravartin kings or among Devas, the rays disappear respectively under the sole of his feet, into his heel, into his big toe, into his knee, into
the palm of his left hand, into the palm of his right hand or, finally, into his
navel. If he wishes to predict to someone that he will have the intelligence of a
Srivaka, they disappear into his mouth; if it is the intelligence of a Pratyeka717 buddha, they disappear into his ears; if it is the supreme wisdom of a perfectly
accomplished Buddha, they disappear into his cranial protuberance.
Ananda then asks the Buddha the reason for his smile and the return of the
rays : "No, it is not without reason that the Victorious Ones, who have
triumphed over the foe, who are free from frivolity. who have renounced pride
and discouragement, and who are the cause of the hapiness of the world, have a
smile like the yellow fibres of the lotus...".
The Buddha answers him that in fact his smile is not unmotivated and that
such-and-such a person, because of a thought he has conceived or because of an
offering he has made, will incur such-and-such a rebirth or might even become,
in this world, a perfectly accomplished Buddha with a specific name7.

It is equally the rule that, after having benefited from a spiritual
favour, one should thank the Buddha with a thrice-repeated eulogy :

' The long development summarized here is found in twenty stories of the AvadainaSataka (e.g., I, pp. 4-7, 10-12, 19-22). It also appears in several places in the Divyivadaina
@p. 67-9, 138-40, 265-7, 366-8, 568-70). as well as the MiilasarvBstivHdin Vin. (T 1442.
ch. 46, p. 8790-c; T 1448, ch. 8, p. 36a-b).
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Venerable One, what has been done for me by the Blessed One has never been
done by my mother, or my father, or the king, or the deities, or the crowd of
relatives and associates, or ancient Pretas, or Sramanas or brihmins. The ocean
of tears of blood is dried up, the mountain of bones is crossed, the doors of the
unhappy destinies are closed, the gates of heaven and deliverance are open wide.
The foot has been diverted [from the dreadful fate] of the hell-bound, animals
and Pretas, and placed among gods and mankind.
Through your compassion, the path of the bad destinies, a cruel and woeful
path, has been closed, and the highly meritorious way to heaven has been
opened; I have attained the path of Nirvlna.
Through your support, I have today acquired the unblemished eye, the pure
eye, perfectly pure; I have reached the tranquil place, cherished by the holy ones,
and I have crossed the ocean of suffering.
0 you, who are revered by the world of Daityas [demons], mankind and gods;
you, whose appearance is so rare, even during thousands of existences, the sight
of you has been fruitful for me today, 0 Muni8.

718

Seen from that angle and in that perspective, the last life and former
existences of the Buddha Siikyamuni appear in a more legendary than
historical guise. It is no longer a matter of a simple biography, as we
attempted to sketch earlier (pp. 15-23), but a true chivalric romance all
the subjective elements of that literary style. It is appropriate to examine
the development of the legend, with regard to both the last life and
former existences of s2kyamuni.

THE SUCCESSIVE STAGES OF THE LEGEND OF THE BUDDHA. - By
somewhat accentuating the angles, it is possible to distinguish five
successive stages in the legend of ~ i i k ~ a m u :nI.i biographical fragments
incorporated into the early Siitras; 2. complete or fragmentary biographies included in the Vinayas; 3. autonomous but incomplete "Lives",
elaborated by various Buddhist schools at the beginning of the Christian
era; 4. a complete biography in the MilasarvdsfivZdin Vinaya and
related texts, dating from approximately the fourth century; 5. the
NiaZnakafhd and an outline of annals compiled in the fifth century by
Sinhalese commentators.
1. Biographicalfragments incorporated in the SCrras. - In the Maj~himanikdya, four suttas which repeat and complement one another all tell
' s namely, the period which
us of an important phase in ~ i i k ~ a m u n ilife,
extends from the flight from Kapilavastu until the Enlightenment : these
are the Ariyapariyasena (M., I, pp. 163-73; T 26, No. 204, ch. 56,
pp. 7766-778~).the Dvedhdvitakka (M., I, p. 117), the Bhayabherava (M.,
Cf. Ava&naiataka, I, pp. 149, 336; Divyivadina, pp. 554-5, 52-3 (verses only);
Mdasarv. Vin. (Gilgir Man..111, part 4, p. 59; cf. JA, 1932, p. 30).
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I, pp. 17-23; T 125, ch. 23, pp. 6656-666c) and the Mahcisaccakasutta
(M., I, pp. 240-9). The following is a summary of the contents of these
texts.
Having meditated on birth, old age, disease, death and defilement,
SBkyamuni made the decision to seek the absence of defilement, incomparable security and Nimina. Against the will of his parents, he left
home and donned the yellow robe of the religious; he studied successively under Alira KBlima and Udraka Rimaputra; the former taught
him the way of nihilism, the latter that of neither-perception-nor-nonperception; however ~ B k ~ a r n u nconsidering
i,
their doctrines to be imperfect, abandoned them, passed through Magadha and withdraw into
solitude, in the neighbourhood of Uruvilvi (M., I, pp. 163-7; T 26,
ch. 56, pp. 7766-777a).
Greatly superior to other monks and brahmins, the newly isolated
man passed his retreat in purity and knowledge. During the auspicious
nights, he overcame h e horrors of the wilderness, in all his attitudes
triumphing over fear and dread; he was aware of being one of those
men without illusions, born into the world for the welfare of many
people (M., I, pp. 17-21; T 125, ch. 23, pp. 6656-6666).
Three similes borrowed from the respective action of wet wood and
dry wood came to his mind and made him understand that he should
control his body, restrain his passions and rid his mind of desire. He
therefore gave himself over to fearful mortifications : he clenched his
teeth and pressed his tongue against his palate; he stopped his breathing
through his mouth, nose and ears; he undertook so strict a fast that his
life was in danger. Recalling the first time he meditated under the roseapple tree, when he was still only a child, he wished to make a final
effort and practise the ecstasies; to that end, he decided to have a
substantial meal, and the five companions who had accompanied him in
his retreat abandoned him (M., I, pp. 240-7).
Plunged into meditation, Sikyamuni successively passed through the
four ecstasies (dhycina) which were to lead him to Enlightenment. During
the lirst night watch, he acquired the knowledge which consists of
during the
recalling his former existences @Cvanivcis~usmyt~n'cina);
second watch, the knowledge of the death and birth of beings (cyutyupapddajn'cina); during the third and last watch, he acquired the certainty
that all his defilements were destroyed (cisrava&ayajiiria). By means of
that threefold knowledge, he penetrated the four noble truths concerning
suffering, etc., and was finally able to award himself the palm of holiness
: "I have found deliverance; all new birth is destroyed; holiness has been
achieved, what had to be done has been done; I will return here no
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more" (M., I, pp. 21-3, 117, 247-9; T 26, ch. 25, p. 589c; T 125, ch. 23,
p. 6666-c).
The Buddha, judging his doctrine too difficult to be understood
wished to keep it to himself; however, after repeated entreaties from the
god Brahmi, he consented to propound it to mankind. He wanted first
of all to approach his former masters AIira and Udraka, but he was
told they were dead, so he decided to go to Virinasi and rejoin the five
companions who had witnessed his austerities. While on the way there,
he met the Ajivika Upaka and confided his plan to him. He finally
reached Virinasi and, in the Deer Park, was acknowledged as a Buddha
hy the Group of Five and taught them the four noble truths (M., I,
pp. 167-73; T 26, ch. 56, pp. 777a-778c).
720
Another period of the Buddha's life is the subject of a Sanskrit siitra,
the Catuspar@atsCtra, discovered in Sortuq (Chinese Turkestan) by the
third German expedition to Turfan, and analyzed and edited by
E. WaldschmidtP. It does not appear in the Chinese Agama collections,
but has its correspondent in the MtilasarvrSstividin Vinaya (Dulva, IV,
p. 52 sq., T 1450, ch. 5, p. 124c sq.). This siitra contains no less than
twenty-eight episodes which can be classified in four sections : 1. the
events at the foot of the Bodhi tree in G a y i (Nos 1-9), 2. the Buddha's
first entry in Virinasi (Nos 10-21), 3. the conversions at Gayi, on the
return from Virinasi (Nos 22-26), 4. the conversions at Rijagrha (Nos
27-28).

A special siitra, the Mahiparinirv@asCtra, is entirely devoted to the
last days of the Buddha. It has come down to us in a Pili version
(Dkhu, 11, pp. 71-168), a Sanskrit recension (analyzcd and edited by
E. WALDSCHMIDT)'~,
a Tibetan translation (Dulva, XI, pp. 5356-6526)
and some Chinese versions (T 1, ch. 2-4, pp. 11-30; T 5-7; T 1451, ch.
35-38, pp. 382b-402c), not to mention the many extracts scattered
thoughout all the canonical and post-canonical literature.
Professor Waldschmidt arranged the fifty-one episodes which make up
the plot of the account in four classifications : 1. episodes reproduced in
substantially the same way in the majority of the sources; 2. episodes

lo

Refennces above, p. 154, note.
References above, p. 154, note.
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related by the majority of the versions, but in a different way;
3. episodes attested to in only a small number of sources; 4. episodes
attested to in a single version.
If an authentic tradition ever did exist, in the course of time it was
subjected to considerable alterations. It is represented more faithfully, it
seems, by the Sanskrit version than by the PBli one.

The biographical sOtras prove to be very sparing in details concerning
the life and childhood of ~ B k ~ a m u nthe
i ; Sonadanda (Digha, I, p. 115;
T 1, ch. 15, p. 95a 2) merely says : "The recluse Gautama was well-born
721 on both sides, of pure descent through his mother and father for seven
generations, unblemished and irreproachable with regard to his b i r t h .
However, the Mahdvadinasfitra (PBli version, Digha, 11, pp. 1-54;
; Chinese
Sanskrit recension analyzed and edited by E. WALDSCHMIDT"
versions, T I, ch. I, pp. 1-10; T2-4; T 125, ch. 45, pp. 790-I), devoted to
the glorification of the last seven Buddhas, contains detailed indications
about the life of the Buddha VipaSyin from his conception until his
deeds as a Buddha.
VipaSyin descended from the Tusita heaven in the midst of earthquakes and great light. He became embodied in the womb of a perfectly
pure mother, who was able to contemplate the child within her womb.
During her pregnancy, she observed the five precepts.
After six months had passed, VipaSyin was born : earthquakes and
luminous signs accompanied his birth. The Bodhisattva immediately
stood upright and took seven steps towards the four cardinal points,
proclaiming that he was the eldest in the world and that this birth would
be his last. Two miraculous jets of water flowed over the mother and
child. The gods manifested their joy (Digha, 11, pp. 12-15).
The Bodhisattva was then presented to his father, who had him
examined by seers; the latter discovered the thirty-two a arks of a
Great Man" on him and declared that later the child would either
become a powerful cakravaitin king or a perfectly enlightened Buddha
(Dlgha, 11, pp. 16-19).
The child, whose upbringing was entrusted to nurses, was quick to
display extraordinary qualities : his comeliness, the brilliance of his look,
the gentleness of his voice and his talents attracted general sympathy.
His youth was spent in luxury and pleasure : three palaces, one for each
season, were placed at his disposal (Digha, 11, pp. 19-21).
References above, p. 154, note.
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However, during his outings, the Bodhisattva successively encountered an old man, a sick man, a dead man and a monk. Filled with disgust
for this world and its vanities, he left the town of Bandhumati, shaved
his head, donned the yellow robe of the religious and withdrew into
solitude (Digha, 11, pp. 21-30).
Wh~lein retreat, he discovered the Law of the twelve causes or the
dependent origination of phenomena; triumphing over suffering, he
722 acquired mental liberation which made him a Buddha (Dlgha, 11,
pp. 30-5).
Considering his doctrine to be too difficult to be understood, he
wanted to keep it secret; however, yielding to the repeated pleas of the
god Brahmi, he agreed to preach it. He went to the Deer Park in
Bandhumati and set turning the Wheel of the Law for the ksatriya
Khanda and the brahmin Tisya. Both attained Arhatship. This example
was followed by 80,000 inhabitants of Bhandhumati who donned the
yellow robe of the rewgious and'acquired holiness. The Buddha VipaSyin
sent his monks out on missions, and this continued for six years. After
which, the monks returned to Bandhumati, and VipaSyin informed them
of the monastic rules (Digha, 11, pp. 37-47).
This biography, strongly tinged with legend, is given as typical and is
valid, apart from a few details, for all the Buddhas indiscriminately.
Started by VipaSyin, it was relived suc&ssively by his successors, the
other Buddhas. S2kyamuni, the last of the line, repeated it in turn
(Digha, 11, p. 51). The wonders which marked the conception and birth
of VipaSyin were reproduced for himI2; just like VipaSyin, he was raised
in luxury and had three palaces at his disposalI3. In short, everything
occurred as if the devout biographers, unaware of the precise details of
S2kyamuni9scoming into the world, had after the event attributed a
marvellous conception and birth to him, by applying to him a legend
intended to glorify the Buddhas and cakravartin kings, a legend the
themes of which were fixed in advance14.
2. Biographical fragments incorporated into the Vinayas. - The Vinayas in our possession narrate a mass of episodes concerning the public
ministry of Sikyamuni but, with the exception of the M~lasarvtSstivcidin
l 2 Cf. the Acchariyabbhutadharnrnasutta, Majjhima, 111, pp. 119-24; T 26, No. 32,
ch. 8. pp. 469c-471c.
l 3 Majjhirna, I, p. 504; Anguttara, I, p. 145; T 26, No. 1 17, ch. 29, p. 607c 8.
l4 It is true that, theoretically, we could uphold the opposite thesis and claim that the
life of kkyamuni served as a model and point of departure for the legend in the
MahHvadPnasiitra.This would mean that at the same time we would have to accept blindly
all the miracles of the golden legend of Buddhism.
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Vinaya, the anecdotes recorded in no way form a continuous account :
they are introduced occasionally to narrate the circumstances which
decided the Buddha to formulate an order or impose a prohibition.
However, in three Vinayas, the section devoted to the SkandhakasIS
opens with a more or less long section of ~ikyamuni'slife : the Pili
Vinaya (I, pp. 1-44) records events from the Enlightenment to the
conversion of Siriputra. The Vinaya of the Mahiiiisaka (T 1421,
pp. lOla 10-1 10c 10) and the Dharmaguptaka (T 1428, pp. 779a 5-7796
24) devote some ten pages to narrating the antecedents and genealogy of
Sikyamuni, his birth and life up to the Enlightenment and, in conclusion, the beginning of his public ministry until the conversion of
hriputra.
In the same Vinayas, the Skandhaka section ends with the beginning
of an ecclesiastical history : the Pili Vinaya (11, pp. 284-308) and the
MahZiisaka Vinaya (T 1421, pp. 1906 13-1946 20) gives an account of
the first two councils; the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya (T 1428, pp. 966a 15971c 2) briefly relates the funeral of the Buddha and continues with an
account of the two councils.
Neither the Sarviistividin Vinaya (T 1435) nor that of the Mahisiyghika (T 1425) contains a continuous biography of the Buddha.
Furthermore, the two Buddhist councils the vicissitudes of which they
narrate, the former in the postface by Vimalik? and the latter right in
the middle of the Skandhaka, appear as annexes to the general theme of
the explanation16.
This is why it seems difficult for us to posit, as did E. Frauwallnerl',
the existence of an original "Old Skandhaka", beginning with an
account of the Buddha's life, from his antecedents until the start of his
public ministry, and concluding with the narration of his decease and
funeral and an outline of the ecclesiastical history.
However that may be, the Vinayas and particularly that of the
Sarvistividins include numerous stories and anecdotes concerning SBkyamuni's public ministry which cannot be found elsewhere. Some give
evidence of a new spirit, announcing the coming of the Mahiyina, such
as the curious miracle of languages which has been alluded to above
(pp. 549-552).
3. Autonomous but incomplete "Lives". - Towards the beginning of
the Christian era, new development appeared in the legend of the
See above, pp. 167-171, the analysis of the six Vinayas.

I W f . above, pp. 133-136.

''

See above, pp. 176-179.
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Buddha : the biography of the Blessed One stands out from the mass of
724 doctrinal and disciplinary texts in which it was drowned and becomes

the subject of autonomous compositions. Two have come down to us in
Sanskrit : the Lalitavistara (ed. S. LEFMANN,Halle, 1902) and the
Mahdvastu (ed. E. SENART,
Paris, 1892-97); others are in Chinese (T 184191 ; 195- 197). The oldest translations date from the end of the second
century (T 184 is from 197) or the beginning of the third (T 185 is from
222-229), so we can assume that the first original compositions date
from the beginning of the Christian era.
These Lives are incomplete : they are no more than an account of the
first return to Kapilavastu, d o not mention the great missionary tours of
the Buddha and are silent over his decease. Depending on the point at
which they stop their narrative, they can be divided into five categories :
a. Lives which conclude with the victory over Mira : Hsiu hsing pGn
ch'i ching (T 184), five chapters.
b. Lives ending with the setting in motion of the Wheel of Law :
Sanskrit Lalitavisrara. 27 chap.; Fang kuang ta chuang yen ching (T 187),
27 chap., tr. from the forego~ngby Divikara in 683; I ch'u p'u sa pPn
ch'i ching (T 188).
c. Lives concluding with the conversion of the three KGyapa brothers :
Mahdvastu (cf. 111, pp. 425 sq.); T'ai tzzi jui ying p h ch'i ching (T 185).
d. Lives finishing with the conversion of Siriputra and Maudgalyiyana, followed or not by the meeting with MahikHSyapa : P'u yao
ching (T 186), tr. in 30 chap. of a Lalitavistara, carried out in 308 by
D h a r m a r a k ~Kuo
;
ch'u hsien tsai yin kuo ching (T 189).
e. Lives ending with the first return to Kapilavastu : Fo pPn h i n g chi
ching (T190), in 60 chap.18; Chung hsu mo ho ti ching (T 191).
Alongside these continuous accounts, there are also extracts or anthologies which merely relate certain events in the life of the Buddha : the
Shih &h yu ching (T 195), tr. in 392 by Kglodaka, tells briefly of the first
twelve years of his public ministry; the Chung pPn ch'i ching (T 196), tr.
in 207 by T'an kuo and Mung hsiang, is a selection of fifteen episodes
which occurred between the Discourse at Virinasi and the stay in
Veraiiji when the Buddha was forced through famine to eat "horse
725 corn"; the Hsing ch'i hsing ching (T 197), tr. in about 207 by K'ang
Mung hsiang, relates ten torments endured by the Buddha in expiation
of former faults.
The Lives borrow the outline of their account from canonical sources :
l 8 This life has been translated into English by S. BUL. The Romantic Legend of ScikYa
Buddha. London, 1875.
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the wonders of the conception and birth are taken from the Mahcivadcinasitra; the episodes of the cycle of the Enlightenment, from the
departure from Kapilavastu to the arrival at Bodhi, are borrowed from
biographical suttas in the Majjhima; finally, the beginnings of the public
ministry are taken from the Vinaya. However, the account is embellished
with new and unpublished details which give it a more dramatic
appearance : the Bodhisattva's first meditation under the rose-apple tree
is combined with the marvel of the shadow which remained motionless
over the child's body; the Bodhisattva's meditation on the mysteries of
life and death are replaced by a more lively account of the four
encounters; the departure from Kapilavastu is enlarged by new episodes :
leaving the town with the connivance of the deities, the farewells to the
charger Kanfhaka and the charioteer Chandaka, the cutting of his hair,
and exchange of clothing with the hunter, etc.; the walk to the Bodhimanda and the arrangement of the seat of Enlightenment take on the
solemnity of a carefully egulated rite; finally, the Bodhisattva has to
repulse the assaults by MBra three or four times.
All these Lives contain numerous references to the jcitaka, former
existences of the Buddha and his disciples. The Lalitavistara (pp. 163
sq.), summarizes a whole series of them. In the Mahcivastu and the Fo
ptn hsing chi ching (T 190), however, these jitaka become true motives
of the account : each episode of the last life of the Buddha is given as
the result and distant repetition of an event in his former existences. This
constant concern for reference to the past shows to what degree belief in
rebirth was deep-rooted in the minds of Buddhists. On each page, the
Mahdvastu interrupts its narrative to inform us that it was not the first
time the Buddha acted in such a way or was the hero of such an
adventure; already in one of his former existcnccs, an event of the same
kind had occurred. This narrative process, mixing fable whith legend,
was subsequently to become generalized, and we find it again in
particular in the Mllasarvcistivcidin Vinaya which inaugurates a new
stage in the formation of the legend of the Buddha.
4. Complete Lives of the Buddha. - We have to wait until the second
726 century of the Christian era to find, at last complete biographies which
take &ikyamuni from his descent from the Tusita heaven through to his
Nirvina and funeral ceremony.
The initiative seems to have been taken by contemporaries of King
Kaniska. With the title of "Buddhacarita compiled by Samgharaky", a
certain Samgharak+19, a native of Suristra (KBthiZwHr) and Kaniska's
lPOn Samgharak*, see P. DEM~MLLE,
LO Yogciccirabhaimi de S ~ g h a r a k ; ~
BEFEO,
,
XLIV, pp. 363-8.
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teacher, composed in Gandhira a complete biography of the Buddha in
a mixture of verse and prose with a fairly developed version of the
legend of ASoka in appendix. This work was translated into Chinese in
384 by Samghabhadra, with the title of Sing ch'ieh lo chh so chi ching,
or better Sing ch'ieh lo chh so chi Fo hsing (T 194).
Another contemporary of Kaniska, the brahmin ASvaghosa, a native
of Siketa who had been converted to Buddhism, also composed a
Buddhacarita in twenty-eight chapters, in Sanskrit verses of scholarly
workmanship. The first of these deals with the birth of the Blessed One;
the last is devoted to the distribution of the relics. The complete work
exists only in a Tibetan version (Mdo XCIV, 1) and in Chinese (T 192),
the latter translated by Dharmaksema between 414 and 421. We possess
the Sanskrit original of chapters I to XIV, as well as Sanskrit fragments
from Central Asia (111, 16-29; XVI, 20-36)1°.
There also exists a third poem in verse which narrates, in thirty-one
chapters, the complete We of the Buddha up to the distribution of the
relics. Its author is unknown and the work now exists only in a Chinese
version, the Fo pin hsing ching (T 193) translated by Pao yun between
427 and 449.
We mentioned above (pp. 170-171) a complete biography of S5kyamuni and the beginning of an ecclesiastical history incorporated into the
MzilasarvistivZdin Vinaya. That "historical" section covers the chapters
of the Sayghabhedavastu and the Vinayaksudrakavastu which exist in
Chinese (T 1450, 1451) and in a Tibetan version, the latter translated
into English by W.W. ROCKHILL,The Life of the Buddha, London, 1884.
727 Only a few fragments or extracts from the Sanskrit original have come
down to us2'. With the exception of a few leaves of the Samghabhedavastu, the "historical" section is missing in the publication of the
MClasarvistivZdin Vinaya edited by N . DUTT(Gilgit Manuscripts, 111,
Cf. E.H. JOHNSTON, The Buddhacarira or Acts ofthe Buddh, 2 vol., Calcutta, 1936;
The Buddha's Mission and last Journey (Buddhacarita, XV to XXVIII). Acta Orientalia.
XV. 1937, pp. 1-128; F. WELLER,Zwei Zentralasialische Fragmenfe &s Buddhacarifa.
ASAWL, XLVI, 4, 1953, pp. 1-26.
For the Samghabhedavastu, the Sanskrit text of the Catuspari+tsiitra, edited by
E. WALDSCHMIDT,
corresponds to T 1450, ch. 5-7, pp. 124c 27-136c 27; the few leaves from
Gilgit edited by N. D u n , Gilgit Manuscripts. 111, part 4, pp. 225, 16-248, 11, correspond to
T 1450, ch. 10, pp. 147c-153a.
For the Vinayaksudrakavastu. the PritihiryasOtra, incorporated into the Divyivadina,
Ch. XII, pp. 143-66, corresponds to T 1451, ch. 26, pp. 3290-333c; the beginning of the
Mindhitivadina, incorporated into the Divyivadina, Ch. XVII, pp. 200-9, corresponds
to T 1451, ch. 36, pp. 387c 4-389a 2; finally, the MaEparinirvPnasOtra, edited by
E. WALDSCHMIDT,
corresponds to T 1451, ch. 35-38, pp. 3826 29-402c 4.
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4 parts, Srinagar, 1942-50). Through one of those sensational discoveries
to which he alone holds the key, G. Tucci has recently discovered the
Sanskrit original in Afghanistan. We can rest assured he will publish it
without delay.
The date of the Vinaya of which this section forms part can be
established approximately. It contains a prediction concerning Kaniska
(T 1448, ch. 9, p. 416-c), and the manner in which it celebrates the
sovereign's merits as well as the splendours of the Peshiwir stiipa
already presuppose the remoteness of their history. In fact, the present
tendency is to delay the accession of Kaniska until the second century
A.D. (128 according to J. Marshall, 143 according to Ghirshman).
Furthermore, the Sikyamuni who is brought onto the scene by the
Mu'lasarv. Vin. is no longer the sage of Kapilavastu known to the early
canonical texts, but the "god superior to the gods" celebrated by the
Avadina literature (above, pp. 644-645) and the Mahiyina. Finally, Fa
hsien, who visited India between 402 and 41 1 in search of copies of the
Vinayas, does not seem to have known of the Mzilasarv. Vin., and it was
only in the first decade of the eighth century that it was (partly)
translated into Chinese by I ching. For all these reasons, we cannot
attribute to this work a date earlier than the fourth-fifth centuries of the
Christian erazz.
The Mu'lasarv. Vin. is presented as an enormous compilation. It
repeats all the earlier facts from the SCitras, the Vinayas (particularly
that of the Sarvistividins) and the autonomous Lives, which enables it
to follow Qikyamuni from his conception until the return to Kapilavastu six years after the Enlightenment (T 1450, ch. 12, p. 159a 8-9). In
order to narrate the rest of his public life, it had to make a summary
choice betwccn the accounts in the earlier Vinayas, then classify them
chronologically, with the help of guide marks. As to the NirvHna and
the funeral ceremony, it conveniently repeated the Sanskrit version of
the Mahciparinirv&asu'tra word for word.
Nevertheless, the Mzilasarv. Vin. is not free of neologisms, it sometimes enriches the legend with details, even apparently new episodes.
i not have one, but three wives
According to it, ~ i k ~ a m u ndid
simultaneously, without counting the sixty thousand courtesans in their
service; they were named YaSodharG, Gopi4 and Mrgajl (T1450, ch. 3,
pp. Illc, 112c, 1146).
The struggle between the Buddha and his cousin Devadatta also
becomes the object of long developments, already partly manifested in
A different opinion in E. FRAUWALLNEU,
The Earliest Vinaya, pp. 27 sq.; 1%.
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the Sarvttstivtidin Vin. The Pili sources were more restrained over the
schismatic; the Suttas merely presented him as a man of malevolent
desires (Samyutta, 11, p. 156), destined for hell (Majjhima, I, p. 393); the
Ptili Vinaya (11, pp. 182-203), extracts from which are quoted word for
word in the Anguttara (11, p. 73; 111, p. 123; IV, pp. 160, l a ) , gives a
brief account of his collusion with Ajitaktru, the schism which he
provoked in the community and the three plots he hatched against the
Buddha. The separate Lives say even less about him : they consider that
Sikyamuni refused to welcome his former companion and childhood
rival into his order (Mahtivastu, 111, p. 181; T 190, ch. 59, p. 923c). In
contrast, the Mzilasarv. Vin. (T 1450, ch. 13-14, pp. 168a-174a; ch. 20,
p. 203; T 1464, ch. 2, pp. 859-60) and related sources (T 1435, ch. 36-37,
pp. 257a-2666; T 1509, ch. 14, pp. 164c-165a) conspicuously expand the
history of the schismatic : Devadatta, having entered the order with five
hundred other Siikyas, proved to be an exemplary monk for twelve
years, but ambition was his downfall. Having acquired, not without
difficulty, possession of supernormal powers, he put them to use in order
to win the friendship of Prince AjitaSatru; assisted by the latter, he
attempted to supplant the Buddha at the head of the community and to
that end committed three offences of immediate maturation : he provok729 ed a schism, wounded the Buddha in the foot by throwing a rock at
him and punched the nun Utpalavami till she was unconscious. Finally,
he took up with heretics. Feeling his end approaching, he again tried to
scratch the Buddha with poison-coated fingernails. However, the ground
opened under his feet and he was flung alive into the hells.
Certain episodes in the life of the Buddha take on the appearance of
an apotheosis. In Srivasti, Sikyamuni no longer limits himself to the
twin wonders (yamakaprtitihirya) in the sky - common prodigies
within the reach of all holy persons --; he also conducts a grandiose
multiplication of fictitious Buddhas, by creating doubles of himself
which rise in tiers as far as the heaven of the Akanistha gods (T 1451,
ch. 26, p. 332a-6; Divya, pp. 161-2).
Eclectic tendencies, already at work in the separate Lives, continue to
act and sometimes entirely transform certain old legends, however well
established. Nothing is more characteristic in this respect than the story
of ~ i r i ~ u t and
r a Maudgalyiyana. According to known tradition, their
teacher, before their conversion to Buddhism, was the heretic Saiijaya
VairaIiputra, who professed agnostic ideas; the two young men, having
finally discovered the Buddha, decided to take up his Law and tried
to take their teacher with them. However, Saiijaya refused to follow
them and even tried to hold them back; being unsuccessful and finding
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himself abandoned, he spat blood in vexation and died23. In contrast, in
the Mfilasarv. Vin. (T 1444, ch. 2, p. 1026a-c; Gilgit Manuscripts, 111,
part 4, pp. 20-5) and related texts ( C h i fin shuo ching. T 498, ch. 2,
p. 768a-b; UpadeSa, T 1509, ch. 11, p. 1366-c; ch. 40, p. 350a; ch. 42,
p. 3686). Saiijaya no longer has much in common with the heretic of the
same name : he belongs to a wealthy Kaundinya family and, far from
730 professing agnosticism, he prepares the way for Buddhism by preaching
the religious life, non-violence, chastity and Nirviina; as he is dying, he
denies before his two disciples that he has already found the way of
deliverance by himself, but announces the impending arrival of the
Buddha and urges them to join him.
In previous publication^^^, I have already raised the matter of the
dual tradition concerning Safijaya : one presenting this person in an
unfavourable light as a heretic, the other in a favourable one, as the
precursor of the Buddha. However, possibly I was wrong to term the
first tradition early and the second later. E. Waldschmidt quite rightly
remarked that these traditions are difficult to date and that, if it is
important to establish the differences between them, "it is dangerous to
consider one as early and the other as latewzs.Professor Waldschmidt,
however, sees in the Mflasarvistividin Vinaya "einen aus jungen und
alten Bestandteilen stark gemischten Text" [a text with a strong mixture
of recent and earlier components], and it is this composite nature which
we wish to emphasize here.
Another tendency of this Vinaya is to bring the biography of siikyamuni into line with the lives of the previous Buddhas. It draws up a list
of the actions which every Buddha must necessarily accomplish (avaSyakaranva). They are five in number (T 1451, ch. 26, p. 329c 26) or ten
(Divyivadina, p. 150)z6: The Buddha does not enter complete cessation

" Pili sources : Vinaya, I, pp. 39-44; Apadina, I, pp. 24-5; Jitaka, I, p. 85;
Dhammapada Comm., I, pp. 90-5; Suttanipita Comm., I, pp. 326 sq. - Sanskrit source :
Mahivastu, 111, pp. 59-65. - Chinese sources : Wu Ten lii, T 1421, ch. 16, p. I lob-c; Ssir
E n lii, T 1428, ch. 33, pp. 798c-7996; P'u yao ching, T 186, ch. 8, pp. 533c; Ta chuang yen
ching, T 187, ch. 12, p. 613c; Yin kuo ching, T 189, ch. 4, p. 6 5 t ; Fo pin hsing chi ching,
T 190, ch. 48, p. 875c sq.; Fo so hsing tsan, T 192, ch. 4, p. 336 (cf. E.H. JOHNSTON,The
Buddha's Mission. Acta Orientalia, XV, 1937, pp. 21-3); Fo p& hsing ching, T 193, ch. 4,
p. 816; Chung pin ch'i ching, T 196, ch. I , p. 1536; Ta chi ching, T 397, ch. 19, p. 1290;
Hsi yti chi. T 2087, ch. 9, pp. 924~-925a.
'* L4 Traite & la Gran& Vertu & Sagesse. 11, 1949, pp. 621-32; La Iigende du Buddh.
RHR, vol. 134, 1947-48, pp. 65-6.
E. WALDSCHMIDT,
Festschrift Schubring, Hamburg, 1951, p. 120.
l b The list of the five obligatory actions is again found in the Ekottarigama, T 125,
ch. 28, p. 7036 17-20.
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as long as another person has not been told by him that he will be a
Buddha one day; as long as he has not inspired in another being a
thought capable of not turning back from the supreme state of a
perfectly accomplished Buddha; as long as all those whom he should
convert have not been converted; as long as he has not exceeded threequarters of the duration of his existence; as long as he has not fixed the
limits of his parish; as long as he has not designated two of his auditors
as the foremost of all; as long as he has not shown himself descending
from the heaven of the Devas at the town of SlmkHSya; as long as,
assembled with his auditors near the great Anavatapta Lake, he has not
displayed the interweaving of previous actions; as long as he has not
established his father and mother in the truths; as long as he has not
performed a great wonder in Srivasti.
5. The Sinhalese compilations. - As might well be expected, the
monks of Ceylon did not cease to be interested in the person of their
founder. They transmitted intact the Pili texts which doubtless contain
the oldest and most authentic fragments on the life of the Master. They
enlarged that heritage to a considerable degree, but refrained from
distorting it too much. While attributing a large part to the marvellous,
they kept within reasonable limits and did not lapse into the exaggerations and improbabilities to which the separate Lives, the sanskrit
Avadinas and Mahiiyinasiitras have accustomed us. We know that the
monastics at the MahHvihira had always been opposed to the Mahlylnist elucubrations known in Ceylon by the name of Vetullavlda, and
that disposition is enough to explain the relative reticence they displayed
in the matter of miracles.
The Suttanipdta, which forms part of the Plli Khuddakas which were
closed quite late (above, pp. 156-159), contains in Sections No. 3, the
Mahdvagga, some suttas which are archaic in style and rcspcctivcly
relate the first encounter with Bimbisira (Pabbajjisutta, Sn, 111, l), the
assault by Mlra on the banks of the Neraiijani (Padhinasutta, Sn, 111,
2) and the prediction by the old Asita (Ndlakasutta, Sn, 111, 11).
However, Section No. 3, in which these suttas appear, does not prove
much : unlike Sections No. 4 (A!!hukavagga) and 5 (Pdrdyana), it was
cited by name in the first four Nikiyas, it has not been the subject of a
Chinese translation and it is not explained in the Mahdniddesa, an
ancient commentary considered as canonical by the Sinhalese. I am
therefore inclined to see, in these three biographical suttas, a Plli
adaptation of fragments borrowed from northern sources, probably the
"Lives" in Sanskrit, in which the episodes in question are narrated.
The NiaZnukathd "Account of Events", which serves as an introduc-
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tion to the long commentary on the Pili Jitakas (I, pp. 2-94)27 and it is
732 derived from ancient Sinhalese glosses, is a continuous narrative of the

Buddha's deeds. It consist of three sections : I . "Remote events"
(direnidcna), from the birth of the h k y a as Sumedha until his entry
into the Tusita heaven; 2. "Less remote events" (avidireni&na), from
his decease among the Tusitas and his birth as Siddhirtha until his
Enlightenment. 3. "Recent events" (santikeni&na), from the beginnings
of the public ministry until the donation of the Jetavana by Anlthapindika. Again, this is an incomplete biography, modelled on the separate
"Lives" which were widespread on the mainland. To our Western tastes,
the compilers seem too well informed on the ancient facts and too little
documented on the last existence. The latter includes a considerable part
of marvels, but it nonetheless remains within reasonable limits : we sense
n ian incomparable master rather than a
a desire to present ~ i k ~ a m uas
god.
Finally, the spirit of systematization took hold of the biography of the
Buddha. A contemporary of Buddhaghosa, namely Buddhadatta (fifth
century A.D.), attached to the Bhiitamarigalagima monastery in Coromandel but who studlsd at the Mahivihiira, attempted, in his Commentary on the Buddhavaya (p. 2), to compile annals of the first twenty
years of Slkyamuni's public ministry. Not only are these annals incomplete - since they cover the first half of his public life exclusively - but
they are also apocryphal, for they are based on both canonical data and
legends incorporated at a later date into the Sinhalese commentaries. If
the majority of modem authors adopt the chronology proposed in these
annals, it is only as a last resort and because they are unable to
substitute another for itz8.
Like the Sarvktividins, the Sinhalese Theras sought to specify the
resemblances and differences between the Buddhas. All of them are
expected to accomplish, during their careers, thirty identical deeds
(samatimsavidhd dhammati), for example, renouncing the world after
the four fateful encounters, practising austerities for at least a week,
eating milk-rice on the day of their Enlightenment, etc. (Buddhavqsa
733 om men tar^, p. 248); they are all obliged to frequent the same places
(avijahita!!h&a)
: the Bodhimanda at Bodh-Gay& the Deer Park in
" Translated into English by T. W. RHY~
DAVID&
Buddhirr Birrh Stories, London, 1880
(new ed. by C. Rhys Davids, 1925); extracts in H.C. WARRPI, Buddhicm in Translatwns,
Cambridge, Mass.,1915, pp. 5-83; J. Durorr, Leben des Buddha, pp. 5 sq., 18 sq.
This is why, in the few pages devoted to the life of the Buddha (above, pp. 15-23), we
opted for a geographical classification.
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Vlrlnasi, the Jetavana in ~ r l v a s tand
i SlmklSya (Swnarigala, 11, p. 424;
B u d d h a v a ~ aComm.. p. 247). The Buddhas differ among themselves
only over points of detail, the exact list of which was known to the
chroniclers (Buddhavwsa Comm., pp. 2 sq., 246 sq.). However, by
stereotyping the legend in this way, scholasticism finally killed it.
CAUSES
OF THE DEVELDPMENT OF THE LEGEND. - There are many

causes which decided or favoured the development of the legend of the
Buddha as we have just sketched it. For more than ten centuries, the
ancient facts were subjected to successive adaptations and expanded
with new episodes. Whether it is eliminated, modified or added, each
detail has its own justification and in principle requires an explanation.
However, this can only be found after a detailed search, and the
discovery of new sources generally revealed its falseness. Moreover,
work has only just begun. For the research to succeed, we would need a
synopsis of all the lives of the Buddha, for this alone would yield a
fruitful comparison.
In the meantime, among the causes which contributed to the expansion of the legend, we can point to the need to justify such-and-such a
detail in the tradition, the influence of holy places on the development of
the texts, the incidence of religious imagery on the written tradition, the
borrowing from outside sources, the claim of regions which were not
converted until late that they had been visited by the Buddha and,
finally, the desire of the great families to be connected with the Slkyan
lineage.
1. The justification ofdetail. - When a given source is in contradiction with a universally accepted tradition over a point of detail, the old
biographers, never at a loss, invented a new story to explain the
contradiction.
It is generally accepted that Rlhula, the Buddha's son, was scvcn
years old when his father returned to KapilavastuZ9.
734
According to the Nidinakathd (p. 62) and the Buddhacarita (11, 46),
YaSodharl gave birth to Rlhula seven days before the Bodhisattva's
departure, and Slkyamuni caressed his son before leaving. Slkyamuni
withdrew into solitude and practised the austerities for six years and
finally attained Enlightenment. Then, after spending the rainy season in
l9 1 only know of one dissenting voice, rccorded by the Fo pin hsing chi ching (T 190,
ch. 55, p. 909a 27, c 24-27) : according to the Kisyapiyas and other masters, Rihula was
two yean old when his father left home to devote himself to the austerities, and fifteen
when the latter returned to Kapilavastu and ordained him as a Srhanera. That is the
prescribed age since, according to the Vinaya, one cannot receive the pravrajyci before the
age of fifteen and the upasatppadi before twenty (cf. PZli Vinaya, I, pp. 78-9).
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Virinasi, three months in UruvilvH and two months in RHjaglha, the
Buddha returned to Kapilavastu, his native town. At his mother's
instigation, young Rihula, who was more than six years old, tried to
obtain the inheritance due to him from the Buddha. However, the
Buddha's only reply was to have SHriputra confer the first ordination on
him, i.e. the pravrajyi of the novice (Vinaya, I, p. 82).
Up until now, everything tallies, but according to a whole series of
sources the Buddha's return to Kapilavastu did not take place until six
years after the EnlightenmentJ0. In that case, Rihula would have been
ordained at the age of twelve, which is contrary to tradition. The
biographers were faced with the following problem : in view of the fact
i abstained from all conjugal relations since his
that ~ H k ~ a m u nhad
dcparturc from home, six years before the Enlightenment, and that he
returned twelve years later to Kapilavastu, there to ordain his son, how
could the latter still be only six years old when he was ordained?
The solution to the problem is childishly simple and this is how the
devout biographers resolved it :
1st. Sikyamuni had his first and last conjugal relations with YaSodharl only seven days before leaving home3', and Rlhula was as yet
only conceived when his father left KapilavastuJ2.
2nd. YaSodharH carried Riihula in her womb, not for nine months,
but for six yearsJ3. She gave birth to him the very night that the Buddha
won Enlightenment at Bodh-Gay HJ4.
3rd. Six years later, the Buddha returned to ~ a ~ i f a v a s to
t u visit his
735 family and had his son ordained. The latter was only six years old3s :
this fact had to be demonstrated.
However, our curiosity is still not satisfied. How can it be explained
that RHhula remained in his mother's womb for six years? A jitaka
provides the answerJ6. A king died, leaving two sons. The elder became
In particular, see Miilasaw. Vin., T 1450, ch. 12, p. 1590 8-9.
Miilasaw. Vin., T 1450, ch. 4, p. 115a (cf. ROCKHILL,
Life. p. 24).
32 Mahftvastu, 11, p. 159; Upad&, T 1509, ch. 17, p. 1826 15-15.
l 3 Mahivastu, 111, p. 172; Tai tz5 jui yung pCn ch'i ching, T 185, ch. 1 , p. 4750 20; Fo
pCn hsing chi ching, T 190, ch. 55, p. 9080 14-15; Tsa pao tsang ching, T 203, No. 117,
ch. 10, p. 4966 26; Mahisiimghika Vin., T 1425, ch. 17, p. 365c 12-16. '
l4 Miilasaw. Vin., T 1450, ch. 5, p. ,1246 (cf. ROCKHILL,
we,p. 32).
Fo pCn hsing chi ching, T 190, ch. 55, p. 9066 26-28; Upadeia, T 1509, ch. 17, p. 182c
3.
'6 This jitaka, with some variations in the names of the characters, is related in the Liu
Contes, I, pp. 197-201);FO p2n
tu chi ching, T 152, No. 53, ch. 5, p. 30a-b (cf. CHAVANNFS,
hsing chi ching, T 190, ch. 55, pp. 907a-9080 (cf. BEAL,Romantic Legend. pp. 360-3); Fo
wu po ti tzB ching, T 199, No. 25, p. 1990-6; M a m g h i k a Vin., T 1425, ch. 17, p. 36%
30
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a recluse, while the younger one mounted the throne. The recluse made
a vow never to take anything, not even a drop of water, without it being
given to him. However, one day on territory ruled by his brother, he
inadvertently drank some water without having asked permission. Considering himself a thief, he demanded that his brother chastise him as he
believed he deserved. The king, in order to please him and free him from
his scruples, agreed to inflict a punishment on him. After which, he
returned to his palace where he remained for six days without going out.
All that time, the recluse suffered from hunger and thirst. At 'the end of
the six days, the king left his palace and apologized to the recluse for his
distraction. The recluse forgave him, but as a punishment for his fault,
for five hundred existences the king regularly remained in his mother's
womb for six years. That king, whatever the name attributed to him by
the sources, was none other than Rihula in one of his former existences.
One might also ask how the mother could endure that prolonged
pregnancy. When she gave birth to her son, six years after her husband's
departure, the sikyas of Kapilavastu were scandalized and claimed that
Rihula was not the son of the Buddha.
Poor YaSodharl was called upon to prove her innocence. Cast onto a
pyre to be burnt alive, she invoked the Buddha, and the fire was
instantly transformed into a pool of clear water, in the middle of which
YaSodhari, holding little Rihula in her arms, was seated on a lotus
736 blossom37. Or again, she took Rihula, seated him on a truth-stone and
placed the stone 'in the middle of the pool. Having done so, she
formulated the following aspiration : "If that child is truly the son of the
Bodhisattva, may he float; if not, may he sink to the bottom". She
spoke and Rihula, and the stone which bore him, floated together38.
However, it was for the Buddha and Rahula to demonstrate YaSodhari's innocence. When, six years later, the Buddha returned to
Kapilavastu, his former wife attempted to win him back with a potion.
She made a magic sweet-meat (modaka) and asked Rihula to present it
to his father. The latter had understood the stratagem and knew that
YaSodhari, on giving birth to Rihula, had been the subject of reproach.
Wishing to put an end to those calumnies, he produced through
metamorphosis five hundred persons who looked exactly like him.
Rihula, the sweet-meat in his hands, inspected that regiment of fictitious
12-16; Mdasarv. Vin., T 1450, ch. I?, p. 162b-c; Mahivastu, 111, pp. 172-5; UpadeSa,
T 1509, ch. 17, p. 182c.
Tsa pao tsang thing,? 203, No. 117, ch. 10, p. 4966 sq.
3Wiilasarv. Vin., T 1450, ch. 12, pp. 158c-I59a.
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Buddhas, but arriving in front of the true Buddha he had no hesitation
and offered him the sweet-meat. Blood spoke to blood and the son had
recognized the father. The latter accepted the sweet-meat, but immediately returned it to Riihula who took it and swallowed it39.
The story is not finished, and the early biographers inform us that,
already in her previous existences, YaSodharH had always tried to win
back her husbandq0.*
Here the reader can vividly sense the manner of the old narrators. A
minor detail or an unimportant question of chronology requires an
explanation. The explanation is enough to start the legend off again and
provoke new stories, invented out of nothing or recovered from goodness knows where. One story calls for another. Each recent event must
produce a corresponding episode in previous lives. The life of SHkyamuni is a skein of interwoven legends, and cunning indeed is he who
could unravel it.
2. The influence of the holy sites. - As A. Foucher correctly remarked, it is not possible to separate the biography of the Buddha from
the sacred topography of Buddhism. A visit to the holy places, ever
increasing in popularity since the pious tours of ASoka, incited the
guides to perfect their patter and recall new "memories". This, they said,
is the "Elephant Hole", caused by the fall of the animal which was
thrown over the walls of Kapilavastu by Prince Siddhiirtha; here is the
"Arrow Well", where the arrow shot by the prince stuck in the ground;
here again is the shrine of "Chandaka's Return", where the Bodhisattva
laid aside his precious clothing and took leave of his charioteer. Pilgrimage guide books (mihitmya) existed from which certain "Lives" of the
Buddha drew inspiration. The Lalitavistara, for example, is presented as
an enlarged - and badly corrected - edition of several pilgrimage
guide books placed end to end : the information which it contains often
coincides, even down to details of expression, with the words of guides
collected at the holy places by Hsiian tsang and other pilgrims during
their reverent visitsq1.
3. The incidence of religious imagery. - The ancient Central Indian
school of sculpture took advantage of thirty-four episodes in the last life
of SHkyamuni (above, pp. 405-406).However, the necessity to resort to
symbols for representing the Buddha and the rudimentary carving of the
lo., ibid.; UpadeSa, T 1509, ch. 17, pp. 182c-1830.
Cf. the RsyairngajHtaka. the story of the recluse who was seduced by a courtesan. References in TraW de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse. 11, p. 1009. note.
*' See A. FOUCHUI,La Vie du Bouddha. p. 108.
39
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early statues still consisted of only a far from perfect illustration of the
golden legend. In contrast, the first centuries of the Christian era saw the
flourishing of the Graeco-Buddhist school in Gandhira, which produced
many images of the Buddha and no longer hesitated to present him in
human form. Not content with having created a statue, that school also
wanted to illustrate the entire life of ~ i k ~ a r n u noni bas-reliefs. Its
repertory is much richer than that of the early artists at Bhirhut and
SHiici and the subjects depicted number nearly one hundred : there are
scenes of the birth, childhood and youth, a detailed reproduction of the
taking up of the religious life and the Enlightenment, a varied selection
of episodes taken from the public ministry and, finally, a representation
of the Parinirvina and the events which accompanied it.
Here it is no longer a matter of rough outlines or sketchy representations, but of full and developed designs, taking the depictment to its
most concrete detail. Before laying hands on a chisel, the GraecoBuddhist artists undowbtedly consulted one or other biography of the
Buddha in order to refresh their memories and ascertain this or that
detail of the scene to be reproduced. It is no less certain that they
questioned their employers and tried to meet the demands and preferences of their clients. Alongside the literary tradition recorded in the
"Lives" of the period, there was also an oral tradition, publically
widespread, which had to be taken into account. There was necessarily
much interaction between the two. The artists drew inspiration from the
texts, but the texts in turn were influenced by the works created by the
sculptors.
An old Indian belief, probably earlier than any carved representation,
claims that perfectly enlightened Buddhas and Cakravartin Kings are
endowed with the thirty-two physical marks of a "Great Man" (mahipurtqalaksana). The list of them is attested to in the earliest canonical
works, such as the Mahipad2nasuttanta (Digha, 11, pp. 17-19; cf.
Mahivad&asltra, ed. WALDSCHMIDT,
p. 101 sq.), hkkhqasuttanta
(Digha, 111, pp. 143-4), Brahmiyusuttanta (Maj~hima,11, pp. 136-7),
e t ~ . In~ the
~ . terms of one of those marks, the Buddha is jil~ngulihastapZh, i.e. his fingers and toes are marked with a net. The net in question
probably designates the veinous network which grooves the hand, the
red lines of which appear when the hand is held towards sunlight.
However, in several lists which I have recorded elsewhere4), we find
another explanation :jila, web, does not mean a veinous network but a
42

*'

Other references in Traife de la Grande Verfude Sagesse. I, p. 271, n.2.
Ibid., p. 274, note.
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membrane, and the epithet ji1Srigulihastapclda is glossed by the periphrase rijahamsavaj jilivanaddh&igulipiinipidatd, "like the royal swan
the digits of whose feet are linked by a membrane".
The semantic glide of the term jila, passing from the meaning of
network to that of membrane and which would relegate the Buddha to
the genus of palmipeds, can be explained by a mistaken interpretation in
the ~ c u l p t u r e s The
~ ~ . technical process of welding the fingers of statues,
the hands of which are separate from the body and extended, with the
sole aim of making them more solid, led to the Buddha being given
739 webbed hands and feet, and in the end the texts confirmed that
whimsical explanation. Again similarly, the turban which adorns the
head of a statue was interpreted as being a cranial protuberance (usnisa),
and the precious stone set in the middle of the brow passed for a natural
tuft of white hair (Crni) between the eyebrows.
In order to explain the bas-reliefs, which were difficult to interpret,
there was no hesitation in altering the original legend and adding new
details to it. Thus, a panel at Loriyiin-Tangai45representing the Budddha's
descent at SimkHSya introduces, to the left of the viewer, a royal
personage shielded by an emblematic parasol and seated on a richly
caparisoned elephant. This can only be Bimbidra, the king of Magadha,
or Udayana, the king of Kauiimbi, who came on purpose to SimkiSya
to welcome the Buddha on his descent from the TrHyastrimSa heaven.
However, this explanation would be too easy, and a whole series of
texts46 inform us that the enigmatic person is none other than the nun
Utpalavami. She had also come to SimkiSya, disguised as a cakravartin king so that she could make her way to the front row and be the first
to greet the Buddha. The explanation given here is doubtless only a
modification of the original version of the legend caused by this type of
bas-relief.
4. Borrowings from outside sources. - The early siitras contain
considerable sections of the life of the Buddha repeated in part and
44 This question has been discussed by A. FOUCHER,
J.N. BANWM, W.F. ST~T~~ERHEIM
and A.K. COOMARASWAMY.
Summary of the controversy in Trait6 .... I, p. 273, note.
*' A. FOUCHER,Art grkco-bouddhique du Gandhcra. I, p. 540, fig. 265.
46 ASoklvadlna (Tsa a han, T 99, ch. 23, p. 169c; T 2042, ch. 2. p. IOSb; T 2043, ch. 3,
p. 1406; Divya, p. 401); TQng i a han, T 125, ch. 28, p. 707c; Karmavibhanga Comm., ed.
S. Lh.1, pp. 159-60. - The Buddha did not at all appreciate the nun's alacrity and declared
that Subhiiti, who had remained calmly in his cave on the Grdhrakiifaparvata meditating
on universal emptiness, had been the first to greet him : T 125, ch. 28, p. 707c; T 198, ch. 2,
p. 185c; T 694, ch. 1, pp. 792c-7930; T 1507, ch. 3, pp. 37c-380; T 1509, ch. 11, p. 1370;
T 2087, ch. 4, p. 8936.
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completed by the Vinayas. If some later Vinayas or those that were
closed later, such as that of the Miilasarvistividins, added greatly to the
legend, the Pili Vinaya, the most restrained of them all, remains in line
with the early biographical siitras. It might be suggested that the most
characteristic events in ~ikyamuni'slife were already fixed by the end of
the Magadhan period, at which time Buddhism did no more than
vegetate in the region of the Middle Ganges.
Later, under the Mauryas and Sungas, the Good Law made a
spiritual conquest of the whole of India and, in the ~ o r t h ~ ~ eitss t ,
adherents entered into prolonged contact with Western civilizations
represented by the Macedonian conquerors, the Seleucid officials and,
lastly, the Indo-Greeks in Bactria and the Punjab. The ~ a k a - ~ a h l a v a s
who replaced the Indo-Greeks in the Indus basin also considered
themselves as representatives of Hellenic culture. That some fusion
occurred in the field of ideas and traditions between the Eastern and
Western worlds cannot be doubted. Extreme though Indian xenophobia
was, it could not prevent the circulation and exchange of ideas. As we
remarked above (pp. 447-442), stories from the inexhaustible Greek
repertory could not fail to amuse the Indians, no more than could
Indian folklore leave the foreigners uninterested.
The exchange of ideas increased even more during the first three
centuries of the Christian era, under the Kugna dynasty which united
under its sceptre Iranian, Indian and Serindian territories and was in
constant contact with the Mediterranean West. It was precisely during
this period that the "Lives" of the Buddha proliferated which, while
repeating earlier facts, embellished the account with new details and
unprecedented episodes. Without the slightest concern for historical
truth, they invented or welcomed anything that could glorify the person
of the Master, both during his last life as well as throughout his former
existences.
Some people have suggested that there might be similarities between
the many revised, enlarged editions of the life of the Buddha and
Western sources. Such-and-such an episode might recall a story by
Herodotus4', a Jewish taleqe, a passage from the canonical or apocryphal Gospelsq9, or might translate an ancient myth inspired in our
M. WIN TERN^, History of lndion Literoture. 11, pp. 127 n., 135, 136 n.
K. Mmu, Some Tales of Ancient Isroel, their Origin& and ParoIIels. IHQ, X I X ,
1943, pp. 225-33; 344-54.
49 A description and bibliography in E.J. THOMAS,
The Life of Bud&. pp. 237-48.2878; M. WINTERNITZ,
History of Indian Literature. 11, pp. 402-23.
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Aryan ancestors by the grandiose spectacles of nature or again might
emerge from the ancient heritage common to the human species, the
original rnumblings of which are to be sought among savages, Melanesians or otherss0.
Without getting involved in that path, we will note only two things.
The biographical fragments incorporated in the early siitras - which
fragments have been analysed above @. 648) -, d o not betray any
foreign influence. In contrast, if certain episodes of secondary importance introduced into the Lives of the Buddha at the beginning of the
Christian era suggest a parallel with a Western source and if we ghmpse
the possibility of an influence, the latter, for reasons of chronology,
should be credited to the West rather than the Easts1.
It is necessary to study each particular case in order to know first
whether a parallel exists and, secondly, whether it can be explained only
by a borrowing from an outside source.

Nowhere in the w n i c a l sources is there a question of a presentation at a
temple. However, according to the Legend of Ajoka (Divya, p. 391; T 99,
ch. 23, p. 166c; T 2042, ch. 2, p. 103c; T 2043, ch. 2, p. 137a), the Bodhisattva, at
the time of his birth, was taken to Kapilavastu, to the temple of the gods
(devakula) in order to pay homage to the god SHkyavardha "Prosperity of the
SHkyasW;when he entered, all the deities fell at the Bodhisattva's feet and,
because of that, Suddhodana gave him the name of DevHtideva, "god superior
to the gods". - In the MtilasarvZs~ivtidinVin. (T 1450, ch. 2, p. IOSc), the Yak*
Gkyavardhana, seeing from afar the Bodhisattva approaching the pagoda, rose
from his seat, prostrated himself full length on the ground and bowed his head
before the Bodhisattva's feet. - In the Mahdvastu (11, p. 26), it is the goddess
AbhayH "Fearless" who bows down before the Bodhisattva. -The Lolitavisrara
(pp. 118-20) gives more details : No sooner has the Bodhisattva placed the sole
of his right foot in the temple than, although inanimate, the images of the gods
- namely, those of Siva, Skanda, NBrHyana, Kuvera, Candra, Slrya, Vaiiravana, ~ a k r aBrahmH,
,
LokapHla, etc. - all rose from their places and fell at the
Bodhisattva's feet ... The deities represented in images all appeared in person and
sang a hymn in his honour ... That is how thirty-two hundred thousand deities
received the call to supreme and perfect Enlightenment. - Finally, Hsiian tsang
(T 2087, ch. 6, p. 902x1)was still able to visit the temple in Kapilavastu where the
742 Bodhisattva was presented to the gods in accordance with S5kyan custom. When
the infant entered the temple, the stone statue descended from its throne in order
to pay homage to him; it returned to its place when the prince left the shrine.

Sac in A. FOUCHER,
Les Vies anrtrieures du Bouddha, pp. 3-7,a criticism of the
positions formerly adopted by the school of comparative mythology on the one hand, and
the anthropological school on the other.
" Cf. A. FOUCHER.
La Vie du Bouddha, pp. 20-1, 36, 57, etc.
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This legend has been compared with a passage in the Pseudo-Matthew
concerning the flight to Egypt :
The Virgin and Child entered a town known as Sotinen; and because they
knew no one of whom to ask hospitality, they entered the temple which the
Egyptians call Capitol. In that temple were placed 365 idols to each of which in
turn sacrilegious honour was paid every day of the year. When the blessed Mary
entered the temple with the small child, all the idols toppled to the ground ...
And then was accomplished the word of the prophet Isaiah (XIX, I ) : "Behold
the Lord rideth on a swift cloud ... and the idols of Egypt shall be moved at his
presence" s 2 .

743

The presentation of the new-born at a temple, imposed by Jewish law,
is not part of the Indian rites specified on the occasion of births. Hsiian
tsang tells us that it was a custom of the Siikyas. Nevertheless, we can
but think that a presentation at a temple is more appropriate to a
Judaeo-Christian text than an Indian one. That being so, to infer a
dependence of the latter on the former is but a step. However, before
taking this step, it is appropriate to note the basic opposition between
the theses face to face. The Indian tradition is unanimous in presenting
the Buddha as the "instructor of gods and men" (Sdstd devarnanusydndm). Although he did not on that account neglect beings in the other
destinies, the hell-born, animals and pretas, nor even the hybrid
creatures classed in the sixth destiny (Niigas, Asuras, Amanusyas), the
Buddha preferred to address the gods and mankind in order to show
them the way, teach them what should be done and what should not be
done, and what is good and bad, since the gods and mankind are the
most capable of understanding and following his advice. Far from
fighting the gods, the Buddha wished to convert and lead them to take
the threefold refuge in him. His visit to the temple in Kapilavastu had
no other aim and effect than to make the guardian deities of the S2kyas
acknowledge his superiority and conform to his teachings. Very different
is the attitude attributed to the Child-God by the Pseudo-Manhew : it is
no longer a matter of compromising with the deities, but of destroying
the image of false gods and sweeping away the works of pagans.
Among the parallels drawn between the Gospels and the Buddhist
texts, the most striking is that of the old man Asita, the "Buddhist
Simeon". The text of Saint Luke (11, 25-35) is remarkable for its sobriety :
And behold there was a man in Jerusalem whose name was Simeon; and the
same man was just and devout, waiting for the consolation of Israel, and the
5 2 Cf. C . TIXHENDORF,
Evangelia apocrypha, Leipzig, 1853, p. 85; tr. A. FOUCHER,
fa
Vie du Bouddha. p. 55.
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Holy Ghost was upon him. And it was revealed unto him by the Holy Ghost
that he should not see death, before he had seen the Lord's Christ. And he came
by the Spirit into the temple; and when the parents brought in the child Jesus, to
do for him after the custom of the law, then took he him up in his arms, and
blessed God, and said, "Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace,
according to thy word; for mine eyes have seen thy salvation, which thou hast
prepared before the face of all people; a light to lighten the Gentiles, and the
glory of thy people Israel". And Joseph and his mother marvelled at those
things which were spoken of him. And Simeon blessed them, and said unto
Mary his mother, "Behold, this child is set for the fall and rising again of many
in Israel, and for a sign which shall be spoken against; yea, a sword shall pierce
through thy own soul also, that the thoughts of many hearts may be revealed".

744

The child Jesus is presented to Yahweh by a temple priest who
receives a fee of five shekels (Numbers, XVIII, 15-16) and proclaims the
redemption of the new-born child of Israel. Simeon, who is not a priest,
does not take part in the ceremony. His r61e is that of a mere individual,
and his intervention is not requested by the parents-of Jesus. While the
text of the Gospel infoms us of the exact age of Anna the prophetess eighty-four years -, it is silent about that of Simeon; it presents him
merely as a just and devout man awaiting the Messiah and inspired by
the Holy Ghost. It was under the impulse of the Holy Ghost that
Simeon was in the temple at the time when Joseph and Mary brought
the Child to the temple in Jerusalem to perform for him the prescriptions of the law.
On his own initiative, Simeon takes the child in his arms, and blesses
God. His first words are a canticle of thanksgiving : Simeon can die in
peace now that he has seen with his own eyes the salvation prepared by
God before the face of all people, a salvation which is both a light for
the Gentiles and, a glory for Israel. The parents are lost in admiration
but Simeon's words do not tell them anything they did not know before,
for they had been informed by the previous events.
As a second step, Simeon "blesses" (o6koyqa&v)or congratulates the
parents and announces to Mary that the new-born child will be exposed
to contradictions - in which Mary will take part -, such contradictions will reveal the profound aspirations of many people and will
culminate in the downfall of some and the rise of others. However, it
was already known from Isaiah (VIII, 14) that the Lord would be a
stumbling-block and a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel, a gin
and a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
The episode of Asita narrated by the Buddhist texts only remotely
resembles the scene from the Gospel. The numerous sources which
mention it have not yet been studied in detail, but J.W. de Jong has
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devoted a profound investigation, which is a model of its kind, to three
versions of the LalitavistaraS3.
The old MahiipadiinasrStra presents the drawing up of the horoscope
as an obligatory event in the legend of the Buddhas. On the birth of the
Bodhisattva, his retinue has the new-born boy's horoscope drawn up in
accordance with ancient Indian custom. This is not an astrological
process based on the position of the stars at the time of birth, but a
physical examination of the child which enables his future to be foreseen. The king alone (Skt. recension) 54, or through the intermediary of
',
the thirty-two physibrahrnins skilled in signs (Pili v e r s i ~ n ) ~discovers
cal marks of a Great Man (mahc7purtqalak;ana) on his son's body. A
man with such marks will become a Universal Monarch if he remains in
the world; if he takes up the religious life, he will become a Buddha.
Faced with these two eventualities, the brahmins and gods are perplexed.
Several "Lives" of the Buddha claim that on that occasion the aged
recluse Asita intervened to fix the family's ideas firmly and predict the
future accession of Slkyamuni to Buddahood.
745
In texts translated into Chinese before 450 A.D. S6, Asita goes alone
to Kapilavastu; he arrives from the Himilayas or from the kingdom of
~uddhodana.In texts translated into Chinese after 580 A.D. 57,as well
as all the Sanskrit and Pili sourcess8, he is accompanied on his journey
by his nephew Naradatta, sometimes identified as Mahlkityiyana, the
future missionary in Avanti. In that case, he comes, not from the
Himilayas, but from the Vindhya mountains situated to the south of
Avanti.

" J. W . V E JONG, L'Ppisode d'Asira dPns le Laliravisrara. Asiatica, Festschrift F. Weller,
Leipzig, 1954, pp. 3 12-25.
'* Mahipadinasitra, ed. E. WALDSCHMIDT,
p. 94, n.2.
5 5 Digha, 11, p. 16.
'* Hsiu hsing pCn ch'i ching, T 184, ch. 1 , pp. 464a 28-4650 1 I ; Tai tnijui ying p6n ch'i
ching, T 185, ch. 1 , p. 474a 4-25; Fo shuo p'u yao ching, T 186, ch. 2, pp. 4956 4-4966 15;
P'u sa ptn ch'i ching, T 188, p. 6180 26-b 6 ; Kuo ch'fi hsien tsai yin kuo ching, T 189, ch. 1,
pp. 626c 12-627c 3 ; Fo so hsing tsan, T 192, ch. I, pp. 2c 2-3c 1 ; Fo pCn hsing ching,
T 193, ch. 12, pp. 606 I-61c 16; Upad&. T 1509, ch. 29. p. 2746; Translations of the
Mahiparinirvinasiitra, T 374, ch. 27, p. 5286. T 375, ch. 26, p. 773a.
5 7 Fang kuang ta chuang yen ching, T 187, ch. 3, pp. 5566 12-557c 22; Fo p6n hsing chi
ching, T 190, ch. 9-10, pp. 6936 23-701a 19; Chung hsii mo ho ti ching, T 191, ch. 3,
pp. 939c 12-941c 10; Milasarv. Vin., T 1450, ch. 2-3, pp. lO8a 18-1 106 8 ; T 1451, ch. 20,
pp. 2980 18-299c 7 .
Buddhacarita of A s v a g h o ~ 1.81;
,
Lalitavistara, pp. 101-8; Mahivastu, 11, pp. 30-45;
Nilakasutta in Suttanipita, 679-723; Nidinakathi, pp. 5 4 5 .
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The Buddhist texts, while not always agreeing over details, describe
Asita's venture complacently a n d rather verbosely 5 9 :
On the birth of the Bodhisattva, the great rsi Asita perceived a number of
marvels, prodigies and miracles. In the sky the Sons-of-the-gods, full of joy, ran
hither and thither, waving their sashes. Encompassing the whole of India with
his divine eye, Asita observed that in the house of Suddhodana, in the town of
Kapilavastu, a young prince had been born with his body adorned with the
thirty-two marks characteristic of a Great Man. Then the great ysi, soaring into
the sky as would a swan, flew towards Kapilavastu. Once he had arrived, he
withdrew his supernormal power, entered the great town of Kapilavastu on foot
and went to the residence of King Suddhodana. The gate-keeper informed the
king of this unexpected visit : "Know, sire, that a very aged ysi is standing at the
gate and asks to see the king". Suddhodana gave the recluse the best of
welcomes and asked him why he had come. Thus questioned, Asita replied to the
king : "A son has been born to you, 0 great king, what brings me here is a
desire to see him". The king said : "The young prince is sleeping, 0 great rsi, be
746 patient for a while until he awakens". The g i said : "Such great men, 0 great
king, do not sleep for long; such virtuous men are accustomed to remain
awake".
Thereupon, the Bodhisattva, through condescension for the great ysa Asita,
made a sign that he was a w d e , and King ~uddhodanatook the young prince in
both hands and presented him to the great rs/ Asita. When the latter examined
the Bodhisattva and saw that his body was adorned with the thirty-two marks of
a Great Man, he exlaimed : "Truly it is a wondrous personality that has
appeared in this world!" Rising from his seat and bowing, he prostrated himself
at the Bodhisattva's feet; then, he walked around him keeping him to the right,
took him in his lap and contemplated him.
Thereupon, he began to wail and weep and heave great sighs. On seeing
which, King ~uddhodana,shaking all over, said to the great g i Asita : "Why do
you wail and weep and heave great sighs? Let us hope that nothing threatens the
child!" Asita replied : "It is not for the young prince that I weep, and nothing
threatens him. No, it is for myself that I weep. - And why is that? - It is
because. 0 great king, I am already very old and worn out by age; the young
prince SaAarthasiddha will not fail to be enlightened by suprcmc and perfect
Enlightenment, and once he has become perfectly enlightened, he will set the
peerless Wheel of the Law in motion. For the welfare and happiness of the
world, including the gods, he will teach the beneficial Law. [Then follows a list of
all the categories of beings who, without exception, will benefit from that
teaching]. This young prince will cause hundreds of thousands of millions of
myriads of millions of beings to cross to the other shore of the ocean of rebirth
and will establish them in the Deathless. When I tell myself that I will not see
that jewel of a Buddha, then, 0 great king, I weep and, greatly distressed at
heart, I sigh deeply".
King Suddhodana in turn prostrated himself at the feet of the Bodhisattva
5 Q We summarize here the Sanskrit version of the Lalitavistara, ed. S. LEFMANN.
pp. 101-8, translated in full by A. FOUCHER,
LO Vie du Bou&f/~~,
pp. 61-3.
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and paid homage to him. Then the great ~i Asita, thanks to his supernormal
power. flew away through the air and returned to his hermitage.

747

The texts listed above (p. 672, nn. 57-8) introduced Naradatta into the
episode of Asita. The great ysi was dwelling on his mountain in the
company of Naradatta, his sister's son, and it was in his company that
he flew to Kapilavastu. The presence of the nephew in question can be
noted on the bas-reliefs in GandhHra. The introduction of this new
character into the most recent texts results from an interaction between
the Buddhist legend and the ancient Indian tradition. Asita and Naradatta were already known to the Vedic texts60 and closely associated by
the Mahiibhiirata (XII, 267) which records a conversation between
NBrada and Devala Asita on "the origin and destruction of creatures
(bhltriniiy prabhavrSpyayam). Asita's visit to Kapilavastu sufficed to give
him a place in the Buddhist texts and, in order to confer a similar
honour on Ngrada, the Vedic sage, various sources had no hesitation in
identifying him with the famous MahikHtyHyana, the missionary in
Avanti l .
Nobody would dream of denying the parity of the situations described
by the Gospel text on the one hand and the Buddhist sources on the
other. In both cases, there are declarations or predictions made by an
old man concerning the marvellous future of a new-born child. Once this
basic concordance has been accepted, it must be recognized that all the
details are radically dissimilar.
Simeon is a person inspired by the Holy Ghost and who, under the
impulse of the Spirit (Ev rcv~lipan),goes to the temple in Jerusalem to
welcome the Infant Jesus. Seeing God's salvation in that child, he
rejoices and thanks the Lord, for now he can die in peace. He announces
to Mary that thc child will be exposed to contradictions and that his
coming will be the downfall of some and the rise of others.
Asita is an aged ysi whose practice of yoga has given him possession
of supernormal powers. Discovering with his "divine eye" the birth of
the Bodhisattva, he flies through the air (vihrSyasi7) to ~uddhodana's
palace in Kapilavastu. The king does not as yet know whether his son,
endowed with the thirty-two marks, will be a Universal Monarch or a
Buddha. Asita examines the chili and, far from rejoicing, bursts into
6 0 Cf. MACDOSELL
and KEITH,
Vedic Index, S.V. Asita and Nlrada; CALAND,
JaiminiyaB r C h m p . s.v. Asita Daivala.
6 1 T 191, ch. 3, p. 941c 9 ; T 1450, ch. 3, p. llOb 3-4; T 1451, ch. 20, p. 29% 6 ;
Mahlvastu, 11, p. 43, 1.2; 111, p. 386, 1.8.
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tears, because he is too old to hope to be a witness of the future
Enlightenment of the young prince. For he knows and predicts that
Siddhlrtha will one day be a fully Enlightened Buddha and will set the
Wheel of the Law in motion. However, that teaching will not culminate
in the loss of some and gain of others; it will profit all beings without
distinction. Whatever their personal dispositions, gods and humans by
the thousands will be established beyond the ocean of rebirth and in the
deathless.
More divergent viewpoints could hardly be imagined. If the later
introduction of Naradatta into the plot of the story shows that the
Buddhist traditions concerning Asita evolved within the Indian framework, no outside influence, that of the Mediterranean world in particular, can be discerned.
A comparative study of Buddhist texts and Christian sources shows
that the two traditions do not move on the same level. "If, instead of
reasoning in the abstract", wrote A. Foucher, "you compare the corresponding passages and na sectarian partiality clouds your critical sense,
you will note that, beneath the apparent conformity in preoccupations
or situations, neither the letter nor (which is still more important) the
spirit of the two texts, once placed side by side, resemble each other at
all. As you continue with your reading, the supposed analogy fades and
finally disappears. It was only a fantom which vanished the moment one
tried to grasp it; and since this experience is repeated each time, one is
forced to conclude that the two traditions are absolutely independent"62.
With regard to the tales, fables and apologues used to advantage by
both India and her immediate or distant neighbours, comparison is
easier. Each little story in fact has a "moral" which is sufficient to
authenticate it. But how can it be decided which is the borrower and
which the lender? Establishing any priority comes up against insurmountable difficulties. One and the same story may have been invented
independently by various narrators. It could also have been passed by
word of mouth from one end of the world to the other. How can it be
recognized after passing through all those intermediaries and how can
we be sure we possess all the known versions?
An identical moral can be taught in such diverse ways that we often
hesitate to establish a link between the various developments it has
provoked. Here, for example, is a story by Herodotus (VI, 129-30)
which has been compared to an old PSili jltaka.
62

After A. FOUCHER,
Lo Vie du Bouddha, p. 21.
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Cleisthenes, the tyrant of Sicyon, wishing to give the hand of his
daughter Agariste in marriage, invited a number of suitors of Greek
origin to his court. For a year, he entertained them magnificently and
tested them in every way. He did not hide his preference for Hippocleides, a Phyle-member from Athens. During the final banquet when
Cleisthenes had to make his choice, the suitors took part in musical
competitions and held matches of polite conversation.
Hippocleides, continues Herodotus, held the attention of the public strongly.
He asked the flute player to play him a dance tune; the flutist obeyed, and
Hippocleides began to dance. He was, I suppose, personally satisfied with his
dancing, but Cleisthenes, on seeing that performance, took umbrage at everything that was going on. After stopping for a while, Hippocleides ordered a table
to be brought into the hall and, when the table had arrived, he began to perform
Laconian miming dances on it, then other Athenian ones; and, in the third place,
resting his head on the table, he waved his legs in the air ... When Cleisthenes
saw him behaving like that, unable to contain himself, he said : "Son of
Teisandros, your dancing has just lost you your marriage". To which Hippocleides replied : "Hippocleides doesn't care!" That is where that expression wmes
from6'.

The Naccajitaka (PiIi JZtaka, No. 32, I, pp. 207-8) narrates a story of
the same type, but this time in the form of a fable :
During the first cosmic period, the swan Suvanna, elected king of the birds,
invited his daughter to choose a husband. All the birds assembled on the
Himavat. The princess examined them in turn and her choice fell on a peacock,
because of the bird's magnificent colours. Overcome with joy, the peacock
spread his tail and began to dance, shamelessly exposing his nakedness to the
eyes of all. The king of the birds, shocked by that lack of modesty, gave his
daughter to a young swan.

This fable was related by the Buddha in connection with a young
monk who had bared himself before his colleagues. It is depicted, with
, a bas-relief at the BhHrhut stiipa (CUNNINthe name of H a ~ a j i t a k aon
GHAM, Bhirhut, pl. XXVII, 11).
Despite the identity of the situations, a connection between Herodotus' tale and the Indian fable remains doubtful.
However, it happens that the identity of the situations is increased by
a close concordance in the details of the account. The Ucchangajitaka of
the PHli collection (Jitaka, No. 67, I, pp. 306-7) tells how in the
kingdom of Kosala, three farmers, busy tilling a field, were taken to be
thieves, arrested and led before the king. As the king was about to give

*'

Translation after LEGRAND,VOI. 6. p. 120.
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judgement, a woman presented herself at the palace and, in tears, asked
to be given protective covering (acchidana). The king gave her a cloak
750 (si{aka). The woman refused it : the protective covering she wanted was
not a cloak, but a husband (simika). Touched by that reply, the king
asked what her relationship was with the three prisoners. "The first",
she said, "is my husband, the second is my brother and the third is my
son". The king declared that he was disposed to pardon one of the three
and asked the woman to choose the one she wanted. She answered : "0
king, in the course of my life, I could still find a husband and have a
son; but, since my parents are dead, another brother would be impossible to find; thereforc, give me my brother, 0 king". Charmed by that
reply, the sovereign released the three farmers.
The Indian woman's answer coincides in every detail with that given
to Darius by the wife of Intaphernes (Herodotus, 111, 119) : "0king, I
could have another husband, if the deity wishes it, and other children if I
lose these; but my father and mother no longer being in this world, it is
quite impossible for me to have another brother". The same reasoning is
placed by Sophocles, or an interpolator, in the mouth of Antigone
(verses 905-9 12).
It seems hard to believe that such a circumstantial anecdote could
have been invented twice; but it is practically impossible to know which
came first. Exegeticists have opted successively for a Greek, Indian,
Persian or Perso-Indian origin64.
The same story, depending on whether it appears in a Western or Indian
source, is presented in a different light and is subject to diametrically
opposed interpretations.
A small bas-relief, probably from the excavations at Mardin, in
Gandhiira, depicts, before the walls of a fortified city, four persons, and
a horse mounted on a small chariot with rollers6s. T o the left of the
relief, in front of the city gate, a woman is standing with her arms raised
to the sky in a sign of distress or astonishment; naked to the waist, she is
wearing a double necklet, and heavy bracelets encircle her arms; she is,
751 it seems, wearing a mural crown on her head. The second person is a
man of mature age, dressed in a chlamys knotted over his tunic with
caligae on his feet; with both hands, he is driving a pike into the horse's
Cf. M . W I K I W I N ~History
,
of Indian Literature, 11, p. 136, n. I .
H. HARGRWVES,
ARArc. Surv., 1923-24, p. 125; J.P. VOGEL,Ann. Bibl. of Indian
A tabula iliacafrom G ~ d h 6 r aJourn.
.
Hell. St., LXVI.
Arch., 11, 1927, pp. 6 sq.; J. ALLAN,
1946, pp. 21-3; A. FOUCHER,
Le chevaldp Troie au Gandhira, AIBCR, 0ct.-Dec. 1950,
pp. 407- 12; 0.HANSEN,
Ein nicht idpntifiziertes Gandhararelief,Beitr5ge zur ind. Philol. und
Altertumskunde, VII, 195 1, pp. 192-7.
64
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breast, with the clear aim of forbidding it entry into the town. The horse
occupies the centre of the bas-relief. Between the wall and the horse, one
can see a bearded old man, half hidden by the animal's right flank.
Finally, to the extreme right of the bas-relief, a young man is standing,
pushing at the horse's rump with both hands.
Although the small horse, mounted on a chariot, evokes the idea of a
child's toy rather than a terrifying stratagem of war, Hellenists have no
hesitation in identifying the Gandhlran bas-relief as a tabula iliaca, a
servile copy of a Graeco-Roman model. The scene depicted takes place
before Troy and the Skaian Gate, and classical memories enable us to
identify in turn Cassandra vainly raising her hands to the sky in a
gesture of impotence, Laocoon striking the cavernous flanks of the
wooden animal, Priam, the old king of Troy, and finally, the perfidious
Sinon, left behind by the Greeks to lull the Trojans' trust. Need we
recall, in support of this identification, the well-known passage in the
Orationes of Dio of Prusa (ed. DINDORFF,11, p. 165) in the words of
which "the Homeric epic was also sung by the Indians, when they had
translated it into their own dialect and language"?
However, the Trojan legend has its Indian counterpart in the legend
of the wooden elephant of Pradyota, king of Avanti (Dhammapada
Comm., I, pp. 192-3; Pratijriiyaugandhariyqa of Bhlsa, Kathiisaritstfgara, 11, ch. 12). While not denying that the origin of the bas-relief
should be sought "in a more or less direct imitation of one of those
illustrations of the Homeric epic which were in circulation in the first
century of the Christian era in the Mediterranean basin", Indologists
believe they can see in it "an Indian plagiarism of the classical legend"
(after FOUCHER).
In other words, the tabula iliaca was transformed into
a jltaka. The besieged town was not Troy, but Vlrlnasi, the favourite
city of the jHtaka literature. The female person who defends the gate is a
nagara-devati, the guardian goddess of the city. The bearded old man is
Brahmadatta, the king of Vlrlnasi. The young man who is pushing the
horse towards the town is the malign Devadatta. As for the main
character, who is piercing the horse's breast, he can be none other than
the Bodhisattva himself. Since the future Buddha is always victorious,
we can justifiably conclude that, unlike the Trojan city, the Indian town
easily triumphed over the war stratagem and the famous wooden
monster was revealed to be as harmless as a mere child's toy.
This reconstruction of the jltaka, attempted by Indologists, will
remain hypothetical as long as no written document can be found to
support it. However, it had to be mentioned it here, since once again it
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illustrates the skill displayed by the Indians in assimilating foreign
legends to the point of making them unrecognizable.
5. The distant journeys of the Buddha. - Another cause contributed
even more to the development of the legend of the Buddha : the desire
of distant regions, which did not come under the influence of the religion
until late, to have been visited by the Master as well. To judge from the
early sources, the farthest ~iikyamuniever reached in the west was
Veraiijii, a small place near Mathuriib6; later, however, many journeys
are attributed to him, both in India and abroad.
a. We saw above (pp. 334-335) how Gandhiira claimed to have been
the setting of former lives of the Bodhisattva; now it is claimed that
~ i i k ~ a m uwent
n i there in person. Of all the apocryphal journeys attributed to the Buddha, the most notable is the one he is supposed to have
undertaken in North-West India6'.
The first part, made in the company of Ananda, consisted of six stages :
Hastinapura (former Kuru capital), Mahiinagara, ~ r u ~ h (District
na
of
753 Sugh), Briihmanagriima (on the western border of MadhyadeSa), Kiilanagara and finally Romaka, on the eastern bank of the Indus. No
outstanding event marked this part of the itinerary.
Leaving Ananda in Rohitaka, the Buddha continued on his way in
the company of the Y a k 3 Vajrapini *, his compulsory bodyguard in the
western districts. The second part of the journey was made through
Uddiyiina and Gandhiira, and consisted of no less than sixteen stops.
Having crossed the Indus at Udabhinda (Und), the Buddha went
through the Shiihkot pass near the "Monastery of the Rsi (EkaSrtiga)",
ascended the left bank of the Swlt to its source and tamed the dragon
Apalila. Retracing his steps, he reached Dhiinyapura or Mangalapura
(Manglaor), where he converted the mother of King Uttarasena. Four
further stages southwards brought him close to Nagarahira (Jeliilibiid) :
in Pilitakiig, he converted the dragons Gopilaka and U&!aka and left
his shadow in their cave; that "Cave of the Shadow", as it is called, was
Vinaya, 111, pp. 1-11; Dhammapada Comm., 11, p. 153; Anguttara, IV, p. 172.
On the journey to the North-West, the main sources are the Legend of ASoko
(Divya, p. 348; T 99, ch. 23, p. 1656; T 2042, ch. I, p. 1026; T 2043, ch. 2, p. 1356); the
M ~ N Vin.
. (Gilgit Manuscripts, 111, part I, pp. xvn-xvm, 1-17; T 1448, ch. 9-10,
JA, 1914, pp. 495-522); the UpadcSa, T 1509, ch. 9,
pp. 37c-43c; tr. by J. PRZYLUSKI,
p. 1266, tr. by LAMOTIE,TraitP, I, pp. 547 sq.; the Avadlnakalpalatl, ch. 54-57 (ed. S.C.
DAS,11, pp. 1 10-51); the Memoirs of the Chinese pilgrims. Fa hsien (T 2085, p. 8%); Sung
Yiin (T 2092, ch. 5, p. 10200); Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 882c sq.). See also BEFEO,
XXIV, 1924, pp. 36-43; XLIV. '1951, pp. 152-8; C. SOPER,Aspects of Light Symbolism in
G&-ran
Sculpture. Artibus Asiae, XII, 1949, pp. 252-83, 314-30; XIII, 1950, pp. 63-85.
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a centre of pilgrimage for centuries. Reaching the Indus in short stages,
the Buddha also stopped in Nandivardhana, between Jellllbld and
Peshlwlr; there he converted King Bhavadeva and, in a pool near the
town, left an image (pratimti) of himself for the dragons Aivaka and
Punarvasuka. At Kharjurikl, a small village south of Peshlwlr, the
Buddha announced to Vajrapini that "four hundred years after his
Nirvina, King Kaniska of the K u g n a dynasty will build on that spot a
stiipa which will be known by the name of the Stiipa of Kaniska" : this
monument was discovered in 1908 in the tumuli at Shlh-ji-ki Dheri; it
contained the. famous reliquary of Kaniska. Crossing the Indus again,
the Buddha returned to Rohitaka, thus ending the second part of his
journey.
After three days' rest, he continued on his way in the company of
Ananda and, by stages, reached the town of Mathurl, visiting on the
way the localities of Adiriijya and BhadriSva : these were probably the
two Alexandrian establishments on the Jhelum : Nicaea-on-the-Hydaspes
and Bucephala, but the Buddhist tradition connects them with the
memory of the legenday king Mahlsammata.
b. In the course of a journey to Kakmir, the Buddha won over the rsi
Revata (in Chinese, Li yiieh or Li po t ' ~ ) In~ honour
~ .
of his guest, the
754 latter erected a stiipa containing some hair and nail clippings of the
Buddha, as well as the large monastery of the ~ailavihlra,not far from
Biratha, the capital. The Arhat-bhiksu Revata is well-known in the
KaSmiri legend : he was accused of having stolen an ox and was thrown
into prison; one of his disciples freed him and, to punish the Kaimirians
for such a high-handed accusation, buried their capital under a shower
of ash.
c. At the invitation of Piirna and his brother, the Buddha, with five
hundred disciples, flew to the port of Siirpiiraka, the capital of Northern
Konkand9. He stayed in the sandalwood pavilion built specially for him
by Piima; on his return, he converted the dragons of the Narmadi and
left the imprint of his feet on the banks of the river.
d. The Buddha's three visits to Ceylon have already been mentioned
earlier (p. 123).
as On Revata or Revataka, see Divya, p. 399 (cf. T 99,ch. 23,p. 1690-b;T 2042,ch. 2,
p. IO5a;T 2043,ch. 3,p. 139c);Chiu tsa p'i yii ching. T 206,ch. 1, p. 516a;Tsa pao bang
ching, T 203,ch. 2, p. 4576;VibhBg, T 1545,ch. 125, pp. 654c-6556;Upad&, T 1509,
ch. 9,p. 126c;Ava&nakalpalati, ch. 105 (cd. S.C. Das, 11, p. 979).
6 9 On the journey to South India at Nrqa's invitation, see Divya, pp. 46-55;
Mdasarv.
Vin., T 1448,ch. 3,pp. 146 23-170 21;Majjhima Cornrn., V, pp. 90-2;Samyutta Cornrn.,
11, pp. 378-9.
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The few journeys recorded here - and the list is not complete - will
be enough to familiarize the reader with the literary style. During these
various journeys, the Buddha no longer seeks to recruit monks for his
order and limits his discourses to the strict minimum. He is more
interested in the construction of stiipas and building of monasteries than
the conversion of minds; he predicts than preaches, and addresses NHgas
and Y a k ~ rather
s
than human beings. He is no longer the Sramana
Gautama of the early days, but a living advertisement for accompanied
pilgrimages.
6. The lineage of the s5kYas. - If the new holy lands considered it
indispensable for their prestige to grant "citizenship" to the Buddha, the
ruling families sought to include him in their gehealogical tree and
claimed to be blood relations of the SHkyan family.
While brahmanical and Jaina sources attribute an obscure origin to
the Mauryas, the Buddhist texts declare that they were related to the
Buddha's family. After the massacre of the SHkyas by Virldhaka, the
Mauryas took refugk in the Himilayan region,'where they founded
Mauryanagara, the City of Peacocks. Its first king met his death at the
hands of a neighbour; his widow fled in disguise to Puspapura (PHtaliputra), and it was there that she gave birth to Candragupta70.
Other ruling families also claimed a blood tie with the SHkyas. When
Viriidhaka, the king of Kosala, set out to wage war against the SHkyas,
the latter, who had taken the upHsaka precepts, shut themselves up in
Kapilavastu, determined to put up a passive resistance only. However,
the SHkyan prince, Sambaka or SHma, was outside the town when this
decision was made. He furiously attacked Viriidhaka's troops and put
them to flight. When he wanted to return to Kapilavastu, the inhabitants repulsed him claiming that, by spilling enemy blood, he had
broken the precepts. Sambaka therefore had to leave his country.
Taking with him the relics of the Buddha, he went to the land of
Bakuda where he erected a stiipa which took the name of Sambakastiipa. The population immediately chose him as their king7'.
According to the oral traditions collected in Nepal and UddiyHna by
Hsiian tsang, the resistance offered to Viriidhaka was not the action of
Sambaka alone, but of four Siikyan princes. The four heroes, banished
by their compatriots, reached the Snow Mountains and the North-West
region. The first was king of Wu chang nu (UddiyHna), the second of Fan
70

Sce above, pp. 218-9.

Maasan. Vin., T 1451, ch. 8, p. 2&
Ch'u yao ching, T 212, ch. 3, p. 6 2 4 ~ .

sq.; EkottarHgama, T 125, ch. 26, p. 691c;
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yen na (Bimyiin), the third of Hi mo ta lo (Himatala, in KaSmir), the
fourth of Shang mi ( ~ i m b i )The
. first of them, travelling on the back of
a wild goose, finally arrived in Uddiyina, on Mount Lan pu lu, near the
Dragon Lake (Aushiri valley). He married the daughter of a dragon,
assassinated the king of Uddiyiina and ruled in his stead. He had a son,
Uttarasena, whose mother was converted by the Buddha and cured of
her blindness 2 .
In the sixth century of the Christian era, that family still included
among its descendants the Sramana Vimoksaprajiia. A native of Uddiyina in North India, he came from the ksatriya nobility and was a
756 descendant of the s i k y a clan73. As a missionary in China, he reached
Lo yang in 516 and, from 541, worked at Yeh with Prajiiiiruci.
The glorious lineage of the Sinhalese kings also goes back, at least in
part, to the Sikya family. If we believe the legend (Dpv., X, 1, sq.; Mhv.,
VIII, 18 sq.), the second sovereign Panduvlsudeva (447-417 B.C.)
married the $skyan princess Bhaddakaccinl, the daughter of Pandu,
first cousin of the Buddha. Forseeing the fall of Kapilavastu when it was
besieged by Viriidhaka, Pandu left Nepal and settled with his family on
the banks of the Ganges. Seven claimants disputed his daughter's hand.
Not knowing to whom to give her, Pandu made her enter a boat with
thirty-two companions, some of whom wore the monastic robe. Entrusted to the winds, the boat finally reached Ceylon. Bhaddakacdni
met King Panduvisudeva on the island, and he took her to wife.
Subsequently, the six brothers of Bhaddakaccinii were reunited with
their sister in Ceylon. This legend is possibly a duplicate of the disembarkation in Ceylon of Samghamitt and her companions.

THEB O D H I S A ~OFATHE FORMER LIVES.- It must be clearly recognized that the legend of the Buddha had been so greatly enlarged upon
that the devout public was saturated with it. Multiply as it might
wonders and miracles, invent or borrow new episodes, the hero it was
meant to glorify remained nonetheless a bhiksu, beardless, shaven
headed and wearing the yellow robe, a brother of those innumerable
religious who lined the roads, congested the streets and always engaged
in seeking public alms. There is no doubt that those monks were
examplars of all the virtues, albeit the "passive" virtues of renunciation
and recollection, whom the people admired while not being able to
imitate them. Here and there, among the considerably enlarged ranks of
disciplined bhiksus, were some black sheep whose disorderly habits,
72
l3

Hsi yii chi, T 2087,ch. 6, p. 901~;ch. 3, p. 8836.
K'ai y h n shih chiao mu lu, T 2154,ch. 6, p. 5436.
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idleness, greed and quibbling were scandalous : in the blessed time of the
Buddha, quarrels broke out among the monks in Kaukimbi, and we
know the difficulties ASoka experienced in restoring harmony to the
monks of the ASokHrHma. Among the strictly observant monks, circulated ascetics in rags, clothed in red, out and out vagabonds, penitents and
wonder-workers. They sometimes looked "demoniacal" or like "demonworshippers" @isdcillika), living in hollow trees or branches, carrying
skulls as a l m s - b o w l ~ In
~ ~short,
.
when approached by a religious, one
never knew exactly what to do. "What fault have I committed",
KiityHyana asked King Pradyota, "that I am to be killed"? The king of
Ujjain replied : "Shaven-headed man, the sight of you brings misfortune,
and that is why I wish to put you to death". When the ship that was
carrying Fa hsien to Canton was assailed by a violent storm, the
brahmins who were on board took counsel : "The presence of this
Sramana brings misfortune upon us; we should disembark this beggar
on the shore of an island in the sea"7s.
Whether favourable or hostile to the monks, the people were particularly aware of disinterested and active deeds of virtue of which they
themselves were often the heroes : to the six years of austerities on the
banks of the Nairafijanii, they always preferred the charity of a Sibi who
gave his flesh for a pigeon, the morality of a Sutasoma who preferred to
die rather than break a promise, the patience of a K e n t i who underwent unjust torture without complaint, the vigour of a Mahiityiigavat
who,-in order to save his companions, vowed to empty the sea of water
with his own hands, the meditation of a Sankha in whose topknot a bird
laid its eggs and who remained immobile until the little ones flew away,
the wisdom of the minister Govinda who succeeded in dividing Jambudvipa into seven equal parts76.
Since people wanted stories in which they could recognize themselves;
it was decided to tell them such stories and the religious literature was
literally invaded by tales of the jitaka (former lives of the future
Buddha), of the avadsna (feats of the Bodhisattva and great holy ones of
Buddhism) and of the vycikarqa (explanations concerning the future)
from which it appears that a present action is both a pledge of the past
and a guarantee of the future, and that history is only a continual
recommencement and occurs in accordance with the most strict laws of
moral determinism. In fact, "actions do not perish even after hundreds
74
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Vinaya, I, p. 152; 11, pp. 115, 134.
J. LEGGE,A Record of &ddhistic Kingdom, Oxford, 1886, p. 1 13.
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of millions of cosmic periods; encountering the complex of conditions
and the favourable time, they fructify for their authors", in the sense
that "the maturation of entirely black actions is entirely black, that of
entirely white actions is entirely white, that of mixed actions is mixed"77.
Although rare in early siitras and the Pili Vinaya, the jitaka stories
progressively invade the Lives of the Buddha (Lalitavistara, Mahdvusru
and Abhiniskramanm-tra) and the biographical sections of the large
Vinayas, such as that of the Miilasarvistiviidins.These stories were soon
assembled in special collections compiled in prose, in verse or a mixture
of the two. Among the Pili collections, we must mention the Jdtaka
containing 547 stories of former lives, the Cariydpi!aka which has 35, the
4paddna which narrates the biographies of some 590 disciples (550 men
and 40 women! In the same kind of literature, but compiled in Sanskrit,
the Ja'rakamdld of AryaSiira (34 jitakas), the Avadhdataka (10 tens),
the Divydvaddna (mostly extracted from the Mdusarv6sfivddin Vinaya),
the BhadrakalpdvaaZna (34 legends), the Vicitrakamikdvadha (32 stories),
and the Avad&akalpalati (107 legends) which is a work by the poet
K ~ m e n d r ain the eleventh century. All these texts have been repeated
and translated in the Tibetan and Chinese TripiFkas which also contain
many other texts the originals of which have been lost, such as, for
example, in Tibetan, the Las brgya tham pa (Karmaiataka), the Hdzaris
blun (Damamlka, 51 stories) and, in Chinese, the Liu tu chi ching
(T 152), the Shhg ching (T 154) and other collections to which Edouard
Chavannes devoted his great work on the Cinq cents contes et apologues
extraits du Tripi!aka chinois.
Enthusiasm for the j5takas reached its climax in the middle of the
second century B.C.; it was then that they were depicted wholesale on
the bas-reliefs of stiipas at Bhiirhut, Bodh-Gay5 and doubtless Amarivati, and that the golden legend attempted to set them in the districts of
Gandhiira, Uddiyina and the Western Punjab.
In the centuries that followed, this taste persisted, but the number of
jitakas painted or sculpted was considerably reduced : the repertory at
Siiiici included no more than half a dozen; that of the Graeco-Buddhist
school of Gandhira and its extensions in Mathuri, NBgirjunikonda,
Goli, Ajant5 and Aurangiibid, is hardly any richer. The jiitakas which
remain known and appreciated are the ViSvantara, Saddanta, Dipamkara, Syima, Candra Kinnara, EkaSmga, Sibi, saia, Vyighri, Mindhi-
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tar and Sutasoma. The subjects dealt with on the Central Asian frescoes,
particularly at Qizil, are much more n ~ m e r o u s ' ~ .
111. - SECONDARY FORMS OF THE RELIGION
Religious mentality is complex, especially in India. The deification of
the Buddha and his elevation to the rank of "god superior to the gods"
was not enough to satisfy all the aspirations of Buddhists. His person
was surrounded with a veritable religion consisting of a mythology, a
hagiography and a ritual of homage, only the broad outlines of which
can be sketched here.
THE GODS OF THE TRIPLE WORLD. - According to the Buddhist
concepts mentioned earlier (pp. 32-33), the triple world - that of
Desire, Subtle matter and of Formlessness - is inhabited by gods : the
Devaloka includes the six classes of gods of the World of Desire; the
Brahmaloka contains the seventeen classes of the Brahrnii gods distributed in the four Dhyinas; finally, the formless gods inhabit the Afipyadhitu.
This religious cosmology, which seems to have been instituted at the
time of the most ancient texts, forms the setting in which the Buddha's
deeds are played out. The gods take part in this as spectators rather than
actors : they surround the Buddha rather than serve him.
As their name indicates, the Caturmahiriijikadevas, the lower class
of the Kiimadevas, are four in number : Dhytariistra, Viriidhaka,
Viriipiike and Vaiiravana. Their function is that of guardians of the
world (l~kapdla)'~: each month, they go among mankind to examine
their religious conduct and report on this to the Triiyastrimia godse0.
Having been converted by the Buddha in the circumstances related
760 above (pp. 550-551), they were given the mission of protecting the Good
Law, Dhrtariistra in the east, Viriidhaka in the south, Virlpiiksa in the
west and Vaiiravana in the northe'.
Dhcariistra is the chief of the Gandharvas, the heavenly musicians,
the most famous of whom is Paiicaiikha. Viriidhaka commands the
Kumbhiindas, inferior spirits characterized by large stomachs and huge
genital organs. Viriipikv is king of the Niigas, serpent or dragon
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deities, endowed with supernormal powers, colossal strength and capricious dispositions. VaiSravana, who is identified with Kubera, the god of
wealth, holds sway over the host of Yaksas, a kind of demi-god, spirits
of woods and earth, endowed with great power, sometimes beneficient
sometimes formidable. Although the Yaksas set themselves up as protectors of the Buddha and his disciples, their wives, the Yaksinis, are
ogresses who devour children and feed on flesh and blood.
This religious fauna represents an ancient power which was later to be
replaced- by that of the Caturmahiiriijikas. Although not fully tamed,
these spirits nevertheless found their place in Buddhist texts which
delighted in drawing up a list of themn2.
The Triiyastrimbs, or "Thirty-three gods", form the second class of
the Kiimadevas. They live in a palace on the summit of Mount Meru,
strongly fortified against incursions by the Asuras; it contains a meeting
hall called the Sudharmii, numerous parks, including the Nandana, a
miraculous tree, the Piirijita, and the elephant-king Airiivana. The
Buddha stayed there for three months to preach the Law to his mother
who had been reborn among the TriyastrimSas. The leader of those
gods is ~ a k r adevhcim indrah " ~ a k r a ,the king of the gods". This
Buddhist Indra occupies an important place both in the early siitras and
761 in the jitaka and aviidana literature. He held conversations with the
Master which are still famous.
It is in the heaven of the Tusitas, the fourth class of Devalokas, that
the Buddhas pass their penultimate existence, and it is there that
Maitreya, the future Buddha, is residing at present.
The sixth class of the Kiimadevas is that of the Paranirmitavaiavartins, gods who have the use of desirable objects created by others. Their
leader, MSira, is sovcreign of the World of Desire. As such, he was the
sworn enemy of the Buddha and was known to be a tempter of the
monks and nuns. He made several assaults on ~iikyamuni,sometimes on
his own and sometimes with his army and daughters : he contended with

Cf. MaMsamayasuttanta (Digha, 11, p. 257 sq.); ABnitiyasuttanta (Digha, 111, pp.
194-206); ApinHtikasirtra (ed. H. HOFFMANN,
Leipzig, 1939); MahPmPyCfividyPrHjiii (S.
UVI,
Le catalogue ghographique &s Y&a, JA, 1915, pp. 20-138). - See the studies by
J. PRZYLUSKI
and M . LAWU,Notes de Mythologie bouddhique, HJAS, 111, 1938, pp. 40-6;
128-36; M. LALOW,GaneSa-VaiSravqa, JA, 1937, pp. 301-2; Mythologie indietme et
peinture de Haute-Asie, I. Le dieu bouddhique de la Fortune, Art. As., 1946, pp. 97-1 1 1 ; LP
culte des Ntiga et la rherapeutique, JA, 1938, pp. 1-19; Four Notes on Vajrap@i, Adyar
Yaksas.2 vol., Washington,
Library Bulletin, XX, pp. 3-4.287-93. A.K. COOMARASWAMY,
1928-31.
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him for the throne of Enlightenment, opposed his teaching and twice
tried to tempt him to enter Nirvina forthwith.
The Rlpa- and h p y a d h i t u s are inhabited by the gods of the
Brahmaloka. These Brahmis are free from desire and immersed in the
joys of meditation which constitutes their one and only nourishment.
However, they are not free from illusions and often wrongly believe
themselves to be the creators of the universe; however, like everyone
else, they are subject to the law of Karma and bound to be reborn. The
Buddha and a few disciples occasionally visited the Brahmalokae3; in
return, certain great Brahmis, such as Sahampati, manifested themselves
in the world of mankind. It was at the invitation of Brahmi that
hkyamuni decided to expound his Law for the welfare and happiness of
all beings.
THEGODS m POPULAR DEVOTION.
- The distribution of the gods in
the spheres of the triple world is the work of scholastics, and its artificial
nature escapes no one. Devatis as subtle as the Anabhrakas, or as
abstract as those of thedkikinantya and the other formless spheres
have doubtless never been invoked by anyone. Regarding the other gods
- such as those of the Kimadhitu, nearer to mankind -, the texts are
somewhat reticent : they emphasize the Buddha and pay only slight
attention to the divine spirits which gravitate around him.
Hence, to get some idea of the place occupied by the gods in everyday
life, we have to consult the religious imagery which certainly cannot be
doubted. The work has been carried out in a masterly 'fashion by
762 A. Foucher in volume I1 of A r t grico-bouddhique du Gandhdra.
Adherence to the doctrine of the Buddha did not turn believers away
from their ancestral cults.
The lower castes continued to worship demons and spirits, which were
deeply rooted in popular superstition. Gandharvas, Kumbhindas, NBgas and Y a k ~ are
s represented in great numbers on the Gandhira basreliefs. Like their humble worshippers, they are most frequently dressed
in draped robes and covered with a single cloak. It is difficult to
distinguish one from another or identify them; some, however, emerge
from their anonymity and betray characteristic features or attributes.
One such example is the Yak? Guhyaka Vajrapini, the thunderboltbearing spirit and recognized protector of the Buddha; sometimes he
comes in the form of a beardless youth, sometimes as an unkempt adult.
He appears in the air, ready to hurl his thunderbolt at anyone who
Majjhima, I, p. 326 sq.; Samyutta, V,p. 282 sq.
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might oppose the Master's undertakingsa4. Unseen by the crowd, he is
visible only to the eyes of the Buddha and to his occasional adversary.
At Gandhlra, Vajraplni replaces the gentle Ananda in looking after
the Buddha. He is no longer merely an assistant (upmthclyaka), but a
guardian spirit, one of those "divine companions" as they were imagined
by ancient mythology. We might be inclined to view this as something
borrowed from the Graeco-Roman world were it not that we know he
had his worship not only in the North-West, but also in RHjag~ha,at the
very heart of India. Buddhaghosa identifies him with sakraas and the
Sinhalese tradition gives him as the great vanquisher of the Asurase6.
The adherents of the Mahiylna make him a bodhisattva and attribute
the compilation of Mahlyinasiitras to him8'. The Tantras, which
identify him with Samantabhadra and Vajrasattva, introduce him into
their speculations concerning the Adibuddha. The man(ia1a locate him
763 on the north side of Mount Meru, crushing MaheSvara (Siva) with his
right foot, and UmHdevi with his left foots8.
The middle castes, the generous donors who financed the Buddhist
establishments, needed other gods than the somewhat disturbing fauna
of the Nigas and Yakvs. -Devotion was preferably directed to minor
gods, such as Candra and Siirya, the gods of the moon and sun, and
those Loklpalas, world-guardians, entrusted by the Buddha to watch
over the destinies of the Good Law, at the four cardinal points. These
deities were conceived in the image and resemblance of the middle class,
they were clad in middle-class clothing, namely the loin-cloth (paricihcina,
today dho!i) and the cloak (utlarba, today chaddar), skilfully completed
in the North-West by a tunic with sleeves.
In the world of the VaiSyas, bankers and merchants, the god of wealth
enjoyed unequalled popularity, and, according to I ching, his image
could bc found in every monastery. However, the Buddhist devotion was
addressed less to the CaturmahHrljika VaiSravana, King of Uttarakuru
and leader of all the Yaksas (sarvayakscldhipa), identical to Kubera the
god of treasures, than to his army chief (senclpari), known to the
Buddhist sources as PHiicika, PHnduka or Pandakae9. His basic attribute
Digha, I, p. 95; Majjhima, I, p. 231.
Digha Cornm.. I, p. 264; Majjhima Comm., 11, p. 277; cf. Divya, p. 130.
O 6 Ciilavamsa, ch. 96,37.
AbhisamayilamkirHloka, ed. WOGIHARA.
p. 5; Bu-stori, 11, p. 101, Tiranitha, p. 62.
M. LAMU,Four Notes on Vajrarni, Adyar Library Bulletin., XX,pp. 287-93.
Piiicika (Divya, p. 447); Pinduka (Divya, p. 61); Pandaka (Mahiivamsa, XII, 21). Other references in Milasam. Vin. (Gilgir Manuscripts. 111, part I , p. 24, 1.15; T 1448,
ch. 10, p. 450 9; ch. 13, p. 61c 20; T 1451, ch. 31, p. 361a 8); Tsa pao tsangching, T 203,
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is a pouch or skin which is wide open and spilling coins. On the
monuments at Gandhira, he appears sometimes in the form of a
charming young prince, sometimes under the aspect of an adult spirit,
bearded, unkempt and more than half nakedg0.
Piiicika is the husband of Hiiriti, the "mother of demons". Her
conversion to Buddhism, recorded in the MahGvapsa (XII, 21), is
narrated at length in a whole series of Buddhist textsg1. Originally,
Hiriti was an ogress who devoured men's children. One day the Buddha
carried off her youngest son, Pirigala, and hid him in his alms-bowl. The
desperate ogress hunted for her child and, when she finally found him,
she understood that she should do no more harm to the sons of men.
This devourer of children then became a giver of children. She is still
invoked in Nepal as the goddess curing smallpox, and the monks are
expected to ensure her daily nourishment. Images of her are extremely
widespread, the most famous being that at Skarah-I?heri, eight miles
north of Chfirsadda, where the goddess had her stiipag2.She carries a
standing child in her hand and two others on her shoulders; the plinth is
engraved with an inscription, from the year 179 (or 399) of an unknown
era, begging the goddess to take smallpox away into the sky (Ko~ow,
p. 127).
PHiicika and Hiriti form the tutelary couple, often represented on the
bas-reliefs of Gandhira, sometimes seated and sometimes standing.
"Nearly always, Hiriti lends Piiicika some of her numerous children
and perhaps at the same time, the power to produce them; conversely,
she sometimes borrows his pouch and his wealth-giving qualitywg3.
While the middle castes invented or adopted special gods formed in
their image, the higher castes were content with the ancient Aryan
deities. inherited from a millennia1 tradition and very early on incorporated into Buddhist cosmogony. Whether or not converted to the Good
Law, the K~atriyas,who are "gods through convention", and the
Brihmanas, who are "gods on earth", continued to worship the Mahidevas of the Aryan world, particularly Indra the warrior and Brahmi
the priest. Worn out by centuries of brahmanical speculation, those
deities had aged and were unable to force upon worshippers that
ch. 9, p. 492u 13,(cf.CHAVANNE$
Con~es,111, p. 115); MahPmhyJri, JA, 1915, w . 7 8 and 80
@. 35 o f the OK-print).
90 A. FOUCHER,
Art grico-bouddhique du Gandhcira. 11, p. 102 sq.
Tsa pao tsang ching, T 203, ch. 9, p. 4 9 2 ; Mo ho mo yeh ching, T 383, ch. I ,
p. 1006~;Kuei tzir mu ching, T 1262, p. 290c; Midasarv. Vin. T 1451, ch. 31, p. 361a sq.
9 2 A. FOUCHER,
Arr greco-bouddhique du Gandhcira, 11, p. 129, fig. 377.
O 3 After ID., ibid.. 11, p. 143.
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juvenile devotion with which the fierce Aryan warriors surrounded them
in the past. It matters little, the tradition remained, and the great gods
were still to appear on the GandhHra bas-reliefs, decked out in rich
costumes and precious jewels which are the prerogatives of their noble
worshippers. Since it was not forgotten that before his departure from
Kapilavastu, ~ H k ~ a m u was
n i also a prince, a god through convention
(sqvytideva), he was invariably dressed as a deva by the GandhHran
artists when they wanted to depict him prior to his entry into the
religious life.
THEBUDDHIST HOLY ONFS. - The question of knowing whether or not
a holy one exists after death was considered by the Buddha to be among
However, he did not hide
the undeterminate points (avy5kytava~tu)~~.
the fact from us that, once the holy one's body is broken and his life
departed, "gods and men will no longer see himvgs;once he has entered
into appeasement, the holy one disappears from all sight : "No one can
measure him; there are no words to speak of him; what the mind might
conceive vanishes end all ways of speaking vanishwp6.After his death,
the holy one has a right to .silence; during his life, he can claim no
privileges within the Community, since the Buddha refused to institute
an official hierarchy or a supreme spiritual authority in his order : each
person had to be his own island and his own refuge9'.
However, there is a wide gap between theory and practice. The
Buddha presented himself as a spiritual guide, "he who shows the way",
and his disciples made him a "god superior to the gods"; he had
included the deities in the cycle of rebirth and reduced them to the rank
of subordinates but his disciples remained faithful to the rites of their
ancestors and classes. Nothing could prevent the Buddhists from having
their own holy ones as well, from writing their histories and even
immortalizing a certain number of them; nothing could prevent the
communities from preserving the memory of the scholars of the Law
whose authority they acknowledged and who had rendered them illustrious.
1. The disciples of the Buddha have been listed in the Etadaggavagga
of the Anguttaranikriya (I, pp. 23-6) and the Ekottarrigarna (T 125, ch. 3,
pp. 557a-5606). The chapter contiins a list of forty-two bhiksus, thirteen
bhiksunis, ten upHsakas and ten upHsikHs, with an indication of their
94
95

96
97

See above,
See above,
See above,
See above,

p. 48, n. 97.
p. 41. n. 75.
p. 41, n. 76.
pp. 62-65.
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dominant feature : Ajiiita-Kaundinya is the foremost of the members of
the order; ~ i r i ~ u t rthe
a , foremost of the great sages; Mahi-Maudgalyiyana, the foremost of those possessed of supernormal powers; M a h b
KBSyapa, the foremost of those who practise strict observance; Ananda,
the foremost of the learned, etc.
In the commentaries concerning this chapter, there are some fairly
detailed biographies of these disciples. The Manorathapfranl, the commentary upon the Ariguttara compiled in the fifth century by Buddhaghosa, contains seventy-five biographies (I, pp. 124-458); the FZn pieh kung
t i Iun (T 1507, ch. 4, pp. 406-45b), a special commentary upon the
EkottarZgama, translated into Chinese under the Eastern Han (25-220
A.D.), contains a good twenty biographies.
The Thera- and Theri-githd, the eighth and ninth books of the Pili
Khuddakanikiya, consist of 107 poems in 1,279 stanzas and 73 poems
in 522 stanzas respectively placed on the lips of the male and female
Elders by anonymous authors. In highly lyrical accents, the Holy Ones
celebrate the beauty of their ideal : the renunciation of desire, the
destruction of passions, the cessation of suffering and the peace of
Nirvana. These poems in Plli no doubt had their counterparts in
Buddhist Sanskrit literature, but the Sthavira- and Sthaviri-githB, often
mentioned in the Sanskrit Agamas9e, have not come down to us. The
PBli collection was commented upon and explained in the fifth century
of the Christian era by Dhammaplla, a contemporary of Buddhaghosa.
The Paramatthabpanj shows in which circumstances the male and
female holy ones were led to chant the poems which are attributed to
them, and adds to this information a few biographical indications. The
latter are most often deduced from the stanzas which they claim to
explain, borrowed from apocryphal works or even entirely made up :
their historical value is practically nil.
The Jpadcina, the twelfth book of the Khuddakanikiya, is a verse
composition in which 550 Theras and 50 Theris tell of some of their
former lives and their final accession to Arhatship. These narratives
betray the influence of the popular and lay sphere since, instead of
explaining their winning of holiness through the observance of the
practices of the eightfold path, these monks and nuns seek the cause for
767 it in pious actions which they performed in their previous existences, by
offering flowers, water, fruits and fans to the Buddhas of the past who,
in exchange, gave them the "prediction". There exists a commentary
upon the ApaaZna called the Visuddhajanavi15sinP9;its author and date
766

Sae above, pp. 161-162.
Edited by C.E. GODAKUMBURA,
Pili Text Society, London, 1954.
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are unknown, but it betrays a strong influence of Sanskrit erudition,
particularly in the grammar.
In Sanskrit a composition, similar but not identical to the Piili
Apadcino, is the PdcaSarasthaviriivadiina. "Deeds of five hundred Elders". Shortly before the Buddha's Nirvina, five hundred disciples flew
through the air to the shores of Lake Anavataptaloo and there, in the
presence of the Master, they, each in turn, described in verse their deeds
in their former existences or, to use their expression, the "weave of
actions" (karmaploti) which finally led them to holiness. In fact, they do
not all speak and only the explanations supplied by thirty of them are
retained. The Avadana anthology was translated into Chinese in 303
A.D. by Dharmarak? with the title of Fo wu po ti tzii tzli shuo pin ch'i
ching (T 199); it was incorporated, with some additions, into the
Bhaisajyavastu of the MClasarv. Vin. (Gilgit Manuscripts, 111, part 1,
pp. 162-218; Narthang Dulva, 11, pp. 505a-5576; Peking Dulva, FTBN,
vol. 95, pp. 260a-291a; T 1448, ch. 16-18, pp. 76-94)lo1.
From among the host of disciples, the post-canonical literature isolated certain groups; the most famous, at least in Central Asia and China,
is that of the "Ten Great Disciples" consisting in order of Slriputra,
MahZ-Maudgalyiiyana, Mahii-KZSyapa, Subhiiti, Pima-Maitriiyaniputra,
Aniruddha, Mah5-Kitylyana, Uplli, Riihula and Ananda. This is an
iconographical group which appears in particular in the caves of Tunhuang. It is mentioned in literature in a collection of twelve siitras,
collated and translated under the title of Kuang ring ching (T 1331, ch. 8,
p. 517c) by Srimitra, the crown prince of KuEii, who worked in Nankin
768 from 317 to 322 A.D. The Fan i ming i chi (T 2131, ch. 1, pp. 1063a1064a), a twelfth century compilation, devotes a notice to the ten great
disciples.
2. Most of the great disciples followed their Master into Nirviina, and
the tradition claims that, immediately after the Buddha's decease, a
number of Arhats living on mountain tops, in watercourses, fountains
and ravines, considering that they had done "what they had to do",
entered Nirvlna by the thousandslo2. It was only with great difficulty
that Mahii-KlSyapa persuaded five hundred Arhats to continue living in
order to participate in the council of Rijagrha and compile the texts.
loo This assembly at Lake Anavatapta is also mentioned in the Ekottarsgama, T 125,
ch. 29, pp. 708c-710c; P'u sa pi% hsing ching, T 155, ch. 1, p. 1126; Divya, p. 130;
Upadcia, T 1509, ch. 45, p. 3846-c; Hsi yii chi, T 2087, ch. 6, p. 899c.
lo' A critical edition and French translation of these s o w are found in M. HOFINGER.
Le congrks du lac Anavarapra. I, Louvain, 1954.
l o 2 1. PRZYLUSKI,
Le concile & Rijagyha, pp. 3-4, 27, 57-8, 206-7.
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However, these too, sooner or later, submitted to the lot common to
mortal humanity.
There were, however, some exceptions, and the Sanskrit sources
mention the case of an Arhat whose Nirviina will be delayed until the
end of time, as long as the Law survives on earth.
There were references earlier (pp. 206-207, 210), to Mahi-KiiSyapa,
guardian of ~iikyamuni'srobe which he was to hand over to Maitreya,
the future Buddha. Hiding in the depths of Mount Kukkutapiida,
KiiSyapa, clothed in the Blessed One's pZMuklla, is plunged in nirodhasamZpatti, but will awaken at the end of time, on the amval of
Maitreya, in order to accomplish his mission.
Another Arhat, Pindola Bhiiradviija, the KauSiimbi missionary, must
also remain on earth as long as the Good Law persists. As a punishment
for his faults, particularly his greed and ill-considered prodigies (above,
p. 323), he is banished from Jambudvipa but continues his ministries
on foreign continents, in Apara Godiiniya, F'iirva Videha or again
Uttarakuru (on Mount Gandhamldana, to the north of Lake Anavatapta)lo3. AS long as h b nourishment is provided, he appears willingly
to those who call upon him : to the emperor ASoka in order to describe
the beauty of the Tathiigata to him104; to Vasubandhu to explain the
Hinayiinist doctrine of emptiness to him1O5.
769
Two centuries after the Buddha's decease, his disciple Kundopadhiniya intervened effectively to destroy the treasures of the Sunga
king, Pusyamitra, who was persecuting Buddhism and massacring the
monks (above, pp. 389-390).
Finally, although the Piili traditionlob has him die before his father
~iikyamuniand his teacher Siiriputra, Riihula is especially qualified to
be the inheritor and continuer of his father's work.
Based on these isolated cases, the idea arose that some Arhats, in
punishment for a former fault or in the expectation of a future mission,
enjoyed prolonged life which still allowed them some activity. They were
soon to be considered as the recognized protectors of the Dharma, along
with the Caturmahiiriijikadevas upon whom this r61e normally devolved.
They will remain here on earth without entering NirvHna. At the time of
the "counterfeit religion" @ratirlpaka dharma), and during persecutions,
On this localization, see S. L f v ~ ,Lm seize Arhot, JA, 1916, p. 112 of the off-print.
Sac the Legend of Abka : Divya, p. 400; T 99, ch. 23, p. 1696; T 2042, ch. 2,
p. 1OSb; T 2043, ch. 3, p. 139c.
Io5
Cf. J. T A K A K ~ U
The
, Lije of Vasubandhu by Paramcirtha, Toung Pao, V , 1904,
p. 273.
I o aSumarigalavilisini, 11, p. 549; Sratthappakisini, 111, p. 213.
lo*
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they will be the witnesses of the faith; they will cause images of the
Buddha or of monks to appear; they will utter words in the air, produce
gleams of light, give consistency to dreams, etc. When Maitreya descends
on earth, they will finally be permitted to enter Nirvina.
At first, these Arhat protectors of the Law were four in number and
later increased to eight, sixteen and eighteen.

a. Four Arhats in the Ekottariigama (T 125, ch. 44, p. 789a), the Mi I.? hsia
shgng ching (T 453, p. 4226) and the ~ i i r i ~ u t r a ~ a r i ~ ~(Tc c1465,
h i i p. 9020) :
1. MahiikHSyapa, 2. Pindola Bhiradvija, 3. Kundopadhiiniya, 4. Rlhula.
b. Eight Arhats in the lists in the MaijuirimClakal a (ed. T. GANAPAT
SASTRI.
I, p p 64 and I I I). The 6nt lists contains : I. &ripuka, 2. Maudgalyiyana, 3. MahikHSyapa, 4. Subhiiti, 5. Rihula, 6. Nanda, 7. Bhadrika,
8. Kaphina. - In the second list : 1. ~iiriputra,2. Maudgalyiiyana, 3. Gavlmpati, 4. Pindola Bhiradviija, 5. Pilindavatsa, 6. Rihula, 7. MahHkiSyapa,
8. Anandalo7.
c. Sixteen Arhats, in the MahiyHna texts such as the Mahiiyiiniivatiira
(T 1634, ch. 1, p. 39b), and the Nandimifriivaa2im (T 2030, p. 13a) : 1. Pindola
BhiradvHja, 2. Kanakavatsa, 3. Kanakaparidhvaja, 4. Subinda, 5. Nakula,
6. Bhadra, 7. Kllika, 8. Vajraputra, 9. Svaplka, 10. Panthaka, 11. Rihula,
12. Nlgasena, 13. Irigada, 14. Vanavisi, IS. Ajita, 16. Ciidapanthaka108.
770
d. Eighteen Arhats, in the Chinese sources studied by S. LBVIand E. CHAVANNES, Les seize Arhat protecteurs de la Loi, JA, 1916, pp. 136-66 of the off-print.

In the first lists, the Arhats, according to their own legends, all appear
to be specially marked out to play the rble of protectors of the Law
which devolved upon them. Conversely, in the last lists, the reasons
which determine their choice escape us, since alongside the great discip
les there appear a number of unknown persons. In their case, the
function has absorbed the personality : these Arhats are no more than
figureheads, mere divine spirits scattered to all points of the compass.
The Mahiyina, which took these sixteen Arhat protectors into its
mythology, was often to replace them by sixteen bodhisattvas of Indian
origin, promoted to the same function and designated by the name of
SodaSasatpunqa, "the sixteen worthy persons"109. These were lay
bodhisattvas designated, not by their own or clan names, but by the title
of their function : the vaiiya Bhadrapila of Rijagha, the prince
Ratnlkara of Vaikili, the merchant's son subhagupta of Champi, the
vaiiya Sirthaviha of Srivasti, the brahmin Naradatta of Mithili,
Cf. N. D m . Early Monastic Buddhism.11, p. 3, n. I .
I adopt here the reconstructions by S. L ~ v ILes
, seize Arhar, I.c, p. 9.
lo9 Mahiratnakiiw, T 310. ch. 17, p. 91c 14-15; ch. 1 1 1 , p. 6236 13-14; Aparimitiyulpiitra, T 360, ch. I , p. 265c 16; MaiijuSriparinirvPnasiitm, T 463, p. 4806 7;
Vi+intibrahmaparipycchB,
T 585, ch. I , p. la 14; T 586, ch. I , p. 336 9; T 587, ch. I ,
p. 6241 12; Saddharrnapundanla,p. 3, 1.10.
lo'
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etc. 'I0. Led by Bhadrapila, they precede the countless hosts of bodhisattvas who come from the Buddha fields in foreign regions, and who
have as their leaders Maitreya, MaiijuSri, AvalokiteSvara, etc. We have
here reached the intersection point of the Hina- and Mahiiyina, and can
see how the long-living Arhats invented by the Hinayiinists have opened
the way to the countless and depersonalized throng of bodhisattvas
honoured by the Mahiyiina.
3. We referred above (pp. 206-212) to the five Masters of the Law
who, during the Magadhan period and at the beginning of the Mauryan
age, transmitted the sacred trust of the doctrine to one another. Although
unknown to the Sinhalese tradition, the legend of the five Masters was
firmly implanted on the Indian mainland.
The time of ASoka was marked by the dispersion of the Samgha
throughout the whole of India and the formation of the Buddhist
schools and sects. Each one had its own particular masters and scholars.
However, the latter, in order to have themselves recognized as orthodox,
claimed they were the direct successors of the five Masters of the Law,
whose authority remained uncontested.
The Sawistividins made their Dhitika a sixth master of the Law, and
the Miilasa~iistiviidinsadded a further two of their scholars, Krsna and
SudarSana. The son of a brahmin from Ujjayini, Dhitika received
ordination at the hands of Upagupta and, after the latter's death,
reached the land of the Tukhiiras where he converted King Menander
(Tiraniitha, pp. 22-4). Born into a wealthy family of sailors from Bengal
(Anga), Krsna fought the personalist heresy of the bhiksu Vatsa in
KaSmir and revived the religion in the island of Simhala or Ceylon
(Tiranitha, pp. 43-5). Sudarbna, the son of a k ~ t r i y anoble from
Bharukaccha, succeeded Krsna as head of the Community of the Four
Quarters; in the region of Sindh, he overcame the Yaksini Hingalici,
converted many unbelieving Niigas and Yaksas to the Law and, in the
southern region and the neighbouring islands, went on a fruitful preaching tour (Tiraniitha, pp. 45-7). It should be recalled however, that the
information collected by the Tibetan historian contains so many problems
of chronology that it is hardly worth believing.
A Sthavirian traditionlll explains the Sawistividin scission in the
following way. During the two centuries that followed the Nimina,
seven masters succeeded one another : the five Masters of the Law,
followed by Piima and Mecaka. Until then there had been no schism.
110
l11

Cf. Upad&, T 1509, ch. 7, p. I l l a .
Cf. P. DEMI~XLLE,
L'origine &s sectes bouddhiques, pp. 53-4.
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However, while the first five masters had mainly propagated the siitras,
h i m a and Mecaka, neglecting fundamentals and propagating secondary
matters, made the Abhidharma their principal teaching. At the beginning of the third century after the Nirvlna, Kltylyaniputra, the wellknown author of the Jtidnaprasthdna (above, pp. 184-185), held the
Abhidharma in high esteem and founded the school of the Sarvistivida.
On four occasions the Sthaviras called upon the Sarvlstivldins to
abandon their reformative theses, but they met with refusal. It was then
that, in order to move away from those innovators, the Sthaviras
transferred their residence to the Snow Mountains where they took the
name of Haimavata.
Among the Indian masters who contributed to the formation of the
Indo-Chinese school of Yoga or Dhyina, we should mention Samgharaksa, Dharmatrlta, Buddhasena and Buddhabhadra. Samgharak? was
a native of Surlstra; he was born there in the second century A.D.; he
was well-travelled and reached Gandhlra where King Candana Kaniska
made him his master. He composed, among other works, a Yogdcdrabhzimi, at present known through two Chinese translations (T 607, made
by An Shih kao between 148 and 170; T 606, carried out by Dharmaraksa in 284)'12. - Dharmatrlta and Buddhasena seem to have taught
in KaSmir around the beginning of the Nth century; Dharmatrita
composed a Yogasamasanaszitra, lost today ; Buddhasena wrote a
Yogdcdrabhzimi which was translated into Chinese (T 618) by Buddhabhadra in about 413114.
The masters we have just mentioned were also connected, through one
or two intermediaries, with the first five Masters of the Law.
Here, to illustrate this description, are six lists of the Aclryas :
I. ~driputrapariprcch-tra (T 1465, p. 900a) : Mahlsiimghika list,
claiming authority from the first five Masters of the Law.
2. ASokm-tra (T 2043, ch. 7, p. 152c) : Sarvlstivldin list, adding one
scholar (Dhitika) to the first five masters.
3. Mzilasarv. Vin. (T 1451, ch. 40, p. 41 16-c) : Miilasarvlstivldin list,
adding three scholars (Dhitika, Klsna and Sudarkna) to the first five
masters.
4. Sun lun hriian i (T 1852, p. 96) by Chi tsang (549-623 A.D.) :
Sthavirian list, adding three scholars (Piima, Mecaka and Kltyiyaniputra) to the five masters.

'

11'
See P. DEMI~VILLE,
Lu Yogriccirabhlimi & S ~ g h a r a k p ,BEFEO, XLIV, 1954,
pp. 339-436.
1 1 3 LIN,AM, pp. 344-6, 349, 351; P. D M I ~ I L LBEFEO.
E,
XLIV, 1954, p. 362.
'I4
ID., ibid., pp. 315, 341-51.

T 1465

T 2043

T 1451

T 1852

T 618

T 2145

MahiXkihyapa

MahHkZyapa

MahiXkSyapa

MahHkSyapa

MahHkiSyapa

Ananda

Ananda

handa

Ananda

Ananda

Ananda

MadhyHntika

Madhyintika

Madhyiintika

Madhyintika

Madhyintlka

Madhylntika

SnavHsin

SHnavlsin

Sinavisin

SinavHsin

&navisin

Slnavisin

Upagu~ta

Upagupta

Upagupta

Upagupta

Upagupta

Upagupla

Dhitika

Dhitika

Piima

Vasumitra

Fu-je-mi-le

Knna

Mecaka

Samgharakv

Fu-je-le

Sudariana

KltyHyaniputra

Dharmatrita

Dharmatrlta

Pu-je-mi-to-le

Buddhasena
Bhadra

Punyamitra or PrajGmitra?
l l J Punyamitra or Prajitimitra.
I I 6 Cf. LIN,AM. p. 349, note.
Bhuddhabhadra, who introduced the text of the Yogidrabhiimi into China (cf. LIN. AM, p. 349, note).

l1-hadra

or, mom likely,
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5. YogdcdrabhCmi (T 618, p. 301a) by Buddhasena : a list linking four
further scholars with the five masters.
6. In the Ch'u sun rsang chi chi (T 2145, ch. 9, p. 66c), a preface by
Huei kuan (early fifth century) to the YogdcdrabhCmyaSubhabhdvandsfrra : a list connecting five further scholars with the first masters.
774
4. The five Masters of the Law are again found at the head of the lists
of patriarchs set out in some Mahiyinist siitras, such as the MahGmGydszjrra (T 383, ch. 2, p. 1 0 1 3 b - ~l)9~and the general histories of Buddhism
compiled by Chinese authors : Kao sCng chuan "Biographies of Eminent
Monks" (T 2059, ch. 3, p. 345b), published by Huei chiao between 519
and 544; Li rai sun pao chi "Chroniclc of the Three Jewels" (T 2034),
completed in 597 by Fei Chang fang; Fo rsu r'ung chi "General Memoirs
on the Buddha and the Patriarchs" (T 2035, ch. 5, p. 169a), compiled by
Chih p'an (1269-1271); Fo tsu li rai t'ung tsai "General Annals of the
Buddha and the Patriarchs" (T 2036, ch. 3-6, pp. 4966-525a), brought
out by Nien ch'ang at the end of the Mongol period (1344).
As it appears in its present form, the Fu fa rsang yin yiian chuan
(T 2058) is an apocryphal work compiled in China in the sixth century
and based on Indian documents partly extant (SarvGstivddin Vinaya,
ASokdvaddna) and partly lost. It contains the history of twenty-four
patriarchs from MahikiSyapa to the bhiksu Simhal*O.
In order not to be too incomplete, we should also mention two
SarvHstividin lists - without appended biographies - of Arhats and
Bodhisattvas, incorporated by S n g yu (435-518 A.D.) into his catalogue, the Ch'u sun rsang chi chi (T 2145) : the first list (ch. 12, p. 89a-b)
contains fifty-three names; the second (ch. 12, pp. 89c-90a), fifty-four.
The Chinese documentation on the Indian origins is of poor quality
and without historical interest. However, the Indian biographers of the
fourth and fifth centuries were scarcely better informed about earlier
facts. The separate "Lives" of ASvaghosa, Nigirjuna and Deva
(T 2046-48) compiled by KumHraJva, and that of Vasubandhu (T 2049)
written by ParamHrtha are of little value.
These sources draw a portrait of the "patriarch" which only faintly
775 recalls the traditional "Master of the Law". The patriarch is more like a
'I9 This passage contains a prediction concerning the first fifteen centuries of Buddhism :
the first is dominated by the activity of the five masters (from Mahiikiikyapa to Upagupta)
and their successor Wma; then come, from century to century, hananda, NTlotpalHkp(?),
Gomukha. Ratnadeva(?), ASvaghop and NHgiirjuna.
lZ0 This history has been translated into English by J. EDKINS,Chinese Buddhism.2nd
ed., London, 1893, pp. 60-86. -On this work, see H. MASPERO,Sur I'ourhenricire du Fou
fa-rsang yin-yuan rchouan, Melanges S. Ikvi, Paris, 191 1, pp. 129-49.
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wonder-worker than a sage, and his conduct is far from irreproachable.
Generally poor and badly dressed, he owes his prestige to the subtlety of
his mind and the power of his wonder-working. He penetrates the
secrets of the doctrine and reads his disciples' thoughts. He can, thanks
to his supernormal powers, move through the air, walk on water,
provoke rain, transmute metals, predict the future and defy the sword
and poison. However, he places his intelligence and powers at the service
of the Good Law which he champions. A patriarch is necessarily chosen
by his predecessor; once designated, he enjoys uncontested authority.

776

MAITREYA
THE BUDDHIST MESSIAH. - The sixteen Arhats just referred
to constitute an excellent field of merit. The wholesome roots which
kings, ministers and ordinary people will plant in it will certainly come
to maturity. "Thanks to the might of those excellent roots, at the time
when the Tathlgata Maitreya realizes complete enlightenment, one will
acquire with great excellence human body and, at the third assembly of
that Buddha, with a calm and believing heart, one will renounce the
rules of household lih; one will leave the world to be homeless; with
purity one will cut off beard and hair; one will dress in the religious
robe; one will become a member of the holy company; through the
power of previous vows, one will then reach Nirvlna" (Nandimitrivadina, T 2030, p. 14c).
That Buddha of the future whose coming is awaited like a Messiah is
Ajita Maitreya "the Compassionate Invincible One"; homage to him in
India and beyond met with unexpected spectacular success. Buddhist
literature makes frequent allusions to him and devotes whole works to
him. The vast amount of information it supplies about him is involved
and often contradictory. However, even if we have to give up the
attempt to establish a chronology of Indian messianism, there is nothing
to prevent us from trying to make a systematic classification of the
sources which mention him.
1. Ajita and Maitreya, disciples of Biivari. - The PirGyana (Suttanipita, Ch. V , vv. 976-1149) dates from the very dawn of Buddhist
literature. It is one of the few sources of the Nikiyas and Agamas,
which frequently refer to it. In this ancient work, Ajita and Maitreya
play only and unobtrusive part. They belonged to the group of the
sixteen disciples of Bivari who were converted by the Buddha.
Bivari was a brahrnin ascetic who went to Sriivasti in Daksinipatha (the
Deccan) and settled on the banks of the River Godiivari, in a hermitage near the
posessions of King Assaka and Alaka. The ascetic, who enjoyed revenues from a
neighbouring village, offered up a great sacrifice and distributed all his goods as
charity. A brahmin with a fierce expression came to see him and demanded five
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hundred pieces of money from him. Reduced as he himself was to total
indigence, he could not satisfy him. Enraged by this refusal, the brahmin cursed
him and announced that his head would burst into seven pieces. Biivari, much
disquieted, was reassured by a deity who told him that the malevolent brahmin
did not even know the meaning of the words "head" and "bursting of the
head". - "Who does know the meaning then?'asked Biivari. - "The
Buddha", replied the goddess, "the Buddha who has just appeared in the
world". Wishing to verify that fact, Biivari sent to the Buddha his sixteen
disciples, the first two of whom were Ajita and Tissa-Metteyya (Tisya-Maitreya).
After a long journey which took them from Andhra country to VaiGli, the
sixteen disciples met the Buddha and greeted him in their teacher's name. They
noted with satisfaction that Siikyamuni possessed the characteristic marks of a
Great Man. The sixteen disciples, beginning with Ajita, each asked the Buddha a
question in turn, and he answered them. According to the commentary, at the
end of the conversation, they all became Arhats except Pirigiya, Biivari's nephew,
who only became an ancigdmin. He returned to his uncle and told him what had
happened. He was still speaking when the Buddha appeared in ail his glory
before the uncle and nephew; Biivari became an Arhat and Pingiya in -g&nin.

777

In the PirrSyqa (v. 1019), the ascetic Bivari is 120 years old and
possesses three of the marks of a Great Man. This information is
confirmed by the UpadeSa (? 1509, ch. 4, p. 92a 9; ch. 29, p. 273a 25)
which lists those marks : the C q i , the tongue covering the face and the
cryptorchis. While the Pirfiyqa makes Bivari a brahmin from Srivasti
who moved to the Deccan, the Hsien yu" ching (T 202, ch. 12, p. 432c
1-2) gives him simply as a great teacher from the area of Pitaliputra.
The A lo han chu tC ching (T 126, p. 832a 4) emphasizes his moral
qualities : the Srivaka who is endowed with great generosity is Bivari.
For the PfirrSyana, Ajita and Maitreya are, with fourteen others,
pupils (mfinava) of Bivari, but their origins are not specified.
Ajita was the son of a brahmin from Srivasti, the first assessor of the
king of Kosala (Theragcthc Comm., I, p. 73 sq.); he was also BHvari's
nephew (ApaaZna, I, p. 337, v.28; Ariguttara Comm., I, p. 335).
With regard to Maitreya, the sources hesitate between a northern and
southern origin : "At the time of the Buddha, the son of the brahmin
Kapili was called Maitreya; his body was golden-coloured, and had
thirty-two marks and eighty minor marks" (Pu shih jou ching (T 183, p.
4574. - "Maitreya was born in the kingdom of Viirinasi (Banaras), in
the village of Kapili, into the family of the great brahmin Bivari" (Kuan
Mi 16, T 452, p. 419c 14-15). - "Maitreya was the son of a brahmin
from South India" (Chu wei mo chieh ching, T 1775, ch. 1, p. 3316 9). in the Gq+vyziha (ed. D.T. SUZUKI,p. 527, 11.8-9; T 278, ch. 60,
p. 782c 12; T 279, ch. 79, p. 438a 28-29; T 293, ch. 38, p. 835c 10-1I),
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Maitreya declares to the young Sudhana : "I was born in Daksinlpatha,
in the land of the Mllatas, in the village of Kiipgriimaka".
2. Maitreya receives the prediction. - According to a prediction by
Siikyamuni, it is universally accepted that the next Buddha will be
Maitreya. The prediction appears in the Niklyas and jigamas : "When
man's life-span has reached 80,000 years, the Lord Maitreya will be
born in the world, holy and perfectly enlightened" (Digha, 111, pp. 75-6;
Dirgha, T 1, ch. 6, p. 41c 29; Ekorrarigama, T 125, ch. 44, p. 7886 1). It
is accepted by all sects (cf. Milinda, p. 159; Visuddhimagga, ed. WARREN,
p. 367; Jiicinaprasthina, T 1543, ch. 27, p. 898c 17-18; Vibhei, T 1545,
ch. 135, p. 6986; KoSa. IX, p. 269).
The Maitreyavyikarana describe at length and in detail the coming of
the future Buddha. These texts are special in that Sikyamuni issues his
prediction in the abstract, without any reference to anyone present in the
assembly. The prediction applies to the future Maitreya, not otherwise
specified. There is never any question of his codisciple Ajita.
In the future, when human longevity has rcached 80,000 years, there will be in
Ketumati (the future name of VHrinasi) a cakravartin king named Sankha. He
will possess the seven jewels of a Cakravartin and will rule the land as far as the
ocean borders. That king's chaplain will be the brahmin BrahmHyus (var.
Subrahman), and the brahmin's wife will be BrahmHvati. Radiating benevolence
(maitren5pSena sphuritvi), she will give birth to a son who will be called
Maitreya "Benevolent One". Like his father, he will teach brahmanical mantras
778 to 80,000 students. However, at the spectacle of the frailty of human things. he
will withdraw into the forest and radiating benevolence, will attain the supreme
knowledge; from then on, he will be called Mairreya samyaksqbuddha. That
same day, the seven jewels of the king of VHrHnasi will disappear. King Sankha
and his wife VTSakhH, followed by an immense crowd of subjects, will take up
the homeless life under the guidance of Maitreya. Surrounded by the crowd of
converts, Maitrcya will go to Mount Curupidaka (var. KukkuFplda), near
RHjagha. The mountain will open, disclosing the skeleton of the bhiksu
KHSyapa. Maitreya will place it in his left hand and explain that this minute
skeleton is that of KHSyapa, a disciple of Slkyamuni, who lived at a time when
the human life-span did not exceed one hundred years. That KiSyapa was the
foremost of those who were content with little and professed strict observance;
after the decease of Sikyamuni, he had collated the doctrine. This revelation
causes astonishment among those assembled, and they all attain Arhatship.
These MaitreyavyrSkarqa, which do not vary much one from another,
are extremely numerous. Some of them have been incorporated into the
J g m a and Vinaya, others were the subject of separate publications. The
following is a list of them which makes no pretence a t being complete :
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1. Ekottarcigama, T 125, ch. 44, pp. 787c-7896.
2. MrilasarvcistivGdin Vin. : Divycivadiina, Ch. 111, pp. 60-2; T 1448, ch. 6, pp.
24c 28-256 10.
3. Maitreyavyfikara~,Sanskrit text, Tibetan version and French translation
by S. L ~ v I ,Maitreya le Consolateur. ktudes dlOrientalisme (Melanges R.
Linossier), 11, Paris, 1932, pp. 381-402.
4. Five Maitreyavyiikarqa, in Chinese translation : i. T 453, simply an extract
from the Ekottarcigama above, placed under the name of the translator Dharmar a k ~who
, worked between 265 and 313. - ii. T 457, translated by an unknown
hand at the time of the Eastern Chin (317-420). - iii. T 456, translated by
Kumlrajiva in 402 (German version by K. WATANABE,
in E. LEUMANN,
Maitreyasamiti, dos Zukmftsideal &r Buddhisten. 11, Strasbourg, 1919, pp. 255-80). iv. T 454, the Chinese translation of which is imputed by a doubtful tradition to
KumHrafiva (German version by K. WATANABE,
in E. LEUMANN,
op. tit., 11,
pp. 227-36). - v. T 455, translated by I ching in 701 (German version by
in E. LEUMANN,
op. cit., 11, pp. 237-54).
K. WATANABE,
5. Maitreyasamitinci~aka, a dramatic work, perhaps based on an Indian
model, written by the Vaibhlsika hryacandra of Nakridis in Agnean (the
language of Karaiahr)I2l and translated into Turkish by Prajiilraksita. The
779 Agnean fragments have been published by E. SIEGand W. SIEGLING,
Tocharkche
Sprachreste, I, pp. 107, 11% 125 sq., I55 sq., 164 sq., 254 sq., Leipzig, 1921. The
fragments in Old Turkish have been analyzed by F.W.K. M ~ ~ L Land
E R E. SIEG,
in SBA, 1905, p. 958; 1916, p. 395 sq.; they have now been edited by A.-M. VON
GABAIN,
Maitrisimit, Wiesbaden, 1957, with an introduction by H. SCHEEL.
6. Maitreyaramiti in the Khotanese language, copied, on the order of the lady
Pharsavatl (in Skt., Parusapadi) of the noble family of the Ksysars (Kaisars), by
a scribe assisted in his work by the bhiksu Punyabhadra, who served to jog his
memory. Chapter XXIII of the Maitreyasamiti has been published by E.
LNMANN,Maitreyasamiti, dm Zukunftsideol der Buddhisten, I , Leipzig, 1919.

3. Ajita, the future Cakravartin, and Maitreya, the future Buddha. Another category of sources, partly known to the preceding ones,
presents the prediction in a more lively and dramatic light. Maitreya is
present in the assembly when s5kyamuni announces to him that he will
be the next Buddha and as proof gives him the tunic made of golden
l Z 1 Cf. W.B. HENNING,
The Name ofthe "Tokharian"Lmguage, Asia Major, New Ser.,
I, part 11, 1949, pp. 158-62 : The name of Twgry found in the Uighur colophons of
Buddhist texts and which appears to be- applied to the language of KaraSahr (ancient
kingdom of Agni. A-chi-ni for H s b n tsang) has caused that language to be confused by
many authors with Tocharion, the language of Tocharestan (former Bactria). This opinion
seems to be confirmed by an indication in the colophons of the Uighur MPilrisimit of
N'krydyS (=Nagmad& = JelHlSbSd in Eastern Afghanistan) as the homeland of the
author of the text in Twgry which served as a basis for the Uighur text (F. W.K. MGLLER).
But the reading should be- corrected to "Knydy5 = Agnideb, the "land of Agni". Twgry is
indeed the language of Agni, Agnean, not Tocharian (Bibl. bouddhque, XXI-XXIII,
No. 507).
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thread which his aunt Mahiprajipati Gautami had just offered to the
Samgha. This time, Ajita, Maitreya's co-disciple, is not forgotten :
Sikyamuni announces to him that on the coming of Maitreya, he will be
King Sarikha of Ketumati.
The episode of the golden tunic is well-known to the canonical
sources, but it is narrated by them without any reference to Maitreya.
~e Buddha is in the Nyagrodhirima in Kapilavastu. ~ a h i ~ ; r a j i ~ a t
Gautami approaches him and offers him a pair of new robes which she
has woven with her own hands. The Buddha refuses : "Give them to the
Samgha, Gautami : when one gives to the Samgha, I am honoured and
the Samgha is honoured". This little story is told in the Dakkhipivibharigasutta (Majjhima, 111, p. 253; T 26, ch. 47, pp. 721c-722a; T 84,
p. 903b-c) and the MahEGsaka Vin. (T 1421, ch. 29, p. 1856-c), and
reproduced in the Milinda, p. 240.
Part of the Maitreyan literature made wide use of it in the sense
indicated above. Here are some references :
a. A Maitreyan S a r a which is not included in the Pili Nikiyas is the
Pirvipariintakm-tra "Sltra of the beginning and the end". Its Sanskrit
title is known from two quotations in the Karmavibhariga (ed. S. Lkw,
pp. 39 and 67). It is also cited in the Maitreyavyikarga, v. 2 (Srion dari
phyi mthahi mdo) and the Upadeia (T 1509, ch. 1, p. 57c 25 (Pkn mo
ching). We know it through two Chinese versions : 1. the Shuo pin ching
incorporated in the Madhyamigama (T 26, No. 66, ch. 13, pp. 508c51 lc); 2. the Ku lai shih shih ching (T 44, pp. 8296-830c), dated from the
dynasty of the Eastern Chin (317 to 420).
The Buddha is in the Mrgadlva in VlrHnasi. Addressing the monks, he
praises the merits of alms-giving. In order to support his Master's theme,
Aniruddha narrates his own avadana : having given a bowl of food to a
hatyekabuddha, he enjoyed immense advantages during successive rebirths.
Aniruddha concludes his account with a series of stanzas @. 5096) which are the
same as those in the Theragrfthrf (w.910-9 19).
The Buddha speaks again in order to make a prediction : when human
longevity reaches 80,000 years, there will be in Vlriinasi a powerful cakravartin
king named Sa~ikha.Ajita, present in the assembly. expresses a wish to be that
king Sankha @. 510a 3-4) and is promised it shall be so (p. 5106 7-9).
The prophecy continues : when human longevity reaches 80,000 years, the
Buddha Maitreya will appear in the world. Venerable Maitreya, also present in
the assembly, expresses a wish to be that Buddha (p. 510c 10-13), and the
Master accedes to his desire @. 51 l a 14-15).
The Buddha then asks Ananda to give him the tunic of golden thread (offered
to the community by MahHprajHpati Gautami). Ananda obeys. The Buddha
takes the tunic and gives it to Maitreya : "Here, Maitreya, take from the hands
of the TathHgata this tunic of golden thread which was given to the Buddha, the
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Dharma and the Community. Why? Because the TathHgatas, who are free of
attachment and perfectly enlightened, are the protectors of the world; they seek
to ensure benefit, welfare, security and joy" @. 5116). Maitreya accepts the
tunic.

b. The Chinese version (but not the Tibetan) of the Hsien yii ching.
compiled in about 445, contains a similar account, based on both the
Piriyana and the Plrvtiparintakasltra. The narrative is entitled BZvarisltra (T 202, No. 57, ch. 12, pp. 4326-436c)lZ2.
In VHrHnasi King Brahmadatta is ruling; his prime minister begets a marvellously handsome son who is named Maitreya because his mother, at the time she
781 was pregnant with him, had shown herself to be kind and compassionate. That
child grows up and his reputation for wisdom becomes so great that the king,
fearing a future rival, sends for him intending to have him killed; in order to
save him, he is sent to his uncle BPvari who, in the kingdom of Plbliputra, was
a revered master and always surrounded by five hundred disciples. The child
makes great progress in his studies; to celebrate this, BHvari decides to hold a
banquet; he &nds one of his disciples to invite the young man's father to the
feast; that disciple dies on tbe way and is reborn as a deva.
The banquet takes place; a brahmin named R a u d r H k ~arrives late; he
demands the gift of five hundred gold pieces which has been made to all the
other guests and, since BHvari is unable to give them to him, declares to him that
in seven days time his head will burst into seven pieces. BHvari is gripped with
fear, but a deva, who is none other than his former disciple, comes to console
him and informs him that the brahmin is powerless and that the Buddha alone
deserves to be trusted.
BHvari then sends sixteen of his disciples to the Buddha; among them is
Maitreya. Maitreya and his companions all become Sramanas, and the Buddha
visits old BHvari and after that King Suddhodana.
The Buddha's aunt and foster-mother, MahHprajHpati, offers the Buddha a
golden tunic which she has woven herself. The Buddha refuses Gautami's gift
and advises her to present it to the Community, sincc shc will win more merit by
doing so. MahHprajHpati then goes among the monks with that garment; she
offers it to them beginning with the oldest, but none of them dares accept it.
When Maitreya's turn comes, he accepts the garment; then, having put it on, he
enters the town of VHrHnasi to seek alms @. 4344.
He receives food from a pearl-stringer who, while listening to his teachings,
neglects his craft and loses an important sum. However, the gain that craftsman
obtains, by listening to an explanation of the Law, is infinitely greater; to prove
this, Aniruddha recounts his avadina.
Then follows the Buddha's prophecy : when human longevity has reached
80,000 years, there will appear (in ViirHnasi) a cakravartin king named Sankha
and the Buddha Maitreya, the son of Sankha's chaplain (p. 4354. Venerable
Maitreya, present in that assembly, expresses the wish to be that figure Buddha;
lZ2

Translation taken from the summaries by P. D E M I ~ I LinL E.
E C H A V A NCinq
~,

cents conres, IV, p. 209, and by S.

&I, Moirreya le Consoloreur, p. 362.
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his co-disciple Ajita makes a wish to be King Sankha @p. 435c-436~).Then
follows another return to the past to explain Maitreya's merits : he was formerly
Dharmaruci.
c. The essential elements of this story are again found in the Vibheci
(T 1545, ch. 178, pp. 893c-894b) which brings out its moral significance.

A twofold prediction by the Buddha; the bhiksu Ajita expresses the wish
to be the cakravartin king Sankha and the bodhisattva Maitreya
expresses the wish to be the Buddha Maitreya; the Buddha has Ananda
782 gives him the goldcoloured tunic offered to the Samgha by Mahiiprajipati and compels Maitreya to accept it. By wishing to be a Cakravartin,
Ajita seeks to benefit himself; by wishing to be a Buddha, Maitreya
wants only the welfare of others; that is why the Buddha censures the
former and congratulates the latter.
d. The Tsa pao tsang ching (T 203, No. 50, ch. 4, pp. 470a-471a),
translated in 472 by Chi chia yeh and T'an yao, contains a story entitled
"Mahiiprajiipati gives the Buddha the robe made of gold thread; the
story of the pearl-stringer". E. Chavannes has made a French translation of this (Cinq cents contes, 111, pp. 46-53). The story follows closely
that in the Hsien yii ching, but there is no mention of Ajita.
e. However, Maitreya and Ajita are clearly distinguished in the
Chinese Dharmapada, translated in 383 with the title of Ch'u yao ching
(T 212, ch. 6, p. 6436 27-28) by Chu Fo nien : "Of the sixteen
brahmaciirins with naked bodies, fourteen entered Parinirviina and two
did not : Maitreya and Ajita".
4. Maitreya called Ajita (Invictus). - In conclusion, in a final series
of sources, apparently later than the preceding ones, no difference is
made between Ajita and Maitreya : Ajita becomes the personal name
( n h a n ) and Maitreya the family (gotra) name of one and the same
person, Ajita-Maitreya, i.e. Mithras Invictus. These are some references :
a. Mahcivastu, I, p. 51 : The Buddha declares : "Just as I am now,
after me that bodhisattva Ajita will be a Buddha in the world, with Ajita
as his personal name (ncimena), and Maitreya as his family name
(gotrena), in the royal town of Bandhumi". - Ibid., 111, p. 246 : Ajita,
in a family of brahmins, where many treasures have been piled up, will
renounce plentiful desires and that brahmin will take up the mendicant
life. Then, in a prosperous family, enriched with a good state of mind,
he will be Maitreya on this earth in the future".
b. In the Sukhcivativy&a (ed. F. Max MOLLER,$40)and the Saddharmapqdarika (ed. KERN,
p. 309, 11.1-2), the Buddha always addresses
the bodhisattva Maitreya by calling him Ajita.
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c. The Kuan Mi l i p'u sa (T 452) is a kind of Maitreyavyikarana
translated by Ching sh2ng in about 455. We read in it (p. 418c) :
The Buddha was residing in Sr~vasti,at the Jetavana ... In the assembly, there
was a Bodhisattva named Maitreya who listened to the Buddha's words. While
doing so, he acquired a hundred myriads of millions of dhdrgimukha. He
783 then rose from his seat, adjusted his garment and, with joined hands, stood
before the Buddha. Then Uplli also rose from his seat and, having prostrated
himself, said to the Buddha : "Formerly, the Bhagavat said, in the Vinaya and
the Basket of Sltras, that Ajita in turn would be a Buddha. The Ajita here
present is still only a worldling (pythagjana) and has not yet cut off the
defilements. Where will this man be reborn, after his death? Today, although he
has taken up the homeless life (pravrajita), he does not cultivate the dhyha and
samipatti and has not cut off the passions (kleia). The Buddha predicted that
this man would doubtless would be a Buddha. After his death, in which country
The Buddha said to Uplli : "Listen and reflect carefully!
will he be reborn?"
The Tathlnata knows everything exactly. Today, in this assembly, I have said
that the bodhisattva Maitreya will win supreme and perfect Enlightenment. The
man here present will die in twelve years; he will assuredly be reborn in the
Tusita heaven ... [After staying there for millions of myriads of years], he will be
reborn here on earth, in Jambudvipa, as it is said in the MairreyavyGkarana".

d. In his commentupon the Vimalakirtinirdeia (T 1775, ch. 1,
p. 3316 8-9), S n g chao, a disciple of Kumirajiva, remarks : "Maitreya
is his family name (hsing); Ajita is his personal name (tzri)".
e. The Anigatava-a is a Pili poem of a hundred and fifty stanzas
recited by the Buddha at ~iriputra'srequest. Its date is unknown, and
its author was a thera Kassapa from Cola country. It deals with the
former existences of Metteyya under the three Buddhas Sumitta,
Metteyya and Muhutta, under twenty-seven Buddhas and finally at the
time of the Buddha Gotama. In that last period, Metteyya was the
prince Ajita, son of Ajitasattu (JPTS, 1886, p. 34). Here again, Ajita
and Metteyya are not differentiated. Verse 43 (ibid., p. 46) defines his
identity : Ajita nima n h e n a Metteyyo "Metteyya, called Ajita".

Maitreya, as the Buddha of the future, always finds a place in
Buddhism. His name and antiquitj, suggest a connection with the Vedic
Mitra and the Iranian Mithra, a sovereign god, but also a social and
obliging deity, with a beneficent and judicial aspect
From the outset, he appears in the long list'of the Buddhas of the past

lZ3

See

L.RENOU,Inde Clpcsique. I, p. 318.
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and future who preceded or will fol!ow ~ L k ~ a m u nMaitreya
i.
is no
784 different from his colleagues, he will be a Buddha like all the others.
The P6riyana places a certain Maitreya or Tisya-Maitreya at the time
of ~ i k ~ a m u and
n i makes him a pupil of BLvari. With fifteen other
companions, including Ajita, he is converted by SLkyamuni and attains
Arhatship. The author does not as yet establish any relationship between the student Maitreya and the Buddha of the future.
However, from among the whole lineage of the Tathigatas, it was
naturally Maitreya who was to awaken interest and hold the attention.
Once hkyamuni was in Nirvina, it was from his immediate successor
that the coming of the golden age of mankind was to be expected. The
Mairreyavyikarqa endeavoured to describe the marvellous events and
mass conversions which will mark the coming of Maitreya into his
world.
These predictions, however, remained too impersonal and abstract. In
order to present them in a more lively and realistic way, it was claimed
that they were made by S~kyamuniconcerning his contemporaries. By
his very name, Maitreya, Bivari's disciple, was clearly named as beneficiary. In a whole series of texts, of which the Ptirv6parcintakasPtra is
the most characteristic, a solemn assembly was devised during which
~ i k ~ a m uformulated
ni
his predictions regarding Maitreya and his companion Ajita. Handing over to Maitreya the golden tunic which Mahiprajiipati had offered to the Samgha, Sikyamuni announces to him
that he will later be the Buddha Maitreya; Ajita, his companion,
receives the assurance that, at the same date, he will be the Cakravartin
bnkha.
Finally - if there ever was a final point - Ajita and Maitreya were
fused into one and the same person : Ajita-Maitreya. This fusion is not
in the least surprising if we note, as did J. Filliozat, that Maitreya, the
"Benevolent", is derived from rnaitri, "benevolence", and that the
property of maifri is to render its possessor invulnerable and ajita,
"unsubdued" 24.
Through his name, Maitreya the unsubdued, the Buddha of the
future, became a counterpart or replica of the Iranian god Mithra - Sol
785 I n v i ~ t u s 'and
~ ~ was drawn into the great movement of messianic
J . FILLIOUT,
Moilreyo l'lnvoincu, JA, 1950, pp. 145-9.
The application of the epithet Invincible to Maitreya might be explained by Iranian
Lu croyance ou Messie dam l'lnde et ohu I'lran, RHR, t. C ,
influence : cf. J. PRZYLUSKI,
1929, pp. 1- 12; Un dieu iranien dam I'Inde, RO, VI1, 1931, pp. 1-9; S. L ~ IMoirreyo
,
le
Comolofeur,I.c., p. 360 - For M. ABEGG,Der Messimglaube in lndien und Iran, Berlin
1928, Indian messianisrn is independent o f lranian eschatology.
la4
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expectation which, under various symbols, pervaded the whole of the
East at the end of the pre-Christian era. The syncretism which was
dominant culminated, in the Manichaean texts in Uighur, in a vast
synthesis in which were fused "Mithras Invictus", "Jesus the Son of
God" and "Maitreya-Ajita".
Belief in Maitreya flourished particularly in Central Asia until the
advent of Islam126.The sources collected by the various archaeological
missions are plentiful : statues and frescoes, historical texts, documents
concerning the founding of temples and monasteries, formulas of donations, religious and literary texts such as the Maitreyasamiti, confessions
of sins, Manichaean fragments and, finally, hymns to Maitreya, and
they all attest to the presence of a new god around whom were
crystallized the aspirations of the Eastern world.
From this belief was born a Buddhism which was almost exclusively a
religion of pure devotion (bhakti), a monotheism. It was no longer in
line with the earlier orthodoxy. The adherent no longer acquired merit
with a view to a good rebirth in the world of the gods or of mankind;
the ascetic no longer trained in the eightfold path in order to acquire an
incomprehensible NirvHna. The doctrine of the maturations of actions
was, if not forgotten, at least minimized. The only means of salvation
was henceforth divine compassion, considerate and efficacious.
Devotion to Maitreya was common to the two Vehicles - and this is
why we speak of it here.
Fa hsien (T 2085, p. 858a) and Hsiian tsang (T 2087, ch. 3, p. 8846)
saw, on the borders of the Himilayas and the Darel, a colossal statue of
Maitreya erected some three hundred years after the N i r v H ~by Madhyintika. "According to an ancient tradition", remarks Fa hsien, "Sramanas
from India began to carry the holy books of the Buddha across the river
(Indus) from the time when the image of Maitreya was erected. That
image was in fact erected about three hundred years after the Nirvgna.
Therefore, it can be said that the diffusion of the doctrine can be
attributed to the influence of that image".
786
As with Sikyamuni before his Enlightenment, Maitreya is the bodhisattva most often depicted on monuments by the Graeco-Buddhist
school : at times he appears standing, while at others he is seated in
Indian or European style, wearing a topknot as a coronet (ja!&ukufin)
and holding in his left hand the water-pot (kamandalu) of the brahmins12'. Elsewhere, in Siiici, Konkan and Bengal, the golden-centred
frangipani flower (n5gapuspa) is his main characteristic. His image is
lZb
For details, see W. BARUCH,
Maitreya d'apres fes sources de Skrinde, RHR, CXXXII,
1946, pp. 67-92.
l Z 7 A. FOUCHER,
Art greco-bouddhique du Gandhrira. 11. figs. 418-422.
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particularly widespread on the borders of India and Iran, especially on
the site of B i i m ~ i i n l ~ ~ .
As evidenced by the ~ i i r i ~ u t r a ~ a r i p ~ c(above,
chd
pp. 389-391).
Maitreya took part in the persecution of Pusyamitra in order to save the
Buddhist texts from total destruction : he transported them to the Tusita
heaven and, once the danger was over, had them brought back among
mankind.
Ceylon did not remain behind in the cult paid to Maitreya. The holy
Mahi-Sangharakkhita did not practise vipassand and delayed his accession to holiness in the hope of seeing him before he died (Vbuddhimaggu, ed. WARREN,
p. 38). The last thought of King Durfhagimani
(104-80 B.C.) was for the T u ~ i t aheaven where the bodhisattva Maitreya
is enthroned, and it was in that heaven that he was reborn (Mhv.,
XXXII, 71-5). King Dhiitusena (513-522 A.D.) embellished an image of
Maitreya with royal ornaments and placed a guard round it within a
radius of seven yojanu (CC!avarpa, XXXVIII, 68). Statues of Maitreya
were erected by Dappula I, Parakkamabiihu I and Kittisiririijasiha. In
Anuriidhapura, Fa hsien (T 2085, p. 865c) heard a monk who had come
from India reciting from the top of a pulpit a prophecy concerning
hkyarnuni's alms-bowl. Formerly in VaiGli, the pdtra is now in GandhiiTa. It would pass from country to country and. finally reach the Tusita
heaven where Maitreya would receive it. The pdtra would disappear and
the Law of the Buddha would deteriorate. Human life-span would be
reduced to five years. However, men would be penitent, and life would
gradually be prolonged until it lasted for 80,000 years. At that time, the
Buddha Maitreya would appear on earth, set turning the Wheel of the
Law and convert the three assemblies. Fa hsien wanted to note down
that prophecy, but the speaker explained to him that it was not a siitra,
but merely a recitation he had learned by heart.
According to the evidence of Hsiian tsang, recorded by his pupils Tao
shih (in T 2123, ch. I, p. 6c-7a) and K'uei chi (in T 1772, ch. I, p. 277c;
T 1964, p. 106c), the wish to be reborn in the Tusita heaven, Maitreya's
paradise, was common to the two Vehicles, while only the Mahiiyiinists
believed in the Sukhiivati, Amitibha's paradise. The Tusita heaven is
located in the World of Desire and is relatively easily reached; the
Sukhivati is a Pure Land and very difficult to accede to.
Maitreyism was developed further in the Mahiiyiina, but to speak of it
here would be a digression from the subject we have assigned ourselves.
Maitreya appears in it as a god of light129, a consoler receiving the
0.BRIJHL,LeJ recentes fouilles en Afghanittan, RAA, VIII, pp. 116-19.
See C. SOPER,Aspects of Light SymboIism in Gandhriran Sculpture, Art. As., X11,
1949, pp. 252-83; 314-30; XIII, 1950, pp. 63-85.
Ia8
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"confession of sins"I3O, and a guide of spirits after death 13'. Above all,
he is an inspirer, the support of masters of the Law in their doubts and
crises of discouragement : entering into absorption, the scholars can
ascend to the Tusita heaven to see Maitreya and receive his clarifications; if necessary, Maitreya himself descends to earth, there to recite
texts. Aware too of what they owe him, it was not unusual for certain
scholars to attribute the paternity of their own works to the "Master
Maitreya" (Maitreyaniitha). It goes without saying that this master was
in no way a historical person lS2.
Great minds, such as the Chinese master Hsiian tsang, lived in
perpetual communion of mind and heart with Maitreya. We will
conclude with an adventure which happened to Hsiian tsang during his
travels in India, and which is narrated in his biography (T 2053, ch. 3,
p. 234a), and summarized as follows by P. D e m i t ~ i l l e ':~ ~
Hsiian tsang was decending the Ganges when he was attacked by
brigands, who decided to sacrifice him to DurgSi; they prepared a
mq&la where they intended to cut his throat, and were already
brandishing their k n h s . Hsiian tsang asked them for a moment in
which to meditate and "pass away in joy". The master of the Law
concentrated his mind on the palace of the Tusitas. He thought of the
bodhisattva Maitreya and made the aspiration to be reborn near him in
order to worship him and receive the Yogicirabhrimiscistra from him.. .
Then it seemed to him in his imagination that he ascended Mount
Sumeru then, having passed beyond the first, second and third heaven,
that he could see the palace of the Tusitas, with the bodhisattva
Maitreya on his sublime terrace of jewels, surrounded by his assembly of
deva. At that moment, his heart was filled with joy; the mandala and the
brigands were all forgotten.. . A storm saved him, but Maitreya always
remained an object of particular veneration for him.
What else is there in common between this Maitreyan mysticism and
the cold reality of the sage of Kapilavastu? That sage who declared :
All accumulations end in ruin;
AN elevations end in downfall;
Unions end in separation;
Life ends in death.
On these formulas of confession, see W. BARUCH,
op. cit.. pp. 75-6.
Cf. M. LALOU,Les chemins du mort duns les croyances de Haute-hie. RHR, Jan.Mar. 1949, pp. 42-8.
13' A
1 these matters have been dealt with in detail by P. D E M I ~ L L
inEBEFU),
,
XLIV,
1954 : Maitreya I'inspirateur (pp. 376-87). Le paradis & Maitreya (pp. 387-95).
13' lbid.. p. 388.
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New edicts of Aioka and the bilingual inscription of KandahZr.
Three new edicts of ASoka have been discovered in recent times :
1. The inscription at Gujarrii, in the district of Datia in Vindhaya
Pradesh. Discovered in 1953 by La1 Chand Sarma, it was identified as
an ASokan edict by Dr. B. Ch. Chabra and published with a facsimile
by D.C. SIRCAR,GujarrZ Inscription of Aioka, Epigraphia Indica,
XXXI, 1956, pp. 204-10. It is thc first of the Minor Inscriptions on rock,
various recensions of which have been noted above @. 225). It begins
with the words DevZnwpiyasa Piyadasino AsokarZjasa, and is therefore
the second recension known until now in which the name of ASoka is
given, the first being the Maski recension (cf. BLOCH,p. 145). From the
grammatical point of view, we note the verb "smi(Skt. asmi) instead of
swni attested to at Sahasriim, Rlpniith, Maski and GHvimHth. The
other peculiarities conform to the linguistic habits of the ASokan
administration : the termination in -e in the nominative masculine
singular, and in the nominative and accusative neuter singular; the
ending in -minu of the middle present participle and the old infinitive
endings in piipotave and ciri&ayitave.
2. The inscription at Riijula-Mandagiri in the taluk of Pattikonda in
the district of Kurnool. Discovered in 1946, this inscription was published by D.C. SIRCAR,Rijula-Man&giri Inscription of ASoka, Epigraphia Indica, XXXI, 1956, pp. 21 1-18. It consists of fifteen very mutilated
lines, derived from the first two Minor Inscriptions on rock. This new
recension is practically identical to that of Yerragudi, discovered in the
same district in 1929 (see BLOCH,pp. 145-51).
3. The bilingual Graeco-Aramaic inscription of Kandahir in Afghanistan. This sensational discovery dates from the early months of 1958
and has already been the subject of two Italian publications : U.
SCERRATO,An Inscription of ASoka discovered in Afghanistan : the
790 bilingual Greek-Aramaic of KandahZr, East and West, IX, 1958, pp. 4-6;
Un editto bilingue greco-aramaico di ASoka (la prima iscrizione greca
scoperta in Afghanist&). Testo, traduzione e note a cura di G . PUGLIESE
CARRATELLI
e di G. LEVIDELLAV ~ con
A prefazione di G. Tuccl e
introduzione di U . SCERRATO
(Serie Orientale Roma, XXI), Rome,
1958.
Greek script was known in Iran from the end of the fourth century
B.C. until the time of the Sassanids; however, under the Achaemenids it
consisted as yet of only unimportant scribblings. The oldest text is an
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epitaph of a Greek, Nicocles of Sinope, possibly prior to Alexander's
conquest'. The bilingual inscription at Kandahiir is the only Aiokan
edict compiled in Greek as well as the first Greek inscription found in
Afghanistiin.
On the other hand, the importance of Aramaic, both as a language
and a script, during the first six centuries of the pre-Christian era and
the fist centuries of the new era, has long been recognized2. Under the
Achaemenids, alongside the Old Persian noted in cuneiform characters,
Aramaic, used by specialized scribes, served as the universal language in
the Near and Middle East. Aramaic texts have been discovered in
Egypt 3 , Lydia4, Iran ' and Transcaucasia 6.
Even in India, the influence of Aramaic was shown by the invention
of the Kharosfhi alphabet and the presence of some inscriptions in
Aramaic language and script.
The Kharosfhi alphabet ', a derivative of the Aramaic script, was used
791
in North-West India, from the third century B.C. to the seventh century
A.D., for writing down Indian texts in Priikrit and Sanskrit. It served to
note down the edicts of Aioka promulgated in Shiibiizgayhi (District of
Peshiiwir) and Minsehrii (District of H a d r a ) in the third century B.C.
It then appeared on the inscriptionse and coins of Yavana, ~ a k a Pahlava and Kusiina dynasts who succeeded one another in West India.
It was again used in manuscripts9 and archival documents10 in Central
See F. CUMONT,
Inscriprions grecques de I'lran, Memoires de la alegation archeol~gique en Perse, XX, 1928, pp. 77 sq.; C. HUARTand L. DELAFORTE,
L'lran Antique er la
Civilbation iranienne. Paris, 1943, p. 24.
G. B~HLER,
Indische Palaeographie, Strasbourg, 1896, pp. 20-1.
E. SACHAU,
A r m . Pap. u. Osrraka, 1911; A.E. COWLEY,
A r m . Pap. of the Fi/rh
Century B.C., 1923; H.H. SCHAE~ER,
Iran. Beitrage, 1930.
' Aramaeo-Lydian bilingual; cf. F. SOMMER
and P. KAHLE, Kleinasiat. Forsch., 1927,
pp. 18-86.
q r a m a i c inscription on the tomb of Darius (E. HFXZFELD,Allpersbche Inschrijren.
Berlin, 1938, p. 12); papyrus of Avroman in Aramaic script (E.H. MINNS,Journ of
Monde Oriental, XVII, pp. 182 sq.).
Hellenic Stud., XXXV, 1915; H.S. NYBERG,
A bilingual Inscription from
Inscription of Mtskheta, near Tiflis (G. TSERETHELI,
Armazi, 1941; M.N. TOD,Journ. of Roman Stud., 1944, pp. 82 sq.; H.W. BAILEY,
JRAS,
1943, pp. I sq.; H.S. NYBERG,
Eranos, XLIV, 1946, pp. 228 sq.).
' See the notice devoted by J. FILLIOUTto the Aramaeo-Indian script in C. FOSSEY,
Norices sur les caracteres errangers anciens et modernes, nouv. ed. Imprimerie Nationale.
Paris, 1948, pp. 235-42. H.W. BAILEY,
A Problem of the Kharoghi Script. Cambr. Or.
Series, 11, 1950, pp. 1-3.
Cf. S. K o w , Kharoghi Inscripiions. (Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, 11, part I),
Calcutta. 1929.
Dutreuil de Rhins manuscript, above, p. 568, n. 46.
l o The Niya documents, see above, p. 569. n. 48.
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Asia during the first centuries of the Christian era. Finally, the most
recent fragments in Kharosthi script have been found in the region of
KuEii, mixed with documents from the seventh century.
However, North-West India has not only given us Indian texts in
writing derived from Aramaic, but has also supplied some inscriptions in
the Aramaic language and script.
The first is a mutilated inscription found in 1915 at Taxila-Sirkap by
Sir John Marshalll1. It consists of a dozen lines and was composed in
honour of a high official named RGmEdbtE, who owed his advancement
to the patronage of the viceroy or governor PriyadarSi. In all likelihood,
this was ASoka, who was governor of Taxila before his accession to the
throne (see above, pp. 223, 239).
A second Aramaic inscription, of eight mutilated lines, was discovered
in Lampaka (Laghmin), at fil-i-Darunteh, near Nagarahiira (present792 day Jelllibiid) 2. This is an edict of Deviiniimpriya (ASoka), in Aramaic
script and language, with a few terms borrowed from Middle Indian and
which are found again in particular on the 5th, 9th and 13th rock
Edicts, as well as the 31Uand 5th pillar Edicts.
The third inscription in Aramaic language and script is the bilingual
edict of Kandahir, in Afghanistan. According to the traditional interpretation, Kandahir represents Alexandria of Arachosia13. It is true
that, on the basis of the evaluations of the ancient bematists, Droysen
and TarnI4 located the metropolis of Arachosia in Ghazni and identified Kandahir with the Alexandropolis near Sakastene recorded by
Isodorus of Charax in the Stationes Parthicae, 18 and 19. However, E.
Bazin-Foucher 5, on geographical grounds, protested at that "fantastic
l 1 L.D.
B m , An Aramaic Inscription from Taxila. JRAS, 1915, pp. 340-2; A.E.
COWLEY,The Fir31 Arumuic Inscripriun from Indiu, JRAS, 1915, pp. 342-7; Sir JOHN
MARSHALL,
A Gui& to Taxila. Calcutta, 1918, pp. 75-6 (2nd ed., Dclhi, 1936, p. 90);
E. HERZFELD,
A new Asokan Inscription from Taxila, EI, XIX, 1928, pp. 251-3; F.C.
ANDREAS.E r k l h g der arm-ischen I m h r ~ tvon Taxila, NGWG, phil. hist. Kl. 1932,
Taxila. 1, Cambridge, 1951, pp. IS, 164-5.
pp. 6-17; Sir JOHNMARSHALL,
l 2 H. BIRKEWND,
Eine aramciicchen Inschri/t aus Afghanistan, Acta Or., XVI, 1938,
pp. 222-33; F. ALTHEIM,Weltgeschichte Asiens im griechischen Zeitalter. I, Halle a. S.,
1947, pp. 125-42; W.B. HENNING,
The Aramaic Inscription of Ajokafound in h p c i k a ,
BSOAS. XIII. 1949, pp. 80-8.
l 3 J. KAERST,Geschichre des Hellenismus, 3rd. ed., Leipzig, 1927, p. 430, n.3;
H. KLEPERT,
Atlas Antiquus. Berlin, tab. I1 Dk; G. Glotz, Histoire Grecque, IV, Paris, 1938,
pp. 123, 162, 245.
'* J.G. DROYSEN,
Geschichte &s Hellenismus. 111, 2, Gotha, 1878, pp. 217 sq.; W.W.
TARN,The Greeks in Bactria and India, 2nd. ed., Cambridge, 1951, pp. 62.93, 320,470-1;
Alexander the Great, 11, Cambridge, 1948, pp. 234, 249.
l 5 / A , Ju1.-Sept.. 1938, p. 514.
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error" and A. Foucher16, after a new scrutiny of the matter, saw
mediaeval Kandahir as a successor to Alexandria of Arachosia. The
discovery of the bilingual edict at Shar-i-Kuna proves the existence of a
Greek settlement near Kandahir.
We have already given an outline of the history of Arachosia.
Organized as a satrapy by Alexander the Great, it was governed
successively by Menon from 330 to 325 (p. 11l), and by Sibyrtius, host
and friend of the historian Megasthenes, from 325 to 316. Sibyrtius
succeeded in retaining his post during the three successive partitions of
the satrapies, by Perdiccas in 323 (p. 113), Antipater in 321 (p. 113) and
Antigonus in 316 (p. 116). In 311, Arachosia and the other higher
satrapies passed into the hands of Seleucus I Nicator (pp. 116) but the
latter, after his unsuccessful attack against Candragupta, had to surrender it, at least in part, to his adversary (pp. 116-118). For more than a
century, from approximately 304 to 200, Arachosia lived within the
orbit of the Indian empire of the Mauryans. The two Aramaic inscriptions of ASoka, that of Eiil-i-Darunteh in Lampaka and that of Kandah5r in Arachosia, probably marked the western limit of the Mauryan
empire. In about the year 200, shortly before the collapse of that empire.
Arachosia fell into the hands of the Greek king of Bactria, Euthydemus
of Magnesia @. 372).
The bilingual edict of Kandahir is dated in the tenth elapsed year
after the consecration of ASoka, i.e. according to the calculation adopted here, the year 228 after the Nirvlna = 258 B.C. It would therefore
be the oldest Aiokan edict known until now and would antedate by two
years the first two inscriptions at Baribar, in 256 B.C., and by four years
that of the fourteen great rock Edicts of 254 B.C. (see above, pp. 225226). It was in the tenth year of his reign that ASoka, inspired with
extreme zeal, set out for the Enlightenment, initiated the Dharma tour
(dharmayGtra) with audiences, preachings and the distribution of gold to
the religious and the old : 256 nights passed in that tour (see above,
pp. 226-227).
We reproduce here the Greek text of the bilingual edict, as read and
translated by G . Pugliese Carratelli :
6 8 6rGv
~ nhqpq
~
(. ..]wv @ol[A]&li~
Hlo6aoaqq &6o8fi&la[vE ~ ] E ( ~ ]roiq
~ E v&vBphnotq, ~ a &no
i ro6.rou ~6osfi~orBpouq
roliq &vBphxouqEnoiqasv ~ a navra
i
~ 6 0 q v e~i a r ntioav
a
yqv . ~ a &i d ~ s r a i
'Q.

FOUCHER,
La vieille route de I'Inde, 11, Paris, 1947, pp. 202.2 17 (n. 17), 244, 366-7.
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paotkCq rc3v EpVnj~ov~ a oii Aoinoi 68
liveporro~~ a 6001
i Bqp~uraiij &3Lt~iq
koifioq nkxauvrai 0qpe6oneq . ~ a [ i ]
~iT ~ V d
E ~
~ p a r ~xkxa~vtai
iq
rijq paoiaq ~ a r G6vapiv,
a
~ aEvfi~ooi
i
na~pi
~ apqrpi
i
K a i r6v xpsopur&pvxapa
i AoinoG G i o v
ra apor~pov~ aroc
~ a &C(EIVOV
i
~ a r xavra
a
raijra
aoioijcrsq 6iaE,ouotv.
"Compiutisi (?) dieci anni (di regno, o dalla consacrazione), il re
Piodasses (Piyadassi) ha fatto conoscere la (dottrina della) pieta agli
794 uomini, e da questo momento ha reso piu pietosi gli uomini e tutto
prospera per tutta la terra; e il re si astiene da(1l'uccidet-e) gli esseri
animati, e gli altri uomini e quanti (sono) cacciatori e pescatori del re
hanno desistito dal cacciare; e se alcuni (erano) intemperanti han posto
freno all'intemperanza quant'era in loro potere; e, obbedienti a1 padre e
alla madre e agli4lnziani, in confront0 a1 passato anche per l'avvenire
piu gradevolmente e meglio (=meglio e piu felicemente che per il
passato anche nell'awenire), in tutto cosi agendo, vivranno".
The Greek text, translated from an original in the Prlkrit of the
ASokan administration, abounds in stock phrases but does not correspond to any known edict. It is clearly one of those rescripts of the
Dharma "in abridged form" (satpkhitrena) to which the 14th R(ock)
E(dict) refers (BLOCH,p. 133).
~ ~ ~thqpaOkwov)
As in all the edicts, the "ten elapsed years" ( 6 6 tr6v
are counted from the date of the consecration. See, for example, the 8th
R. E. dasavasscfbhisitte ( B ~ Hp., 1 12).
Baaikljq l l t o 6 a a q ~(pronounced vasilefs Piodassis) hides an original Piyadassi ldjd with the r dropped in Piyadassi. and the r treated as I
in ldjd as at Kllsi and Dhauli, in contrast to the edicts of the NorthWest (Shlhblzgarhi and Minsehrl) which have Priyadrdi raja (BLOCH,
p. 110).
~bokj3aais a good rendering of the Indian and ASokan concept of
dhamma "Law of a religious nature". The conjecture ~ ~ E L with
~EV
the,
meaning of "made known", corresponds to the expression dhammctnusatthi ( B ~ H p., 125) or dhapnhusisanam (Bloch, p. 100) of the
~
can render jana as well as munis6 (BLOCH,p. 110,
edicts. r o i dvBpiunoy
lines 17 and 18).
q correspond to
Taken absolutely, the comparative ~ h ~ f k o t i p o ucan
the expression dhmmayurta "attached to the Law" (Bux~H,p. 103). ~ a i
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navra srj0qvsi ~ a r a
n6oav yijv "and everything prospers throughout
the whole earth" refers, in this context, to the flourishing state of the
Dharma all over the world, that dhammavaddhi spoken of by the edicts
(BLOCH,pp. 103, 167, 168, 169, 172).
As Pugliese Carratelli notes, the expression & n i ~ s r aBt p y 6 ~ o vrecalls
the title of a minor work by Porphyrus nspi d n o ~ i j qGpyb~ov.This
abstention (from the flesh) of animals is none other than prinrinam
avihisri presented by the 4th R.E. as one of the forms of the practice of
the Dharma (BLOCH,p. 99). The slaying of CSpyu~aor pdnrini for
religious or culinary reasons is strictly regulated by the 1st R.E. (BLOCH,
pp. 90-3), then radically forbidden by the 2nd and 5th P(illar) E(dicts)
(BLOCH,pp. 162, 165-7). Following the example of the king, continues
the bilingual edict, "other men and all the huntsmen (Oqpsurai) and
fishermen (dhwiq) of the king ceased hunting". This phrase is not found
word for word in the edicts, but the 8th R.E. condemns the hunts
(migaviyd = Skt. mygayd) formerly held by the kings (BLOCH,p. 11 I),
and the 5th P.E. forbids the killing on certain dates of creatures in the
fishing-grounds (keva!!abhoga = Skt. kaivartabhoga) ( B ~ Hp., 166).
The continuation of the Greek text, ~ a sii rwsq d ~ p a r s i qninauvrai
rijq d ~ p a o i a q~ a r a66vaptv, is understood by Pugliese Carratelli as :
"and if a few of them were intemperate, they restrained their intemperance as much as it was in their power to do". Intemperance, he
remarks, indicates the absence of sa(m)yama "control of the senses". It
a)
is true that, taken absolutely, the terms h ~ p a o i a(or d ~ p a r ~ t and
asayyama can mean intemperance, and when the 13th R.E. recommends sa(m)yama among other virtues such as security, equanimity and
gentleness, it obviously means mastery of the senses (BLOCH,p. 129).
However, d ~ p a r f i qcan also designate a person who uses something to
excess (Xenophon, Oeconomicus, XII, 1 11 : d ~ p a r i qoivou, who uses
wine to excess). In the present context, d ~ p a r f i qprobably means "using
the flesh of animals to excess", and dwpaoia means lack of abstinence
Sa(m)yama has precisely that restricted meaning on the 9th R.E.
(BLOCH,p. 115) : sidhu prininay (or pZnesu) sayyame, "It is good to
refrain (from the flesh) of living beings". We can therefore understand
the Greek phrase as : "And if a few were lacking in abstinence (or
sobriety), they put an end to that lack of abstinence as much as
possible".
~ a Evfi~oot
i
narpi ~ apqrpi
i
~ a r 6i v npso$urtpov can only mean :
"obeying their father, their mother and their elders". Taking into
account the inversion of the Indian order "mother-father", this phrase is
the word for word translation of the recension at Shiihbiizgarhi on the
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4th R.E., matapitqu vudhanam suirusa, "obedience to father and
mother and the elders" (BLOCH,p. 99). As Pugliese Carratelli remarks,
the Indian redaction may have exerted an influence on the change of
v)
of dative.
case, genitive ( ~ p ~ o p u t k p o instead
The last three lines are the only ones which really cause a problem.
G. Tucci (p. vr) wonders whether, in the Greek xapa ta xpor~pov~ a i
to6 3Loix06, there is not an echo of the hidalokiko paralokiko of the R.E.
Nos. 11 and 13. He is perfectly right and, for my part, I see, in the two
i
a rather crude attempt to render the
comparatives k h o v ~ a lipivov,
expression hirasukham. The separate edict of Kalinga includes in two
places (BLOCH,pp. 137, 141) a phrase which may clarify the Greek text :
athii pajciye icchiimi h a k w kimti savvena hitasukhena hidalokikapiilalokikena yiijjevii ti rarhci savvamunissesu pi icchiimi : "Just as I desire that my
children be endowed with all welfare and happiness in the present world
and the world to come, so do I desire this for all men". We can therefore
understand the Greek phrase in the following way : "Acting thus (ra6ta
noio6we~),during the former (existence) and the future (existence)
(xapa ta npowpov ~ a i r r o 6hoixo6 = hidaloke pciraloke), they will live
(tita5ouaiv) in the best and happiest way in everything (3L6iov ~ a i
hpivov ~ a t xavra
a
= savvena hitasukhena)".
I am not competent to discuss the Aramaic part of the Kandahiir
inscription. The language is imperial Aramaic with a few terms taken,
not from Middle Indian as in the inscription at Piil-i-Darunteh, but
from Iranian. These foreign words are printed in italics in the translation
by G. Levi Della Vida which I reproduce here :
"'Nell'anno 10 fu fatta la giusrizia (o : conversione?) di Nostro
Signore il re PriyadarS, second0 rettitudine ben diretta. 2Da poco tempo
egli ha abolito il male per tutti gli uomini et tutti gli esseri viventi(?), 3e
in tutta la terra e anche dapertutro(?). E anche coloro che si occupano(?)
del pasto per Nostro Signore il re 4uccidono poco; questo affinche tutti
gli uomini cacciatori e pescatori vedano 'quegli uomini proclamare cosi;
coloro che sono insmi(?), quelli cacciano; chi6 P devoto e obbediente a
sua madre e a suo padre e agli uomini anziani 'second0 che essi lo
accrescera fortemente per tutti gli uomini la
hanno ammonito, 7-s~ostui
(buona) sorte e I'incolpabilita da parte di tutti, con accrescimento e
aumento".
The present notes were written before a series of articles appeared in
the Journal Asiatique, 1958, fasc. 1, pp. 1-48 : D. SCHLUMBERGER,
L.
ROBERT,A. DUPONT-SOMMER,
E. BENVENISTE,
Une bilingue grico-aramienne dlASoka.
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Here, for the record, is the translation established by those scholars
(loc. cit., pp. 33-4) :
Greek

Aramaic

Ten years having elapsed, King
Piodasses showed Piety to men.

Ten years having elapsed (?), it
came about that our lord PriyadarSi the king made himself promoter of the Truth.
Since then, evil has diminished
for all men, and he has caused all
misfortunes (?) to disappear, and
all over the earth (there is) peace
(and) joy.
And, moreover, (there is) this
with regard to food : for our lord
the king, only a few (animals) are
killed; on seeing this, all men have
ceased (to kill animals); even (?)
those who take fish (=fishermen),
such men are subject to a prohibition.
Similarly, those who were unrestrained, have ceased to be unrestrained.

And since then, he has made
men more pious, and everything
prospers throughout the earth.

And the king abstains from living beings, and other men and all
the huntsmen and fishermen of the
king have ceased to hunt.

And those who were not masters
of themselves have ceased, as much
as it is in their power to do so, not
to master themselves.
And they have become obedient
to their father and mother and old
people, which is the reverse of what
was the case before.
And henceforth, by acting in
that way, they will live in the best
and most profitable way in everything.
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And (there is) obedience to one's
father and mother and to old
people in conformity with the obligations imposed on every one by
destiny.
And there is no judgement tor
all pious men. That (=the practice
of the Law) has been profitable for
all men and will continue to be
profitable.

For the last two lines of the Greek text, we retain the translation
proposed above, p. 717. By observing the prescriptions of ASoka, men
will ensure for themselves a better life (destiny) in this world and in the
next.
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FOREWORD
The following bibliographical notes do not claim to be exhaustive, neither
always up to date. Nevertheless, we hope they will supply the students of
Buddhism with some new information.
The notes are indicated by one or several asterisks inserted into E. Lamotte's
text, and are quoted according to the paging of the French edition, followed, in
brackets, by the reference to the pagination of the English translation.
E. Lamotte died on May 5, 1983. A detailed account of his exceptional
personality, career and work can be found in H. DURT,E. h o t t e (1903-1983),
BEFEO, 74 (1985). p. 1-28.
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This situation has completely changed, and the works devoted to the history of
Buddhism are numerous. Among them, the following studies should be
mentioned: BAREAU,
A., Le Bouddhisme indien, in: LEs Religions de /'In&,
vol. 111, Paris (Payot), 1966, p. 9-243; CONZE,E., Bu&ist Thought in India,
London, 1962; HIRAKAWA,
A., Indo Bukkyijshi, vol. I, T6ky6 (Shunjlsha),
1974. (History of Buddhism in India; Early Buddhism, Buddhism of the
Sects and Early Mkhayana); vol. 11, T6ky6, 1979; KANAKURA,
Y., HinduBuddhist Thought in India, Yokohama (Hokke Journal Inc.), 1980; NAKAMURA, H., I n d h Buddhism. A Survey with Bibliographical Notes, first ed.,
Osaka-fu, 1980 (Intercultural Research Institute Monograph, 9); 2nd ed.,
New Delhi, 1987; WARDER,A.K., Indian Buddhism, New Delhi, 1970;
2nd rev. ed., 1980.

p. 1
[=I11

See WHEELER,
M., Civilizations of the Indus Valley and Beyond, London, 1966;

[= v]

two articles in TADDEI,M. (ed.), South Asian Archaeology 1977, Naples,
Istituto Universitario Orientale, Series Minor 6, 1979: 1. P.L. RAKES, The
Mohenjo Ddro Flooak: the debates continue, vol. I, p. 56 1 ff.; 2. R. S. BISHT
and S. A ~ W N A ,Banavali and some other recently excavated Harappan
Sites in India, vol. I, p. 223 ff. Also A. SARMA,The Decline of Harappan
Culture, a re-look, in: East & West (IsMEO), n.s., 27 (1977), p. 321-334;
M. JANSENand G. URBAN,Reports on Fieldworks carried out at MohenjoDiiro, Pakistan, by the IsMEO-Aachen University Mission, Aachen, 1984;
IDD., Mohena'jo-Diiro. Report of the Aachen University Mission 1979-1985,
Leiden, 1985.
The most complete study in this field nowadays is: DELOCHEJ., L.u circulation en
Inde avant la rkvolution &s transports, 2 vols., Paris, 1980 (Publications de
I'Ecole Franpise d'Extreme-Orient, 122).

See now: H. BECHERT,The Date of the Buddha reconsidered, in: Indologica
Taurinensia, vol. I, Turin, 1982, p. 29-36.
A. Bareau has devoted years of research to the historical data concerning the life
of the Buddha in the legendary traditions and has expounded the results of
his investigations in the following studies: Recherches sur la biographie du
Buddha dam les SGtrapi!aka et les Vinayapi!aka anciens, vol. I : De la quite
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de I'eveil a la conversion de Sciriputra et de Maudgalyayana, Paris, 1963
(Publications de I'Ecole Franqaise d'Extr5me-Orient, 53); vol. 11: Les
derniers mois, le Parinirvcina et lesfunPrailles, Tome 1, 1970 (Publications de
I'Ecole Franqaise d'ExtrGme-Orient, 77(,1); Tome 2, 1971 (Publications de
I'Ecole Franqaise d'Extr5me-Orient, 77(,2); La jeunesse du Buddha dans les
Sltrapi!aka et les Vinayapitaka anciens, BEFEO. 61 (1974), p. 199-274; Le
Parinirvci~et lesfunkrailles du Buddha, BEFEO, 61 (1974). p. 275-299; Les
recits canoniques des f i r a i l l e s du Buddha et leurs anomalies: nouvel essai
d'interprktation, BEFEO, 62 (1975). p. 151-185; Le Buddha et Uruvilvci, in
Indianisme et Bouddhisme, p. 1-18; Un personnage bien mystkriewr: I'kpouse du Buddha, in: Indological and Buddhist Studies, p. 31-59; En suivant
Bouddha, Paris, 1985; Le retour du Buddha a Kapilavastu dons les textes
canoniques, in: G. GNOLI& L. L A N C I(eds.),
~
Orientalia Iosephi Tucci
memoriae dicata. IsMEO, Rome, 1986. See also SCHUMANN,
H.W., Der
historische Buddha, Diisseldorf, 1982.
Regarding the Great Departure, see E. LAMOTIF,La Concentration de la Marche
HeroYque ( ~ a i r ~ ~ a m a s a m i d h i s i t MCB,
r a ) , 13 (1965), p. 176-177, n. 147.
Concerning that event, see E. LAMOTE, La Concentration de la Marche Hkroique, p. 219-220, n.240; H. DURT,La visite aux laboureurs et la Mkditation
sous l'arbre Jambu d
les biographies sanskrites et chinoises du Buddha, in:
Indological and Bud hist Studies, p. 95-120.

?r

New translation: see, The CatusparisasCtm. The Sitra on the Foundation of the
Buddhist Order, relating to the events from the Bodhisattva's enlightenment
up to the conversion of Upatisya and Kolita, translated by R. KLQPPENBORG
Leiden, 1979.
Le Bouddha insulta-t-if Devadatta?, BSOAS, 33 (1970), p. 107-115;
E. LAMO~TE,
T. SUGIMOTO,
A Reevaluation of Devadatta. The Salvation of Evil Men in
B&ism,
in: Ronshii, Studies in Religions East and West, n09, Sendai,
Reste von Deva1982, p. 360-376. New interpretation: E. WALDSCHMIDT,
dntta-Episoden aus dem Vinaya der SarvtSstivcidins, ZDMG, 113 (1963),
p. 552-558.
The Lust Meal of the Buddha,
Regarding this event, see G. GORDON-WASSON,
JAOS, 102 (1982), 4, p. 591-604.
The Corporeal Relics of the Buddha. Buddhist Traditions about the
A.S. ALTEKAR,
Relics, in: Journal of the Bihar Research Society, Special Issue Buddha
Jayanti, Patna, 1959, vol. 11, p. 501-511.
D.L. SNELLGROVE,
Scikyamuni'sjinal Nirvea, BSOAS, 36,2 (1973), p. 399-411;
A. BAREAU,
Le Parinirvea et les fun6raiIIes du Buddha, BEFEO, 61 (1974),
p. 275-299; ID., Les recits canoniques des f i r a i l l e s du Buddha et leurs
anomalies: nouvel essai d'interprktation, BEFEO, 72 (1975), p. 151-185;
T. SUGIMOTO,Indo ButsuaZ no kenkyzi. Butsud6 Sikai no seisei to kiban
(Studies in Buddhist sttipacult in India), Ky6t0, 1984, part 2, chapters 2-3.
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** A. HIRAKAWA,
Genshin Bukkyd ni okeru rhdu no imi (The Meaning of Dharma
in Early Buddhism), Waseda Daigaku, Daigakuin bungaku kenkylka
kiy6, 14, p. 1-25.

~ 2 4 1

*** SAIGUSA,
M., Shoki Bukkyd no shisd (The Philosophy of Early Buddhism),
Tbky6, 1978; MIZUNO,K., Primitive Buddhism, Ube City, 1969; SCHNEIDER, U., E i n f ~ r u n g in den Buddhismus, Darmstadt, 1980, p. 57-1 11;
E. LAMOTTE,
Le Bouddhisme de ~ c i k ~ a m u nNAWG,
i,
1983, n04(This article
is a development of the following pages of this book).

l?ii

See now, CONZE,E., Buddhist Scriptures. Harmondsworth, 1959, 1981 (12);

HERTSENS,M., Trisors mystiques de I'lnde. Les granak textes de I'Hindouisme et du Bouddhisme, Paris, 1967; LING,T., The Buddha's Philosophy
of Man, London, 1981 (Texts from the first book of the Dighanikiya only).
Concerning the concept of dharmatd, see W. RAHLJLA,Wrong Notions of
dharmati, in: Buddhist Studies in Honour of I.B. Horner, Dordrecht, 1974,
p. 181-191.
Add MYLIUS,K., Die Vier Edlen Warheiten. Texte des urspriinglichen Buddhismus, Leipzig, 1983.

IL

SCHUMANN,
H. W., Bedeutungund Bedeutungsentwicklung des Terminus S M h d r a
im friihen Buddhismus. Bonn, 1957.

**
k 2 1

***
k27]

K. BHAITACHARYA,
L'jtman-Brahman dans le Bouddhisme ancien, (Publications
de I'Ecole Fran~aised'Extr6me-Orient, 90), Paris, 1973, p. 55-77, attempts
to prove that early Buddhism made a distinction between two kinds of
itman: a relative one, and an absolute one, borrowed from the Upanishadic
traditions.
SARATHCHANDRA,
E. R., The Buddhist Psychology of Perception. Ceylon University Press, Colombo, 1958; Lama GOVINDA,
A., The psychological Attitude
of Early Buddhism, London, 1961; J A Y A ~ L L E K
K.N.,
E , Early Buddhist
Theory of Knowledge, London, 1963; JAYASURIYA,
W.F., The Psychology
and Philosophy of Buddhism, Colombo, 1963; JOHANSSON,
R. E. A., The
Dynamic Psychology of Early Buddhisnr, Scandinavian Institute of Asian
Studies Monograph Series n037, Malmo, 1979.
On the theory of karman, see MAC DERMOTT,J.P., Developments in the Early
Buddhist Concept of KammalKarma (Princeton University Ph. D. dissertation), Ann Arbor, 1971 (University Microfilms), New Delhi, 1984; MISRA,
G.S.P., Reflections on the Buddhist Doctrine of Karman, JOIB, 25 (1975),
p. 47-56; K. F U ~ T AThe
, doctrinal characteristics of Karman in Early
Buddhism, in: Indological and Buddhist Studies, p. 149-159.

**

k=341
I.

331

We have adapted our terminology according to: J.P. MACDERMOIT,Undetermined and Indeterminate Kamma, I I J, 19 (1977), 1-2, p. 31-36.

*** K.

M I Z ~ OPrimitive
,
Buddhism, p. 131-158; NYANA~LOKA
Mahathera, The
Significance of Dependent Origination in Theravida Buddhism, The Wheel
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n'140, Kandy, 1969; I. YAMADA,
PremiSeS and Implications of Interdependence, in A.K. NARAIN(ed.), Studies in history of Buddhism, Delhi, 1980,
p. 379-399.

WELBON,
G. R., The Buddhist Nirvea and its Western Interprerers, Chicago and
London, 1968; JOHANSSON,
R. E. A., The Psychology of Nirviina. A comparative study ofthe natural goal of Buddhism and the aims of modern Wesrern
psychology, Garden City, Doubleday, 1970.
See E. LAMOTIF,La Concentration de la Marche H6roi:que. p. 14-26: Le Samiidhi
duns le vehicule des ~riivaka.For a more general approach to the subject,
see P. GRIFFITHS, Concentration or Insight: the Problematic of Theraviida
Buddhism, JAAR, 49 (1981), 4, p. 605-624.
W.L. KING, The Structure and Dynamics of the Attainment of Cessation in
Theravcida Meditation, JAAR, 45 (1977), 2, supplement, p. 707-725.
A., Buddhist Insight. Religions of Asia Series, 5, Delhi,
General study: WAYMAN,
1984.

See HORNER,I.B., The Early Buddhist Theory of Man perfected: a Study of rhe
Arahan Concept, New Delhi, 1979; K. WERNER,
Bodhi and Arahartaphala,
from Early Buddhism to Early Mahiiycina, JIABS, 4 (1981), 1, p. 70-85;
KATZ, N., Buddhist Images of Human Perfection. The Arahant of the
Suttapi!aka compared with rhe Bodhisattva and the Siddha. Delhi, 1983.

Concerning the intentional teaching, see A. BHARATI, The Tantric Tradition,
London, 1965, p. 249-254; A. WAYMAN,
Concerning saydhd-bh@ii/sqdhibh@ii/saydhyd-beii, in: Melanges d'lndianisme a la mimoire de Louis
Renou. Paris, 1968, p. 789-796; D.K. SWEARER
(ed.), Toward the Truth,
Philadelphia, 1971, p. 56-86; ARIYANANDA
Bhikkhu, Two Kind o f h g u a g e ,
Bangkok, 1974 (translation of Buddhadasa's Commentaries); BUCKNELL
R.S. and STUART-Fox,M., The Twilight Language. Explorarions in Buddhist
Meditation and Symbolism. London-New York, 1986.
See J. STRONG,The Legend of the Lion-Roarer: a Study of the Buddhisr Arhat
Pindola Bhiiradvcija, Numen, 26 (1979), p. 50-88.
UPASAK,C.S., Dictionary of Early Buddhist Monastic Terms, Varanasi, 1975 is a
very useful working instrument. See also WUAYARATNA,
M., Le moine
bouddhiste selon les textes du TheravZda, Paris, 1983.
New text, see DUNCAN,
J.. and M. DERRFIT, A Textbook for Novices. Jayaraksita's Perspicuous Commentary on the Compendium of Conduct by Srighana,
Turin, 1983 (Explanation of the Ten Rules by a later commentator (ca. 500
AD), belonging probably to the Mahldmghika school).
See M. HOFINGER,L.e vol don: la morale bouddhique, in Indianisme et
Bouddhisme, p. 177-189.

***
[= 541

Concerning the brahmacarya, see J. DANTINNE,
LCI Splendeur de I'Inibranlable
(Aksobhyavyiha), PIOL, 29, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1983, p. 166-168, note as.
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****(Note continued) see CHAKRABOR~,
H., Ascetism in Ancient India, Calcutta,
1973.

An Un(Note cont.) New editions and translations, see LOKESHCHANDRA,
published Gilgit Fragment of the Prcitimoksa Stitra. WZKSO, 4 (1960),
p. 1-13; Bhikkhu I ~ N A M OPatimokkha,
LI,
Bangkok, Social Science AssoCh.S., Buddhist Monastic Discipline: the
ciation of Thailand, 1966; PREBISH,
Sanskrit Prcitimoksa SCtra of the Mahcts@ghikas and Mtilasarvctstividins,
University Park, Pennsylvania State University Press, 1975.
New studies: D. SCHLINGLOFF,
Zur Interpretation des Pritimoksa stitra, ZDMG,
113 (1963), p. 536-551; Ch.S. PREeaH, The Pritimoksa-Puzzle: Facts versus
Fantasy. JAOS, 94 (1974), 2, p. 168-177; G. Ram, Notes on the I n t r h c tion of the Bhiksu-Pritimoksa-Stitra of the hya-~ahiscirp~hika-bkottaravadin, in: Studies in PBli and Buddhism, p. 317 ff.; J. CLIFFORDHOLT,
Ritual Expression in the Vinaya-Pi!aka: a Prolegomenon, History of Religions. 17 (1978). p. 42-53 (relation between the P r i t i m o k ~function and the
rainy season resort ceremony, pavirqcj); Ch.S. PREBIsH, Vinaya and Priti(ed.), Studies in
moksa: the Foundation of Buddhist Ethics, in: A.K. NARAIN
the History of Buddhism, New Delhi, 1980, p. 223-264; CHATSUMAR,
K., A
comparative study of Bhikkhuni Pitimokkha, Chowkhamba Oriental
Research Studies, 28, Varanasi, 1984.
Concerning the upasainpd, see J. DANTINNE,
La Splendeur de I'Inkbranlable
(Aksobhyavy6ha), PIOL, 29, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1983, p. 269, note (X);
C.S. UPASAK,
Dictionary of Early Buddhist Monastic Terms. Varanasi, 1975,
p. 50; 101-102.
65
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Regarding the manifold use of Sakikc?,see H. DURT,Chu, in: H6b6girin, fasc. V,
1979, p. 431 a-456a.

See ERGARDT,
J.T., Faith and Knowledge in Early Buddhism, Leiden, 1977.

n. *

About the four different kinds ofpunyaksetra, see E. LAMOTIF,La Concentration
de la Marche HProque, p. 231-233, note 266; ID., L'Enseignement de
Vimalakirti ( ~ima~akirtinirde~a).
Louvain, 1962, p. 158 (the aHpiration to
become a punyak;etra is condemned by the MahHyHna followcn); J. VAN
~w BROECK,
La Saveur de I'Immortel (A-p'i-t 'an Kan Lu Wei Lun), PIOL,
15, Louvain, 1977, p. 85-89 (different kinds of gifts).

$1

B.G. GOKHALE,
Bhakti and Early Buddhism, JAAS, 15 (1980). 1-2, p. 16-28.

#

811

M. WUAIARARIA,
1C moine bouddhiste selon Ies textes du Theraviah, p. 177 ff
This point of view is now disputed. See G . SCHOPEN.Mahiyinu in Indion
Inscriptions, I I J, 21 (1979), 1, p. 1-19; ID., Two Problems in the History of
Indian Buddhism: the LaymanlMonk Distinction and the Doctrine of the
Tramjierence of Merit, in: Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik, 11 (1985),
p. 9-47. The statistical analysis of epigraphical data shows that ((the
MahHyHna was a monk dominated movement)).
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Regarding the b h h i of Srlvakas and Bodhisattvas, see E. LAMOTTE,La
Concentration de la Marche HProi:que, p. 155-158, note 112, and p. 246-251,
note 299.

See N. D u n , The Second Buddhist Council, IHQ, 35 (1959), 1, p. 45-56; Ch.
PREBISH,A Review of Scholarship on the Buddhist Councils, in: Journal of
Asian Studies, 33 (1974), 2, p. 239-254; J.J. NATTIERand Ch. PREBISH,
Mahcis@ghika Origins: the Beginnings of Buddhist Sectarianism, in : History
Indian Buddhism, p. 204of Religions, 16 (1977), p. 237 ff.; A.K. WARDER,
218.
Bibliographies: G.M. SHIRIEDA,
Bibliografa delle fonti Buddhiste. Buddhismo
Indiano, in: Istituto giapponese di Cultura in Roma, Annuario, 4 (19661967), p. 137-195; CONZE,E., Buddhist Scriptures. A Bibliography, ed. and
New York and London, 1982; GRONBOLD,
G., Der
rev. by L. LANCASTER,
Buddhistische Kanon. Eine Bibliographie. Wiesbaden, 1984.
General studies: HECKER,H., Der Pcili Kanon, Hamburg, 1965; WEBB,R., An
Analysis of the Pili Canon, being the Buddhist Scriptures of the Theravrido
School. Kandy, 1975; NORMAN,
K.R., Pcili Literature, including the canonical literature in Prikrit and Sanskrit of all the Hinaycina Schools of
Buddhism (History of Indian Literature, VII, 2), Wiesbaden, 1983; F.R.
HAMM,On some recat editions of Pcili Tripipka. in: German Scholars on
India, Varanasi, 1973, p. 123-135; 0. VON H I N ~ ~ B On
E Rthe
, Tradition of Pcili
Texts in India, Ceylon and Burma, in: Buddhism in Ceylon and Studies in
religious Syncretism, ed. by H. BECHERT,
(AAWG, 108), Gottingen, 1978;
G. SCHOPEN,Two Problems in the History of Indian Buddhism ..., in:
Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik, 11 (1985). p. 9-12; K. MIZUNO,
Buddhist SCtrm. Origin, Development. Transmission,Tokyo, 1982, p. 13-39.

Quoting all editions, translations and catalogues of Central Asian manuscripts
published since 1958, is not feasible. For example, we have listed the
following general works: BAILEY,H.W., Khotanese Texts, vol. IV, CamE., Von
bridge, 1961; vol. V, ibid., 1963; vol. VI, ibid., 1967; WALDSCHMIDT,
Ceylon bis Turfan (AAWG, 8), Gottingen, 1967; ID. (ed.), Sanskrit Handschrfien uus den Turfinfunden. Verzeich~~is
der oricntalischcn Handschriften in Deutschland, Band 10, I-V, Wiesbaden, 1965-1985 (catalog,
R.E., A Guide to the Literature of Khotan. Tokyo
facsimile); EMMERICK,
(The Reiyukai Library), 1979.
See also BECHERT,H., Bruchstucke Buddhistischer Versamrnlungen, I, DAWB,
Berlin, 1961; B. PAULY,Fragments sanskrits de Haute Asie, Mission Pelliot,
JA, 249 (1961), p. 333-410; TRIPATHI,
C.B. (ed.), NidcSnasamyukta, DAWB,
Berlin, 1962; COUVREUR,
W., Nieuwe jiagmenten van her Catu~pari~atMahciparinirvcina-, MahcisudarSana- en Mahcivadiinasltra (mit deutscher
Zusammenfmsung), in: Orientalia Gandensia, Jaarboek, IV (1967), p. 167173; ID., Sanskrit-Tocharese en Sanskrit-Koetsjische trefwoordenlijsten van
de Dirghcigama (DighanikrSya) (mit deutscher Zusammenfarswg) , in: Orientalia Gandensia, Jaarboek, IV (1967); MC KENZIE,D.N., (ed.), The SCtra of
the Causes and Eflects of Action in Sogdian (SOAS Oriental Series, 22),
London, 1970; KLOPPENBORG,
R., The Catu;parQatsltra, Leiden, 1973; H.
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BECHERT,
On a Fragment of Vim&ivadrina, a Canonical Buddhist Sanskrit
Work. in: Buddhist Studies in Honour of I.B. Horner. Dordrecht-Boston,
1974, p. 19 ff.; E. WALDSCHMIDT,
The Rcigrapcilastitra in Sanskrit Remnants from Central Asia, in: Indianisme et Bouddhisme, p. 359 ff.; ID.,
Central Asian Stitra Fragments and their Relations to the Chinese jgama, in
Symp. 11, 1980, p. 136-174; YUYAMA,
A., Sanskrit Fragments of the
Mahdyina Mahiparinirvina Stitra. I, Tokyo (The Reiyukai Library), 1981;
M. I. VOROBYEVA-DESJATOVSKAJA,
Remnants in Kharos!hiand Brrihmi Script
from Soviet Central Asia. in: BONGARD-LEVIN,
G.M. (ed.), Istoria i Kultura
Centralnoj Azii, Moscow, 1983, pp. 69-96; G . M. ~ N G A R D - L E VBuddhist
IN,
Texts from Central Asia, in: Actes du XXIXe Congres des Orientalistes,
Paris, 1973: Inde Ancienne, vol. I, Paris, 1976, p. 50 ff.; M.I. VOROBYEVA
and G.M. BONGARD-LEVIN,
Indian Texts from Central Asia (Central Asian
Collection of the Manuscript Fund of the Institute of Oriental Studies,
Academy of Sciences, USSR), in: G. GNOLI& L. L A N C I O
(eds.),
~ Orientalia Iosephi Tucci memoriae dicata. IsMEO, Sene Orientale Roma, 56, vol. l ,
and E.N. TYOMKIN,
Fragment of the
Rome, 1986; G.M. BONGARD-LEVIN
$aka Version of the DharmaSarirasz7trafrom N. E. Petrovsky Collection, I I
J , I 1 (1968-1969). 3, p. 269-280.
p 171

[= 154

BOLLEE,W.B. (ed.), The P i a h of the Suttanipita with Parallels from the
jycirariga, Stiyagada, Dttaraijhdyd, Dasavejiliya and IsibhZsiyd*, SII Monographien, Band 7, Reinbeck, 1981; ID. (ed.), Reverse Index of the Dhammapada, Suttanipdta. Thera- und Therigdthd Pddas with Parallels.. ., SII Monographien, Band 8, Reinbeck, 1983.

p 172
[= 151

BROUGH,
J., The Ghdhdri Dharmapada (London Oriental Series, 7), London,
1962; BERNARD,
F. (ed.), Uulinavarga,Giittingen, 1965-1968; ID., Zum Titel
des sogenannte c(Udcinavargaw, in ZDMG 1969, Suppl. I, Wiesbaden, p.
872-881 ; L. SCHMITHAUSEN,
ZU den Rezensionen des Udcinavarga, WZKS,
14 (1970), p. 47-124; WILLEMEN,
Ch., Dharmapada. A Concordance to
Udcinavarga. Dhammapada and the Chirrese Dharmapada Literature (Publications de I'Institut des Hautes ~ t u d e sBouddhiques, 3), Bruxelles, 1974;
ID.. The Chinese Udcinavarga,translated and annotated (MCB, 19), Bruxelles, 1978; SHUKLA,
N.S., The Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dharmapada, Patna,
1979; NAKATANI,
H., Udrinavarga. Edition critique du manuscrit sur bois de
Subasi, Paris, 1978; K . MIZUNO,Dharmapadas of various Buddhist Schools,
in: Studies in Pili and Buddhism, p. 255-267.

p 181
[= 1651

New editions and translations: ROSEN,V.A., Der Vinayavibhariga. Zum Bhiksu
Prcitimoksa der SarvZstividin, DAWB, Berlin, 1959; JAYAWICKRAMA,
N. A.,
Inception to Discipline, London, 1962 (partial translation of the historical
A., Shan-Chien-p'i-p'ointroduction to the Sp.); BAPAT,P.V. & HIRAKAWA,
sha, a Chinese Version by Satighabhadra of SamantapZscidikci,Poona, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1970; ROTH, G., Bhikpni-Vinaya,
Patna, 1970; GNOLI,R. (ed.), The Gilgit Manuscript of the Sarighabhedavastu, being the 17th and last section of the Vinaya of the MilasarvZstivcidin.
IsMEO, Serie Orientale Roma, 59, 1-2, Rome, 1977-1978; ID. (ed.), The
Gilgit Manuscript of the ~a~anc~sanavastu
and the Adhikarqavastu, being
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the 15th and the 16th Sections of the Vinaya of the MilasarvcistivrIdin,
IsMEO, Sene Orientale Roma, 50, Rome, 1978.
Studies: HIRAKAWA,
A., A Study of the Vinaya Pi!aka, Tokyo, 1960; A. BARWU,
La construction et le culte &s stlSpa d'apres les Vinayapi!aka, BEFEO, 50
(1962). p. 229-274; MISRA,G.S.P., The Age of Vinaya. New Delhi, 1972;
Ch.S. PREBISH,Recent Progress in Vinaya Studies, in: Studies in Pili and
Buddhism, p. 297 ff. (with an exhaustive bibliography); HOLT,J.C., Discipline: the canonical Buddhism of the Vinayapi!aka, Delhi, 1981.
JINANANDA,
B. (ed.), UpasampadZjZapt$ (Tibetan Sanskrit Work Series, 6),
The Pravrajyz- and Upasatppadd-karmavicanri
Patna, 1961; H. SAKURABE,
as found in various texts of the MClasarvcis~ivrfdinVinaya, Indogaku Bukkytigaku kenkyii, XI1 (1964), 2, p. 496-504; EMMERICK,
R.E., The Twnshuqese KarmavZcanZ Text. Akademie der Wissenschaft und Literatur, Wiesbaden, 1985.
The Historical value of this tradition is now admitted. See J.J. N A T ~ E&RCh.S.
PREBISH,Mahcisdmghika Origins: the Beginnings of Buddhist Sectarianism,
History of Religions, 16 (1977). p. 237-272.
V., Updliparip~cchcTsi~ra:
ein Text zur BuddhiNew translation : STACHE-ROSEN,
stischen Ordensdisziplin, AAWG, 140, GBttingen, 1984.

New translation: SHIH,R., Biographie &s Moines Eminents (Kao seng tchouan)
& Houei-Kiao, traduites et annotees (Bibliothhue du Museon, 54). Louvain,
1968.

Regarding the date of the Kathdvanhu, see S.N. DUBE,The date of the Kathdvatthu. East and West, new series, 22 (1972), 1-2, p. 79-86; K.R. .NORMAN
Mzgadhisms in the Kathdvatthu, in: Studies in PIli and Buddhism, p. 279287; ID., PGli Literature, Wiesbaden, 1983, p. 103-105.
Early Forebodings of the Death of Buddhism, Numen, 27 (1980),
D. W. CHAPELL,
1, p. 122-154.
Regarding the Mauryan period, see now BONGARD-LEVIN,
G.M., Indija Epoxi
Maur 'ev, published by the Orientalist Institute of the Academy of Sciences
of USSR, Editions Nauka, Moscow, 1973; and ID., Mauryan India. New
Delhi, 1985.
Some Aspects of
New studies concerning ASoka and his reign: R. CHOUDARY,
Buddhism as gleaned through ASokan Inscriptions, Journal of the Bihar
Research Society, Special Issue Buddha Jayanti, vol. 11, Patna, 1959, p.
421-427; THAPAR,R., ASoka and the Decline of the Maurya. London,
B.G., ASoka Maurya, New
Oxford University Press, 1961; GOKHALE,
York, Twayne Publishers, 1966; TSUUMOTO,K., Ashoka d (King ASoka),
KyGto, Heirakuji Shoten, 1973; G.M. BONGARD-LEVIN,
Studies in Ancient
India and Central Asia, Soviet Indology Series, 7, Indian Studies Past and
Present, Calcutta, 1977, p. 69-78: Some Basic Problems of the Mauryan
Empire, and p. 109-122: Megasthenes' Indica and the Inscriptions of ASoka;
S.J. TAMBIAH,
World Conqueror and World Renouncer. A Study of Buddhism
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and Polity in Thailand against a historical Background, Cambridge, 1976,
2nd ed., 1977, p. 54-72 and p. 159-178; A.K. WARDER,Indian Buddhism,
rev. ed. 1980, p. 243-271; A. BASHAM,
ASoka and Buddhism: a re-examination, JIABS, 5 (1982), p. 131-143: G. FUSSMAN,
Quelques probl6mes aSokeens, JA, 262 (1974). p. 369-389; ID., Pouvoir central et rigions dans I'Inde
ancienne: le probleme de I'empire maurya, in: Annales (Economic Societks
Civilisations) 1982, fasc. 4, p. 621-647.

**
;[=2241

In this field of research, E. Lamotte's account is now outdated, since numerous
new epigraphical findings have been published:
- M R E:
I- new version of AhraurH (Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh), probably mentioning a homage to the relics of the Buddha, and discovered in 1961. First
published in Bhiirati (Research Bulletin of the College of Indology, Varanasi), I, 5 (1961-1962). p. 97-105. Concerning this inscription, see D.C.
SIRCAR,
ASokan Studies, Indian Museum, Calcutta, 1979, p. 72-82; regarding its interpretation, see A.K. NAUAIN,uOur Buddha~in an ASokan
Inscription, JIABS, I (1978), 1, p. 57-64; K.R. NORMAN,Notes on the
Ahraurii Version of MRE I, I I J, 26 (1983), 4, p. 277-292 (with an
exhaustive bibliography).
2- new version of Bagpur (southeast of Delhi), discovered in 1966. See M.C.
J O ~ H&I B.M. PANDE,A newly discovered Inscription of ASoka at Bahripur,
Delhi. JRAS 1967, p. 96-98; K.R. NORMAN,
Notes on the Bahiipur Version
of ASoka's MRE, JRAS 1971, p. 41-43; D.C. SIRCAR,op. cit., p. 82-85.
3- new version of PHngurHriH (Sehore District, Madhya Pradesh), discovered in
1976, and located on a hillside studded with remains of thirty monasteries
and of a big stlpa. See D.C. SIRCAR,op. cit., p. 94-103.
4- new version of Nittiir (Bellary District, Karnataka), discovered in 1977, and
mentioning the name (ASoka) of the king, using the same royal title as in
the GujarrH and Maski inscriptions. See D.C. SIRCAR,op. cit., p. 123-128.
5- new version of Udegolam (3 miles from Nittlr), discovered in 1978. See D.C.
SIRCAR,
op. cit., p. 129-131.
- P E (Pillar Edicts) :
Very recent discovery is to be mentioned, i.e., a fragment of PE IV, engraved on
a schist slab, from unknown origin, but probably from the North-West.
The most interesting feature is that the text is written in BrHhmi script,
which is less used in those regions than Kharosthi. See M. TADDEI,Una
nuove iscrizione di ASoka dal Nordovest, in: Orientalia Iosephi Tucci memoriae dicata, edited by G. GNOLIand L. L A N C I IsMEO,
~,
Serie Orientale
Roma, 56, part 3 (forthcoming). The contents of this article were kindly
communicated to us by the author before its publication.
- Greek and Aramaic-Iranian translations :
1- a Greek translation of Major Rock Edicts XI1 and XI11 has been discovered
in 1963 at KandahHr (Afghanistan). See D. SCHLUMBERGER
& L. ROBERT,
Une nouvelle inscription grecque d'Aioka. in: CRAI 1964, p. 126-140; E.
BENVENISTE,
Edits d'ASoka en traduction grecque, JA, 252 (1964), p. 137157; D. SCHLUMBERGER
& E. BENVENISTE,
A new Greek inscription of ASoka
at Kandahiir, in: EI, 37, p. 193-200; J. HAUMAITA,ZU den griechischen
Inschrgten des ASokas. A. Ant. Hung., 14 (1966). p. 75-85; K.R. NORMAN,
Notes on the Greek Version of Asoka's Twelfrh and Thirteenth Rock Edicts,
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JRAS 1972, 2, p. 11-18; A. CHRISTOL,Les edits grecs d'ASoka: etude
lingultiqw, JA, 271 (1983), p. 25-42.
2- an Indo-Aramaic bilingual inscription, displaying successively a transcription
of some passages of PE VII, using the Aramaic alphabet and followed by
the translation into Aramaic. See E. BENVENISTE
& A. DUPONT-SOMMER
Une inscription indo-arameenne d'ASoka provenant de Kandahir, JA, 254
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The Kqiila Legend, in:
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The
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the Archaeological Evidence, in South Asian Archaeology 1977, 2 vols.,
edited by M. TADDEI,
Istituto Universitario Orientale, Seminario di Studi
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The Dialects in which the Buddha Preached, in: Symp. 11. p. 61 ff.
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Quoted verse passages in the works of Buddhaghosa:
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The Dialects
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On the Tradition of Pcili Texts in India, Ceylon and Burma,
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p. 61-71.

-

*

Concerning this apocryphal tradition and the role played by the Dharmabhcinaka, see G&lc QUEEN. Inspired Speech in Early M a h d y c i ~Buddhism (I
and 11), in: Religion, 1 1 (198 I), p. 303-3 19; and 12 (1982), p. 49-65. Part I
contains a critical examination of the canonical traditions and of E.
Lamotte's statements.
Some new editions and translations of Abhidharma works: AbhidharmakoSa and
bhZsya, ed. SWAMI
DWARIKAWAS
SHASTRI,4 VOIS., Varanasi, 1970-1973;
AbhidharmakoSabh&ya, ed. P. PRADHAN,Patna, 1967; Abhidharmadipa
Das
with Vibh@ciprabhivytti, ed. P.S. JAINI,Patna, 1959; J. IMANISHI,
Paiicavastukam und die Paiicavastukavibh@a, NAWG 1969, 1, Giittingen,
1969; ID., Fragmente des Abhidharmakarapabh2syam in Text und iibersetzung. NAWG 1975, 1, Giittingen, 1975; S. Drmz, Fragmente des Dharmaskandha. Ein Abhidharma- Text in Sanskrit aus Gilgit, AAWG, 142,
Giittingen, 1984; VANDEN BROECK,
J., La Saveur de I'Immortel (A-p'i-t'an
Kan Lu Wei Lun). La version chinoise de I'Amytarasa de Gho~aka( T 1553),
E , Le Trait6 des Cinq Agrkgats
PIOL, IS, Louvain, 1977; D A N ~ N J.,
(Paricaskandhaprakarqa de Vasubandhu), translated and annotated by -,
Bruxelles, Publications de 1'Institut Belge des Hautes Etudes Bouddhiques,
fitudes et Textes, 7, Bruxelles, 1980; ANACKER,
S., Seven Works of V m bandhu, the Buddhist Psychological Doctor, Delhi, 1984.
Some additional studies: E. FRAUWALLNER,
Abhidharma Studien I-V, in:
WZKSO, 7 (1963), p. 20-36; 8 (1964), p. 59-99; 15 (1971), p. 69-121; 16
(1972), p. 95-152; ID., Landmarks in the History of Indian Logic, WZKSO, 5
(1961), p. 125-148; GUENTHER,
H.V., Philosophy and Psychology in the
Abhidharma, Lucknow, 1957; A. HIRAKAWA,
The Meaning of Dharma and
Abhidharma, in: Indianisme et Bouddhisme, p. 159 ff.

66%

See now NARADA
Mahathera, A Manual of Abhidhamma, being Abhidhammattha

a.
95l

Sangaha of Bhadanta Anuruddhdcariya, Kandy, 1956, reprinted 1980.
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YOSHIMOTO,
S., Abidaruma Shis6 (The thought of Abhidharma), Ky6t0, 1982,
pp. 9-164 (Development of SarvistivHda thought).

See J. VANDEN BROECK,La Saveur de I'Immortel, p. 16-21.

See G. NAGAO,On the Theory of Buddha-body. Eastern Buddhist, 6 (1973), p. 2553; L.R. LANCASTER,
An early Mahtiycina sermon about the body of the
Buddha and the making of images, Artibus Asiae, 36 (1974), p. 287-291;
F.E. REYNOLDS,
The Several Bodies of the Buddha: Refictions on a
Neglected Aspect of Theravdda Tradition, History of Religions, 16 (1977),
p. 374-389; J. DANTINNE,
La Splendeur de I'lnibranlable (Aksobhyavytiha).
PIOL, 29, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1983, p. 175-180: note (ay).
See J. DANTINNE,
La Splendeur de I'lnebranlable, p. 40 and note 198 (career of
the Bodhisattva); p. 123-130 (energy of the Bodhisattva, irreversibility, the
four conducts, the Perfections, the thought of Enlightenment).
Regarding the ten stages (bhiimr] and the career of the Bodhisattva, see E.
LAMOTTE,
La Concentration de la Marche HiroYque, p. 44 ff.; p. 155-158;
p. 160-168.

See J. STRONG,The Transforming Gift: an Analysis of Devotional Acts of Offering
in Buddhist Avaddna Literature, History of Religions, 18 (1979), p. 221-237.

Concerning the worship of images and stiipas, mention must be made of a ccprestiipa)) form of the relics cult. See G. SCHOPEN,
Two Problems ..., p. 18 ff.;
for a general survey, see A. HIRAKAWA,
The Rise of Mahdycina Buddhism
and its Relationship to the Worship of St~ipas,Memoirs of the Research
Department of the Toy6 Bunk6, 22 (1963). p. 57-106; D. MITRA,Buddhist
Monuments, Calcutta, 1971, p. 20-52; V. DEHEJIA,Early Buddhist Rock
Temples.. ., p. 7 1- 1 13 ; G. NAGAO,The Architectural Tradition in Buddhist
Monasticism, in: Studies in the History of Buddhism, ed. by A.K. NARAIN,
Delhi, 1980, p. 194-195; B.G. GOKHALE,
Bhakti in Early Buddhism. JAAS,
15 (1980), 1-2, p. 17-25; J. DANTINNE,
LO Splendeur de I'lnebranlable. p. 4445; p. 227: note (ac).
About the expression devritideva, see A. IWAMATSU,
On Tianzhong-tian. A Study
of its Sanskrit Original and the Origin of devdtideva, in: T6h6 (The East), 1
(1985), p. 201-219.
Regarding this episode, see A. BAREAU,
Un personnage bien mystirieux: I'ipouse
du Buddha, in: Indological and Buddhist Studies, p. 31-60.
See E. LAMOTE, Vajrapei en Inde, in: Melanges offerts a Monsieur Paul
DemiP.ville,Paris, 1966, p. 113-159; and, for further historical developments,
D. SNELLGROVE,
Indo-Tibetan Buddhists. Indian Buddhists and their Tibetan
Successors, 2 vols., Boston, 1987, p. 132-141.
Concerning MHra, see L.W. B~oss, The Taming of Mdra: Witnessing the
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Buddha's Virtues, History of Religions, 17 (1978), p. 156 ff.; G . H .
Mcira's Army: Text and Image in Early Indian Art, East &
MALANDRA,
West, n.s., 31 (1981), p. 121-130; P.E. KARETZKY,Mcira, Buddhist Deity of
Death and Desire, East & West, n.s., 32 (1982), p. 75-92; R.S. BUCKNELL
The Twilight Language, London-New York, 1986, p.
and M. STUART-FOX,
10-11; p. 124-125; p. 184-185.
See now Fr. ALTHEIMand R. STIEHL, The Aramaic Version of the Kandahcir
bilingual Inscription of ASoka. East & West, 9 (1958). 3, p. 192-198; IDD.,
Zwei neue Inschriften. Die aramaische Fassung &r ASoka Bilinguis von
Kandahcir, A. Ant. Hung., 7 (1959), p. 107-126; IDD., The Greek-Aramaic
bilingual Inscription of Kandahcir and its philological importance, East &
West, 10 (1959), p. 243-260; CARRATELLI,
P.G., and GARBINI,G., A
bilingual Graeco-Aramaic Edict by ASoka. The first Greek inscription discovered in Afghanistan, IsMEO, Serie Orientale Roma, 29, Rome, 1964;
A. DUPONT-SOMMER,
Une inscription nouvelle, en grec et en arameen, du roi
ASoka, RHR, 155 (1959), p. 136-1 38; G. GALLAVOIT, The Greek version of
the Kandahcir bilingual inscription of ASoka. East & West, 10 (1959), 3,
p. 185- 19 1 ; G. ITO, A New Interpretation of ASokan Inscriptions, Taxila and
Kandahcir I, Studia Iranica, 6 (1977), p. 151-161; D.D. KOSAMBI,
Notes on
the Kandahcir Edict of ASoka, in: Journal of the Economic and Social
History of the Orient, 2 (1959). p. 204-206.

Abastanoi (Ambastha),
Acts of Thomas, 513-5.
tribe, 118.
adbhuradharma.section of the writings,
abbhuladhamma,
160, 162, 176.
section of the writings, 158.
adhigicya ( = adhikrtya l), 6 19n.
Abdagaks (Avadagasa),
Adiabene, 499.
Parthian satrap, 512, 513.
Adibuddha, 792.
Abhaya,
Adir~jya,
Sinhalese king, 134.
(Nicaea on the Jhelum river), 367,
Abhayagiri,
472.
dlgaba and monastery, 386, 406-7, Adraistai (Adj a , Arhtraka),
536, 590.
tribe, 117.
Abhayagirivlsin,
Adraspa,
sect, 603.
Bactrian town., 418.
Abhidhamnika Godha,
A-fan-t'u,
Thera, 536.
(Middle Sindh), 599.
Abhidharrna (Abhidhamma) and Abhi- Agalasseis,
dharmapitaka, 197-210; progress in
tribe, 117.
the Abhidharma, 657-86.
Agama, 165-71.
Abhidharmakoia,
Agaraju,
see KoSa
King of Bhlrhut, 392.
Abhidharmamuccaya, 161-163, 169.
Agariste, 748.
Abhi&armavinayavibh@d, 166, 1 70.
Agathocleia, 409, 415, 417.
Abhiniykramqmitra (T. 190), 594,758.
Agathocles,
abhimuya,
satrap of Parthia, 287.
adhesion to the truths, in sixteen
Agathocles,
thought-moments, 680-2; gradual
Demetrius' son, 409, 41 3.
or sudden, 685-6.
Aggibrahml,
AbhisamaydIrujCiriloka, 161.
ASoka's son-in-law, 273, 274.
abhivinaya, 197.
Aggrammes or Xandrames,
Abiria,
(= Ohana-Nanda Augrasainya).
region, 495,499, 500.
107-8.
Abisares (Atisara), 116, 123.
Agirnitranaka,
dcira,
worshipper, 567.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Agni
Acira,
(Qarahhr), 598.
monk, 380.
Agnidatta,
dciryamus!i, 83.
brahmin, 23.
Achaemenids in India, 111-9.
Agnimitra,
Sunga king, 389-91, 412.
action, (karman), 36-7; which ((takes))
and ((projects))his fruit, 672.
Ahicchatra,
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PaiicHla town, 9,370,371,385,393,
394, 599.
Ahoganga,
mount, 139, 275, 276.
Ahuramazda, 114, 545.
Aigloi,
tribe, 1 13.
AirHvana, 760.
Ajantl,
first caves of --, 559-60.
AjHtaiatru (Ajitasattu),
Magadha king: parricide, 13; his
bchaviour towards the Buddha, 20
and during the funerals, 24; his
reign, 100-2; his relations with KHSyapa and Ananda, 227; represented in BhHrhut, 444.
AjHtaSatru of KHSi, 4.
Ajita,
Blvari's nephew, 380, 775-7, 77982.
Ajita KeSakambala, 21.
Ajita Maitreya, 782-5.
Ajivika, 21, 58, 246, 248, 284, 347,
552-3.
AjiiHta Kaundinya, 18, 765.
CikZa. 659, 675.
Gkimcanya. nothingness, 34, 35, 47.
Akouphis,
King of Nysa, 116.
Akurobhaya, 657.
Alans, 522.
Alaka, 380, 776.
bra KiIHma, 17, 71 8.
Alasanda,
(Alexandria under the Caucasus),
119,414,439,440, 462.
Glayavtj&ina,

store-consciousness, 673.
al-Biruni, 487.
Alexander Aigos, 123.
Alexander the Great,
his campaigns in India, 119-21; his
possessions in Iran and India, 121-

3; his meeting with Candragupta,
239; his meeting with the gymnosophists, 467; his memory in India,
47 1-2.
Alexandria under the Caucasus (Parvin), 1 19.
See Alasanda.
Alexandrias founded by Alexander,
121.
Alikasudara,
(Alexander of Epira), 248.
Aliya-vasGni, 256.
Allahlbld-Kosam,
pillar edict, 246.
Alllru, 583.
A lo han chu te ching (T. 126), 776.
Aluvihlra. 405, 616.
Amalakastlpa, 271.
AmarHvati, 377, 387, 441, 442, 443,
583, 584, 758.
Ambasthala DHgaba, ,287, 537 n.
Ambrose,
saint, 516.
Arneshaspenta, 55 1.
AmitHbha, 551.
Amitraghita (Amitrochates), 243.
Ammianus Marcellinus, 521.
Ampikinaka,
monk, 558.
AmrapHIi, 24.
AmrapHIivana, 21.
Amtekin,
(Antigonus Gonatas), 248.
Amtiyoga,
(Antiochus I1 Theos), 248.
Amyntas,
king of the Paropamisadae, 501,
503, 505.
Anagdta-bhayhi, 257.
AnagGtavapsa, 216, 783.
Anahita (Nanaia), 545.
Ananda,
disciple, 20.66, 70, 80; at Udayana,
22; date of his death, 102; his parti-
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cipation in the first council, 137-8;
his Niwlna, 227-8, 331; in the lineage of the Sthavira and Sawiistivldin masters, 576-77; his journey
to the North-West, 752-3; the first
of the learned ones, 766; among the
((ten great disciples,, 767; among
the patriarchs, 773.
Ananda,
exegetist, 384.
Anandapura, 599.
Ananta Gumphl,
cave, 554.
AnantakHya,
minister, 415.
Anithapindada (Anlthapindika), 21,
33; his alleged statue of the Buddha,
355, 704.
am-tman,
see Selflessness t h e w .
Anavatapta,
lake, 767.
Andar-Hb, 366, 597.

Andha-atthakathH, 383.
Andhaka,
sect, 300, 589.
Andhapura, 525.
Andher stupa, 360.
Andhra,
population and country, 370, 375,
377-81, 524-5, 586; MahBGmghika
feoff, 582-3; 605.
Andragoras,
satrap of Parthia, 287.
Andrasimoundou,
cape, 605.
Andres Peinatai (Andhra), 525.

Androbazus, 125.
Androsthenes of Cyzicus, 285.
An Fa-ch'in, 149, 546.
Anga or Vanga,
(Bengal), 8, 23, 100, 326, 330, 370,
375.
ariga. 9 or 12 constituent parts of the

writings, 157-161; relationship
between the airgn and the Tripitaka,
161-162.

Angulimlla, 22.
AnguttaranikrSya. 37, 78, 85, 87, 141,
156,
21 1,
335,
546,
700,

157, 164, 172,
250, 253, 256,
362, 434, 435,
659, 665, 685,
701, 728, 765.

180,
257,
456,
686,

202,
265,
473,
697,

205,
299,
474,
698,

An hsi,
Parthia, 546.
An Hsiian, 546.
animist beliefs, 6.
Aniruddha (Anuruddha),
disciple, 20, 177, 780, 781.
Anne,
prophetess, 743.
An Shih-kao, 546.
Antialcidas (Amtialikita),
Indo-Greek King, 422-3, 46 1, 47 1.
anticlericalism, 756-7.
Antigenus, 126.
Antigonus Gonatas from Macedonia,
248.

Antigonus from Phrygia, 123-29, 286.
Antimachus,
viceroy of Herat, 409, 4 13.
Antimachus 11,
viceroy of Gandhlra, 416.
Antiochus I Soter, 244, 286.
Antiochus I1 Theos, 248, 286, 287,
459.

,

Antiochus 111 the Great, 284, 289-90,
407-8.

Antiochus IV Epiphanes, 412, 418.
Antiochus VJJ Sidetes, 498.
Antiochus,
minister, 462.
Antipater of Macedonia, 123-5.
Antonius,
triumvir, 510.
Anull,
Sinhalese princess, 293, 322, 323.
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Anuli,
Sinhalese queen, 491, 535.
Anulidevi,
Vaf@gHmani'swife, 401, 405.
Anuridhapura,
capital of Ceylon, 134, 321, 397,
402.
Anuruddha,
Sinhalese king, 102.
Aornus, 119.
ApaaZna,

172-4, 714, 741, 758, 766, 777.
Apaguriya,
sect (?), 584.
Apajita or Aparijita,
sect (?), 561, 584.
Apamaea,
peace of-, 408.
Aparinta or Aparintaka,
population and cowtry, 320, 324,
326, 328, 330, 361.
Aparahila (Aparaseliya),
sect, 316, 381, 568, 575-606.
Aparahila,
monastery, 380, 382, 583.
Aparutai,
tribe, 1 13.
Aphrodites, 449.
Apilaka,
worshipper, 530.
Apollo, 460.
Apollodotus 1st (Apaladata),
Indo-Greek king, 409, 410-1, 413-4,
419.
Apollodotus 11, 417.
Apollonius of Tyana, 491,518-21,546.
Apostolics,
Christian sect, 515.
Appian, 128.
Aqsu, 598, 601.
Arachosia (Harauvati), 1 13, 121, 124,
125, 128, 241,242, 408,413,414-22,
499, 503-5, 508, 512.
Arachotoi,
tribe, 113.

dranYaka and Upanbad, 2.
Arapacana,
alphabet, 549.
Archebius (Arkhebiya),
Indo-Greek king, 423, 484, 500.
archeology of Mauryan India, 343-84.
Ardhamigadhi of the Buddhist canon,
617, 618.
Ardhamigadhi of the Jain canon, 617,
618.
Arghandib,
river, 366.
arhat, 51-2, 683-4.
arhats protecting the Law, 768-70.
Aria (Haraiva),
country, 112, 121, 124, 125, 128,
241, 413, 414, 416, 418, 420.
Aristobulus, 457.
Arittha or MahHrittha, Thera, 292,
293, 296, 322, 323, 616.
Aritthavihira.
Sinhalese monastery, 400.
Arius (Hen-njd),
river, 289.
Armenia, 522.
Arrian, 108, 109, 111, 113, 115, 116,
1 17, 1 19, 123, 242, 432, 458, 459.
i r v of the Jain canon, 617,618.
Arsak, 545.
Arsakes,
Parthian king, 287.
Arsakes, king of Uraifirijya, 1 16.
Arsamosata,
battle of-, 522.

Arts,
$aka satrap, 492, 507, 509.
Arta, Iranian deity, 1 14.
Artaban,
king of the Parthians, 289.
Artaban 11,
king of the Parthians, 498.
Artaban 111,
king of the Parthians, 49 1, 5 10-1.
Artaxata, 522.
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Artaxerxes Mnemon, 114.
Artaxias, 418.
Artemidorus,
Indo-Greek viceroy, 422.
Artemis,
goddess of Puskarlvati, 460.
Arthavarga or Arthavargiyei sitrdni,
173, 176, 177, 178.
articles of the Law, (dharmaskandha),
84.000, 162-163.
h a ,
Aryan population, 3-5; and the
Mundas, 370.
h a d e v a or Deva, 436-437,657, 774.
Agdhasena, 393.
Asamdhimittl,
ASoka's wife, 276.
~samjn'ika,non perceptive gods, 663.
Asandivant, 3, 370.
Asela,
Sinhalese king, 396.
Asibhandhakaputta, 83.
Asika or e i k a , 528, 533.
Asioi or Asiani, 497.
Asita (Devala Asita), 446, 745-8.
ASmaka,
country, 9.
ASoka (Asoka),
King of Magadha: his date, 14, 96,
237; his intervention in the Vinaya.
189-90; his edicts, 245-7; his empire,
247; his reign from the account of
the edicts, 247-9; his Dharma, 24956; his Buddhist inscriptions, 25661; his legend in the ASokdvadZna,
261-72; his reign according to the
Sinhalese chronicle, 272-6; ASoka in
KaSmir, NepHl and Khotan, 279-83;
his connections with Ceylon 292-3;
his r6le at the PHFliputra council,
298-300; his intervention in the heresy of Mahideva. 302-9; his intervention in the MahkGmghika
schism, 313, 315, 319, 591; ancient
type of the ccASokan stiipas)), 344
and following; the 84,000 stiipas,
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262,263,274,277,425,427; the five
stupas in honour of the DharmakHya, 690; his buildings at BodhGayH, 346, and at SHmkHSya, 373;
his viceroyalties and his marriage in
Avanti, 272, 356; his viceroys at
TakvSilH and at KhaSa, 262; his
confrontation with the Jains, 373-4;
his statue of the Buddha, 704; his
meeting with Pindola, 768.
ASoka's Dharma, 249-56.
ASoka's hell, 262-3.
ASokZrHma, 265, 274-6, 439-40.
ASokdvadrSna or ((Legend of ASokan,
14,97, 104, 105, 149, 166, 198,213,
221,226,231, 238,243, 245,261-72,
277-79, 303, 331, 332, 363, 364, 389,
425-6, 469, 540, 653, 705, 714, 772.
Aspasioi and Assakenoi (Aspaka and
ASvaka),
tribes, 115, 119.
AS avarma,
$a satrap, 509, 512.
Assaka and Alaka,
Andhra kings, 380, 776.
Assapura,
Anga town, 380, 776.
Astacenes (AsFkas),
tribe, 111.
Agddhydyi,
See Plnini.
Astes, 116.
Asura, 760.
ASvaghov, 577, 655, 726,774.
ASvagupta (Assagutta),
monk, 440,441,466.
ASvagupta,
' Upagupta's brother, 229.
ASvajit,
disciple, 19, 547.
Atharvaveda, 2.
Athenodoros,
Bactrian leader, 124, 285.
A tien p'o ch'ih lo
(Indus delta), 599.
Athena Promachos, 460.
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A!thakathci of Kaiid, 383-4; in Sinhalese and Plli, 615-6.
A!!hakavagga, 172, 173, 178,731.
Atthasrilini, 4, 14, 155, 157, 163, 172,
174, 198-201, 207, 210, 215, 225,
298,440.
Augustinus,
saint, 521.
Augustus,
Roman emperor, 510.
AurangHGd, 570.
Aurelian,
Roman emperor, 52 1.
avadina, 160, 162, 176,653-4.
Avadrina of the discussion of King
Nanda, 466.
Avaa?inakalpalatd,272, 468, 758.
Avaaiina.fataka,15, 149, 162, 165,232,
271, 272, 653, 654J14, 716, 717.
Avadhlta,
Sivaite master, 280.
Avantaka,
sect, 603.
Avanti (Mllwl and NimHr),
country, 9; Pradyota kingdom, 11;
won over to Buddhism by Mahlkltylyana and Srona Kotikama, 22;
fought and annexed by the Magadha, 102, 105; monks of Avanti
at VaiGf council, 139; occupied by
Candragupta. 241 ; viceroyalty under the Mauryas, 247; ruled by ASoka, 272, 356; visited by Mahinda
and his companions, 321, 338, 356;
centre of an exegetic and grammatical school, 356; its archaeolo ical
sites, 357-61; occupied by the ungas, 389; centre of the Haimavata
sect, 333-4, 581; Avanti and PHli,
626.
avasthiinyathritva,
SanlstivHdin theory, 667.
Avatatyaka, 161, 550, 610, 636.
av@hita!!hiina, places obligatory frequented by the Buddhas. 733.
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Aviruddhaka,
religious order, 58.
Ayamukha, 371, 599.
Ayasia Kamlla,
wife of a Saka satrap, 492, 542.
Ayodhyii,
Kosala town, 4, 8, 371, 390; its
Sanskrit inscription, 389, 391, 394.
Ayupi~a,
Buddhist scholar, 466-7.
ciyurbalavyddhi, increase in life and
strength, 475.
Ayupi~a,
nun, 274.
Azes 1st.
Slka king, 490, 5068.
Azes 11,
h k a king, 508-9, 512.
Azilises,
$aka king, 505, 508.
Bactra and Bactria,
under the Achaemenids, 1 13; under
Alexander, 119-22; under the Diadochi, 124, 125, 126, 128; upheaval
of the Greek colonists of Bactria,
124, 285; Greek kingdom of Bactria,
285-91, 407-413; belatedly rallied to
Buddhism, 368,369; under the IndoGreeks, 413, 414, 418, 419, 420-1;
under the ~ a k a s ,421, 496; under
thc Yiich-chich, 497.
Badariklrima of KauGmbi, 22, 353.
Blgh, 570.
Bahalamassu Tissa,
Thera, 406.
Bahasatimita,
king of Magadha, 534.
Bahasatimitra,
king of KauGmbi, 393, 394.
Bahiya,
Damila king of Ceylon, 402.
Bahuirutiya (BahuSruta, Bahusuttaka,
Bahulika),
sect, 302, 575-606.
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Baimbika,
family, 389.
BairHt, 9, 246, 600.
Balabhlti,
king of MathurH, 394.
Balasami,
worshipper, 513.
Balibhejaka,
tribe, 132.

Blna, 472.
See Har~acarita.
BarHbar and Ajivika caves, 246, 347,
552-3.
Barbaricon, 522.
BHspa or VHspa,
disciple, 18, 151, 3 13, 576.
BHvari, 380, 381, 775-6.381, 784.
Bedd, 561-2.
Benares. See VHrHnasT.
benevolence (maitri) and other infinite
feelings, 48, 698, 699.
Berenice, 286.
Bhiibrii,
ASoka's edict, 246, 256.
BhaddakacciinH,
PanduvHsudeva's wife, 134, 756.
Bhaddadla.
Magadhan general, 240.
Bhaddadla,
Sinhalese missionary, 32 1, 396.
Bhaddiya,
town of the Angas, 8.
Bhadrabiihu,
Jain saint, 242, 243.
BhadracarijwqidhGna, 636.
Bhadraka,
Sunga king, 392.
BhadrakalpiivaaZna, 758.
BhadrakalpikanZtra ( T . 425), 163, 213.
BhadrHSva (Bucephala),
founded by Alexander, 120, 367,
472.
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BhadrHyaniya (BhadrayHnika), sect,
568-69, 575-606.
Bhadrayah,
Saka viceroy, 509.
Bhlga or BhHgavata,
Sunga king, 433.
Bhagavata,
King of KauGmbi, 393.
Bhlgavata,
Visnuite sect, 43 1.
Bhaisajya,
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Bhiiji, 557-8.
Bhallar stlpa, 366.
Bhalluka,
Damila conqueror, 397.
Bhanduka,
Mahinda's cousin, 321.
BhcirahGrm-tra, 57.
Bharata and WN,
Aryan tribes, 3.
Bharga of Sumsumira, 1 1.
BhHrhut,
its kings, 392; centre of the ancient
school of sculpture, 387, 441-57,
749, 758.
Bharuka (Aqsu), 598.
Bhamkaccha (Barygaza, Broach), 10,
416, 495, 513, 584, 597.
BhatapHlikH,
worshipper, 563.
BhHtikHbhaya,
Sinhalese king, 491, 535-6.
Bhattiprolu, 377.
bhava, action which gives rise to reexistence, 41.
Bhavya or Bhlvaviveka,
author of a Nikiiyabheda, 308-9,
315, 574, 576, 590-3, 658.
Bhfiya,
haviihana prince, 527, 529.
Bhikkhu- and Bhikkhuni-pG!imokkha,
181.
Bhik.p- and Bhik+-qI-karmav6kya, 182.
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Bhiksu- and Bhiksu@prakirnuka, 635.
B h k p - and Bhik+ylprcitirnoky, 181-2.
Bhiksu- and Bhiksqzi-vibhariga,
section of the Vinaya, 182.
Bhiksuvarsigraprccha (Mdo XC, 21),
603,604.
Bhilsa, 338, 357-60.
Bhoganagaraka, 24.
Bhojaka,
population, 533.
Bhojpur, 360.
Bhiimaka,
KgharHta satrap, 53 1.
Bhfimimitra,
King of Ahicchatra, 394.
BhiitapHla,
worshipper, 566.
Bhuvanesvar, 532, 553.
B i g (VipHG, Hyfhasis),
river, I 16, 41 I .
BihHr and its caves, 552-3.
BimarHn and its shrine, 481.
Bimbiara,
king of Magadha, 13, 17, 19, 100,
355, 704.
Bindusira,
Mauryan king, 243-4, 272.
Biratha, 754.
Biton,
Bactrian colonist, 285.
Bodh-Gayl:
Enlightenment of the Buddha at -,
17-8; ASoka's pilgrimages at - 248,
260,266,277; temples and buildings
at -, 346-7,394,440,597; centre of
the ancient school of sculpture, 44152, 758.
bodhi and gati, 693-4.
Bodhi,
prince of the Bhargas, 22.
Bodhighara of Anuridhapura, 295.
Bodhika,
monk, 569.
Bodhimanhvihiira, 439, 440.

bodhisattva,
according to the HinayHna, 693-97;
in his previous lives, 756-9.
Bodhisattvabhzimi, 173, 180.
Bodhisiri,
Andhra princess, 326.
bodhivrksa, Bodhi tree, 17, 266-7, 276,
293-5, 346; goddess of the tree, 425.
Bopaki,
worshipper, 565.
bordering regions of Buddhism, 9.
~o!a-Sriparvata (SHfici), 357.
Boxus,
Bactrian leader, 285.
BrahmH,
god, 21,435,764; the Brahml gods,
35, 759, 761.
Brahmadatta,
king of Kiiii, 4.
Brahmagiri,
ASoka's edict, 375.
Brahmaloka, 35, 759.
Brahmamitra,
king of Mathu6, 394.
Brahman, 6.
Brtihmana, 2.
Br2hmanatiyabbhaya,
historical famine, 404.
brahmins, 5-7; of Visnudvipa, 24.
Brahmanic dharma, 5.
Brahmanic Madhyadek, 370-3.
BrahmHvarta, 3.
Brahmavihdra, 47, 88, 699.
Brahmlyus, 777.
Brhadratha,
Mauryan king, 285, 385, 389.
Byhatkathd, 530.
Bucephala. See BhadrHSva.
Buddha deified, 71 3-8.
See also SHkyamuni.
Buddhas of the past, 135, 371, 693.
Buddhabhadra, 186, 772-3.
Buddhacarita. 99, 577, 655. 726.
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Buddhadatta, 384.
Callixtus 11,
Buddhadeva, 542, 543,667.
pope, 516.
Camp5 (Bhagalpur),
Buddhaghosa,
town of the Adgas, 8, 600.
worshipper, 589.
CBnakya (Visnugupta, Kautilya),
Buddhaghosa,
minister of the Mauryas, 239, 240,
Sinhalese master, 57.
242, 243.
Buddhajha, 187.
Canda
Pradyota,
Buddhakiiya, Buddha-bodies, 437-38,
king
of Avanti, 11, 22, 751.
689-90.
Candanamila
priidda of $lrpHraka,
Buddhasena, 772, 773.
361.
Buddhavatpsa. 172. 174, 714; its comCandSioka and Dharmiioka, 262,
mentary, 732, 733.
264.
Buddhayks, 186.
Candavajji,
Buddhist canonical writings, 154-210;
leader of the Vinaya, 224.
614-617.
Candra, 763.
Buddhist councils; of RHjagyha, 136-8,
140-3, 145 and following; of VaiGli, Candragarbhartitra, 214, 221-2.
136, 138-40, 143-5 145 and follow- Candragupta (Andrakottos, S a n d m t tus),
ing; of ~Htali~utraf276,297-300;
of
Mauryan king, 126, 127, 128, 238AnurHdhapura, 296, 616; of the
43, 364, 755.
AluvihHra, 405, 616; of Kaniska,
648.
Candragupta 11,
Gupta king, 490, 503, 531.
Buddhist dharma, the Law, 25; the
dharma and the Buddha, 26-8; its Candra-Kinnara jltaka, 759.
persistance and extension, 57-8; its Candrakirti, 657.
future disappearance, 2 10-22.
Candraprabha jltaka, 367.
Buddhist languages, 607-57; of h k y a - canon of the Buddhist Scriptures: its
muni, 607-10; of the inscriptions in
formation, 154-2 10, 614-617; the
BhHrhut and Siici, 452-4; of the
canonical languages, 617-57.
b t a v ~ h a n a ,531; the Tipipka acCaracalla,
cording to the Thcravidins, 614-7.
Roman emperor, 520.
Buddhist Law,
Caracene,
499.
See Buddhist dharma.
care
of
the
hill people, 67.
Buddhist MadhyadeSa, 9.
Cariyiipi!aka,
172, 174, 714, 758.
Buddhology, 25-8, 689-93.
Carma,
Budhila, 542, 543.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Bulaka of Calakalpi, 24.
Carrhae,
Bu-ston, 203, 21 1, 214, 308, 315, 379,
battle of -, 510, 544.
603,604.
Clrumati,
Caesennius Paetus, 522.
ASoka's daughter, 281.
Caitika (Caityika, Cetiya),
caryti, practices, in the Mahiivastu,
sect, 381, 561, 575-606.
695.
Calcutta-BairHt,
Cassander, Antipater's son,
ASoka's edict, 246.
an epigone, 125, 127.
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Cassandra,
the visionary, 75 1.
Cat+iataka, 655.
Cat+tava. 655.
Catunnahlrljikadeva, 759.
CatusparisatsCtra, 169, 720.
causality, its interpretation among the
sects, 669-71.
cave architecture, 551-70.
Cedi of Bundelkhand, 8.
Cedi of Kalinga, 491, 532-4.
Cetiyagiri or Cetiyapabbata of Ceylon,
293, 295, 297, 322-3, 536-7.
Cetiyagiri or Vedisagiri of Vidiki, 321,
338.
Ceylon (Tlmraparni, Simhaladvipa,
Lankl, Taprobane), 129-35, 247,
248,291-7,321-3, 326,329-32, 334-5,
375.
Chakdarra, 366.
Chakpat stlpa, 342, 366.
Chanchou (Ghazipur?), 600.
Chandaka,
hkyamuni's coachman, 451.
chandas, 6 10-1.
Channa, 138.
Chanted Verses, 176-79.
ChenHb (Asikni, Candrabhlga, Akesines), river, 116 and following.
Chedrla, caitya, 552.
Chi-tsang, 151, 208, 214, 215, 217,
300, 305, 310, 313,436,437, 594.
Ch'ia-sha (Kaigar), 598.
Chiehchih,
valley of Gaz, 598.
Chieh mo (T. 1433), 595.
Ch'ien Hun Shu, 496, 497.

Chih-p'an, 774.
Ching 10 ch'uan t$ng lu (T. 2076), 469.

Choerilus, 539.
Christianism in India, 517-8.
Christians of Saint Thomas, 516.

chronicles: Kasmirian of the Rdjatararigini, 238,278,280; Khotanese of
the Li-yul, 15, 265, 282; Sanskrit of
the MafijuSrimClakalpa, 15, 98, 1023, 104, 105, 106, 243, 251, 263-4;
389, 430, 769; Sinhalese in PBli (see
D i p a v m a . Mahdvapsa, Samantapcisddikd).

chronology in Buddhism (long and
short), 14-15.
Chryse Chersonesos, 328.
Ch'u f$n shuo ching (T. 498), 729.
Ch'u sun [sang chi chi (T. 2145), 593,
594, 772, 774.
Chu wei mo chieh ching (T. 1775), 777.
Ch'u yao ching (T. 212), 269,608,782.
Chukhsa, aka satrapy in the Punjab,
492, 501, 503, 507, 509, 512.
Chung ching (T. 208), 14.
Chung hsii mo ho ti ching (T. 191),
724.
Chung p'en ch'i ching (T. 196), 212,
724.
Cina-Cillta,
tribe, 326, 330.
Cificl-minavikl, 22.
citta, manas and vufiha (vin'kim),
pure thought, mind and consciousness, 660, 662.
CittalapabbataviMra in Rohatp (Ceylon), 402.
Civara, section of the Vinaya, 183.
classes (va-) in the Vedic and Brahmanic society, 5-6.
classifications of the Buddhist Scriptur e ~ ,155-63.
Claudius, Roman emperor, 521.
Clisthene,
tyrant of Sicyone, 748.
Clitarchus of Colophon, 457.
Cola, 247,248, 330, 375.
confession, ceremonies of -, 65, 78-9.
Coraniga Mfini%ga,
Sinhalese king, 401, 402, 491, 535.
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Cosmas Indiwpleustes, 517, 518.
Crassus, triumvir,510, 544.
Craterus, Alexander's general, 120.
Ctesias of Cnidos, 114, 457.
Cllasiva, Thera, 402.
Cilavaysa, 130, 295, 616, 617, 786.
Cdodara, Nlga, 135.
Cunda, 24.
Cutukuhanda, 569.
Cyrus, Achaemenid, 111-2.
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DHsaka, leader of the Vinaya, 224.
DaSara tha,
king of the Kosala, 4.
Dabratha,
Mauryan king, 284, 553.
DaGrqa (Bundelkhand), 9.
Ddavihiravibhisi, 159.
Dlthika,
Damija king of Ceylon, 402.
DatGmitri (Demetrias), 412.
Decca n,
monks of - at VaiSHli council, 139.
Dabba Mallaputta, contemporary of
Deimachus
of the Plataeans, ambassathe Buddha, 78.
dor,
241,
242, 244.
Dabba Mallaputta, Thera, 536.
Delhi-Miraih,
Dadikai, tribe, 1 13.
ASoka's edict, 246.
Dahae, tribe, 287, 490.
Delhi-Toprl,
Dahae Parni, 287.
ASoka's edict, 246.
Dakkhi~giriof Ujeni, 321, 338, 439- Demetrias-polis, 4 12.
40.
Demetrius,
Dakkhiqathfipa of AnurHdhapura, 397.
Antigonus of Phrygia's son, 127.
Dakkhi~viMraof Anurahapura, 406, Demetrius (Dattlmitra),
407,590.
Euthydemus' son, king of Bactria
Daksina, Southern Region, 247.
and rex Indorum, 289-90, 365, 386,
Daksinagiri, 428-9.
390, 408-13, 427, 459.
Daksinl-Kosala (Vidarbha or Berar), Demetrius 11,
viceroy of GandhHra. 409.
375, 379.
Demetrius
(Devamantiya),
Damarnrskm-fra, 758.
Menander's minister, 415, 462.
See Hsien yu ching.
Demetrius I1 Nicator,
Damekh, stiipa of Slrngth, 349-50.
Seleucid king, 420, 498.
Damila, 326, 375, 396, 397, 401, 402,
Deopatan,
404,405.
town in NepHl, 28 1.
Damis, 5 19, 52 1.
destinies
(gaft),the five, 34-5; the sixth
DamstrHnivHsin, Yakg, 426,427,429.
destiny, 697-8.
Damstrlstlpa, 429.
Devabhlmi or Devabhlti,
Dappula I,
Sunga king, 394-5.
Sinhalese king, 786.
Devadatta,
Darius, Achaemenid, 1 12,494, 495.
~Hkyamuni's cousin, 19-20, 69-70,
Darius 111 Codoman, 1 15, 1 19.
374, 572, 728-9.
DHrubhatika Tissa,
Devadharmika,
Sinhalese king, 535.
religious order, 58.
DHsa or Dasyu, 3.
Devakpna, 203.
DdabhtimikasCrra, 636.
Devaloka, 34, 35, 759.
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Devamantiya,
Menander's minister, 41 5, 462.
Devlnampiyatissa,
Sinhalese king, 291-6, 321-3, 589,
704, 710.
Devahrman, 203, 206.
De vcivatcira.
descent of the Buddha and the
Gods in SHmkZya, 21-2, 200, 372,
444, 739.
Devi,
ASoka's wife and Mahinda's
mother, 272, 321.
Devotion (bhakt9, Visnuite, 434; MahlyHnist, 476-7; Maitreyan, 785.
Dhamml,
Bindudra's wife.
dhamma sarikhata, (82) conditioned
dharmas, 658.
Dhamma Yavima,
worshipper, 566.
Dhammagiri,
Thera, 558.
Dhammakathika of Ceylon, 403.
Dhammapada, 172, 174,227,250,252,
257, 651, 685; its commentary, 230,
272.
DhammapllH,
nun, 274.
Dhammaplla, 384.
Dhammaruci. 407.
Dhamrnarucika, sect, 407, 590.
Dhammasarigapi, 199, 202.
DhanabhOti,
King of Bhirhut, 392, 393,443.
Dhana-Nanda,
king of Magadha, 107, 108, 239,
240.
Dhanagupta,
Upagupta's brother, 229.
DhHnyakataka (DhenukHtaka, Dharanikot),
town in Andhra, 377,379,380,443,
566, 568, 583, 597.
Dhlranipifaka. 313.

dharma and vinaya,
Buddhist writings, 156-7.
dharma,
thing, phenomenon of the existence:
nature of the dharma, 665-71; categories of dharmas according to the
TheravHdins, 658-62; according to
the SarvHstividins, 662-4. See Brahmanic dharma, Buddhist dharma.
Dharmagupta,
translator, 208.
Dharmagupta, Dharmaguptaka
(Dhammaguttika).
sect, 549, 575-606; their influence in
China, 595-6.
Dharmalaksqcibhidharma, 209, 587.
Dharmamita (Demetrius), 41 1.
Dharrnapada,
in Sanskrit, 176-7; in PrHkrit, 62932.
Dharmarijika stlpa of SHrnHth, 34950.
Dharmarata jHtaka, 367.
Dharmaruci,
translator, 185.
Dharmasqgitisitra (T. 761), 159.
Dharmasqgraha (T. 764), 159.
Dharmaskandha, 163, 203, 205, 206.
Dharmatrlta,
Sarvlstivldin scholar, 667.
Dharmatrlta, yogidra, 772-3.
Dharmavivardhana,
KunHla's surname.
Dharmayahs,
translator, 208.
Dharmottariya (Dhammuttariya),
sect, 561, 566, 575-606.
DhB!havarpsa, 130.
DhHtika,
Tamil king of Ceylon, 402, 405.
DluftukathrS, 199, 200,207.
DhBtukiiya, 203, 206, 207.
DhHtusena,
Sinhalese king, 786.
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Dhauli (Tosali),
ASoka's edict, 246, 375.
Dhitika,
master of the Law, 469, 771, 772,
773.
Dhytaristra,
heavenly king, 608, 609, 759.
Dhhrasagotra (Drona),
brahmin, 25.
dhitririga, 60.
dhyrjna. the four, 46-47, 680;
worlds connected with the d h y k a ,
35, 750.
Diadochi,
in North-West India, 123-9.
DighabhHnaka,
school. 168, 174.
Dighajantu,
general of Elira, 396.
Dighakiriyana,
Sinhalese brahmin, 536.
DighanikGya, 53, 57.78, 140, 142, 157,
158, 164, 167, 171, 197, 202, 206,
239, 256, 257, 260, 327, 330, 334,

DinnHga, 380.
Diocletian,
Roman emperor, 521.
Diodorus of Sicily, 108, l 15, 117, 118,
124, 125, 126, 127, 285, 286.
Diodotus I,
king of Bactria, 286-8, 459.
Diodotus 11,
king of Bactria, 288, 459.
Diomedes,
viceroy of Heliocles, 421.
Dio of Prusa, 75 1.
Dionysius,
ambassador to India, 241.
Dionysius,
Indo-Greek king, 417.
Diony sus.
god, 432, 458,459.
Dioscuri, 460.
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Dipamkara jitaka, 365, 759.
D@avaysa, 14, 95, 129, 132, 134, 135,
143, 144, 151, 153, 159, 174, 200,
201, 202, 223, 231, 236, 237, 243,
244, 245, 265, 272, 273, 274, 275,
276, 279, 291, 292, 293, 294, 297,
298, 311, 314, 315, 320, 358, 395,
399, 403, 404, 438, 534, 584, 588,
589, 590, 615, 756.
Dirghcigama (T. I), 161, 166, 169-70,
198, 206, 629, 630, 777.
disciplinary procedures, 60.
Discursus Philalethes, 521.
disinterestedness of Buddhist donors,
476.
Divydvadina, 14, 97, 165, 166, 173,
177, 210, 226, 231, 238, 243, 244,
245, 261-62, 265, 269, 350, 361, 364,
373, 389, 425-6, 647, 654, 672, 701,
704, 705, 714, 716, 717, 729, 741,
758, 778.
docetisrn of the Mahidmghika and
the other sects, 690-3.
Domitius Corbulo, 522.
Dosarene,
region of Tosali (Dhauli), 330.
Drangiana, (Zraka), 1 12, 124, 125.
Drivida, 375, 383-4, 597.
Dundubhissara,
missionary, 321, 324, 333, 334.
Dura-Europos, 545.
Durdhari,
Candragupta's wife, 243.
Dutthagiimani Abhaya,
Sinhalese king, 385, 397-400, 406,
474, 589, 786.
dv&&iga,
the twelve members of
the writings, 159-61.
Dviraka,
harbour of the Kaccha, 5.
DvGv~atyavadISna,654.
dynasties in the VIth century, 11-3; of
Ceylon, 134-5, 291, 395-6, 534-5; of
Magadha, 95-9; of the Mauryas,
236-8; of the Indo-Greeks, 407-23;
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of the sungas and the KHnvas, 388;
of the Sitaviihanas. 527.

Euthydemia or Euthymedia,
SHkala's surname, 415.
Euthydernus 11,
brother of the former, 409.
Euthydernus of Magnesia,
king of Bactria, 129, 288-91, 386,
408, 459.
Evagoras,
satrap of Aria, 127.
evam may5 Srutam ..., 143.
Evitus,
satrap of Aria, 127.
Excerpta latina Barbari. 5 I 8.

eastern coast of India and Buddhism,
373-84.
Ecbatana, 545.
eighteen sects,
584, 602.
ekarasa, (having) a single flavour, 156.
EkaSmga jHtaka, 365, 366, 759.
EkavyavahHrika (Ekavyohirika),
sect, 575-606.
Ekottaradharma,
section of the Vinaya, 185, 186.
Ekottariiguma (T. 125), 156, 161, 169- Fa hsien, 151, 186, 187, 189-90, 263,
264, 267, 269, 344, 350, 371, 372,
71, 179, 230, 258, 701, 704, 765,
518, 595, 727, 785, 786.
769, 777, 778.
Fa-ling, 595.
ElHra,
Damila king d i ~ e y l o n 396-7,
,
406. Fa yiian chu lin (T. 2122), 595.
Ellora, 570.
Fan i ming i chi (T. 213 I), 594, 768.
Elymaide, 545.
Fang kuang to chuan yen ching
(T. 187), 724.
Encratites, Christian sect, 5 15.
Fausta
and Crispus, 270.
Epander,
Menander's viceroy, 416.
Fei Chang-fang, 774.
Fen pieh kung t8 lun (T. 1507), 146,
Ephorus, 539.
167, 170, 175, 207, 225, 226, 228,
era: ancient Saka era, 499, 500 in n.;
263,
269, 307, 33 1, 766.
new Saka and Vikrarna era, 502-3,
527; Azes'era, 507, 513.
final stage of the Path (ajaiksa
miirga), 683-4.
Eratosthenes of Cyrene, 128, 458-9.
five
groups of sects, 593-4.
Eros, 460.
five
hundred
thesis in the syllabi, 658.
Eucratidaea,
Bactrian town, 419.
flavour - single flavour (ekarasa) of
the writings, 156.
Eucratides,
Indo-Greek king, 412-20, 460-1.
Fo p6n hsing chi ching (T. I%), 195,
725.
Eudamus,
Fo
tsu li tai t 'ung tsai (T. 2036), 774.
satrap of Media, 125.
Fo
tsu
t'ung chi (T. 2035), 469, 774.
Eudemus,
strategus of the Middle Indus, 122, Fo wu po ti tzu tzu shuo pen ch'i ching
(T. 199). 767.
125, 126, 128, 458.
folklore,
387, 486-7.
Eumenes, diadochus, 123-6, 286.
Fu-che-su-mi-lo,
Eunapius, 52 1.
father of the VaiGl? council, 152.
Euripides, 545.
Fu fa tsang yin yrian chuan (T. 2058).
Eusebius of Caesaraea, 52 1.
774.
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Fu-je-to-lo,
translator, 185.
Gad or Guda,
Gondophares' brother, 511, 513,
514.
Gadlra (GandhHra), 112.
GHgi,
petty king of BhHrhut, 392.
Gajamita.
KPnheri's worshipper, 569.
Gajasena,
Kanheri's worshipper, 569.
GHjHyana,
Visnuite worshipper, 433.
G&vyziha.
550, 636, 777.
Gandhicari ya,
school, 616.
Gandhira,
region of North-West India, 9. 10911, 248, 265, 320, 324, 326, 327,
329, 365, 369, 409, 413, 416, 417,
421; cradle of the Greco-Buddhist
school. 484-5.
Ghdhiri.
PrHkrit of the North-West, 628-32.
Gandharva, 760.
Gandhavaysa, 207, 384,616.
Ganesh GumphH,
cave, 554.
Ganeshrg,
engraved bricks, 393.
Gardabhilla,
King of Ujjayini, 502, 527.
Gaspar,
a Magus, 518.
Gith'i,
section of the writings, 158, 159,
160, 162, 177, 178.
Gautama,
&ikyamuni's family name. 16.
Gautamiputra,
&itavPhana king, 490, 503, 525,
563, 565, 566.
Gaviimpati,
arhat, 18, 141, 149, 326, 328.

GPvimHth,
ASoka's edict, 246, 375.
GayH, 346-7.
Gelasius,
Pope, 515.
Geya (geyya).
section of the writings, 158, 159,
160, 162.
GhanWlH, 377, 583.
Ghasundi,
Visnuite -inscription, 433.
Ghogka.
Sarvbtividin master, 667.
Ghosila (Ghosita),
banker, 22.
Ghositgrha of KauGmbi,
22, 353, 438, 439.
gift (h,
tyzga), 79-8 1,212,693,698703.
Gindarus,
battle of -, 510.
Giriirai,
north-westem locality, 367, 485.
Gin,
the Nirgrantha, 401, 405.
Girihandu DHgaba, 294.
Girika,
ASoka's executioner, 262.
Girivraja,
ancient name of Rijagha, 8.
GirnHr,
ASoka's edict, 246, 625-7.
Giti, 437.
Glausai or Glauganikai.
tribes, 117.
Gnosticism, 515.
gods of the world of desire ( K W deva). 34. 760.
Gokulika (Kukkutika, Kukullika),
sect, 575-606.
Goli, 377.
Gornimukhya or Gomisanda.
Pusyamitra's surname. 430.
Gomita,
MathuriTs petty king, 394.
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Gondophares (Gudaphara, etc.), Pahlava king,
491, 492, 509-21, 543, 545-6.
Good Law, stages traversed by -,
701-713.
GoN,
bkyamunils wife, 728.
Gopaka,
brahmin, 70.
Goplli,
Kausmbi's princess, 393.
Gopikl,
Ajivika cave, 553.
Gospels and Buddhism, 740-4.
GoSyngavyrZkarana. 282.
Gotarzes,
Iranian Suren, 521.
Gothaklbhaya,
Sinhalese king, 590.
Goti,
princess of Bhlrhut, 392.
Gouraioi,
tribe, 115.
Govinda jltaka, 757.
Goviiana, 371, 600.
Greco-Buddhist art,
its origins, 484-5.
GrdhraklMparvata, 19, 351.
Great departure, 17, 346, 445, 446,
451.
Gregory of Nazianzus, 516.
guardian couple, 764.
Gudiviida, 377.
Gunldhya, 530.
Gunda Chimeh,
stlpa, 365.
Guntupalle, 561.
Gupta,
Upagupta's father, 229.
Giijarltra, 598.
Gurupldaka, mount, 778.
Guttika,
Damila king of Ceylon, 396.

Habbin,
Indian merchant, 5 14.
Hagiimap,
h k a satrap, 501, 506.
Haglna,
Saka satrap, 501, 506.
Haimavata (Hemavata),
sect, 575-606; Haimavata Saints on
the ccBhilsa Topes)), 333-4.
Hlla,
S~tavlhanaking, 530-1.
Hamkudeyika,
King of the Kaliriga, 376.
Hamsajltaka, 749.
Haramukuta,
mount, 280.
Harappa, I .
Haribala,
worshipper, 350.
Harisena,
panegyrist, 646.
Hlriti,
mother of the demons, 368, 448,
763-4.
Har~acarita.105, 389, 391, 392, 472.
Harpvardhana,
King of Kanylkubja, 371.
Haryanka,
Magadhan dynasty, 99-103.
Hastinipura (Asandivant),
town of the Kuru, 3, 9.
Hathi Gumphl,
Jaina cave, 553.
Ha!!hHlhakavihiira of ~ n u r l d h a ~ u r a ,
293, 323.
Hatthavanagallavihdrav~sa.130.
HatthiGlH of Anurldhapura, 322.
Hecataeus of Miletus, 457.
Hegesander, 244.
Heliocles,
Eucratides' father, 413.
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Heliocles,
Indo-Greek king,
- 420-2, 490, 497.
Heliodorus,
ambassador, 422-3, 452.
Hellenism and Buddhism under the
Sungas, 457-87.
HElmand,
river, 366.
Helu or Elu.
dialect, 132.
Heracleon,
Valentinian gnosdc, 5 16.
Heracles, 432, 458, 460.
heretical Mahiideva, 89, 202, 300- 12,
586.
Hermaeus,
Indo-Greek king, 491, 503, 505-7.
Hermes, 460.
Herodotus of HaliWrnassus, 112-4,
457, 494, 539, 740, 748-9, 750.
Hidda,
Ilam mount, 367.
Hierocles,
proconsul, 521.
Himatala,
region, 755.
Himavanta,
Himalayan region, 321.
Hippocleides, '
the Athenian, 748-9.
Hippostratus,
strategus, 126.
Hiranyavati,
river, 24.
Hjan-So. See Yahs.
Hsi yii chi (T. 2087): see Hsiian tsang.
Hsien yii ching (T. 202), 14, 232, 263,
381, 776, 780, 782.
Hsing ch'i hsing ching (T. 197), 724.
Hsiu hsing pPn ch 'i ching (T. 184), 724.
Hsiung nu,
tribe, 496.
Hsian tsang, 106, 132, 136, 152, 153,
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189, 192, 198, 206, 231, 232, 263,
264, 265, 267, 269, 271, 279, 281,
306-7, 313, 314, 325, 328, 331, 332,
344-5, 347, 350, 352, 357, 362, 366,
369, 371, 372, 374, 376, 379, 382,
383, 384, 440, 485, 518, 594, 595,
596-601, 606, 648, 690, 741, 755,
785, 787.
Huai-kan,
Chinese scholar. 217.
Hui chiao,
Author of the Kao seng chuan
(T. 2059), 191, 192, 193, 593, 774.
Hui-pien,
interpreter, 186.
Hui-ssu,
Chinese scholar, 217.
Hulna,
Indian town, 516.
Hva-kin,
Chinese master, 686.
I-ching, 150, 187, 595, 596, 601-2,606,
705.
I ch'u p'u sa pen ch'i ching (T. 188),
724.
ideal of the bhik~u.66-8;
- of the upcisaka, 73-82.
Iksviiku,
Vedic hero, 4.
Iksvliku,
Andhra dynasty, 382.
image of the Buddha and its origin,
479-86.
Imdligimitra,
h n g a vassal, 394, 443.
Indica of Megasthenes, 242, 457.
Indoi, 113.
Indo-Scythia, 490, 500.
Indra, 367, 372,444, 445, 760, 764.
Indraprastha (Delhi),
town of the Kuru, 9.
Indrahilaguhli,
cave and monastery, 19.
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Indravarma (iSparaka?),
Jaggayyape!a (Betavolu), 377, 583.
hka vassal, 509.
Jiguda,
Indus (Sindhu, Indos),
region, 365, 369.
river, 1 16, 602.
Jaina or Nirgrantha, 21, 58, 268, 269,
influences, foreign - on the decorative
278, 3734,401, 405, 553-4.
motives of the ancient school of JHlandhara, 389,430.
sculpture, 449-50; Greek influences
on Buddhism, 387, 473-9; Iranian JClCngulihasraprSda, physical mark of
the Great Man, 738.
influences on Buddhism, 549-51 ;inJalauka,
fluence of the religious imagery on
ASoka's son, 280.
the Buddha's legend, 739; influence
of the sacred topography on the Jam-yan biad-pa,
Tibetan author, 604.
Buddha's legend, 736-7; influences
of foreign sources on the Buddha's Jambukola,
legend, 739 and following; influenharbour of Ceylon, 293, 323, 402.
ces of the laity on Buddhist doctri- Ianaka,
nes, 686-705.
king of Videha, 4.
inner joy of the bhik?, 68.
Janamejaya,
inscriptions, Achaemenid, 112-3; of
king of the Kurus, 3.
AyodhyH, 389, 391, 394; of Hathi- JanapadakalyHni,
gumphH, 528,532-4; of Bhirhut and
Bindudra's wife, 243.
Sliici, 452-54; J NHgirjunikonda,
Jandill and its Iranian temple, 519,
326; inscriptions related to sects,
541.
381, 578-84; inscriptions in PrHkrit
janman,
karman and kleia, birth, acand Sanskrit, 639-42; paleographic
tion
and
passion, 36.
groups in the inscriptions, 555.
Jantaka,
instruction reserved to laymen, 82-6.
SHtavHhana king, 379, 656.
Ipsus,
jHtaka,
- battle of --, 129.
accounts of former lives, in Ceylon,
Iranaparvata (Monghyr), 598, 599.
399; in Bhirhut, S i i c i and AmarHIsamus,
vati, 444 and following; in the
river, 410.
North-west, 366-7; in Buddha's LiIsibhhahgana of AnurHdhapura, 297.
ves, 725. - Infatuation of the laymen for those accounts, 444-5, 756Isidatta,
9.
Sinhalese Thera, 402.
Jitaka in Sanskrit, 176.
Isidorus of Charax,
412, 511.
JitakamCla, 635, 758.
Jitaka
PHli (Jitaka!!hakathi), 110,
Isipatana (Mrgadiiva) of SHrniith, 438,
118, 158, 168, 172, 174, 200, 201,
439.
330, 335, 445, 525, 749, 750, 758.
Istakhar, 545.
jiti-jari-sthiti-aniryatii,
Itivrttaka (Ityukta) (T. 765), 159, 160,
characteristics of the conditioned
162, 173, 176.
dharmas, 663.
Itivuttaka, 157, 158, 172, 173, 174.
Jifilaka, 58.
It!hiya, etc., Mahinda's companions, Jatinga RimeSvara,
296, 321, 324.
ASoka's edict, 246, 375.
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Jaugada,
ASoka's edict, 246, 375.
Jaya and Vijaya, 261, 263.
Jayavijaya,
Jaina cave, 554.
Jerome (Saint), 516, 521.
JetHrHmavihHra of SrHvasti, 438, 439.
Jetavana of Ceylon, 590, 603.
Jetavana of ~rgvasti,21,444,445.
JetavanavihHra of VaiGli, 190.
Jetavaniya,
sect, 590, 603.
Jewish stories, 740.
Jhelum (Vitasti, Hydaspes),
river, 116.
Jihonika (Zeionises),
Saka satrap, 512.
Jivaka,
doctor, 20.
Jiirinaprasrhiina (or As!agranrha)
(T. 1543), 89, 203, 204, 205, 207,
300, 356, 576, 61 1, 656-7.
Julia Domna, 520.
Ju~ar,
caves, 560-1, 582-4, 605.
Justin, 239, 287, 288, 410, 413, 420,
421, 498, 499.
Kabhanda (Tag Kurgiin), 598.
KHbul (KubhB, Kdphes, KdphEn),
river, 1 15.
Kacangala (Kajangala), 9, 373, 440.
Kaccdyanavycikarqa, 357.
KacchH (Cutch), 410,416, 495.
Kahdvali, 99.
G k a ~ d a b o @Gkanava
,
(Siicii, 357.
KHkavannatissa,
DutthagHmani's father, 397.
Kakuda KBtyHyana,
heretic, 21.
Kakze, 545.
Glaka.
Jaina master, 502.

Kdlakdcdryakathclnaka, 502.
KHlakagHma (KallagHma),
locality of Ceylon, 403.
Kalamina,
Indian town, 5 16.
KHlHSoka (KHlasoka),
King of Magadha, 105, 152, 314;
his ten sons, 105.
Kalhana,
historian, 279, See Rdjatararig&Z.
Kali, 367.
KHli Sindhu,
river, 390.
KHlidHsa, 389.
Kalinga, 247, 375, 376, 532-4, 597,
624.
Kalingapatam, 376.
Kalm&adamya.
village, 22.
KalpancImq4itiki (T. 201), 232, 263,
265, 271, 272, 653, 700, 705.
KHlsi,
ASoka's edict, 246, 371.
KalyHna (Calliena),
town of the Deccan, 513, 518, 528,
568, 569.
Kamalasila, 686.
Kamboja,
region and population, 9, 109, 248,
330.
Kiimpila or Kimpilya (Kampil),
town of the Paiidlas, 3, 9, 370.
Kamsa,
king of Kosala, 4.
KHiici (Conjeevararn), 383.
Kinheri (Kanhasela, K~naSaila),56870, 582, 583.
Kaniska,
Kuena emperor, 226, 648, 727,
753; his caitya, 368, 468.
Kanpkasela (Kantokossyla), 583.
Kanthaka,
SHkyamuni's horse, 45 1.
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dynasty of Magadha, 394-5, 526,
527.
KanyHkubja (Kanauj), 1 10, 152, 371.
Kao seng chum (T. 2059), 191, 192,
193, 593, 774.
KapHli,
Maitreya's father, 777.
Kapila,
minister, 590.
Ka ilavastu,
&kyamuni7s birthplace, 10,20, 345,
445, 599, 733-6.
KapiSa,
country, 366, 368, 369, 507.
KHpiSi (Begram), 371, 599.
Kapisisa,
Vatjagimani's minister, 405.
Kapitha (SHmkHSya), 371, 599.
Ktiran&vyrlha, 635,437.
Kirdamaka,
$aka dynasty, 531.
KHrli, 566-568, 582, 605.
Karmajdtaka, 758.
Karman,
section of the Vinaya, 183.
KarmaSataka, 758.
Karmtivaranapratiprarrabdhi(T. 1493),
213.
Karmavibhcuiga. 326, 328, 329, 361,
780.
Karna ChaupHr,
Ajivika's caves, 552.
Kamasuvama,
region, 328, 374, 375, 599.
Kartqatiptq&ikasCtra (T. 157), 214.
k e d y a , yellow monastic cloth, 63.
KaSgar, 601.
KH6 (VHrHnasq,
country and small tribe, 4, 8.
KHSiputra BhHgabhadra,
Sunga king, 392,422,423, 432.
KaSmira, 279-80, 326, 327, 329, 331,
369,425,439,440, 753, 754.

Kaspioi or Kasperaioi (Kassapiya),
tribe, 113.
Kasrawad,
Buddhist site, 361.
Kassapagotta,
missionary, 321, 324, 333.
KHSyapa (Kassapa),
disciple, 19, 24, 71, 101, 137, 226-7,
326, 576, 587, 604, 766, 778; the
first among the five masters of the
Law, 191-2, 226, 773.
KPHyapa,
the three, 18-9.
KGyapaparivarta, 636.
f i y a p a s a p g i t t r a (T. 2027), 145,198,
213.
KIiSyapiya (Kassapiya),
sect, 575-606.
Kdtantra. 53 1.
Kathaioi,
tribe, 1 17.
Kathc?saritsdgara,
751.
Kathdvarthu, 89, 142, 201, 202, 206,
225, 299, 300, 31 1, 466, 574, 576,
615, 658, 671, 685, 686, 692, 695,
697, 700-703; its commentary, 588.
Ka!hina,
section of the Vinaya, 183.
KatthHrHma. 376.
Katyayana (Kaccayana),
disciple, 22, 207-8, 210, 356-7, 3623, 576, 604, 757.
KityHyaniputra,
Author of Abhidharma, 203, 204,
205, 206, 210, 576, 587, 771, 772,
773.
Kaunakamuni,
Buddha, 248, 277, 280.
KauGmbi (Kosam),
town of the Vatsas, 9, 10, 22, 217
and following, 25960 (Abka's edict),
316, 353, 385, 393, 572, 600.
Kau!iIiya ArthaCtistra, 242.
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KelasavihHra, 439, 440.
Kengavar, 545.
Keralaputra,
kingdom, 247, 248, 375.
Ketumati,
town, 777.
KhallHgnHga,
Sinhalese king, 400.
Khandagiri,
mount, 374, 553.
Kharahostes,
h k a satrap, 492, 507.
KhHravela,
king of Kalinga, 374,452,491, 528,
532-4, 553.

KhaSa,
region, 244, 277.
Khorasmia (UvHrazmi), 112.
Khotan, 281-3, 596.
Khri-sron-lde-bcan,
king of Tibet, 686.
Khuddokanikciya, 171-4.
Khuddakapcitha, 172.

Khuijasobhita (Kubjita),
reverend; his participation in VaiGli council, 140.
Kidiirites,
north-westem dynasty, 369.
Kingdoms in the VIth century B.C.,
11-3.

Kittisirirtijasihn,
Sinhalese king, 786.
knowledge, its problem among the
SautrHntika, 669.
Kolambiilaka,
battle of -, 401.
Kon-hi, 283.
KondHne, 559.
Koiikanapura ( V a n a v h ) , 362.
KoSa (Abhidharmakoia), 163, 167,
173, 179, 180, 213, 231, 257, 299,
300, 436-7, 466, 577, 663 and following, 655, 701, 702, 703, 777.
Kosala (Oudh), 4, 8, 11-2, 370.

KoSamba.

section of the Vinaya, 183.
Kraudya of RHmagrHma,
population, 11, 24.
Kpniia,
Yaksa, 426, 427, 429.
K~sna,
the God, 5, 43 1.
K~sna,
bhiksu, 771.
Kpna,
SatavHhana king, 527, 528, 563.
K~navenl,
river, 528, 533.
KytySiSrama, 280.
K~harita,
h k a dynasty, 490, 503, 531.
lqagikarva, momentariness of the dharmas, 667-68.
KgntivHdin,
jltaka, 367.
K~mi,
queen of Magadha, 19.
K ~ m e n d r a 468.
,
&udraka,

section of the Vinaya, 183.
&udraka,

minor texts in Sanskrit, 174-6.
Kuan m i It? p'u sa (T. 452), 777, 782-3.
Kuan ring ching (T. 1331), 767.
Kubcra, 448, 763.
Ku&, 598, 601.
K'ueichi. 307, 310, 787.
Kukkugpiida,
mount next to RHjagha, 227, 778.
KukkuGrHma of KauGmbi, 22,353.
KukkuGrZma of PHgliputra, 265,268,
274, 353, 426, 428.

Kulinga,
Sinhalese tribe, 132.
Kuliita, '
region, 365, 600.
Kumira,
god, 435.
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Kumlragupta,
Gupta king. 646.
Kumlrajiva, 147. 185, 191, 192. 203.
207, 209, 585, 774.
Kumlrallta, 271, 653.
Kumbhlnda,
genii, 760.
Kun-mo,
King of the Wu-sun, 496.
Kunlla,
ASoka's son, 269-71, 278, 281, 365;
his sttipa at Taxila, 270-1, 366.
Kundopadhiiniya (Kundadhlna),
arhat, 427,428, 769.
Kuntala Svltikama,
htavlhana prince, 530.
Kuo ch'u hsien tsai yin kuo ching
(T. 189). 724.
Kura,
region of the Salt Range, 581.
Kurqgi,
princess, 394. 443.
Kuru,
small Vedic tribe, 9, 370.
Kuru and Plndava, 3.
Kurukvtra, 3.
Kurundi. 616.
Kusala-akusala-avycikata,
morally -, good, bad, indeterminate, 659-60.
K y 5na,
dynasty of the North-West , 369,
491, 523.
Ku-kd, 283.
Kusinagari (Kusinkl, Kasia), 8, 10,
24, 350-1.
Kustana,
ASoka's son, 282, 283.
kusClaka, shirt, 63.
Kusumapura. monastery, 143.
K+gHraiiZIH of VaiGIi, 21, 143.
Kti@g&naka, 777.
Kupkannatissa,
Sinhalese king, 535.

KutigrHmaka, 24.
Kuveni,
Yaksini, 133.
Lactantius, 521.
Laghmln,
region. 246, 365.
Eghula-Rlhula, 619.
L r i g h u l o v ~ 257.
,
L a k k h ~ u t t a n t a85,
. 738.
Laksmi,
goddess, 554.
Lalitavistara, 169, 636, 643, 691-2,
714, 724, 725, 737, 744, 745-6, 758.
Lambakama,
Sinhalese tribe, 132.
Lamkudiya,
association, 584.
Lamplka (Laghmln), 246, 365, 791.
Laiijatissa,
Sinhalese king, 400.
Lankl,
see Ceylon.
Laochang,
King of the Hsiung-nu,,496.
Laocoon, 75 1.
Laodice,
Seleucid princess, 413.
LauriyCArarlj,
ASoka's edict, 246, 349.
Launyl-Nandangalh, 246, 349.
laymen,
their brotherhood, 71-92; their
influence on the evolution of the
doctrine, 444-5, 667-705, 756-9.
leadership, lack of - in the community, 68-71.
leaving worldly life and ordination.
61-3.
legend of the Buddha and its develop
ment in the Stitras, 718-22; in the
Vinayas, 722-23; in the inwmplete
cc Lives)), 722-5 ; in the complete
ccLives)), 725-31; in the Sinhalese
wmpilings, 73 1-3. - Causes of the
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development in this legend, 733-56.
- Represented in Siici, etc., 446.
legends, their extension, 486-7.
Lha-sa,
council of -, 686.
Li shih a p 'i t 'an lun (T. 1644), 206.
Li fai sun pao chi (T. 2034), 774.
Liaka KusJlaka,
h k a satrap, 492, 501, 503, 506.
Liang p'i,
Chinese scholar, 2 17.
Licchavi,
tribe of the Vjis, 5, 24.
Life of the Buddha, see SHkyamuni
and legend of the Buddha.
LTIivai, 530.
Liu tu chi ching ( T . 152), 271, 758.
Liyul,
chronicle of -, 15, 285, 282.
LohapHGda of Ceylon, 386, 398-9,
589.

lokottaravrida, theory concerning the
supramundane Buddha, 690-93.
LokottaravHdin, 575-606.
Lomaia @i,
Ajivika caves, 552-3.
Lower Indus, satrapy, 122.
Lumbini and Lumbinivana (Rummindei), 17, 248, 277, 345-6, 349, 689.
Liit'ai.
king of Siam, 216.
Lysias,
Indo-Greek King, 422.
Lysimachus,
diadochus, 123, 125, 127, 129.

MHdhariputa Sakasena,
King, 569.

Madhyamigama (T. 26), 156, 161,
169-70, 21 1, 257, 473, 780.

Madhyamakakrjrika and Madhyamak d b t r a , 213, 436, 657, 698.

MadhyamikH,
town, 390, 41 1.
Madhycintavibhariga, 161.
MadhyHntika (Madhyandina, Majjhantika),
missionary, 228 and following, 274,
307, 326, 331-3, 365, 576, 587, 773.

Mag5 (Magas of Cyrene), 248.
Magadha (Southern BihHr), 5, 8, 11,
13, 95-109, 345, 370, 582, 598, 600,
602, 623.

MBgadhi in the Buddhist texts, 617-22.
MHgandika,
religious order, 58.
MHgandikH,
brahmin's daughter, 22.
Magila Vachiputa,
worshipper, 559.
Magnesia under Sipylos,
battle of -, 408.
M&-a!!hakathi, 616.
Mahibfirata, 109, 113, 116, 117, 118,
328, 330, 412, 433, 747.

muhtibhtimika, etc.,
category of caitta, 662-3.
Mahibodhi,
temple of Bodh-Gayi, 346-7.
MahPbodhisamghPrZma, 597.
Mahabodhivatya, 105, 106, 107, 130,
272, 273, 320.

mahicaitya, of SSilihundPm. 376-7; of
the Andhra country, 583.
MahHcJIi Mahitissa,
Sinhalese king, 401, 535.
MahHdH!hika,
Sinhalese king, 491, 536-7.
MahHdeva,
heretic, 89, 202, 300-312, 586.
MahHdeva 11,
heretic, 309- 10, 586.
Mahlideva,
ASoka's minister, 311.
Mahideva,
monk and missionary, 274, 31 1,
320, 324.
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Mahidhammarakkhita,
missionary, 274, 320, 324.
MahHgHma,
locality of Ceylon, 397.
Mahlgaliga,
river of Ceylon, 397.
MahHjanaka jHtaka, 446.
MahHkapi jitaka, 445.
Mahcfkarrnavibhanga.
See Karmavibh~ga.
Mahcfkampipundarika. 163, 232, 33 1.
MahHkHSyapa (MahHkassapa).
See KHsyapa.
MahHkHtyHyana (Mahlkacclyana).
See KHtyHyana.
Mahlkausthila,
author of Abhidharma, 203, 206,
210.
MahZrniyisCtra (T. 383), 214, 231,
744.
Mahiheghanitra (T. 387), 272, 382.
MahH MeghavHhana,
king of Kalinga, 532.
Mahimeghavana of AnurHdhapura,
292, 322, 323, 589.
MahHnHga of Ceylon, 135.
MahHnHman,
disciple, 20, 80-1.
Mah&iddesa, 43 5.
Mahipaccari, 6 16.
Mahipadmananda,
king of Magadha, 107.
Mahiparinirvfinanitra. 23-4, 146, 161,
166, 170, 180, 188, 194, 198, 213,
436, 650, 652, 654, 720, 728.
MahHprajHpati Gautami,
!bkyamuniVsaunt, 20, 779-81.
Maharijakanikalekha, 656.
MahHrakkhita,
missionary, 32 1, 324.
Mahlrlstra (Mahlraftha),
region, 320, 324, 328, 362.
MahHrattaka,
Sinhalese general, 400.

Mahlrittha.
See Arittha.
MahHdmghika,
sect and group of sects, 575-606; the
MahHsHmghika schism, 189, 307,
312-6, 572; their expansion in India,
380, 381,437, 542-3, 566, 580; their
list of the sects, 592; their theories
on the asapk!ta, 675; on the
nature of the Buddha, 690-91; on
the bodhisattva, 694-5.
Mahisimghikanikiya, 152.
Mahisamgitika, 151, 159, 199, 200,
314, 315.
MahHsammata,
mythical king, 367, 472.
Mahisarpnipitasaitra, 193, 214, 21 5,
593.
MahHsangharakkhita, 786.
Mahlsattva jHtaka, 367.
MahHsena,
king of Ceylon, 590, 603.
Mahlsiva,
king of Ceylon, 395. 396.
MahHsona,
Thera, 402.
~ah~summa,
Thera, 535.
MahHthGpa (Ruvanveli DHgaba) of
AnurHdhapura, 295, 386, 399-400,
438, 535-6, 589.
MahHthlpa of Mahintn!B, 537.
MahHtissa of Kupikkala, 402, 405,
406.
MahHtyHgavat jitaka, 757.
Mahivad&asCtra, 72 1-2.
Mahivaysa, 14, 95, 129, 130, 132,
134, 135, 150, 151, 152, 153, 168,
189, 201, 202, 215, 223, 231, 236,
243, 244, 245, 265, 269, 272, 273,
274, 275, 276, 279, 291, 292, 293,
294, 295, 297, 298, 311, 314, 315,
316, 320, 322, 323, 337, 358, 368,
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536, 537, 583, 588, 589, 590, 592,
615, 704, 756, 763, 786.
Mahivaysa!ikd, 104, 130, 239, 240,
243, 272, 439.
Mahlvana of Kapilavastu, 20.
MahHvana of Sunigrim, 367.
Mahlvana of VaiSHli, 21,438, 439.
Mahivastu, 148, 169, 172, 173, 257,
325, 330, 635, 637, 638, 642, 644,
646, 690, 691, 692, 693, 695, 697,
714, 724, 725, 728, 741, 758, 782.
Mahavibhqa.
See Vibh@i.
Mahlvihlra of Anurldhapura, 294,

322,402, 406,589.
Mahlvihlravlsin,
sect, 603.
MahHvirH, 2 1.
Mh-vyutpatti, 161, &i6, 603.
Mahlylna (Hva-Sari), 686.
Mahlylna,
MahHyHnist tendencies, 89-92, 386,
437.. 549.
Mahiyiindbhisamaya (T. 673), 21 1.
Mahiydnanitra, 161, 648-9.
MahcrycinasiitrrtI&ira, 169, 180,256.
Mahiydnivafira (T. 1634), 769.
MaheSvara (Siva), 435. 763.
Mahinda (Mahendra),
ASoke's son and apostle of Ceylon,
224, 225, 228, 230, 272-4, 275, 278,
292-6, 326, 331-3, 338-9, 353, 356,
399, 589, 615-6, 625.
Mahiwka,
small tribe, 327.
Mahisamandala.
region, 31 1, 320, 324, 327, 329, 375.
MahiGsaka (Mahimdsaka),
sect, 575-606; their theory on the
nature of the dharma, 668.
Mihismati,
town in Avanti, 9, 10, 327, 356,360,
361.
Mahiyangana Dlgaba, 294.

Mahodara,
Nlga of Ceylon, 135.
Maitreya,
future Buddha, 227, 23 1, 366, 429,
551, 761, 768, 775-88.
Maitreyanltha,
surname of Maitreya, 787.
Maitreyasamiti, 779.
MaitreyasamifinEtaka, 778.
Maitreyavydkarana, 231, 777-9, 780,
783, 784.
Maitniala jitaka, 367.
Maitrisimit, 779.
Maijhimabhlnaka,
school, 168, 174.
MaJhimanikiya, 52-3, 85, 88, 109,
116, 141, 157, 158, 162, 164, 167,
197, 202, 250, 257, 258, 260, 265,
334, 362, 456, 611, 615, 616, 666,
697, 700, 701, 702, 718, 719, 728,
738, 779.
MakuBbandhana-Caitya, 24.
Malaipur,
suburb of Madras, 516.
Malakiip, 375.
Malankara,
island, 516.
Mllava, 599.
Milavikignimitra, 389-9 1, 412.
province Of Ceylonv 402.
Male,
Indian town, 518.
Mallas,
population, 8, 11, 24.
Malloi (MHlava),
population, 117-8.
MllunkyHputta, 52-3.
MHnadevi Slri,
Jaina saint, 522.
Maiichapuri,
Jaina cave, 553.
Mandlkini,
river, 390, 608.
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MandalHrHma,
monastery in Ceylon, 403.
MHndhHtar jHtaka, 759.
Mangalapura (Manglaor), 367.
Maniakkhika, 135.
Manicheans, 515.
Manigula,
h k a satrap, 492, 509.
MHnikyHla stlpa, 342, 366.
ManimekhalH,
Buddhist nun and deity, 384.
Marijusrim~lakalpa. 15, 98, 102-3,
104, 105, 106, 243, 251, 263-4, 389,
430, 769.
Matijdriparipycchi (T. 468). 590.
Mankura (Pacoros?),
Menander's minister, 415.
ManorathapISrqi,
cornmentarydn the Ariguttara. 216,
362, 384, 402,403,474, 766, 777.
MHnsehrH,
ASoka's edict, 246, 365, 627, 629,
631, 633.
Mantra,
section of the Veda, 2.
Mao-tun,
king of the Hsiung-nu, 496.
MHra, 229, 449, 761.
Marakanda (Samarqand), 497.
Mardln,
bas-relief of -, 750-2.
mirga, see Path.
Margiana (Margu), 113, 122.
Maricatti Thlpa (Mirisaveti Dlgaba),
of AnurHdhapura, 386, 398.
Masianoi,
tribe, 118.
Maskarin GoGIiputra,
heretic, 21, 58.
Maski,
ASoka's edict, 246, 375.
Massaga,
town of the Assakenoi, 119.
Massagetae,
Scythian tribe, 490.

Master of the Law (dharm(rc6rya):
the first five, 191, 226-32; their successors, 150, 576, 587, 770-5.
Masters of Abhidharma, 225-6.
Masulipatam,
town in Andhra, 377, 583.
Masurasqgh5rHma at Gumbatai, 367.
MHtale,
town in Ceylon, 405.
MHthariputa,
Andhra king, 326.
MPthava the Videgha, 4.
Mathurl (Muttra),
town of the Slrasenas, 5, 9, 10, 23,
226-8, 265, 278, 362-4, 393-4, 431,
433, 492, 501, 503, 506, 507, 508,
509, 580, 581, 582, 605, 640,641,
647.
Matipur, 598, 600.
MHtrceg, 655, 656.
Matsya,
country and small tribe, 9.
MattHbhaya,
DevHnampiya's brother, 323.
MHtuvelanga,
town in Ceylon, 402.
Maudgalylyana (MoggallHna),
Slkyamuni3sdisciple, 766.
MaudgalyHyana,
author of Abhidharma, 203-207,
210.
Maues (Moa, Moga),
$aka king, 460, 481, 490, 500-4.
Maurya of Pipphalivana, l I, 25.
Mauryan period, 233-384.
Mauryanagara, 755.
MHyH,
hkyamuni's mother, 16,200, 689.
Mazdai (Misdaios, Misdeus),
Indian king, 513, 514.
Mecaka,
Master of the Law, 587, 771, 772,
773.
Megasthenes, 121, 241-2, 432, 457,
458.
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Meherdates,
king of the Parthians, 521.
Mekran,
region, 113.
Menander (Menendra, Milinda), 338,
387; his conquests, 410; his States,
413; his reign, 414-7, 419, 420, 427;
his coins, 460; his conversion to
Buddhism, 46 1-9; his memory among
the Indians, 471; converted by
Dhitika, 771.
mental factor (cetasika dhamma), fiftynine, 659-60.
Meru,
mount, 458, 760, 762.
Messiah.
See Maitreya.
MettiyH,
nun, 536.
Mevaki Miyika,
Saka satrap, 506.
Mi Ii hsia sheng ching (T. 453), 769.
Middle Ganges,
Buddhist monuments of --, 345-53.
Middle Indus,
satrapy, 122.
Milindapatiha, 159, 165, 174, 214, 240,
330, 403, 414, 415, 440, 441, 465-8,
474, 484, 630, 671, 777, 779.
Minara, 469.
Minnagara,
town. 522.
minor and lesser precepts, 137.
miracles,
hkyamuni's eight miracles, 56,345;
SmkiSya's miracle, 21, 139, 144,
200, 372, 444, 446, 739; SrHvasti's
miracle, 21, 352; miracles not to be
recommended to the disciples, 56.
Missaka (Mahintale).
mount, 292, 295, 321, 322.
missions, Buddhist missions, under
Sikyamuni, 18; under ASoka, 32039.
MithilH (Tirhut),
town of the Videhas, 4, 8.

Mithra, 545, 783-5.
Mithridates I,
king of the Parthians, 415,416,420,
497-8, 543.
Mithridates 11,
king of the Parthians, 490,495,499,
501.
Mitradeva, 391.
Mitras,
Ahicchatra kings, 394.
Mitta,
Damila general, 396.
mnemonical alphabet, 549.
Moggaliputtatissa,
leader of the Vinaya; his life, 224-5;
abbot of the AsokHr5ma and upcidhyciya of Mahinda, 274; his retreat
on the Ahoganga, 275; his return to
PHBliputra, 276; his role at the PiBliputra council, 298-9; he publishes the Kathcivatthu, 201, 299,615;
he sends missionaries in India, 276,
320, 323-7; his resemblance with
Upagupta, 278, and with Mu-lien,
206, 225.
MoghistHn,
region, 1 13.
Mohen-jo-DHro, 1.
monastic order, 58-71.
Moneyamitte, 257.
Mora jltaka. 446.
moralism, Buddhist moralism, 52-4.
Moriya,
Sinhalese tribe, 132.
Mousikanos,
Indian king, 118, 120.
M~gadHvain S i d t h , 18, 347, 599.
Mrgajk
SHkyamuni's wife, 728.
Mr@ramItlprisada of SrHvasti, 2 1.
Mudrdrr3ksasa. 239.
Mukoi (Maka),
Iranian tribe, 113.
Miilagandhakuti of S m P t h , 348.
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Miilakadeva (Alakadeva),
missionary, 321, 324.
Miilasarvistividin,
sect, 196, 771.
Miilasthavira,
sect, 581.
Mlla!ikC 384.
Munda,
Indian population, 370.
Munda,
king of Magadha, 102.
MundaSrHvaka,
religious order, 58.
MunigZthZ, 177, 178, 257.
Musa,
Italian slave, 510.
MusTla and Nirada, 67.
Mufasiva,
king of Ceylon, 134, 135, 291.
M ygdonia,
Mazdai's wife.9 14.
NaccajHtaka, 749.
NadHsiri,
worshipper, 563.
NHdikH,
village, 24.
NHga,
heretic, 302-3, 308.
Nlgas,
dragons, 75, 346, 368-9, 399, 444,
704,760.
NHgadHsaka,
king of Magadha, 102.
NHgadevH,
princess, 394.
NHganikH (NHyanikH),
SHtavHhana queen, 433, 452, 527,
528.
NagarahHra (Jelll-HbHd), 365, 366.
NHgarakhitH,
queen of BhHrhut, 392, 443.
Nagaranganavihlra of Ceylon, 396.
NHgHrjuna, 379, 435-6, 610, 656, 657,
774.
See also UpadeSa.

NHgHrjuni in BihHr, 347. 553.
Nlgirjunikonda, 377, 381, 382, 580,
581, 583, 605.
NHgasena, 465-7.
NahapHna,
KsaharHta king, 531, 563, 564, 566.
Nairaiijanl,
river, 17.
Nakula,
Buddha's disciple, 22, 80.
NakulamHtH. 80.
NHlandH (Bargaon), 10, 23, 353.
nGma-. pada- and vyhjanakdva, collections of words, phrases and phonemes, 663.
Nan-tu-mi,
king of the Wu-sun, 496.
NinHghHt, 433. 527, 528.
Nanda,
king of Madagha, 20, 107,308,315,
532-3; his family, 105-9; MahHpadma Nanda, 3 15.
NandH,
KHlHSoka's sister, 152.
Nandana,
Triiyastrimk gods' park, 760.
Nandanavana of AnurHdhapura, 292,
322.
NandirnitrdvauZna (T. 2030), 170, 198,
769, 775.
Nandik, 280.
Naradatta or Nsrada,
Asita's nephew, 745-7.
NHrHyana (Visnu), 43 1 and following.
NHrHyana,
KHnva king, 394-5.
Nbik, 563-6, 582, 583.
Nafa and Bhafa, and their vihHra, 227,
228, 230, 265, 278.
Navadevakula,
region of Kanauj, 598.
Nearchus of Crete, 120, 457.
Nemacandra,
king, 430.
NepHl, 280-1, 345-6.
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Nero,
Roman emperor, 545.
Nettipakarqa, 174, 357, 468.
Nicaea (MandrZwar), 119.
Nicaksus.
king of the Kurus, 3.
Nicanor,
satrap, 124, 127.
Nicephorus, 516.
niaiina,
the twelve links of the law of dependent origination, 3843; introduction to the Siitras. 171.
Ni&na.
section of the writings, 159, 160,
162, 176.
Ni&nakafhd, 195, 718, 731, 734.
Niddesa, 172, 174.
Nigili SHgar,
Asoka's edict, 246, 260, 349.
Nigliva,
Asoka's edict, 246.
Nigrodha,
ASoka's nephew, 263, 273, 277. See
Samudra.
Nikdya PHli, 167-8.
Nikdyabheda of Bhavya, 574.
Nikdynsqgraha. 131, 153,298,315-6,
405, 407, 588, 589, 590.
Nike,
divinity, 460.
Nila, 374.
Niliya,
AnulH's lover, 535.
ninety-five dharrnas of the SarvHstivHdin, 662 and following.
Nippur, 545.
Nirgrantha Jiiatiputra, 2 1, 58.
See Mahlvira.
Niw@ -ancient conception: Nim*
sopadhGesa and nirupadhij.e;a, 435; Nirviina according to the various
sects, 676-7.
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nomoi,
fiscal districts under the Achaemenids, 112-3.
North-West India,
archeology, 364-9.
NyagrodhHrHma of Kapilavastu, 20.
old age,
its role in ecclesiastic hierarchy, 69.
Omphis (Ambhi) and Alexander, 116,
119, 120.
once-returner (saky&g&in), 51, 683.
Onesicritus of Aegina, 457.
Origen, 516.
Orissa, 375; and the Jaina caves, 553-4.
Orodes I,
king of the Parthians, 501, 509,5 10.
Orodes 11,
king of the Parthians, 510.
Orontopates,
satrap, 126.
Orthagnes,
Suren, 51 1.
orthodoxy of the TheravHda, 687-8.
Ossadioi,
tribe, 118.
Outioi (Yutija), 113.
Oxyartes,
satrap and Rhoxane's father, 122,
124, 125, 126.
Oxycanus, or Porticanus, 118.
PabhoG (PrabhosEi), 393, 582, 639.
Pacores,
Pahlava king, 521-3, 491.
Pacorus,
Menander's minister, 462.
Pawrus,
Orodes 1's son, 510.
PadmHvati,
ASoka's wife, 269.
Pahlava,
their civilization and their philhellenism, 543 and following.
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PHlHtu-Dheri, 582.
PHIi, sacred text, 615; language of
Tipigka, its origins, 617-8; its
composite nature, 622-8; represents
a linguistic stage subsequent to
ASoka's edicts, 627-8.
PHlkigundu,
in Andhra country, 246, 375.
PallHrHma, 407.
Pallavabhoga, 439, 440.
Palura (Dantapura),
capital of Kaliriga, 330, 375.
Pamsukiilika of Ceylon, 403.
Panayamiraka,
Damila king of Ceylon, 402.
PaiicHla,
country and small tribe, 3, 9, 370.
pan'canekdyika, versed in the Five Collections, 147, 455.
pmlcanikdya, the b e collections (meaning of the expression), 157.
Pan'caSatasthavirdvadina, 767.
PaiicaSikha,
genius, 760.
Paiicavargika, AjiiHta Kaundinya, etc.,
17, 18.
pan'cavarsa, festival, 66, 218, 266, 319.
Pan'cavitpiati, 16 1.

Piiicika (Pandaka, PHnduka),
Yakw, 368,448, 763.
Pandu,
king, 133, 756.
PandukHbhaya,
Sinhalese king, 134, 374.
Pa@dohitaka,

section of the Vinaya, 183.
Panduvisudeva,
Sinhalese king, 134, 756.
Pindya in Southern India, 247, 248,
375.

panegyrics in Sanskrit, 645-6.
PHnini, 2, 106, 115, 117, 118, 388, 389.
Pan'jikn. 169,180.

Paiijkora (Gauri, Gouraios),
river, 115.
Pantaleon,
Demetrius' son, 409.
PHpl (Pivl, Padaraona), 8, 10, 24,
350-1.

Parakkamabghu Ist,
Sinhalese king, 399, 786.
Paramiirtha, 151, 189, 204, 208, 209,
214, 231, 300, 305, 306, 310, 313,
374.
Paramatthabpani,
commentary of the Thera- and
Theri-gdthd, 384, 766.

Paranirmitavakvartin,
category of Klmadevas, 35, 761.
Pdrdyqa. 172, 176, 177, 178, 731,
775-6, 780, 784.

PHrijHta,
heavenly tree, 760.
Parikanioi,
tribe, 113.
Pariksit,
king of the Kurus, 3.
Plrileyyaka,
forest, 22, 354, 444, 445.
Parinda,
tribe, 375.
Pariniminacaitya, 350, 351.
PariSis!aparvan, 99, 107,239, 242.
Parivtira,
section of the Vinaya, 184, 223.
Pdrivcisikd.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Paropamisadae, 121,459.
PHrSva, 577.

Parthia (Parthava), under Darius, 1 12;
under Alexander, 121; under the
h k a , 497-500.
Pamataka or Parvatakumih. 240.
PHryHtra (BairHt). 600.
Pasianoi,
nomadic tribe, 497.
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Patala (Pattala) and Patalene,
delta of the Indus, 118, 120, 490,
495, 499-500.
Pltaligriimaka. 10, 23.
Pl!aliputra (Palibothra, Patna),
capital of Magadha, 8, 10, 102, 189,
190, 304, 305, 306, 308, 309, 352-3,
390, 410-1; council of -, 297-9.
Pi!aliputrakalpa. 284.
Patan,
town in Nepll, 280.
Pataiijali, 1 18, 243, 388, 390, 391, 41 1,
432.
Path (mtirga), Buddhist Path: mcirgasatya, 45-52; mirga according to the
sects, 677-86; mirga laukika and lokottara. 684-5 ; mtirgaphala. 51-2.
Pl!heyya,
monks- at the Wsali council, 139.
patience (ksrinti) and knowledge
(jrfha) in the adhesion to the truths,
681-2.
Pltika,
Saka satrap of Chukhsa, 492, 506,
542.
pa!imighara, 704.
pa!ipatti and pariyatti, practice of
Dharma and doctrinal knowledge,
controversy between --, 403.
Pa!isambhid&agga, 172, 174.
pa!ivedha and pariyatti, comprehension of the truths and the holy texts,
216.
patriarchs,
the first five, 191, 26-32; their successors, 150, 576, 587, 770-5.
Pa!!hina, 202.
Paulinus of Nola, 5 16.
PPvHrikarnbavana of KauGmbi, 222,
353.
Pegasus, 460.
Peithon of Media, 123, 124, 125, 126,
286.

Peithon,
Agenor's son, 122, 124, 126, 127,
128, 458.
Pen shih ching (T. 765), 173.
Perdiccas,
diadochus, 123-5, 285, 286.
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, 330,
416, 513, 522, 528, 531, 540.
persecution of Pusyamitra, 424-3 1.
personalism in the Buddhist texts, 57.
Pe!akopadesa, 174, 207, 357, 468.
Petavatfhu. 172, 174, 335.
Peucelaotis (Puskarivati, Charsadda),
116, 119, 366,414,422,600.
Peucolaus,
Indo-Greek viceroy, 422.
Phaedra and Hippolytus, 270.
Phllguna, 55.
Phegeus or Phegelas, 108-9, 117.
Pherecles,
governor of Parthia, 287.
Philip V of Macedonia, 408.
Philippus,
Machatas's son, satrap of the
Middle Indus, 122.
Philippus,
satrap of Bactria, Sogdiana, of Parthyene, 124, 125, 285.
Philippus Arrhidaeus, 123.
Philo,
the Aenean, 124, 285.
Philostratus, 47 1.472, 5 18-21.
Philoxenus,
Indo-Greek viceroy, 422.
Photius, 516.
Phraates 11,
king of the Parthians, 498.
Phraates IV,
king of the Parthians, 509, 510, 511.
Phraates V (Phraataces),
king of the Parthians, 510.
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Phraotes,
king of Taxila, 5 19.
Phrataphernes,
satrap of Parthia-Hyrcania, 121,
123.
Phriapita, 287.
Physon,
Indian river, 516.
PiIayamHraka,
Damila king of Ceylon, 402.
Pilu-sir sttipa, 366.
Pimprama,
town, 1 17.
Pindola-BhHradvHja,
arhat, 12, 22, 56, 266, 326, 354-5,
768.
Pingalavatsa (Pilingavatsa), 243, 244,
262.
Pipriiwi,
reliquary of --, 351, 621.
Pitalkhorl,
caves, 559.
Pitenika,
small tribe, 248, 375.
Pithuda (Pitoura of the Maisoloi),
553.
Pi to chih lo (delta of the Indus), 599.
Piyangudipa of Ceylon, 398.
Pliny the Elder, 108, 111, 128, 242,
330, 378, 525, 532, 534.
Plutarch of Chaeronea, 108, 115, 116,
128, 239, 240,463,472, 544.
Po-lu-sha ( V a ~ p u r aShHhbS-garhi),
,
245,365, 366,600.
Polybius, 238, 284, 289, 290.
Polyperchon,
diadochus, 125.
Polyxenus,
Indo-Greek viceroy, 4 16.
Pompeius Trogus, 41 1,497.
Popilius Laenas, 418.
popular infatuation for the jdtaka.
a v h a and vycikarapa, 444-5, 75659.

PorHnHcariya of Ceylon, 616.
Porinatthakathi, 130.
Porus the Elder (PUN, Paurava), 116,
117, 120, 123, 124, 125, 126.
Porus the Younger, 117.
Posadha.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Posadhasthripana.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Poseidon, 460.
Potana (Bodhan),
town of the ASmakas, 9.
Prabandhakoia, 530.
Prabhivati, 604.
Pradyota,
See Canda Pradyota.
PrHgbodhi,
mount, 346.
prajn'ri, wisdom, component of the
Path, 48-5 1.
Prajn'ipdramili, 9 1-2, 550, 636.
Prajn'apriiistra. 203-6.
Prajiiaptividin (PannattivHdin),
sect, 575-606, 664.
Prakaranapida. 203, 204, 206.
Prikrit of the North-West, 628-32.
Prasannapd-. 657.
Prasenajit (Pasenadi),
king of Kosala, 12, 21, 704.
PrHtimokg,
ruling. 59-60; basis of the Vinaya,
181-2; - of the Dharmaguptakas,
595; - of the MahHdmghikas, 182;
- of the SarvHstivHdins, 652.
Pratisthlna (Baithana, Paithan),
10, 529, 569.
pratiryasamutprlda,
law of dependent origination of the
phenomena, 18; its mechanism, 3843; magical formulas, 547.
pratyantajanapada,
border regions of Buddhism, 9.
Pratyaya (PrHcya, hatyantika),
Buddhist school, 302.
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PravcSrand,
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Pra vrajycS,
section of the Vinaya, 183.
PrayHga (AIlHhHbHd), 10, 600.
prayer, ancient prayer, 473-9.
Prediction to KZtycSyana (T. 2029).
220-1.
prehistorical civilization of the Indus, 1.
presentation to the temple, 741.
Priam.
Trojan king, 751.
Priscillianists,
Christian sect, 515.
Prometheus, 458.
propaganda, Buddhist propaganda,
during the Mauryan era, 334-7; for
the benefit of the Yavanas, 462 and
following; for tSle benefit of the
b k a s , 546-5 1.
prthagiana and Grya,
worldlings and saints, 679, 694.
Pseudo-Aristeas. 467-8.
Pseudo-Dorothea, 516.
Pseudo-Lucian, 504.
Pseudo-Matthew, 742-3.
Psyche, 460.
Ptolemy, the geographer, 113, 328,
330, 378, 463, 496, 499, 500, 524,
525, 529, 533, 583, 605.
Ptolemy,
the Lagid, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127.
Ptolemy 11,
Philadelphus, 248, 467-8.
Ptolemy 111, 288.
Ptolemy Keraunos. 129.
pudgala avaktavya of the VHtsiputriyas,
673-4.
Pudgala.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Puggalapan'n'atfi,198.
Pejd.
See worship.
Ptijiivaliya, 1 3 1.
P'u-kuang, 205,437.

PukkusHti,
king of GandhSlra, 110-1.
Pulahattha,
Damila king of Ceylon, 402.
Pulakeiin 11,
CHlukya king, 646.
Pulinda,
population of the Vindhya, 370,
375.
Pundra,
population of Bengal, 370.
Pundranagara, 374.
Pundravardhana (MahHstHn), 9, 268,
373, 374, 375.
Punyatrsta (Fu jo to lo), 185.
Pur5ea. 99, 104, 105, 106, 107, 236,
237, 284, 328, 378, 388, 389, 392,
394, 411, 412, 432, 524, 525, 526,
527.
PurHyt,
opponent during the council of
RHjagrha, 138, 143.
Purlna KHSyappa,
heretic, 21.
F'iima,
disciple, 23, 326, 328, 361-2, 374.
Plma,
author of Abhidharma, 203, 206.
F'iima,
patriarch, 576, 587, 771, 772, 773.
Purukutsa,
Vedic hero, 3.
PiirvcipardnfakasCtro.780, 784.
WrvaSaila (Pubbaseliya),
sect, 316, 381, 576-606.
F'iirvahila,
monastery, 380, 382, 583.
P'u sa shu t'ai ching (T. 384), 146.
P'u yao ching (T. 186), 724.
Pu shih ju ching (T. 183), 777.
PuskariXvati (Peualaotis, Charsadda),
1 16, 1 19, 366,414,422, 600.
Pusyamitra (Gornirnukya, Gomi+r@a),
Sunga king, 189, 385-91, 409-10,
424-3 1,462, 463.

Putkasa, 24.
QaraSahr, 601.
Quintus Curtius, 107, 108, 115, 116,
117, 118, 124, 285.
Ridhagupta,
Mauryan minister, 243, 261, 262,
268, 271.
ra'ga-dvesa-moha,

Raudrlksa,
brahmin, 367, 781.
RHvi (Parusni, irivati, Hydraotes),
116.
Ravikirti,
panegyrist, 646.
Refuge, Taking --, 78.
See also Saranagamana.
religion, Buddhist religion, 707-88.
religious rights of the bhiksu and upisaka, 86-92.
the ThlpsrHma Digaba
at AnurHdhapura, 294-5; of the
Cctiyavihiiro on mount Missaka,
295; of SHiici and the surroundings,
333-4; of PiprHwH, 351,621 ; of SHEhundHm, 376-7; of BimarHn, 481.

the three basic passions, 38.
Rihula,
S5kyamuni's son, 17, 20, 576, 587,
733-6.
Rihulabhadra, 604.
RHjagiriya, RHjagirinivHsika,
sect, 581, 583, 589, 700.
RHjagrha (RHjgir),
Report of the compilation of the Tripiancient capita1 of Magadha*8* lo*
{aka, 146. 165, 167, 170, 175, 207,
19-20, 100, 105, 333, 351, 586;
213.
council of -, 136 and following.
republics in the VIth century, B.C.,
RHjakHrHma of $&asti, 21.
10-1.
RHjaprHGdacaitya at Bodh-Gay%,443. ,quis,tes of (he monks,
hijaratncikara, 131.
Revata of KaSmir, 753-4.
Riijararatigini, 238, 279, 280.
Revata of Soreyya, 139, 140, 143.
Raja'valiya, 131, 402.
Rgveda, 2.
RHjuvula (Rijula),
Ristika,
Saka satrap o f ~ a t h u r492.
~ , 507-8.
popu,ation, 248.
Rakkhita,
roads, Indian roads, 10.
missionary, 320, 324.
Rohana,
RHma,
Sinhalese province, 401, 402.
Vedic hero, 4.
Rohana,
RHmagrHma, 262, 264, 346.
arhat, 440.
RHmpurvH,
Rohitaka, 365, 367.
ASoka's edict, 246, 349.
Rsipatana of VirInasi, 347.
Rini Gumphl,
See Mrgadiva.
Jaina cave, 554.
RsyaSmga jiitaka, 445.
R@!rapdaparipyccha', 636.
RudradHman,
RHstrika,
great satrap of Ujjayini, 646.
population, 330, 533.
Rummindei (Lumbini),
Ratanagrha of MathurH, 393,443.
ASoka's edict, 246, 260, 349.
Ratnagqasammuccaya, 636.
nipadha'tu,
Ratnaklita, 636.
world of subtle matter, 34,35,680-2.
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Rlpnlth,
ASoka's edict, 246.
Rurujltaka, 450-1.
Ruvanveli Dlgaba.
See Mahlthlpa.
Sabbadotus (Sabbadinna?),
Menander's minister, 41 5, 462.
Sabbaklmin (Sarvakiima),
monk; his participation in Vaikili
council, 139.
Sacaraucae,
Scythian tribe, 490.
sa&yatana,
six bases (of the knowledge), 40.
Saddantajltaka, 445,446,451, 759.
Saddhammasqgaha, 6 15 , 6 16.
sa&harma of the probationer, 62.
Saddharmapundai2a. 159, 163, 2 15,
477, 636, 643, 698, 782.
Saddharmaratnrikara, 2 16.
Sadiiharmasmy~yupasthcfna,636.
SaddhZtissa,
Sinhalese king, 398, 399, 400.
Sadg~tikrfrikrf,
698.
SdpG&bhidharma, 202-7.
Sadvargika bhibu, 374.
Sgala,
schismatic, 590.
Slgaliya,
sect, 590, 603.
Sagan,
Indian king, 516.
Sagartioi (Ahgarta),
tribe, 113.
Sahadeva,
missionary, 32 1, 324.
Sahajlti,
Cedi town, 8, 144.
scfh&u Sahi,
King of kings, 539.
Sahassm,
ASoka's edict, 246.
S h i , Scythian %hi, 490, 502, 539.

Sai-wang, 496.
.$ailagdt/ui, 177, 178.
~ailavihiira,
KaSmirian monastery, 754.
saints, Buddhist saints, 765-75.
Sakas and Pahlavas, 489-523;
and Buddhism, 542-3.
Saka Haumavarga (Saki Amyrgioi),
113,490,494,499.
Saka Paradraya, 495.
Saka Tigrakhauda, 490, 494.
bkadvipa, 490, 495.
Slkala (Sillkot), 390, 410, 415, 426,
427, 463, 465, 466, 507, 509, 600;
named Euthydimia, 41 5.
Sakarauloi,
tribe, 497.
Sakasthiina ,(Seistln, Sijistln), 1 13,
490,494,499, 522.
sakcfya nirutriyd..., 610 and following.
Slketa (Ayodhyii), 4, 8, 10, 144, 390,
410, 41 1.
hkra,
king of the gods. See Indra.
h k t i Srimat (Hakusiri),
htavlhana prince, 527, 529.
bkuni,
king of KaSmir, 279.
hkya,
Slkyamuni's clan, 11, 13, 21, 24,
754-6.
S5kyamuni,
his date, 13-5; his life, 16-25. See
also legend of the Buddha.
hkyaprabha, 604.
&kyavardha, god, 741.
!%la forest, 24.
%!ha (Sldha),
father of the Vaillli council, 139,
140, 152.
Slihundlm,
its mahricaitya. 376-7.
hliilka,
Mauryan king, 284.
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Samcidhirdjaslfra, 637.
Samantabhadra, Buddha, 762.
Samantapisddikd. 14,95,97, 129, I SO,
151, 157, 163, 172, 174, 198, 199,
200, 215-6, 225, 231, 243, 245, 272,
273, 274, 275, 276, 296, 298, 299,
311, 314, 315, 316, 320, 337, 383,
610, 614, 615, 616, 704.
Samapa (Jaugada), 246, 375, 532.
Samataka (Sameta),
mount, 533.
Samata~,
delta of the Ganges, 375, 597.
Samatha.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Shzuveda, 2.
Samayabheda of Vasumitra. See Vasumitra.
Samayabheda of Vinitadeva. See Vinitadeva.
Sambaka (Slma),
Slkya prince, 753.
Sambakastlpa, 755.
Sambala,
missionary, 321, 324.
Sambhlta Slnavlsin (SlnavHsa, Slnavlsika, Sonavisin, Sambhoga),
father of the VaiGli council, 139,
140, 152.
Slmbi,
kingdom of the North-West, 755.
Sambus,
Indian king, 118.
Samcodana. 176.
SatpdhinirmocanasGtra (T. 676), 161.
Samgha, Buddhist Community, 58-92.
samghabheda,
schism, 259-60, 272; of KauGmbi,
22, 353-4; of the Mahldmghikas,
312-7.
Satpghabheda.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Samghadina,
Thera, 558.

Samghamitra,
worshipper, 543.
SamghamittH,
ASoka's daughter and missionary in
Ceylon, 272, 274, 278, 293-6, 323,
589.
Samgharaky, 726, 772-3.
~ g h a r a k ~ ~ c a r i14,t a272,
. 726.
Samghavara,
translator, 149.
Satpgitiparydya, 203, 205, 206.
Samgjtisltra (T. 12), 159.
Samhitd.
Vedic -, 2.
SHmkHSya (Kapitha, Sankissa), 10, 21,
139, 144, 200, 372,444, 446, 739.
Samkrlntividin (Samkantika),
sect. See Sautrlntika.
Sammatiya (Sammitiya),
sect, 575-606. Sammatiya datas on
the heresy of Mahldeva, 307-8, the
Mahldmghika schism, 31 5, and the
filiation of sects, 591.
Sammita, 575.
sampad,
perfections of the Buddhas, 690.
Sampadin (Samprati),
Mauryan king, 237, 271, 284.
sarydra, 34-6.
samsdramandala,
wheel of rebirths, 84.
sum fdna,
mental series according to the
SautrHntikas, 672-3.
Samudra,
monk who converted ASoka, 262,
263, 277. See Nigrodha.
Samudragupta,
Gupta king, 391, 646.
Samyuktcfgoma (T. 99), 161, 169, 170,
171, 173, 177, 178, 221, 226, 245,
264, 685.
Samwk tavarga,
section of the Vinaya, 186.
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Satpyurranikiya. 57, 78, 85, 171, 172,
177, 180, 210, 212, 250, 260, 265,
334, 666, 674, 685, 686, 690, 697,
702, 728; its commentary, 200, 212,
361, 402, 439.
San lun hsiian i (T. 1852), 594, 772.
Sanabares,
Pacores' vassal, 522.
S ~ ~ a v i(Sinavisin),
sa
master of the Law and patriarch,
150, 179, 191,224,22730,232, 576,
587, 773.
!jEici (KHkHnHva, Kikan&bo!a, BoQSriparvata); its edict of ASoka, 247,
259; perhaps identical to the Cetiyagiri of the Avanti, 338, 357; its stlpas, 341-2, 357-60; centre of the
ancient school of sculpture, 387,
441, 443 and following; under the
SHtavihanas, 529; its temple no 40,
551-2; languape of the inscriptions,
452-4, 625-6.
Sandanes,
feudatory of the Saka- ahl lava, 513,
528, 531. See Sapedana.
Sandaruk (Andrapolis),
Indian harbour, 514.
Sangala,
town in the Punjab, distinct from
Slkala, 117.
SHnirija (Adinzai), 367.
Saiijaya (Saiijayin), Vairatiputra,
Vedic master, 19, 21, 729-30.
Sanketahila,
battle of --, 40 1.
Sankha,
ascetic, 757.
Sankha,
ancient king of VirHnasi, 777 and
following.
Sdhepa-afthakafhd.383.
Sankkheyya,
monastery in kkala, 466.
w a g a r i k a (Sandagairika, Chandiglrika, Channagirika),
sect, 575-606.

Sanskrit, Buddhist Sanskrit, 645-57;
mixed or hybrid Sanskrit, 634-45;
mixed Sanskrit in epigraphy, 639-43.
Sanskrit jiraka, 160, 162, 176.
Sapedana (Sapedanes),
feudatory of the ~aka-~ahlavas,
513, 522. See Sandanes.
Siphineyaka,
association, 456, 583.
Saptapamaguhi,
cave and monastery of Rijagrha,
19, 140.
Saraganus (SHtakaqi I?), 528, 53 1.
Siramati,
heretic, 308.
Sarqagamana,
Taking Refuge, 78.
Sarangoi (Zaraka),
Iranian tribe, 1 12.
Saraostos. See Surisrra.
Sirarthasarigaha. 216.
Saraucae,
Scythian tribe, 497.
Slravati,
river, 9.
kriputra (Sriputta),
disciple of the Buddha, 19, 201, 372,
547, 766; in the masters' lineage,
576.
Siriputra,
author of Abhidarma, 203, 206,
209,210.
~iriputr&hi&arrna (T. 1548?), 208-9,
577, 587, 697.
&iriputraparipycchi (T. 1465), 189,
310, 389, 427-9, 587-8, 593, 769,
772, 786.
SmHth,
k k a ' s edict, 247 and following;
holy place, 347-50, 605.
See also Mrgadiva and Rsipatana.
SarpaSundikaprHgbhara,
monastery of Riijagha, 19.
Sarpauwdhi,
monastery, 19.

Sarvada jHtaka, 367.
Sarvahrman,
grammarian, 531.
SarvHstivHdin (Sabbatthaviidin),
sect, 575-606. Their propaganda in
the North-West, 547-9; their theories
on the classification of the dharmas,
662; the nature of the dharma and
the three times, 666-7; the problem
of causality, 670; the maturation of
the action, 672; the asapkyta, 675;
the NirvHna, 676; the Path, 678 and
following; their Buddhology, 68Y90; the bodhisattva, 693-4. Their
lists of sects, 602-3, and of patriarchs,
771-3.
Sasa or Sasan,
Gondophares' legate, 5 12, 522.
SzSan~&~l~da,
ASoka's surname, 274.
Scisanavapa. 298, 384.
Stiivatadrs!i,
eternalism, 55.
btadru on the Sutlej, 365.
htakam,
origin of the name, 524.
htakami I, 527-9.
~ a t d z S t r a(T. 1569), 436.
htav~hana,
dynasty of Deccan, 379, 382, 491,
523-2, 656.
Satavastra,
Pahlava leader, 522.
Satdhira stlpa, 360.
satrapies: superior satrapies, under the
Achaemenids, 112-3; under Darius
111 Codoman, 1 15-9; under Alexander. 121-3; after the partition of
Perdiccas, 123-4; after the partition
of Antipater, 124-5; after the partition of Antigonus, 126-7; under Seleucus. 128.
Sattagudai (Thatagu),
Iranian tribe, 113.
Sattasaf, 530.

Satyadrs!~or SatyadySa, 177, 178.
Satyaputra,
Indian kingdom, 248, 375.
Satyasiddhiicisfra (T. 1646), 161, 163.
SatyavHk,
goddess, 425.
Saundarananda, 577, 625.
SautrHntika (SuttavHda),
sect, 575-606. Their theories on the
Abhidhanna, 199; on the number
of dharmas, 664; on the nature
of the dharma, 668; on the series
and the maturation of the action,
672-3; on the Nirvina, 676-7. See
SamkrHntivHdin.
Sauvarsaka,
sect, 566, 575, 576.
Savara,
population of the Vindhya, 370.
Sayan~ana.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
sculpture: ancient school in Central
India; 441-57; in the rock-cut architecture, 55 1-70.
Scylax of Caryanda, 112,457.
Scythians, Amygioi, 490; in the Carpathians and the Don, 495.
See Saka.
section of the writings,
adbhutadharma, 160, 162, 176.
sections of the writings (9 or 12),
(ariga), 157-61;connections between
ariga and the Tripifaka, 161-2.
sects, Buddhist sects, 571-705; after
the Mahidmghika schism, 309-10,
316; in the Andhra country, 381-2.
Seleucus I Nicator, 125-9, 241, 286,
364, 459, 489.
Seleucus I1 Callinicus, 287, 288, 459.
Selflessness theory,
(ancitman) 29-3 1, 45, 48, 55-7, 671.
Seu,
Damila warrior, 396.
Seneca, 545.
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Seng yu, author of the Ch'u sun rsang
chi chi. 190-193, 593.
Septimius Severus, Roman emperor,
520.
Seres and Phmni from Central Asia,
411.
sermon in Vlrlnasi, 28.
Setakannika,
village, 525.
seven great towns of MadhyadeSa,
9.
Seven rivers, 3.
Shlbhiiz-galhi,
ASoka's edict, 246, 365, 366, 600,
791.
shade of the Buddha, 445.
Shlh-DhEri, 366.
~ h l h - k o t 366.
,
Shlhplr stiipa, 366.
ShHla (Sldha),
monk; his participation in the VaiGli council, 139, 140, 152.
Sheng ching (T. I S ) , 758.
Shih chi. 496, 497.
Shih erh yu ching (T. 19S), 724.
Shih sung chieh mo (T. 1439), 78.
Shih sung liu (T. 1435), 78. See Vinaya
of the Sarvttstivtfdin.
Shinkot stlpa, 464, 474.
Sibai, Sibi (~ibi),
population, 9, 1 17.
Sibi jltaka, 366, 367, 446, 451, 759.
Sibyrtius,
satrap, 121, 124, 125, 127, 242.
Siddlpura,
ASoka's edict, 246.
Siddhlrtha,
Slkyamuni's personal name, 16.
Siddhatthika,
sect, 581, 583, 589, 700.
Sidonius Apollinaris, 521.
Sifur, 514.
Sigerdis (Sagaradvipa), 410.

Siggava,
master of the Vinaya, 224.
Sihabltu,
ancestor of the Simhalas, 133.
Sihapura,
town in fig, 133.
Siharaksita,
worshipper, 543.
Sihasivali, 133.
Sihila,
worshipper, 543.
~ikscfsamuccaya,169, 180, 635, 637.
Sila,
morality, element of the Path, 45-6;
of the layman, 76-9.
Sillaces, 510.
Simeon,
the oldest, 734-44, 747.
Simhala,
Sinhalese dynasty, 132-3.
Simhaladvipa. See Ceylon.
Simhapura,
Salt Range, 365.
Simkpa,
parable of the wood of -, 53.
Simsaplvana of Kauslmbi, 353.
Simuka,
Sltavlhana king, 526, 527.
Sirigalov6danrrranra. 82, 85.
sins, misdeeds,
the ten, 45-6.
SirimH devatl, 448.
Sirisavatthu, 133.
SiSunlga,
Magadhan dynasty, 104-5.
SiSun~ga,
king of Magadha, 104-5, 356.
Sisyaka,
Tripibka, master, 218-20, 355.
Sibmarhi,
cave in BiGr, 553.
Siva,
Sinhalese king, 535.
Siva, 6, 280.
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Sivadatta,
b k a satrap of Mathurl, 501
Sivagho+,
h k a satrap of Mathurl, 501
Sivapura (Shorkot),
town of the Sibi, 9.
Sivaraksita,
worshipper, 542.
six heretic masters, 21.
sixteen great countries in the VIth
century B.C.. 8-9.
sixth destiny, 697-8.
Siz, 545.
Skam-kd,
in Khotan, 283.
skandha,
the (five) aggregates, 30, 658.
Skandhaka,
section o f t h e Vinaya, 183. - E.
Frauwallner's theory on the Old
Skandhaka, 193-7.
Skarah-Dheri, 764.
srnrri and Sruti,
tradition and revelation, 1-2.
Soamus,
river, 410.
Socotora (Dioscorides), 516, 5 18.
Socrates, 516.
Sdlsa,
b k a satrap of Mathurl, 433, 492,
509, 542, 543.
so@&iira.
sixteen aspects of the truths, 678-9.
Sodrai (Siidra),
tribe, 118.
Sogdiana (Suguda), 112,119,122, 124,
128, 368.
Somadevi,
VafpgiWaN's wife, 401, 402, 405.
Sona and Uttara,
missionaries, 321, 324, 328.
So~dapdasutta.720.
Sonaka,
leader of the Vinaya, 224.

~onaklyana,
king of Ahicchatra, 393.
Sonlri stlpa, 333, 360.
Soplra,
ASoka's edict, 246, 362.
Sopeithes or Sophytes (Saubhlti), 117.
Sophagasenus. See Subhlgasena.
Spalagadames,
b k a legate of Vonones, 504, 505.
Spalahores,
b k a legate, 504.
Spalirises,
Saka king, 504, 505, 506.
spontaneousdestruction of the Dharma,
664.
~ r ~ a p e r a ~ a r s ~ ~ r a(Mdo
~ ~ ~ XC,
cchii
6). 603.
Srlvasti (Slhe~h-Mlheth),4,8, KO, 21,
352, 581, 599, 729.
Sri Pulumlvi,
Sltavlhana king, 529.
Sri Sltakami,
btavlhana king, 443, 527.
Sfinagar?,
town in KaSmir, 279.
Sriparvata, 379.
Srona Kotikama,
disciple of the Buddha, 22, 176, 356.
~ r o n l ~ a r l n t a k(Sunlpranta),
a
population, 23, 328.
~ronavimiatikori(Sonakolivisa),
disciple of the Buddha, 362.
Srughna,
town, 371, 600.
stanza,
form of apostleship, 548.
Stasandms of Cyprus,
satrap, 124, 125, 286.
Stasanor of Soloi,
satrap, 124, 126, 286.
states of wnsciousness (cittrini), eightynine, 660.
SthHneSvara, 600.
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Sthavira- and Srhaviri-gcithi, 176-8,
766.
Sthavira, SthaviravHda (Theravidin),
sect, 575-606. Their list of sects,
585; their list of the dharmas, 65862. Fought by the Mahidmghikas,
89, 152, 302, 304, 306, 309, 313,
314, 315, 316, 319.
Sthaviranikciya, 152.
Sthllakos!haka, in Uddiylna, 426,427.
Sthlnopasthlnaka,
village, 9.
Strabo, 111, 113, 115, 116, 117, 118,
128, 242, 287, 410-1, 418-9, 420,
497, 499, 539, 545.
Strato I,
Indo-Greek king, 416-8.
Strato 11,
Indo-Greek king, 418.
stream-winner (sroracipanna), 51, 87,
682.
stlpa,
the first ten, 25; stlpa of the old
king, 340-1, 344 and following; stlpas of the North-West, 365-6.
Subhadra (or UpZnanda),
monk. 137, 140.
Subhadra,
last converted, 24.
Subhadringi,
BindusZra's wife, 243.
Subhigasem (Sophagasenus), 238, 284,
285, 290, 407.
succession of the masters, 222-32.
SudHma (or Nyagrodha),
cave in BarHbar, 552.
Sudarkna,
master of the Law, 771, 772, 773.
SudHs,
Vedic hero, 3.
Sudatta or SugHtra. See VitaSoka.
Suddhodana,
hkyamuni's father, 16, 20, 745-7.
Sudhana,
hero of the Ga&vyCha, 777.

Sudharml,
hall of the gods, 760.
Sudinna,
exegetist, 174.
Sudrakai (Ksudraka),
t"be, 117-8.
Suhastin,
Jaina master, 284.
Suhrllekha, 379, 656, 698.
Sukhdvativylha, 476, 636, 782.
~uklavidariand,437.
~uktimati,
Cedi town, 8.
Sum-pa,
author of the Dpag-sum-ljon-bzari,
379.
SumagadhH, 23.
Sumana (Susima),
Bindudra's eldest son and ASoka's
brother, 243, 272, 273.
Sumana,
father of the Vaillli council, 140.
Sumanav
AggibrahmH and SamghamittH's
son, ASoka's grandson, 273; missionary in Ceylon, 293, 321, 322, 325,
339.
SumanH,
ASoka's sister-in-law, 273.
Sumarigalavilrisini, 97, 155, 157,
168, 172, 174, 198, 199, 200,
525, 615, 733.
Sumitta, 133.
Sundari. 22.
Sung Yun, 344, 518.
Sunga,
dynasty, 385-94; noticed in BhHrhut, 443.
Sunihita,
- -

mount, 426.
Suprabuddha, 21.
supreme god, rejected by Buddhism,
434-7; gods in the Buddhist cosmogony, 34-5, 759-61; gods of the popular piety, 761-5; gods and genii in
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the ancient school of sculpture, 4478; Olympian gods on the Indo-Greek
coins, 460; Greek gods on the Scythian wins, 506.
Slrasena (Surasenoi),
tribe, 9, 432.
SurHstra (Saraostos),
region, 242, 362, 410, 495, 502, 503,
597.
Surata,
arhat, 218-20, 355.
SCratissa,
Sinhalese king, 395, 396.
SCrpHraka (Sopira), 10,246, 328, 330,
361, 362, 502, 513, 528, 568, 569,
582, 754.
Slrya,
the Sun god, 763.
susa, 545.
SuSarman,
KHnva king, 394, 395, 526, 527.
Susima (Sumana),
BindusZra's eldest son and Asoka's
brother, 243, 244, 263, 272.
Suskaletra,
in KaSmir, 279, 369.
Sutasoma jitaka, 757, 759.
Sutlej (~utudri,Zaradros, Hesydrus),
116.
Stitra. 158 and following; their canonicity, 179-81 - Sltras about the
councils, 145-6; preached in missions, 320-4, 334-5.
Stitrapi!aka (Suttapitaka), 165-81.
Stitravibhariga,
section of the Vinaya, 182.
Suttanipcita, 172, 173, 174, 257, 327,
380,685,686,702,731 ;its commentary, 372.
Suttasarigaha, 174,468.
SuvarnabhZsottamasltra, 637.
Suuaqabhiimi, 321, 324,328, 330.
Suvamagiri, 247.
Suvarvka,
arhat, 587.

SvayambhunHtha, 281.
Swit (Suvastu, Soastos, Sounastos),
river, 1 15, 366.
Syima jitaka, 366,445, 759.
symbolism of the ancient sculpture,
446-7.
Synodicon, East Synodicon, 517.
Ta chih tu Iun (T. 1509). See UpadeSa.
Ta hsia, Bactria, 497.
Ta pei ching (T. 380), 146. See Mahikarqipqdarika.
Ta pi ch 'iu sun ch'ien wei i (T. 1470).
593.
Ta t 'ang nei rien lu (T. 2 149), 15.
tabula iliaca. 75 1.
Tacitus, 521, 545.
Tagara (Ter) and its caitya, 552.
T'ai tzu jui ying pPn ch 'i ching (T. 185),
724.
Takka.
town, 365.
TaksaSilH (Taxila: Bhir Mound, Sirkap, Sirsuk), 9, 10, 110, 116, 120,
244, 262, 269-71. 277, 365, 367,
409, 414, 417, 419, 421, 422, 423,
432, 460, 470, 471, 485, 501, 505,
506, 508, 509, 512, 519, 520, 522,
523, 540-2.
TamasHvana vihlrn, 206, 365, 598.
Timralipti (Timalitti, Tamluk), 293,
323, 375.
Tlmrapami. See Ceylon.
Tlmrapaqiya or TimraSH!iya,
Sinhalese monks and sect, 329,
330, 592, 605.
Tan wu tP l l pu tsa chieh mo
(T. 1432), 595.

Tanasiva, 402, 405.
Tao-hsuan, 15.
Tao-shih, 595.
THpasiya of Ujjayini, 456, 583-4.
Tapouria,
Iranian district, 289, 420.
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ThlpHrHma Dlgaba, 294, 589.
Taprobane, 132, 518. See Ceylon.
Thaipavaysa. 130, 399.
Taraccha,
Sinhalese tribe, 132.
Tigranocerta, 522.
Tiraniitha, 238, 244, 280, 284, 379, Tiridates,
389, 430, 469, 585, 591, 592, 603,
king of the Parthians, 287, 288,
771.
459.
Tannita (Tennez), 412.
Tissa (Tissa-kumlra, Vitaioka, Sudatta,
SugHtra, Mahendra), ASoka's uteTaS kurgHn, 601.
rine-brother, 243, 244, 269, 272,
Tattvasamgraha. 169.
273, 274, 275, 277, 278.
TattvasamuccayaSdstra, 543.
Tissa and Sumitta,
Taxila. See TaksaSilH.
arhat, 274.
Taxiles, 116, 124, 125.
Tissa of the DakkhinHrBma, 590.
TekicchakHri,
Tissa of the Hambugallakavihlra,405,
monk, 243.
406.
Teleas,
Tissa of the Kupikkala and the Ablegate of Euthydemus, 289.
hayagirivihlra, 402, 405, 406.
ten great disciples, 767.
Tissa,
ten laxist p r a c t i h at VaiSlIi, 138.
Dutthaglmani's brother, 397.
Tertia, 514.
Tissa,
brahmin, 401-3.
Tevani,
prince of KauSlmbi, 393.
Tissa,
Sinhalese king, 535.
Thagouroi,
small tribe of Central Asia, 496.
Tissa Metteya, 380, 776.
Thaidora,
TissamahHrlma,
Datia's son, 543.
monastery of Rohana (Ceylon),
Thamanaioi of Drangiana, 1 12.
402.
thaumaturgy,
Tissarakkhl. See TisyaraksitH.
condemned, 156.
Tisdrima. See MahHvihHra.
Theodorus (Theudora),
Tissavapi,
meridarch, 465, 475.
lake of AnurHdhapura, 398.
theory about the supramundane na- Tisyaraksitl (TissarakkhH),
ture of the Buddha (lokottaraASoka's wife, 266, 267, 269, 270,
vgdda), 690-3.
276, 278, 346.
Thera and Theriggdthd, 162, 172, 174, TitthlrHma of the AnurHdhapura, 401,
766, 780; its commentary, 766.
405.
Thermopylae,
Tlepolemus,
battle of --, under Antiochus 111,
satrap, 125, 126.
408.
Todeyaputta, 87.
thirty-four thoughts of Sikyamuni,
Tokharoi, 497.
685.
Topographia christiana. 517.
Thomas,
Tosali (Dhauli), 247, 326, 330, 375,
saint, 491, 51 3-8, 546.
532.
Thllathana,
T r a p u ~and Bhallika, 72, 87.
Sinhalese king, 400.
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travels of the Buddha, 135, 361, 362, Udcfna,
363, 368, 752.
PHli and Sanskrit, 156, 172, 173,
174, 177, 178, 252, 699.
Traxiana, 420.
Uuhavarga, 172, 178, 227, 630,637.
Tfiyastrimia,
gods, 21, 35, 200, 372, 444, 446, Udayagiri,
448, 739, 759, 760.
in Orissa, 374, 532, 553.
Treasure of Maitreya, 366.
Udayana (Udena),
Treatise on the hereticals ' Nirvdna
king of the Vatsa, 11-2, 22, 355,
372, 704.
(T. 1640), 436.
Udlyin (Udayabhadra),
Tredandika,
king of Magadha, 102.
religious order, 58.
Trepi!aka,
UddiyHna, 111, 365, 366, 369, 416,
versed in the Tripitaka, 165.
426, 427, 582, 594, 595, 596, 753,
755.
triad, Mazdean triad, 545.
RHmaputra,
Udraka
Iricivara,
~Hk~amuni's
yoga master, 17, 718.
three (religious) robes, 63.
UdumH,
Trimlrti,
town, 608.
trinity, 435.
Uega,
Triparadisus,
householder, 8 1.
partition of -, 124.
Ujayini
(Ujjeni, Ozene, Ujjain),
Tripi!aka. 163210; its antiquity, 164capital of Avanti, 9, 10, 225, 235,
5; content and layout, 165-7;
247, 272, 273, 321, 338, 339, 356,
MahHyHnist catuspi!aka. 167; pati357, 490, 495, 502, 503, 527, 531,
capi!aka of the Mahiisitpgh~kas,3 13.
584, 624-5.
triple science of the Buddha, 17-8.
Ukhasirivadhaxniina
(GhanaGla), 583.
Tripuri,
omadevi,
763.
Cedi town, 8.
,
Tsa pa0 rsmg ching (T. 203), 272,466, UpodeSa (Mahiipraj~pdrmilopadeSa
Ta chih tu lun), 142, 146, 161, 163,
782.
167, 170, 173, 204, 205, 207, 213,
Tsa p'i yu ching (T. 204), 14, 272.
231, 232, 257, 258, 263, 269, 272,
Turarnaya (Ptolemy I1 Philadelphus),
435. 436, 698. 705, 729, 776. 780.
248.
UpadeSa,
Tusita,
section of the writings, 160, 162,
gods, 35, 429, 477, 761.
176.
lyiga.
generosity, virtue of the laymen, 79- Upagupta,
81.
master of the Law and patriarch,
149, 150, 190, 191, 192, 193, 196,
Tz'u en chuan (T. 2053). 384.
226-32,265,266,278,303,576, 587,
594, 773.
Uccharigajitaka, 749.
Upaka, the Ajivika, 719.
UdabhPnda (Ohind, Und), 120, 753.
udcina,
Upili,
section of the writings, 158, 160,
disciple, 20, 137, 142, 188, 192, 223,
162.
224, 604, 783.
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Upiiliparipycchii.
section of the Vinaya, 185, 187, 191.
Upanisad, 7.
upcisaka and upcisikd.
lay adherents, 59, 71-92, 247.
Uplsiklvihlra of Anurldhapura, 293,
323.
Upatissapasine, 257.
Upatisya and Kolita, 19.
Upavartana,
suburb of KuSinagara, 24.
uposatha (posadha, posatha),
day of fasting and confession ceremony, 65-6.
Upper Indus,
satrapy, 122.
Uragupura,
in Cola country, 384.
Urumunda,
mount, 265, 278.
Uruvilvl (Uruvell), 17, 18, 19.
Ugvadlta,
Nahaplna's son-in-law, 564.
Uiiragiri, 9.
Utayipabhlhi,
association, 584.
Utpalavaml,
nun, 22, 372, 729, 739.
Uttara,
Revlta's disciple; his participation
in the VaiGli council, 139.
Uttara,
novice of Ceylon, 399.
Uttariipatha,
Northern India, 109-29, 247.
Uttarakila,
sect, 586.
ullarasatiga,
outer garment, 63.
Uttarasena,
king of Uddiylna, 753, 755.

Uttariya,
sect, 585.
Uttiya,
Sinhalese king, 291, 296-7.
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Uttiya,
missionary in Ceylon, 321, 324.
Vlchi,
princess of Bhlrhut, 392.
VadathikH,
cave, 553.
Vaddha,
a Licchavi, 78.
Vldhaplla,
petty king of Bhlrhut, 392, 393,
443.
Vadukha,
prince of Kalinga, 553.
Vahiyakl,
cave, 553.
Vaibhlravana,
monastery in Rljagha, 19.
Vaihidari,
princess, 393.
Vaipulya,
section of the writings, 160, 162,
176.
VaiGli (VeGli, Besarh),
town of the Licchavis, 5, 8, 21, 24,
136, 138-40, 143, 146, 149-53, 180,
184, 186, 187, 194, 314, 315, 318,
352, 599.
VaiSravana,
god, 282, 608-9, 759-60, 763.
Vljiriya,
sect, 316, 589.
Vajracchedikd. 2 15, 547, 636.
Vajraplg, Yak? and bodhisattva, 75,
368, 753, 762, 763.
Vajrasttva,
Buddha, 762.
Vakradeva (Vakadepasiri),
king of Kalinga, 532, 553.
Valabhi, in Surlstra, 599.
VHlikHrlma of VaiSlIi, 140.
Valiiraka Lena of Klrli, 566.
Vamgaplla,
king of Ahicchatra, 393.
Vatpsatthappakcisini. 130.
VanavHsa or Vanaviisi (Vaijayanti) in
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Kanara, 320, 324, 326, 327, 328,
329, 362,439,440, 569.
Varamaregra vihHra, 582.
VirHnasi (Benares), 4, 8, 10, 12, 13,
18, 100, 347-8, 367, 581, 582, 599.
Vararuci,
grammarian, 106.
Vardanes,
king of the Parthians, 52 1.
Vardanes,
Vologese's son, 522.
Varsd.
section of the Vinaya, 183.
Varykira,
AjHtaSatru's minister, 23, 101.
Varypura. See Shihbiz-garhi.
Vasabha,
Sinhalese king, 704.
Visabhagimilm
monk; his role at the VaiSiIi council, 140.
VHsisfhiputra Puloml,
SHtavHhana king, 382, 563, 566,
569.
Visu,
worshipper, 565.
Vasubandhu, 468, 577, 768, 774.
Vasudeva,
KHnva king, 394, 395, 431, 526.
VSisuln,
panegyrist, 646.
Vasumitra,
Sunga king, 390, 391,412.
Vasumitra,
author of Abhidharma, 203, 204,
206, 207, 667.
Vasumitra,
author of the Smayabheda, 301-3,
309-10, 315, 574, 576, 581, 585-6,
609, 658.
Vatsa,
country and population, 9, 11-2,22,
353, 354.
Vatsa,
monk, 77 1.

Vatsabhafti,
panegyrist, 646.
Vatsagotra,
Sikyamuni's disciple, 56.
VHtsiputra, founder of a sect, 308,575,
576, 587.
Vitsiputriya (Vajiputtaka),
sect, 138, 314, 407, 575-606. Theories on the inexpressible pudgala, 673-4; on the avipra@a, 6745; on the NirvHna, 677.
VattagBmani,
Sinhalese king, 385, 400-7, 710-1.
Vattaniya,
monastery, 439, 440, 441, 466.
Vafuka,
Sinhalese king, 535.
Veda and Vedciriga. 2 and following.
Vedalla,
section of the writings, 158.
Vedda,
population of Ceylon, 132.
VediSri,
SHtavHhana prince, 527, 529.
Ventidius Bassus, 510.
Venuvana,
monastery in Riijagrha, 19.
VenuyasfikH (AmbalafthikH), 23.
Veraiiji (Vairanti), 10, 23.
Vetullavdda,
MahHyHnist doctrine, 202, 590.
Vetulya,
sect, 589.
Veyy&arqa,
section of the writings, 158.
Vibhajyavidin (VibhajjavHdin),
sect, 298, 575, 591, 592, 603, 665.
Vibhariga,
book of Abhidhamma, 199, 202,
209; its commentary, 402.
Vibh+d (T. 1545) (MahdvibM;d, etc.),
160, 161, 162, 173, 179, 180, 189,
205, 207, 212-3, 218-20, 231, 232,
300, 303-5, 315, 332, 389, 424-5,
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Vibhed about the Vinaya, 191-2.
Vicdrdreqc 99.
Vicitrakarnikdvadiina. 654, 758.
Vidarbha,
kingdom, 370, 389-90.
Videha,
kingdom, 4, 370.
VidiSH (Vedisa, Besnagar), 10, 272,
321, 338, 339, 391, 392, 422, 423,
432, 433.
Vijaya,
Sinhalese king, 134.
Vijaya, see Jaya and Vijaya.
Vijayamitra,
worshipper, 464, 465, 474.
VijayeSvara, 280.
Vijitapura,
Sinhalese stronghold, 397.
vfl&a,
knowledge, 40,659,660, 662.
VijriciMkdya (T. 1539), 203, 205, 206,
671.
Vikradditya, 502, 527.
VilaMna (Bhilsad), 37 1.
VilivHyakura (Hippokoura),
town, 524.
Vimalakirtinirdda (T. 475). 610, 783.
VimalHk@, 147, 185, 186.
Vimalaprabhd, 614.
Vimcinavatthu. 172, 173, 174, 335.
Vimurtimagga, 159.
Vinaya and Vinayapitaka, 181-97.
Vinaya of the Dharmaguptakas
(T. 1428), 144, 147, 161, 166, 170,
176, 177, 179, 186, 188, 195, 198,
612, 703. 723.
Vinaya ofthe M w g h i k a s (T. 1425),
57, 145, 147, 159, 162, 165, 177,
179, 186-7, 189-90, 198, 232, 251,
703, 723.
Vinaya of the M a h ~ h a k a s(T. 1421).
144, 147, 161, 166, 170, 177, 187,
188, 195, 198, 212, 612, 723, 779.

Vinaya of the MPlasarvhtivddins
(T. 1442-51), 15, 57, 136, 144, 148,
149, 150, 161, 166, 170, 173, 177,
179, 180, 187, 188, 192, 195, 196,
198, 213, 226, 231, 260, 331, 361,
363, 469, 608, 612, 704, 714, 718,
722, 725, 726, 727, 728, 729, 730,
741, 758, 767, 772, 778.
Vinaya PBli, 136, 142, 143, 144, 145,
147, 156, 157, 159, 164, 172, 177,
184, 188, 195, 198, 21 1, 223, 224,
260, 265, 325, 362, 374, 525, 610,
615, 723, 728, 734.
Vinaya of the Sarvhtivddins (T. 1435),
136, 144, 146, 147, 177, 179, 185-6,

Vinaya called ccprimitive),; Vinaya of
UpHli or of MahHkHSyapa, 188-9;
Vinaya of the MahHs5q$ukas, 18990; Vinaya of the VHtsiputriyas,
190-1.
Vinaya of MathurH and Vinaya of
KaHmir, 191-2.
Vinaya of Upagupta and his disciples,
192-3.
Vinayaikottara,
section of the Vinaya, 186.
Vinayamaamat&i
of the Hairnovatar
(T. 1463), 148, 162, 165, 166, 170,
175, 188, 198, 212, 612.
Vinayupiimokkha,
.
leaders of the Vinaya, 223-5.
Vinayas&,
256.
Vinayotfaragrantha,
section of the Vinaya, 187.
Viadhya (vii$hiifawi,
mount, 293, 370,440,624,625.

Vinitadeva,
author of a Samayabhedha. 574, 576,
602-3, 606, 658.
V - i i

Mauryan prince, 284.
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virasena,
Suriga general, 390.
Viriip (Bairlt), 9, 246, 600.
Viriidhaka (Vidkjabha),
king of Kosala, 12-3, 21, 755.
Viriidhaka,
heavenly king, 608, 609, 759, 760.
Viriipaksa,
heavenly king, 608, 609, 759, 760.
Visadeva,
petty king of Bhiirhut, 392.
ViGikhii,
courtezan of Srr~vasti,21.
ViSIikhl,
king $ a h ' s wife, 778.
Visnu, 6, 431-8.
Visnuism and Buddhism, 43 1-8.
Vibka, 599.
V-jmvdltsini,
767.
Visuddhimagga, 159, 165, 168, 207,
440, 615, 777, 786.
ViSvantara jltaka, 365, 366, 445, 446,
758.
Vitandavidin,
Sinhalese heretics, 201.
VTtaSoka (in plli, Tissa),
ASoka's uterine brother, 243, 244,
261, 267-9, 272, 277, 278.
Vitrastrlta,
in KaSmir, 279. 369.
Viyakamitra,
worshipper, 416,464,465,474.
Vohirikatissa,
Sinhalese king, 590, 704.
Vologeses I,
king of the Parthians, 521-2.
Vonones,
Parthian Suren, 504, 505, 506.
Vonones I,
king of the Parthians, 510, 511.
Vonones 11,
king of the Parthians, 521.
Vrltya, 5.

Vrij,
population of Northern Bihlr, 5, 8,
11, 100.
V~asena,
Mauryan prince, 238, 284.
Vylghri jltaka, 759.
Vycikarana (veyycikaray),
section of the writings, 158, 159,
160, 162.
Wang Hsien-ch'i, 440.
way, middle way in Buddhism, 54-57.
White India, 51 1.
woman, danger for the monk, 66-7.
words of the Buddha, 25-6, 157.
worship: indigenous worship adopted
by the brahmins, 6; worship recommended to the laity, 81; worship of
the ancestors, 474-5; worship of the
images, 703-5; value and legitimacy
of the worship, 698-705.
Xandrames ( = Dhana Nanda Augrasainya),
king of Madagha, 107.
Xanthippus,
deacon, 514.
Xathroi (Ksatri),
population, 1 18.
Xenophon, 109.
Xerxes,
Achaemenid, 1 13-4.
Yldava,
Vedic tribe, 5.
Yajiiasena,
king of Vidarbha, 389-90.
Ya'iiaSd Sltakaw,
k t a d h a n a king. 563. 566, 569.
Yajiiavalkya,
Aupanigdha thinker, 4.
Yajiiavalkya,
sect founder, 576, 586.
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Yajurveda, 2.
Yak* and Yaks? (Yakkha and Yakkhini), 22, 75, 133, 262, 268, 269,
368, 426, 427, 429, 450, 760, 762,
763.
Yamaka,
book of Abhidhamma, 198.
YamelutekulH,
brahmins, 610.
YaGmHtH,
Queen of MathurH, 393, 394.
Y a k s (Yasa, Yasoda),
participant in the VaiGIi council,
138, 139, 140, 152.
Yaks,
SHkyamunils disciple, 18.
Yaks,
ASoka's minister and abbot of
KukkutHrH262, 265, 268, 269,
271, 277; moves to Khotan, 282-3.
YaSodharli,
&ikyamuni's wife, 728, 733-6.
YaSodharman,
king, 646.
Yavana (Yona) and Yavanaloka,
Greeks and Graeco-Iranians, 109,
116, 248, 321, 324, 328, 330, 338,
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386, 390, 391, 412, 561, 566. See
dynasties of the Indo-Greeks.
Yavanas, Sakas. Pahlavas and Turuskas, in the predictions, 220-2.
Yerragudi,
ASoka's edict, 246, 375.
yoga. 7.
YogZcZrabhlSmi (T. 618), 772.
YogacaryZbhtimi of Asa~iga(T. 1579),
167, 170, 307.
YogasarnasanasCtra. 772.
Yonaka Dhammarakkhita,
missionary, 320, 324.
Yuddhapati,
region, 350.
Yiieh-chih, 490, 495-7, 522-3.
YugapurCna, 284, 41 1, 539.
Yun-nan, 547.
Zariaspa,
Bactrian town, 289.
Zeus, 460.
Zoilus,
Indo-Greek king, 417.
Zopyrion,
Alexander's general, 495.
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We have listed every Indian word followed by a French translation in Mgr.
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order adopted in Sir MONIERMONIER-WILLIAMS'
Each item includes:
The I d a n tenn. We have made no distinction between Ptli, Sanskrit or Prtkrit
forms.
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In some cases, an English translation closer to the etymological meaning, or
more in accordance with the trends of modem Buddhist terminology
appears between brackets.
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akarqiya
-+

prohibition, 62 (23)
prohibition. 62

akuiala
-+

mauvais, 36 (13). 37 (14), 659 (35). 660 (26)
bad, 36, 37, 659, 660

akuiala-mh-bhtimika
--r

(universcl) accompagnant toute pen& mauvaise. 663 (5)
(universal) accompanying every bad thought. 663

akopya
-+

inibranlable, 684 (3)
unshakable, 684

-+

ignorance non-souillke. 300 (34)
undefiled ignorance, 300

abara
--r

phonkme, 160 (26)
syllable, 160

Agrabhiga
cc Bonne
-+ ((Good

part)), 475 (29)
Share)), 475

ariga
-+

mcmbrc. 39 (8). 42 (11). I55 (IS), 162 (18). 675 (33)
link, 39, 42. 675
constituent part. 155, 162
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acchZdana
wuverture. 749 (38)
protective covering. 749

-+

ajita
invaincu, 784 (32)

--. unvanquished, 784
ajjhanika
interne, 659 (8)
internal, 659

4

a!!a
-+

pro&, 623 (29)
lawsuit. 623

a!!hakathi
-+

wmmentaire. 615 (27). 616 (1)
commentary, 615, 616

MU
atome, 664 (2)
atom, 664

-+

4

dBme hemispherique plein. 340 (19). 358 (24). 377 (1 1)
solid hemispherical dome, 340, 358, 377

alila
4

pas&, 667 (8)
past, 667

allha
chose, 623 (29)

-. thing, 623
allhi
prlsence, 670 (1 7)

--. presence, 670
adar ld&u
vol. 37 (16), 76 (31)

--. theft, 37, 76
adasakam nisidanam
nattc sans franges, 138 (26)

-.mat without fringes, 138

&?a
invisible, 92 (IS)
92

-+ invisible,

advaita
non-dualitl, 7 (24)

--.nonduality, 7
adhikaragaiama~ha

--+

dgle pour trancher une question de droit, 60 (17)
moyen d'apaiscr les disputes, 182 (36)
rule for skttling legal questions, 60
means of settling disputes, 182
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adhigara
saisi, 200 (25)
-.grasped, 200
adhigama
efficacite, 212 (26)
de& de saintete, 214 (19), 216 (25)
pratique de la Bonne Loi assurant la dtlivrance, 213 (19)
acquisition de la saintete, 215 (20)
-+ efficacity, 212
degrees of holiness, 214, 216
practice of the Good Law ensuring deliverance, 213
acquisition of holiness, 215
adhipati
souverainete, 670 (I I)
en qualite de souverain, 670 (29)
predominance, 670; as predominant condition, 670
--+

adhimukri
aspiration pieuse, 473 (31)
--+ firm resolve, 473

conservation, 690 (I 5)

-.sustainment, 690
adhyciropita
apocryphe, 180 (2)
--+ apocryphal, 180

adhye~a@
-+

inviter les Buddha a pricher la Loi, 477 (10)
to invite the Buddhas to expound the Law, 477

immediate antecedent, 670
ancignm
futur, 667 (6)
future, 667
-+

--+

pre-ecstatic, 680
(preliminary)
amigcimin
qui ne rcvient plus. 51 (30). 683 (18)
-4 non-returner, 51. 683
aiuitmaka
impersonnel, 29 (18), 678 (25). 679 (29)
selfless. 29.678.679
ancitman
--+

--+

dkpourvu de rtalite substantielle, 48 (20)
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depourvu de substance, 435 (3)
-+devoid of substantial reality, 48, 435
ancSsrava

pur, 680 (18), 684 (2), 690 (1,32)
undefiled, 680,684,690

-+

anitya

impermanent, 29 (17). 33 (33), 678 (24). 679 (28)
transitoire, 48 (19), 665 (3)
-.impermanent, 29, 33, 678-79
transitory, 48, 665
anityati
-+

impermanence, 85 (4). 663 (28)
impennanena, 85, 663

aniyata

Cquivoque, 60 (8), 182 (30)
inditennint, 663 (9)
undetermined, 60, 182.663

-+

anucira
-+

suite, 203 (6)
appendage, 203

anuttarasamyaksqbodhi

s u p r h e et parfaite Illumination, 89 (32). 477 (4). 693 (18)
supreme and perfect Enlightenment, 89,477, 693

--t

anutparvra

non-ne, 550 (9)
unarisen, 550
anutpcidajficina

-+

connaissance de la non-production, 52 (4). 684 (4)
connaissance de la non-reproduction, 692 (29)
knowledge of the non-arising. 52. 684
knowledge of the non-re-arising, 692

anupCrva

-+

progressif, graduel, 685 (1 1)
successif, 686 (9)
progressive, gradual, 685
successive. 686

anupBvavihrSI4
-+

demeures successives de la pen&, 46 (20)
suaxssive mental abodes, 46

anupllrvcibhisamaya

--

comprihcnsion directe graduelle, 680 (23)
progressive direct comprehension. 680
(progressive adhesion)

anup~irvikatha'
-r

enseignement graduel, 84 (18)
gradual teaching, 84
(progkive-)
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mumati
approbation, I38 (24)
approbation, 138
mumrina
induction, 671 (19)
-+
induction, 67 1
mumodmse complaire (dans les bonnes actions des ttres), 477 (9)
-+to delight (in the good actions of beings), 477
(rejoicing)
-+

anu[omacaryd
pratiquc: de conformitt, 695 (IS)
-+ practice of conformity. 695
mdaya
passion tenace, 682 (26)
-+ impassioned tendency, 682
musm~ti
wmmtmoration, 473 (29). 714 (19)
-+ recollection, 473. 714
antagraadrs!i
croyance aux extr2mes. 55 (3)
-+ belief in the extremes, 55
antev6sin
ileve, 61 (15)
wmpagnon, 222 (26)
pupil, 61, 222
anyonyathdrva
jcu de la relation, 667 (27)
-+ proass of reciprocal relation, 667
-+

anvaya
wnkutif. 68 1 (25)
subsequent, 68 1
AparaSai/a
Montagnards de l'oucst. 575 (24)
Mont Occidental, 583 (18)
-4 Western Highlanders, 575
Western Mountain, 583
appdbdhatta
peu de touments, 256 (10)
-+ little &ction,
256
apryihita
non-prise en consideration, 47 (26)
-4 wishlessness, 47
aprati!havita
< rclique > dtsitablie, 542 (24)
-+dislodged (relic). 542
-+
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apmris!hita n i r v w
Nirvina ccwmme s'il n'y risidait pas)), 90 (9)
Nirvgna ccas if he does not dwell therev, 90

-+

aprathagkhyinirodha
suppression de la douleur non due a la sapience, 675 (25)
--+cessation of suffering not due to discriminating wisdom, 675

apram@acitta
sentiments infinis, 698 (33), 699 (14)

-.unlimited mental states, 698, 699
aprcipti
depossession, 663 (16)

-.dispossession, 663
aprhada
diligence, 432 (36)
diligence, 432
(l~eedlessness)

-+

abhijii2
hauts pouvoirs spirituels, 47 (17)
+'higher spiritual powen, 47

~bhidham~cariya
maitre de scholastique, 95 (21)
d'Abhidharma, 223 (I 1)
master of scholastics, 95
Abhidharma master, 223

--r

Abhidharma
Dharrna spkial, 197 (33)
Special Dharma, 197

--t

abhia'hyd
convoitise, 37 (19)
covetousness, 37

-+

abhbeka
conskcration royale. 273 (1 1)
sacre, 695 (25)
--t royal consecration, 273, 695

abhisamaya

--r

comprehension directe. 680 (17)
wmprehension pure, 684 (14)
comprehension (des Vcritis). 685 (10)
direct comprehension, 680, 684
wmprehension (of the Truths), 685
(adhesion)

abhyka
effort prolonge, 682 (35)

--.prolonged effort, 682
amathita
-+

lait non barattb, 138 (25)
sour milk, 138
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-+ the

Immortal, 88

Ayirahapgha
-+

Sainte communaute, 582 (31)
Holy community, 582

ayoniio manasikcira
-+

rkflexion superficielle, 39 (27)
superficial reflection, 39
(superficial mental activity)

anipadhcitu (anipya-)
monde immateriel, 34 (22), 660 (33). 680 (27)

-. world of formlessness, 34, 660, 680
aniparciga
-4

&ir de I'existence immatkrielle, 51 (14)
craving for formless existence, 51

aroga
-+

sante, 475 (35)
good health, 475
(absence of illness)

arhattva
-+

saintcte, 44 (12), 86 (23,32), 89 (6)
holiness, 44, 86, 89

avaktavya pudgala
+

individu indefinissable. 673 (31)
indefinable individual, 673

avatcira
-+

Descente < d t s dieux > , 372 (21). 434 (21)
Descent of the Gods, 372, 434

avadciravasana
-+

habit blanc, 72 (5). 260 (17)
white robe, 72, 260

avaaha (ap&a)
k i t d'exploits, 159 (35). 172 (I 5)
aventure. 160 (19)
cxploit. 757 (28)
--r tale of exploits, 159, 172
adventure. 160
exploit, 757

avarabhcigiya
d'ordre inferieur, 51 (17)
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lower, 51
(of lower status)

-+

avdyakaraniya
-+

actes que tout Buddha doit ntcessairement accomplir, 730 (21)
actions that every Buddha must necessarily accomplish, 730

avasthZnyathcitva
diffirence des conditions, 667 (22)

-.difference in conditions, 667
avkika
rkident, 455 (16)

--.resident, 455
aviksepa
absence de distraction, 46 (18)
distraction. 46

+ absence of

avijiiapti
-+

non-information, 662 (I I)
non-intimation, 662

avi*
ignorance, 39 (13), 51 (16)
ignorance soullic, 300 (33)
-r ignorance, 39, 5 1
defiled ignorance. 300

aviprq6ia
--

nondestruction, 674 (18)
non-perishing, 674

avivartanacaryci
-+

pratique du non-rccul, 695 (17), 6% (6)
practice of irreversibility, 695, 696

avy&~fa
indifferent, 36 (22)
indtfini, 40 (8)
h r v b . 52 (18). 434 (32)
neutre, 660 (1,28)
-4 indeterminate, 36.40, 52,434
neutral, 660

avydcrtavastu
points rCservks, 52 (18), 434 (32). 765 (6)

-. indetenninate points, 52, 434, 765
&ubhabhcivanZ
--+

miditation de I'horrible. 679 (18). 699 (8)
meditation on the repulsive, 679. 699

daiksa
-+

savant, 313 (6)
fully trained, 313

daik~amdrga
stade de 1'Akikp ou de I'Arhat, 683 (28)
of the Aiaikw or Arhat, 683

--r path
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dvamedha
+

sacrifice du cheval. 3 (38). 391 (10)
sacrifice of the horse, 3, 391

as!amoka < bhCmi>
+

huitihe, 6% (25)
cigth, 696

as!Wg&ila
octuple moralid, 46 (8). 76 (27)

-. eightfold morality, 46, 76
as!cirigika mcirga
Chemin a 8 branches, 73 (25), 156 (21). 677 (23)

--. eightfold Path, 73, 156, 677
asatpkrta (asarikhara)
inwnditionni, 45 (5). 92 (14). 658 (21,23), 674 (7), 675 (15)

-. unconditioned, 45, 92, 658, 674-75
asapdchyeyakalpa
+

piriode incalculable, 175 (20). 693 (3 1)
e period, 175.693

+

Cgotisme, 433 (38)
egotism, 433

w
ah&rira

cikasmika
spontani, 664 (26)
spontaneous, 664

+

dcrira
image, 669 (16)

--. aspect. 669
cikriraviie~a
prolong6 sous d a aspects divers, 673 (21)

--. prolonged in various aspects, 673
dcriScinanryriyarana
+

lieu d'infiniti de I'espace, 34 (25). 47 (6)
sphere of unlimited space, 34.47

dc&a/rikriSa
apace, 659 (22). 675 (21)

space, 659,675

-+

cikitpcanyciyarana
4

lieu d'infinite du nbnt, 34 (26). 47 (8)
sphere of nothingness. 34.47

cikrri
figure, 667 (10)

-. shape, 667
(aspect)

i g m
pridication de la Loi. 21 3 (20)
autorite. 671 (18)
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instructing of the Law, 213
authority, 671
(canonical text)
dgamacalus!ayam
Quadruple d'hgama. 166 (28)
+ Quartet of Agama, 166
clcdra
comportement des moines en diverses circonstances, 183 (29)
-.conduct of the monks in various circumstances, 183
dcclrbl
tutrice, 63 (1)
-+

dcdrya
tuteur, 95 (1 7)
maitre, 222 (27)
-+ instructor, 95
teacher, 222
d~ryaparaypar~
succession de maitrcs. 333 (18)
-+ succession of masters, 333
(regular succession of masters)
dci~a
&gle de conduite, 138 (24)
-+
rule of conduct, 138
itman
Ime individuelle, 7 (25)
le Moi, 671 (12)
Ego, personnalite, 699 (26)
-. individual soul, 7
the Self, 671
Ego, personality, 699
dtmavddopGhSna
croyance aveugle aux conceptions personnalistes, 41 (21)
-4 blind bclief in personalist ideas. 41
crdhycltmika
interne. 31 (32). 40 (23)
-4 internal. 3 1,40

&an rariyakamma
faute grave, 304 (14). 305 (25), 307 (31). 312 (1 I), 704 (34)
piche comportant punition immidiate. 457 (2)
-.serious offence, 304,305, 307, 312
sin entailing immediate retribution, 457, 704
(misdeed of immediate maturation)
cl~ntaryamcirga
chernin irrkistible, 681 (9)
moment d'expulsion, 683 (8)
pen& d'expulsion, 685 (1)
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uninterrupted path, 681
thought-moment of expulsion, 683
thought of expulsion. 685
(uninterrupted path)

-+

cirupcinasmyli
wntrBle de la respiration, 679 (19)
of the breath, 679

+ control

sans caracttres, 47 (26)

cipo
eau, 659 (3)
659

-+water,

&n@ad&a
don mattriel, 73 (10)
material gift, 73

-+

ciyatana
base, 29 (35). 32 (21,23), 40 (29). 175 (18). 658 (15). 659 (1 I), 664 (14)
lieu, 34 (25-27)
patrie, 1 10 (5)
-+base, 29, 32, 40, 175, 658-59, 664
sphere, 34
homeland, 110

ciyatasvara
+

intonation prolong&, 613 (12.26)
prolonged intonation, 613

dyur
d u k de la vie, 692 (24)
life span, 692

-+

ciraddha
.&s

83 (2)

-+ s u c a s ~ ,83

ciramna
+

objet, 670 (1 1.16)
object, 670

cirya (ariyci, aliya, aya)
noble disciple, 51 (19)
noble, 73 (25). 156 (21). 256 (28). 455 (13)
saint, 82 (4). 21 3 (34). 256 (29). 301 (13), 307 (3). 3 13 (13). 679 (8)
+ noble disciple, 5 1
noble, 73, 82, 156,213, 256,455
holy one, 301, 307, 313, 679

cirya vcic
langue sainte, 608' (12)
language. 608

+ noble
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noble truths, 28, 678

dambana
objet saisi, 32 (35)
plinthe. 341 (7). 349 (33)
-+ seized object. 32
plinth, 341. 349
dlambanaprafyaya
en qualit6 d'objet, 670 (29)
-+ as the object, 670
d l a y a v ~ ~
conscience-riceptacle. 673 (23)
-+ store-conxiousness, 673
dvajana
avenisscment, 661 (17)
--+ adverting consciousness. 661
dvarana
forteresse. 119 (23)
obstacle. 6% (4)
-+ fortress, 1 19
impediment; 696
dv&a
risidence, 138 (23)
-+ dwelling, 138
Graya
point d'appui, 32 (34), 33 (21)
-4 substrate, 32. 33
&ayjn'isamCipaf ti
recueillement d'inwnscience, 663 (22)
-+ attainment of inconsciousncss, 663
(non conceptual inconscious state of attainment)
CLrrava
impured, 683 (31)
impurity, 683
(defilement)
cisravak;aya
destruction de t o u t s Ics impuretks, 51 (33). 692 (29)
-* destruction of all impurities, 5 1,692
(destruction of all defilements)

-.

&ravaksayajn'rSno, anutpiidajn'dno
savoir que les impuretks sont detruites, qu'elles ne renaitront plus, 52 (3)
double savoir de la destruction des impuntks et de leur non reproduction. 692 (29)
conviction que toutes les impuretis sont dttruites.. ., 719 (18)
knowledge that impurities are destroyed, that they will not arise again, 52
twofold knowledge of the destruction of the impurities and their non re-arising, 692
artainty that impurities are destroyed ..., 719
--+
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rihcsra
-t

nourriture matirielle, 659 (30)
nutriment, 659

rihrikya
manque de respect. 663 (6)

-.lack of respect, 663
itthi-indriya
-+

feminitk, 659 (13)
feminity. 659

indriya

-+

organe, 32 (18). 662 (10)
facultk, 192 (23)
organe physique des sens, 659 (7)
organ. 32,662
faculty, 192
phpical sense organ. 659

issaranimmcina
criation du Seigneur. 434 (36)
of the Lord. 434

+ creation

ukkhepaniyakamma
acte de suspension. 139 (10)
suspense, 406 (34)
-+ act of suspension, 139
suspended. 406

ukti
-4

pdication, 160 (14)
utterance, 160

uccheda
--+

antantissement, 55 (4), 674 (6)
nihilism, 55
annihilation, 674

ufkse~ija
--+

intcrdit, 60 (25)
suspension, 60

utfarija
--+

manteau. 763 (1 I)
cloak. 763

urpattibhava
--+

processus de renaissana, 41 (29). 42 (28)
process of rebirth, 41, 42

utsriho
--+

effort, 254 (17)
fortitude, 254
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udayatthagimini poiiricifici
-4

wnnaissance de la naissance et de la destruction des choses, 82 (4)
knowledge of the rise and fall of things, 82

upacaya
--r

divelopement, 659 (26)
development, 659

upath&asiilci
salle de rCccption. 569 (1 I)

--.reception hall, 569
upa&a
instruction, 159 (35)
enseignement, 207 (1 1)
+ instruction. IS9
teaching. 207

upanidhycina
4

reflexion, 218 (34)
reflection, 21 8

upanissaya
4

support dkisif, 670 (16)
decisive support, 670

upapatticitta
pensic a la wnaption, 80 (14)
thought at the time of conception, 80
(-of rebirth)

upapciduka, aupap&ka
itre apparitionnel, 179 (IS), 689 (25). 690 (33)
apparitional being, 179, 689-90

-+

upav&a
+

jeiine, 77 (14)
fasting, 77

upasamp&
+

ordination, 78 (19)
ordination, 78

upasthiyaka
-4

assistant, 20 (30). 762 (21)
personal assistant, 20
assistant, 762

upkifina
passion exasfir&, 41 (27)
prise de possession, 41 (15.23)
attachement, 41 (18.19)
croyance aveugle, 41 (20,21)
4 exasperated grasping, 4 1
blind belief, 41
grasping, 41

upiid&askandha
+

objets de I'attachement, 28 (22)
objects of attachment, ZS
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upMiyanipa
matiere dcrivie. 30 (9)
-.derived matter, 30
up-dhyiya
p h p t e u r , 95 (16). 222 (26)
-+ preceptor, 95, 222

upisaka
frere laic. 59 (3)
pieux la~c,7 71 (3 1)
fidtle laic, 247 (34), 318 (2)
-.layman, 59
pious layman, 71
pious laity. 318
faithfull layman, 247
upeks-peksaka
indifferent, 46 (33)
iquanimitc, 48 (5)
indifference, 699 (I 5 )
-+ who dwells in equanimity, 46
equanimity, 48, 699

-+

salle de chapitn, 704 (26)
chapter-house, 704

U P P ~
production. 659 (28)
-+ arising. 659
ubbZhikciya
jury d'arbitrage, 140 (6)
-+ arbitrating jury. 140

maincourantc, 341 (8). 349 (34). 358 (39). 474 (2)
protubkrance crinienne. 739 (3)
-.coping. 341, 349, 358. 474
cranial protuberana, 739
~magata
chaleur, 680 (4)
-+ heat. 680

touffe naturelle de poils blancs, 739 (4)
natural tuft of white hair, 739
irdhvabhigija
d'ordre supkrieur, 51 (19)
-4 higher, 51
(of higher status)
-+
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rddhi
pouvoir miraculeux, 653 (8)
supernormal power, 653

4

yddhyabhijEi
--r

force miraculeuse, 429 (4)
supernormal power. 429

4

sage ermite, 179 (14)
wise recluse. 179

rsi

eka
-+

unique. 686 (10)
of once for all, 686
(holistic, single)

ekatyaS(21vata
-+

eternalisme partiel, 298 (25)
partial eternalism, 298

ekaviguw-ra
son unique. 609 (36)
une seule emission de voix, 692 (21)
--, single sound, 609
a single vocal utterance, 692

ekavihiriya
-+

Solitaire, 269 (16)
Solitary dweller, 269

Ekavyavahirika
soutenant que Samsira et N i w e a ne sont que denominations fictives, 575 (10)

--.maintaining that SamGra and Niwlna are nothing but fictitious denominations,
575

ek&+avida
categorique, 87 (21)

-- categorical, 87
ovaraka
--r

cellule, 569 (12)
cell, 569

auddhatya
-+

agitation, 51 (15). 213 (39)
restlessness, 5 1, 2 13

aupapiduka
-+

voir upapdduka
see upapciduka

ka!hina
-+

distribution de vetements monastiques, 183 (19)
distribution of monastic garments, 183
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karnan&lu
vase a eau, 786 (5)

--. water-pot, 786
kamman'fiat6
mallhbilitt, 659 (24)
-+ malleability, 659
(workablencss)
kart@
compassion, 48 (4). 698 (34)
compassion, 48, 698
karnin
timonier. 524 (23)
--. helmsman, 524
karman
acte, 36 (1 I), 40 (31). 41 (26). 669 (28). 670 (16)
activitk, 41 (27)
condition de validice dc la procidure klCsiastique, 183 (21)
--. action, 36. 40,41, 669-70
activity, 41
condition of validity in the ecclesiastic procedure, 183
-+

karmapatha
chemin de I'actc. 37 (14.21)
way of action, 37
karmaploti
tissu des actes, 767 (14)
-+ weave of actions, 767
karmabhava
processus d'activite. 41 (27). 42 (27)
-. process of activity, 41. 42
karmav6can6
propositions, 62 (2)
formulairc. 595 (6)
rituel, 605 (32)
-.propositions, 62
formularies, 595
rituals, 605
kalyiiyvacd
belle voix, 610 (14)
lovely voice, 610
-+

kaly4avcikkarand
bonne prononciation, 610 (15)
--t good pronunciation, 610
k&sLi
doute, 301 (4)
--t doubt, 301
k m
dkir, 34 (16)
-+ desire, 34
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khatrsnd
soif des plaisirs, 38 (12). 54 (14)
-+thirst for pleasures. 38, 54
khadhdtu
monde du dbir, 34 (16). 660 (31). 680 (26)
monde de la wncupiscence. 678 (3), 701 (21)
world of desire, 34, 660, 678. 680, 701
khamithyiicdra
Iuxure, 37 (1 7). 76 (32)
amour defendu, 46 (1)
--t sexual misconduct. 37, 46. 76
khrrfga
dtsir sensuel. 51 (12)
sensual desire, 51
(sensual craving)
khopddina
attachement scnsuel, 41 (18)
--t sensual grasping, 41
krfya
corps, 31 (M), 372 (18.20), 679 (23)
+b
ode31, 372, 679
krfrquhetu
raison d'ttre, 670 (24)
--.reason for being, 670
krfrikd
(<versusmcmoriales)),656 (I 5)
memory verses, 656
Kukkuf d r h a
Jardin du Coq, 265 (1 1)
--.Cock's Park, 265
+

-+

-+

kwikwna
safran. 228 (23)
--. saffron, 228
ku!i
temple, 569 (IS)
hut, 569
kula
famille, 389 (IS), 610 (17)
clan, 583' (35)
+ family, 389, 610
clan, 583
-+

kulaputra
fils de famille, 90 (I 5)
--. son of good family, 90
kulaputrwd
fille de famille, 90 ( I 5)
daughter of good family, 90
-+
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kulasarpsa!!ha
4

famille des laics, 406 (29)
lay family, 406

kuCala
-+

bon, 36 (13). 37 (21). 473 (28). 659 (34). 660 (25)
good, 36-7, 473, 659-60

kuSalacirtu
+

bonne pen&, 473 (28)
good thought, 473

kuCala-muh6bhhika
+

(universcl) accompagnant toule pen& bonne, 663 (1)
(universal) accompanying every good thought, 663

kC!igira
palais, 685 (22)
mansion, 685

-+ storied

KC!dgirascili
&lle du bclvidcre, 171 (8)

--. Belvedere Hall, 171

-t

one who has done, 6%

ko&i
salle. 569 (I 5)
569

+ hall,

superstition pure et simple, 75 (26)
Etes et ctremonies, 253 (9)
-+ plain superstition, 75
festivities and aremonies, 253

kaukrtya
-+

regret, 46 (26). 663 (1 1)
regret, 46, 663

kriyci
fonctions independantes, 660 (29)
functions. 660

+ independent

krodha
colcre, 663 (8)

--.anger, 663
klis!d ah!i
w e souillte, 54 (n 105)

--.defiled view. 54
kleia
passion, 36 (12). 38 (7). 42 (30). 669 (28), 679 (31). 680 (IS), 682 (32). 683 (31). 684
(IS), 783 (8)
-+ passion, 36, 38, 42, 669, 679-80, 682-84
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kleia-mahcibhkika
(universcl) accompagnant toute pen& passionnb, 663 (3)
(universal) accompanying every impassioned thought, 663

-+

kleiopadhi
conditionnernent de la passion, 676 (29)
passion, 676

+ conditioning of

k+qika
+

mornentane, 667 (33)
momentary. 667

ksatriya
+

guerrier. 5 (39)
warrior, 5

k~atriya-darpa-miinamadam
-+

destructeur de la fierti et de l'orgueil des wtriyas, 525 (29)
destroyer of the pride and self-conceit of the k~triyas.525

ksinti
-+

patience, 444 (10). 680 (5). 681 (2), 693 (34)
patience, 444,680,681,693

ksayajiid~
connaissance de la destruction, 684 (2)

-. knowledge of the destruction, 684
ksQzrisrava
-+

dont tous les vices sont epuisb, 676 (19)
whose defilements are destroyed. 676

kpakoka (khuddaka)
textes mineurs, 165 (1 I), 257 (1 1)
conseils mineurs. 183 (30)
-.minor texts, 165,257
minor recornmandations, 183

k;ernardja
+

roi de la pix. 533 (14)
peaceful king, 533

khea
moment, 623 (28)
seconde. 665 (25)
-4 moment, 623
second. 665
@!"?'

group, 583 (36)
rkpublique. 10 (35)
--. group, 583
republic, 10
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way, 693
destiny. 697
(see also S.V.pailcagar~)
ganthadhura
fardeau des livm, 536 (9)
burden of books, 536
gandha
d e w , 32 (2)
d o u r . 32
gambhrradharrma
Dharma profonds, 160 (26)
-r profound Dharmas, 160
gcithd
stance, 175 (24.28)
-+ stanza. 175
g&nantara
I'autre village, 138 (23)
another village, 138
giribh@pGjG
offrande de biens sur la montagne, 537 (10)
-+ offering of goods on the mountain, 537
+

-+

-+

-+

g-

qualiti, 667 (12)
quality. 667
gurudharma
dispositions canoniques graves, 63 (6)
r6gles sCv2res. 21 3 (12)
severe canonical provisions, 63
severe rules, 2 13
glhapati, grhin
maitre de maison, 72 (4). 219 (2)
householder, 72, 219
grhasrha
(qui) rkide a la maison. 90 (19)
laic, 219 (6)
-.(who) lives at home, 90
laity. 219
grhkaptava
compagnie des laics, 92 (2)
4 company of the laity, 92
gotra
clan. 610 (17)
famille, 782 (20)
-+ clan, 610
family. 782
-+

-+

-+
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gotrabhiimi
terre du clan, 6% (24)
-+ ground of the clan, 6%
gaurava
respect, 256 (13)
-.respect, 256
grdmqi
chef de village, 132 (32)
-+ village chief, 132
ghq!d
clochette. 435 (20)
-+ hand-bell, 435
ghrw
net. 31 (33)
--+ nose, 3 1
cakra
disque, 435 (18)
roue, 463 (23)
-+ disk, 435
wheel, 463
cakravartin
souvnain univeral, 391 (13)
-4 universal monarch, 391
caturdiiasqgha
Communaute des quatre continents, 573 (1)
-4 Community of the four quarters, 573
caturnikdyathera
thera vent dans les quatre nikiya, 168 (18)
-+ lhera versed in the four niktlyas, 168
catu;knd~varasopiina
ncalier a quatre volies, 685 (23)
-.stairway with four Bights. 685
catuspadikd n w r e p i
escalier a quatre degrk, 685 (23)
-.ladder with four r u n g , 685
cattdro ariya-vapti
quatre vertus, 256 (31)
-+ four noble lineages. 2%
candona
santal, 228 (26)
-+
sandalwood, 228
cariycipi!aka
Corbeille de la conduite, 172 (17). 174 (15). 714 (21), 758 (10)
-4 Basket of conduct, 172, 174, 714. 758
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carma
usage des soulien et a u t m objets de cuir, 183 (16)

--. use of sandals and other objects made of leather, 183
citta
pen&, 658 (25). 659 (32). 660 (6). 662 (28). 679 (24)
etat de conscience, 660 (25)
--. thought, 658,659,660,662, 679
state of consciousness. 660

cittaviprayuktasayskdra
dissocii de la pen&, 663 (12)
dissocii de la matiere et de la pen&. 672 (5)
--r dissociated from thought, 663
dissociated from matter and thought, 672
(formation dissociated from.. .)

cittavistarrS < bhiimir
--+

vaste en pen&, 695 (23)
extensive in thought, 695

--r

ttats de conscience, 660 (25)
states of consciousness, 660

cittotprido
-+

production de la pen& de la Bodhi. 477 (3), 693 (21)
arousal of the thought of Enlightenment. 477, 693

cintd
--r

reflexion, 49 (2). 679 (26)
reflection, 49, 679

cjvara
vctements, 183 (18), 679 (I 5)

--.clothing, 183, 679
pen& au moment de la mort, 662 (4)

-. thought at the moment of death, 662
(decease)

cetanc
-+

volition, 33 (5). 41 (5). 662 (IZ), 670 (18)
volition. 33. 41. 662. 670

cetasika
-+

mental. 658 (25). 659 (31)
mental factor, 658. 659

caitta
mental, 662 (30)

-.mental factor. 662
caitya
autel. 326 (34). 342 (1 1)
sanctuaire. 357 (28)
temple. 358 (12)
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shrine, 326, 342
sanctuary, 357
temple. 358

caityagyha (cetiyaghara)
temple absidal. 326 (33)
sanctuaire, 340 (4). 342 (lo), 569 (1 1)
temple, 551 (19), 555 (35)
monument funeraire, 704 (25)
-+ apsidal temple, 326
sanctuary, 340, 342, 569
temple, 551, 555
funerary monument. 704

Caitydaila. Caitika, Cai~yika
--+

habitant le mont Caitya, 575 (23)
dwelling on Mount Caitya, 575

cyavana
-+

mort, 550 (8)
death, 550

cyutyupap~j5cSna
-+

science de la mort et de la naissance des %tres,719 (19)
knowledge of the death and birth of beings, 719

c h ~ a
-+

festival, 623 (29)
festival, 623

chatrra
-+

parasol, 358 (25). 377 (13)
parasol, 358, 377

chattrayas!i
hampe a parasol, 377 (15)
parasol pole, 377

chatrrGvuli

-+

sine de parasols, 341 (4)
parasols, 358 (30)
series of parasols, 341
parasol. 358

ja!rinruku!in
portant un chignon en guise de tiare, 786 (4)
a topknot as a coronet. 786

-+ wearing

janmakiya

-

corps physique, 372 (20)
corps de naissance. 689 (21)
physical body, 372
body obtained by birth, 689

janmakiyopadhi
conditiomement du corps r q u a la naissance. 676 (22)
of the body received at birth. 676

-+ conditioning
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janrnan
naissance, 36 (lo), 42 (33)
birth, 36, 42

-+

jmrnanirckia < bhaimi >
demonstration de naissance, 695 (24)
of birth, 695

-+demonstration

jar5
vieillesse, 42 (5). 663 (27)
old age. 42, 663

-+

jarij-aniccatti
+

vieillcssc-impermanence.659 (27)
old-age and impermanence, 659

-+

old-age-and-death, 42

jalogi pdtwn
vin nouveau de palmier, 138 (25)

-. new palm-wine, 138
jalauka
sangsue, 144 (19)
leech. 144

-+

javana
-+

aperccption, 661 (33)
swift perception, 661
(apperception)

jitaka
naissances anterieures, 172 (I 2). 175 (23), 444 (4)
vies antirieutes, 757 (27)
--. former births, 172, 175, 444, 757

jitarrSparajita
I'or et I'argent. 138 (26)
and silver, 138

-,gold

jiti
origine, 610 (17)
naissana. 663 (27)
-+ origin, 610
birth, 663

jila
-+

filet, 738 (21)
web, 738

jinaxismapati!thina
etablissement de la religion du Victorieux, 292 (32)

--.establishment of the religion of the Victorious One, 292
jih v i
-r

langue. 31 (33)
tongue, 3 1

.
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jiva

itre vivant, 55 (10)

-.living being, 55
jivitendriya
organe vital, 663 (24)
-4 vital organ, 663
jrinpti
motion, 62 (2)
--.motion, 62
jkptikarman
dklaration publique, 260 (8)
-+ public motion, 260
jriapticaturthakarman
acte ecclksiastique ou la motion est quatrierne, 61-2
-+ ecclesiastical act where the motion is fourfold, 61-2
!hitma an'iiathattam
duk-modification, 659 (29)
-+ stability-change, 659
taciciramm~a
identification, 662 (1)
-. identification, 662
(having that as its object)
tanu < bhlSmi>
mince, 696 (27)
-+ of refinement, 696
tarjaniya
reproche, 60 (24)
-+ reproach. 60
tirarcakathika
illustre dans le folklore. 164 (15)
-+ fanled as folklorist, 164
tiryagyoni
animaux, 34 (1 I), 697 (10)
--.animals, 34, 697
tirthika
heritique, 309 (27). 316 (2)
-. heretic, 309. 3 16
tirthikabh&d
parler dcs heretiqucs, 612 (I I)
-+ language of heretics, 612
tnni
soif, 38 (12-15), 54 (15)
disir, 41 (10.15), 216 (9b)
--.thirst, 38, 41, 54, 216
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tyst5ksaya
-+

ayant detruit le dbir, 216 (9b)
having destroyed thirst, 216

lei0
feu, 659 (4)

-.fire, 659
torqa
portail, 294 (36), 341 (1 I), 358 (19). 392 (29). 393 (6). 433 (18). 456 (38). 474 (1)
porte, 359 (4)
-+ gateway, 294, 341, 358-59, 392-93, 433, 456, 474

lydga
don. 74 (2)
gknirosite, 79 (13)
charite, 432 (36)
generosity, 74, 79, 432

-+

trayi vidyi
-+

triple science, 2 16 (6 b)
triple knowledge, 2 16

trdti
sauveur, 545 (37)

-. saviour, 545
triiula
--+

trident, 446 (37)
trident, 446

traidhdtuka
--+

triple monde, 34 (10)
threefold world, 34
maitre en trois wrbeilles, 165 (4)

--.master of three baskets, 165
dakkh@ukkhuku
-+

clavicule droite, 293 (8)
right clavicle, 293

darjana (dassana)
-+

vision, 661 (22), 680 (14). 684 (9). 6% (26)
vision. 661, 680, 684, 696

dariannmirga

-+

stade de la vision, 680 (12). 682 (IS)
chernin de la vision. 686 (1)
path of vision, 680, 682, 686

darSanaheya (dygheya*)
dttruit par la vue correcte. 680 (22)
a dltruire par la vue, 682 (18). 684 (22)
to be abandoned by vision, 680,682,684
daEabhGniparikarma
service des dix terres, 91 (28)
-+ preparation for the ten stages, 91
-+
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dacdiksdpadn

dix rkgIes, 46 (lo), 59 (23), 61 (20), 76 (28), 78 (2)
--+

ten rules, 46, 59, 61, 76, 78

ddddhydya
en dix rkitations, 185 (2)
--. in ten recitations. 185
d m ariya-vkd
dix kgles de vie p r a t i q u k par les saints, 256 (29)
ten rules of living practised by the holy ones, 256
(tenfold noble lineage)
--+

daryuvdc
langue barbare, 609 (3)
--. barbarian language, 609
Agaba, Agoba
reliquaire, 342 (1 1). 556 (7)
reliquary, 342, 556
-+

&a

don, 212 (8). 693 (33)
charitt, 444 (9)
-+ giving, 212, 444,693
&apati
gknireux donateur, 86 (1)
4 generous donor, 86
~

P

V Y ~
mtrite qui reside dans la donation elle-mime. 700 (27)
-+ merit which resides in the donation itself, 700

&a

moderation, 432 (36)

--. moderation. 432
Dighabhinaka
Rkitateur du Digha, I@ (14)
--+ Raciter of the Digha, 168
dTrghZyw
longbite. 475 (37)
4 longevity. 475
&@ha

douloureux, 29 (17), 33 (33), 678 (24)
douleur, 29 (3). 44 (3). 45 (27), 678 (23), 679 (28), 680 (28)
--+ suffering, 29, 44, 45, 678-80
painful, 33
duhkhanirodho
destruction de la douleur, 44 (3)
-+ cessation of suffering, 44
whanirodhag&inipratipod
chemin conduisant a la destruction de la douleur, 45 (28)
-+ path which leads to the cessation of suffering, 45
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du!dchasatya
--r

veritt sur la douleur, 29 (3)
truth of suffering. 29

d@hasamudaya
-+

origine de la douleur, 36 (5)
origin of suffering, 36

d@haskandha
-+

empire de la douleur, 44 (8)
mass of suffering, 44

d4khe hvayajidna
savoir conkcutif sur la douleur, 681 (28)

--. subsequent knowledge of suffering, 681
d4khe hvayajn'imksScinti
-+

patiena conkcutive sur la douleur, 681 (26)
subsequent patience over suffering, 681
(patience resulting from the subsequent knowledge of suffering)

dharmajn'cSna

*he

savoir rclatif a la douleur, 681 (13)
--r knowledge in respect of suffering, 681

*he

dharmajn'&aksScinti

patience relative au savoir concernant la douleur, 681 (1)
+ patience in mpcct of knowledge concerning suffering. 681

dukka!a
mifait, 610 (22)
610

-+ misdeed,

durdrohd < b h h i >
d'accts ditfcile, 695 (21)
--r

hard to attain, 695

durgati, apciya
--+

mauvaise destinie, 34 (13). 695 (1). 697 (10)
unhappy destiny, 34,695,697

dwjayd < bhimi>
dficile a w n q d r i r , 695 (25)
to conquer, 695

-+ hard

dCta
4

mcssager, 250 (29)
envoy, 250

* kgheya
-*

voir dorSMclheya
SCC darfanaheya

drssyupddina
-+

attachcment a w vues fausses, 41 (19)
grasping false views, 41

deva
dieu, 34 (13), 179 (14). 697 (13)
gad, 34, 179,697
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devafd
-+

divinitk, 73 (33)
deity, 73

devcitideva
dieu au-dessus des dieux, 692 (3)
dieu supkrieur aux dieux, 714 (15)
--t god above gods, 692
god superior to the gods, 714

devcivatira
-+

Descente des dieux, 372 (2 1)
Descent of the Gods, 372

dosa
--t

haine, 660 (27)
hatred, 660
(see also s.v. dvesa)

da@SiIiya
-+

immoraliti, 91 (18)
immorality, 91

dravya
entitk rklle, 665 (2). 677 (13)
unite, 666 (26)
nature, 667 (5.25)
entitt, 676 (12)
-+ real entity, 665, 677
unit, 666
substance, 667
entity, 676
(substantial entity)

dravyaras
en fait, 668 (14)
comme entite, 671 (26). 675 (1 1)
--t substantially, 668
as an entity, 671, 675

dvarigula
-+

Ies d e w doigts, 138 (22)
the two fingers, 138

dvesa
haine, 38 (23). 682 (29)
+hatred, 38, 682

dhapmayutra
-+

attache a la Loi, 794 (30)
attached to the Law, 794

Dhammapaliyciya
-+

Sermon sur la Loi, 256 (23)
Discourse on the Law, 256
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compilation de la Loi, 61 5 (14)
rltdition complQe de la Loi, 153 (6)
+complete re-edition of the Law, 153
compilation of the Law, 615

dhammi kathd
expos4 de la Loi. 83 (20)
religious discourse, 83

4

dharma
Loi, passim
objet de pen&. 32 (3)
doctrine, 155 (10). 1% (27). 213 (14)
regle, 213 (12)
chose, 218 (31). 653 (10). 666 (14). 677 (18)
element de I'existence, 658 (18). 699 (37)
loi de caractere rcligieux, 794 (24)
+ Law, passim
object of thought, 32
doctrine, 155-56.213
rule, 2 13
thing. 218, 653. 666, 677
element of existence, 658, 699
religious law, 794

dharmakathika
illustre dans la prdication, 164 (1)
prtdicateur de profession, 317 (3 1)
prtdicateur, 403 (19)
rtcitateur de la Loi, 455 (29)
-. famed as instructor, 164
professional instructor, 317
instructor, 403
instructor of the Law, 455

dharmakiya
w r p s de la Loi, 372 (18), 689 (8)
body of the Law. 372, 689
(doctrinal body)

4

+

vertu de la Loi, 254 (9)
virtue of the Law, 254

+

sectateur de la Loi, 218 (37), 549 (n.23)
practitioner of the Law, 218, 549

dharmajlicina
+

savoir, 681 (18)
knowledge, 681
(knowledge of the things)

dharmatd
nature des choses, 27 (21), 181 (2), 222 (34)
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essential nature of things, 27, 181, 222

--+

dharmadcina
don de la Loi, 73 (10)
gift of the Law, 73

-+

dharmadeianii
enseignement de la Loi, 84 (24). 2 13 (37)
teaching of the Law,84,213
(exposition of-)

-+

dharmadhara
+

dogmaticien, 353 (29)
dogmatist, 353
(keeping the Dharma in his memory)

dharmapravacana
expos5 de la h i , 160 (2)
definition of the Law, 160

4

dharmapravicaya
+

discernement des choses, 67 (1 I)
discernment of things, 67

dharmabhiinaka
+

missionaire bouddhique, 329 (22)
Buddhist missionary, 329
@reacher of the Dharma)

Dharmamatigala
Ccrcmonie de la h i . 253 (2)
Ceremony of the Dharma, 253

4

dharmamegha
+

nuage de la h i . 696 (17)
cloud of the Law,696

dharmaydrrii
-4

t o u r n b de la h i , 248 (2), 250 (23). 793 (IS)
D b r m a tour, 248, 250, 793

dharmartija
-+

roi de la justice, 533 (IS)
righteous king, 533

Dharmalaksan&hidharma
Abhidharma d a caractCristiques de la h i , 209 (13)
Abhidharma of the features of the Law. 209

Dharmavivardhana
4

Accroissement de la h i , 269 (30)
Increase of the Law,269

dharmaskandha
-+

article de la Loi, I55 (16). 162 (18)
article of the Law, 155, 162
(component of-)

dharmiiciiriya
+

-tre
de la Loi, 95 (23). 223 (14)
master of the Law,95, 223
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dharrncSn& dharmatii
la nature des choses qui appartient aux choses, 27 (21)

--.the essential nature of things which pertains to thing, 27
dharrncSnuciirin
4

qui se conforme a la Loi du Buddha, 86 (23)
who conforms to the Buddha's Law, 86

dharrniirtha
-4

scns de la Loi. 213 (36)
meaning of the Law, 213

dharmeksii
consideration de la Loi, 349 (38)
consideration of the Law, 349

Dharrnottariya
+

Ccole de I'ilivation de la Loi, 575 (18)
school of the elevation of the Law, 575

dhitu
i l h e n t , 29 (36), 474 (32), 658 (16)
monde, 34 (16-22)
reliques, 216 (27), 430 (12). 705 (1 1)
Clkment primaire. 659 (3)
dharma matiriel, 662 (10)
4 element, 29,474, 658
world, 34
relics, 216,430, 705
primary element. 659
material dharma. 662

dhiituvara
+

reliques insigncs, 430 (12)
venerable relics, 430

dhdrapi
4

formules magiques, I52 (18), 549 (5)
mnemvniwl fvrmulas, 152, 549

dhiiranitnukha
--+

moyens mnkmotechniqucs, 549 (12)
rnncmotechnical means. 549

dhylina
extasc, 34 (22). 46 (21), 444 (21). 693 (34). 719 (16)
mkditation, 214 (39)
rccueillement extatiqw, 680 (1)
-+ecstasy, 34,46,444,693, 719
meditation. 214
ecstatic meditation, 680

dhycSncSntara
intcrcxtatique, 680 (1)

--.inter-ecstatic, 680
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dhygyin
illustre dans la meditation, 164 (14)
--.famed as meditator, 164

nagara-devatc
d k protectrice de la cite, 751 (35)
--. guardian goddess of the city, 751
naraka
enfers, 34 (1 I)
damnes, 697 (10)
--. hells. 34
hell-born, 697
navakamika
architecte, 455 (16)
+ architect, 455
navakdrmika
architate, 569 (22)
-+
architect, 569
navdnupiirvavihdra
neuf demeures successives de la pen&, 46 (20-21)
-r nine sucessive mental abodes. 46
dona
expulsion definitive, 60 (25)
-.definitive expulsion, 60

'WPVP~
fleur au c a u r d'or du frangipanier, 786 (7)
golden centred frangipani flower, 786
nciman
nom, 550 (7). 610 (16). 782 (20)
--t name, 550, 610, 782
-+

nGmakZya
collection de mots, 663 (31)
--. collection of words, 663
ndmariipa
mentalitecorporiite 40 (13, 21)
-.mentalitycorporeality, 40
nikaraw
sortie ou salut, 45 (1 1)
salvifique, 678 (31)
--+ escape or salvation, 45
salvation, 678
nikdya
catkgorie. 41 (36)
Collection, 157 (20), 165 (16)
secte, 319 (25), 572 (35)
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groupement, 572 (35)
h i e , 601 (30)
-+ category, 41
Collection, 157, 165
sect, 319, 572
grouping, 572
school, 601
nidcina
cause, 18 (8). 38 (23). 175 (10)
introduction, 142 (22). 159 (35)
circonstance, 160 (13)
A n t W e n t s , 186 (2)
-.cause, 18, 38, 175
introduction, 142, 159
circumstance, 160
Antecedents, 186
nip5la
ensemble, 168 (6)
-+ group, 168
nibbedhikc
ptnetration, 82 (5)
-+ penetration, 82
nimitfa
insigne religieux, 2 16 (27)
-+ religious sign, 216
niyara
determine, 693 (25)
-.determined, 693
sans conditionnement restant, 44 (27)
residual conditioning, 44
nirodhu
destruction, 44 (81, 45 (10,27), 46 (23), 426 (20), 677 (4), 678 (29)
fin, 44 (1)
cessation, 44, 45, 46, 426, 677-78
+ without

-+

-+

extase de la destruction, 426 (20)
recueillement d'arrit, 663 (20)
attainment of cessation, 426, 663

-+ transformation, 690
nirminakrSya
corps fictif, 690 (13)
-+ body created by transformation, 690
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nirycitana
restauration, 542 (28)
542

-+ restoration,

nirfak;qabuddha
Buddha sans caractkristiques, 190 (15)
Buddha without marks, 190

-+

nirvedhabhQiya kuSalam~ila
--r

racines de bicn conduisant a la pknitration. 680 (3)
wholesome roots contributing to penetration, 680

niicita
ferme, 68 1 (18)

-.. firm, 681
niiraya
rnise en tutelle, 60 (24)
rZglcs d'austiritt monastique, 62 (21)
-+ placing under guidance, 60
rules of monastic austerity, 62

nisfhi
le Terme. 87 (34)

-. the End, 87
nltcirrha
-+

sens prkcis et definitif, 55 (22)
precise and defined meaning, 55

nlvarqa
-t

obstacles, 39 (22)
hindrances. 39

~)'drfhU
-+

qui ccdoivent Ztre interpritks~,55 (23)
to be interpreted. 55

na@sargika (nihargika; nissaggiya)
confiscation (d'un objet indtlment obtenu), 60 (1 1)
abandon (d'un objet ...), 182 (31)
--,rejection of an object unduly obtained, 60, 182

naircitmyavcidn
negation du Je ou de la personne. 671 (5)
-- denial of the existence of the Self, 671
nairy&ika
-+

sortie difinitive, 679 (3)
definitive release, 679

naivasqjA~qjn'dyatm
lieu de la non-conscience non-inconscience, 34 (27). 47 (9)
-+ sphere of neither-perception-nor-non-perception, 34. 47
nyea
-+

raisonnable, 679 (2)
c o m method. 679
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pakaray
traite d'Abhidhamma (Abhidhammapi!ako) en sept livm, 199 (20)
4 Abhidhanuna treatise (Abhidhammupi!aka) in seven books, 199
(treatise)

pak

particulier. 660 (5)
peculiar, 660
paccayadiyaka
donneur de richesses, 274 (30)
-+ donor of requisites, 274
paricagati
5 destinh, 34 (10)
+ tive destinies, 34
paiicavar~(-par4ad)
(assemblk) quinquennale, 66 (13). 218 (27), 319 (23)
quinquennial (assembly), 66, 218, 319
paacavastu
cinq t h h , 300 (26), 302 (20), 307 (32), 308 (1 I), 309 (I I)
-+ five theses, 300-309
paticaSi1a
quintuple rnoralitk, 46 (7)
5 rZgles de moralitk, 76 (27)
-+ fivefold morality. 46
five rules of morality. 76
pa!isandhi
conscience au moment du retour a I'existence, 661 (3)
conscience du retour a I'existence, 662 (6)
--+
consciousness at the moment of returning to existence, 661
consciousness of the return to existence, 662
Pafisambhidiimagga
chcmin de la compdhension, 172 (14)
path of comprehension. 172
paf bdrapiyakamma
acte de riconciliation, 139 (1)
4 act of reconciliation, 139
pa!!ham
relations causales, 199 (29)
causal relations, 199
-+

-+

-+

-+

pa!ha

textc, 615 (10)
text, 615
pafhavr
tern, 659 (3)
earth, 659
-+

-

PA
phrase, 160 (21)
-phrase, 160
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padakZya
collection de phrases, 663 (3 1)
collection of phrases, 663

-+

pabbcijaniyakamrna
sentence de bannissement temporaire, 406 (30)
sentence of temporary banishment. 406

-+

paramatrhato
-+

du point de vue absolu, 703 (17)
from the absolute point of view, 703

param@u
atome subtil, 664 (2)

-.subtle atom, 664
paramErrha (-surya, -sad&arrna)

--+

virite absolue, 179 (5), 208 (16)
Bonne Loi prise au sens absolu, 217 (30)
absolu, 555 (5)
absolute truth, 179, 208
Good Law in the absolute sense, 217
absolute, 555

parikrama
energie, 254 (17)

--.exertion. 254
(heroic advance)

parincima
--r

evolution, 673 (2)
transformation, 673

paridhZra
-+

pagne, 763 (I 1)
loincloth, 763

parinarnanc?
appliquer tout merite au bien des ckatures, 477 (12)

--.to apply all merit to the welfare of beings, 477
(application of merits)

paribhogapqya
merite qui rkulte de la jouissance que retire le btneficiaire du don, 700 (28)

-- merit which results from the enjoyment derived from the gift by the beneficiary, 700
parivcira
-+

Appendice, 184 (35)
Appendix, 184

parivena
-4

residence, 704 (27)
residence, 704

parivrdjaka
religieux errant, 244 (28)

p a r i ~ d(parisZ)
ordre, 393 (8)
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assemblk, 59 (1). 319 (23)

-.order, 393
assembly, 59, 3 19
pari;kdra
fourniture, 219 (14)
necessities, 219
parisuddham brahmacaryam
vie religieuse complete, 84 (6)
-* perfect religious life, 84
parittakleia mahd-bhcmika
(universel) accompagnant la petite passion, 663 (7)
-+ (universal) accompanying minor passion, 663
parydpti (pariyatti)
(enseignement) theorique, 179 (2)
science scripturaire, 216 (217a,25)
science, 403 (30)
science religieuse, 403 (16)
theoretical (teaching), 179
+ knowledge of the holy texts. 216
doctrinal knowledge, 403 (16)
knowledge, 403 (30)
pdcdd abhdva
inexistence s u c d a n t a I'existence, 677 (3)
+ nonexistence succeeding existence. 677
pdcimadharma
Loi finale, 21 1 (13)
-+ final Law, 21 1
pdndulohitaka
mesures disciplinaires prises en communaute, 183 (22)
-+ disciplinary measures taken in the community, 183
pdtayantika (pdyantika, pdcittya)
entrainant pknitence. 60 (12), 182 (33)
requiring penance, 60, 182
-+

-+

pdtra (patta)
bol aux aumBnes, 63 (28). 293 (8). 295 (23), 786 (27)
alms-bowl, 63, 293, 295, 786
pdrradhdtu
bol aux aumBnes, 295 (23)
-4 alms-bowl. 295
p a
pied, 203 (4)
-+
foot. 203
pf?padeimi
wnfesser ses pkhes, 477 (8)
to confess his misdeeds, (477)
(confession of misdeeds)
-+

-+
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pdramitci
perfection, 86 (26). 90 (2). 444 (20)
-t perfection, 86, 90, 444
pichb eloignant de la communautk, 619 (12)

--. misdeeds banishing from the community, 619
pcircijika (cipatri)
(manquements) entrainant dichiana. 60 (3). 182 (26)
-+ (offence) entailing definitive expulsion, 60, 182
pGrivrSsika
rkgles de comportement durant la pkriode de mise a I'epreuve et Ie d n i p y a , 183
(24)
--.code of conduct during the period of probation and the minipya, 183
pciruyyo vcida
parole injurieuse, 37 (17)
--. harsh speech. 37
p*
texte, 615 (9)
texte sack, 615 (26.35)
-+ text. 615
sacred text, 615
prSsanda
secte hektique, 273 (19)
-+heretical sect, 273
pitaka, Tripi!aka
Corbcille, 155 (14). 163 (34)
4 Basket, 155, 163
pinqlzpdta
nourriture, 679 (16)
-r alms-food. 679
piscicilfika
adorateur des demons, 757 (1)
-+ demon-worshipper, 757
pqyakriyci vatu
a u v m meritoires materielles, 79 (16). 251 (20)
+ meritorious material deeds, 79, 251
pqy&etra
champ de meritcs, 73 (6), 219 (16). 700 (29)
+ field of merit, 73,219, 700
iquipcmmt en merite et savoir, 690 (8)
equipment in merit and knowledge, 690
pqyapustaka
carnet de mkrites, 474 (8). 569 (7)
--. merit book, 474. 569
-+
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pdgala
individu, 7 (27)
personne, 55 (9). 674 (15), 703 (15)
procidure ordinaire pour de simples offenses. 183 (23)
4 individual. 7
person. 55. 674. 703
ordinary procedure against light offences, 183
punah punar cimukhikarapa
consideration refit&, 682 (35)
repeated confrontation, 682 (35)
-+

punarbhavajanakay karma
acte qui produit la rkxistcnce, 41 (23.32)
-+ action which gives rise to re-existence, 41
punarmytyu
re-mort. 7 (10)
redeath, 7
purisa-indriya
masculinite, 659 (14)
-. masculinity, 659
purohita
chef spirituel, 132 (31)
-+ spiritual Ikader, 132
puspamand~ti c bhlSmi>
om& de fleurs, 695 (22)
-. adorned with flowers, 695
-+

piijmservir. 477 (8)
-+ to serve, 477
(worship)
pCjd
culte, 81 (5). 475 (21). 701 (13). 714 (17)
offrandes, 218 (26). 219 (14)
worship, 81, 475. 701. 714
offering. 218. 219
piijciSillprikdra
muraille votive, 433 (6)
-+ votive wall, 433
-+

piitikEya
corps cormptible, 689 (3)
wrps de pourriture. 689 (14)
+corruptible body. 689
pCr vajanman
renaissance antirieure, 175
former birth, 175
piirvanivciriin~rtijii~
science consistant dans Ie souvenir de ses anciennes existences, 719 (18)
-r knowledge of the recollection of his former existences, 719
-+
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PCrvaSaila

--+

Montagnards de I'est, 575 (24)
Mont Oriental, 583 (17)
Eastern Highlanders, 575
Eastern Mountain, 583

prthagjana
profane, 5 1 (8). 301 (20), 302 (28), 303 (27), 306 (25). 3 13 (13). 3 17 (37). 679 (7), 68 1
(lo), 684 (25). 694 (7), 709 (3 I), 71 2 (9), 783 (5)
- + wordling, 5 1, 30 1-3, 306, 3 13, 3 17, 679, 68 1, 684, 694, 709, 7 12, 783

pe!akin
-+

--+

v e d dans les Pitakas, 165 (I), 455 (18)
versed in the Pitakas, 165. 455
Enseignement sur le ou les Pitaka, 207 (1 1)
Teaching on the Pi@ka(s), 207

paiiunya vcida
-b

mldisance, 37 (17)
slander. 37

Porcincicariya
-+

Ancients rnaitres. 616 (IS)
Ancient Masters, 616

posadha
--+

ckrhonie mensuelle de confession, 183 (13)
monthly confessional ceremony. 183

-+

exclusion d'un moine a la kremonie de confession, 183 (25)
exclusion of a monk in the confessional ceremony, 183
pratique prkparatoire, 695 (1 1)

-. preparatory practice. 695
(conduct according to nature)

prakrtiscivadya
p k h e en nature, 90 (26)
transgression against nature, 90
prajiiapt itas
comme dbignation, 671 (27). 675 (13)
as a denomination, 671, 675
-+

-+

prajiici
--+

sagesse, 48 (1 I), 73 (271, 74 (3). 81 (23), 82 (I), 444 (22)
wisdom, 48, 73, 74, 8 1, 82, 444

prajiicipti
denomination fictive, 208 (15)
denomination, 664 (13)
-4 fictitious denomination, 208
denomination, 664
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prajfiiptividin
-+

faisant le depart entre enseignement r k l et denomination fictive, 575 (1 1)
separating the real teaching from the fictitious denomination, 575

prqidhina

-+

vau, 219 (21)
sainte ksolution, 473 (31)
aspiration, 219
holy resolve, 473

pranidhinacaryi
-+

pratique de vau, 695 (13)
practice of aspiration, 695

prunidhicuryZ
-+

pratique du vau, 695 (13)
practice of aspiration, 695

pranidhuriiina
-+

savoir intentionnel, 179 (19), 205 (17.25)
intentional knowledge, 179, 205
(knowledge resulting from aspiration)

pracita
-+

excellent, 45 (10). 678 (30)
excellent, 45, 678

pratideianija (pa!idesaniya)
a confesser, 60 (14)
a dklarer, 182 (34)
-+ to be confessed, 60, 182

pratipatti (pa!ipatti)
observance des p r h p t e s , 214 (21), 216 (25)
pratique, 179 (2). 403 (30)
pratique du dhamma, 403 (15)
-+ observance of the precepts, 214, 216
practical, 179
practice, 403
practice of dhamma, 403 (15)

pratipad
--+

obtention, 679 (2)
progress, 679

pratimi
-+

image. 703 (24). 753 (20)
image, 703. 753

pratirrSpakadharma
Loi contrefaite, 21 1 (12). 709 (14)

--.counterfeit Law, 21 1, 709
prativedha (pa!ivedha)
comprehension des veritb, 2 16 (14a)
rklisation, 403 (29)
-4 comprehension of the truths, 216
penetration, 403
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pratisaykhyiinirodho
-+

suppression de la douleur due a la sapience, 675 (23)
cessation of suffering due to discriminating wisdom. 675

pratisqvid (pa!isambhida)
discrimination d s veritts, 215 (31)
intuition d a veritis, 216 (4a)
analytical knowledge of the truths, 215, 216

-+

pratisayharaniya
-+

amende honorable, 60 (25)
reconciliation, 60

pratityasamutpcida
production en dipendan=, 18 (6). 38 (32). 55 (14). 669 (26). 675 (31). 699 (31)
loi des douze causes, 547 (25)
dependent origination, 18, 38, 55, 669, 675, 699
law of dependent origination, 547

-+

pratyakfa
-+

evidence, 671 (18)
evidence, 67 1

pratyaya
anttcedent. 33 (29)
condition, 56 (1 I), 670 (10)
dependance, 202 (2)
causation conjugule, 678 (28)
-+ antecedent, 33
condition. 56. 670
connection. 202
combined condition, 678

pratyutpanna
-+

p k n t , 667 (7)
pment, 667

pradak~ipGpatha
diambulatoire, 341 (I), 349 (21)
chmin de ronde, 358 (19)
-. processional circular path, 34 I, 349
circular path, 358

prodeSasvara

-+

phonemes des pays, 612 (3)
prononciation d'une region, 613 (IS)
regional pronunciation, 612- 13

pradeSrSn5tp pr&ytabh@Z
-+

parlers vulpires rigionaux, 612 (13)
vernacular regional languages, 6 12

prapdca
-+

vains bavardages, 2 13 (40)
futile discoursing. 213
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prabhava
causation successive, 678 (28)
678

-+ product,

prabhciva
pouvoir, 692 (23)
might. 692

-+

pramuditZ

t bhGmi>

joycuse, 6% (16)
-+joyous, 6%

prayogamZrga
stade de I'exercice, 679 (32)
of exercice, 679

-+ path

prava'ra#
festivitks a la sortie dc la retraite, 66 (5). 183 (IS)
festival at the end of the retreat, 66, 183

-+

pravrisaniya
+

expulsion temporaire, 60 (24)
temporary expulsion, 60

pravrajita
qui a quitti le monde, 90 (19), 429 (18)
nligieux, 2 19 (6)
-+ who has left the world, 90,429
religious, 219
pravrajy a'
sortie du monde, 61 (1 1)
admission dans I'ordrc, 183 (12)
-+ leaving the world, 61
admission into the order, 183

praSarli
panegyrique, 532 (25)
+ panegyric, 532

prasdda
foi, 256 (13)
@ce, 434 (17)
-+ faith, 256
grace, 434

prascidita
sympathisant dhoue, 86 (1)
I'apaist, 336 (16)
--t dedicated sympathizer, 86
the appeased one, 336

prasidctrra
-+

bicn connu, 2 15 (12)
well-known. 21 5
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prahea
destruction, 680 (14)
-+ abandoning, 680
prahcinamCrrga
chemin d'abandon, 681 (8)
moment d'abandon, 683 (7)
path of abandoning, 68 1
thought-moment of abandoning, 683
-+

prcikcit tika
p k h k commis anterieurement a toute reflexion, 619 (17)
-+ misdeeds committed prior to any reflection, 619
prcinavameta
doue de souffle, 474 (33)
endowed with breath, 474
prw-tipata
meurtre. 37 (16)
is'abstenir d u > meurtre, 76 (31)
-+ murder, 37
<abstain from > taking life, 76
prcitimok;a
reglement. 94 (31), 605 (32)
-+ set of rules, 94,605
prcideiika
provincial, 251 (2)
-+ local governor, 251
pr&takofi
detail ultime, 219 (33)
slightest details, 219
prcipli
possession, 663 (14). 672 (16)
possession de I'acte, 672 (6)
possession, 663,672
possession of action, 672
prisdda
tour, 64 (IS)
-+tower, 64
priti
joie, 46 (33)
- + j o y ,46
preta
esprits, 34 (12)
a n c i t m , 474 (35)
esprits familiques, 697 (10)
ghosts, 34
ancestors. 474
hungry ghosts, 697

-.

-+

-+

-+
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pretadakshd
-+

culte d a ancitres, 474 (35)
reverence for ancestors. 474
(offering to the deceased)

phalasatppad
4

perfection d a effets, 690 (8)
accomplishment of effects, 690

phGmvihciIatta
skjour confortable, 256 (10)
at ease, 256

-+ well

baddham&ui < bhtimi>
-+

-+

cntravie, 695 (21)
bound, 695
grand savant, 8 1 (27)
savant, 218 (14)
erudition. 212 (7)
erudit, 309 (35)
savant consomme, 3 18 (26)
major scholar, 81
scholar, 218
erudition, 212
learned. 309
consummate scholar, 3 18

BahuSrutiya
-+

&ole de ceux qui ont beaucoup entendu, 575 (17)
school of those who have heard much, 550

bihira
4

externc, 659 (1 I)
external, 659

bGhya
externe, 32 (I), 40 (27)

--.external, 32, 40
bihyaka
--+

hkrttique, 612 (6)
heretical, 612

buddhapaksa
-+

partisan du Buddha. 430 (17)
adherent of the Buddha. 430

buddhavacana
4

parole du Buddha, 160 (1,30), 175 (9), 179 (6)
Buddha-word. 160. 175. 179

joic a retirer de la contemplation du Buddha, 704 (33)
-+joy derived from the contemplation of the Buddha, 704
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bodhi
<supreme et parfaite> Illumination, 17 (38)
<supreme and perfect > Enlightenment, 17

+

bodhighara
maison pour I'arbre sack, 295 (1)
temple de I'arbre de la Bodhi, 704 (26)
-.house for the holy tree, 295
temple of the Bodhi tree, 704

bodhicaka
porte-roue. 455 (19)
wheel-bearer, 455

--t

bodhicitta
pcnsit de I'lllumination, 89 (30), 693 (17)
thought of Enlightenment, 89, 693

-+

Bodhisattvabhtimi
-+

T e r m du bodhisattva. 696 (31)
Stages of the Bodhisattva, 696

brahmacarya

-+

vie pure. 73 (14)
vie religieuse, 708 (38)
pure life, 73
religious life. 708

bhakti
adoration, 81 (5)
devotion, 86 (21), 476 (1)
devotion totale, 434 (10)
pure devotion, 785 (14)
devotion, 81, 86,476
total devotion, 434
pure devotion, 785

-+

BhadrZymiya
b l e du Vthicule des sages, 575 (19)
school of the Vehicle of the Sages, 575

-+

bhava
--t

existence, 41 (25)
existence, 41

bhavariga
-+

subconscience, 661 (13)
subconsciousness, 661

bhavarigusota
+

courant de la subconscience, 662 (5)
stream of the subconscious, 662

bhavacakra
cercle de I'existence, 42 (33)

--.circle of existence. 42
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bhavaty:~
soif d'existena, 38 (14)
thirst for existence, 38

bhavadrs!i
vue fausse de I'existence. 54 (28)
vue d'existena, 55 (2)
--. false view of existence. 54, 55

bhavdgra
Sommet de I'existence, 34 (28). 683 (24)

--.Summit of Existence, 34, 683
Bhdgavata
Adorateur du Seigneur, 43 1 (17)

--. Worshipper of the Lord, 431
bh&aka (bhanaka, bhdnaka)
rkitateur, 164 (29). 634 ( 1 1)
rkpktiteur. 455 (19)
missionnaire, 329 (22)
4 reciter, 164, 455, 634
missionary, 329
(preacher)

bhdva
mode, 667 (5)

-.mode, 667
(modality)

bhdvand
contemplation. 49 (2)
recucillement, 679 (26)
miditation, 684 (8)
+ contemplation, 49
meditation, 679,684

bhdvan&ndrga
stade de la miditation, 682 (16). 683 (10)
chemin de la miditation, 685 (37)
+ path of meditation, 682, 683, 685

bhdvanaeya
a detruire par la miditation, 682 (33). 684 (IS)
-+

to be destroyed by meditation, 682. 684

bhdvdnya~hdtva
transformation du mode, 667 (3)

-. transformation of the mode, 667
bhiisya
commentaire, 656 (17)

--.commentary, 656
bhiksu
mendiant, VI (IS), 18 (20), 73 (1)
religieux mcndiant. 59 (2)
-+ mendicant, VI. 18, 73
mendicant monk, 59
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bhikyrdja
roi des mendiants. 533 (16)
mendicant king, 533

-4

bhPt5nip prabhavcipyayam
origne et destruction des Stres, 747 (3)
origin and destruction ofcrcatum, 747

-4

bhPmi
itape, 89 (34)
terre, stage, 695 (20)
ground, stage, 89, 695

-+

bhaisajya
midicaments, 183 (1 7)
medicaments, 183

-+

maga
animal sauvage, 623 (26)
wild animal, 623

-+

Majhimabhdnaka
Rkitateur du Maijhima, 168 (15)
of the Maijhima, 168
(preacher of the-)

--,Reciter

madguruparamparci
-+

lignke de ses mitres, 308 (32)
lineage of his teachers, 308
(regular succession of his teachers)

madhyadeiavcic
-+

langue du pays du milieu, 608 (13)
language of the middle region, 608

manas
esprit. 31 (34). 660 (7). 662 (28). 666 (13)
pen&, 433 (37)
-+ mind, 31,433, 660, 662, 666

manasikdra
-+

riflexion, 39 (27)
reflection, 39
(mental activity)
bien connu des hommes, 709 (2)
proclaimed among mankind, 709

+ well

manuSya
hommes, 34 (13). 697 (13)
34,697

--,men,

manodhdtu
-+

ilement esprit, 33 (19). 661 (19.28)
mind element, 661
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manomayakdya
corps spirituel, 689 (5)
-.mind-made body, 689
manovin'n'dnadhdru
element connaissance mentale. 661 (20,30)
mental consciousness element, 661
manfriparQad
assemblic de ministres, 391 (29)
-+ assembly of ministers, 391
marqa
mort, 42 (S), 80 (13), 253 (25)
-+ death, 42, 80, 253
marqaciffa
pen* a la mort, 80 (13). 253 (25)
--.thought at the time of dying, 80, 253
Marka!ahradarira
Etang aux singes. 171 (10)
+ Monkey Pool, 171
mahfigandhaku!ivcirika
la garde du grand temple, 569 (32)
-+ guardianship of the great temple, 569
(-of the perfumed cell)
mahdtmya
guide de pklerinage, 737 (6)
+ pilgrimage guide-book, 737
mah6&napa I i
grand bienfaiteur, 506 (22)
-. great benefactor, 506
mahaipati
suzerain, 539 ( I 5)
--+ su7srain. 539
-+

mahdpadeia
grandes autoritb, 180 (34)
grands criteres d'autorite, 256 (19)
--,great authorities, 180, 256
mahcjpddana
grand effort, 17 (20)
4 strenuous effort, 17
rnahcipurtqalaksana
marques physiques du Grand homme, 738 (10)
-+ physical marks of the Great Man, 738
mahZbodhidakkhiyucfkha
branche sud de I'arbre de I'lllumination, 293 (18)
4 southern branch of the tree of Enlightenment, 293
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mahifbhfira
grands ellments, 30 (2)
great elements, 30
mahiibhtimika
universal. 662 (32)
-+ universal, 662
mahhdtra
fonctionnaire, 247 (8)
surintendant, 248 (26). 251 (3.5)
--+ functionary, 247
overseer, 248, 251
mahivijaya
Grand vainqueur, 533 (1 3)
-+
Great Victor. 533
Mahdvijayaprtzsdda
Grand Palais de la Victoire, 533 (36)
-r Great Palace of Victory, 533
mahtkimghika
Grande Asscmblie (membre de), I51 (30), 152 (14)
majoritaim dissidents, 234 (30). 235 (IS)
h l e de la Grande Assemblie, 575 (16)
-r member of the Great Assembly, I5 1, I52
dissident majority, 234, 235
school of the Great Assembly, 575
ma-tykd (ma-rika)
c a t k h k . , 164 (19), 197 (31). 198 (17)
sommairc, 201 (27)
-r summary, 164, 197, 198, 201
-+

versi dans les c a t k h h ou sommaires, 164 (17)
wmmentateur autorisk, 3 17 (30)
-.versed in catechetics or summaries, 164
official commentator, 31 7
(summary-knower)
orgueil, 5 1 ( 15)
pride. 51
miirga
chemin bouddhiste, 301 (12)
chemin, 679 (2)
-+ Buddhist Path, 301
Path. 679
-+

se borne a montrer le chemin, 7 13 (20)

is merely a shower of the Path, 713
(shower of the Path)
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miga
gazelle, 623 (27)
gazelle, 623
mithyidrs!i
vue fausse, 37 (19)
4 false view, 37
4

muktaka
Scpare, 180 (2)
-+ separate, 180
muditi
joie aitruistc, 48 (4)
joie, 698 (5)
altruistic joy, 48
joy, 698
mudutd
elasticite, 659 (24)
-+ elasticity. 659
(plasticity)
muhutta
heure, 665 (26)
hour, 665
mcrdhan
tetes, 680 (5)
heads, 680
(summits)
rnlSlagandhaku!i
cellule parfumke des origines, 348 (8)
-+ original perfumed cell, 348
mtilabh6.yi
langue de base, 6 15 (5)
parler fondamental, 617 (2)
+ original language, 61 5, 61 7
mllasatygitibhray.ia
perte de la rtcitation primitive, 179 (21)
-,loss of the original recitation, 179
mrdvindriya
dc facultb faibles, 192 (23)
+ of weak faculties, 192
my:ivtida
mensonge, 37 (1 7). 76 (32)
-+ false speech, 37, 76
medhi
terrasse, 340 (20). 358 (26), 377 (13)
-+ terrace, 340, 358, 377
maitri
bienveillance, 48 (3), 698-99, 784 (30)
benevolena, 48, 698-99, 784
-+

-+

-+
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maitreniiyiena sphuritvd
rayonnante de bienveillancc, 777 (37)
--.radiating benevolence, 777 (37)
Maitreya
Bienveillant, 777 (38)
-+ Benevolent One, 777
mok~a
delivrance, 7 (26)
-+ deliverance. 7
moksabhtigija kuialamrila
racines de bien produisant la dllivrance, 679 (1 I)
-+ wholesome roots contributing to deliverance, 679
modaka
giteau magique, 736 (9)
-+ magic sweet-meat, 736
moneyyafp u t t q pa&
voie parfaite du sage, 257 (27)
--t perfect way of the sage, 257
moha

e m u r , 38 (23). 663 (4)
sottise. 215 (25)
trouble mental. 659 (35)
trouble, 660 (27)
--t delusion, 38. 215, 660. 663
mental delusion, 659
mlecchabh@d
langue barbare, 614 (22)
--r barbarian tongue, 614

yad bhaveyati
ce qui sera existant, 668 (1 3)
--.what will exist, 668
yad bhritaprirvam
ce qui fut existant, 668 (12)
-+ what did exist, 668
yamakaprdtihdrya
miracles jumeaux, 729 (8)
-+ twin wonders, 729
~as!i
-+

hampe, 341 (3)
pole, 341

yukta
-+

commis, 248 (6). 251 (1)
district officer, 248, 251
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YugaPal
-+

en une fois, 686 (10)
suddenly. 686

yuvarija
p r i n a htritier, 533 (6)
heir apparent, 533

-+

yoga
effort personnel, 434 (IS)

--. personal effort. 434
yauvarijya
prince heritier, 695 (25)

-- crown-prina, 695
rajas
salett, 550 (4)
atome poussi2re, 664 (4)
stain, 550
dust atom. 664

-+

rana
passion, 653 (7)
passion, 653

4

ralna
-+

joyau, 58 (10)
jewel. 58

raFD
saveur, 32 (2). 156 (1)

-- taste, 32
flavour, 156

riga
amour, 38 (22), 682 (29)
dtsir, 51 (12-14)
passion. 699 (7)
-+craving, 38, 51, 682, 699

rijapr&idacairya
-+

Temple Royal, 394 (13)
Royal Temple, 394

riijuka
-+

wntrdleur, 251 (1)
inspector. 251

ruciri < bhaimi>
-+

gracieuse. 695 (22)
gracious. 695

nipa
corporeite, 30 (2). 40 (12.21). 658 (25)
matiere subtile, 32 (18), 34 (19). 680 (27)
forme subtile, 51 (13)
visible. 32 (I), 666 (13)
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matiere, 30 (3)
dharma materiel. 662 (10)
--. corporeality, 30, 40,658
subtle matter, 32, 34, 680
subtle form, 51
visible, 32, 666
matter, 30
material dhanna, 662

rripaktiya
-+

corps materiel, 689 (13,21), 692 (23)
material body, 689, 692

nipalTvita
vitalite physique. 659 (21)

--. physical vitality, 659
nipaa'hiitu
monde de la matiere subtile, 34 (19), 660 (32)

--.world of subtle matter. 34. 660
(world of form)

nipaprasda
matiere subtile, 32 (18)
subtle matter, 32

-+

nipariiga
d b i r de I'existence comportant une forme subtile, 51 (13)
craving for existence consisting of a subtle form, 51

-+

nipavati < bhimi>
belle, 695 (23)

--. beautiful. 695
laksea
caractere, 48 (18), 667 (13)

--.characteristic. 48. 667
laksan&-nya
vide de caractere substantiel, 699 (38)
--.empty of a substantial character, 699

Iaks~Gnyathiitva
difference des caracteres, 667 (13)

--. difference in characteristics, 667
laya
minute, 665 (25)
minute, 665

--+

lahutti
--+

agilitt, 659 (23)
agility, 659
Oightness)
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lahuparivatta
cckvolutionn bkve, 666 (1)
-. short revolving, 666
liit

piller commemoratif, 358 (1 1)
commemorative pillar, 358

-+

linga
-+

signe exterieur, 2 14 (2 I), 216 (21a)
external sign, 214, 216

lekhaka

scribe, 474 (1 1)
-.scribe, 474
lena
-+

grottc, 393 (8)
cave, 393

lokapda
gardien du monde, 759 (27). 763 (8)
+guardian of the world, 759. 763
lokinuvartana
pour se conformer au monde. 690 (36)
-. to conform the world, 690
(in conformity to wordly life)
lokottara
supramondain, 678 (7), 684 (8), 690 (26)
-. supramundane, 678,684,690
Lokottaravcidin
enonwnt les dharma supramondains, 575 (9)
-. stating the supramundane dharmas, 575
lobha

cupidite, 660 (27)
craving, 660
laukika
mondain, 684 (1 1)
+ worldly, 684
-+

laukikcigradharma
s u p r h e s dharma mondains, 680 (6)
4 supreme worldly dharmas, 680

vagga

group, 167 (35)
section, 167
vacibheda
emission de voix, 301 (13)
+ vocal utterance, 301
-+
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vajropamaramddhi
concentration semblable au diamant, 683 (26)
diamond-like concentration, 683

-+

vadihi
su&s, 623 (27)
success, 623

-+

vandanfi
honorer, 477 (7)
to honour, 477

4

vaya
--r

disparition, 659 (28)
disappearing, 659

varsa
-+

saison des pluics, 64 (23). 183 (14)
rainy season, 64. 183

varsopanrSyikfi
4

entrer en retraite, 64 (27)
go into retreat, 64
(rainy season resort)

vast u
point, 52 (18). 183 (8)
these. 300-309
--r point, 52, 183
these, 300-309

v6kyadvfira
portes d'un livre, 205 (19)

--.doors of a book, 205
vfiyo
-+

vent, 659 (4)
wind, 659

vfihma
4

moyen de propulsion. 524 (22)
mean of propulsion, 524

vicfira
-+

jugement, 46 (28)
discursive thought, 46

vicikifsfi
-+

doutc, 51 (1 1)
doubt, 51

vicifa
-+

collationne, 200 (26)
collated, 200

vijaya
-+

victoire, 83 (2)
victory, 83
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v@iapti (vifin'atti)
notification, 659 (17)
information, 662 (I 5)
-. intimation, 659, 662

-.consciousness, 30, 33, 34, 40, 660, 662, 669
thought, 659
lieu d'infinitt de la connaissance, 34 (27)
sphere of unlimited consciousness, 34

-+

activitts de la connaissance. 661 (2)
activities of consciousness, 661

vitarka
examen, 46 (27)
intelligence, 218 (34)
enquite, 660 (4)
-4 reasoning, 46, 218, 660

Vinaya
discipline, 137 (13), 153 (6). 155 (10.27)
discipline, 137, 153, 155

-+

vinayadhara (vinaywdhara. vinaycika)
vcrsl. dans la discipline, 164 (17)
memorisateur du Vinaya, 164 (33), 317 (29)
moraliste, 353 (30)
+ versed in the discipline, 164
memorizer of the Vinaya, 164, 317
moralist, 353

vinayapcimokkha
4

chef du Vinaya, 95 (20). 223 (1 I)
Vinayachief, 95, 223
(head of the Vinaya)

vinayasapgiti
-+

*tation de la discipline, 153 (6)
recitation of the discipline, 153

Vinaya-samukkasse
-+

Eloge de la discipline. 256 (25)
Praise of the discipline, 256

Vinayrika
memorisateur du Vinaya, 164 (33)
maitre. 333 (18)
prkepteur, 455 (30)
-4 memorizer of the Vinaya, 164
master, 333
preceptor, 455
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viparinrZmadharma
changmnt, 33 (33)
changing, 33

-t

viparycisa
-+

meprise. 39 (1 6), 679 (32). 680 (18)
error, 39, 679-80
(delusion)

vipuiyanajtiha
vision et connaissance, 212 (27)
insight and knowledge, 212

-+

vipdyann
vuc pinttrante, 47 (17). 48 (1 I )
vision directe, 677 (29)
analyse transcendante, 678 (20)
insight. 47, 48
direct insight, 677
transcending insight, 678

-+

vipcika
rtsultat de I'acte, 660 (29)
retribution, 669 (29)
-+ maturation, 660, 669

vipZkakiya
corps de retribution, 689 (20)
body obtained by maturation, 689

-4

viprskaphala
fruit dc retribution, 36 (19), 40 (8). 42 (32)
fruit of maturation, 36, 40, 42

-+

vipcikaheru
-+

cause dc ritribution, 666 (23), 670 (26)
cause of maturation. 666,670

vibhajyavcida
--r

faire des distinctions, 87 (20). 298 (34)
to make distinctions, 87
distinguishing, 298

Vibhajyaviidin
-r

ttablissant des distinctions, 575 (12)
making distinctions, 575

vibhava

-+

anbntissement, 38 (15). 54 (19)
inexistence. 54 (I 5)
non-existence, 38. 54

vibhavatrsnd
soif d'ankantissement, 38 (15)
soif d'inexisknce, 54 (IS)
-4 thirst for noncxistena, 38, 54
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vibhavadu!i
vue fausse de I'antantissement, 54 (19)
- de non-existence, 55 (3)
-+ false view of nonexistence, 54, 55

vimukri
dtlivrance, 690 (3)
delivrance, 690

-+

vimuktijricinadariana
conscience de la dtlivrance, 690 (3)
vision and knowledge of deliverance, 690

+

vimuktimtirga
chemin de la dilivrance, 681 (21)
moment de la delivrance, 683 (9)
pens& de la dtlivrana, 685 (2)
path of deliverance, 68 1
thought-moment of deliverance, 683
thought of deliverance, 685
@ath of deliverance)

-+

vimoksa
-+

delivrance, 91 (20). 212 (6), 213 (5)
deliverance, 91, 212. 21 3

vivtida
disputes perverses, 2 13 (38)
querelles, 215 (24)
-* quarrels, 213, 21 5

viie~a
moment s u p r h e , 673 (6)
moment. 673
(specific moment)

-+ supreme

vi~ya
objet. 32 (20.35). 662 (10)
objct matiriel, 40 (28)
objet mattriel des sens. 659 (10)
--r object, 32, 662
material object, 40
material sense object, 659

vihtiyasti
--r

par la voie des airs, 747 (22)
through the airs, 747

vihtira
cellule. 340 (5). 342 (29)
rCsidena, 64 (14)
habitation, 342 (26)
dcmeure, 46 (20)
monastere, 551 (20). 555 (35)
--r cell, 340,342
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residence, 64
dwelling, 342
abode. 46
monastery, 551. 555

vitariga
renoncement, 696 (28)
renouncing, 696

-+

virya
-+

energie, 444 (10). 693 (35)
vigour, 444,693

viryavat
-+

energique, 3 10 (2)
vigorous, 310

vuddhi
accroissement, 623 (28)
increase, 623

-+

vr;ala
-+

homme de basse caste, 525 (21)
man of low caste, 525

vedanc
sensation, 30 (5), 40 (15). 41 (1,10), 662 (23). 679 (25)

--. feeling, 30, 40,41, 662, 679
vediki
palissade, 294 (35)
balustrade, 341 (5), 358 (36), 377 (15). 393 (5). 433 (18). 456 (38)
-+ palisade. 294
balustrade, 341, 358, 377, 393, 433, 456

vaitilika
-+

barde, 159 (1)
bard, 159

vaitulya
-+

sans comparaison, 159 (2)
incomparable, 159

vaidalya
-+

suppression, 159 (2)
suppression, 159

vaipulya
-+

ampleur, 159 (2)
extent. 159

vairigya
-+

renoncement, 2 13 (36)
renunciation, 213

votthapana
-+

determination, 661 (31)
determination. 661
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vyafijana
phoneme, 612 (19)
+ syllable, 612
vymianak6ya
collection de phonemes, 663 (31)
-r collection of sounds, 663

comportement, 692 (35)
conventional behaviour, 692
(conventional expression)
vyavahriravacana
expression mnventionnelle, 699 (27)
conventional expression, 699
-+

-+

vyGkaray
pridiction, 694 (24). 716 (1 1)
explication relative au futur, 757 (29)
prediction. 694, 7 16
explanation concerning the future, 757
-+

vyf?pa&
mkhanceti, 37 (19). 5 1 (1 3)
-+ ill-will, 37, 51
v y ~ a
kpanouissement, 433 (32)
4 manifestation, 433

iankha,
conque, 435 (18)
-+ conch, 435
Sob&

son, 32 (1)
sound, 32
jamatha
quiktude mentale. 46 (19)
p r d u r e pour apaixr les disputes, 182 (36). 183 (26)
calme, 213 (35)
calme parfait de la pensic. 678 (19)
mental quietude, 46
procedure for calming disputes, 182-83
tranquillity, 213
perfect mental quietude. 678
4

+

jayamism
logement, 64 (1 1)
rtsidence et mobilier, 183 (28)
siege, 679 (16)
-+ lodging, 64
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residence and furnishings, 183
seating. 679

Sarana
refuge, 336 (18), 703 (10)

--.refuge, 336, 703
Sarira
corps, 203 (3)
relique wrporelle, 474 (31)
relique, 705 (1 1)
restes, 714 (14)
-+ body. 203
bodily relic, 474
relic, 705
remains, 7 14

Salikd
ticket dc vote, 65 (1)
tablettc. 189 (15). 190 (25)
fiche dc bois, 229
-r voting ticket, 65
slip of wood, 189, 190, 229

SGnavka
vZtu dc chanvre. 228 (30)
-+ hempen-clothed, 228

Sin ta
-+

tranquille, 45 (10)
calm, 45

SZlikdgrahay
vote, 260 (8)
260

-+ vole,

SEfvata
-+

eternalisme, 55 (4). 298 (24)
eternalism, 55, 298

jkvatavida
-+

iternalisme radical, 298 (24)
radical eternalism, 298

Skma
enseignement, 179 (1)
religion, 274 (30), 292 (32), 403 (14). 430 (9)
-r teaching, 179
religion, 274, 292, 403, 430

S k t i devamanaqyciniim
instructeur des dicux et des hommes. 742 (25)

--.instructor of gods and men, 742

-+

traite philosophique en prose, 656 (13)
philosophical treatise in prose, 653
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probationnaire, 46 (9). 62 (30)

--.probationer, 46, 62
Siksdpada (parica-, &a-)
dgle, 46 (10). 59 (231, 76 (21.28). 160 (18)
dglement, 156 (32). 219 (34)
-+ rules, 46, 59, 76, 160
ruling, 156, 219
Silo
moralite, 45 (3 I), 46 (5), 73 (27), 74 (2). 76 (26), 91 (2,17), 444 (lo), 677 (32). 690 (2),
693 (33)
defenses, 2 12 (7). 21 3 (8)
--r morality, 45, 46, 73, 74, 76, 91, 444, 677, 690, 693
precepts, 212-1 3
Siladhara
observation des defenses. 2 12 (7)
rkgulier, 218 (14)
+ observance of the precepts, 212
regular practitioner, 218
confiance dans la valeur des p r k p t e s et des rites, 51 (1 1)
attachement exclusif aux cirhonies et rituels, 75 (25)
-+
trust in the value of vows and rites, 51
exclusive attachment to vows and rites. 75
(adhesion to vows and rites)
Silavratopiidcfna
croyance aveugle a I'efficacitt des vuux et des rites. 41 (20)
+ blind belief in efficacity of vows and rites. 41
hklavidarSand < bhl?mi>
vision blanche, 696 (22)
--r bright vision, 696
h&a
purifie, 298 (36)
-* purified, 298

-+

vision &he, 6% (23)
dry vision, 6%

hinya
vide, 678 (24). 679 (29)
empty, 678, 679
hinyatd
Vacuite, 47 (25). 91 (20)
vide, 91 (1 1)
-+ Emptiness, 47, 91
(Voidness)
Saiksa (sekhiya)
dgles de bon comportement, 60 (15)
+
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choses a recommander, 182 (35)
etude, 302 (38)
non-savant, 31 3 (6)
etudiant, 3 17 (37)
4 rules of training. 60
matters to be trained in, 182
training, 302
in training, 31 3
student, 3 17
Sraddhd
foi, 74 (2). 659 (34). 663 (2)
-+ faith, 74, 659, 663
Srmera
novice, 61 (23)
-+ novice, 61
Srdmanyaphala
fruit de la vie religieuse, 86 (32). 682 (18)
-. fruit of religious life, 86, 682
Srdvaka
auditeur, 49 (6). 179 (14)
disciple, 73 (35)
4 auditor, 49, 179
disciple, 73
Sruta

-+

enseigncmcnt. 49 (1)
instruction, 74 (3)
sciena, 81 (23)
petit savant, 81 (28)
erudition, 21 3 (8). 21 5 (21)
Ecriture, 215 (1)
audition, 679 (25)
teaching, 49
learning, 74. 81
petty scholar, 8 1
erudition, 213, 215
Scriptures, 215
hearing, 679

sa@arma
six lois. 46 (9), 62 (3 1)
-+ six laws, 46
six rules, 62

s o ~ a c a l p u ~
-+

les seize honnites gens, 770 (13)
the sixteen worthy persons, 770

samyama
domination des sens, 795 (16)
-+ control of the senses. 795
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Swyukta
Melanges, 152 (17)
Varia, 186 (1)
-+ Miscellanea, 152, 186

samyufla
-+

assemblage, 168 (2)
assemblage, 186

sam.vojana
--t

liens, 5 1 (9)
fetters. 51

samvara
-+

dixipline, 78 (6), 91 (3)
restraint, 78, 91

samvaraiila
--t

moralite de discipline, 46 (5)
moral restraint, 46

samvrri (-sarya, -saddharrna)

--t

convention, 179 (3)
viriti contingente, 208 (16)
contingence, 210 (3 1)
Bonne Loi prise au sens conventionnel, 217 (32), 220 (9)
convention, 179
conventional truth, 208
contingent, 210
Good Law in the conventional sense, 217. 220

sum vrtideva
-+

dieu par convention, 765 (2)
god through convention, 765

samscira
transmigration universelle, 7 (12)
ronde des renaissances, 34 (5)
transmigration, 84 (30)
-- universal transmigration, 7
round of rebirths, 34
rebirth, 84

sqsBramq&la
+

ccrcle des transmigrations, 84 (30)
wheel of rebirths, 84

sapkcira

-+

formation, 29 (7). 658 (12)
formation changeante, 30 (34)
formation karmique, 39 (33), 40 (3)
volition, 30 (9). 40 (16)
formation. 29. 658
changing-, 30
karmic-, 39, 40
volition, 30, 40
(complex of activities)
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sayskrta
conditionni, 45 (3). 658 (19,23), 675 (18). 689 (29)
--.conditioned, 45, 658, 675, 689
sayskytalaksay
caractere du dhanna conditionni, 663 (26)
caractere du conditionni, 667 (34)
+characteristic of the wnditioned dharma, 663, 667
saki nirutti
dialecte local, 632 (37)
local dialect, 632 (see also 61 1)

-

sakyaligdmin
qui ne revient qu'une fois, 51 (27)
--r once-returner, 5 1

professant le passage des cinq skundho a travers les existences et ne rewnnaissant
d'autoriti qu'aux seuls SCtra, 575 (13)
-. professing the passage of the five skandha through existences and acknowledging no
authority but the Siitras, 575
passer (a une nouvelle existence), 673 (20)
transmigrer, 674 (16)
-. to pass, 673
to pass on, 674
satpkhittena
en abrige, 794 (13)
-. in abridged form. 794
s q g i t i (mahi-)
concile, 151 (12), 314 (24)
e t a t i o n , 153, (6). 156 (35). 179 (21)
+council, 151, 314
recitation, 153, 156, 179
samgitikiraka
compilateur, 614 (27)
-.compiler, 6 14
attachement aux vues fausses concernant la Communaute, 92 (12)
attachment to false views concerning the Community. 92
sqghabhedo
schisme, 183 (27). 260 (2). 572 (20)
brisure de la Communauti, 259 (29)
schism, 183,260, 572
disunion in the Community, 259
samgharij7
dissidence. 572 (20)
+ dissidence, 572
--r

-.
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*satighdfiiesa
-+

reste de vie en communaute, 619 (15)
residual community life, 619

samghCr6tna
monastere, 358 (12), 340 (S), 342 (30), 569 (16)
couvent, 342 (30)
-r monastery, 340, 342, 358, 569
convent, 342
expulsion temporain de la communaute, 60 (7)
exclusion ternporaire de la cornmunaute, 182 (21)
--. temporary exclusion from the community, 60, 182

samcetan@a
-+

conscient, riflkhi, 36 (16)
conscious, reflected, 36
(fully conscious)

samjfio'
notion, 30 (7). 40 (15)
conscience, 34 (27), 41 (5). 46 (23)
-4 perception, 30, 34, 40, 41, 46

satpjiicivedayitanirodha
-+

destruction de la conscience et de la sensation, 46 (23)
cessation of perception and feeling, 46

satupadina
-+

adonni a la fixation de la memoire, 455 (20)
devoted to the application of mindfulness, 455

S q fiagairika
-+

habitant la Forit dense, 575 (21), 582 (14)
dwelling in the Dense Forest, 575, 582

Sannagarika
--+

k i d a n t dans les Six villes, 575 (21). 582 (12)
dwelling in the Six Towns, 575, 582

satkdyady~!i
croyance a la personnalite, 51 (10). 699 (34)
croyance au moi, 675 (10)
vue fausse sur Ie moi, 680 (20)
--.belief in individuality, 51, 675, 699
false view of individuality, 680

sattva
personne, 30 (32)
Otre, 41 (36), 42 (1)
criature, 477 (4)
+ being, 30, 41, 42, 477

satyadariana
vision p u n des veritk, 684 (31)
--.pure vision of the truths, 684
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Saddharmavipralopo
disparition de la Bonne Loi, 210 (21)
disappearance of the Good Law, 210

-+

saddharmasamgraha
compilation de la vraie Loi, 299 (4)

--.compilation of the true Law, 299
santati
duke, 659 (26)
continuity, 659

--+

santirana
examen, 661 (29)
investigation, 661

4

samt~a
-+

Grie, 673 (29)
series, 673

saydhdbhiisya
-+

enseignement intentionnel, 55 (27)
intentional teaching, 55

samdhdya
-+

<(enayant en vue)), 213 (4)
with the implication, 213

Sapurisa
-+

saint homme, 455 (31)
Worthy Man, 455

sabhd
conseil, 391 (29)
assernblk populaire, 132 (31)
-+ council, 391
popular assembly, 132

sabhdgatd
4

genre, 663 (18)
type. 663
(belonging to the same category)

sabhdgaheru
-4

cause pareille, 670 (25)
homogenous cause, 670

samatimsavidhd dhammatd
-+

trente demarches identiques, 732 (33)
thirty identical deeds, 732

samanantarapratyaya
antkkdent direct et immtdiat, 33 (29)
condition en qualite d ' a n t k d e n t igal et immtdiat, 670 (28)
-4 contiguous and immediate antecedent. 33
condition as a contiguous and immediate antecedent, 670

samantara
-+

antkkdent egal ou immtdiat, 670 (13)
contiguity, 670
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samaya
these, 190 (19)

--.these, 190
samcidcindila
moralite d'engagement. 78 (5). 91 (3)

-. morality of commitment, 78, 91

concentration, 473

--+

-+

concentration, 46 (IT), 91 (1 I), 212 (16). 215 (22), 677 (33), 678 (20), 692 (25)
concentration de I'esprit, 73 (27)
maitation, 214 (39)
concentration, 46.91, 212, 21 5, 677-78, 690, 692
mental concentration, 73
meditation, 214

samiiparti
recueillement, 17 (17). 34 (24). 46 (22)

-. attainment, 17, 34, 46
samiti
-+

assemblke populaire, 132 (3 1)
popular assembly, 132

samudaya
-+

origine, 678 (26)
origin, 678

sampa!icchana
-+

rkeption, 661 (27)
reception, 661

samprayukrakaheru
-+

cause associee, 670 (25)
associated cause, 670

sambodhi
Illumination, 89 (31). 248 (1)
-* Enlightenment, 89, 248

sambhiiramirga
-+

stade de I'accumulation, 679 (9)
path of accumulation, 679

sambhinnapraliipa
--

parole oiseuse, 37 (18). 46 (1)
frivolous talk. 37, 46

sammiidukkhakkhaya
destruction complete de la douleur, 82 (5)

-.complete destruction of suffering, 82
samyakcarita
conduite correcte. 213 ( 3 9 , 219 (10)

-. right conduct, 213. 219
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samyakpraripalti
bonne conduite. 87 (27)
good conduct, 87

+

s m y a k tvaniycimdvakrrinfi
ancre dans la certitude d'acquerir un jour le bien absolu, 681 (12)
anchored in the determination of one day acquiring the absolute good, 681
(entered in the determination concerning the good)

+

samyaks+alpa
ksolution correcte, 415 (28), 463 (16)
right resolve, 415, 463

-+

samyagd~ri
comprehension correcte, 677 (26)
right view, 677

+

sarvalragahetu
cause universelle, 670 (26)
universal cause, 670

-+

sarvapcfsapdapl?jaka
protegea ...tout= les sectes, 533 (18)
protected all sects, 533

-+

sarvabijaka
+

muni de tous Ics germes, 673 (18)
endowed with all the seeds, 673

sarvayak+idhipa
+

chef de tous les Yakw, 763 (18)
leader of all the Yak-,
763

sahaja
inni, 682 (32). 684 (33)
innate, 682, 684

-+

sahabhChetu
cause mutuelle, 670 (24)
mutual cause, 670

-+

sahaya
association, 583 (36)

--. association, 583
s@aka
-+

manteau, 750 (1)
cloak, 750

sidhdrapa
+

commun, 697 (1)
common, 697

szman
melodie, 61 3 (12, 26)
-+melody. 613

scimanta
-4

vassal, 502 (1,I 3), 539 (16)
vassal, 502, 539
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simantEdhipati
suzerain, 501 (39)

-- suzerain, 501
nigles d'intonation des Milodies vidiques, 613 (1)

-- rules of intonation for Vedic Melodies, 613
caractkres generaux, 48 (16)

-.general characteristics. 48
simika
man, 750 (2)

-.husband, 750

--. the essence, 255
sirati
pdorninance, 21 5 (18)

-.predominance, 2 15
sirdhavihirin (sadhivihiri)
compagnon, 61 (I 5)
hdte, 222 (26)
compagnon en vie religieuse, 455 (29)
--. co-resident, 6 1, 222
companion in the religious life. 455
Bienfaiteur de la religion, 274 (30)

--. Benefactor of the religion, 274
stssrava, samala
impur. 684 (10). 689 (26). 692 (24)

--.defiled, 684. 689, 692
sirigilona
--r

sel dans la come, 138 (22)
salt in a horn, 138

silSkarmrinta (silrikatyanta)
-+

sculpture, 392 (30), 474 (2)
sculpture, 392,474

siharhabha
pilier aux lions, 567 (2)

-.lion-pillar, 567
sihui
paroisse, 65 (20), 94 (25). 260 (7). 292 (33)
limile disciplinaire, 3 13 (24)
--. parish, 65,94, 260, 292
disciplinary limit. 3 13

Sihaladipa
-+

Ceylan, 616 (3)
Ceylon, 616
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sihlabh@a
singhalais, 616 (3)

--. Sinhalese, 616
sukkhavip~~~saka
dry visioned, 216 (8a)
dry visioned, 216

-+

sukha
bonheur, 46 (34)
happiness, 46

-+

sugali
-+

bonne destinee, 34 (14). 697 (31)
happy destiny, 34, 697

Suttanrika (Sutamtika, Sutlftika, Sutlftikini, Sfitlfrikini)
Connaisseur en Sfitra, 164 (31), 455 (17)

--. Knower of the Siitras, 164, 455
surcfmaireya
usage de boissons ferment&, 77 (1)

--. use of fermented drinks, 77
stiksmaci~ta
penskc subtile, 673 (17)

--. subtle thought, 673
ski

-+

traverse, 341 (9). 349 (33), 358 (40), 392 (33)
aiyille, 63 (29)
cross-piece, 341, 349, 358, 392
needdle, 63

Sdradhara
versk dans les Siitra, 164 (16)

--. versed in the Sltras. 164
senhi
general en chef, 389 (16)

-- commander-inchief, 389
senlfpati
--+

chef d'armk, 763 (19)
army chief, 763

selaghara
--r

temple rupestre, 566 (30)
rock-cut temple, 566

sopadh8esa
--+

avec conditionnement restant, 44 (20)
with residual conditioning, 44

sopfina
-+

escalier, 341 (2)
stairway, 341

skandha
agregat, 29 (35). 658 (14)
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-+

-+

phenomene physique et mental, 55 (7)
aggregate, 29, 658
physical and mental phenomena, 55
affirmation de I'existence des phenomenes psycho-physiques, 671 (4)
assertion of the existence of psycho-physical aggregates, 671
sine des elements, 671 (14)

--. series of the aggregates, 671
stambha (tambha)
pilastre, 264 (8)
pilier, 294 (37)
montant. 341 (6). 349 (32), 358 (38). 474 (2)
--. pilaster, 294
pillar, 294
upright (post), 341, 349, 358, 474

stGpa
--

monument funiraire, 340 (4)
funerary monument, 340

steyavamvcisika
-+

parasite, 310 (26)
parasitical, 3 10

sthavira
ancien disciple, 94 (29)
doyen, 152 (8)
president, 219 (30)
Ancien, 234 (29), 235 (I 5)
--.early disciple, 94
Elder, 152, 219, 234, 235

Sthaviravddin
professant la doctrine des Anciens, 575 (8)
the doctrine of the Elders, 575

-+ professing

--.stability. 663
sparia (phassa)
contact, 33 (5). 40 (29), 41 (I), 660 (3)
-+contact, 33, 40, 41, 660

sprugavya
-+

tangible, 32 (2)
touchable, 32

-+

fixation de la memoire, 679 (22)
application of mindfulness, 679

srot~panna
entre dans le courant, 51 (22), 301 (14)

870
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enters the stream, 51, 301
(stream-winner)

-+

svabhdva
substance propre, 665 (3)
nature propre, 666 (26)
-+ self-nature, 665, 666

svara
son, 612 (20)
intonation, 612 (30), 61 3 (7)
4 sound, 612
intonation, 612, 613

hadayavatthu
-4

caur, 659 (15)
heart-basis, 659

harmikd
kiosque carrc, 341 (3)
kiosque, 349 (28), 358 (32). 377 (13.14)
-4 pavilion, square-, 341, 349, 358, 377

harmya
maison de pierre, 64 (16)
64

-+mansion.

hetu
cause, 670 (1 I), 678 (27)

--. cause,670,678
hetupratyaya
causes et conditions, 56 (1 1)
wndition en qualit6 de cause, 670 (27)
--.causes and conditions, 56
wndition as a cause, 670

hetusaypad
-+

perfection des causes, 690 (7)
accomplishment of causes, 690

Haimavata
-4

h i d a n t dans les Montagnes Neigeuses. 575 (20)
dwelling in the Snowy Mountains, 575
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